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PART TWO �
AN ETYMOLOGICAL DICTIONARY  

OF THE  
HITTITE INHERITED LEXICON 

 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
�

In this part I will treat the following Hittite words: (a) words that in my view have 
a good IE etymology; (b) words that formally look as if they could well be of IE 
origin but for which no IE cognates are known; (c) words for which an IE 
etymology has been proposed that in my view cannot be correct;283 and (d) words 
of which I found it important to show that they must be of a foreign origin.284  

Of each word I have cited all spellings of the forms as attested, giving 
attestation place if necessary and a dating. If a certain form is attested in multiple 
texts, I have only indicated the oldest dating. Whenever needed, I have ordered 
the forms and spellings chronologically, in order to describe the most original 
state of affairs. On the basis of this material, I have treated the etymology of each 
word. Apart from words, I have also included in this dictionary the nominal and 
verbal endings, as well as most of the verbal and some nominal suffixes. Of these 
I have especially concentrated on morphological changes, as well as on their 
etymology. 

An etymological dictionary can only be written on the basis of good 
philological descriptions of the words in question. In the case of Hittite, such 
descriptions are not available for the whole lexicon. The only dictionary that 
comprises the whole Hittite vocabulary285 is Friedrich’s +HWKLWLVFKHV :|UWHUEXFK 
(HW) that dates from 1952-1954, to which three (UJlQ]XQJVKHIWH (1957, 1961, 
1966) were added. Although this dictionary must be regarded as a milestone in 

                                                      
283 Although I certainly do not claim exhaustiveness for this category. 
284 I am aware that this latter category is quite arbitrary. 
285 Sturtevant’s 

����� � � � � ���
	 �������� �
 (1931, second edition 1936), Tischler’s 

���� ��� � � ������� ������� ���������
 "! ��� �#��$#�#�&%��� ���(')� �

 (1982) and Tischler’s 
���� ��� � � ���������*���('(+�, ! ��� �#��-(�(���

 (2001) are all mere glossaries: 
they only cite the stem of a Hittite word with its translation without giving (much) linguistic 
information. 
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Hittitology, it is nowadays outdated in some respects: it does not give examples 
of contexts to illustrate a word’ s meaning, it cites forms in bound transcription, 
often disregarding plene spellings, and it does not give attestation places to all 
forms cited. Moreover, many more Hittite texts have been published since it 
appeared, which means that the dictionary is not exhaustive. Fortunately, other 
dictionary-projects have been started in more recent times that do meet up to the 
expectations of modern-day Hittitologists. Yet, these are all unfinished. Friedrich 

– Kammenhuber’ s +HWKLWLVFKHV :|UWHUEXFK. =ZHLWH� Y|OOLJ QHXEHDUEHLWHWH 
$XIODJH DXI GHU *UXQGODJH GHU HGLHUWHQ KHWKLWLVFKHQ 7H[WH (HW2), which was 
initiated in 1975, sofar comprises D� till §DããX� and gives a complete overview of 
attestations and an extensive semantic treatment (but note that its dating of texts 
does not follow the FRPPXQLV�RSLQLR). In preparation to this work Kammenhuber 
has published 0DWHULDOHQ ]X HLQHP KHWKLWLVFKHQ 7KHVDXUXV (1973 - 1989) that 
treats the lemmas N� .  � DNN� ‘to die’ , ãX (conjunction), WD (conjunction), �D� (encl. 
pers. pron.), HNX�/ .  � DNX� ‘to drink’ , G � .  � G� ‘to take’ , ã NN� .  � ãDNN� ‘to know’  and 
§DQGDH�/ .  ‘to arrange’ . It contains many attestation places and a detailed semantic 
description. 7KH +LWWLWH 'LFWLRQDU\ RI WKH 2ULHQWDO ,QVWLWXWH RI WKH 8QLYHUVLW\ RI 
&KLFDJR (CHD), edited by Güterbock, Hoffner and Van den Hout, first appeared 
in 1989 and thus far treats O � .  � O� till  ããH. It gives many attestation places and a 
full semantic treatment, too. Two other works, which are not primarily meant as 
synchronic dictionaries, do provide philological information as well. Puhvel’ s 
+LWWLWH (W\PRORJLFDO 'LFWLRQDU\ (HED) first appeared in 1984, and up to now has 
been finished for the letters $ � 0. It gives many (often all) attestation places and 
examples of contexts to illustrate the semantics of a word. Tischler’ s +HWKLWLVFKHV 
HW\PRORJLVFK *ORVVDU (HEG) falls into two parts. The first part (1977-1983), 
dealing with the letters $ � ., is a mere bibliographical work giving references to 
etymological treatments of the words cited. The second part (1990-), for which 
Tischler has received the help of Neumann and Neu, thus far treats the letters /, 
0, 1, 3, âD and 7, and gives more philological information (although still not 
extensively), including forms that are attested on unpublished tablets. A small 
contribution was Otten’ s 0DWHULDOHQ ]XP KHWKLWLVFKHQ /H[LNRQ (1971b = StBoT 
15), in which he extensively treats the words beginning with ]X�.  

All in all, good up-to-date philological treatments exist of the following part of 
the Hittite lexicon: $, (, Ï, ,, ., /, 0, 1, 3, âD, 7 (but not as extensive as 
desired) and =X. This means that the words beginning with âH � âX� 8, A and =D � 
=L often still lack an extensive synchronic description. In my etymological 
treatment of the Hittite inherited lexicon, this means that for the words of the first 
category I often only refer to the works cited above for the synchronic treatment 
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(unless I disagree, of course), whereas for words of the second category I will 
give much more synchronic philological information, including attestation places, 
contexts and semantics. Because I do not have a card-tray system at my disposal 
that covers all published Hittite texts, I cannot claim exhaustiveness for these 
treatments. Nevertheless, on the basis of many treatments of texts and words in 
the secondary literature and using a collection of computerized transliterations of 
some 3300 Hittite texts (containing ca 280.000 words)286, which has greatly 
enhanced the search for forms, attestation places and contexts, I have tried to be 
as inclusive as possible. 

Each lemma is accompanied by grammatical information (the classification of 
the verbal system is elaborately treated in chapter 2.2), a translation, its 
corresponding sumerogram and/or akkadogram (if applicable), all attested 
spellings known to me (which are dated when relevant: note that if a certain form 
is attested in texts from different periods, usually only the oldest dating is 
mentioned), inner-Hittite derivatives and cognates, cognates in the other 
Anatolian languages, a Proto-Anatolian reconstruction (if possible), cognates in 
the non-Anatolian Indo-European languages, a Proto-Indo-European 
reconstruction (if possible), and, finally, an elaborate philological and 
etymological discussion.  

In the treatment of cognates from the other Anatolian languages, I have tried to 
include all attested forms, for which I have used the following sources: for Palaic, 
the vocabulary in Carruba 1970; for CLuwian Melchert’ s &XQHLIRUP /XYLDQ 
/H[LFRQ (1993a); for HLuwian I have cited words as transliterated in Hawkins’  
&RUSXV RI +LHURJO\SKLF /XZLDQ ,QVFULSWLRQV (2000); for Lycian I have used 
Melchert’ s $ 'LFWLRQDU\ RI WKH /\FLDQ /DQJXDJH (2004a); and for Lydian 
Gusmani’ s /\GLVFKHV :|UWHUEXFK (1964).  

Note that in alphabetization the sequence �XÑD� is regarded as �X� + �Ñ� + �D�, so 
e.g. GXÑDUQL�/ . ���GXÑDUQ� follows MUNUSGXWWDUL¨DWD�L� and precedes WX]]L�. 
  

                                                      
286 Kindly provided to me by prof. Tischler, for which I am very grateful. 
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A 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
D�: see DãL � XQL � LQL  
 
�D,��  (all.sg.-ending) 
  PIE *-R 
  
The allative answers the question ‘to where’  and is a living case in the OH and 
MH period only. Its ending is either �D or � . The difference between the two is 
clearly a matter of accentuation, compare D�Dã�ND /"aska/ ‘gate’ , §D�PH�Hã�§D�DQ�
GD /HmésHanta/, OX�OL�¨D /lglia/ ‘pond’ , QH�H�St�ãD /nébisa/ ‘heaven’ , ãX�X§�§D 
/sóHa/ ‘roof’  vs. Lã�ãD�D /}Sa/ ‘mouth’ , NL�Lã�UD�D /k}Sra/ ‘hand’ , WD�DN�QD�D /tgna/ 
‘earth’  (all OS attestations). On the basis of the fact that SD�UD�D /pra/, an original 
allative of the paradigm to which SHUDQ and SDU]D belong as well, can be 
compared directly to Gr. , Skt. SUi�,�Lat. SU � and Goth. IUD�,�which all point 
to *SUy, I assume that the allative-ending has to be reconstructed as *-R.  
 
�D�(nom.-acc.pl.n.-ending) 
  PIE *-HK 0  
  
The nom.-acc.pl.-form of neuter nouns and adjectives can be formed in several 
ways (cf. Gertz 1982: 270ff.). First, we encounter the ending �D, which seems to 
originally belong in D�stem nouns (e.g. ãD�D�NX�ÑD (OS) from ã NXÑD� ‘eye’ ), 
stems in �WW� (D�QL�¨D�DW�WD (OS) from DQL¨DWW� ‘work, task’ ), stems in �QW� (e.g. D�
PL�¨D�DQ�WD (OH/MS) from DPL¨DQW� ‘small’ , §X�X�PD�DQ�WD (OS) from § PDQW� 
‘all’ ) and L� and X�stem adjectives (e.g. D�Dã�ãD�X�ÑD from ããX� � ããDÑ� ‘good’ , 
§DU�JD < *§DUND¨D from §DUNL� � §DUNDL� ‘white’ , ãX�XS�SD (OS) < *ãXSSD¨D from 
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ãXSSL� � ãXSSDL� ‘clean’ ). In stems in resonants, we see introduction of the 
lengthened grade (e.g. §DU�ãD�D�DU (OS) from §DUãDU � §DUãQ� ‘head’ , §X�L�WD�D�DU 
(OS) from §XLWDU � §XLWQ� ‘game, wild animals’ , §D�Dã�WD�D�L from §DãWDL� � §DãWL� 
‘bone’ , ~�L�WD�D�DU (OS) from Ñ WDU � ÑLW Q� ‘water’ ). In stems in �U and �O we 
occasionally find an ending �L, for which see its own lemma. In the X�stem noun 
ããX� ‘goods, possessions’ , we find a nom.-acc.pl. D�Dã�ãX�X which must stand for 

/"áSo/, showing /-Co/ < *-&XK 0  (cf. § 1.4.8.2.b). Note that in other neuter X�stem 
nouns, we find the ending �D, e.g. JH�HQ�]X�X�ÑD (OH/NS) from JHQ]X� ‘lap’ , 
which clearly must be an innovation. If my interpretation of the pronominal nom.-
acc.pl.n.-forms  H, D�Sp�H, NH�H and NX�H as reflecting *-LK 0 , showing a lowering 
of *-&LK 0  to /-Ce/ comparable to the lowering visible in *-&XK 0  > /-Co/, is correct, 
we would expect that in neuter L�stem nouns the nom.-acc.pl.n.-ending is �H as 
well. Unfortunately, no nom.-acc.pl.-forms of neuter L�stem nouns are to my 
knowledge attested in OS or MS texts. We do find a nom.-acc.pl.n.-form SDU�NX�H 
(MH/MS), however, from the L�stem adjective SDUNXL� � SDUNXÑDL� ‘clean’  (instead 
of expected SDUNXÑD < SDUNXÑD¨D, which is attested as well), which may show the 
reality of the ending �H < *-LK 0 .  
 As we already saw, I reconstruct the ending °&X�X in neuter X-stem nouns as 
*-&X�K 0  and the ending °&H�H in pronominal stems and possibly in SDUNXH as 
*-&L�K 0 , both showing the neuter nom.-acc.pl.-ending *-K 0  as attested in the other 
IE languages as well (e.g. Skt. �L, Gr. - , Lat. � ). The Hittite ending �D must go 
back to *-HK 0 , however, because in word-final position after consonant *-K 0  
would regularly drop, cf. *Pp�K 0  > Hitt. P N ‘much, many’ . This *-HK 0  is also 
visible in Lyc. �D, Skt. � , OCS �D and Goth. �D. See Prins (1997: 221f.) for a 
treatment of this *-HK 0 .  
 
�D (3sg.pres.midd.-ending): see �D�UL�  
 
 D ‘and, too’ : see  �¨�D  
 
 D ‘but’ : see  �P�D  
 
 D� (enclitic pronoun) ‘he, she, it’ : nom.sg.c.  Dã (e.g. Q D�Dã (OS), W D�Dã (OS), 
ã D�Dã (OS), QD�Dã�P D�Dã (OS), NX�LW�PD�D�Q D�Dã (OS), D�NL Dã (OS)), 
acc.sg.c.  DQ (e.g. Q D�DQ (OS), W D�DQ (OS), ã D�DQ (OS), QD�DW�W D�DQ (OS), 
WDU�QD�D�L P D�DQ (OS), §DU�JD�QX�PL DQ (NH)), nom.-acc.sg.n.  DW (e.g. Q D�
DW (OS), W D�DW (OS), NX�L�ã D�DW (OS), SIG5�DQ�WD�UL DW (OS)), dat.sg.  ããH,  ããL 
(e.g. QX�X ã�ãH (OS), WD�D ã�ãH (OS), DQ�GD PD�D ã�ãH (OS), QX�X ã ãL 
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(MH/MS)), nom.pl.c.  H (e.g. Q H (OS), W H (OS), ã H (OS), W H�H W�WD (OS)), 
 DW (Q D�DW (OH/MS)), acc.pl.c.  Xã (Q X�Xã (OS), W X�Xã (OS), ã X�Xã (OS), 
SDU�WD�~�QL�W X�Xã (OS), QD�D§�PL Xã (MH/NS)),  Dã (NS), nom.-acc.pl.n.  H 
(Q H (OS)),  DW (young), dat.pl.  ãPDã (QX�X ã�PD�Dã (OS), WD�D ã�PD�Dã (OS), 
GU4�Q D�D ã�PD�Dã (OS), PD�D�DQ ãD�PD�Dã (OS), QDP�PD PD�D ã�ãD�PD�Dã 
(OS), QD�DW�WD ãD�PD�Dã (OS), §DO�NL�Lã �ã�PD�Dã (MH/MS)). 
 Anat. cognates: Pal.  D� ‘id.’  (nom.sg.c.  Dã, acc.sg.c.  DQ, nom.-acc.sg.n.  DW, 
dat.sg.  ãL, nom.pl.c.  Dã, nom.-acc.pl.n.  H); CLuw.  D� ‘id.’  (nom.sg.c.  Dã, 
acc.sg.c.  DQ, nom.-acc.sg.n.  DWD, dat.sg.  GX,  WX, nom.pl.c.  DWD, acc.pl.c. 
 Dã, nom.-acc.pl.n.  DWD, dat.pl.  �P�PDã); HLuw.  D� ‘id.’  (nom.sg.c. /=as/, 
acc.sg.c. /=an/, nom.-acc.n. /=ada/, dat.sg. /=du/, nom.pl.c. /=ada/, acc.pl.c. 
/=ada/, nom.-acc.pl.n. /=ada/, dat.pl. /=mants/); Lyd.  D� ‘id.’  (nom.sg.c.  D ,  , 
acc.sg.c.  D ,  , nom.-acc.sg.n.  DG,  DW, dat.sg.  D ?,  ); Lyc.  H� ‘id.’  
(nom.sg.c.  H? (see Garret 1992: 204), acc.sg.c.  ,  H,  Q,  QH,  HQ,  HQH, 
nom.-acc.sg.n.  HG,  HGH, dat.sg.  L,  LMH, nom.-acc.pl.n.  H,  HG,  HGH, dat.pl. 
 xQ�,� xQH (see Melchert 1992a: 197-9)). 
  
This enclitic pronoun is part of the sentence initial particle chain and occupies the 
penultimate slot therein, just before the locatival enclitic particles ( �D�Q, 
 �D�S�D�,  �D�ãWD,  NNDQ and  ããDQ). It is only attested in the cases nominative, 
accusative and dative. It is clear that nom.sg.c.  Dã, acc.sg.c.  DQ and nom.-
acc.sg.n.  DW must reflect *-RV, *RP and *-RG respectively, whereas nom.pl.c.  H, 
acc.pl.c.  Xã and nom.-acc.pl.n.  H must reflect *-RL, *-RPV and *-LK 0  (for which 
see at N � � N � � NL�). Therewith it clearly reflects the pronominal endings as also 
found in DS � � DS �. The dative-forms stand somewhat apart since they do not 
seem to go back to pronominal endings. Dat.sg.  ããH probably reflects *-VRL 
which must be compared to the enclitic pers.pronouns *PRL ‘to me’  and *WRL ‘to 
thee’ . Already within the OH period it is replaced by  ããL in analogy to the 
nominal dat.-loc.sg.-ending �L. The analysis of dat.pl.  ãPDã is less clear. It seems 
to show the dat.-loc.pl.-ending �Dã attached to an element �ãP� that is also visible 
in the enclitic possessive  ãPL� �  ãPD� �  ãPH�.  
 Note that alleged nom.pl.c.  L in PD�D�Q L ]D (KBo 6.2 iii 7 (OS)) is not 
necessarily linguistically real. This particle chain may have to be read PD�D�
Q p ]D (so reading the sign NI as Qp), with the normal nom.pl.c.-form  H.  
 According to Puhvel (HED 1/2: 6), there are some OH contexts in which we 
find acc.sg.c.  XQ instead of normal  DQ. As examples he cites ~�NX�XQ (KBo 
8.42 obv. 7) ‘I ... him’  and QX�XQ�QD�SD[ (KBo 12.63 ii 5). These forms are 
problematic, however. The first form is damaged and actually reads  = 
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~�NX-x-]D, where of the damaged sign only one head of a wedge is visible. 
Apparently, Puhvel reads ~�NX�[X]Q = XN XQ, but a reading ~�NX�[Xã?]-]D = 
XN Xã ]D is equally possible.  
 The context of the second form is quite broken:  
 

KBo 12.63 ii (with additions from KBo 12.18 i 5-9) 
(1) N[(X??-ÑD�D�St�LW UD�DW)] 
(2) LUGAL-H]-[]L?�¨D?- x - x - x] 
(3) ã D�DQ ] D�S[(D D�Dã�ãX)] 
(4) ãX�X�ÑD�D[W�WH�HQ?] 
(5) QX�X[Q�Q]D�S[D? (D�Dã�ãX)] 
(6) ãX�X�ÑD�DW�W[(H)�HQ?] 
 
(7) §X�X§�§D�Dã P[(L�Lã D�Lã)] 
(8) URU=D�[(D)]O-[SD?(-) x - x - x - x] 
(9) Q D�[(DQ NH�HU WH�HW WX�Xã�JD�)x - x -x] 
 
’ On the day that [he] be[comes] king, you (pl.) must fill him up with goods. You 

(pl.) must fill QXQQDS[D] up with goods. My grandfather [...] the mouth [..] the city 

Z[a]l[pa..]. Your (sg.) heart [will] please him’ . 

 
If ãD�DQ�]D�SD in line 3 is to be analysed as a sentence initial chain ã DQ ] DSD, 
then it is possible that we should interpret QX�XQ�QD�S[D?] as containing  DSD as 
well. Whether QXQQ  then is to be analysed as Q XQQ remains unclear to me. 
Note that geminate �QQ� would then be unexpected. All in all, I would at this point 
not dare to postulate a variant  XQ besides acc.sg.c.  DQ.  
 
� 1�2 3 4 5  ‘to be hot’ : see �L�� 6#7 8 . 9  � L�  

 
�D©©� 4  (‘factitive’ -suffix) 
  
Verbs that display the suffix �D§§� are often called ‘factitive’  since they denote 
‘to make x’  in which x = the noun from which they are derived. For instance, 
ãXSSL� ‘pure’  and ãXSSL¨D§§� .  ‘to make pure’ , QHÑD� ‘new’  and QHÑD§§� .  ‘to make 
new’ , GDãXÑDQW� ‘blind’  and GDãXÑD§§� .  ‘to make blind’ , etc. It should be noted 
that �D§§� is a denominal suffix only: we never find verbs in �D§§� that are 
derived from a verbal stem. In the oldest texts, verbs in �D§§� inflect according to 
the §L-conjugation (3sg.pres.act. �D§�§L (OS)), but in NH times, we find PL-
inflected forms like 1sg.pres.act. �D§�PL, 3sg.pres.act. �D§�]L, etc. In 1sg.pres.act., 
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the combination of the suffix �D§§� with the ending �§§L is predominantly spelled 
�D§§L. A spelling �D§§D§§L occurs twice only, namely [...]x�D§�§D�D§�§L (KBo 
17.25 rev. 5 (OS)) and §D�DS�St�QD�D§�§D�D§�§L (KUB 41.32 rev. 10 (OH/NS)). 
The 1sg.pret.act.-form to my knowledge is always spelled �D§�§X�XQ: I do not 
know of any spellings **�D§�§D�D§�§X�XQ.  
 On the basis of the word equation Q ÑD§§� .  ‘to renew’  with Lat. QRY UH ‘to 
renew’  and Gr.  ‘to plough up’ , it is generally thought that the suffix �D§§� 
must be of PIE origin and reflects *-HK 0 �. So, QHÑD§§� < *QpÑHK 0 �. Why the 
factitives in �D§§� ended up in the §L-conjugation is unclear to me. Note that they 
differ from normal §L-conjugating verbs in �D§§� in the sense that these show an 
alternation �§� � �§§� (Q §� .  � QD§§�,�] §� .  � ]D§§�), whereas factitives in �D§§� have 
geminate �§§� throughout, also in 3sg.pres.act. �D§§L. This is due to the fact that 
normal §L-verbs have *y in the singular, which lenites the following *K 0 , whereas 
the factitives have *-HK 0 �.  
 
�DL�(dat.-loc.sg.-ending): see �L  
 
�L�� 1�3 4 � �� L� (IIIa > IIIb) ‘to be hot’ : 3sg.pres.midd. D�D�UL (KUB 20.88 rev. 21 

(OH/MS)), D�UL (KBo 5.1 iii 52 (MH/NS), KBo 13.167 ii 8, iii 7 (NS), KUB 
17.28 iv 39 (MH/NS), ABoT 7+ iii 42 (MH/NS), HT 1 i 49 (MH/NS), KBo 29.70 
obv. 13 (MS), KBo 24.95 rev.? 7 (NS)), 3pl.pres.midd. D�D�DQ�WD (VBoT 58 i 24 
(OH/NS)), 3sg.pret.midd. D�L�LW�WD�DW (KBo 42.6 obv.? 6 (NS)); part. D�D�DQ�W� 
(OS), D�DQ�W� (OS). 
 Derivatives: LQX�: 4  (Ib2) ‘to make hot, to fry’  (3sg.pres.act. L�QX�X]�]L, 
3pl.pres.act. L�QX�DQ�]L, L�QX�ÑD�DQ�]L, 2pl.imp.act. L�QX�XW�WH�HQ (OS); impf. L�QX�
Xã�NH�D�), Dª ãã�: 4  (Ib2) ‘to become hot (?)’  (3pl.pres.act. D�L�Lã�ãD�DQ�]L (KUB 
29.55 ii 2, KUB 29.44 ii 6, iii 5)). 
  PIE *K ; HK < L�R�UL, *K ; K < L�QHX� ?? 
  
See HW2 A: 44f. for attestations. For a good interpretation of this verb, we should 
first look at its causative, LQX�/ . . This causative often is cited as HQX�/ .  as well (e.g. 
Puhvel HED 1/2: 11; HW2 E: 42f.), which is done only on the basis of two 
attestation showing a spelling H�QX�. As I show at the lemma HQX�/ . , these forms 
are unclear regarding their interpretation and cannot be used as an argument in 
favour of the view that originally the causative of this verb was HQX�,�with LQX� 
being a reduced spelling of it. All secure forms of the causative show a spelling 
with L� only, including the OS attestation L�QX�XW�WH�HQ. Similarly, the alleged 
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connection with and meaning ‘to become hot’  of the once attested verb HQXPD� 
(q.v.) should be abandoned.  
 The verb shows interesting spellings with hyper-plene from OS texts onwards 
(3sg.pres.midd. D�D�UL, 3pl.pres.midd. D�D�DQ�WD and part. D�D�DQ�W�), which in the 
course of time are replaced by ‘normal’  plene spellings (3sg. D�UL and part. D�DQ�
W�). This could indicate that the original forms used to contain a hiatus, OH /"aari/, 
/"aanta/, /"aant-/, which was lost in the younger period, yielding /ari/, /"anta/ and 
/"ant-/. The fact that the causative of this verb shows a stem L� (which must be 
zero-grade) highly indicates that D�D�UL reflects * ¨�R�UL vel sim., in which form 
the loss of intervocalic *¨ yielded hiatus. The assumption of a stem * L� makes 
way to a connection with the scarcely attested verb D¨Lãã� that then could be 
interpreted as a fientive D¨� ãã�/ .  ‘to become hot’ . Another form that shows a stem 
D¨� may be 3sg.pret.midd. D�L�LW�WD�DW in KBo 42.6 obv.? (6) [...]x PX A-WDU PH�
HW D�L�LW�WD�DW, if this means ‘my water was warm’ . Because of this D¨ ãã�/ .  and 
D¨LWWDW (= /"aitat/?), I have decide to cite the basic verb as �L�� 6�8 .  � L� here.  
 The stem �L���L� often is connected with Gr. ,  and Skt. LQGGKp 
‘entzundet’ . These forms clearly derive from *K 0 HLG = �,�however, which cannot be 
cognate to the Hittite forms.  
 In principle, Hittite middle verbs either show zero-grade in the root (e.g. WXNN UL 
< *WXN�y) or H-grade (e.g. HãDUL < *K ; pK ; V�R). In this case, L� must reflect full-
grade because LQX� shows the zero-grade stem. The stem L� can only go back to a 
form with H-grade if it contained either *K 0  or *K < . As *K 0  would have remained in 
initial as well as intervocalic position (or, when in *9K 0 ¨9 would have given 9¨9, 
like W ¨H]]L < *WHK 0 ¨HWL), the root must contain *K < . As *K <  yields Hitt. §� in initial 
position when preceding *H, the only possible root structure is *K ; HK < L�. This 
would mean that D�D�UL = /"a"ari/ reflects *K ; pK < L�R�UL, and LQX� < *K ; K < L�QHX�. 
Note that the first form shows that *9K < ¨9 > OH /V"V/, and not **/ViV/ and that 
the second form shows that *K ; K < L� > Hitt. L� and not **§L�. Unfortunately, this 
reconstruction is based on internal evidence only. To my knowledge there are no 
other IE languages that show reflexes of a root *K ; HK < L�.  
 
DLNDÓDUWDQQD�(adv.) ‘for one turn’ : D�L�ND�ÑD�DU�WD�DQ�QD (KBo 3.5 i 17, 22). 
  
This word is a loan through Hurrian from Pre-Indic *DLND� ‘one’  and *ÑDUWDQD� 
‘turn’ , compare Skt. pND� and YiUWDQD�.  
 
DLã� �� Lãã� (n.) ‘mouth’  (Sum. KAxU, Akk. 3Ó): nom.-acc.sg.n. D�L�Lã (OS), D�Lã, 
acc.sg.c.(?) KAxU-DQ (KBo 5.1 iv 4 (MH/NS)), gen.sg. Lã�ãD�Dã (KUB 24.13 ii 5, 
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25 (MH/NS)), dat.-loc.sg. Lã�ãL�L, Lã�ãL�L ã�ãL, D�L�Lã�ãL (KBo 8.75, 6 (MH/NS)), 
all.sg. Lã�ãD�D�D ã�PD (OS), Lã�ãD (KBo 3.38 obv. 4 (OH/NS), KBo 13.100, 7 
(NS)), instr. Lã�ãL�LW (KUB 31.135 obv. 11 (OH/MS), KBo 9.106 iii 3 (MH/NS)), 
abl. Lã�ãD�D] (OS), Lã�ãD�D�D], acc.pl.c. KAxU

>
I.A-Xã (KUB 14.4 ii 10 (NH)), dat.-

loc.pl. Lã�ãD�Dã (KUB 43.68 rev. 9 (NS)). 
 Derivatives: LããDOOL� (n.) ‘spittle’  (nom.-acc.sg. Lã�ãD�DO�OL, erg.sg.? Lã�ãD�DO�OD�
DQ�]D (KBo 13.1 iv 3)). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. Dã� (n.) ‘mouth’  (nom.-acc.sg. D�D�Dã�ãD, �DQW�der. 
nom.-acc.pl.n. D�D�Dã�ãD�DQ�WD (cf. Starke 1990: 100)), ããD� ‘to speak (?)’  
(3sg.pret.act. D�Dã�ãD�DW�WD); HLuw. iVD]D� ‘to speak’  (3sg.pres.act. i�VD ? �]D�LD 
(KARATEPE 1 §42, §48) i�VD ? �]D�L� �0$5$ù� ��� ����� 68/7$1+$1� ������
3sg.pret.act. i�VD ? �]D�WD��7(//�$+0$5��������.$<6(5ø��������VJ�LPS�DFW��i�
VD ? �]D (ASSUR letter D §1, E §1, F §1, G §1, H §1, I+J §1); part.nom.sg.c. i�VD ? �
]D�PL�L�Vi (KARKAMIŠ A7D §14)). 
 IE cognates: Skt. aV�,�Av. K�,�Lat. V, OIr. i ‘mouth’ . 
  PIE *K ; HK < �HV� 
  
See HW2 A: 48f. for attestations. Although already since the beginning of 
Hittitology (e.g. Pedersen 1938: 47) this word is connected with Skt. aV�,�Av. K�,�
Lat. V, etc. ‘mouth’ , its exact formal interpretation is unclear. It is generally 
assumed that DLã � Lãã� originally was an V�stem and therewith would be, together 
with Q SLã ‘heaven’ , one of the two neuter V�stems that are attested in Hittite. It is 
generally thought that in early PIE, neuter V�stems inflected proterodynamically 
and show the inflection nom.-acc.sg. *&p&�V, gen.sg. *&&�pV�V, which possibly 
already in PIE was modified to *&p&�RV, *&�H�&�pV�RV (cf. Schindler 1975b: 264-
7). Such a paradigm would indeed fit the Hittite word for ‘heaven’ : nom.-acc.sg. 
Q SLã, gen.sg. Q SLãDã then would show generalization of the suffix-syllable *-HV 
of the oblique cases into the nominative (replacing *-RV) and generalization of the 
accentuation of the nominative into the oblique cases (for a detailed treatment, 
see at the lemma Q SLã). For ‘mouth’ , it is much more difficult to trace the 
attested forms back to the reconstructed paradigms.  
 It is commonly assumed that the word for ‘mouth’  must be reconstructed as 
*+H+�HV�. Because of the R in Lat. V, it is likely that at least one of the 
laryngeals is *K < . Since initial *K <  in front of *H would yield Hitt. §� (cf. 
Kloekhorst fthc.c), we have to reconstruct *K ; HK < �HV�. From a PIE point of view, 
we would expect this word to show an inflection *K ; pK < �V, *K ; K < �pV�V, later 
replaced by *K ; pK < �RV, *K ; �H�K < �pV�RV.  
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 The regular outcome of nom.-acc.sg. *K ; pK < �RV would be Hitt. ** ã. The fact 
that instead we find Hitt. DLã could easily be explained by assuming a secondary 
generalization of the suffix-syllable *-HV� out of the oblique stems, just as has 
happened in *QpE = �RV >> *QpE = �HV > Hitt. Q SLã ‘heaven’ . It should be noted that 
this generalization must have taken place after the colouration of *H to *R due to 
an adjacent *K < . This scenario would only work if the oblique cases show the 
form *K ; K < �pV�,�but although this is the situation as expected from PIE, it is not 
what we find in Hittite. Forms like dat.-loc.sg. Lãã , all.sg. Lãã , abl. Lãã ] all seem 
to show a hysterodynamic inflection with accentuation of the ending. Some 
scholars, e.g. Rieken (1999a: 186), just simply assume that the preform *++�pV�9 
regularly yields pre-Hitt. *pV�9 which then with a secondary shift of accentuation 
becomes *HV��, in which unaccentuated *H becomes Hitt. L, but this does not 
explain the presence of geminate �ãã� in Lãã��. This geminate can only be 
explained as the product of assimilation, and in this case only *-+V� is thinkable 
(cf. Melchert 1994a: 116). So the oblique cases Lãã�� can only be explained by a 
reconstruction *K ; K < �V��, which points to a hysterodynamic paradigm.  
 So the situation is as follows. Of the paradigm DLã � Lãã� the nom.-acc.sg. can 
only be explained if we reconstruct a proterodynamic paradigm *K ; pK < ��R�V, 
*K ; K < �pV��R�V, whereas the oblique cases Lãã� can only be explained from a 
hysterodynamic paradigm *K ; pK < �V, *K ; K < �V�yV. It therefore may be best to quote 
Melchert (1994a: 115), who states that “no historical account [of DLã � Lãã�] 
satisfying to everyone yet seems possible”.  
 
N� 4 � �� DNN�� (IIa2) ‘to die, to be killed; to be eclipsed (of sun and moon: Sum. 

UG6)’ : 1sg.pres.act. D�DN�PL (KUB 40.33 obv. 23 (NS)), DN�PL (KUB 24.5 + 9.13 
obv. 16 (NS)), 2sg.pres.act. D�DN�WL (KBo 7.14+ ii 6 (OS)), DN�WL (KUB 8.63 i 3 
(NS), KUB 23.1 ii 36 (NH), KUB 36.57 iii 8 (MH/NS)), 3sg.pres.act. D�NL (OS, 
often), 1pl.pres.act. DN�NX�H�QL (KUB 17.1 ii 18 (NS)), DN�NX�X�H�QL (KUB 17.1 ii 
24 (NS)), 2pl.pres.act. D�DN�WH�QL KBo 3.23 rev. 4 (OH/NS)), 3pl.pres.act. DN�NiQ�
]L (OS), 3sg.pret.act. D�DN�NL�Lã (KBo 6.2 iv 3 (OS)), D�DN�NL[-Lã] (KBo 3.46 obv. 
34 (OH/NS)), DN�NL�Lã (KBo 3.46 obv. 48 (OH/NS)), D�NL�Lã (KBo 3.34 ii 12 
(OH/NS), KBo 3.36 obv. 18 (OH/NS)), DN�WD (KUB 5.9 obv. 26 (NS), KUB 13.3 
iii 35 (OH/NS), KUB 31.121a ii 11 (NH)), DJ�JD�Dã (VBoT 1, 24 (MH/MS)), 
2pl.pret.act. D�DN�WH�HQ (KUB 14.14 obv. 36 (NH)), 3pl.pret.act. D�NHU (OS), D�NH�
HU (KBo 3.38 rev. 22 (OH/NS)), H�NHU (NH), H�NH�HU (NH), 1sg.imp.act. DN�NDO�OX 
(KUB 14.1 rev. 94 (MH/MS)), 2sg.imp.act. D�DN, 3sg.imp.act. D�NX, DN�GX, 
2pl.imp.act. D�DN�WH�HQ (KUB 14.1 + KBo 19.38 obv. 40 (MH/MS)), 3pl.imp.act. 
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DN�NiQ�GX; part. DN�NiQ�W�,� DJ�JD�DQ�W�,� DN�ND @ �DQ�W�,� D�DJ�JD�DQ�W�; impf. DN�NL�
Lã�NH�D�,�DN�NLã�NH�D�,�DN�NH�Hã�NH�D�. 
 Derivatives: DNN WDU� ��DNNDQQ�� (n.) ‘death’  (nom.-acc.sg. DJ�JD�WDU, DN�ND @ �D�
WDU, gen.sg. DJ�JD�DQ�QD�Dã, DN�NiQ�[QD�]Dã, dat.-loc.sg. DN�NiQ�QL, abl. DJ�JD�DQ�
QD�D], DN�NiQ�QD�]D). 
 Anat. cognates: Lyd. DN D� ‘of the dead’ ?? (Melchert 1994a: 332). 
  PIE *K ; A < yN�HL, *K ; A < N�pQWL 
  
See HW2 A: 51f. for attestations. The original paradigm must have been * N§L, 
NWL, DNL, DNNXHQL, *DNWHQL, DNNDQ]L, standing for /"akHi, "akti, "agi, "kuéni, 

"kténi, "kántsi/. A stem HN� is only found in 3pl.pret.act. HNHU, which is attested in 
NH texts only. This form is secondarily created besides 3pl.pres. DNNDQ]L on the 
basis of analogy to 3pl.pres. DãDQ]L : 3pl.pret. HãHU.  
 The alternation �N� vs. �NN� in 3sg. DNL : 3pl. DNNDQ]L must be due to lenition of 
an original intervocalic voiceless velar due to *y in the singular form. This points 
to a reconstruction *+y B� C�HL, *+ B� C�pQWL. Although all three laryngeals would be 
neutralized to /"/ in front of *R, a reconstruction with *K 0 � is not likely as this 
phoneme would have been preserved in the weak stem (> **§DNNDQ]L), on the 
basis of which the §� probably would have been reintroduced in the strong stem 
(but compare DX� .  � X�). As both *K ;  and *K <  would be neutralized in front of *R 
and would get lost before consonant (see Kloekhorst fthc.c), after which the 
neutralized laryngeal would be reintroduced in the weak stem yielding /"k-/, we 
can set up a reconstruction *K ; A < H B� C� for this root. The only possible cognate I have 
been able to find is Skt. iND� ‘pain’ , Av. DND� (adj.) ‘bad, evil’ , (m.) ‘suffering’ . If 
this is correct, we are dealing with a root *K ; A < HN�. Eichner (1973: 83) 
unconvincingly suggests a connection with Skt. ~�,�Gr.  ‘fast, quickly’  
through an intermediate meaning ‘dahingeschwunden sein’ .  

D EGF H DNX�� (c.) ‘sea-shell’ : nom.sg. D�NX�Xã (KUB 21.19+ iii 14), acc.sg. D�NX�XQ 
(KUB 21.19 ii 16, KUB 36.12 ii 6), acc.pl. D�NX�X[ã?] (VBoT 134,2).  
 Derivatives: 

EGF DNXÓDQW� (adj.) ‘covered with sea-shells’  (acc.pl.c. D�NX�ÑD�DQ�
GX�Xã (KUB 35.84 ii 4)). 
  
See HW2 A: 53 for attestations. Since Laroche (1957a: 25-6) this word is usually 
translated ‘stone’  (HW2: “Stein”; Puhvel (HED 1/2: 24): “stone”), but Hoffner 
(1978: 245) convincingly argues for a meaning ‘sea-shell’ . On the basis of the 
translation ‘stone’ , Laroche had suggested an etymological connection with the 
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PIE root *K 0 H�� ‘sharp’ , but, apart from the formal difficulties, this proposal has 
now become semantically implausible.  
 The OS attestation D�NX�X�Xã�ã[D���..] (KBo 19.156 obv. 17) sometimes is 
interpreted as acc.pl. DN ãã [D���..] (e.g. Puhvel l.c.), but since the context in 
which it occurs is quite broken, its meaning or function cannot be independently 
determined.  
 
DNXWDOOD��(gender unclear) ‘container of water’ : instr. D�NX�WD�DO�OL�LW (KUB 9.20, 
5), D�NX�JD�DO�OL�LW (with GA for TA, KUB 2.13 i 8). 
  PIE *K ; J I = �G = OR� 
  
This word is attested only twice in duplicate texts:  
 

KUB 2.13 i  
(8) LÚÚ.ÏÚB D�NX�JD�DO�OL�LW KÙ.BABBAR ÑD�D�WDU  
(9) Sp�H�GD�L LUGAL�Xã ]D 4$�7, â8 D�DU�UL  

 
 ‘The deaf man brings water in a silver D. The king washes his hands’ ,  

 
whereas KUB 9.20, 5 has D�NX�WD�DO�OL�LW. It is likely that the form with GA is 
incorrect since the sign GA (�) can easily be explained as an error for the sign 
TA (�) through omission of the vertical wedge. If DNXWDOOD� is the correct form, 
it could reflect *K ; J I = �G = OR�,�containing the root *K ; HJ I = � ‘to drink’  (see HNX�/ .  � 
DNX�) and the PIE instrument-suffix *-WOR� / *-G = OR�.  
 JLK M
DOODQWDUX�� (n.) ‘oak’  (Sum. GIŠDOODQ�GIŠ�UX�): nom.-acc.sg. GIŠDO�OD�DQ�GD�UX 

(KUB 39.290 iii 13), dat.-loc.sg. GIŠDO�OD�DQ�GIŠ�UX�L (KUB 39.7 ii 35), nom.-
acc.pl.n. GIŠDO�OD�DQ�WD�UX (KUB 39.8 i 48), [GI]ŠDO�OD�DQ�GIŠ�U[X] (KUB 39.24 
obv. 2). 
  
According to Puhvel (HED 1/2: 29) the word is a compound of Sem. DOODQ� (Akk. 
DOO QX, Hebr. ¶DOO Q ‘oak’ ) and Hitt. W UX� ‘wood’  (q.v.).  
 
DOSD�� (c.) ‘cloud’  (Akk. 8538): nom.sg. DO�SD�Dã, DO�SD�D�Dã (KUB 59.54 obv. 
7), acc.sg. DO�SD�DQ, instr. DO�St�LW (Bo 69/753, 3 (Puhvel HED 1/2: 37)), nom.pl.c. 
DO�SD�Dã (KUB 40.42 rev. 9 (NH))� DO�SX�Xã, acc.pl.c. DO�SX�Xã, DO�SX�~�Xã (KUB 
28.5 rev. 7), coll. DO�SD > I.A (KUB 36.14, 5), gen.pl. DO�SD�Dã. 
 Derivatives: DOSDUDPD� ‘cloudiness, clouddeck’  (instr. DO�SD�UD�PL�LW (KBo 3.21 
ii 20)). 
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See HW2 A: 60 for attestations. All attestations of this word are in NS texts. 
Often, this word is connected with Lat. DOEXV ‘white’  and Gr.  ‘dull white 
leprosy’  as first proposed by Mudge (1931: 252). Not only formally this 
connection is difficult (*K 0 HOE = R� should have given Hitt. **§DOSD�), semantically 
it is as well, as was pointed out by Puhvel (HED 1/2: 38): DOSD� is predominantly 
associated with rain and thunder, and therefore an original meaning ‘whiteness’  is 
unlikely. The formal difficulty is resolved by some scholars through the 
assumption of a PIE phoneme *K @ , which would be D-colouring, but not giving § 
in Hittite: *K @ HOE = R�. Yet, to my mind, the connection is semantically too weak to 
base a new PIE phoneme on. Unfortunately, I have no better IE etymlogy for this 
word. The form DOSD > I.A is regarded by some as a ‘collective’  in *-HK 0  besides the 
normal plural in *-HV, which is unattested for this word.  
 
DOSDQW��(adj.) ‘?’ : nom.sg.c. DO�SD�DQ�]D (KUB 7.1 i 1, 39), D�DO�SD�D�DQ�]D (KUB 
30.48, 3), nom.-acc.sg.n. DO�SD�D�DQ (KBo 24.40 obv. 8, KBo 25.163 v 11). 
  
See HW2 A: 60f. for attestations. This adjective is used to describe a ‘child’  in 
KUB 7.1 i (1) PD�D�DQ DUMU�OD�Dã (2) DO�SD�DQ�]D QD�Dã�PD�D ã�ãL NiQ JD�
UD�D�WL�Hã D�GD�DQ�WH�Hã ‘if a child is D. or his innards are eaten’ ; ibid. (39) QX NX�
Lã DUMU�Dã DO�SD�DQ�]D QD�Dã�PD�D ã�ãL NiQ JD�UD�D�WH�Hã D�GD�DQ�WH�Hã (40) 
Q D�DQ WX�L�LN�NX�Xã Lã�JD�D§�§L ‘Whatever child is D. or his innards are eaten, I 
will salve his limbs’ . Twice it is used describing ‘cheese’ : KBo 25.163 v (11) ... 
10 GA.KIN.AG DO�SD�D�D[Q] (11) 10 GA.KIN.AG TUR ‘ten D. cheeses and ten 
small cheeses’ ; KBo 24.40 obv.? (7) ... I GA[.KIN.AG] (8) DO�SD�D�DQ GIŠPÈŠ WD�
DQ�§D�UL�Lã�ã[ D] ‘... one D. cheese, a fig and W.’ . On the basis of these contexts it 
is not possible to determine what DOSDQW� denotes exactly. In the case of the child, 
it seems to refer to the illness of the child, but such a connotation would not fit 
the cases where the word refers to cheese. We may have consider the possibility 
that we are dealing with two separate words.  
 If we disregard the use with ‘cheese’ , Götze’ s (1928: 112) assumption that 
DOSDQW� is a mere variant of DOÑDQW� ‘bewitched’  seems to make sense semantically 
(followed in e.g. HW2 (l.c.): “ behext” ). Formally, this is difficult, however, as the 
stem for ‘bewitched’  is not DOÑDQW�,�but DOÑDQ]� (q.v.).  
 Puhvel (HED 1/2: 39) proposes a meaning ‘swooned; weak, mild’ , which he 
predominantly seems to have chosen on the basis of a presumed etymological tie-
in with Lith. D�SWL ‘to swoon’ , DOS�V ‘weak’  etc. Although a meaning ‘swooned’  
would fit the first contexts, a development to a meaning ‘mild’  (of cheese) seems 
far-fetched to me.  
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 All in all, I would rather wait for more attestations of this word before 
speculating what its meaning could be.  
 
DOSX��(adj.) ‘pointed’ : nom.-acc.sg. DO�SX. 
 Derivatives: DOSXHPDU (n.) ‘point, tip’  (nom.-acc.sg. DO�SX�H�PDU, DO�SX�L�PDU), 
DOSX ãã�: 4  (Ib2) ‘to be sharp, to be acute’  (3sg.pres.act. [D]O�SX�H�Hã�]L). 
  
See HW2 A: 61 for attestations. The semantics of this word are in debate. It 
occurs together with GDPSX� and it is clear that as a pair the words must denote 
‘blunt’  and ‘pointed’ , but it is not generally accepted which one is which. 
Güterbock (1988: 170), claims, after a long discussion in which the derivatives 
DOSXHPDU and DOSX ãã� are treated as well, that DOSX� must mean ‘pointed’  (and 
GDPSX� therefore ‘blunt’ , q.v.). This view is followed by Hamp (1989), as well, 
who states that X-adjectives always show zero-grade and that DOSX� therefore must 
be reconstructed as *�SX, which he connects with Welsh OO\P, Breton OHPP 
‘sharp’  < *�S�V�PR�. Although Hamp’ s claim that X�stem adjectives have zero-
grade would fit for e.g. SDUNX� ‘high’  < *E N U� N �X�,�it does not for e.g. W SX� ‘little’  
< *G N pE N �X�,� and therefore a reconstruction *�S�X� is, though possible, not 
obligatory.  
 Puhvel’ s proposal to connect DOSX� with Lith. DOS�V ‘weak’  (1975: 61) is based 
on a translation ‘blunt’  (following Riemschneider 1961: 25-6), and therefore 
cannot be maintained anymore (despite its recent revival by Rieken 1999a: 373).  
 The exact formation of DOSXHPDU is unclear to me.  
 
�DOOX�(1sg.imp.act.-ending): see �OOX  
 
DOÓDQ]� (stem) ‘being bewitched, affected by sorcery’  (Sum. UÏ7). 
 Derivatives: DOÓDQ] WDU� �� DOÓDQ]DQQ� (n.) ‘witchcraft, sorcery, spell’  (nom.-
acc.sg. D�OX[(�ÑD)�DQ�]D�WDU] (OS), DO�ÑD�DQ�]D�WDU, DO�ÑD�D�]D�WDU, DO�ÑD�]D�D�WDU, 
DO�ÑD�DQ�]D�WD, dat.-loc.sg. DO�ÑD�DQ�]D�DQ�QL), DOÓDQ]HããDU� �� DOÓDQ]HãQ� (n.) 
‘witchcraft’  (dat.-loc.sg. DO�ÑD�DQ�]p�Lã�QL, abl. DO�ÑD�DQ�]p�Hã�QD�]D, DO�ÑD�DQ�]H�
Hã�QD�]D), DOÓDQ]HQD� (adj. / c.) ‘practising sorcery, sorcerous; sorceror’  
(nom.sg.c. DO�ÑD�DQ�]p�QD�Dã, DO�ÑD�]p�QD�Dã, acc.sg. UÏ7�DQ, gen.sg. DO�ÑD�DQ�
]p�QD�Dã, DO�ÑD�DQ�]H�QD�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. DO�ÑD�DQ�]p�QL, DO�ÑD�]p�QL, DO�ÑD�DQ�]H�
QL, DO�ÑD�]H�QL, abl. DO�ÑD�]p�QD�D], nom.pl.c. DO�ÑD�DQ�]p�QL�Hã, DO�ÑD�DQ�]H�QL�Hã, 
DO�ÑD�DQ�]L�LQ�QL�Hã, acc.pl. DO�ÑD�]p�QX�Xã, DO�ÑD�DQ�]L�LQ�QX�Xã), DOÓDQ]D©©� 4  
(IIb) ‘to bewitch’  (3sg.pres.act. DO�ÑD�DQ�]D�D§[-§L], 3sg.pret.act. DO�ÑD�DQ�]D�D§�
§L�L�LW; part. DO�ÑD�DQ�]D�D§�§D�DQ�W�; impf. DO�ÑD�DQ�]D�D§�§L�Lã�NH�D�,� DO�ÑD�DQ�
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]D�D§�§L�Hã�NH�D�), DOÓDQ]D©©D� (gender unclear) ‘sorcery’  (abl. DO�ÑD�DQ�]D�D§�
§D�D], instr. DO�ÑD�DQ�]D�D§�§L[-LW]). 
  
See HW2 A: 63f. for attestations. The stem of all these words seems to be DOÑDQ]�,�
which is problematic because of its �]�. All etymologies that try to explain DOÑDQ]� 
as a word of IE origin, treat it as if it were a participle DOÑDQW�,�but such a stem is 
never found (then we would expect e.g. **DOÑDQWD§§� (like PD¨DQGD§§�,�
PL¨D§XÑDQWD§§�) or **DOÑDQW WDU (like PD¨DQGDWDU, PL¨D§XÑDQGDWDU). The �]� 
really is inherent to the stem. It therefore is unlikely that the stem is of IE origin.  
 
DPLªDQW��(adj.) ‘small’ : nom.sg.c. D�PL�¨D�DQ�]D (KUB 17.10 i 38 (OH/MS)), DP�
PL�¨D�DQ�]D (KUB 30.16(+) i 3 (OH/NS), KUB 45.20 ii 15 (NS)), DP�PL�DQ�]D 
(KUB 28.6 obv. 16b (NS)), acc.sg.c. DP�PH�¨D�DQ�WD!�DQ (KUB 45.20 ii 10 (NS)), 
nom.-acc.sg.n. DP�PL�¨D�DQ (KUB 43.59 i 9 (MH/NS)), DP�PL�DQ (KBo 14.109, 5 
(NH)), gen.sg.c. D�PL�DQ�WD�Dã (Bo 2689 iii 27 (NS)), nom.pl.c. D�PL�¨D�DQ�WH�Hã 
(KUB 33.66 iii 13 (OH?/MS)), DP�PL�¨D�DQ�WH�Hã (KBo 20.82 iii 15 (MH?/NS)), 
acc.pl.c. D�PL�¨D�DQ�GX�Xã (KBo 12.89 iii 12 (MS)), D�DP�PL�¨D�DQ�WX�Xã (KBo 
3.34 ii 28 (OH/NS)), DP�PH�¨D�DQ�GX�Xã (KBo 12.112 obv. 16 (NS)), nom.-
acc.pl.n. D�PL�¨D�DQ�WD (KUB 17.10 i 38 (OH/MS)), DP�PH�¨D�DQ[-WD (KUB 33.23 
ii 6 (OH/NS)), dat.-loc.pl. D�PL�¨D�DQ�WD�Dã (KUB 32.123 iii 24 (NS)), D�DP�PL�
¨D�DQ�GD�Dã (KBo 8.107, 7 (NS)). 
 Derivatives: 

E K EPOGF DPLªDQWHããDU (n.) ‘miniature bread’  (D�PL�DQ�WH�Hã�ãDU (KBo 
45.106 rev. 9 (MS)), D�PL�DQ�WH�Hã�ãDU (KBo 47.100a obv. 5 (MS)), D�PL�¨D�DQ�
WH�Hã�ãDU (KBo 22.193 iv 7 (NS)), DP�PL�¨D�DQ�WH�Hã�ãDU (KBo 22.186 v 8 (NS)), 
DP�PH�¨D�DQ�W[H�Hã�ãDU] (KUB 30.32 iv 3 (NS?)). 
  PIE *Ê�PK Q L�HQW� 
  
See HW2 A: 66f. for attestations. The word is spelled with single �P� as well as 
geminate �PP�. As all attestations with geminate �PP� are from NS texts only, 
whereas all MS texts have single �P� it is clear that DPL¨DQW� is the original form 
of this word. Apparently, �P� fortited to �PP� after the MH period (cf. 
§ 1.4.7.1.c). The occasional spelling with D�DP�PL� probably is a mixture of the 
two and does not necessarily imply length of the first D�. The spelling DP�PH�¨D�
DQ� is NS only as well and therefore does not have to be phonologically archaic.  
 The word is generally seen as the negated form of the participle of the verb 
PDL� R  � PL� ‘to grow’  (q.v.) (first suggested by LaURFKH�����������DQG�ýRS�����-
68: 60), which I have explained as reflecting *PK Q �RL� � *PK Q �L�,�so DPL¨DQW� goes 
back to virtual *Ê�P+L�HQW�. It is remarkable, however, that this is the only known 
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case of the DOSKD SULYDQV in Hittite. Note that the NH spelling DPPH¨DQW� cannot 
be used to reconstruct an H�grade formation *-PH+L�HQW�,�on the basis of which it 
has been claimed that the root underlying PDL� � PL� should be *PHK S L�.  
 
DPPXN: see N � DPP�  
 
�DQ (acc.sg.c.-ending): see �Q  
 
�DQ (nom.-acc.sg.n.-ending of D-stems) 
  PIE *-RP 
  
The ending of the nom.-acc.sg. of neuter D�stems is �DQ, which is generally seen 
as the regular outcome of *-RP. Compare for instance Hitt. ¨XJDQ ‘joke’  that 
directly corresponds to Skt. \XJiP, Gr. , Lat. LXJXP, OCS LJR, Goth. MXN, 
etc. < *LXJRP.  
 
�DQ (gen.pl.-ending) 
  PIE *-RP 
  
The Hittite gen.pl.-ending �DQ occurs predominantly in OH texts. From MH times 
onwards, it is replaced by �Dã, and subsequently fell together with the dat.-loc.pl.-
ending �Dã. The ending �DQ clearly must be compared to gen.pl.-endings like Skt. 
� P, Gr. - , Lat. �XP, Lith. �1, OCS � , Goth. �H. Especially on the basis of Skt. 
� P and Gr. - , this ending often is reconstructed as *- P. Kortlandt (1978) 
convincingly shows that OCS � , Lith. �1 as well as OIr. gen.pl. IHUN all must 
reflect *-RP, and cannot go back to *- P. He therefore concludes that the PIE 
gen.pl.-ending was *-RP and that Skt. � P and Gr. -  must reflect the 
generalized R-stem-variant *-R�RP. This *-RP is the direct predecessor of Hitt. 
�DQ.  
 
 �D�Q�(encl. locatival sentence particle) 
  
The locative sentence particle  DQ is found in OH and MH texts only and is quite 
rare. Because of its rareness, it is not totally clear whether  DQ behaves like 
 �D�ãWD and  �D�S�D� in the sense that its �D� drops after a preceding H or L. The 
forms [Q] H�H Q (KBo 17.1 + 25.3 i 20 (OS)) and [Q H�H ]Q (StBoT 25.4 i 15 
(OS)) seem to show that �D� indeed drops after H, but the form QX�X ã�ãH DQ 
(KBo 6.2 iv 10 (OS), with duplicate QX�X ã�ãL NiQ (KBo 6.3 iv 3 (OH/NS))) 
shows an �D� that is preserved after H. If however, the particle  DQ behaves 
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parallel to  �D�ãWD and  �D�S�D�, then it is in complementary distribution with the 
enclitic pronoun  DQ ‘him’ , the �D� of which remains after H�L (cf. e.g. §DU�JD�QX�
PL DQ ‘I destroy him’  (KUB 5.1 iii 56)). Despite the uncertainty I will here cite 
the particle as  �D�Q. When the reflexive particle  ]  precedes we cannot see the 
difference between  �D�Q and  ããDQ. HW2 A: 70 even states that all cases of MH 
�]D�DQ have to be interpreted as  ] ãDQ and not as  ] DQ.  
 Besides the unclearness of the formal side, the semantic side of the particle is 
not very clear either. HW2 A: 69f. suggests that  �D�Q has a connotation 
‘inwards’  (“ von außen nach innen” ).  
 If the semantical range of  �D�Q indeed is ‘inwards’ , a connection with PIE 
*K S HQ ‘in, to’  is likely. We may also have to compare the �Q in Skt. loc.sg. WiVPLQ 
(p.c. prof. Kortlandt). 
 
DQQD� (stem) ‘former, old’  
 Derivatives: DQQL� (dem.pron.) ‘that, the already mentioned one’  (nom.sg.c. DQ�
QL�Lã (KBo 1.42 iii 33 (NH))), DQQD] (adv.) ‘formerly, once upon a time’  (DQ�QD�
D] (NH), DQ�QD�]D (MS)), DQQDO�O�D�L� (adj.) ‘former, earlier, old’  (nom.sg.c. DQ�
QD�DO�OL�Lã, DQ�QD�DO�OLã, DQ�QD�OLT �Lã, DQ�QD�DO�OD�Dã, acc.sg.c. DQ�QD�DO�OL�LQ 
(MH/MS), DQ�QD�OL�HQ, DQ�QD�DO�OD�DQ, nom.-acc.sg.n. DQ�QD�DO�OL, DQ�QD�DO�OD�
DQ, DQ�QD�OD�DQ, gen.sg. DQ�QD�DO�OD�Dã, DQ�QD�OD�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. DQ�QD�DO�OL, DQ�
QD�OL, abl. DQ�QD�DN�OD�D], DQ�QD�OD�D], DQ�QD�OD�]D, nom.pl.c. DQ�QD�DO�OL�Hã or 
DQ�QD�DO�OH�Hã, DQ�QD�DO�OL�Lã, acc.pl.c. DQ�QD�DO�OL�Xã, nom.-acc.pl.c. DQ�QD�DO�OD, 
gen.pl. DQ�QD�DO�OD�Dã, dat.-loc.pl. DQ�QD�DO�OD�Dã), DQQLãDQ (adv.) ‘formerly, 
before; once; at the time’  (DQ�QL�ãD�DQ (NH)). 
  
In the vocabulary KBo 1.42 iii 33, we find a form DQ�QL�Lã that glosses Akk. [,â�
78 $1�1,�,]â and Sum. GÚ.R[I.TA] ‘that one, the already mentioned one’ . Since 
this form is only attested here, its 6SUDFKZLUNOLFKNHLW is in debate. For instance, 
HW2 A: 81 suggests that DQQLã is a “ [g]host word, durch akkad. DQQLã und heth. 
DQQLãDQ ausgelöst” . The words DQQD], DQQDO�O�D�L� and DQQLãDQ are real words, 
however. Apart from an occasional MS attestation, these words occur in NH texts 
only. According to HW2 A: 74 and 81, DQQD] and DQQLãDQ replace older NDU  
‘formerly’ , and DQQDO�O�D�L� has taken over the function of NDUXLOL� ‘former, older’ . 
It is rightly remarked that “ die unregelmäßige Flexion von D[QQDO�O�D�L�] spricht 
am ehesten fur ein L[ehn]w[ort]”  (l.c.).  
 Melchert (1994a: 74) incorrectly connects the stem DQQD� with DQLãLÑDW ‘today’  
(see under ãLÑDWW�), and states that DQQD� must reflect *pQR���ZLWK�³ýRS’ s Law” ) 
whereas DQL� goes back to *yQR�. Since DQQD� clearly denotes ‘formerly’  and 
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DQLãLÑDW means ‘today’ , it is in my view impossible that DQQD� and DQL� are 
etymologically connected (they have an almost opposite meaning!). See at ãLÑDWW� 
for a treatment of DQLãLÑDW.  
 
DQQD� (c.) ‘mother’  (Sum. AMA, Akk. 8008): nom.sg. DQ�QD�Dã (OS), acc.sg. 
DQ�QD�DQ (OS), gen.sg. DQ�QD�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. DQ�QL, all.sg. DQ�QD, abl. DQ�QD�D], 
DQ�QD�]D, nom.pl. DQ�QL�Lã, acc.pl. DQ�QX�Xã (OS), DQ�QL�Xã (KBo 22.5 obv. 8 
(OH/NS)). 
 Derivatives: DQQLªDWDU���DQQLªDQQ� (n.) ‘motherhood’  (nom.-acc.sg. DQ�QL�¨D�WDU, 
dat.-loc.sg. AMA�DQ�QL). 
 Anat. cognates: Pal. DQQD� (c.) ‘mother’  (nom.sg. DQ�QD�Dã, D�DQ�QD�D] NX�ÑD�
DU); CLuw. QQD�L� (c.) ‘mother’  (nom.sg. D�DQ�QL�Lã, DQ�QL�Lã, D�DQ�QL�Hã, acc.sg. 
D�DQ�QL�LQ, dat.-loc.sg. [D�D]Q�QL, MUNUSAMA�QL), DQQDOOD�L� (adj.) ‘maternal’  
(nom.-acc.pl.n. DQ�QD�DO�OD), QQDÓDQQ�L�� (c.) ‘stepmother’  (nom.sg. D�DQ�QD�
ÑD�DQ�Q[L�Lã]), D U�VGW X"YPEPY[Z�H QQLQQLªDPL� (c.) ‘cousin’  (nom.sg. D�D�DQ�QL�LQ�QL�¨D�
PL�Lã, DQ�QL�LQ�QL�¨D�PL�Lã, acc.sg. D�DQ�QL�LQ�QL�¨D�PL�LQ, D�D�DQ�QL�LQ�QL�¨D�PL�
LQ), QQL�ªD�� (adj.) ‘maternal’  (nom.sg.c. AMA�L�Lã, AMA�Lã, acc.sg.c. AMA�L�
LQ, nom.-acc.sg.n. [D�]DQ�QL�¨D�DQ, AMA�¨D�DQ, dat.-loc.sg. D�DQ�QL, abl.-instr. DQ�
QL�¨D�WL, nom.pl.c. AMA�LQ�]L); HLuw. 0$7(5�QDWD�L� (c.) ‘mother’  (acc.sg. 
MATER�QD�Wt�QD (KARATEPE 1 §3, see discussion below)); Lyd. QD� ‘mother’  
(nom.sg. QD�N WDDGD�N ‘mother and father’ , QD , dat.-loc.sg. QD ); Lyc. QH�L� 
(c.) ‘mother’  (nom.sg. QL ‘mother’ ); Mil. QH�L� (c.) ‘mother’  (gen. adj. QHVL�). 
  PAnat. *+RQQR� 
  
See HW2 A: 70f. for attestations. Sporadically, we find a stem DQQL� in Hittite: 
acc.pl. DQQLXã (KBo 22.5 obv. 8) and the derivative DQQL¨DWDU (KUB 15.35 + KBo 
2.9 i 31). Perhaps these are Luwianized forms.  
 The interpretation of the HLuwian form is in dispute. It is hapax in the 
following context: KARATEPE 1 §3 ZD�PX�X DEUSTONITRUS�KX�]D�VD È�
7$1$�ZD�L�LDURBS MATER�QD�Wt�QD Wi�WL�KD L�]L�L�Wj [ZD P  7DUKXQ]DV 
$GDQDÑD¨D MATER�QDWLQ WDWLQ KD L] WD] ‘Tarhunt made me mother and father 
over AdanaÒa’ . We see that, although the translation ‘mother’  is assured, the 
phonetic interpretation is uncertain. Do we have to assume that the word was 
DQDWD�L�,�an analogic reshaping of older *DQD�L� on the basis of WDWD�L� ‘father’ ?  
 Nevertheless, the other Anatolian languages clearly point to a PAnat. *+RQQR�. 
It is quite likely that this word is of onomatopoetic origin.  
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� QQD (inf.II-suffix) 
  PIE *-yWQ�R 
  
Despite the fact that this suffix is often spelled without plene �D�,� there are 
enough forms with plene spelling (including MS D�GD�D�DQ�QD ‘to eat’ , D�ãD�D�DQ�
QD ‘to sit’ , ÑD�JD�D�DQ�QD ‘to bite’ ) to suggest that its form was � QQD originally. 
The suffix � QQD forms an infinitive that is usually called infinitive II in order to 
distinguish it from infinitive I, which is formed with the suffix �ÑDQ]L. 
Nevertheless, to my knowledge there is no semantic difference between inf.I and 
inf.II. Just as the suffix �ÑDQ]L is a petrified case out of the paradigm of the verbal 
noun in �ÑDU � �ÑDQ�,�the suffix � QQD clearly originally must have belonged to the 
paradigm of the verbal noun in � WDU � � QQ� (q.v.). Formally, it can hardly be 
anything else than an original allative. This means that � QQD must reflect *-yWQ�R 
(see at � WDU � � QQ� and �D for further etymology).  
 
�DQQD� 4 ����DQQL� (imperfective-suffix) 
  PIE *&&�RWQ�yL�HL � *&&�RWQ�L�pQWL 
  
In the older literature, this suffix is usually called “ durative” , but this should be 
abandoned. According to Melchert (1998b), stems in �DQQD�L� R  are used to express 
progressive, iterative, durative, distributive and ingressive meaning, “ all of which 
share the feature imperfectivity”  (o.c.: 414), and therefore I label this suffix as an 
“ imperfective-suffix” . Melchert has also shown that the stems in �DQQD�L� are 
functionally equivalent to stems in �ãNH�D�\ R  and �ãã�D�� R , and even that 
“ synchronically they function effectively as suppletive allomorphs of a single 
morphem”  (1998b: 414). About the distribution between the three suffixes, 
Melchert writes that “ [a] survey shows that of stems in DQQL�D� seven are 
complementary to �ãNH�D�,� while another ten occur only sporadically (once or 
twice each) beside regular, productive �ãNH�D�. There are only two cases of 
genuine competing stems, in both of which the �DQQL�D�stem has become 
lexicalized: QDQQL�D� ‘to drive’  beside QDLãNH�D�,� the imperfective to QDL� ‘turn, 
guide; send’  and ZDO§DQQL�D� ‘beat’  (frequentative) beside ZDO§LãNH�D� 
imperfective to ZDO§� ‘strike’ ”  (o.c.: 416). The latter statement is not true: QDQQD� R  
� QDQQL� must be regarded as a reduplicated formation of QDL� R  �*QL� (see at Q � ] ^ _ R ` ) 
and not as a stem in �DQQD�L�,�because then we should expect **QL¨DQQD�L�; the 
imperfective ÑDO§LãNH�D�\ R  to my knowledge only occurs in NS texts and therewith 
likely is a secondary creation, which means that ÑDO§DQQD�L� is the original 
imperfective to ÑDO§�\ R . This means that we indeed must reckon with an original 
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complementary distribution between the suffixes �DQQD�L�,��ãNH�D� and �ãã�D��. For 
the scope of this book it would go too far to elaborate on the question why a 
certain verb chose a particular one of these three suffixes to express an 
imperfective meaning, but I can imagine that the answer to it would give us much 
more insight into the prehistory of the Hittite aspectual system.  
 The suffix �DQQD�L� originally inflects according to the P PD�L�class, which 
means that it shows a strong stem in �DQQD� besides a weak stem in �DQQL�,�e.g. 
L¨DQQD§§H, L¨DQQDL vs. L¨DQQL¨DQ]L. Like all other P PD�L�verbs, the verbs in 
�DQQD�L� are in younger times on the one hand taken over into the WDUQ�D��class 
(L¨DQQDL, L¨DQQDQ]L), and on the other into the �¨H�D�class (L¨DQQL¨D]]L). Because 
P PD�L�verbs are polysyllabic verbs that in pre-Hittite times belonged to the 
G L�WL¨DQ]L-class, we must assume that verbs in �DQQD�L� originally belonged to that 
class as well and that the suffix therefore in fact was *-DQQDL� R  � �DQQL�. This is an 
important establishment for the etymology of this suffix.  
 Jasanoff (1983: 74f. and 2003: 122f.) claims that the Hittite suffix �DQQD�L� 
should be compared to the Skt. J�EK \iWL-type and verbs in �DQ\i�,�the Tocharian 
present suffix �xx� and the Greek verbs in - , for which he reconstructs a 
special PIE type with a stem *&&�QK Q �L�. He nevertheless needs many analogical 
changes to account for the attested forms, which makes his theoretical juggling 
incredible. Oettinger (1992b) also connected Hitt. �DQQD�L� with Skt. �DQ\i�,�
reconstructing a suffix �HQ¨p�. This is problematic because to my knowledge 
�HQ¨p� would not yield Hitt. �DQQL¨D� (with geminate!), let alone end up in the 
P PD�L�inflection.  
 As I have stated, the suffix �DQQD�L� must go back to a pre-Hittite suffix 
*-DQQDL� R  � �DQQL��that inflects according to the G L�WL¨DQ]L-class. As I have shown 
in Kloekhorst fthc.a, this class reflects a structure *&&�RL� � *&&�L�. In the case of 
*-DQQDL� � �DQQL�,�this means that we must analyse it as �DQQ�DL� � �DQQ�L�. In my 
view it is very likely that the element �DQQ� must be compared to the oblique form 
of the nominal suffix � WDU � � QQ�,�which forms deverbal abstract nouns and from 
which the inf.II-suffix � QQD has been derived as well. Note that the plene 
spelling of e.g. StG�GD�D�DQ�QL�ÑD�DQ (KUB 14.1 obv. 74 (MH/MS)) supports this 
(and is inexplicable in both Jasanoff’ s and Oettinger’ s views). Although opinions 
on the preform of the suffix � WDU � � QQ� differ (q.v. for discussion), I reconstruct 
*-yWU � *-yWQ�,�which means that the suffix *-DQQDL� � �DQQL� goes back to *-RWQ�RL� 
� *-RWQ�L�.  
 Note that semantically, a verbal derivation from a deverbal abstract noun fits 
the imperfective meaning of �DQQD�L� perfectly. Consider the following line of 
derivation: the verb LãN U� R  � LãNDU� ‘to stab’  (*VNRU� � *VNU�) is the source of the 
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abstract noun LãNDU WDU � LãNDU QQ� ‘(the act of) stabbing’  (*VNU�yWU � *VNU�yWQ�), 
from which LãNDUDQQD� R  � LãNDUDQQL� ‘to be (in the act of) stabbing’  (*VNU�RWQ�RL� � 
*VNU�RWQ�L�) has been derived. Similarly: the verb OD§§L¨H�D�\ R  ‘to go on an 
expedition’  (itself a denominal derivative of O §§� ‘expedition’ ) is the basis for an 
abstract noun OD§§L¨ WDU � OD§§L¨ QQ� ‘campaign’  on the basis of which the 
derivative OD§§L¨DQQD� R  � OD§§L¨DQQL� ‘to be on a campaign’  is made. Effectively, 
OD§§L¨DQQD�L� serves as the imperfective of OD§§L¨H�D�. Not of all verbs that use the 
imperfective-suffix �DQQD�L� a corresponding abstract noun in � WDU � � QQ� is 
attested, but this does not invalidate the reconstruction given here.  
 D X"YPEPY[Z�H DQQDQHND�� (c.) ‘sister by the same mother’ : acc.pl. DQ�QD�QH�NX�Xã (OS), 
DQ�QD�QL�NX�Xã. 
   
Clearly a compound of DQQD� ‘mother’  (q.v.) and QHND� ‘sister’  (q.v.).  
 
DQQDQX�a b  (Ib2) ‘to train, to educate’ : 3pl.pres.act. DQ�QD�QX�ÑD�DQ�]L (KUB 30.42 
i 2), 3sg.pret.act. DQ�QD�QX�XW (KBo 3.34 ii 29, 30 (OH/NS), KUB 23.108 rev. 8); 
part. DQ�QD�QX�ÑD�DQ�W� (KBo 1.30 obv. 20, KBo 6.26 ii 27); verb.noun gen.sg. 
DQ�QD�QX�PD�Dã (KUB 31.53+ obv. 9), DQ�QD�QX�XP�PD�Dã (KUB 26.64 i 4, KUB 
13.16, 3 (fr.) (OH/NS)); inf.I DQ�QD�QX�PD�DQ�]L (KUB 13.16, 1 (OH/NS)); impf. 
DQ�QD�QX�Xã�NH�D� (KUB 40.80 obv. 4). 
 Derivatives: DQQDQX©©D� (adj.) ‘trained(?)’  (acc.sg.c. DQ�QD�QX�X§�§D�DQ 
(OS)), 

D cdY M H DQQDQX]]L� (c.) ‘halter(?)’  (acc.sg. DQ�QD�QX�X][-]L�LQ] (KBo 6.10+ ii 
26), acc.pl. DQ�QD�QX�X]�]L�Xã (KBo 17.15 rev. 7)), DQQDQX]]LªDQW� (adj.) 
‘haltered’  (nom.sg.c. DQ�QD�QX�[X]�]L�¨D]-DQ�]D (KBo 17.40 iv 5 (OH/MS)), 
nom.pl.c. DQ�QD�QX�X]�]L�¨D�DQ�WH�H[ã] (KBo 17.15 rev. 9 (OS))). 
  PIE *K e Q�QHX� ? 
  
See HW2 A: 77f. for attestations. The verb and its derivatives are all spelled DQ�
QD�QX� and are found from OS texts onwards already.  
 The adjective DQQDQX§§D�,� if it really means ‘trained’ , shows a suffix �§§D� 
which is quite unique in Hittite (the only other possible instance that I know of is 
SDUãWX§§D�,� an earthenware cup(?) (q.v.), if this word really is derived from 
(GIŠ)SDUãWX� ‘leaf, foliage’ ). The noun (KUŠ)DQQDQX]]L� ‘halter(?)’  probably is a 
normal instrumental noun in �X]]L� derived from DQQDQX�.  
 It is quite likely that DQQDQX� originally was a causative in �QX�. At first sight it 
seems to be derived from a verb DQQD�,�but such a verb is unknown in Hittite. 
Semantically, a connection with the verb DQL¨H�D�\ R  ‘to work, to perform’  (q.v.) is 
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possible (*’ to make work’  > ‘to train, to educate’ ), but the formal side of this 
connection is difficult: how do we have to interpret the geminate �QQ� and the 
vowel �D� in DQQDQX�?  
 Although the verb DQL¨H�D� < *K e Q�¨H�R� is consistently spelled with a single �Q�,�
its imperfective DQQLãNH�D� always shows geminate �QQ�. In my view, this is due 
to the fact that an original *K e Q�V�H�R� gave Hitt **DãNH�D�,� after which the �Q� 
was reintroduced with a geminate to prevent it from dropping (a single �Q� would 
synchronically drop in front of any consonant cluster). The causative DQQDQX� in 
my view is phonologically to be interpreted as /"Nnu-/ and therewith comparable 
to e.g. Dã�ãD�QX� /"Snu-/ ‘to take care of’  and ãD�Dã�ãD�QX� /sSnu-/ ‘to make sleep’  
in the sense that it shows fortition of the root-final consonant due to the following 
�Q�. The reason that DQQDQX� consistently is spelled with an at first sight 
superfluous �D� (whereas DããDQX� and ãDããDQX� are respectively spelled Dã�QX� and 
ãD�Dã�QX� as well) lies in the fact that a spelling **DQ�QX� would be too 
intransparent (it would point to /"aNu-/).  
 If TochAB HQ� ‘to instruct’  would indeed go back to a causative formation from 
the root *K e HQ�,�it would show a similar semantic development as DQQDQX�.  
 
���� QQDUL�: see at LQDU �  
 
DQDãã�D��� (gender unclear), lower part of the back: gen.sg. D�QD�Dã�ãD�Dã ãD�Dã 
(KUB 35.148 iii 24). 
  
This word occurs only once:  
 

KUB 35.148 iii  
(20) Q D�DQ ãL EGIR�SD Lã�NL�ãD�D] §X�L�QX�PL [ ]  
(21) QX UR.TUR SAG.DU�L ã�ãL DQ�GD H�HS�PL U[R.TUR SAG.DU�Dã]  
(22) L�QD�DQ OL�LS�GX PH�OL�¨D�[Dã ãD�Dã]  
(23) L�QD�DQ KI.MIN UZUZAG.UDU�Dã Lã�NL�ãD�D[ã f  ãD�Dã (?)]  
(24) L�QD�DQ KI.MIN D�QD�Dã�ãD�Dã ãD�Dã L�Q[D�DQ KI.MIN]  
(25) DU�UD�Dã ãD�Dã L�QD�DQ KI.MIN UZUx[... L�QD�DQ KI.MIN]  
(26) JH�H�QX�ÑD�Dã ãD�Dã L�QD�DQ KI.MIN U[ZU?x L�QD�DQ KI.MIN]  
(27) SiU�Dã�QD�Dã ãD�Dã L�QD�DQ OL�L[S�GX]  

 
 ‘I make it run from his back. I take in a puppy for his head and the puppy must 

lick away the disease of the head, the disease [of his] PHOL� likewise, the disease 

of the shoulders (and) [his] back likewise, the dis[ease] of his DQDããD� [likewise], 

the disease of his arse likewise, [the disease of his] x[.. likewise], the disease of 
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his knees likewise, [the disease of his] x[.. likewise] and let it li[ck away] the 

disease of his SDUãQD�’ .  
 
We see that DQDããDã ãDã is mentioned between UZUZAG.UDU-Dã LãNLãD[ã ãDã] 
‘shoulders (and) his back’  and DUUDã ãDã ‘his arse’ , which would indicate that it 
denotes the lower part of the back.  
 Formally, the word DQDããDã ãDã must be regarded as a gen. of either a stem 
DQDãã� or a stem DQDããD�. Note that the spelling D�QD�Dã�ãD� (and not e.g. **DQ�Dã�
ãD�) indicates that the second �D� is a real vowel, so /"anaSa-/ or /"naSa-/.  
 Puhvel (HED 1/2: 63f.) states that “ the likely etymon is IE *RPVR� ‘shoulder’ ” , 
but this is problematic for a few reasons. First, DQDããD� does not mean ‘shoulder’  
but clearly refers to the lower part of the back. Secondly, the formal aspects of the 
etymology are quite problematic. The word for ‘shoulder’  probably was an V-stem 
originally (compare Skt. i¨VD� to Lat. XPHUXV), so *K Q HP�HV� (*K Q � because of 
TochA HV, TochB QWVH). If Hittite would display a preform *K Q RP�V� (thus 
Puhvel (HED 1/2: 63): “ Hitt. DQDVVD� showing anaptyctic resolution of the �PV� 
cluster” ), we would expect Hitt. **Dãã� (compare Hitt. §DããX� ‘king’  < *K Q HPV�
X�). If Hittite would reflect a preform *K Q RP�RV�,� then we cannot explain why 
Hittite shows an �Q� where the other languages display *P. As the Hittite spelling 
with D�QD�Dã�ãD� points to a real vowel �D� in /"anaSa-/ or /"naSa-/, an etymology 
involving the word *K Q HP�HV� is impossible.  
 
DQQDããDU���DQQDãQ� (n.) ‘pillar?’ : nom.-acc.sg. DQ�QD�Dã�ãDU (KUB 43.75 i 12, 20 
(OH/NS)), erg.sg. DQ�QD�Dã�QD�DQ�]D (KUB 17.10 iv 9 (OH/MS)). 
  
See Puhvel HED 1/2: 64 for attestations and discussion. He proposes to interpret 
this word as a derivative of DQL¨H�D�\ R  ‘to work, to carry out’  (lit. ‘creation’  > 
‘establishment’ ), but the geminate �QQ� in DQQDããDU � DQQDãQ� vs. the single �Q� in 
DQL¨H�D� is not favourable to this etymology.  
 g h"iPjPi[k�l

DQQDÓDQQD��(c.) ‘stepmother’ : gen.sg. DQ�QD�ÑD�DQ�QD�Dã (KUB 29.34+ iv 
12); broken MUNUSDQ�QD�Ñ[D�...] (621/f, 10). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. QQDÓDQQ�L�� (c.) ‘stepmother’  (nom.sg. D�DQ�QD�ÑD�DQ�
Q[L�Lã], acc.sg. DQ�QD�ÑD�DQ�QL�LQ, DQ�QD�X�ÑD�DQ�QL�LQ). 
  
See Puhvel HED 1/2: 65 for attestations. Note that DQ�QD�ÑD�DQ�QD�Dã ãD�Dã 
(KUB 29.34+ iv 12 = Hitt. Laws §196) is duplicated by MUNUSDQ�QD�ÑD�DW?�WDO?�
Dã�ãD in KBo 6.26 iii 30. The connection with CLuw. QQDÑDQQ�L�� suggests, 
however, that DQQDÑDQQD� is the correct Hittite reading of this word.  
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 The word clearly is a derivative in �ÑDQQD� of DQQD� ‘mother’  (q.v.), which view 
is supported by CLuw. W WDÑDQQ�L�� ‘stepfather’  besides W WD�L� ‘father’ . The origin 
and meaning of this suffix is unclear. Compare perhaps (GIŠ)PDUL¨DÑDQQD�,�a part 
of the house (q.v.).  
 
DQQL� ‘that, the already mentioned one’ : see DQQD� ‘former, old’   
 
�DQQL� (imperfective-suffix): see �DQQD� R  � �DQQL�  
 
DQLªH�D�a b  (Ic1 > Ic2) ‘to work; to carry out, to produce, to treat’  (Sum. KIN): 
1sg.pres.act. D�QL�H�PL (OS), D�QL�¨D�PL, 2sg.pres.act. D�QL�¨D�ãL (MH/MS), 
3sg.pres.act. D�QL�H�H]�]L (OS), D�QL�H]�]L (OS), D�QL�¨D�D]�]L, D�QL�¨D�]L, �QL�¨D�H�
H]�]L (KUB 41.15 obv. 13), DQ�QL�¨D�D]�]L (KUB 44.61 iv 6), 1pl.pres.act. D�QL�¨D�
X�H�QL (KBo 14.111, 16), 2pl.pres.act. D�QL�¨D�DW�WH��H��QL, 3pl.pres.act. D�QL�¨D�DQ�
]L (MH/MS), D�QL�DQ�]L, DQ�QL�DQ�]L (IBoT 3.148 i 70 (MH/NS)), 1sg.pret.act. D�
QL�H�[QX�XQ] (OS), D�QL�¨D�QX�XQ, 3.sg.pret.act. D�QL�L�H�HW (KUB 7.41 i 16 
(MH/NS), D�QL�¨D�DW, D�QL�DW, 1pl.pret.act. D�QL�¨D�X��H��HQ, 3pl.pret.act. D�QL�L�H�
H[U] (KUB 23.54 rev. 6 (NS)), D�QL�L�HU (HKM 54, 17 (MH/MS), KUB 5.6 iii 17), 
D�QL�HU (KUB 33.34 obv. 8), D�QL�¨D�HU (KBo 12.3 iii 10 (OH/NS)), 2sg.imp.act. 
D�QL�¨D, 3sg.imp.act. D�QL�¨D�DG�GX, 2pl.imp.act. D�QL�¨D�DW�WH�HQ; 3sg.pret.mid. D�
QL�¨D�DW�WD�DW; part. D�QL�¨D�DQ�W� (MH/MS), D�QL�DQ�W�; verb.noun. D�QL�¨D�X�ÑD�DU; 
inf.I D�QL�¨D�X�ÑD�DQ�]L (MH/MS); impf. DQ�QL�Lã�NH�D� (OS), DQ�QL�Hã�NH�D�,�D�DQ�
QL�Hã�NH�D� (HKM 55 rev. 26 (MH/MS)), D�QL�Lã�NH�D�. 
 Derivatives: DQLªDWW� (c.) ‘work, task; ritual gear or garments; message’  
(nom.sg.c. D�QL�¨D�D] (KUB 13.20 i 20, KUB 13.8 obv. 18), acc.sg.c. D�QL�¨D�DW�
WD�DQ (KBo 30.39 iii 14 (OH/MS), KUB 7.41 iv 13 (MH/NS)), gen.sg. D�QL�¨D�DW�
WD�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. KIN�WL, abl. D�QL�¨D�DW�WD�D], coll.pl. D�QL�¨D�DW�WD (OS), D�QL�¨D�
DW�WH (KBo 30.80 rev. 5 (MH/MS)), D�QL�¨D�DW�WL (OH/NS), acc.pl.c. D�QL�¨D�DG�GX�
Xã (KUB 10.45 iv 45 (OH/NS)), dat.-loc.pl. D�QL�¨D�DW�WD�Dã); DQL U (n.) 
‘prestation, ritual’  (nom.-acc.sg. D�QL�X�XU (KBo 15.19 i 18 (NS), KBo 15.29 obv. 
6 (NS), KBo 19.144 i 25 (NS), KBo 20.87 i 7 (NS), KUB 9.15 iii 20 (NS), KUB 
12.58 ii 31 (NS), KUB 22.40 iii 29 (NS), KUB 29.4 i 7, 15 (NH), KUB 32.123 ii 
33, 47, iii 11 (NS)), D�QL�XU (KUB 46.38 ii 6 (NS), KUB 46.42 ii 12 (NS)), D�QL�~�
~U (KBo 19.92, 4 (OH/NS), KUB 5.6 ii 52, 59 (NS)), gen.sg. D�QL�X�UD�Dã (KUB 
35.18 i 9 (MS), KBo 21.1 iv 3 (MH/NS)), D�QL�XU�Dã (KBo 12.126+ ii 19 (NS)), 
dat.-loc.sg. D�QL�X�UL (KUB 35.54 iii 45 (MS)), D�QL�~�UL (KUB 5.6 iii 30 (NS)), 
erg.sg. D�QL�X�UD�DQ�]D (KUB 41.9 iv 38 (OH/MS))), DQLªDXÓDU (n.) ‘id.’  (nom.-
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acc.sg. D�QL�¨D�X�ÑD�DU (KBo 15.21+ i 15), erg.sg. D�QL�¨D�ÑD�UD�DQ�]D (KBo 
10.45 iv 40 (MH/NS))), see DQQDQX�\ R . 
 Anat. cognates: Pal. DQLªH�D� ‘to do, to work’  (2sg.pres.act. D�QL�L�¨D�ãL, 
3sg.pres.act. D�QL�HW�WL, 1sg.pret.act. D�QL�H�H§�§D, 2sg.imp.act. D�QL�¨D); CLuw. 
QQL� ‘to carry out, to treat’  (3sg.pres.act. D�DQ�QL�L�WL, D�D�DQ�QL�L�[WL], DQ�QL�L�WL, 

2sg.imp.act. D�QL�¨D (? in broken context)). 
  PIE *K e Q�¨H�R� 
  
See HW2 A: 81f. for attestations. The verb itself is consistently spelled D�QL�,�
whereas in its imperfective we almost consistently find DQ�QL�,�with a geminate 
�QQ�. The discrepancy between these two stems (with and without geminate �QQ�) 
has led to much debate about the historical interpretation of this verb. Besides 
this, the IE cognates (Lat. RQXV ‘load, burden’  and Skt. iQDV� ‘cart’ ) are in dispute 
regarding their interpretation as well.  
 Both Lat. RQXV and Skt. iQDV� are neuter V-stems, so it is likely that they both go 
back to one pre-form. As neuter V-stems as a rule show H-grade in their stem, it is 
attractive to reconstruct an initial *K e . The difficulty lies in the fact that Lat. R 
corresponds to short D in Skt, which apparently has not been subject to 
Brugmann’ s Law. Often, this has been explained by assuming that the root 
involved was *K e HQ+�,� the second laryngeal of which would block Brugmann’ s 
Law in Sanskrit as it closed the syllable in which *R was found: *+RQ+�HV�. 
Lubotsky (1990), however, convincingly argued that *K e H is not subject to 
Brugmann’ s Law in Sanskrit, and that a development *K e HQ�HV� > Skt. iQDV� is 
regular.  
 For Hittite, the reconstructed root *K e HQ+� is used by e.g. Melchert to explain 
the outcomes DQL¨H�D� besides DQQLãNH�D�. In 1994a: 85 he states that a present 
*HQ+�¨H�R� would lose its laryngeal regularly before *¨, giving DQL¨H�D�,�wheres in 
*HQ+�¨H�V�p�y� we would first find pretonic syncope, yielding *HQ+L�V�p�y�,�after 
which *9Q+9 > 9QQ9, and therefore DQQLãNH�D�. There are a few problems with 
Melchert’ s scenario, however. Firstly, I know of no other examples of pretonic 
syncope, which must have been very old according to Melchert’ s theory, as it 
must have occurred before the loss of laryngeals before *¨. Secondly, I think that 
his proposed preforms are morphologically unlikely. Verbs in *-¨H�R� usually 
show zero-grade in the root. The same goes for imperfectives in *-V�H�R�. 
Moreover, *-V�H�R�imperfectives originally were derived from the bare root and 
not from the present stem, as we can see in impf. ]LNNH�D� (*G N K S �V�H�R�) from the 
present stem GDL� � WL� ‘to place, to put’  (*G N K S ��R�L�).  
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 We had better search for another solution. If we assume that the other IE 
languages point to a root *K e HQ� (with no second laryngeal), then the usual way of 
deriving a *-¨H�R�present of this root is by making a formation *K e Q�¨p�y�. As I 
have tried to show in my article on the outcome of initial laryngeals in Anatolian 
(Kloekhorst fthc.c), a preconsonantal initial *K e  would in this position merge with 
*K S  in PAnat., yielding Hitt. DQL¨H�D� = /"nié/á-/ by regular sound laws.  
 In the case of the imperfective, we would on formal grounds expect that it was 
formed as *K e Q�V�p�y�. Such a form would regularly have given Hitt. **DãNH�D�,�
compare *J m N QV�p�y� > *N m ÊVNH�D� > NXÑDãNH�D� (cf. Kloekhorst fthc.e). Just as 
NXÑDãNH�D� was too intransparent and is replaced by NXHQQLãNH�D� with geminate 
�QQ� to prevent the nasal from dropping again in front of the consonant cluster, 
this **DãNH�D�,� too, was too intransparent and was replaced by DQQLãNH�D� = 
/"N}ské/á-/, with geminate �QQ�. A similar process could be visible in DQQDQX�\ R  
‘to educate, to train’  (q.v.) if this verb is really an old causative of DQL¨H�D�.  
 The details of CLuw. QQ � are unclear. Melchert (1993a: 17) states that the 
“ geminate �QQ� in the QQL��IRUP�LV�GXH�WR�³ýRS’ s Law” : *pQ\H� > *pQ\L� > *pQL� 
> QQL�” . Again, a reconstruction *pQ¨H� to my mind does not fit our 
understanding of PIE morphology. In my view, we know too little about the 
practice of plene writing and gemination of resonants in CLuwian to give too 
much value to it.  
 See Rieken 1999a: 107f. for an extensive treatment of the derived noun DQL¨DWW�,�
where she argues that the word originally was commune and that the OS form D�
QL�DW ãH�HW (KUB 36.100 obv. 13), seemingly a nom.-acc.sg.n., must be emended 
to D�QL�DW½�WD¾ ãH�HW, a coll.pl., which is quite commonly found of this word.  
 The noun DQL U must be the regular outcome of *K e QLpXU > /"niór/ (see 
§ 1.3.9.4.f for a treatment of the spelling D�QL�~�~U). Since this form was not 
recognized as a derivative in �ÑDU anymore, the heteroclitic inflection was given 
up. Later on, a secondary DQL¨DXÑDU was created, a synchronic derivation in �ÑDU 
of the stem DQL¨D�.  
 
QNL�(adv.) ‘once’  (Akk. 1 â8): D�DQ�NL (KUB 4.2 iv 36, 38). 

  PIE *+RLRQNL 
  
The word occurs written phonetically only twice. The bulk of the attestations 
show 1�DQ�NL or akkadographically 1 â8. The ending �DQNL is also found in 2�DQ�
NL ‘twice’  and 3�DQ�NL ‘thrice’  and is connected by Rosenkranz (1936: 249) with 
Gr. -  < *-ÊNLV (e.g.  ‘four times’ ,  ‘five times’  etc.), although 
the latter only occurs with the numerals 4+, whereas Hitt. �DQNL is only found in 
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1-3. Nevertheless, of D�DQ�NL only the D� can be regarded as the stem denoting 
‘one’ . Puhvel (HED 1/2: 73) proposes to interpret D�DQ�NL as reflecting *+R¨RQNL, 
connecting it with the root *+RL� seen in e.g. Skt. pND� ‘one’ , Gr.  ‘alone, 
lonely’ , etc. This seems formally as well as semantically attractive to me. The 
question remains whether we should interpret this form as *+RL�RQNL or *+RLR�
QNL.  
 
DQNX�(adv.) ‘fully’ : DQ�NX (OS). 
  
See HW2 A: 95 for attestations. The adverb denotes ‘fully, totally’  or similar 
(HW2: “ ganz und gar, unbedingt” ) and occurs from OS texts onwards. The 
historical interpretation is difficult. It possibly contains the enclitic element  NNX 
‘and’  (q.v.), but the element DQ� remains unclear to me.  
 
Qã� b � (IIb > Ic1) ‘to wipe’ : 3sg.pres.act. D�DQ�ãL (KBo 30.158, 9 (MS), KBo 

21.80+20.44+30.158 obv. 35 (MS), KUB 30.41 i 7 (OH/NS), KBo 30.164 iv 21 
(OH/NS), KBo 11.22 iv 12 (NS), KBo 44.175, 5 (NS), IBoT 4.139 obv. 8 (NS), 
etc.), D�D�DQ�ãL (KUB 30.41 i 14 (OH/NS)), D�DQ[-Dã]-]L (KBo 19.129 obv. 29 
(NS)), D�DQ�Dã�]L (KUB 8.38 iii 21 (NS)), 3pl.pres.act. D�DQ�ãD�DQ�]L (KBo 11.73 
rev. 18 (OH/NS), KUB 10.18 ii 31 (OH/NS), KUB 11.16 iv 10 (OH/NS), KUB 
11.35 i 27 (OH/NS), KUB 25.3 iii 44 (OH/NS), KBo 4.9 ii 19, vi 23 (NS), KBo 
22.189 v 13 (NS), KUB 25.16 i 29 (NS), KUB 41.52 iv! 6 (NS), etc.), DQ�ãD�DQ�]L 
(KBo 20.116 rev.? 6 (MH/NS), KBo 46.130 rev. 15 (NS), KUB 49.79 i 4 (NS)), 
D�DQ�ãL�DQ�]L (VSNF 12.2 vi 8 (NS)), D�D[Q]-ãL�¨D�DQ�]L (KUB 29.40 ii 14 
(MH/MS)), �DQ�ã �¨[D�DQ�]]L (KBo 8.49, 5 (MH/MS)), 1sg.pret.act. D�DQ�ãX�XQ 
(KUB 41.19 rev. 10, 11, 12, 14 (MH/NS)), DQ�ãX�XQ (KUB 24.13 iii 19 (MH/NS), 
KBo 35.95, 6 (NS)), 2sg.imp.act. D�DQ�Dã (KBo 21.8 ii 4 (OH/MS), KUB 33.5 ii 7 
(OH/MS), IBoT 3.141 i 14 (OH/NS)), 3sg.imp.act. D�DQ�Dã�GX (KUB 7.1 ii 68 
(OH/NS)); part. D�DQ�ãD�DQ�W� (6x), DQ�ãD�DQ�W� (26x); impf. D�DQ�Dã�NH�D� (KBo 
21.8 ii 3 (OH/MS), KBo 19.163 i 23, iv 4 (OH/NS)), D�DQ�ãL�NH�D� (KBo 23.23, 
77 (MH/MS)), D�DQ�ãL�Lã�NH�D� (KUB 24.13 iii 16 (MH/NS)). 
 Derivatives: see §DQH�Lãã�\ R . 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. DP�PD�ããD�� �� DP�PD�ããL�ªD�� ‘to wipe’  (3pres.sg.act. 
DP�PD�Dã�ãL�WL, 3pl.pres.act. [DP�]PD�Dã�ãL�¨D�DQ�WL, 3sg.pret.act. DP�PD�½Dã�¾ãD�
W[D], 3pl.pret.act. DP�PD�Dã�ãD�DQ�GD). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘to mow, to reap’ , OE P ZDQ, OHG P ZHQ, P HQ ‘to 
mow’ . 
  PIE *K Q yPK S �V�HL 
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Originally, this verb is inflected according to the §L-inflection. The PL-form D�DQ�
Dã�]L is found in NS texts only. From the MH period onwards we find a few forms 
that show a stem QãL¨H�D�\ R , which is secondarily created on the basis of 3sg. QãL. 
The bulk of the attestations show initial plene D. All forms that show initial DQ�ã� 
only are from NS texts and cannot be used for the determination of original 
ablaut.  
 In 1988b, Melchert (211f.) argued that Qã� is cognate with CLuw. 
DP�PD�ãã�D�L�� ‘to wipe’  and further connected these verbs with Gr.  ‘to 
mow, to reap’ , OE P ZDQ and OHG P ZHQ, P HQ ‘to mow’ , reconstructing 
*DP�K S � � *P�HK S �. For a parallel semantical development, he refers to Hitt. ÑDUã� R  
‘to reap, to harvest, to wipe’  (q.v.) which reflects PIE *XHUV� ‘to wipe’ . Later on, 
he seems to have abandoned the IE etymology, and states that Hitt. Qã� and 
CLuw. DP�PD�ããD�L� reflect PAnat. *yPV�,� without reference to the other IE 
words (1994a: 164). This reconstruction is problematic, however, as a sequence 
*9PV9 > Hitt. 9ãã9 (cf. §DããX� ‘king’  < *K Q HPVX�; § ãL ‘gives birth to’  < *K Q yPV�
HL).  
 In Kloekhorst fthc.f I have argued that the original etymological connection as 
given by Melchert may make sense. Gr.  ‘to mow, to reap’  and OE P ZDQ, 
OHG P ZHQ, P HQ ‘to mow’  point to a root *K Q PHK S � (note that Gr.  must 
be denominative of a noun *K Q PK S �HK Q �,� cf. Schrijver 1990: 20). If this root is 
cognate with the Anatolian forms, then these must show an V-extension and go 
back to *K Q RPK S �V�HL (showing a similar Schwebe-ablaut as we see in e.g. WDP ãã� 
<< *GPHK Q �V� from the root *GHPK Q � ‘to tame’ , cf. at WDP ãã�\ R  � WDPH�Lãã�). In my 
opinion, this *K Q RPK S �V�HL yielded Hitt. QãL by regular sound change: the initial 
laryngeal was dropped on front of *R as I described in Kloekhorst fthc.c. The 
development *9PK S V9 > Hitt. 9Qã9 does not contradict the forms §DããX� and § ãL 
that show *9PV9 > 9ãã9.  
 As all §L-verbs, *K Q HPK S V� must originally have shown ablaut as well. This 
means that beside the singular *K Q RPK S V�HL we expect a plural form *K Q PK S V�HQWL. 
In Kloekhorst fthc.f I have argued that this weak-stem form regularly would yield 
Hitt. /Hn}Sántsi/ (cf. *�QK e VHQWL > /kn}Sántsi/, spelled JDQLããDQ]L ‘they recognize’ ), 
a form that is indeed attested as part of the paradigm §DQH�Lãã�\ R  ‘to wipe’  (q.v.). I 
therefore assume that the original ablauting paradigm *K Q yPK S �V�HL : *K Q PK S �V�
pQWL regularly yielded QãL : §DQH�LããDQ]L, of which both stems formed their own 
paradigm. On the one hand, it yielded QãL, QãDQ]L (with generalization of the 
stem Qã� which explains the lack of ablaut in this verb) and on the other hand we 
find §DQH�Lã]L, §DQH�LããDQ]L (generalization of the stem §DQH�Lãã�).  
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�DQW��(part.-suffix) 
  PIE *-HQW� 
  
The Hitt. participle is formed with the suffix �DQW�. In ablauting verbs it is 
attached to the zero-grade root: NXQDQW� ‘killed’  (from NXHQ�\ R  � NXQ� ‘to kill’ ), 
DSSDQW� ‘seized’  (from HSS�\ R  � DSS� ‘to seize’ ), SL¨DQW� ‘given’  (from SDL� R  � SL� ‘to 
give’ ), etc. Although in almost all cases the participle has a passive meaning 
(‘killed’ , ‘seized’ , ‘given’ ), we come accross a few cases where the participle can 
have an active meaning: DãDQW� ‘being’  (from Hã�\ R  � Dã� ‘to be’ ), DNXÑDQW� 
‘drinking’  (from HNX�\ R  � DNX� ‘to drink’ ), DGDQW� ‘eating’  and ‘eaten’  (from HG�\ R  � 
DG� ‘to eat’ ). The participles do not show ablaut and show the normal consonant-
inflection:  
 

nom.sg.c.  NXQDQ]D  /kwnánts/ 

acc.sg.c.  NXQDQWDQ  /kwnántan/ 

nom.-acc.sg.n.  NXQDQ  /kwnán/ 

gen.sg.  NXQDQWDã  /kwnántas/ 

dat.-loc.sg.  NXQDQWL  /kwnánti/ 

etc.  
 
Note that nom.-acc.sg.n. NXQDQ /kwnán/ must reflect older */kwnánt/ in which 
word-final �W has regularly been dropped.  
 It is obvious that Hitt. �DQW� must be etymologically cognate to the participle-
suffix *-HQW� as visible in many IE languages: Skt. DGDQW� = Lat. HGHQW� ‘eating’ , 
Gr.  < *-HQW�V ‘placing’ , etc. It is remarkable, however, that in all IE 
languages (including Tocharian) this participle has an active meaning. This could 
indicate that in PIE the participle in *-HQW� in principle could have both meanings 
(just as Hitt. DGDQW� can denote both ‘eating’  and ‘eaten’ ), depending on the 
valencies, and that in Anatolian the passive meaning was generalized (except in 
the archaic cases DãDQW�,�DNXÑDQW� and DGDQW�), whereas in post-Anatolian PIE the 
active meaning was generalized.  
 It is remarkable that in the Luwian languages participles are formed with the 
etymologically unrelated suffix �PPD�L�. Here we only find a remnant of the 
suffix *-HQW�,� namely in the name of the Storm-god, CLuw. d7DU§XÑDQW� � 
d7DU§XQW�,� HLuw. /trhunt-/, Lyc. 7UTTxW�,� which is the lexicalized (active!) 
participle of the verb WDU§X� ‘to conquer’  (etymologically identical to Skt. W UYDQW� 
‘conquering’ , see at WDU§X�\ R ). On the basis of the ablaut visible in this word 
(CLuw. nom.sg. d7DU§XÑDQ]D vs. oblique d7DU§XQW�) it is clear that originally the 
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participle in *-HQW� must have shown ablaut. The Anatolian evidence points to a 
paradigm nom.sg. *&&�pQW�V, acc.sg. *&&�pQW�P, gen.sg. *&&�QW�yV, which fits 
for instance the Vedic system as well, compare the paradigm of ‘being’ : nom.sg. 
ViQ (< *ViQW�V < *K S V�pQW�V), acc.sg. ViQWDP (< *K S V�pQW�P), gen.sg. VDWiV (< *K S V�
QW�yV). Nevertheless, this paradigm must have been a quite recent rebuilding 
within PIE from an older system *&p&�QW�V, *&&�pQW�P, *&&�QW�yV, traces of 
which still survive in the reconstructed paradigm for ‘wind’ : *K Q XpK S �QW�V, *K Q XK S �
pQW�P, *K Q XK S �QW�yV (see at §XÑDQW�), originally a participle of the verb *K Q XHK S � 
‘to blow’  (cf. Beekes 1985: 64-77; Kortlandt 2000).  
 
�DQW� (erg.-suffix) 
  PIE *-HQW� 
  
It is a well known fact that in Hittite neuter nouns cannot function as the subject 
of a transitive verb. If, however, a situation needed to be expressed in which a 
neuter noun had to function as the subject within a transitive sentence, this noun 
could be “ animatized”  with a suffix �DQ]D. I have called this form an “ ergative”  
throughout this book. Compare e.g. KUB 19.2 + KUB 14.14 rev. (22) QX KUR 
URUÏD�DW�WL ¨D D�SD�D�Dã Lã�§D�QD�DQ�]D DU�§D QDP�PD ]L�LQ�QL�[LW] ‘Furthermore, 
that bloodshed has finished off the land of Ïatti’ , in which Lã§DQDQ]D is the 
animatized form of ã§DU � Lã§DQ� ‘blood(shed)’ . Although the suffix �DQ]D in 
some literature is regarded as a real case-ending, it clearly is not as can be seen by 
the fact that forms displaying an “ erg.pl.”  in �DQWHã occur as well (compare KUB 
17.27 iii (9) Q D�DW ]D DP�PH�HO XG�GD�QD�DQ�WH�Hã WDU�[§X]-H�HU ‘My words will 
conquer them’ , in which XGGDQDQWHã is an “ erg.pl.”  of the neuter noun XGGDU � 
XGGDQ�). This means that �DQ]D and �DQWHã have to be analysed as nom.sg.c. and 
nom.pl.c. respectively of a suffix �DQW�. Without a doubt this suffix �DQW� must be 
equated with the suffix �DQW� as found in the participle, which reflects *-HQW� 
(q.v.).  
 
DQGD�postpos., prev. ‘in(to), inwards; (with)in; in addition’ : DQ�GD (OS). 
 Derivatives: DQGDQ (adv.) ‘(with)in, inside; in(to)’  (DQ�GD�DQ (OS)). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. QWD (prev.) ‘in(to)’  (D�DQ�WD, D�D�DQ�WD, DQ�WD, D�DQ�GD, 
DQ�GD), DQGDQ (adv.) ‘inside(?)’  (DQ�GD�DQ); HLuw. DQWD (prev., adv., postpos.) 
‘(with)in, in(to)’  (D�WD, D�Wi), DQWDQ ‘into’  (D�WD�QD (KARKAMIŠ A31 §8), 
DQWDWLOD�L� (adj.) ‘internal’  (nom.sg.c. D�Wi�WL�OL�L�VD (BABYLON 1 §11)); Lyd. W� 
(prev.); Lyc. xWH (prev., adv.) ‘inside’ . 
 IE cognates: OLat. HQGR ‘into’ , OIr. DQG ‘in it’ , Gr.  (adv.) ‘inside’  
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  PIE *K S QGR�P� 
  
In OH texts the two adverbs DQGD and DQGDQ are distinct in use: DQGD has a 
directional function, denoting ‘into, inwards’  whereas DQGDQ functions as a 
locative, denoting ‘inside, within’ . This indicates that originally DQGD and DQGDQ 
are all. and acc. respectively (compare SDU  < *SUR besides SHUDQ < *SHURP) of a 
noun that further is unattested in Hittite. The absence of forms with an enclitic 
possessive pronoun (like e.g. SHUDQ WHW ‘in front of you’  or ãHU ãHW ‘on top of it’ ) 
shows that the lexicalization as adverbs occurred earlier with DQGD�Q� than with 
the other adverbs. The distinction between directional DQGD and locative DQGDQ 
becomes blurred within the Hittite period, and in the younger texts there is no 
semantic difference anymore between DQGD and DQGDQ.  
 From the beginning of Hittite studies onwards, DQGD�Q� has been connected with 
Gr.  ‘inside’  and OLat. HQGR ‘into’  and reconstructed as *K n HQGR�P�. 
Nevertheless, the OIr. cognate DQG ‘in it’  must reflect a zerograde *K n QGR�P� 
(McCone 1992: 26), which reconstruction formally is possible for Gr.  and 
OLat. HQGR as well (cf. Schrijver 1991: 58-9). Within the Anatolian languages, 
Lyc. xWH ‘inside’ , too, points to *K n QGR�P� since a preform *K n pQGR�P� would 
have yielded Lyc. ** WH. On the basis of the OIr. and Lyc. words I conclude that 
all IE forms reflect *K n QGR�P�. The absence of accentuation in Hittite (no plene 
vowels) is explained by the establishment that in poetic verse local adverbs and 
postpositions are unstressed (cf. Melchert 1998a: 485).  
 See Kloekhorst 2004: 42f. for an explanation of the HLuwian form.  
 
�DQWD: see �DQWD�UL�  
 
DQWDND� (gender unclear) ‘?’ : dat.-loc.sg. DQ�WD�NL�L ã�ãL (KUB 11.20 i 13, KUB 
45.3 iv 17), DQ�WD�NL�LW�WL (KUB 11.25 iii 9), DQ�WD�NL�LW�WL�L ã�ãL (KUB 7.5 i 7), 
D[Q�WD?�]NL (KUB 43.62 i 2), all.sg. DQ�WD�JD�D ã�ãD (KUB 36.44 iv 12). 
  
Traditionally, this word is translated as ‘chamber’ , but Melchert (2003e), suggests 
that DQWDND� should rather be interpreted as ‘loins’ . I must say that I do not find 
his line of reasoning very convincing, and would rather regard the meaning of 
DQWDND� as unclear. Both the meaning ‘chamber’  as well as ‘loins’  (through 
‘intestines’ ) are though to have derived from DQGD ‘inside’  (cf. Puhvel HED 1/2: 
77 for ‘chamber’  and Melchert (l.c.) for ‘loins’ ). Melchert even goes sofar in 
interpretating DQWDND� as DQGD + NL� ‘that which lies inside’ . In my view, the fact 
that besides the normal cases all.sg. DQWDJD and dat.-loc.sg. DQWDNL, we also find a 
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Hurrian dat.-loc.-ending in the form DQWDNLWWL, strongly points to a Hurrian origin 
of this word. I therefore remain very sceptical about the the supposed connection 
between DQWDND� and DQGD.  
 
DQWDUD�� (adj.) ‘blue’  (Sum. ZA.GÌN): acc.sg. DQ�WD�UD�DQ (KBo 27.131 iii 7 
(MH/NS)), [DQ�W]D�UD�DQ (KUB 41.1 i 5 (OH/NS)), DQ�GD�UD�DQ (KUB 41.1 i 3 
(OH/NS), VBoT 24 i 4 (MH/NS)), D�DQ�GD�UD�DQ (VBoT 24 i 14 (MH/NS), KBo 
5.2 iii 19 (MH/NS)), D�DQ�WD�UD�DQ (VBoT 24 i 23 (MH/NS)), DQ�GD�UD�D�DQ 
(KUB 46.43, 9 (NS)). 
 Derivatives: DQWDUDQW� (adj.) ‘blue’  (DQ�WD�UD�DQ�WD�DQ (KUB 24.9 i 43 
(OH/NS)), [DQ�G]D�UD�DQ�GD�DQ (KUB 24.9 i 45 (OH/NS))), DQWDUH�LãNH�D�a b  (Ic6) 
‘to make blue’  (DQ�WD�UL�Lã�NH�HW (KUB 24.9 i 44 (OH/NS)), DQ�GD�UL�Hã�NH�HW 
(KUB 41.1 i 4 (OH/NS))). 
 IE cognates: Slav. *PRGU  (Cz. PRGUê, SCr. POGDU) ‘blue’ . 
  PIE *PG o Uy� 
  
This word is attested with the spellings DQ�WD�UD�DQ, D�DQ�WD�UD�DQ and DQ�WD�UD�
D�DQ. Because all attestations are from NS texts, it is not possible to 
chronologically order these spellings and determine which one is more original.  
 Machek (1949: 131-2) connects this word with Slav. *PRGU  ‘blue’  < *PRG o UR� 
(the absence of Winter’ s Law points to *G o ). If this connection is justified, the 
Hittite word likely reflects a zero-grade *PG o �UR�. With this reconstruction in 
mind, it is more likely that the spelling DQ�WD�UD�D�DQ is the correct one (for 
unetymological plene initial D� compare e.g. D�DQ�QL�Hã�NH�ãL (HKM 55 rev. 26) 
instead of normal DQ�QL�Lã�NH�D� ‘to work (impf.)’ ). It would then reflect 
phonological /ndran/, the regular outcome of *PG o �Uy�P.  
 
�DQWD�UL�, �DQWDW�L� (3pl.midd.-endings) 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. �DQWDUL (3pl.pres.midd.-ending): ÑD�Dã�ãD�DQ�WD�UL, OD�
D§�§L�L[Q]-WD�UL < *OD§§L¨DQWDUL; HLuw. �DQWDVL (3pl.pres.midd.-ending): PES+:,�
+:,�Vj�Wi�VL. 
  PIE *&&�pQWR�UL�, *&p&�QWR�UL� 
  
In the present, we find the endings �DQWD as well as �DQWDUL. Both endings occur in 
the OH period already, and there does not seem to be a distribution between the 
two (e.g. D�UD�DQ�WD (OS) besides D�UD�DQ�WD�UL (OS)). In the preterite we find 
�DQWDWL besides �DQWDW, but here it seems that �DQWDWL is the original ending, which 
is being replaced by �DQWDW from MH times onwards (compare NL�L�ãD�DQ�WD�WL 
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(OS) vs. NL�L�ãD�DQ�WD�DW (MH/MS) or QD�D§�ãL�DQ�WD�WL (OS) vs. QD�D§�ãL�¨D�DQ�
WD�DW (NH)), possibly because �L had become the main marker of the present tense.  
 The reconstruction of the PIE middle endings is a debated topic, and I will not 
go into details here. It is clear that �DQWD�UL� and �DQWDW�L� must reflect *-HQWR when 
the verbal root is in zero-grade (e.g. DUDQWD�UL� < *K p U�pQWR�UL�) and *-QWR when 
the verbal root is in full grade (e.g. HãDQWD�UL� < *K n pK n V�QWR�UL�).  
 Kimball (1999: 245) cites a few examples of plene spellings in this ending (e.g. 
D�UD�D�DQ�WD, QH�H�D�DQ�WD�UL, etc.), which are all attested in NS texts. In my view, 
these are the result oI� WKH� 1+� PHUJHU� RI� 2+� � �� ZLWK� �D�� LQ� FORVHG� non-final 
syllables (cf. § 1.4.9.3��� VLQFH� LQ�1+� WLPHV� WKHUH�ZDV�QR�RSSRVLWLRQ�EHWZHHQ� � ��
and /a/ in these syllables anymore, the pronunciation and therefore spelling was 
subject to free variation.  
 
�DQWDUX (3pl.imp.midd.-ending) 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. �DQGDUX (3pl.imp.midd.-ending): [OD]-D�OD�Dã�§D�DQ�GD�
UX. 
  
This ending clearly is built up of the 3pl.pres.midd.-ending �DQWDUL in which the �L 
is replaced by the imperatival �X. See at both �DQWD�UL�, �DQWDW�L� and �X for further 
treatment.  
 
�DQWDW�L� (3pl.pret.midd.-ending): see �DQWD�UL�  
 
�DQWHã (erg.pl.-ending): see �DQW�  
 q�r
DQWLªDQW�� (c.) ‘son-in-law’ : acc.sg. DQ�WL�¨D�DQ�WD�DQ (KBo 3.1 ii 39), DQ�WL�¨D�

DQ�GD�DQ (KBo 12.4 ii 8). 
 Derivatives: DQGDLªDQGDWDU� ��DQGDLªDQGDQQ� (n.) ‘son-in-lawship’  (dat.-loc.sg. 
DQ�GD�L�¨D�DQ�GD�DQ�QL (KUB 13.8 obv. 14)). 
  
Puhvel (HED 1/2: 78f.) also cites a nom.pl. [LÚ] QWL¨DQWHã (KUB 26.1a, 10), of 
which HW2 states that it had better be read [Sp�U]D�DQ�WL�¨D�DQ�WL�Hã.  
 Since Balkan (1948) this word is generally interpreted as showing syncope from 
*DQGD L¨DQW� ‘who has gone inside’ . As he shows, a semantic development from 
‘who has gone inside’  to ‘son-in-law’  has parallels in other languages. According 
to Puhvel (HED 1/2: 79) this analysis is strengthened by the derivative 
DQGDL¨DQGDWDU ‘son-in-lawship’ , which would show the un-syncopated form. In 
my view, however, the latter word could easily be a folk-etymological adaptation 
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to an original DQWL¨DQGDWDU, and does not necessarily prove that DQWL¨DQW� stems 
from *DQGD L¨DQW�. Nevertheless, semantically the etymology seems possible.  
 
�DQWX�(3pl.imp.act.-ending): e.g. DS�SD�DQ�WX (OS), D�ãD�DQ�WX (OS), Sp�H�WD�DQ�WX 
(OS), DS�SD�DQ�GX (MS), D�ãD�DQ�GX (MS), Sp�GD�DQ�GX (MS) 
 Anat. cognates: Pal. �DQGX, �HQGX; CLuw. �DQGX; HLuw. ��DQWX�; Lyc. ��WX.  
  PAnat. *-9QWX 
  PIE *&&�pQWX 
  
The 3pl.imp.act.-ending �DQWX is spelled �DQ�WX in OS texts, and �DQ�GX in MS and 
NS texts. In ablauting verbs, the ending �DQWX goes with the weak stem. The 
ending must be compared with Skt. 3pl.impt.-ending �DQWX and reflects *-HQWX. 
Especially etymologically related pairs like Hitt. D�ãD�DQ�WX ~ Pal. D�ãD�DQ�GX, D�
ãH�HQ�GX ~ CLuw. D�ãD�DQ�GX ~ HLuw. �i��VD�WX ~ Skt. ViQWX ‘they must be’  < 
*K n V�pQWX and Hitt. NX�QD�DQ�GX ~ Skt. JKQDQWX ‘they must kill’  < *J s o Q�pQWX are 
striking.  
 Kimball (1999: 245) cites a few examples of plene spellings in this ending (e.g. 
DS�SD�D�DQ�GX), which are all attested in NS texts. In my view, these are the result 
RI�WKH�1+�PHUJHU�RI�2+�� ��ZLWK��D�� LQ�FORVHG�non-final syllables (cf. § 1.4.9.3): 
since in NH times thHUH�ZDV�QR�RSSRVLWLRQ�EHWZHHQ�� ��DQG��D��LQ�WKHVH�V\OODEOHV�
anymore, the pronunciation and therefore spelling was subject to free variation.  
�
DQGXU]D�(adv.) ‘inside, indoors’ : DQ�GXU�]D. 
 Derivatives: DQGXU]LªD (adv.) ‘inside, indoors’  (DQ�GXU�]L�¨D), DQWXULªD� (adj.) 
‘interior, native’  (nom.sg.c. DQ�GXU�¨D�Dã, DQ�WX�UL�¨D�Dã, DQ�WX�X�UL�¨D�Dã, DQ�GX�
X�UL�¨D�Dã, nom.pl.c. DQ�WX�X�UL�H�Hã, DQ�GXU�UL�¨D�Dã, DQ�GXU�¨D�Dã). 
  PIE *K n Q�G o XU� 
  
Semantically there seems to be no difference between DQGXU]D and DQGXU]L¨D. 
Formally, the latter could be interpreted as DQGXU]D +  �¨�D ‘and’  (pace HW2 A: 
123), which indicates that DQGXU]D is an adverbially used ablative of a stem 
DQGXU�,�which is visible in the derivative DQWXUL¨D� as well.  
 An etymological connection with e.g. Lat. LQWHU ‘between’ , Skt. DQWiU ‘within’  
(Couvreur 1937: 92-3), though semantically and seemingly formally attractive, 
does not work as Hitt. �X� would remain unexplained. A better explanation seems 
to be Sturtevant’ s suggestion (1933: 128) to interpret this form as *K n �H�Q�G o XU� 
‘indoors’ . The root *G o XHU� does not occur further in Anatolian, however.  
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DQWXÓD©©Dã�� �� DQWX©ã� (c.) ‘man, human being, person’  (Sum. UKÙ, 
LÚ.ULÙ.LU): nom.sg. DQ�WX�ÑD�D§�§D�Dã (OS), DQ�WX�X�ÑD�D§�§D�Dã, DQ�WX�X§�
§D�Dã, DQ�WX�X§�ãD�Dã, DQ�WX�X�ÑD�D§�]D (KUB 12.44 iii 7 (NS)), acc.sg. DQ�WX�X§�
ãD�DQ (MH/MS), DQ�GX�X§�ãD�DQ (MH/MS), DQ�WX�X�X§�ãD�DQ, DQ�WX�ÑD�D§�§D�
DQ, gen.sg. DQ�GX�X§�ãD�Dã (OS), DQ�WX�X§�ãD�Dã (MH/MS), DQ�WX�ÑD�D§�§D�Dã, 
dat.-loc.sg. DQ�WX�X§�ãL, DQ�WX�X�X§�ãL, DQ�WX�X§�ãH (MH/NS), abl. DQ�WX�X§�ãD�D], 
nom.pl. DQ�WX�X§�ãH�Hã (MH/MS), acc.pl. DQ�WX�X§�ãX�Xã (MH/MS), gen.pl. DQ�WX�
X§�ãD�Dã, dat.-loc.pl. DQ�WX�X§�ãD�Dã (OH/MS), DQ�WX�X�ÑD�D§�§D�Dã. 
 Derivatives: DQWX©ã WDU� ��DQWX©ãDQQ� (n.) ‘mankind; population’  (nom.sg. DQ�
WX�X§�ãD�WDU, DQ�WX�X§�ãD�D�WDU, gen.sg. DQ�WX�X§�ãD�DQ�QD�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. DQ�WX�
X§�ãD�DQ�QL, DQ�WX�X§�ãD�QL, erg.sg. DQ�WX�X§�ãD�DQ�QD�DQ�]D). 
 Anat. cognates: Lyd. ?DQWROD, DQOROD ‘statue’ . 
  PIE nom. *K n Q�G o XpK t � V, gen.sg. *K n Q�G o XK t �V�yV 
  
See HW2 A : 109f. for attestations. In the oldest texts, the paradigm of this word 
is nom.sg. DQWXÑD§§Dã, acc.sg. DQWX§ãDQ, gen.sg. DQWX§ãDã, dat.-loc.sg. DQWX§ãL, 
nom.pl. DQWX§ãHã, acc.pl. DQWX§ãXã, dat.-loc.pl. DQWX§ãDã. In later texts, nom.sg. 
DQWXÑD§§Dã was the source for some forms that show a stem DQWXÑD§§D�. Besides, 
we find some forms that inflect according to a thematic stem DQWX§ãD�,�which is 
based on the oblique forms with the stem DQWX§ã�.  
 According to Eichner (1979b: 77) this word shows a similar formation as e.g. 
Gr.  ‘having god inside’ , and is to be connected with the root *G o X+� (Skt. 
GK Pi� ‘smoke’ , Gr.  ‘spirited’ ), so literally ‘having breath inside’ . He 
states that the word originally must have been a hysterodynamic V-stem *-G o XHK t �
V, *-G o XK t �V�RV. Rieken (1999a: 190f.) repeats this view and reconstructs *HQ�
G o ÑpK t �ºV, with *H > D in front of *Q7. Formally, a reconstruction *K n Q�G o XHK t � V 
is perhaps more likely (cf. DQGD�Q� < *K n QGR�P�).  
 For other attestations of the root *G o XK t � ‘smoke, breath’  in Hittite, see 
WX§§XÑDL� � WX§§XL� and WX§§DH�u v .  
 The root *G o XK t � ‘smoke, breath’  is attested in zero-grade in all outer-Anatolian 
IE languages. On the basis of Hitt. DQWXÑD§§Dã� � DQWX§ã�,�we can establish that 
the full-grade form in fact is *G o XHK t �.  
 
DQ]�: see Ñ ã � DQ]�  
 
�DQ]D (3pl.pres.act.-ending): see �DQ]L  
 
�DQ]D (erg.sg.-ending): see �DQW�  
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�DQ]L�(3pl.pres.act.-ending) 
 Anat. cognates: Pal. � QWL; CLuw. �DQWL; HLuw. ��DQWL�; Lyd. �G ?; Lyc. ��QWL, 
�xWL. 
  PAnat. *-9QWL 
  PIE *&&�pQWL, *-¨y�QWL, *-V�y�QWL 
  
Although the bulk of the 3pl.pres.act.-forms show the ending �DQ�]L, there are 
some rare cases where an ending �DQ�]D is attested: Lã�§L�DQ�]D (KBo 6.26 i 7 
(OH/NS)), ãD�NX�ÑD�DQ�]D (KUB 13.2 iii 16 (MH/NS)). Although e.g. Puhvel 
(HED 1/2: 398) regards these as “ misspelled” , in my view they represent the 
original form, just as the normal 3sg.pres.act.-ending �]L has a more original form 
�]D (see at �]L).  
 It is generally accepted that �DQ]L corresponds on the one hand to the athematic 
primary 3pl.pres.-endings like Skt. �DQWL, Gr. (Dor.) - , OCS � W , Goth. �LQG, 
etc. < PIE *-HQWL, and on the other to the thematic 3pl.pres.-endings like Skt. �DQWL, 
OCS �aW , Gr. - , Lat. �XQW, OIr. �DLW, Goth. �DQG < *-R�QWL. The regular 
outcome of *-pQWL and *-yQWL is Hitt. /-ánts/ (with *y yielding /á/ and not /a/ in 
internal syllables, cf. § 1.4.9.3.a) as attested in �DQ]D cited above. Already in Pre-
Hitt. times this /-ants/ was secondarily changed to /-antsi/, spelled �DQ]L, taking 
over the �L from the other present-endings. In athematic ablauting verbs, �DQ]L 
goes with the weak stem, which is an archaicity, as is visible from Hitt. D�ãD�DQ�]L 
~ Skt. ViQWL ~ Gr. , Dor.  ~ Goth. VLQG ‘they are’  < *K n V�pQWL, Hitt. ¨D�DQ�]L 
~ Skt. \iQWL ~ Gr.  ‘they go’  < *K n L�pQWL and Hitt. NX�QD�DQ�]L ~ Skt. JKQDQWL 
‘they kill’  < *J s o Q�pQWL.  
 Kimball (1999: 245) cites a few examples of plene spellings in this ending (e.g. 
DS�SD�D�DQ�]L, D�WD�D�DQ�]L, etc.), which are almost all attested in NS texts. In my 
YLHZ��WKHVH�DUH�WKH�UHVXOW�RI�WKH�1+�PHUJHU�RI�2+�� ��ZLWK��D��LQ�FORVHG�QRQ-final 
syllables (cf. § 1.4.9.3��� VLQFH� LQ�1+� WLPHV� WKHUH�ZDV�QR�RSSRVLWLRQ�EHWZHHQ� � ��
and /a/ in these syllables anymore, the pronunciation and therefore spelling was 
subject to free variation.  
 
 �D�S�D� (encl. locatival sentence particle): & DSD (Q D�SD (OS (besides QX SD 
(KUB 35.148 iii 29 (OH/NS))), Q D�ã D�SD (OS), PD�D�Q D�SD (OS), DUMU�
ã D�SD (OS), Q X�ã D�SD (OS), Q D�W D�SD, QX ] D�SD, W D�SD, DQ�GD P D�
SD, D�UD�L�ã D�SD Q D�DW ãD�PD�ã D�SD), �H�L SD (QX�X ã�ãH SD, D�NL SD, Q D�
DQ ãL SD, Q D�Dã ãL SD� Q D�DW ãH SD, QX�X ã�ãL SD, ã H SD, ã H�H SD), 
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 Anat. cognates: Pal. & SD, 9 SSD (encl. sentence particle); CLuw. S  �
(sentence initial particle),  SD  (encl. sentence particle); HLuw.  SD  (encl. 
entence particle); Lyd. ID  (sentence particle); Lyc.  EH,  SH (particle). 
  PAnat. *-�R�ER ? 
  
The usual form of this enclitic particle is  DSD (Q DSD, P Q DSD etc.), the first D 
of which drops when the preceding word ends in H or L: QX ããL SD, QX ããH SD. 
Rarely we find only  DS (e.g. ã D�Q D�DS (KBo 3.60 ii 3, 5, 18, iii 9), ã X�ã DS 
(KBo 3.60 iii 3), ~�OL�§L�Hã P D�DS (KUB 15.31 i 6): its usage seems to be 
limited to two texts only (HW2 A: 125f. also cites DQ�G D� S (KBo 17.1 i 26) and 
ã D�D[S] (KUB 36.99 rev. 3) but these are better read DQ�GD NiQ and ã D�D[Q] or 
ã D�D[W] respectively; Q D�DS (KUB 8.3 obv. 12) might better be read NA KIŠIB, 
cf. Oettinger 1979a: 408).  
 According to HW2 A: 125 the particle denotes “ Richtung von außen nach innen, 
an etwas heran” .  
 In the other Anatolian languages we find particles that, at least from a formal 
point of view, resemble Hitt.  �D�S�D�. If these are cognate, then the Lycian 
particle  EH points to PAnat. * �R�ER. Further no clear IE etymology. Within 
Hittite, connections with  SDW (stressing particle), DS � (demonstrative pronoun) 
and SSD�Q� (preverb) have been suggested, but these all are based on formal 
similarity only, not on semantic grounds.  
 
DS ����DS � (demonstrative pronoun) ‘that (one); he, she, it’  (Sum. BI): nom.sg.c. 
D�SD�D�Dã (OS, very often), D�SD�Dã (OS), acc.sg.c. D�SX�X�XQ (OS, very often), D�
SX�XQ (a few times), D�SX�~�XQ (1x: KBo 6.2 ii 32 (OS)), D�SD�D�DQ (KUB 26.12 
ii 27 (NH)), nom.-acc.sg.n. D�SD�D�DW (OS, very often), D�SD�DW�W D (OS), gen.sg. 
D�Sp�H�HO (OS), D�Sp�HO (OS), D�St�LO (KBo 2.13 obv. 12 (NS)), dat.-loc.sg. D�Sp�
GD�QL (OS), D�Sp�H�GD�QL (MH/MS), D�Sp�H�WD�QL, D�Sp�WD�QL, D�Sp�H�GD (KUB 
6.48 ii 3 (NH)), abl. D�Sp�H�H] (MH/MS), D�Sp�H]�]D (OS), D�Sp�H], instr. D�Sp�HW, 
D�Sp�H�GD�DQ�GD (OS), nom.pl.c. D�Sp�H (OS), D�Sp, D�SX�X�Xã (NH), acc.pl.c. D�
SX�X�Xã (OS, often), D�SX�Xã (a few times), D�SX�~�Xã PD�D ã�ãL! (KUB 14.14 
obv. 21 (NH)), nom.-acc.pl.n. D�Sp�H (OS), gen.pl. D�Sp�HQ�]D�DQ (MH/MS), D�Sp�
H�HQ�]D�DQ, D�Sp�HO, dat.-loc.pl. D�Sp�H�GD�Dã (MH/MS), D�Sp�GD�Dã. 
 Derivatives: DS ãLOD� ‘himself, herself, of one’ s own’  (D�SD�D�ãL�OD (MH/MS)), 
DSDWWD�Q� (adv.) ‘there’  (D�SiG�GD (MH/MS), D�SiG�GD�DQ, D�SiW�WD, D�SiW�WDQw ), 
DSLªD (adv.) ‘there, then’  (D�St�¨D), DSLQLããDQ (adv.) ‘thus’  (D�St�QL�Lã�ãD�DQ (OS), 
D�St�QL�Hã�ãD�DQ, D�Sp�H�QL�Hã�ãD�DQ), DSLQLããXÓDQW� (adj.) ‘of such kind’  (D�St�QL�
Lã�ãX�ÑD�DQ�W� (MH/MS), D�Sp�H�QL�Hã�ãX�ÑD�DQ�W�). 
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 Anat. cognates: Pal. DSD� (dem.pron.) ‘that one’  (acc.sg.c.  D�SD�DQ, D�SD�
Q L GX nom.pl.c.  D�DS�Lã, nom.-acc.pl.n. D�SD�DQ�ãD,  D�SD); CLuw. DS � 
(dem.pron.) ‘that; he, she, it, they’  (nom.sg.c. D�SD�D�Dã, D�SD�Dã, acc.sg.c. D�SD!�
D!�DQ (text: D�D�SD�DQ), D�SD�DQ, dat.-loc.sg. D�SD�D�DW�WL, D�SiW�WL, acc.pl.c. D�St�
LQ�]D, D�St�HQ�]D, gen.adj.dat.-loc.pl. D�SD�D�Dã�ãD�D�DQ�]D, D�SD�D�Dã�ãD�DQ�]D, D�
SD�D�Dã�ãD�DQ�]D�DQ�]D), DSDWL�Q� (adv.) ‘thus’  (D�SD�WL�L, D�SD�WL�L[Q], D�SD�WL�L�
L[Q]); HLuw. iSD� ‘he, she, it’  (nom.sg.c. /"bas/ i�SD�VD, i�SD�Vi, SD�VD, SD�VD��, 
acc.sg.c. /"ban/ i�SD�QD, SD�QD��, nom.-acc.sg.n. /"ba/ i�SD, dat.sg. /"badi/ i�SD�
WL, i�SD�WL�L, i�SD�UL�t, SD�WL, SD�WL��, SD�WL�L, SD�WL�L��, nom.pl.c. /"bantsi/ i�SD�]L�L, 
acc.pl.c. /"bantsi/ i�SD�]L�L, nom.-acc.pl.n. /"ba¨a/ i�SD�L�¨D dat.pl. /"batants/ i�SD�
WD�]D, gen.adj. /"basa/i-/ i�SD�VD�L�), iSDWL (adv.) ‘there’  (i�SD�WL, i�SD�UL�L); Lyd. 
EL� (dem.pron.) ‘he’  (nom.sg.c. ELV, dat.-loc.sg. E , EX ), ELOL� (adj.) ‘his’  
(nom.sg.c. ELOLV, ELO (endingless), dat.-loc.sg. ELO ); HEDG (adv.) ‘here, there’ ; Lyc. 
HEH� (dem.) ‘this’  (nom.sg.c. HEH, acc.sg.c. HE , HE xQ , HE xQL, nom.-acc.sg.n. 
HE , dat.-loc.sg. HEHKL, acc.pl.c. HEHLV, HEHLMHV, nom.-acc.pl.n. HEHLMD, DEDLMD, 
gen.pl. HE K (?), HEHK (?), HEmKm(??), dat.-loc.pl. HEHWWH), HE�H�� (dem.pron.) ‘he, 
she, it’  (acc.sg.c. HExQ , gen.sg. HKEL, dat.-loc.pl. HEWWH), HEHL (adv.) ‘here’ , HEHLOD 
(adv.) ‘here’ , HEHOL (adv.) ‘here’ , HKEL� (adj.) ‘his’  (metathesized from HE�H�KL�), 
HSWWHKH�L�,�HE�H�WWHKH�L� (adj.) ‘their’ . 
  PAnat. *+REy� 
  
Within the tree-way demonstrative system in Hittite, DS � � DS � functions as the 
medial demonstrative and can be translated ‘that (near you)’  (cf. Goedegebuure 
2003). Within Anatolian, it must be compared with Pal. DSD�,� CLuw. DS �,�
HLuw. iSD�,�Lyd. EL� and Lyc. HEH�,�which point to a PAnat. form *+REy�. As far 
as I am aware, there are no direct cognates in the other IE languages. 
Nevertheless, it is in my view quite logical that *+REy� should be analaysed as 
*+R� + �ER�,�of which I would like to connect *+R� with the pronominal stem 
*K n H� � *K n R� as visible in Hitt. DãL � XQL � LQL, and *-ER� with the Hitt. deictic 
element  SDW, which may be cognate with IE forms that reflect *E o R�. If this 
analysis is correct, we are probably dealing with a PAnatolian formation that was 
taken over into the pronominal inflection.  
 Some forms of this pronoun need comments. Nom.sg.c. D�SD�D�Dã ~ CLuw. D�
SD�D�Dã point to *+REyV and must be formally compared to ND�D�Dã < *�yV. 
Acc.sg.c. D�SX�X�XQ (the one spelling D�SX�~�XQ must be erratic, cf 1.3.9.4.f) 
represents /"abón/ and must in my view reflect *+REyP (cf. CLuw. D�SD!�D!�DQ, 
HLuw. i�SD�QD, Lyc. HE ). It is comparable to NX�X�XQ /kón/ < *�yP (see 
§ 1.4.9.3.b for the development *-yP > Hitt. /-ón/). Nom.-acc.sg.n. D�SD�D�DW is 
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remarkable as it differs from nom.-acc.sg.n. NL�L and L�QL: while the latter forms 
reflect *�t and *K n t, DS W must go back to *+REyG. Nevertheless, both endings 
must have been extant in PAnat. for all stems: Pal. N W, CLuw. ]  and HLuw. ]  
reflect PAnat. *�yG, whereas Hitt. DSLQLããDQ can only be explained from a form 
*DSL that must reflect PAnat. *+REt. The oblique cases show a stem DSH�,�
sometimes extended with an element �GD�Q��. Nom.pl.c. DSH must reflect *+REyL 
(cf. NH�H < *�yL), whereas acc.pl.c. D�SX�X�Xã = /"abós/ reflects *+REyPV (see 
§ 1.4.9.3.b). Nom.-acc.pl.n. DSH at first sight seems to reflect *+REyL or *+REpL 
(supported by HLuw. i�SD�L�LD ?), but this is difficult to connect to neuter plural 
forms in other IE languages. I would therefore want to propose that DSH reflects 
*+RELK t , in which *-L� is lowered to Hitt. �H� due to the following *K t  (similarly 
in D�Dã�ãX�X /"áSo/ ‘goods’  < *-XK t ). Gen.pl. DSHQ]DQ shows �Q]DQ as in gen.pl. 
NLQ]DQ, NXHQ]DQ and ãXPHQ]DQ and must be directly compared to Lyc. HE K . I 
would mechanically reconstruct *+REpQ+VRP, in which *-VRP can be compared 
to Skt. Wp� P ‘of those’ , Lat. H UXP ‘of these’ , and OCS W [  ‘of those’ .  
 For further etymology see DãL � XQL � LQL and  SDW.  
 
SSD (adv., postpos.) ‘behind, afterwards; back, again, further’  (Sum. EGIR): D�
DS�SD (OS). 
 Derivatives: SSDQ (adv.) ‘behind; after(wards)’  (D�DS�SD�DQ (OS)), SSDQGD 
(adv.) ‘backwards’  (D�DS�SD�DQ�GD (KBo 17.43 i 5 (OS)), DS�SD�DQ�GD (KBo 
16.68 i 27 (OH/MS))), SSDQDQGD (adv.) ‘id.’  (D�DS�SD�DQ�DQ�GD (KBo 17.1 + 
ABoT 4 i 33, iii 4 (OS), KBo 6.2 ii 10 (OS)), D�DS�SD�DQ�QD�DQ�GD (KBo 19.150 i 
4 (OH/NS)), DS�SD�DQ�DQ�GD (KBo 12.3 iii 12 (OH/NS))), DSSH]]L�ªD�� (adj.) 
‘backmost, hindmost, rear’  (nom.sg.c. DS�Sp�H]�]L�¨D�ã D ã�ãD�DQ (KBo 22.2 
obv. 18 (OH/MS)), DS�Sp�H]�]L�¨D�Dã (KUB 23.68 obv. 22 (MH/NS)), DS�Sp�H]�]L�
Lã (KUB 13.20 i 3 (MH/NS)), EGIR�H]�]L�Lã (KUB 14.2 ii 60 (NS)), DS�SD�H]�][L�
L]ã (Bo 7777 r.col. 6 (see StBoT 18: 41) (NS)), acc.sg.c. DS�Sp�H]�]L�DQ (HKM 43 
rev. 20 (MH/MS), IBoT 1.36 iii 51 (MH/MS)), DS�Sp�H]�]L�LQ (NH), [DS�S]D�H]�
]L�DQ (KUB 12.66 iv 2 (NS)), nom.-acc.sg.n. DS�Sp�H]�]L�¨D�DQ (KUB 43.55 ii 3 
(OH/NS)), DS�Sp�H]�]L (IBoT 1.36 ii 67 (MH/MS)), D�DS�Sp�H]�]L (KUB 33.67 i 
30 (OH/NS)), D�DS�SD�D]�]L (KUB 42.98 i 22 (NS)), gen.sg. DS�Sp�H]�]L�¨D�Dã, 
dat.-loc.sg. DS�Sp�H]�]L, DS�Sp�H]�]L�¨D, abl. DS�Sp�H]�]L�D], DS�Sp�H]�]L�¨D�D], 
nom.pl.c. DS�Sp�H]�]L�H�Hã (KBo 25.62, 9 (OS), KBo 13.119 ii 13 (NS)), acc.pl.c. 
DS�Sp�H]�]L�Xã, [DS�S]D�H]�]L�Xã (KUB 12.66 iv 3 (NS)), dat.-loc.pl. DS�Sp�H]�]L�
¨D�Dã; broken DS�Sp�H�H]�]L�x[...] (KBo 16.45 rev. 3 (OS)), SSD� x ��� SSL� (IIa5 > 
Ic1, Ic2) ‘to be finished, to be done’  (Akk. 4$7 ; 3sg.prs.act. D�DS�SD�L (e.g. 
StBoT 25.34 obv. 22 (OS)), DS�SD�D�L, DS�SD�L, D�DS�SD�D�L (VSNF 12.11 iii 10 
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(OH/NS)), DS�St�¨D�]L (KUB 13.9 + 40.62 iii 7 (MH/NS)), 3pl.pres.act. D�DS�St�
DQ�]L (e.g. KBo 25.31 ii 12 (OS)), DS�St�DQ�]L (OH/NS), DS�St�¨D�DQ�]L (OH/NS)), 
3sg.imp.midd. DS�SD�D�UX (KBo 17.90 ii 15 (NS))), DSSDãLÓDWW� (c.) ‘future’  
(Sum. EGIR.UD(y
z ); nom.sg. EGIR.UD-D], gen.sg./pl. DS�SD�ãL�ÑD�DW�WD�Dã (KUB 
31.81 rev. 8 (OS)), dat.-loc.sg. EGIR�SD�UD�WL, all.sg. DS�SD�ãL�ÑD�DW�WD (KBo 
7.28, 43 (OH/MS)). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. SSD (prev.) ‘back, again’  (D�DS�SD), SSDQ (prev., 
postpos.) ‘behind, after’  (D�DS�SD�DQ, DS�SD�DQ),  SSDQGD ‘behind’  (EGIR�DQ�
GD), SSDUDQW�L�� (adj.) ‘future’  (acc.sg.c. DS�SD�UD�DQ�WL�HQ, DS�SD�UD�DQ�WL�LQ, 
abl.-instr. EGIR�SD�UD�DQ�WD�WL, D�DS�SD�UD�DQ�W[D�WL], [D�D]S�UD�DQ�GD�WL); HLuw. 
iSDQ (postpos., prev.) ‘after, behind, again’  (i�SD�QD, i�SD SD, POST�QD), 
iSDQL (adv.) ‘after, in the future’  (POST�QL), iSDUD�L� (adj.) ‘after-; later, 
younger’  (nom.sg.c. POST+UD�L�L�VD, nom.pl.c. POST�UD�L�L�]L), iSL (adv.) ‘back, 
again’  (i�SL, i�SL�L); Lyc. HSx (adv.) ‘afterwards’ , HSxWH (adv.) ‘thereafter’ , HSUH�L� 
(adj.) ‘back-, rear-’  (acc.pl.c. HSULV). 
  PIE *K t RS�R, *K t RS�RP 
  
The plene spelling in D�DS�SD and D�DS�SD�DQ is often interpreted as denoting a 
ORQJ�� ���7KLV�LV�QRW�QHFHVVDULO\�WKH�FDVH��KRZHYHU��RQ�WKH�EDVLV�RI�IRUPV�OLNH�D�DU�
Dã�]L = /"árStsi/, with short /a/, we could in principle interpret D�DS�SD and D�DS�
SD�DQ as /"apa/ and /"apan/ respectively. Within Anatolian, D�DS�SD��DQ� has clear 
cognates in CLuw. SSD�Q�, HLuw. iSDQ and Lyc. HSx, which reflect PAnat. 
*/"op-/ (with �R� because of Lyc. H�). Usually, on the basis of the assumption that 
D�DS�SD��DQ�� UHSUHVHQWV� � SD�Q��� ZLWK� ORQJ� � ��� LW� LV� DVVXPHG� WKDW� ZH� PXVW�
reconstruct the preforms *�+�yS�R and *�+�yS�RP, with accentuated *y. This 
does not fit the establishment that local adverbs and postpositions are inherently 
unstressed (cf. Melchert 1998a: 485 and the consistent absence of plene spelling 
in DQGD�Q� and NDWWD�Q�). Moreover, an accentuated *y lenites a following 
consonant (cf. § 1.4.1), which means that *+yS�R and *+yS�RP would have 
yielded Hitt. ** SD and ** SDQ, with sinlge �S�. I therefore interpret D�DS�SD and 
D�DS�SD�DQ as /"apa/ and /"apan/ respectively, which must reflect PAnat. */"opo/ 
and /"opom/.  
 From the beginning of Hittitology onwards, two views on the origin of this 
adverb have existed: one group of scholars connected SSD�Q� with Gr.  < 
*K t HSR, another with Gr.  < *K n HSL (see the references in Tischler HEG A-K: 
41-3). On the basis of the fact that Hitt. SSD�Q� does not show an initial §�,�
nowadays the former option is often rejected. Nevertheless, as I have shown in 
Kloekhorst fthc.c, an initial *K t � regularly merges with *K n � in front of *-R�,�
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which means that the preform */"op-/ formally can reflect *K n RS� as well as 
*K t RS�. So the matter can only be decided on the basis of semantics. Gr. ,  
‘from, away from’  belongs with Skt. iSD ‘away, off’ , Lat. DE ‘from, away’  and 
Goth. DI ‘from, away, since’  and reflects *K t HSR ‘(away) from’ . Semantically, a 
connection with SSD�Q� would be possible, but is not immediately evident. Gr. 

 ( ) ‘upon, over, on to’  belongs with Skt. iSL ‘also, further, even’  and Arm. 
HZ ‘and’ , reflecting *K n HSL ‘upon, over’ . Semantically, a connection with Hitt. 
SSD�Q� ‘behind, back again’  is not very convincing either. There are some Greek 

adverbs that do fit the meaning of SSD�Q� perfectly, however:  ‘behind, at 
the back’  and  ‘backwards, back again, behind’ . Usually, these are 
regarded as showing an ablaut-variant of , but I do not see why: semantically 
they stand far apart from , and formally any laryngeal in front of *-R� would 
yield Gr. -. The - - in my view is non-probative because it must be regarded as 
an old case-ending.  
 A possible connection between Hitt. DSSH]]L�¨D�� ‘backmost, hindmost’  and Skt. 
iSDW\D� ‘offspring’  (cf. also Lith. DSDþLj ‘bottom’ ) and a possible connection 
between HLuw. iSDUD�L� ‘later, younger’ , Lyc. HSUH�L� ‘back-, rear-’  and Skt. 
iSDUD� ‘later, following’ , which within Sanskrit clearly belong with iSD ‘away, 
off’ , may indicate that ultimately Hitt. SSD�Q� belongs with . All in all, I 
would connect Hitt. SSD�Q� with Gr.  and ; if Hitt. DSSH]]L�¨D�� 
indeed ~ Skt. iSDW\D� and HLuw. iSDUD�L� / Lyc. HSUH�L� ~ Skt. iSDUD�,� then we 
should reconstruct *K t RS�.  
 The adjective DSSH]]L�¨D�� is predominantly spelled DS�BI�IZ�]L� and therefore 
often cited as DSSL]]L�¨D��. This is incorrect in view of the one OS spelling with 
plene �H�,�DS�Sp�H�H]�]L�,�which determines all other spellings as DS�Sp�H]�]L�. In 
the oldest texts, this adjective is thematic, DSSH]]L¨D�,�whereas from MH times 
onwards we increasingly find L�stem forms, DSSH]]L�. This is typical for the suffix 
�H]]L�¨D�� that is also found in e.g. §DQWH]]L�¨D�� (where it by the way is 
consistently spelled with �H�). In NS texts we occasionally find a secondary stem 
DSSDH]]L�,�with introduction of the full preverb SSD, once even DSSD]]L�. Note 
that the almost consistent spelling without plene initial D� points to a zero-grade 
formation /"pétsi(a)-/. The verb SSDL� v  � SSL� shows the G L�WL¨DQ]L-class 
inflection in the oldest texts. The NS form DSL¨D]L is inflected according to the 
�¨H�D�class, which is a normal development for G L�WL¨DQ]L-class verbs. If the 
3sg.imp.midd.-form DSS UX indeed belongs here, it would show a stem DSSDH�u v , 
according to the very productive §DWUDH�class inflection. The noun DSSDãLÑDWW� 
‘future’  is a compound of SSD and ãLÑDWW� ‘day’  (q.v.). Note that the absence of 
plene initial D� also points to a zero-grade formation /"pasiuat-/.  
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SSDOD� (gender unclear) ‘trap, deceit’ : dat.-loc.sg. D�DS�SD�OL (KUB 36.106 obv. 

8 (OS)), DS�SD�D�OL (KBo 6.34 i 16, 35, ii 1, 12 (MH/NS)). 
 Derivatives: SSDODH�{ x  (Ic2) ‘to entrap’  (3sg.pres.act. DS�SD�OD�D�H]�]L (IBoT 
1.36 i 55 (MH/MS)), 1pl.pres.act. D�DS�SD�OD�D�X�H�QL (KBo 16.50 obv. 14 
(MH/MS)); impf. DS�SD�OL�Hã�NH�D�,� DS�SD�OL�Lã�NH�D�), DSSDOLªDOOD� (c.) ‘?’  
(gen.sg. DS�SD�OL�¨D�DO�OD�ã D (KUB 36.110 rev. 17 (OS))). 
  
See Puhvel HED 1/2: 95 for attestations. The noun only occurs in the expression 
SSDOL G � v  ‘to mislead (someone)’  and is the source of the verb SSDODH�u v  ‘to 

mislead, to deceive’ . The meaning of the noun DSSDOLDOOD� cannot be determined 
on the basis of the context that it occurs in. Its alleged appurtenance to SSDOD� is 
based on its formal similarity only.  
 The expression SSDOL G � v  ‘to mislead’  is interpreted by e.g. Starke (1990: 
317ff.) as having the literal meaning ‘to take (someone) into a trap’  and he 
therefore assumes that SSDOD� ‘trap’  is cognate with the verb HSS�u v  � DSS� ‘to 
take, to seize’ . On the basis of the long �,�which does not fit the weak stem of 
HSS�u v  � DSS� that is consistently spelled with a short D�,�he assumes that we are 
dealing with a borrowing from a Luwian word * SSDO�,� showing the regular 
outcome of *K n pS�. Although Luwian loanwords do occasionally occur in OH 
texts already, the fact that a verb * SS� is not attested in Luwian makes this 
etymology not immediately appealing.  
 iG|�i

DSSX]]L� (n.) ‘animal fat, tallow’  (Sum. UZU
xÀ.UDU): nom.-acc.sg. DS�SX�X]�

]L, DS�SX�]L, D�SX�]L, gen.sg. DS�SX�X]�]L�¨D�Dã, erg.sg. [DS�]SX�X]�]L�DQ�]D (OS), 
DS�[S]X�X]�]L�¨D�DQ�]D. 
  
See Puhvel HED A: 103-4 for attestations. Usually, words in �X]]L� are derived 
from the zero-grade form of a verbal stem (e.g. OX]]L� from O � v  � O�,�NXUX]]L� from 
NXHU�u v  � NXU�,�Lã§X]]L� from Lã§DL� v  � Lã§L�,�WX]]L� from GDL� v  � WL�,�etc.). In this case, 
we therefore should assume that we are dealing with a weak stem DSS�. Formally, 
this can only belong to the verb HSS�u v  � DSS� ‘to take, to seize’ , but it is unclear 
how this connection would work semantically. Further unclear.  
 
DU� } } ~�� � x � �(IIId) ‘to stand (by), to be stationed, to remain standing; to be present, to 
occur’  (Sum. GUB): 1sg.pres.midd. DU�§D�UL (OS), DU�§D�§D�UL, 2sg.pres.midd. DU�
WD�WL, DU�WD�UL, 3sg.pres.midd. DU�WD (OS, often), D�DU�WD (KBo 3.35 i 13 (OH/NS), 
KBo 3.46 obv. 45 (OH/NS), KBo 13.45, 4, KBo 30.164 iii 5 (OH/NS), KUB 8.30 
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rev. 11 (OH/NS)), DU�WD�UL (OS, often), D�DU�WD�UL (KUB 30.43 iv 5 (NS)), 
1pl.pres.midd. DU�ÑD�Dã�WD, 3pl.pres.midd. D�UD�DQ�GD (OS), D�UD�DQ�GD�UL (OS), 
D�UD�DQ�WD, D�UD�DQ�WD�UL, D�UD�D�DQ�WD (1x), D�UD�DQ�WD�D�UL (1x), D�UD�DQ�GD�D�UL 
(1x), 1sg.pret.midd. DU�§D�WL (OH/NS), DU�§D�§D�DW (NH), D�DU�§D�§D�DW (NH), 
2sg.pret.midd. DU�WD�WL (NH), DU�WD�DW (MH/NS), 3sg.pret.midd. DU�WD�DW 
(MH/MS), 1pl.pret.midd. DU�ÑD�Dã�WD�DW (MS), 3pl.pret.midd. D�UD�DQ�GD�WL 
(OH/NS), D�UD�DQ�WD�DW (OH/NS), 1sg.imp.midd. DU�§D�§D�UX (MH/NS), 
2sg.imp.midd. DU�§X�XW (MH/NS), D�DU�§X�XW (NH), 3sg.imp.midd. DU�WD�UX 
(OH/NS), 2pl.imp.midd. DU�GX�PD�DW (MH/MS), DU�WXP�PD�DW (MH/NS), 
3pl.imp.midd. D�UD�DQ�WD�UX (OH/NS), D�UD�DQ�GD�UX (NS); part. D�UD�DQ�W�. 
 Derivatives: see DUQX�u v . 
 IE cognates: Skt. 3sg.aor.midd. UWD ‘erhebte sich, hat sich bewegt’  (see 
Kümmel 2000), Gr.  ‘erhebte sich’ , Lat. RULRU ‘to arise, to come into 
existence’ , Arm. \�DÍQH� ‘to rise’ . 
  PIE *K p U�WR 
  
See HW2 A: 194f. for attestations. This verb occurs in the middle only and is 
therewith clearly distinct from the verb U� v  � DU� ‘to arrive’  that occurs in the 
active only. The oldest spellings all show initial DU� or D�U°. Spellings with initial 
plene D�DU� are rare and occur in NS texts only and are therefore etymologically 
without value.  
 For PIE we have to distinguish two roots with the structure *+HU�. The root 
*K n HU� means ‘to come to, to reach (to move horizontally)’  (Gr.  ‘to go, to 
come’ ) whereas *K p HU� means ‘to rise (to move vertically)’ . Because of semantic 
considerations Oettinger (1979a: 523f.) assumes that Hitt. DU� � � �#� � v �  must derive 
from *K p HU�. In LIV2, DU� � � �#� � v �  is regarded as reflecting the root *K n HU�,�however, on 
the basis of the presumption that initial *K p � should have yielded Hitt. §�. As I 
have shown in Kloekhorst fthc.c, the outcome of initial *K p  is dependent on the 
phonetic environment: a sequence *K p H� indeed develops into Hitt. §D� but *K p U� 
regularly yields Hitt. /"r-/ (through PAnat. *"U�). In Hittite, middles either show H�
grade or zero-grade in the root. Because the oldest attestations of DU� � � �#� � v �  are 
consistently written with short D�,�it is likely that it reflects a zero-grade formation 
*+U�WR. All in all, I reconstruct DUWD � DUDQGD as *K p U�WR � *K p U�HQWR.  
 
U� x � �� DU� (IIa2 (> Ic2)) ‘to come (to), to arrive (at)’ : 1sg.pres.act. D�DU�§L 

(OH/MS), 2sg.pres.act. D�DU�WL (MH/MS), 3sg.pres.act. D�D�UL (OS), D�UL (OS), 
1pl.pres.act. H�UX�H�QL (NS), H�UX�X�H�QL (NS), HU�X�H�QL (NS), 2pl.pres.act. DU�WH�QL 
(KUB 31.101, 31 (MS)), D�DU�WH�QL (KUB 23.68 obv. 25 (MH/NS)), DU�WH�H�QL 
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(KUB 6.16+18.64 iv 3, 6 (NS)), H�HU�WH�QL (NH), 3pl.pres.act. D�UD�DQ�]L 
(MH/MS), D�UD�D�DQ�]L (NS), 1sg.pret.act. D�DU�§X�XQ (MH/MS), D�DU�D§�§X�XQ, 
DU�§X�XQ, DU�D§�§X�XQ, 3sg.pret.act. D�DU�ãD (OS), D�DU�Dã (OH/MS), DU�Dã, D�UD�
Dã, 1pl.pret.act. DU�~�HQ (KBo 16.61 obv. 4 (MS?)), H�UX�HQ (KUB 57.9, 12 (NS)), 
H�UX�X�HQ (KUB 21.10, 24 (NH)), H�HU�X�HQ (KUB 31.68 obv. 3 (NS)), H�HU�X�
[-HQ] (KUB 23.101 ii 24 (NH)), 3pl.pret.act. D�UH�HU (OS), H�UH�HU (HKM 47, 55 

(MH/MS)), H�UH�H�HU (KUB 16.74, 8 (NS)), 3sg.imp.act. D�UX (OH/NS), 
2pl.imp.act. D�DU�WpQ (MH/MS), DU�WpQ (OH/NS); part. D�UD�DQ�W�; impf. DU�Dã�
NH�D� (MH/NS), D�DU�ãD�NH�D� (MH/NS), D�DU�Dã�NH�D� (NH). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘to come, to go’ , Skt. �FFKiWL ‘to go to, to go at, to 
attain’ . 
  PIE *K n yU�HL, *K n U�pQWL 
  
See HW2 A: 208f. for attestations. On the basis of the oldest attested forms, we 
can assume that the original paradigm of this verb was U§L, UWL, UL, *DUÑHQL, 
DUWHQL, DUDQ]L. The forms that show a stem HU� are all secondary. The oldest of 
these forms is 3pl.pret.act. HUHU (MH/MS), instead of OS DUHU, which probably 
was created on the basis of an analogy to DãDQ]L : HãHU, yielding DUDQ]L : HUHU. 
From the pl.pret.-forms it spread also to the pl.pres.-forms, yielding forms like 
1pl.pres. HUÑHQL and HUWHQL. The OS spelling D�D�UL is quite remarkable (hyper-
plene), but in my view denotes ¶D�D�UL /"ari/. The etymological connection with 
Gr.  ‘to come, to go’  and Skt. �FFKiWL ‘to go to, to go at, to attain’ , both 
from *K n U�V�p�y�,�was first suggested by Sturtevant (1927b: 165-7). This means 
that Hitt. reflects *K n yU�HL, *K n U�pQWL. Note that the imperfective of this verb is 
spelled DU�Dã�NH�D� (with younger adaptions to D�DU�Dã�NH�D� and once D�DU�ãD�
NH�D�,�with introduction of the strong stem U�), but never D�UL�Lã�NH�D�,�which 
spelling is exclusively used for the imperfective of DUL¨H�D�u v  (q.v.). This means 
that the imperfective of U� � DU� was /"rské/á-/ < *K n U�V�p�y�,�whereas D�UL�Lã�
NH�D� must represent /"r}ské/á-/ < *K n UK n �V�p�y�.  
 
UU� x ���DUU��(IIa2 > IIa1 , Ic1) ‘to wash’ : 1sg.pres.act. D�DU�UD�D§�§L (KUB 57.63 i 

6 (NS)), DU�UD�D§�§L (KUB 7.1 i 29 (OH/NS), KUB 23.93 iii 6 (NS)), 
3sg.pres.act. D�DU�UL (OS, often), DU�UL (a few times), DU�UD�L (KUB 1.13 iv 44 
(MH/NS)), D�DU�UD�L (KBo 3.5 iv 48 (MH/NS)), DU�UL�¨D�D]�]L (KUB 44.63 ii 10 
(NS)), D�DU�UL�L�H�H]�]L (KBo 17.94 iii 24 (NS)), DU�UL�H]�]L (KUB 45.47 i 30, 33 
(MS)), DU�UX�H]�]L (KBo 3.5 iii 33 (MH/NS)), [DU�]UD�DW�WH�QL (KBo 20.108 rev. 3 
(NS)), 3pl.pres.act. DU�UD�DQ�]L (often), D�DU�UD�DQ�]L (less often), DU�UX�ÑD�DQ�]L 
(KBo 3.5 iv 33 (MH/NS)), DU�UX�PD�DQ�]L (KBo 3.5 i 23ff. (MH/NS)), 
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1sg.pret.act. D�DU�UD�D§�§X�XQ (VBoT 120 iii 7 (MH/NS)), 3sg.pret.act. D�DU�Dã�WD 
(KUB 33.99, 9 (MH/NS)), 3pl.pret.act. DU�UH�HU (KBo 10.24 ii 1 (OH/NS), KUB 
9.1 iii 24 (MH/NS), KUB 12.26 ii 7 (NS)), 3sg.imp.act. D�DU�UX (KUB 43.58 i 55 
(MS)), 2pl.imp.act. D�DU�DW�WH�HQ (KUB 41.23 iii 10 (MH/NS)); 1sg.pres.midd. 
DU�UD�D§�§D�UL (Bo 5439, 9), 3sg.pret.midd. DU�UD�DW�WD�DW, DU�UD�WD�DW, 
2sg.imp.midd. D�DU�UD�D§�§X�XW, DU�UD�D§�§X�XW, 3sg.imp.midd. DU�UD�DW�WD�UX; 
part. DU�UD�DQ�W� (OS); verb.noun. DU�UX�PD�DU (KBo 42.6 obv.? 8), gen.sg. D�DU�
UX�ÑD�Dã, D�DU�UX�PD�Dã, DU�UX�PD�Dã, DU�UX�XP�PD�Dã; inf.I DU�UD�X�ÑD�DQ�]L, DU�
UD�ÑD�DQ�]L, DU�UX�PD�DQ�]L; impf. DU�UL�Lã�NH�D�,� DU�UL�Hã�NH�D�,� D�DU�UL�Lã�NH�D�,�
D�DU�UL�Hã�NH�D�. 
 IE cognates: TochA \lU� ‘to bathe’ . 
  PIE *K n yUK n �HL, *K n UK n �pQWL 
  
See HW2 A: 224f. and Puhvel HED 1/2: 111f. for attestations. The oldest forms 
of this verb clearly show an ablauting stem UU��DUU�. In NS texts, we find some 
forms that inflect according to the WDUQ�D��class (DUUDL, UUDL) and the �¨H�D�class 
(DUUL¨D]]L, UUL¨H]]L). In KBo 3.5 we find a few forms that belong to a stem 
DUUXÑH�D� (*DUUX¨H�D�), the origin of which is unclear.  
  Since Couvreur (1937: 97), Hitt. UU� v  � DUU� has generally been connected with 
TochA \lU� ‘to bathe’  (pres.-stem \lUQ V�), from a root *+HU+� (second laryngeal 
is visible in Hitt. �UU� < *-U+� and TochA \lUQ V� < *+U�Q� �). The colour of the 
first laryngeal is determined by TochA \� which can only reflect *K n �. The 
Tocharian word does not give information on the colour of the second laryngeal, 
but in my view, the Hittite word does. The fact that the original 3sg.pres.act.-form 
is UUL and not UUDL (only found in NS texts) to my mind shows that the second 
laryngeal must have been *K n  as well: root-final *K t  and *K p  would have yielded 
the ending �DL (as in 3sg.pres.act. PDOODL ‘mills’  < *PROK t �HL, 3sg.pres.act. SDGGDL 
‘digs’  < *E o RG o K t �HL, LãSDUUDL ‘tramples’  < *VSRUK t&� p �HL, etc., cf. § 2.2.2.2.d). I 
therefore reconstruct the root as *K n HUK n �. Note that *-UK n � does not get lenited by 
a preceding *y.  
 
UD (adv.) ‘right, proper(ly)’ : D�D�UD (OS, often), D�UD (quite rarely). 

 Derivatives: 
� ���G� �"�P�L�[��� DU � (c.) ‘friend’  (nom.sg. D�UD�Dã, D�UD�D�Dã (KUB 29.1 i 

13), acc.sg. D�UD�D�DQ (MH/MS), D�UD�DQ, dat.-loc.sg. D�UL (OS), D�UH�H ã�ãL 
(KUB 13.20 i 33), nom.pl. D�UH�Hã (OS), acc.pl. D�UX�Xã, D�UD�Dã, dat.-loc.pl. D�UD�
Dã), DU ÓD� (adj.) ‘free (from)’  (Akk. (//80; nom.sg.c. D�UD�X�Dã (OS), D�UD�X�
ÑD�Dã (OS), D�UD�ÑD�Dã, nom.-acc.sg. D�UD�X�ÑD�DQ, D�UD�D�X�ÑD�DQ (OH/NS), 
nom.pl.c. D�UD�X�H�Hã, D�UD�D�X�H�Hã), DUDÓD©©� x  (IIb) ‘to make free, to release’  
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(3sg.pres.act. D�UD�ÑD�D§�§L, D�UD�X�ÑD�D§�§L, 3pl.pres.act. D�UD�X�D§�§D�DQ�]L, 
1sg.pret.act. D�UD�ÑD�D§�§X�XQ, D�UD�X�ÑD�D§�§X�XQ, 3pl.pret.act. D�UD�ÑD�D§�§H�
HU; part. D�UD�ÑD�D§�§D�DQ�W�), DUDÓ ãã�{ x  (Ib2) ‘to become free’  (3sg.pret.act. D�
UD�X�H�Hã�WD, 3pl.pret.act. D�UD�D�X�H�Hã�ãHU), DUDÓDQ�Q�L� ‘free (not being a 
slave)’  (nom.sg.c. D�UD�ÑD�QL�Lã, D�UD�ÑD�QL�Hã, D�UD�ÑD�DQ�QL�Hã, acc.sg.c. D�UD�X�
ÑD�DQ�QL�LQ, gen.sg. [D�UD�Ñ]D�QL�¨D�Dã (OS), D�UD�ÑD�DQ�QL�¨D�Dã, acc.pl.c. D�UD�X�
ÑD�DQ�QL�Xã). 
 Anat. cognates: Lyc. DUD� ‘rite’  (acc.sg. DUm), DUDZD� ‘freedom’  (acc.sg. DUDZm, 
loc.sg. DUDZD, abl.-instr. DUDZDGL), HUDZD]LMH�,� DUDZD]LMH� ‘monument’  (nom.-
acc.pl. HUDZD]LMD, DUDZD]LMD, dat.-loc.pl. DUDZD]LMH, abl.-instr. DUDZD]LMHGL, 
gen.adj.abl.-instr. [HU]HZH]LMHKHGL). 
  PAnat. *"RU� 
 IE cognates: Skt. iUDP ‘fittingly’ , �Wi� ‘truth, order’ , Gr.  ‘to join’ . 
  PIE *K t RU�R� 
  
The interpretation of the Anatolian forms is for a large part determined by the 
interpretation of the Lycian forms. There we find two stems, namely DUD� and 
HUD� (in HUDZD]LMH� ‘monument’ ). Melchert (1992b: 50) argues that of these two 
stems, DUD� must be original, whereas HUDZD]LMH� shows H�L�umlaut due to the 
syllable �]L�. This is very unlikely, however, as we then would have to assume 
that in HUDZD]LMH� the umlaut skipped two syllables, which is unparalleled in 
Lycian. A genuine example of H�L�umlaut in this word is visible in the 
gen.adj.abl.-instr. [HU]HZH]LMHKHGL, which shows that HUDZD]LMH� cannot be an 
umlauted form. Therefore, HUDZD]LMH� must be the original form and DUDZD]LMH� 
must be the D�umlauted variant of it. This also shows that DUD� and DUDZD� must 
be D�umlauted forms from original *HUD� and *HUDZD�.  
 Connecting Lyc. HU� to Hitt. DU�,�we have to reconstruct a PAnat. stem *"RU�,�
and not *DU� (as e.g. in Melchert 1994a: 105, 148).  
 Since Hrozný (1915: 28), these words have been connected with Skt. iUDP 
‘fittingly’ , �Wi� ‘truth, order’ , etc., which themselves are connected with Gr. 

 ‘to join’ , from a root *K t HU�. If these connections are justified (and 
semantically they are appealing), then the Anatolian forms ultimately reflect 
*K t RU�,�which is an important argument in favour of the view that *K t  neutralizes 
before *R (cf. Kortlandt 2004; Kloekhorst fthc.c).  
 � �G���P� DUUD��(c.) ‘arse, anus’  (Sum. UZUGU.DU): nom.sg. DU�UL�Lã, DU�UX�Xã, acc.sg. 
DU�UD�DQ, gen.sg. DU�UD�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. DU�UL, abl. DU�UD�D], D�DU�UD�D], acc.pl. DU�
UX�Xã. 
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 IE cognates: OHG DUV, Gr.  ‘arse’ . 
  PIE *K n�� RUVR� 
  
See HW2 A: 234 for attestations. Within Hittite, we find forms from an D�stem 
DUUD�,�but also a nom.sg. DUULã (L-stem) and nom.sg. DUUXã (X-stem). Perhaps we 
are dealing with tabooistic alterations.  
 Since Friedrich (1923: 374-6), this word is generally connected with OHG DUV, 
Gr.  ‘arse’  from *+RUVR�. It proves that *9UV9 > Hitt. 9UU9. If OIr. HUU ‘tail, 
end’  < *HUV�  belongs to this word as well, then we are dealing with a root 
*K n HUV�.  
 
DUDH�{ x �(Ic2) ‘to stop, to rein in; to overpower’ : 2sg.pres.act. D�UD�D�ãL (here?, KBo 
23.110 rev. 6, KUB 50.111, 7), D�UD�ãL (here?, KUB 49.94 ii 14, iii 10), 
3sg.pres.act. D�UD�L�L]�]L (KUB 8.81 iii 16), D�UD�L]�]L, D�UD�D�L]�]L, 2pl.pres.act. D�
UD�DW�WH�QL (here?, KUB 6.15 ii 2), 3pl.pres.act. D�UD�D�DQ�]L (KUB 29.50 i 22, 25, 
iv 11 (MH/MS), KBo 5.6 ii 20 (NH)), D�UD�DQ�]L, 1sg.pret.act. D�UD�QX�XQ (KUB 
23.87, 27), 3sg.pret.act. D�UD�D�LW, 3pl.pret.act. D�UD�HU, D�UD�D�HU, 2sg.imp.act. D�
UD�D�L, 3pl.imp.act. D�UD�DQ�GX; part. D�UD�DQ�W�,�D�UD�D�DQ�W�. 
  PIE *K p RU�R�¨H�R� 
  
The verb DUDH� is PL-conjugated and belongs to the §DWUDH�class. It has to be 
separated from DUDL� v  � DUL� ‘to rise, to raise’  (q.v.), despite homophonic forms like 
3pl.pret.act. DU HU and 2sg.imp.act. DU L. See HW2 for a correct separation 
between DUDL�2 (= DUDH�u v ) (A: 246f.) and DUDL�1 (= DUDL� v  � DUL�) (A: 244f.).  
 Like all §DWUDH�class verbs, DUDH�u v  probably is denominative as well. Oettinger 
(1979a: 369) derives DUDH�u v  from a noun *K p RU�HK t � ‘Stand, aufgestanden Sein’ , a 
derivative of the root *K p HU� ‘to rise’ . This is in contradiction, however, with his 
view that §DWUDH�class verbs are derived from R-stems and W ¨H�D�class verbs from 
HK t -stems. I therefore would assume that DUDH� is derived from a noun *K p RU�R�.  
 
DUD©�: see HU§� � DUD§����DU§��
�
DUDL� x ���DUL��(IIa4 > Ic2) ‘to (a)rise, to lift; to raise’ : 1sg.pres.act. D�UH�H§�§L (KBo 
12.103 obv. 9 (NS)), 3sg.pres.act. D�UD�D�L (OS), D�UD�L, D�UD�D�H]�]L (e.g. KUB 
31.101 obv. 14 (MS)), D�UD�L]�]L (OH/NS), 3pl.pres.act. D�UL�¨D�DQ�]L (KUB 2.3 i 
44, ii 29), 3sg.pret.act. D�UD�Lã (OS), D�UD�D�Lã, D�UD�L�Lã, D�UD�D�Hã (KBo 5.4 rev. 
27), 3pl.pret.act. D�UD�H�HU (KBo 2.2 i 49), D�UD�D�HU, 2sg.imp.act. D�UD�D�L, 
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3sg.imp.act. D�UD�LG�GX; 3sg.pres.midd. D�UL�HW�WD (KUB 17.28 ii 2); part. D�UD�DQ�
W�,�D�UD�D�DQ�W�; verb.noun. D�UD�X�ÑD�DU. 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. DUL�ªD�� ‘to raise’  (3sg.pres.act. D�UL�LW�WL, 3sg.pret.act. D�
UL�LW�WD, D�D�UL�LW�WD, 3pl.pret.act. D�UL�LQ�WD, D�D�UL�LQ�WD, 2sg.imp.act. D�D�UL�¨D, 
3sg.imp.act. D�UL�¨D�DG�GX, 3pl.imp.act. D�UL�LQ�GX, part. D�UL�LP�PL), �L� � DULªDO� (n.) 
‘carrying basket’  (nom.-acc.pl. D�UL�¨D�OD); Lyc. HULMH� ‘to raise, to levy’  
(3sg.pres.act. HULMH, 3sg.pret.HULWH, inf. HULMHLQH, HULMHLQD). 
 IE cognates: Lat. RULRU ‘to arise, to come into existence’ . 
  PIE *K p U�RL� / *K p U�L� 
  
The verb DUDL� v  � DUL� ‘to rise, to raise’  is originally §L-conjugated and belongs to 
the G L�WL¨DQ]L-class. From MS texts onwards we find PL-inflected forms as well, 
as if the verb inflects according to the §DWUDH�class. This verb has to be separated 
from the verb DUDH�u v  ‘to stop, to rein in; to overpower’  (q.v.) (a PL-inflected verb 
belonging to the §DWUDH�class) despite of the many identical forms they share (e.g. 
3pl.pret.act. DU HU, 2sg.imp.act. DU L, etc). See for attestations and forms the 
lemmas DUDL�1 (= DUDL� v  � DUL�) and DUDL�2 (= DUDH�u v ) in HW2 A: 244f.. Puhvel 
(HED 1/2: 123f.) wrongly regards DUDL� v  � DUL� and DUDH�u v  as one verb and must 
assume a wild mix of inflected forms within one paradigm.  
 Oettinger (1979a: 479) connected DUDL� v  � DUL� with Lat. RULRU ‘to arise’ , from the 
root *K p HU� ‘to rise, to move vertically’ . See Kloekhorst fthc.a for my view that 
the G L�WL¨DQ]L-class consists of §L-inflected L-presents, showing a zero-grade root 
followed by an ablauting suffix *-RL���L�. In the case of DUDL��DUL� I therefore 
reconstruct *K p U�RL� � *K p U�L�.  
 It is interesting to note that the participle of this verb shows no L-suffix: DUDQW� 
instead of expected **DUL¨DQW�. This may point to a situation where originally only 
finite forms of the verb carried an L-suffix whereas infinite forms did not (similar 
in GDL�� WL� ‘to place, to put’  < *G o K n �RL� � *G o K n �L� besides impf. ]LNNH�D� < *G o K n �
V�H�R�). The verb.noun DUDXÑDU probably shows loss of intervocalic �¨�: *DUD¨ÑDU 
< *K p U�RL�Ñ�.  
 
DUDããLªH�D�{ x  : see Uã�u v  � DUã�  
 
DU©�D��: see HU§� � DUD§����DU§�  
 
�D�UL�, �DW�L��(3sg.midd.-endings) 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. �DU�L� (3sg.pres.midd.-ending): D�D�¨D�UL, ]L�¨D�DU, ]L�L�¨D�
UL. 
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  PIE *-R��UL� 
  
In the 3sg.midd., we find two sets of endings: pres. �D�UL�, pret. �DW�L� vs. pres. 
�WWD�UL�, pret. �WWDW�L�. Sometimes it is stated that the distribution between these 
endings corresponds to the distribution between PL� and §L�endings in the active, 
but this is incorrect. On the basis of the active inflection of a given verb, it cannot 
be predicted whether it will use �D�UL� � �DW�L� or �WWD�UL� � �WWDW�L� as 3sg.midd.-
ending. For instance, §DO]L¨D�UL�, OD§XÑ UL, ODJ UL and SD§ãD�UL� correspond to the 
§L-inflecting actives §DO]DL� v  � §DO]L�,�O §X� v  � OD§X�,�O N� v  � ODN� and SD§ã� v , whereas 
e.g. HãD�UL� and NDUãD correspond to the PL-inflecting actives Hã�u v  � Dã� and NDUã�u v .  
 Usually, a verb is consistent in its ‘choice’  for either the ending �D�UL� � �DW�L� or 
�WWD�UL� � �WWDW�L�, but sometimes we encounter both (e.g. NDUãD besides NDUãWDUL or 
ãXSSDUL besides ãXSWDUL) and occasionally even a combination of the two (e.g. 
ãXSSDWWDUL). These are rare cases, however. For instance, the verb Hã� �#� � v �  ‘to seat 
oneself’  shows the ending �D�UL� throughout the Hittite period, whereas e.g. NL� � � �#� � v �  
consistently shows �WWD�UL�. That this does not necessarily reflect the PIE state of 
affairs is visible in the fact that HãD�UL� < *K n pK n V�R corresponds to Skt. aVWH and 
Gr.  from *K n pK n V�WR. On the other hand, Hitt. NLWWD�UL� reflects *�pL�WR just as 
Skt. pWH and Gr. , whereas its CLuwian cognate ] ¨DUL reflects *�pL�R just as 
Skt. i\H.  
 The endings �D�UL� � �DW�L� occur in all the middle classes. Note that in class IIIf 
(WXNN UL-class), the ending is always spelled with a plene vowel (cf. § 2.2.3.2). 
This is due to accentuation, compare HãD�UL�, HãDW�L� < *K n pK n V�R and N ãD�UL�, 
N ãDW�L� < *�pLV�R to WXNN UL, WXNN WL < *WXN�y and ODJ UL < *O� o �y. In the present 
ending �D�UL�, the distribution between forms with and without �UL seems 
connected with this: WXNN UL-class middles always show �UL, whereas in fullgrade 
middles the �UL is optional. In the preterite, the distribution between �DWL and �DW 
seems chronological: compare H�ãD�WL (OH/MS) besides H�ãD�DW (MH/NS), or GX�
XN�ND � �D�WL (MS?) besides WX�XN�ND � �D�DW (NH).  
 As we saw above, the endings �D�UL� � �DW�L� have a well-established IE cognate 
in Skt. �H (3sg.pres.midd.-ending), which is a variant of �WH (compare i\H < *�pL�
R�L besides pWH < *�pL�WR�L). In all other IE languages that show a reflex of the 
middle category, we find the ending *-WR only (for which see at �WWD�UL�, �WWDW�L�). It 
would go too far to go into the details here of the PIE distribution between *-R 
and *-WR.  
 
DU�LªH�D��{ x  (Ic1) ‘to consult an oracle; to determine by oracle’ : 1sg.pres.act. D�UL�
¨D�PL (MH/MS), 2sg.pres.act. D�UL�¨D�ãL, 3sg.pres.act. D�UL�H�H]�]L, D�UL�¨D�]L, 
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1pl.pres.act. D�UL�¨D�X�H�QL (MH/MS), 3pl.pres.act. D�UL�DQ�]L, D�UL�¨D�DQ�]L, D�UL�
HQ�]L, 1sg.pret.act. D�UL�¨D�QX�XQ, 3sg.pret.act. D�UL�¨D�DW, 1pl.pret.act. D�UL�¨D�X�HQ, 
D�UL�¨D�X�H�HQ, 2pl.pret.act. D�UL�¨D�DW�WL�HQ, 3pl.pret.act. D�UL�L�H�HU, D�UL�HU, D�UL�
¨D�HU, 2sg.imp.act. D�UL�¨D; part. D�UD�DQ�W�,�D�UD�D�DQ�W�,�D�UL�¨D�DQ�W�; verb.noun. 
D�UL�¨D�X�ÑD�DU; impf. D�UL�Lã�NH�D�,�D�UH�Hã�NH�D�. 
 Derivatives: DULªDãHããDU� �� DULªDãHãQ� (n.) ‘oracle’  (Sum. MÁŠ, Akk. % 58; 
nom.-acc.sg. D�UL�¨D�ãH�Hã�ãDU, gen.sg. D�UL�¨D�ãH�Hã�QD�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. D�UL�¨D�ãH�
Hã�QL, D�UL�ãH�Hã�QL, abl. D�UL�¨D�ãH�Hã�QD�D], D�UL�¨D�ãH�Hã�QD�]D). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘to ask’ . 
  PIE *K n UK n �¨H�R� 
  
Puhvel (HED 1/2: 136f.) cites the verb as DUL\D�,� DUDL�,� arguing that possibly 
forms like 2pl.pres.act. DUDWWHQL (KUB 6.15 ii 2, broken context) belong here as 
well. This is improbable, however. All forms of which it can be ascertained that 
they mean ‘to consult an oracle; to determine by oracle’  inflect according to the 
�¨H�D�class, DUL¨H�D�u v ,�or show a stem DU� (in the participle DUDQW�). There is no 
reason to assume an extra stem DUDL�: forms in broken contexts that show such a 
stem could just as well belong with DUDH�u v  (q.v.) or DUDL� v  � DUL� (q.v.).  
 The participle shows two different forms, viz. DUDQW� and DUL¨DQW�. According to 
HW2 (A: 295), the original participle is DUDQW�,�showing a situation where al finite 
forms bear the *-LH�R�suffix, whereas the inifinite forms do not (cf. the situation in 
e.g. NDUS�L¨H�D��u v ). The participle DUL¨DQW� is a younger formation.  
 Houwink ten Cate (1973: 209-10) argues that DUL¨H�D�u v  is to be seen as a variant 
of DUDL� v  � DUL� ‘to rise; to raise’ , so literally denoting ‘to arouse the gods’ . 
Although verbs that belong to the G L�WL¨DQ]L-class indeed often show younger 
thematizations inflecting according to the �¨H�D�class (e.g. §DO] L beside younger 
§DO]LH]]L), I do not think that semantically an equation between DUDL� v  � DUL� ‘to 
rise, to raise’  and DUL¨H�D�u v  ‘to consult an oracle’  is likely.  
 Since Götze & Pedersen (1934: 47f.), this verb is often connected with Lat. 
U UH ‘to pray’ . The latter word, however, belongs with Gr.  ‘prayer’ , which 

shows that the root must have been *K t HU�. For Hittite, reconstructing a root 
*K t HU� is difficult, as we would expect an outcome **§DU� (unless we assume R-
grade, but that is not likely in a *-¨H�R�verb).  
 LIV2 connects DUL¨H�D� with Gr.  ‘to ask’  from a root *K n UHK n �,�which seems 
semantically plausible. This means that DUL¨H�D�u v  must reflect *K n UK n Lp�y�,� for 
which compare e.g. SDUL¨DQ]L ‘they blow’  < *SUK n LpQWL or NDUL¨DQW� ‘grass’  if from 
*� o UK n �¨HQW�.  
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 The imperfective DULãNH�D� � DUHãNH�D� at first sight seems to reflect *DU¨H+VNH�D� 
vel sim., but in fact must be phonologically interpreted /"r}ské/á-/, the regular 
outcome of *K n UK n �V�p�y� (compare SDULSULãNH�D� ‘to blow (impf.)’  /pripr}ské/á-/ < 
*SUL�SUK n �V�p�y�). This explains the fact that the imperfective of DUL¨H�D�u v  is 
consistently spelled differently from the imperfective of U� v  � DU� ‘to arrive’ , 
which is spelled DU�Dã�NH�D� in the oldest texts, representing /"rské/á-/ < *K n U�
V�p�y�.  
 For DUL¨DãHããDU ‘oracle’  compare WX]]L¨DãHããDU ‘army’ , which is seen as a 
compound of WX]]L� and DãHããDU ‘gathering’ . This would mean that DUL¨DãHããDU 
literally means ‘gathering for consulting an oracle’ .  
 
DUULªH�D� (Ic1) ‘to be awake’ : verb.noun DU�UL�¨D�D�X�ÑD�DU (KBo 13.1 i 41). 
  
The word is attested in a vocabulary only: KBo 13.1 i 41: (Sum.) IGI.LIB.A = 
(Akk.) 'È�/$�38 = (Hitt.) DU�UL�¨D�D�X�ÑD�DU. Akk. GDO SX means ‘to 
be/stay/keep awake’ . Unfortunately, the Hittite word is not found in a real text, so 
its meaning cannot be ascertained by context.  
 Szemerényi (1979: 613-6) connects DUUL¨H�D� with Arm. DUWµRZQ ‘watchful’  and 
OIr. DU� ‘(night)watch’  (in DLUH ‘watch’ , UR�DLULXV ‘I have watched’ ) and states 
that if these connections are justified, “ Hitt. DUUL\D� is closely related to the 
widely attested verbs DU L, DUDL]]L ‘rises’ , DU�§L ‘I arrive, get (somewhere)’ , DU�
§D§DUL ‘I step, stand’ , and, formally, may be identical with Lat. RULRU”  (followed 
by e.g. Puhvel HED 1/2: 138f.). It is problematic, however, to equate the 
geminate -UU� of DUUL¨ XÑDU with the consistently single spelled �U� of the verbs 
DUDL� v  � DUL� and DU� � � � .  
 
DUN� ~�� � x � ,� UN� x � �� DUN� (IIIc > IIId; IIa2) ‘to mount, to cover, to copulate’ : 
3sg.pres.midd. D[U�J]D (KUB 41.8 iv 29 (MH/NS)), DU�NDW�WD (KBo 22.2 obv. 9, 
10 (OH/MS)), 3sg.imp.midd. DU�JD�UX (KBo 10.45 iv 32 (MH/NS), KUB 41.8 iv 
31 (MH/NS)); 3sg.pres.act. D�DU�NL (KBo 10.45 iv 30 (MH/NS)); part. DU�NiQ�W� 
(OS); impf. 3sg.pres.midd. DU�NL�Lã�NH�HW�WD (KUB 29.1 i 30 (OH/NS)). 
 Derivatives: DUNL� (c.) ‘testicle’  (nom.pl. DU�NL�L�H�Hã (KBo 17.61 rev. 15 
(MH/MS)), acc.pl. [D]U�NL�Xã (KUB 10.62 v 7 (OH/NS))). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘testicle’ , ,  ‘testicled’ , Arm. RUML�Nµ 
‘testicle’ , RUM ‘male’ , Alb. KHUGKs, MIr. XLUJH, Av. U ]L� ‘testicle(s)’ , ON DUJU 
‘passive homosexual’ , Lith. DUå�V ‘lustful’ , H6åLODV, dial. D6åLODV ‘stallion’ , Russ. 
sU]DW¶ ‘to fidget’ . 
  PIE *K p U� o �R, *K p yU� o �HL. 
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It seems that originally the verb was middle only. Only once we find an active 
form, 3sg.pres.act. UNL (KBo 10.45 iv 30), which is a duplicate of 3sg.pres.midd. 
D[UJ]D (KUB 41.8 iv 29). Nevertheless, it is remarkable that this UNL seems to 
reflect R-grade, whereas all other forms reflect zero grade. If the active form was 
back-formed from the middle paradigm, we would have expected a short D here 
as well.  
 Puhvel (HED 1/2: 142f.) connects this verb with e.g. Gr.  ‘testicle’ , Av. 
U ]L� ‘testicle(s)’ , Arm. RUM ‘male’ , Lith. DUå�V ‘lustful’ , H6åLODV ‘stallion’  from a 

root *K n HU� o �. A reconstruction with *K n � (thus also in LIV2) is based on the 
Lithuanian form H6åLODV ‘stallion’  only: all other IE languages reflect a vowel *R. 
In dialectal Lithuanian, we find a form D6åLODV ‘stallion’  as well, which makes it 
likely that H6åLODV � D6åLODV is subject to Rozwadowski’ s change (i.e. mixing up of 
initial H� and D�,�cf. Andersen 1996: 141; Derksen 2002; Kortlandt 2002-03). This 
makes Lith. H6åLODV valueless for the reconstructing of the initial laryngeal. As all 
other IE languages seem to reflect non-apophonic *RU� o �,�we have to reconstruct 
*K p HU� o �. This is especially prompted by the equation of Av. U ]L� and Arm. RUML�
Nµ (both zero-grade formations, but note that Alb. KHUGKs shows *H-grade, 
however) with Gr. , which therefore is likely to be a zero-grade formation as 
well and must reflect *K p �: *K p U� o �L�. It is likely that this is the preform that is 
reflected in Hitt. DUNL� as well, which shows that initial *K p  disappears before *U 
(cf. Kloekhorst fthc.c).  
 In Hittite, middles can either reflect zero grade (e.g. WXNN UL) or H-grade (e.g. 
HãDUL). Because the middle forms of the verb DUN� �  are consistently written with a 
short vowel, we have to assume a zero-grade formation *K p U� o �R, again with loss 
of initial *K p  in front of *U.  
 If the one active form UNL is not a secondary backformation, but original 
(which could be indicated by the fact that it shows full-grade versus the zero-
grade forms that are found in the middle paradigm), it reflects *K p yU� o �HL (R-grade 
as in all §L-verbs), and could show that initial *K p  was lost in Hittite in front of *R 
as well (cf. Kloekhorst fthc.c).  
 
UN� x ���DUN��(IIa2) ‘to cut off, to divide’ : 3sg.pres.act. D�DU�NL (OS), DU�NL (1467/u ii 

4 (NS)), D�DU�JL (KBo 6.11 i 16), 3pl.pres.act. DU�NiQ�]L (OS), D�DU�NiQ�]L (1x, 
KUB 8.16+24 + 43.2 iii 14 (NS)), DU�JD�DQ�]L (KUB 55.39 i 5 (NS)), 3pl.pret.act. 
DU�NH�HU (KUB 43.60 iii 20, 23); part. DU�NiQ�W�; inf.I DU�NX�ÑD�DQ�]L (KBo 19.142 
ii 20); impf. DU�NL�Lã�NH�D�. 
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 IE cognates: Lat. �K�HUF VF  ‘to divide (an estate)’ , �K�HUFWXP ‘division (of 
inheritence)’ . 
  PIE *K n RU �� ��HL, *K n U �� ��HQWL 
  
See HW2 A: 300f. for attestations. The oldest forms of this verb show an ablaut 
between UN� in the singular and DUN� in the plural, reflecting *+RU.� � *+U.�.  
 According to Puhvel (HED 1/2: 141), the verb basically means ‘to mark off’  as 
can be seen in the following context: 
 

KBo 11.17 ii  
(12) QX NiQ PD�D§�§D�DQ SILA4 BAL�DQ�WL  
(13) QDP�P D�DQ NiQ ÑD�DS�SX�L NDW�WD  
(14) §D�DW�WD�L QX H�Hã�§DU WDN�QL�L  
(15) NDW�WD WDU�QD�L SILA4 PD NiQ  
(16) DU�NiQ�]L QDP�PD NiQ SILA4  
(17) §X�X�PD�DQ�GD�DQ StW�WDO�ÑD�DQ�GD�DQ  
(18) PDU�NiQ�]L  

 
 ‘While he sacrifices a lamb and then perforates it along the bank, he lets the 

blood flow on the ground. They D. the lamb and butcher the entire lamb 

‘plain’ ’ .  
 
In this context, DUNDQ]L stands between §DWWDL ‘perforates’  and PDUNDQ]L ‘butcher’ , 
and therefore must mean something like ‘mark off’ . On the basis of this meaning, 
Puhvel connects the verb with Gr.   (Hes.) ‘fence’ . The latter 
word is found besides   (Hes.) ‘fence’ ,   (Hes.) 
‘guard’  and  ‘row of vines’ , which, because of its alternation :  shows that 
these words probably are of substratum origin.  
 Another proposal (Eichner 1981: 63; 1982: 21-6), viz. a connection with Lat. 
�K�HUF VF  ‘to divide (an estate)’ , �K�HUFWXP ‘division (of inheritence)’ , may make 
more sense if the awkward sporadic presence of K� in Latin does not point to un-
IE origin. If accepted, Hitt. UN� v  � DUN� and Lat. �K�HUF� would point to a PIE root 
*K n HU �� ��.  
 
DUNXÓDH�{ x �(Ic2) ‘to pray; to plead’ : 1sg.pres.act. DU�NX�ÑD[-PL] (KUB 14.14+ i 6), 
3sg.pres.act. DU�NX�[ÑD�]L]�]L (KUB 43.57 iv 7), 3pl.pres.act. DU�NX�DQ�]L, DU�NX�
ÑD�DQ�]L, D�DU�NX�ÑD�D�DQ�]L (KBo 23.97 iv 15), 1sg.pret.act. DU�NX�ÑD�QX�XQ 
(KBo 4.8 iii 22, KUB 6.46 iv 3, KUB 6.45 iii 35), 3sg.pret.act. DU�NX�ÑD�LW (KBo 
11.1 obv. 32, rev. 4), DU�NX�ÑD�D�LW (KUB 50.53, 12), DU�NX�XW�WD (KUB 22.70 
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obv. 80); verb.noun DU�NX�ÑD�DU, DU�NX�X�ÑD�DU, DU�NX�X�DU, DU�NX�DU, D�DU�NX�X�
ÑD�DU (KUB 14.10 i 23) ‘prayer; plea; excuse’ ; impf. DU�NX�Lã�NH�D�,�DU�NX�~�L�Lã�
NH�D� (KUB 6.46 iii 59), DU�NX�~�H�Hã�NH�D� (KUB 6.45 iii 33, KUB 21.19 ii 4). 
 Derivatives: DUNX ããDU� �� DUNX ãQ� (n.) ‘prayer’  (dat.-loc.sg. DU�NX�X�H�Hã�QL 
(KUB 6.45 iii 22), DU�NX�H�Hã�QL (KUB 6.46 iii 61)). 
 IE cognates: Skt. DUF� ‘to sing, to praise’ , TochA \lUN ‘worship’ , TochB \DUNH 
‘worship’ , Arm. HUJ ‘song’ . 
  PIE *K � RUN � R�¨H�R�?? 
  
See HW2 A: 309f. for attestations. There is some debate about the exact 
semantics of this verb. E.g. HW2 (l.c.) translates “ beten (bitten)” ; selten “ sich 
entschuldigen (rechtfertigen)”  and argues that ‘to pray’  is the original meaning. 
E.g. Puhvel (HED 1/2: 148f.) translates “ plead, argue, rejoin, riposte, respond, 
explain oneself, make excuses, offer defense”  and states that all instances where 
usually ‘to pray’  is translated, ‘to plead’  would work as well.  
 This debate also has consequences regarding the etymology. The verb belongs 
to the §DWUDH�class, which consists of denominatives in *-¨H�R� of nouns in �R�. In 
this case we have to postulate a noun *DUNÑD� < *+�R�U. � R� which should be the 
source of DUNXÑDH�� � . The scholars that translate DUNXÑDH�� �  as ‘to pray’  connect it 
with Skt. DUF� ‘to shine, to sing, to praise’ , TochA \lUN� ‘to worship’  < *K � HUN � �,�
implying a reconstruction *K � �R�UN � R�¨H�R�. Yet, the scholars that translate ‘to 
plead’  make a connection with Lat. DUJX  ‘to argue’ . The interpretation of this 
latter word is unclear, however. Usually, Lat. DUJX  is seen as a denominative 
verb of a noun *DUJXV, which is connected with the root for ‘white’ , *K � HU�� (e.g. 
Schrijver 1991: 67-8). A connection with Hitt. DUNXÑDH�,�however, would imply a 
reconstruction *K � RUJ � R�¨H�R� for Hittite and *K � HUJ � � for Latin. On a formal 
level, this etymology would only be acceptable if we assume that in Hittite an 
initial *K �  is dropped in front of *R (for which see Kloekhorst fthc.c), and 
secondly that *-UJ � � would yield �UJX� in Latin (possibly parallel to the 
development of *-QJ � � as in Lat. XQJXHQ ‘nail’  < *K � QJ � �HQ�).  
 So from a formal point of view, both etymologies are possible, provided that 
*-UJ � � > Lat. �UJX�. Semantically, however, I personally would favour the 
translation ‘to pray’  and therefore the reconstruction *K � �R�UN � R�¨H�R�.  
 The few spellings with initial plene D�DU�NX�ÑD� may indicate that the D� was a 
real vowel /"arkwae-/, and point to a reconstruction *K � RUN � R�¨H�R�,� whereas 
*K � UN � R¨H�R� would have yielded /"rkwae-/, which should have been spelled with 
DU�NX�ÑD� only.  
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DUPD�� (c.) ‘moon(god); month’  (Sum.dEN.ZU, ITU(KAM), Akk. d6Ì1): nom.sg. 
d6Ì1-Dã, dEN.ZU�Dã, ITU(KAM)�Dã, acc.sg. ITU�DQ, gen.sg. dEN.ZU�Dã, ITU�Dã, 
dat.-loc.sg. d6Ì1-PL, ITU(KAM)�PL, abl. ITU�D], instr. ITU�PL�LW, nom.pl. ITU

�
I.A�

Hã, dat.-loc.pl. ITUKAM.
�

I.A�Dã. 
 Derivatives: DUPDWDU (n.) ‘monthspan(?)’  (nom.-acc.sg. ITUKAM-WDU), � �P� �P G¡L� DUPDQQL� (c.) ‘lunula, crescent; “ croissant”  bread’  (UD.SAR) (nom.sg. DU�
PD�DQ�QL�Lã, nom.pl. DU�PD�DQ�QL�Lã, DU�PD�DQ�QL�Hã, acc.pl. DU�PD�DQ�QL�Xã), �P� �P G¡ DUPD�Q�WDO�O�DQQL� (c.) type of bread, DUPXÓDODH�{ x  (Ic2) ‘to shine (of the 
moon)’  (2sg.imp.act. DU�PX�X�ÑD�OD�L (KUB 6.45 + KUB 30.14 iii 69)), 
DUPXÓDODã©D�L�� (c.) ‘waxing of the moon’  (nom.sg. DU�PX�ÑD�OD�Dã�§D�Dã, DU�
PX�ÑD�OD�Dã�§D�Lã, gen.sg. DU�PX�ÑD�OD�Dã�§D�Dã). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw.  ¢ DUPD� (c.) ‘Moon-god’  (nom.sg. [dE]N.ZU�Dã), 
DUPDQQDLPD�L� (adj.) ‘decorated with lunulae’  (nom.-acc.sg.n. DU�PD�DQ�QD�L�
PD�DQ), DUPDããD�L� ‘month’  (nom.pl. dEN.ZU�LQ�]L, gen.adj.dat.-loc.pl.(pl.poss.) 
dEN.ZU�DQ�]D�DQ�]D (=DUPDããDããDQ]DQ]D)); HLuw. DUPD� (c.) ‘moon(god)’  
(nom.sg. DEUSLUNA+0,�VD (e.g. CEKKE §24, TELL AHMAR 2 §3, ALEPPO 2 
§2, etc.), LUNA+0,�PD�VD� �.$<6(5ø� ������ ³/81$´�PD�Vi (SULTANHAN 
§31), gen.sg. DEUSLUNA+0,�VD (KARATEPE 1 §75), dat.-loc.pl.(?) LUNA+0,�
]L�D (TOPADA §22)); Lyd. DUP D� (adj.) ‘belonging to Arma(?)’ ; Lyc. DU�PD� 
‘moon’  (nom.sg. DU�PD), U�PD]DWD� ‘monthly offering(?)’  (nom.-acc.pl.n. 
U�PD]DWD), (U�PHQ QL, PN, lit. ‘brother of the moon’ . 
  PIE *K � �R�U�PR� (?) 
  
A reading DUPD� of the logograms d6Ì1, dEN.ZU and ITU(KAM) is suggested by 
the derivative DUPDQQL� ‘lunula’  and names like m$U�PD�]L�WL� = m.d6Ì1�PD-LÚ�L� 
(cf. HW2 A: 313). According to Puhvel (HED 1/2: 152), the form D�DU�PH�Hã 
(KBo 23.52 ii 10, 12, 15, 17) belongs to this word as well, and he translates 
‘lunulae’  (nom.pl.). HW2 (A: 327) just states that the word denotes “ Teil am 
Ochsengespann” , however, without giving an exact interpretation. If the form 
belonged to the word for ‘moon’ , it would be the only attestation with plene D�. It 
therefore is perhaps best to leave this form aside.  
 The stem DUPD� is found in Luwian, Lycian and possibly Lydian as well. The 
Lycian form $U�PD� at first sight seems to point to PAnat. DUPD�. If the first D of 
$U�PD�,� which is an D�stem, is due to D-umlaut, however, and the form 
(U�PHQ QL shows the original stem, we can reconstruct PAnat. *"�R�UP�R� (or 
even *"�R�UP�HK � � if we take the Lycian D�stem into account).  
 It is not totally clear to what extent the word-group consisting of HUPDQ � 
DUPDQ� ‘sickness’ , DUPDH�� �  ‘to be pregnant’ , etc. is related to the word for 
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‘moon’ . If a semantic connection is perceivable (perhaps through seeing the moon 
as the ‘weaker’  celestial body), the word HUPDQ ‘sickness’  would show that we 
have to reconstruct an initial *K � �: *K � �R�UPR�. Alternatively, we could with Van 
Windekens (1979) assume a connection with TochB \DUP ‘measure’  < *K � HUPQ, 
assuming that ‘moon’  derives from ‘measurer’  (cf. PIE *PHK � QV ‘moon’  from 
*PHK � � ‘to measure’ ). This would point to a reconstruction *K � RUPR� as well. 
Another possibility is assuming that DUPD� reflects *K � �R�U�PR� derived from 
*K � HU� ‘to move’  (the moon as ‘traveller’ ).  
 
DUPDH�{ x  (Ic2) ‘to be pregnant’ : 3sg.pres.act. DU�PD�L]�]L, DU�PD�D�L]�]L, part. DU�
PD�DQ�W�; verb.noun.gen.sg. DU�PD�X�ÑD�Dã (KUB 35.103 iii 10). 
 Derivatives: DUPDÓDQW� (adj.) ‘pregnant’  (nom.sg.c. DU�PD�X�ÑD�DQ�]D, acc.sg. 
DU�PD�X�DQ�GD�DQ, nom.pl.c. DU�PD�X�ÑD�DQ�WH�ã D), DUPD©©� x  (IIb) ‘to make 
pregnant; (with� ]) to become pregnant’  (3sg.pres.act. DU�PD�D§�§L, 3pl.pres.act. 
DU�PD�D§�§D�DQ�]L, 1sg.pret.act. DU�PD�D§�§X�XQ, 3pl.pret.act. DU�PD�D§�§H�HU; 
3sg.imp.act. DU�PD�D§�GX, DU�PD�D§�§X, DU�PD�D§�§X�X[G�GX] (KUB 41.8 iv 32); 
part. DU�PD�D§�§D�DQ�W�; verb.noun gen.sg. DU�PD�D§�§X��ÑD��Dã, abl. DU�PD�D§�
§X�ÑD�D]�]D; verb.noun. dat.-loc.sg. DU�PD�D§�§D�DQ�QL). 
  PIE *K � �R�U�PR�LH�R�(?) 
  
See HW2 A: 323-4 and Puhvel HED 1/2: 155f. for attestations. The verb DUPDH�� �  
inflects according to the §DWUDH�class. This class predominantly consists of 
denominative verbs that are derived from D�stem nouns. In this case, it is likely 
that DUPDH� is derived from a noun *DUPD�,�which also functioned as the basis for 
DUPD§§� � . It is not fully clear whether this noun *DUPD� must be equated with 
*DUPD� ‘moon’  (q.v.). In addition, the connection with HUPDQ � DUPDQ� ‘sickness’  
(q.v.) is unclear. If all these words belong together, we would have to reconstruct 
the basic noun as *K � �R�UPR� (with *K � � on the basis of HUPDQ < *K � HUPQ) and 
DUPDH�� �  as *K � �R�UPR�¨H�R�.  
 
DUQX�{ x � (Ib2) ‘to make go; to transport, to deport’ : 1sg.pres.act. DU�QX�PL 
(MH/MS, often), D�DU�QX�PL (KUB 31.127 iii 29), DU�QX�XP�PL (KBo 18.127, 6), 
2sg.pres.act. DU�QX�ãL (MH/MS), [DU]-QX�XW�WL (KBo 4.3 iii 11), 3sg.pres.act. DU�
QX�X]�]L (OS), DU�QX�]L (OS), 1pl.pres.act. DU�QX�PH�QL (MH/MS), DU�QX�XP�PH�
QL, 2pl.pres.act. DU�QX�XW�WH�QL (MH/MS), 3pl.pres.act. DU�QX�DQ�]L (MH/MS), DU�
QX�ÑD�DQ�]L, 1sg.pret.act. DU�QX�QX�XQ (MH/MS), 3sg.pret.act. DU�QX�XW (MH/MS), 
D�DU�QX�XW (1x), 1pl.pret.act. DU�QX�XP�PH�HQ, DU�QX�XP�Pp�HQ, 3pl.pret.act. DU�
QX�HU (MH/MS), DU�QX�H�HU, 2sg.imp.act. DU�QX�XW, 3sg.imp.act. DU�QX�XG�GX 
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(MH/MS), 2pl.imp.act. DU�QX�XW�WH�HQ (MH/MS), DU�QX�XW�WpQ (MH/MS), 
3pl.imp.act. DU�QX�DQ�GX, DU�QX�ÑD�DQ�GX; part. DU�QX�DQ�W� (OS); verb.noun DU�
QX�PDU (gen.sg. DU�QX�PD�Dã); inf.I DU�QX�PD�DQ�]L (MH/MS); impf. DU�QX�Xã�
NH�D�. 
 Derivatives: 

��� DUQXÓDOD� (c.) ‘deportee’  (Sum. NAM.RA) (nom.sg. DU�QX�ÑD�
OD�Dã, acc.sg. DU�QX�ÑD�OD�DQ, nom.pl. DU�QX�ÑD�OD�Dã (KUB 55.1 iii 2), dat.-loc.pl. 
DU�QX�ÑD�OD�Dã). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘to make (someone) move’ , Skt. ��yWL ‘to put in 
motion’ . 
  PIE *K � U�Q�H�X� and *K � U�Q�H�X� 
  
From a synchronic point of view, DUQX� looks like the causative of either U� �  � DU� 
‘to arrive’  (from PIE *K � HU� ‘to move horizontally’ ) or DU� £ £ ¤#¥ ¦ � §  ‘to stand’  (from 
PIE *K � HU� ‘to move vertically’ ). Semantically speaking, one would favour a 
connection with U��DU� ‘to arrive, to come’ , which would mean that DUQX� would 
go back to (virtual) *K � U�QHX�. From a historical point of view, however, the 
semantic as well as formal similarity with Gr.  ‘to make (someone) move’  
and Skt. ��yWL ‘to make move’  makes one wonder whether DUQX� is not an 
inherited formation that reflects *K � U�QHX�. Formally, a development from *K � U�
QHX� to Hitt. DUQX� is regular (cf. Kloekhorst fthc.c). In my view, both scenarios 
are possible, and I would not be surprised if Hitt. DUQX� were a conflation of two 
originally separate formations, viz. *K � U�QHX� and *K � U�QHX�.  
 
Uã�{ x ���DUã� (Ia4 > Ic1 > Ic2) ‘to flow’ : 1sg.pres.act. DU�Dã�PL (KUB 36.75+ iii 19 

(OH/MS)), 3sg.pres.act. DU�Dã�]L (KBo 13.31 i 8 (OH/MS), KBo 21.22 rev. 39 
(OH/MS), KUB 9.3 i 10 (MS), KUB 15.34 iii 24 (MH/MS), KUB 9.6 i 19, 21, 
22, 37 (MH/NS)), D�DU�Dã�]L (KUB 43.58 ii 15 (MS), KBo 10.45 ii 40 (MH/NS), 
KUB 41.8 ii 4, iv 37 (MH/NS), KUB 8.36 ii 11 (NS), KUB 17.9 i 22 (NS), KUB 
18.41 ii 10 (NS), VBoT 16 rev. 6 (NS)), D�DU�]L (KBo 10.45 iv 39 (MH/NS), 
KUB 15.42 ii 3 (NS)), DU�ãL�H�H]�]L (KUB 17.10 iii 26 (OH/MS), KBo 
21.41+KUB 29.7 rev. 60 (MH/MS), KUB 33.28 iii 14 (OH/NS)), DU�ãL�L�H�H]�]L 
(KUB 33.54 ii 10 (OH/NS)), DU�ãL�H]�]L (KUB 29.10 i 7 (OH/NS)), D�DU�Dã�ãL�H]�
]L (KUB 29.10 i 11 (OH/NS)), DU�ãL�¨D�D]�]L (KUB 29.9 i 11 (OH/NS)), [D]U�ãL�¨D�
]L (KUB 33.49 ii 3 (OH?/NS)), D�DU�ãL�¨D�L]�]L (KUB 30.19 + 20 + 21 + 22 + 39.7 
i 28, 29 (OH/NS)), D�DU�Dã�ãL�¨D�]L (KUB 29.10 i 15 (OH/NS)), 3pl.pres.act. DU�
ãD�DQ�]L (KUB 24.8 iv 11 (OH/NS), KUB 10.72 v 3 (OH/NS), KUB 33.87 + 113 
+ 36.12 + 14 i 30 (NS), KUB 36.25 iv 5 (NS)), DU�ãL�¨D�DQ�]L (KUB 33.4 + IBoT 
3.141 iv 5 (OH/NS)), 3sg.pret.act. D�DU�Dã�W[D?] (KUB 17.9 i 22 (NS)), D�DU�ãD�Dã 
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(KUB 36.89 rev. 12 (NS)), 3pl.pret.act. DU�ãH�HU (KUB 36.2b ii 19 (NS)), 
3sg.imp.act. DU�Dã�GX (KBo 17.105 ii 34 (MH/NS)); 3sg.prs.midd. DU�ãD�UL (KUB 
34.78, 6 (MS), broken context, so meaning not assured), 3sg.imp.midd. DU�ãD�UX 
(KBo 47.142 obv. 9 (NS), broken context, so meaning not assured); part. DU�ãD�
DQ�W� (KUB 33.41 ii 9 (OH/NS), KUB 41.4 iii 12 (MH/NS), KBo 10.47g iii 14 
(NS)). 
 Derivatives: DUãDQX�{ x  (Ib2) ‘to let flow’  (3pl.pres.act. DU�Dã�ãD�QX�ÑD�DQ�]L 
(KUB 30.32 i 15), 3sg.pret.act. DU�ãD�QX�XW (KUB 36.89 rev. 13, 14)), UãDQX� 
(n.) ‘flow, course’  (nom.-acc.sg. D�DU�ãD�QX (KUB 36.89 rev. 19), nom.-acc.pl. 
DU�ãD�QX�ÑD (KUB 36.89 rev. 41)), DUãD�U�ãXU� (n.) ‘flowing, stream’  (nom.-
acc.sg.n. DU�ãD�Dã�ãX�X�XU, dat.-loc.sg. D�DU�ãDU�ãX�UL, acc.pl.c. DU�ãDU�ãX�X�UX�Xã 
(OH/MS), nom.-acc.pl.n. DU�ãDU�ãX�X�UD, DU�ãD�DU�ãX�X�UL (OH/MS), DU�ãD�D�Dã�
ãX�~�UL (OH/MS); case? [D]U�ãD�DU�ãX�X�UD�Dã, DU�ãD�ãX�UD�Dã). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. UãLªD� ‘to flow’  (3pl.imp.act. D�DU�ãL�¨D�DQ�GX). 
 IE cognates: Skt. DU�� ‘to stream, to flow’  (3sg.pres.act. iU�DWL ). 
  PIE *K � HUV�WL, *K � UV�HQWL 
  
See HW2 A: 341f. for attestations. Originally, the verb Uã��DUã� is a root-inflected 
present. From MS texts onwards, we find *-¨H�R�inflected forms (DUãL¨H]]L etc.) as 
well as occasional forms that inflect according to the §DWUDH�class (DUãL¨DL]]L) and 
the WDUQ�D��class ( UãDã). The few attestations with geminate �ãã� (D�DU�Dã�ãL�H]�]L, 
D�DU�Dã�ãL�¨D�]L, DU�Dã�ãD�QX�ÑD�DQ�]L) point to a phonemic /S/. The two middle 
forms are unclear regarding their interpretation: they are both found in broken 
contexts without clues for their meaning.  
 We find forms spelled both with and without initial plene D�. It is significant 
that all weak-stem forms (pres.pl. and part.) are written without D�. The strong-
stem forms show both spellings. When we order the spellings chronologically, we 
see that the spelling DU�Dã� is found mainly in OH/MS and MH/MS texts whereas 
the spelling D�DU�Dã� is found mainly in NS texts and only once in a MS text. 
Although this seems to point to a situation where the spelling DU�Dã� is more 
archaic, I think that we nevertheless have to assume that the spelling D�DU�Dã� is 
the original one: it is unlikely that a regular paradigm showing DUã]L, DUãDQ]L 
would innovate into an ablauting paradigm Uã]L, DUãDQ]L.  
 The etymology of this verb has been clear since Sturtevant (1932b: 120). It is 
connected to Skt. iU�DWL ‘to flow’  and reconstructed as *K � HUV� (Rieken 1999a: 
327 states that *K � HUV� is possible as well, but this is not true: *K � HUV� would have 
given **§DUã�,�cf. Hitt. §DUN�� �  ‘to get lost’  < *K � HUJ�).  
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 Within Hittite, Uã��DUã� belongs to the group of verbs that show a root-structure 
*&H5&�. Due to the sound law *H5&& > D5&&, in combination with the fact that 
all the endings of the singular began with a consonant, the *H of the strong stem 
yielded D (Hitt. &D5&�). The weak stem, having a zero grade *&5&�,�was spelled 
in Hittite with D as well (&D5&�), which caused, at least on the level of spelling, 
coinciding of the two stems. It is therefore significant that Uã��DUã� is the only 
verb belonging to this group that shows an ablaut  : D. This problem was seen 
before, and different scholars have proposed different explanations. Kimball 
(1983: 181) seems to assume that Uã� reflects *K � pUV� and DUã� < *K � UV�,�but does 
not explain why e.g. *�pUV� did not yield **N Uã�. Melchert (1994a: 125) therefore 
dismisses her reconstruction and assumes that Uã]L reflects a zero grade stem *,V�
WL that was generalized from the plural, which, through Pre-Hitt. *yUV�WL, yielded 
Uã]L. Yet, this solution does not explain either why we do not find  in other 

verbs of this type, e.g. **�,V�WL > **NyUV�WL > **N Uã]L.  
 In my view, the spelling D�DU�Dã�]L is best regarded not to denote a long , but 
should be read ¶D�DU�Dã�]L = /"árStsi/, in contradistinction to DU�ãD�DQ�]L, which 
was /"rSántsi/. So the initial plene D� was used to indicate the fact that the word 
contained a “ real”  D (which was short) that contrasted with the schwa which 
automatically preceded the pronounciation of the interconsonantal /r/.  
 The preservation of the cluster �UV� contrasts with e.g. DUUD� < *+RUVR�. If one 
assumes that the assimilation of *-UV� to �UU� only occurs intervocalically, the 
preservation in Uã��DUã� would be regular (note that this supporst the view that 
the first D of DUãDQ]L was not a phonological real vowel, so /"rSántsi/ instead of 
/arSantsi/).  
 See Rieken (1999a: 326f.) for a treatment of DUãD�U�ãXU, which she explains as a 
derivative in �XU� with full reduplication, showing occasional loss of �U� due to 
dissimilation. As I have explained in § 1.3.9.4.f, the one spelling with the sign Ú, 
DU�ãD�D�Dã�ãX�~�UL�L ã�ãL�LW (KUB 36.55 ii 20), must be a mistake instead of 
correct DU�ãD�DU�ãX�X�UL�L ã�ãL�LW (ibid. 26).  
 
DUãDQ �{ x ���DUãDQ� (Ia1 > Ic1) ‘to be envious, to be angry’ : 2sg.pres.act. DU�ãD�QH�
H�ãL (KBo 25.122 iii 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 (OS)), 1sg.pret.act. DU�ãD�QL�H[-QX�XQ] 
(ABoT 65 rev. 4 (MH/MS)), 2sg.pret.act.(?) DU�ãD�QL�H�ãH (ABoT 65 rev. 6 
(MH/MS), error for DU�ãD�QL�H�Hã?), 3sg.pret.act. DU�ãD�QL�¨D�DW (KUB 19.65, 14 
(NH)), 3pl.pret.act. DU�ãD�QL�L�H�HU (KUB 1.1+ i 31 (NH) (with gloss wedges), 
KBo 3.6+ i 28 (NH), KUB 1.5+ i 7 (NH)); part. nom.-acc.pl. DU�ãD�QD�DQ�G[D] 
(KUB 33.9 iii 7 (OH/NS)), DU�ãD�QD�DQ�WD (HKM 116, 32 (MH/MS)). 
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 Derivatives: DUãDQDWDO�O�D� (c.) ‘envier’  (acc.pl. DU�ãD�QD�WDO�OX�Xã, DU�ãD�QD�DW�
WD�OX�Xã, DU�ãD�QD�DW�WDO�OX�Xã, dat.-loc.pl. DU�ãD�QD�DW�WDO�OD�Dã, DU�ãD�QD�WDO�OD�
Dã). 
  PIE *K � ¨ � UV�QH�K � �WL � *K � ¨ � UV�Q�K � �HQWL. 
  
See HW2 A: 344 for attestations. Usually, it is stated that all the forms are derived 
from a nominal stem *DUãDQ�D��: we find DUãDQ �,�which Watkins (1985: 244) 
regarded as a denominative stative in *-HK � �,� DUãDQL¨H�D� (�¨H�R�derivative) and 
DUãDQDQW�. This stem *DUãDQ�D�� is generally connected with Skt. ¶U�\DQW� ‘angry’ , 
LUDV\iWL ‘to be angry’ , Av. DU ãLLD�W� ‘envious’ , DUDVND� ‘envy’ , which must 
reflect *+U+�H�V�. Watkins (l.c.) therefore reconstructs *DUãDQ�D�� as *�K � ¨ � V�QR�,�
whereas Oettinger (1979a: 355) gives *UK � VRQ�¨H�. Although the connection with 
the IIr. words would be possible from a semantic point of view, the formal side of 
this etymology is difficult. A preform *+U+V�QR� should have given Hitt. 
**/"r}sna-/, spelled DUH�LãQD� (cf. SDULSULãNH�D� /pripr}ské/á-/ < *SUL�SUK � V�p�y�), 
and *+U+V�RQ� > Hitt. **/"r}San-/, spelled DUH�LããDQ� (cf. JDQH�LããDQ]L /kn}Sántsi/ 
< *�QK � VpQWL). I therefore see no merit in this connection.  
 In my view, we have to look at the verb differently. It shows three stems: 
DUãDQ �� �  (OS), DUãDQL¨H�D�� �  (from MH times onwards) and DUãDQ� (OH/NS and 
MH/MS). As �¨H�D�stems are often secondary, we are left with an original 
ablauting stem DUãDQ �� �  � DUãDQ�. If we compare this ablauting pair to e.g. ]LQQL�� �  
� ]LQQ� ‘to finish’  or §XOOH�� �  � §XOO� ‘to smash’ , it is quite obvious that DUãDQ � � 
DUãDQ�,� too, must reflect a nasal-infixed verb with root-final *K � : *+UV�QH�K � � � 
*+UV�Q�K � �. The root of this verb is either *+HUVK � � or *+UHVK � � (structurally like 
PHXV+� ‘aufheben, wegnemen’  (cf. Skt. PX��aWL) or *K � HLVK � � ‘kräftigen, 
antreiben’  (cf. Skt. L��aWL); for both roots, see LIV2). The initial laryngeal can 
only be *K �  or *K �  as *K �  would have yielded Hitt. §D� in this position. 
Unfortunately, I know no cognate in any other IE language.  
 
DUãLªH�D�{ x  : see Uã�� �  � DUã�  
 
DUGX��‘to saw’ : 1pl.pres.act. DU�GX�PH�H�QL (KUB 36.74 iii 2); verb.noun. DU�GX�
PDU (KBo 26.19, 10); broken DU�GX[-...] (KUB 33.106 iii 54: Puhvel HED 1/2: 
175: 3pl.imp.act. DUGX[ÑDQGX]; HW2 A: 347: 1pl.pres.act. DU�GX[-PH��H��QL]). 
 Derivatives: 

�P©P�P P� DUG O�D�� (n.) ‘saw’  (nom.-acc.pl. DU�GD�D�OD (KUB 33.106 iii 
54)). 
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Although all attested forms point to a stem DUGX� (DUGXP QL < *DUGX�ÑHQL, 
DUGXPDU < *DUGX�ÑDU), this verb is usually cited as DUG� (so in Puhvel HED 1/2: 
175; DUG�D�� in HW2 A: 347), on the basis of the assumption that the �X� in the 
verb is added after false interpretation of 1pl. *DUG�XÑHQL and that the plain stem 
DUG� is still visible in the derivative DUG O�D��. In my view the stem DUGX� is 
primary, however, and the derivative DUG O�D�� reflects *DUGÑRO�R��,�showing the 
development *-GÑR� > Hitt. �GD� as can be seen in e.g. LG OX < *K � HGÑyOX�.  
 If this verb is from IE origin, it should reflect an X�present because a root-
structure *+HU7X�,� *+UH7X� or *+U7HX� is impossible in PIE. Puhvel (l.c.) 
connects this verb to Skt. UiGDWL ‘to dig, to scrave’  and Lat. U GHUH ‘to gnaw’ , 
which must reflect *+UHK � G� (cf. Schrijver 1991: 309-10). Although from a 
formal point of view a reconstruction *+UK � G�X� could be possible for Hitt. DUGX�,�
it is not very appealing.  
 
DUX����DUDÓ��(adj.) ‘high(?)’ : acc.pl. D�UD�P[X�Xã?] (KUB 33.5 ii 17). 
 Derivatives: DUX���ãXÓDUX� (adj.) ‘high-and-full(?)’  (nom.sg.c. D�UX�Xã ãX�ÑD�
UX�X[ã] (KBo 19.155, 5), nom.-acc.sg.n. (adv.) D�UX�ãX�ÑD�UX (KUB 33.106 iii 
33)), DUXPD (adv.) ‘highly, very much’  (D�UX�PD, D�UX�XP�PD). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. DUX� ‘high’  (nom.sg.c. D�UX�Xã, nom.-acc.sg.n. [D]-UX, 
nom.-acc.pl.n. (adv.) D�UX�X�ÑD), DUX�ÓD�UXÓD� ‘to lift(?)’  (1pl.pres.act. D�UX�ÑD�
UX�XQ�QL, part.nom.sg.c. D�UX�X�UX�X�ÑD�DP�PL�Lã). 
  PIE *K � �R�U�X� ? 
  
Although the interpretation of most of the cited forms is not totally clear, most 
handbooks assume the existence of an adjective DUX� � DUDÑ� that is translated as 
‘high’ . If this is correct, then a connection with the verb DU� £ £ ¤#¥ ¦ � §  ‘to stand’  is 
likely, which means that DUX� � DUDÑ� is derived from the root *K � HU� ‘to rise’ . 
Because *K � � yields Hitt. /"/ before *R and before consonant, but is retained as §� 
before *H (cf. Kloekhorst fthc.c), we can reconstruct both *K � RU�X� and *K � U�X�.  
 
�DUX (3sg.imp.midd.-ending) 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. �DUX (3sg.imp.midd.-ending): D�D�¨D�UX, NX�ÑD�OD�UX. 
  
This ending is clearly derived from the 3sg.pres.midd.-ending �DUL in which the 
‘presentic’  �L is replaced by the imperatival �X. See for further treatment at both 
�D�UL� and �X.  
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DUXQD��(c.) ‘sea’  (Sum. A.AB.BA): nom.sg. D�UX�QD�Dã (OS), D�D�UX�QD�Dã (KBo 
5.3 i 59 (NH)), D�UX�QD�D�Dã (KUB 36.25 iv 6 (NS)), acc.sg. D�UX�QD�DQ, gen.sg. 
D�UX�QD�Dã (OS), dat.sg. D�UX�QL (OS), D�UX�~�QL (KUB 36.41 i 13 (MS)), all.sg. D�
UX�QD (OS), abl. D�UX�QD�D] (OS), D�UX�QD�]D, acc.pl. D�UX�QX�Xã (KBo 3.41 rev. 
11), gen.pl. D�UX�QD�Dã. 
 Derivatives: DUXQXPDQ� (c.) ‘maritime’  (nom.pl. D�UX�QX�PD�Qp�H�Hã (KUB 
8.14 obv. 14)). 
  PIE *K � U�pX�QR� ? 
  
The word is abundantly attested from OS texts onwards. Despite the fact that the 
word does not look foreign at all, there is no generally accepted etymology for it. 
Within Hittite, a connection with DUX� � DUDÑ� ‘high’  is possible, especially if we 
take into account that we find some denominatives in �XQD� that are derived from 
�X�stem words (cf. Weitenberg 1984: 281-3). If the one plene spelling D�UX�~�QL 
indeed indicates that the stem was /"rgn-/, then DUXQD� must reflect *K � U�pX�QR� 
(cf. § 1.3.9.4.f). A semantic parallel can be found in Skt. iU�D� ‘wave, flood, 
stream’  < *K � HU�QR� (*’ rising water’ ).  
 The adjective DUXQXPDQ� is a derivative showing the suffix of appurtenance 
�XPHQ�����XPQ� (q.v.).  
 
DUXÓDH�{ x � (Ic2) ‘to prostrate oneself, to bow’  (Akk. â8. 18, 3sg.pres.act. 
8â.(1): 3sg.pres.act. D�UX�ÑD�H]�]L (OS, often), D�UX�ÑD�D�H]�]L (OS, often), D�
UX�ÑD�L�H]�]L (KBo 25.127 ii 4 (OS)), D�UX�ÑD�H�H]�]L (VSNF 12.10 i 2, 18, 25), D�
UX�~�ÑD�D�L]�]L (KUB 2.6 i 9), D�UX�X�ÑD�L]�]L (KBo 39.62 ii 9), D�UX�ÑD�D�]L (KBo 
13.214 iv 10), DU�ÑD�L]�]L (KUB 59.32 iii 10 3), 3pl.pres.act. D�UX�ÑD�D�DQ�]L 
(OS?, often), D�UX�ÑD�DQ�]L (OS?, often), D�UX�ÑD�HQ�]L (KBo 17.28 l.col. 6 (OS)), 
D�UX�ÑD�D�HQ�]L (KBo 12.131, 6 (OH/NS)), D�UX�X�ÑD�DQ�]L (KBo 8.117 ii 9), DU�
ÑD�DQ�]L (KBo 4.9 ii 39), 1sg.pret.act. D�UX�ÑD�QX�XQ (KUB 36.75+ ii 7), DU�ÑD�D�
QX�XQ (KUB 14.13+ i 18), 3sg.pret.act. D�UX�ÑD�LW (KUB 23.36 ii 23, KUB 36.101 
ii 6, 8, KUB 36.102, 7, KUB 48.106, 18), D�UX�ÑD�D�[L]W (KUB 31.127 i 13), 
3pl.pret.act. DU�ÑD�HU (KBo 12.132 rev. 1), 3sg.imp.act. [(D�UX�ÑD�)]D�LG�[GX] 
(KUB 13.10 obv. 3 with dupl. 919/v); part. D�UX�ÑD�DQ�W�; verb.noun. D�UX�X�ÑD�X�
DU (KBo 3.21 ii 10), inf.I D�UX�ÑD�DQ�]L (KBo 22.2 rev. 13 (OH/MS), KBo 10.11 i 
2), D�UX�ÑD�X�ÑD�DQ�]L (KBo 3.38 rev. 30 (OH/NS)); impf. D�UX�ÑD�Lã�NH�D� (OS), 
D�UX�~�Lã�NH�D�,�D�UX�~�H�Hã�NH�D�. 
  PIE *K � RUÑR�¨H�R� 
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The verb is attested from OS texts onwards and inflects according to the §DWUDH�
class. This class consists of denominative verbs derived from *R-stem nouns, 
which means that in this case, DUXÑDH� is derived from a noun *DUXÑD�. Oettinger 
(1979a: 345171 and 365) states that DUXÑDH� must be derived from a noun *DUÑ � 
which is identical to Gr. � ‘prayer’ . This reconstruction cannot be correct, 
however, as denominative verbs from nouns in �HK � � should inflect according to 
the W ¨H�D�class (cf. Oettinger 1979a: 393f.). Moreover, Gr. �UHIOHFWV�K � �H�U�
ÑHK � �,�which should have given Hitt. **§DUXÑD�.  
 Nevertheless, the connection does not have to be given up. If the noun *DUXÑD� 
was an *R-stem (as is indicated by the fact that the verb inflects according to the 
§DWUDH�class), it is quite possible that it reflects *+RUÑR�,� since R-stem words 
often have R-grade in the root. If we then take into account that in front of *R all 
three laryngeals were neutralized into *K �  (cf. Kortlandt 2004; Kloekhorst fthc.c), 
we are able to reconstruct *K � RUÑR�,�an ablaut-variant of *K � �H�UÑHK � � as seen in 
Gr. �� 
 
�Dã (gen.sg.-ending) 
  PIE *-RV, *-V 
  
The usual ending of gen.sg. is �Dã or, when accentuated, � ã (compare Q SLãDã vs. 
WDNQ ã). This ending is found in consonant-stems as well as diphthong-, D�,�L� and 
X�stems. It clearly reflects PIE *-RV, which was the normal gen.sg.-ending in R-
stem nouns and in hysterodynamically inflected consonant-stems. In Hittite, only 
traces are left of the proterodynamic gen.sg.-ending *-V, namely in the verbal 
noun suffix �ÑDU, gen.sg. �ÑDã < *-ÑU � *-ÑHQ�V and in an occasional X�stem form 
like m1X�XQ�QX�Xã (KBo 3.34 i 16), the gen.sg. of the PN 1XQQX� (cf. Friedrich 
1960: 27 and Kimball 1999: 221 who gives more examples of gen.sg. in �Xã; 
against this Melchert 1984a: 53, who rather sees these cases as syncope of �ÑD� to 
�X� in final syllables).  
 
�Dã (dat.-loc.pl.-ending) 
  
Although this ending is almost always spelled �Dã, we find a few forms with plene 
spelling, namely SD�WD�D�Dã (OS) ‘feet’  and XG�GD�QD�D�Dã (MH/MS) ‘words’ , 
which clearly shows that at least originally there was a difference between 
unaccentuated �Dã and accentuated � ã. From the OH period onwards, �Dã can also 
be used for the gen.pl., and in the NH period it is on its way to becoming the 
default plural marker, taking over the function of acc.pl.c. and nom.pl.c. as well.  
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 Etymologically, the ending cannot be interpreted easily. Within the Anatolian 
languages, the Lycian dat.-loc.pl.-ending �H seems to be cognate and would point 
to PAnat. *-RV. Note that the Luwian dat.-loc.pl.-endings, CLuw. �DQ]D (which 
must be /-ants/ on the basis of L�SD�PD�DQ�]D�Dã WD (KBo 13.260 ii 28)) and 
HLuw. �D�]D = /-ants/, seem to be an inner-Luwian innovation, built on the 
acc.pl.-ending *-�R�PV.  
 In the other IE languages, the reconstruction of the dat.pl.-ending is difficult 
(note that loc.pl. *-VX is quite clear and cannot be cognate with Hitt. �Dã): Skt. 
�EK\DV seems to point to *-E ª LRV, Lat. �EXV can reflect *-E ª RV, OLith. �PXV and 
OCS �P  point to *-PXV, which would also fit Goth. �P. It has been suggested 
that the forms with *-E ª � are due to conflation with the instr.pl.-ending *-E ª L, 
which would mean that *-PXV is more original. If Hitt. �Dã and Lyc. �H indeed 
point to PAnat. *-RV, I do not know how this form would fit into the picture. 
Perhaps we must analyse it as all.sg. *-R + plural *-V?  
 
ãã�« ¬ �(Ib1) ‘to remain, to stay, to be left’ : 3sg.pres.act. D�Dã�]L (OS, often), Dã�]L 

(KBo 4.14 iii 43, 49 (NH)), 3pl.pres.act. D�Dã�ãD�DQ�]L (OH/MS), 3sg.pret.act. D�
Dã�WD, 3pl.pret.act. D�Dã�ãH�HU, D�Dã�ãHU, 3sg.imp.act. D�Dã�GX; 3sg.pres.midd. D�Dã�
WD�DW (KUB 22.70 obv. 18); part. D�Dã�ãD�DQ�W� (often), Dã�ãD�DQ�W� (rare); inf.I D�
Dã�ãX�ÑD�DQ�]L (KUB 22.70 obv. 51); impf. D�Dã�NH�D�. 
  PIE *K � H1V� ?? 
  
See HW2 A: 366f. for attestations. The verb is almost consistently spelled with 
initial plene D� and a geminate �ãã�. It does not show ablaut (the few forms 
without plene D� are to be seen as shorter spellings). It is predominantly found in 
the active, in which it contrasts with ãã� ¤#¥ ¦ � § , ããL¨H�D� £ £ ¤#¥ ¦ � §  ‘to be loved, to be 
good’  which is only found in the middle.  
 The etymological interpretation of this verb is difficult. Especially the fact that 
we find a vowel �D� in a PL-inflected verb is awkward, as PL-verbs in principle 
show *H-grade. Moreover, the geminate �ãã� should be the result of some 
assimilation proces.  
 Older connections with Hã�� �  � Dã� ‘to be’  and Hã� ¤#¥ ¦ � §  ‘to sit’  have been discarded 
(e.g. Puhvel HED 1/2: 189; HW2 A: 369), although it is generally stated that ãã� 
as a root present hardly can be but of IE origin (Puhvel (l.c.): “ Indo-European 
origin of such a root-verb is likely” ; HW2 (l.c.): “ muß als primäres Vb. Ew. 
sein” ).  
 The only other Hitt. PL-verb ending in �Dãã� is NXÑDãã�� �  ‘to kiss’  (q.v.), which I 
reconstruct as *NXHQV�. This could mean that ãã� reflects *K � H1V�. For the strong 
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stem forms this would work fine (*K � p1V�WL > /"aStsi/, spelled D�Dã�]L), but for the 
weak stem forms we have to reckon with analogical change (*K � 1V�pQWL should 
regularly give **/"ntsántsi/, spelled **DQ�]D�DQ�]L), for which we could compare 
3sg. § ãL ‘to give birth’  < *K � RPV�HL besides 3pl. §DããDQ]L << *K � PV�HQWL that 
regularly should have given **§DQ]DQ]L. Unfortunately, I know no words in other 
IE languages that reflect *K � H1V� and show similar semantics.  
 
ãã�  ® ¯ ¬ ° ,� ããLªH�D� ± ±  ® ¯ ¬ °  (IIIh/IIIg) ‘to be loved, to be good’  (Sum. SIG5): 

3sg.pres.midd. D�Dã�ãD�D�UL (KUB 59.50 rev. 4 (NS)), D�Dã�ãL�¨D�DW�WD�UL (KUB 
24.7 iv 37 (NS)), [D�Dã�ãL�]¨D�DW�WD�UL (KUB 24.7 i 15 (NS)), [D�Dã�]ãL�¨D�DW�WD�UL 
(KUB 24.7 i 44 (NS)), 3pl.pres.midd. D�Dã�ãD�DQ�WD�UL (KBo 22.126 obv. 4 (NS)), 
3sg.pret.midd. D�Dã�ãL�¨D�DW�WD�DW (KUB 33.121 ii 9 (NS)), 3sg.imp.midd. D�Dã�ãL�
¨D�DW�WD�UX (KBo 35.254 obv.? 5, 7 (fr.) (NS)), 3pl.imp.act. D�Dã�ãL�¨D�DQ�GX (KUB 
41.19 i 6 (MH/NS)); part. D�Dã�ãL�¨D�DQ�W� (often), Dã�ãL�¨D�DQ�W� (rare); verb.noun. 
D�Dã�ãL�¨D�X�ÑD�DU ‘favour, love’ , instr. D�Dã�ãL�¨D�X�QL�LW, D�Dã�ãL�¨D�X�ÑD�DQ�QL�LW; 
impf. D�Dã�ãL�Lã�NH�D�. 
 Derivatives: ããLªDQX�« ¬  (Ib2) ‘to make beloved(?)’  (impf. D�Dã�ãL�¨D�QX�Xã�NH�D� 
(KBo 13.55 rev. 4, KUB 31.42 ii 23)), ããLªDWDU� �� ããLªDQQ� (n.) ‘love’  (nom.-
acc.sg. D�Dã�ãL�¨D�WDU, gen.sg. D�Dã�ãL�¨D�DQ�QD�Dã, D�ãL�¨D�QD�Dã (KUB 24.7 iv 19), 
dat.-loc.sg. D�Dã�ãL�¨D�DQ�QL, instr. [D�Dã�ã]L�¨D�DQ�QL�LW (KUB 33.64+KBo 21.60, 
8)), ããLªDXÓDQW� (c.) ‘lover’  (nom.sg. D�Dã�ãL�¨D�X�ÑD�DQ�]D�Dã P D�Dã (RS 
25.421 rev. 62)), see also ããX�. 
 Anat. cognates: HLuw. 

��� ²��P�[� i]D� ‘to love’  (3sg.pres.act. i�]D�WL (KARATEPE 
2 §2), 3sg.pret.act. LITUUSi�]D�WD (often), part. LITUUSi]DPD�L� (often)), ��� ²��P�[��� ³d´G�P���d� i]DWLZDGD�,�PN (lit. ‘beloved by the Sun(god)’ ), 721,7586�KXQD���� ²��P�[� i]D�,�PN (lit. ‘beloved by the Storm-god’ ) 

� '(86�QD� ³d´G�P���[� i]DPD�L�,�PN 
(lit. ‘beloved by the gods’ ). 
  
The verb is attested with middle forms only, which makes it distinguishable from 
ãã�� �  ‘to remain, to be left’  that is predominantly found with active forms. In ‘to 

be loved’ , we find a bare stem ãã� twice only, whereas the rest of the forms and 
all derivatives show a stem ããL¨H�D�.  
 Within Hittite, it is quite clear that ãã�L¨H�D�� must in some way be cognate with 
ããX� � ããDÑ� ‘good, dear, favourable’ , but the exact connection is unclear. 

According to Weitenberg (1984: 96, following Laroche DSXG Bader 1969: 93), it 
is not possible that ãã�L¨H�D�� is a derivative from ããX�,�partly because the verbal 
stem ‘to love’  is common Anatolian (HLuw. i]D� ‘to love’ ). This does not seem a 
valid argumentation to me, however: despite the fact that Luwian does not 
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possess a direct cognate of Hitt. ããX�,� this adjective must have existed in 
PAnatolian (the X�stem seems PIE), and it is therefore perfectly possible that we 
find verbal derivations of it in Hittite (with the suffix *-¨H�R�) as well as in 
HLuwian (with the suffix *-V�H�R�,� cf. Rieken 1999a: 459). Moreover, a strong 
argument in favour of a denominal derivation is that middles in Hittite reflect 
either H-grade (HãDUL < *K � pK � V�R) or zero grade (WXNN UL < *WXN�y), whereas ãã� 
hardly can be explained without assuming an R-grade. In my view, this R-grade 
can only be explained from a nominal origin. I therefore assume that ãã�L¨H�D�� is 
derived from the nominal stem ããX� � ããDÑ�,� for the etymology of which see 
there.  
 
�DããD� (genitival adjective-suffix) 
  PIE *-RVLR� 
  
Although the use of a genitival adjective-suffix is especially known from the 
Luwian languages (CLuw. �DããD�L�,�which even has fully supplanted the genitive 
case, HLuw. �DVD�L� and Lyc. �DKH�L�), this suffix is found in Hittite as well, 
namely in §DQ] ããD� ‘offspring’  < *K � PVyVLR�,� LXJDããD� ‘yearling’ , derived from 
the noun LXJD� ‘yearling’  (q.v.), which because of its OS attestation cannot be 
regarded as a Luwianism, and in SHGDããD§§� �  ‘to implace’ , derived from SHGDããD�,�
itself a derivative from SHGD� ‘place’ , which because of the �H� cannot be regarded 
as a Luwianism. On the basis of the fact that the �D� as found in Lyc. �DKH�L� in 
principle cannot reflect *R or *H, Melchert (1994a: 77) reconstructs this suffix as 
*-HK � VR�. On the basis of this reconstruction, he assumes that *-HK � VR� > Hitt. 
�DããD� shows that *9K � V9 > Hitt. 9ãã9. This is incorrect, however, as we can see 
from Hitt. SD§ãDUL ‘protects’  < *SHK � V�R, Hitt. SD§ãL ‘protects’  < *SRK � V�HL and 
especially from SDOD§ãD� /plaHsa-/ ‘a garment’  < *SOHK � VR� (note that this last 
example cannot be explained as showing a secondary retention of �§�). In my 
view, we should rather assume that Lyc. �DKH�L� has received its �D� in analogy to 
the many D�stem nouns that reflect *-HK � �.  
 We should rather follow Georgiev (1967: 164; 1972: 90) in assuming that the 
genitival adjective suffixes Hitt. �DããD�,�Luw. �DããD�L� and Lyc. �DKH�L� are derived 
from a pre-form *-RV¨R� (with Lyc. �DKH�L� then from virtual *-HK � �V¨R�), in which 
the intervocalic cluster *-V¨� yielded �ãã�,� just as in Hitt. ÑDããH�D�� �  ‘to clothe’  < 
*XV�¨H�R� (see at ÑHãã� £ £ ¤ ; ÑDããH�D�� �  for a detailed treatment of this form and the 
development *9V¨9 > Hitt. 9ãã9). Etymologically, this *-RV¨R� may be compared 
with the gen.-endings Skt. �DV\D, Hom. -  < *-RVLR, and, mutatis mutandis, with 
the Lat. suffix � ULXV < *-HK � �V¨R�.  
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DããDQX�« ¬ : see DãQX�� �   
 
Dã ã� ¬ ���DãH�Lã��(IIa3) ‘to seat, to make sit; to settle; to install’ : 1sg.pres.act. D�ãD�
Dã�§p (KBo 3.28 ii 24 (OH/NS)), D�ãD�Dã�§L, 2sg.pres.act. D�ãD�Dã�WL, 3sg.pres.act. 
D�ãD�D�ãL (OS, often), D�ãD�ãL (NS, often), D�ãD�ãH (KBo 8.121, 6 (OH/NS)), 
3pl.pres.act. D�ãH�ãD�DQ�]L (OH/NS, often), D�ãH�H�ãD�DQ�]L (NS, 2x), D�ãL�ãD�DQ�]L 
(NS, 2x), 1sg.pret.act. D�ãD�Dã�§X�XQ, Dã�ãD�Dã�§X�XQ (KUB 23.55 iv 7), 
3sg.pret.act. D�ãD�Dã�WD, D�ãD�D[-Dã�WD] (KUB 14.13 i 38), D�ãH�Hã�WD (KBo 3.4 ii 
20 (NH)), 3pl.pret.act. D�ãH�ãH�HU (often, OH+), D�ãH�ãHU, D�ãH�H�ãH�HU (KBo 3.63 i 
11 (OH/NS)), D�ãD�ãH�HU (KBo 19.52, 4 (NS)), D�ãD�ãHU (KUB 23.94, 11 (NS)), H�
ãH�ãHU (KUB 41.1 iv 9 (OH/NS)), 2pl.imp.act. D�ãH�Hã�WH�H[Q] (KUB 1.16 ii 38 
(OH/NS)), D�ãH�Hã�Wp[Q] (KBo 22.6 iv 3 (OH/NS)); 2sg.imp.med. D�ãH�Hã�§X�XW 
(KBo 22.6 iv 24 (OH/NS)), D�ãH�Lã�§X�XW (KBo 12. 1 iv 6 (OH/NS)); part. D�ãH�
ãD�DQ�W� (MH/MS), D�ãH�H�ãD�DQ�W�; verb.noun. D�ãH�ãX�X�ÑD�DU (HT 42 rev. 7, 
11); inf.I D�ãH�ãX�ÑD�DQ�]L; impf. D�ãD�Dã�NH�D� (OS), D�ãH�Hã�NH�D�. 
 Derivatives: DãHããDU���DãHãQ� (n.) ‘settlement; assembly’  (nom.-acc.sg. D�ãH�Hã�
ãDU, gen.sg. D�ãH�Hã�QD�Dã, D�ãH�Hã�ãD�QD�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. D�ãH�Hã�QL (OS), abl. D�ãH�
Hã�QD�]D, D�ãH�Hã�ãD�DQ�QD�D]), DãH�LãDQX�« ¬  (Ib2) ‘to seat; to settle’  (1sg.pres.act. 
D�ãL�ãD�QX�PL, 3sg.pres.act. D�ãH�ãD�QX�]L, 3pl.pres.act. D�ãH�ãD�QX��ÑD��DQ�]L, D�ãL�
ãD�QX�DQ�]L, 1sg.pret.act. D�ãH�ãD�QX�QX�XQ, 3sg.pret.act. D�ãH�ãD�QX�XW, D�ãL�ãD�QX�
XW; inf.I D�ãH�ãD�QX�PD�DQ�]L; impf. D�ãH�ãD�QX�Xã�NH�D�,�D�ãL�ãD�QX�Xã�NH�D�). 
  PIE *K � V�K � yV�HL, *K � V�K � V�pQWL 
  
See HW2 A: 385f. for attestations. The verb clearly shows an ablaut between 
Dã ã� in the strong stem and DãH�Lã� in the weak stem and is therefore one of the 
few verbs that belongs to class IIa3, i.e. §L-verbs with an ablaut �} (also §DPDQN� �  
� §DPH�LQN�,� JDU S� �  � JDUH�LS� and ãDUDS� �  � ãDULS�). These verbs are generally 
explained as reflecting *R�H�ablaut, but I think that this is improbable. As I have 
explained in § 2.2.2.2.f, the spelling of the weak stem with both H and L in my 
view indicate that this vowel is in fact was the phoneme /}/, which in these verbs 
emerged in the zero grade formations.  
 In this case, Dã ã� �  � DãH�Lã� clearly must be cognate with Hã� ¤#¥ ¦ � §  ‘to sit (down)’  
(q.v.) and shows a full-reduplication. If Dã ã� �  � DãH�Lã� is derived from the middle 
stem ã�,�which probably goes back to *K � HK � V�,� then it is possible that Dã ã� �  � 
DãH�Lã� goes back to *K � K � V�K � yK � V�HL, *K � K � V�K � K � V�pQWL. If, however, Dã ã� �  � 
DãH�Lã� is derived from the active stem, which possibly reflects *K � HV����*K � V�,�then 
we can reconstruct *K � V�K � yV�HL, K � V�K � V�pQWL. Either way, we have to assume for 
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both formations that in the zero grade stem *�K � �K � V�K � �K � V� the vowel /}/ emerged 
to solve the heavy cluster, yielding /"s}s-/.  
 The fact that the initial *K � � yields Hitt. /"-/ (spelled D�), indicates that this verb 
was formed after the loss of initial prevocalic *K � . If it were formed before that 
period, I do not understand how this verb could have analogically retained its 
laryngeal, because there was no model within the paradigm to restore it. See at Hã�¤#¥ ¦ � §

 for further etymology.  
 The causative is spelled D�ãH�ãD�QX� and D�ãL�ãD�QX�,�with an enigmatic extra �D� 
between the stem DãH�Lã� and the suffix �QX�. I can think of no other explanation 
than that this spelling is used to explicitly express the lenis character of �ã�: 
/"s}snu-/ and not **/"s}Snu-/.  
 
Dã ÓDU� �� DãDXQ� (n.) ‘sheepfold, pen’  (Sum. MA.AZ.ZA, Akk. 0$�$=�=8�8): 
nom.-acc.sg. D�ãD�D�X�DU (KUB 3.94 ii 15 (NS)), D�ãD�D�X�Ñ[D�DU] (KUB 30.13 
obv. 17 (MH/NS)), dat.-loc.sg. D�ãD�~�QL (OS), D�ãD�X�QL (KUB 13.5 ii 22 
(OH/NS)), D�ãD�X�QD�L (Bo 6002 obv. 7 (undat.)), abl. D�ãD�~�QD�D] (KUB 30.10 
obv. 15 (OH/MS)), D�ãD�X�QD�D] (KUB 13.4 iv 59 (OH/NS), KUB 24.3 ii 12 
(MH/NS)), nom.-acc.pl. D�ãD�X�ÑD (KBo 17.92 obv. 6 (MS)), D�ãD�X�ÑD�DU (KBo 
10.2 i 7 (OH/NS)). 
  
See Puhvel HED 1/2: 296f. and HW2 A: 393f. for attestations and semantics. The 
word denotes a sheepfold and is attested from OH texts onwards. This noun 
belongs to the small class of nouns in � ÑDU � �DXQ�,� to which also §DUã ÑDU � 
§DUãDXQ� ‘tilled land’ , NDU ÑDU � NDUDXQ� ‘horns, antlers’ , SDUWDÑDU � SDUWDXQ� 
‘wing’  and ãDU ÑDU � ãDUDXQ� ‘storm-clouds’  belong. Although e.g. §DUã ÑDU 
‘tilled land’  clearly seems to belong with § Uã� �  ‘to till (the soil)’ , the exact 
interpretation of the suffix � ÑDU is unclear. In isolated forms like Lã§ ÑDU ‘yoke-
plough-set (?)’  and PXJ ÑDU ‘materials for an invocation ritual’ , the origin is 
more clear (verbal nouns from Lã§DL� �  � Lã§L� (so Lã§ ÑDU < *Lã§D¨�ÑDU) and PXJDH�
�
�
 (so PXJ ÑDU from *PXJD¨D�ÑDU)), but that does not solve the problem of the 

other nouns. As I have argued under the lemma NDU ÑDU � NDUDXQ�,�we may have 
to compare � ÑDU � �DXQ� to � WDU � � QQ� < *-y�WU � �y�WQ� and assume that we are 
dealing with *-y�Ñ� � �y�XQ�. Puhvel (l.c.) assumes an etymological connection 
with Hã�� �  � Dã� ‘to sit’ , which would point to a reconstruction *K � V�y�Ñ�.  
 
DãL� �� XQL� �� LQL (demonstr. pron.) ‘that (one)’ : nom.sg.c. D�ãL (OH/MS), D�ãL�Lã 
(NH), X�QL�Lã (NH), H�QL�Lã (NH), acc.sg.c. X�QL (OH/MS), D�ãL (OH+), X�QL�LQ 
(NH), nom.-acc.sg. L�QL (OH/MS), H�QL (OH/MS), L�H�QL (KUB 1.16+ iii 40 
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(OH/NS)), gen.sg. H�HO (KUB 49.70 rev. 20 (NH)), X�QL�¨D�Dã (NH), dat.sg. H�GL 
(OS), H�GD�QL (MH/MS), abl. H�GL�L] (MH/MS), H�WH�H] (NH), H�GD�]D (NH), 
nom.pl.c. H (OS), X�QL�Xã (NH), H�QL�Xã (NH), acc.pl.c. X�QL�Xã (NH), dat.-loc.pl. 
H�GD�Dã (NH). 
 Derivatives: LQLããDQ (adv.) ‘thus, as stated’  (L�QL�Lã�ãD�DQ (MH/MS), H�QL�Lã�ãD�
DQ (NH), H�QL�Hã�ãD�DQ (NH)). 
  
See Goedegebuure (2003: 106ff.) for a detailed treatment of this pronoun. She 
argues that DãL refers to things associated with a 3rd person (‘that (in the presence 
of him)’ ), whereas N � is associated with the 1st person (‘this (here)’ ) and DS � 
with the 2nd person (‘that (near you)’ ).  
 The oldest forms of this pronoun are DãL, XQL, LQL and HGL. These probably go 
back to *K � yV + -L, *K � yP + -L and *L + �P + �L (compare N ã, N Q, N  < *�yV, *�yP, 
*�t). It seems as if dat.-loc.sg. HGL shows a stem *K � H�. Note that the form XQL and 
its derivatives (XQL¨Dã e.a.) are consistently spelled with initial X� and never with 
~�. This points to /"óni/, < */"ón/ + /-i/, in which /"ón/ is the regular outcome of 
*K � yP, just as NX�X�XQ /kón/ goes back to *�yP (see at N � � N � � NL�).  
 According to Goedegebuure, the nom.pl. pronoun H does not belong to this 
paradigm but formally it could show the same formation, viz. *K � RL (+ �L). In MH 
times the form LQL is changed to HQL, which I regard as an example of the MH 
lowering of OH /i/ to NH /e/ before �Q�, cf. § 1.4.8.1.d. In MH and NH times we 
encounter forms that are remodelled on the basis of the stems DãL�,�XQL� and HQL�,�
yielding forms like nom.sg. DãLã and gen.sg. XQL¨Dã.  
 It is quite likely that this pronoun belongs with the pronoun *K � H�,� *L� as 
reflected in e.g. Skt. D\iP (m.), LGiP (n.), L\iP (f.), Lat. LV (m.), LG (n.), HD (f.) 
and Goth. LV (m.), LWD (n.). Note, however, that in the other IE languages no stem 
*K � R� can be found (e.g. Beekes 1995: 205 reconstructs nom.sg.m. *K � H, acc.sg.m. 
*LP, nom.-acc.sg.n. *LG, nom.sg.f. *LK � , acc.sg.f. *LK � P, obl. *K � H�). Perhaps the 
stem *K � R� was created within Anatolian in analogy to the pronouns N � � N � � NL 
and DS � � DS �. So the virtual pre-forms nom.sg.c. *K � RV, acc.sg.c. *K � RP, nom.-
acc.sg.n. *K � L, obl. *K � H� show an adaptation of the PIE system nom.sg.c. *K � H, 
acc.sg.c. *K � LP, nom.-acc.sg.n. *K � L, obl. *K � H� under influence of the pronouns 
that inflect nom.sg.c. *-RV, acc.sg.c. *-RP, nom.-acc.sg.n. *-RG. Note that nom.-
acc.sg.n. *K � L (and not **K � LG!) spread to the paradigm of N � � N � � NL�.  
 The adverb LQLããDQ corresponds to NLããDQ (once also NLQLããDQ!) and the rare 
DSLQLããDQ.  
 
ããLªH�D� ± ±  ® ¯ ¬ ° : see ãã� ¤#¥ ¦ � § , ããL¨H�D� £ £ ¤#¥ ¦ � §   
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 µ ¶�·P¸
DãLÓDQW�� (adj.; c.) ‘poor (man)’  (Sum. LÚMÁŠDA): nom.sg.c. D�ãL�ÑD�DQ�]D, 

acc.sg.c. D�ãL�ÑD�DQ�WD�DQ, D�ãL�ÑD�DQ�GD�DQ, nom.-acc.sg.n. D�Dã�ãL�ÑD�DQ (KUB 
41.32 rev. 9), gen.sg. D�ãL�ÑD�DQ�GD�Dã, nom.pl.c. D�ãL�ÑD�DQ�WH�Hã. 
 Derivatives: DãLÓDQWDWDU (n.) ‘poverty’  (nom.-acc.sg. D�ã[L�Ñ]D�DQ�WD�WDU (KUB 
21.18 iv 10)), DãLÓDQW ãã�« ¬  (Ib2) ‘to become poor’  (3sg.pres.act. D�ãL�ÑD�DQ�WH�Hã�
]L; impf. D�ãL�ÑD�DQ�WH�Hã�NH�D�). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. ããLÓDQW�L�� (adj.) ‘poor’  (nom.-acc.sg.n. D�Dã�ãL�ÑD�DQ), 
ããLÓDQWDWWDU��� ããLÓDQWDWWQ� (n.) ‘poverty’  (nom.-acc.sg. D�Dã�ãL�ÑD�DQ�WD�DW�WDU, 

gen.adj.nom.sg.c. D�Dã�ãL�ÑD�DQ�WD�DW�WD�QD�D�ãL�Lã, D�Dã�ãL�~�ÑD�DQ�WD�DW�WD�QD�
Dã�ãL�Lã, acc.sg.c. D�Dã�ãL�ÑD�DQ�WD�DW�WD�QD�Dã�ãL�LQ, D�Dã�ãL�~�ÑD�DQ�WD�DW�WD�QD�
Dã�ãL�LQ). 
  
This noun and its derivatives are in Hittite consistently spelled D�ãL�ÑD�DQ�,�except 
for nom.-acc.sg.n. D�Dã�ãL�ÑD�DQ (KUB 41.32 rev. 9), which therefore is 
interpreted by Melchert (1993b: 36) as a CLuwian form. See Starke (1990: 448f.) 
for an extensive treatment of the CLuwian word ããLXÑDQWDWWDU ‘poverty’ .  
 The old etymology of DãLÑDQW� (going back to Jucqois 1964: 87-9), interpreting 
it as *Ê�G¨HX�RQW� ‘having no god’  > ‘poor’  is based on the semantic parallel OCS 
QH�ERJ  ‘poor’ . In this latter word, however, the element ERJ  does not refer to 
‘god’  but to ‘wealth’  as in ERJDW  ‘rich’ . The semantic parallel therefore is weak. 
Formally the etymology has become improbable too, as we now cannot separate 
Hitt. DãLÑDQW� from CLuw. ããLÑDQW�,�which word cannot reflect *Ê�G¨HX� because 
of the fact that CLuwian does not show assibilation of dentals in front of *L. In 
which way the words are connected remains unclear, however. A discrepancy 
between single �ã� in Hitt. and geminate �ãã� in CLuw. could be explained through 
ýRS’ s Law, but this implies a reconstruction *pVL�,�which does not account for 
Hitt. D�.  
 
ãND�� (gender unclear) ‘gate(way)’  (Sum. KÁ(.GAL)): acc.sg. D�Dã�NiQ (KUB 

44.57, 12, KBo 24.56 ii 8), D�Dã�ND�Q D NiQ (KUB 15.24 i 6), dat.-loc.sg. D�Dã�
NL (OS, often), Dã�NL, Dã�NL�L (KUB 33.4 rev. 16), all.sg. D�Dã�ND (OS), Dã�ND (KUB 
33.61 i 3), D�Dã�JD, abl. D�Dã�ND�D] (OS, often), D�Dã�ND�]D, D�Dã�JD�D], D�Dã�JD�
]D, D�Dã�ND ¹ �]D, dat.-loc.pl. D�Dã�ND�Dã (KUB 33.121 iii 13), D�Dã�JD�Dã (KUB 
30.27 rev. 8, 15). 
  PIE *K � RV�NR� ?? 
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The word is abundantly attested from OS texts onwards. The gender cannot be 
determined as all relevant forms (nom.sg., nom.pl. and acc.pl.) are unattested.  
 According to Puhvel (HED 1/2: 215), ãND� probably is a native Anatolian term, 
like so many other terms used for (parts of) buildings. Formally, however, ãND� 
does not show any clear signs of foreign origin, but a good IE etymology fails 
nonetheless. Oettinger (p.c.), however, suggests to me that if we assume that 
initial *K �  drops before *R (as I have argued in Kloekhorst fthc.c), that ãND� may 
be connected with the verb §Dã�,�§Hã� ‘to open’ , if the latter indeed reflects a root 
*K � HV�. In that case, we would have to reconstruct *K � RV�NR�.  
 
ãPD�(interject.) ‘lo, behold’ : D�Dã�PD (OH/MS). 

  PIE *K � yV + 
  
This word is consistently spelled D�Dã�PD. It cannot be treated without taking 
N ãPD ‘lo, behold’  into account. The latter has a variant N ãD, which in my view 
proves that it consists of N ã +  �P�D ‘but’ . Just as N ã�P�D belongs with N � 
‘this’ , ãPD must belong with D� ‘that’  (see DãL � XQL � LQL), and go back to *K � yV + 
 �P�D.  
 
DãQX�« ¬  (Ib2) ‘to take care of; to be done with; to deliver’ : 1sg.pres.act. Dã�QX�PL, 
Dã�ãD�QX�PL, 2sg.pres.act. Dã�QX�ãL, Dã�ãD�QX�ãL, 3sg.pres.act. Dã�QX�]L, Dã�QX�X]�]L, 
Dã�ãD�QX�]L, Dã�ãD�QX�X]�]L, 1pl.pres.act. Dã�QX�PH�QL, [Dã�ã]D�QX�XP�PH�QL, 
2pl.pres.act. Dã�QX�XW�WH�QL, Dã�ãD�QX�XW�WH�QL, 3pl.pres.act. Dã�QX�DQ�]L, Dã�QX�ÑD�
DQ�]L, Dã�ãD�QX�DQ�]L, Dã�ãD�QX�ÑD�DQ�]L, 1sg.pret.act. Dã�ãD�QX�QX�XQ, 
3sg.pret.act. Dã�QX�XW, Dã�ãD�QX�XW, 1pl.pret.act. Dã�ãD�QX�XP�PH�HQ, 3pl.pret.act. 
Dã�ãD�QX�H�HU, Dã�ãD�QX�HU, 1sg.imp.act. Dã�QX�XO�OX, D�Dã�ãD�[QX�]XO�OX, 
2sg.imp.act. Dã�QX�XW, Dã�ãD�QX�XW, 3sg.imp.act. Dã�ãD�QX�XG�GX, 2pl.imp.act. Dã�
ãD�QX�XW�WH�HQ; 3sg.pres.midd Dã�QX�XW�WD, Dã�QX�XW�WD�UL, Dã�ãD�QX�XW�WD, Dã�ãD�QX�
XW�WD�UL, Dã�ãD�QX�XG�GD�UL, D�Dã�ãD�QX�XG�GD�D�UL, 3pl.pres.midd. Dã�QX�ÑD�DQ�WD�
UL, 3sg.pret.midd. Dã�QX�XW�WD�DW, Dã�QX�XW�WD�WL, 3sg.imp.midd. Dã�ãD�QX�XW�WD�UX; 
part. Dã�QX�ÑD�DQ�W�,� Dã�ãD�QX�ÑD�DQ�W�; verb.noun Dã�QX�PDU, Dã�ãD�QX�PDU, Dã�
QX�ÑD�ÑD�DU, Dã�ãD�QX�ÑD�ÑD�DU; impf. Dã�QX�Xã�NH�D�,�Dã�ãD�QX�Xã�NH�D�. 
  PIE *K � V�QHX� 
  
See HW2 A: 372f. for attestations. The bulk of the attestations of DãQX�� �  are 
spelled Dã�QX� or Dã�ãD�QX�. Only sporadically we find forms with initial plene D� 
(e.g. once D�Dã�ãD�QX�ÑD�DQ�]L (KUB 32.103 ii 15) besides 70x Dã�QX�DQ�]L, 20x 
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Dã�QX�ÑD�DQ�]L, 7x Dã�ãD�QX�DQ�]L, 20x Dã�ãD�QX�ÑD�DQ�]L and 1x Dã�ãD�QX�X�ÑD�
DQ�]L (cf. HW2 A: 373)).  
 The verb has quite a wide range of semantic usages. Most attestations seem to 
mean ‘to take care of (persons, gods)’ . In the hippological texts DãQX�� �  can have 
‘horses’  as object and then probably means ‘to massage’  (‘*to take care of 
(horses)’ ). When DãQX� is used with an infinitive, it means ‘to be done with’ , 
which could have developed out of ‘to have taken care of’ . In rituals, it often has 
an object ‘cup(s)’  or ‘food’  and seems to mean ‘to deliver’ , e.g.  

 
KBo 2.4 i  
(19) QX GIM�DQ SISKUR St�¨D�DQ�]L GAL

�
I.A NiQ  

(20) Dã�ãD�QX�ÑD�DQ�]L  
 
‘When they give an offering, they deliver the cups’ ;  
 
VSNF 12.29 i  
  (8) GAL DUMUMEŠ É.GAL ]D H�ãD WD §DO�]L�¨[D]  
  (9) GAL

�
[I.A]-Xã? Dã�ãD�QX�ÑD�DQ�]L  

   
(10) §D�DQ�W[H]-H]�]L SDO�ãL GUB�Dã dU St�§D�ãD�ãL�L[Q]  
(11) H�NX�]L  
 
‘The head of the palace servants sits down and screams. They deliver the cups. 

First he drinks to the S. Storm-god standing’ .  
 

I think that it is possible that this meaning has developed out of an original ‘to 
take care of / to have taken care of’  as well. All in all, it is likely that the original 
meaning of DãQX�� �  is ‘to take care of, to have taken care of’ . A similar 
interpretation can be found in HW2 A: 372, where we find the translation 
“ (Lebewesen) versorgen; (Dinge/Sachen) besorgen” . Puhvel (HED 1/2: 192), 
cites the verb as “ DV�VD�QX�,� DVVL\DQX�” , however, and translates “ favour, keep 
happy, propitiate (deities or superiors), set aright (afflected parties), treat gently, 
massage (racehorses); make good, carry out (well), bring off (cf. ‘he made good 
his escape’ ), dispose (properly), get done, be done with” . These meanings seem to 
be especially based on the fact that Puhvel assumes an etymological connection 
with ãã� ¤#¥ ¦ � § , ããL¨H�D� £ £ ¤#¥ ¦ � §  ‘to be loved’  and ããX� � ããDÑ� ‘good’ . Not only is this 
connection unlikely on semantical grounds (the basic meaning of DãQX� is ‘to take 
care of’  and not ‘to make happy or beloved’ ), formally the connection does not 
work either (DãQX� is hardly ever spelled with initial plene D�,�whereas ãã�,� ããX� 
and their derivatives always are). The two forms of the verb ããL¨DQX� that Puhvel 
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stealthily equates with DãQX� do not belong here but indeed are derived from ãã�¤#¥ ¦ � §
, ããL¨H�D� £ £ ¤#¥ ¦ � § , for which see there.  

 There is no concensus regarding the etymological interpretation of this verb. An 
interpretation as a causative of ã� ‘to sit (down)’  has been suggested (Götze 
1928: 102ff.), but does not make sense semantically. A connection to ããX� 
‘good’  (so Puhvel HED 1/2: 205, who compares WHSQX� ‘to diminish’  from W SX� 
‘small’ ) is difficult formally (consistent plene writing of D�Dã�ãX vs. the almost 
consistent absence of plene in Dã��ãD��QX�). HW2 A: 383 therefore states 
“ Dã�ãD�QX� gehört seiner Bed. nach weder zu Hã� “ sitzen, sich setzen”  noch zu 
DããX� “ gut” . [...] Etymol. steht aus” .  
 If we look at DãQX� objectively, it hardly cannot be but a causative of a verb 
Dã�ãD��. As causatives in principle are derived of the weak stem, not only the verb 
ã� ¤#¥ ¦ � §  ‘to sit down’  (with active forms Hã�� �  � Dã�), but also the verb Hã�� �  � Dã� ‘to 

be’  is, on formal grounds, a possible candidate for being the source of DãQX�,�
especially if we compare the causative ãDãQX�� �  of ãHã�� �  � ãDã� ‘to sleep’  (also 
spelled ãDããDQX�). This connection would work semantically as well: ‘to make be’  
is semantically equal to ‘to take care of’  and ‘to have taken care of’ . I therefore 
assume that DãQX� is the causative of ã�� �  � Dã� ‘to be’  and that it reflects *K � V�
QHX�. See at Hã�� �  � Dã� for further etymology. The numerous spellings with Dã�ãD�
QX� show that this verb phonologically is to be interpreted as /"Snu-/.  
 
 �D�ãWD�(encl. locatival sentence particle): & DãWD (W D�Dã�WD (OS), SD�UD P D�
Dã�WD (OS), §D�D�UD�QD�DQ Dã�WD (OS), Q D�Dã�WD (OS), PD�D�Q D�Dã�WD (OS), ND�
OX�OX�St�L ã�PL�W D�Dã�WD (OS)), �H�L ãWD (W H�H ã�WD (OS), QX�X ã�ãH�H ã�WD 
(OS), QX�X ã�ãL�L ã�WD (MH/MS), Q H�H ã�WD (KBo 21.90 obv. 21 (OH/MS))). 
  
This particle occurs in OH, MH and NH texts, but its use decreases through the 
time. In my corpus of OS texts (consisting of 23.000 words),  �D�ãWD occurs 74 
times (= 3.2 promille), in my corpus of MH/MS texts (consisting of 18.000 
words), it occurs 50+ times (2.8 promille), whereas in my NH corpus (consisting 
of 95.000 words), it occurs 19 times only (0.2 promille). It is clear that after the 
MH period, the use of this particle falls into disfavour.  
 In the OS and MH/MS texts, we see that the particle behaves just like  �D�SD 
and  �D�Q, i.e. it shows the form  DãWD when following a consonant or a word 
ending in X or D (which are dropped in favour of the D of  DãWD): P Q DãWD, 
W DãWD and Q DãWD; but drops its first �D� when following a word ending in H or L: 
W H ãWD, QX ããL ãWD. In NH, the latter rule is lost (e.g. OH�H Dã�WD (Bronzetafel iii 
31 (NH))).  
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 The exact meaning of  �D�ãWD is not fully clear. According to HW2 (A: 426f.) 
the basic meaning is ‘out of’ , contrasting with  �D�Q and DQGD ‘in(to)’ .  
 Since a similar particle is not found in the other Anatolian languages, and since 
there is no locative adverb that matches  �D�ãWD in form and meaning, an 
etymology is lacking.  
 
ããX�� �� ããDÓ��(adj.) ‘good; dear; favourable’  (Sum. SIG5): nom.sg.c. D�Dã�ãX�Xã 

(OS), acc.sg.c. D�Dã�ãX�XQ, nom.acc.sg.n. D�Dã�ãX (OS), gen.sg.c. D�Dã�ãD�X�
�ÑD��Dã, dat.-loc.sg. D�Dã�ãD�X�L, D�Dã�ãD�X�H, abl. D�Dã�ãD�ÑD�D], D�Dã�ãX�ÑD�D], D�
Dã�ãX�X�ÑD�]D, instr. D�Dã�ãD�X�LW, D�Dã�ãD�X�L�LW, D�Dã�ãD�X�H�HW, D�Dã�ãD�~�H�HW, 
nom.pl.c. D�Dã�ãD�X�H�Hã (MH/MS), D�Dã�ãD�D�X�H�Hã, acc.pl.c. D�Dã�ãD�PX�Xã, 
nom.-acc.pl.n. D�Dã�ãD��X��ÑD, dat.-loc.pl. D�Dã�ãD�X�Dã. 
 Derivatives: ããX� (n.) ‘good(ness), good things; goods, possessions’  (nom.-
acc.sg. D�Dã�ãX (OS), dat.-loc.sg. D�Dã�ãX�~�L, D�Dã�ãX�L, D�Dã�ãD�X�L, erg.sg. D�Dã�
ãX�ÑD�DQ�]D, D�Dã�ãD�X�ÑD�]D, D�Dã�ãD�X�ÑD�DQ!�]D (KUB 22.64 iii 7), abl. D�Dã�ãX�
XD�D], D�Dã�ãD�X�XD�D], instr. D�Dã�ãX�LW, D�Dã�ãX�L�LW, D�Dã�ãD�X�LW, D�Dã�ãD�X�L�LW, 
nom.-acc.pl. D�Dã�ãX�X (OS), dat.-loc.pl. D�Dã�ãX�Ñ�Dã), ããXÓDQW� (adj.) ‘good; 
favourable’  (nom.sg.c. D�Dã�ãX�ÑD�DQ�]D, D�Dã�ãX�X�ÑD�DQ�]D, acc.sg.c. D�Dã�ãX�
ÑD�DQ�GD�DQ, dat.-loc.sg. D�Dã�ãX�ÑD�DQ�WL, instr. SIG5�DQ�WH�HW), ããXÓDWDU� ��
ããXÓDQQ� (n.) ‘favourableness, friendly fashion’  (nom.-acc.sg. SIG5�X�WDU, dat.-

loc.sg. D�Dã�ãX�DQ�QL, D�Dã�ãX�ÑD�DQ�QL), DããXO (n.), DããXOD� (c.) ‘favour; greeting; 
well-being’  (Sum. SILIM-XO; nom.-acc.sg.n. Dã�ãX�XO, (MH/MS, often), Dã�ãX�~�XO 
(MH/MS, 2x), D�Dã�ãX�XO (1x), nom.sg.c. Dã�ãX�OD�Dã, acc.sg.c. Dã�ãX�OD�DQ, D�Dã�
ãX�OD�DQ, gen.sg. Dã�ãX�OD�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. Dã�ãX�OL (MH/MS, often), Dã�ãX�~�OL (1x), 
D�Dã�ãX�OL (1x)), ããXODWDU� �� ããXODQQ� (n.) ‘well-being’  (dat.-loc.sg. Dã�ãX�OD�DQ�
QL, D�Dã�ãX�OD�QL), see also ãã� ¤#¥ ¦ � § , ããL¨H�D� £ £ ¤#¥ ¦ � § . 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘good’ , Skt. V~ ‘good’ . 
  PIE *K � RK � V�X� ? 
  
See HW2 A: 492f. for attestations. The adjective is abundantly attested from OS 
texts onwards. It is almost consistently spelled D�Dã�ãX� or D�Dã�ãD�X�. When 
substantivized, it denotes ‘the good > goods’ , which is found from OS texts 
onwards as well. Note that the adjective ããX� shows ablaut ( ããX�,� ããDÑ�) 
whereas the noun ããX� in principle does not show ablaut (like all X� and L�stem 
nouns), although some traces of it are still found, revealing the fact that ããX� in 
origin was a substantivized adjective.  
 An etymological connection with Gr.  ‘good’  and Skt. V~, VX� ‘good’  is 
generally accepted, although opinions regarding the exact reconstruction differ. 
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Important is the question whether the noun is derived from the adjective or the 
other way around. Watkins (1982a: 261) argued that the noun reflects a PIE 
stative X-stem noun *K � yV�X, *K � pV�X, whereas the adjective goes back to a 
derived proterokinetic X�stem adjective *K � pV�X�,� *K � HV�HX�. Melchert (1994c: 
300f.) takes over this view and argues that the noun *K � yV�X yielded Hitt. * ãX, 
whereas the oblique *K � pV�X� yielded Hitt. *DããX� via ‘limited’ � ýRS’ s Law, by 
which an accentuated initial *H yields D with gemination of the following 
consonant. These forms, * ãX and *DããX� get mixed, yielding the form ããX�,�
which stem then was generalized in the adjective as well.  
 Problematic to this account, however, is the fact that in the other IE languages 
no X-stem nouns of this stem are found, whereas X-stem adjectives are. I therefore 
assume that the adjective ããX� is primary, and that the noun ããX� is a mere 
neuter substantivation of it. Moreover, the sound law that Melchert introduces in 
his 1994b-paper (*�p&� > D&&�) to explain the geminate �ãã� of ããX�,�is designed 
for three words only ( ããX�,�DPPXN and DQQL�), and in my view has no merit.  
 The biggest problem of the Hittite word is the geminate �ãã�. It cannot be but the 
product of assimilation of some consonant to *V. If we want to save the 
etymological connection with Skt. V~, VX� and Gr. , which excludes 
reconstructions like *DQV� as e.g. in Puhvel (HED 1/2: 206), the only possibility is 
that �ãã� reflects *-+V�. This would mean that ããX� reflects *+R+V�X�. Because of 
the Gr. -, the laryngeals cannot be *K �  or *K � , so the form must have been 
*K � RK � V��p�X� (note that a preform *K � yK � V�X� would have yielded **/"asu-/, 
spelled as **D�D�ãX�). This means that D�Dã�ãX� represents /"áSu-/ (cf. D�DU�Dã�]L = 
/"árStsi/). All in all, we must reckon with a original paradigm *K � yK � V�X�V, *K � K � V�
pX�V, which after generalization of the full-grade stem was altered to *K � yK � V�X�V, 
*K � RK � V�pX�V. This paradigm regularly should have yielded Hitt. **/"asus/, 
**/"aSgs/, which was levelled out to /"áSu-/, spelled D�Dã�ãX�. The question is, of 
course, what kind of formation this is. On the one hand, one could compare Gr. 

 ‘quick’ , Skt. ~� ‘fast’ , which, if they are to be connected with *K � H�XRV 
‘horse’  and Lat. DFXSHGLXV ‘quick-footed’  < *++��X� (cf. Schrijver 1991: 77), 
must reflect *K � R�K � ��X�,� an R-reduplicated X-stem adjective. In that way, Hitt. 
ããX� would reflect *K � R�K � V�X� besides Gr.  < *K � HV�X� and Skt. V~, VX� < 

*K � VX���. On the other hand, one could wonder to what extent the Gr. epic form 
 ‘good’  is linguistically real. It has generally been dismissed as an epic 

metrically lengthened form, but I do not see why (  is not problematic for the 
hexametre). If  and  are ablaut-variants, it would point to a reconstruction 
*K � HK � V�X� besides *K � K � V�X�. Than we could interpret Hitt. ããX� as the R-grade 
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variant *K � RK � V�X� of which the H-grade is visible in Gr.  and the zero grade in 
Gr.  and Skt. V~.  
 The derivative DããXO� is predominantly spelled without initial plene D� which is 
plausibly explained by Rieken (1999a: 459f.) as due to the fact that this word was 
accentuated on the suffix (as visible in the few spellinsg Dã�ãX�~�XO), leaving the 
initial D� unstressed and therefore short (or are we dealing with a zero-grade 
formation *K � K � V�pXO here?).  
 In my view, it is likely that the verb ãã� ¤#¥ ¦ � § ,� ããL¨H�D� £ £ ¤#¥ ¦ � §  ‘to be loved’  is 
derived from ããX� and not the other way around (pace Puhvel HED 1/2: 205 and 
Weitenberg 1984: 96). If we would assume that the verb is basic, we would have 
a very hard time explaining both the vowel  and the geminate �ãã�.  
 ¶�·

ããXãDQQL (uninfl.) ‘horse-trainer’ : stem D�Dã[-ã]X�Xã�ãD�DQ�QL (KUB 1.13 i 1), 
D�Dã�ãX�Xã�ãD�DQ�Q[L] (KUB 29.44+ iii 46). 
  
The word is used as the title of Kikkuli, the Hurrian horse-trainer: KUB 1.13 i (1) 
80�0$ I.L�LN�NX�OL LÚD�Dã[-ã]X�Xã�ãD�DQ�QL (2) â$ KUR URU0L�LW�WD�DQ�QL ‘Thus 
speaks Kikkuli, the horse-trainer from Mittanni-land’ . Like many horse-training 
terms from the Kikkuli-text, this word, too, is generally regarded to be (at least 
partly) of Indic origin, reflecting Ind. D YD� ‘horse’ .  
 
ããX] UL�� (n.) ‘good-cup’  (Sum. ZA.ÏUM, Akk. %,%58): nom.-acc.sg. D�Dã�ãX�
]p�UL (KUB 27.13 i 13 (NS)), D�Dã�ãX ]p�H�UL (KUB 1.17 i 5 (OH/NS)), instr. D�Dã�
ãX�]p�UL�LW (KBo 20.67 i 18 (OH/MS)), [D�Dã�ãX�]]p�U �LW (KBo 17.75 ii 58 
(OH/MS?)), D�Dã�ãX ][p�U]L[-LW] (IBoT 2.67, 11 (NS)). 
  
See HW2 A: 541 for attestations. The word is written with and without a word 
space between ããX and ] UL�,�so we are clearly dealing with a univerbation of the 
two words, forming ‘good-cup’ . See both at ããX� ‘good’  and at ] UL� ‘cup’  for 
further etymology.  
 
�DW (3sg.pret.midd.-ending): see �D�UL�, �DW�L�  
 
DWWD�� (c.) ‘father’  (Sum. A.A.MU, Akk. $%8): nom.sg. DW�WD�Dã (OS), DG�GD�Dã, 
acc.sg. DW�WD�DQ (MH/MS), DG�GD�DQ, gen.sg. DW�WD�Dã, DG�GD�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. DW�WL, 
nom.pl. DW�WL�H�Hã (KUB 17.29 ii 7), acc.pl. DW�WX�Xã (OS), DG�GX�Xã, gen.pl. DG�GD�
Dã, dat.-loc.pl. DG�GD�Dã. 
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 Derivatives: DWWDOOD� ‘fatherly, paternal’  (nom.-acc.pl. DW�WD�DO�OD (KUB 33.106 
iii 50). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. W WD�L� (c.) ‘father’  (nom.sg. WD�D�WL�Lã, acc.sg. WD�D�WL�LQ, 
dat.-loc.sg. GD�D�WL�L, GD�D�WL, nom.pl. WD�WL�LQ�]L), W WL�ªD�� (adj.) ‘paternal’  
(nom.sg.c. WD�D�WL�L�Lã, WD�WL�L�Lã, nom.-acc.sg.n. WD�WL�L�¨D�DQ, WD�D�WL�¨D�DQ, abl.-
instr. WD�WL�¨D�WL, nom.pl.c. GD�D�WL�L�LQ�]L, nom.-acc.pl.n. WD�D�WL�H�¨D), WDWDOOD�L� 
(adj.) ‘paternal’  (nom.-acc.pl.n. GD�GD�DO�OD); HLuw. WDWL� (c.) ‘father’  (nom.sg. 
Wi�WL�VD, Wi�WL�L�VD, Wi�WL�VD º , acc.sg. Wi�WL�QD, dat.-loc.sg. Wi�WL��L�, Wj�WL�L, nom.pl. Wi�
WL�]L, Wi�WL�L�]L, acc.pl. Wi�WL�]L, dat.-loc.pl. Wi�WL�LD�]D), WDWLªD� (adj.) ‘paternal’  (dat.-
loc.sg.? Wi�WL�LD (KARKAMIŠ A23 §11), nom.-acc.pl.n. Wi�WL�LD (KARKAMIŠ 
A11D §8)), WDWDOD�L� (adj.) ‘fatherly’  (nom.sg.c. Wi�Wj�OL�VD (KARKAMIŠ A11E�F 
§11)); Lyd. WDDGD� (c.) ‘father’  (nom.sg. WDDGD ); Lyc. WHGH�L� (c.) ‘father(?)’  
(nom.sg. WHGL, dat.-loc.sg. WH L). 
  
See HW2 A: 541f. for attestations. It is remarkable that Hittite shows a stem DWWD�,�
whereas the other Anatolian languages show *WRGR�. Both stems clearly are 
onomatopoetic: Hitt. DWWD� can be compared to e.g. Lat. DWWD, Gr. , Goth. DWWD, 
OCS RW F  etc. ‘father’ , whereas *WRGR� is comparable with e.g. ModEng. GDGG\ 
etc.  
 HLuw. WDWL� often is cited as an L-motion stem WDWD�L� (especially on the basis of 
the stem WDWD� in WDWDOD�L� ‘paternal), but dat.-loc.pl. Wi�WL�LD�]D shows that at least 
synchronically the word functions as an L-stem.  
 
� WDU���� QQ� (abstract-suffix). 
  PIE *-yWU � *-yWQ� 
  
The abstract-suffix � WDU � � QQ� can be denominal as well as deverbal. Cf. e.g. 
DQQL¨ WDU ‘mothership’ , DQWX§ã WDU ‘mankind’ , §DQWH]]L¨ WDU ‘first position’  for 
the former category and e.g. DNN WDU ‘death’ , §XN WDU ‘conjuration’ , XÑ WDU 
‘inspection’  etc. for the latter category. If the abstract in � WDU is derived from an 
ablauting noun or verb, this noun or verb shows the weak stem. The suffix is �U�Q�
inflected: it shows nom.-acc.sg. � WDU vs. oblique � QQ� which must reflect *- WQ�. 
It must be noted that despite the fact that both � WDU and � QQ� are often attested 
without plene spelling of �D�,�there are enough cases in which the plene spelling is 
found to suggest that in all cases we should in fact assume that we are dealing 
with � WDU and � QQ�.  
 In CLuwian, we find the abstract-suffix �DWWDU � DW�WD�Q�,� e.g. in NXUãDWWDU � 
NXUãDW�WD�Q� ‘parcel of land < *cutting’  or JXO]DWWDU � JXO]DW�WD�Q� ‘sketch < 
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*carving’ . It is clear that these suffixes must be etymologically connected. 
Nevertheless, it is remarkable that we find a lenis �W� = /d/ in Hittite vs. a fortis �WW� 
= /t/ in CLuwian. In my view, this points to the following scenario. The pre-
PAnatolian form of this suffix, *-yWU � *-yWQ� yielded PAnat. */-ódr/, */-ótn-/ 
(lenition of *-W� in ‘intervocalic’  position, but not as part of a cluster). In 
CLuwian, the nom.-acc.sg.-form */-ódr/ regularly yielded **/-adr/, which was at 
some point altered to */-atr/ in analogy to /-t-/ as found in the oblique stem /-atn-/. 
In Hittite the oblique stem */-ótn-/ assimilated to /-aN-/, however, which means 
that there was no model anymore on the basis of which the nom.-acc.sg.-form 
/-adr/ could be altered. This means that e.g. DSS WDU � DSS QQ� ‘seizing’  reflects 
*K » S�yWU � *K » S�yWQ�. Note that Melchert 1994a: 86 reconstructs this suffix as 
*-pK ¼ WU � *-pK ¼ WQ�,�probably on the basis of the fact that he does not reckon with 
lenition due to *y, as well as on the basis of a presupposed connection with the 
factitive-suffix �D§§� ½  (q.v.). This latter assumption cannot be correct: not only is 
there no semantic connection between the factitives in �D§§� and the abstract 
nouns in � WDU � � QQ�,�the suffix �D§§� is denominal only and would not be able to 
account for the many deverbal formations in � WDU � � QQ�. Moreover, if Lyc. 
WXNHGUL ‘statue’  indeed would show a suffix �HGUL that must be compared to Hitt. 
� WDU (Eichner 1973: 80), it would show beyond doubt that we have to reconstruct 
*-RWU, since *-HK ¼ � would have yielded Lyc. �D�.  
 See at � QQD for the fact that this inf.I-suffix is the original allative within the 
paradigm of � WDU � � QQ�,�and at �DQQD�L� for the verbal derivative of this suffix.  
 
�DWL�(3sg.pret.midd.-ending): see �D�UL�, �DW�L�� 
 
DX� ¬ ���X� (IIa1 ) ‘to see, to look’  (Akk. $0$58): 1sg.pres.act. X�X§�§L (MH/MS), 
2sg.pres.act. D�XW�WL (OS), 3sg.pres.act. D�Xã�]L (OS), 1pl.pres.act. ~�PH�H�QL (OS), 
~�PH�QL (OS), D�~�PD�QL (VBoT 1, 12 (MH/MS)), D�~�PH�Q[L] (KUB 21.38 obv. 
35 (NH)), D�~�XP�PH�QL (KUB 21.27+ ii 4 (NH)), D�~�XP�Pp�H�QL (KUB 33.88, 
16 (MH/NS)), 2pl.pres.act. Xã�W[H�H�]QL (KBo 7.14+KUB 36.100 obv. 23 (OS)), 
Xã�WH�QL (KBo 3.28 ii 9 (OH/NS)), D�Xã�WH�QL (KUB 23.77, 15 (MH/MS)), D�XW�WH�
QL (NH), 3pl.pres.act. ~�ÑD�DQ�]L, 1sg.pret.act. X�X§�§X�XQ (MH/MS), 2sg.pret.act. 
D�Xã[-WD] (KBo 5.3 iii 56 (NH)), 3sg.pret.act. D�Xã�WD (OS), D�~�Xã�WD (KBo 3.60 i 
8 (OH/NS)), 1pl.pret.act. D�~�PH�HQ (OS), D�~�XP�PH�HQ, 3pl.pret.act. D�~�H�HU 
(MH/MS), D�~�HU, 1sg.imp.act. ~�ÑD�DO�OX (KUB 14.8 rev. 42 (NH)), ~�ÑL ¾ �HO�OX�XW 
(KUB 3.110, 15 (NS)), 2sg.imp.act. D�~ (MH/MS), 3sg.imp.act. D�Xã�GX 
(OH/NS), 2pl.imp.act. D�Xã�WpQ (MH/MS), 3pl.imp.act. ~�ÑD�DQ�GX (MH/MS); 
1pl.pres.midd. X�ÑD�X�ÑD�Dã�WD�UL (KBo 16.59 obv. 7 (NS)), 1sg.pret.midd. D�Xã�
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§D�§D�DW (KUB 31.121a ii 20 (NH)), X�ÑD�D§�§D�DW (KUB 24.7 iv 34 (NS), KUB 
17.31 i 18 (NS)), 3sg.pret.midd. D�Xã�WD�DW (KBo 14.40, 9 (NH)), D�Xã�WD�W D�DQ 
(KUB 17.10 ii 35 (OH/MS)), 3pl.pret.midd. ~�ÑD�DQ�WD�D[W] (HT 21 + KUB 8.80, 
10 (NH)), 1sg.imp.midd. X�ÑD�D§�§D�UX (KUB 14.14 rev. 15 (NH)), ~�ÑD�D§�§D�
UX (KUB 14.14 rev. 30 (NH)), 3sg.imp.midd. X�ÑD�UX (KUB 36.44 iv 4 
(OH/MS)), 3pl.imp.midd. X�ÑD�DQ�GD�UX (KUB 21.19 iv 28 (NH)); part. ~�ÑD�DQ�
W�; verb.noun. ~�ÑD�D�WDU, ~�ÑD�WDU, gen.sg. ~�ÑD�DQ�QD�Dã (KBo 35.246 obv. 20 
(MH/MS)); inf.II ~�ÑD�DQ�QD (MH/MS); impf. ~�Xã�NH�D� (OS), Xã�NH�D� (OS), X�
Xã�NH�D� (KUB 6.7 + KUB 18.58 iii 18 (NS)), Xã�NL�Lã�NH�D� (KBo 6.29 i 10 
(NH)). 
 Derivatives: XÓDWDOOD� (c.) ‘seer’  (acc.pl. ~�ÑD�WDO�OX�Xã (KBo 4.14 iii 18 (NH)), µ ¶�·P¸

XãNLãNDW�W�DOOD� (c.) ‘guard, watchman’  (nom.sg. Xã�NL�Lã�[J]D�WDO�OD�Dã (KUB 
14.1 Rs. 45 (MH/MS)), Xã�NL�Lã�JD�WDO�OD�Dã (KUB 14.16 iv 20 (NH)), acc.sg. 
[X]ã�NL�Lã�NDW�WDO�OD�DQ (VSNF 12.57 iv 13 (MH/NS)), nom.pl. Xã�NL�Lã�NDW�WD�OL�Lã 
(KUB 41.8 iv 15 (MH/NS)), Xã�NL[ã�NDW]�WDO�OL�XV (KBo 10.45 iv 16 (MH/NS)), 
Xã�NLã�NDW�WDO�OX�Xã (KBo 4.14 iii 10 (NH))), XãNLãNH�DW�W�DOODWDU (n.) ‘guard duty’  
(dat.-loc.sg. Xã�NL�Lã�NH�WDO�OD�QL (KUB 14.16 iv 18 (NH)), Xã�NL�Lã�JD�DW�WDO[OD�
DQ�QL] (KUB 14.15 iv 46 (NH))), see also SDU XÑDQW�. 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. DÓD (interjection) ‘behold, look here’  (D�D�ÑD, D�ÑD). 
 IE cognates: Skt. Yt� (adv.) ‘evidently, before the eyes’ , Av. XXLã ‘id’ , Gr.  
‘to perceive’ ,  ‘to perceive’ , Lat. DXGL  ‘to hear’ . 
  PIE *K ¼ yX�HL, *K ¼ X�pQWL 
  
See HW2 A: 572f. for attestations. The oldest attested paradigm (OS and MS) of 
this verb is as follows: 
 

X�X§�§L� X�X§�§X�XQ�
D�XW�WL� *DXWWD�
D�Xã�]L� D�Xã�WD�
~�PH�H�QL� D�~�PH�HQ�
Xã�WH�H�QL� (D�Xã�WpQ) 

~�ÑD�DQ�]L� D�~�H�HU  
 
It is clear that originally this verb must have been §L-conjugated, showing a stem 
DX� � X� (with regular monophthongization of DX� to /o/ before §). Only the 3sg.-
forms are aberrant, showing PL-inflected forms and a stem DXãã� (similar in the 
verb PDX� ½  � PX�,�PDXãã�: note that a stem DXãã� with geminate �ãã� is not actually 
attested thus (never intervocalically), but I assume that this stem had the same 
shape as PDXãã�,�which is attested with geminate �ãã� in e.g. PDXããHU, PDXããDQW�). 
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This is probably due to the fact that the expected 3sg.-forms would have been 
*+yX�HL > Hitt. **/"aue/ for the present and *+yX�V�W > Hitt. **/"áuS/ for the 
preterite. Apparently, **/"aue/ was too aberrant to be retained and analogically 
remade into /"áuStsi/ = D�Xã�]L on the basis of 3sg.pret. **/"áuS/. This latter form, 
in its turn, was analogically altered to /"áuSta/ = D�Xã�WD on the basis of 3sg.pres. 
DXã]L, and likewise 3sg.imp.act. DXãGX was created. On the basis of these 3sg.-
forms, the stem DXãã� is used for the 3sg.pret.midd. DXãWDW (OH/MS) as well, 
which then became the basis for 1sg.pret.midd. DXã§D§DW (NH). Note that 
2pl.pres.act. DXãWHQL (MH/MS) and 2pl.imp.act. DXãWHQ (MH/MS) do not show a 
stem DXãã�,� however, but are just archaic forms that have to be analysed as 
DX�ãWHQL and DX�ãWHQ, showing the archaic 2pl.-ending �ãWHQ�L� that is characteristic 
for the §L-conjugation (cf. the lemma �ãWHQ�L� and Kloekhorst fthc.d).  
 It has been noticed since long that 1sg.pres. and pret. are consistently spelled 
X�X§�,�with the sign U, whereas 3pl.pres. is spelled ~�ÑD�DQ�]L, consistently with 
Ú. As I have argued in § 1.3.9.4, the spelling X�X§�§L represents /"óHi/, the 
regular outcome of *+yX�K ¼ HL, showing monophthongization of *-RX� before *K ¼ , 
whereas ~�ÑD�DQ�]L represents /"uántsi/, the regular outcome of *+X�pQWL 
(compare ‘to give’ : Sp�H�H§�§L /péHi/ < *K » SyL�K ¼ HL vs. St�¨D�DQ�]L /piántsi/ < 
*K » SL�pQWL). The imperfective is spelled ~�Xã�NH�D� and Xã�NH�D� in OS texts, both 
representing /"uské/á-/. In NS texts we come across the spelling X�Xã�NH�D�,�which 
in my view represents /"oské/á-/, the NH monophthongized outcome of the 
(unattested) intermediate stage **DXãNH�D� (compare the imperfective of ‘to give’ : 
in OH times the form is St�Lã�NH�D� /piské/á-/ < *K » SL�V�p�y� in which in MH times 
the full-grade stem was introduced, yielding SD�Lã�NH�D� /paiské/á-/, which then 
monophthongizes to Sp�Hã�NH�D� /peské/á-/).  
 In the middle paradigm we find, apart from forms that show the stem DXã� ¿ ¿ À#Á Â ½ Ã , 
the spellings ~�ÑD� besides X�ÑD�. In my view, the former spelling represents 
/"ua-/, the expected outcome of *+X�R�,�whereas the latter spelling represents 
/"oa-/, in which the stem /"o-/ was analogically introduced in analogy to 1sg. 
X�X§�§L and X�X§�§X�XQ (quite understandably in 1sg.pret.midd. X�ÑD�D§�§D�DW 
and 1sg.imp.midd. X�ÑD�D§�§D�UX).  
 The verb DX� ½  � X� is generally etymologically connected with the Vedic hapax 
form XYp that occurs in RV 10.86.7a XYp DPED VXO EKLNH. Schmid (1958) argued 
that this form should be interpreted as 1sg.pres.midd. ‘I see’ , which would then 
point to a root *+HX�. LIV2 codified this view by reconstructing a root *K » HX� 
“ sehen, erblicken” . It is problematic, however, that the meaning of XYp cannot be 
independently established: the translation ‘to see’  seems to be prompted 
especially by etymological considerations. Furthermore, if we compare parallel 
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phrases like AVP 5.1.3a K  DPED VXK WDOH, AVP 10.1.1a K  DPED WHMDQH, AVP 
20.46.8a K  DPED SDQHFDUL, it is quite possible that XYp more likely is an 
interjection comparable to K , just as Geldner (1951: 275) has interpreted it: 
“ O weh, Mütterchen, du leicht zu kriegendes Weibchen” . I therefore will leave 
XYp out of consideration here.  
 Schmid also compared Skt. XYp and Hittite DX� � X� with Skt. Yt� (adv.) 
‘evidently, before the eyes’  and Av. XXLã ‘id.’ . These forms, which point to 
*+RXLV, clearly belong with Gr.  ‘to perceive’  < *  < *K ¼ HXLV� and Gr. 

 ‘to perceive’  < *�  and Lat. DXGL  ‘to hear’  that both go 
back to *K ¼ HXLV�G Ä � (note that Slav. *MDY  ‘manifestly, clearly’  must be a 
borrowing from Iranian). These forms all reflect a PIE adverb *K ¼ HXLV � *K ¼ RXLV 
‘before the eyes, clearly perceivingly’ . If this adverb is to be analysed as 
*K ¼ H�RX�LV (showing the suffix *-LV as in e.g. Skt. EDKt� ‘outside’ ), we seem to be 
dealing with a root *K ¼ HX� for which ‘to see’  would certainly be a fitting 
translation. Schmid’ s connection between these words and Hitt. DX� � X� to my 
knowledge have not been repeated by anyone else, probably because *K ¼ � does 
not match Hitt. ��. Although in Hittite an initial *K ¼  would indeed usually yield 
§�,� in front of *R it regularly merges with *K » � into /"-/ (see Kloekhorst fthc.c). 
This means that a paradigm *K ¼ yX�K ¼ HL, *K ¼ RX�WK ¼ H�L, *K ¼ yX�HL, *K ¼ X�XpQL, 
*K ¼ X�VWpQL, *K ¼ X�pQWL would by regular sound laws yield pre-Hitt. */"óHe/, 
*/"áute/, */"aue/, */Huméni/, */Husténi/, */Huántsi/. Because an alteration 
between /"-/ and /H-/ was not tolerated in Hittite, one of the consonants had to be 
generalized. In this case, initial /"-/ apparently was levelled out (compare e.g. 
Qã� ½  < *K ¼ yPK » V�,�where /"-/ spread over the paradigm as well). I believe that 

there is still a trace left of the outcome */Hu-/, however, namely in the verb 
§XãNH�D�Å ½  ‘to wait for, to linger’ , which in my view could go back to *K ¼ X�V�p�y�,�
and therewith be a lexicalized imperfective of *K ¼ HX� ‘to see’ .  
 
DXOL� (c.) ‘tube-shaped organ in the neck: throat(?), windpipe(?), carotid 
artery(?)’ : nom.sg. D�~�OL�Lã (MS), acc.sg. D�~�OL�LQ (OH/NS), D�~�OL�HQ (NS), dat.-
loc.sg. D�~�OL�¨D (OH/MS), D�~�OL�L (NS), D�~�OL (MH/NS), acc.pl. D�~�OL�Xã (MS), 
D�~�OL�~�ã D (KUB 17.21 ii 18 (MH/MS)), D�~�OL�~�Xã (KBo 25.178 i 2 (OH/NS), 
KUB 24.3 ii 11 (MH/NS)), D�~�OL�Hã (NS), D�~�OL�Lã (NS), D�~�OLã (NS). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘reed, flute’ , etc. 
  PIE *K ¼ RXO�L� 
  
See Puhvel HED 1/2: 229f. for attestations. Puhvel translates this word as “ milt, 
spleen” , but Kühne (1986) after an elaborate treatment of this word states “ daß 
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das Wort primär ‘Kehle’  bzw. ein (blutführendes) röhrförmiges Hohlorgan des 
Voderhalses bezeichnet, das im Fall des Tieropfers zum unmittelbaren Ziel des 
schlachtenden Eingriffs wird”  (o.c.: 114). In his view, DXOL� can be compared with 
Gr.  ‘reed, flute’  and several other words referring to hollow tube-like 
objects (e.g. Gr.  ‘canal’ , Lith. D ODV, Latv. D OH ‘leg of a boot, pipe in a 
mill’ , OPr. DXOLV ‘shinbone’ , Lith. DXO V, Russ. ~OHM ‘beehive < *hollow in a tree’ , 
etc.) and he therefore reconstructs *DXO�L�. Kimball (1994b: 13-4) follows this 
etymological connection and states that “ [t]hese words cannot be derived from [..] 
*K ¼ HXO�,� since the laryngeal is not preserved in Hittite” . Although indeed *K ¼ H� 
would have yielded Hitt. §D�,�a word-initial sequence *K ¼ R� would have yielded 
Hitt. /"a-/ (cf. Kloekhorst fthc.c), and I therefore think it is perfectly in order to 
reconstruct Hitt. DXOL� as *K ¼ RXO�L�.  
 
DXUL� (n. > c.) ‘lookout, watchtower, guardpost, border post’  (Akk. 0$'*$/7,): 
nom.-acc.sg.n. D�~�UL�L ã�PH�HW (KUB 31.110, 8 (OH/NS)), nom.sg.c. D�~�UL�Lã 
(MH/MS), acc.sg.c. D�~�UL�LQ (KBo 12.69, 5 (NS)), gen.sg. D�~�UL�Dã, D�~�UL�¨D�Dã 
(MH/MS), D�~�ÑD�UL��¨D��Dã, dat.-loc.sg. D�~�UL�¨D, D�~�UL, abl. D�~�UL�¨D�]D (KUB 
33.106 ii 11), nom.pl.c. D�~�UL�H�Hã (MH/NS), D�~�ÑD�UL�H�Hã, acc.pl.c. D�~�UL�Xã 
(KUB 26.12 ii 13 (NH), KUB 13.20 i 28 (MH/NS), Bronzetafel iii 44 (NH)), 
gen.pl. D�~�UL�¨D�Dã, dat.-loc.pl. D�~�UL�¨D�Dã. 
 Derivatives: 

µ ¶�·P¸
DXULªDOD� (c.) ‘guard’  (nom.sg. D�~�UL�¨D�OD�Dã, acc.pl. D�~�UL�¨D�

OX�Xã), DXULªDWDOOD� (c.) ‘id.’  (acc.pl. D�~�UL�¨D�WDO�OX�Xã), see also DX� ½ ���X�. 
  PIE *K ¼ RX�UL� 
  
See HW2 A: 631f. for attestations. This word is consistently spelled D�~�UL� or 
D�~�ÑD�UL�,�never with �X�. It is generally seen as a derivative in �UL� (cf. e.g. HãUL� 
‘shape’  from Hã�Å ½  � Dã� ‘to be’  and HGUL� ‘food’  from HG�Å ½  � DG� ‘to eat’ ) of the 
verbal root DX� ½  � X� ‘to see’  (q.v.). These derivatives in �UL� usually take the full-
grade form of the root and are of neuter gender. In the case of DXUL�,�however, 
many commune forms are found vs. only one attestation that must be neuter: 
KUB 31.110 (8) D�~�UL�L ã�PH�HW. Since this attestation is found on a NH copy of 
an OH text, whereas all commune forms are from MH and NH texts, and because 
of the fact that the other nouns in �UL� are neuter as well, I conclude that this noun 
originally was neuter, too, and that from the MH period onwards it was brought 
into the commune gender.  
 Besides the stem DXUL�,�we also find a stem DXÑDUL�. Rieken (2001: 375-6) states 
that the stem DXÑDUL� must be primary since it occurs thus 2x in OS and is more 
common than D�~�UL� in MH originals. She therefore suggests that we have to 
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analyse the word as DÑ�DUL�,� showing a suffix �DUL� instead of �UL�. This is 
unlikely: the OS attestations she adduces (D�ÑD�UL�¨D�Dã (KUB 39.49 i 9 (OS)), 
D�ÑD�UL�¨[D�Dã?] (ibid. iv 1 (OS)), both in rather broken context) are “ fraglich ob 
zu DXUL�”  (HW2 A: 632), and are spelled D�ÑD�UL�,� instead of regular D�~�ÑD�UL�. 
Moreover, in my corpus of MH originals, I was not able to find an attestation 
D��~��ÑD�UL� at all, but did find the spelling D�~�UL� 6 times. In my view, this 
indicates that the spelling D�~�UL� is more original than D�~�ÑD�UL� (cf. Kloekhorst 
2005b: 94). It is remarkable that the spelling D�~�ÑD�UL� is only found in cases 
where the �L� is followed by a vowel: gen.sg. D�~�ÑD�UL�¨D�Dã, nom.pl.c. D�~�ÑD�UL�
H�Hã. In my view this indicates that the phonological form /"áurias/ in earlier 
times phonetically was realized as ["áuri

Æ
as], spelled D�~�UL��¨D��Dã, but later on as 

["áwrjas], spelled D�~�ÑD�UL�¨D�Dã.  
 See at DX� ½  � X� for further etymology.  
 
DXãã�: see DX� ½  � X�  
 
DÓDQ (indecl. particle): D�ÑD�DQ (MH/MS), D�X�ÑD�DQ. 
  PIE *K ¼ RXRP ? 
  
See HW A: 635 for attestations and semantics: this particle strengthens the 
meaning of other adverbs like DU§D, NDWWD, ãDU . See Puhvel HED 1/2: 245 for 
several etymological proposals. Formally, the best one is Hrozný’ s (1915: 28), 
who connected DÑDQ with Lat. DX� ‘off’ , Lith. DX� ‘away’ , etc. (cf. also X�). If 
correct, DÑDQ would reflect *K ¼ RXRP. See at X� for further etymology.  
 
DXÓDUL�: see DXUL�  
 
�� �] (abl.-ending) 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. �DWL (abl.-instr.-ending); HLuw. �DGL (abl.-instr.-ending); 
Lyc. �HGL (abl.-instr.-ending). 
  PAnat. *-�R�WL 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘to’  < *SU�yWL, Cret.  ‘to’  < *SU�WL and Skt. SUiWL ‘in 
the direction of’  < *SU�pWL. 
  PIE *-yWL, *-WL 
  
The ending of the ablative is attested in two different forms, namely �] and �D]. 
The first one is primarily attested in the oldest texts and is used in certain 
consonant-stem nouns like Q SLã� ‘heaven’  (QH�H�St�Lã�]D (OS)), ã §§� ‘roof’  (ãX�
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X�X§�]D (OS)), SHU � SDUQ� ‘house’  (É�HU�]D (OS)). In younger times, these forms 
are replaced by forms that show the ending �D]: QH�H�St�ãD�D] (OH/MS), ãX�X§�
§D�D] (MH/NS) and SiU�QD�D] (OH/NS). The only cases in which �] can be found 
in the youngest texts are petrified forms like WD�SX�Xã�]D, NH�H], D�Sp�H�H]. In 
other consonant-stems, we find the ending �D] from the oldest texts onwards. In 
Lã�ãD�D�D] (OS) of DLã � Lãã� ‘mouth’  and WX�XJ�JD�D] (OS) of WXHNN� � WXNN� ‘body’  
we seem to be dealing with a accentuated � ] that matches the fact that the stem is 
found in the zero-grade. In other cases, this distrubition is less obvious, e.g. §D�D�
DS�SD�UD�D] (OS) from § SSDU� � §DSSLU� ‘city’ , NX�Xã�ãD�QD�D] (OS) from 
NXããDQ� � NXãQ� ‘salary, fee’ . In D�,�L� and X�stems, the ending is always �D].  
 All in all, I think that we have to reckon with an original situation in which 
there where two variants: when unaccentuated, the ending was �], when 
accentuated it was � ]. In D�stem nouns the ending was �D� + �] > �D]. Already in 
pre-Hittite times, this D�stem ending �D] was spreading, first to L� and X�stem 
nouns and later to consonant-stems as well. At the beginning of the OH period, all 
L� and X�stem nouns bear the ending �D], whereas this is the case for only part of 
the consonant-stems. From the MH period, virtual all consonant-stems bear the 
ending �D] as well.  
 An important clue for the etymological interpretation of the ending �� �] is the 
fact that when the conjunction particle  �¨�D is attached to it, it does not become 
°] D as one would expect (compare e.g. LU�PD�OD�DQ�]D�ã D = LUPDODQ] +  �¨�D, 
DU�SX�ÑD�DQ�]D�Dã�ã D = DUSXÑDQ] +  �¨�D, NX�XQ�QD�DQ�]D�Dã�ã D = NXQQDQ] + 
 �¨�D, [LÚSiW�WH�¨]D�DQ�]D�Dã�ã D (MH/MS) = SDWWH¨DQ] +  �¨�D), but rather 
°] L¨D (e.g. D�Sp�H�H]�] L�¨D (MH/MS), §X�X�PD�DQ�GD�D]�] L�¨D, NX�QD�DQ�
QD�] L�¨D, e.a.). This means that the ending ��D�] cannot be formally equated with 
�DQ] < *-HQW�V.  
 In the other Anatolian languages, we find the abl.-instr.-ending CLuw. � WL, 
HLuw. �DGL and Lyc. �HGL, which clearly go back to PLuw. *-yGL. Since an 
accentuated *y causes lenition, this PLuw. *-yGL can be equated with Hitt. �� �] < 
PAnat. *-�y�WL. Strictly speaking, we would expect in Hittite lenition in the 
accentuated variant *-yWL, but in my view it is unproblematic that in analogy to the 
unaccentuated and therefore unlenited *-WL the *-W� was restored in *-yWL.  
 Within the other IE languages, there are not many clear cognates. As I have 
argued under SDU]D ‘...-wards’ , however, it is in my view quite possible that this 
word is a petrified abl. *SU�WL out of the paradigm of SHUDQ, SDU , and that it 
directly corresponds to Gr.  ‘to’  < *SU�yWL, Cret.  ‘to’  < *SU�WL and Skt. 
SUiWL ‘in the direction of’  < *SU�pWL. These then would show the IE cognates to the 
Hitt. ending �� �].  
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H�‘they’ : see DãL � XQL � LQL  
 
�H (3sg.pres.act.-ending of the §L-flection): see �L  
 
�H (voc.sg.-ending): see �L  
 
 H : see  D�  
 ÇLÈ É
HD�: see GIŠH¨DQ�  

 
H©X�(2sg.imp.act.) ‘come!’ : H�§X (OS). 
 IE cognates: for H� see at L�; for �§X: Skt. iYD ‘off, away’ , Gr.  ‘again, 
towards’ , Lat. DX�IXJL  ‘to flee (away)’ , Lith. DX� ‘away from, down from’ , OCS 
X� ‘from, away’ . 
  PIE *K » pL�K ¼ RX 
  
Synchronically, this word functions as the imperative for the verb ÑH�Å ½  � XÑD� ‘to 
come’  (q.v.). It is generally seen as consisting of the element *K » HL ‘go!’  (see for 
this verbal root at L�Å ½  ‘to go’ ) enlarged by an element -§X which is to be compared 
with Skt. iYD ‘off, away’ , Gr.  ‘again, towards’  etc. < *K ¼ �H�R�X. The latter 
element is quite interesting as it hardly can be separated from the prefix X� visible 
in ÑH��XÑD� ‘to come’  (< X� + *K » HL�). In my view, it proves that the element X� 
must go back to *K ¼ RX�,� in which the initial *K ¼  was lost in front of *R (cf. 
Kloekhorst fthc.c). So, whereas e.g. ~�H]�]L ‘he comes’  must be reconstructed as 
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*K ¼ RX *K » HLWL, the imperative must have been *K » HL *K ¼ RX, univerbated in Hitt. H§X 
‘come!’ .  
 ÇLÈ É
HªDQ� (n.) a tree (evergreen), perhaps ‘yew’ : nom.-acc.sg. H�¨D�DQ (OS), H�D�DQ 

(MH/NS), H�¨D (KUB 17.10 iv 27 (OH/MS)), H�¨D�QD�DQ (KBo 37.157, 4 (NS)), 
gen.sg. H�¨D�QD�Dã (MS), H�¨D�Dã (NS), dat.-loc.sg. H�¨D�QL (OH/NS), H�D�QL 
(MH/NS), H�¨D (OH/NS), abl. H�¨D�D] (OH/MS), nom.-acc.pl. H�¨D�DQ (OS), H�L�H = 
H�L�¨DÊ  (Bo 2689 ii 30 (NS)). 
  
See HW2 E: 22f. and Puhvel HED 1/2: 253f. for attestations. We find forms that 
point to an D�stem H¨D� as well as forms that point to an Q�stem H¨DQ�. Although D�
stem forms occur in an OH/MS text already, I think that the Q�stem must be more 
original.  
 The word denotes an evergreen tree with leaves as can be seen from the 
following context: 
 

KUB 29.1 iv  
(17)                                                                                      GIŠH�¨D�DQ  
(18) PD�D§�§D�DQ XN�WX�X�UL L�¨D�DW�QL�¨D�DQ QX §XU�SD�Dã�WD�QX�Xã  
(19) DU�§D Ò�8/ Lã�§X�ÑD�L LUGAL�ã D MUNUS.LUGAL�ã D  
  4$�7$0�0$  
(20) L�¨D�DW�QL�DQ�WH�Hã D�ãD�DQ�GX XG�GD�D�DU�U D�D ã�PD�Dã  
(21) 4$�7$0�0$ XN�WX�X�UL H�Hã�GX  

 
 ‘Just like the H. is forever (and) verdant and does not shed (its) leaves, may 

likewise the king and queen be healthy and may likewise their words exist 

forever’ .  
 
 It has been suggested that H¨DQ� denotes a yew and therefore should be cognate 
with Russ. tYD ‘willow’ , Lith. LHYj ‘bird-cherry’ , Latv. L YD ‘bird-cherry’ , Gr. , 

,  ‘service-tree’ . The Balto-Slavic words reflect *K » HK » L�ÑHK ¼ � or *K » HL+�
ÑHK ¼ � (second laryngeal because of the acute intontation). The Greek forms 
perhaps reflect *K » RL+�XHK ¼ � or *K » RK » L�ÑHK ¼ �. Although a preform *K » pK » L�RQ� 
indeed would yield Hitt. H¨DQ�,�this etymology is far from assured.  
 
HN�: see N� ½  � DNN�  
 
HND�� (n. > c.) ‘cold, frost, ice’ : nom.sg.n. H�NiQ (KUB 13.2 iv 25 (MH/NS)), 
acc.sg. H�ND�DQ (KBo 3.41+KUB 31.4 obv. 8 (OH/NS)), H�NiQ (KBo 13.78 obv. 8 
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(OH/NS)), H[-NiQ or �JD�DQ] (KBo 12.22, 12 (OH/NS)), nom.sg.c. H�JD�Dã (KUB 
21.18 rev. 19 (NH)), gen.sg. H�ND�Dã (Bo 6980, 11 (NS)), dat.-loc.sg. H�NL (KBo 
22.62 iii 24 (OS)). 
 Derivatives: HJDH�Ë Ì , LJDH�Ë Ì  (Ic2) ‘to cool down’  (3sg.pret.act. L�JD�LW (VBoT 1, 
27); 3sg.pres.midd. L�JD�H�HW�WD (KUB 7.58 i 5), L�JD�LW�WD (KUB 35.79 i 7), 
3sg.imp.midd. L�JD�DW�WD�UX (KUB 7.58 i 12), H�JD�DW�WD�UX (KUB 7.58 i 8), H�JD�
DG�GD�UX (KUB 45.20 i 23)), HNXQD�,� LNXQD� (adj.) ‘cold’  (nom.sg.c. H�NX�QD�Dã 
(KUB 1.16 ii 7, KUB 34.73, 5), acc.sg.c. L�NX�QD�DQ (KBo 4.9 v 47), dat.-loc.sg. 
H�NX�QL, L�NX�QL, abl. H�NX�QD�D], instr. L�NX�QL�LW), HNXQLPD� (c.) ‘cold(ness)’  
(nom.sg. H�NX�QL�PD�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. H�NX�QL�PL), LNXQ ãã�Ë Ì  (Ib2) ‘to become cold’  
(3sg.pres.act. L�NX�QL�Hã�]L (1214/z, 6)), LNXQD©©� Ì  (IIb) ‘to make cold’  (form? L�
NX�QD�D§�§X�x[...] (KUB 39.41 i 6)), see also LNQL¨DQW�. 
 IE cognates: OIr. DLJ, gen. HJD ‘ice’  (*¨HJL�), MCorn. \H\Q ‘cold’  (*¨HJ�Q�), ON 
MDNL ‘ice-floe’  (*¨HJ��H�Q�), M|NXOO ‘glacier’ . 
  PIE *LpJ�R� 
  
See HW2 E: 27f. for attestations (but note their false citing of nom.sg.c. H�ND�Dã 
(KUB 21.18 rev. 19), which in fact is H�JD�Dã). It is not totally clear what the 
original gender of this word was. Once we find a neuter nom.sg. H�NiQ, and once 
a commune nom.sg. H�JD�Dã, whereas the acc.sg.-form HNDQ is dubious. As the 
neuter form occurs in a MH composition and the commune form only in a NH 
composition, I tentatively assume that the neuter form is the more original one.  
 The derived verb HJDH�,�LJDH� shows a plain §DWUDH�class stem. It is remarkable 
that the noun HND� consistently is spelled with initial H�,� whereas the verb is 
predominantly found spelled with L�. This could be due to a shift in accent: pJR� 
vs. *HJR�¨p�y�.  
 See Puhvel (HED 1-2: 258) for the generally accepted view that HND� must be 
connected with e.g. OIr. DLJ, ‘ice’  and ON MDNL ‘ice-floe’  from *LHJ�. For Hittite, 
this equation would mean that word-initial *L� is lost before *H.  
 The stem HNXQD�,�LNXQD� may be comparable to DUXQD� ‘sea’  < *K Í U�pX�QR� and 
could go back to *LJ�pXQR� in which the full grade stem HN� was introduced later 
on.  
 
HNW� (c.) ‘(hunting) net(?)’ : nom.sg. H�HN�]D (KBo 13.101 rev. 10 (MH/NS), KBo 
17.61 obv. 17 (MH/NS), KUB 39.61 i 11 (NS), 1067/u, 5 (NS)), HN�]D (KBo 3.21 
ii 16 (MH?/NS)), acc.sg. H�HN�WD�DQ (KUB 48.76 i 2 (NS), 473/t obv. 13 (NS), 
KUB 31.68 obv. 27 (NS, with gloss wedges)), H�HN�]D�DQ (KBo 13.101 rev. 6 
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(MH/NS), KUB 45.26 ii 2 (NS), KUB 44.54 + IBoT ii 46 ii 8/2 (NS)), gen.sg. HN�
WD�Dã (KBo 3.21 ii 17 (MH/NS)), instr. H�HN�WH�HW (473/t obv. 14 (NS)). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. DJJDWL� (c.) ‘hunting net’  (Hitt. acc.pl. DJ�JD�WL�Xã). 
 IE cognates: OHG MDJ Q ‘to hunt’ , MDJ G ‘pursuit’ . 
  PIE *LHN�W� 
  
See HW2 E: 28-9 for attestations. We are clearly dealing with an original 
consonant stem HNW� with nom.sg. HN]D = /"ékts/, acc.sg. HNWDQ, gen.sg. HNWDã and 
instr. HNWHW. The accusative-form HN]DQ is found in NS texts only and quite 
obviously is a secondary formation on the basis of nom.sg. HN]D. According to 
Hoffner (1977a: 105-7), the semi-hapax � DJ�JD�WL�Xã (KUB 8.56 i 12 // KBo 
10.47c i 24 (fr.)) denotes ‘hunting net’  as well and because of its gloss wedges 
should be regarded as the Luwian cognate of Hitt. HNW�. This then would mean that 
DJJDWL� reflects /"akti-/ < *pNW�,� VKRZLQJ� ýRS’ s Law and L-Motion. Hoffner 
suggests a connection with Lat. LDFL , L F  ‘to throw’  (< *K » L�H�K » �N�), but in this 
form the *-N� is of unknown origin and does not belong to the root. Hamp (1978) 
more plausibly assumes a connection with MHG MDJHW ‘hunt’ , which is taken over 
by Rieken (1999a: 143f.). She assumes that we are dealing with a verbal root 
*LHN� ‘to hunt, to catch’  (OHG MDJ Q ‘to hunt’ ), of which HNW� reflects a W-stem. 
She reconstructs a ‘holodynamic’  paradigm *LHN� W�V, *LHN�RW��, *LN�W�HV. The 
Hittite forms, however, speak more in favour of a hysterodynamic *LpN�W�V, *LN�pW�
P, *LN�W�yV, in which the replacement of acc.sg. *LN�pW�P by *LpN�W�P is trivial. 
The fact that OHG MDJ G and MHG MDJHW reflect *LRN� W�R� could show that 
nom.sg. *LHN�W�V was replaced by *LHN� W�V in pre-Germanic. Rieken implies that 
the Hitt. gen.sg. IK�WD�Dã should be interpreted as /iktas/, the direct descendent of 
*LN�W�yV. This seems unlikely to me: the sign IK can be read LN as well as HN, and I 
therefore rather interpret the spelling IK�WD�Dã as HNWDã, showing the generalized 
fullgrade stem *LHN�W�.  
 
HNX�Ë Ì � �� DNX� (Ia3) ‘to drink, to drink to (+dat.), to toast (+acc)’  (Sum. NAG): 
1sg.pres.act. H�NX�PL (IBoT 2.73, 5 (OH/MS), ABoT 32 ii 14 (MH/MS?), KUB 
33.67 iv 17 (OH/NS)), 2sg.pres.act. H�XN�ãL (KBo 22.1 rev. 28 (OS)), H�NX�Xã�ãL 
(KUB 1.16 iii 29 (OH/NS)), H�NX�XW�WL (KBo 19.112, 9 (MH/NS)), 3sg.pres.act. H�
NX�]L (OS), H�XN�]L (OS), H�NX�X]�]L, H�~�XN�]L (Bo 2692 v 23 (NS)), 1pl.pres.act. 
D�NX�H�QL (OS), H�NX�ÑD�QL (KBo 15.26, 7 (MH/MS)), D�NX�ÑD�QL (Bo 5709 obv. 
10 (NS)), H�NX�H�QL (KBo 37.1 ii 37 (NS)), 2pl.pres.act. H�NX�XW�WH�QL (KUB 1.16 
iii 34, 48 (OH/NS), KUB 13.4 ii 70, iv 53 (OH/NS)), H�NX�WH�QL (KBo 14.41 iv 17 
(OH/NS)), 3pl.pres.act. D�NX�DQ�]L (OS, often), D�NX�ÑD�DQ�]L (OS), D�NX�X�ÑD�DQ�
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]L (KUB 30.15 obv. 19 (OH/NS), KUB 20.48 vi 8, 10 (NS)), H�NX�DQ�]L (KBo 
15.34 ii 3 (OH/NS)), H�NX�ÑD�DQ�]L (KUB 20.1 ii 20 (NS)), 1sg.pret.act. H�NX�XQ 
(KUB 30.10 obv. 17 (OH/MS)), 2sg.pret.act. H�NX�XW�WD (KUB 33.96 iv 21 (NS), 
?KBo 19.104, 12 (NS)), 3sg.pret.act. H�XN�WD (OS), H�NX�XW�WD (OH/NS), 
1pl.pret.act. H�NX�H�HQ (HT 1 i 45 (MH/NS)), H�NX�HQ (KBo 23.106 rev. 1 (NS)), 
3pl.pret.act. H�NX�HU, H�NX�L�H�HU (KUB 17.10 i 20 (OH/MS)), 2sg.imp.act. H�NX, 
3sg.imp.act. H�NX�XG�GX (KUB 43.23 obv. 3 (OH/MS)), 2pl.imp.act. H�NX�XW�WH�HQ 
(KBo 7.28 obv. 26 (OH/MS), KUB 4.1 ii 4 (MH/NS), KUB 43.23 rev. 11, 15 
(OH/MS)), H�NX�WH�HQ (KUB 33.62 iii 11 (OH/MS)), H�NX�XW�WpQ (KUB 13.4 ii 76 
(OH/NS), KUB 13.5 ii 7 (OH/NS), KUB 17.30 iii 3 (NS), KBo 10.45 iv 12 (NS)), 
3pl.imp.act. D�NX�ÑD�DQ�GX (KUB 15.34 i 49 (MH/MS), KUB 43.75 obv. 16 
(OH/NS), VSNF 12.98 r.col. 6 (NS)); part.gen.sg. D�NX�ÑD�DQ�GD�Dã; verb.noun. 
D�NX�ÑD�D�WDU, D�NX�ÑD�WDU, gen.sg. D�NX�ÑD�DQ�QD�Dã; inf.II D�NX�DQ�QD (OS), D�
NX�ÑD�DQ�QD; impf. DN�NX�Xã�NH�D� (OS), D�DN�NX�Xã�NH�D� (KBo 21.63 ii 10). 
 Derivatives: 

Î�Ï DNXWWDUD� (c.) ‘drinker, toaster’  (nom.sg. D�NX�XW�WDU�UD[-Dã] 
(KBo 5.11 i 14), D�NX�XW�WDU�Dã (HT 40 obv. 3, 7, KBo 37.1 rev. 22(NS), D�NX�WDU�
Dã (KBo 37.1 rev. 29 (NS)), acc.pl. D�NX�XW�WD�UX�Xã (KUB 55.56, 12)), D�NX�XG�
GD�UX�Xã (KUB 55.56, 11)), see DNXWDOOD�. 
 Anat. cognates: Pal. D©X� ‘drink’  (3pl.pres.act. D�§X�ÑD�DQ�WL, D�§X�ÑD�D�DQ�WL, 
inf. D�§X�X�QD); CLuw. X� ‘to drink(?)’  (2sg.pres.act. ~�XW�WL�Lã); HLuw. %,%(5( 
‘to drink’  (inf. “ BIBERE” �QD� �dø)7/ø.� ������ LQI�� JHQ�� %,%(5(�X�QD�VD 
(ASSUR letter I�J §36)). 
 IE cognates: TochAB \RN� ‘to drink’ , Lat. EULXV ‘drunk’ , ?Gr.  ‘to be 
sober’ . 
  PIE *K » HJ Ð Ä �WL, *K » J Ð Ä �pQWL 
  
See Kammenhuber (1977) for an extensive treatment of the inflected forms and 
meaning of this verb. The verb shows a strong stem HNX� vs. a weak stem DNX�. In 
OS texts we occasionally find that the strong stem is spelled H�XN�,� which 
indicates that we are dealing with a phoneme /gw/ here. Also the observations that 
the 3sg.pret.act.-form is spelled H�NX�XW�WD (besides H�XN�WD) and not **H�NX�XW (as 
e.g. in DU�QX�XW), and 1sg.pret.act. as H�NX�XQ, and not **H�NX�QX�XQ (as e.g. in DU�
QX�QX�XQ) show that the �X� cannot be vocalic but must be part of the consonant. 
This is furthermore strengthened by 1pl.pres.act. D�NX�H�QL and 1pl.pret.act. H�NX�
HQ instead of **D�NX�PH�QL or **H�NX�PH�HQ (as in e.g. DU�QX�PH�QL and ÑD�DU�QX�
PH�HQ), which shows that the labialization of the phoneme /Kw/ did not participate 
in the sound law *ÑX > PX. It is remarkable that the imperfective is consistently 
spelled with geminate �NN� (DN�NX�Xã�NH�D�), whereas the normal verb shows 
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single �N� throughout. Apparently, the /gw/ was fortited to /kw/ by the following 
�ãNH�D� (note that this is not a matter of ‘devoicing’  as can be seen by H�NX�XW�WD 
/"égwta/ and D�NX�XW�WD�UD� /"gwtra-/). I therefore phonologically interpret the 
stems as /"egw-/, /"gw-/ and /"kwske/a-/.  
 These stems hardly can go back to anything else than a PIE root *K » HJ Ð Á Ä Ã�Ñ . This 
means that the old connection with Lat. DTXD ‘water’  cannot be correct as the 
latter, if from IE origin, shows *K ¼ HN Ð �HK ¼ . Better comparanda are TochAB \RN� 
‘to drink’  (Pedersen 1925: 40), Lat. EULXV ‘drunk’  (Juret 1934) and possibly Gr. 

 ‘to be sober’  (Juret 1937: 79).  
 The Tocharian forms seem to point to * . Ð �,�which possibly goes back to a 
reduplicated stem *K » H�K » . Ð �. Lat. EULXV, too, must reflect a reduplicated form, 
and shows that the labiovelar was *J Ð Ä : *K » H�K » J Ð Ä �. The appurtenance of Gr. 

 ‘to be sober’  is difficult in view of the one Doric attestation , which 
implies an original *  that is contradictive with *K » . According to Winter (1955: 
173-5), Dor. - could be of secondary origin, however, which would make way 
to interpreting Gr.  as *Q J Ð Ä  from *Ê�K » J Ð Ä �H�R� ‘to not-drink’ .  
 All in all, Hitt. HNX��DNX� must reflect *K » HJ Ð Ä � / *K » J Ð Ä �. The Palaic cognate 
shows a lenition of *J Ð Ä  to /hw/ (note that D§XÑDQWL� must stand for /"hwanti/, so 
*J Ð Ä  was not intervocalic), whereas in CLuwian the root *K » HJ Ð Ä � first yielded 
*"HÑ� which developed into /" -/.  
 Kimball (1999: 187) cites a form 2pl.pres.act. H�NX�ÑD�WH�QL (KUB 1.16 iii 34), 
but this is incorrect: the form in fact is H�NX�XW�WH�QL, cf. also H�NX�XW�WH�QL in ibid. 
48.  
 
HNNX� (c.) ‘horse’  (Sum. ANŠE.KUR.RA): nom.sg. ANŠE.KUR.RA�Xã (KBo 
17.15 rev. 9 (OS), KBo 3.34 ii 36 (OH/NS)), acc.sg. ANŠE.KUR.RA

Ò
I.A�XQ (KBo 

8.36 i 4 (OH/NS)), gen.sg. ANŠE.KUR.RA�Dã (KBo 6.2+ iv 8 (OS)), acc.pl. 
ANŠE.KUR.RAMEŠ�Xã (HT 10, 12 (NS)). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw.  ããX� or D]]X� (c.) ‘horse’  (nom.sg. ANŠE.KUR.RA�
Xã (KUB 35.107+108 iv 7 (MS))); HLuw. iVX� (c.) ‘horse’  (nom.sg.(?) /"DVXV� 
ANIMALEQUUS�VD (TOPADA §16), ANIMALEQUUS�VD º  (TOPADA §19), 
ANIMALEQUUS�VD Ó  (TOPADA §26), acc.sg. /"asun/ EQUUS.ANIMAL�
V� KD ZD�L WD (KARATEPE 1 §8 Hu.), EQUUS.ANIMALi�½V��¾ SD Zi�t WD 
(KARATEPE 1 §8 Ho.), dat.-loc.sg. /"asui/ EQUUS.ANIMALi�V��ZD�L (KARATEPE 1 
§8 Hu.), EQUUS.ANIMALi�V��Zi�t (KARATEPE 1 §8 Ho.), abl.-instr. /"asuadi/ 
ANIMALEQUUS�ZD�L�WL (TOPADA §5, §8, §10), ANIMALEQUUS�WL (TOPADA 
§23), nom.pl.(?) /"asuntsi/ ANIMALEQUUS�]L�D (TOPADA §21), dat.-loc.pl. 
/"asuants/ EQUUSi�V��ZD�L�]D (ANDAVAL §4)), iVXVDWDOD� ‘to ride on horse’  (inf. 
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“ ANIMAL.EQUUS‹” ›�V��Vj�WD�OD�X�QD (BOHÇA §10)); Lyc. HVE� ‘horse’  (abl.-
instr. HVEHGL, gen.adj.nom.sg.c. HVEHKL).  
 IE cognates: Skt. i YD�, Av. DVSD�, Gr. , Myc. L�TR, Lat. HTXXV, Ven. 
HNYRQ, OIr. HFK, OE HRK, TochB \DNZH, TochA \XN ‘horse’ , Arm. ã ‘donkey’ , 
Lith. DãYj ‘mare’ , OPr. DVZLQDQ ‘mare’ s milk’ .  
  PIE *K » H�X��
  
See also Starke 1995: 119f. for an overview of attestations of these words. In 
Hittite, the word for ‘horse’  is only attested written with the sumerogram 
ANŠE.KUR.RA. The few instances of a phonetic complement (including in OS 
texts) point to a X�stem: nom.sg. ANŠE.KUR.RA�Xã, acc.sg. ANŠE.KUR.RA

Ò
I.A�

XQ (collectively used).  
 The fact that we find a X�stem in Hittite corresponds to the HLuwian X�stem 
noun i�V�� ‘horse’ . The second sign of this word, o, is rendered in Hawkins 2000 
(see especially p. 35-6) as V�, although it is read by Melchert (1987a: 201-2) as ]~ 
(so i�]~�). As long as we keep in mind that this sign is the regular outcome of PIE 
*�X (also o�ZD�L�QL� = V��ZD�L�QL� or ]~�ZD�L�QL� ‘dog’  < *�XRQ�), the exact 
reading of this sign is not important for the interpretation of the HLuwian 
material. I have followed Hawkins in this matter. Often this noun is cited as 
“ iVX�ZD��” , but this is incorrect: the acc.sg.-form /"asun/ clearly points to a X�
stem, whereas the �D� that is visible in abl.-instr. ANIMALEQUUS�ZD�L�WL = 
/"asuadi/ and dat.-loc.pl. EQUUSi�V��ZD�L�]D = /"asuants/ is an inherent part of the 
endings �DGL and �DQ]D.  
 In CLuwian, we also find a X�stem noun underlying the sumerogram 
ANŠE.KUR.RA: nom.sg. ANŠE.KUR.RA�Xã. Several phonetically spelled words 
have been pinpointed as denoting ‘horse’ , but the meaning of none of them can be 
independently determined. E.g. Melchert (1993b: 44), who reads HLuw. i�o� as 
i�]~�, cites dat.-loc.pl. D]�]X�ÑD�DQ�]D (KBo 13.260 ii 24) as ‘horse’ , but the 
context is too unclear to either prove or disprove this interpretation. E.g. Starke 
(1995: 118236), who reads HLuw. i�o� as i�V��, cites D�Dã�ã[X�...] (KUB 
35.107+108 iv 22), D�Dã�ã[X�...] (KUB 35.102 i 7) and �Dã�ãX�X�XW�W[L�...] (KUB 
35.100 rev. 3) as possible broken phonetical spellings of ‘horse’ , pointing to the 
fact that the first form is found on the same tablet as the nom.sg.-form 
ANŠE.KUR.RA�Xã, and that all forms are found on tablets that belong to the 
same text group. Again the evidence is not decisive to either prove or disprove 
Starke’ s views. 
 The Lycian word for ‘horse’  is usually cited as HVEH�, but this is not necessarily 
correct as the �H� visible in abl.-instr. HVEHGL and gen.adj. HVEHKH�L� in both cases is 
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inherent to the ending (�HGL ~ CLuw. � WL, �HKH�L� ~ CLuw. �DããD�L�). I therefore 
cite this noun as HVE�. Starke (1995: 119) further adduces a Pisidian placename 

��ZKLFK�KH� WUDQVODWHV� DV� ³3IHUGH-Dorf” , assuming that it contains an 
element *HVX� ‘horse’ .  
 It has often been claimed that the Luwian and Lycian words are loans from 
Indo-Iranian (Indic i YD� or Iran. DVSD�), but as Starke (1995: 119238) 
convincingly shows, this cannot be correct for at least the Lycian form: the 
Iranian name 9LãW VSD is borrowed into Lycian as :L]WWDVSSD�, showing that HVE� 
with its H� and �E�cannot be from an IIr. source. Moreover, Indic names like 
*SU W YD� and *SUL\ YD� are rendered in Mitanni-Indic as 3t�UL�GD�Dã�ãX�ÑD and 
3t�UL�Dã�ÑD respectively, clearly showing the thematic vowel �D�. I therefore 
regard all Anatolian words as inherited (but see at LÚ ããXãDQQL for a genuine 
borrowing from Indic). 
 On the basis of HLuw. i�V�� ~ Lyc. HVE� we can reconstruct a PAnat. form 
*"H�X�. Taking the Hittite historical phonology into account, we would expect 
that the Hittite outcome of PAnat. *"H�X� would have been **HNNX�, which is the 
reason for me to treat these words under the lemma *HNNX�.  
 It is of course clear that PAnat. *"H�X�, which must reflect a preform *K Ô H�X�, 
cannot be separated from the words for ‘horse’  in the other IE languages that 
point to a reconstruction *K Ô H�XR� (Skt. i YD�, Gr. , Lat. HTXXV, TochB 
\DNZH, etc.). It is remarkable, however, that despite the fact that all non-Anatolian 
IE languages point to an R�stem *K Ô H�XR�, the Anatolian evidence clearly points 
to a X�stem noun. Starke (1995: 120) therefore states that we are dealing with an 
“ Umbildung des Stammausgangs *°ÑR� -> °X�” , but this seems very unlikely to 
me: there is no known phonological development in the prehistory of Anatolian 
that would predict that an PIE sequence *�XR� would regularly yield Anat. �X�; 
moreover, in view of the productivity of the R�stem inflection in Anatolian, an 
analogical development of PIE *K Ô H�XR� to Anat. *K Ô H�X� is hard to defend. We 
must conclude that it is impossible to assume that a PIE R�stem *K Ô H�XR� would 
have yielded an Anat. X�stem *K Ô H�X� and that the inverse therefore must be true. 
I consequently assume that the original PIE word for ‘horse’  was a X�stem 
*K Ô H�X� and that only after the splitting off of Anatolian this word was 
thematicized to *K Ô H�XR� (a trivial development) as it is attested in all the other IE 
languages. We may think of an original paradigm *K Ô p��X�V, *K Ô ��pX�P, *K Ô ��X�
yV, from a stem *K Ô H��X� ‘quick, swift’  as also seen in Skt. ~� ~ Gr.  
‘quick, swift’  < *K Ô R�K Ô ��X�. 
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� O (pronominal gen.sg.-ending): DP�PH�HO (OS), D�Sp�H[-HO] (OS), D�Sp�HO 
(MH/MS), NH�H�HO (OS), NX�H�HO (OS), WX�H�HO (OS), WX�HO (MH/MS). 
  
The gen.sg.-ending of pronominal stems is � O. Within Anatolian, the only 
comparable form may be Lyd. ELOL� ‘his’ , which is derived from EL� ‘he, she, it’  
(see under DS � � DS �). According to Kronasser (1956: 142), this ending is 
comparable to a Hattian suffix �HO or �LO that expresses apurtenance. The fact that 
� O is consistently found in pronouns only makes a borrowing less likely, 
however. Further unclear.  
 Õ"Ö[×

HOOLªDQNX�: see MUŠLOOX¨DQND�  
 ØLÙ ×
HO]L�� (n.) ‘(pair of) scale(s)’  (Sum. GIŠ.RÍN, GIŠNUNUZ ZI.BA.NA, Akk. 

=,% 1 78): nom.-acc.sg. or pl. H�HO�]L (KUB 30.10 rev. 13 (2x) (OH/MS)), 
H�HO[(�]L)] (KBo 6.26 i 52 (OH/NS)), HO�]L (KBo 6.13 i 8 (OH/NS)), dat.-loc.pl. LO�
]L�¨D�Dã (KUB 32.129 i 14 (NS)). 
  PIE *K Ô pOW�LK Ô  ?? 
  
Although formally one cannot decied whether nom.-acc. O]L is singular or plural, 
HW2 (E: 36) suggests that this word is plurale tantum. Semantically, this could 
make sense because of the fact that the word denotes a pair of scales, which is 
supported by the only occurrence of an oblique case of this word, dat.-loc.pl. 
LO]L¨Dã.  
 Because of the inherent duality of this word, Puhvel (1981b: 352-3; HED 1/2: 
270) assumes that the �L in fact goes back to the PIE dual ending *-LK Ô . If so, then 
we might have to do with a root *K Ô HOW� + �LK Ô . He connects the word with OIr. 
OHWK, We. OOHG ‘halve’ , Lat. ODWXV ‘side’ , assuming that these words reflect a root 
*K Ô OHW� besides the root *K Ô HOW� found in Hittite. Hamp (1988) followed this 
suggestion, but tried to show that the indeed awkward assumption of Schwebe-
ablaut is unnecessary. He derives the Celtic forms through *OHWHV� < *OLW� from a 
zero-grade form *�W�,�which, according to Hamp, is the preform for Lat. ODWXV as 
well (like PDJQXV < *�J�QR�). Problematic to this view is the fact that in Latin, a 
pre-form *K Ô OW� would not give ODW�,�but probably should have given **DOW� (cf. 
Schrijver 1990: 71). Moreover, Schrijver (1990: 486) takes the Celtic words as 
belonging with OIr. OHWKDQ ‘wide’  < *SOWK Ú QR� and leaves Lat. ODWXV unconnected.  
 All in all, I conclude that the etymology proposed by Puhvel and extended by 
Hamp is unsatisfactory. I agree that if this word shows the old dual ending *-LK Ô  
(which is at least possible from a semantic point of view), we mechanically have 
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to reconstruct *K Ô HOW�LK Ô , but I have not been able to find any convincing IE 
cognates that reflect this root as well.  
 
HQL����: see DãL � XQL � LQL  
 
HQX�Ë Ì  (Ib2) ‘?’ : 3sg.pres.act. H�QX�][L] (KUB 44.61 iv 20 (NS)); part. H�QX�ÑD�
DQ�GD[���...] (KUB 10.21 v 5 (OH/NS)). 
  
The verb occurs only twice. The first text it occurs in is a medical text:  
 

KUB 44.61 iv  
(19) [PD�D�D]Q NiQ DQ�WX�X§�ãH ,â�78 UZU,�â$�5, â8 ][D Û �DS�St�¨D�DW�WD�UL (?)]  

(20) [NUMU]N�DQ PD�D ã�ãL NiQ Ò�8/ H�Hã�]L QX WDS�St�LQ H�QX�][L  x  x  x  x  x]  

(21) [QX Ni]Q? UZU,�â$�5, â8 DQ�GD ]L�LN�NH�H]�]L DQ�GD PD [x  x  x  x  x  x]  

(22) [x  x  M]I�DQ §X�X�PD�DQ�GD�DQ NL�LW�WD�UL NX�LW�PD�Q Dã[  x  x  x  x  x]  
 

 ‘When for a man from his penis [it drips?], and he has no seed, he (the doctor) 

HQX-s a WDSSL�,�[ xx-s, and] places his penis inside. [...] a whole night it will lay 

until he [is cured]’ .  
 
As the noun WDSSL� is a hapax legomenon of which the meaning is unknown, it is 
not possible to determine what the verb HQX� means either. The second text 
describes a ritual:  
 

KUB 10.21 v  
  (3) Q D�DW x[ x  x  x  x  x  x]  
  (4) Sp�UD�DQ NDW�WD PD Ü  x[  x  x]  
  (5) ŠÀ.BA 1

ÝÞ
 H�QX�ÑD�DQ�G[D���...]  

   
  (6) Q D�Dã�WD GAL DUMUMEŠ É.GAL  
  (7) GADA�DQ ãH�HU DU�§D [SUD�]L?]  
  (8) LUGAL�Xã 8â�.,�[(1]  
   
  (9) Q D�Dã�WD GAL DUMUMEŠ É.GAL x[  x  x]  
(10) GIŠBANŠUR�D] DU�§D GD�D�[L Q D�DW]  
(11) LUGAL�L SD�D�L LUGAL�Xã dU[-L ]  
(12) SiU�ãL�¨D  

 
 ‘It [...]. And down for (it) [...] one of which (is?) HQXÑDQW� [..]. The head of the 

palace servants [draws?] a cloth up high and the king bow[s]. The head of the 
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palae servants takes a [...] of the table and gives [it] to the king. The king breaks it 

[for] the Storm-god’ .  
 
This context, too, is too unclear to determine wat HQXÑDQG[D���...] denotes.  
 Nevertheless, it has often been suggested that HQX� means ‘to make warm’  (e.g. 
Puhvel HED 1/2: 11; HW2 E: 42f.) and therefore should be equated with LQX�ß à , 
the causative of �L�� á â ã�ä à  � L� ‘to be hot’  (q.v.). Although a meaning ‘to make 
warm’  in both cases would not be impossible, it is hardly evident either. In view 
of the fact that within the Hittite period a OH /i/ is lowered to NH /e/ before �Q� 
(cf. § 1.4.8.1.d) and taking into account that both forms with H�QX� are attested in 
NS texts, the equation between HQX�ß à  and LQX�ß à  formally could be defended, 
however.  
 All in all, I conclude that on the basis of these contexts a meaning of the verb 
HQX� cannot be determined and that therefore the supposed equation with LQX� 
cannot be proven either. A connection with HQXPD� (q.v.) (thus Puhvel l.c.) does 
not make much sense.  
 
HQXPD��‘to be refreshed(?)’ : 3pl.pres.midd. H�QX�PD�DQ�GD�UL (KUB 1.13 ii 37). 
  
The verb occurs only once, in the Kikkuli-text:  
 

KUB 1.13 ii  
(33) PD�D§�§D�DQ P D�Dã ÍD�D]  
(34) [EGI]R�SD ~�ÑD�GD�DQ�]L Q D�Dã ,�1$ É LÚIŠ  
(35) [DQ�G]D Sp�H�§X�GD�DQ�]L QX�X ã�PD�Dã QDP�PD  
(36) [1 DUGG]AL 0(�( MUN 1 DUGGAL 0(�( DIM4 D�NX�ÑD�DQ�QD  
(37) [St�D]Q�]L PD�D§�§D�DQ PD H�QX�PD�DQ�GD�UL  
(38) [QDP�P]D ÍD�L Sp�H�§X�GD�DQ�]L  

 
 ‘When they bring them back from the river, they take them to the stable. Then, 

they give them one cup of salt water and one cup of malt water to drink. When 

they are H., they take them back to the river’ .  
 
Kammenhuber (1961a: 61) translates “ sich erholen” , which indeed seems to fit 
the context.  
 This verb is of importance as it is falsely translated ‘to become hot’  by Puhvel 
(HED 1/2: 11), who, on the basis of this translation, connects HQXPD� with LQX�ß à  
‘to make hot’ , the caus. of �L�� â#á ä à ã  � L� ‘to be hot’  (q.v.).  
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 A stem HQXPD� does not look particularly IE to me. The comparison to 
Hã§DUQXPDH�ß à  ‘to smear with blood’  (see Hã§DU) as given by Puhvel (l.c.) does not 
help much either.  
 
HSS�å æ ���DSS��(Ia3) ‘to take, to seize, to grab, to pick, to capture’  (Sum. DIB, Akk. 
m$%$78): 1sg.pres.act. H�HS�PL (OS), 2sg.pres.act. H�HS�ãL (MH/MS, OH/NS), H�
HS�WL (MH/NS), 3sg.pres.act. H�HS�]L (OS), 1pl.pres.act. [D]S�SX�~�H�QL (KUB 
35.18 i 7 (MS)), HS�SX�X�H�QL (KUB 31.44 ii 10 (MH/NS), H�HS�SX�X�H�QL (KUB 
22.57 obv. 13 (NS)), H�HS�SX�X�H[-QL] (KBo 9.77, 11 (NS)), H�HS�SX�X� [-QL] 
(KUB 50.111, 3 (NS)), 2pl.pres.act. DS�WH�QL (KUB 12.63 obv. 15 (OH/MS), KBo 
22.118, 14 (OH/NS), KUB 46.48 obv. 8 (NS)), H�HS�W[H�QL] (KBo 19.58, 7 
(MH?/MS)), H�HS�WH�QL (KUB 13.5 ii 18 (OH/NS)), H�HS�WH�H�QL (KBo 5.13 i 7 
(NH), KUB 6.41 i 50 (NH)), H�HS�WH[-QL] (KBo 16.98 i 5 (NS)), 3pl.pres.act. DS�
SD�DQ�]L (OS, often), DS�SD�D�DQ�]L (rare), D�DS�SD�DQ�]L (KBo 30.109 rev. 3 
(MS)), 1sg.pret.act. H�HS�SX�XQ (OS), H�HS�SX�X�XQ (KBo 3.6 ii 7 (NH)), 
2sg.pret.act. H�HS�WD (KUB 14.1 rev. 23 (MH/MS)), 3sg.pret.act. H�HS�WD 
(OH/MS), 1pl.pret.act. H�HS�SX�HQ (HHCTO 2 rev. 19, 24 (MH/MS), KBo 3.60 iii 
6 (OH/NS)), DS�SX�HQ (KUB 34.77 obv. 2 (NS)), 2pl.pret.act. H�HS�WpQ (KUB 
12.63 + KUB 36.70 obv. 10, 19 (OH/MS)), H�HS�WH�HQ (KUB 1.16 + KUB 40.65 
iii 9 (OH/NS)), 3pl.pret.act. H�HS�SHU (OS), 2sg.imp.act. H�HS (MH/MS), 
3sg.imp.act. H�HS�GX (MH/MS), H�HS�WX (KUB 8.81 ii 12 (MH/MS)), 2pl.imp.act. 
H�HS�WpQ (MH/MS), H�HS�WH�HQ (MH/MS), 3pl.imp.act. DS�SD�DQ�WX (OS), DS�SD�
DQ�GX (MH/MS); 3sg.pres.midd. DS�SD�DW�WD�DW (KBo 2.2 ii 42 (NS)), H�HS�WD�DW 
(KUB 52.83 i 5 (NS)), 3pl.pret.med. DS�SD�DQ�WD�WL (KBo 10.47g, 10 (NS)), DS�
SD�DQ�GD�DW (KUB 36.12 + KUB 33.113 i 16, 22 (NS), KUB 33.92 iv 4 (fr.) 
(NS)), DS�SD�DQ�WD�DW (KBo 2.2 i 22 (NS), KUB 33.106 ii 29 (NS), KUB 33.115 
iii 13 (fr.) (NS)); part. DS�SD�DQ�W� (OS); verb.noun. DS�SD�D�WDU, DS�SD�WDU, 
gen.sg. DS�SD�DQ�QD�Dã; verb.noun gen.sg. H�HS�SX�X�ÑD�Dã (Gurney 6, 4 (NS)); 
inf.I H�HS�SX�X�ÑD�DQ�]L (KBo 3.3 iii 30 (NH), KUB 13.6+ ii 14 (OH/NS)); inf.II 
DS�SD�DQ�QD (KBo 3.21 ii 5 (MH/NS), KUB 17.18 iii 19 (NS), KUB 12.62 rev. 3 
(NS)), DS�SD�D�DQ�QD (KUB 12.62 rev. 5 (NS), KUB 35.43 ii 19 (NS)); impf. DS�
St�Lã�NH�D� (OS), DS�St�Hã�NH�D� (MH/MS). 
 Derivatives: DSSDW�D�ULªH�D�å æ  (Ic1) ‘to take in pledge; to confiscate’  
(3sg.pres.act. DS�SD�DW�UL�H]�]L (KBo 6.2 iv 4 (OS)), DS�SD�WD�UL�H]�]L (KBo 6.3 iii 
76 (OH/NS)), DS�SiW�UL�¨D�]L (KUB 13.9 i 10 (MH/NS)), 3sg.pret.act. DS�SD�DW�UL�
¨D�DW (KBo 14.21 i 32 (NS)); inf.I D�DS�SD�DW�UL�ÑD�DQ�]L (KBo 6.26 i 28 (NS)), 
D[S�SD�DW�UL�ÑD�DQ�]L] (KBo 6.18 iv 7 (NS))). 
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 IE cognates: Skt. SQyWL ‘to reach, to gain, to take possession of’ , Lat. DS VFRU 
‘to reach, to receive, to grab, to get’ , FR� S  ‘I have started, I have undertaken’ . 
  PIE *K Ô pS�WL � *K Ô S�pQWL 
  
See HW2 E: 44f. for attestations. This verb is abundantly attested from the OH 
period onwards. Its original inflection was HSPL, HSãL, HS]L, DSSXHQL, DSWHQL, 
DSSDQ]L. In the MH period the full grade stem is analogically introduced in the 1st 
and 2nd plural as well, giving HSSXÑHQL and HSWHQL. The one attestation 
1pl.pret.act. DSSXHQ is remarkable, as it is, to my knowledge, the only plural 
preterite form of a PL-verb to show a zero grade instead of regular full grade. 
Unfortunately, it is found on a NS fragment of which the period of composition is 
unknown, so it is impossible to decide whether we are dealing with an archaism 
or with a secondary form on the basis of DSSXHQL.  
 Already since Hrozný (1917: 170), this verb is connected with Skt. SQyWL ‘to 
reach, to gain, to take possession of’  (a secondary present created on the basis of 
the perfect aSD < *K Ô H�K Ô �R�S�), Lat. DS VFRU ‘to reach, to receive, to grab, to get’ , 
FR� S  ‘I have started, I have undertaken’  (FR� SL < *K Ô H�K Ô S� and DS� from 
*K Ô K Ô S�,� cf. Schrijver 1990: 28f.), reflecting a root *K Ô HS� ‘to take, to seize’ . 
According to Oettinger (1979a: 88), HSS��DSS� must reflect a Narten-inflection 
*K Ô ²S�WL, *K Ô pS�QWL, but this is improbable for a number of reasons. Firstly, 
1sg.pret. *K Ô ²S�� should have given Hitt. **HSXQ /"ébun/ and not HSSXQ /"épun/. 
Secondly, *K Ô pS�QWL should have given Hitt. **HSSDQ]L /"épntsi/ and not DSSDQ]L 
/"pántsi/. I therefore reconstruct a normal root present *K Ô pS�WL, *K Ô S�pQWL.  
 The verb DSSDW�D�UL¨H�D� is derived from the verb.noun DSS WDU < *K Ô SyW�, and 
shows that synchronically the final �DU here phonologically still was /-r/, so 
DSS WDU = /"padr/.  
 See at SDL��SL� ‘to give’  for my view that that verb reflects *K Ô S��R�L�,�derived 
from the root *K Ô HS�.  
 
HU�:�see U� à  � DU�  
 
�HU (3pl.pret.act.-ending) 
  PIE *- U 
  
The ending of 3pl.pret.act. is often cited as �HU as well as �LU (compare e.g. 
Friedrich (1940: 36): “ �LU” , vs. Friedrich (1960: 77): “ �HU (�LU)” . This confusion is 
due to the fact that the ending is usually spelled with the sign IR that can be read 
LU as well as HU. Also signs like GIR = ÏA6 (NLU and NHU), NIR (QLU and QHU) and 
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ŠIR (ãLU and ãHU) are ambiguous. So in the cases where the ending is spelled 
°&H�L�IR, we cannot tell whether we should read °&LU, °&HU or even °&LHU. This 
unclear situation has now been solved by Melchert (1984a: 117f., 137f. and 
152f.), who convincingly has shown that in almost all cases the 3pl.pret.act.-
ending should be read �HU throughout the Hittite periode. He mentions (o.c.: 138) 
only one exception, namely the spelling �§L�LU, which in his view must be 
interpreted as /-Hir/. Since the sign ÏI nowadays can be read §L as well as §H 
(compare HZL 335), we are here as well allowed to read �§H�HU, however, which 
means that the 3pl.pret.act.-ending is always �HU and never �LU.  
 The 3pl.pret.act.-ending �HU likely belongs with the Lat. 3pl.perf.-ending � UH (< 
*- U�L), Skt. 3pl.perf. �XU (< *-U�V) and YAv. 3pl.perf. �DU  (< *-�). The difference 
between *- U and *-� can be explained if we assume that reduplicated perfects 
had *-� (*&p�&&��), whereas unreduplicated perfects had *- U (*&&�²U). Since in 
my view the Hittite §L-verbs are the reflex of PIE unreduplicated perfects, I think 
that *- U > Hitt. �HU originally was found in the §L-conjugation only. Already in 
pre-Hittite times it spread from here to the PL-conjugation which undoubtedly 
must have had the 3pl.pret.-ending *-HQW originally (cf. Luw. 3pl.pret.act.-ending 
�DQWD), which should regularly have yielded Hitt. **�DQ.  
 It has been claimed that besides the ending �HU, we also find an ending �DU or �U. 
For instance, Neu (1989) cites the 3pl.pret.act.-forms §D�D�QL�¨D�U D�DW (Bo 6472, 
12 (undat.)), ~� �P �¨ � U (KUB 17.10 i 37 (MS)), ãD�SD�ãL�¨D�DU (HKM 6 rev. 7 
(MH/MS), although Neu still cites the incorrect ãD�~�ãL�¨D�DU of the edition (Alp 
1991: 128)), GDç �P[L�L]ã�ãDU (KBo 3.38 rev. 29) and St�Lã�NDU (KUB 38.3 i 7). He 
admits that the latter two forms can be read GDç �P[L�L]ã�ãHU è  and St�Lã�NHU é  as well 
and therefore cannot be used as an argument, but he is right in claiming that 
§ QL¨DU, ÑHPL¨DU and ãDSDãL¨DU are real forms. According to Neu, these forms 
show an ending �DU which reflects a PIE ending *-RU. Since this *-RU is not 
attested anywhere else, it must in Neu’ s view be very archaic. In my view, 
§ QL¨DU, ÑHPL¨DU and ãDSDãL¨DU are just the result of the MH replacement of the 
suffix �¨H� by �¨D� in �¨H�D�verbs. Just as OH �¨HãL, �¨H]L, �¨HWWDQL, etc. are replaced 
by MH �¨DãL, �¨D]L, �¨DWWHQL (cf. my treatment of the �¨H�D�class in § 2.2.2.1.o), the 
OH 3pl.pret.act.-form °�¨HU is in these forms replaced by �¨DU. Of course, the 
ending �HU was restored immediately, and the normal MH and NH 3pl.pret.-form 
in �¨H�D�verbs is therefore �¨HU, although �¨DHU is occasionally attested as well (e.g. 
D�QL�¨D�HU, D�UL�¨D�HU, WL�¨D�HU). With reference to Neu’ s views, CHD P: 158 argues 
that the forms GD�OX�XJ�QX�OD (KUB 12.63 obv. 30) and SiU�JD�QX�OD (ibid. 31) 
should rather be read GD�OX�XJ�QX�~U! and SiU�JD�QX�~U!, and interpreted as “ 3pl. 
preterites w. a zero grade” . See Rieken 1999a: 465f., however, for a convincing 
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treatment of these forms in which she shows that we should not emend the forms 
to GDOXJQXU and SDUJDQXU, but rather interpret GDOXJQXOD and SDUJDQXOD as all.sg. 
of GDOXJQXO� and SDUJDQXO�. This means that there is no evidence in Hittite for 
any other original 3pl.pret.act.-ending than �HU.  
 
HU©�� ��DUD©�� ��DU©�,�HU©D�,�DU©D� (c.) ‘line, boundary’  (Sum. ZAG): nom.sg. HU�
§D�Dã (KUB 17.29 ii 7 (NS), KUB 19.37 ii 45 (NH)), HU�§D�D�Dã (KUB 19.37 ii 
33 (NH)), acc.sg. DU�§D�DQ (OS), DU�§D�D�DQ (KBo 22.1 obv. 31 (OS)), HU�§D�DQ 
(KUB 11.23 vi 9 (NS)), gen.sg.? DU�§D�Dã (KBo 8.124 rev. 6 (NS)), dat.-loc.sg. 
DU�§L (OS), HU�§L (VBoT 133 obv. 9 (NS), KUB 15.34 iii 32 (MH/MS), KUB 
41.17 ii 6 (NS), IBoT 4.182 obv. 6 (OH/NS), KBo 26.136 obv. 8, 14 (MS), KBo 
40.170 ii 2 (NS), KUB 10.75 i 9 (OH/NS)), HU�§H�H ã�ãH (KUB 44.56 rev. 7 
(OH/NS)), all.sg. DU�§D (OS), abl. D�UD�D§�]D (OS), HU�§D�D] (KBo 3.21 ii 17 
(OH/NS)), acc.pl. HU�§X�Xã (KBo 3.1 i 7, 16, 26 (OH/NS)), dat.-loc.pl. DU�§D�Dã 
(KUB 36.49 iv 10 (OS)), HU�§D�Dã (IBoT 1.30, 7 (OH/NS)). 
 Derivatives: LU©DWW� (c.) ‘row, series, circuit’  (dat.-loc.sg. LU�§D�DW�WL (KBo 
39.152, 2, 3, 4 (NS), LU�§D�D�DW�WL (KUB 25.32 + 27.70 ii 16 (NS)), LU�§D�WL (KUB 
25.32 + 27.70 ii 49, iii 12 (NS))); LU©DH�å æ , DU©DH�å æ  (Ic2) ‘to go down the line, to 
circulate, to make the rounds, to treat in succesion, to list, to enumerate, to 
conclude’  (LU�§D�D�PL (NS), 3sg.pres.act. LU�§D�D�L]�]L (OH/NS), LU�§D�L]�]L 
(MH/NS), LU�§D�D�L�H]�]L (MS), LU�§D�D�]L (MH/MS), LU�§D�D�H�H]�]L (NS), DU�§D�
D�H]�]L (KBo 17.74 ii 22 (OH/MS?)), 3pl.pres.act. LU�§D�DQ�]L (OS), LU�§D�D�D[Q�
]L] (OS), 3sg.pret.act. LU�§D�D�HW (OH/MS), 2pl.imp.act. [LU�]§D�DW�WH�HQ (OH/MS); 
3sg.pres.midd. LU�§D�HW�WD (MS?), LU�§D�D�LW�WD (OH/NS), LU�§D�LW�WD�UL (NS), LU�§D�
D�LW�WD�UL (NS), 3pl.pres.midd. LU�§D�DQ�WD�UL, LU�§D�DQ�GD�UL, 3sg.pret.midd. LU�§D�
D�LW�WD�DW (MH/NS); part. LU�§D�D�DQ�W� (OH/MS), LU�§D�DQ�W�; verb.noun LU�§D�D�
ÑD�DU (OH/MS), LU�§D�X�ÑD�DU (OH/MS), gen.sg. LU�§D�X�ÑD�Dã; inf.I LU�§D�D�X�
ÑD�DQ�]L, LU�§D�X�ÑD�DQ�]L; impf. LU�§D�L�Lã�NH�D� (OS), LU�§L�Lã�NH�D�,� LU�§L�Hã�
NH�D�), DU©D (adv. postpos.) ‘off, away (from), out of, on account of’  (DU�§D (OS)), 
DU©DªD�Q� (adv.) ‘separately, apart, especially, additionally’  (DU�§D�¨D, DU�§D�¨D�
DQ), DUD©]D (adv.) ‘around; on the outside, away, absent, abroad’  (D�UD�D§�]D 
(OS)), DUD©]DQGD (adv.) ‘(all) around’  (D�UD�D§�]D�DQ�GD (OS), D�UD�D§�]D�DQ�
WD), DUD©]D� (adj.) ‘alien’  (nom.sg.c. D�UD�D§�]D�Dã (NH)); DUD©]LªD� (adj.) ‘alien’  
(nom.sg.c. D�UD�D§�]L�¨D�Dã (NS)), DUD©]HQD� (adj.) ‘bordering, adjoining, 
surrounding; outer, external, foreign, alien’  (nom.sg.c. D�UD�D§�]p�QD�Dã 
(MH/MS), acc.sg.c. D�UD�D§�]H�QD�DQ, nom.-acc.sg.n. D�UD�D§�]p�QD�DQ, D�UD�D§�
]H�QD�DQ, dat.-loc.sg. D�UD�D§�]p�QL, D�UD�D§�]H�QL, D�UD�D�D§�]p�H�QL (KUB 13.3 
iii 16 (OH/NS)), all.sg. D�UD�D§�]p�QD, abl. D�UD�D§�]p�QD�]D, nom.pl.c. D�UD�D§�
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]p�QL�Hã, [D�UD�D§�]]p�QL�H�Hã, D�UD�D§�]p�QX�Xã (NH), D�UD�D§�]p�QD�Dã (NH), 
acc.pl.c. D�UD�D§�]p�QD�Dã, nom.-acc.pl.n. D�UD�D§�]p�QD, dat.-loc.pl. D�UD�D§�]p�
QD�Dã), DUD©]HQDQW� (adj.) ‘id.’  (nom.pl.c. D�UD�D§�]p�QD�DQ�WH�Hã (NH)). 
 Anat. cognates: HLuw. LUKD� (c.) ‘border’  (acc.pl. FINES+KD�]L (IZGIN 1 §4, 
§15, IZGIN 2 §3, §4, §5), dat.-loc.pl. “ FINES” L�UD�L�Ki�]D (KARATEPE 1 §19 Ho., 
§30 Hu.), “ FINES” L�UD�L�KD�]D (KARATEPE 1 §30 Ho.), FINES+KD�]D (IZGIN 1 
§4)). 
 IE cognates: Lat. UD ‘brim, edge, boundary, coast, region’ . 
  PIE *K Ô HUK Ú&ê ë � � *K Ô UK Ú&ê ë � 
  
See Puhvel HED 1/2: 129f. for attestations. Because the sign IR in principle can 
be read LU as well as HU, the forms that are spelled IR�§° can be interpreted as LU�§° 
as well as as HU�§°. The absence of plene spelling (never **H�HU�§° or L�LU�§°) 
makes the matter difficult to decide.  
 The spelling of abl. D�UD�D§�]D is remarkable. The fact that this word and its 
derivatives are never spelled **DU�D§�]D or *DU�§D�]D precludes an analysis 
“ DU§]D”  (cf. e.g. /ualHtsi/ ‘he hits’  that is spelled ÑD�DO�D§�]L as well as ÑD�OD�D§�
]L). Instead, it is enevitable that the second �D� is linguistically real. E.g. Melchert 
(1994a: 29, 84) is aware of this as well, but states that “ /araHts/”  must through 
anaptyxis have developed out of an original *DU+WV. This is improbable, since 
such an anaptyxis is fully absent in words with comparable clusters like SiU�§D�
]L, SiU�D§�]L = /párHtsi/ ‘he chases’  or ÑD�DO�D§�]L, ÑD�OD�D§�]L = /ualHtsi/. I 
therefore assume that the stem DUD§� is to be taken seriously.  
 If these words are of IE origin, the alternation H�LU§� : DUD§� : DU§� must reflect 
ablaut. It is remarkable that all OS attestations of the noun show DU§� or DUD§�,�
whereas the forms with H�LU§� are found in MS and NS texts only. Nevertheless, 
the fact that the OS attestations of the derived verb LU§DH�ß à , DU§DH�ß à  all show 
H�LU§� indicates that the variant H�LU§� must have been present in the noun as well. 
In my view, such an ablaut can only be interpreted in a meaningful way if we 
assume that we are dealing with HU§� : DUD§� : DU§�. I therefore have read the sign 
IR as HU� in the forms of the noun as cited above.  
 An ablauting pair HU§� : DUD§� : DU§� is not unproblematic, however, especially 
in view of the sound law “ * 5Kç 9 > D559”  as formulated by Melchert (1994a: 
83) for PAnatolian. If this sound law is correct it is impossible that a Hitt. 
sequence HU§� is from IE origin. When we look at Melchert’ s examples (1994a: 
79-80) in favour of this development, however, we see that they all are weak or 
must be explained otherwise: DQQLãNH�D� < *HQKç LV�p�y� (compare my analysis of 
this imperfective at DQL¨H�D�ß à ); PDOOD� < *PHOK Ú � (this verb is §L-inflected and 
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therefore must reflect *PROK ì �); WDUUD� < *WHUK ì R� (see at WDUUD� í í î#ï ð ñ ò  for an 
alternative account); �DQQD�L� < *-HQK ì L� (I reconstruct this suffix as *-RWQ��R�L�); 
§DUUD� < *K ì HUK ó R� (here the �D� is due to the preceding *K ì ); WDU§X� < *WHUK ì X� (I 
rather assume that WDU§X]]L /tárHwtsi/ < */térHwti/ in which �D� is due to the 
development *H5&& > D5&&); LãSDUUDQ]L < *VSpUK ô ÊWL (see at LãS U� ñ  � LãSDU� and 
LãSDUUD� ñ  � LãSDUU� for an elaborate account of these verbs). As we see, none of the 
examples in favour of *H5+9 > D5+9 can withstand scrutiny.  
 Another problem regarding the stem HU§D� is that *95+9 > 9559, as is visible 
from e.g. PDOODL < *PROK ì HL, LãSDUUDL < *VSRUK ì&õ ó HL, etc. This can be solved by 
assuming that DU§� reflects a zero-grade form, *&5+9, where the laryngeal 
regularly was retained, and on the basis of which �§� was restored in HU§D�.  
 All in all, if this noun is of IE origin, the ablaut-variants HU§� : DUD§� : DU§� can 
only go back to *K ô HUK ì � : *K ô UHK ì � : K ô UK ì �. From an Indo-European point of 
view, this ablaut is only comprehensible when it is interpreted as a 
hysterodynmically inflecting K ì �stem *K ô HU�K ì �: nom.sg. *K ô pU�K ì , acc.sg. *K ô U�
pK ì �P, gen.sg. *K ô U�K ì �yV. Because of the regular retention of *K ì  in the gen.sg.-
form *K ô UK ì yV, it was restored in the rest of the paradigm. This means that the 
synchronic D�stem noun DU§D�, HU§D� as attested in Hittite is a recent 
thematicization going back to virtual *K ô UK ì �R� and *K ô HUK ì �R�. This is supported 
by the archaic abl. D�UD�D§�]D that shows the ending *-] attached directly to the 
stem and reflects virtual *K ô U�pK ì �WL.  
 The derived verb LU§DH�ö ñ  must go back to virtual *K ô HU�K ì �R�¨p�y�. Because 
pretonic *-H� yields Hitt. �L�,�I have transliterated all forms of this verb with initial 
LU� in the overview above. The variant DU§DH�ö ñ  reflects *K ô U�K ì �R�¨p�y�.  
 The HLuwian cognate LU§D� must show L� from pretonic *H� (cf. Hajnal 1995: 
63) and therefore go back to *K ô HU�K ì �y�.  
 The reconstruction *K ô HU�K ì � : *K ô U�HK ì � : *K ô U�K ì � is based on inner-Anatolian 
reasoning only. Perhaps the root *K ô HU� is to be identified as the verbal root *K ô HU� 
‘to move horizontally’ , which is also found in Hitt. U� ñ � �� DU� ‘to arrive’  and 
DUQX�ö ñ  ‘to transport’ . As an outer-Anatolian cognate, often Lat. UD ‘brim, edge, 
boundary’  has been mentioned (Sturtevant 1942: 48, who also, less convincingly, 
adduces Skt. UaW ‘from afar, Up ‘far’ ), which then could reflect *K ô U�HK ì � or 
*K ô R�K ô U�HK ì �. Kimball (1999: 166) adduces Lith. uUWL “ to separate”  as well. 
Although semantically at first sight this seems attractive, the verb rather means 
‘to desintegrate’ , however, which is a bit further from ‘border’  than “ to separate”  
would have been. Moreover, the acute accent points to a pre-form *+U+�, which 
implies that the second laryngeal is inherent part of the root, whereas in the 
Hittite noun *K ì  must be the suffix.  
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HUPDQ���DUPQ� (n.) ‘sickness, illness’  (Sum. GIG): nom.sg.c. GIG-Dã (KBo 1.42 
iv 5 (NS), KUB 14.15 ii 6 (NH)), acc.sg.n. H�HU�PD�DQ (KBo 17.1 iv 2 (OS)), H�
HU�PD�D�Q� ã�PH�HW (KBo 17.1 iii 11 (OS), KBo 17.3+4+KBo 20.15+KUB 
43.32+39 (StBoT 25.4) iii 11 (OS)), HU�PD�DQ (KBo 3.4 i 7 (NH), KBo 4.6 rev. 
16 (NH), KUB 29.1 ii 18 (OH/NS), KUB 29.2 ii 10 (OH/NS)), HU�PD�D�Q� ã�PD�
Dã NiQ (KBo 17.3 i 7 (OS)), HU�PD�D�DQ (KUB 26.87, 8 (NH)), acc.sg.c. GIG�QD�
DQ (KUB 19.29 i 7 (NH)), dat.-loc.sg. HU�PD�QL (KUB 8.62 i 19 (NS)), erg.sg. HU�
PD�QD�DQ�]D (KUB 37.190 rev. 6 (undat.)), GIG�DQ�]D (KUB 37.190 rev. 4 
(undat.)), abl. GIG�D], GIG�]D. 
 Derivatives: DUPDQLªH�D� ÷ ÷ ø�ù ú æ û , HUPDQLªH�D� ÷ ÷ ø�ù ú æ û  (IIIg) ‘to be(come) ill’  
(3sg.pres.midd. DU�PD�QL�¨D�DW�WD (KUB 4.72 rev. 3 (OS)); verb.noun HU�PD�QL�¨D�
X�ÑD�DU (KBo 1.42 iv 6 (NH))), DUPDOD�,�HUPDOD� (adj.) ‘sick, ill’  (nom.sg.c. DU�
PD�OD�Dã (KUB 30.10 rev. 15 (OH/MS), KUB 30.11 rev. 12 (OH/MS), � HU�PD�
OD�Dã (KUB 1.1 i 44 (NH)), HU�PD�OD�Dã (KBo 3.6 i 37 (NH), KBo 18.79 obv. 7 
(NS)), HUPDODQW� (adj.) ‘sick, ill’  (nom.sg.c. HU�PD�OD�DQ�]D (KBo 5.9 i 16 (NH), 
KUB 5.6 i 47 (NS)), DUPDOLªH�D� ÷ ÷ ø�ù ú æ û , HUPDO�O�LªH�D� ÷ ÷ ø�ù ú æ û  (IIIg) ‘to be(come) ill; to 
afflict (with illness)’  (1sg.pres.midd.(?) DU�P[D�OL�¨D�D§�§D�DW?] (KUB 1.16 ii 2 
(OH/NS)), 3sg.pret.midd. HU�PD�OL�¨D�DW�WD�DW (KBo 3.4 ii 20 (NH), KBo 3.4 i 6 
(NH), KBo 16.1 i 20 (NH)), HU�PD�OL�DW�WD�DW (KBo 3.4 i 13 (NH)), HU�PD�DO�OL�¨D�
DW�WD�DW (KBo 5.9 i 15 (NH)), part. HU�PD�OL�DQ�]D (KBo 4.12 obv. 22 (NH))). 
 IE cognates: ?ON DUPU ‘poor, miserable’ , ?OE HDUP ‘wretched’ . 
  PIE *K ô pUPQ, *K ô UPpQV 
  
See Puhvel HED 1/2: 157f. for attestations. The noun shows neuter 
(HUPD�Q� ãPHW) and commune (GIG�Dã) forms. The oldest attestations (OS) 
clearly show that originally this noun was neuter, however, whereas the commune 
forms are found in NS texts only. The noun itself is consistently spelled H�IR�PD�
DQ (OS) or IR�PD�DQ (OS+), to be read as H�HU�PD�DQ and HU�PD�DQ respectively. 
In its derivatives, we sometimes find a stem DUPDQ� (e.g. DUPDQL¨DWWD ‘he became 
ill’ ). Apparently on the basis of these derivatives showing a stem DUPDQ�,�Puhvel 
(l.c.) cites this word as DUPD�Q��,�HUPD�Q��,�LUPD�Q�� and states (159) that “ D [is] 
most frequent in Old Hittite” . Although indeed in the derivatives the stem 
DUPD�Q�� seems to be older than HUPD�Q�� (DUPDQL¨DWWD (OS) vs. HUPDQL¨DXÑDU 
(NH); DUPDODã (OH/MS) vs. HUPDODã (NH); DUP[DOL¨D§§DW] (OH/NS) vs. 
HUPDOL¨DWWDW (NH)), the noun iself only shows a stem HUPDQ�,�which is attested 
multiple times in OS texts. HW2 does not treat this word nor its derivatives under 
DUPD�Q�� or HUPD�Q��,� but refers to a future lemma LUPD�Q�� (E: 93). Both 
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practises seem incorrect to me. The OS spellings H�IR�PD�DQ clearly show that 
the younger spellings IR�PD�DQ have to be read as HUPDQ. Nevertheless, the 
derivatives originally probably all showed a stem DUPD�Q��,�which was altered to 
HUPD�Q�� on the basis of the noun.  
 The fact that in the older texts we find a stem DUPD�Q�� used for the derivatives, 
suggests that originally the noun itself showed ablaut as well, although such an 
ablaut is not attested anymore. From an IE point of view, we would expect a 
protero-dynamic inflection *K ô pUPQ, *K ô UPpQV.  
 Note that the forms that show a stem HUPDO� and DUPDO� may have to be 
regarded as dissimilations from original HUPDQ� and DUPDQ� (cf. § 1.4.7.2.f).  
 Within Hittite, HUPDQ is connected with DUPD� ‘moon’  and DUPDH�ö ñ  ‘to be 
pregnant’  by e.g. Puhvel HED 1/2: 159-60, who assumes a basic meaning ‘weak’ , 
which he further connects with OE HDUP ‘weak’  and ON DUPU ‘wretched’ . This is 
a possibility. Melchert (1984a: 8815) suggests a relationship with Alb. MHUP ‘daze, 
stupor, sickness, etc.’  and states that “ the root is that of *�K ô �HU� ‘move’  in the 
sense of ‘be agitated’ ” . Anoter etymology was proposed by Hajnal (1999), who 
connects HUPDQ with Skt. DQDUPiQ� ‘without wounds’  (AV hapax, variant of 
DQDUYiQ� ‘id.’ ). These latter two etymologies imply that HUPDQ is a �PHQ�stem, 
which from an IE point of view is necessary anyway (cf. the absence of roots 
ending in *-H55�, which precludes reconstructing a root **K ô HUP�).  
 
Hã�å æ ���Dã��(Ia3) ‘to be (copula); to be present’ : 1sg.pres.act. H�Hã�PL (KBo 3.46 + 
KUB 26.75 obv. 3 (OH/NS), KBo 3.55 rev. 11 (OH/NS), VBoT 58 iv 3 (OH/NS), 
KUB 36.35 i 13 (NS), KBo 16.23 i 19 (NH)), 2sg.pres.act. H�Hã�ãL ((OS) but see 
commentary), H�Hã�WL (KUB 36.98c rev. 5 (OH/NS), but see commentary), 
3sg.pres.act. �Hã�]D (KBo 6.2 iv 54 (OS) // H�Hã�]L (KBo 6.3+ iv 53 (OH/NS))), H�
Hã�]L (OS, often), L�Hã�]L (KUB 34.114 rev. 5 (OS)), 1pl.pres.act. H�ãX�ÑD�QL (KUB 
26.83 iii 18 (OH/NS), KUB 44.60 ii 1, 2 (fr.) (NS)), 3pl.pres.act. D�ãD�DQ�]L (OS), 
1sg.pret.act. H�ãX�XQ (OH/NS), 2sg.pret.act. H�Hã�WD (KBo 5.13 i 19 (NH)), 
3sg.pret.act. H�Hã�WD (OS), 1pl.pret.act. H�ãX�X�HQ (KUB 14.3 iv 9 (NH), KUB 
31.47 obv. 9 (NS)), H�ãX�HQ (KUB 23.1 i 32 (NH)), H�Hã�ãX�X�HQ (KUB 18.24 iii 6 
(NS)), 2pl.pret.act. H�Hã�WH�HQ (KUB 15.34 iv 12 (MH/MS)), 3pl.pret.act. H�ãH�HU 
(OS), H�ãHU (OS), 1sg.imp.act. H�Hã�OL�LW (KUB 26.35, 6 (OH/MS?), KUB 23.82 
rev. 16 (MH/MS), KBo 5.3 iv 33 (NH)), H�Hã�OX�XW (KUB 7.2 ii 23 (NS), KUB 
8.35 iv 23 (NS)), D�ãD�DO�OX (KBo 4.14 i 43 (NH)), 2sg.imp.act. H�Hã (OH/MS), 
3sg.imp.act. H�Hã�WX (OS), H�Hã�GX (MH/MS), 2pl.imp.act. H�Hã�WH�HQ (MH/MS), H�
Hã�WpQ (MH/MS), 3pl.imp.act. D�ãD�DQ�WX (OS), D�ãD�DQ�GX (OS); part. D�ãD�DQ�W� 
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(OS), D�ãD�D�DQ�W�; verb.noun. H�ãX�ÑD�DU (KUB 24.7 i 55 (NS)), H�ãX�X�ÑD�DU 
(KBo 1.42 i 7, 8 (NS)), gen.sg. H�ãX�ÑD�Dã (KUB 26.43 obv. 11 (NH)). 
 Derivatives: see DãQX�ö ñ  and HãUL�. 
 Anat. cognates: Pal. ã�� ��Dã� ‘to be’  (2sg.imp.act. D�Dã, 3sg.imp.act. D�Dã�GX, 
3pl.imp.act. D�ãD�DQ�GX, D�ãH�HQ�GX); CLuw. ã����Dã� ‘to be’  (3sg.pres.act. D�Dã�WL, 
3sg.pret.act. D�Dã�WD, 3sg.imp.act. D�Dã�GX, D�D�Dã�W[X], 3pl.imp.act. D�ãD�DQ�GX); 
HLuw. iV�� �� V� þto be  (3sg.pres.act. D�VD�WL (KARAHÖYÜK §20, §21), 
ASSUR letter I�J §14, §20, §22, §33, §48), 2pl.pres.act. D�VD�WD�QL (ASSUR 
letter H §6), 3pl.pres.act. i�VD�WL (KARKAMIŠ A5D §9), D�VD�WL (ASSUR letter E 
§8), 1sg.pret.act. i�VD�KD (KÖRKÜN §2, KARAHÖYÜK §10, PORSUK §5), i�
Vi�KD (KULULU 4 §1, §8), i�VD�KD�� (BOR §2), i�VD ü �KD (KULULU 4 §11), 
3sg.pret.act. i�VD�WD (KARKAMIŠ A7 §5, CEKKE §14, ÇALAPVERDø��������i�
VD�Wi (KARKAMIŠ A6 §18, ANCOZ 4 §1, AKSARAY §10), i�VD�WD�� 
(KARKAMIŠ A6 §12), VD�WD��0$5$ù��������D�VD�Wi (YALBURT bl. 3 §1), VD�
Wi�� (TELL AHMAR 1 §8), VD�WD� �0$5$ù� �� ����� �SO�SUHW�DFW�� i�VD�WD 
(KARATEPE 1 §33, ANCOZ 8 §6), D�Vi�WD (KARATEPE 1 §6 Hu., §12 Hu., 
§27, PALANGA §2, KULULU 1 §2), i�VD�WD�� (KARATEPE 1 §12 Ho.), Vi�WD 
(KARATEPE 1 §36, §40), VD�Wi�� (KARKAMIŠ A11D §17), VD�WDý  (TOPADA 
§3, §21), VD�WD (BOHÇA §6), VD�Wi�� (KARKAMIŠ A11E §2), 3sg.imp.act. D�VD�
WX (KARAHÖYÜK §24), i�VD�WX�X�� (SULTANHAN §42), VD�WX (MARAù� ���
§7), VD�WX�� (SHEIZAR §7), Vi�W~�� (MEHARDE §6), 3pl.imp.act. i�VD�WX 
(KULULU 6 §4), i�VD�WX�X (ANCOZ 7 §14)); Lyd. 1sg.pres. �LP ‘I am (?)’  
(Gusmani 1971), 3sg.pres. HO ‘he is (?)’ ; Lyc. HV�� ��DK� ‘to be’  (3sg.pres.act. HVL, 
3sg.imp.act. HVX), DKmPD�Q�� ‘existence’ , DKxWD� ‘property, possessions’  (old part. 
of ‘to be’ ). 
  PAnat. *"HV� � *"V� 
 IE cognates: Skt. iVPL ‘to be’ , Gr.  ‘he is’ , Lat. HVW ‘he is’ , Goth. LVW ‘he is’ , 
etc. 
  PIE *K ô pV�WL, *K ô V�pQWL 
  
See HW2 E: 93f. for attestations. The Hittite language does not express the 
present tense copula ‘to be’  but uses a nominal sentence instead and therefore the 
number of attestations of present tense forms of this verb is lower than we would 
have liked. Especially the situation regarding 2sg.pres.act. is poor. In OS texts, 
the form H�Hã�ãL occurs a number of times, predominantly in the formula QX�X ã�
ãD�DQ 8�LQ�]X QH�St�ãL H�Hã�ãL (in ritual texts collected in StBoT 25). For instance, 
Puhvel (HED 1/2: 285) translates this sentence as ‘thou art in heaven’ , taking H�
Hã�ãL as 2sg.pres.act. of Hã�ö ñ  � Dã� ‘to be’ . Neu (1983: 39), however, states that in 
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this case the use of the locatival enclitic particle  ããDQ indicates that H�Hã�ãL 
belongs to the active paradigm of Hã� î#ï ð ñ ò  ‘to sit’  and must be translated ‘you sit in 
heaven’  (thus also HW2 E: 93). Nevertheless, one OS attestation of H�Hã�ãL 
remains that does not occur in this formula, viz. KUB 31.143a + VBoT 124 iii (8) 
[... ]x�Dã�ãD H�Hã�ãL [(Q D�DQ DQ�GD�DQ PL�Lã�UL�ÑD�DQ�GD�Dã)] (cf. StBoT 25: 189). 
Unfortunately, the meaning of this sentence is unclear. If, however, the broken 
word [...]x�Dã�ãD is to be interpreted as [...]x�Dãã D (it could hardly be anything 
else), and if  �¨�D functions as a sentence initial particle here, it would mean that 
in this case we are dealing with a form H�Hã�ãL that occurs without the particle 
 ããDQ and that therefore possibly could stand for ‘you are’ .  
 A possibly more secure example of a 2sg.pres.act.-form is H�Hã�WL, found in the 
OH?/NS text KUB 36.98c rev. (5) [..]x EGIR�SD LUGAL�Xã H�Hã�WL. Because of 
the fact that the main story is told in the first person and deals with the military 
campaign of a king (cf. ibid. (2) [...-]XQ QX PX DINGIRMEŠ[...] ‘I [...](1sg.pret.) 
and the gods [...] me’ , (3)[... ] �HS�SX�XQ ‘I took’ , (7) KASKALMEŠ â8 ÑD�DU�
Q[X�QX�XQ] ‘I burnt down his roads’  and (10) [...]x QX LUGAL.GAL SD�D�XQ ‘I, 
the Greatking, went’ ), it is in my view likely that this sentence was spoken to the 
author by someone else (presumably by the inhabitants of a conquered city or 
land), and therefore has to be translated ‘(for us?) afterwards you will be king’ . 
Puhvel (HED 1/2: 285), claiming that the form is “ OHitt.” , implausibly interprets 
H�Hã�WL as 3sg.pres.act. here, however, and also HW2 (E: 93) translates “ ... 
danach(?) ist er (oder evtl. bist du?) König” . Taking this form as 3sg.pres.act. 
would be very problematic, however, as it would show a very archaic non-
assibilation of *W in front of L, which to my knowledge is unparalleled in Hittite.  
 A form that indeed is very archaic, however, is 3sg.pres.act. �Hã�]D found in the 
OS version of the Hittite Laws, of which the meaning ‘he is’  is ascertained by its 
younger copy that shows H�Hã�]L. This form, together with a few other forms that 
show an OS 3sg.pres.-ending �]D, shows that the ending *-WL regularly gave Hitt. 
/-ts/, spelled �]D, which was restored into the familiar �]L on the basis of �PL, �ãL, 
etc.  
 The one attestation 3sg.pres.act. L�Hã�]L (KUB 34.115 rev. 5, see StBoT 26: 372) 
is, despite the fact that it is found in an OS text, too aberrant not to be a mistake. 
Note that the fact that the preceding word, NX�Lã�NL, ends in �L may have been the 
cause of this error.  
 The etymology of the verb Hã�ö ñ  � Dã� is fully clear, of course: PIE *K ô HV� ‘to be’  
(already Knudtzon 1902: 45 identifies H�Hã�WX (VBoT 1, 7) as ‘it must be’ , 
equating it with Gr.  and Lat. HVWR). In my view, H�Hã�]L, D�ãD�DQ�]L is 
phonologically to be interpreted as /"éstsi/, /"sántsi/ from *K ô pV�WL, *K ô V�pQWL. See at 
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Hã� î#ï ð ñ ò  � Dã� ‘to seat; to sit’  for the view that the meaning ‘to be (present)’  is a 
quite recent lexicalization of an original meaning ‘to sit’ , still visible in the Hitt. 
verb Hã� î#ï ð ñ ò  ‘to seat’  and Hã�ö ñ  � Dã� ‘to sit’ .  
 See Kloekhorst (2004: 41f.) for a detailed treatment of the HLuw. verb iV� ‘to 
be’  and its aphaeresis.  
 
Hã� ø�ù ú æ û ���Dã� (IIIa; Ia3) ‘(midd.) to sit down, to seat oneself; (+  ããDQ) to sit; (act.) 
to sit, to reside; (trans.) to settle’  (Sum. TUŠ): 1sg.pres.midd. H�Hã�§D�§D�UL (KBo 
16.98 ii 12 (NS), KBo 46.3 ii 6 (NS), KUB 8.48+ i 21 (NS)), 2sg.pres.midd. H�Hã�
WD�UL (KUB 14.1 obv. 20 (fr.), 44 (MH/MS), KUB 57.24, 5 (NS)), 3sg.pres.midd. 
H�ãD (OS), H�ãD�UL (OS, often), H�ãD�D�UL (KBo 3.7 iv 13 (OH/NS)), L�ãD�UL (KBo 
15.25 obv. 30 (MH/MS)), 1pl.pres.midd. H�ãX�ÑD�Dã�WD (OS), H�ãX�Dã�WD (KBo 
16.24+25 i 82/71 (MH/MS)), H�ãX�ÑD�Dã�WD�WL (KBo 3.7 iv 7 (OH/NS), KUB 24.8 
iv 6 (OH/NS), KUB 33.106 ii 13, 14 (NS)), 3pl.pres.midd. H�ãD�DQ�WD (OS), H�ãD�
DQ�GD (OS), H�ãD�DQ�WD�UL (OH/NS), H�ãD�DQ�GD�UL (OH/NS), H�ãD�DQ�GD�D�UL 
(KUB 34.128 rev. 9 (MS)), H�Hã�ãD�DQ�WD�UL (KBo 2.14 iv 12 (NS)), D�ãD�DQ�GD 
(KUB 10.17 ii 9 (OH/NS)), D�ãD�DQ�WD (KBo 4.9 iii 26 (NS), KBo 12.38 ii 13 
(NH)), 1sg.pret.midd. H�Hã�§D�DW (KBo 17.23 rev. 5 (OS?), KBo 3.1 ii 16 
(OH/NS), KUB 31.8, 8 (NS), KBo 3.4 i 3, 19, 28, iv 44 (NH), KBo 4.4 iv 66 
(NH), KBo 5.8 ii 40 (NH), KUB 14.16 i 12 (NH)), H�Hã�§D�WL (KBo 3.55 iii 6 
(OH/NS)), H�Hã�§D�§D�WL (KUB 36.98b rev. 8 (OH/NS)), H�Hã�§D�§D�DW (KBo 
19.78, 7 (NS), KBo 16.1 i 30 (NH), KBo 16.8 ii 14 (NH)), Lã�§D�§D�DW (KBo 16.8 
ii 10 (NH), KUB 31.71 iii 3 (NH)), 2sg.pret.midd. [H�Hã�]WD�DW (KUB 14.1 rev. 34 
(MH/MS)), 3sg.pret.midd. H�ãD�WL (KUB 17.10 i 34 (OH/MS), KBo 12.3 iii 4 
(OH/NS), KUB 31.64 iii 12 (OH/NS), KUB 33.8 ii 19 (OH/NS), KBo 13.99 rev. 
4 (NS), KBo 15.34 iii 15 (OH/NS)), H�ãD�GL (KUB 33.59 iii 13 (OH/NS)), H�ãD�DW 
(MH/NS), H�Hã�WD�DW (KUB 30.34 iv 3, 4 (MH/NS), KBo 5.8 ii 15 (NH)), H�Hã�ãD�
DW (KBo 37.1 ii 27 (NS)), Hã�WD�DW (1490/u, 11 (NS)), 1pl.pret.midd. H�Hã�ãX�ÑD�Dã�
WD�WL (1490/u, 14 (NS)), 3pl.pret.midd. H�ãD�DQ�WD�WL (KUB 33.45+53+FHG 2 iii 21 
(OH/NS), KUB 51.56, 6 (NS)), H�ãD�DQ�WD�DW (KUB 48.124 obv. 8 (NS), KBo 
18.179 rev.? v 8 (NS), KBo 5.8 ii 13, 18, 25 (NH), KUB 26.43 rev. 10 (NH)), H�
ãD�DQ�GD�DW (KUB 19.29 iv 15 (NH), KUB 19.37 iii 5 (NH)), 2sg.imp.midd. H�Hã�
§X�XW (KUB 14.1 obv. 17 (MH/MS), KBo 3.21 iii 15, 21, 25 (MH/NS)), 
3sg.imp.midd. H�ãD�UX (KUB 30.10 rev. 6 (OH/MS), KUB 31.131 + ABoT 44a iii 
4/2 (OH/NS), Bo 3211 rev. 6 (NS), KUB 14.3 ii 28, 71, 75 (NH)), 2pl.imp.midd. 
[H�]Hã�WX�PD�WL (KUB 31.64 ii 3 (OH/NS)), H�Hã�GX�PD�DW (KUB 14.1 rev. 40 
(MH/MS)); 2sg.pres.act. H�Hã�ãL (OS), 3sg.pres.act. H�Hã�]L (OS), 3pl.pres.act. D�
ãD�DQ�]L (OS), H�ãD�DQ�]L (KUB 20.76 iii 14 (OH/NS)), 2sg.imp.act. H�Hã (KUB 
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14.1 obv. 16, 44 (MH/MS), KUB 14.3 iv 3 (NS)), H�ãL (KUB 14.1 obv. 19 
(MH/MS)), 2pl.imp.act. H�Hã�WH�HQ (KUB 15.34 ii 16 (MH/MS), KUB 14.16 i 17 
(NH)); part. D�ãD�DQ�W� (OS), H�ãD�DQ�W� (NH); verb.noun. D�ãD�WDU, D�ãD�D�WDU 
(gen.sg. D�ãD�DQ�QD�Dã); inf.II D�ãD�D�DQ�QD (MH/MS), D�ãD�DQ�QD (MH/MS); 
impf. H�Hã�NH�D� (midd.) (OS). 
 Derivatives: DãDQGXO� (n.) ‘occupation force, garrison’  (gen.sg. D�ãD�DQ�GX�OD�
Dã), DãDQGXOD�L� (adj. used with ERINMEŠ) ‘occupation force’  (nom.sg.c. D�ãD�DQ�
GX�OLã, acc.sg.c. D�ãD�DQ�GX�OD�DQ, dat.-loc.sg. D�ãD�DQ�GX�OL, D�ãD�DQ�GX�OD, abl. D�
ãD�DQ�GX�OD�D], D�ãD�DQ�GX�OD�]D), DãDQGXODH�å æ  (Ic2) ‘to be on garrison duty’  
(3pl.pres.act. D�ãD�DQ�GX�OD�DQ�]L), DãDQGXODWDU� ��DãDQGXODQQ� (n.) ‘garrisoning’  
(dat.-loc.sg. D�ãD�DQ�GX�OD�DQ�QL). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. LãWDUGDOOL� (adj.) ‘throne-like’  (nom.-acc.pl.n. Lã�WDU�GD�
DO�OD (KBo 20.75 rev. 14), see Starke 1990: 416)); HLuw. iV� ‘to be seated, to 
dwell’  (3sg.pres.med. SOLIUM+0,�Vi�L (KARATEPE 1 §54 Hu.), 
SOLIUM+0,�L� �.$5$7(3(� �� ����� dø)7/ø.� ����� d$/$39(5'ø� �� �����
3pl.pres.act. SOLIUM+0,�WL (KARKAMIŠ A2+3 §17e), 1sg.pret.act. SOLIUM�
KD (IZGIN §2), 3sg.pret.act. SOLIUM�Wi (KARAHÖYÜK §4), SOLIUM+0,�WD 
(KARATEPE 1 §37 Hu.), 3pl.pret.act. SOLIUMi�VD�WD (KARKAMIŠ A11E §10); 
verb.noun nom.sg. SOLIUM+0,�LD�VD (KARATEPE 1 §36 Hu.)), LVQX�ZD�� ‘to 
seat, to settle’  (1sg.pret.act. SOLIUML�Vj�QX�Ki (KARATEPE 1 §31 Ho.), SOLIUML�
V[j]-Q~�KD (KARATEPE 1 §47 Hu.), SOLIUM+þ
ÿ L�Vj�QX�KD (KÖRKÜN §5), 
“ SOLIUM” L�Vj�QX�ZD�L�KD� �0$5$ù� �� ����� SOLIUML�Vj�QX�ZD�L�KD (KARKAMIŠ 
A11D §20, BOYBEYPINARI 2 §1), SOLIUML�Vj�Q~�ZD�L�KD (KARATEPE 1 §31 
Hu., KARKAMIŠ A11E+F §17, KARABURÇLU line 3, GÜRÜN §3b, TELL 
AHMAR 2 §10), “ SOLIUM” L�Vj�QX�Zj�u�Ki�� (KARATEPE 1 §16 Ho.), SOLIUM+þ
ÿ L�
Vj�Q~�ZD�L�KD (KARKAMIŠ A1D §16), 3pl.pres.act. SOLIUML�Vj�Q~�ZD�L�WL 
(KARATEPE 1 §54 Ho.), 3sg.pret.act. “ SOLIUM” L�Vj�QX�ZD�L�WD (TELL AHMAR 5 
§3), 3pl.pret.act. SOLIUML�Vj�Q~�ZD�L�WD��0$5$ù���������iVD� (c.) ‘seat’  (nom.sg. 
“ MENSA.SOLIUM”i�VD�VD (KARKAMIŠ A6 §25), acc.sg. “ MENSA.SOLIUM”i�VD�QD 
(KARKAMIŠ A6 §24), “ MENSA.SOLIUM”i�VD�QD�� (KARKAMIŠ A6 §8), “ SOLIUM”VD�
QD (HAMA 4 §5, §6), dat.-loc.sg. SOLIUM.þ
ÿ i�VD (KARAHÖYÜK §4), SOLIUM�
VD�� (HAMA 4 §8), “ SOLIUM[”]VD (HAMA 5 §5)), LVWDUWD� (n.) ‘throne’  (nom.-
acc.sg. THRONUSL�Vj�WDUD�L�Wi�]D (BOYBEYPINARI 1 §1), L�Vj�WDUD�L�WD�]D 
(BOYBEYPINARI 1 §5, BOYBEYPINARI 2 §5, §15), dat.-loc.sg. THRONUSL�Vj�
WDUD�L�WL�L��0$5$ù�������0$5$ù��������� “ THRONUS” L�Vj�WDUD�L�Wt�L (KARATEPE 
1 §16 Ho.), “ THRONUS” L�Vj�WDUD�L�WL (KARATEPE 1 §16 Hu.), THRONUS�WDUD�L�WL 
(IZGIN 1 §2)). 
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 IE cognates: Skt. aVWH ‘to sit, to live, to settle, to abide, to continue’ , VD� (n.) 
‘seat’ , YAv. K� ‘to sit’ , Gr.  ‘to sit’ . 
  PIE *K ô pK ô V�R, *K ô pK ô V�QWR; *K ô pV�WL, *K ô V�pQWL 
  
See HW2 E: 97f. for attestations. Already Hrozný (1919: XIII, 14) connected this 
verb with Gr.  ‘to sit’  and Skt. aVWH ‘to sit’ . These latter forms seem to 
reflect *K ô pK ô V�WR, displaying a root *K ô HK ô V�. Because this structure is quite 
remarkable, it is generally assumed that *K ô HK ô V� must reflect an old reduplication 
*K ô H�K ô V� of a root *K ô HV� ‘to sit’  (cf. LIV2). This root *K ô HV� is identical to *K ô HV� 
‘to be (present)’ , indicating that ‘to sit’  is a development out of the meaning ‘to 
be present’ . 
 The formal interpretation of the Hittite material is quite straightforward. We 
find a middle stem Hã� î#ï ð ñ ò  besides an active stem Hã�ö ñ  � Dã�. Usually, the middle 
paradigm HãDUL � HãDQWDUL is interpreted as reflecting *K ô pK ô V�R, *K ô pK ô V�QWR. The 
active stem Hã�ö ñ  � Dã� is formally identical to Hã�ö ñ  � Dã� ‘to be’  (and, as we saw 
above, historically as well), and therefore is best regarded as reflecting *K ô pV�WL, 
*K ô V�pQWL.  
 In HLuwian, the verb ‘to be seated’  is predominantly written with the logogram 
SOLIUM. Only once we find a full phonetic form, namely 3pl.pret.act. SOLIUMi�
VD�WD. When we compare this to Hitt. D�ãD�DQ�]L ‘they sit’ , it is quite possible that 
HLuw. i�VD�WD represents /"santa/ < *K ô VpQWR (see Kloekhorst 2004 for my view 
that the HLuwian sign i can represent /"-/). In the derivatives L�Vj�QX�ZD�L� ‘to 
seat, to settle’  and L�Vj�WDUD�L�WD� ‘throne’  we find a stem LV�. The interpretation of 
this stem is not fully clear. At first sight it is tempting to interpret the stem LV� as 
the strong stem variant of iV�. E.g. Hawkins & Morpurgo-Davies (1978: 107-11) 
therefore assume that the stem LV� is the one hidden behind the logogram 
SOLIUM+0,, and Starke (1990: 418) subsequently interprets SOLIUM+0,�VD�L 
‘he sits’  as /isai/, which he regards as the direct cognate of Hitt. HãD. On the basis 
of his assumption that HLuw. �L� can reflect *-HK ô �,�Starke reconstructs /isai/ as 
*K ô HK ô VR. Melchert (1994a: 265) claims that *-HK ô � yields Luw. � �,� however, 
which would mean that Starke’ s reconstruction is impossible. Because Luw. �L� 
can also reflect a pretonic *H (cf. e.g. HLuw. WLSDV� < *QHE � pV�), the stem LV� could 
also be regarded as the outcome of the unreduplicated stem *K ô HV� in pretonic 
position. In the verb LVQX�ZD�� this is certainly possible (< virtual *K ô HV�QpX�) and 
in L�Vj�WDUD�L�WD� probably as well (< *K ô HV�WUy�+ ?). This could mean that the 
relationship between the stems LV� and iV� is not one of strong vs. weak, but rather 
one of unaccentuated vs. accentuated.  
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 All in all, the phonetic form of SOLIUM+0,�VD�L cannot be deduced from the 
available evidence. The 3pl.pret.act.-form i�VD�WD probably reflects *K ô V�pQWR and 
the noun i�VD� ‘seat’  in my view must reflect *K ô V�R� (in which the initial 
preconsonantal /"-/ occasionally is dropped within the HLuwian period (the so-
called aphaeresis), cf. Kloekhorst 2004: 46-7). The interpretation of the other 
forms depends on one’ s view on the outcome of *-HK ô � in Luwian. If one follows 
Starke in assuming that *-HK ô � > Luw. �L�,�LVQX�ZD�� and L�Vj�WDUD�L�WD� can reflect 
*K ô HK ô V�Q�H�X� and *K ô HK ô V�WUR�. If one follows Melchert in assuming that *-HK ô � > 
Luw. � �,� one must reconstruct *K ô HV�QpX� and *K ô HV�WUy�+ (or similar) 
respectively.  
 
�Hã (nom.pl.c.-ending) 
  PIE *-HL�HV 
  
This ending is usually cited as � ã, but this is incorrect. If we look at OS texts, we 
see that it is predominantly spelled °&H�Hã (e.g. OD�D�OH�Hã, OL�LQ�NL�¨D�DQ�WH�Hã, D�
UH�Hã, NX�~�ãH�Hã, SDO�ÑD�DW�WD�DO�OH�Hã, St�ãH�Qp�Hã, etc.). The only cases in which 
a plene �H� is found, is when the ending is attached to a stem in vowel (e.g. §D�D�
St�H�Hã, PD�D�UL�H�Hã, SDO�§D�D�H�Hã, DS�Sp�H]�]L�H�Hã, §D�DQ�WH�H]�]L�H�Hã, NX�L�H�
Hã, §DU�ãD�H�Hã). In my view, the plene �H� in these cases much more likely 
denotes the hiatus than a long vowel. So SDO�§D�D�H�Hã = /p + HV���§D�D�St�H�Hã = 
/habies/, §DU�ãD�H�Hã = /H V HV��� HWF�� ,Q� FDVHV� OLNH� Lã�§H�H�Hã (MS) and perhaps 
also ãX�PH�H�Hã (MS) (but compare the OS spelling ãX�PH�Hã!), we are probably 
dealing with real accentuated endings /"isHés/ and /sumés/. In younger times, we 
do find some spellings °&H�H�Hã (e.g. SDO�ÑD�DW�WD�DO�OH�H�Hã, §X�X§�§H�H�Hã), but 
these are much less common than °&H�Hã. All in all, we must conclude that the 
ending is to be interpreted as /-es/, with short �H�. Nevertheless, since this ending 
is usually unaccentuated (except in already mentioned Lã§ ã and ãXP ã), and since 
unaccentuated /e/ reflects *- �,�we must assume that the ending �Hã reflects a pre-
form *- V.  
 In younger times, we sometimes find spellings like °&L�Hã, °&H�Lã and °&L�Lã, 
which could show that the ending is deteriorating to /-}s/. From MH times 
onwards, we see that the nom.pl.c. can also be expressed by the original acc.pl.c.-
ending �Xã and even by the original dat.-loc.pl.-ending �Dã.  
 For a detailed treatment of the prehistory of this ending, cf. Melchert 1984a: 
121-2, who argues that *- V goes back to *-HL�HV, the original nom.pl.c.-ending of 
�L�stems. This implies that the contraction of *-HLH� to *- � must have been much 
earlier than the loss of intervocalic *L as described in § 1.4.8.1.a, namely before 
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the weakening of unaccentuated *H to D in open syllables. So for the nom.pl.c. of 
L- and X�stem adjectives, we must envisage the following scenario:  

 
(1) expected PIE preform:  
 
 *&&�pL�HV and *&&�pX�HV�
 
(2) generalization of word-initial stress:  
 
 *&�&�HL�HV and *&�&�HX�HV�
 
(3) contraction of *-HLH� to � �:  
 
 *&�&� V and *&�&�HX�HV�
 
(4) restoration of suffix-syllable �HL� in the L�stem adjective on the basis of e.g. 
acc.pl.c. *&�&�HL�XV:  
 
 *&�&�HL� V and *&�&�HX�HV  
 
(5) spread of the marked nom.pl.c.-ending � V throughout the other nominal 
stems:  
 
 *&�&�HL� V and *&�&�HX� V  
 
(6) weakening of posttonic *H in open syllable to �D� and subsequent shortening 
of unaccentuated *  to H:  
 
 *&�&DLHV and &�&DÑHV  
 
(7) loss of intervocalic *L with lengthening of the preceding vowel:  
 
� &�& Hã and &�&DÑHã  

 
 
� ãã�� �  (“ fientive” -suffix) 
  PIE *-pK � �VK � � 
  
The verbs in � ãã� are traditionally called ‘fientives’  since they denote ‘to be ...’  
or ‘to become ...’ . They are often derived from adjectives, but can be derived 
from nouns and verbs as well. For adjectives, compare: DUDÑ ãã����  ‘to become 
free’  from DUDÑDQW� (adj.) ‘free’ ; §DUNL¨ ãã����  ‘to become white’  from §DUNL� � 
§DUJDL� (adj.) ‘white’ ; LGDODÑ ãã����  ‘to become bad’  from LG OX� � LG ODÑ� (adj.) 
‘evil’ ; PDNN ãã����  ‘to become numerous’  from PHN, PHNNL� � PHNNDL� (adj.) 
‘numerous’  (note the zero-grade formation); P ãã����  ‘to be(come) mild’  from 
P X� � P ¨DÑ� ‘soft, mild’ ; SDUN ãã����  ‘to become tall’  from SDUNX� � SDUJDX� (adj.) 
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‘high’ ; SDUNX ãã����  ‘to become tall’  from SDUNX� � SDUJDÑ� (adj.) ‘high’ ; WHSDÑ ãã����  
‘to become little’  from W SX� � W SDÑ� (adj.) ‘little’ . For verbs, compare: §DW ãã����  
‘to become dry’  from § W� �  � §DW� ‘to dry up’ ; PL ãã����  ‘to grow’  from PDL� �  � PL� 
‘to grow’ ; WXNN ãã����  ‘to be important’  from WXNN� � �  ‘to be important’ . For nouns, 
compare: ãDNQ ãã����  ‘to be(come) impure’  from ãDNNDU, ]DNNDU � ãDNQ� 
‘excrement’ .  
 The verbs that bear this suffix inflect according to the PL-conjugation and do 
not show ablaut (° ãPL, ° ãWL (for *° ããL), ° ã]L, *° ããXÑHQL, ° ãWHQL, ° ããDQ]L). 
Note the difference between WHSDÑ ãã�,�SDUNX ãã� and P ãã�,�all derived from X�
stem adjectives.  
 According to Watkins (1973a: 71f.), the suffix � ãã� must be an ‘inchoative’  in 
�V� of the stative suffix *-HK � �,� just as in Latin we find the inchoative suffix 
� VFHUH (e.g. UXE VFHUH ‘to become red’ ), which in his view reflects *-HK � �V�H�R� 
(the stative suffix *-HK � � itself is also sporadically attested in Hittite: QDNNH���� , 
SDSUH���� , SDUNXH����  and ãXOOH���� , cf. the treatment of this class in § 2.2.2.1.l). 
Nevertheless, as we can see from *K � pK � V�R > Hitt. HãD ‘to seat’ , a reconstruction 
*-pK � �V� cannot explain the geminate �ãã� found in � ãã�. In my view, this means 
that we must reconstruct *-pK � �VK � � in which the element *-VK � � must be compared 
with the imperfective-suffix �ãã�D�� that reflects *-V�R�K � �. Just as the Hittite 
imperfective suffixes �ãã�D�� < *-V�R�K � � and �ãNH�D� < *-V�H�R� are functionally 
equal, we can now even better understand that the Hittite fientive suffix � ãã� < 
*-pK � �VK � � is functionally equal to the Latin suffix � VFHUH < *-HK � �V�H�R�.  
 
ããD� � ��� ãã��: see ããD� �  � ãã�  

 
�Hãã�D�� (“ imperfective” -suffix): see �ãã�D��  
 
ããDUL�: see ãUL�  

 �
	 �
ããDUL�: see SÍG ãUL�  

 
ã©D�: see Lã§ �  

 
ã©D©UX�: see Lã§D§UX�  

 
Hã©DU���Lã©DQ� (n.) ‘blood; bloodshed’  (Sum. ÚŠ, Akk. 7$008): nom.-acc.sg. H�
Hã�§DU (OS, often), Lã�§DU (KBo 3.67 ii 12 (OH/NS), KUB 31.115, 12 (OH/NS), 
KBo 14.41 iv? 3 (OH/NS), HFAC 40 obv.? 8 (OH/NS), KBo 3.16 + KUB 31.1 ii 
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17 (OH/NS), KBo 12.8 iv 32 (OH/NS), KBo 12.91 iv 6 (MH/NS), KBo 13.131 
obv. 7 (MH/NS), KUB 30.33 i 11, 18 (fr.) (MH/NS), KUB 9.34 ii 34 (NS), KBo 
1.51 rev. 17 (NS), HT 1 i 37 (NS), KUB 44.63 ii 7, 8 (NS), VBoT 74, 7 (NS)), 
gen.sg. Lã�§D�QD�D�Dã (KBo 17.1 iv 8 (OS), KBo 15.10 i 1, 20, 32, ii 39 
(OH?/MS)), Lã�§D�QD�D�ã D (KUB 13.7 i 14 (MH/NS)), Lã�§D�D�QD�Dã (KUB 
17.18 ii 29 (NS)), Lã�§D�QD�Dã (KBo 15.10 i 22, ii 17, 32 (OH?/MS), KUB 11.1 iv 
19 (OH/NS), KBo 3.1+ iv 27 (OH/NS), KUB 17.34 i 2 (fr.) (OH/NS), KBo 10.45 
iii 19 (MH/NS), KUB 19.67+ 1513/u i 18 (NH), KUB 30.50 + 1963/c 12f. (NS), 
KUB 22.38, 5f. (NS), KUB 19.2 rev. 9 (NH), KUB 14.14 + 19.1 + 19.2 rev. 9f. 
(NH)), H�Hã�§D�QD�Dã (KUB 41.8 iii 10 (MH/NS), KUB 13.9 ii 3f. (MH/NS), 
KUB 17.28 ii 1 (MH/NS), KUB 9.4 i 38 (MH/NS), KUB 30.35 i 1f. (MH/NS), 
KUB 39.102 i 1f. (MH/NS), KUB 7.41 obv. 1ff. (MH/NS), KBo 10.45 iii 1 
(MH/NS), KUB 41.8 iii 10 (MH/NS), KBo 24.52, 4 (NS), KUB 30.50+, 11 
(NS)), H�Hã�½§D�¾QD�Dã (KUB 41.8 ii 36 (MH/NS)), dat.-loc.sg. Lã�§D�QL�L (KBo 
15.33 iii 31 (OH/MS), KBo 11.49 vi 18 (OH/NS), KBo 10.45 iv 26 (MH/NS), 
KBo 30.153 ii 6 (OH/NS), KUB 11.26 ii 11 (OH/NS), KUB 44.12 ii 13 (NS)), Lã�
§D�QL (KUB 40.28 ii 6 (MH/MS?), KUB 55.28 ii 6 (MH/NS), KUB 9.34 ii 34 (fr.) 
(NS), KBo 22.52 ii 3 (NS)), H�Hã�§D�QL�L (KBo 11.45 iii 22 (OH/NS), KUB 10.62 
v 1 (OH/NS), KUB 9.4 i 17 (fr.) (MH/NS), KBo 11.1 obv. 45 (NH)), H�Hã�§D�QL 
(KUB 45.47 iii 18 (MH/MS), KUB 10.11 vi 5 (OH/NS), KUB 43.56 iii 12 
(OH/NS), KUB 41.8 iv 25 (MH/NS), KUB 44.4 + KBo 13.241 rev. 2 (NS)), 
erg.sg. Lã�§D�QD�DQ�]D (KUB 39.103 rev. 4 (MH/NS), KUB 54.1 iv 19 (NS), KUB 
14.14 + 19.2 rev. 23 (NH)), H�Hã�§D�QD�DQ�]D (KUB 30.34 iv 7 (MH/NS), KUB 
4.1 ii 22 (MH/NS), KUB 9.4 i 38 (MH/NS)), Lã�§D�QD�½DQ�¾]D (KUB 9.34 ii 46 
(NS)), abl. H�Hã�§D�QD�D] (KUB 43.58 i 47, ii 41 (MS?), KUB 16.77 iii 19 (NH)), 
Lã�§D�QD�]D (KUB 30.33 i 10 (MH/NS)), Lã�§D�QD�D] (KUB 15.42 ii 30 (NS), 
KUB 30.31 i 42 (NS), KUB 41.22 iii 3f. (NS), KUB 14.14+ obv. 34 (fr.) (NH)), 
H�Hã�½§D�¾QD�]D (IBoT 1.33, 52 (NS)), H�Hã�§D�QD�]D (KUB 19.20 rev. 9 (NH)), Lã�
§D�QD�DQ�]D (KUB 39.102 i 1 (MH/NS)), instr. Lã�§D�DQ�GD (KBo 17.4 iii 15 
(OS), H�Hã�§D�DQ�WD (HT 1 i 38 (NS)), H�Hã�§D�QL�LW (Bo 3696 i 7, 10 (NS)). 
 Derivatives: Lã©DQXÓDQW�,� ã©DQXÓDQW� (adj.) ‘bloody’  (nom.sg.c. Lã�§D�QX�ÑD�
DQ�]D (KBo 13.131 iii 14 (MH/NS)), nom.-acc.pl.n. H�Hã�§D�QX�ÑD�DQ�WD (HT 1 i 
30 (NS), KUB 9.31 i 37 (fr.) (MH/NS), dat.-loc.sg. Lã�§D�QX�ÑD�DQ�WL (KUB 36.89 
obv. 14, rev. 1 (NS))), ã©DãNDQW�,� Lã©DãNDQW� (adj.) ‘bloodied’  (nom.sg.c. H�Hã�
§D�Dã�NiQ�]D (KUB 7.41 obv. 15 (MH/NS)), acc.sg.c. H�Hã�§D�Dã�JD�DQ�WD�DQ 
(KBo 25.127 + 147 iii 8 (OS)), acc.pl.c. Lã�§D�Dã�NiQ�WX�Xã (KBo 17.4 ii 7 (OS)), 
nom.-acc.pl.n. Hã�§D�Dã�NiQ�WD (KBo 3.34 i 20 (OH/NS)), Lã�§D�Dã�NiQ�WD (KBo 
17.1 i 24 (OS))), Lã©DUQX�� � , ã©DUQX�� �  (Ib2) ‘to make bloody; to dye blood-red’  
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(1sg.pres.act. [-Hã�§DU�QX�]PL (KUB 14.1+ obv. 27 (MH/MS)), H�Hã�§DU�Q [-PL] 
(KUB 14.1+ rev. 47 (MH/MS)), 3sg.pres.act. H�Hã�§DU�QX�]L (KUB 14.1+ rev. 30 
(MH/MS)), 3pl.pres.act. Lã�§DU�QX�ÑD�DQ�]L (KBo 6.34+ iii 47 (MH/NS)), 
2sg.imp.act. H�Hã�§DU�QX�XW (KUB 14.1+ rev. 18 (MH/MS)), 2pl.imp.act. H�Hã�
§DU�QX�XW�WpQ (KUB 14.1+ rev. 29, 65 (MH/MS)); part. Lã�§DU�QX�ÑD�DQ�W� 
(OH/NS); impf. Lã�§DU�QX�Xã�NH�D� (KBo 12.126 + KUB 24.9 i 38 (OH/NS), KUB 
30.36 iii 1 (MH/NS)), H�Hã�§DU�QX�Xã�NH�D� (Bo 2709 ii 8 (NS))), ã©DUQXPDH�� � , 
Lã©DUQXPDH�� �  (Ic2) ‘to make bloody, to smear with blood’  (3sg.pres.act. Lã�§DU�
QX�PD�L]�]L (KBo 5.1 i 26 (MH/NS), KUB 15.31 ii 23 (MH/NS)), Lã�§DU�QX�PD�
D�L]�]L (KUB 15.32 ii 18 (MH/NS), KBo 13.114 iii 3 (MH/NS)) 3pl.pres.act. H�Hã�
§DU�QX�PD�DQ�]L (KUB 29.4 iv 39 (NS)), Lã�§DU�QX�PD�DQ�]L (KBo 5.1 iii 41 
(MH/NS), KBo 29.3 i 7 (MS?), KUB 46.40 obv. 16 (NS), KUB 50.31 i 7 (NS)), 
Lã�§DU�QX�PD�D�DQ�]L (KBo 14.127 iv 3 (fr.), 7 (fr.), 9 (fr.) (NS)), 3sg.pret.act. H�
Hã�§DU�QX�PD�LW (KBo 35.198 rev. 7), 1pl.pret.act. Lã�§DU�½QX�¾PD�X�HQ (KBo 
13.101 i 5 (MH/NS)); inf.I H�Hã�§DU�QX�PD�D�X�ÑD�DQ�]L (KBo 24.45 rev. 11 
(MS?), KBo 27.202, 9 (fr.) (NS))), ã©DUÓD©©� �  (IIb) ‘to make blood-red’  
(impf.3sg.pres.midd. H�Hã�§DU�ÑD�D§[-§L�Hã�NH�HW�WD] (KBo 15.1 i 27 (NS))), 
Lã©DUÓDQW� (adj.) ‘bloody’  (acc.sg.c. Lã�§DU�ÑD�DQ�GD�DQ (KUB 9.34 i 26 (NS), 
KUB 17.15 iii 2 (fr.) (NS)), dat.-loc.sg. Lã�§DU�ÑD�DQ�WL (KUB 36.89 obv. 13 (fr.), 
rev. 1 (NS)), all.sg. Lã�§DU�ÑD�DQ�GD (KUB 33.54 + 47 ii 14 (OH/NS), KUB 34.76 
i 3 (OH/NS)), instr. [Lã�]§DU�ÑD�DQ�WH�H[W] (KBo 17.25 rev. 14 (OS)), nom.pl.c. 
[L]ã�§DU�ÑD�DQ�WH�Hã (KBo 8.74 + 19.156 + KUB 32.117 + 35.93 iii 3 (OS)), 
acc.pl.c. Lã�§DU�ÑD�DQ�WX�Xã (KBo 17.1 + 25 3 i 25 (OS)), nom.-acc.pl.n. Lã�§DU�
ÑD�DQ�WD (KBo 30.39 + 25 139 + KUB 35.164 rev. 17 (OS))), Lã©DUÓLHãNH�D�� �  
(Ic6) ‘to be blood-red’  (3sg.pres.act. Lã�§DU�~�L�Hã�NH�H]�]L (KUB 28.6 obv. 11b 
(NS))), Lã©DUÓ O, ã©DUÓ O (n. or adj.) ‘blood-red (object)’  (nom.-acc.sg.n. Lã�§DU�
~�L�LO (KBo 24.42 rev. 11 (NS), Bo 5969 i 3 (undat.), KUB 7.13 obv. 25 (fr.) 
(NS), KBo 21.47 iii 4 (fr.) (MS), KBo 23.16, 4 (fr.) (NS)), Lã�§DU�~�ÑL � �L[O] (KBo 
27.32, 4 (NS)), H�Hã�§DU�~�L�LO (KUB 9.4 ii 5 (NS), KUB 7.13 obv. 14 (NS))), 
Lã©DQDOO ãã�� �  (Ib2) ‘to become a blood-shedder (?)’  (3sg.pres.midd. Lã�§D�QD�DO�
OH �Hã�WD�DW (1490/u, 11 (NS)), Lã�§D�QD�DO�OL�Lã�W[D�DW] (1490/u, 6 (NS))), 
Lã©DQDWWDOOD� (c.) ‘blood-shedder, murderer (?)’  (nom.sg. Lã�§D�QD�DW�WDO�OD�Dã 
(Bo 4222 (see KUB 21.19) rev. 8 (NH))). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. ã©DU (n.) ‘blood’  (nom.-acc.sg. D�Dã�§DU�ãD, [D�]Dã�§D�
DU), ã©DUQX� ‘to bloody’  (part. D�Dã�§DU�QX�XP�P[L�]), ã©DUQXPPDL� (adj.) 
‘covered with blood’  (nom.pl.c. D�Dã�§DU�QX�XP�PD�LQ�]L), ã©DQXÓDQW�L�� (adj.) 
‘bloody’  (nom.sg.c. D�Dã�§D�QX�ÑD�DQ�WL�Lã, nom.-acc.pl.n. Dã�§D�QX�ÑD�DQ�WD); 
HLuw. iVKDUPL� (c.) ‘offering(?)’  (nom.sg. /"asharmis/ “ *350”i�VD�KD�UD�L�PL�Vj), 
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iVKDQDQWLVD� (n.) ‘blood-offering’  (nom.-acc.sg. /"shanantisantsa/ i�VD�KD�QD�WL�
VD�]D (lit. a substantivized gen.adj. of a noun *"VKDQDQW�L�� ~ Hitt. Lã§DQDQW�,�‘that 
of blood’ ). 
  PAnat. *"pV+U, *"V+DQyV 
 IE cognates: Skt. iV�N, DVQiV ‘blood’ , TochA \V U ‘blood’ , TochB \DVDU 
‘blood’ , Gr.  ‘blood’ , Latv. DVLQV ‘blood’ , Lat. VDQJXHQ�VDQJXLV, VDQJXLQLV 
‘blood’ . 
  PIE *K � pVK � �U, *K � VK � �pQ�V 
  
See HW2 E: 115f. for attestations. The oldest attestations show that the paradigm 
originally was nom.-acc.sg. H�Hã�§DU, gen.sg. Lã�§D�QD�D�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. Lã�§D�QL�L. 
The spelling nom.-acc.sg. Lã�§DU is found in NS texts only. In the case of the 
oblique cases, the spelling H�Hã�§D�Q� is predominantly NS, too, except for one 
possible MS spelling H�Hã�§D�QD�D]. This is either due to introduction of the 
vowel H� of the nom.-acc.sg.-form into the oblique cases, or due to the the NH 
lowering of OH /i/ to /e/ before �ã� (cf. § 1.4.8.1.d). In the literature we often find 
reference to forms that are spelled �L��H�Hã�ãDU and �L��H�Hã�QD�Dã, on the basis of 
which occasional loss of �§� in interconsonantal position is assumed. As I will 
show under its own lemma, the forms L�Hã�ãDU and L�Hã�Q� cannot mean ‘blood’  
and therefore should be separated. All other instances where �§� is not written 
must be regarded as spelling errors. The form H�Hã�ãDU (KUB 41.8 iii 9) duplicates 
H�Hã�§DU (KBo 10.45 iii 18) and therefore must mean ‘blood’ . It contrasts with the 
spelling H�Hã�§DU as found on the same tablet (KUB 41.8 i 29, ii 15, 17, iii 4, iv 2, 
12) and in my view therefore must be regarded as a spelling error due to the form 
DI�Hã�ãDU in the preceding line. The form H�Hã�QD�Dã (KUB 41.8 ii 36) duplicates 
H�Hã�§D�QD�Dã (KBo 10.45 iii 1), and therefore must mean ‘of blood’ . It contrasts 
with the manyfold spellings H�Hã�§D�Q° as found on the same tablet (KUB 41.8 ii 
43, iii 5, 10, iv 25, 34) and in my view therefore must be a spelling error 
H�Hã½�§D¾QD�Dã (cf. WDU�ãD½�DQ¾�]L�St in the same line). All in all, I only reckon 
with the forms ã§DU (Lã§DU) and Lã§DQ� ( ã§DQ�).  
 Since Ribezzo (1920: 128), ã§DU � Lã§DQ� has generally been connected with 
Skt. iV�N, DVQiV ‘blood’ , Gr.  ‘blood’ , etc. Opinions on the exact 
reconstruction differs, however. If we compare nom.-acc.sg. H�Hã�§DU to Skt. iV�N 
and Gr. , we can hardly reconstruct anything else than *K � pVK � U. Nevertheless, 
for instance Melchert (1984a: 92) reconstructs *K � ²VK � U, apparently on the basis 
of the plene spelling H�Hã�. This argument can be refuted if we compare e.g. H�Hã�
PL < *K � pVPL. Moreover, CLuw. nom.-acc.sg. ã§DU�ãD� points to *K � pVK � U, as 
**K � ²VK � U would have yielded CLuw. ** ã§DU (cf. Starke 1990: 559).  
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 The reconstruction of the oblique cases is more difficult. Let us first look at the 
root syllable. From a PIE point of view, we expect an ablauting paradigm 
*K � HVK � �U, *K � VK � �. In the oblique cases, the initial *K �  would drop regularly in 
front of consonants in pre-Hittite times (cf. Kloekhorst fthc.c), giving an 
alternating paradigm *"HV+�,�*V+�. There are now three scenarios. The first one is 
that this situation was retained and that the initial cluster of the oblique case 
receives the automatic prothetic vowel L�, giving /}sH-/, spelled Lã�§D�. I know of 
no other example, however, where a pre-Hittite ablaut *"H�,��� was retained (in 
verbs with initial *K � �,�for example, the initial laryngeal was restored, e.g. DãDQ]L 
< *K � VHQWL), so this scenario may not be very likely. If the *K � � was restored, we 
would expect that pre-Hitt. *"V+� would yield Hitt. /"sH-/, spelled **Dã�§D�. This 
apparently was not the case. The last possibility is that not only the initial 
laryngeal was restored, but also the vowel of the nominative (cf. gen.sg. 
SD§§XHQDã ‘fire’  < *SHK � X�HQ�RV << *SK � X�HQ�V), giving pre-Hitt. *"HV+�. This 
form would yield /"isH-/ in unaccentuated position, spelled Lã�§D�. On the basis of 
these considerations, I assume that the spelling Lã�§D� of the oblique cases reflects 
unaccentuated *K � HVK � �. Note that the Luwian forms cannot be used as an 
argument in this respect: *K � H&� would yield Luw. /"aC-/ and *K � &� would yield 
Luw. /"C-/, but both outcomes are spelled the same: D&� in CLuwian and i�&� in 
HLuwian.  
 The interpretation of the suffix syllable is not easy either. The equation of Skt. 
DVQiV with Hitt. Lã§DQ ã seems to show that we have to reconstruct *K � HVK � QyV, 
showing zero grade in the suffix syllable and accentuated full grade in the ending. 
One could argue that an extra argument in favour of this view can be seen in the 
one attestation H�Hã�QD�Dã (KUB 41.8 ii 36), which would be the phonetically 
regular outcome of **K � HVK � QRV, showing loss of *K �  between consonants (cf. 
Puhvel HED 1/2: 313). This form, however, must be regarded as a scribal error 
and emended to H�Hã�½§D�¾QD�Dã (cf. HW2 E: 117). Moreover, Skt. DVQiV cannot 
reflect *K � HVK � QyV as the latter form should regularly yield **DVLQiV. It therefore 
is likely that Skt. DVQiV is a quite recent formation, taking over the word into the 
productive hysterodynamic inflection. The strongest argument against the view 
that Hitt. Lã§DQ ã reflects *K � HVK � QyV, however, is the following. If Lã§DQ ã indeed 
would reflect *K � HVK � QyV, it would synchronically have to be phonologically 
interpreted as /"isHnas/, showing a cluster /-sHn-/. If so, then I cannot understand 
why this word is consistently spelled Lã�§D�QD� and never **Lã�D§�QD� as e.g. SiU�
§D�]L besides SiU�D§�]L /párHtsi/. Moreover, the one spelling Lã�§D�D�QD�Dã in my 
view shows that the �D� of the suffix syllable was real. I therefore interpret Lã�§D�
QD�D�Dã phonologically as /"isHanas/, which must reflect *K � HVK � HQyV. This 
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interpretation coincides with our view that neuter U�Q-stems in principle were 
proterodynamic in the proto-language, showing a structure *&p&�U, *&&�pQ�V.  
 All in all, I conclude that H�Hã�§DU, Lã�§D�QD�D�Dã must reflect (virtual) *K � pVK � U, 
*K � HVK � HQyV, from PIE *K � pVK � U, *K � VK � pQV. Note that the full grade suffix syllable 
is still visible in Lat. VDQJXHQ < *K � VK � HQ�. The phenomenon that in synchronic 
Hittite we find a hysterodynamic accentuation of an original proterodynamic 
word is also found in XWWDU � XGGDQ� ‘word’  and (GI, GIŠ)SDWWDU � SDWWDQ� ‘basket’ . 
Note that this is not the case in e.g. Ñ WDU, ÑLWHQDã ‘water’  and SD§§XU, SD§§XHQDã 
‘fire’  that both are original proterodynamic U�Q-stems, too, but still show show 
accentuation on the suffix syllable in the oblique cases (/u}dénas/ and 
/paHwénas/). It cannot be coincidental that in all three words of the first group, 
Lã§DQ�,� XGGDQ� and SDWWDQ�,� the original *H of the suffix syllable has been 
coloured to �D� due to a preceding *K �  (*K � VK � �HQ�,�*XWK � �HQ�,�*SWK � �HQ�), whereas 
in ÑLWHQ� and SD§§XHQ� the *H remained: apparently the colouration to �D� caused 
an accentual shift from the suffix to the ending.  
 The bulk of the derivatives show spelling with Lã§� in the older texts, which is 
being replaced by ã§� in the younger texts (possibly the result of the NH 
lowering of OH /i/ to /e/ before �ã�, cf. § 1.4.8.1.d). Only the formally rather 
obscure ã§DãNDQW�,� Lã§DãNDQW� shows a spelling H�Hã�§D�Dã�N� in OS already 
(besides Lã�§D�Dã�N� as well in OS, however). Note that besides the old adjective 
Lã§DUÑDQW� (attested in OS texts a few times), we find a younger Lã§DQXÑDQW� in 
NS texts, which seems to have to be equated with CLuw. Dã§DQXÑDQW�L�� (note 
that Kimball (1999: 356) incorrectly cites Lã§DQXÑDQW� as a form in which �U� has 
been sporadically lost: the adjective is not a participle of the verb Lã§DUQX���� , but 
rather reflects *K � HVK � HQ�ÑHQW� ‘having blood’ ). On the basis of Lã§DUÑDQW�,�
however, the stem Lã§DUÑ� received some productivity, resulting in forms like 
ã§DUÑD§§�,� Lã§DUÑLHãNH�D� (as if from a verb Lã§DUÑL¨H�D� or Lã§DUÑDH�), and 
Lã§DUÑ O.  
 
Hã©DUULHãNHGGX : read ãH!�§XU�UL�Hã�NH�HG�GX� see under ãH§XU  
 
ãUL��(n.) ‘shape, image, statue’  (Sum. ALAM, Akk. m$/08): nom.-acc.sg. H�Hã�
UL, H�Hã�ãD�UL, dat.-loc.sg. H�Hã�ãD�UL (OS), H�Hã�UH�H ã�ãL (KBo 3.7 iii 20), H�Hã�UL�
L W�WL (KUB 33.34 obv. 12), H�Hã�UL�¨D (KUB 9.28 iv 5), instr. H�Hã�ãD�UL�W D�
DW NiQ (KUB 24.13 ii 7). 
  PIE *K � HV�UL� 
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This word must be separated from SÍG ãUL� ‘fleece’  (q.v.), which shows commune 
forms as well (pace Puhvel HED 1/2: 313f.).  
 Just like HGUL� ‘food’ , DXUL� ‘look-out’  etc., which are derivatives in �UL� from 
HG����  � DG� ‘to eat’  and DX� �  � X� ‘to see’  respectively, ãUL� must be a derivative of 
the verb Hã����  � Dã� ‘to be’  (q.v.) and reconstructed as *K � HV�UL�. The spelling H�Hã�
ãD�UL� points to /"éSri-/, in which the single �V� of *K � HV� has been fortited to /S/ 
due to the adjacent �U�.  
 The suffix �UL� is of PIE date as we can see in Skt. i UL� ‘sharp edge, angle’  ~ 
Gr.  ‘mountain top’  < *K � p��UL� (cf. Brugmann 1906: 381-4).  
 �
	 �

ãUL�� (n. > c.) ‘fleece’ : nom.-acc.n. H�Hã�UL (KBo 21.8 ii 6 (OH/MS), KUB 
17.10 iv 2 (OH/MS), KBo 41.1b obv. 21 (MS), KUB 33.54+47 ii 17 (OH/NS), 
KBo 21.23 i 20 (NS)), H�Hã�ãDU�[UL] (KUB 34.76 i 5 (OH/NS)), nom.sg.c. H�Hã�UL�
Lã (KUB 32.133 i 12 (NS)), acc.sg.c. H�Hã�UL�LQ (KUB 41.1 i 16 (OH/NS)), dat.-
loc.sg. H�Hã�UL (KBo 41.1b rev. 26 (MS)). 
  
The word shows neuter as well as commune forms. As the neuter forms are more 
numerous and found in older texts than the commune forms, I assume that SÍG ãUL� 
was neuter originally. Formally, it is homophonic with ãUL� ‘image, statue’  (q.v.) 
(although the latter word is neuter only), but semantically, the two words are too 
different to be equated just like that (pace Puhvel HED 1/2: 313f.). I know of no 
convincing etymology.  
 
HG�� � � �� DG� (Ia3 > IIa1 ) ‘to eat’  (Sum. KÚ): 1sg.pres.act. H�HW�PL (OH/NS), 
2sg.pres.act. H�H]�ãL (KBo 22.1 obv. 28 (OS)), [H�H]�]D�D]ã�ãL (KUB 1.16 iii 19 
(OH/NS)), H�H]�]D�D[W�WL] (KUB 36.13 i 3 (NS)), 3sg.pres.act. H�]D�D]�]L (OH/NS), 
H�H]�]D�]L (MS), H�H]�]D�D]�]L (OH/NS), L�L]�]D�D]�]L (KBo 27.130 rev. 6 (NS)), H�
H]�]D�L (MH/NS), H�H]�]D�D�L (MH/NS), 1pl.pres.act. D�WX�H�QL (OS), D�GX�H�QL 
(OS), D�GX�ÑD�QL (Bo 5709 obv. 10 (NS)), H�GX�ÑD�D�QL (KUB 29.1 i 15 
(OH/NS)), H�GX�H[-QL] (Bo 5621 i 6 (undat.)), 2pl.pres.act. [D]]�]D�Dã�WH�H[-QL] 
(KBo 25.112 ii 2 (OS)), D]�]D�Dã�WH�QL (KUB 1.16 iii 34, 48 (OH/NS)), H�H]�]D�DW�
WH�QL (OH/NS), H]�]D�DW�WH�QL (OH/NS), H�H]�]D�WH�QL (NS), 3pl.pres.act. D�GD�DQ�
]L (OS, often), D�WD�DQ�]L (OS), D�WD�D�DQ�]L (KBo 3.60 ii 5 (OH/NS)), 
1sg.pret.act. H�GX�XQ (OH/MS), 2sg.pret.act. H�]D�DW�WD (KUB 33.96 iv 20 (NS)), 
[H�H]]�]D�DW�WD (KUB 33.112 + 114 ii 4 (NS)), 3sg.pret.act. H�H]�]D�Dã�WD (HKM 
19 obv. 8 (MH/MS)), H�H]�WD (KBo 32.47c iii 1 (MH/MS), KBo 3.60 ii 18 
(OH/NS)), H�H]�]D�Dã (IBoT 1.33, 14 (NS)), H]�]D�D�Dã (KBo 13.131 iii 13 
(MH/NS)), 1pl.pret.act. H�GX�X�HQ (477/u, 13 (undat.)), 3pl.pret.act. H�WH�HU 
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(OH/MS), 2sg.imp.act. H�HW (OH/NS), H�H]�]D (OH/NS), 3sg.imp.act. H�H]�GX 
(KUB 43.23 obv. 3 (OH/MS), KUB 31.104 i 8 (MH/MS)), H�H]�]D�Dã�GX (KBo 
8.35 ii 20 (MH/MS)), H�H]�]D�DG�GX (KUB 36.25 i 5 (NS)), H�H]�]D�GX (KUB 
57.79 iv 23 (NS)), 2pl.imp.act. H�H]�WH�HQ (OH/NS), H�H]�]D�DW�WH�HQ, H�H]�]D��DW��
WpQ, H�H]�]D�Dã�WpQ, 3pl.imp.act. D�GD�DQ�GX (MH/MS), H�H]�]D�DQ�GX (KUB 9.31 
iii 2 (NS)), H]�]D�DQ�GX (KUB 54.34 ii 3 (NS)); part. D�GD�DQ�W�; verb.noun. D�GD�
�D��WDU, gen.sg. D�GD�DQ�QD�Dã; inf.II D�GD�DQ�QD, D�GD�D�DQ�QD; impf. D]�]D�NH�D� 
(MH/MS), D]�]L�NH�D� (MH/MS, often). 
 Derivatives: see (NINDA)HGUL�. 
 Anat. cognates: Pal. DG� ‘to eat’  (3pl.pres.act. D�WD�D�DQ�WL, D�GD�D�DQ[-WL?], impf. 
2sg.imp.act. D]�]L�NL�L); CLuw. G�� �� DG� (2sg.pres.act.(?) D]�]D�Dã�WL�Lã, 
2/3sg.pret.act. D]�]D�Dã�GD, 2pl.imp.act. D�D]�]D�Dã�WD�DQ, 3pl.imp.act. D�GD�DQ�
GX, 2pl.pres.midd. D]�WX�X�ÑD�UL, inf. D�GX�QD, part. D�GD�DP�PL�LQ�]L); HLuw. iG� 
‘to eat’  (3sg.imp.act. EDERE-W[X] (BULGARMADEN §16), 3pl.imp.act. 
/"adantu/ i�Wj�WX�X (SULTANHAN §33, KAYSERø §12), D�UD�L�WX (KULULU 5 
§11), EDERE-W~ (KARKAMIŠ A6 §32), inf. /"aduna/ EDEREi�UX�QD� �dø)7/ø.�
§16), i�UX � �QD (? TOPADA §31), part. “ EDERE” -Wj�PL�L�VD ‘eating’  (KULULU 2 
§3); broken i�WD�[...] (KARKAMIŠ A13D�F §5)), iGDKD� (adj.) epithet of gods 
who have to eat something (i�WD�KD�� �68/7$1+$1� ����� .$<6(5ø� �����
KULULU 5 §11)). 
  PAnat. *"HG� � *"G� 
 IE cognates: Skt. DG� ‘to eat’ , Gr.  ‘to eat’ , Lat. HG  ‘to eat’ , Lith.  VWL ‘to 
eat’ , OCS MDVWL ‘to eat’ , Goth. LWDQ ‘to eat’ . 
  PIE *K � pG�WL � *K � G�pQWL 
  
See HW2 E: 128f. for attestations. The original paradigm of this verb was /"édmi, 
"édSi, "édstsi, "duéni, "dsténi, "dántsi/. In NS texts, we find a few forms that seem 
to show a stem H]]D� �  that inflects according to the productive WDUQ�D��class: 
3sg.pres.act. H]] L, 3sg.pret.act. H]] ã, 2sg.imp.act. H]]D and 3pl.imp.act. H]]DQGX. 
Apparently, the stem H]]�D�� was reanalysed out of the forms where the original 
stem HG� shows assibilation due to endings beginning in W�. Puhvel (HED 1/2: 
320) also mentions forms like H]]DããL and D]]DãWHQL (OS!) as showing this stem, 
but these forms rather use intricate spellings to denote the cluster /ds(t)/: H]]DããL 
(besides H�H]�ãL) = /"édSi/ > *K � pG�VL, D]]DãWHQL = /"dsténi/ < *K � G�WK � pQL. It has 
been claimed that the HLuwian form “ *471”i�]D�L (BABYLON 1 §10) shows a 
similar formation as H]]�D�� � , but the meaning of this form is not assured.  
 The etymological connection with e.g. Skt. DG�,�Gr. -, Lat. HG�,�etc. ‘to eat’  
was one of the keys to deciphering the Hittite language. On the basis of the long 
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vowels in Lith.  VWL, OCS MDVWL (< * VWL) and Lat. 3sg.pres.act. VW, it has been 
assumed that the PIE root *K � HG� originally was ‘Narten-inflected’ : *K � G��K � HG� 
(e.g. LIV2). Oettinger (1979a: 89) therefore assumes that the Hittite paradigm is a 
remodelling of *K � ²G�WL � *K � pG�QWL, replacing **H� with D� in the plural, yielding 
H]]D]]L � DGDQ]L. This view is followed by e.g. Melchert who states (1994a: 138) 
that 1pl.pres.act. H�GX�ÑD�D�QL (OH/NS), which seems to reflect a full grade stem, 
must be a more archaic form in spite of the numerous OS attestations D�GX�H�QL 
and D�WX�H�QL, which show a zero grade stem. This is in contradiction to the facts. 
All OS attestations of this verb show that the pres.plur.-forms had zero grade in 
the root: DGXHQL, D]]DãW QL and DGDQ]L. Only in NS texts, we find that the full 
grade is introduced in 1pl. and 2pl., giving HGXÑ QL�HGXHQL and H]]DWWHQL. This is 
perfectly regular if we compare the other H�D-ablauting PL-verbs: their OS 
pres.pl.-forms all show zero grade roots, whereas forms with a full grade root are 
found from MH times onwards only, which clearly indicates that these full grade 
forms are secondary. There can therefore be no doubt that the original paradigm 
of ‘to eat’  was H]]D]]L � DGDQ]L, reflecting a normal root present *K � pG�WL, *K � G�
pQWL. Moreover, the entire concept of Narten-inflection should be abandoned (cf. 
De Vaan 2004). The long vowel and acute intonation found in Balto-Slavic (Lith. 
 VWL and OCS MDVWL < * VWL) are due to Winter’ s Law, whereas the long vowel in 
Lat. VW ‘eats’  (but short in G  ‘I eat’ !) is due to Lachmann’ s Law. We therefore 
are dealing with a perfect exemple of a PIE root-present with *H��-ablaut: *K � pG�
WL � *K � G�pQWL.  
 Note that in HLuwian the ablaut seems to have been given up: 3pl.imp.act. i�Wj�
WX�X and D�UD�L�WX show rhotazation of intervocalic /d/ and therefore must be 
interpreted as /"adantu/, which contrasts with Hitt. DGDQGX = /"dántu/.  
 � ��� �������

HGUL�� (n.) ‘food’  (Sum. ŠÀ.GAL): nom.-acc.sg. H�HW�UL, nom.-acc.pl. H�HW�
UL � I.A, HW�UL � I.A. 
 Derivatives: HGULªH�D�� �  (Ic1) ‘to feed’  (impf.3sg.pres.act. H�HW�UL�Hã�NH�H]�]L), 
HGULªDQX�� �  (Ib2) ‘to feed(?)’  (impf.3sg.pret.act. H�HW�UL�¨D�QX�Xã�NH�H[W?] (KUB 
39.41 rev. 15)). 
 Anat. cognates: HLuw. iGUL�D�� ‘to feed(?)’  (3pl.imp.act. EDERE-Wj�UL�L�WX 
(MALPINAR §7)). 
  PIE *K � HG�UL� 
  
Just like DXUL� ‘lookout’  and ãUL� ‘image’  are derived from DX� �  � X� and Hã����  � Dã�,�
HGUL� ‘food’  is a derivative in �UL� from the verb HG����  � DG� ‘to eat’  (q.v.). See at 
ãUL� for more information on the suffix �UL�.  
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HXN�� � �:�see HNX����  � DNX�  
 � ���������

HÓDQ� (n.) a kind of grain; (with det. UDÚL) soup of a kind of grain: nom.-
acc.sg. H�ÑD�DQ (KBo 4.2 i 10, KBo 11.14 i 6, IBoT 3.96 i 12, FHL 4, 12), H�X�ÑD�
DQ (KBo 10.34 1 23, KBo 25.161 obv. 12, KUB 24.14 i 7, KUB 29.1 iii 9, KUB 
29.4 ii 51, 63, iv 17, KUB 42.97, 5, KUB 44.52, 8), gen.sg. H�X�ÑD�QD�Dã (KBo 
10.34 i 13, 21 (MH/NS)), H�X�ÑD�Dã (KBo 13.227 i 13 (OH/NS), KUB 29.6+ ii 9 
(NS), KUB 7.55 obv. 6 (NS)), instr. H�X�ÑD�QL�L[W] (KUB 51.48, 14 (NS)). 
 IE cognates: Skt. \iYD� ‘grain, corn, crop, barley’ , Lith. MmYDV ‘grainplant’ , Lith. 
MDYD4 ‘grain’ , Gr.  ‘spelt’ . 
  PIE *LpX�RQ� ? 
  
See HW2 E: 141 for attestations. In the oblique cases, we find forms that point to 
a stem HÑD� (gen.sg. HÑDã) and forms that point to a stem HÑDQ� (gen.sg. HXÑDQDã 
and inst. HXÑDQLW). Because all forms are attested in NS texts, we cannot 
determine on the basis of diachronical ordenings which stem is the original one. 
Nevertheless, since it is not a normal practice that D-stem neuters secondarily take 
over the Q�stem inflection, it seems likely to me that the Q�stem inflection is more 
original.  
 The word is predominantly found in lists of edible items, which does not reveal 
too much about its exact meaning. In KUB 29.1 iii (9) QX ãH�HS�St�LW H�X�ÑD�DQ�
Q D ãX�X§�§D�HU QX SD�DN�NX�Xã�NiQ�]L ‘they have strewn ãHSSLW and HXÑD� and 
crush it’  it is likely, however, that HÑDQ�,�just as ãHSSLWW� (q.v.), denotes some kind 
of grain. Puhvel (HED 1/2: 320) interprets the word as ‘barley’  (which cannot be 
ascertained, however, cf. HW2 (l.c.)) and plausibly connects it with Skt. \iYD� 
‘grain’ , Gr.  ‘spelt’  and Lith. MDYD4 ‘grain’ , reconstructing *LpXR�. Since I 
regard the Q-stem as more original, I would adapt this reconstruction to *LHÑ�RQ�. 
Because in Hittite only initial *L� drops in front of H (cf. HND� ‘ice’  < *LHJR�) 
whereas *+LH� yields ¨� (cf. ¨DQ]L ‘they go’  < *K � LHQWL), we cannot reconstruct 
*+LHXR�,�which is sometimes done by scholars who assume that *+¨� > Gr. -. 
Nevertheless, since the exact meaning of HÑDQ� has not been established, we must 
regard this etymology with caution.  
 
H]]D� � �: see HG����  � DG�  
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© �� � ���©� (Ia2 > Ic2) ‘to believe, to trust, to be convinced’ : 1sg.pres.act. §D�D�PL, 
2sg.pres.act. §D�D�ãL, 1sg.pres.act. §D�D�QX�XQ, 2sg.pret.act. §D�D�Lã, 2pl.pret.act. 
§D�DW�WpQ, 3pl.pret.act. §D�D�HU, 2sg.imp.act. §D�D, part. §D�D�DQ�W�. 
 IE cognates: ?Lat. PHQ ‘omen’ . 
  PIE *K � H+�,�*K � HK � � 
  
See HW2 (Ï: 1) for semantics and attestations. This verb often is cited as §DL� 
(e.g. Puhvel HED 3: 9) or §DH� (Oettinger 1979a: 360f.), but the bulk of the 
attestations point to a stem § �. We only once find a form that seems to show a 
stem §DL� (2sg.pres.act. §D�D�Lã (KUB 26.89, 14 (NH))), but in my view this form 
can easily be secondary. It is often stated that this verb inflects like OD�L�� (Puhvel 
l.c., HW2 l.c.), but this is not necessarily so. The verb O � �  � O� (q.v.) must have 
been §L-inflected originally, whereas in the case of § � there is no indication for 
this (cf. also Oettinger 1979a: 361211). In my opinion, the fact that § � has an 
initial §� points to original PL-inflection as both *K � H� and *K � H� yields Hitt. §D�,�
but *K � R� and *K � R� > Hitt. D� (cf. Kloekhorst fthc.c). If 2pl.pres.act. §D�DW�WpQ 
belongs to this paradigm (so Oettinger, but HW2 states that this form hardly can 
mean ‘to trust, to believe’ ), then we see an ablaut § ��§�.  
 Formally, § ����  � §� must reflect *K ��� � H+�. From the few etymological proposals 
(cf. Puhvel l.c.), only Benveniste’ s comparison (1962: 10-11) with Lat. PHQ 
would make sense formally, if we assume that one of the laryngeals of *K ��� � H+� 
was *K � . Semantically, however, the connection is not without problems.  
 
�©©D�(1sg.pres.midd.-ending): see �§§D�UL�  
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� ���  
�
© ©©DOO��(n.) ‘greenery, verdure, (wild) vegetation’ : nom.-acc.sg. §D�D�D§�§D�

DO (OS), §D�D§�§DO, gen.sg. §D�D§�§DO�OD�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. §D�D§�§DO�OL, §D�D§�§D�OL, 
erg.sg. §D�D§�§D�DO�OD�DQ�]D (KBo 13.248 i 12), instr. §D�D�D§�§D�DO�OL�LW (OS), 
§D�D§�§D�DO�OL�LW, dat.-loc.pl. §D�D§�§DO�OD�Dã, erg.pl. §D�D§�§DO�OD�DQ�WH�Hã. 
 Derivatives: 

! �����"� ©D©©DOODOOD� (c.) a female functionary (nom.pl. §D�D§�§D�
�DO��OD�DO�OH�Hã), ©D©©DOLHãNH�D�� �  (Ic6) ‘to become yellow(green)’  (3sg.pret.act. 
§D�D§�§D�OL�Hã�NH�HW), ©D©©DOXÓDQW� ‘?’  (dat.-loc.sg. � §D�D§�§D�OX�ÑD�DQ�WL), 
©D©OD©©� �  (IIb) ‘to make yellow(green)’  (impf.3sg.pret.act. §D�D§�OD�D§�§L�Lã�N[H�
HW]), ©D©ODQLHãNH�D�� �  (Ic6) ‘to make yellow(green)’  (3pl.pret.act. §D�D§�OD�Q[L�Hã�
N]HU), ©D©ODÓDQW� (n.) ‘the yellow’  (nom.-acc.pl. §D�D§�OD�X�ÑD�DQ�GD), 
©D©OLPPD� (c.) ‘jaundice(?)’  (nom.sg. §D�D§�OL�LP�PD�Dã), ©D©OLÓDQW� (SIG7�
ÑDQW�) (adj.) ‘yellow(green)’  (nom.sg.c. §D�D§�OL�X�ÑD�DQ�]D). 
  
See HW2 Ï: 3 for semantics and attestations. In OS texts, the stem of this word is 
§ §§DOO�,�whereas in younger texts we find §D§§DOO�. Most derivatives show a 
syncopated stem §D§O�. The only gloss wedged form, §D§§DOXÑDQWL, of which the 
meaning is not clear, is regarded by HW2 Ï: 7f. as not belonging to this group of 
words.  
 Although the word seems genuinely Hittite (OS attestations already, no aberrant 
case-forms or spelling variancies, multiple derivatives) I know of no good IE 
etymology.  
 
�©©D©DUL�(1sg.pres.midd.-ending): see �§§D�UL�  
 
�©©D©DUX (1sg.imp.midd.-ending): see �§§DUX  
 
�©©D©DWL (1sg.pret.midd.-ending): see �§§DW�L�  
 
©DL�Q�N� # # $&% ' � ( , ©LQN� $&% ' � ( ; ©L�Q�N�� �  (IIIh; Ib3) ‘(act. trans.) to bestow, to offer; (act. 
intr.) to bow; (midd.) to bow’ : 3sg.pres.midd. §D�LN�W[D�UL] (OS) // [§D�L]N�WD�UL 
(OH/NS), §D�LN�WD (OH/MS), §p�HN�WD (OS), §L�LN�WD (MS), §L�LQ�JD (OS), §L�LQ�
JD�UL (MH/MS), §L�LQ�NDW�WD (OH/MS), 3pl.pres.midd. §D�LQ�NiQ�WD (OS or 
OH/MS), §D�HQ�NiQ�W[D] (NS), §L�LQ�NiQ�WD (OH/MS), §L�L�LQ�NiQ�WD (NS), 
3pl.pret.midd. §L�LQ�NiQ�WD�WL (MH/NS), §L�LQ�NiQ�WD�DW (OH/MS); 1sg.pres.act. 
§L�LN�PL (OH/MS), §L�LQ�LN�P[L] (NS), [§L�L]Q�JD�PL (NS), 3sg.pres.act. §L�LN�]L 
(MH/MS), §L�LQ�LN�]L (OH/NS), §L�LQ�JD�]L (MH/NS), §L�QL�LN�]L (1x, NS), §L�LQ�
NL�H]�][L] (NS), 1pl.pres.act. §L�LQ�NX�ÑD�QL (MH/NS), §L�LQ�NX�H�QL (NS), 
3pl.pres.act. §L�LQ�NiQ�]L (OH/NS), 1sg.pret.act. §L�LQ�NX�XQ (NH), 3sg.pret.act. §L�
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LQ�NDW�WD (OH/NS), [§L]-LQ�LN�WD (NS), §H�HQ�LN�WD (MH/NS), 1pl.pret.act. §L�LQ�NX�
X�H�HQ (NS), 3pl.pret.act. §L�LQ�NHU (OH/NS), 2sg.imp.act. §L�LQ�JD (NH), §L�LQ�
L[N] (NS), 3pl.imp.act. §L�LQ�NiQ�GX (MH/NS); verb.noun §L�LQ�NX�ÑD�DU 
(OH/MS), §L�LQ�NX�X�ÑD�DU (NS), gen.sg. §p�HQ�NX�ÑD�Dã (OS), §H�HQ�NX�ÑD�Dã 
(NS), §L�LQ�NX�ÑD�Dã (OH/NS); inf.I §L�LQ�NX�ÑD�DQ�]L (OH/NS); impf. §L�LQ�JD�
Dã�NH�D� (OS), §L�LQ�NL�Lã�NH�D� (MS), §L�LQ�NL�Hã�NH�D� (MH/NS). 
 Derivatives: ©HQJXU� �� ©HQJXQ� (n.) ‘gift, offering’  (nom.-acc.sg. §p�HQ�JXU 
(OH/NS), dat.-loc.sg. §p�HQ�NX�QL (OH/NS), nom.-acc.pl. §L�LQ�NX�ÑD�UL (NS)), 
©LQNDWDU� ��©LQNDQQ� (n.) ‘gift’  (dat.-loc.sg. IGI.DU8.A�DQ�QL (NS)), ©LQJDQX�� �  
(Ib2) ‘to make bow’  (3sg.pres.act. §L�LQ�JD�QX�]L (NS)), 

���
©LQNXOD� (c.) ‘offerant’  

(nom.sg. §L�LQ�NX�OD�Dã (OH/NS)), see §HQNDQ�. 
  
See Puhvel HED 3: 289f. and 292f. for attestations. The verbal forms that I have 
treated here under one lemma, are sometimes regarded as belonging to two 
separate verbs. For instance, Puhvel (l.c.) distinguishes “ KHQN�,� KL�Q�N� ‘bestow, 
consign, commit, secure, assign, allot, provide, present, offer’ ”  from “ KH�Q�N�,�
KL�Q�N�,�KDL�Q�N� ‘bow (reverentially), curtsy’ ” . Although indeed at first sight the 
two meanings ‘to bestow’  and ‘to bow’  seem to differ substantially, I regard them 
as belonging to the same verb for the following reasons. Oettinger (1979a: 171-7) 
has shown that in OH texts, all active forms denote ‘to bestow’  and all middle 
forms ‘to bow’ . Only in younger texts, we find active forms that, when 
intransitive, denote ‘to bow’  as well. Since in my view the meaning ‘to bow’  can 
be derived from ‘to bestow oneself, to offer oneself’ , we can easily regard all 
forms as belonging to one verb. In the active, this verb was transitive and meant 
‘to bestow something, to offer something’ ; in the middle it was intransitive / 
reflexive and meant ‘*to bestow oneself, to offer oneself’  > ‘to bow’ .  
 If we look at the formal side of this verb, we see that in the active paradigm we 
find the stems §LN� and §LQN� (assuming that the spellings §L�LQ�LN�]L and §L�LQ�JD�
]L and the hapax §L�QL�LN�]L stand for /Hinktsi/). In the older texts (MS) these show 
a clear distribution between §LN�& and §LQN�9 (compare e.g. OL�Q�N���� , §DUQL�Q�N���� , 
LãWDUQL�Q�N���� , etc.). In the younger texts (NS) this distribution is given up, and we 
here find /Hinkmi/ and /Hinktsi/ here as well. Only once, in a NS text, we find a 
form, §L�LQ�NL�H]�]L, which seems to show a stem §LQNL¨H�D���� , according to the 
very productive �¨H�D�class. In the middle paradigm, the stems §LN� and §LQN� are 
found as well, again showing §LN�& vs. §LQN�9. The stem §HQN� that occasionally 
is found in NS texts must be regarded as the result of the NH lowering of OH /i/ 
to /e/ before �Q� (cf. OH OLQJDL� > NH OHQJDL� and § 1.4.8.1.d). 
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 Besides the stems §LN�&, §LQN�9 and §HQN�, we occasionally find the stems 
§DLQN� and §DLN� as well, which show the same distribution regarding the presence 
or absence of �Q�: §DLN�& vs. §DLQN�9. Yet, the status of these forms is in dispute. 
E.g. Puhvel (o.c.: 295) regards them as “ reverse spellings, a kind of spurious 
diphthong notation for H” . Melchert (1994a: 144) gives an overview of the other 
claimed instances where an etymological �H� is spelled hypercorrectly as �DL�. The 
form DSSDL]]L� instead of normal DSSH]]L� (cited as an example of �DL� for �H� by 
Puhvel) is regarded by Melchert as “ a morphologically renewed form based on 
the adverb SSD + �L]]L�” . The hapax D�LS�WD ‘he seized’  (KBo 5.6 i 11 (NH)) 
instead of normal H�HS�WD clearly is a scribal mistake of the sing A (b) for the sign 
E (¢) (only two vertical strokes missing). These two examples are therefore not 
cogent. The third example, PD�LN�ND ) �Xã ‘many’  (KUB 26.1 iii 58 (NH)) instead 
of expected PH�HN�ND ) �Xã, is regarded by Melchert as a convincing parallel of a 
‘reverse spelling’  of �DL� for �H�,�however, and on the basis of this sole example he 
as well concludes that the ‘reverse spelling’  of �H� as �DL� is a real phenomenon 
and that therefore the spellings §DLN� and §DLQN� do not have to be taken seriously 
and should be interpreted as standing for §HN� and §HQN� respectively. Apart from 
the fact that I in principle disagree with dismissing 6 well-attested spellings, most 
of which occur in OS and MS texts, on the basis of one form in a NH text, I doubt 
the status of the form “PD�LN�ND ) �Xã” . If we look closely at this form in the 
handcopy of KUB 26.1, , we see that it in fact does not read PD�
LN�ND ) �Xã, but rather NX�LN�ND ) �Xã (for the clear distinction between the signs MA 
and KU in the handwriting of this scribe compare e.g. the form of these signs in 
ibid. iii (61)  = ãX� P�PD�Dã PD NX�L�H�Hã, on the 
basis of which it is fully clear that the sign in line 58 should be read KU instead 
of MA). This means that this form does not show a ‘reverse spelling’  of �H� as �DL� 
at all: the spelling NX�LN�ND ) �Xã can only be regarded as a (rather big) scribal 
mistake for correct PH�HN�ND ) �Xã, and not as the result of the scribe’ s desire to 
archaize the text by ‘reversing’  an �H� to �DL� on the basis of his awareness that in 
older times an original *-DL� contracted to �H�. All in all, I conclude that the 
spellings §DLN� and §DLQN� must be taken seriously phonetically. They show that 
the original stem was §DL�Q�N�. Already in OS times this §DL�Q�N� was contracted 
to §H�Q�N� and slightly later on it became §L�Q�N� on the basis of the raising of �H� 
in front of �QN�. In NH times, the stem §LQN� developed into §HQN� again due to the 
NH lowering of OH /i/ to /e/ before �Q�.  
 The original stem §DL�Q�N� should also be taken as the basis for etymological 
considerations. Nevertheless, most proposed etymologies are based on the idea 
that the basic form of this verb is §HQN�. In order to explain the �H� that is adjacent 
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to §�,� the magic wand of Eichner’ s Law is used and §HQN� is subsequently 
reconstructed as *K � Q.�. E.g Oettinger (1979a: 175f., referring to Pedersen 
1938: 183f.) connects “ §HQN�”  with Gr.  ‘fate’  and OIr. pFKW ‘killing’  and 
reconstructs *K � QN�. The semantic connection between Hitt. “ §HQN�”  ‘to bestow’  
and Gr. ‘fate’  and Ir. ‘killing’  is explained through the “ semantische Bindeglied”  
§HQNDQ� ‘fate, death’  (q.v.). Others have proposed a connection with Gr.  
‘to bring’ , OCS QRVLWL ‘to carry, to bear’  (e.g. Götze & Pedersen 1934: 50), which 
is semantically more attractive, but formally impossible as these reflect PIE 
*K � QH��.  
 In my view, the original stem §DL�Q�N� can only reflect *K ��� � HLQ.�. As such, this 
root violates the PIE root constraints (there are no parallels of roots in �H55&�). If 
this verb is of IE origin, we can only assume that it reflects a nasal-infixed stem 
of a root *K ��� � HL.�. Problematic, however, is the fact that the only other secure 
example of a nasal-infixed stem of a root *&HL.� shows the structure &L�QLQ�.�: 
QLQL�Q�N����  ‘to mobilize’  from the root *QHLN� (cf. § 2.2.4). Moreover, we would 
not expect a nasal-infix in a middle paradigm. All in all, at this moment I do not 
see any way to convincingly connect this verb with words from other IE 
languages, neither to give a logical analysis of its form.  
 Melchert (1984a: 2446, but retracted in 1994a: 144) proposed to interpret 
§DL�Q�N� as a compount *K � H�K � HQ��,�the second part of which should be the root 
underlying Gr.  ‘to bring’ . As we saw above already, on the basis of OCS 
QRVLWL ‘to carry’  e.a., this root must be reconstructed as *K � QH��,�which makes 
Melchert’ s reconstruction impossible.  
 
©DODL� � � �� ©DOL� *  (IIa4 > Ic2) ‘to set in motion’ : 1sg.pres.act. §D�OD�D�PL (KBo 
47.292, 3 (NS)), 2sg.pres.act. §D�OD�D�ãL (KBo 5.9 iii 9 (NH), KUB 36.46, 6 
(NS)), 3sg.pres.act. §D�OD�D�L (KUB 9.1 ii 32 (MH/NS)), 3pl.pres.act. §D�OD�D�DQ�
]L (KUB 15.27 ii 3 (NS)), §D�OL�HQ�]L (here? KBo 6.26 iv 14 (OH/NS)), 
3sg.pret.act. §D�OD�Lã (KUB 24.8+ iii 11 (OH/NS)), §D�D�OD�Hã (here? KUB 36.55 
ii 38 (MH/MS?)), 2pl.pret.act. §D�OD�LW�[W]pQ (KBo 26.100 i 7 (MS)), 3pl.pret.act. 
§D�OD�D�HU (KUB 26.65 iii 5 (NS), KUB 5.25 iv 35 (NS)), §D�D�OD�HU (KUB 50.37, 
14 (NS)). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘to send off, to stretch forth’ . 
  PIE *K � O�RL�,�*K � O�L� 
  
See HW2 Ï: 16f. for a semantic treatment of this verb. Formally, it is attested 
both with forms that belong to the PL-inflection (§DWUDH�class) and with forms that 
belong to the §L-inflection. Because of the fact that almost all forms are found in 
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NS texts (except 2pl.pret. §DODLWWHQ), it is not easy to determine to which 
inflection the verb belonged originally. Nevertheless, the fact that 3sg.pres. §DO L 
and 3sg.pret. §DO Lã are found in MH and OH compositions respectively, it is in 
my view likely that the §L-inflection was the original one. If this is correct, then 
the verb must have belonged to the G L�WL¨DQ]L-type (if it belonged to the G� ��
type, it would have had a 3sg.pret. **§DO ã (like G ã ‘he took’ ) or **§DO LW (like 
O LW ‘he released’ , which is a PL-form on the basis of the secondary stem O L�)). 
We then expect to find, next to §DODL�, a stem §DOL�,�which is possibly seen in 
3pl.pres.act. §DOLHQ]L (thus also Puhvel HED 3: 12, but against this HW2 Ï: 16).  
 Puhvel (l.c.) connects this verb with Gr.  ‘to send off’ , which must reflect 
*K � L�K � O�¨H�R�,�from a root *K � HO�. For Hittite, this means that §DODL� �  � §DOL�? must 
reflect *K � O�RL� / *K � O�L� (see Kloekhorst fthc.a on the formation of the G L�WL¨DQ]L-
class verbs). Note that in this formation, the R-grade did not cause the initial 
laryngeal to disappear (contra Oettinger’ s account (2004) of DU L < *K � UyL�HL due 
to the ‘de Saussure Effect’ ).  
 For an original homophonic verb, see at §DOL¨H�D���� .  
 
©DOODQQD� � � �� ©DOODQQL� (IIa5) ‘to trample down, to flatten (fields and plants)’ : 
3pl.pres.act. §DO�OD�DQ�QL�DQ�]L (Bo 3267 obv. 6 (MS)); 3sg.pres.midd. §DO�OD�DQ�
QL�¨D�DW�WD�UL (KUB 4.3 ii 9 (NS)); impf. §DO�OD�DQ�QL�Hã�N[H-...] (KBo 19.112, 17 
(MH/NS)). 
 IE cognates: ?Gr.  ‘to destroy’ , ?Lat. G OH  ‘to destroy’ , DE�ROH  ‘to 
destroy’ . 
  PIE *K � HOK � � ? 
  
The verb occurs a few times only, namely in the following text:  

 
KUB 4.3 ii  
  (6) A.ŠÀ�QL PD ]D NiQ DQ�GD TÚL�WDU OH�H DÙ�ãL  
  (7) PD�D�DQ PD ]D NiQ A.ŠÀ�QL PD DQ�GD [T]ÚL DÙ�ãL  
  (8) QX ]D NiQ LÚKÚR�Dã GÌR [â]8 DQ�GD WDU�QD�DW�WL  
  (9) QX A.ŠÀ�Dã WL�Lã §DO�OD�DQ�QL�¨D�DW�WD�UL  
(10) Lã�WDO�NL�¨D�DW�WD�UL  
 
 ‘You must not make a well in the field. If you do make a well in the field, 

however, you will let in the foot of the enemy and your field will be §.-ed (and) 

levelled’ ;  
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as well as in Bo 3267 obv. (see Puhvel HED 3: 13) (6) ÑHONX §DUãDQL ããL 
§DOODQLDQ]L ‘They §. the grass on his head’  and KBo 19.112 (17) [...�]]L DU�§D §DO�
OD�DQ�QL�Hã�N[H�...]. The last context is too broken to give a meaningful 
interpretation, but the first two contexts seem to indicate that, just as LãWDONL¨H�D� 
in KUB 4.3 ii 10, §DOODQQD�L� +  denotes the flattening or trampling down of plants 
and fields. Therefore, HW2 Ï: 18 translates “ zertreten(?), niedertreten(?) o. ä.”  
and Oettinger (1979a: 81) “ niederstrecken” . Puhvel (l.c.), however, translates “ lay 
waste, ruin, savage, ravage” , but apparently does so largely because of an 
etymological connection with Gr.  ‘to destroy’ .  
 Formally, the verb looks like a imperfective in �DQQD�L� of a further unattested 
root *§DOO�. If from IE origin, this *§DOO� could reflect *K ,�- . HO+� or *K ,�- . HOQ�.  
 As we saw, Puhvel connects this verb with Gr.  ‘to destroy’ , etc., 
implying a reconstruction *K . HOK / �, which was followed by e.g. Melchert (1994a: 
82). Because it is less likely to assume that an original meaning ‘to destroy’  
would develop into ‘to flatten (fields and plants)’ , we must assume that if this 
etymology is correct, the Hittite verb preserves the original meaning of *K . HOK / � 
and that the meaning ‘to destroy’  as found in Greek and Latin has developed out 
of this.  
 
© OL� (n.) ‘pen, corral (for cows and horses)’ : nom.-acc.sg. §D�D�OL (OH/NS), 
gen.sg. §D�OL�¨D�Dã (OH/NS), dat.-loc.sg. §D�D�OL (OH/NS), §D�D�OL�¨D (NS), §D�OL�
¨D (NS), abl. §D�D�OL�D] (OH/MS), §D�D�OL�¨D�D] (MH/NS), §D�OL�¨D�D] (OH/NS), 
instr. §D�D�OL�LW (NS), nom.-acc.pl. §D�D�OL�¨D (MH/NS), dat.-loc.pl. §D�D�OL�¨D0 �Dã 
(OS) // [§D�D�OL�¨]D�Dã (OH/?) // §D�D�OL�Dã (OH/NS). 
  
See Puhvel HED 3: 26f. and HW2 Ï: 30 for attestations. The word denotes a pen 
or corral for cows and horses, which contrasts with Dã ÑDU � Dã XQ� ‘pen (for 
sheep and goats)’  (q.v.). Puhvel translates this word as “ lunar halo (in omina)”  as 
well, but only refers to KUB 8.3 rev. (5) [... §]D�D�OL Dã�SX�X]�]D LUGAL�DQ ÑD�
DN�UL�¨D�]L NX�Lã�NL ‘[If ... §] OL DãSX]]D, someone will become rebelious to the 
king’  for this meaning, of which HW2 (Ï: 30) states that it must be regarded as 
belonging with § OL� ‘night watch (as a time measurement)’ . Puhvel’ s 
etymological connection with Gr.  ‘halo’  therefore becomes impossible.  
 Rieken (1999a: 226) connects § OL� with § OD� ‘courtyard’  and reconstructs a 
root “ *K , HO� ‘einfassen’  o. ä., die zwar außerhalb des Hethitischen nur mit 
Gutturalerweiterung als *K , HON��*K , OHN� (gr.  ‘wehre ab, beschirme’ , ai. 
UiN�DWL ‘hütet, schirmt, bewahrt’ , aengl. HDOJLDQ ‘schützen’ , etc.) erscheint, die 
sich aber in heth. §L��L��OD� ‘Hof’  < *K , O�pK , � und in §D�D�OL� ‘Viehhürde’  < 
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*K , yOL� fortsetzt”  (l.c.), and which, according to Rieken, also is visible in the noun 
§DOLããD� ‘casting, overlay’ . Because the noun § OD� (q.v.) cannot reflect *K , O�HK , �,�
this etymological connection in my view falls apart.  
 
©DOLªH�D�1 2  (Ic1) ‘to kneel down’ : 3sg.pres.act. §D�OL�¨D�]L (KUB 8.62 i 4 (NS), 
KUB 16.72, 7, 23 (NS)), §D�OL�H[-H]�]L] (KBo 13.106 i 6 (OH/NS)), §D�OL�H]�]L 
(KBo 53.15, 3 (NS)), 3pl.pres.act. §D�[O]L�HQ�]L (here? KBo 6.26 iv 14 (OH/NS)), 
§D�OL�¨D�DQ�]L (KUB 9.34 i 2 (NS) // IBoT 3.99, 3 (NS)), 3sg.pret.act. §D�OL�¨D�DW 
(KBo 3.3 i 13 (NH)), 3pl.pret.act. §D�D�OL�HU (KBo 3.34 iii 12 (OH/NS)), §D�D�OL�L�
H�HU (KBo 3.4 iii 16 (NH), KBo 4.4 iv 20 (NH), KUB 19.13 i 51 (NH)); 
3sg.pres.midd. §D�D�OL�¨D (KUB 10.11 ii 17 (OH/NS)), §D�OL�¨D�UL (KUB 12.11 iv 
33 (MS?)), §D�D�OL�¨D�UL (KUB 20.99 ii 5 (OH/NS), KUB 28.82 i 6 (OH/NS), KBo 
17.75 i 27 (OH/NS)), 3sg.pret.midd. §D�OL�¨D�DW�WD�DW (KUB 14.15 iv 29, 32 (NH), 
KUB 19.30 i 18 (NH), KBo 5.5 ii 1 (NS), KBo 10.12 i 25 (NH), KBo 10.13 i 25 
(NH), KUB 33.106 iv 5 (NS)), §D�OL�DW�WD�DW (KUB 19.49 i 39 (NH)), 
3pl.pret.midd. §D�D�OL�¨D�DQ�GD�DW (KBo 4.4 iii 47 (NH), KUB 14.15 iii 47 (NH)); 
part. §D�D�OL�DQ�W� (KUB 29.1 iii 3 (OH/NS)); verb.noun. §D�OL�¨D�WDU (HKM 13 
obv. 4 (MH/MS), KUB 3.95, 6 (NS)); impf. §D�D�OL�Lã�NH�D� (KUB 5.6 ii 51 
(NS)). 
 Derivatives: ©DOLQX�1 2  (Ib2) ‘to make kneel’  (3pl.pres.act. §D�OL�QX�DQ�]L (KUB 
29.40 iii 47 (MH/MS), KUB 29.45 i 14 (MH/MS), KUB 29.50 i 13, 28 
(MH/MS)), §D�OL�QX�ÑD�DQ�]L (KBo 8.49, 7 (MH/MS))), ©DOL©OD� 2 ���©DOL©OL� (IIa5) 
‘to genuflect, (trans.) to make obeisance to’  (2sg.pres.act. §D�OL�L§�OD�DW�WL (KBo 
3.34 ii 21 (OH/NS)), 3sg.pres.act. §D�OL�L§�OD�L (KUB 14.1 rev. 10 (MH/MS)), 
2pl.pres.act. [§D�O]L�L§�OD�DW�WH�QL (KBo 3.23 rev. 13 (OH/NS)); 2sg.pres.midd. §D�
OL�L§�OL�Lã�WD�UL (KBo 7.28, 5 + KBo 8.92, 4 (OH/MS)), 3pl.pres.midd. §D�OL�L§�OL�
¨D�DQ�GD�D�UL (KUB 29.1 iv 1 (OH/NS)), 3pl.imp.midd. [§D�O]L�L§�OL�¨D�DQ�GD�UX 
(Bo 3417 rev. 9 (NS)); impf. §D�OL�L§�OL�Lã�NH�D� (MS)). 
  PIE *K , O�yL�HL � *K , O�L�pQWL 
  
See Puhvel HED 28f. for attestations. The bulk of the forms are attested in NS 
texts. They all show the �¨H�D�class. Since this class is quite productive in NH 
times, it is not necessarily the case that this verb was �¨H�D�inflected originally, 
however. Although the spelling §D�OL� is the most common one, we also find a fair 
number of examples of plene spelling §D�D�OL�.  
 In my view, the exact interpretation of this verb for a large part depends on the 
analysis of its derivative §DOL§OD� +  � §DOL§OL� ‘to genuflect’ . This verb, which is 
inflected according to the P PD�L�class, clearly shows a reduplication /Hli-Hla/i-/. 
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As I have argued under the treatment of the P PD�L�class (see § 2.2.2.2.h) the 
verbs that belong to this class used to belong to the G L�WL¨DQ]L-class. In this case, 
§DOL§OD�L� therefore must go back to *§DOL§ODL� +  � §DOL§OL�. In my view, we must 
draw two conclusions from this analysis. First, the basic verb was G L�WL¨DQ]L-
inflected as well. Second, the plene spelling §D�D�OL� cannot reflect an old 
situation, since there is no vowel visible in §DOL§ODL��§DOL§OL� = /Hli-Hlai- / Hli-
Hli-/. So, the verb that is attested as §DOL¨H�D�3 +  only must go back to an original 
*§DODL� +  � *§DOL�.  
 This outcome means that originally, this verb was homophonic to the verb 
§DODL� +  � §DOL� ‘to set in motion’  (q.v.). This may explain the fact that in ‘to kneel 
down’  no specific forms of the G L�WL¨DQ]L-class have survived into the NH period: 
to avoid the homophony, §DODL� +  � §DOL� ‘to kneel down’  was fully taken over into 
the �¨H�D�class, whereas §DODL� +  � §DOL� ‘to set in motion’  was partly taken over into 
the §DWUDH�class.  
 Etymologically, also *§DODL� +  � §DOL� ‘to kneel down’  can hardly reflect anything 
else than *K , O�RL� � *K , O�L�. Nevertheless, I know no good comparandum. Puhvel’ s 
attempt (l.c.) to connect it to the ‘elbow’ -words like Gr. , Lat. XOQD etc. is 
abortive. Not only the semantics are wrong (the meaning ‘elbow’  is very 
consistent throughout the IE languages), the formal side is difficult as well: the 
elbow-words seem to reflect *+HK . O�HQ� or *K . H+O�HQ�,�which does not fit *K , O�RL� 
� *K , O�L�.  
 
©DO QD��(gender unclear) ‘clay(?)’ : gen.sg. §D�OL�L�QD�Dã (OS). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘to anoint, to smear’ , Lat. OLQ , O YL ‘to rub, to smear’ . 
  PIE *K , OL+�QR� ?? 
  
The word occurs in the genitive only, describing WHããXPPL� ‘cup(?)’  and ] UL� 
‘cup’ . A translation ‘clay(?)’  (thus HW2 Ï: 43, Puhvel HED 3: 32) is a possibility 
but is not ascertained. On the basis of this meaning, Puhvel (l.c.) suggests a 
connection with Gr.  ‘to smear’  and Lat. OLQ  ‘to smear’  that reflect a root 
*K , OHL+� (cf. LIV2; note that the �Q� in these forms are from the nasal present). If 
this connection is jusified, Hitt. §DO QD� would reflect *K , OL+�QR�.  
 
©DONL��(c.) ‘barley; grain’  (Sum. ŠE): nom.sg. §DO�NL�Lã (MH/MS), acc.sg. §DO�NL�
LQ (OS), gen.sg. §DO�NL�Dã (OS), §DO�NL�¨D�Dã (OS), dat.-loc.sg. §DO�NL�L (MH/MS), 
abl. §DO�NL�¨D�]D, §DO�NL�¨D�D], instr. §DO�NL�LW (OS), nom.pl. §DO�NL�H�Hã (MH/MS), 
§DO�NL � I.A�Dã (MH/MS), §DO�NL( � I.A)�Xã (NS), acc.pl. §DO�NL�Xã (MH/MS), §DO�NL � I.A-
Xã (MH/MS), §DO�NL � I.A�Dã (MH/MS), §DO�NL�¨D�Dã (NS). 
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 Derivatives: 
4 4DONL� (c.) ‘barley-god’  (Sum. dNISABA; nom.sg. §DO�NL�Lã (OS), 

§DO�NLã, acc.sg. §DO�NL�LQ (OS), §DO�NL�HQ, gen.sg. §DO�NL�Dã, §DO�NL�¨D�Dã, dat.-
loc.sg. §DO�NL�¨D (OS), §DO�NL). 
  
The word is abundantly attested from OS texts onwards. Within Anatolian, the 
Lycian form THOHKL is often regarded as a cognate (e.g. Melchert 1993a: 60; 
2004a: 55). This word is the nom.sg.c. of a genitival adj. of a divine name THOH�L� 
which was first equated with Hitt. dÏDONL� by Neumann (1979b: 270). Neumann 
himself admits himself, however, that this equation is based on a slight formal 
similarity between the two words only, and not on semantic evidence. As I have 
shown in Kloekhorst fthc.c, Lyc. T reflects *K , Ñ, however, and therefore the 
connection with Hitt. §DONL� is untenable.  
 Although the word is attested in the oldest texts and does not show any specific 
non-IE characteristics, IE cognates are unknown.  
 
©DONX ããDU���©DONX ãQ� (n.) ‘supplies (for festivals)’  (Akk. 0(/4 780): nom.-
acc.sg. §DO�NX�Hã�ãDU, §DO�NX�H�Hã�ãDU, §DO�NX�L�Hã�ãDU (KUB 12.66 iv 5), 
gen.sg.(or dat.-loc.pl.) §DO�NX�H�Hã�QD�Dã (KUB 13.1 iv 3), §DO�NX�Lã�ãD�QD�ã D 
(KUB 13.2 iv 12), dat.-loc.sg. §DO�NX�Hã�QL, nom.-acc.pl. §DO�NX�Hã�ãDU � I.A. 
 IE cognates: Skt. iUKDWL ‘to earn, to be worth’ , YAv. DU MDLWL ‘to be equal’ , Gr. 

 ‘to bring in as profit’ ,  (aor.) ‘to earn, to obtain’ , Lith. DOJj 
‘salary, pay’ . 
  PIE *K , OJ 5 6 �pK / VK / �U � *K , OJ 5 6 �pK / VK / �Q� 
  
See HW2 Ï: 62f. for semantics and attestations of this word. Puhvel (HED 3: 
40f.) plausibly connects §DONX ããDU with the PIE root *K , HOJ 5 6 � ‘to yield, to 
supply’ .  
�
©DOXND��(c.) ‘message, announcement, tidings, news’ : nom.sg. §D�OX�JD�Dã (OS), 
§D�OX�ND�Dã, acc.sg. §D�OX�NiQ (OS), §D�OX�JD�DQ, §D�OX�ND�DQ, §D�OX�ND 7 �DQ, dat.-
loc.sg. §D�OX�NL (MH/MS), abl. §D�OX�JD�D] (MH/MS), instr. §D�OX�NL�LW (MH/MS), 
acc.pl. §D�OX�NX�Xã (MH/MS). 
 Derivatives: ©DOXNL�� �� ©DOXJDª� (adj.) ‘message-..’  (nom.sg.c. §D�OX�NL�L[ã] 
(HKM 75 obv. 8 (MH/MS)), nom.pl.c. §D�OX�JD�H�Hã (KBo 14.4 i 1)), 8�9 ©DOXNDW�W�DOOD� (c.) ‘messenger, envoy’  (Akk. LÚ7( 7 �08; nom.sg. §D�OX�JD�WDO�
OD�Dã, acc.sg. §D�OX�NDW�WDO�OD�DQ, §D�OX�JD�WDO�OD�DQ, acc.pl. §D�OX�JD�WDO�OX�Xã 
(MH/MS)), ©DOXJDQQD� 2 ���©DOXJDQQL� (IIa5) ‘to make an announcement, to bring 
news’  (impf. §D�OX�JD�DQ�QL�Lã�NH�D� (KUB 27.29 iii 17)), ©DOXJDQDH�1 2  (Ic2) ‘to 
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bring news’  (3sg.pres.act. §D�OX�JD�QD�L]�]L (KUB 28.4 iii 14)), ©DOXJDQLOL (adv.) 
‘in messenger-fashion’  (§D�OX�JD�QL�OL (KUB 17.16 iv 4)). 
 IE cognates: Goth. OLXJDQ ‘to lie’ , OCS O JDWL ‘to lie’ , OIr. OX�L�JH, OXJDH ‘oath’ . 
  PIE *K , O�H�R�XJ 6 �R� 
  
See Puhvel HED 3: 44f. for attestations. This word is attested in OS texts already. 
The basic stem is §DOXN�,�with a thematic noun §DOXND� and an L�stem adjective 
§DOXNL� � §DOXJDL�. Two forms go back to a stem §DOXJDQ�D��,�namely §DOXJDQLOL 
and §DOXJDQDL]]L.  
 Despite its OS attestation and perfectly normal derivations, it is difficult to 
etymologize §DOXND�. Sturtevant (1932a: 8) connected §DOXND� to Goth. OLXJDQ ‘to 
lie’ , which further belongs with OCS O JDWL ‘to lie’  and OIr. OX�L�JH, OXJDH ‘oath’ . 
Although formally possible (we should then reconstruct *K , OHXJ 6 �), the semantic 
side of this connection is at first sight not self-evident. Nevertheless, if one 
compares for instance ModEng. WR WHOO VWRULHV = ‘to lie’ , then we could imagine 
how ‘to bring news’  and ‘to lie’  are cognate. See at §XOXNDQQL� ‘carriage’  for the 
claim that this word is a derivative.  
 Dercksen (fthc.) suggests that the word §XOXJDQQXP that occurs in the 
OAssyrian text AKT 1.14 from Kültepe (acc. pl. §X�OX�Nj�QL in line 7 and gen.sg. 
§L�OX�Nj�QL�LP (with scribal error) in line 30) may be a loanword on the basis of 
Hitt. acc.sg. §DOXJDQ.  
 
©DO]DL� 2 � ��©DO]L� (IIa4 > Ic1; IIIc > IIIg) ‘to cry out, to shout, to call (trans.), to 
invoke, to recite’ : 1sg.pres.act. §DO�]H�H§�§L (OS, often), §DO�]L�¨D�PL (KUB 15.23, 
19 (NH)), 2sg.pres.act. §DO�]D�L�LW�W[L] (KBo 17.23 obv. 2 (OS)), §DO�]D�LW�WL (KUB 
13.3 iv 28 (OH/NS)), §DO�]H�Hã�WL (KUB 26.88 obv. 8 (NS), KUB 31.136 ii 3 
(NS)), [§DO�]]L�¨D�ãL (KUB 26.12 iii 23 (NH)), [§DO�]]L�¨D�ã[L] (KUB 15.1 iii 11 
(NH)), §DO�]L�¨D�DW�WL (KBo 5.4 rev. 26 (NH)), 3sg.pres.act. §DO�]D�D�L (OS, often), 
§DO�]D�L (OS, less often), 1pl.pres.act. §DO�]L�ÑD�QL (KUB 17.21 iv 11 (MH/MS)), 
§DO�]L�¨D�X�H[-QL] (KUB 12.50, 6 (MH/NS)), 2pl.pres.act. §DO�]L�¨D�DW�WH�QL (KUB 
13.4 iv 17 (2x) (OH/NS)), 3pl.pres.act. §DO�]L�DQ�]L (OS, often), §DO�]L�¨D�DQ�]L 
(often), 1sg.pret.act. §DO�]H�H§�§X�XQ (OS, often), 2sg.pret.act. §DO�]D�LW[-WD] 
(KUB 30.10 obv. 9 (OH/MS)), §DO�]D�LW�WD (KUB 1.16 ii 60 (OH/NS)), §DO�]D�
D[-LW�WD] (KBo 18.28 i 3 (NS)), 3sg.pret.act. §DO�]D�Lã (OS, often), §DO�]D�L�Lã 
(MH/MS), §DO�]D�D�Lã (often), §DO�]D�D�L�Lã (1x), §DO�]L�¨D�DW (KUB 21.16 i 18 
(NH)), 1pl.pret.act. §DO�]L�H�X[-HQ] (KUB 23.77a obv. 11 (MH/MS)), §DO�]L�~�HQ 
(KBo 5.3 i 40 (NH)), §DO�]L�¨D�X�HQ (KBo 11.1 obv. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9 (NH)), §DO�]L�
¨D�~�HQ (KUB 4.1 ii 2 (MH/NS)), 3pl.pret.act. §DO�]L�L�H�HU (KUB 29.1 i 25 
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(OH/NS), KUB 31.68 ii 49 (fr.) (NS)), §DO�]L�H�HU (KUB 18.56 iii 35 (NS), KUB 
18.24 iii 22 (NS)), §DO�]L�HU (KBo 14.12 iv 33 (NH)), 2sg.imp.act. §DO�]D�L (HKM 
21 rev. 21 (MH/MS), HKM 81 rev. 30 (MH/MS)), §DO�]D�D�L (KUB 31.115, 7 
(OH/NS), KUB 13.2 iii 30 (MH/NS), KBo 18.24 i 14 (NH), KUB 6.45 iii 24 
(NH), KUB 21.16 i 20 (fr.) (NH)), 3sg.imp.act. §DO�]D�D�~ (KUB 36.90 obv. 5 
(NS)), §DO�]L�¨D�DG�GX (KUB 56.48 i 20 (NS)), §DO�]L�Lã�G[X] (KBo 9.107 rev. 4, 9 
(NS)), 2pl.imp.act. §DO�]L�Lã�WpQ (KBo 3.1 ii 51 (OH/NS), KUB 28.82 i 18 
(OH/NS), VBoT 58 i 27, 29, 32 (OH/NS), KUB 9.11 + 28.82 + IBoT 3.98 i 18 
(OH/NS), KBo 13.98 rev. 7 (fr.) (OH/NS)), §DO�]L�Lã�WH�HQ (IBoT 3.89 obv. 6 
(OH/NS)), §DO�]L�Hã�WpQ (KBo 13.106 i 18 (OH/NS)), 3pl.imp.act. §DO�]L�DQ�GX, 
§DO�]L�¨D�DQ�GX; 2sg.pres.midd. §DO�]L�¨D�DW�WD�UL (KUB 26.12 iii 18 (NH)), 
3sg.pres.midd. §DO�]L�¨D (OS, often), §DO�]L�¨D�UL, §DO�]L�UL, §DO�]L�¨D�DW�WD�UL (KUB 
25.41 v 11 (NS), IBoT 1.29 obv. 54 (OH/NS)), §DO�]L�¨D�WD�UL (KUB 25.32 + 
27.70 ii 43 (OH/NS)), 3sg.pret.midd.(?) §DO�]L�¨D�WL (KBo 3.34 iii 13 (OH/NS)); 
part. §DO�]L�¨D�DQ�W� (MH/MS); verb.noun. §DO�]L�¨D�X�ÑD�DU (KBo 9.96 i 12 (NS), 
KUB 30.55 rev. 10 (fr.) (NS), KUB 48.119 obv. 19 (fr.) (NS), KUB 52.79 i 4 
(NS)), gen.sg. §DO�]L�¨D�X�ÑD�Dã, §DO�]L�¨D�ÑD�Dã; inf.I §DO�]L�¨D�X�ÑD�DQ�]L (KUB 
36.89 obv. 24 (fr.), rev. 6, 53 (NS), KUB 21.16 i 12 (fr.) (NH)), §DO�]L�¨D�X�DQ�]L 
(KBo 23.7 i 5 (fr.) (NS), KBo 17.65 lk. Rd. 6 (fr.) (MS), KBo 27.69, 6 (fg.) 
(NS)); impf. §DO�]L�Lã�NH�D�,�§DO�]L�Hã�NH�D�. 
 Derivatives: see §DO]LããD� +  � §DO]Lãã�. 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. ©DOWD�L� ‘call, appeal (?)’  (dat.-loc.sg. §DO�WL, §DO�[W]H?), 
©DOWD�L� ‘to call, to appeal (?)’  (3sg.pres.act. §DO�WD�DW�WL (in Hitt. context), 
3sg.pres.midd. §DO�WL�LW�WD�UL). 
 IE cognates: Goth. ODìRQ, ON ODèD, OE OD LDQ, OHG ODG Q, ‘to call, to 
summon, to invite’ . 
  PIE *K , OW�RL�,�*K , OW�L� 
  
See HW2 Ï: 92f. for an extensive treatment of semantics and attestation places. 
This verb is abundantly attested from OS texts onwards. It clearly belongs to the 
G L�WL¨DQ]L-class. The secondary PL-inflected stem §DO]L¨H�D�,�created on the basis 
of a wrong analysis of 3pl.pres.act. §DO]L¨DQ]L, is sporadically found in NH and 
NS texts. The Luwian forms that are regarded as cognate, are not ascertained 
regarding their meaning and therefore should be used with caution.  
 Puhvel (HED 3: 63f.) plausibly connects §DO]DL� +  � §DO]L� with Goth. ODìRQ etc. 
‘to call, to summon’  (derived of a noun *ORW �), which points to a root *K , OHW�. 
Puhvel (l.c.) assumes a Schwebe-ablaut *K , HO�W�,�*K , O�HW�,�but this is unnecessary. 
As I have shown in Kloekhorst fthc.a, the G L�WL¨DQ]L-class consists of verbs that 
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show an ablauting *-RL���L�suffix attached to the zero grade of the verbal root. In 
the case of §DO]DL��§DO]L� this means that it goes back to *K , OW�RL� / *K , OW�L�. The 
assibilation of the root-final �W� in front of *-L� in the weak stem spread throughout 
the paradigm (cf. the same principle in ]DL� +  � ]L� ‘to cross’ ).  
 For the impf. §DO]LããD� +  � §DO]Lãã� see at its own lemma.  
 
©DO]LããD� 2 � �� ©DO]Lãã�� (IIa1 : impf. of §DO]DL� +  � §DO]L�) ‘to cry out, to call’ : 
1sg.pres.act. §DO�]L�Lã�ãD�D§�§L (MH/MS), 2sg.pres.act. §DO�]L�Lã�ãD�DW�WL 
(MH/MS), §DO�]H�Hã�ãD�DW�WL (KBo 18.24 i 7 (NS)), 3sg.pres.act. §DO�]L�Lã�ãD�L 
(OS, often), §DO�]L�Lã�ãD�D�L (OS), §DO�]H�Hã�ãD�L (KUB 17.7 iii 15 (NS), KUB 
36.89 obv. 24 (NS)), §DO�]L�ãD�L (KUB 10.72 ii 20 (OH/NS)), 1pl.pres.act. §DO�]H�
H�H[ã�...], 2pl.pres.act. §DO�]H�Hã�ãD�DW�WH�QL (KBo 12.110, 8 (NS)), 3pl.pres.act. 
§DO�]L�Lã�ãD�DQ�]L (OS, often), §DO�]H�Hã�ãD�DQ�]L (NS), §DO�]L�ãD�DQ�]L (KUB 
17.35 iii 10 (NS), KUB 30.56 iii 8 (NS)), 2sg.pret.act. §DO�]L�Lã�ãL�Lã�WD (KBo 16.1 
iii 11 (NH)), §DO�]H�Hã�ãH�Hã�WD (KBo 3.4+ ii 12 (NH)), 3pl.pret.act. [§DO�]] �Lã�ãL�
HU (KBo 18.66 obv. 9 (MS)), §DO�]H�Hã�ãHU (KBo 3.4 i 24 (NH), KBo 16.1 i 37 
(NH)), 2sg.imp.act. §DO�]L�Lã�ãD (KBo 20.31 obv. 6 (OS)), 3pl.imp.act. §DO�]L�Lã�
ãD�DQ�GX (KUB 33.120 ii 59, 62 (MH/NS)), §DO�]H�Hã�ãD�DQ�GX (KUB 1.16 iii 57 
(OH/NS), KUB 24.8 iii 14 (OH/NS)). 
  PIE *K , OW�L�VyK / �HL � *K , OW�L�VK / �pQWL 
  
This verb is an imperfective in �ãã�D�� of the verb §DO]DL� +  � §DO]L� ‘to cry out, to 
call’  and belongs to the small group of imperfectives in �ãã�D�� (next to ãã�D��,�
ãLãã�D�� and ÑDUULãã�D��). The oldest forms (OS and MS) are all spelled §DO�]L�Lã�,�
whereas a spelling §DO�]L�Hã� occurs in NS texts only. This is due to the NH 
lowering of OH /i/ to /e/ before �ã�, cf. § 1.4.8.1.d (similarly in ãã�D�� > ãã�D��,�
ãLãã�D�� > ãHãã�D�� and ÑDUULãã�D�� > ÑDUUHãã�D��). See at §DO]DL��§DO]L� and �ãã�D�� 
for further etymological treatment.  
 
©DPDQN� 2 ���©DPH�LQN��(IIa3) ‘to tie, to betroth’ : 1sg.pres.act. [§]D�PD�DQ�JD�D§�§L 
(KBo 12.96 i 20 (MH/NS)), §D�PD�DQ�JD�PL (KUB 41.18 ii 12 (MS?), KUB 9.31 
iii 24 (NS)), §D�PD�DQ�NiP�PL (KBo 13.72 obv. 6 (NS)), §D�PD�DQ�DN�PL (KBo 
23.113 iii 20 (NS)), [§D�PH�]HQ�NL�PL (IBoT 3.99, 12 (NS)), 3sg.pres.act. §D�PD�
DQ�NL (KBo 35.94, 7, 10 (NS), KBo 40.133, 6 (NS), KUB 47.35 i 13 (NS), KBo 
12.112 obv. 6, 7, 9 (NS), KBo 4.2 i 28, 31, 34, 36 (OH/NS), KBo 5.1 iv 7 
(MH/NS), KUB 11.20 i 6 (OH/NS), etc.), §D�PD�DN�]L (KUB 24.9+JCS 24 ii 47 
(OH/NS)), §D�PD�DQ�JD�[]L] (KUB 4.47 obv. 19), 3pl.pres.act. §D�PL�LQ�NiQ�]L 
(KUB 2.3 ii 24 (OH/NS)), §D�PH�LQ�NiQ�]L (KBo 39.14 i 2, 3 (OH/NS)), §D�PD�
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DQ�NiQ�]L (KUB 10.91 ii 4 (OH/NS)), KUB 39.24 rev. 5 (OH/NS), KBo 44.222, 
12 (NS), KBo 21.34 iii 43, iv 13, 15 (MH/NS), KUB 60.161 ii 38 (MH/NS), HT 1 
iii 15 (NS), KUB 43.49, 13, 15 (NS), KUB 41.31 ii 13 (MS?), KUB 17.18 iii 16 
(MH/NS)), §D�PD�DQ�JD�DQ�]L (KUB 41.18 ii 13 (MS?), KUB 9.32 obv. 11 
(NS)), 1sg.pret.act. §D�PD�DQ�NX�XQ (KUB 58.108 iv 12 (MH/NS)), 3sg.pret.act. 
§D�PL�LN�WD (KBo 3.8+ iii 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 (OH/NS), KUB 7.1+ iii 35, 36, 
37, 38, 42 (OH/NS), KBo 22.128+145 iii 3, 5, 6 (OH/NS)), §D�PD�DN�WD (KUB 
51.33 i 13 (NS), KUB 26.91 obv. 9 (NS)), §D�PD�QD�DN�WD (KUB 14.4 ii 10 
(NH)), 3sg.imp.act. §D�PH�LQ�NDG�GX (KBo 10.45 iv 27 (MH/NS)), 3pl.imp.act. 
§D�PL�LQ�NiQ�GX (KUB 7.41 iv 26 (MH/NS)), §D�PD�DQ�NiQ�GX (KUB 21.38 obv. 
64 (NH)); 3sg.pret.midd. §D�PL�LN�WD�DW (KBo 22.128+145 iii 4 (OH/NS), KUB 
7.1+ iii 34, 40, 41 (OH/NS), KBo 3.8+ iii 33 (OH/NS)), 3pl.pret.midd. §D�PH�LQ�
NiQ�WD�DW (KBo 12.100 i 4, 10 (NS)), §D�PH�HQ�JD�DQ�WD�DW (KBo 12.100 i 6, 7 
(NS)), §D�PH�HQ�NiQ�WD�DW (KBo 12.100 i 9 (NS)), §D�PL�HQ�NiQ�WD�DW (KBo 
12.100 i 19, 20 (NS)); part. §D�PL�LQ�NiQ�W� (KBo 17.15 obv.? 12 (OS), KBo 
23.74 ii 13 (OH/MS)), KBo 17.105 iii 11 (MH/NS), KUB 27.67 ii 13 (MH/NS), 
KUB 9.28 iv 3 (MH/NS)), §D�PH�LQ�NiQ�W� (KBo 6.3 ii 11 (OH/NS), KUB 27.67 
iii 18 (MH/NS)), §D�DP�PH�HQ�NiQ�W� (KBo 6.5 iii 6 (OH/NS)), §D�DP�PL�LQ�
NiQ�W� (HKM 116, 39 (MH/MS)), §D�PD�DQ�NiQ�W� (KUB 59.43 i 14 (NS), KUB 
12.51+ i 8 (NS), KUB 15.31 ii 21 (MH/NS), KUB 22.20, 2 (NS), KUB 58.107 iv 
10 (MH/NS), etc.); verb.noun §D�PH�HQ�NX�ÑD�D[U] (KBo 1.38 rev. 6 (NS)), §D�
PH�LQ[-NX�ÑD�DU] (KBo 1.38 rev. 4 (NS)), gen. §D�PD�DQ�NX�ÑD�Dã (KUB 20.66 iii 
4 (OH/NS)), §D�PH�HQ�NX�ÑD�Dã (KUB 30.48, 14 (OH/NS)), §D�PL�L[Q�NX�ÑD�Dã] 
(KUB 7.1+ iii 62 (OH/NS)); impf. §D�PH�LQ�NL�Hã�NH�D� (KBo 11.11 i 5 (NS)). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘to tie up, to strangle’ , Lat. DQJ  ‘to throttle, to choke, to 
strangle’ , Skt. i�KDV� ‘distress, trouble’ . 
  PIE *K , P�yQ�� 6 �HL, *K , P�Q�� 6 �pQWL 
  
This verb shows two stems, §DPDQN� and §DPH�LQN�. Although in the younger 
texts the two stems seem to be found randomly within forms (e.g. 3pl.imp.act. 
§DPLQNDQGX vs. §DPDQNDQGX), in the older texts it is clear that §DPDQN� is found 
in the strong-stem forms, and §DPH�LQN� in the weak-stem forms (cf. OS part. 
§DPLQNDQW�).  
 The etymological connection with Gr.  ‘to tie up’  and Skt. i�KDV� 
‘distress’  etc. is generally accepted (cf. Puhvel HED 3: 67; Oettinger 1979a: 148) 
and points to a root *K , HP� 6 �.  
 The synchronic ablaut D�H is explained by many scholars as reflecting an 
original ablaut *R�H (cf. especially Jasanoff 2003). In my opinion, this view is 
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problematic as no other IE language shows such a verbal ablaut pattern. I 
therefore assume that, although §DPDQN� indeed reflects an *R-grade form 
*K , PyQ� 6 �HL, the stem §DPH�LQN� must be the outcome of a zero grade form 
*K , PQ� 6 �pQWL, showing the development *&11& > &1}1&. For this latter 
development and a treatment of the prehistory of this nasal present, see § 2.2.4.  
 
©DPPDãD��(gender unclear) ‘?’ : gen.sg. §D�DP�PD�ãD�Dã (KBo 10.10 iv 9). 
  
The word occurs only once, in KBo 10.10 iv (9) â$ É.GAL §D�DP�PD�ãD�Dã ‘of 
the palace of §DPPDãD�’ . Laroche (1962: 29) compares this term with É.GAL §X�
X§�§D�Dã ‘the palace of the grandfather’  (attested several times) and therefore 
equates §DPPDãD� with Luw. §DPVD�L� ‘grandchild’  (see at § ããD� ‘descendant’  
for full citation of the Luwian words). This interpretation is widely followed (e.g. 
HW Erg. 3: 13: “ kleines Kind” ; Puhvel HED 3: 68: “ grandchild” ), but HW2 (Ï: 
120) casts doubt: it is rightly argued that although the term ‘palace of the 
grandfather’  refers to a specific building (namely the palace of the grandfather of 
the present king), a term ‘palace of the grandson’  does not make much sense. 
HW2 suggests to rather interpret §DPPDãD� as a personal name.  
 All in all, a connection between §DPPDãD� and the words for ‘grandson’  in the 
other Anatolian languages is far from assured and phonetically impossible if we 
compare § ãL ‘gives birth’  < *K , yPV�HL, §DããX� ‘king’  < *K , pPV�X� and §DQ] ããD� 
‘offspring’  < *K , PVyV¨R� (see under § ã� +  � §Dãã� ‘to give birth’ ).  
 
©DPHQN�: see §DPDQN� +  � §DPH�LQN�  
 
©DPHã©D��(gender unclear) ‘spring’  (Sum. Ú.BAR8, Akk. ' â ): acc.sg. §D�PHã�
§D�DQ (KUB 50.90, 20 (NS)), gen.sg. §D�PH�Hã�§D�Dã (KUB 12.2 ii 10 (NS)), §D�
PH�Lã�§D�Dã (KUB 38.32 rev. 21 (NS)), §D�PL�Hã�§D�Dã (KBo 13.231 obv. 2 
(NS)), dat.-loc.sg. §D�PH�Hã�§L (often), §D�DP�PH�Lã�§L (KUB 59.1 iv 16 (NS)), 
§D�PL�Hã�§L (IBoT 2.1 vi 10 (NS), KUB 33.54 13 (OH/NS), KUB 42.100 iv 23 
(NS)), §D�PL�Lã�§L (KUB 13.32 obv. 7 (NH), KUB 25.23 i 8, 38, iv 8 (NH), KUB 
25.18 i 2 (NS)). 
 Derivatives: ©DPHã©DQW� (c.) ‘spring’  (nom.sg. §D�PH�Hã�§D�DQ�]D (often), §D�
PH�Lã�§D�DQ�]D (KBo 2.7 rev. 4 (NS), KUB 7.24 obv. 11 (NS), KUB 8.6 obv. 6, 8 
(OH/NS)), §D�PL�Hã�§D�DQ�]D (KBo 2.5 iii 38 (NH), KUB 60.27 rev. 12 (NS)), 
§D�PHã�§D�DQ�]D (KBo 2.7 rev. 16 (NS)), §D�PL�Lã�NiQ�]D (KUB 38.26 rev. 1 
(NS)), §D�PL�Hã�NiQ�]L (KUB 38.26 rev. 19 (NS)), acc.sg. §D�PL�Hã�§D�DQ�WDQ0  
(KUB 4.4 obv. 5 (NH)), gen.sg. §D�PH�Hã�§D�DQ�GD�Dã (often), §D�PH�Lã�§D�DQ�
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GD�Dã (KUB 25.2 vi 24 (OH/NS)), §D�PL�Lã�§D�DQ�WD�Dã (KUB 15.21, 14 (NS)), 
§D�PL�Lã�§D�DQ�GD�Dã (KUB 24.1 ii 4 (NS)), §D�DP�PH�Hã�§D�DQ�WD�Dã (KBo 
19.128 vi 33 (NS)), §D�DP�PL�Lã�§D�DQ�WD�Dã (KBo 24.118 vi 7 (NS)), dat.-loc.sg. 
§D�PH�Hã�§D�DQ�WL (KBo 24.119 iii 12 (NS)), [§]D�P �Lã�§D�DQ�WL (KBo 19.5, 5 
(OH/NS)), all.sg. §D�PH�Hã�§D�DQ�GD (KBo 6.2 iv 60 (OS), KBo 6.3 iv 60 
(OH/NS)), abl. §D�PH�Hã�§D�DQ�GD�]D (KUB 56.14 iv 5 (NS)). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘to cut, to mow’ , OHG P HQ, OE P ZDQ ‘to mow’ . 
  PIE *K , PHK / �VK , R� 
  
See HW2 Ï: 121f. for semantics and attestations. Despite the fact that I here have 
cited §DPHã§DQW� as a derivative of §DPHã§D�,� the two stems function as one 
word, just as ]HQD� and ]HQDQW� ‘autumn’  and JLP�P�� and JLPPDQW� ‘winter’ . The 
gender of the stem §DPHã§D� cannot be determined due to the lack of gender-
specific forms. It seems as if the two stems show a distribution per case: the stem 
§DPHã§D� is not found in the nom.sg., whereas nom.sg. §DPHã§DQ]D is found 
numerous times. The acc.sg. is sporadic for both stems (both attested only once). 
The gen.sg. is found 4 times only with the stem §DPHã§D�,�whereas numerous 
times with §DPHã§DQW�. The dat.sg., however, is attested only twice for 
§DPHã§DQW� whereas §DPHã§L is attested multiple times.  
 The oldest (OS §D�PH�Hã�§D�DQ�GD) and most common spelling is §D�PH�Hã�§D�,�
whereas the alternative spellings (§D�PH�Lã�§D�,� §D�PL�Hã�§D�,� §D�PL�Lã�§D� and 
§D�DP�PL� or §D�DP�PH�) are all found in NS texts only. In one NS text we find a 
spelling §DPHãNDQW�,�but this is not to be taken seriously phonologically.  
 The word denotes ‘spring’ , which contrasted with the two other seasons 
JLPP�DQW�� ‘winter’  and ]HQD�QW�� ‘autumn’ . The fact that §DPHã§D�QW�� is written 
with the sumerogram Ú.BAR8 ‘harvest’  as well, shows that this season also was 
the time of harvesting.  
 The word has received many etymological proposals, for which see Puhvel 
HED 3: 73f. Most of these proposals are phonetically impossible, however. For 
instance, Goetze’ s reconstruction *+DQW�ÑHV+D� ‘front-spring’  (1951: 471), which 
builds on a connection with Skt. YDVDQWi�,�Gr. , Russ. YHVQi ‘spring’ , would 
not yield Hitt. §DPHã§D� according to our understanding of Hittite historical 
phonology. Moreover, the word for ‘spring’  found in the other IE languages must 
be reconstructed as *ÑHV�U, *ÑHV�Q�,� and not as *ÑHVK , �. Similarly, Hoffner’ s 
interpretation *§DQW�PL¨DV§D� (of PDL��PL� ‘to grow’ ) (1974: 15) is phonetically 
impossible.  
 In my opinion, we should rather return to Sturtevant’ s proposal (1928c: 163-4) 
to connect §DPHã§D� with Gr. , OE P ZDQ ‘to mow’ . These latter verbs 
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point to a root *K , PHK / � (note that Gr.  probably is derived from the noun 
 < *K , PK / �HK , �,� cf. Schrijver 1990: 20), which would mean that §DPHã§D� 

reflects *K , PHK / �VK , R� (see WHã§D� ‘dream’  and GDPPH�Lã§ � ‘oppression’  for the 
suffix �ã§D� < *-VK , R�). Semantically, this etymology fits the fact that §DPHã§D� is 
the season in which harvest took place, as we see by the use of the sumerogram 
Ú.BAR8. Puhvel (HED 3: 74) is sceptical about this etymology because in his 
view deriving §DPHã§D� “ from a nonattested verb remains dubious” . This scepsis 
can be nullified by my claim that the root *K , PHK / � is visible in the Hittite verbs 
Qã� +  and §DQH�Lãã�3 +  ‘to wipe’ . It is remarkable that these latter verbs show an V-

extension of *K , PHK / � besides the nominal suffix �VK , R� in §DPHã§D�,� which 
reminds of the situation of WDP ãã�3 +  � WDPH�Lãã�, which shows a verbal V�extension 
besides the nominal suffix �VK , R� visible in GDPPH�Lã§ �.  
 
©DPLQN�: see §DPDQN� +  � §DPH�LQN�  
 
©DPLã©D�: see §DPHã§D�  
 
© Q� 2 � ��©DQ� (IIa2 > Ic1) ‘to draw (liquids)’ : 1sg.pres.act. §D�D�QL�¨D�PL (KUB 
30.26 i 18 (NS)), 3sg.pres.act. §D�D�QL (OH/MS, often), 1pl.pres.act. §D�D�QX�Pp�
H�QL (KBo 23.27 ii 27 (MS)), 3pl.pres.act. §D�D�QD�DQ�]L (KUB 32.72 obv. 10 
(MS), KBo 23.27 ii 30 (MS), KUB 31.57 i 25 (OH/NS)), §D�QD�DQ�]L (KBo 10.31 
ii 14 (OH/NS), KBo 13.178, 3 (fr.) (NS)), §D�D�QL�¨D�DQ�]L (KBo� 23.27 iii 12 
(MS)), §D�QL�¨D�DQ�]L (KUB 29.4 i 60 (NS)), §D�D�QL�D[Q�]L] (KUB 55.63 ii 17 
(NS)), 3pl.pret.act. §D�QL�HU�U D DW (KUB 44.56 rev. 1 (OH?/NS)), §D�D�QHU 
(KUB 54.31 obv. 8 (NS)), §D�QL�H�HU (KUB 33.106 i 10 (NS)), §H�H�QL�U D�DW 
(KUB 33.34 i 6 (OH/NS)), §H� �QL�HU (KUB 33.34 i 8 (OH/NS)), §H�QL�HU (KUB 
33.34 i 7 (OH/NS)), §D�D�QL�¨D�U D�DW (Bo 6472, 12 (undat.)), 2sg.imp.act. §D�D�
DQ, §D�D�QL, 2pl.imp.act. §D�DQ�WpQ (KBo 22.127 i 1 (NS)); inf.I §D�QX�ÑD�DQ�]L 
(KUB 39.71 i 24 (NS)), §D�QX�PD�DQ�]L (KUB 29.4 i 59 (NS)); inf.II §D�QD�DQ�QD 
(KUB 32.72 i 5 (MS)); impf. §D�QL�Lã�NH�D� (KBo 15.37 v 9 (MH/NS)), §D�D�QL�
Lã�NH�D� (KUB 47.62, 10 (NS)), §D�D�QL�Hã�NH�D� (KBo 25.172 iv 6 (NS)). 
 Derivatives: 

:�;"< ©DQHããDU� ��©DQHãQ� (n.), a vessel (nom.-acc.sg. [§D�Q]H�Hã�ãDU 
(KBo 11.41 iv 10 (NS)), §D�QH�Hã�ãD���x[...] (IBoT 2.93, 16 (NS)), gen.sg. [§D�
Q]H�Lã�QD�Dã (KBo 11.41 iv 11 (NS)), §D�QH�Hã�Q[D�Dã] (IBoT 2.93, 17 (NS))). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘bilge-water’ , ?Arm. KDQHP ‘to draw out’ . 
  PIE *K , yQ�HL, *K , Q�pQWL 
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See HW2 Ï: 133f. for semantics and attestations of this verb (cited as §DQ��§HQ�). 
It shows a variaty of stems, namely § Q�,� §DQ�,� § QL¨H�D� and §HQ�. The form 
3sg.pres.act. § QL is the oldest and most often attested form. The forms with a 
stem § QL¨H�D� are all NS and clearly built on 3sg.pres. § QL. As 3pl.pres.act. we 
find both § QDQ]L and §DQDQ]L. Despite the fact that § QDQ]L is attested in MS 
texts, and §DQDQ]L in NS texts only, I think that §DQDQ]L must be considered the 
original form, with § QDQ]L showing secondary introduction of the long  from 
the singular. The stem §HQ� is found in one NS text only, in the form 3pl.pres.act. 
§HQLHU (note that Oettinger (1979a: 52) cites §H�H�QL�HU and § �QL�HU as MH, but 
KUB 33.34 must be NS, as can be seen by e.g. young form of the sign IG in obv. 
16 (compare now also Košak 2005b: 230, who dates this tablet as “ jh.” ). The 
forms with §HQ� must be secondarily formed in analogy to DãDQ]L : HãHU = §DQDQ]L 
: [ (similarly HUHU in the paradigm of U� +  � DU� ‘to arrive’  and HNHU in the paradigm 
of N� +  � DNN�). All in all, I reckon with an original ablauting verb § Q� +  � §DQ�.  
 Puhvel (HED 3: 77) connects this verb with Gr.  ‘bilge-water’  (*K , Q�WOR�) 
and Arm. KDQHP ‘to draw out’ . If this connection is justified, then we must 
reconstruct § QL, §DQDQ]L as *K , yQ�HL, *K , Q�pQWL. Note that *K ,  regularly would 
have dropped in front of *R in the strong stem *K , RQ� (cf. Kloekhorst fthc.c), but 
was restored on the basis of the weak stem *K , Q�.  
 A connection with the vessel DUG§DQH�LããD� (q.v.) is difficult, despite Rieken’ s 
attempt (1999a: 227) to invent an IE scenario to explain §DQH�LããD�. Nevertheless, 
the sporadic NH secondary remodellings into an U�Q-stem §DQHããDU � §DQHãQ�,�as 
if it were a verb.noun of § Q��§DQ�,�shows that at that time the Hittite speakers 
folk-etymologically associated DUG§DQH�LããD� with this verb.  
 
©DQQD� 2 � ��©DQQ�� (IIa1 ; IIIh) ‘to sue; to judge’ ; ©DQQHããDU�©DQQ�D�� 2  ‘to render 
judgement’ : 1sg.pres.act. §D�DQ�QD�D§�§L (KBo 19.70 iii 3 (NH)), 3sg.pres.act. 
§D�DQ�QD�L (KUB 21.17 iii 39 (NH)), §D�DQ�QD�D�L (KBo 3.3 ii 3 (NH), KUB 
43.35, 8 (fr.) (MS)), 2pl.pres.act. §D�D[Q]-Q[D�DW�WH�QL(?)] (HKM 57 rev. 30 
(MH/MS)), §D�DQ�QD�[DW�WH�QL(?)] (HKM 57 rev. 31 (MH/MS)), 3pl.pres.act. §D�
DQ�QD�DQ�]L (KUB 19.20 rev. 15 (NH), StBoT 24 iii 72 (NH))), 1sg.pret.act. §D�
DQ�QD�QX�XQ (KUB 14.4 ii 9 (NH)), 3sg.pret.act. §D�DQ�QL�Lã[-WD] (KUB 36.19, 6 
(MH/NS)), 2sg.imp.act. §D�DQ�QL (HKM 52 rev. 29 (MH/MS), KUB 13.2 iii 31, 
32 (MH/NS)), §D�DQ�QH (KUB 19.14 iv 6 (NH)), 3sg.imp.act. §D�DQ�QD�~ (KUB 
13.2 iii 23 (MH/NS)), §D�DQ�QD�D�~ (KBo 3.4 ii 14 (NH), KBo 16.1 iii 14 (NH), 
ABoT 48, 9 (fr.) (OH/NS)), 2pl.imp.act. §D�DQ�QL�Lã�WpQ (HKM 60 obv. 9 
(MH/MS)), §D�DQ�QL�Hã�WpQ (KUB 54.1 ii 43 (NS)), [§]D�DQ�Q[D]-DW�WpQ (HKM 57. 
rev. 23 (MH/MS)), §D�DQ�QD�DW�WH�HQ (KUB 4.1 i 22, 33, 34 (MH/NS)), 
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3pl.imp.act. §D�DQ�QD�DQ�GX (KUB 14.17 iii 19 (NH), KUB 19.26 iv 3 (NH), 
KUB 50.67 l.col. 5 (NS)); 2sg.pres.midd. §D�DQ�QD�DW�WD (KUB 30.11+ obv. 3, 6 
(OH/MS)), §D�DQ�QD�DW�WD�UL (KUB 31.135+ obv. 12 (OH/MS), KUB 31.127+ i 
43, 44, 46 (OH/NS), KUB 26.27 iii 12 (fr.) (undat.)), 3sg.pres.midd. §D�DQ�QD�UL 
(KBo 30.19 i 35 (OH/NS), KUB 30.24 ii 2 (OH/NS), KUB 39.14 iv 2 (OH/NS), 
KUB 39.17 ii 3 (OH/NS), KBo 4.10 rev. 23 (NH), KBo 26.24 ii 23? (undat.)), 
3sg.pret.midd. §D�DQ�QD�WD�DW (78/e rev. 4 (undat.)), §D�DQ�QD�½WD�¾DW (KUB 12.63 
obv. 33 (OH/MS)), §D�DQ�QD�DG�GD�D[W?] (KUB 34.51, 5 (NS)), 2pl.pret.midd. §D�
DQ�QD�G[X�PD�D]W (KBo 10.45 iii 36 (MH/NS)) // [§D�DQ�QD�]WXP�PD�DW (KUB 
41.8 iii 27 (MH/NS)), 3pl.pret.midd. §D�DQ�QD�½DQ�¾WD�WL (KUB 12.26 ii 2 (NS)), 
3sg.imp.midd. §D�DQ�QD�U[X] (KBo 3.46 iii 3 (OH/NS)), 2pl.imp.midd. §D�DQ�QD�
DG�GX�PD�WL (KBo 10.45 iii 17 (MH/NS)), §D�DQ�QD�GX�PD�WL (KUB 41.8 iii 8 
(MH/NS)); part. nom.-acc.sg.n. §D�DQ�QD�DQ (KUB 13.9 + 40.62 iii 19 (MH/NS)); 
inf.I [§]D�DQ�QX�ÑD�DQ�]L (KUB 13.9+ i 9 (MH/NS)); sup. §D�DQ�QX�DQ (KUB 
29.39 rev. 8 (NS)); impf. §D�Dã�ãL�NH�D� (KUB 34.84+ i 33, ii 18 (MH/MS), KUB 
13.2 iii 10 (MH/NS)), §D�DQ�QL�Lã�NH�D� (KBo 16.42 rev. 5 (MS), KUB 13.20 i 32 
(MH/NS), KBo 13.74, 4 (fr.), 5 (fr.) (NS), KUB 6.46 iii 56 (NH)), §D�DQ�QH�Lã�
NH�D� (KUB 13.20 i 32 (MH/NS), KUB 6.45 ii 17 (NH), KUB 31.66 iii 10 (NH)), 
§D�DQ�QD�Dã�NH�D� (KUB 36.83 i 14 (NS)). 
 Derivatives: ©DQQHããDU� ��©DQQHãQ� (n.) ‘law-suit, case, trial’  (Sum. DI�HããDU, 
Akk. ',1$0; nom.-acc.sg. §D�DQ�QH�Hã�ãDU (MH/MS), gen.sg. §D�DQ�QH�Hã�QD�Dã 
(OS), dat.-loc.sg. §D�DQ�QH�Lã�QL (OS), §D�DQ�QH�Hã�QL, all.sg. §D�DQ�QL�Hã�QD, 
erg.sg. §D�DQ�QL�Lã�QD�DQ�]D, abl. §D�DQ�QH�Hã�QD�D], instr. §D�DQ�QH�Hã�QL�LW), 
©DQQHãQDWDU� ��©DQQHãQDQQ� (n.) ‘jurisdiction’  (dat.-loc.sg. §D�DQ�QL�Hã�QD�DQ�QL 
(KUB 13.9 + 40.62 i 7 (MH/NS)), ©DQQH�LWDOÓDQD� (c.) ‘legal advisory, litigator’  
(nom.sg. §D�DQ�QL�WDO�ÑD�QD�Dã (KUB 7.60 iii 31), nom.pl.c. §D�DQ�QH�WDO�ÑD�QL�H�
Hã (KUB 31.66 iii 6)), ©DQQLWDOÓDQ ãã�1 2  (Ib2) ‘to become legal adversaries’  
(3pl.pret.act. §D�DQ�QL�WDO�ÑD�½QH�¾�Hã�ãHU (KUB 21.17 i 3)). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘to blame, to treat scornfully’ . 
  PIE *K . H�K . QyK . �HL, *K . H�K . QK . �pQWL 
  
See HW2 Ï: 135f. for attestations and semantics of §DQQ�D�� and Ï: 149 for 
§DQQHããDU. The verb is found both in active and in middle forms, without 
difference in meaning. It is usually assumed that the middle forms are original 
and that the active forms are secondarily derived (e.g. Puhvel HED 3: 82). This 
assumption cannot be supported by a chronological ordering of the material: we 
find both middle and active forms in MS texts already. Moreover, from a formal 
point of view it is impossible to derive the active from the middle. In the middle 
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we find only one stem, namely §DQQD�. If the active indeed was derived from the 
middle, we would expect that it would show the stem §DQQD� throughout the 
paradigm. The case is, however, that besides the stem §DQQD�,�we also find a stem 
§DQQ�,�namely in 2pl.imp.act. §DQQLãWHQ (MH/MS). This form cannot be a recent 
creation as we can see by the fact that it shows the archaic §L-ending �ãWHQ. This 
ending was the unproductive one, being replaced by the PL�ending �WWHQ from OH 
times onwards already (visible in secondary §DQQDWWHQ, with introduction of the 
strong stem §DQQD�,�which is attested in a MH/MS text as well). So, the fact that 
we find an ablauting stem §DQQD� +  � §DQQ� in the active (of which §DQQ� cannot be 
secondary as it is found in an archaic form) besides a non-ablauting stem §DQQD� 
in the middle proves that the active cannot be derived from the middle and 
therefore must be the primary formation. This is an important establishment for 
the etymology.  
 The active paradigm of §DQQD� +  � §DQQ� inflects according to the WDUQ�D��class. 
Some of the verbs belonging to this class were explained by Oettinger (1979a: 
496) as reflecting reduplicated roots ending in laryngeal: *&H�&y+�HL : *&H�&+�
pQWL. For §DQQD��§DQQ�,� this means that we have to reconstruct *+H�+Qy+�HL : 
*+H�+Q+�pQWL.  
 As an Anatolian cognate, Puhvel (HED 3: 82) adduces Lyc. Tm�,� which he 
translates as ‘to call to account, to judge (guilty), to punish’ . Beside the fact that 
Melchert (1993a: 59; 2004a: 54) translates Tm� as ‘destroy’ , which would not fit 
the semantics of §DQQD��§DQQ�,� a formal connection between the two verb is 
impossible as well, since Lyc. T reflects PAnat. */Hw/ < *K , Ñ (cf. Kloekhorst 
fthc.c).  
 Other Anatolian cognates are seen by some scholars in the HLuwian words 
KDQL¨DWDVWDU� ‘evilness’  (abl.-instr. MALUS KD�Qt�LD�WD�VD�WDUD�L�WL (KARATEPE 1 
§72)), KDQL¨D� (adj.) ‘malicious’  (nom.-acc.pl.n. MALUS Ki�Qt�LD (KARATEPE 1 
§12)), KDQKDQLZD� (n.) ‘wickedness’  (nom.-acc.sg.n. MALUS KD�KD�Qt�ZD�L�]D 
(TELL AHMAR 1 §20)) and the CLuwian forms §DQL¨D� ‘malicious’  (abl.-instr. 
§DQL¨DWL) and §DQ§DQL¨D� ‘to be malicious’  (3sg.pres.act.(Hittitized) §DQ§DQL¨DL) 
(e.g. Starke 1990: 387-8; Melchert 1993b: 51). This connection must be false as 
on the one hand the semantics do not fit and on the other hand the Luwian forms 
show single �Q� vs. the geminate �QQ� in Hittite.  
 On the IE level, Puhvel (83) proposes to connect Gr.  ‘to blame, to treat 
scornfully’ , which has more merit. The Greek verb shows a stem - once (in 
the aorist ), on the basis of which Puhvel reconstructs a root *K . HQK , �. This 
connection is taken over by e.g. Melchert (1994a: 51) who, on the basis of his 
supposition that the middle inflection of §DQQD� is the primary one, reconstructs 
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*K . HQK , �R. This is incorrect in two respects. Firstly, Van de Laar (2000: 232) 
states that the Gr. stem - must be secondary and that the stem - points to a 
root *K . HQK . �. In my view, a root *K . QHK . � is possible as well, as in Greek we only 
find middle forms that go back to a zero grade stem *K . QK . �. Secondly, we have 
determined that in Hittite the active inflection must be primary, which reflects 
*+H�+QR+�,�*+H�+Q+�. If we apply this structure to the root *K . QHK . � we arrive 
at the reconstruction *K . H�K . QyK . �HL, *K . H�K . QK . �pQWL, which by regular sound laws 
yielded Hitt. §DQQ L, §DQQDQ]L.  
 In my view, the root *K . QHK . � is visible in PIE *K . QHK . �PQ ‘name’  as well (see 
O PDQ) and must have originally meant ‘to call (by name)’ , which on the one 
hand developed into Gr. ‘to call names > to treat scornfully’  and, on the other, 
into Hitt. ‘to call to court > to sue’ .  
 The original form of the imperfective must have been §DããLNH�D� as it is, next to 
§DQQLãNH�D�,�the oldest attested form and, more importantly, within the paradigm 
of §DQQD� +  � §DQQ� shows such an aberrant form that it cannot have been 
secondarily created. In my opinion, it points to a development *K . QK . �V�p�y� > 
/H 6}ké/á-/.  
 The derivative §DQQHWDOÑDQD� clearly is derived from the verb §DQQ�D��,�but its 
exact formation is unclear. Rieken (1999a: 274) implausibly reconstructs 
*K , RQK / �H�WOR�ÑRQ�. It recalls DQQLWDOÑDWDU ‘motherhood’  that is derived from 
DQQD� ‘mother’  (q.v.).  
 
©DQQD� (c.) ‘grandmother’ : dat.-loc.sg. §D�DQ�QL (NH), nom.pl. §D�DQ�QL�Lã (NS), 
acc.pl. §D�DQ�QL�Lã (OH/NS), gen.pl. §D�DQ�QD�Dã (undat.), dat.-loc.pl. §D�DQ�QD�
Dã (OH/NS), §D�D�DQ�Q[D�Dã] (HFAC 14 obv. 4 (NS)). 
 Anat. cognates: Lyc. xQD� ‘grandmother’  (gen.adj.dat.sg. xQDKL, 
gen.adj.nom.-acc.pl.n. xQDKD). 
 IE cognates: Lat. QXV ‘old woman’ , OHG DQD ‘grandmother’ , DQR 
‘grandfather’  OPr. DQH ‘grandmother’ , Lith. DQêWD ‘husband’ s mother’ , Arm. KDQ 
‘grandmother’ . 
  PIE *K , HQ+R� 
  
See Puhvel HED 3: 84f. and HW2 Ï: 141f. for attestations. Although the word at 
first sight seems to belong to the other family words that have their origin in 
baby-talk (DQQD� ‘mother’ , DWWD� ‘father’ ), this word has a good IE etymology 
(just as Hitt. § §§�,�§X§§D� ‘grandfather’  (q.v.)). Especially Arm. KDQ and Lat. 
DQXV point to an initial *K , �. The fact that in Hittite we find a geminate �QQ� can 
only be explained from *-Q+�.  
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©DQH�Lãã�1 2  (Ib1) ‘to wipe’ : 3sg.pres.act. §D�QL�Lã�]L (KUB 41.4 ii 21 (MH/NS), 
KBo 19.142 iii 31 (NS)), §D�QL�Hã�]L (KBo 29.65 i 5 (NS), KUB 10.99 vi 10 (fr.), 
KUB 41.83 obv. 4 (fr.)), §D�QH�Hã[-]L] (KUB 10.99 vi 7, 12) §D�QL�ã � ]�]L (KBo 
21.74 iii 11 (NS)), 2pl.pres.act. §D�QL�Lã�WH�QL (KUB 29.1 iii 32 (OH/NS)), §D�QL�
Hã�WH�QL (KUB 29.1 iii 31, 32, 33 (OH/NS)), 3pl.pres.act. §D�QL�Lã�ãD�DQ�]L (KBo 
43.61 i 3 (NS), KUB 11.3 i 5 (OH/NS)), §D�QL�Hã�ãD�DQ�]L (IBoT 3.148 iii 15 
(MH/NS)), 3pl.pret.act. §D�QL�Hã�ãH�HU (KUB 40.83 obv. 15 (NS)), 2sg.imp.act. 
§D�D�QL�Lã (KUB 29.1 i 8, 9 (OH/NS)), §D�D�QL�Hã (KUB 40.122 rev. 4), 
2pl.imp.act. §D�QL�Hã�WH�HQ (KUB 29.1 iii 34 (OH/NS)), §D�QL½�Hã¾�WH�HQ (KUB 
29.1 iii 34 (OH/NS)), 3pl.imp.act. §D�QL�Hã�ãD�DQ�GX (KUB 31.91 ii 6 (MH/NS)), 
§D�QL�Lã�ãD�DQ�GX (KUB 31.86+ ii 42, KUB 31.87+88 ii 16 (fr.) (MH/NS), KUB 
13.2 ii 15 (MH/NS)), §D� [-Q]L�Lã�ãD�DQ�GX (KUB 31.86 ii 43 (MH/NS)); part. §D�
QL�Lã�ãD�DQ (KBo 23.74 iii 19 (OH/MS)), §D�QL�Lã�ãD�D�DQ (KBo 21.22 rev. 42 
(OH/MS)), [§]D�QL�Lã�ãD�DQ�[W]D (ABoT 21 + KBo 17.65 rev. 10 (MS)); inf.I §D�
QL�Hã�ãX�ÑD�DQ�]L (KUB 29.1 iii 29 (OH/NS)), §D�QL�Lã�ãX�ÑD�DQ�]L (KBo 18.33 
obv. 6); verb.noun §D�D�QL�Lã�ã �Ñ � U (KUB 31.86 iii 1 (MH/NS)), §D�D�QL� ã�
ã[X?�ÑD�DU(?)] (VSNF 12.57 iv 2), §D�QL�Lã�ãX�ÑD�DU (KUB 31.87+88 ii 18 
(MH/NS), KUB 13.2 ii 16 (MH/NS)), [§D�Q]L�Lã�ãX�ÑD�DU (KBo 1.36, 2 (NS)), §D�
QL�Lã�ãX�X�ÑD�DU (KUB 7.13 i 11 (NS)), abl. §D�QL�Hã�ãX�ÑD�D] (KUB 26.43 rev. 11 
(NH)). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. DP�PD�ããD�� ��DP�PD�ããL�ªD�� ‘to wipe’  (3pres.sg. DP�
PD�Dã�ãL�WL, 3pl.pres.act. [DP�]PD�Dã�ãL�¨D�DQ�WL, 3sg.pret.act. DP�PD�½Dã�¾ãD�W[D], 
3pl.pret.act. DP�PD�Dã�ãD�DQ�GD). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘to cut, to mow’ , OHG P HQ, OE P ZDQ ‘to mow’ . 
  PIE *K , PK / �V�pQWL 
  
See HW2 Ï: 143f. for semantics and attestations. Puhvel (HED 3: 86) cites this 
verb as §DQ�Q�Hã�ã��,�assuming that a geminate �QQ� can be seen in 2pl.imp.act. 
§D�DQ�QL�Hã�WpQ (KUB 54.1 ii 43). HW2 (Ï: 153) takes this form as belonging to 
§DQQD� +  � §DQQ� ‘to sue, to judge’ , however: KUB 54.1 ii (42) QX ÑD DP�PH�
HO SiW Lã�§D[-D§�UX] (43) §D�DQ�QL�Hã�WpQ ‘Judge my tears!’  (instead of Puhvel’ s 
translation ‘wipe my tears!’ ).  
 Besides the hapax §DQLãH]]L, which shows a NH �¨H�D�derivative, this verb 
shows two stems, viz. §DQH�Lãã� /Hn}S-/ and § QLãã�� �+ Q}S-/. Diachronically, a 
third stem /" QV-/ can be found in the paradigm of Qã� +  ‘to wipe’  (q.v.). As I have 
argued at Qã� + , both verbs ultimately reflect an V-extension of the PIE root 
*K , PHK / � and go back to an ablauting paradigm *K , RPK / �V� � *K , PK / �V�. The 
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regular outcome of this paradigm was quite different per form: 1sg.pres.act. 
*K , yPK / V�K , HL and 2sg.pres.act. *K , yPK / V�WK , HL should regularly have given 
**/"an}SHi/ and **/"an}Sti/, 3sg.pres.act. K , yPK / V�HL yielded /"ansi/ whereas 
3pl.pres.act. *K , PK / VpQWL regularly gave /Hn}Sántsi/ (cf. Kloekhorst fthc.f for 
details). So, from one paradigm three different stems emerged, namely /" Q}S-/, 
/" QV-/ and /Hn}S-/.  
 The stem /" QV-/ became the source of the verb QãL, QãDQ]L (q.v.), the stem 
/Hn}S-/ became the source of the verb §DQH�Lã]L, §DQH�LããDQ]L whereas the stem 
/" Q}S-/ restored the initial /H-/ on the basis of /Hn}S-/ and yielded the forms 
2sg.imp.act. § QLã and verb.noun § QLããXÑDU that usually are taken as belonging 
to the verb §DQH�Lãã�3 + .  
 :�;�< ©DQH�Lãã �� (c./n.) a vessel: nom.sg.c. §D�QL�Lã�ãD�D�Dã (OS), §D�D�QL�Hã�ãD�D�
Dã, §D�D�QL�Lã�ãD�Dã, §D�QL�Hã�ãD�Dã, §D�QL�Hã�ãD�D�Dã, §D�QL�Lã�ãD�Dã, §D�QL�ãD�Dã, 
§D�QL�ãD�D�Dã, acc.sg.c. §D�QL�Lã�ãD�DQ (OS), §]D�[D]-QH�Hã�ãD�DQ (KBo 25.58 ii 3 
(OS)), §D�QL�Hã�ãD�DQ, §D�QL�Lã�ãD�D�DQ, §D�D�QL�Lã�ãD�D�DQ, §D�QL�ãD�DQ, nom.-
acc.sg.n. §D�QH�Hã�ãD (Bo 3123 iv 8 (OS)) // §[D]-QH�Hã�ãD[(-) (KBo 25.79 iv 8 
(OS)), §D�QH�H�Hã�ãD (KUB 42.107 iii 12 (NS)), §D�QL�Lã�ãD, §D�QL�ãD, gen.sg. §D�
QL�ãD�Dã, abl. §D�D�QL�Hã�ãD�D], §D�D�QL�Hã�ãD�D�]D, §D�QL�Lã�ãD�]D, dat.-loc.pl. §D�
QL�Hã�ãD�D�Dã. 
 Derivatives: 

:�;"< ©DQQLãã QQL (n.) a vessel (nom.-acc.sg. §D�QL�Lã�ãD�D�DQ�QL 
(KBo 20.3 ii 15), §D�QL�ãD�DQ�QL (KBo 11.11 iii 6)). 
  
See HW2 Ï: 145f. for attestations. HW2 cites two lemmas, DUG§DQHããD� and 
DUG§DQHããDU (both denoting a vessel) that I would regard as identical words, since 
they are used in identical contexts. In my view, the forms that show a stem 
§DQHããDU � §DQHãQ� (that I have cited as a derivative of § Q� +  � §DQ�) are NH 
remodellings due to a folk-etymological connection with § Q� +  � §DQ� ‘to draw 
(water)’  (formally, §DQHããDU � §DQHãQ� would be a verb.noun of § Q� +  � §DQ�).  
 The original word shows different stems in OS texts already, viz. commune 
stems §DQLãã �,� §DQLããD� and § QHããD� besides a neuter stem §DQHããD. In my 
opinion, these alternations point to a foreign origin. Rieken’ s attempt (1999a: 
227) to explain §DQH�LããD� as an IE formation on the basis of a stem *K , HQ� ‘to 
draw (water)’ , is unconvincing.  
 
© QL�ªD�� (gender unknown) ‘?’ : gen.sg. §D�D�QL�¨D�Dã, §D�QL�¨D�Dã. 
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See HW2 (Ï: 156) for attestation places. The word only occurs in the combination 
§ QL¨Dã KÁ(.GAL) ‘gate of §.’ . Puhvel (HED 3: 76) argues that this gate must be 
a wellgate by which water flows are regulated and connects § QL�¨D�� with § Q� +  � 
§DQ� ‘to draw (water)’ . HW2 argues, however, that the § QL¨Dã KÁ(.GAL) is an 
ordinary gate of which an etymological connection with § Q� +  � §DQ� cannot be 
proven.  
 
© QLªH�D�1 2 �: see § Q� +  � §DQ�  
 
© QLã� : see §DQH�Lãã�3 +   
 
©DQLãã�1 2 �:�see §DQH�Lãã�3 +   
 
©DQW� (gender unclear) ‘forehead, front(age)’  (Sum. SAG.KI, Akk. 3 780): 
nom.sg. §D�DQ�]D (KUB 3.95, 13 (NS)), §D�DQ�]D WL�LW (KUB 10.96 iv 11 (NS)), 
§D�DQ�]D�D W�WL�LW (KUB 10.96 iv 14 (NS)), acc.sg. §D�DQ�][D���...] (KBo 8.73 ii 6 
(NS)), dat.-loc.sg. §D�DQ�WL�L ã�ãL (KUB 33.66 ii 19 (OH/MS)), §D�DQ�GL�L ã�ãL 
(KBo 13.31 ii 6 (OH/MS), KBo 10.23 iv 5 (OH/NS)), §D�DQ�WH�H ã�ãL (KUB 
32.123 + KBo 29.206 i 15 (NS)), abl. §D�DQ�WD�D�D] (KBo 17.22 iii 19 (OS)), §D�
DQ�WD�D], §D�DQ�GD�D], nom.pl. §D�DQ�WL�Lã (KUB 42.78 ii 18 (NS)). 
 Derivatives: ©DQ]D (adv.) ‘in front’  (§D�DQ�]D (NS), §D�D�DQ�]D (KUB 9.28 ii 12 
(MH/NS), KUB 48.118 i 17 (NH))), ©DQ]DQ (adv.) ‘id.’  (KUB 17.21 iv 13 
(MH/MS), ABoT 60 rev. 10 (MH/MS))), ©DQGD (adv.) ‘for the sake of, in view 
of’  (§D�DQ�GD (MH/MS), §D�DQ�WD, §D�D�DQ�GD (NH)), ©DQGDã (adv.) ‘for the sake 
of, regarding’  (§D�DQ�GD�Dã (NH)), 

4 4DQWDããD� (c.) deity of the forehead (nom.sg. 
dÏD�DQ�WD�Dã�ãD�Dã), 4 4DQWDãHSD� (c.) deity of the forehead (acc.sg. dÏD�DQ�WD�ãH�
SD�DQ (OS), dÏD�DQ�WD�ãH�Sp�Hã (OS), acc.pl. dÏD�DQ�WD�ãH�SX�Xã (OS)), ©DQWL 
(adv.) ‘opposite, against; instead; apart’  (§D�DQ�WL (OS), §D�DQ�GL (OS), §D�DQ�WL�L 
(MH/MS), §D�DQ�GL�L), ©DQWLªDH�1 2  (Ic2) ‘to support(?)’  (3sg.pres.act. §D�DQ�WL�¨D�
L[]�]]L, 3pl.pres.act. §D�DQ�WL�¨D�DQ�]L, 1sg.pret.act. §D�DQ�WL�¨D�QX�XQ, 3sg.pret.act. 
§D�DQ�WL�¨D�LW), see also §DQWH]]L¨D�. 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. ©DQGDÓDW�L�� (c.) ‘supreme authority, king’  (nom.sg. §D�
DQ�GD�ÑD�WH�Hã, acc.sg. §D�DQ�GD�ÑD�WH�HQ), ©DQGDÓDGD©LW� (n.) ‘kingship’  (nom.-
acc.sg. §D�DQ�WD�ÑD�GD�§L�ãD), ©DQWLO�L�� (adj.) ‘first’  (nom.sg.c. §D�DQ�WH�OL�Hã, 
nom.-acc.sg.n. §D�DQ�WL�LO�]D), ©DQWL�ªD�� ‘headband’  (nom.sg. §D�DQ�WL�Lã); HLuw. 
KDQW� (n.) ‘face, forehead’  (dat.-loc.sg. FRONS-WL�L (KARKAMIŠ A6 §20), abl.-
instr. “ FRONS”KD�WD�WL (KARKAMIŠ A2+3 §6), nom.-acc.pl. “ FRONS”KD�Wi 
(KARKAMIŠ A3 §23), “ FRONS”KD�WD (KIRÇOöLU §3), dat.-loc.pl. “ FRONS”KD�WD�
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]D (TELL AHMAR 1 §17)), KDQWL� (adj.) ‘first’  (nom.sg.c. FRONS�WL�VD =  
(TOPADA §19), abl.-instr. FRONS�WL�LD�UD�L (TOPADA §21) gen.adj.nom.sg.c. 
FRONS�WL�LD�Vt?�VD (TOPADA §19), gen.adj.abl.-instr. FRONS�WL�LD�VD > �UD�L 
(TOPADA §21)), KDQWLO�L�� (adj.) ‘first, former; first, preeminent’  (nom.sg.c. 
FRONS�OL�L�Vi (KARATEPE 1 §50 Ho.), FRONS�OD�L�X�Vi (KARATEPE 1 §50 
Hu.), FRONS�OD�L�X�VD (CEKKE §6a), nom.pl.c. FRONS�OL�]L (KARATEPE 1 
§26 Hu.), FRONS�OD�L�X�]L (KARATEPE 1 §26 Ho.), FRONS�OD�L�X�]t 
(PALANGA §2), FRONS�OD�L�X�]D�L (TOPADA §2)), KDQWLOL (adv.) ‘foremost’  
(FRONS�OD�L�X (KARKAMIŠ A11D §17)), KDQWL (adv.) ‘against’  (FRONS�WL 
(KARKAMIŠ A4E §3)), )5216�KLW� (n.) ‘preeminence’  (dat.-loc.sg. “ FRONS” �
KL�WL (KARKAMIŠ A7 §2, KARKAMIŠ A15E §14)), KDQWDZDG�L�� ‘king’  
(nom.sg. REX�WL�L�VD, REX�WL�VD, REX�WL�Vi, dat.-loc.sg. REX�WL�L, nom.pl. REX�
WL�]L, dat.-loc.pl. REX�WD�]D, REX�Wi�]D), KDQWDZDGL� (adj.) ‘royal’  (nom.sg.c. 
REX+UD�L�VD =  (TOPADA §19), abl.-instr. REX�WL�LD�UL�L (SULTANHAN §41), 
REX+UD�L�WL (TOPADA §5, §10)), KDQWDZDWDKLW� (n.) ‘kingdom’  (nom.-acc.sg. 
REX-WD�KL�Vi (KARATEPE 1 §73 Ho.), dat.-loc.sg.? REX�½Wi?¾�KL�Wj (ALEPPO 2 
§4)), KDQWDZDWD� ‘to be(come) king(?)’  (1sg,pret. REX-ZD�L�WD�KD (BOR §8), 
3sg.pret.act. REX�WD (KARABURUN §2)); Lyc. xWDZD� ‘to rule’  (3sg.pret.act. 
xWDZDWH, xWHZHWH), xWDZDWD� ‘rule, kingship’  (acc.sg. xWDZDWm, loc.sg. 
xWDZDWD, xWDZZDWD), xWDZDW�L�� ‘ruler, king’  (nom.sg. xWDZDWL, dat.sg. 
xWDZDWL, abl.-instr. xWDZDWHGL, gen.adj. xWDZHKH�L�), xWDZDWL�MH�� ‘of the ruler, 

royal’  (dat.-loc.pl. xWDZDWLMH). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  (prep., prev.) ‘opposed, facing’ , Arm. QG ‘for, instead 
of’ , Lat. DQWH ‘in front of’ , Gr.  ‘over against, face to face’ , Skt. iQWL ‘before, 
near, facing’ . 
  PIE *K , HQW� 
  
See Puhvel HED 3: 89f. for attestations. Within Hittite it is clear on the basis of 
e.g. dat.-loc.sg. §DQWL (OH/MS) and abl. §DQW ] (OS) that we are dealing with a 
stem §DQW�. Nevertheless, the interpretation of the nominative- and accusative-
forms are unclear. At first sight, nom.sg. §DQ]D seems to show that we are dealing 
with a commune nom.sg. §DQW�V. This commune form then would correspond to 
the commune nom.pl. §DQWLã. Nevertheless, the forms §DQ]D WLW and §DQ]D WWLW 
‘your forehead’  bear a neuter enclitic possessive pronoun  WWLW. Moreover, if the 
accusative-form §D�DQ�][D���...] should be read as §DQ]D, we rather seem to be 
dealing with a neuter nom.-acc.sg. §DQ]D. Starke (1990: 125f.) therefore states 
that the nominative-accusative-forms §DQ]D are rather to be interpreted as Luwian 
forms that show the neuter secondary ending �VD, so §DQW�VD (note that Starke still 
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interpreted this �VD as the neuter plural-ending, whereas nowadays it is generally 
assumed that �VD denotes the nom.-acc.sg.). In his view, the form SAG.KI�DQ 
(KUB 5.9 obv. 8) shows the unextended Luwian nom.-acc.sg. *§ Q. Rieken 
(1999a: 31f.) argues that this latter form could be interpreted as §DQ]DQ as well, 
the regular adverbial form. Nevertheless, she agrees that the Hittite evidence is 
too inconclusive to decide which gender this word had originally. Since all 
instances of nom.-acc.sg. §DQ]D are found in NS texts, they could in principle 
indeed be Luwianisms in �VD. Note that in HLuwian, we find nom.-acc.pl. 
“ FRONS”KD�WD = /hanta/, which seems to indicate that here the word is neuter.  
 Already since Hrozný (1917: 21) it has been generally assumed that §DQW�,�
which in the Anatolian languages still has its full nominal meaning ‘forehead’ , is 
etymologically connected with adverbs and preverbs like Gr.  ‘opposed, 
facing’ , Lat. DQWH ‘in front of’ , Skt. iQWL ‘before, facing’ , etc. In Hittite, we see 
that the stem §DQW� has given rise to some adverbially used forms as well. E.g. 
§DQ]D ‘in front’  probably reflects *K ? HQW�L (and therewith is directly cognate with 
Gr.  and Skt. iQWL) and shows that already at an early time it was not regarded 
as part of the paradigm of §DQW� ‘forehead’  anymore, since neither the *-W� nor the 
*-L was restored (as opposed to the synchronic dat.-loc.sg. §DQWL and its 
adverbialized variant §DQWL). The adverbial forms §DQWL (derived from the dat.-
loc.sg.), §DQGD (< all.sg.) and §DQGDã (< dat.-loc.pl.) are slight later 
lexicalizations of inflected forms of §DQW� ‘forehead’ . The adverb §DQ]DQ 
probably is a secondary formation, adding the �DQ from DQGDQ, SSDQ, NDWWDQ, etc. 
to §DQ]D. Note that the Gr. adverb  ‘against’  has a remarkable parallel 
formation (both from virtual *K ? HQWL�RP).  
 Because it is not fully clear whether §DQW� was commune or neuter originally, 
we cannot properly reconstruct a paradigm. Note that therefore Gr.  can 
either reflect acc.sg. *K ? HQW�P (if originally a commune word) or nom.-acc.pl. 
*K ? HQW�K ?  (if originally a neuter word).  
 
©DQWDH�@ A  (Ic2) ‘(trans.) to arrange (together), to prepare, to fix; to determine; 
(intr.) to get married; (midd.) to get fixed, to fit’  (Sum. (NÍG.)SIxSÁ): 
1sg.pres.act. §D�DQ�WD�D�PL, §D�DQ�GD�D�PL, §D�DQ�GD�PL, §D�D�DQ�GD�PL (KUB 
7.54 i 10 (NS)), 2sg.pres.act. §D�DQ�GD�D�ãL (MH/MS), 3sg.pres.act. §D�DQ�WD�D�
H]�]L (OS), §D�DQ�GD�D�L]�]L, §D�DQ�WD�L]�]L, §D�DQ�GD�L]�]L, §D�DQ�GD�]L, §D�DQ�WH�
H]�]L (HT 1 iii 7), §D�DQ�GD�D�L (KBo 5.2 iv 16), 1pl.pres.act. §D�DQ�GD�D�X�QL 
(1691/u ii 15 (MS), cf. Puhvel HED 3: 98), 3pl.pres.act. §D�DQ�WD�D�DQ�]L, §D�DQ�
GD�D�DQ�]L, §D�DQ�WD�DQ�]L, §D�DQ�GD�DQ�]L, 1sg.pret.act. §D�DQ�WD�D�QX�XQ, §D�DQ�
GD�D�QX�XQ, §D�DQ�WD�QX�XQ, §D�DQ�GD�QX�XQ, 3sg.pret.act. §D�DQ�GD�D�LW, §D�DQ�
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GD�LW, 1pl.pret.act. §D�DQ�GD�D�X�HQ, §D�DQ�GD�X�H�HQ, 3pl.pret.act. §D�DQ�GD�D�HU 
(MH/MS), §D�DQ�WD�D�HU, §D�DQ�WD�HU, §D�DQ�GD�HU, 2sg.imp.act. §D�DQ�GD�D�L, 
3sg.imp.act. §D�DQ�GD�D�HG�GX (MH/MS), §D�DQ�GD�HG�GX (MH/MS), §D�DQ�WD�LG�
GX, 3pl.imp.act. §D�DQ�GD�D�DQ�GX, §D�DQ�WD�DQ�GX, §D�DQ�GD�DQ�GX; 
3sg.pres.midd. §D�DQ�GD�D�HW�WD (OS), §D�DQ�GD�D�H�HW�WD (OS), §D�DQ�GD�D�LW�WD�
UL, §D�DQ�WD�D�LW�WD�UL, §D�DQ�WD�LW�WD�UL, §D�DQ�GD�LW�WD�UL, §D�DQ�GD�LW�WD�D�UL, 
§D�DQ�GD�D�WD�UL, §D�DQ�GD�D�DW�WD�UL, 3pl.pres.midd. §D�DQ�GD�D�DQ�WD�UL, §D�DQ�
GD�DQ�GD�D�UL, §D�DQ�GD�DQ�WD�UL, 2sg.pret.midd. §D�DQ�GD�D�LW�WD�DW, 
3sg.pret.midd. §D�DQ�GD�D�HW�WD�DW (MH/MS), §D�DQ�WD�LW�WD�DW, §D�DQ�GD�LW�WD�DW, 
§D�DQ�GD�D�WD�DW, §D�DQ�GD�D�DW�WD�DW, 3pl.pret.midd. §D�DQ�GD�DQ�WD�WL (OH/MS), 
§D�DQ�WD�DQ�WD�WL (OH/NS), §D�DQ�WD�DQ�GD�WL (OH/NS), §D�DQ�GD�DQ�GD�WL 
(OH/NS), §D�DQ�GD�D�DQ�WD�DW (MS), §D�DQ�WD�DQ�WD�DW (OH/NS), §D�DQ�GD�DQ�
GD�DW, 2sg.imp.midd. §D�DQ�GD�D§�§X�XW, §D�DQ�GD�§X�XW, 3sg.imp.midd. §D�DQ�
GD�LW�WD�UX; part. §D�DQ�GD�D�DQ�W� (OS), §D�DQ�GD�DQ�W� (often), §D�D�DQ�GD�D�DQ�
W� (KUB 20.29 vi 4 (OH/NS)); verb.noun. §D�DQ�GD�D�X�ÑD�DU, §D�DQ�GD�X�ÑD�DU, 
§D�DQ�GD�X�DU, gen.sg. §D�DQ�GD�D�X�ÑD�Dã; inf.I §D�DQ�GD�D��X��ÑD�DQ�]L, §D�DQ�
GD�X�ÑD�DQ�]L; impf. §D�DQ�GD�D�Lã�NH�D� (MS), §D�DQ�WD�Lã�NH�D�,� §D�DQ�WH�Hã�
NH�D�,�§D�DQ�WH�Lã�NH�D�. 
 Derivatives: SDU �©DQGDQG WDU (n.) ‘providence (of a deity)’  (nom.-acc.sg. §D�
DQ�GD�DQ�WD�D�WDU, §D�DQ�GD�DQ�GD�D�WDU, §D�DQ�GD�D�DQ�WD�WDU, §D�DQ�WD�DQ�WD�
WDU, §D�DQ�GD�DQ�WD�WDU, §D�DQ�GD�DQ�GD�WDU, §D�DQ�WD�DQ�GD�WDU, §D�D�DQ�GD�DQ�
GD�WDU (NH), §D�DQ�WD�WDU, §D�DQ�GD�D�WDU, gen.sg. §D�DQ�WD�DQ�WD�DQ�QD�Dã, §D�
DQ�GD�DQ�WD�DQ�QD�Dã, §D�DQ�GD�DQ�GD�DQ�QD�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. §D�DQ�GD�DQ�GD�DQ�
QL, §D�DQ�GD�D�DQ�QL, §D�DQ�GD�DQ�QL), SDU � ©DQGDQGDH�@ A  (Ic2) ‘to show 
providence’  (3sg.pres.act. §D�DQ�GD�DQ�GD�L[]�]L] (KUB 40.1 obv. 39 (NS)), 
3pl.pres.act. §D�DQ�GD�DQ�GD�D�D[Q�]L] (KBo 15.34 iii 20 (OH/NS)), 3sg.pret.act. 
§D�DQ�GD�DQ�WH�Hã�WD (StBoT 24 i 21 (NH))), ©DQGDWW� (c.) ‘trust, 
determination(?)’  (gen.sg. §D�DQ�GD�DW�WD�Dã), B�C ©DQWDQWLªDOD� (c.) ‘repairman (?)’  
(dat.-loc.sg. §D�DQ�WD�DQ�WL�¨D�OL). 
  
See HW2 Ï: 163f. and Puhvel HED 3: 96f. for semantics and attestation of this 
verb and its derivatives. The verb inflects according to the §DWUDH�class, which 
mainly consists of denominal verbs ending in *-R�¨H�R�. For §DQWDH�,�this seems to 
indicate that this verb is derived from a noun *§DQWD�. The question is whether a 
noun §DQW�,�too, would yield a derived verb §DQWDH�D E . There are only a few other 
verbs that end in �DQWDH�. The NH verb LãWDQWDH� ‘to stay put’  derives from OH 
LãWDQW ¨H�D�D E  (q.v.) and reflects *VWK ? HQW�HK ? �¨p�y�. The verb §DQGDQGDH�D E  ‘to show 
providence’  (cited here) and the verb QHNXPDQGDH�D E  ‘to undress oneself’  clearly 
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are derived from §DQGDQW� and from QHNXPDQW� ‘naked’  (q.v.) respectively. Both 
verbs are sporadically attested (§DQGDQGDH� thrice and QHNXPDQGDH� once), 
however, in NS texts only, which indicates that both verbs are likely to be recent 
formations, created in a period in which the §DWUDH�class was a very productive 
category. So it is questionable whether on formal grounds we are allowed to 
derive §DQWDH� (which is attested in OS texts already) from a noun §DQW�.  
 Oettinger (1979a: 367) states that §DQWDH� is derived from §DQW� ‘forehead, 
front’ , but this is, apart from the formal difficulties as raised above, semantically 
unattractive: I do not see how ‘to arrange together’  can be derived from 
‘forehead’ . Puhvel (l.c.) derives §DQGDH� from § QW�,�the participle of the verb § �
D
E
 ‘to believe, to trust’ , arguing that occasional plene spellings §D�D�DQ� point in 

that direction. In my corpus, I have found 430+ examples of §DQGDH�D E  and 
derivatives that show a spelling §D�DQ� (of which 23 are found in OS texts) vs. 
only 3 plene spellings §D�D�DQ�. As these latter are attested in NS texts only, they 
hardly can be phonologically valuable. Moreover, a semantic connection with § �
D
E
 � §� ‘to trust, to believe’  is unattractive.  

 All in all, we have to conclude that §DQWDH�D E  must have been derived from a 
further unattested noun *§DQWD�,�of which no cognates are known.  
 
©DQGD�L�ã��(c.) ‘heat’ : nom.sg. §D�DQ�GD�Lã (KBo 3.23 obv. 6, rev. 9 (OH/MS)), 
§D�DQ�GD�D-[Lã] (KUB 31.115, 9 (OH/NS)), dat.-loc.sg. §D�DQ�WD�L�ãL (KBo 3.22 
obv. 17, 19 (OS)), [§D�D]Q�GD�Lã�ãL (1554/u, 8 (NS)), §D�DQ�GD�ã[L] (KBo 3.23 
obv. 8 (OH/NS)), [§D�DQ�G]D�ãL (KUB 31.115, 11 (OH/NS)). 
 IE cognates: ?OIr. DQG� ‘to kindle’ . 
  PIE *K ? HQG F G H � ? 
  
This word is often regarded as neuter (e.g. Puhvel HED 3: 107; HW2 Ï: 167), but 
this cannot be correct as it functions as the subject of a transitive verb in the 
following text:  
 

KBo 3.23 obv. (with duplicate KUB 31.115, 9f.)  
(5)                                                                               PD�D�Q[( D�DQ)]  
(6) §D�DQ�GD�Lã ÑD�OD�D§�]L ]L�J D�DQ H�NX�QL�PL GD�L  
(7) WiN�NX�Ñ D�DQ H�NX�QL�PD�Dã ÑD�OD�D§�]L Q D�DQ §D�DQ�GD�ã[(L)]  
(8) GD�L  
 
‘When heat strikes him, you must place him in the cold. If cold strikes him, place 

him in the heat’ .  
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Nevertheless, the word cannot be interpreted as a diphthongstem §DQWDL�,�as the 
dat.-loc.sg. shows the stems §DQWDLã� and §DQWDã�. The form §DQWDLãL occurs in the 
formula §DQWDLãL P §XQL ‘in the heat of noon’  only (§D�DQ�WD�L�ãL PH�H�§[X�QL] 
(KBo 3.22 obv. 17), §D�DQ�WD�L�ãL PH�H�§X�Q[L] (KBo 3.22 obv. 19) and [§D�D]Q�
GD�Lã�ãL NiQ PH[-§X�QL] (1554/u, 8 (cf. StBoT 18: 98)), whereas §DQGDãL is only 
attested in the above cited context. Neumann (1960: 141) assumes that §DQWDLãL 
P §XQL is a wrong inflection of an originally nominal sentence *§DQWDLã P §XU 
‘heat is the time = daytime’ . Rieken (1999a: 220) convincingly argues that it is 
better to assume that just as QHNX] P §XU, *§DQWDLã P §XU shows an original 
gen.sg. *§DQWDLã ‘the time of heat’ . Problematic, however, is the question how to 
interpret this gen.sg. *§DQWDLã formally. Moreover, if the form §DQGDãL represents 
the real dat.-loc.sg., I would not be able to explain how the stem §DQGDã� is to be 
seen in comparison to a nom.sg. §DQGDLã and a gen.sg. *§DQWDLã. According to 
Rieken (l.c.), the forms are all explicable if we assume an originally ablauting L-
stem *§DQG�L�,�*§DQG�DL�,�but her line of reasoning seems unattractive to me.  
 Regarding the root, it has been generally accepted since Pedersen (1938: 48) 
that the word is to be compared with OIr. DQG� ‘to kindle’  and Gr.  ‘coal’ , 
although the latter word probably is of substratum origin. If the connection with 
OIr. DQG� is justified, however, then we must reconstruct a root *K ? HQG F G H �.  
 
©DQGDã�:�see §DQGD�L�ã�  
 
©DQWH]]L�ªD���(adj.) ‘first, foremost’  (Sum. IGI-]L�¨D��,�Akk. 0$Ï5Ó): nom.sg.c. 
§D�DQ�WH�H]�]L�¨D�Dã (OS), §D�DQ�WH�H]�]L�Dã (OS), §D�DQ�WH�H]�]L�L�Dã (OH/NS), 
§D�DQ�WH�H]�]L�Lã (MH/MS), acc.sg.c. §D�DQ�WH�H]�]L�DQ (OS), §D�DQ�WH�H]�]L�LQ 
(MH/MS), §D�DQ�WL�L]�]L�DQ (KBo 25.123, 8), nom.-acc.sg.n. §D�DQ�WH�H]�]L�DQ 
(OS), §D�DQ�WH�H]�]L (MH/MS), §D�DQ�WH�H�H]�]L (KUB 36.55 ii 21), gen.sg. §D�
DQ�WH�H]�]L�¨D�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. §D�DQ�WH�H]�]L�¨D (OS), §D�DQ�WH�H]�]L, nom.pl.c. §D�
DQ�WH�H]�]L�H�Hã (OS), §D�DQ�WH�H]�]L�Xã (NH), acc.pl.c §D�DQ�WH�H]�]L�Xã, §D�DQ�WH�
H]�]L�Lã, gen.pl. §D�DQ�WH�H]�]L�¨D�Dã, dat.-loc.pl. §D�DQ�WH�H]�]L��¨D��Dã. 
 Derivatives: ©DQWH]]L (adv.) ‘firstly; in front’  (§D�DQ�WH�H]�]L), ©DQWH]]LªD] (adv.) 
‘before; in front’  (§D�DQ�WH�H]�]L�D], §D�DQ�WH�H]�]L�¨D�D], §D�DQ�WH�H]�]L�¨D�]D), 
©DQWH]]LOL (adv.) ‘in earlier times’  (§D�DQ�WH�H]�]L�OL), ©DQWH]]LªD©©� A  (IIb) ‘to 
make foremost’  (3sg.pret.act. §D�DQ�WH�H]�]L�¨D�D§�§D�Dã), ©DQWH]]LªDWDU� ��
©DQWH]]LªDQQ� (n.) ‘first position’  (dat.-loc.sg. §D�DQ�WH�H]�]L�¨D�DQ�QL). 
  PIE *K ? HQW�HWL+R� 
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The word shows two stems, namely §DQWH]]L¨D� and §DQWH]]L�. It is remarkable 
that all OS attestations belong to the stem §DQWH]]L¨D� (nom.sg.c. §DQWH]]L¨Dã, 
acc.sg. §DQWH]]LDQ, nom.-acc.sg.n. §DQWH]]LDQ), whereas from MH onwards we 
find the stem §DQWH]]L� (nom.sg.c. §DQWH]]Lã, acc.sg.c. §DQWH]]LQ, nom.-acc.sg.n. 
§DQWH]]L). The stem §DQWH]]L� does not show an ablauting suffix (no *§DQWH]]D¨�). 
The hapax spelling with �L� (§D�DQ�WL�L]�]L�DQ) is found in a text that also contains 
the aberrant ~�L�LW ‘he came’  (cf. Melchert 1984a: 93).  
 The adjective clearly is derived from §DQW� ‘forehead; front’  (q.v.) with the 
�H]]L¨D�suffix that we find in DSSH]]L�¨D�� (from SSD (q.v)) as well. The suffix 
seems to go back to *-HWL+R� (note that *-HWLR� probably would have given 
**�H]]D�,�cf. ] §� E  � ]D§§� < *WLRK ? �).  
 
©DQ]DQD� (adj. / c.) ‘black’ ; ‘web’ : nom.sg. §D�DQ�]D�QD�Dã. 
  
This word occurs several times but its meaning is not always clear. In some 
contexts it seems to denote a colour: KUB 29.4 i (31) SÍG SA5 SÍG ZA.GÌN SÍG 
§D�DQ�]D�QD�Dã SÍG SIG7.SIG7 SÍG BABBAR GD�DQ�]L ‘They take red wool, blue 
wool, §. wool, yellow wool and white wool’  and Laroche (1953: 41) has argued 
that it means ‘black’  then. In the vocabulary KBo 1.44 + KBo 13.1 i 50 the 
Akkadian phrase 4Ò�8 (7�7[Ô�7,] ‘spider web’  is glossed by Hitt. D�X�ÑD�ÑD�Dã 
§D�DQ�]D�QD�Dã ‘§. of a spider’ , which would mean that §DQ]DQD� means ‘web’  
here. HW2 Ï: 195 cites a context in which GIŠ§DQ]DQD� should denote “ ein Gerät” . 
So it is possible that we are in fact dealing with three homophonous words 
§DQ]DQD�.  
 The first §DQ]DQD�,�which should mean ‘black’ , has been connected with Gr. 

 ‘mud’  and Skt. iVLWD� ‘dark, black’ � E\� ýRS� ������� ��-6), on the basis of 
which e.g. Melchert (1994a: 121) reconstructs *K ? PV�R�QR�,�although in my view 
a reconstruction *K ? QV��R�QR� is equally possible. It should be noted that the 
etymology is far from certain, however.  
 
©DQ] ããD� (c.) ‘offspring’ : dat.-loc.sg. §D�DQ�]D�Dã�ãL, all.sg. §D�DQ�]D�D�Dã�ãD 
(MH/MS), §D�DQ�]D�Dã�ãD (MH/MS), instr. §D�DQ�]D�Dã�ãL�LW, nom.pl. §D�DQ�]D�
D[-Dã�ãH]-Hã (OS), §D�DQ�]D�Dã�ãH�Hã, §D�D�DQ�]D�Dã�ãH�Hã (1x, MH/NS), acc.pl. 
§D�DQ�]D�Dã�ãX�Xã, §D�DQ�]D�ãX�Xã (1x, NS), dat.-loc.pl. §D�DQ�]D�Dã�ãD�Dã (OS). 
  PIE *K ? PVyVLR� 
  
See Puhvel HED 3: 224f. and HW2 Ï: 397f. for attestations. This word only 
occurs as the second part of the expression § ããD� §DQ] ããD� that denotes ‘further 
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offspring’ , compare e.g. KUB 29.1 iv (2) QX DUMU.NITAMEŠ 
DUMU.MUNUSMEŠ §D�Dã�ãH�Hã §D�DQ�]D�Dã�ãH�Hã PD�DN�NH�Hã�ãD�DQ�GX ‘May 
the sons, daughters and further offspring become numerous!’ . When used in the 
all.sg., the expression has an adverbial feeling to it and must be translated ‘down 
all generations’ , compare e.g. KUB 21.1 i (70) NDW�WD PD DP�PH�HO DUMU x$ 
DUMU.DUMU x$ §D�Dã�ãD §D�DQ�]D�Dã�ãD SD�D§�ãL ‘You must protect my son 
(acc.) and grandson (acc.) down all generations’ . Although the plene spelling §D�
DQ�]D�D�Dã� occurs a few times only, it must be taken seriously because it is 
attested in an OS and in a MS text.  
 In my view, it is quite obvious that §DQ] ããD� and § ããD� are etymologically 
cognate. For the nasal in §DQ] ããD�,�compare Luw. §DPVD�L� ‘grandchild’  as cited 
under the lemma of § ããD�. Within Hittite, §DQ] ããD� and § ããD� clearly belong 
with the verb § ã� E  � §Dãã� ‘to procreate’ , and therefore also with §DããX� ‘king’ . 
See at the lemma of § ã� E  � §Dãã� for a detailed treatment of these words. There I 
argue that §DQ] ããD� must reflect *K ? PVy�,�the full-grade of which yielded § ããD�. 
The second part, �DããD�,� in my view must be equated with the genitival suffix 
�DããD� (q.v.), which means that § ããD� §DQ] ããD� literally means ‘offspring (and) 
the offspring thereof’ . All in all, I reconstruct §DQ] ããD� as *K ? PVyVLR�.  
 
©DSS�@ A  (Ia4; IIIa > IIIb) ‘(act.) to join, to attach; (impers., midd.) to arrange itself, 
to work out’ : 2sg.pres.act. §D�DS�WL (MH/MS), 3sg.pres.act. §D�DS�]L (OH/NS), 
1sg.pret.act. §D�DS�SX�XQ (MS); 3sg.pres.midd. §D�DS�GD�UL (MS?), 3sg.pret.midd. 
§D�DS�GD�DW (MS?), §D�DS�WD�DW (NH), 3sg.imp.midd. §D�DS�SD�UX (OS). 
 Derivatives: 

I J�K�J�L ©DSSHããDU� �� ©DSSHãQ� (n.) ‘joint, limb, member, body part’  
(Sum. UZUÚR; nom.-acc.sg. §D�DS�Sp�Hã�ãDU, §D�DS�Sp�Hã�ãD, §D�DS�Sp�H�Hã½�ãDU¾, 
dat.-loc.sg. §D�DS�Sp�Hã�QL, abl. §D�DS�Sp�Hã�QD�]D, [§]D�DS�Sp�Hã�QD�]D, [§D�]DS�
St�Lã�QD�D], instr. UZUÚR�LW, nom.-acc.pl. UZUÚR

M
I.A�ãD, gen.pl. §D�DS�Sp�Hã�QD�Dã, 

§D�DS�St�Lã�QD�Dã, dat.-loc.pl. §D�DS�St�Lã�QD�Dã ), ©DSSHãQDQW� (c.) ‘id.’  (nom.sg. 
UZUÚR�]D, acc.sg. UZUÚR�GD�DQ, nom.pl. §D�DS�St�Lã�QD�DQ�WH�Hã), ©DSSHãQDH�@ A  
‘(+ DU§D) to dismember’  (1sg.pres.act. §D�DS�St�Lã�QD�PL, 3pl.pres.act. §D�DS�Sp�
Hã�QD�D�DQ�]L, §D�DS�Sp�Hã�QD�DQ�]L, §D�DS�St�Lã�QD�DQ�]L, §D�DS�St�Lã�ãD�QD[-DQ�
]L], [§D�DS�]Sp�Hã�ãD[-QD�DQ�]L]), see §DSSX�. 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. 

I J�K�J�L ©DSSLã� ‘limb, member’  (nom.-acc.sg. §D�DS�St�Lã�
ãD, abl.-instr. §D�DS�St�ãD�D�WL, §D�DS�St�ãD�WL, §D�DS�St�L�ãD�D�WL). 
 IE cognates: Lat. DSWXV ‘connected, fitting’ . 
  PIE *K ? HS� 
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See HW2 Ï: 196f. for attestations and semantics. The oldest form is 
3sg.pres.midd. §DSSDUX (OS), which may indicate that the middle inflection was 
original. Puhvel (HED 3: 113-4) convincingly connects §DSS� with Lat. DSWXV 
‘connected, fitting’  and reconstructs *K ? HS�.  
 
©DSD��(c.) ‘river’  (Sum. ÍD): nom.sg. ÍD-Dã, acc.sg. ÍD�DQ (OS), gen.sg. §D�SD�Dã, 
dat.sg. [Í]D�St (KUB 36.49 i 11 (OS)), all.sg. ÍD�SD, §D�SD�D, abl. ÍD�D], ÍD�]D, 
nom.pl. ÍD

M
I.A�Hã, acc.pl. ÍDMEŠ�Xã, gen.pl. ÍDMEŠ�DQ, ÍDMEŠ�Dã, dat.-loc.pl. 

ÍDMEŠ�Dã, abl.pl. ÍDMEŠ�D], ÍDMEŠ�]D. 
 Derivatives: ©DSDH�@ A  (Ic2) ‘to wet, to moisten’  (3sg.pres.act. §D�SD�D�L]�]L, 
3pl.pres.act. §D�D�SD�D�DQ�]L; impf. §D�St�Lã�NH�D�), ©DS WL� (c.) ‘river land(?)’  
(acc.sg. §D�SD�D�WL�LQ (MH/MS)). 
 Anat. cognates: Pal. © SQD� (c.) ‘river’  (nom.sg. §D�D�DS�QD�Dã); CLuw. © SD�L� 
(c.) ‘river’  (nom./voc.sg. §D�D�St�Lã, dat.-loc.sg. ÍD�L, abl.-instr. ÍD�WL, nom.pl.(? in 
Hitt. context) §D�SD�DQ�]L, acc.pl. ÍD

M
I.A�LQ�]D, dat.-loc.pl. ÍDMEŠ�DQ�]D), 

© SLQQD�L� (c.) ‘little river, stream’  (acc.pl. §D�D�St�LQ�QL�LQ�]D, §D�St�LQ�QL�LQ�]D); 
HLuw. KDSD�L� (c.) ‘river’  (acc.sg. /hapin/ FLUMEN-SL�QD (KARKAMIŠ A15E 
§7, §8), FLUMEN�SL�L�QD (KARKAMIŠ A15E §9), FLUMEN(-)*311?(�)SL�QD 
(TELL AHMAR fr. 6, but interpretation uncertain), FLUMEN�QD (IZGIN 1 §8), 
dat.-ORF�VJ���KDS ��)/80(1�SL�L (TELL AHMAR 5 §9), FLUMEN�SL��0$5$ù�
8 §8)), KDSDG�D�L� (c.) ‘riverland’  (nom.sg. /hapadis/ “ FLUMEN”Ki�SD�UD�L�Vi 
(KARATEPE 1 §48 Hu.), FLUMEN-SDUL�L�Vi (KARATEPE 1 §48 Ho.), 
/hapadais/ FLUMEN.REGIO-Wj�L�VD (HAMA 1 §3), FLUMEN.REGIO�Wj�L�Vj 
(HAMA 2 §3, HAMA 7 §3), FLUMEN.REGIO�Vj (HAMA 3 §3), acc.sg. 
/hapadin/ FLUMEN�SD�WL�QD (KARKAMIŠ A12 §6), FLUMEN.REGIO�WL�QD 
�0$5$ù��������DEO�-instr. /hapadiadi/ FLUMEN.REGIO�LD�WL�L��0$5$ù������� 
acc.pl. /hapadintsi/ FLUMEN.REGIO�]L (IZGIN 1 §5), dat.-loc.pl. /hapadiants/ 
FLUMEN.REGIO�]D (IZGIN 1 §5)); Lyc. ED�L�� ‘to irrigate’  (3pl.pret.act. 
EDLW ). 

  PAnat. *K ? HER� 
 IE cognates: OIr. DXE, gen. DEDH, MWe. DIRQ ‘river’ , Lat. DPQLV ‘stream, river’ . 
  PIE *K ? HE G �R�,�*K ? HE G �Q� 
  
See HW2 Ï: 197f. for attestations. There, an all.sg.-form §D�DS�SD with geminate 
�SS� is cited as well (KUB 31.74 ii (9) §D�DS�SD DQ�GD ãH�Hã�WH�HQ[ ...] ‘You must 
sleep inside the §.’ ), but in my view there is no indication from the context that 
this word should mean ‘river’ . Besides the stem §DSD�,�a few Q-stem forms are 
mentioned as well, namely dat.-loc.sg. ÍD�QL (KUB 17.8 iv 23), all.sg. ÍD�DQ�QD 
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(KUB 53.14 iii 14), and the phonetically spelled forms §D�D�DS�SD�QD (KUB 
58.50 iii 2), §D�SD�QD (Bo 6980, 7, cf. Hoffner 1971: 31f.). Although the forms 
that are spelled with the sumerogram ÍD cannot be interpreted otherwise than as 
‘river’ , I am not sure whether this goes for the phonetically spelled words as well. 
I therefore leave them out of consideration. The real Q�stem forms may have to be 
seen as a more close cognate to Pal. § SQD�.  
 The consistent spelling with single �S� in Hittite and Luwian points to IE *E F G H , 
which is confirmed by Lyc. ED�L��. We therefore have to reconstruct PAnat. 
*K ? HER�,�which cannot be connected with *K ? HS� ‘water’  as seen in Skt. iS� and 
OPr. DSH ‘brook, small river’ . We must rather connect the Anatolian form to the 
It.-Celt. forms (OIr. DXE, gen. DEDH, Lat. DPQLV ‘stream, river’ ), which go back to 
*K ? HE G �Q�. These Q-stem forms remind of Pal. § SQD� and Hitt. ÍD�Q�.  
 
© SSDU�� �� © SSLU� (n.) ‘business, trade; compensation, payment, price’  (Sum. 
ŠÁM): nom.-acc.sg. §D�D�DS�SiU (OS), §D�DS�SiU (OS), §D�DS�St�LU (NS), dat.-
loc.sg. §D�DS�SD�UL (OH/NS), abl. §D�D�DS�SD�UD�D] (OS), §D�DS�SiU�UD�D] 
(OH/NS). 
 Derivatives: ©DS�SD�UDH�@ A , ©DSSLUDH�@ A , ©DS�SD�ULªH�D�@ A  (Ic2 / Ic1) ‘to trade, to 
sell, to deliver, to dispense’  (1sg.pres.act. §D�DS�SD�UL�¨D�PL (MH/NS), 
2sg.pres.act. §D�DS�St�UD�D[-ãL] (MH/MS), 3sg.pres.act. §D�DS�SD�UD�H]�]L (OS), 
§D�DS�UD�H]�]L (OH/MS), §D�DS�UL�H]�]L (MH/MS), §D�DS�St�UD�D�L]�]L (OH/NS), 
§D�DS�St�UD�L]�]L (OH/NS), 2pl.pres.act. §D�DS�St�UD�DW�WH�QL (MH/MS), 
3pl.pres.act. §D�DS�SiU�UD�DQ�]L (OH/NS), §D�DS�St�UD�D�DQ�]L (NH), §D�DS�UD�
DQ�]L (NS), 1sg.pret.act. §D�DS�SD�UL�H�QX�XQ (OS), 3sg.pret.act. §D�DS�SD�UD�D�HW 
(OS); part. [§D�D]S�St�UD�D�DQ�W� (MH/MS), §D�DS�St�UD�DQ�W� (MH/NS); impf. 
§D�DS�St�UL�Lã�NH�D� (MH/NS)), see §DSSLQD�,�§ SSLU�L¨�D�. 
 IE cognates: Skt. iSDV� ‘work’ , Lat. RSXV ‘work’ . 
  PIE *K N pS�U� 
  
See HW2 Ï: 215f. for attestations. The oldest attestations (OS) of the noun 
§ SSDU show plene spelling §D�D�DS�SiU. A nom.-acc.sg. §D�DS�St�LU is attested 
twice in one NS text only. Nevertheless, this stem is attested in the derived verb 
§DSSLUDH�D E  (oldest attestation MH/MS) and § SSLU�L¨�D� ‘town’  (q.v.) as well, 
which proves that it is linguistically real (note that in ‘town’  it is attested with 
plene spelling of �D�: §D�D�DS�St�UL). The alternation between §DSSDUDH� and 
§DSUDH� and §DSSDUL¨H�D� and §DSUL¨H�D�,� shows that the stem § SSDU is to be 
analysed as /HaSU���7KLV�PHDQV� WKDW�ZH�DUH�GHDOLQJ�ZLWK� WZR�VWHPV�� �+ SU-/ and 
�+ S}r-� �� + SHU-/. It is likely that these reflect ablaut, but the original ablaut 
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pattern cannot easily be established anymore. We probably should think of an U-
stem *K O pS�U, *K O S�pU�V yielding the secondary stems *K O pS� U and *K O pS�U�RV, 
*K O pS�U�L, etc. through analogy (cf. also Kimball 1987a: 186f.).  
 Since Sapir (1936: 179) this word is generally compared with Skt. iSDV� ‘work’ , 
Lat. RSXV� ‘work’  < *K O HS�. Reconstructing an original �U�Q�stem on the basis of 
§ SSDU besides §DSSLQD� ‘rich’  is unnecessary (pace Rieken 1999: 315). We find 
Q�stem derivatives meaning ‘wealth’  in other IE languages as well (e.g. Skt. 
iSQDV� ‘wealth’ ), showing that we can easily assume an independent Q-stem. 
Moreover, �U�Q�stems are that common in Hittite that it is unattractive to assume 
that an original �U�Q�stem developed into a Hittite U�stem (which are much rarer).  
 The Lyc. form HSLULMHWL is since Laroche (1958: 171-2) translated as ‘sells’  and 
connected with § SSDU� (and especially §DSSLUL¨H�D�). This has led to the 
generally accepted view that initial *K O � dropped in Lycian (Kimball 1987a). 
Rasmussen (1992: 56-9) convincingly shows that Laroche’ s translation ‘sells’  of 
HSLULMHWL was not based on any contextual considerations, however, but on the 
formal similarity with Hitt. §DSSLUL¨H�D� only. He shows that several other 
interpretations in principle are possible as well and that any conclusions based on 
this form alone are therefore unreliable. As I have shown in Kloekhorst fthc.c, I 
believe that *K O H� yielded Lyc. H�,� and that therefore the connection between 
Hitt. § SSDU� < *K O HS�U� and Lyc. HSLULMHWL cannot be upheld anymore.  
 The connection with Lyd. DIDUL  (allegedly ‘sale deed’ ) as given by Puhvel 
HED 3: 126 is far from assured.  
 
©DSSHQD�: see §DSQ� � §DSSHQ�  
 
©DSSLQD��(adj.) ‘rich’  (Sum. NÍG.TUKU): dat.-loc.sg. §D�DS�St�QL (NH). 
 Derivatives: 

I B�C L ©DSSLQDQW� (adj.) ‘rich (person)’  (nom.sg.c. §D�DS�St�QD�DQ�]D, 
gen.sg. §D�DS�St�QD�DQ�GD�Dã, [§]D�DS�St�Q[D�DQ�W]D�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. §D�DS�St�QD�
DQ�WL, nom.pl.c. §D�DS�St�QD�DQ�WH�Hã), ©DSSLQD©©� P  (IIb) ‘to enrich’  (1sg.pres.act. 
§D�DS�St�QD�D§�§D�D§�§L, 3sg.pres.act. §D�DS�St�QD�D§�[§L], 1sg.pret.act. §D�DS�St�
QD�D§�§X�XQ, 3pl.pret.act. §D�DS�St�QD[-D§�§H�HU], 2sg.imp.act. §D�DS�St�QD�D§, 
§D�DS�St�QD�D§�§L), ©DSSLQ ãã�Q P  (Ib2) ‘to become rich’  (2sg.pres.act. 
NÍG.TUKU�WL, 3sg.pres.act. §D�DS�St�QL�Hã�]L, [§]D�DS�St�QL�Lã�ãL�H[]�]L]), 
©DSSLQDWW� (c.) ‘wealth’  (nom.sg. §D�DS�St�QD�D], acc.sg. §D�DS�St�QD�DW�WD�DQ). 
 IE cognates: Lat. RSV ‘wealth’ , RSXOHQWXV ‘rich’ , Skt. iSQDV ‘possessions’ , YAv. 
DIQD R KD�W� ‘rich in property’ . 
  PIE *K O HS�HQ�R� 
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See HW2 Ï: 230f. for attestations. It is generally accepted that §DSSLQD� and its 
derivatives are derived from the noun § SSDU� � § SSLU� ‘business, trade’  (see 
there for etymology). According to Szemerényi (1954: 275-82), Hitt. §DSSLQDQW� 
is to be equated with Lat. RSXOHQWXV ‘rich’  from *K O HS�HQ�RQW� (the latter showing 
dissimilation of *-Q�Q� to �Q�O�). Other Q-derivations of the stem *K O HS� are found 
in e.g. Skt. iSQDV ‘possessions’ .  
 
©DSSLQD��‘baking kiln, fire-pit’ : see §DSQ� � §DSSHQ�  
 
©DSSLU�: see § SSDU� � § SSLU�  
 
© SSLULªD�,�© SSLUD��(c.) ‘town’  (Sum. URU): nom.sg. URU-UL�Dã (KBo 10.2 i 26 
(OH/NS)), URU-St�UD�Dã (MS), acc.sg. URU�UL�DQ (KBo 34.110 obv. 7 
(OH/NS)), URU�¨D�DQ (KUB 35.135 rev. 19 (NS)), [URU�¨]D�DQ (KBo 6.10 iii 17 
(OH/NS)), [U]RU-St�UD�DQ (ABoT 32 i 4 (MH/MS?), gen.sg. §D�DS�St�UL�¨D�Dã 
(KUB 51.27 obv. 11 (NS)), URU�UL�¨D�Dã (KUB 13.2 iii 4 (MH/NS)), URU�¨D�Dã 
(KUB 23.72+ rev. 52 (MH/MS)), [U]RU�St�UD�Dã (KUB 3.62, 8 (NH?)), dat.-
loc.sg. §D�D�DS�St�UL (KBo 5.6 i 16 (NH)), all.sg. URU�UL�¨D (VSNF 12.30 iv 4 
(OH/NS), KBo 16.54 + ABoT 53, 16 (undat.), VBoT 24 ii 23 (MH/NS)), abl. 
URU-UL�D] (NS), URU�¨D�]D, URU�UD�D] (KUB 60.60 l.col. 12 (NS)), nom.pl. 
URU(DIDLI.)

M
I.A (OS), acc.pl. URUDIDLI.

M
I.A�Xã, gen.pl. URU�UL�¨D[-DQ], URU�¨D�

DQ, dat.-loc.pl. URU�UL�Dã. 
 Derivatives: © SSLULªDãHããDU� �� © SSLULªDãHãQ� (n.) ‘town-settlement’  (nom.-
acc.sg. URU�UL�D�ãH�Hã�ãDU (KBo 4.4 iv 6), URU�¨D�ãH�Hã�ãDU (KBo 6.34+ iii 29), 
URU�UL�¨D�ãH�Hã�ã[DU] (KUB 23.116 i 6), dat.-loc.sg. URU�UL�D�ãH�Hã�QL (VSNF 
12.57 i 21)), © SSLULªDQW� (c.) ‘town (personified)’  (nom.sg. URU�D] (KUB 41.8 
iv 30)). 
  PIE *K O HS�HU�¨R� 
  
See HW2 Ï: 233f. for attestations. The word shows two stems, namely § SSLUL¨D� 
and *§ SSLUD� (URU�SLUD�). According to HW2, § SSLUL¨D� is the older form, 
although *§ SSLUD� is attested in MH times already. Puhvel (HED 3: 128) 
assumes that § SSLUD� is a backformation on the basis of oblique forms like dat.-
loc.sg. § SSLUL.  
 It is generally accepted that § SSLUL¨D� is derived from § SSDU� � § SSLU� 
‘business, trade’  and therefore originally probably meant ‘place of trade’ . See at 
§ SSDU� � § SSLU� for further etymology.  
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©DSQ����©DSSHQ��(gender undet.) ‘baking kiln, fire-pit, broiler (oven)’ : gen.sg. §D�
DS½�Sp¾�H�QD�Dã (KUB 46.73 iii 4 (NS)), §D�DS�Sp�QD�Dã, §D�DS�SD�QD�Dã (KBo 
25.171 v 6 (NS)), dat.-loc.sg. §D�DS�Sp�H�QL (OH/MS), §D�DS�Sp�QL, all.sg. §D�DS�
Sp�QD, instr. §D�DS�Sp�QL�LW. 
  PIE *K O HS�HQ� 
  
See HW2 Ï: 229-30 for attestations. There the word is classified as commune, but 
I have not been able to find any form that specifically shows to what gender this 
word belongs. The two attestations with plene �H� show that in all other 
attestations the sign BI should be read as �Sp�,�which means that the stem in fact 
is §DSSHQ� (note that HW2 treats this word under the lemma §DSSLQD�). HW2 cites 
one form “ mit der singulären Schreibung”  §D�DS�SD�QD�Dã, which they interpret 
as gen.sg. of “ Herdfeuer” . If this interpretation is correct (and it does not seem 
improbable to me), it would show that we are dealing with an (originally) 
ablauting Q�stem §DSSHQ�,� §DSQ� (in which I interpret §D�DS�SD�QD�Dã as 
/Hapnas/), and not with a thematic noun §DSSHQD� (as usually cited). Herewith it 
becomes very probable that the word is of IE origin.  
 Puhvel (HED 3: 121-2) connects this word with Gr.  ‘to bake’ , itself 
probably derived from Gr.  ‘baked’ . This would point to a root *K O HS�,�
which means that we have to reconstruct an original paradigm *K O pS�Q, *K O S�pQ�V 
(if the word originally was neuter) or *K O pS� Q, *K O S�pQ�P, *K O S�Q�yV (if it was 
commune, cf. *SHãDQ� � SHãQ� � SLãHQ� for a similar paradigm).  
 
©DSSX��(adj.) ‘secret(?)’ : nom.-acc.sg.n. §DS?�SX. 
  
Hapax in vocabulary KBo 1.42 ii 22, where Sum. GÚ.ZAL and Akk. 3Ë�5,�Îâ�7Ô 
‘secret’  are glossed with Hitt. §DS?�SX XW�WDU ‘§. matter’ , on the basis of which we 
must assume that §DSSX� means something like ‘secret’  (cf. Weitenberg 1984: 
26). To what extent this §DSSX� is cognate with §DSSX� ‘cage(?)’  is unclear. One 
could assume that an original *‘caged’  develops into ‘secret’ . See then at §DSSX� 
‘cage’  for further etymology.  
 
©DSSX��(gender unclear) ‘fence, railings, cage (within a pen)’ : dat.-loc.sg. §D�DS�
SX�L, §D�DS�SX�X�L, §D�DS�SX�~�L. 
 Derivatives: 

S TVU"W
X ©DSSXWUL� (n.) ‘leather part of harness’  (nom.-acc.sg. §D�DS�SX�
XW�UL). 
  PIE *K Y HS�X� 
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See HW2 Ï: 255 for attestations. The word probably means something like 
‘fence, railing(s)’  or more general ‘cage’  within a pen in which cows are gathered 
(cf. also Puhvel HED 3: 129f.). This makes it likely that KUŠ§DSSXWUL�,�which 
denotes a leather part of the harness of oxen, is derived from §DSSX�. Tischler 
HEG 1: 167 proposes to connect §DSSX� with §DSS� ‘to join, to attach’  (q.v.), 
which is widely followed. This would mean that §DSSX� reflects *K Y HS�X�. Puhvel 
(l.c.) compares this X-stem with Lat. F SXOD� ‘binding’  < *FR�DSXOD�). For the 
possibility that §DSSX� ‘secret’  is derived from this §DSSX�,�see there.  
 
©DSXUL��(c.) ‘foreskin’ : acc.sg. §D�SX�UL�LQ. 
  
See HW2 Ï: 256 for attestation and context. This word is generally connected 
with “ §DSXã� ‘penis’ ”  (cf. e.g. Puhvel HED 3: 131; Rieken 1999: 206), but this 
has now become impossible since “ §DSXã�” , which in fact is § S ãD�ãã��,�does not 
denote ‘penis’ , but ‘shin-bone’  (cf. Kloekhorst 2005a). This leaves §DSXUL� 
without any reliable IE etymology.  
 
©DSXã�: see § S ãD�ãã��  
 
© S ãD�ãã���(n.) ‘shaft (of an arrow or of reed); shin-bone’ : nom.-acc.sg. [§D�]D�
SX�~�ãD NiQ (KUB 9.4 i 13), gen.sg. §D�D�SX�~�ãD�Dã (KUB 9.4 i 31), dat.-loc.sg. 
§D�D�SX�~�ãD�Dã�ãL (KUB 9.4 i 13), dat.-loc.sg. §D�SX�ãD�ãL (KUB 9.34 ii 34), 
erg.sg. §D�SX�ãD�Dã�ãD�DQ�]D (KUB 7.1 ii 35), erg.sg. [§D�D�S]X�ãD�DQ�]D (KUB 
9.4 i 30), nom.-acc.pl. §D�SX�ãD�Dã�ãD (KUB 7.1 ii 35), nom.-acc.pl. §D�D�SX�ãD�
Dã�ãD (KUB 17.8 iv 5), nom.-acc.sg.n. §D�SX�~�ãH�Hã�ãDU (KUB 7.1 ii 16). 
 Derivatives: ©DSXãHããDU (n.) ‘(arrow)shaft’  (nom.-acc.sg. or pl. §D�SX�~�ãH�Hã�
ãDU (KUB 7.1 ii 16)). 
  
This word, which usually is cited as §DSXã�,�on the one hand denotes ‘shaft (of an 
arrow and of reed)’ , and on the other hand refers to a body part that occurs in a 
list of body parts in the Ritual of the Old Woman. According to Alp (1957: 25), in 
this latter context the word means ‘penis’ , a view that is generally accepted. On 
the basis of the meaning ‘penis’ , Watkins (1982b) proposes to connect it with Gr. 

 ‘to wed, to have sexual intercourse’ , reconstructing *K O SXV�. As I have 
argued in detail in Kloekhorst 2005a, the word in fact shows a stem § S ãD�ãã�� 
and can hardly mean ‘penis’  because the list already contains a term for ‘penis’ , 
namely UZUÚR. Since § S ãD�ãã�� is mentioned between §XSSDUDWWL¨DWL� ‘pelvis’  
and WDãNX�L�� ‘thigh-bone(?)’  on the one hand and GÍR ‘foot’  on the other, it is in 
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my view much more likely that it denotes ‘shin-bone’  (cf. the translation ‘Bein’  in 
HW2 Ï: 259f.). The connection between ‘shin-bone’  and ‘shaft (of arrow or 
reed)’  lies in the notion ‘hollow pipe’ . This new interpretation nullifies Watkins’  
etymology. In my opinion, § S ãD�ãã�� hardly can be of IE origin.  
 
©DSXã�ã��Q P  (Ib1) ‘to make up for, to make up, to bring after’ : Luw.1sg.pres.act. 
§D�SX�Xã�ÑL Z , 3sg.pres.act. §D�SX�Xã�]L, 3pl.pres.act. ��� §D�SX�ãD�DQ�]L, §D�SX�Xã�
ãD�DQ�]L, 2sg.imp.act. §D�SX�Xã, 3sg.imp.act. §D�SX�Xã�GX; 3sg.pres.midd. §D�S[X�
ãD�D�U]L, 3sg.pret.midd. §D�SX�Xã�WD�DW, 3pl.pret.midd. §D�SX�ãD�DQ�WD�DW; 
verb.noun. gen.sg. §D�SX�Xã�ãX�X�Ñ[D�Dã]; impf. §D�SX�Xã�NH�D�. 
  
See HW2 Ï: 258-9 for attestations and semantics. The verb denotes ‘to make up 
for, to bring after’  and is used in contexts where neglected festivals or 
rituals/offerings have to be made up and in contexts where objects (mostly food 
products used in rituals) have to be brought after. The one Luwian inflected form 
and the occasional use of gloss wedges show that it probably was Luwian, too. It 
should be noted that although most of the forms show a single spelled �S�,�HW2 
cites some forms with geminate �SS� as well. The appurtenance of these forms is 
uncertain however. E.g. 3pl.pres.act. [§]D�DS�SX�Xã�ãD�DQ�]L (KUB 16.2 iv 11) is 
attested in such a broken context, that its meaning cannot be determined 
independently. The form §D�DS�SX�ãD�DQ�GD�Dã (KBo 6.26 iii 48), which is 
duplicated by §D�SX�ãD�DQ�GD�Dã (KUB 13.14 i 7), modifies TÚG ‘clothe’  in an 
enumeration of clothes. Although a meaning ‘brought after’  is possible, it is not 
self-evident. The verb.noun §D�DS�SX�Xã�ãX�ÑD�DU is attested in the vocabulary 
KBo 8.10 + 29.9 i 5, where Hitt. MU?�Dã §D�DS�SX�Xã�ãX�ÑD�DU (cf. MSL 15: 91) 
glosses Akk. X]�]X�EX ‘vernachlässigt, verkommen’  (thus in AHW, note that this 
meaning fits the fact that MU?�Dã §D�DS�SX�Xã�ãX�ÑD�DU is found in a paragraph 
together with (4) DU�§D GD�OX!�PDU ‘forsaking’ , (6) [Ñ]D�Dã�W~O ‘sin’  and (7) [§]D�
UD�WDU ‘crime’ ). All in all, I conclude that all the forms that can be ascertained as 
belonging to this lemma on semantic grounds, show a single spelling �S�. 
Phonologically, we therefore have to interpret this verb as /Hbus-/.  
 Puhvel (HED 3: 133f.) translates this verb as ‘reclaim, resume, reschedule, 
make up for’ , stating that “ the base-meaning may be ‘reclaim’ ” . This assumption 
seems predominantly inspired by Puhvels proposal to etymologically connect 
§DSXã� with Gr.  ‘to call out to, to invoke, to summon’ . In my view, the 
basic meaning is rather ‘to take care of something in arrear’ , which does not 
easily fit the Greek semantics. Unfortunately, I have no convincing alternative 
etymology to offer.  
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© UD��‘eagle’ : see § UDQ�(MUŠEN)  
 
©DUUD� P ���©DUU��(IIa1 ) ‘to grind, to splinter up (wood), to crush (bread), (+ DU§D) 
to destroy; (midd.) to go to waste, to go bad’ : 3sg.pres.act. §DU�UD�L, 1pl.pres.act. 
§DU�UX�ÑD�QL (KUB 23.77, 50 (MH/MS)), 3pl.pres.act. §DU�UD�DQ�]L, § U�U � �DQ�
]L (KUB 46.22 i 6 (NS)); 3sg.pres.midd. §DU�UD�DW�WD�UL, 3sg.pret.midd. §DU�UD�DW�
WD; part. §DU�UD�DQ�W�,�§DU�UD�D�DQ�W� (KUB 9.31 i 2 (MH/NS)); inf.I §DU�UX�ÑD�
DQ�]L. 
 Derivatives: ©DUUDQX�Q P  (Ib2) ‘id.’  (3sg.pret.act. §DU�UD�QX�XW; impf. §DU�UD�QX�
Xã�NH�D�), see § Uã� [ . 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. ©DUUD� ‘to crush(?)’  (3pl.pret.act. §DU�UD�DQ�WD (KBo 
29.34 i 6)), 

\�] ©DUUD� ‘grindstone’  (abl.-instr. §DU�UD�D�WL); HLuw. $5+$�KDUD� 
‘to destroy’  (3sg.pres.act. /haradi/ KD�UD�L�UL�L (TOPADA §34, 
BULGARMADEN §13), 3pl.imp.act. /harantu/ KD�UD�L�W[~�X] (TOPADA §38), 
KD�UD�L�WX (BULGARMADEN §15)). 
 IE cognates: Gr. , Lat. DU , OIr. �DLU, OHG HULHQ, Lith. DUL�, iUWL, OCS 
RUMa, RUDWL ‘to plough’ . 
  PIE *K Y yUK O �HL, *K Y UK O �pQWL ? 
  
See HW2: H 263f. for attestations. There, a 3sg.pres.act.-form §D�UD�UD�]L is 
mentioned as belonging to this verb, which in my view is rather to be interpreted 
as a noun (see NA §DUDUD]L� for its own lemma). The verb shows a stem §DUUD� 
besides §DUU� (in inf.I §DUUXÑDQ]L and 1pl.pres.act. §DUUXÑDQL (although this latter 
form is mentioned under the lemma §DU�N��̂ [  in HW2 Ï: 280)) which determines 
it as belonging to the WDUQ�D��class. In NS texts we occasionally find forms that 
inflect according to the §DWUDH�class (§DUU Q]L, §DUU QW�). The WDUQ�D��class 
consists of verbs with the structure *�&H�&H+�,� and of verbs with the structure 
*&H&K Y�_ O � (cf. § 2.2.2.2.d, where I have argued that the colouring of the 
3sg.pres.act.-ending *-HL to *-DL due to the preceding *K Y�_ O  was responsible for 
these verbs’  transition into the WDUQ�D��class: cf. also LãNDOOD� [  � LãNDOO� ‘to split’ , 
LãSDUUD� [  � LãSDUU� ‘to trample’ , PDOOD� [  � PDOO� ‘to mill’ , SDGGD� [  � SDGG� ‘to dig’  
and ãDUWD� [  � ãDUW� ‘to wipe, to rub’ ). Because the first structure is unlikely for 
§DUUD� [  � §DUU�,� we rather have to assume the second: *+HU+� (note that this 
structure explains geminate �UU� as well). Since in *+yU+�HL, *+U+�pQWL the initial 
laryngeal stands in front of either *R or *U, and since in both these positions *K O  
would drop, the only possible reconstruction is with *K Y �. Because *K Y � was 
dropped in front of *R as well, but not in front of *U, we have to assume that §� is 
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restored throughout the paradigm on the basis of the weak stem *K Y U+� (cf. 
Kloekhorst fthc.c for the outcome of the initial laryngeals). The root-final 
laryngeal must be *K Y  or *K O . So formally, §DUUD��§DUU� can only reflect a root 
*K Y HUK Y�_ O �.  
 A connection with PIE *K Y HUK O � ‘to plough’  (Gr. , Lat. DU , Lith. iUWL, etc. 
‘to plough’ ) has been proposed by Goetze & Sturtevant (1938: 70), which would 
formally indeed work perfectly. The semantic side of this etymology is debatable, 
however. If one accepts this etymology, it has to be assumed that PIE *K Y HUK O � 
originally meant ‘to crush’ , which developed into ‘to plough’  (from ‘to crush the 
soil’ , cf. also at § Uã� [  ‘to till the soil’  < *K Y RUK O �V�) only after the splitting off of 
the Anatolian branch. 
 Puhvel (HED 3: 136) alternatively suggests a borrowing from Akk. §DU UX ‘to 
grind’ , but in my opinion, the inflection of §DUUD� [  � §DUU� cannot easily be 
explained by this assumption.  
 
© UDQ� S `aU"W
b \ X  (c.) ‘eagle’  (Sum. ÁMUŠEN, Akk. (5 , $5 ): nom.sg. §D�D�UD�Dã 
(OS, often), §D�UD�Dã (rare), §D�UD�D�Dã (1x, KBo 12.86, 7 (NS)), acc.sg. §D�D�UD�
QD�DQ (OS, often), §D�UD�QD�DQ (OS, less often), §D�UD�QD�D�DQ (KBo 13.86 obv. 
16 (OH/NS)), §D�D�UD�DQ (KUB 30.34 iv 12 (MH/NS)), §D�UD�DQ (KUB 30.35 iv 
4 (MH/NS), KUB 58.99, 6 (NS)), §D�UD�D�DQ (KBo 39.239, 3 (MS?)), gen.sg. §D�
D�UD�QD�Dã (often), §D�UD�QD�Dã, §DU�UD�Q[D�Dã] (KUB 20.54 + KBo 13.122 rev. 8 
(OH/NS)), dat.-loc.sg. §D�D�UD�QL (KBo 12.77, 12 (MS)), nom.pl. §D�D�UD�QL�Lã 
(KUB 33.62 ii 2 (OH/MS)), §D�D�UD�½QH�¾H�Hã (KUB 50.1 ii 12 (MS)), §D�UD�D�QL�
Lã (Bo 6472, 13 (undat.)), acc.pl. §D�D�UD�QL�H�H[ã] (KUB 41.33 obv. 12 (OH/NS)) 
// §D�UD�QL�¨D�Dã (KUB 41.32 obv. 12 (OH/NS)). 
 Derivatives: © UDQLOL (adv.) ‘in eagle-fashion’  (§D�D�UD�QL�OL (OH/MS)). 
 Anat. cognates: Pal. ©DUDQ� ‘eagle?’  (nom.sg. §D�UD�D�Dã, gen.sg. [§D?�]D�UD�QD�
Dã); CLuw. ©DUUDQ�L�� (c.), a bird (acc.pl. §DU�UD�QL�HQ�]D); Lyc. ;HU L, name of a 
dynasty. 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘bird’ , Goth. DUD ‘eagle’ , OIc. aUQ ‘eagle’ , OIr. LUDU 
‘eagle’ , OCS RU O  ‘eagle’ , Lith. HU OLV ‘eagle’ . 
  PIE *K O pU�RQ� 
  
See HW2 Ï: 265f. for attestations. This word is attested with and without the 
determinative MUŠEN. Usually this determinative follows the word (§ UDQ�
MUŠEN) but it does occur preceding the word as well (MUŠEN§ UDQ�,� especially 
often in OS texts). The original paradigm must have been nom.sg. § UDã, acc.sg. 
§ UDQDQ, gen.sg. § UDQDã, dat.-loc.sg. § UDQL, nom.pl. § UDQHã. These show that 
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the stem was § UDQ� (the �Q� of which was regularly dropped in front of the 
nom.sg.-ending �V, yielding § UDã). Only sporadically, we find spellings with a 
different plene vowel (§DU ã once, §DUDQ Q once). In the younger texts we find a 
few times an acc.sg. § UDQ (also §DUDQ, §DU Q), which show a secondary thematic 
stem § UD� on the basis of a false analysis of nom.sg. § UDã.  
 Already since Mudge (1931), this word is generally connected with Goth. DUD 
‘eagle’ , Gr.  ‘bird’ , etc. Although there has been some discussion on the 
exact reconstruction of these words (initial *K Y � or *K O �), the non-apophonic R� in 
my view points to a root *K O HU� (cf. also Kloekhorst fthc.c). Note that Lith. HU OLV 
‘eagle’  must show Rozwadowski’ s change from *DU OLV (cf. Andersen 1996: 141; 
Derksen 2002). The Hittite forms go back to an Q�stem *K O pU�RQ� (in Hittite, we 
see no traces of ablaut anymore), which must be compared to other Q-stem forms 
like Gr.  ‘bird’  and Goth. nom.pl. DUDQV.  
 The possible CLuw. cognate, §DUUDQ�L�� (cf. Starke 1990: 76) is treated under 
the lemma Hitt. §DUUDQL�,�q.v.  
 See Starke (1987: 26580) for the convincing identification of the Lycian dynastic 
name ;HU L as the word for ‘eagle’  on the basis of the fact that this dynasty on its 
coins depicts the goddess Athena together with an eagle instead of with an owl.  
 
©DUUDQL� (c.) an oracle-bird: nom.sg. §DU�UD�QL�Lã (NS), §DU�UD�QL�L�Lã (NS), §DU�
UD�QL�Hã (NS), acc.sg. §DU�UD�QL�LQ (NS), §DU�UD�QL�L�LQ (NS), acc.pl. [§DU�U]D�QL�
Xã! (NS). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. ©DUUDQ�L�� (c.) a bird (acc.pl. §DU�UD�QL�HQ�]D). 
  PIE ?*K O pU�RQ� 
  
See HW2 Ï: 271-2 for attestations. All attestations are written with the sign ÏAR, 
which can be read §DU as well as §XU, which makes a reading §XUUDQL� equally 
possible. The word denotes an oracle-bird, but it cannot be determined which bird 
is meant exactly. Because this word is found in NS texts only, and because it is 
found in CLuwian as well, it is possible that the word is Luwian originally. Starke 
(1990: 76) suggests to interpret CLuw. §DUUDQL� as the Luwian cognate to Hitt. 
§ UDQ� ‘eagle’  (q.v.), explaining �UU�� E\� ýRS’ s Law. The connection would fit 
even better if we assume that, since §DUUDQL� is a commune word, the �L� is due to 
the L-Motion and that the stem actually was §DUUDQ�. If this etymology is correct 
(and formally I see no hindrances, pace Melchert (1994a: 235) who believes that 
*K O p&��GLG�QRW�SDUWLFLSDWH�LQ�ýRS’ s Law because of the intemediate stage *K O y&�,�
without offering evidence for this assumption), then we must assume that the 
Luwian word was not used for the eagle itself, as we can see from contexts like 
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KUB 18.5 + 49.13 i (28) QX EGIR ÍD ÁMUŠEN §DU�UD�QL�L�LQ�Q D GUN�DQ D�~�
PH�HQ ‘Behind the river we saw the eagle and the §DUUDQL�bird GUN�DQ’ . Such 
contexts do indicate, however, that the §DUUDQL� was an eagle-like bird, which in 
my view could support the etymology. See for further etymology at § UDQ�
(MUŠEN).  
 S \�] X ©DUDUD]L��(n.) ‘(upper) millstone(?)’ : nom.-acc.sg. §D�UD�UD�]L. 
  
See Puhvel HED 3: 140 for a treatment of this word. It is attested twice only, in a 
similar context. Puhvel interprets the forms as a noun denoting ‘millstone’ . HW2 
Ï: 263 interprets the words as verbal forms, however, regarding them as variants 
of §DUUD� [  � §DUU� ‘to grind’  (q.v.). This latter interpretation seems improbable to 
me, and I therefore follow Puhvel. He proposes to etymologically connect 
§DUDUD]L with §DUUD��§DUU�,� but this is difficult because of the single �U� of 
§DUDUD]L vs. geminate �UU� in §DUUD��§DUU�. Moreover, the formation of §DUDUD]L is 
quite intransparent. No further etymology.  
 
�©©D�UL�, �©©DW�L� (1sg.midd.-endings). 
  
In the present, the ending of 1sg.midd. has three forms, namely �§§D, �§§DUL and 
�§§D§DUL (a hypothetical **�§§D§D is unattested as far as I know). The latter 
variant, which seems to be a staple form, is attested a few times only, exclusively 
in NS texts. Nevertheless, it must be rather old: on the one hand it shows a lenited 
�§� in between two unaccentuated vowels (�§§D§DUL = /-Hahari/) whereas this 
lenition has become unproductive in the course of Hittite (so we would have 
expected �§§D§§DUL = /-HaHari/ if the ending were very recent); on the other hand 
it corresponds exactly to the Lycian 1sg.pret.midd.-ending � DJm as attested in 
D DJm ‘I became’  (note that here we find a lenited consonant as well: � DJm < 
PAnat. */-Haha+/). Perhaps �§§D§D�UL� was a marked byform of �§§D�UL�, which 
was tolerated in the official language only after the Luwian language, where it 
must have existed as well (but where it is unattested, unfortunately), exercized 
more influence on Hittite.  
 The original distribution between �§§D and �§§DUL must probably have been one 
similar to the distribution between 3sg.pres.midd. �D vs. � UL, namely *&p&�§D vs. 
*&&�§iUL. In OS texts we already find SiU�Dã�§D besides SiU�Dã�§D�UL, however.  
 In the preterite, we find four endings: �§§DWL, �§§DW, �§§D§DWL and �§§D§DW. The 
latter two forms occur also in NS texts only, but must, just as �§§D§DUL, have been 
older as well. The fact that we find forms with and without final �L in my view is 
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best explained by assuming that the original endings were �§§DWL and �§§D§DWL, the 
�L’ s of which were eleminated because �L had become the main marker of the 
present tense. It must be noted that such a chronological distribution cannot be 
supported by the attestations of this ending, however (we find H�Hã�§D�DW and SD�
Lã�JD�§D�DW in OS texts already, but cf. �D�UL�, �DW�L�) and �DQWD�UL�, �DQWDW�L�.  
 It is quite clear that all endings have the element �§§D in common. According to 
Kortlandt (1981), who elaborately treats the endings of 1sg.midd. in several IE 
languages, the Skt. secondary ending �L shows that the PIE ending was *-K Y . 
Because in Anatolian this ending would have been regularly lost in post-
consonantal position (cf. PHN ‘much’  < *PH�K Y ), I assume that it was restored 
with an additional vowel that yielded Hitt. �D and Lyc. �D.  
 
©DU�N��Q P  (Ia4) ‘to hold, to have, to keep’ : 1sg.pres.act. §DU�PL (OS), 2sg.pres.act. 
§DU�ãL (OS), §DU�WL (MH/NS), 3sg.pres.act. §DU�]D (KBo 9.73 obv. 12 (OS)), §DU�
]L (OS), 1pl.pres.act. §DU�ÑD�QL (OS), §DU�~�H�QL (MH/MS), §DU�X�H�QL (NS), 
2pl.pres.act. §DU�WH�QL�L (OS), §DU�WH�QL (often), §DU�WH�H�QL (KUB 14.12 rev. 10 
(NH)), 3pl.pres.act. §DU�NiQ�]L (OS), 1sg.pret.act. §DU�NX�XQ (OS), 2sg.pret.act. 
§DU�WD, 3sg.pret.act. §DU�WD, §DU�GD (KBo 18.54 obv. 9), 1pl.pret.act. §DU�X�HQ 
(KUB 21.14, 9), 2pl.pret.act. §DU�WH�HQ, §DU�WpQ, 3pl.pret.act. §DU�NH�HU (MH/MS), 
§DU�NHU, 2sg.imp.act. §DU�DN (MH/MS), 3sg.imp.act. §DU�GX (OS), §DU�WX (KUB 
31.81 obv. 3 (OS)), 2pl.imp.act. §DU�WH�HQ, §DU�WpQ, 3pl.imp.act. §DU�NiQ�GX 
(MH/MS); 2pl.imp.midd. §DU�WXP�PD�WL (KBo 18.27 obv. 5 (NS). 
 Derivatives: 

c�d�e `aU \ UVf ©DUÓDQW� (c.) ‘keeper, caretaker, nurse’  (Sum. 
LÚ/MUNUSÙMMEDA; nom.sg. §DU�ÑD�DQ�]D, acc.sg. §D�UX�ÑD�DQ�GD�DQ, §DU�ÑD�
DQ�GD��Q� ãD�DQ, gen.sg. §DU�ÑD�DQ�GD[-Dã], §DU�ÑD�DQ�WD�Dã, nom.pl. §DU�ÑD�DQ�
WH�Hã), see SH §DU�N��̂ [ . 
 IE cognates: Lat. DUF UH ‘to shut off, to enclose, to hold off’ , Gr.  ‘to ward 
off, to protect’ . 
  PIE *K Y HU g� h�WL, *K Y U g� h�HQWL 
  
See HW2 Ï: 280f. for attestations: note that no infinite forms of this verb are 
attested. HW2 cites a 1pl.pres.act.-form §DU�UX�ÑD�QL, which in my view does not 
necessarily mean ‘to hold’ : KUB 23.77 (50) ~�H�ã D ãX�PD�D�Dã SiW §DU�UX�ÑD�
QL, which I would rather translate ‘We will crush you’  (see under §DUUD� [  � §DUU�).  
 When used independently, the verb denotes ‘to hold, to have, to keep’ . When 
used together with a neuter participle it functions as an auxiliary verb, and the 
whole construction denotes ‘to have ...-ed’ . This construction probably developed 
out of sentences where §DU�N��̂ [  was used together with the participle of transitive 
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verbs in order to denote ‘to hold something ...-ed’  (e.g. Q D�DW NDU�SD�DQ §DU�]L 
‘he holds it raised’  (KBo 12.126 i 5)). That this formation evolved into something 
comparable to periphrastic perfects known from many European languages, is 
visible in the use of §DU�N��̂ [  with the participle of intransitive verbs, which is 
attested in OS texts already (e.g. SiU�ãD�QD�D�DQ §DU�]L ‘he has crouched’  (KBo 
17.15 rev. 16 (OS))).  
 Already since Sturtevant (1930c: 215) this verb is generally connected with Lat. 
DUFH  ‘to hold in, to hold off’  and Gr.  ‘to ward off’  and reconstructed as 
*K Y HU g� h�.  
 In Hittite, the verb shows two stems, namely §DU� when followed by an ending 
starting in a consonant (including �Ñ�) and §DUN� when followed by an ending 
starting in a vowel or when no ending at all is following (2sg.imp.act. §DU�DN = 
/Hark/). This distribution reminds us of the distribution of e.g. OL�Q�N�̂ [  ‘to swear’  
(OLQN9° vs. OLN&°) or N ã� i j k [ l  � NLã� ‘to become’  (N ã9° vs. NLã&°). It is remarkable 
that the semi-homophonous verb §DUN�̂ [  ‘to get lost’  never loses its �N�,�however. 
Different explanations for this situation have been given. Cowgill DSXG Eichner 
(1975a: 89-90), followed by Oettinger (1979a: 190) claims that the loss of �N� is 
due to ‘weariness’  in an auxiliary verb. This seems unlikely to me as §DU�N�� is 
used independently often enough to preclude any ‘weariness’ . Puhvel (HED 3: 
156) states that the distribution is “ due to paradigmatic preconsonantal 
generalization of the loss of N in the normal assimilation of *NW to W” . The alleged 
sound law *NW > W has proven to be false, however (cf. Melchert 1994a: 156).  
 In my view, the difference between §DU�N��̂ [  ‘to hold’  and §DUN�̂ [  ‘to get lost’  
can only be explained by either assuming that in pre-Hittite times both verbs 
underwent a sound law by which *-.� was lost in consonant clusters *-5.&�,�
after which §DUN�̂ [  ‘to get lost’  analogically restored the *-.� by levelling, 
whereas §DU�N��̂ [  ‘to hold’  did not, or by assuming that the (fortis) *N reflected in 
§DU�N��̂ [  ‘to hold’  (*K Y HU g� h�) behaved differently from the (lenis) *J reflected in 
§DUN�̂ [  ‘to get lost’  (*K O HUJ�). When we would advocate the first possibility, we 
would expect that no consonant clusters �5.&� are found in Hittite, unless in 
cases where a scenario can be envisaged according to which the �N� is restored. In 
my view, §DUJQDX� ‘palm, sole’ , which I reconstruct as *K Y HU��QRX�,�precludes 
this: all forms within its paradigm have the cluster /-rgn-/, which shows that 
*-U�Q� did not regularly lose its *-��. This would mean that only the second 
possibility remains, namely assuming that *5N& behaved differently from 
*5J j m l &, in the sense that *N disappeared, but *J j m l  did not. This could have a 
parallel in the difference in outcome between (lenis) *-G j m l Q� > Hitt. �WQ� and 
(fortis) *-WQ� > Hitt. �QQ� (cf. Puhvel 1972: 112).  
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 All in all, I conclude that §DU�N��̂ [  shows that in a cluster *5N& the fortis *N 
regularly was dropped, whereas this was not the case with lenis *J j m l . See WDUQD� [  � 
WDUQ� ‘to let (go), to allow’ , LãWDU�N��̂ [  and WDU�N�X�̂ [  for similar scenarios. The 
latter verb may show that the development of *-5N&� to Hitt. �5&� went through 
an intermediate stage *-5"&�.  
 The noun LÚ/MUNUS§DUÑDQW� ‘keeper, caretaker’ , which is quite obviously 
derived from §DU�N��̂ [  (cf. Melchert 1994a: 164), is regarded by Puhvel (HED 3: 
204-5) as cognate with Lith. ãpUWL ‘to feed’ , Gr.  ‘to clean’  < *�HUK n �,�of 
which he supposes that *N yielded § through assimilation similar to the one in 
§DUãDU � §DUãQ� ‘head’  which he derives from *�HUK Y VU. See for the incorrectness 
of the latter etymology at its own lemma.  
 
©DUN�Q P  (Ia4 > Ic1) ‘to get lost, to lose oneself, to disappear, to perish’  (Sum. 
ZÁÏ, Akk. Ï$/ 48): 1sg.pres.act. §DU�DN�PL (KUB 54.1 ii 48 (NS), 
2sg.pres.act. §DU�DN�ãL (HKM 35 obv. 9 (MH/MS)), §DU�DN�WL (OH/NS), 
3sg.pres.act. §DU�DN�]L (OS), 1pl.pres.act. §DU�NX�H�QL (OH/MS), 2pl.pres.act. §DU�
DN�WH�QL (OH/NS), 3pl.pres.act. §DU�NiQ�]L (MH/MS), §DU�NL�¨D�DQ�]L (OH/MS), 
3sg.pret.act. §DU�DN�WD (MH/MS), 3pl.pret.act. §DU�NH�HU, §DU�NHU, §DU�NH�H�HU 
(OH/NS), 3sg.imp.act. §DU�DN�WX (OS), §DU�DN�GX, [§DU�]NL�H�HG�GX (MH/NS); 
3sg.imp.midd. §DU�NL�HW�WD�UX (KUB 57.60 obv. 4 (NH)), §DU�NL�¨D�LW�WD�UX (KUB 
57.63 ii 8 (NH)); part. §DU�NiQ�W�,�§DU�JD�DQ�W�,�§DU�NL�¨D�DQ�W� (KUB 57.32 ii 2 
(NS)); verb.noun. [§DU�JD�]WDU ‘destruction’ , gen.sg. §DU�NiQ�QD�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. 
§DU�JD�DQ�QL, abl. §DU�NiQ�QD�]D; inf.II §DU�NiQ�QD, §DU�JD�DQ�QD, §DU�ND o �DQ�QD; 
impf. §DU�NL�Lã�NH�D�. 
 Derivatives: ©DUND� (c.) ‘loss, perdition, destruction, ruin’  (Sum. ZÁÏ-7,, Akk. 
â$Ï/847,; nom.sg. §DU�JD�Dã, acc.sg. §DU�ND�DQ (OH/MS), §DU�JD�DQ, §DU�NiQ, 
dat.-loc.sg. §DU�NL), ©DUQL�Q�N�Q P  (Ib3) ‘to make disappear, to ruin, to wipe out, to 
destroy’  (Sum. ZÁÏ, Akk. Ï8//848; 1sg.pres.act. §DU�QL�LN�PL, §DU�QL�LN�NL�PL 
(1x), 2sg.pres.act. §DU�QL�LN�ãL, §DU�QL�LN�WL, 3sg.pres.act. §DU�QL�LN�]L, 1pl.pres.act. 
§DU�QL�LQ�NX�[H�QL] (KUB 33.120 iii 3 (MH/NS)), 2pl.pres.act. §DU�QL�LN�WH�QL 
(MH/MS), 1sg.pret.act. §DU�QL�LQ�NX�XQ (often), §DU�QL�HQ�NX�XQ (1x), §DU�QL�NX�
XQ (1x, see commentary), 2g.pret.act. §DU�QL�LN�WD, 3sg.pret.act. §DU�QL�LN�WD (OS), 
3pl.pret.act. §DU�QL�LQ�NH�HU, §DU�QL�LQ�NHU, 2sg.imp.act. §DU�QL�LN, 3sg.imp.act. 
§DU�QL�LN�GX, §DU�QL�LN�WX o , 2pl.imp.act. §DU�QL�LN�WH�HQ, §DU�QL�LN�WpQ, 3pl.imp.act. 
§DU�QL�LQ�NiQ�GX (MH/MS), §DU�QL�HQ�NiQ�GX (KUB 26.25, 11 (NH)); part. §DU�
QL�LQ�NiQ�W� (MH/MS); verb.noun. §DU�QL�LQ�NX�X�DU; inf.I §DU�QL�LQ�NX�ÑD�DQ�]L; 
impf. §DU�QL�LQ�NL�Lã�NH�D�,� §DU�QL�LQ�NL�Hã�NH�D�), ©DUNQX�Q P  (Ib2) ‘to ruin, to 
destroy’  (1sg.pres.act. §DU�ND o �QX�PL, 2sg.pres.act. §DU�JD�QX�ãL, 3sg.pres.act. 
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§DU�JD�QX�]L, §DU�ND o �QX�]L, 1pl.pres.act. §DU�ND o �QX�PH�QL, 1sg.pret.act. §DU�JD�
QX�QX�XQ, 3sg.pret.act. §DU�JD�QX�XW, 3pl.pret.act. §DU�JD�QX�HU, §DU�ND o �QX�HU, 
§DU�JD�QX�H�[H]U, 3pl.imp.act. §DU�JD�QX�ÑD�DQ�GX, §DU�JD�QX�D[Q�GX], §DU�NiQ�
QX[-DQ�GX], part. §DU�JD�QX�ÑD�DQ�W�). 
 IE cognates: OIr. RUJDLG ‘to kill, to ravage, to devastate’ , FRQ RLUJ ‘to smite’ , 
?Arm. KDUNDQHP ‘to smite, to smash’ . 
  PIE *K O HUJ�WL, *K O UJ�HQWL 
  
See HW2 Ï: 297f. for attestations. We find two stems, namely §DUN�̂ [  and 
§DUNL¨H�D�̂ [ . Although the latter stem is only sporadically attested, its oldest form 
is found in a MS text already. Only once, in a NH text, we find the stem §DUNL¨DH�
^
[
 according to the very productive §DWUDH�class. The derivatives §DUQL�Q�N�̂ [  and 
§DUNQX�̂ [  are semantically identical, both having the causative meaning ‘to 
destroy, to ruin’ . The stem §DUQL�Q�N� is found in OS texts already, whereas 
§DUNQX� is only found from the times of Ïattušili III onward (cf. Puhvel HED 3: 
167).  
 Already since Cuny (1934: 205) this verb is connected with OIr. RUJDLG ‘to 
smite, to slay’  and Arm. KDUNDQHP ‘to smite, to smash’ , which go back to 
*K O HUJ�. For §DUN�̂ [ , this means that we have to reconstruct *K O pUJ�WL, *K O UJ�pQWL. 
In the zero grade forms, *K O  should regularly disappear before resonant, but was 
restored on the basis of the full grade *K O HUJ� where *K O  is retained as Hitt. §� in 
front of *H (cf. Kloekhorst fthc.c).  
 See at §DU�N��̂ [  ‘to hold, to have’  for an account for the difference between the 
paradigms of §DUN�̂ [  and §DU�N��̂ [ .  
 Note that the form §DU�QL�NX�XQ (KBo 2.5a ii 6) may not be linguistically real. 
On the same tablet we find the form §DU�QL�LQ�NX�XQ multiple times (KBo 2.5 ii 6, 
7, 8, 9 (KBo 2.5 and 2.5a are indirect joins)), all written at the beginning of a line, 
whereas §DU�QL�NX�XQ is found on the end of its line, having the signs NX and XQ 
written over the edge. In my view, this indicates that in §DU�QL�NX�XQ the sign LQ 
was omitted due to lack of space.  
 
©DUJDQDX�: see §DUJQDX�  
 
©DUNL����©DUJDL� (adj.) ‘white, bright’  (Sum. BABBAR): nom.sg.c. §DU�NL�Lã, §DU�
NLã, acc.sg.c. §DU�NL�LQ, nom.-acc.sg.n. §DU�NL, gen.sg. §DU�NL�¨D�Dã, §DU�NL�Dã, dat.-
loc.sg. §DU�NL�¨D, §DU�JD�¨D, §DU�JD�L�L ã�WD (KBo 34.23, 11), §DU�JD�D�L, 
nom.pl.c. §DU�JD�H�Hã, acc.pl.c. §DU�JD�Xã, §DU�JD�H�Xã, nom.-acc.pl.n. §DU�JD, 
§DU�NL, §DU�NL�¨D, dat.-loc.pl. §DU�NL�[D]ã (KUB 33.66 + KBo 40.333 ii 18). 
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 Derivatives: ©DUJQX�Q P  (Ib2) ‘to make white’  (3sg.pret.act. §DU�JD�QX�XW; impf. 
§DU�JD�QX�Xã�NH�D�), ©DUNLª ãã�Q P  (Ib2) ‘to become white’  (3sg.pres.act. §DU�NL�L�H�
Hã�]L, §DU�NL�H�Hã�]L, §DU�NL�Hã�]L, §DU�NL�Lã�]L). 
 IE cognates: Gr. -  ‘white-toothed’ ,  ‘white’ , Skt. �MUi� ‘shining 
reddishly, brightcoloured; quick, hurrying’ , �Mt YDQ� ‘with fast dogs’ , TochA UNL, 
TochB UNZL ‘white’ . 
  PIE *K Y �H�U���H�L� 
  
See HW2 Ï: 307f. for attestations. The word shows the normal adjectival L-stem 
inflection with ablaut (§DUNL��§DUJDL�). The nom.-acc.pl.n. §DUJD is contracted 
from *§DUJD¨D. Since Kuryáowicz (1927: 101) this word is connected with Gr. 

, Skt. �MUi� ‘white’ , which points to a reconstruction *K Y U��L�. This L�stem is 
a Caland-variant of the �UR�stem *K Y U��UR� seen in Greek (  < *  with 
dissimilation) and Sanskrit, and is still visible in the compounds -  
‘white-toothed’  and �Mt YDQ� ‘with fast dogs’ . Note that an L-less form is visible in 
the causative §DUJQX�̂ [  ‘to make white’ .  
 Puhvel (HED 3: 171) suggests that the logographic spelling of ‘silver’ , 
KÙ.BABBAR�DQW� could stand for *§DUNDQW� (*K Y U��HQW�) and in that way could 
be cognate with Skt. UDMDWiP, Lat. DUJHQWXP, YAv. U ]DWD� and Arm. DUFDW¶ 
‘silver’  that reflect *K Y U��ÊW�y�.  
 See at §DUJQDX� for the possibility that this word is derived from §DUNL�.  
 
©DUNLªH�D�Q P  : see §DUN�̂ [   
 
©DUJQDX�� (n.) ‘palm (of hand), sole (of foot)’ : nom.-acc.sg.n. §DU�JD�QD�~ 
(MH/NS), gen.sg. §DU�JD�QD�X�ÑD�Dã (MH/NS), [§DU�JD�]QD�ÑD�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. 
§DU�JD�QD�~�L (MH/NS), erg.sg. §DU�JD�QD�X�ÑD�DQ�]D (MH/NS), nom.pl.c. §DU�
JD�QD�X�L�ã D�DW (OH/MS). 
  PIE *K Y pU��Q X��V�, *K Y U��QyX�P, *K Y U��QX�yV 
  
See HW2 Ï: 303f. for attestations. Note that Puhvel (HED 3: 168) cites a 
nom.sg.c. §DU�JD�QD�Xã, which is based on KUB 9.34 ii (32) [...]x NiQ §DU�JD�
Q[D�~�L ...], where Puhvel reads [§DUJDQDX]ã NDQ. The only trace of the sign 
before NiQ is the lower part of a vertical wedge. As this text’ s duplicate, KUB 
9.34 i 15, has §DU�JD�QD�~ NiQ §DU�JD�QD�~�L, and since the trace could fit ~ as 
well, I would rather read [§DU�JD�QD�]~ NiQ. The only assured commune form is 
nom.pl.c. §DU�JD�QD�X�L�ã D�DW, which contrasts with nom.-acc.sg.n. §DU�JD�QD�~ 
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and erg.sg. §DU�JD�QD�X�ÑD�DQ�]D that points to neuterness. See at §DUQDX� � 
§DUQX� for a treatment of the original gender of diphthong-stems.  
 Weitenberg (1984: 223-4) provided §DUJDQDX� with a generally accepted 
etymology by connecting it with Gr.  ‘to stretch’  and reconstructing *K p U��
QRX�. Many scholars regarded this etymology as key evidence for the view that 
initial *K p  was retained in Hittite as §�. As I have argued in detail in Kloekhorst 
fthc.c, it can be established that initial *K p  is lost before resonants, and that 
therefore this etymology cannot be upheld anymore. As an alternative I offered a 
connection with §DUNL� � §DUJDL� ‘white’  and subsequently reconstruct *K q HU��Q X. 
See at §DUNL� � §DUJDL� ‘white’  for further etymology.  
 
©DUQD�r s � ��©DUQ� (Ia2 > Ic1) ‘to sprinkle, to drip (trans.), to pour’ : 3sg.pres.act. 
§DU�QL�H�H]�]L (VBoT 58 iv 24 (OH/NS)), §DU�QL�¨D�]L (KBo 10.45 ii 15 
(MH/NS)), §DU�QL�¨D�L]�]L (KBo 22.125 ii 4 (NS)), 1pl.pres.act. §DU�QD�X�H�QL 
(StBoT 25.137 ii 17 (OS)), 3pl.pres.act. §DU�QD�DQ�]L (KBo 24.46 i 6 (NS), KUB 
38.32 obv. 10 (NS)), §DU�QL�¨D�DQ�]L (KBo 31.121 obv. 2 (NS), KUB 9.15 iii 7, 15 
(NS), KUB 15.12 iv 4 (NS)), KUB 25.24 ii 8 (NS), KUB 41.30 iii 9 (NS), 
3sg.imp.act. §D�DU�QL�¨D�DG�GX (KUB 56.48 i 18 (NS)); verb.noun §DU�QL�H�Hã�ãDU 
(IBoT 3.1, 29 (NS)), §DU�QL�Hã�ãDU (IBoT 3.1, 31, 31 (NS)), §DU�QD�L�ãDU (KUB 
58.50 iii 8, 14 (OH/NS)), §DU�QD�D�L�ãDU (KUB 58.50 iii 11 (OH/NS)). 
 Derivatives: ©DUQX�r s  (Ib2 > Ic1) ‘to spray’  (3sg.pres.act. §DU�QX�]L (KUB 47.39 
obv. 12 (MH/NS)), §DU�QX�~�L�H]�]L (KUB 17.24 ii 4 (NS)), 3pl.pres.act. §DU�QX�
DQ�]L (KUB 29.7 i 36, 46, 56 (MH/MS)), §DU�QX�ÑD�DQ�]L (KBo 24.45 obv. 22 
(MS?), KBo 13.179 ii 10 (MH?/NS)); part. §DU�QX�ÑD�DQ�W� (OH/NS), ©DUQ L� 
(c.) ‘tree-sap, resin (?)’  (nom.sg. §DU�QD�Lã, §DU�QD�D�Lã, §DU�QD�D�L�Lã, acc.sg. §DU�
QD�LQ, §DU�QD�D�LQ, §DU�QD�D�L�LQ). 
  PIE *K q U�QH�K q�t p �WL, *K q U�Q�K q�t p �HQWL ?? 
  
See HW2 Ï: 315 for attestations. Because the verb is almost consistently spelled 
with the sign ÏAR, which can be read §DU as well as §XU, there has been some 
discussion on the question whether we should read §DUQ� or §XUQ�. The one 
attestation §D�DU�QL�¨D�DG�GX solves this question in favour of the reading §DUQ� 
(cf. Neu 1983: 55261). Despite this unambiguous form, many scholars still cite this 
verb as §XUQ� (e.g. Puhvel HED 3: 402f.; Oettinger 1979a: 307f., etc.), also on the 
basis of the form §X�X�XU�QX�X�ÑD�Dã (KUB 39.6 obv. 14), which then is 
interpreted as gen.sg. of a verbal noun *§XUQXÑDU of this verb. As Neu (l.c.) 
rightly points out, there is not a shred of evidence that this form refers to 
‘sprinkling’ : [,�1$ UD.1]1.KAM §X�X�XU�QX�X�ÑD�Dã ‘on the eleventh day of §.’ . 
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I therefore follow Neu to read this verb as §DUQ� (see also HW2 (l.c.) for this 
interpretation).  
 The verb is difficult to interpret formally. The oldest attestation, 1pl.pres.act. 
§DUQDÑHQL (StBoT 25.137 ii 17 (OS)), shows a stem §DUQD� (note however that I 
have doubts regarding the reliability of this text: cf. the fully aberrant 
1pl.pres.act.-form Lã�§X�ÑD�ÑD�D�QL (ibid. 18)). In NS texts, we find the stem 
§DUQL¨H�D�,� but also 3pl.pres.act. §DUQDQ]L that seems to point to a stem §DUQ�. 
This makes it likely that we are dealing with an original verb §DUQD�u v  � §DUQ�,�
which in the course of time was altered to §DUQL¨H�D�u v  (cf. §XOOH�u v  � §XOO� for a 
similar development). Note that Oettinger (1979a: 151) cites this verb as §XUQH�,�
apparently interpreting the attestation §DU�QL�H�H]�]L as /°netsi/, but this is 
incorrect: it must be /Hrniétsi/, as �QH]]L would have been spelled §DU�QH��H��H]�]L.  
 A PL-inflecting stem §DUQD�u v  � §DUQ� hardly can reflect anything else than a 
nasal infixed stem *K q U�QH�K q�t p �WL, *K q U�Q�K q�t p �HQWL. Unfortunately, I know of no 
convincing cognate.  
 The verb §DUQX�u v  is cited by e.g. Puhvel (l.c.) as §XUQXÑDL�,� but this is 
unnecessary: almost all forms point to a plain stem §DUQX�. The one attestation 
§DU�QX�~�L�H]�]L is probably secondary (cf. e.g. XQX�u v  ‘to decorate’  that in NS 
times occasionally is altered to XQXÑDH�u v ). The fact that §DUQD�u v  � §DUQ� and 
§DUQX�u v  do not seem to differentiate in meaning can be explained by assuming 
that both suffices (the Q-infix and the QX-suffix) had a transitivizing function (in 
this case making the intransitive root *K q UK q�t p � ‘to drip (intr.), to flow’  into 
transitive ‘to sprinkle, to drip (trans.), to make flow > to pour’ ).  
 
©DUQDH�r s , ©DUQLªH�D�r s  (Ic2 / Ic1) ‘to stir, to churn, to ferment, to agitate, to 
foment’ : 1sg.pres.act. §DU�QD�PL (KBo 40.272, 6 (MS)), 3sg.pret.act. §DU�QL�HW 
(KBo 40.272, 9 (MS)), part. nom.-acc.sg.n. §D�DU�QD�D�DQ (KUB 7.1 + KBo 3.8 i 
27 (OH/NS)). 
 Derivatives: ©DUQDPPDU (n.) ‘yeast, ferment’  (§D�DU�QD�DP�PDU (OH/NS), §DU�
QDP�PDU (MH/NS), §D�DU�QD�DP�PD (MH/NS)), ©DUQDPQLªH�D�r s  (Ic1) ‘to stir 
(up), to churn, to cause to ferment, to incite’  (2sg.pres.act. §DU�QDP�QL�¨D�ãL, 
3sg.pres.act. §DU�QDP�QL�¨D�]L, §DU�QDP�QL�¨D�D]�]L, §DU�QDP�QL�H]�]L, 2pl.pres.act. 
§DU�QDP�QL�¨D�DW[-WH�QL], 3sg.pret.act. [§DU�QD]P�QL�H�HW, §DU�QDP�QL�HW, §DU�QDP�
QL�¨D�DW; part. §DU�QDP�QL�¨D�DQ�W�; impf. [§DU�Q]DP�QL�Lã�NH�D�,� §DU�QDP�PD�QL�
Lã�NH�D�,� §DU�QDP�QL�Hã�NH�D�), ©DUQDPQLªDã©D� (c.) ‘stir, commotion’  (nom.sg. 
§DU�QDP�QL�¨D�Dã�§D�Dã, acc.sg. [§DU�QDP�]QL�¨D�Dã�§D�DQ (MH/MS)). 
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See HW2 Ï: 315f. for attestations and semantics. The only two finite forms, 
§DUQDPL and §DUQLHW, which are from the same context, show two different 
inflections: §DUQDPL points to a stem §DUQDH�u v , whereas §DUQLHW shows §DUQL¨H�D�
u
v
. Nevertheless, the derivatives §DUQDPPDU and §DUQDPQL¨H�D�u v  seem to point to 

a stem *§DUQD�,�which would fit §DUQDH�u v  better. To my knowledge, there is no 
convincing etymology.  
 
©DUQ X�� ��©DUQX��(n. > c.) ‘birthing seat’ : nom.sg.c. §DU�QD�D�Xã (KBo 5.1 i 44 
(MH/NS)), acc.sg.c. §DU�QD�~�XQ (ABoT 17 ii 9 (NS)), §DU�QD�D�LQ (ABoT 17 ii 
15 (NS)), nom.-acc.sg.n. §DU�QD�D�~ (KBo 5.1 i 7, 12, 26, 31 (MH/NS)), §DU�QD�
D�~�Ñ D (KBo 5.1 i 39 (MH/NS)), gen.sg. §DU�QX�ÑD�Dã (ABoT 21 obv. 15 
(MS)), §DU�QD�ÑD�Dã (KUB 26.66 iii 11 (NS)), §DU�QD�D�ÑD�Dã (KUB 21.27 ii 17 
(NH)), §DU�QD�D�X�Dã (KUB 21.27 iv 36 (NH)), §DU�QD�D�X�ÑD�Dã (Bo 7953 iii 11, 
iii 16, KBo 8.63 rev. 3 (NS), KUB 21.27 ii 16 (NH)), §DU�QD�D�~�ÑD�Dã (MH/NS), 
dat.-loc.sg. §DU�QD�D�~�L (KUB 9.22 ii 33, iii 2, 40 (MS), KBo 5.1 i 25 (MH/NS), 
KBo 27.67 rev. 1 (NS), KBo 21.45 i 5 (NS)), §DU�QX�X�L (KBo 17.65 rev. 1 
(MS)), [§DU�Q]X�X�L Dã ]D (KBo 17.65 obv. 2 (MS)), §DU�QD�~�L (NS), §DU�QD�
X[-L] (NS). 
 Derivatives: ©DUQXÓDããL� (adj.) ‘of the birthing seat’  (dat.-loc.pl. §DU�QX�ÑD�½Dã�
¾ãL�Dã (KBo 17.65 obv. 49 (MS)). 
  PIE *K p pU�Q X��V�, *K p U�QyX�P, *K p U�QX�yV. 
  
See HW2 Ï: 321f. for attestations. In the oblique cases we find the stem §DUQDX� 
as well as §DUQX�,�which both are attested in MS texts already. On the basis of the 
derivative §DUQXÑDããL� and because §DUQDX� is much easier explained through 
analogy than §DUQX�,� I assume that §DUQX� is the original form of the oblique 
stem. This seems to point to an original hysterodynamic paradigm §DUQDX� � 
§DUQX�.  
 It is not fully clear what the original gender of this word was: we find both 
commune (nom.sg.c. §DUQ Xã and acc.sg.c. §DUQDXQ) and neuter (nom.-acc.sg.n. 
§DUQ X) forms. On the basis of the fact that this word seems to have been 
hysterodynamically inflected originally, I assume that it must have been 
commune, having an inflection *&p&�Q X, *&&�QyX�P, *&&�QX�yV. The fact that 
the nom.sg.-form was asigmatic originally (*§DUQ X) was at a certain point in 
Hittite not tolerated anymore: either the form was sigmatized to §DUQ Xã in order 
to specifically mark its communeness, or the form was reinterpreted as neuter 
(see Weitenberg 1995 for this phenomenon).  
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 Weitenberg (1984: 266) compares the element §DU� with Hitt. §DUGX� 
‘descendant’  (q.v.) and MUNUS§DUÑDQW� ‘nurse’  (q.v.). Although the latter must be 
regarded as a derivative of §DU�N��u v  (q.v.), the connection between §DUQ X� and 
§DUGX� is convincing. The word §DUGX� is compared by Weitenberg with Lat. 
RUWXV ‘rise, origin, birth’ . These connections were elaborated by Ofitsch (1995: 
22ff.), who connects the element §DU� with PIE *K p HU� ‘to start to move (forth)’  
and reconstructs §DUQDX� as *K p ��Q X�. As I have argued in Kloekhorst fthc.c, a 
reconstruction *K p pU�Q X would be better in view of the fact that initial *K p U� 
yielded Hitt. DU�,�whereas *K p H� > §D�.  
 
©DUQLªH�D�r s  : see §DUQD�u v  � §DUQ�  
 
©DUS� w w x&y z s { ; ©DUS�r s  (IIIb; Ia4 > Ic1) ‘(intr.) to separate oneself and (re)associate 
oneself elsewhere, to change allegiance; to join with, to take the side of; (trans.) 
to associate (someone) with; (+ DQGD) to combine, to join together’ : 
3sg.pres.midd. §DU�DS�WD (OS), 3pl.pres.midd. §DU�SD�DQ�WD�UL (OH/NS), §DU�SD�
DQ�GD�UL (NS), 3sg.pret.midd. §DU�DS�WD�WL (OH/NS), 2sg.imp.midd. §DU�DS�§X�XW 
(OH/NS), §DU�St�¨D�D§�§X�XW (NH), 2pl.imp.midd. §DU�DS�GX�PD�WL (NS), §DU�DS�
WXP�PD�WL (NS); 1sg.pres.act. §DU�St�¨D�PL (NH), 2sg.pres.act. §DU�DS�ãL (NS), §D�
DU�DS�ãL (NS), §DU�St�¨D�ãL, 3sg.pres.act. §DU�DS�]L (OH/NS), 1pl.pres.act. §DU�SX�
X�H�QL (MH/NS), §DU�DS�SX�X�H�QL (NS), §DU�St�¨D[-X�H�QL], 1sg.pret.act. §DU�St�
¨D�QX�XQ, 2sg.pret.act. §DU�DS�WD (MS), 3sg.pret.act. §DU�DS�WD, §DU�St�¨D�D[W] 
(NS), 2pl.imp.act. §DU�DS�WH�HQ, §DU�DS�WpQ, §DU�St�¨D�DW�WpQ; part. §DU�SD�DQ�W�; 
verb.noun. gen.sg. §DU�SX�X�ÑD�Dã; impf. §DU�St�Lã�NH�D� (NS), §DU�DS�St[-Lã�
NH�D�]. 
 Derivatives: 

| }�~ �
� ©DUSD�L� (c.) ‘(wood)pile, heap, mound’  (nom.sg. §DU�SD�Dã, 
§DU�SD�D�Dã, acc.sg. §DU�SD�DQ, §DU�St�LQ, gen.sg. §DU�SD�Dã, §DU�SD�D�Dã, §DU�St�
¨D�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. §DU�St, §DU�St�¨D, nom.pl. §DU�St�L[ã], acc.pl. §DU�SX�Xã, §DU�St�
Xã, §D�DU�St�Xã, nom.-acc.pl.n. §DU�SD, dat.-loc.pl. [§D]U�SD�Dã), ©DUSDH�r s  (Ic2) ‘to 
heap up’  (1sg.pres.act. §DU�SD�D�PL, 3sg.pres.act. §DU�SD�D�L]�]L, 3pl.pres.act. §DU�
SD�D�DQ�]L, §DU�SD�DQ�]L, §DU�DS�SD�DQ�]L (KBo 11.52 v 8 (fr.) (OH/NS), KUB 
17.28 iii 40 (MH/NS)), ©DUSDO�O�L� (n.) ‘heap, stack, pile’  (dat.-loc.sg. §DU�SD�OL, 
nom.-acc.pl. §DU�SD�OL, dat.-loc.pl. §DU�SD�DO�OL�¨D�Dã), ©DUSDQDOOD�L� (c.) ‘rebel, 
turncoat’  (nom.sg. §DU�SD�QD�DO�OL�[Lã], acc.sg. §DU�SD�QD�DO�OL�¨D�DQ, §DU�SD�QD�
DO�OL�LQ, gen.sg. §DU�SD�QD�DO�OD�Dã, §DU�SD�QD�DO�OL�¨[D�Dã], dat.-loc.sg. §DU�SD�
Q[D�DO�]OL, nom.pl. §DU�SD�QD�OL�H�Hã, acc.pl. §DU�SD�QD�DO�OL�Xã, dat.-loc.pl. §DU�
SD�QD�DO�OL�¨D�Dã), ��©DUSDQDOOD (adv.) ‘disloyally’  (� §DU�SD�QD�DO�OD), ©DUSX in 
the expression §DU�SX ãD�UX�SD OH�H L�¨D�ãL ‘do not act helter-skelter’ . 
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 IE cognates: Gr. , Arm. RUE ‘orphan’ , Lat. RUEXV ‘bereft of’ , OIr. RUE�E� 
‘heir, inheritance’ , Goth. DUEL ‘inheritance’ . 
  PIE *K p HUE � �WR. 
  
See HW2 Ï: 329f. and Puhvel HED 3: 176f. for collections of forms, but see 
Melchert fthc.a for a semantic treatment. Melchert convincingly argues that the 
original meaning of this verb is ‘to separate oneself and (re)associate oneself 
elsewhere’  (i.e. ‘to change allegiance’  when used of persons). Often, the first 
element of this meaning is lost, resulting in ‘to join with, to take the side of’ . The 
oldest attestations are middle, but from the MH period onwards, the active 
inflection is taking over. If the verb is used transitively, it means ‘to associate 
(someone) with’  or (+ DQGD) ‘to combine, to join together’ . Out of this last 
meaning, the derivative §DUSD�L� ‘heap, pile’  is formed, which itself is the origin 
of the denominative verb §DUSDH�u v  ‘to heap up’ . In the oldest texts, we only find 
the stem §DUS�,�whereas §DUSL¨H�D� is found in NH texts only (with active as well 
as middle endings). These latter two stems are occasionally (both once attested) 
used in the sense ‘to heap up’ , which must be due to confusion of the stems §DUS�,�
§DUSL¨H�D� and §DUSDH� in younger times.  
 Melchert convincingly argues that we should follow the etymology of Polomé 
(1954: 159-60), who connected §DUS� with PIE *K p HUE � � as found in Gr.  
‘orphan’ , OIr. RUE�E� ‘heir; inheritance’  etc. Melchert explains that the original 
meaning of *K p HUE � � must have been ‘to change membership from one 
group/social class to another’ . This meaning was also applicable when someone’ s 
parents died, which resulted into a shift of meaning to, on the one hand, ‘orphan’  
(Gr. , Arm. RUE ‘orphan’ : in Latin, this meaning evolved further into 
RUEXV ‘bereft of’ ) and, on the other, ‘heir, inheritance’  (OIr. RUE�E�, Goth. DUEL 
‘inheritance’ ).  
 For Hittite, this means that we have to reconstruct an original middle *K p HUE � �WR, 
after which the stem §DUS� was brought into the active as well. Note that the bulk 
of the attestations are spelled with single �S�,�but a few times we find �SS�. In the 
following context, 

 
KUB 30.36 ii  
(7) QX PX�X ã�ãD�DQ ãX�PX�Hã�ã D ÏUR.SAGMEŠ §DU�DS�WH�HQ  
(8) 80�0$ ÏUR.SAGMEŠ OH�H WD QD�D�§L ~½½�L¾¾�H�Hã WD  
(9) §DU�DS�SX�X�H�QL  
 
‘May you, mountains, too, ally yourselves with me. The mountains speak: “ Do 

not fear. We will ally ourselves with you” ’ ,  
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we find §DU�DS�SX�X�H�QL with geminate �SS�. In my view, this spelling is caused 
by the preceding §DU�DS�WH�HQ, on the basis of which the scribe wrote §DU�DS�SX�
X�H�QL instead of expected §DU�SX�X�H�QL. The geminate in impf. §DU�DS�St[-Lã�
NiQ�GX] (KUB 31.86 iii 6) must be compared to the geminate spelling of 
etymological lenis stops in e.g. DNNXãNH�D� (impf. of HNX�u v  � DNX� ‘to drink’ ), 
ODNNLãNH�D� (impf. of ODJ� � v  ‘to make lay down’ ), etc. This leaves us with only two 
instances of §DU�DS�SD�DQ�]L, both in NS texts, which in my view cannot be 
regarded as phonologically relevant (pace Melchert (1994a: 153) who argues for 
a development *-U'� > Hitt. �UW� (i.e. geminate spelling), but see at both LãWDU�N��u v  
and SDUNL¨H�D�u v , the two other alleged examples of this development, for 
alternative solutions).  
 
© Uã� s  (IIb > Ic1) ‘to till (the soil)’ : 3sg.pres.act. §DU�Dã�]L (OH/NS), §DU�ãL�
L[-H�]H]�]L (NS), 3pl.pres.act. §DU�ãL�¨D�D[Q�]]L (NS), 3sg.pres.act. §D�D�DU�Dã�WD 
(MS); inf.I §DU�ãX�ÑD�DQ�][L] (NH); impf. §DU�Dã�NH�D� (OH/NS), §DU�ãL�Lã�NH�D� 
(NS), §DU�ãL�Hã�NH�D� (NS). 
 Derivatives: 

| �"� ����� ©DUã ÓDU���©DUãDXQ� (n.) ‘tilled land’  (nom.-acc.sg. §DU�ãD�X�
ÑD�DU, §DU�ãD�D�X�DU, dat.-loc.sg. §DU�ãD�~�Q[L] (175/w obv. 8), dat.-loc.pl. §DU�ãD�
~�QD�D[ã] (KBo 6.34 ii 39 (MH/NS)), see §DUUD� v ���§DUU�. 
 IE cognates: Gr. , Lat. DU , OIr. �DLU, OHG HULHQ, Lith. DUL�, iUWL, OCS 
RUMa, RUDWL ‘to plough’ . 
  PIE *K q yUK p �V�HL���*K q UK p �V�pQWL 
  
See HW2 Ï: 340 for attestations. Because the forms that show a stem §DUãL\H�D�u v  
are found in NS texts only, it is likely that these are of a secondary origin. This 
verb therefore is usually cited as §DUã�u v . The oldest attestation, 3sg.pret.act. §D�D�
DU�Dã�WD (MS) shows a peculiar plene spelling, however. Because none of the PL-
conjugated verbs of the structure &D5&�u v  (class I4a) ever shows plene spelling 
(except in the verb Uã�u v ���DUã� ‘to flow’ , but here the spelling D�DU�Dã� is used to 
indicate the full-grade stem /"arS-/, cf. its lemma), it is difficult to assume that 
this verb belongs to this class originally. I therefore assume that it in fact was §L�
conjugated originally: § Uã� v  (note that in verbal stems in �ã� the §L-ending 
3sg.pret.act. �ã already in OH times has been replaced by the corresponding PL-
ending �WWD, e.g. §D�D�Dã�WD ‘she bore’  (OS)). The absence of plene spelling in the 
NH forms is then due to the development OH /aCCV/ > NH /áCCV/ as described 
in § 1.4.9.3. 
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 The verb denotes ‘to till (the soil)’  and is often connected with PIE *K q HUK p � ‘to 
plough’  (since Goetze & Sturtevant 1938: 70), assuming that we are dealing with 
an V-extension. When § Uã� was still regarded as a PL-conjugated verb §DUã�u v , this 
was formally impossible as a preform *K q HUK p �V�WL should have yielded Hitt. 
**§DUUH�Lã]L (due to the sound law *95+V& > /VRR}sC/, cf. GDPPH�Lã§ � < 
*GHPK q VK q y�,�NDOOLãWD < *�HOK � VW�R�: § 1.4.4.3). With the establishment that § Uã�
must have been §L�conjugated originally, the formal side is better explicable. 
Although it is true that if we compare the expected preform *K q yUK p �V�HL to the 
development of *K q yPK � �V�HL to Hitt. QãL ‘he wipes’  (cf. Qã� v ) we must assume 
that *K q yUK p �V�HL would yield Hitt. ** UãL, it is in my view trivial that initial *K q � 
was restored on the basis of the zero-grade stem *K q UK p �V� where it was regulary 
retained as §� (cf. § Q� v � �� §DQ� ‘to draw (water)’  < *K q yQ�� �� K q Q� for a similar 
restoration). Note that the expected outcome of the zero-grade stem, e.g. 3pl. 
**§DUH�LããDQ]L < *K q UK p �V�pQWL, is thus far unattested and seems to have been fully 
supplanted by the strong stem § Uã�. The occurrence of the NS PL-conjugated 
form §DU�Dã�]L and the stem §DUãL¨H�D� is completely parallel to the NS forms D�
DQ�Dã�]L and QãL¨H�D� in the paradigm of Qã� v  ‘to wipe’ .  
 From the fact that § Uã� v  sometimes occurs together with WHUHSS�u v � �� WHULSS� ‘to 
plough’  (q.v.) in the pair § Uã� ... WHUHSS� ‘to till and plough’  it is clear that § Uã� 
itself does not mean ‘to plough’ , but rather ‘to till the soil, to crush the land’ . 
With this meaning it nicely corresponds to the verb §DUUD� v ���§DUU� ‘to crush’  that 
also goes back to the root *K q HUK p �. On the basis of these verbs, we must conclude 
that the original meaning of *K q HUK p � must not have been ‘to plough’ , as is usually 
assumed on the basis of the non-Anatolian IE languages (Gr. , Lat. DU , 
Lith. DUL�, iUWL, etc. ‘to plough’ ), but rather ‘to crush’ . Yet, the Hittite expression 
§ Uã������WHUHSS� ‘to till and plough’  shows that also in Anatolian there are traces 
of the first steps of a semantical development from ‘to crush (the land)’  to ‘to 
plough’ . 
 Puhvel (HED 3: 185) assumes that § Uã� v  must be a loanword, stating that “ the 
probable source of §DUV� is Akk. §DU ãX ‘plant’ , or §DU �X ‘dig a furrow’ , or 
WSem. �DUDã� ‘plough’ ” , but e.g. HW2 (l.c.) correctly rejects this view. 
 For the morphological interpretation of §DUã ÑDU � §DUãDXQ�,� see at NDU ÑDU � 
NDUDXQ�.  
 
©DUãDU� ��©DUãQ�� (n.) ‘head; person; front; beginning’  (Sum. SAG[.DU]): nom.-
acc.sg. §D�DU�ãD�DU (KUB 57.83, 7), gen.sg. §DU�Dã�ãD�QD�Dã, §DU�ãD�QD�Dã, dat.-
loc.sg. §DU�ãD�QL (OS), §D�DU�Dã�QL, §DU�ãD�QL�L, §DU�ãD�DQ�QL (1x), all.sg. §DU�Dã�
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ãD�QD�D, abl. §DU�ãD�QD�]D, §DU�ãD�DQ�Q[D�D]], instr. §[DU�ã]D�DQ�GD, §DU�ãD�DQ�WD, 
nom.-acc.pl. §DU�ãD�D�DU (OS), §DU�ãD�DU (OS). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  (n.) ‘mountain’ , Skt. ��Yi� ‘high’ . 
  PIE *K p HUV�U, *K p UV�Q�RV 
  
See HW2 Ï: 344f. for attestations. The paradigm has to be phonologically 
interpreted as /HárSr/, /HrSnas/ (the zero grade in the first syllable of the oblique 
cases can be deduced from spellings like §DU�ãD�QL�L /HrSní/ and §DU�Dã�ãD�QD�D 
/HrSna/.  
 Already since the beginning of Hittitological studies, §DUãDU � §DUãQ� has been 
compared with Skt. tUDV, U�QiV ‘head’  < *�pUK q �V�U, *�UK q �V�Q�yV. Although the 
semantic side of this etymology is attractive, the formal side is far from. Not only 
does *� not regularly give Hitt. §, a sequence *95+V& should yield Hitt. 
/VRR}sC/ (cf. GHPK q VK q y� > GDPPH�Lã§ �). Peters’  scenario (1980: 230176a) in 
which *�...K q  > *K q ...K q  by assimilation, after which the second laryngeal was lost 
by dissimilation, is too complex to be believable. The argument that the 
paradigms of §DUãDU � §DUãQ� and *�HUK q VU � �UK q VQ� are too similar to be unrelated 
is useless since �U�Q�stems are rather common in Hittite.  
 Already Goetze (1937: 4923) suggested another, attractive comparison, namely 
with Gr.  ‘mountain’ , which reflects an V�stem of the root ‘high’ , *K p HU�HV�,�
of which also Skt. ��Yi� ‘high’  is derived. Criticism on this etymology (e.g. 
Puhvel HED 3: 190) was always directed to the fact that ‘high’  was derived from 
the root *K � HU�, which cannot explain Hitt. §�. In my view, it nowadays has 
become much clearer that we have to distinguish a root *K � HU� ‘to come, to arrive 
< *to move horizontally’  and *K p HU� ‘to raise, to rise < *to move vertically’  (cf. 
Kloekhorst fthc.c on the outcomes of different formations with *K p HU� in Hittite: 
DU� � � ��� � v �  ‘to stand’  < *K p UWR, DUDL� v  � DUL� ‘to raise’  < *K p U��R�L� vs. §DUQDX� 
‘birthchair’  < *K p HU�QRX� and §DUGX� ‘descendant’  < *K p HU�WX�). In this case, we 
therefore can safely reconstruct *K p HU�V�U, *K p U�V�Q�yV, which should regularly 
yield Hitt. /HárSr/ and /HrSnas/ (with restoration of initial §�). See at NINDA§DUãL� � 
§DUãDL� ‘thickbread’  for another derivative of the stem *K p HU�V�.  
 Note that Puhvel (HED 3: 1987) interprets the syntagm dU §DU�ãD�DQ�QD�Dã as 
‘Storm-god of the head’ , on the basis of the sumerographical writing dU 
SAG.DU. HW2 (Ï: 357) translates ‘Wettergod des Gewitterregens’ , however, and 
assume that §DUãDQQDã is the gen.sg. of a further unattested noun *§DUã WDU, 
which they etymologically connect with §DUãL§DUãL ‘thunderstorm’ . The almost 
consistent spelling with geminate �QQ� in §DUãDQQDã (although dU §DU�ãD�QD�Dã is 
attested once), indeed is quite aberrant from the oblique stem of §DUãDU � §DUãQ� 
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(although spellings with geminate �QQ� do occur a few times), but the 
sumerographic writing dU SAG.DU seems to speak in favour of Puhvel’ s reading 
(HW2 seems to regard this attestation as a scribal mistake where a scribe had to 
write dU §DUãDQQDã, but thought of §DUãDQDã and subsequently wrote dU 
SAG.DU).  
 � ~ ��� � ©DUãL����©DUãDL��(c.) ‘thick-bread’  (Sum. NINDA.GUR4.RA): nom.sg. §DU�ãL�
Lã (OS), acc.sg. §DU�ãL�LQ (OS), gen.sg. §DU�ãD�Dã (MH/MS), §DU�ãL�¨D�Dã, §DU�ãL�
Dã, dat.-loc.sg. §DU�ãD�L (OS), §DU�ãD�D�L (KBo 30.158, 10 (MS)), §DU�ãL (OH/NS), 
§DU�ãD�¨D (MH/NS), abl. §DU�ãD�¨D�D] (NS), §DU�ãL�¨D�D] (NS), instr. §DU�ãL�LW 
(SBo 4 (2064/g) rev. 3 (MS)), nom.pl. §DU�ãD�Hã (OS), §DU�ãD�H�Hã (OS), §DU�ãD�
D�Hã (MS?), §DU�ãD�D�H�Hã (NS), acc.pl. NINDA§DU�ãD�~�Xã (KBo 17.4 ii 17 (fr.) 
(OS), KUB 7.8+ ii 11 (NS)), §DU�ãD�Xã (OH/MS), §DU�ãD�D�Xã (MS), §DU�ãL�Xã 
(OH/MS), dat.-loc.pl. §DU�ãD�Dã (OH/MS), §DU�ãD�¨D�Dã, §DU�ãL�¨D�Dã. 
 Derivatives: 

| ����� ©DUãLªDOD�,� | ����� ©DUãLªDOOL� (c.) ‘bread-server’  (Sum. 
LÚNINDA.GUR4.RA; nom.sg. §DU�ãL�¨D�OD�Dã, gen.pl. §DU�ãL�¨D�DO�OL�¨D�Dã), }�~ � ©DUãLªDOO� (n.) ‘breadbox, storage jar’  (nom.-acc.sg. §DU�ãL�¨D�DO�OL, gen.sg. §DU�
ãL�¨D�DO�OL�Dã, §DU�ãL�DO�OL�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. §DU�ãL�¨D�DO�OL�¨D, abl. §DU�ãL�¨D�DO�OD�D]), ��� } ©DUãL� (c.) ‘jar’  (nom.sg. §DU�ãL�Lã (OS), acc.sg. §DU�ãL�LQ, gen.sg. §DU�ãL�Dã, 
§DU�ãL�¨D�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. §DU�ãL�¨D, abl. §DU�ãD�D] (KUB 53.13 iv 9 (NS)), §DU�ãL�
¨D�]D, nom.pl. §DU�ãL�Lã, §DU�ã[D�Hã?] (KBo 13.247 obv. 8 (NS)), gen.pl. §DU�ãL�¨D�
Dã, dat.-loc.pl. §DU�ãL�Dã), 

��� } ©DUãLªDOODQQL� (n.) ‘small jar’  (nom.-acc.sg. §DU�ãL�
¨D�DO�OD�DQ�QL), 

��� } ©DUãLªDOOL� (n.) ‘jar’  (nom.-acc.sg. §DU�ãL�¨D�DO�OL, §DU�ãL�DO�OL, 
gen.sg. §DU�ãL�¨D�DO�OL�¨D�Dã, §DU�ãL�¨D�DO�OL�Dã, §DU�ãL�¨D�DO�OD�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. §DU�
ãL�¨D�DO�OL�¨D, §DU�ãL�¨D�DO�OL, abl. §DU�ãL�DO�OL�D], §DU�ãL�¨D�DO�OD�D], nom.-acc.pl. 
§DU�ãL�DO�OL, §DU�ãL�¨D�DO�OL, dat.-loc.pl. §DU�ãL�¨D�DO�OL�¨D�Dã, §DU�ãL�DO�OL�Dã). 
  PIE *K p HUV�L�,�*K p UV�HL� 
  
See HW2 Ï: 358ff. for attestations. This word shows an ablauting stem §DUãL� � 
§DUãDL� which is rare for proper nouns (but cf. §HX� � §H�¨�DX� and ÑHãL� � ÑHãDL� 
for similar cases). It probably indicates that we are dealing here with a 
substantivized adjective. The word is clearly the phonetic rendering of the 
sumerogram NINDA.GUR4.RA that is usually translated ‘thick-bread’ . The 
original meaning of this word in my view likely was not ‘thick’ , however, but 
rather ‘high’  in the sense ‘risen’ . I therefore wouild like to propose §DUãL� � 
§DUãDL� to the element §DUã� as visible in §DUãDU � §DUãQ� ‘head’  that must be 
connected with Gr.  ‘mountain’ , Skt. ��Yi� ‘high’  < *K p HUV�. This means that 
§DUãL� � §DUãDL� reflects an originally ablauting L�stem *K p HUV�L�,�*K p UV�HL�.  
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 The homophonic noun DUG§DUãL� ‘jar’  probably was named after its highness as 
well.  
 
©DUãLªH�D�r s  : see § Uã� v   
 
©DUãL©DUãL� (n.) ‘thunderstorm; jar, pithos’  (Sum. ÏI.ÏI): nom.sg. §DU�ãL�§DU�ãL 
(OS), gen.sg. §DU�ãL�§DU�ãL�¨D�Dã. 
  
This noun denotes ‘thunderstorm’  as well as ‘jar, pithos’ . On the basis of this 
latter meaning, §DUãL§DUãL� clearly has to be regarded as a full-reduplication of the 
noun DUG§DUãL� ‘jar’  (see at (NINDA)§DUãL� � §DUãDL�), although it must be remarked 
that DUG§DUãL� is a commune word whereas §DUãL§DUãL� is neuter. The connection 
between ‘thunderstorm’  and ‘jar, pithos’  may lie in the perception of the sound of 
thunder as resembling the sound of clashing jars.  
 
©DUWDNND�� (c.) ‘bear’  (Sum. UR.MAÏ): nom.sg. §DU�WiJ�JD�Dã, acc.sg. §DU�WiN�
NiQ (OS), §DU�WiJ�JD�DQ, gen.sg. §DU�WiJ�JD�Dã. 
 Derivatives: 

��� ©DUWDN�N�D� (c.) a cult official, ‘bear-man’  (nom.sg. §DU�WiJ�JD�
Dã, §DU�WD�JD�Dã, §DU�WD�ND�Dã (OH/MS), acc.sg. §DU�WiJ�JD�DQ, dat.-loc.sg. §DU�
WD�DN�NL, §DU�WiN�NL, [§DU�W]D�NL). 
 IE cognates: Skt. �N�D�,�YAv. DU ãD�,�Gr. , Lat. XUVXV, MIr. DUW, Arm. DUÄ 
‘bear’ . 
  PIE *K q UW�R� 
  
See HW2 Ï: 378f. for attestations. Although a meaning ‘bear’  for this word 
cannot be proven in the strictest sense of the word, the fact that it denotes a large 
predator and that its outer appearance resembles the other IE words for ‘bear’  so 
strikingly, can leave no doubt about this interpretation, which was first given in 
HW: 61.  
 Before the appurtenance of Hittite, the word for ‘bear’  was reconstructed 
*K q U�ìR�,� with the PIE ‘thorn’ . This has now become unnecessary as Hitt. 
§DUWDNND� /Hrtka-/ clearly shows that we have to reconstruct *K q UW�R�. With the 
disappearence of other cases of PIE ‘thorn’  (e.g. *� � èHP� ‘earth’  that now has to 
be reconstructed as *G � H� � �P, *G � � � �P� on the basis of Hitt. W NDQ (q.v.)), I do not 
understand why some scholars still regard the ‘thorn’  as a basic PIE phoneme (cf. 
the superfluous discussion in Melchert 1994a: 64).  
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©DUGX�� (n.) ‘brood, descendance’ : nom.-acc.pl. §D�DU�GX�ÑD, §DU�GX�ÑD, gen.pl. 
§D�DU�GX�ÑD�Dã, §DU�GX�ÑD�Dã. 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. ©DUGX� ‘descendance’  (abl.-instr. §DU�WX�X�ÑD�§DU�WX�ÑD�
WL), ©DUGXÓDWW�L�� ‘descendant’  (nom.pl. §DU�GX�ÑD�DW�WL�LQ�]L); HLuw. KDUWX� (c.) 
‘descendant’  (nom.sg. INFANSKD�UD�L�WX�Vi��0$5$ù�����J��� 
  PIE *K p HU�WX� 
  
See HW2 Ï: 379f. for attestations. This word has been connected by Weitenberg 
(1984: 235) with Lat. RUWXV ‘birth’ , which would point to a reconstruction *K p HU�
WX� (cf. Kloekhorst fthc.c). Another Hittite word in which the root *K p HU� is 
connected with ‘giving birth’  is §DUQ X � §DUQX� ‘birthing seat’  (q.v.).  
 
�©©DUX (1sg.imp.midd.-ending) 
  
The 1sg.imp.midd.-ending �§§DUX is clearly based on the 1sg.pres.midd.-ending 
�§§DUL in which �L was replaced by the imperatival ‘suffix’  �X. See at �§§D�UL� and 
�X for further etymology.  
 
©DUXÓD� (c.) ‘road, path’ : abl.pl. §D�UX�ÑD�D] (KBo 24.45 rev. 23 (MS?)). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. ©DUÓD� (c.) ‘path’  (Sum. KASKAL; nom.sg. §D�UX�ÑD�
Dã, acc.sg. KASKAL�DQ, nom.pl. KASKAL

�
I.A�DQ�]L, acc.pl. KASKAL

�
I.A�ÑD�

DQ�]D), ©DUÓD� ‘to send(?)’  (3pl.imp.act. §DU�ÑD�DQ�GX), ©DUÓDQQD�L� (c.) ‘little 
path’  (acc.pl. §D�U[X�ÑD�DQ�QL�LQ�]D]), ©DUÓDQQL�ªD�� ‘to send’  (3sg.imp.act. §DU�
ÑD�DQ�QL�LW�WD); HLuw. KDUZD�Q�� (c.) ‘road’  (acc.sg.(?) VIA-ZD�L�QD /harwan/ 
�.$5$7(3(� �� ����� ø95ø=� IU�� �� OLQH� ���� 9,$-QD /harwan/ or /harwantan/ 
(KÖTÜKALE §3); KDUZDQW� (c.) ‘road’  (acc.pl. VIA�ZD�L�WD�][L?] /harwantantsi/ 
(TELL TAYINAT 2 fr. 6), dat.-loc.pl. VIA-ZD�L�WD�]D /harwantants/ (TELL 
TAYINAT 2 fr.7)), KDUZDQWDKLW� (n.) ‘wayfaring’  (abl.-instr. “ VIA”KD�UD�L�ZD�L�
WD�KL�WD � �WL�L /harwantahitadi/ (KARKAMIŠ A15E §21)), KDUZDQL� ‘to send’  
(2sg.pres.act. /harwanisi/ VIA-ZD�L�QL�VL (ASSUR letter G §10, I §26) 
2(3?)sg.pret.act. /harwanita/ VIA-ZD�L�QL�WD (ASSUR letter D §7), 3sg.pret.act. 
/harwanita/ VIA-ZD�L�QL�WD (ASSUR letter D §7), 3pl.pret.act. /harwaninta/ VIA-
ZD�L�QL�WD (ASSUR letter I §27), 2sg.imp.act. /harwani/ VIAKD�UD�L�ZD�L�QL 
(ASSUR letter G §6, §7, §9, H §25), VIA-ZD�L�QL (ASSUR letter D §11, §12, E §7, 
§10, F §8, §10, §11, G §8, H §23, §27, I §19, §23, J §40),VIA-ZD�L�QL � v  (ASSUR 
letter D §10, H §18, §28, J §31, §35, §36, §44, §47)). 
  
See Puhvel HED 3: 203 for the attestation. The word is hapax in a Kizzuwatnean 
ritual, and therefore it is likely of Luwian origin, where indeed the word §DUÑD� is 
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the normal word for ‘road, path’  (whereas in Hittite the word for ‘road, path’  is 
SDOãD� (q.v.)). Etymologically we could think of the roots *K q HU� ‘to join’  (roads 
as joining elements) or the root *K p HU� ‘high’ .  
 
©DUX�ÓD�QDH�r s  (Ic2) ‘to get light, to dawn’ : 3sg.pres.act. §D�UX�ÑD�QD�D�L]�]L, §D�
D�UX�ÑD�QD�D�L]�]L, §D�UX�QD�L][-]L], [§D]U�ÑD�QD�L]�]L. 
  
See HW2 Ï: 382 for attestations. The verb is always used without a subject and 
probably means ‘it gets light’  (just as OXNNDWWD ‘it dawns’  is used impersonally). 
Formally, it inflects according to the §DWUDH�class, which means that it would be 
derived from a noun §DUX�ÑD�QD�. Such a noun might be attested in KUB 8.9 
(OH/NS) i (5) WiN�NX §DU�ÑD�Q[D�D]] ITU�Dã W[D�...] ‘When the moon ...-s from 
§DUÑDQD�’ . It is certainly not impossible that this §DUÑDQD� is the source of 
§DUX�ÑD�QDH�,� but since the meaning of §DUÑDQD� itself cannot be determined, 
further etymologizing is difficult.  
 HW2 (l.c.) assumes a connection with §DUÑD� ‘road, path’ , assuming that 
§DUÑDQD� literally means ‘Sich-auf-den-Weg-machen’ . Puhvel (HED 3: 204) 
proposes a connection with Skt. UDYL� and Arm. DUHZ ‘sun’  that must reflect 
*K q UHÑ�L�,�assuming that §DUX�ÑD�QDH� reflects *K q UÑ�R�QR�.  
 
© ãã� (c.) ‘ash(es); dust; soap’  (Sum. SAÏAR): nom.sg. §D�D�Dã (OH/NS), §D�Dã�
ã D (NS), §D�Dã�ãD�Dã (MH/MS), acc.sg. §D�D�Dã�ãD�DQ (MS), §D�Dã�ãD�DQ 
(OH/NS), dat.-loc.sg. §D�Dã�ãL�L (MS?), instr. §D�Dã�ãL�LW (NS), nom.pl. §D�D�Dã�
ãH�ã D (MS), acc.pl. §D�D�Dã�ãX�Xã (NS), §D�Dã�ãX�Xã (MS), §D�Dã�Xã (OH/NS). 
 Derivatives: see § ãã �. 
 IE cognates: Skt. aVD� ‘ash’ , OHG HVVD ‘ash’ , OIc. D5LQD ‘ash’ , Lat. U UH ‘to 
dry’ , OLat. VD ‘altar’ , TochAB V� ‘to dry out’ , Hitt. § ãã � ‘hearth’ . 
  PIE *K q pK � V�V, *K q pK � V�P, *K q K � V�yV 
  
See HW2 Ï: 388f. for attestations and semantics. The basic meaning of the word 
is ‘ash(es), dust’ , but since a mixture of ashes and oil could be used as soap as 
well, the word is also attested in the meaning ‘soap’  (SDUV SUR WRWR). On the basis 
of nom.sg. § ã, we must assume that this word originally was a root noun, which 
was thematicized to § ããD� in MH times already.  
 The etymological interpretation of this word has been debated. In Hittite, the 
plene �D� is attested often enougn to secure the reading § ãã�,� the long �D� of 
which corresponds to Skt. aVD� ‘ash’ . In Germanic, however, we encounter a short 
D�,�namely in OHG HVVD ‘ash’  < * V¨ Q and OIc. (Runic) D5LQD ‘ash’ . Schrijver 
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(1991: 53-4) therefore proposes to reconstruct a root *K q HV�,� the reduplication 
*K q H�K q V� of which would explain the long . Since Hitt. § ãã� cannot reflect 
*K q HK q V�,�however, which should have yielded **§D§ã� (cf. SD§ã� < *SHK q V�), this 
view cannot be correct. A preform *K q HK p V� is impossible as well, because this 
would have yielded ** � in Latin. All in all, we should reconstruct a root noun 
*K q HK � V�. This noun probably inflected *K q pK � V�V, *K q pK � V�P, *K q K � V�yV. In Hittite, 
the full-grade stem was generalized and later on thematicized, in Sanskrit the full-
grade stem was thematicized, whereas in Germanic derivations were formed on 
the basis of the oblique stem *K q K � V� > V�. In Hittite and Latin a derivative 
*K q HK � V�HK q � ‘*that of the ashes’  yielded Hitt. § ãã � ‘heart’  and Lat. UD ‘altar’  
(see at § ãã �).  
 A verbal stem *K q HK � V� ‘to dry’  is visible in Lat. U UH ‘to dry’  and TochAB V� 
‘to dry out’ . Often it is claimed that Gr.  ‘to dry’  belongs here as well and 
reflects * V�G� , but as is stated under § W� v  � §DW�,� it is rather to be regarded as 
reflecting *K q G�¨H�R�.  
 A further analysis of *K q HK � V� as *K q HK � �V� on the basis of Pal. § � ‘to be warm’ , 
which then is thought to reflect *K q HK � � (thus in LIV2), is in my view far from 
assured.  
 
© ã� s ���©Dãã��(IIa2) ‘to give birth (to), to beget, to procreate’ : 3sg.pres.act. §D�D�ãL 
(OS, often), §D�Dã�ãL (1x, MS), 3pl.pres.act. §D�Dã�ãD�DQ�]L (OH/MS), 
1sg.pret.act. §D�D�Dã�§X�XQ (OH/MS), §D�D�ãX�XQ (1x, NS), 3sg.pret.act. §D�D�Dã�
WD (OS), §D�Dã�WD, 3pl.pret.act. §D�D�ãH�HU (NS), §D�D�ãL�HU (NH), 3sg.imp.act. §D�
D�ãX (MH/NS), §D�Dã�GX (OH/NS); part. §D�Dã�ãD�DQ�W�,�§D�D�ãD�DQ�W�; impf. §D�
Dã�NH�D� (OH/MS). 
 Derivatives: ©Dãã WDU���©DããDQQ� (n.) ‘begetting, birth, offspring, family’  (Sum. 
MÁŠ�WDU; nom.-acc.sg. §D�Dã�ãD�WDU, §D�ãD�D�WDU (1x, OH/NS), gen.sg. §D�Dã�ãD�
DQ�QD�Dã, §D�DQ�ãD�DQ�QD�Dã (HT 6 i 17 (NS)), dat.-loc.sg. §D�Dã�ãD�DQ�QD�L 
(OH/NS), abl. §D�Dã�ãD�DQ�QD�D], §D�Dã�ãD�DQ�QD�]D, §D�Dã�ãD�DQ�QD�DQ�]D, instr. 
§D�Dã�ãD�DQ�QL�LW, gen.pl. §D�Dã�ãD�DQ�QD�DQ, MÁŠ

�
I.A�Dã), ©DããXPDU (n.) 

‘begetting, genitals’  (nom.-acc.sg. §D�Dã�ãX�PDU, gen.sg. §D�Dã�ãX�PD�Dã), 
©DããDQQDããD�L� (c.) ‘family member’  (nom.sg. §D�Dã�ãD�DQ�QD�Dã�ãL�Lã, acc.sg. 
§D�Dã�ãD�DQ�QD½�Dã¾�ãD�DQ, dat.-loc.sg. §D�Dã�ãD�DQ�QD�Dã�ãL, nom.pl. §D�Dã�ãD�
DQ�QD�Dã�ãL�ã D), ©DãQX�r s  (Ib2) ‘to bring to birth’  (3pl.pret.act. §D�Dã�ãD�QX�HU, 
§D�Dã�QX[-HU?]; impf. §D�Dã�ãD�QX�Xã[-NH�D�]), see §DQ] ããD�,�§ ããD� and §DããX�. 
 Anat. cognates: HLuw. KDV� ‘to beget’  (3pl.imp.act. /hasantu/ KD�Vi�WX�� 
(KARATEPE 1 §56 Hu.), KD�VD�W� (KARATEPE 1 §56 Ho.)), KDVX� ‘family’  
(dat.-loc.sg.(?) KD�VX�� (KARATEPE 1 §15)). 
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  PIE *K q yPV�HL � *K q PV�pQWL 
  
See HW2 Ï: 391f. for attestations. The word shows two stems, namely § ã� in the 
strong stem forms and §Dãã� in the weak stem forms. The etymology of this verb 
cannot be described without referring to its Hittite cognates §DQ] ããD� ‘offspring’ , 
§ ããD� ‘descendant’  and §DããX� ‘king’  (for the semantic relation between ‘to 
procreate’  and ‘king’  see at §DããX�). The word §DããX� has a direct counterpart in 
ON iVV ‘god’  < *K q H1VX� and Skt. iVXUD� ‘godlike, powerful’ , Av. DKX�,�DKXUD� 
‘god, lord’  < *K q 1VX��UR��. The words §DQ] ããD� ‘offspring’  and § ããD� 
‘descendant’  are related to, among others, CLuw. §DPãD�L� and HLuw. KDPVD�L� 
‘grandchild’ . These latter forms, together with ON iVV < *K q H1VX�,�point to a stem 
*K q HPV�,�which must be used as the basis of all these words. Nevertheless, it is 
not easy to determine the exact preforms of all the related forms.  
 As a §L-verb, we would expect that § ãL � §DããDQ]L reflects *K q yPV�HL � 
*K q PV�pQWL, with the R��-grade as described in § 2.2.2.2.e. The long � � of § ããD� 
‘descendant’  seems to reflect an *y, especially if we compare the consistently 
non-plene spelled adjective GDããX� � GDããDÑ� ‘heavy, important’  that reflects 
*GHQV��H�X�. Because *-P� assibilates to *-V� in *9PV9, the form §DQ] ããD� 
‘offspring’  hardly can reflect anything else than *K q PVR� (likewise Rieken 1999: 
233). To sum up, we would at first sight reconstruct these words as follows:  

 
§DããX� ‘king’   <  *K q HPVX�  
§ ããD� ‘descendant’   <  *K q yPVR�  
§ ãL ‘(s)he procreates’   <  *K q yPV�HL  
§ ã§XQ ‘I procreated’   <  *K q yPV�K q H+  
§DQ] ããD� ‘offspring’   <  *K q PVy�  
§DããDQ]L ‘they procreate’   <  *K q PV�pQWL  

 
 Although the outcomes of *K q HPV9 > §Dãã9 and K q yPV& > § ã& seem certain, 
the other forms cannot all be phonetically regular: *K q yPV9 cannot yield both 
§ ãã9 and § ã9; *K q PV9 cannot yield both §DQ]9 and §Dãã9.  
 In the case of *K q PV9, it is in my view quite probable that the phonetically 
regular outcome is §DQ]9. Because §DããDQ]L ‘they procreate’  is part of a verbal 
paradigm, it is easily understandable how the phonetic outcome of *K q PVpQWL > 
*§DQ]DQ]L has been secondarily altered to §DããDQ]L under the influence of the full 
grade stem *K q yPV& > /HaSC-/. Moreover, we could even assume that already in 
pre-Hittite times the full grade stem of the singular was taken over into the plural 
and that §DããDQ]L directly reflects *K q RPV�pQWL.  
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 The case of *K q yPV9 is less clear. On the one hand, one could state that the 
lenition visible in § ãL ‘(s)he procreated’  is analogical to the type DNL � DNNDQ]L, 
LãW SL � LãWDSSDQ]L, where *y regularly lenited the following stop. This then would 
mean that *K q yPV9 regularly yielded § ãã9 showing that *-PV� > �ãã� was not 
lenited by a preceding *y. On the other hand, there is a possibility that § ããD� 
‘descendant’  was not a thematic noun originally. The close cognate §DQ] ããD� 
‘offspring’  < *K q PVyV¨R� shows a zero-grade stem, which is probably also visible 
in Luw. §DPVD�L� (cf. below). This could point to an ablauting root noun. 
Normally, however, such a root noun would inflect *K q pPV�V, *K q pPV�P, *K q PV�
yV, which does not make it easy to explain the R-grade visible in § ããD�. A 
possibility remains in assuming that this �y� was taken over from the verb, and 
then we could perhaps assume that § ãL < *K q yPVHL does show the regular 
development, and that *-PV� > �ãã� did get lenited by a preceding *y.  
 Note that an initial *K q � would regularly drop in front of *R (so *K q R� > Hitt. D�,�
cf. Kloekhorst fthc.c), but in these cases we can easily assume secondary 
restoration of *K q � on the basis of forms with *K q HPV� and *K q PV�,�where initial 
*K q � regularly yielded Hitt. §�.  
 A similar problem exists in the Luwian material. Here we find KDPV� (CLuw. 
§DPãD�L�,� HLuw. KDPVD�L� ‘grandchild’ , CLuw. §DPãXNNDOD�L�,� HLuw. 
/hamskwala/i-/ ‘great-grandchild’ ) vs. KDV� (HLuw. /hasantu/ ‘they must beget’  
and KDVX� ‘family’ ). On the basis of the Hittite development *K q PV9 > §DQ]9, it 
seems likely to me that Luw. KDPV� reflects *K q PV�,� whereas KDV� reflects 
*K q H�RPV�. That is why I would reconstruct KDPVD�L� ‘grandchild’  as *K q PV�R� and 
KDV� ‘to beget’  and KDVX� ‘family’  as K q H�RPV� and *K q HPV�X� respectively. Note 
that CLuw. DPPDããD�L� ‘to wipe’  reflects *K q RPK � V� in which *-K � � prevented 
assimilation of �Pã� to �ãã�.  
 All in all, I assume that § ãL � §DããDQ]L in one way or another goes back to 
*K q yPV�HL � *K q PV�pQWL. It is unclear whether the form gen.sg. §D�DQ�ãD�DQ�QD�Dã 
(HT 6 i 17 (NS)) is just a scribal error for §D�Dã�ãD�DQ�QD�Dã, or really reflects a 
trace of the original nasalization from *K q RPV�. Because of its very late attestation 
the latter possibility hardy seems viable (cf. also Kimball 1999: 332).  
 
© ã�� �� ©Dãã�,� © ã�� �� ©Hãã�� ‘to open’  (Akk. 3(7 ): 3sg.pres.act. §D�D�ãL (KBo 
13/35 iii 6 (OH/NS), KUB 7.41 obv. 4 (MH/NS)), §D�Dã�]L (IBoT 3.148 iii 13 
(MH/NS)), §p�H�Hã�]L (KBo 17.94 iii 23 (NS)), 1pl.pres.act. §D�Dã�ãX�H�QL (KBo 
19.156 obv. 9 (OS)), §D�Dã�ãX�~�H�QL (KBo 25.139 + KUB 35.164 rev. 1 (OS)), 
§p�H�ãX�X�H�QL (KUB 50.6 + 16.41+ iii 44 (NH)), 3pl.pres.act. §D�Dã�ãD�DQ�]L 
(KBo 20.10 i 1, KBo 20.23 obv. 5 (OS), KUB 2.6 iii 21 (OH/NS), KUB 2.13 i 2 
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(OH/NS), KUB 7.25 i 2 (OH/NS), KUB 11.22 i 14, KUB 11.35 i 8 (OH/NS), 
KUB 20.8 i 2, KUB 20.18, 13 (OH/NS), IBoT 1.36 i 20, 68 (OH or MH/MS), 
KBo 5.1 i 6 (MH/NS), KUB 25.16 i 2 (NS)), §H�ãD�DQ�]L (KBo 21.34 ii 3 
(MH/NS), KBo 25.183 r.col. 5 (NS)), §p�H�ãD�DQ�]L (KUB 12.2 iv 3 (NS), KUB 
15.11 ii 11 (NH), KUB 21.17 iii 13 (NH)), §p�ãD�DQ[-]L] (KUB 27.15 iv 8 (NS)), 
§p�Hã�ãD�DQ[-]L] (KUB 51.69 obv. 4 (NS)), §L�Lã�ãD�DQ�]L (Bo 6871 rev. 33 
(undat.)), 3sg.pret.act. §D�D�Dã�WD (KUB 17.10 iv 14 (OH/MS)), §D�Dã�WD (KUB 
33.52 ii 10 (OH/NS)), §D�Dã�ãL�LW (KUB 9.39 i 6 (NS)), 1pl.pret.act. §p�H�ãX�X�HQ 
(KBo 22.116 obv. 14 (NS)), 3pl.pret.act. §p�H�ãH�HU (KUB 29.3 i 5 (OS), KUB 
16.48 obv.16 (NS)), §p�ãH�HU (KBo 10.2 ii 7 (OH/NS)), §H�H�ãH�HU (KUB 29.1 i 24 
(OH/NS)), §p�Hã�ãHU (KBo 10.2 i 32 (OH/NS)), §p�Hã�ãH�HU (KUB 55.37 iii 10 
(NS)), §D�D�ãHU (KUB 35.148+ iii 2 (MH/NS)), 2sg.imp.act. §D�D�Dã (KBo 21.22 
obv. 22 (OH/MS), KBo 11.14 iii 27 (MH/NS)), §H�H�Hã (KBo 18.48 obv. 17 
(NS)), §p�H�Hã (KUB 55.2 obv. 5 (NS)), 3sg.imp.act. §D�D�ãX (KBo 10.45 i 39 
(MH/NS), KUB 29.1 iii 2 (OH/NS)), §H�Hã�GX (KUB 36.89 obv. 19 (NS)), §p�H�
Hã�GX (KUB 36.89 obv. 39 (NS)), 2pl.imp.act. §p�H�Hã�WpQ (KUB 33.106 iii 50 
(NS)), 3pl.imp.act. §p�H�ãD�DQ�GX (KBo 13.58 ii 26 (MH/NS)); 3pl.pres.midd. §D�
D�ãD�DQ�WD (KBo 10.7 ii 25 (OH/NS)), 3sg.pret.midd. §p�Hã�WD�DW (KUB 13.34 iv 3 
(NS)); part. §D�Dã�ãD�DQ�W� (KUB 2.6 iii 35 (OH/NS), KUB 11.20 ii 20 (OH/NS), 
KBo 4.9 i 29 (NS)), §p�H�ãD½�DQ¾�W� (KUB 31.136 iii 5 (NS)); verb.noun. §p�H�ãX�
X�DU (KUB 3.94 i 25 (NS)), gen. §p�H�ãX�ÑD�Dã (KUB 17.35 ii 3, 13, iv 19 (NS)), 
§p�ãX�ÑD�Dã (KUB 27.15 iv 23 (NS)); impf. §D�Dã�NH�D� (KBo 11.14 iii 26 
(OH/NS), KUB 24.3 i 53 (MH/NS), KUB 30.32 i 17 (NS?)), §p�Lã�NH�D� (KBo 
13.109 iii 8 (MH/NS)). 
  
See HW2 Ï: 394f. for attestations. There, a form impf.1sg.pres.act. §p�ãL�NH�H�PL 
(KBo 17.3, 10) is cited, but this form does not exist. The editors probably have 
misread the form  = GD�Dã�NH�H�PL (KBo 17.3 iv 10).  
 This verb shows a wild variaty of forms and stems. In OS texts, we find the 
forms §DããX�Ñ�HQL, §DããDQ]L and § ãHU. On the basis of these forms, one would 
conclude that we are dealing with a verb that shows a strong stem § ã� and a 
weak stem §Dãã�. In MS texts, we find the forms §DããDQ]L, § ãWD and § ã, which 
seem to point to an ablauting paradigm § ã� � §Dãã�. In NS texts, we find, besides 
the stems § ã�,�§Dãã� and § ã� also forms with a stem §Hãã�. At this moment, it is 
impossible to determine what the original inflection was. In my view, it looks like 
we are dealing with a §L-inflecting verb § ã� v  � §Dãã� (which is homophonic to 
§ ã� v  � §Dãã� ‘to give birth (to)’ ), which was crossed with a (PL-inflecting?) stem 
§ ã�. In NH times, almost only forms with the stem § ã� are found, on the basis of 
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which an analogical stem §Hãã� was made. Whereas § ã� � §Dãã� in principle could 
be of IE origin, the stem § ã� shows an H besides §, which is difficult to explain 
from an IE perspective (unless we assume an L-diphthong, but in front of *V, such 
a diphthong would not have monophthongized to � �). Unfortunately, we have no 
convincing cognates for § ã� � §Dãã� either. Formally, it should reflect *K q HV� or 
*K q H1V�.  
 Within Hittite, one could think of a connection with ãND� ‘gate’  (Oettinger, 
p.c.) if we assume that in ãND� an initial laryngeal (*K q ) was lost in front of *R 
(for which see Kloekhorst fthc.c), which was retained in § ã� � §Dãã�.  
 
© ãã � (c.) ‘fireplace, hearth’  (Sum. GUNNI): nom.sg. §D�Dã�ãD�D�Dã, §D�D�Dã�
ãD½�Dã¾, acc.sg. §D�D�Dã�ãD�DQ (OS), §D�Dã�ãD�D�DQ (OS), §D�Dã�ãD�DQ (OS), 
voc.sg. §D�Dã�ãD�D�Dã, gen.sg. §D�Dã�ãD�D�Dã (OS), §D�D�Dã�ãD�Dã (OH/NS), §D�Dã�
ãD�Dã, §D�Dã�ãD�Dã (OS), §D�D�Dã�ãD�DQ (OS), §D�Dã�ãD�DQ (OS), dat.-loc.sg. §D�
Dã�ãL�L (OS, often), §D�D�Dã�ãL�L (OS, 1x), §D�Dã�ãL (OS), §D�D�Dã�ãL (OH/NS), 
[§D�]Dã�ãD�D�L (KBo 25.36 iii 8 (OS)), all.sg. §D�Dã�ãD�D (OS), §D�Dã�ãD (OS), abl. 
§D�Dã�ãD�D�D] (OS), §D�Dã�ãD�D] (OS). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. ©DããDQLWW�L�� ‘hearth’  (nom.sg. §D�Dã�ãD�QL�LW�WL�Lã, 
acc.sg. §D�Dã�ãD�QL�LW�WL�LQ). 
 IE cognates: OLat. VD, Lat. UD, Osc. $$6$Ë ‘altar’ . 
  PIE *K q HK � V�HK q � 
  
See Puhvel HED 3: 221f. for attestations. Already since Pedersen (1938: 27, 164) 
this word has been connected with OLat. VD, Lat. UD ‘altar’ , Osc. $$6$Ë ‘altar’ . 
The long � in Latin points to *K q H+�. The second laryngeal hardly can be *K p , 
because we then would expect * �. In Hittite, a preform *K q HK q V� would have 
yielded **§D§ã� (cf. SD§ã� < *SHK q V�). So Hitt. § ãã � ~ OLat. VD can only reflect 
*K q HK � VHK q �. It is likely that § ãã � is a derivative of § ãã� ‘ashes’  (q.v.), which 
would mean that *K q HK � VHK q � is to be analysed as *K q HK � V�HK q �.  
 In PIE, *-K q �stems originally showed ablaut:  
 

nom.sg.  *K q pK � V�K q   cf.  *J � pQ�K q         ‘woman’  
acc.sg.  *K q pK � V�K q �P� � *J � pQ�K q �P�
gen.sg. *K q K � V�pK q �V  *J � Q�pK q �V�

 
It is quite likely that the paradigm of ‘hearth’  was secondarily altered to *K q pK � V�
HK q ��V�, *K q pK � V�HK q �P, *K q HK � V�pK q ��R�V. On the basis of Hitt. HãD ‘seats himself’  < 
*K � pK � V�R, we can conclude that a sequence *-pK � V9� yields Hitt. �Hã9�. We 
therefore must conclude that the geminate �ãã� in § ãã � is the regular outcome of 
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*-HK � V�� and that the originally alternating paradigm of ‘hearth’ , *KaVDV, *KaV P, 
*KDVVaV, has been normalized to § ãã �.  
 
© ããD� (c.) ‘descendant’ : nom.sg. §D�Dã�ãD�Dã (NH), dat.-loc.sg. §D�D�Dã�ãL (1x, 
NH), §D�Dã�ãL�L (1x, NH), all.sg. §D�D�Dã�ãD (OH/MS), §D�Dã�ãD (NS), instr. §D�
Dã�ãH�HW (1x, NS), nom.pl. §D�D�Dã�ãH�Hã (OS), §D�Dã�ãH�Hã (OH/NS), acc.pl. §D�D�
Dã�ãX�Xã (OH/MS), §D�Dã�ãX�Xã (NH), dat.-loc.pl. §D�Dã�ãD�Dã (OS). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. ©DPãD�L� (c.) ‘grandchild’  (abl.-instr. §D�DP�ãD�D�WL, §D�
DP�ãD�WL), ©DPãXNNDOOD�L� (c.) ‘great-grandchild’  (abl.-instr. §D�DP�ãX�XN�ND � �OD�
D�WL, §D�DP�ãX�XN�NDO�OD�D�WL, §D�DP�ãX�NDO�OD�D�WL); HLuw. KDPVD�L� (c.) 
‘grandchild’  (nom.sg. /hamsis/ “ INFANS.NEPOS”KD�PD�VL�VD� �0$5$ù� ��� �����
INFANS.NEPOSKD�PD�VL�VD (PORSUK §1), INFANS.NEPOSKD�PD�VL�Vi��� �0$5$ù� ��
§1c), INFANSKD�PD�VL�VD5 (ISPEKÇÜR side B §1), INFANSKD�PD�VL�VD (ISPEKÇÜR 
side C fr. c+d), NEPOSKD�PD�VL�Vi (KÖRKÜN §6), INFANS.NEPOS�VL�L�VD 
(KARKAMIŠ A11E §1), INFANS.NEPOS�VL�VD (SHEIZAR §5), 
INFANS.NEPOS�VD (KARKAMIŠ A11D §1), INFANS.NEPOS�0,�VD 
(DARENDE §1)), dat.-loc.sg. /hamsi/ NEPOSKD�PD�VL (KÖRKÜN §11), KD�PD�VL 
(KARABURUN §7, §9), nom.pl. /hamsantsi/ INFANS.NEPOS�]L (SHEIZAR 
§4), dat.-loc.pl. /hamsants/ INFANS.NEPOS�VD�]D (KARKAMIŠ A11E+F §4, 
§30)), KDPVXNDOD�,� KDPVNZDOD� (c.) ‘great-grandson’  (nom.sg. /hamskwalas/ 
INFANS.NEPOSKD�PD�VX�ND�OD�Vi� �0$5$ù� �� ��G��� ,1)$16�1(326�ND�OD�[VD] 
(SHEIZAR §5), NEPOS�ND�OD�VD (KÖRKÜN §6), “ INFANS.NEPOS” -REL-OD�Vi 
�0$5$ù���������GDW�-loc.sg. /hamskwala/ NEPOSKD�PD�VX�ND�OD (KÖRKÜN §11), 
abl.-instr. /hamskwala/ INFANS.NEPOS.REL-OD (KARKAMIŠ A4D §12), 
nom.pl. /hamskwalantsi/ INFANS.NEPOS�ND�OD�]L (SHEIZAR §4)); Lyd. H D� 
‘offspring’  (dat.-loc.sg. H D ); Lyc. DKED� ‘grandchild’  (nom.sg. DKED, acc.sg. 
DKEX, acc.pl. DKEDV, dat.pl. DKED, DKEH). 

  PIE *K q pPV�R� 
  
See Puhvel HED 3: 224f. for attestations. The word predominantly occurs in the 
syntagm § ããD� §DQ] ããD� that denotes ‘further offspring’  as e.g. in KUB 29.1 iv 
(2) QX DUMU.NITAMEŠ DUMU.MUNUSMEŠ §D�Dã�ãH�Hã §D�DQ�]D�Dã�ãH�Hã PD�
DN�NH�Hã�ãD�DQ�GX ‘May the sons, daughters and further offspring become 
numerous!’ . When used in the all.sg., this expression has an adverbial feeling to it 
and must be translated ‘down all generations’ , compare e.g. KUB 21.1 i (70) NDW�
WD PD DP�PH�HO DUMU x$ DUMU.DUMU x$ §D�Dã�ãD §D�DQ�]D�Dã�ãD SD�D§�
ãL ‘You must protect my son (acc.) and grandson (acc.) down all generations’ . 
The word § ããD� is used separately only once, in KUB 21.27 iii (43) d=L�LQ�WX�§L�
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L�Lã GAŠAN x$ â$ dIM (44) dUTU URUPÚ�QD ¨D D�Dã�ãL�¨D�DQ�]D §D�Dã�ãD�Dã 
‘0\�/DG\�=LQWXK ��EHORYHG�GHVFHQGDQW�RI�WKH�6WRUP-god and the Sun-goddess of 
Arinna, ...’ .  
 Almost all the oldest attestations of this word (MS and OS) show plene spelling 
§D�D�Dã�ã°, whereas the spelling §D�Dã�ã° is predominantly found in NS texts. The 
plene spelling therefore must reflect the original situation.  
 The fact that § ããD� and §DQ] ããD� are used as a pair is not coincidental in my 
view: they are etymologically related as well. The nasal in §DQ] ããD� must be 
compared to the nasal found in Luw. KDPVD�L� ‘grandchild’ . Within Hittite, § ããD� 
and §DQ] ããD� obviously belong with the verb § ã� v  � §Dãã� ‘to procreate’  and 
therefore also with §DããX� ‘king’ . As I have shown in detail under the lemma of 
§ ã� v  � §Dãã� all these words go back to a root *K q HPV�. In the case of § ããD�,�we 
would at first sight think that it reflects *K q yPV�R�. If, however, § ãL ‘(s)he 
procreates’  regularly reflects *K q yPV�HL, it would show that the expected outcome 
of *K q yPVR� would have been **§ ãD�. Moreover, since §DQ] ããD� must reflect 
*K q PVy�V¨R� and Luw. KDPVD�L� probably goes back to *K q PV�R�,�it is in my view 
more likely that this word originally was a root noun *K q pPV�V, *K q HPV�P, *K q PV�
yV, which was later on thematicized: in Hittite, the full grade stem was used, 
whereas in §DQ] ããD� and Luw. KDPVD�L� we find the zero-grade stem. This 
scenario implies that the *y as visible in § ããD� has been secondarily taken over 
from the verb § ã� v  � §Dãã�,�however.  
 
©DããLNN�r s  (Ib1) ‘to satiate oneself, to be satiated’ : 3sg.pres.act. §D�Dã�ãL�LN�]L 
(KBo 13.94, 3 (OH/NS), KBo 41.17, 5 (NS)), §D�½Dã?�¾ãH�HN�]L (Bo 4491, 4 
(NS)), 3sg.pret.act. [§]D�Dã�ãL�NDW�WD (KBo 12.3 i 11 (OH/NS)), 3pl.pret.act. §D�
Dã�ãL�LN�NH�HU (KUB 17.10 i 20 (OH/MS)), 1sg.imp.act. §D�Dã�ãL�LN�OX (KUB 24.5 
+ 9.13 rev. 1 (NS)), §D�Dã�ãL�LJ�JDO�OX (KUB 36.93 rev. 6 (NS)), §D�ãL�LJ�JDO�OX 
(KBo 15.14, 4 (NS)), 2sg.imp.act. §D�Dã�ãL�LN (KUB 33.87+ i 7 (NS)), 
3sg.imp.act. §D�Dã�ãL�LN�GX (KBo 15.10+ i 37 (OH/MS), KBo 4.1+ obv. 13, 18 
(NS)), 2pl.imp.act. §D�Dã�ãL�LN�WpQ (KUB 9.26 rev. 7 (NS)), §D�Dã�ãL�LN�W[H�HQ] 
(KBo 22.142 i 6 (NS)), 3pl.imp.act. §D�Dã�ãL�NiQ�GX (KBo 15.10+ iii 38 
(OH/MS)). 
 Derivatives: ©DããLN�ND�QX�r s  (Ib2) ‘to satiate, to saturate with, to steep (in)’  
(3pl.pres.act. §D�Dã�ãL�L[J�J]D�QX�DQ�][L] (KBo 14.63 iv 35), §D�Dã�ãL�LJ�JD�QX�ÑD�
DQ�]L (KUB 29.44+ iii 38), §D�Dã�ãL�LN�QX�DQ�]L (KBo 8.52 + 14.63 i 46), 
2sg.imp.act. §D�Dã�ãL�LN�ND � �QX�XW (KUB 25.23 iv 59)), 

| }�~ �
� ©DããLNN�D�� (c./n.) a 
tree and its fruit (nom.sg.c. §D�Dã�ãL�ND � �Dã, §D�ãL�LN�ND � �Dã, acc.sg. §D�Dã�ãL�LN�ND�
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DQ, nom.-acc.sg.n. §D�ãL�LN, §D�Dã�ãL�LN�ND�DQ, gen.sg. §D�Dã�ãL�LJ�JD�Dã, §D�ãL�LN�
ND � �Dã, instr. §D�Dã�ãL�LN�NL�LW, nom.-acc.pl.n. §D�ãL�LJ�JD). 
  
See HW2 Ï: 421f. for attestations and semantic treatment. All spellings seem to 
point to a phonological interpretation /haS}k-/. Such a verbal root is formally 
quite aberrant and can hardly reflect anything Indo-European. On the basis of the 
Palaic verb §Dã� ‘to be satiated of drinking’  (3pl.pres.act. §DãDQWL, §Dã QWL), one 
could assume that §DããLNN�� �  shows some verbal extension, but this is formally 
difficult as well. Puhvel (l.c.) proposes a connection with Gr.  ‘to satiate 
(oneself)’ , aor.inf. , Lat. VDWLV, Lith. VyWLV, which he reconstructs as *K � HV�. 
These words rather reflect *VHK � � and etymologically belong with Hitt. ã §� �  
(q.v.). All in all, §DããLNN�� �  remains without a credible etymology. To what extent 
the homophonic fruit (tree) (GIŠ)§DããLNN�D�� is cognate, is unclear.  
 
©DãW L� �� ©DãWL� (n.) ‘bone(s); (metaphorically) strength; a length measure 
(GÌR.PAD.DU)’ : nom.-acc.sg. §D�Dã�WD�D�L, §D�Dã�WD�L, §D�Dã�GD�L, [§]D�Dã�GD�D�L, 
gen.sg. §D�Dã�WL�L�Dã (OS), §D�Dã�WL�¨D�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. §D�Dã�WD�L, erg.sg. §D�Dã�WL�
DQ�]D, abl. [§D�Dã�WL�¨]D�D], instr. §D�Dã�WL�LW, §D�Dã�WL�L�LW (MH/MS), nom.-acc.pl. 
§D�Dã�WD�L (OS), §D�Dã�WD�D�L, §D�Dã�WD�D�H, §D�Dã�WD�H, §D�Dã�GD�L, §D�Dã�GD�D�L, 
gen.pl. §D�Dã�WL�¨D�Dã, §D�Dã�WL�Dã, dat.-loc.pl. §D�Dã�WL�¨D�Dã. 
 Derivatives: ©DãWLOL�ªD�� (adj.) ‘stout, brave, heroic’  (noun) ‘hero’  (Sum. 
UR.SAG: nom.sg.c. UR.SAG�OL�Lã, UR.SAG�OLã, acc.sg. §D�Dã�WH�OL�¨D�DQ (NS), 
nom.(voc.)pl.c. UR.SAG�Dã, dat.-loc.pl. UR.SAG�OL�¨D�Dã; broken §D�Dã�WL�OL�¨[D�
...] (NS)), ©DãWHOLªDQW� (adj.) ‘brave’  (nom.sg.c. §D�Dã�WH�OL�DQ�]D (NS)), 
©DãWLOLªDWDU, ©DãWDOLªDWDU (n.) ‘heroic bearing, heroism, bravery’  (nom.-acc.sg. §D�
Dã�W[L�OL�¨D�WDU] (OH/MS), §D�Dã�WD�OL�¨D�WDU (OH/NS), §D�Dã�WD�UL�¨D�WDU (NS), 
abl. UR.SAG�DQ�QD�D] (NS)), ©DãWDO ãã�� �  (Ib2) ‘to become brave, to turn 
warlike’  (3sg.pres.act. §D�Dã�WD�OH�Hã�]L, §D�Dã�WD�OL�Lã�]L), see UZUG Q§DãWL. 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. © ã� ‘bone’  (nom.-acc.sg. §D�D�Dã�ãD, §D�Dã�ãD, abl.-
instr. §D�D�ãD�WL, §D�ãD�D�WL); HLuw. KDV� ‘force(?)’  (abl.-instr. “ *314”KD�Vi�WL�L ‘by 
force’  (KARKAMIŠ A11F §30)). 
 IE cognates: Skt. iVWKL, DVWKQiV ‘bone’ , Gr.  ‘bone’ , Lat. RV� RVVLV ‘bone, 
leg’ . 
  PIE *K � pVWK � � L, *K � HVWK � �L� 
  
See HW2 Ï: 425f. for attestations. This word shows a diphthong-stem inflection, 
on which see Weitenberg 1979. Within IE, we find the clear cognates Skt. iVWKL, 
Gr.  and Lat. RV ‘bone’ . Especially the neuter root noun Lat. RV, in which 
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we would expect H-grade, shows that we are dealing with an initial *K � �. On the 
basis of the aspirated stop in Skt. DVWK�,� we seem to be dealing with a root 
*K � HVW+�. The colour of the second laryngeal is determined as *K �  on the basis of 
Gr.  < *K � HVWK � �HL�. Note that this latter form closely resembles Hitt. §DãW L 
that reflects *K � HVWK � � L.  
 The derivative §DãWLOL�¨D�� and §DãWLOL¨DWDU are derived from the weak stem 
§DãWL�. Note that the two forms that are spelled §D�Dã�WH� probably show the NH 
mixing up of the signs TE and TI (cf. Melchert 1984a: 137). The derivative 
§DãWDOL¨DWDU and §DãWDO ãã�� �  probably reflect *§DãWD¨D�. For a treatment of 
UZUG Q§DãWL ‘double-bone’  < *GÑR¨RP K � HVWK � �LK � , see there.  
 In CLuwian, we find the stem § ã�,�without �W�. We therefore must assume that 
here the original root noun *K � pVWK �  yielded § ã (with regular loss of word-final 
�WK � , compare also Lat. RV < *K � HVWK � , cf. Schrijver 1991: 50). This § ã then was 
generalized throughout the paradigm, yielding e.g. abl.-instr. § ãDWL).  
 
©DãWHU�D���(c.) ‘star’  (Sum. MUL, Akk. .$..$%8): nom.sg. §D�Dã�WH�HU�]D (NS), 
MUL�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. MUL�L, nom.pl. MUL

�
I.A�Hã (OS), acc.pl. MUL

�
I.A�Xã, 

gen.pl. MUL
�

I.A�Dã, dat.-loc.pl. MUL
�

I.A�Dã. 
 Derivatives: 

�� �� 4DãWHU�D�� (c.), place-name (Sum. URUMUL; acc.sg. URUÏD�Dã�
WH�UD�DQ, URUÏD�Dã�WL�UD�DQ, gen.sg. URUÏD�Dã�WL�UD�Dã, all.sg. URUMUL�UD). 
 IE cognates: Gr. , Arm. DVWá, Skt. VWiU�,�Lat. VW OOD ‘star’ , Goth. VWDLUQR 
‘star’ . 
  PIE *K � VWHU� 
  
The sumerogram MUL ‘star’  shows phonetic complements that point to an D-
stem (nom.sg. MUL�Dã). The only attested phonetic rendering of the word for 
‘star’ , which is found in a vocabulary (KBo 26.34 iv 9) where Akk. Nj�DT�TD�EX 
‘star’  is glossed by Hitt. §D�Dã�WH�HU�]D, seems to point to a consonant stem 
§DãWHU�,� however. This phonetic writing is supported by the place-name 
URUÏDãWHU�D�� (but its attestations do not enable us to decide whether this is a 
consonant- or an D-stem), which is to be equated with URUMUL (cf. Puhvel HED 
3: 238). Although the nom.sg.-form §DãWHU]D is found in a NS text, it is likely that 
it is a more original form, whereas the D�stem forms are secondarily created on 
the basis of acc.sg. *§DãWHUDQ, gen.sg. *§DãWHUDã, dat.-loc.sg. *§DãWHUL etc.  
 The etymological connection to Gr.  etc. ‘star’  was first suggested by 
Forrer DSXG Feist (1939: 448) and is generally accepted. The exact interpretation 
of the word has been subject of some debate. For instance, Puhvel (l.c.) argues in 
favour of an interpretation *K � HVW U�,�whereas Watkins (1974: 13-4) reconstructs 
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*K � RVW U. In my view, the fact that we find Gr.  and Arm. DVWá besides Skt. 
VWiU� cannot be interpreted otherwise than that they reflect PIE *K � VWHU�,�which 
therefore must be the reconstruction of the Hittite word as well. Further analysis 
of *K � VWHU� as an agent noun in �WHU� of a root *K � HV� is not supported by any 
evidence: a root *K � HV� is further unattested. The likeliness that §DãWHU]D reflects 
*K � VW²U�V implies that it has to be phonologically interpreted as /Hstérts/.  
 ¡ ¢�£ ¤
¥

©DãGXHU��(n.) ‘twig(s), brushwood’ : nom.-acc.sg. §D�Dã�GX�H�HU, §D�Dã�GX�HU, 
abl. §D�Dã�GX�HU�UD�]D. 
  PIE *K � HVWK � �J ¦ HU� ? 
  
See HW2 Ï: 438 for attestations. Usually, this word is translated ‘twigs, 
brush(wood)’  (cf. e.g. Puhvel HED 3: 239), but on the basis of VSNF 12.57 i (4) 
[($�1$ SI U)]Z6.KUR.RA NiQ §D�Dã�GX�HU WH�SX §D�Dã�§D�Dã�ãD�DQ ‘A little §. 
scraped off of the horn of a mountain goat’ , HW2 states that §DãGXHU more likely 
had “ eine Grundbedeutung des Zerkleinerten, Abgerissenen” . On the basis of this 
meaning, HW2 suggests an etymological connection with Hitt. §Dã§Dãã� ‘to 
scrape, to shave’ . This is unconvincing, however: in the above context one could 
just as well translate ‘A little twig, scraped off of the horn of a mountain goat’ . 
Moreover, if §DãGXHU� derives from §Dã§Dãã�,�what kind of suffix would �GXHU� 
be?  
 Usually, §DãGXHU� is connected with Gr.  ‘twig, branch’ , Arm. RVW ‘twig, 
branch’  and Goth. DVWV ‘branch’ , which seem to reflect *+RVG�R�. Although 
semantically this connection is convincing, formally we are still dealing with an 
unparalleled suffix �ÑHU�.  
 Prof. Lubotsky (p.c.) draws my attention to the following groups of words: Skt. 
iGJD� ‘knot, sprout (of bamboo)’ , MP ¶]J ‘twig’ , ModP D]J ‘twig’  that seem to 
reflect *+RGVJ § ¦ ¨ R� and OIr. RGE ‘knot’ , MWe. RGGI ‘knot’  that go back to *RVER� 
< *+RVJ ¦ R�. Taken together with Gr. , Arm. RVW and Goth. DVWV ‘branch’  < 
*+RVGR�,�we seem to be dealing with a preform *+RVGJ ¦ R� (that has undergone 
metathesis to *+RGVJ ¦ R� in Indo-Iranian). According to Lubotsky, it is attractive 
to assume that this word ultimately reflects a compound, of which it is likely that 
the first element goes back to *K � HVWK � � ‘bone’  (see at §DãWDL � §DãWL� ‘bone’  for 
this reconstruction). If Hittite §DãGXHU� belongs here as well, we should 
reconstruct the word as *K � HVWK � J ¦ HU�. If the second element *J ¦ HU� is to be 
identified with *J ¦ HU� ‘summit, peak’  (cf. Pokorny 1959: 477-8), the compound 
*K � HVWK � �J ¦ HU� may have meant something like ‘boney bulge’  > ‘knot’ , ‘sprout’  > 
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‘twig, branch’ . The original association with bone may still be visible in the 
context cited above.  
 Although it must be admitted that the above account is quite speculative, it is 
certainly not less convincing than the old interpretation of §DãGXHU�,�which saw it 
as a derivation in �ÑHU� (of which no other examples in Hittite exist) of a stem 
*+RVG� which was further analysed as *+R�VG� ‘(place where birds) sit down’  > 
‘twig’ .  
 
©DããX��(c.) ‘king’  (Sum. LUGAL, Akk. â$558): nom.sg. LUGAL�Xã (OS), §D�
Dã�ãX�Xã (KUB 31.100 rev. 9, 10 (MS)), voc.sg. LUGAL�X�H, LUGAL-X�L, acc.sg. 
LUGAL�XQ (OS), gen.sg. §D�Dã�ãX�Ñ[D�Dã] (KBo 13.165 ii 6), LUGAL�ÑD�Dã 
(OS), dat.-loc.sg. LUGAL�L (OS), LUGAL�X�L (OS), LUGAL�X�H, §D�Dã�ãX�X�~�L 
(KUB 7.7, 8; interpretation uncertain), abl. LUGAL-ÑD�D], LUGAL�ÑD�]D, instr. 
LUGAL�LW, nom.pl. LUGAL�X�H�Hã, acc.pl. LUGALMEŠ�Xã, gen.pl. LUGAL�ÑD�
DQ (OS), LUGAL�DQ, dat.-loc.pl. LUGALMEŠ�Dã. 
 Derivatives: ©DããXããDUD� (c.) ‘queen’  (Sum. MUNUS.LUGAL-UD�; nom.sg. 
MUNUS.LUGAL�Dã, gen.sg. MUNUS.LUGAL�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. 
MUNUS.LUGAL�UL), ©DããX �� �  (Ib2) ‘to become king’  (3sg.pret.act. §D�Dã�ãX�X�
H�HW, LUGAL�X�H�HW), ©DããXH]]L� (n.) ‘royal status’  (nom.-acc.sg. LUGAL�X�H�
H]�]L, LUGAL�X�H]�]L, LUGAL�H]�]L, LUGAL�X�H�]L ãH�HW), ©DããXH]]LªH�D� © © ª&« ¬ �   
(IIIg) ‘to become king’  (1sg.pres.midd. LUGAL�H]�]L�D§�§D�UL, 1sg.pret.midd. 
LUGAL�H]�]L�D§�§D�DW, LUGAL�H]�]L�¨D�D§�§D�§D�DW, 3sg.pres.midd. LUGAL�
H]�]L�¨D�DW�WD�[DW], LUGAL�X�H]�]L�HW�WD�DW; 3sg.pret.act. LUGAL�H]�]L�DW), 
©DããXH]QD� ‘royalty’  (gen.sg. LUGAL�X�H�H]�QD�Dã, LUGAL�X�H]�QD�Dã, 
LUGAL�H]�QD�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. LUGAL�X�H]�QL, abl. [LUGAL-]X�H]�QD�D]), 
©DããXH]QDH�� �  (Ic2) ‘to be king’  (1sg.pret.act. LUGAL�X�H]�QD�QX�XQ), 
©DããXH]QDWDU���©DããXH]QDQQ� (n.) ‘kingship’  (nom.-acc.sg. LUGAL�X�H]�QD�WDU, 
LUGAL�H]�QD�WDU, dat.-loc.sg. LUGAL�X�H�H]�QD�DQ�QL, LUGAL�X�H]�QD�DQ�QL, 
LUGAL�X�H]�]D�QD½�DQ¾�QL, LUGAL�H]�QD�DQ�QL, LUGAL�H]�QD�QL, LUGAL�
DQ�QL). 
 IE cognates: Skt. iVXUD� ‘godlike, powerful’ , Av. DKX�,�DKXUD� ‘god, lord’ , ON 
iVV ‘god’ . 
  PIE *K � HPV�X� 
  
See HW2 Ï: 439f. for attestations. See Weitenberg 1984: 436375 for the phonetic 
forms. The interpretation of MUNUS.LUGAL�UD� as *§DããXããDUD� (see at Lã§ � 
‘master, lord’  for a similar feminine derivative Lã§DããDUD� ‘lady, mistress’ ) is 
especially based on the personal names fÏD�ãX�ãDU and fÏD�ãX�Xã�UD that are 
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attested in the Kültepe-texts. Especially pairs like m1L�ÑD�D§�ãX besides f1L�ÑD�
D§�ãX�ãDU and mÏL�Lã�WD�D§�ãX and fÏL�Lã�WD�D§�ãX�ãDU point to the opposition 
between male §DããX� and female *§DããXããDUD�. To what extent the garden 
vegetable §DãXããDU � (§D�ãX�Xã�ãD�UD�D�DQ (KUB 7.1 i 21, KUB 24.47 iv 19), §D�
ãX�Xã�ãD�UD�DQ (KBo 13.248 i 5)) is identical to the word for ‘queen’  is unclear. 
The consistent single spelling of the first �ã� of §DãXããDU � is not particularly 
positive for its equation with *§DããXããDUD�.  
 Sommer (1920: 9-10) convincingly assumed that §DããX� is derived from § ã� �  � 
§Dãã� ‘to give birth (to), to beget, to procreate’ , which has a semantical parallel in 
the Germanic word for ‘king’ , *NXQLQJD� that is derived from the PIE root 
*�HQK � � ‘to give birth to’ . In outer-Anatolian languages, §DããX� must be compared 
with Skt. iVXUD� ‘godlike, powerful’ , Av. DKX�,� DKXUD� ‘god, lord’  and ON iVV 
‘god’ . This latter word must reflect *K � H1V�X�,�which determines the preform of 
Skt. iVXUD� and Av. DKX� and DKXUD� as *K � 1V�X��UR��. As I will show under the 
lemma of § ã� �  � §Dãã�,� there is additional evidence that the root was *K � HPV�,�
which makes it likely that §DããX� reflects *K � HPV�X�.  
 
© W� � ���©DW� (IIa2) ‘to dry up, to become parched’ : 3sg.pres.act.? §D�D�WL (KUB 8.3 
obv. 12 (OH/NS)), 3sg.pret.act. §D�D�D]�WD (KUB 17.10 i 16, 17 (OH/MS)), §D�D�
D]�]D�Dã�WD (KUB 29.40 iv 20 (MH/MS)), §D�]D�Dã�WD (KUB 12.62 obv. 8, 9, rev. 
2 (NS)), §D�D]�]D�Dã�WD (KUB 12.62 obv. 17, rev. 1 (2x), 2 (NS)), 3pl.pret.act. §D�
D�WH�HU (KUB 17.10 i 16, 17 (OH/MS)), 3sg.imp.act. §D�D�GX (KUB 17.28 ii 44 
(MH/NS)), §D�D]�]D�GX (KUB 60.144, 6 (NS)); 3pl.pres.midd. §D�D�GD�DQ�WD�UL 
(KBo 10.7 iv 8 (OH/NS)); part. §D�WD�DQ�W� (KUB 17.28 ii 43 (MH/NS)), §D�GD�
DQ�W� (KUB 30.32 iv 7 (MS)), §D�GD�D�DQ�W� (KBo 23.44 i 11 (MH?/NS)), §D�D�
WD�DQ�W� (KBo 17.78 i 8 (MS), KUB 42.107 iii 8, 9 (NS), IBoT 2.93 obv. 12 (NS), 
KUB 29.46 i 14 (MH/MS)), §D�D�GD�DQ�W� (KBo 21.33 i 12 (MH/MS), KUB 
29.50 i 31 (MH/MS), KUB 27.16 iv 6 (NS), KUB 44.63 ii 12 (NS), IBoT 2.93 
obv. 11 (NS)). 
 Derivatives: ©DW ãã�� �  (Ib2) ‘to become dry’  (3sg.pres.act. §D�WH�Hã�]L (KUB 
45.58 iii 13 (MH/NS))), ©DWQX�� �  (Ib2) ‘to cause to dry up’  (3sg.pret.act. §D�DW�QX�
XW (VBoT 58 i 8 (OH/NS)), §D�GD�QX�XW (KUB 33.89 + 36.21 iii 21 (NS))), see 
§DWDQWL¨D�. 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘to dry up’ . 
  PIE *K � yG�HL, *K � G�pQWL 
  
See Puhvel HED 3: 247f. and Oettinger 1979a: 408 for attestations and semantics. 
This verb shows forms of both the PL- and the §L-conjugation. The first §L-
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inflected form, 3sg.pres.act. §D�D�WL (KUB 8.3 obv. 12), is in dispute regarding its 
reading, however: KUB 8.3 obv. (12) [... N]D�D�Dã�]D NL�ãD Q D!�DS §D�D�WL 
‘hunger will arise and it will become parched’  could be read as [... N]D�D�Dã�]D NL�
ãD NA KIŠIB ZÁÏ

®°¯
 ‘hunger will arise (and) destruction of the seal’  as well (cf. 

Oettinger l.c.). In principle, NA KIŠIB §D�D�WL ‘the seal will get dry’  is possible as 
well, of course. The other §L-form, 3sg.imp.act. §D�D�GX (KUB 17.28 ii 44), which 
in principle could alternatively be read ZÁÏ�GX ‘it must be destroyed’ , hardly can 
be anything else than ‘to become parched’ :  
 

KUB 17.29 ii  
(43) PD�D§�§D�DQ §D�WD�DQ�]D D�Sp�HO�O D H�Hã�ãD�UL  
(44) É =8 4$�7$0�0$ §D�D�GX  

 
 ‘Just as the image of him as well has become parched (c. instead of n.!), 

likewise his house must become parched’ .  
 
The form §D�D�WL is found in an OH/NS text, §D�D�GX in an MH/NS text. Some of 
the PL-forms occur in MS texts already (e.g. 3sg.pres.act. § ]WD (OH/MS), 
§ ]]DãWD (MH/MS)). At first sight this seems to point to a situation in which PL-
inflection was original. Nevertheless, because of the fact that all PL-forms are 
3sg.pret.act. (beside one 3sg.imp.act. §D]]DGX that is found in an NS text), and 
because it is known that §L-verbs ending in �97� replace the 3sg.pret.-ending �ã 
with the PL-ending �WD quite early (cf. Oettinger l.c.), these forms cannot be used 
as a solid argument in favour of original PL-inflection.  
 Of more importance is the fact that we find a stem § W� (§ WL, § GX, § ]WD) 
besides §DW� (§DWDQW�), which points to an original ablauting pair § W��§DW�. Such 
an ablaut is typical for the §L-inflection. I therefore assume that this verb 
originally was §L-inflected and showed a paradigm § WL, *§DWDQ]L. These forms 
can only reflect *K � yG § ± ¨ �HL, *K � G § ± ¨ �pQWL (cf. Oettinger 1979a: 409).  
 Puhvel (l.c.) convincingly connects this verb with Gr.  ‘to dry up (trans.)’ , 
which he reconstructs as *K � HG�¨H�R� (although *K � G�¨H�R� is possible as well).  
 
©DWW� ª&« ¬ �  ,�©D]]LªH�D�� � �(IIIa > IIIg; Ic1 > Ib1 > IIa1 ) ‘to pierce, to prick, to stab, to 
hit (a target), to engrave (a tablet)’ : 1sg.pres.midd. §D�DG�GD�D§�§D�UL (KUB 
17.28 i 6 (MH/NS)), 3sg.pres.midd. §D�DW½�WD¾�UL (KBo 25.29 ii 4 (OS)), §D�DW�WD 
(KUB 1.14 ii 11 (OH/NS), KUB 28.96, 14 (OH/NS), KUB 41.15 + 53.15 i 20, 
22, 23 (NS)), §D�DW�WD�UL (KBo 29.205, 11 (MS), KBo 11.14 iii 9 (OH/NS), 352/v, 
4 (NS), KBo 25.30, 11 (NS)), §D�DG�GD�UL (109/u, 3 (NS)), 3pl.pres.midd. §D�DW�
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WD�DQ�WD (KBo 25.29 ii 6 (OS), KUB 58.14, 4, 6 (OH/NS), HT 1 i 36 (MH/NS)), 
3sg.pret.midd. §D�DW�WD�DW (KBo 32.14 ii 20 (MH/MS)), §D�D]�]L�¨D�DW�WD�DW (KBo 
13.111, 7 (NS)), [§D�D]]�]L�DW�WD�DW (KBo 13.111, 14 (NS)), 3pl.imp.midd. §D�DW�
WD�DQ�WD�UX (KBo 3.27, 9 (OH/NS)); 3sg.pres.act. §D�D]�]L�H]�]L (KBo 3.34 ii 33, 
34 (OH/NS)), §D�D]�]L�]L (KBo 3.60 ii 14 (OH/NS)), §D�D]�]L�D]�]L (KUB 58.14 
rev.? 27 (NS)), §D�DW�WD�L (KBo 11.17 ii 14 (NS), KUB 27.67 ii 48 (MH/NS)), §D�
DW�WD�D�L (KUB 5.12 rev. 2 (fr.), 4, 5 (fr.), 7 (fr.) (NS)), §D�DG�GD�L (KBo 2.9 iv 17 
(MH/NS)), §D�DG�GD�D�L (KUB 10.63 i 20 (NS)), §D�DW�]L (KUB 53.12 iii 24 
(NS)), 3pl.pres.act. §D�DW�WD�DQ�]L (ABoT 25 obv. 18 (MS), KBo 39.8 ii 32, 39 
(MS), KUB 20.88 vi 7 (MS), KUB 2.13 ii 56, iii 6 (OH/NS), KUB 41.8 iii 4 
(MH/NS), KUB 41.48 iv 19 (NS), KUB 9.31 iii 61 (NS), KUB 9.32 obv. 37 
(NS)), §D�DG�GD�DQ�]L (KUB 39.4 obv. 13 (OH/NS), KBo 2.3 i 43, 52 (MH/NS), 
KUB 55.45 ii 9 (MH/NS), KUB 9.2 i 9 (NS), KUB 29.4 iv 36 (NS), KUB 34.66 + 
39.7 iii 5 (fr.) (NS)), §D�DW�WD�D�DQ�]L (KBo 15.34 ii 28 (OH/NS)), §D�DW�WDQ² �]L 
(KBo 4.11, 9 (NS)), §D�D]�]L�DQ�]L (KBo 20.14 + 25.33 obv. 8 (fr.), 19 (OS), KBo 
11.34 i 4 (OH/NS), KBo 20.32 iii 11 (OH/NS), KUB 43.60 iv 15 (OH/NS)), §D�
D]�]L�¨D�DQ�]L (KBo 20.40 v 10 (OH/NS)), 1sg.pret.act. §D�D]�]L�¨D�QX�XQ (KBo 
4.10 rev. 22 (NH)), 3sg.pret.act. §D�D]�]L�H�HW (KBo 7.14 + KUB 36.100 obv. 31 
(OS), KUB 31.64 iii 4 (OH/NS)), §D�D]�]L�HW (KUB 31.64 i 18 (OH/NS)), §D�]L�HW 
(KBo 3.36 obv. 8 (OH/NS)), §D�DW�WH�Hã (KBo 32.13 ii 16, 17 (MH/MS)), 
3sg.imp.act. §D�D]�]L�H�H[W�WX] (KBo 3.22 obv. 51 (OS)); part. §D�D]�]L�DQ�W� (KBo 
22.1, 23 (OS)), §D�DW�WD�DQ�W�; inf.I §D�D]�]L�¨D�X�ÑD�DQ�]L (KUB 35.145 ii 6 
(NS)); impf. §D�D]�]L�Lã�NH�D� (KBo 25.35 ii 5 (OS), KBo 15.33 ii 11, iii 6 
(OH/MS), KBo 23.74 iii 10 (OH/MS), KUB 15.34 iv 44 (MH/MS), KBo 10.23+ 
iii 15 (OH/NS), KBo 40.173 iv 7 (NS), KUB 55.6 ii 10 (NS)), §D�]L�Lã�NH�D� 
(KUB 55.31 rev. 4 (MS)), §D�D]�]L�Hã�NH�D� (KBo 20.85 iv 12 (NS)), §D�D]�]L�L�H�
Hã�NH�D� (KUB 20.16 i 11 (MS)), §D�D]�]L�LN�NH�D� (KBo 11.51 iii 7 (OH/NS), 
KUB 2.5 i 4 (OH/NS), KUB 10.12 iii 10 (OH/NS), KUB 20.99 ii 29 (OH/NS), 
KBo 24.13 iv 15 (MH/NS)), §D�D]�]L�NH�D� (KBo 39.127 r.col. 7 (OH/NS), KBo 
4.9 i 41, 44, vi 31 (OH/NS), KUB 25.1 vi 29 (OH/NS), KBo 4.13 v 24 (OH/NS), 
KBo 10.25 vi 13 (OH/NS)). 
 Derivatives: ©DWWDQQD� � � ��©DWWDQQL� (IIa5) ‘id. (impf.)’  (3sg.pres.act. §D�DW�WD�
DQ�QD�L (KBo 13.13 obv. 4 (OH/NS)), 3pl.pres.act. §D�DW�WD�DQ�Q[L�DQ�]L] (KBo 
20.20 obv. 6 (OS)), 3pl.pret.act. §D�DW�WD�DQ�QL�HU (KBo 3.34 i 4 (OH/NS)), impf. 
§D�DG�GD�DQ�QL�Hã�NH�D� (KBo 18.54 rev. 16 (MS?))), ©DWWHããDU� �� ©DWWHãQ� (n.) 
‘perforation, hole’  (nom.-acc.sg. §D�DW�WH�Hã�ãDU, §D�DW�WH�Hã�ãD, §D�DW�WL�Hã�ãDU, 
gen.sg. §D�DW�WH�Hã�QD�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. §D�DW�WH�Hã�QL, all.sg. §D�DW�WH�Hã�QD, abl. 
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§D�DW�WH�Hã�QD�D]), ©D]]LªDããDU (n.) ‘perforation’  (nom.-acc.sg. §D�D]�]L�¨D�Dã�ãDU, 
§D�D]�]L�L�ãDU). 
 Anat. cognates: Lyc. WWD�L�� ‘to harm, to do violence to’  (3sg.pres.act. WWDGL, 
3pl.pres.act. WWDLWL, 3sg.pret.act. WWDGH). 
  PAnat. *+DW� 
  PIE *K � pW�R; *K � W�Lp�WL 
  
See Puhvel HED 3: 248f. for attestations. We find active as well as middle forms 
that often do not differ in meaning (both transitively ‘to pierce 
(something/someone), to hit (someone, something)’ ). Occasionally, middle forms 
are reflexive (‘to prick oneself’ ). The forms that we find in OS texts are 
3pl.pres.act. §D�D]�]L�DQ�]L, 3sg.pret.act. §D�D]�]L�H�HW, 3sg.imp.act. §D�D]�]L�
H�H[W�WX], 3sg.pres.midd. §D�DW½�WD¾�UL and 3pl.pres.midd. §D�DW�WD�DQ�WD. This 
seems to point to an original system in which the active paradigm shows a stem 
§D]]L¨H�D� (*§DWW�¨H�D�) whereas the middle paradigm shows a stem §DWW�. Within 
the middle paradigm, the stem §DWW� was altered to §DWWD� in MH times (yielding 
1sg.pres.midd. §DGGD§§DUL), which stem was taken over into the active paradigm 
as well, yielding forms like 3sg.pres.midd. §DWWDL (MH/NS) and §DWWDQ]L (MS) 
(according to the WDUQ�D��class). In NH times, the stem §D]]L¨H�D� is found in the 
middle paradigm as well (3sg.pret.midd. §D]]L¨DWWDW (NS)). Despite the formal 
difference between the active and the middle stem, there does not seem to be a 
semantic difference between the active and middle forms.  
 Within Anatolian, this verb has been compared with the HLuwian hapax KD]L� 
(gerund. KD�]L�PL�QD (CEKKE §15)), but the meaning of this latter verb is not 
ascertained (Oettinger 1979a: 346176, who first suggested this connection, 
translates “ wir haben besiegt(?)” , whereas Hawkins 2000: 150 translates “ we 
engrave” , which is seemingly influenced by etymological considerations). Any 
phonological conclusions based on this form only cannot be substantiated (cf. 
footnote 196). A better comparandum is HLuw. KDW� ‘to write’ , which I treat 
under the lemma of §DWUDH� ‘to write’ . Together with Lyc. WWD�L�� ‘to harm’ , these 
forms all point to a PAnat. root *+DW�.  
 From an IE point of view, PAnat. *+DW� can hardly reflect anything else than 
PIE *K ��³ � HW�. If Hitt. §D]]L¨H�D� goes back to *+W�¨H�R� (in principle *-¨H�R�
derivatives show zero grade of the root), the initial laryngeal must be *K �  as *K �  
would disappear initially before stop (cf. Kloekhorst fthc.c). We therefore should 
mechanically reconstruct *K � HW�,�but such a root is further unknown in other IE 
languages. A comparison with Arm. KDWDQHP ‘to pierce, to cut, to slice’  is 
difficult as *W should have given Arm. Wµ (cf. Puhvel l.c.). Note that *K � W�¨H�R� in 
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principle would yield Hitt. **§D]]H�D�,�but that we must reckon with restoration 
of the suffix �¨H�D� here (similarly in ÑDããH�D�� � , which later on is restored as 
ÑDããL¨H�D�� � ). Possibly the remarkable spelling 3sg.pres.act. §D�D]�ZE/I�]L 
(OH/NS), cited above as §D�D]�]L�]L is to be read as §D�D]�]H�]L = /Htsétsi/, the 
regular outcome of *K � W�Lp�WL.  
 The �ãNH�D�imperfective shows different spellings. The spellings §D�D]�]L�Lã�
NH�D� and §D�]L�Lã�NH�D� are found in OS and MS texts, and therefore at first sight 
seem to be the original ones. They probably represent phonological /Hts

}ské/á-/. 
Nevertheless, I think that the forms that show the spellings §D�D]�]L�LN�NH�D� and 
§D�D]�]L�NH�D�,�which are predominantly attested in OH/NS texts and represent 
/Hts}ké/á-/, must be more original, particularly if we compare the imperfectives 
]L�LN�NH�D� = /ts}ké/á-/ ‘to put’  < *G ± K � �V�p�y� and D]�]L�NH�D� = /"ds}ké/á-/ ‘to eat’  
< *K � G�V�p�y�. Especially the latter one shows that §D�D]�]L��LN��NH�D� = /Hts}ké/á-/ 
must be the regular reflex of the morphologically expected preform *K � W�V�p�y�. I 
therefore assume that already in OH times the phonetically regular form §D�D]�]L�
LN�NH�D� = /Hts}ké/á-/ < *K � W�V�p�y� was altered to §D�D]�]L�Lã�NH�D� = /Hts

}ské/á-/ 
in analogy to the present-stem §D]]L¨H�D�� �  = /Htsié/á-/. The influence of this stem 
is especially apparent in the MS form §D�D]�]L�L�H�Hã�NH�D� = /Htsieské/á-/.  
 
�©©DW (1sg.pret.midd.-ending): see �§§D�UL�, �§§DW�L�  
 
©DWWD�: see §DWW� ´ § µ � ¨ , §D]]L¨H�D�� �   
 ¡ ¢�£ ¤�¶ ·�¸ ¥

©DWWDOOD��(n.) ‘club, mace’ : nom.-acc.sg. §D�DW�WDO�OD�DQ (KUB 1.17 ii 28), 
§DW�WDO�OD�DQ (KUB 38.2 ii 9), instr. � §D�DW�WDO�OL�LW (KUB 26.25, 12), nom.-
acc.pl. §D�DW�WDO�OD (KUB 42.35 obv. 5). 
 Anat. cognates: HLuw. 

¹�º
»
¼ KDWDO�D�L� ‘to smite’  (1sg.pret.act. *274KD�WD�OL�KD 
(KARKAMIŠ A25D §1), *274KD�WD�OL�L�KD (KARATEPE 1 §28 Hu.), *274KD�WD�OL�
Ki (KARATEPE 1 §28 Ho.), *274Ki�WD�OL�Ki (KARATEPE 1 §25 Ho.), *274�WD�OL�
KD (KARATEPE 1 §25 Hu.), 3pl.pret.act. *274KD�WD�OD�L�WD (KARATEPE 1 §26 
Hu.), Ki�WD�OD�L�WD (KARATEPE 1 §26 Ho.)). 
  
See Puhvel HED 3: 255 for attestions. This word is likely a derivative in �DOOD� of 
the verb §DWW� ´ § µ � ¨ , §D]]L¨H�D�� �  ‘to pierce, to hit’  (q.v.).  
 ¡ ¢�£ ¤
¥

©DWWDOX��(n.) ‘bolt, lock’  (Sum. SAG.KUL): nom.-acc.sg. §D�DW�WD�OX, §D�DG�
GD�OX, gen.sg. §D�DW�WD�OX�Dã (OS), §D�DW�WD�OX�ÑD�Dã (OS), §D�DW�WDO�ÑD�Dã, §D�WDO�
ÑD�Dã, §D�DW�WD�DO�ÑD�Dã, instr. §D�DW�WD�OX�XW. 
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 Derivatives: ©DWWDOXÓDH�� �  (Ic1) ‘to bolt, to lock’  (3pl.pres.act. §D�WDO�ÑD�DQ�]L, 
3pl.pret.act. [§D�D]W�WDO�ÑD�HU, 2sg.imp.act. §D�DW�WDO�ÑD�L, 3pl.imp.act. §D�WDO�ÑD�
DQ�GX; part. §D�DW�WDO�ÑD�DQ�W�), ½�¾ ©DWWDOÓDOD� (c.) ‘lockman, doorguard’  (nom.sg. 
§D�DW�WD�DO�ÑD�OD�Dã, §D�WDO�ÑD�OD�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. §D�WDO�ÑD�OL, nom.pl. §D�DW�WDO�
ÑD�DO�OL�Lã, §D�DW�WDO�ÑD�OD�Dã, §D�WDO�ÑD�OH�H�Hã). 
  PIE *K � W�RO�X� ?? 
  
See Weitenberg 1984: 28f. and Puhvel HED 3: 257f. for attestations and 
semantics. The morphological analysis of this word is difficult. The only other 
word ending in �DOX� is LG OX� ‘bad’ , which seems to be an X�stem derivative of a 
stem *LG O� (~ CLuw. DGGXÑDO�). If we are allowed to compare LG OX� to §DWWDOX� 
(but note that LG OX� is an adjective whereas §DWWDOX� is a noun), it would mean 
that we have to reckon with a stem *§DWWDO�. Puhvel (l.c.) compares this *§DWWDO� 
with e.g. Lã§L¨DO� ‘bond, belt’  that is derived from Lã§DL� �  � Lã§L� ‘to bind’  (q.v.), 
and assumes a derivation from §DWW� ´ § µ � ¨  ‘to pierce, to hit’ . Although this indeed is 
possible, the semantic connection is not self-evident. For an etymological 
treatment of §DWW� see at §DWW� ´ § µ � ¨ , §D]]L¨H�D�� � .  
 
©DWWDQW��(adj.) ‘intelligent, clever, wise’ : nom.sg.c. §D�DW�WD�DQ�]D, §D�DG�GD�DQ�
]D, acc.sg.c. §D�DW�WD�DQ�WD�DQ, §D�DG�GD�DQ�GD�DQ, nom.pl.c. §D�DG�GD�DQ�WH�Hã, 
acc.pl.c. §D�DW�WD�DQ�GX�Xã, nom.-acc.pl.n. §D�DW�WD�DQ�WD. 
 Derivatives: ©DWWD©©� �  (IIb) ‘to make clever, to instruct’  (impf.2pl.imp.act. §D�
DW�WD�D§�§L�Lã�NH�WH�HQ), ©DWW WDU� ��©DWWDQQ� (n.) ‘intelligence, counsel, wisdom’  
(Sum. GALGA�WDU; nom.-acc.sg. §D�DW�WD�WDU, §D�DW�WD�D�WDU, §D�DG�GD�WDU, §D�
DW�WD�WD, §D�DW�WD�D�GD, §D�DG�GD�GD, gen.sg. §D�DW�WD�DQ�QD�Dã (MH/MS), §D�DG�
GD�DQ�QD�Dã, abl. §D�DG�GD�QD�]D). 
  PIE *K � W�HQW� 
  
See Puhvel HED 3: 260f. for attestations. Synchronically, all words of this lemma 
seem to belong with §DWW� ´ § µ � ¨ , §D]]L¨H�D�� �  ‘to pierce, to hit’ . Already Sommer & 
Falkenstein (1938: 97-100) argued that this connection can be supported by 
assuming a semantic development *‘penetration, sharpness’  > ‘intelligence, wit’  
(compare Lat. VF UH ‘to know’  and Hitt. ã NN� �  � ãDNN� ‘to know’  from PIE *VHN+� 
‘to cut’ ). See at the lemma of §DWW� ´ , §D]]L¨H�D�� �  for further etymology.  
 
©DWDQWLªD��(gender unclear) ‘dry land’ : gen.sg.(?) §D�WD�DQ�WL�¨D�Dã (KBo 5.7 rev. 
16 (MH/MS), KUB 42.1 iii 4, 18 (NS), KUB 42.4a, 3 (NS)), §D�WD�DQ�WL�Dã (KUB 
42.1 iii 7, 11 (NS), KUB 42.4a, 6 (NS), KUB 42.5 obv. 3 (NS)), §D�WD�½DQ�¾WL�¨D�
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Dã (KUB 42.1 iii 14 (NS)), dat.-loc.sg. §D�WD�DQ�WL�¨D (KUB 36.75 iii 22 
(OH/MS), KUB 31.130 rev. 6 (OH/MS)), §D�GD�DQ�WH�¨D (KBo 12.38 iii 10 
(NH)). 
  
See Puhvel HED 3: 263 for attestations and semantics. According to Puhvel, it is 
likely that §DWDQWL¨D� is a nominal derivative of the part. §DWDQW� of § W� �  � §DW� ‘to 
dry up’  (q.v.). If this is correct, we must assume that the derivation took place 
within Hittite (at least after the assibilation of *WL to ]L) as a pre-Hitt. *K � G�HQW�¨R� 
regularly should have given **§DWDQ]L¨D�. See at § W� �  � §DW� for further 
etymology.  
 ¢�£ ¤

©DWWDUD��(n.) ‘prick, awl (vel sim.)’ : nom.-acc.sg. §D�DW�WD�UD�D[Q] (KUB 33.8 
ii 14 (OH/NS)). 
 Derivatives: ©DWWDUDH�� � , ©DWWDULªH�D� © © ª&« ¬ �   (Ic2 / IIIg) ‘to prick, to incise’  
(1sg.pres.act. §D�DW�WD�UD�D�PL (KUB 36.35 i 3 (NS)); 3sg.pres.midd. §D�DG�GD�UL�
L�H�HW�WD�UL (KBo 10.7 iii 14 (OH/NS)), §D�DG�GD�UL�L�HW�WD�UL (KBo 10.7 iii 18, 22, 
26 (OH/NS)); part. nom.-acc.sg.n. §D�DW�WD�UD�DQ (OS)), ©DWWDUHããDU���©DWWDUHãQ� 
(n.) ‘intersection, crossroad’  (nom.-acc.sg. §D�DG�GD�UH�Hã½�ãDU¾ (KUB 7.54 ii 13 
(NS)), gen.sg. [§D�DW�W]D�UL�Lã�QD�Dã (KUB 20.2 iv 19 (OH/NS)), dat.-loc.sg. §D�
DG�GD�UL�Lã�QL (KUB 35.145 ii 10 (NS)), dat.-loc.pl. §D�DW�WD�UH�Hã�QD�Dã (KUB 
10.72 ii 8 (OH/NS), ABoT 17 iii 14 (NS), KUB 24.9 ii 37 + KBo 12.127 ii 4 
(OH/NS)), §D�DW�WD�UL�Lã�QD�Dã (KUB 24.11 ii 16 (OH/NS)), §D�DW�UH�Hã�QD�Dã 
(KUB 9.22 iii 20, 44 (fr.) (MS)), [§D�DW�WD�U]L�ãD�QD�Dã (KBo 17.64, 8 (NS)). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. 

¢�£ ¤
©DWWDUD� ‘hoe (vel sim.)’  (acc.sg. §D�DW�WD�UD�DP ãD�

DQ, §D�DW�WD�UD�DQ, abl.-instr. §D�DW�WD�UD�D�WL, §D�½DW�¾WD�UD�WL), ©DWWDUL�ªD�� ‘to 
hoe’  (3sg.pret.act. §D�DW�WD�UL�LW�WD). 
  
See Puhvel HED 3: 263 for attestations and semantics. It is tempting to see 
§DWWDUD� and especially its derivative §DWWDUDH�� �  as mere variants to §DWUDH�� �  ‘to 
write’  and its postulated nominal origin *§DWUD�,� but the slight difference in 
semantics (§DWWDUDH�� �  denotes ‘to prick, to incise’ , whereas §DWUDH�� �  means ‘to 
write’  only) and the consistent difference in spelling (§D�DW�WD�U° vs. §D�DW�U°) 
speaks against this. Puhvel (l.c.) assumes a suffix �DUD� that is attached to the 
verbal stem §DWW� (see §DWW� ´ § µ � ¨ , §D]]L¨H�D�� �  ‘to pierce, to hit’ ), which then must be 
different from the suffix �UD� as seen in §DWUDH�. Rieken (1999a: 390) assumes a 
Luwian origin of these words (cf. CLuw. GIŠ§DWWDUD�), but the OS attestations of 
the part. §DWWDUDQ ‘incised’  is not favourable to this view. Whatever the case, 
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§DWWDUD� and its derivatives ultimately derive from the verbal stem §DWW� ´ § µ � ¨ , 
§D]]L¨H�D�� � , q.v. for an etymological treatment.  
 
�©©DW�L� (1sg.pret.midd.-ending): see �§§D�UL�, �§§DW�L�  
 
©DWN� �  (IIa2) ‘to shut, to close’ : 3sg.pres.act. §D�DW�NL (OH/NS), 1pl.pres.act. §D�
DW�NX�H�QL (OS), 3pl.pres.act. §D�DW�NiQ�]L (OS); part. §D�DW�JD�DQ�W� (undat.); 
impf. §D�DW�JD�Dã�NH�D� (MS), §D�DW�NL�Lã�NH�D� (NS). 
 Derivatives: ©DWJDQX�� �  (Ib2) ‘to make tight, to put pressure on’  (3sg.pres.act. 
§D�DW�JD�QX�X]�]L (NH), §D�DW�JD�QX�]L (NH)), ©DWNHãQX�� �  (Ib2) ‘id.’  
(1sg.pres.act. §D�DW�NH�Hã�QX�PL (NH), 2sg.pres.act. §D�DW�NL�Lã�QX�ãL (OH/NS), 
3sg.pres.act. §D�DW�NL�Lã�QX�X]�]L (NH), 1sg.pret.act. §D�DW�NH�Hã�QX�QX�XQ (NH), 
3sg.pret.act. §D�DW�NH�Hã�QX�XW (NH), 3pl.pret.act. §D�DW�NH½�Hã¾QX�H�HU (NH), [§D�
DW�N]L�Lã�QX�HU (NH), §D�DW�NL�Lã�ãD�QX�HU (NH), 2sg.imp.act. §D�DW�NH�Hã�QX�XW 
(NH), part. §D�DW�NH�Hã�QX�ÑD�DQ�W�,� §D�DW�NHã�ãD�QX�DQ�W�; impf. §D�DW�NL�Lã�ãD�
QX�Xã�NH�D�,� §D�DW�NHã�ãD�QX�Xã�NH�D�), ©DWNX�� �� ©DWJDÓ� (adj.) ‘tight, pressed, 
stressful’  (nom.sg.c. §D�DW�NX�Xã (MH/MS), acc.sg.c. §D�DW�NX�XQ (NH), abl. §D�
DW�JD�X�ÑD�D] (OS), nom.pl.c. [§]D�DW�JD�X�H�Hã (OH/NS)), ©DWNX ãã�� �  (Ib2) ‘to 
become tight’  (3sg.pres.act. §D�DW�NX�H�Hã�]L (NH)). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘to be burdened, to be depressed’ ,  ‘pressure, 
burden’ . 
  PIE *K � yG ± � ± �HL � *K � G ± � ± �pQWL 
  
See Puhvel HED 3: 266f. for attestations. The verb is attested from OS texts 
already, and shows the §L-inflection (cf. 3sg.pres.act. §DWNL). Despite its awkward 
looking form, it functions as any normal Hittite verb: it forms a causative in �QX�,�
§DWJDQX�� � , it forms a fientive in � ãã�,�*§DWN ãã�� �  as visible in §DWNHãQX�� � , and it 
forms an X�stem adjective §DWNX� � §DWJDÑ�. The verb itself denotes ‘to shut, to 
close’ , but its derivatives all have the connotation ‘tight, pressing’ . This indicates 
that the verb originally meant something like ‘to press together, to squeeze’ . 
Risch (1964: 78) etymologically connected §DWN� with Gr.  ‘to be 
burdened, to be depressed’  (cf.  ‘pressure, burden’ ), which would mean that 
we have to reconstruct *K � HG ± � ± �. Note that the fact that neither the �W� nor the �N� 
in Hittite is ever spelled with a geminate (unlike e.g. §DU�WiN�ND� ‘bear’  < *K � UW��
R�) supports this etymology.  
 Puhvel HED 3: 417 cites a stem §XWN� which he equates with §DWN�. The words 
that he regards as showing this stem, §X�XW�NL�Lã�QD�Dã (KUB 36.49 i 3), §X�WH�HN�
NL�Lã�NiQ�GX (KUB 31.100 obv. 9), §X�X�WH�HN�NL�Lã�NiQ�GX (ibid. 11), are 
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(semi-)hapaxes the meaning of which cannot be indenpendantly determined. The 
form §XWNLãQDã occurs in a list of evil things, whereas §XWHNNLãNDQGX is attested 
twice in a broken context. There is not a shred of evidence that they belong with 
§DWN�.  
 
©DWUDH�� �  (Ic2) ‘to write, to report, to declare, to order’  (Akk. â$3 58): 
1sg.pres.act. §D�DW�UD�D�PL (MH/MS, often), §D�DW�UD�PL, 2sg.pres.act. §D�DW�UD�
D�ãL (MH/MS), 3sg.pres.act. §D�DW�UD�D�H]�]L (MH/MS), §D�DW�UD�L]�]L, 
1pl.pres.act. [§D�]DW�UD�D�X�QL (MH/MS), 2pl.pres.act. [§D�DW�]UD�DW�WH�QL, §D�DW�
UD�D�DW�WH[-QL] 3pl.pres.act. §D�DW�UD�D�DQ�]L, 1sg.pret.act. §D�DW�UD�D�QX�XQ 
(MH/MS), §D�DW�UD�QX�XQ, 2sg.pret.act. §D�DW�UD�D�Hã, §D�DW�UD�D�Lã, §D�DW�UD�Lã, 
3sg.pret.act. §D�DW�UD�HW (OS), §D�DW�UD�D�HW (MH/MS), 2pl.pret.act. §D�DW�UD�D�DW�
WH�HQ (MH/MS), 3pl.pret.act. §D�DW�UD�D�HU, 2sg.imp.act. §D�DW�UD�D�L, 3sg.imp.act. 
§D�DW�UD�D�~, 2pl.imp.act. §D�DW�UD�D�DW�WpQ (MH/MS), 3pl.imp.act. §D�DW�UD�D�
DQ�GX; impf. §D�DW�UH�Hã�NH�D� (OS). 
 Derivatives: ©DWULªHããDU (n.) ‘written message, decree’  (nom.-acc.sg. §D�DW�UL�
Hã�ãDU, §D�DW�UL�L�H�Hã�ãD). 
 Anat. cognates: HLuw. KDWXUD� ‘letter’  (nom.sg. /haturas/ KD�WX�UD�D�VD 
(ASSUR letters I+J §9), KD�WX½UD�¾D�VD (ASSUR letter H §11), acc.sg. /haturan/ 
KD�WX�UD�L�QD (ASSUR letter D §5, G §5, H §5, §7, §9) dat.-loc.sg? KD�WX�UD�L�� 
(ASSUR letter H §3)), KDW� ‘to write’  (inf. dat. KD�WX�UD�D (ASSUR letters often)). 
  PIE *K � HW�UR�¨p�y� 
  
See Oettinger (1979a: 30f.) and Puhvel (HED 3: 269f.) for attestations (but note 
that Puhvel cites some wrong forms, e.g. 3sg.pres.act. “ §D�DW�UD�D�L”  (KUB 8.24 
iii 3), which in fact is §D�DW�UD�D�L][-]L]). This verb is prototypical for the so-
called §DWUDH�class, which means that it shows a stem §DWU H� or §DWU L� besides 
§DWU �. As Oettinger (1979a: 357f.) convincingly argues, the verbs of the §DWUDH�
class are denominative derivations in *-¨H�R� of R-stem nouns that show *-R�¨p� > 
�DH� and *-R�¨y� > � � (see § 2.2.2.1.p for a treatment of this class).  
 In the case of §DWUDH�� �  itself, this means that we have to assume a basic noun 
*§DWUD� ‘writing’ . It is likely that this *§DWUD� is derived from the verbal stem 
§DWW� ´ § µ � ¨ , §D]]L¨H�D�� �  ‘to pierce, to hit, to engrave’  (q.v. for further etymology). 
Compare the lemma of GIŠ§DWWDUD�,�where we find a derivative §DWWDUDH�� �  ‘to 
prick, to incise’ , for the semantic and orthographic difference from §DWUDH�.  
 Note that in HLuwian the unextended verb KDW� means ‘to write’  and that 
KDWXUD� ‘letter’  is a more direct derivative of it.  
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©DWXN�� �  (Ib1) ‘to be terrible’  (Sum. KAL): 3sg.pres.act. §D�WX�XN�]L, 3pl.pres.act. 
KAL�JD�DQ�]L. 
 Derivatives: ©DW ND�,�©DWXNL� (adj./n.) ‘terrible (deed), fearsome’  (nom.sg.c. §D�
WX�JD�Dã (KUB 33.69 iii 7 (OH/NS), KUB 59.66 iv 5 (NS)), §D�GX�JD�Dã (KBo 
26.96, 8 (NS)), acc.sg.c. §D�GX�JD�DQ (KBo 22.107 i 7 (MS)), nom.-acc.sg.n. §D�
WX�JD�DQ (KUB 33.68 ii 19 (OH/NS)), §D�WX�~�JD�DQ (KBo 17.6 iii 1 (OS), KBo 
17.1 iii 19 (fr.), iv 2 (fr.) (OS)), §D�GX�NiQ (KBo 20.88 iv 9 (NS)), §D�WX�ND�
D�Q� ã�PH�HW (KBo 17.1 iii 12 (OS)), §D�WX�JD�D�Q�[ ã�PH�HW] (KBo 17.3 iii 12 
(OS)), §D�WX�JD (KBo 13.34 iv 12 (OH/NS)), dat.-loc.sg. §D�WX�JD�L (KBo 22.6 i 
27 (OH/NS)), §D�GX�JD�¨D (KBo 15.3, 7 (NS)), abl. §D�WX�JD�¨D�D] (KBo 5.6 iii 30 
(NH)), KAL-JD�]D (KUB 7.54 i 3, iv 11 (NS)), KAL�JD�D] (KUB 17.16 i 4 
(NS)), nom.pl.c. §D�WX�JD�H�Hã (KBo 4.2 ii 32 (OH/NS)), §D�GX�JD�H�Hã (KBo 
17.105 iii 31 (MS)), acc.pl.c. §D�WX�ND�Xã (KBo 17.5 ii 11 (OS)), §D�WX�JD�Xã 
(KBo 17.4 ii 6 (OS), KBo 4.2 i 16 (OH/NS)), nom.-acc.pl.n. §D�WX�JD (KBo 3.21 
ii 24 (MH/NS), KBo 17.78 i 1 (MS), KBo 4.2 iii 41, iv 36 (NH), KUB 12.27, 5 
(NH)), §D�GX�JD (KBo 17.105 iii 6 (MS)), §D�WX�JD�¨D (KUB 19.14, 11 (NH))), 
©DWXJ WDU���©DWXJDQQ� (n.) ‘terror, awesomeness’  (nom.sg. §D�WX�JD�D�WDU, §D�WX�
JD�WDU, §D�GX�JD�WDU, dat.-loc.sg. §D�WX�JD�DQ�QL), ©DWXN ãã�� �  (Ib2 > Ic2) ‘to 
become terrible’  (3sg.pres.act. §D�WX�NL�Lã�]L, §D�GX�NL�Lã�]L, §D�WX�NL�Lã�ãD�L]�]L, 
impf. [§D�]WX�NL�Lã�NH�D�), ©DWXJDQX�� �  (Ib2) ‘to terrify’  (3pl.pres.act. §D�WX�JD�QX�
ÑD�DQ[-]L]; verb.noun gen.sg. §D�WX�JD�QX�ÑD�ÑD�Dã). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘to be distraught from fear, to be terrified’ , ?Skt. WXM� 
‘to thrust’ . 
  PIE *K � WpXJ�WL � *K � WXJ�pQWL 
  
See Puhvel HED 3: 274f. for attestations. The adjective (which sometimes seems 
to be used as a noun ‘terrible deed’ ) shows D�stem as well as L-stem forms, both 
from OS texts onwards (nom.-acc.sg.n. §DW JDQ (OS) besides acc.pl.c. §DWXNDXã 
(OS)). I have not been able to find a semantic distribution between the two (like, 
for instance, in ãXSSLãWXÑDUD� (adj.) besides ãXSSLãGXÑDUL� (c.)).  
 The most generally accepted etymology is the one first suggested by Benveniste 
(1937: 497), who connected §DWXND�L� with Gr.  ‘to be distraught from 
fear, to be terrified’  < *K � WXJ�,�which semantically indeed is convincing. The 
formal aspect of this etymology is more complicated however. If Hitt. §DWXN� 
indeed reflects *K � WXJ�,� it would mean that the initial cluster *K � W� comes out as 
Hitt. §D�W9� and not **§D�DW�W9�,�as one could have expected. To my knowledge, 
there are no other examples of such an outcome in Hittite (the often-cited parallel 
§DSXã� ‘penis’  < *K � SXV� is wrong as the stem actually is § S ãD�ãã�� (q.v.), which 
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denotes ‘shin-bone’  and not ‘penis’ ). On the contrary, forms like §DSSHããDU 
‘limb’  < *K � S�pVU, §DWWDQW� ‘clever’  < *K � W�HQW� or DSSDQ]L ‘they seize’  < *K � SHQWL 
seem to show that initial clusters /Hp-/, /Ht-/ and /"p-/ are spelled with geminate 
stop. Nevertheless, all these forms belong to ablauting verbs which could have 
caused restitution of the voiceless stop.  
 So, I would like to propose that in *K � WXJ� the initial cluster *K � W� regularly 
lenited to Hitt. /Hd-/, spelled §D�W9�,�whereas in forms that show *+7� as a zero-
grade of *+H7� the fortis stop *7 was restored, which yielded initial clusters 
/HT-/ and /"T-/, spelled §D�D7�79� or D7�79�.  
 Couvreur (1937: 147) further connected §DWXN�� �  and Gr.  with Skt. WXM� 
‘to thrust’ . Although at first sight this connection is semantically problematic, 
forms like WXM\iWH ‘he is put to panic’  may show that this connection is possible.  
 Puhvel (l.c.) dismisses the etymological connection with Gr.  (without 
argumentation) and connects §DWXN�� �  with Gr. ( )  ‘to be wroth against, 
to hate’ . As this word is connected with Lat. RGLXP ‘to hate’  (from PIE *K � HG�), it 
must in his view be analysed as a suffixed form *K � HG�X� or *K � G�X�. This does 
not fit the fact that Hitt. §DWXN� clearly functions as a monosyllabic root. 
Moreover, if the preform were *K � G�X�,�the initial *K �  would regularly in Hittite, 
namely before stop (cf. Kloekhorst fthc.c).  
 
© ÓL��(c.) ‘sheep’  (Sum. UDU): nom.sg. UDU�Lã, nom.pl.(??) §D�D�X�H�Hã. 
 Derivatives: ©DÓLªDããL� (adj.) ‘sheep-like’  (acc.sg.c. §D�~�L�Dã�ãL�LQ (KUB 32.1 
iii 2), §D�~�L�¨D�Dã�ãL�LQ (KUB 32.1 iii 10), undecl. §D�ÑL ¿ �¨D�Dã�ãL (KBo 21.42 i 
11)). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. © ÓL� (c.) ‘sheep’  (nom.sg. §D�D�~�L�Lã, acc.pl. UDU�LQ�
]D); HLuw. KDZL� (c.) ‘sheep’  (nom.sg. OVIS.ANIMALKi�Zi�t�L�Vi (KARATEPE 1 
§48 Ho.), OVIS.ANIMALKi�ZD�L�Vi (KARATEPE 1 §48 Hu.), “ OVIS.ANIMALKi�ZD�L�Vi 
(KARATEPE 1 §48 Ho.), OVIS.ANIMAL�ZD�L�VD (KARATEPE 1 §48 Hu., 
KARKAMIŠ A11E�F §18c, §18e), OVIS-ZD�L�VD (KARKAMIŠ A11E�F §18e), 
OVIS�VD (KARKAMIŠ A11E�F §18b), acc.sg. OVISKD�ZD�L�QD (KULULU lead 
strips fr. 1), OVIS.ANIMAL�ZD�L�QD �0$5$ù� ��� ����� 29,6�$1,0$/-QD 
(KARKAMIŠ A1D §31), gen.sg. OVIS.ANIMAL-ZD�L�VL (KARATEPE 1 §55), 
OVIS.ANIMAL�VL (KARKAMIŠ A1D §30), dat.-loc.sg. OVIS.ANIMALKD�ZD�L�L 
(AKSARAY §4a), abl.-instr. “ OVIS.ANIMAL”KD�ZD�L�WL (KULULU 1 §6)), nom.pl. 
OVIS.ANIMAL�]L (SULTANHAN §29)); Lyc. DZD� (c.) ‘sheep’  (acc.sg. DZm). 
 IE cognates: Skt. iYL� ‘sheep’ , Gr. ,  ‘sheep’ , Lat. RYLV ‘sheep’ , TochB 
� À �Z, DZL (nom.pl.) ‘ewe’ . 

  PIE *K Á HÑL� 
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The word for ‘sheep’  in Hittite is predominantly written with the sumerogram 
UDU, which had several phonetic readings. We find the phonetically spelled 
UDUL¨DQW� (q.v.), but also an X�stem UDU�X� (nom.sg. UDU�Xã (MH/MS), acc.sg. 
UDU�XQ (OS)), and some L-stem forms (nom.sg. UDU�Lã (KUB 6.9, 5, 6)). These 
L-stem forms are likely to be read as §DÑL� as is attested in CLuw. § ÑL� and 
HLuw. KDZL� ‘sheep’ . A possible phonetic spelling is found in the following 
context, although its interpretation is far from assured:  

 
KBo 24.26 iii  
(3) [... ���§]D�D�X�H�Hã OD�D]�]D�DQ�GD�WL�LQ §D�Dã�WD  
(4) [... OD�D]�]]D�DQ�GD�WL�Lã d$�L�LQ�GX�St�LQ�]X §D�Dã�W[D]  
 
 ‘[... ���§] Ñ ã bore OD]]DQGDWL�. [... OD]]]DQGDWL� bore d$¨LQGXSLQ]X’ .  
 

Both OD]]DQGDWL� and d$¨LQGXSLQ]X are hapax. More securely attested is the 
adjective §DÑL¨DããL� ‘sheep-like’ , but this is clearly a Luwianism as we can see 
from the gen.adj.-suffix �DããL�.  
 Melchert (1993b: 66) states that in view of the D-stem as found in Lyc. DZD� 
‘sheep’ , the Luwian forms probably are not inhereted L-stems, too, (as one would 
expect on the basis of the L-stem forms in the other IE languages) and that the 
forms with �L� are all L-motion forms. The only attested form in Lycian (acc.sg. 
DZm (149, 10)) is directly preceded by acc.sg. ZDZm ‘cow’  and it is likely that 

this word has had an influence on ‘sheep’ . In my view, the Luwian gen.adj. 
§DÑL¨DããL� as attested in the Hittite texts, proves that the Luwian forms were really 
L-stem forms.  
 The PIE reconstruction of the word for ‘sheep’  has caused much discussion. 
The basic question is whether we have to reconstruct *K Â RÑL� or *K Á HÑL�. Scholars 
in favour of *K Â RÑL� point to the fact that the Tocharian forms seem to show � 
from *K Â H� and that � in Lycian is supposed to reflect *K Â  only, and not *K Á . 
Scholars in favour of *K Á HÑL� point to the fact that we would rather expect H�grade 
in such an L�stem word and to the absence of Brugmann’ s Law in Sanskrit (cf. 
Lubotsky 1990).  
 As I have tried to show in Kloekhorst fthc.c, the argument depending on Lyc. � 
must be rejected: the assumption that *K Á � > Lyc. �� is based on one example 
only (HSLULMHWL) that is falsely interpreted (see also at § SSDU� � § SSLU�). I do not 
have the competence to judge the Tocharian material in detail but I am convinced 
that the *R� seen in Skt., Gr. and Lat. must reflect *K Á HÑL�.  
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 As I have argued in Kloekhorst fthc.c, *K Á H� probably yielded Lyc. H� (cf. ;HU L 
< *K Á HU�RQ�,�see under § UDQ� ‘eagle’ ), which means that DZD� shows D�umlaut 
from original * HZD� (which replaces original * HZL� on the basis of ZDZD� 
‘cow’ ).  
 
©D]]LªH�D�Ã Ä  : see §DWW� Å Æ Ç È É , §D]]L¨H�D�Ê È   
 
�©©H (3sg.pres.act.-ending of the §L-flection): see �§§L  
 
© ªDX�:�see § X� � § �¨�DX�  
 
© ªX�: see § X� � § �¨�DX�  
 Ë�Ì

©HNXU�(c.) ‘rock-sanctuary’ : §p�NXU, §p�JXU. 
  
See Puhvel HED 3: 287 for a collection of attestations. The word does not show 
inflected forms, cf. Weitenberg (1984: 154) who states that “ [m]an hat den 
Eindruck, daß das Wort sich wie ein Sumerogram verhält” . Puhvel (l.c.) 
convincingly argued that the word probably is a loanword, ultimately from Sum. 
É.KUR ‘mountain house’ , possibly through Hurrian mediation. Herewith, the 
alleged IE origin of this word (often reconstructed as ‘acrostatic’  *K Â ��XU with 
non-colouration of *  by *K Â  because of Eichner’ s Law) must be rejected.  
 
©HQ�: see § Q� È  � §DQ�  
 
©H�Q�N� Í Í Î&Ï Ð Ä Ñ , ©H�Q�N�Ã Ä : see §DL�Q�N� Ò Ò Å Æ Ç È É   
 
©HQNDQ� (n.) ‘death, doom, deadly disease, plague’  (Sum. UG6): nom.-acc.sg. §H�
HQ�ND�DQ (KBo 18.151 obv. 12 (OH/MS)), §L�LQ�NiQ (MH/MS, often), §L�LQ�JD�DQ 
(KUB 15.34 ii 47 (MH/MS), KUB 14.8 obv. 29, rev. 9 (NH)), §H�HQ�NiQ (HT 1 ii 
29 (NS)), §p�HQ�NiQ (KBo 3.28 ii 15 (OH/NS), KBo 3.46 obv. 33 (OH/NS), KBo 
3.34 iii 14 (OH/NS)), gen.sg. §L�LQ�JD�QD�Dã (KUB 34.58 i 2 (MH/MS), KBo 3.21 
ii 25 (MH/NS), KUB 14.12 obv. 8 (NH)), §L�LQ�ND Ó �QD�Dã (KBo 13.8 obv. 11 
(NS)), dat.-loc.sg. §L�LQ�JD�QL (KUB 4.72 rev. 7 (OS), KUB 30.10 obv. 20 
(OH/MS), KBo 3.38 rev. 21 (OH/NS), KBo 3.1 ii 28 (OH/NS), KBo 16.52 obv. 9 
(NS), etc.), §p�HQ�JD�QL (KBo 22.2 rev. 5 (OH/MS)), all.sg. §L�LQ�JD�QD (KUB 
30.10 obv. 20 (OH/MS)), erg.sg. §L�LQ�JD�QD�DQ�]D (KUB 24.3 ii 25 (MH/NS)), 
abl. §L�LQ�JD�QD�D] (MH/MS), §L�LQ�JD�QD�]D (MH/MS). 
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See Puhvel HED 3: 296f. for attestations. Already in the oldest texts (OS and 
OH/MS) we find the spellings §L�LQ�N°, §H�HQ�N° and §p�HQ�N° besides each other. 
Since we know that *-HQ.� develops into �LQ.�,� I assume that §HQNDQ� is the 
original form.  
 Although this word is attested in the oldest texts already and has an impeccable 
Q-stem inflection, its etymological interpretation is difficult. Puhvel (l.c.) suggests 
a connection with Skt. QD � ‘to perish’ , but this is abortive: its cognate Gr.  
‘corpse’  shows that the root was *QH��,�and not *K Â QH�� as Puhvel must assume. I 
would rather connect §HQNDQ� with Hitt. §DL�Q�N� Ò Ò Å Æ Ç È É , §L�Q�N� Ê È  ‘to bestow (act.); to 
bestow oneself > to bow (midd.)’ . Semantically, we should regard §HQNDQ� then 
as an euphemistic ‘that what has been alloted to someone’  > ‘fate, death, doom’  
(cf. Oettinger 1979a: 175 and Melchert 1984a: 94 for similar interpretations). 
This means that the original form must have been *§DLQNDQ�,�which in OH times 
contracted to §HQNDQ� and almost immediately fell vicitim to the development 
*-HQ.� > �LQ.� and subsequently became §LQNDQ�. See at the lemma of 
§DL�Q�N� Ò Ò Å Æ Ç È É  for further etymology.  
 
© ã����©Hãã���see § ã� � §Dãã�,�§ ã� � §Hãã�  
 Ô�Õ Ö

©HããD�: see GIŠ§LããD�  
 ×
©HãW ,�

×
©HãW �: see É§LãW , É§LãW   

 
© X�� �� © �ª�DX� (c.) ‘rain’  (Akk. =8118): nom.sg. §p�H�~�Xã (KUB 19.14, 9 
(NH)), §p�H�Xã (KUB 16.81 rev. 4 (NS), KUB 5.1 iv 77 (NH), KUB 19.50 iv 27 
(NH)), §p�Xã (RS 25.421 obv. 32 (undat.)), acc.sg. §p�H�XQ (ABoT 5 ii 12 (OS), 
KUB 34.94, 2, 8 (OS?, OH/MS?), KUB 16.29 rev. 3 (NS), KUB 51.84 r.col. 15 
(NS), KUB 28.5 obv. 12 (NH)), §p�~�XQ (KBo 10.25 ii 3 (OH/NS), KBo 25.176 
obv. 12, 14, rev. 20 (OH/NS)), §p�L�~�XQ (KBo 3.7 ii 25 (OH/NS)), §p�H�X�XQ 
(KBo 3.21 ii 25 (MH/NS)), gen.sg. §p�H�¨D�X�ÑD�Dã (KUB 25.23 iv 52 (NS)), §p�
H�X�ÑD�Dã, §p�H�ÑD�Dã, §p�H�X�Dã, instr. §p�H�D�X�LW, nom.pl. §p�H�D�X�H�Hã (OS), 
§p�H�¨D�X�H�ã D (OS), §p�H�¨D�X�H�Hã, §p�H�X�H�Hã, §p�H�PX�Xã, §p�H�X�Xã (KUB 
7.5 i 17 (MH/NS)), §p�H�X[-X]ã (KUB 19.50 iv 27 (NH)), acc.pl. §H�H�D�PX�Xã, 
§p�¨D�PX�Xã, §H�H�PX�~�Xã, §p�X�Xã (KBo 3.7 ii 22 (OH/NS)), §p�H�~�Xã (KUB 
16.37 iv 6 (NH), KUB 28.4 obv. 19 (NS)), §p�H�~�ã D ã�ãL (KUB 28.5 obv. 13 
(NS)), §p�H�Xã (KUB 28.4 obv. 19 (NS), KUB 36.12 iii 10 (NS), KUB 36.77, 2, 5 
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(NS), KUB 36.89 rev. 54, 60 (NS)), dat.-loc.pl.(?) §p�H�X�Xã (KBo 13.245 rev. 7 
(NS)). 
 Derivatives: © �ªD�ÓDQLªH�D�Ã Ä  (Ic1) ‘to rain’  (3sg.pret.act. [§p�]H�ÑD�QL�¨D�DW; 
impf. §p�¨D�X�ÑD�QL�Hã�NH�D�,� [§p�]¨D�X�ÑD�QL�Lã�NH�D�,� §p�H�X�ÑD�QL�Hã�NH�D�), 
©HªDÓDOOD�L� ‘rain-drain, gutter’  (Sum. PISÀN: dat.-loc.sg. GIŠPISÀN-OL, instr. 
URUDU§p�¨D�ÑD�DO�OL�LW). 
 IE cognates: ?Gr.  ‘to moisten’ . 
  PIE *K Â HLK Á ��H�X� ? 
  
See Weitenberg 1984: 30f. and Puhvel HED 3: 301f. for attestations. The word 
shows many different spellings, but nevertheless it is possible to combine them 
all into one phonological interpretation. The oldest (OS) attestations, acc.sg. §p�H�
XQ, nom.pl. §p�H�D�X�H�Hã, §p�H�¨D�X�H�ã D clearly show that in the oldest texts we 
are dealing with a stem § �¨�� followed by an ablauting suffix �X���DX�. The fact 
that we find the spelling §p�H�D�X� besides §p�H�¨D�X� reminds of OS QH�H�D ‘he 
turns’  besides younger QH�H�¨D. These latter forms reflect the situation that OH 
/né"a/ develops into younger /néa/, which then is phonetically realized as [n² Ø a], 
spelled QH�H�¨D. This means that in the paradigm of ‘rain’  we have to reckon with 
an original OH stem /Hé"au-/ that develops into /Héau-/, realized [H² Ø au-], 
spelled §p�H�¨D�X�. This means that acc.sg. §p�H�XQ probably represents /Hé"un/ 
or, already with contraction, /Héun/. From MH times onwards, the stem /Héu-/ is 
spreading over the paradigm, yielding nom.pl. § Ñ ã and acc.pl. § PXã.  
 It is remarkable that this noun originally shows an ablauting suffix, which is 
normally only found in L� and X�stem adjectives. Either this means that § X� � 
§ �¨�DX� originally was an adjective that was gradually being substantivized, or it 
means that X�stem nouns (and subsequently L�stem nouns, compare ÑHãL� � ÑHãDL� 
‘pasture’ ) originally showed ablaut as well, and that § X� � § �¨�DX� is one of the 
last remnants of this system.  
 Melchert (1994a: 102) tentatively connects this word with Gr.  ‘to 
moisten’ , which points to *K Â H¨K Á � (although it is problematic whether in *K Â H¨K Á � 
the yod would remain, yielding Gr. -). If the etymon is correct, however, we 
have to reconstruct nom.sg. *K Â pLK Á �X�V, nom.pl. *K Â LK Á �pX� V, which with 
generalization of the full grade stem would yield PAnat. */Hái"us/, */Hái"RX V��
that regularly developed into OH /Hé"us/, /Hé"aues/.  
 Note that Puhvel’ s unattractive scenario (l.c.: a basic stem *§HÑ� that became an 
X�stem *§HÑ�X�,� *§HÑ�DÑ�,� after which *§HÑDÑ� was dissimilated to attested 
§H¨DÑ�) seems to be especially based on the etymological presumption that § X� � 
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§ �¨�DX� is cognate with Gr.  ‘to rain’  and TochAB VX� ‘to rain’ , which he 
reconstructs as *V�( Â HZ�.  
 
�©©L (1sg.pres.act.-ending of the §L-flection) 
  
This ending denotes the 1sg.pres.act. of verbs that inflect according to the §L-
conjugation (which is named after this ending). Actually, the original shape of 
this ending was �§§H as is still attested in OS texts (e.g. WDU�QD�D§�§p, GD�D�D§�§p, 
JD�D�DQ�JD�D§�§p, PH�H�PD�D§�§p, etc.). Nevertheless, already in OS texts we 
find that this ending is altered to �§§L (e.g. WDU�QD�D§�§L, GD�D�D§�§L, JD�D�DQ�JD�
D§�§L, PH�H�PD�D§�§L, etc. (all OS)), which probably is due to the fact that the 
element �L had developed as a specific present-marker (cf. pres. �ÑHQL vs. pret. 
�ÑHQ, �WWHQL vs. �WWHQ, etc.). In the same vein original 3sg.pres.act. �H (of the §L-
conjugation) was altered to �L and 3sg.pres.act. �]D = /-ts/ (of the PL-conjugation) 
was altered to �]L.  
 From the late MH period onwards, we see that �§§L is gradually being replaced 
by its PL-conjugation counterpart �PL. This happened predominantly in stems 
ending in a consonant (e.g. §D�PD�DQ�JD�PL (MS?) instead of §DPDQJD§§L, ~�H�
ÑD�DN�PL (MS?) instead of **ÑHÑDN§L, D�DN�PL (NS) instead of ** N§L, etc.). A 
nice line of developmenst is visible in ‘I plug up’ : Lã�WD�D�DS�§p (OS) > Lã�WD�D�
DS�§L (OH/MS) > Lã�WD�DS�SD�D§�§L (OH/NS) > Lã�WDS�PL (NS). I know of only 
one example of this replacement in a verb ending in a vowel, namely ãH�Hã�§D�PL 
(KUB 14.19, 10 (NS)) instead of ãH�Hã�§D�D§�§L ‘I decide’  (see at ãLã§D� È  � ãLã§�). 
It must be noted that PL-inflecting verbs never use the ending �§§L. So in the 
competition between �§§L and �PL it is clear that �PL was the winning party.  
 For the etymological interpretation of �§§H, we must first look at the other 
Anatolian languages. In Luwian we find 1sg.pres.act. �ÑL that corresponds with 
Lyc. �X, but that cannot be cognate with Hitt. �§§H. In the preterite, we find in 
Luwian 1sg.pret.act. ��§�§D, however, which corresponds to Lyc. 1sg.pret.act. � D. 
These forms point to PAnat. */-Ha/ (with an �D as visible in Lyc. �D), which 
indicates that Hitt. �§§H must go back to PAnat. */-Hai/ (note that the Hittite 
1sg.pret.act.-ending of the §L-conjugation is �§§XQ which is a conflation of PAnat. 
*/-Ha/ with Hitt. �XQ, the corresponding PL-ending). This PAnat. */-Hai/ can only 
reflect QIE *-K Â H�L.  
 The furter etymology of �§§H depends on ones interpretation of the §L-
conjugation as a whole. In my view, it is quite clear that formally the §L-
conjugation must be cognate with the category that yielded the perfect in the 
other IE languages. I therefore directly compare Hitt. �§§H that must reflect *-K Â H�
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L with the 1sg.-ending of the PIE perfect that is usually reconstructed as *-K Â H 
(Skt. �D, Gk. - , Goth. -�, etc.).  
 ×
© OD� (c.) ‘courtyard; halo’  (Sum. TÙR): nom.sg. §L�L�OD�Dã (KUB 2.6 iii 34 

(OH/NS), KUB 8.30 rev. 19 (OH/NS), KUB 7.41 i 21 (MH/NS), KBo 4.9 i 28 
(NS)), §L�OD�Dã (KUB 17.10 iv 10 (OH/MS), KBo 10.45 i 12 (MH/NS)), [§L�]OD�D�
Dã (KUB 34.13 obv. 8 (NS)), acc.sg. §L�L�OD�DQ (IBoT 1.36 i 6 (MH/MS)), §L�OD�
DQ (KBo 23.23 obv. 63 (MH/MS), KUB 27.29 i 21 (MH/NS)), gen.sg. §L�L�OD�Dã 
(IBoT 1.36 i 4 (MH/MS), KUB 20.10 iv 8 (OH/NS), KUB 9.31 i 25 (MH/NS), 
KUB 29.4 i 35 (NS)), §L�H�OD�Dã (HT 1 i 18 (NS)), dat.-loc.sg. §L�L�OL (KBo 25.56 
iv 17 (OS), IBoT 1.36 i 9, iv 29, 32 (MH/MS), KBo 22.189 ii 12 (OH/NS), KUB 
11.35 i 24 (OH/NS), KUB 33.24 ii 11 (OH/NS), KUB 7.41 obv. 22 (MH/NS), 
KBo 4.9 v 18, 32 (NS), KUB 20.35 iii 15 (NS), KUB 36.17 + 33.107 i 5 (NS), 
etc.), §L�OL (KUB 33.19 iii 6 (OH/NS), KBo 10.45 i 13 (MH/NS), IBoT 3.69 i 15 
(NS)), all.sg. §L�L�OD (KBo 25.48 iii 10 (OH/MS), KBo 21.90 obv. 14, 21 
(OH/MS)), abl. §L�L�OD�D] (IBoT 1.36 i 74 (MH/MS)). 
 Derivatives: ©LODH�Ã Ä  (Ic2) ‘to be haloed, to have a halo’  (3sg.pres.act. §L�OD�L]�]L, 
§L�OD�D�L]�]L), ©LODWDU� ��©LODQQ� (n.) ‘yard’  (gen.sg. §L�O[D�D]Q�QD�Dã (KBo 6.3 iv 
13 (OH/NS)), 

×
©LODPPDU� ��©LODPQ� (n.) ‘gate building, gatehous, portal’  (Sum. 

KI.LAM; nom.-acc.sg. §L�ODP�PDU (KBo 5.2 iv 5 (MH/NS), KUB 45.12 iii 11 
(MH/NS), KBo 10.45 ii 34 (MH/NS), IBoT 1.36 iv 15 (fr.) (MH/MS)), gen.sg. §L�
ODP�QD�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. §L�ODP�QL (OS), all.sg. §L�ODP�QD (OS), erg.sg. §L�ODP�QD�
DQ�]D (KUB 17.10 iv 11 (OH/MS)), abl. §L�ODP�QD�D] (OS)), 

Ù�Ú ©LODPPL� (c.) 
‘courtier’  (nom.sg. §L�ODP�PL�Lã, nom.pl. §L�ODP�PL�H�Hã), Ù�Ú ©LODPPDWWD� (c.) a 
functionary (nom.pl. §L�ODP�PD�WL�Hã, §L�ODP�PD�DW�WL�Hã, §L�ODP�PD�DW�WL�Lã, §L�
ODP�PD�GL�Lã, §L�ODP�PD�DW�WD�Dã), ©LODPPLOL (adv.) ‘in a §. fashion’  (§L�ODP�PL�
OL), ©LODP�PLQ�QL� (c.) ‘courtier(?)’  (nom.sg. §L�ODP�PL�LQ�QL�Lã, acc.sg. §L�ODP�QL�
LQ). 
 Anat. cognates: HLuw. 3257$�ODQD� (n.) ‘gate-house’  (abl.-instr. PORTA�OD�
QD�UL�L (KARATEPE 1 §63 Hu.), nom.-acc.pl. “ PORTA” �OD�QD (KARATEPE 1 
§66, §69, §72b), “ PORTA” �OD�L�X�QD (KARKAMIŠ A11D §13), “ PORTA” �QD 
(KARKAMIŠ A11D §16), dat.-loc.pl. PORTA�QD�]D (KARKAMIŠ A11D §20), 
gen.adj.acc.pl.c. PORTA�OD�L�X�QL�VL�L�]L (KARKAMIŠ A11E�F §34)). 
  
See Puhvel HED 3: 305f. for attestations. Note that there a form §L�L�H[O�O]L (KBo 
19.145 iii 44) is cited, which is wrongly read: the form in fact is � �

�  §L�L�O[L]. The most common and oldest spelling is §L�L�O�, although §L�
O° is attested multiple times as well. A spelling §L�H�O° is attested only once in a 
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NS text (HT 1 i 18), which therefore may not have much phonetic value. The 
original form therefore is § OD�.  
 The word denotes ‘courtyard’ , but in the expressions ‘§ OD� of the moon’  and 
‘§ OD� of the sun’  it probably denotes ‘halo’ . The word É§LODPPDU � §LODPQ� 
‘gatehouse’  is generally seen as a derivative of É§ OD� (because it denotes a portal 
leading to a courtyard), and Melchert (1983: 12-13) states that it shows a suffix 
*-PU � *-PQ� (with �PQ� assimilating to �PP� in §LODPPL�,� §LODPPDWWD� and 
§LODPPLOL, on the basis of which expected *§LODPDU was altered to §LODPPDU). 
Note however that the phonetic resemblance to its Sumerian counterpart KI.LAM 
is remarkable and that we therefore must not rule out the possibility that it is a 
loanword. 
 Within Anatolian, Hitt. § OD� often is compared to Lyc. TOD� ‘precinct’ , but this 
is formally impossible. The Lycian sign T denotes a labialized consonant 
(possibly [kw]) that reflects PAnat. */Hw/ (see Kloekhorst fthc.c). I would 
therefore rather reconstruct Lyc. TOD� as *K Â X�OHK Â �, comparable to Gr.  
‘courtyard, precinct’  < *K Â HX�OHK Â �.  
 As an inner-Hittite comparandum, the noun § OL� ‘pen, corral’  often is 
mentioned, and Rieken (1999a: 226, 246) therefore reconstructs § OL� as *K Â yO�L� 
and § OD� as *K Â O�pK Â � from a root *K Â HO� ‘to surround’  that further only is attested 
in the root-extension *K Â HON� � *K Â OHN�V� ‘to protect’  (OE HDOJLDQ, Gr. , Skt. 
UDN�� ‘to protect’ ). She states that in the case of § OD� “ der L-Vokalismus der 
Wurzel von § OD� als Vorstufe langes *  voraus[setzt], das in Nachbarschaft des 
Laryngals zunächst bewahrt und später in unbetonter Stellung zu L geschwächt 
wurde”  (1999a: 248-9). This scenario is based on Melchert (1984a: 111f., 135f.) 
who describes a development *K Â  > Hitt. §L. In 1994a: 143, Melchert explicitly 
withdraws this development, however, and therewith the formal basis under the 
reconstruction of § OD� as *K Â O� has vanished. Moreover, as I have stated in 
§ 1.4.9.2.b, I do not believe in Eichner’ s Law (i.e. the non-colouration of *  by an 
adjacent *K Â  or *K Á ). Furthermore, reconstructing a root *K Â HO� ‘to surround’  on 
the basis of these two Hittite words only seems unwarranted to me. All in all, I 
reject Rieken’ s etymology.  
 Already early in Hittitology (e.g. Friedrich 1927: 180), it has been assumed that 
§ OD� should be connected with Akk. E W §LO QL, pointing to an areal Wanderwort.  
 
©LPPD�� (c.) ‘imitation, substitute, replica’ : nom.sg. §L�LP�PD�Dã, acc.sg. §L�LP�
PD�DQ, gen.sg. §L�LP�PD�Dã, nom.pl. §L�LP�PL� [-Hã], acc.pl. §L�LP�PX�Xã, §L�PX�
Xã. 
 Derivatives: 

Ù�Ú ©LPPDOOL� (c.) ‘imitator, vel sim.’  (nom.sg. §L�LP�PD�DO�OL�Lã). 
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 IE cognates: Lat. LPLWRU ‘to copy, to imitate’ , LP J  ‘copy’ , DHPXOXV ‘rival’ . 
  PIE *K Â LP�QR 
  
See Puhvel HED 3: 314f. for attestations. Since Neumann DSXG Oettinger (1976a: 
64) this word is generally connected with Lat. LPLWRU ‘to imitate’ , LP J  ‘copy’ , 
DHPXOXV ‘rival’  from *K Â �H�LP�. The geminate �PP� in Hittite must be the product 
of an assimilation, possibly *K Â LP�QR�.  
 
©LQ�: see § Q� È  � §DQ�  
 
©LQLN� Í Í Î&Ï Ð Ä Ñ  (IIIh) ‘to pour?’ : 3sg.pres.midd. §L�QL�LN�WD. 
  
In 1976, Hart was the first to separate the forms that were spelled §L�QL�LN�WD from 
the verb ‘§LQN�’  (see at the lemma §DL�Q�N� Ò Ò Å Æ Ç È É , §LQN� Å Æ Ç È É ; §L�Q�N�Ê È ) because of their 
aberrant spelling: §L�QL�LN�C vs. §L�LQ�LN�C. On the basis of the two contexts in 
which §L�QL�LN�WD occurs, namely  

 
KBo 3.7 ii  
(21) 

Û
UR.SAG=D�OL�¨D�QX�~ §X�X�PD�DQ�GD�Dã §D�DQ�[WH�H]�]L�¨D�Dã?]  

(22) PD�D�DQ ,�1$ URU1H�UL�LN §p�X�Xã  
(23) §L�QL�LN�WD QX URU1H�UL�LN�ND Ó �D]  
(24) [L]Ú GIŠGIDRU NINDA§DU�ãL� Q Sp�H�GD�D�L  
 
 ‘The mountain Zali¨DQ �ZDV�IL>UVW"@�RI�DOO��:KHQ�LQ�1HULN�UDLQ�§.�s / is §.-ed, the 

staff-bearer brings away thick-bread from Nerik’   
 

and 
 
KUB 34.16 iii  
(3) [ ... ]x ÑD�DQ�QX�SD!�Dã�WD�OL�Hã §D�OD�OL�H]�]L  
(4) [(XW�QH�¨D)� ..] §p�H�D�X�LW §L�QL�LN�WD  
 
// KBo 14.61  
(6) [... (ÑD�DQ�QD�S)]D�Dã�WD�OX�Xã[ ]  
(7) [(§D�OD�OL�H]�])]L XW�QH�¨D[(�) ]  
(8) [(§p�H�D�X�LW §L�)]QL�LN�[(WD)]  
 
 ‘... the morningstar? cleans ... on? the earth (it?) §.�s / is §.-ed with rain’   
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Hart assumes that §LQLN� may mean “ wet, pour, deluge”  and therefore proposes an 
etymological connection with Skt. VLxFDWL ‘to pour’ , interpreting §LQLN� as a nasal-
infixed form of a root *�V�+HLN� which can directly be compared to Skt. VL�x�F�. 
This idea has been taken over by e.g. Puhvel (HED 3: 315, reconstructing 
“ *�V�+ Ü H\�N Æ Ý
É �” ) and Kimball (1999: 382, who for reasons unclear to me insists 
on a reconstruction with *K Á ). The preform of Skt. VLxFDWL, which belongs with 
OHG V KDQ ‘to filter’ , VHLKKHQ ‘to urinate’ , SerbCS V FDWL ‘to urinate’  and Gaul. 
6 TXDQD ‘Seine’ , must contain a *-N Ý �,�however, *VHLN Ý �,�which does not fit Hitt. 
§LQLN�. Moreover, there is no indication for a laryngeal in any of the other 
languages. All in all, I reject the connection between §LQLN� Ò Ò Å Æ Ç È É  and Skt. VLxFDWL.  
 
©LQN� Î&Ï Ð Ä Ñ , ©L�Q�N�Ã Ä : see §DL�Q�N� Ò Ò Å Æ Ç È É   
 
©LQNDQ�: see §HQNDQ�  
 Ù�Ú ©LSSDUD� (c.) ‘serf’  (Akk. LÚ$6,580): nom.sg. §L�LS�SiU�Dã (OS), dat.-loc.sg. 
§L�LS�SD�UL (OS). 
  
For the semantics of this word we must compare the following context:  

 
KBo 6.2 ii  
(49) LÚ§L�LS�SiU�Dã OX�X]�]L NDU�St�L�H]�]L QX LÚ§L�LS�SD�UL §D�D�DS�SiU OH�H  
(50) [N]X�Lã�NL L�H]�]L DUMU â8 A.ŠÀ â8 GIŠKIRI6.GEŠTIN â8 OH�H NX�Lã�NL  
  ÑD�D�ãL  
(51) [NX�L]ã ]D LÚ§L�LS�SD�UL §D�D�DS�SiU L�H]�]L Q D�Dã NiQ §D�D�DS�SD�UD�D]  
(52) [ãD�PH�H]Q�]L LÚ§L�LS�SiU�Dã NX�LW §D�DS�SD�UD�D�HW WD�D ] D�DS�SD GD�D�[L]  
  
(53) [WiN�NX LÚ§L]-LS�SiU�Dã WD�D�L�H]�]L ãDU�QL�LN�]L�LO NU.GÁL  

(54)                 ...                                    QX WX�HN�NiQ�]D ãL�Lã SiW ãDU�QL�LN�]L  
 
‘A §. shall perform corvée. No-one shall do business with a §.. No-one shall buy 

his child, his field (or) his vineyard. Whoever does do business with a §. forefeits 

his right to the trade. Whatever the §. traded, he shall give it back. When a §. 

steals, there is no restitution. (...) His body alone shall restitute (it)’ .  
 

From this text, it is clear that §LSSDUD� is some sort of outcast that is not allowed 
to do any trade. Even when a §LSSDUD� has stolen, he is not supposed to perform 
any trading, i.e. restituting what was stolen: only his body can be used for the 
restitution. In a duplicate of this text, KBo 6.4 iv 36-41, LÚ§LSSDUD� is 
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akkadographically written LÚ$�6,�580, which literally means ‘locked up’ . 
Friedrich (1959: 98) states: “ Es muss sich um eine sehr unzuverlässige Gattung 
von Menschen handeln, die eingesperrt gehalten wurde und mit der man auch 
keinen Handel treiben durfte” .  
 Despite the difficulty regarding the semantic interpretation of this word, 
Güterbock (1972: 96) suggested an etymological tie-in with § SSDU� � § SSLU� 
‘trade, business’ , which was codified by Eichner (1973a: 72) who reconstructed 
*K Þ S�R�Uy� ‘Käufling’  (followed by e.g. Melchert 1994a: 76, who assumes a 
basic meaning ‘bought’ ). There is not a shred of evidence, however, that a 
LÚ§LSSDUD� was subject to being sold and bought. On the contrary, the fact that a 
LÚ§LSSDUD� could own fields or vineyards (which he is not allowed to sell) in my 
view indicates that he cannot be some sort of slave, but must be a free man, albeit 
of a very low status. This, together with the fact that it is forbidden to do business 
(§ SSDU� � § SSLU�) with a LÚ§LSSDUD�,�in my opinion shows that an etymological 
connection between § SSDU� � § SSLU� and LÚ§LSSDUD� is very unlikely.  
 Ô�Õ Ö

©LããD� (c.) ‘carriage pole’ : acc.sg. §L�Lã�ãD�DQ (KBo 13.119 iii 10 (NS)), dat.-
loc.sg. §L�Lã�ãL (KUB 30.32 i 3 (MS), KUB 34.16 ii 7 (OH/NS), Bo 4929 v 17-20 
(NS)), §H�Hã�ãL (KBo 12.123, 15 (NS)). 
 IE cognates: Skt. �a ‘pole, shaft’ , Slov. RM ×E ‘carriage pole’ , dial.Russ. YRMs 
‘carriage pole’ , Gr.  ‘handle of rudder’ , Gr.  ‘handle of rudder, tiller’ . 
  PIE *K Þ LK ß à á V�HK Þ � 
  
See Puhvel HED 3: 318f. for attestations. Almost all attestations (including the 
oldest (MS) one) are spelled §L�Lã�ã°. Only once, we find a spelling §H�Hã�ã°, in an 
NS text, which must be due to the NH lowering of OH /i/ to /e/ before �ã� (cf. 
§ 1.4.8.1.d). The word denotes the pole of a cart.  
 Since Sommer (1949: 161) this word is generally connected with Skt. �a ‘pole, 
shaft’ . Combined with the Hittite evidence, we must reconstruct *K Þ L+V�pK Þ �. In 
other IE languages, we find e.g. Slov. RM ×E, gen. RM ×EVD ‘carriage pole’ , which seems 
to point to an V�stem *K Þ HLK ß à á �HV� or *K Þ RLK ß à á �HV�,�dial.Russ. YRMs ‘carriage pole’ , 
Gr.  ‘handle of rudder’  and Gr.  ‘handle of rudder, tiller’ , the preforms 
of which are less clear. On the basis of Gr. -, Kimball (1999: 386) reconstructs 
*K á �,�but this does not seem obligatory to me.  
 According to Dercksen (fthc.), the noun §LããD� is attested in OAssyrian texts 
from Kültepe as well, namely as §LããDQQXP.  
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×
©LãW ,� â ©LãW  (n.) ‘mausoleum(?)’  (Sum. É.NA4): nom.-acc.sg. §p�Hã�WD�D (MS), 

gen.sg. §L�Lã�WD�D�Dã (OS), §L�Lã�WD�Dã (MS), §p�Hã�WD�D�Dã (MS), §p�Hã�WD�Dã (NS), 
§L�Lã�WD�D (OS), §L�Lã�GD�D (OH/MS), §p�Hã�WD�D (OH/MS), §p�Hã�GD�D (NS), §p�
Hã�WL�L (OH/NS), §H�Hã�WL�L (NS), dat.-loc.sg. §L�Lã�WL�L (OS), §p�Hã�WL�L (OH/NS), 
§p�Lã�WL�L (NS), §L�Lã�WD�D (OS), � §L�Lã�GD�D (OH/NS), §p�Hã�WD�D (OH/MS), abl. 
§p�Hã�WL�L (NS). 
 Derivatives: 

ã�ä ©LãWXP�Q�D� (c.) ‘person pertaining to the §LãW ’  (nom.sg. §L�Lã�
WX�XP�PD�Dã, §L�Lã�WX�X�PD�Dã, §p�Hã�WX�XP�QD�Dã, §p�Hã�WX�X�PD�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. 
§p�Hã�WX�X�XP�QL, nom.pl. §p�Hã�WX�X�XP�QL�Hã). 
  
See Puhvel HED 3: 319f. for attestations. The oldest attestations (OS) are all 
spelled §L�Lã�W°, whereas spellings with �H� (§p�Hã�W°, §p�Lã�W° and §L�Hã�W°) occur 
from MH times onwards only. This must be due to the lowering of OH /i/ to NH 
/e/ before �ã� as described in § 1.4.8.1.d. The word denotes a cultic building that is 
connected with death-rituals and ancestor cult, but its exact function is unclear. 
The sumerographic writing of this word seems to be É.NA4 ‘house of stones’ .  
 Since Götze (1925: 104), É§LãW , É§LãW  has been connected with §D�Dã�WL�¨D�Dã 
É�HU ‘house of bones’  that is mentioned by Ïattušili III (KUB 1.1 iv 75), on the 
basis of which an etymological connection between É§LãW , É§LãW  and §DãWDL� 
‘bone’  (q.v.) has been assumed. For instance, Eichner (1973a: 72) reconstructs 
*K Þ VWR¨y� (followed by e.g. Melchert 1994a: 76), whereas Puhvel (l.c.) 
reconstructs *K á VWR¨y� (with anaptyctic H�L).  
 If we look at the paradigm of É§LãW , É§LãW , however, we see that it hardly shows 
any inflected forms. Only in the genitive we occasionally find an ending �ã, but 
everywhere else the word remains uninflected and shows only §LãW  or §LãW . In 
my view, this strongly indicates that this word is not genuinely Hittite, but must 
be a foreignism (cf. NA §HNXU for a similar uninflectedness). This would fit the fact 
that cultic buildings often have non-IE names (e.g. É§DOHQW�L�X�,�ÉP N�NL]�]L�¨D��,�
ÉNDULPPL�,� etc.). This view was also advocated by Kammenhuber (1972: 300), 
who explained §DãWL¨Dã É�HU ‘house of bones’  as a folk etymology.  
 
©XHN�å æ ���©XN� (Ia1) ‘to conjure, to treat by incantation’ : 1sg.pres.act. §X�H�HN�PL 
(KBo 22.107 i 14 (MS)), §X�HN�PL (KBo 22.107 i 11 (MS), KBo 17.61 rev. 7 
(MH/NS), KUB 17.28 i 28 (MH/NS)), §X�XN�PL (KUB 17.28 ii 3, 8 (fr.) 
(MH/NS), KBo 27.134 i 20 (MS)), §X�X�XN�PL (KBo 11.19 obv. 1 (NS)), 
2sg.pres.act. §X�L½�LN¾�ãL (KUB 45.21, 1 (MH/MS)), 3sg.pres.act. §X�H�HN�]L (OS, 
often), §X�HN�]L (OS, often), §X�XN�]L (KUB 44.4 + KBo 13.241 rev. 18 (NS), 
KUB 24.13 iii 17 (NS), KUB 7.52 + 12.58 i 57, 62, 64, ii 54 (NS), VBoT 58 iv 38 
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(OH/NS)), §X�X�XN�]L (KBo 12.112 obv. 13 (NS)), 1pl.pres.act. §X�H�NX�ÑD�QL 
(KBo 15.28 obv. 7 (MH/MS)), 3pl.pres.act. §X�NiQ�]L (KBo 2.12 ii 34 (NS)), §X�
X�NiQ�]L (MH/MS, often), 1pl.pret.act. §X�X�JD�X�HQ (KUB 18.12 obv. 13 (NS)), 
3sg.imp.act. §X�HN�GX (KUB 7.1 iii 12ff. (OH/NS)); part. §X�X�NiQ�W�,�§X�X�JD�DQ�
W�; verb.noun gen.sg. §X�X�NiQ�QD�Dã (KUB 16.47, 12 (NS)), §X�X�JD�DQ�QD�Dã 
(KUB 18.12 obv. 7 (NS)); inf.II §X�X�NiQ�QD (KUB 17.24 ii 14 (NS)); impf. §X�
XN�NL�Lã�NH�D- (often), §X�XN�NL�Hã�NH�D�,�§X�X�XN�NL�Lã�NH�D�,�§X�X�NL�Lã�NH�D� (KBo 
15.33 iii 28 (OH/MS)), KUB 20.48 i 5 (NS), VSNF 12.20 i 12 (NS)). 
 Derivatives: ©XNPDL����©XNPL� (c.) ‘conjuration’  (Akk. â,378; acc.sg.c. §X�XN�
PD�LQ (KUB 7.52 + 12.58 i 57, 62, 64 (NS), KBo 15.1 iv 40 (NS), Gurney 6, 6 
(NS)), §X�X�XN�PD�LQ (KBo 27.134 i 19 (MS)), nom.-acc.sg.n. §X�XN�PD�L (KUB 
9.34 iii 6 (NS)), gen.sg. §X�XN�PL�¨D�Dã (KBo 17. 62+63 i 13 (MS?)), acc.pl.c. §X�
XN�PD�Xã (KUB 27.29 i 7 (MH/NS)), §X�XN�PD�D�Xã (VBoT 58 iv 37 (OH/NS), 
KUB 36.44 i 6 (OH/MS)), §X�X�XN�PD�D�Xã (KUB 14.4 iii 8 (NH))), ã�ä ©XNPDWDOOD� (c.) ‘conjurer’  (Sum. LÚKAxLI; nom.pl. §X�XN�PD�WDO�OL[-H�Hã] 
(KUB 12.61 ii 7 (NS))), ©XJDQQD� æ � ��©XJDQQL� (IIa5) ‘to conjure (impf.)’  (inf.I 
§X�X�JD�DQ�QL�¨D�X�ÑD�DQ�]L (313/z rev. 6)). 
 IE cognates: ?Gr.  ‘to boast, to brag’ . 
  PIE *K Þ XHJ ç � or *K Þ XH� ç � ? 
  
See Puhvel HED 3: 323f. for attestations. As the sign IG can be read LN as well as 
HN, all cases where we find §X�IG� are, just as §X�H�IG�,� to be interpreted as 
/Hoeg-/ (cf. § 1.3.9.4 for the phoneme /o/). The verb clearly shows an original 
ablaut §XHN]L � §XNDQ]L and therewith is homophonic to the verb §XHN�è é  � §XN� ‘to 
slaughter, to butcher’ . In MH times we see that the strong stem §XHN� is used in 
1pl.pres.act. §XHNXÑDQL as well (replacing original *§XNÑHQL), which is normal in 
H��-ablauting PL-verbs. Remarkable is the fact that the weak stem §XN� seems to 
have become productive in NH times. This can be explained in view of the fact 
that the bulk of the cases of §XNPL and §XN]L are found in the syntagm §XNPDLQ 
§XN� ‘to conjure a conjuration’ . It is likely that here the use of the weak stem §XN� 
in the verbal form is due to analogy to the noun §XNPDL�.  
 The single writing of �N� (§XHNXÑDQL, §XNDQ]L, §XNDQW�,�§XJDQQD, etc.) points to 
etymological *J or *J ç  (or *� ê ç ë ). Note that the imperfective is predominantly 
spelled with geminate �NN�,�which is due to fortition of original lenis stops before 
the *-V�H�R�suffix (similarly HNX�è é  � DNX� ‘to drink’  with DNNXãNH�D�,�O N� é  � ODN� ‘to 
make lie down’  with ODNNLãNH�D�,�etc.). Mechanically, §XHN�è é  � §XN� must go back 
to a root *K Þ XHJ ê ç ë � or *K Þ XH� ê ç ë � (the initial laryngeal must be *K Þ  because *K á  
would regularly drop in this position). Nevertheless, the etymological 
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interpretation is difficult. Puhvel (l.c.) argues in favour of a connection with Gr. 
 ‘to pray: to declare solemnly’ . Although semantically this would be 

attractive, it cannot be correct on formal grounds. Gr.  belongs with Lat. 
YRYH  ‘to vow’ , which means that we have to reconstruct a root *K ß XHJ ì ç �,�with 

- reflecting *K ß H�K ß XJ ì ç �: this has the wrong velar as well as the wrong 
laryngeal.  
 Oettinger (1979a: 103) connects §XHN�è é  � §XN� with Gr.  ‘to boast, to 
brag’ , which could point to a root *K Þ XHJ ç � or *K Þ XH� ç �. Apart from the fact that 
the semantic connection is not self-evident, the formation of the Gr. verb is not 
unproblematic: it is probably derived from the last parts of compounds in -  
and may therefore not represent an original verbal stem.  
 
©XHN�å æ � �� ©XN�� (Ia1) ‘to slaughter, to butcher’ : 1sg.pres.act. §X�H�HN[-PL] (KBo 
17.3 iii 14 (OS)), §X�HN�PL (KBo 17.1 i 41 (OS)), 3sg.pres.act. §X�HN�]L (KBo 
20.39 l.col. 12, 14, 15 (OH/MS), KUB 51.1 + 53.14 ii 11 (MS), KBo 11.45 + 
IBoT 3.87 ii 5 (OH/NS)), §X�X�H�HN�]L (KUB 17.24 iii 3 (NS)), §X�XN�]L (KUB 
41.8 i 18 (MH/NS)), §X�X�XN�]L (KBo 10.45 i 35 (MH/NS), KUB 53.12 iii 21 
(NS)), 3pl.pres.act. §X�NiQ�]L (OS, often), §X�X�NiQ�]L (OS, often),3sg.pret.act. 
§X�H�HN�WD (OS), §X�X�H�HN�WD (KBo 22.6 i 18 (OH/NS)), §X�HN�WD (KBo 11.45 + 
IBoT 3.87 ii 17 (OH/NS)); 3pl.pres.midd. §X�X�NiQ�WD (KUB 55.28 ii 12 
(MH/NS)); part. §X�JD�DQ�W� (OS), §X�JD�D�DQ�W� (OS); verb.noun. §X�X�JD�WDU; 
inf.II §X�JD�DQ�QD, §X�X�JD�DQ�QD, §X�X�NiQ�QD; impf. §X�XN�NL�Lã�NH�D� (MS), §X�
X�XN�NL�Lã�NH�D� (NS), §X�X�NL�Lã�NH�D� (MS), §X�NL�Hã�NH�D� (NS), §X�X�NL�Hã�NH�D� 
(NS). 
 Derivatives: ©XNHããDU� ��©XNHãQ� (n) ‘slaughtering’  (nom.-acc.sg. §X�NH�Hã�ãDU, 
§X�X�NH�Hã�ãDU, §X�JH�Hã�ãDU, dat.-loc.sg. §X�X�NH�Hã�QL), see §XQL�Q�N�è é . 
 IE cognates: OP YDÄ� ‘to stab’ . 
  PIE *K Þ XHJ ê ç ë � 
  
See Puhvel HED 3: 327f. for attestations. Note that Puhvel cites “ 1pl.pres.act. (?) 
]§X�H�LN�NX�[H�QL´��.%R������LLL������ZLWK�UHIHUHQFH�WR�2WWHQ�	�6RXþHN������������
but I do not think that this interpretation is likely: §XHN�è é  � §XN� is in all other 
instances consistently spelled with single �N�,�which would make this form totally 
aberrant. Because the form is found in such a broken context that its reading or 
meaning cannot be ascertained, I leave it out of consideration here.  
 The sign IG can be read LN as well as HN and therefore all cases where we find 
§X�IG� are, just as §X�H�IG� and §X�X�H�IG�,� to be interpreted as /Hoeg-/ (cf. 
§ 1.3.9.4 for the phoneme /o/). The verb clearly shows an original ablaut §XHN]L � 
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§XNDQ]L and therewith is homophonic to the verb §XHN�è é  � §XN� ‘to conjure’ . The 
consistent spelling with single �N� points to an etymological *J or *J ç  (or *� ê ç ë ). 
Note that the imperfective is spelled with geminate �NN� (although spellings with 
single �N� occur as well: these are probable secondary) which is due to fortition of 
the lenis velar before the suffix *-V�H�R� (compare HNX�è é  � DNX� ‘to drink’  and 
DNNXãNH�D�,� O N� é  � ODN� ‘to make lie down’  and ODNNLãNH�D�,� etc.). Mechanically, 
§XHN�è é  � §XN� must go back to a root *K Þ XHJ ê ç ë � or *K Þ XH� ê ç ë � (the initial laryngeal 
must be *K Þ  because *K á  would regularly drop in this position).  
 Strunk (1979: 254) connects §XHN�è é  � §XN� with OP YDÄ� ‘to stab’  (1sg.pret.act. 
DYDÄDP), which is widely followed. Puhvel (lc.) proposes to further adduce Gr. 
( ) , OHG ZDJDQVR ‘ploughshare’ , but these forms must reflect *XHJ ì ç �,�
which is the wrong velar from a Hittite point of view. Eichner’ s suggestion (1982: 
18) to connect §XHN� with Skt. YHF� ‘to sieve’  is, apart from the semantic 
problems, formally impossible: Skt. YHF� reflects *XHLN� with an �L� that is not 
found in Hittite as well as with a *-N� that does not fit Hitt. single �N� < *-J ê ç ë �.  
 
©XHã�: see §XLã����§Xã� 
 
©XHWW� í í î&ï ð æ ñ � ��©XHWWL� î&ï ð æ ñ ��©XWWLªH�D�å æ  (IIIa/b > IIIg; Ic1) ‘to draw, to pull, to pluck’  
(Sum. SUD. Akk. â$' '8): 1sg.pres.midd. §X�LW�WD�D§�§D�UL (KBo 11.11 i 4 
(NS)), 2sg.pres.midd. §X�H�H]�WD (KUB 17.10 iv 1, 2 (OH/MS), KUB 33.54 + 47 
ii 15 (fr.) (OH/NS)), §X�L][-WD] (IBoT 4.8 obv. 2 (OH/NS)), §X�LW�WL�DW[-WD] (KUB 
21.19 + 1303/u ii 18 (NH)), 3sg.pres.midd. §X�HW�WL�¨D�UL (KBo 17.92, 15 (MS)), 
3pl.pres.midd. §X�H�HW�WL�DQ�WD (KUB 29.30 iii 6 (OS)), §X�HW�WL�¨D�DQ�WD (KUB 
29.35 iv 15 (OS), KBo 19.152 i 6 (MS), KUB 29.37, 8 (fr.) (OH/NS)), §X�LW�WL�
DQ�WD (KBo 6.26 i 41 (OH/NS)), §X�X�LW�WL�DQ�WD (KBo 6.26 i 42 (OH/NS)), §X�X�
LW�WL�¨D�DQ�WD (KBo 6.26 iv 5, 21 (OH/NS)), 1sg.pret.midd. §X�LW�WD�D§�§D�DW (KBo 
11.11 i 9 (NS)), 3sg.pret.midd. §X�HW�WL�¨D�WL (KBo 3.22, 54 (OS), KUB 26.71 i 3 
(OH/NS), KUB 43.75 obv. 19 (NS)), §X�LW�WL�HW�WL (KUB 26.71 i 3 (OH/NS)), §X�
LW�WL�¨D�DW�WD�DW (KUB 19.67 i 2 (NH)), §X�X�LW�WL�¨D�DW�WD�DW (KUB 1.7 ii 10 (NH)), 
§X�L]�]D�Dã�WD�WL (KUB 43.74 obv. 11 (NS)), 3sg.imp.midd. §X�HW�WL�¨D�UX (Bo 
6472, 10 (undat.)); 1sg.pres.act. §X�X�LW�WL�¨D�PL (VBoT 24 iii 13, iv 10 (MH/NS)), 
2sg.pres.act. §X�LW�WL�¨D�ãL (KUB 7.53 iii 2, 4 (NS), KBo 5.3 ii 29 (NH)), 
3sg.pres.act. §X�HW�WL�¨D�]L (KUB 15.34 iii 56 (MH/MS), KBo 3.2 rev. 59 
(MH/NS), KBo 3.5 iv 26 (MH/NS), KBo 21.10, 4 (MH/NS), KUB 1.13 i 45 
(MH/NS), KUB 44.61 rev. 26 (fr.) (NS)), §X�LW�WL�¨D�D]�]L (KBo 22.102 rev. 10 
(NS), KUB 29.4 ii 21 (NS)), §X�X�LW�WL�¨D�]L (KUB 15.31 i 28 (MH/NS), KBo 8.90 
ii 9 (NS)), §X�X�LW�WL�¨D�D]�]L (KBo 23.1 i 18 (NS)), §X�LW�WL�H�L]�]L (KUB 1.13 i 12 
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(MH/NS)), §X�LW�¨D�D]�]L (KUB 33.43 ii 57 (NS)), §X�LW�WL�¨D�L (KUB 27.67 ii 17, 
18, iii 21, 22 (MH/NS), KBo 5.2 iii 20 (MH/NS)), 2pl.pres.act. §X�X�LW�WL�DW�WH�QL 
(KUB 13.5 ii 26 (OH/NS)), §X�X�LW�WL�¨D�DW�WH�QL (KUB 13.6 ii 9 (OH/NS)), 
3pl.pres.act. §X�HW�WL�DQ�]L (KBo 15.33 ii 14 (OH/MS), KUB 29.7 + KBo 21.41 
rev. 6 (MH/MS), KUB 9.3 i 17 (MS), KBo 3.2 obv. 8, 16 (MH/NS), KBo 3.5 iii 
6, 13 (MH/NS), KUB 1.13 iii 59 (MH/NS), etc.), §X�LW�WL�¨D�DQ�]L (often), §X�X�LW�
WL�¨D�DQ�]L (less often), §X�X�L�LW�WL�¨D�DQ�]L (KUB 2.5 i 8 (NS)), 1sg.pret.act. §X�HW�
WL�¨D�QX�XQ (HKM 71 rev. 28 (MH/MS)), KUB 29.7 + KBo 21.41 obv. 65 
(MH/MS), KBo 2.5 iii 50 (NS), KBo 4.4 iii 32 (NH)), §X�X�L�LW�WL�¨D�QX�XQ (KBo 
2.5 ii 3 (NS)), 3sg.pret.act. §X�HW�WL�¨D�DW (KUB 17.10 iv 14 (OH/MS), KBo 3.64 i 
10 (OH/NS), KBo 3.66, 6 (OH/NS), KBo 19.90 + 3.53 obv. 6 (OH/NS), KBo 
4.12 obv. 17 (NH)), §X�LW�WL�HW (KUB 33.120 i 24 (MH/NS)), §X�LW�WL�DW (KBo 
32.14 iii 10, 28 (MH/MS), Bronzetafel i 23 (NH)), §X�X�LW�WL�LD�DW (KUB 14.4 iv 
15 (NH)), 1pl.pret.act. §X�X�LW�WL�¨D�X�HQ (KUB 13.4 iv 72 (OH/NS)), 3pl.pret.act. 
§X�HW�WL�HU (KUB 29.54 iv 15 (MH/MS)), 2sg.imp.act. §X�HW�WL (KUB 17.10 iv 3 
(OH/MS), KUB 36.75 + 1226/u iii 13 (OH/MS), KUB 29.1 ii 11 (OH/NS)), §X�LW�
WL�¨D (KUB 33.54 + 47 ii 19 (OH/NS), KUB 7.53 iii 8 (NS)), 2pl.imp.act. §X�HW�WL�
¨D�DW�WpQ (HKM 25 obv. 14 (MH/MS)), §X�X�H�]D�DW�WpQ (KUB 58.77 obv. 27, 28 
(NS)), 3pl.imp.act. §X�X�LW�WL�¨D�DG�GX (KBo 10.45 iv 27 (MH/NS)); part. §X�HW�WL�
DQ�W� (OS), §X�HW�WL�¨D�DQ�W� (MH/MS); verb.noun. §X�LW�WH�Hã�ãDU (KUB 27.67 i 
19, iii 25 (MH/NS)), §X�LW�WL[-¨D�]Dã�ãDU (KUB 27.67 ii 20 (MH/NS)); verb.noun. 
§X�HW�WL�¨D�X�DU (KUB 29.7 + KBo 21.41 obv. 60, rev. 4, 16 (MH/MS)), §X�LW�WL�
¨D�X�ÑD�DU (KUB 10.92 i 18 (NS)), gen.sg. §X�LW�WL�¨D�X�Dã (KUB 29.4 ii 18 (NS)), 
§X�X�LW�WL�¨D�X�ÑD�Dã (KUB 29.4 i 73 (NS), KUB 42.106 rev. 10 (NS)), dat.-loc.sg. 
§X�HW�WL�¨D�X�QL (KUB 15.34 iv 61 (MH/MS)); inf.I §X�LW�WL�¨D�X�ÑD�DQ�]L (KUB 
21.19+ ii 20 (NS), KUB 29.4 iii 38, 49 (NS)), §X�LW�WL�¨D�X�DQ�]L (KUB 12.23, 20 
(NS)), [§X�]X�LW�WL�¨D�X�ÑD�DQ�]L (KBo 15.29 iii 8 (NS)), §X�X�LW�WL�¨D�X�DQ�]L 
(KUB 15.31 i 33, ii 41, 48 (MH/NS)); impf. §X�LW�WL�Hã�NH�D� (KBo 13. 64 obv. 12 
(NS)). 
 Derivatives: ©XWWLªDQQD� æ � �� ©XWWLªDQQL�,� ©XLWWLªDQQD� æ � �� ©XLWWLªDQQL� (IIa5) ‘id. 
(impf.)’  (1sg.pres.act. §X�LW�WL�¨D�DQ�QD�D§�§L (KBo 2.9 iv 21 (MH/NS)), 
3sg.pres.act. §X�XW�WL�DQ�QD�L (KBo 17.18 ii 12 (OS)), §X�XW�WL�DQ�QD�D�L (KBo 
17.43 i 3 (fr.), 11 (OS)), §X�HW�WL�¨D�DQ�QD�L (KBo 22.42 obv. 10 (MH/MS)), §X�X�
L�LW�WL�¨D�DQ�QD�L (KUB 32.18 iii 8 (OH/NS)), 1pl.pres.act. [§X�HW�]WL�¨D�DQ�QL�~�H�
QL (KBo 15.10 iii 15 (OH/MS)), 3sg.imp.act. [§X�]HW�WL�¨D�DQ�QD�~ (KUB 36.55 ii 
18 (MH/MS?)); impf. §X�LW�WL�¨D�DQ�QL�Lã�NH�D�,� §X�LW�WL�¨D�DQ�QL�Hã�NH�D�), ò
ó ô ©XWWXOOL� (n.) ‘strand (of wool)’  (nom.-acc.sg. §X�XW�WX�XO�OL, §X�XW�WX�OL, §X�XG�
GX�XO�OL, abl. §X�XG�GX�XO�OL�¨D�D], instr. §X�XW�WX�XO�OL�LW, §X�XG�GX�XO�OL�LW). 
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  PIE *K Þ XH7+�WR, *K Þ X7+�¨H�R� 
  
See Puhvel HED 3: 343f. for attestations. First it should be noted that the sign IT 
can be read LW as well as HW. So the many forms that are spelled §X�IT�W° can stand 
for both §XLWW� as well as §XHWW�. There are a few forms that show plene spellings: 
§X�X�L�IT�WL�¨D�DQ�]L (NS) and §X�X�L�IT�WL�¨D�QX�XQ (NS) show unambiguously 
/Hoit-/, whereas §X�H�IT�WL�DQ�WD (OS), §X�H�IZ�WD (OH/MS) and §X�X�H�]D�DW�WpQ 
(NS) show unambiguously /Hoet-/ (note that the phoneme /o/ is the automatic 
outcome of *X when adjacent to /H/, cf. § 1.3.4.9.f). To explain the occurrence of 
/Hoit-/ besides /Hoet-/, we can use the sound law as cited by Melchert (1994a: 
101): *XH > Hitt. XL before dental consonants. This means that §XHWW� is the 
original form, and that the stem §XLWW� is a later development. In the above 
overview of forms, I have chosen to cite all MS and OS attestations as §X�HW� and 
the NS attestations as §X�LW�,�without claiming that these readings can be proven.  
 We encounter active as well as middle forms, which do not seem to differ 
semantically: both are used transitively ‘to draw (someone / something), to draw 
(someone / something)’ . Occasionally, a middle form is reflexive and denotes ‘to 
recede < *to pull oneself (away)’ . Formally, we encounter three stems: 
§XHWWL¨H�D�,�§XHWW� and §XWWL¨H�D�. The stem §XHWWL¨H�D� is found in both active and 
middle forms, in early times already (3pl.pres.act. §XHWWLDQ]L (OH/MS) and 
3pl.pres.midd. §XHWWLDQWD (OS)). The stem §XHWW� is found much less often, also in 
both active and middle forms (2pl.imp.act. § H]DWWHQ (NS) besides 2sg.pres.midd. 
§XH]WD (OH/MS), 3sg.pret.midd. §XH]]DãWDWL (NS)). It should be noted that in the 
active, it occurs only once (in a NS text), whereas we find several middle forms, 
most of which are attested in OH compositions. The stem §XWWL¨H�D� is found in 
the impf. §XWWL¨DQQD�L� only, but is attested in OS texts. Although the evidence is 
scanty, I think that we have to assume that, originally, the middle paradigm used 
the stem §XHWW�,�whereas in the active the stem §XWWL¨H�D� was used (cf. §DWW� õ ê ö é ë , 
§D]]L¨H�D�è é  for a similar distribution). Already in pre-Hittite times, the full grade 
of the middle was taken over into the active, yielding the stem §XHWWL¨H�D� (with 
§XWWL¨H�D� surviving in the imperfective only), which stem was subsequently taken 
over into the middle paradigm as well. If the noun §XWWXOOL� indeed is derived from 
this verb (which semantically is likely: a ‘strand’  is something that has been 
pulled out of the wool, cf. the figura etymologica in VBoT 24 iii (13) QX�X ã�
ãL NiQ SÍG§X�XW�WX�XO�OL §X�LW�WL�¨D�PL ‘I pluck a strand from it (viz. sheep)’ ), it 
would show another instance of the zero grade stem §XWW�.  
 The consistent spelling with geminate �WW� seems to point to an etymological 
*-W�. Nevertheless, the fact that we do not find assibilation of the dental consonant 
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before *-¨� in the stems §XWW¨H�D� and §XHWWL¨H�D� show that �WW� cannot reflect *-W� 
just like that. It is likely that some laryngeal stood between the dental consonant 
and *-¨�. As Melchert (1984a: 8816) rightly points out, a sequence *-G ê ç ë +� would 
yield Hitt. �WW� as well (cf. PHNNL� < *PH�K Þ �), which means that we can 
mechanically reconstruct §XHWW� � §XWW� as *K Þ XH7+� (initial *K Þ  because *K á  would 
be lost in this position, cf. Kloekhorst fthc.c).  
 The etymological interpretation of this verb is in debate. Melchert (1984a: 8816) 
connects §XHWW� with the root that traditionally is reconstructed *XHG ç � ‘to lead’  
(OIr. IHGLG ‘leads’ , Goth. JD�ZLGDQ ‘to bind’ , Lith. YHG� ‘to lead, to marry’ , OCS 
YHGa ‘to lead’ , YAv. Y DLLHLWL ‘to lead’ , Skt. YDGKg� ‘bride’ ) which he now 
reconstructs as *K Þ XHGK Þ �. According to him, the initial laryngeal is visible in 
Hom. -  ‘having no wedding-present’ , which in his view also shows that 
the dental consonant was *G and that the �GK� in Skt. YDGKg� therefore reflects 
*-GK Þ �,�which then is proof for the second laryngeal as well. There are some flaws 
in this reasoning. First, the circumflex stems Lith. Y G� ‘to lead, to marry’  and 
Slav. *YHG� ‘to lead’  clearly point to *XHG ç � (absence of Winter’ s Law points to 
*' ç

). Semantically, these must belong with OIr. IHGLG ‘leads’ , Goth. JD�ZLGDQ ‘to 
bind’ , YAv. Y DLLHLWL ‘leads’  and Skt. YDGKg� ‘bride’ , which therefore all must go 
back to *XHG ç � as well. This means that Hom. , which unambiguously 
points to a *-G�,�cannot be cognate (but rather belongs with OE ZHRWXPD ‘bride-
price’  and PSl. *Y QR ‘bride-price’  that does show Winter’ s Law and therefore 
must reflect *-G�; the simplex form nom.-acc.pl.n.  (Hom.) ‘bridal gifts’  
rather points to a root with an initial *K ß �, *K ß XHG�, which indicates that  
must be a secondary remodelling of original *  < *Ê�K ß XHG�QR�, p.c. prof. 
Kortlandt). Note that in the reflexes of *XHG ç � ‘to lead’ , there are no indications 
whatsoever for an initial or root-final laryngeal.  
 An alternative etymology could be a connection with Skt. YDGK é � ‘to slay’ , Gr. 

 ‘to push’  that up to now are reconstructed *XHG ç K ß �. If, however, Gr.  
could reflect *  < *K Þ XRG ç K ß �p¨H�,� then we may be allowed to connect this 
with §XHWW� (which then would show that a sequence *-G ç K ß � yields �WW�, but 
compare ND�UD�D�St < *J ç UyEK ß �HL). Semantically, we should especially compare 
Gr.  ‘to push’  with Hitt. §XHWW� ‘to pull, to draw’ .  
 LIV2 assumes that §XHWW� stands isolated in IE and mechanically reconstructs 
*K Þ XHW�. Note however, that this is incorrect: *K Þ XW�¨H�R� should have yielded 
**§X]]L¨H�D�.  
 All in all, I do not dare to take a final decision.  
 
©XHWWLªH�D�: see §XHWW� ê ÷ ÷ ë õ ; §XWWL¨H�D�è é   
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©X©©D� (c.) ‘grandfather’  (Akk. $%%$ $%%$, $%, $%,): nom.sg. §X�X§�§D�Dã, 
acc.sg. §X�X§�§D�DQ, gen.sg. §X�X§�§D�Dã (MH/MS), §X�X�X§�§D�Dã, §X�§D�Dã 
(KUB 19.5 obv. 12 (NS)), §X�X�§[D�Dã] (KUB 11.10, 7 (NS)), dat.-loc.sg. §X�X§�
§L, abl. §X�X§�§D�D], nom.pl. §X�X§�§H�H�Hã, §X�X§�§L�Lã, acc.pl. §X�X§�§L�Lã, §X�
X§�§H�Hã, dat.-loc.pl. §X�X§�§D�Dã. 
 Derivatives: ©X©©DQW� (c.) ‘(great)grandfather’  (nom.pl. §X�X§�§D�DQ�WH�Hã, §X�
X�§D�DQ�WH�Lã). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. © ©D� ‘grandfather’  (abl.-instr. §X�X�§D�WL), ©X©DWDOOD�L� 
‘ancestral’  (nom.-acc.pl.n. §X�§D�GD�DO�OD, §X�X�§D�GD�DO�OD); HLuw. KXKD� (c.) 
‘grandfather’  (nom.sg. /huhas/ AVUS�KD�Vi� �0$5$ù� �� ����� DFF�VJ�� �KXKDQ��
AVUS�KD�QD� �0$5$ù� �� ������ GDW�VJ�� �KXKD�� $986�KD� �0$5$ù� �� ����
KARKAMIŠ A2 §4), nom.pl. /huhantsi/ AVUS-KD�]L (KARABURUN §1, 
KARKAMIŠ A14D §5, BOHÇA §6, §10, Çø)7/ø.� ����� AVUSKX�KD�]L 
(KARKAMIŠ A26D §d)), KXKDQW�L�� (c.) ‘(great)grandfather(?)’  (acc.sg. 
/huhantin/ AVUS�KD�WL�QD� �0$5$ù� �� ������ GDW�-loc.sg. /huhanti/ AVUS-KD�WL 
(KARKAMIŠ A1D §14), nom.pl. /huhantintsi/ AVUS-KD�WL�]L (KARKAMIŠ 
A11E §8), dat.-loc.pl. /huhatants/ AVUS-KD�WD�]D (HAMA 4 §10)), KXKDQWLD� 
(adj.) ‘of the grandfather’  (nom.-acc.pl.n. AVUS�WL�LD (KARKAMIŠ A11D §8, 
13)), KXKDQWXO�L�� (c.) ‘greatgreatgrandfather(?) (acc.sg. /huhantulin/ AVUS-KD�
WX�OL��KD�� �0$5$ù� �� ������� /\F�� XJH� ‘grandfather’  (gen.adj.nom.-acc.pl.n. 
XJDKD). 

 IE cognates: Lat. DYXV, Arm. KDZ ‘grandfather’ , OIc.  ‘greatgrandfather’ , 
Goth. DZR ‘grandmother’ , SCr. ~M N ‘uncle on mother’ s side’ , Lith. DYêQDV ‘uncle 
on mother’ s side’ . 
  PIE *K Þ pXK Þ �V, *K Þ pXK Þ �P, *K Þ XK Þ �yV 
  
See Puhvel HED 3: 355f. for attestations. In Hittite, this word is almost 
consistently spelled §X�X§�§9°, with geminate �§§�,�whereas in CLuwian, we find 
§X�X�§9° and §X�§9° with single �§�,�which corresponds to Lyc. XJH�,�the �J� of 
which reflects a lenited */-h-/.  
 Since Sturtevant (1928c: 163), these words are generally connected with Lat. 
DYXV, Arm. KDZ, etc. ‘grandfather’ . It is clear that Lat. D� and Arm. KD� must 
reflect *K Þ H�,� which corresponds to Hitt. §�. The second �§§� in Hittite 
corresponds to the acute intonation in SCr. ~M N which points to a laryngeal. 
Because *K á  was lost intervocalically (cf. Melchert 1987b: 23f.), it is likely that 
we must reconstruct *K Þ  here as well. All in all, we arrive at a stem *K Þ HXK Þ �. The 
question remains why Hittite shows geminate �§§� where the Luwian languages 
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show single �§�. In my view, this problem can only be solved by assuming that 
this word originally was a root noun. If we reconstruct *K Þ pXK Þ �V, *K Þ pXK Þ �P, 
*K Þ XK Þ �yV, we can explain that on the one hand we find the thematicized stem 
*K Þ pXK Þ �R� in CLuw. § §D�,�Lyc. XJH�,�but also Lat. DYXV, Arm. KDZ, Goth. DZR, 
etc., but on the other a thematicized stem *K Þ XK Þ �y� which regularly yields Hitt. 
§X§§D� without lenition of *-K Þ �. Compare ã §§�,� ãX§§D� for a similar 
thematization.  
 
©XªH�D�å æ : see §XÑDL� é  � §XL�  
 
©XLã�å æ � �� ©Xã� (Ia1) ‘to live; to survive’  (Sum. TI): 3sg.pres.act. §X�Lã�]L (KBo 
12.81 ii 5 (OH/NS)), §X�L�Lã�]L (KUB 6.46 iv 10 (NH)), TI�Hã�]L (KUB 15.30 iii 5 
(NS), KUB 57.116 obv. 18 (NS), KUB 17.12 ii 26 (NS), KUB 15.1 iii 50 (NH), 
KBo 23.117 rev. 14 (NS)), TI�Lã�]L (KUB 6.45 iii 41 (NH)), 2pl.pres.act. §X�L�Lã�
WH�QL (KUB 1.16 iii 37 (OH/NS)), 2sg.imp.act. §X�H�Hã (ABoT 44 i 56 (OH/NS)); 
part. TI-Hã�ãD�DQ�W� (KUB 31.77 i 9 (NH)); impf. §X�Hã�NH�D� (KUB 49.1 iv 17 
(NS)). 
 Derivatives: ©XãQX�å æ , ©XLãQX�å æ , ©XHãQX�å æ  (Ib2) ‘to make recover; to rescue; to 
spare’  (1sg.pres.act. §X�Lã�QX[-PL] (KBo 39.223 rev. 3), 3sg.pres.act. §X�Lã�QX�]L 
(OH/NS), §X�Lã�QX�X]�]L (OH/MS), §X�X�Lã�QX�]L, 1pl.pres.act. §X�Lã�QX�Pp�QL 
(KBo 32.15 ii 18 (MH/MS)), §X�Lã�QX�H�QL (KUB 36.32, 15), 3pl.pres.act. §X�Lã�
QX�DQ�]L, 1sg.pret.act. §X�Lã�QX�QX�XQ (MH/MS), 3sg.pret.act. §X�H�½Hã�¾QX�~�XW 
(KBo 3.28 ii 19), §X�Lã�QX�XW (MH/MS), §X�Xã�QX�XW (KBo 3.36 obv. 9 (OH/NS)), 
3pl.pret.act. §X�Lã�QX�H�HU, 2sg.imp.act. §X�Lã�QX�XW, §X�X�Lã�QX�XW, 3sg.imp.act. 
§X�Lã�QX�XG�GX, 2pl.imp.act. §X�Xã�QX�XW�WpQ (KUB 32.64 ii 14 (MH/NS)); part. 
TI�QX�DQ�W�; impf. §X�Lã�QX�Xã�NH�D�), ©XLãX�� ��©XLãDÓ�,�©XHãX�� ��©XHãDÓ�,�©XãX� 
‘fresh, raw’  (nom.-acc.sg. and pl. §X�H�ãX, §X�H�ã~, §X�X�H�ãX, §X�L�ãX, §X�X�L�ãX, 
§X�ãX (1x), abl. §X�H�ãD�ÑD�D], §X�H�ãD�ÑD�]D, §X�H�ãD�X�ÑD�D], §X�H�ãD�X�ÑD�]D, 
§X�X�H�ãD�ÑD�D], §X�X�H�ãD�ÑD�]D, §X�X�H�ãD�X�ÑD�D], §X�X�H�ãD�X�ÑD�]D, §X�X�L�H�
ãD�X�ÑD�D], §X�L�ãD�ÑD�D], §X�X�L�ãD�X�D], §X�X�L�ãD�ÑD�D], §X�X�L�ãD�ÑD�]D, §X�X�
L�ãD�X�ÑD�]D, §X�X�L�ãD�X�ÑD�D], §X�H�ãX�ÑD�]D, §X�ãX�ÑD�]D, nom.pl.c. §X�X�H�ãD�
X�H�Hã, §X�X�ÑL ø �ãD�X�H�Hã, dat.-loc.pl. §X�L�ãX�ÑD�Dã, §X�L�ãD½�ÑD¾�Dã), ©XãÓH�D�å æ , 
©XLãÓH�D�å æ  (Ic4 > Ic2) ‘to stay alive, to be alive, to survive’  (3sg.pres.act. §X�Lã�~�
H�H]�]L, §X�Lã�~�H]�]L, §X�Lã�ãX�H]�]L, §X�X�Lã�ãX�X�H]�]L, 1pl.pres.act. [§]X�ãX�H�ÑD�
QL, 3sg.pret.act. §X�Lã�ÑD�LW, §X�Lã�ÑD�D�Lã, 2pl.pret.act. §X�Lã�~�H�WH�HQ (MH/MS), 
3pl.pret.act. §X�Lã�ãX�HU (HKM 50 obv. 5 (MH/MS)), §X�X�L�ãX�HU, §X�ãX�H�HU; 
part. §X�ãX�ÑD�DQ�W� (OS), §X�Xã�ÑD�DQ�W�,� §X�Lã�ÑD�DQ�W� (OS), §X�L�ãX�ÑD�DQ�W� 
(OS), §X�Lã�ãX�ÑD�DQ�W� (OS), §X�X�Lã�ÑD�DQ�W�,�§X�X�L�Lã�ÑD�DQ�W�; verb.noun §X�
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Lã�ÑD�D�WDU, §X�Lã�ÑD�WDU, §X�X�Lã�ÑD�WDU, gen.sg. §X�H�Hã�ÑD�DQ�QD�Dã, §X�Lã�ÑD�
DQ�QD�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. §X�Lã�ÑD�DQ�QL, instr. TI�DQ�QL�LW). 
 Anat. cognates: HLuw. KZLVDU (n.) ‘game, wild beasts’  (nom.-acc.sg. 
BESTIA+:,�Vj�UD�L�VD (ALEPPO 2 §5), “ ANIMAL.BESTIA”+:,�VD ø �UD�L (BOHÇA 
§5), +:,�VD ø �UD�L�� (BULGARMADEN §7))), KZLVQDPDªD (n.?) ‘?’  (nom.-
acc.pl.(?) BESTIA+:,�Vi�QD�PD�¨D (ASSUR letter D §10)). 
 IE cognates: Gr. , aor.  ‘to spend the night’ , Skt. YiVDWL ‘to dwell’ , 
TochB ZlV� ‘to rest, to reside’ , Goth. ZLVDQ ‘to be’ . 
  PIE *K Þ ÑHV�,�*K Þ XV� 
  
See Puhvel HED 3: 332f. for attestations. Witihin the verb, we find the stems 
§XLã� and §XHã�. Weitenberg (1984: 108f.) shows that spellings with �H� occur in 
young texts only, which fits our establishment that OH /i/ is lowered to NH /e/ 
before �ã� (cf. § 1.4.8.1.d). In the derivatives of this verb, we find a third stem, 
namely §Xã�,�especially in several OS attestations of §XãÑDQW� (besides §XLãÑDQW�). 
I therefore cite this lemma as §XLã�è é  � §Xã�.  
 Already since Kuryáowicz (1927: 102) this verb is generally derived from the 
PIE root *K Þ XHV� as reflected in e.g. Gr.  ‘to spend the night’ , Skt. YiVDWL ‘to 
dwell’ , Goth. ZLVDQ ‘to be’ . Formally, the development of *K Þ XHV� > OH KXLã� can 
be understood if we apply the sound law as formulated by Melchert (e.g. 1994a: 
101), namely *H between *Ñ and dental consonant > L (also in ÑLWW� besides ÑHWW�).
  Opponents against this etymology (e.g. Weitenberg 1984: 108f., Tischler HEG 
A: 265) point to the Luwian stem §XLW� ‘to live’  (see under the lemma §XLWDU � 
§XLWQ�), and raise the possibility that Hitt. �ã� reflects *-G¨�. Apart from the fact 
that the sound law *G¨ > Hitt. ã is only ascertained for word-initial position, the 
connection with Luw. §XLW� is difficult morphologically. We would have to 
assume a basic stem *§XHG�,�of which a derivative *§XHG�¨X� (but what kind of 
suffix is this *-¨X�?) yielded Hitt. *§XHãX�,�out of which a verbal stem §XHã� was 
back-formed. This does not seem appealing to me. Moreover, the root §XLã� is 
attested in HLuwian as well, which cannot be explained by an assibilation of 
*§XHG�.  
 
©XLWDU���©XLWQ� (n.) ‘game, wild animals’ : nom.-acc.sg. [§X]-L�WD�DU (StBoT 25.19 
obv. 15 (OS)), [§X�L]-WD�DU (StBoT 25.19 obv. 14 (OS)), §X�L�WD�DU (KBo 4.2 i 59 
(OH/NS)), §X�X�L�WDU (KUB 3.94 ii 18 (NS), KUB 8.62 i 2 (NS), etc.), §X�X�H�GD�
DU (KUB 36.67 ii 9 (NS)), gen.sg. §X�LW�QD�Dã (KUB 6.45 iii 16 (NH)) // §X�LW�WD�
Dã (KUB 6.46 iii 56 (NH)), [§]X�LW�QD�Dã (KUB 2.1 ii 16 (OH/NS)), §X�X�LW�QD�Dã 
(KBo 11.40 ii 5 (OH/NS), KUB 33.57 ii 11 (OH/NS), KBo 25.180 rev. 10 
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(OH/NS)), erg.sg. §X�LW�QD�DQ�]D (KBo 9.114, 7 (OH/MS)), instr. §X�X�LW�QL�LW 
(KUB 24.2 ii 15 (NS)), nom.-acc.pl. §X�L�WD�D�DU (ABoT 5+ ii 17 (OS)), §X�L�GD�
D[-DU] (KBo 22.224 obv. 3 (OH/MS)), [§X�] �GD�D�DU (KUB 8.1 iii 10 (OH/NS)), 
§X�X�L�WD�D�DU (KBo 10.23 iii 9 (OH/NS), KBo 10.24 i 11 (OH/NS)). 
 Derivatives: ©XLWQDLPD� ‘?’  (gen.sg. §X�L�LW�QD�L�PD�Dã (KUB 44.61 rev. 17 
(NS))). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. ©XLWDU���©XLWQ� (n.) ‘game, wild animals’  (nom.-acc.sg. 
§X�X�L�WDU�ãD), ©XLWXPDU���©XLWXPQ� (n.) ‘life’  (nom.-acc.sg. §X�L�WX�PDU�ãD, §X�L�
GX�PDU�ãD), ©XLWXPQ ©LW� (n.) ‘vitality: liveliness’  (abl.-instr. §X�L�WXP�QD�D�§L�
WD�WL, §X�L�WXP�PD�QD�§L�WD�WL, §X�X�WX ù �XP�QD�§L�WD�WL), ©XLWÓDO�L�� (adj.) ‘alive, 
living’  (nom.sg.c. §X�L�GX�ÑD�OL�Lã, §X�L�LW�ÑD�OL�Lã, §X�LW�ÑD�D�OL�Lã), ©XLWÓDO ©LW� 
(n.) ‘life’  (nom.-acc.sg. §X�X�LW�ÑD�OD�D�§L�ãD, abl.-instr. §X�X�L�GX�ÑD�OD�D�§L�WD�
WL, §X�L�LW�ÑD�OD�§L½�WD¾�WL, §X�LW�ÑD�OD�§L½�WD¾�WL), ©XLWÓDOLªD� (adj.) ‘of a living 
person’  (nom.sg.c. [§X�]L�LW�ÑD�D�OL�L�Lã, §X�LW�ÑD�OL�Lã, nom.-acc.sg.n. §X�X�L�LW�ÑD�
OL�¨D�DQ, §X�X�L�LW�ÑD�D�OL�¨D�DQ, §X�LW�ÑD�OL�¨D�DQ, [§X�L�]GX�XD½½OD�¾¾OL�¨D�DQ, 
nom.-acc.pl.n. §X�X�L�LW�ÑD[OL�¨D]), ©XLWÓDOXÓDU (n.) ‘being alive’  (nom.-acc.pl.n. 
§X�X�L�GX�X�ÑD�OX�ÑD�UD); HLuw. KZLWDU (n.) ‘game, wild animals’  (nom.-acc.sg. 
BESTIA+:,�WDUD�L (MARAù� �� ������� KZLWQLD� (adj.) ‘of the wild animals(?)’  
(nom.-acc.sg.n. +:,�Wj�QL�¨D�]D��ù,5=,������� 
 IE cognates: ON YLWQLU ‘creature’ . 
  PIE *K Þ XpLG�U � *K Þ XLG�Q�yV. 
  
See Puhvel HED 3: 352f. for attestations. Puhvel cites the word as “ §XHGDU, 
§XLWDU” , but in the overview above we can see that almost all words are spelled 
with �L� (note that the sign IT can be read LW as well as HW and therefore is non-
probative), including OS ones. The only form with �H�,�§X�X�H�GD�DU (KUB 36.67 
ii 9) is found in a NS text and therefore may not be phonetically relevant. Puhvel 
cites another form with �H�,�namely gen.sg. “ §X�~�H�LG�QD�DV”  (KUB 1.16 ii 46 
(OH/NS)), but it should be noted that this form is crucially broken ([...]~�H�HW�QD�
Dã ...), and that its context is not fully clear. Moreover, it would be one of the very 
few examples where we would find the sign ÏU followed by Ú in Hittite (cf. 
§ 1.3.9.4.f), and I therefore do not follow Puhvel’ s restoration.  
 This word is remarkable because it inflects §XLWDU � §XLWQ�,� showing a cluster 
�WQ� whereas in e.g. abstract nouns in � WDU � � QQ� the cluster *-WQ� assimilated to 
�QQ�. It therefore has been claimed that the word in fact is a Luwianism. Because 
of the OS attestations, this seems unlikely to me. Puhvel (l.c.) ingenuously 
remarks that in §XLWDU � §XLWQ� the cluster �WQ� must reflect *-GQ� (with *-G� as 
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visible in nom.-acc.sg. §XLWDU, CLuw. §XLWXPDU, §XLWÑDOL�,�etc.) and that *-GQ� did 
not assimilate (unlike *-WQ� > �QQ�), as is clear from XWQ  � XWQL� ‘land’  (q.v.).  
 In Hittite, the word §XLWDU � §XLWQ� does not have cognates (apart perhaps from 
the unclear hapax §X�L�LW�QD�L�PD�Dã), whereas in CLuwian the root §XLG� is wider 
spread, and seems to denote ‘life, to live’  (cf. e.g. §XLWXPDU ‘life’ , §XLWÑDO�L�� 
‘alive, living’ ). This meaning resembles the meaning of Hitt. §XLã� ‘to live’  a lot, 
and it therefore has been assumed that §XLG� and §XLã� in fact are cognate. See at 
§XLã�è é  � §Xã� for the problems regarding this assumption. It cannot be denied, 
however, that at least in HLuwian the roots KZLW� and KZLV� were synchronically 
connected, as is apparent from the fact that we find KZLVDU � KZLVQ� besides 
KZLWDU � KZLWQ�,�both meaning ‘game, wild animals’ .  
 Puhvel (HED 3: 355) etymologically connects §XLWDU � §XLWQ� with ON YLWQLU 
‘creature’ , which would point to a root *K Þ XHLG�. For Hittite, this means that we 
can reconstruct a formation *K Þ XpLG�U � *K Þ XLG�Q�yV.  
 
©XLWW�LªH�D����see §XHWW�L¨H�D��,�§XWWL¨H�D�  
 
©XOOD�: see §XOOH�è é  � §XOO�  
 ô�ú û ©XO OL� (n.) ‘distaff’ : nom.-acc.sg. §X�OD�D�OL, §X�X�OD�OL, §X�OD�OL. 
 Derivatives: ©XO OLªH�D�å æ  (Ic1) ‘to entwine, to encircle’  (1sg.pres.act. §X�OD�D�OL�
H�PL (OS), §X�OD�D�OL�¨D�PL (OS), 3sg.pres.act. §X�OD�D�OL�H�][L] (OS), §X�OD�D�OL�
H]�]L (OS), §X�OD�D�OL�D]�]L, §X�OD�OL�¨D�D]�]L, §X�X�OD�OL�H�H]�]L, §X�X�OD�OL�H]�]L, 
§X�X�OD�D�OL�H]�]L, [§X�]XO�OD�OL�¨D�D]�]L (1x), 3pl.pres.act. §X�OD�OL�DQ�]L, §X�X�OD�
D�OL�¨D�DQ�]L, §X�X�OD�OL�DQ�]L, §X�X�OD�OL�¨D�DQ�]L, 1sg.pret.act. §X�X�OD�OL�¨D�QX�XQ; 
3sg.pres.midd. §X�OD�OL�¨D�DW�WD�UL, 3sg.pret.midd. §X�X�OD�OL�HW�WD�DW (MH/MS); 
part. §X�OD�OL�DQ�W� (OS), §X�X�OD�OL�DQ�W�; verb.noun §X�X�OD�OL�¨D�X�ÑD�DU 
(MH/MS); impf. §X�X�OD�D�OL�Hã�NH�D�,� §X�X�OD�OL�Lã�NH�D�), ©XODOLHããDU� ��
©XODOLHãQ� (n.) ‘encirclement’  (nom.-acc.sg. §X�OD�OL�Hã�ãDU (OH/NS), dat.-loc.sg. 
§X�X�OD�OL�Hã�QL), ©XO©XOLªH�D� (Ic1) ‘to embrace, to wrestle’  (3sg.pres.act. §X�XO�
§X�OL�¨D�]L, 3sg.pret.act. §X�XO�§X�OL�¨D�DW, 3pl.imp.act. §X�XO�§X�OL�DQ�GX; part. §X�
XO�§X�OL�¨D�DQ�W�; verb.noun §X�XO�§X�OL�¨D�ÑD�DU), ©XO©XO�Lª�D� ‘wrestling’  (dat.-
loc.sg. §X�XO�§X�OL�¨D, §X�XO�§X�OL ß�Þ �¨D, §X�XO�§X�OD). 
  
See Puhvel HED 3: 361f. for attestations. The interpretation of GIŠ§XO OL� as 
‘distaff’  is especially based on the fact that it is used in combination with 
GIŠ§XHãD� ‘spindle’ , e.g. in KBo 6.34 ii (42) QX TÚG âÈ MUNUS GIŠ§X�OD�D�OL 
GIŠ§X�H�ãD�DQ�Q D (43) ~�GD�DQ�]L ‘They bring a woman’ s clothe, a distaff and a 
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spindle’ . For formal reasons, it is obvious that the verb §XO OL¨H�D�ü ý  ‘to entwine, to 
enwrap’  is derived from it, which is supported by the figura etymologica KUB 
59.2 ii (8) QX ]D NiQ GIŠ§X�OD�OL §X�OD�OL�¨D�D]�]L ‘He enwraps the distaff’ . Since 
the distaff is the staff around which the wool was wound from which a thread was 
spun that then was wound around the spindle, it is likely that §XO OL is cognate 
with the root *§XO� ‘wool’  as visible in §XODQD� ‘wool’  and §XOL¨D� ‘wool’ . See 
under §XODQD� for further etymology.  
 
©XODQD� (c.) ‘wool’  (Sum. SÍG): acc.sg. SÍG�DQ, dat.-loc.sg. §X�X�OD�[Q(L)] (KBo 
3.8 iii 8), [(§X�X�OD�)Q]L (KBo 3.8 iii 26), instr. SÍG�QL�LW. 
 Derivatives: ©XOLªD� (c.) ‘wool’  (nom.sg. §X�OL�¨D�Dã). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. ©XODQD�L� (c.) ‘wool’  (nom.sg. SÍG�OD�QL�Lã, abl.-instr. 
SÍG�WL). 
  
The word for ‘wool’  is almost always spelled sumerographically with the sign 
SÍG. On the basis of parallel texts, two phonetic spellings have been discovered. 
On the one hand, the parallel texts KBo 11.10 ii (29) UDU

þ
I.A�Dã §X�OL�¨D�Dã // 

KBo 11.72 ii (33) UDU
þ

I.A�Dã SÍG�Dã ‘wool of the sheep’ , show a spelling 
§XOL¨D�. On the other, the parallel texts KUB 26.50 i (25) K R URU? ÍDSÍG�QD 
URU,U�§D�DQ�WD[(�Dã URU.L�)]LJ�JL�LS�UD�Dã // KUB 26.43 i (31) KUR URU Í[D]ÏX�
OD�QD URU,U�§D�DQ�GD�Dã URU.L�LN�NL�LS�UD�Dã, show a phonetic spelling §XODQD�. 
This latter reading also fits the occasional phonetic complements to SÍG: instr. 
SÍG�QL�LW (KUB 24.10 iii 13, KUB 24.11 iii 11). A full phonetic spelling §XODQD� 
may be visible in the following difficult passage, if a translation ‘wool’  would be 
justified here.  

 
KBo 3.8 iii  
  (6)                                                         SiU�WL�DQ�]D §D�D�UD�Dã[MUŠEN?]  
  (7) §D�PL�LN�WD [ãD�P]D�DQ�NX�~U�ÑD�GX�Xã NiQ MUŠ

þ
I.A�Xã  

  (8) DQ�GD §X�X�OD�[Q(L) ]§D�PL�LN�WD  
...  
(24)                                                                                         SiU�WL�DQ�]L  
(25) [§D�D�UD�DãM]UŠEN OD�D�DW�WD�DW ãD�PD�DQ�NX�~U�ÑD�DQ�WH�Hã MUŠ

þ
I.A  

(26) [(§X�X�OD�)Q]L OD�D�DW�WD�DW�
 
 ‘He bound the S. eagle, he bound the bearded snakes in §. ... He released the S. 

eagle, he released the bearded snakes in §.’   
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In CLuwian, we find a nom.sg. SÍG�OD�QL�Lã (KUB 25.39 iv 6) that seems to 
belong with Hitt. §XODQD� and then must be read as §XODQLã.  
 All in all, we must assume two words for wool, namely §XOL¨D� and §XODQD�. 
Because of their formal similarity, it is likely that both are derived from a root 
§XO� ‘wool’ , which then possibly also underlies §XO OL� ‘distaff’  (q.v.) and its 
derivatives §XODOL¨H�D�ü ý  ‘to entwine’ .  
 Since Friedrich (1961), §XODQD� has been compared with the words for ‘wool’  in 
the other IE languages: Skt. gU� �,�Gr. , Lat. O QD�,�Goth. ZXOOD, Lith. YuOQD, 
etc. If we leave the Anatolian forms out of consideration, these forms point to 
*XOK ÿ QHK � �. On the basis of Hitt. §XODQD� this reconstruction is now widely 
adapted to *K � XOK ÿ QHK � �. There are some problems, however. First, the 
development of *K � XOK ÿ Q� to Gr.  is not easy to explain. If the form 
vocalized as *K � Ñ�K ÿ Q�,�we would in principle expect ** -. Secondly, if Hitt. 
§XODQD� reflects *K � XOK ÿ Q�,�the �D� is unexpected. It has been claimed that §XODQD� 
stands for /Holna-/ (cf. Melchert 1994a: 65), but then we should rather expect a 
spelling **§X�XO�QD�. Thirdly, if §XODQD� and §XOL¨D� together with §XODOL� point to 
a root §XO�,�this §XO� does not fit *K � XOK ÿ �, which should have yielded **§XOO�. So, 
all in all, if the PIE word for ‘wool’  was *K � XOK ÿ QHK � �,� I would have rather 
expected Hitt. /huLna-/, which should have been spelled either **§X�XO�QD� or 
**§X�XO�OD�QD� but not §X�OD�QD� as attested.  
 Kronasser (1967: 45) rather connects §XO� with a Hurrian noun *§XO�D�� ‘wool’  
which is only attested as a loanword in Akk. §XO�O�DQX, a piece of clothing made 
of wool, which is used in texts from Nuzi and Alala§.  
 
©XOOH�� � � ��©XOO� (Ia1 > Ic1, IIa1 ) ‘to smash, to defeat’ : 2sg.pres.act. §X�XO�OD�ãL 
(KUB 37.223 rev. 5 (OS)), 3sg.pres.act. §X�XO�OH�H]�][L] (KUB 29.32, 4 (OS)), §X�
XO�OH�H][-]L] (KUB 29.32, 5 (OS)), §X�XO�OH[-H]�]L] (KBo 3.22 obv. 35 (OS)), §X�
XO�OH�H]�]L (KUB 34.53 rev. 9 (MS), KUB 40.54 rev. 2 (NS), (IBoT 3.131, 5 
(NS)), §X�XO�OH�]L (KBo 20.82 ii 27 (OH/NS)), §X�XO�OD�D]�]L (KUB 37.223 obv. 4 
(OS)), §X�X�XO�OD�D]�]L (KBo 6.26 ii 11 (OH/NS)), §X�XO�[(OH�H�H]�]L)] (KBo 3.22 
obv. 34 (OS) // §X�XO�OH�H�H]�]L KUB 36.98a obv. 5 (OH/NS))), §X�X�XO�OL�¨D�D]�]L 
(KBo 6.26 ii 12 (OH/NS)), §X�XO�OL�¨D�D]�]L (KBo 4.10 obv. 46 (NH)), §X�XO�OD�L 
(KBo 6.28 rev. 29 (NH), KUB 31.59 iii 26 (NS)), §X�XO�OD�D�L (KBo 6.29 iii 42 
(NH), KUB 26.50 rev. 9 (NH)), 2pl.pres.act. [§X?�]XO�OD�DW�WH�QL (KUB 26.34 rev. 
5 (NH)), 3pl.pres.act. §X�XO�OD�DQ�]L (KUB 17.21 iv 19 (MH/MS), KBo 6.3 ii 12 
(OH/NS), KUB 35.148 iv 7 (OH/NS)), §X�X�XO�OD�DQ�]L (KBo 6.5 iii 8 (OH/NS)), 
1sg.pret.act. §X�XO�OD�QX�XQ (KBo 3.22 obv. 11, 15 (OS), KUB 31.64 iii 10 
(OH/NS), KBo 2.5 ii 11 (NH), KBo 5.8 iii 29 (NH), KUB 33.106 iv 13 (NH)), 
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§X�XO�OD�D�QX[-XQ] (KUB 23.21 iii 28 (MH/NS)), §X�XO�OL�¨D�QX�XQ (KBo 10.2 i 
35, ii 16 (fr.) (OH/NS), KUB 23.33, 5 (OH/NS), KBo 3.6 ii 9 (NH), KUB 1.1 ii 
25 (NH), KUB 14.3 i 25 (NH)), 3sg.pret.act. §X�XO�OH�HW (KUB 36.99 rev. 4 (OS), 
KBo 3.38 obv. 15 (fr.), 31 (OH/NS), KBo 22.2 rev. 8 (OH/MS), KBo 3.1 i 29 
(OH/NS), KBo 3.46 obv. 25 (OH/NS), KUB 12.26 ii 23 (NS), KUB 19.11 iv 39 
(NH)), §X�XO�OL�L�H�HW (KUB 14.15 i 29 (NH)), §X�XO�OL�¨D�DW (KBo 2.5 + 16.17 iii 
40 (NH), KBo 14.3 iv 33 (NH), KUB 14.22 i 6 (NH), KUB 19.18 i 28 (NH)), §X�
X�XO�OL�¨D�DW (KUB 19.8 iii 30 (NH)), §X�XO�OL�Lã (KBo 3.38 rev. 24 (OH/NS)), §X�
XO�OD�Dã (Bronzetafel i 98 (NH)), 1pl.pret.act. §X�XO�OX�Pp�HQ (KUB 23.21 obv. 29 
(MH/NS)), §X�XO�OX�XP�PH�[HQ] (KBo 3.15, 6 (NS)), §X�X�XO�OL�¨D�X�HQ (KUB 
23.16 iii 9 (MH/NS)), 3pl.pret.act. §X�XO�OH�HU (KUB 31.124 ii 12 (MH/MS), KBo 
3.18 rev. 8 (OH/NS), KBo 3.38 obv. 32 (OH/NS)), §X�XO�OL�H�HU (KBo 3.16 rev. 2, 
3, 4 (OH/NS)), 3sg.imp.act. §X�XO�OD�DG�GX (KUB 35.148 iv 8 (OH/NS)); 
3pl.pres.midd. §X�XO�OD�DQ�WD�UL (KUB 17.28 iv 45 (MH/NS)), 3sg.pret.midd. [§X�
XO�]OD�DW�WD�WL (KBo 3.29, 14 (OH/NS)) // §X[-XO�OD�DW�WD�WL] (KBo 8.41, 4 
(OH/NS)), §X�XO�OD�WD�DW (KUB 14.17 ii 29 (NH)), 3sg.imp.midd. §X�OD�GD�UX 
(KBo 3.29, 15 (OH/NS), KBo 8.41, 5 (OH/NS)); part. §X�XO�OD�DQ�W� (KUB 24.8 ii 
18 (OH/NS)); impf. §X�XO�OL�Lã�NH�D�. 
 Derivatives: ©XOO WDU (n.) ‘infliction’  (nom.-acc.sg. §X�XO�OD�D�WDU, §X�XO�OD�WDU), 
©XOOXPDU (n.) ‘defeat’  (nom.-acc.sg. §X�X�XO�OX�PDU (KBo 14.4 i 28 (NH)), 
©XOODQ]D� (c.) ‘defeat’  (acc.sg. §X�XO�OD�DQ�]D�DQ (OS)), ©XOODQ]DL� (c.) 
‘infliction, defeat’  (nom.sg. §X�XO�OD�DQ�]D�Lã, §XO�OD�DQ�]D�Lã, acc.sg. §X�XO�OD�DQ�
]D�LQ), ©XOODQ]DWDU� ��©XOODQ]DQQ� (n.) ‘infliction, defeat’  (nom.-acc.sg. §X�XO�OD�
DQ�]D�WDU, §X�X�XO�OD�DQ�]D�WDU, §X�XO�OD�D�DQ�]D�WDU, dat.-loc.sg. §X�XO�OD�DQ�]D�
DQ�QL), ©XOODQ]HããDU���©XOODQ]HãQ� (n.) ‘infliction’  (dat.-loc.sg. §X�XO�OD�DQ�]L�Hã�
QL, abl. §X�XO�OD�DQ�]L�Hã�QD�D]). 
  PIE *K � XHOK ÿ �: *K � XO�Qp�K ÿ �WL, *K � XO�Q�K ÿ �pQWL 
  
See Puhvel HED 3: 363f. for attestations. In the oldest texts (OS), we often find 
the spelling §X�XO�LI�IZ�]L and §X�XO�LI�IT, which are ambiguous regarding their 
interpretation. Because the sign LI can be read OL as well as OH, the sign IZ can be 
read L] as well as H] and the sign IT can be read LW as well as HW, the spelling §X�XO�
LI�IZ�]L could in principle be read §XOOL]]L, §XOOLH]]L or §XOOH]]L, and similarly §X�
XO�LI�IT as §XOOLW, §XOOLHW or §XOOHW. A reading §XOOLH� (i.e. /HoLie-/) in my view is 
not likely, as there are no other examples of the stem §XOOL¨H�D� in OS or MS texts 
(but note that in NS texts we do find §XOOL¨H�D� and the corresponding 
unambiguous spellings §X�XO�OL�L�H�HW /HoLiét/). The choice between §XOOL� and 
§XOOH� is difficult, however. On the basis of the fact that §XOOH�L� seems to alternate 
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with §XOOD�,�I assume that we have to read §XOOH� since an alternation H : D is better 
understandable than an alternation L : D.  
 As already mentioned, this verb shows quite a wide variaty of stems. Already in 
OS texts, we find different stems: 3sg.pres.act. §XOOH]]L and 3sg.pret.act. §XOOHW 
show a stem §XOOH�ü ý , whereas 2sg.pres.act. §XOODãL, 3sg.pres.act. §XOOD]L and 
1sg.pret.act. §XOODQXQ show a stem §XOOD�ü ý . A stem §XOOL¨H�D�ü ý  is found in NS texts 
only, and clearly must be secondary. The same goes for the occasional §L-
inflected forms 3sg.pres.act. §XOO L, 3sg.pret.act. §XOODã and §XOOLã (all based on 
the stems §XOOD� and §XOOL�). A stem §XOO� is found in 1pl.pret.act. §XOOXPHQ 
(MH/NS), §XOOXPPH[Q] (NS) and derivative §XOOXPDU (NH), which are all from 
NS texts and therefore at first sight do not seem to be of much value. The 
interpretation of 3pl.pres.act. §XOODQ]L (OH/MS) is less certain. It could in 
principle show a stem §XOOD�,�but in my view, a stem §XOO� is much more likely, 
which would give more value to the forms §XOOXPHQ and §XOOXPDU as well. So all 
in all, I regard the stems §XOOH�ü ý , §XOOD�ü ý  and §XOO� as original, but it should be 
noted that in OS texts the stem §XOOH�ü ý  is more numerous than §XOOD�ü ý . This 
situation reminds of the verb ]LQQL�ü ý  � ]LQQ� ‘to finish’  that also occasionally 
shows a stem ]LQQD� in OS texts already. I therefore think that it is possible that 
§XOOH��§XOOD��§XOO� should be judged similar to ]LQQL�ü ý  � ]LQQ�,�which would mean 
that the original ablaut is §XOOH�ü ý  � §XOO� (which is the reason for me to cite this 
verb thus in this lemma). The stem §XOOD� probably arose in analogy to stems in 
�¨H�D� or �ãNH�D� where �H� alternates with �D�.  
 As I have argued in detail under its own lemma, ]LQQL�ü ý  � ]LQQ� reflects an Q-
infixed stem of the root *WLHK ÿ � : *WL�QH�K ÿ � � *WL�Q�K ÿ �. Applying this structure to 
§XOOH�ü ý  � §XOO�,�we have to reconstruct *KXO�QH�K ÿ � � *KXO�Q�K ÿ �. Because the cluster 
*-OQ� assimilates to Hitt. *-OO� (cf. Melchert 1994a: 81f.), the regular outcomes are 
Hitt. §XOO � � §XOO� (note however, that in the case of ]LQQL� that unambiguously 
must have �L�,�the vowel *- � < *-HK ÿ � apparently was raised to �L�).  
 All these considerations lead to reconstructing the root as *K � XHOK ÿ � (the initial 
*K �  is obligatory because *K �  would not have been retained as §� in this position, 
cf. Kloekhorst fthc.c). Note that this reconstruction precludes a connection with 
ÑDO§� ‘to hit, to strike’  (q.v.), which must reflect *ÑHOK � �.  
 As cognates, one could think of OIr. IROOQDGDU ‘to rule’  (*�+�XO�QH�+�), Lat. 
XDOH  ‘to be powerful’  (*�+�XO+�¨H�R�) and, with a *-G � �extension, Lith. YpOGX ‘to 
own’ , Goth. ZDOGDQ ‘to rule’  and OCS YODGa ‘to rule’ .  
 
©XOOL�: see §XOOH�ü ý  � §XOO�  
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©XOLªD� ‘wool’ : see at §XODQD�  
 
©XOOLªH�D�� �  : see §XOOH�ü ý  � §XOO�  
 
©XOGDODH�� � �: see §XÑDQWDODH�ü ý   
 ��� �

©XOXNDQQL� (c.) ‘coach, carriage’ : nom.sg. §X�OX�JD�DQ�QL�Lã (OH/NS), acc.sg. 
§X�OX�ND�DQ�QL�LQ (OH/NS), §X�X�OX�ND�DQ�QL�LQ (OH/NS), §X�OX�JD�DQ�QL�LQ 
(MS), §X�X�OX�JD�DQ�QL�LQ (OH/NS), §X�OX�JD�DQ�QL�HQ (OH/NS), gen.sg. §X�OX�
JD�DQ�QD�Dã (MH/MS), dat.-loc.sg. §X�OX�ND�DQ�QL�¨D (OS), §X�OX�JD�DQ�QL�¨D 
(OS), §X�X�OX�JD�DQ�QL�¨D (OH/NS), §X�OX�ND�DQ�QL (MS), §X�OX�JD�DQ�QL 
(MH/MS, OH/NS), §X�X�OX�ND�DQ�QL (OH/NS), §X�X�OX�JD�DQ�QL (NS), abl. §X�OX�
JD�D[Q�QL�D]] (OS), §X�OX�JD�DQ�QL�¨D�D] (MS), §X�X�OX�JD�DQ�QL�D] (NS), §X�OX�
ND�D�DQ�QD�D] (MH/MS), §X�OX�JD�D�DQ�QD�]D (MH/MS), §X�OX�JD�DQ�QD�D] 
(OH/NS), §X�OX�JD�QD�D] (MH/MS), §X�X�OX�JD�DQ�QD�D] (OH/NS), §X�OX�JD�DQ�
QD�]D (OH/NS), §X�OX�JD�DQ�QD�D]�]D (OH/NS), instr. §X�OX�JD�DQ�QL�LW (NS), §X�
X�OX�JD�DQ�QL�LW (OH/NS). 
  
See Puhvel HED 3: 370f. for attestations. All attestations are spelled with either 
§X�OX� or §X�X�OX�,�but on the tablet KBo 22.181 we come across a spelling §D�OX� 
twice, namely rev. 2 and 4. In my view, both forms must be regarded as copy 
mistakes (possible reading a squeezed ÏU+U (+�) as ÏA (e), cf. the incorrect 
PÍ (Å) instead of GA (�) in rev. (2) [...] GIŠ§D�OX�St�DQ[-...], which clearly 
must be GIŠ§D�OX�JD!�DQ[-...]).  
 The oldest forms of this word show an L-stem §XOXNDQQL�,�but we encounter D�
stem forms as well, from the MH period onwards already. In an OAss. text from 
Kültepe, AKT 1.14, we come across the forms acc. pl. §X�OX�Nj�QL and gen.sg. §L�
OX�Nj�QL�LP, which would seem to point to a pronunciation [hlu-]. According to 
Puhvel (l.c.), this speaks in favour of Laroche’ s derivation (1960: 125) from 
§DOXJD� ‘message’ , of which an interpretation /Hluga-/ seems certain. Note that 
on the basis of this derivation, Laroche translates §XOXNDQQL� as “ voiture de 
poste” . First it should be noted that there is no contextual evidence that 
§XOXNDQQL� has anything to do with postal services. Secondly, the OAssyrian 
forms cannot be equated with §XOXNDQQL� on semantic grounds (cf. Dercksen 
(fthc.), who assumes that these words are the OAssyrian adaptations of Hitt. 
§DOXJD� (q.v.)). Moreover, it is in my view hard to explain why §DOXND� is 
consistently spelled with §D� whereas §XOXNDQQL� is always spelled with §X� if 
both words would have the same phonetic shape, namely /Hlu°/. I therefore do 
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not accept this etymology. In my view, it is likely that §XOXNDQQL� is of a non-IE 
origin.  
 
© PDQW�� (adj.) ‘every, each, all; whole entire’ : nom.sg.c. §X�X�PD�DQ�]D (OS), 
acc.sg.c. §X�X�PD�DQ�GD�DQ (OS), §X�X�PD�DQ�WD�DQ (MH/MS), nom.-acc.sg. §X�
X�PD�DQ (OS), §X�PD�DQ (KBo 3.7 i 15, KBo 10.45 iii 54, KBo 18.72 l.edge 5), 
§X�PD�D�Q� ã�ãD�DQ (KBo 5.1 iii 16), gen.sg. §X�X�PD�DQ�GD�Dã (OS), §X�X�PD�
DQ�WD�Dã, [§]X�X�PD�DQ�GD�D�Dã (KUB 24.4 rev. 5), dat.-loc.sg. §X�X�PD�DQ�WL 
(OS), §X�X�PD�DQ�WL�L (KBo 4.4 iv 13, VBoT 120 ii 22), §X�X�PD�DQ�WH (KUB 
24.9 ii 31, KUB 13.2 iv 10, KUB 13.1 iv 14), §X�X�PD�DQ�WL�¨D, abl. §X�X�PD�DQ�
GD�D], §X�X�PD�DQ�GD�]D, §X�X�PD�DQ�WD�D], §X�X�PD�DQ�WD�]D, instr. §X�X�PD�
DQ�WH�HW (OS), §X�X�PD�DQ�WL�LW (OS), nom.pl.c. §X�X�PD�DQ�WH�Hã (OS), §X�X�PD�
DQ�WH�Hã ÿ
	 , §X�X�PD�DQ�WL�Lã, acc.pl.c. §X�X�PD�DQ�GX�Xã (OS), nom.-acc.pl.n. §X�
X�PD�DQ�GD (OS), §X�X�PD�DQ�WD (OS), §X�X�PD�DQ�WL (KUB 32.123 ii 41), gen.pl. 
§X�X�PD�DQ�GD�DQ (KUB 10.15 iv 29 (OH/NS)), §X�X�PD�DQ�GD�Dã, §X�X�PD�DQ�
GD�D�Dã, dat.-loc.pl. §X�X�PD�DQ�GD�Dã, §X�X�PD�DQ�WD�Dã, §X�X�PD�DQ�GD�D�Dã; 
broken §X�PD[-DQ�...] (KBo 39.58, 4 (MS)). 
 IE cognates: ?Skt. XEKi� ‘both’ . 
  PIE *K � X�ÑHQW� ? 
  
See Puhvel HED 3: 373f. for attestations. The adjective is almost consistently 
spelled with plene �X�. In my files, I have found only 5 instances of a spelling §X�
PD� (of which the forms of KBo 10.45 iii 54 and KBo 18.72 l.edge 5 are written 
on the edge of the tablet, which makes it possible that they are reduced spellings 
due to lack of space) vs. 846 instances of the spellings §X�X�PD�. This seems to 
point to a phonological form /Hómant-/. The word denotes ‘every, each’  but also 
‘whole, entire’ .  
 An etymological interpretation of this adjective is difficult. If we analyse the 
word as containing the suffix �DQW� (like e.g. GDSLDQW� besides GDSL� ‘all, every, 
each’ ), we are left with a stem § P�. This § P� has been etymologically 
connected with Lat. RPQLV (first by Holma 1916: 54-5), but formally this 
connection does not work. If we analyse § PDQW� as having a suffix *-ÑDQW�,�
however, we could assume that it goes back to *§X�ÑDQW� ‘having §X�’ . Puhvel 
(l.c.) proposes to connect this §X� with Skt. XEKi� ‘both’  and reconstructs *K � X�
ÑHQW� ‘*having both > having all’ . Semantically as well as formally, this 
etymology is certainly possible. It remains awkward, however, that no other 
cognates of the element *K � X� are known.  
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�©©XQ (1sg.pret.act.-ending of the §L-flection) 
  
This ending is normally spelled °&�§X�XQ and °9§�§X�XQ, but we encounter a 
spelling �§X�X�XQ several times ([D]U�§X�X�XQ (KBo 19.76 i 15), §DO�]L�L§�§X�X�XQ 
(KUB 6.46 iii 62), ãX�XS�St�¨D�D§�§X�X�XQ (KBo 12.85+ i 26), GD�D§�§X�X�XQ 
(ibid. i 34), WDU�QD�D§�§X�X�XQ (KUB 31.52 obv. 13)), which indicates that 
phonologically this ending was /-Hon/. This ending belongs to the §L-conjugation 
and therewith stands in contrast to the PL-ending ��Q�XQ. In the younger texts we 
find a few original §L-verbs in which ending �§§XQ has been replaced by the PL-
ending ��Q�XQ: D�DQ�ãX�XQ (MH/NS) instead of ** Qã§XQ, §D�PD�DQ�NX�XQ 
(MH/NS) instead of **§DPDQN§XQ, §D�D�ãX�XQ (NS) instead of §D�D�Dã�§X�XQ. If 
OD�D�§X�XQ (MS) ‘I poured’  is to be regarded as such a case as well (so instead of 
expected **O §X§§XQ, although we cannot rule out the possibility that this latter 
form regularly yielded O §XQ anyway), then we must conclude that this 
development started in MH times already. It must be noted that no PL-inflecting 
verb ever shows the ending �§§XQ.  
 If we compare the 1sg.pret.act.-endings in the other Anatolian languages, where 
we find Pal. �§§D, Luw. ��§�§D and Lyc. � D, it is clear that we must reconstruct a 
PAnat. ending */-Ha/ (with �D because of Lyc. �D). In Hittite, we are apparently 
dealing with a conflation between this PAnat. */-Ha/ and the PL-ending �XQ < 
*°&-P.  
 It should be noted that the ending �§§XQ always shows geminate �§§�,�whereas 
the corresponding Luwian ending shows �§§D as well as �§D, depending on 
whether or not the �§§� stood in leniting position. In Hittite, the unlenited variant 
was generalized.  
 
©XQL�Q�N�� � � (Ib3) ‘to batter, to bash, to crack’ : 3sg.pres.act. §X�X�QL�LN�]L (OS, 
often), §X�~�QL�LN�]L (KBo 6.2 i 16 (OS)); 3sg.pres.midd. §X�QL�LN�WD�UL, §X�X�QL�
LN�WD�UL, 3sg.pret.midd. §X�X�QL�LN�WD�DW, §X�QL�LN�WD�DW; part. §X�X�QL�LQ�NiQ�W� 
(OS), §X�X�QL�NiQ�W� (KBo 6.2 i 15 (OS) // KBo 6.5 i 3 (OH/NS)); verb.noun 
§X�[X�]QL�NL�Lã�ãD�[DU] (KBo 1.51 rev. 15 (NS)). 
  PIE *K � X�QH�J � � � � 
  
See Puhvel HED 3: 381 for attestations. The verb clearly belongs to the nasal 
infix verbs that show the element �QLQ�. As with all these verbs, the original 
distribution is that the second �Q� drops in front of �N&�. It is odd, however, that 
the OS attestation §X�X�QL�NiQ�]D (KBo 6.2 i 15) does not follow this rule: the 
regular form §X�X�QL�LQ�NiQ�]D is found in the same paragraph (KBo 6.2 i 14). 
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Possibly, the spelling §X�X�QL�NiQ�]D was caused by lack of space (in the 
handcopy we can see that the last words of the sentence that it occurs in are 
squeezed onto the tablet to fit the line). The NS attestation § QLNLããDU does not fit 
the rule either, but this is probably due to the fact that the original distribution 
(�LQN9� vs. �LN&�) was lost in NH times (cf. the paradigm of OL�Q�N�ü ý ).  
 The word is occasionally spelled with plene �X�,�which points to a phonological 
interpretation /Honink-/ (with the phoneme /o/ that is the regular outcome of *X 
adjacent to /H/). Once, it is spelled with plene �~�,�namely §X�~�QL�LN�]L (KBo 6.2 
i 16 (OS)). Apart from the fact that on the same tablet the verb occurs spelled §X�
X�QL� as well (§X�X�QL�NiQ�]D and §X�X�QL�LQ�NiQ�]D as cited above), this form is 
the only instance known to me in all the Hittite texts where we find a sequence 
§X�~� (vs. 2127 cases of §X�X� in my text files). It is remarkable that on this same 
tablet we find a spelling D�SX�~�XQ ‘him’  (KBo 6.2 ii 32), which is the only 
spelling with plene �~� known to me instead of normal D�SX�X�XQ (154x in my 
files). Apparently, the scribe of KBo 6.2 occasionally mixed up the signs U and 
Ú. These spellings with plene �~� therefore do not have any value.  
 The verb denotes ‘to bash (trans.)’  when active, and ‘to crack (intr.)’  when 
middle, and therefore seems to be derived from §XHN�ü ý  � §XN� ‘to slaughter, to 
slay’ . It is remarkable, however, that §XQL�Q�N�ü ý  does not have a causatival 
meaning, as the other nasal infix verb with �QLQ� seem to have. See § 2.2.4 for the 
prehistory of this type of nasal-infixed verbs. See at the lemma of §XHN�ü ý  � §XN� 
for further etymology.  
 
©XQWDULªD�L��   �
� � � � �(IIIg > IIIh) ‘to break wind, to fart’ : 3sg.pres.midd. §X�XQ�WD�UL�
¨D�LW�WD (KUB 17.28 ii 8 (NS)); verb.noun §X�XQ�WDU�UL�¨D�X�ÑD�DU (KBo 1.44 + 
13.1 iv 29 (NS)). 
 Derivatives: ©XQWDUQX�� �  (Ib1) ‘to grunt (of pigs)’  (3sg.pres.act. §X�XQ�WDU�QX�
X]�]L), ©XQWDUULDPPD� (adj.) ‘grunting (of pigs)’  (abl. §X�XQ�W[DU�U]L�DP�PD�]D). 
  PIE *K � XK ÿ �QW�U�¨H�R� 
  
See Puhvel HED 3: 382f. for attestations and semantic discussion. He 
convincingly connects these words to §XÑDQW� ‘wind’  (q.v.), which means that we 
are dealing with a denominative in �DUL¨H�D� (cf. JLPPDQWDUL¨H�D�ü ý  ‘to spend the 
winter’ , QLNXPDQGDUL¨H�D�ü ý  ‘to denude’  (Eichner 1979a: 56)). See at §XÑDQW� for 
further etymology.  
 
©XSS�: see §XÑDSS� ý  � §XSS�  
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©XUUDQL�: see §DUUDQL�  
 ��� �

©XUNL��(c.) ‘wheel’  (Sum. GIŠUMBIN): acc.sg. §XU�NL�LQ, §X�XU�NL�LQ, §X�X�XU�
NL�LQ, gen.sg. §XU�NL�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. §XU�NL, acc.pl. §XU�NL�Xã. 
 IE cognates: Skt. YDUM� ‘to turn (around)’ , Lat. YHUJHUH ‘to incline’ , OE ZUHQFDQ 
‘to turn, to wring’ . 
  PIE *K � XUJ�L� 
  
See Puhvel HED 3: 399f. for attestations. Since Kronasser (1957: 121) this word 
is connected with Skt. YDUM� ‘to turn (around)’ , which then must go back to 
*K � XHUJ� (with initial *K � � since *K �  would not have been retained as §� in this 
position, cf. Kloekhorst fthc.c). Note that the initial larygneal of this root is also 
visible in Skt. 3sg.perf.midd. Y Y�MH (*K � ÑH�K � Ñ�J�RL) and int. YiU Y�M� (*K � ÑHU�
K � Ñ�J�). This means that Hitt. §XUNL� must reflect *K � XUJ�L�.  
 
©XUNLO��(n.) ‘perversity’ : nom.-acc.sg. §X�XU�NL�LO (OS), §X�XU�NL�L�L[O] (KBo 46.17 
obv.? 5 (MS)), §X�X�XU�NL�LO (OH/NS), §XU�NL�LO (MH/NS), §XU�NL�HO (KUB 30.67, 
9 (NS)), gen.sg. §X�XU�NL�OD�Dã (OH/MS), §XU�NL�OD�D�Dã (KBo 31.121 obv.? 15 
(NS)), abl. §XU�NL�OD�]D, � §X�~U�NL�OD�]D. 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. ©XUNLO� ‘perversion’  (gen.adj.acc.pl.c. §XU�NL�OD�Dã�ãL�LQ�
]D). 
  PIE *K � XUJ�LO� ? or *K � XU� � �LO� ? 
  
See Rieken 1999a: 477f. for attestations and discussion. The word refers to sexual 
offences like incest and bestiality, and may therefore be translated ‘perversity’ . 
The etymological interpretation of this word has been in debate. On the one hand, 
scholars have connected §XUNLO� with §XUNL� ‘wheel’ , through ‘(wrong) twist’  (see 
the literature in Tischler HEG 1: 302f.), but this does not seem very attractive to 
me semantically. On the other hand, Puhvel (l.c.) connects §XUNLO� with the root 
*�+�XHU� � � ‘to strangle’  (OE Z\UJDQ ‘to strangle’ , Lith. YHUåL� ‘to tie in’ , OCS 
�YU ]a ‘to bind’ ). This root seems to be restricted to the north-western European 
languages, however (unless Alb. ]YMHUGK ‘to disaccustom’  is connected), which 
does not make it an evident etymology either. Both solutions would imply that the 
Luwian word is borrowed from Hittite, as PAnat. lenis velars are lost in Luwian.  
 
©XUQ� ‘to hunt’ : see §XÑDUQ� � §XUQ�  
 
©XUQD�,�©XUQH�,�©XUQLªH�D��‘to sprinkle’ : see §DUQD�ü ý  � §DUQ�  
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©XUW�D��: see §XÑDUW� ý  � §XUW�  
 
©Xã�: see §XLã�ü ý  � §Xã�  
 
©XãNH�D�� � �(Ic6) ‘to wait for, to linger’ : 2sg.pres.act. §X�X�Xã�NH�ãL, 3sg.prs.act. §X�
Xã�NH�H]�]L, 3pl.pres.act. §X�Xã�NiQ�]L, 3sg.pret.act. §X�Xã�NH�HW, 2pl.pres.act. §X�X�
Xã�NH�HW�WpQ, 2sg.imp.act. §X�X�Xã�NH; verb.noun §X�Xã�NH�X�ÑD�DU. 
 Derivatives: ©XãNHÓDQW� (c.) ‘dawdler’  (nom.pl. §X�Xã�NH�ÑD�DQ�WH�Hã). 
  PIE *K � X�V�p�y� (or *K � XV�V�p�y�) 
  
See Puhvel HED 3: 410 for attestations. See DX� ý  � X� for my suggestion that this 
verb reflects *K � X�V�p�y� and therewith is a petrified imperfective of the root 
*K � HX� ‘to see’  that is the predecessor of DX� ý  � X� ‘to see’ . Alternatively, one could 
assume that it is a petrified imperfective of §XLã�ü ý  � §Xã� ‘to live’  and reflects 
*K � XV�V�p�y� (for the semantics compare Skt. Y Vi\DWL ‘to make wait’  < *K � ÑRV�
p¨H�).  
 
�©©XW (2sg.imp.midd.-ending) 
  
The exact origin of this ending is unclear. It does not match its functional 
correspondants like Skt. �VYD, Gr. -( ) , Lat. �UH, etc.  
 
© GD��(c./n.) ‘readiness, ability to act swiftly’ : nom.sg. c. §X�X�GD�Dã (MH/MS), 
§X�X�WD�Dã (NH), nom.-acc.pl.n. §X�X�GD (MH/NS). 
 Derivatives: ©XG N (adv.) ‘straightaway, immediately, suddenly’  (§X�GD�D�DN 
(OS), §X�X�GD�D�DN (MH/MS, often), §X�X�GD�DN (often), §X�X�WD�DN, §X�X�WD�D�
DN). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. ©XWDUO�Lª�D� (c.) ‘servant’  (acc.sg. §X�WDU�OL�L�¨D[-DQ], §X�
X�WDU�OD�D�DQ). 
  PIE *K � XK ÿ G�R� 
  
See Puhvel HED 3: 414f. for attestations. Although the adverb §XG N is attested 
far more often than the noun § GD�,�it is likely that §XG N is derived from § GD�. 
The exact formation is unclear however (no other known adverbs in �N are 
known: the one attestation DS�St�¨D�DN (IBoT 1.19, 8) is to be emended to DS�St�
¨D�DN½�NX¾, cf. HW2 A: 185)).  
 Puhvel (l.c.) suggests to connect these words with Gr.  ‘immediately’ , but 
this is formally impossible (Hitt. §� vs. Gr. -). Starke (1990: 359-65) 
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convincingly argues for a connection with §XÑDL� ý  � §XL� ‘to run, to hurry’  (q.v.), 
which is derived from *K � XK � � ‘to blow (of the wind)’ . In his view, § GD� and 
§XG N reflect *K � XK � G�,�a formation with �G� that he compares with Lith. Y GuQWL 
‘to air, to cool’  and OHG Z ]DQ ‘to blow (of the wind’ ). Nevertheless, I do not 
know whether Starke is correct in his assumption that the CLuw. word 
§ WDUO�L¨�D� ‘servant’  is cognate as well.  
 
©XWWLªH�D�: see §XHWW� � � � ����� � � � , §XWWL¨H�D�� �   
 
©XÓDL� � � ��©XL� (IIa4 > Ic1, Ic2) ‘to run, to hurry; to spread (of vegetation); (+ 
 NDQ) to escape; (+ SSDQ) to run behind, to back up’ : 1sg.pres.act. §X�L�L§�§L 
(KBo 11.19 obv. 14 (NS)), §X�X�L�¨D�PL (KUB 1.1 iv 10 (NH), Bo 69/256, 5 
(NH)), 2sg.pres.act. §X�X�L�¨D�ãL (KUB 5.1 iii 55 (NH)), §X�X�H�¨D�ãL (KUB 15.23, 
9 (NH)), [§]X�X�¨D�ãL (KUB 48.126 i 21 (NH)), 3sg.pres.act. §X�ÑD�D�L (OS, 
often), §X�X�ÑD�D�L (often), §X�ÑD�L (KBo 27.42 i 24 (OH/NS)), §X�X�ÑD�L (KBo 
27.42 ii 17 (OH/NS), KUB 2.3 i 43 (OH/NS), KBo 4.9 iv 14, 33 (NS)), §X�X�ÑD�
L]�]L (KBo 5.9 ii 40 (NH)), §X�Ñ[D�]L]�]L (KBo 10.12+13 iii 41 (NH)), §X�X�¨D�]L 
(KUB 14.3 iii 51 (NH)), 1pl.pres.act. §X�X�L�¨D�X�H�QL (KUB 23.83 obv. 5 (NS)), 
3pl.pres.act. §X�¨D�DQ�]L (OS, often), §X�X�¨D�DQ�]L, §X�X�L�¨D�DQ�]L, §X�X�L�DQ�]L 
(KBo 11.32 obv. 15 (OH/NS)), §X�X�ÑD�DQ�]L, §X�X�ÑD�¨D�DQ�]L (KUB 57.84 iii 16 
(NS), Bo 6570 ii 4 (undat.)), 1sg.pret.act. §X�H�H§�§X�XQ (KUB 33.57 ii 3 
(OH/NS)), §X�X�L�¨D�QX�XQ (KUB 14.15 iii 44 (NH)), §X�¨D�QX�XQ (KUB 19.39 ii 
4 (NH)), 3sg.pret.act. §X�ÑD�Lã (MH/MS, often), §X�X�ÑD�Lã, §X�X�ÑD�D�Lã, §X�ÑD�L�
Lã (KUB 17.10 i 13 (OH/MS)), §X�ÑD�Dã (KBo 2.6 iii 56 (NH)), §X�ÑD�L[W] (KUB 
23.72 i 17 (MH/MS)), 2pl.pret.act. [§X�]X�L�¨D�DW�WpQ (KUB 36.6 i 9 (NS)), 
3pl.pret.act. §X�ÑD�D�HU (MH/MS), §X�ÑD�H�HU (MH/MS), §X�X�ÑD�HU, §X�L�H�HU, 
§X�X�H�HU, §X�X�L�H�HU, 2sg.imp.act. §X�X�L�¨D (KBo 10.24 iii 16 (OH/NS)), 
3sg.imp.act. §X�X�ÑD�D�~ (KUB 43.38 rev. 22 (MH/MS)); 3sg.pres.midd. §X�X�L�¨�
DW�WD[(?)] (KUB 21.1 iii 65 (NH)), 2pl.pres.midd. §X�¨D�DG�GX�PD (KUB 23.72 
rev. 20 (MH/MS)), 3pl.pres.midd. §X�ÑD�¨D�DQ�GD�UL (KUB 33.88, 11 (MH/NS), 
IBoT 2.135, 10 (fr.) (MH/NS)), §X�¨D�DQ�GD (KBo 8.102, 11 (NS)); part. §X�¨D�
DQ�W� (OS), §X�X�¨D�DQ�W�,� §X�X�L�¨D�DQ�W�,� §X�X�ÑD�¨D�DQ�W�,� §X�X�ÑD�DQ�W�; 
verb.noun gen.sg. §X�X�L�¨D�X�ÑD�Dã (KUB 2.1 ii 25 (OH/NS)); impf. §X�ÑD�Lã�
NH�D�,�§X�X�H�Hã�NH�D�,�§X�Hã�NH�D�,�§X�ÑD�D�L�Lã�NH�D�. 
 Derivatives: ©XLQX�� � , ©XQX�� �  (Ib1) ‘to make run’  (1sg.pres.act. §X�L�QX�PL 
(KBo 7.14 obv. 18 (OS), KUB 35.148 iii 20 (OH/NS)), 3sg.pres.act. §X�L�QX�]L 
(KUB 5.1 i 19 (NH)), §X�X�L�QX�]L (KUB 9.4 ii 12 (MH/NS)), §X�X�L�QX�X]�]L 
(KUB 29.1 i 41 (OH/NS)), §X�X�H�QX�X]�]L (KUB 4.47 obv. 34 (undat.)), 
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1pl.pres.act. §X�L�QX�PH�QL (VBoT 24 i 31 (MH/NS)), §X�L�QX�XP�PH�QL (KUB 
17.28 i 15 (NS)), 3pl.pres.act. §X�L�QX�DQ�]L (KUB 53.14 iii 8 (MS)), §X�L�QX�ÑD�
DQ�]L (KUB 10.91 ii 7 (OH/NS)), §X�X�L�QX�ÑD�DQ�]L (KUB 53.6 ii 12 (NS)), 
1pl.pret.act. §X�X�L�QX�QX�XQ (HKM 89 obv. 10 (MH/MS), KUB 9.4 ii 18, 20 
(MH/NS)), 3sg.pret.act. §X�L�QX�XW (HKM 13 obv. 10 (MH/MS), HKM 89 obv. 13 
(MH/MS), KUB 14.1 obv. 63 (MH/MS)), §X�X�L�QX�XW (KBo 3.6 ii 32 (NH), KUB 
1.1 ii 51 (NH), KBo 3.4 ii 69 (NH)), §X�H�QX�~�XW (KBo 3.28, 19 (OH/NS)), 
2sg.imp.act. §X�X�L�QX�XW (KBo 5.4 obv. 19, 20, 22 (NH)), §X�X�H�QX�XW (KBo 4.3 
iii 7 (NH)), §X�X�QX�XW (KUB 21.1 ii 66 (NH)), §X�QX�XW (KUB 21.1 ii 72 (NH)), 
2pl.imp.act. §X�L�QX�XW�WpQ (HKM 41 obv. 14 (MH/MS), KUB 7.41 iv 20 
(MH/MS?)), 3sg.imp.act. §X�L�QX�XG�GX (KBo 32.14 iii 46 (MS)) 3pl.imp.act. §X�
X�H�QX�ÑD�DQ�GX (KUB 40.57 i 6 (MH/NS)); verb.noun gen.sg. §X�X�H�QX�PD�Dã 
(KBo 24.14 v 7 (MH/NS)); inf.I §X�L½�QX?¾�PD�DQ�]L (KUB 15.33 iii 13 
(MH/NS)); impf. §X�L�QX�Xã�NH�D�,� §X�X�L�QX�Xã�NH�D�), SHUDQ� © LªDWDOOD� (c.) 
‘head marcher, helper’  (nom.sg. §X�X�L�¨D�WDO�OD�Dã, acc.pl. §X�X�L�¨D�WDO�OX[-Xã], 
§X�X�L�¨D�DW�WDO�OX�Xã), see §XÑDQWDODH�. 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. ©XL�ªD�� ‘to run’  (1pl.pres.act. §X�X�L�XQ�QL, 3sg.pret.act. 
§X�X�L�¨D�DG�GD), ©X�L�©XLªD� ‘to run’  (3pl.pret.act. §X�X�§X�L�¨D�DQ�GD, 
2sg.imp.act. §X�L�§X�L�¨D, §X�X�H�§X�X�L�¨D; broken §X�L�§X�¨D�D[Q���...]); HLuw. 
KXLD� ‘to run, to march’  (3sg.pret.act. /huiata/ PES+:,�LD�WD (KARKAMIŠ A6 
§23), 3pl.pret.act. /huianta/ PES+:,�LD�WD (KARKAMIŠ A11E §11)), KXLKXLD� ‘to 
run, to march’  (3sg.pret.act. /huihuita/ PES+:,�+:,�WD (KARKAMIŠ A6 §9), 
impf.3pl.pret.midd. /huihuisantasi/ PES+:,�+:,�Vj�Wi�VL (KARKAMIŠ A11E 
§8)). 
 IE cognates: Skt. YaWL, Gr. , Slav. *Y MDWL ‘to blow (of wind)’ . 
  PIE *K � XK � �yL�HL, *K � XK � �L�pQWL 
  
See Puhvel HED 3: 419f. for attestations. The oldest attestations clearly show a 
G L�WL¨DQ]L-class inflection: 3sg.pres.act. §XÑ L (OS) besides 3pl.pres.act. §X¨DQ]L 
(OS). That the weak stem is §XL� and not §X¨D� as is often cited (e.g. Puhvel l.c.), 
is visible in the causative §XLQX� (and not **§X¨DQX�). In younger times (from MS 
texts onwards) we find some forms that inflect according to the §DWUDH�class: 
§XÑDL]]L (NH) and §XÑDLW (MH/MS). In NH texts we find many forms that show 
the PL-inflected stem §X¨D� (usually spelled §X�X�L�¨D�), which is common in 
G L�WL¨DQ]L-class verbs. The point of departure for this secondary stem is 
3pl.pres.act. §X¨DQ]L that was reanalysed as §X¨D�Q]L.  
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 The spelling with plene �X�,�which is found often from MH times onwards is 
due to the fact that an old *X generally is lowered to /o/ when adjacent to /H/. So, 
phonologically, this verb is to be interpreted as /Hoai- / Hoi-/ (cf. § 1.4.9.3.f).  
 Couvreur (1937: 119-120) connected §XÑDL� �  � §XL� with the PIE root *K � XHK � � 
‘to blow (of wind)’  (see also at §XÑDQW�), which is semantically plausible (cf. 
ModEng. EORZ that can be used as ‘to move as if carried or impelled by the wind’  
or ‘to go away, to leave hurriedly’  (both meanings in the Oxford English 
Dictionary)). As I have explained in Kloekhorst fthc.a, the verbs of the 
G L�WL¨DQ]L-class have to be analysed as formations in which the zero grade of the 
root is followed by an ablauting suffix *-RL���L�. In this case, we have to 
reconstruct *K � XK � �yL�HL, *K � XK � �L�pQWL, which by regular sound law indeed would 
yield Hitt. §XÑ L, §X¨DQ]L.  
 Puhvel (l.c.) objects to this etymology, stating that we do not find the syntagm 
**§XÑDQ]D §XÑ L ‘the wind blows’ , but this hardly can be seen as a serious 
objection. He rather connects §XÑDL� �  � §XL� with Skt. YD\ � � ‘to pursue, to seek, to 
strive after, to fall upon, to take hold of’ . This latter verb probably reflects 
*XHLK � �, however (see at ÑH§�� � ���ÑD§�), which cannot explain Hitt. §XÑDL� �  � §XL�.  
 The causative §XLQX� occurs in NS texts as KXHQX� as well, which is due to the 
lowering of OH /i/ to NH /e/ before �Q� (cf. § 1.4.8.1.d). The two NH attestations 
§X�X�QX�XW and §X�QX�XW hardly can be regarded as showing a linguistically real 
stem §XQX�. Possibly both forms are scribal errors for §X�X�½H�¾QX�XW and §X�½H�¾�
QX�XW. 
 
©XÓDQW��(c.) ‘wind’  (Sum. IM): nom.sg. §X�ÑD�DQ�]D (KBo 17.62+63 iv 8 (MS?)), 
§X�X�ÑD�DQ�]D (KUB 8.65, 4 (MH/NS)), gen.sg. §X�ÑD�DQ�GD�Dã (KUB 17.28 ii 7 
(NS)), §X�X�ÑD�DQ�GD�Dã (KBo 10.37 ii 31 (OH/NS)), dat.-loc.sg. §X�ÑD�DQ�WL 
(VBoT 58 i 9 (OH/NS)), §X�X�ÑD�DQ�WL (KBo 22.6 i 27 (OH/NS)), nom.pl. §X�X�
ÑD�DQ�WH�Hã (KUB 6.46 iii 49 (NH)), §X�X�ÑD�DQ�WH�Hã �
�  (KUB 7.5 i 17 (MH/NS)), 
§X�X�ÑD�GX�Xã (KUB 24.2 rev. 17 (NS)), acc.pl. §X�ÑD�DQ�GX�Xã (KUB 24.3 iii 38 
(MH/NS)), §X�X�ÑD�WD�Dã (KUB 28.4 obv. 20b (NS)). 
 Derivatives: see §XÑDQWDODH�� � . 
 IE cognates: Skt. YaQW� ‘blowing’ , YaWD� ‘wind’ , Gr. - ‘blowing’ , Lat. 
YHQWXV, Goth. ZLQGV, TochA ZDQW�,�TochB \HQWH. 
  PIE *K � XK � �HQW� 
  
See Puhvel HED 3: 428 for attestations.The etymological interpretation of this 
word is generally accepted. It derives from the PIE root *K � XHK � � ‘to blow (of 
wind)’  and belongs with the many other words for ‘wind’  in IE languages. Hitt. 
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§XÑDQW� can hardly reflect anything else than *K � XK � �HQW�,� which matches Gr. 
-, which synchronically functions as the participle of the verb ‘to blow’ . The 

other IE languages have words that go back to the ablaut-variant *K � XpK � �QW��R��: 
Skt. YaQW�,� YaWD�,� Lat. YHQWXV, Goth. ZLQGV, TochA ZlQW�,� TochB \HQWH. This 
seems to point to an original paradigm *K � XpK � �QW�V, *K � XK � �pQW�P, *K � XK � �QW�yV, 
which must have been to original inflection of participles in *-HQW�,�cf. at �DQW�.  
 
���� ©XÓDQWDODH�� � ,� ©XOWDODH�� � � (Ic2) ‘to spare’ : 1sg.pret.act. §X�XO�GD�OD�D�QX�XQ 
(KUB 19.37 iii (NH)), 3sg.pret.act. [§X�X�Ñ]D�DQ�WD�OD�D�LW (KUB 21.8 ii 10 
(NH)), � §X�X�ÑD�DQ�WD�OD�[D�LW] (KUB 21.8 ii 4 (NH)). 
  
See Puhvel HED 3: 429 for attestations. Note that Puhvel cites [§X�X�Ñ]D�DQ�WD 
OD�D�LW (KUB 21.8 ii 10) as if there is a space between WD and OD, but on the 
photograph of this tablet (available through Hetkonk) we can clearly see that that 
is not the case:  = . Nevertheless, it 
has been assumed that §XÑDQWDODH�� �  is to be regarded as a compound of §XÑDQWD 
+ ODH�� �  (see O � �  � O� ‘to let go’ ). Eichner (1979c: 205) analysed §XÑDQWD as nom.-
acc.pl.n. of the participle of §XÑDL� �  � §XL� ‘to run’ , so therefore ‘to let escape’ . 
Puhvel (l.c.) suggests to interpret §XÑDQWD as the all.sg. of §XÑDQW� ‘wind’ , 
however, so ‘to set loose to the wind’ . According to Puhvel, §XOGDO QXQ is an 
assimilated form of §X�ÑD�QGDODH�� � . See at O � �  � O�,�§XÑDL� �  � §XL� and §XÑDQW� for 
further etymologies.  
 
©XÓDSS� � ���©XSS� (IIa1  > IIa1 ) ‘to hurl, to throw (+ acc.)’ : 1sg.pres.act. §X�ÑD�
DS�SD�D§�§L (KUB 7.57 i 7 (OH/NS)), 3sg.pres.act. §X�ÑD�DS�St (KBo 17.88++ ii 
8, 9, 30, 52 (fr.), 61 (OH/MS), KBo 20.67 ii 61 (OH/MS), KBo 11.33 obv.! 4 (fr.) 
(OH/NS), KUB 10.63 ii 8 (fr.) (NS)), [§X�ÑD�DS�S]D-D�L (KBo 6.34 iii 25 
(MH/NS)), 3pl.pres.act. §X� S�S � Q[�]L] (KBo 8.68 i 20 (NS)), 2pl.imp.act. §X�X�
ÑD�DS�WpQ (KUB 9.1 iii 28 (MH/NS), meaning unascertained), 3pl.imp.act. §X�X�
XS[-SD�DQ�GX] (IBoT 3.114 rev. 3 (NS)), §X�X�ÑD�DS�SD�DQ�GX (KUB 7.46 rev. 12 
(NS)); part. §X�X�XS�SD�DQ�W� (KBo 3.21 ii 16 (MH/NS)); broken: §X�X�ÑD�DS[�...] 
(KUB 28.100 obv. 12 (NS), meaning unascertained). 
 Derivatives: © SSD� (gender unclear) ‘heap’  (dat.-loc.sg. §X�X�XS�SL�L ã�ãL 
(KUB 43.30 iii 17 (OS)), §X�X�XS�Sp�H ã�ãL (KUB 27.29 iii 7 (MH/NS))), 
©XSSDH�� �  (Ic2) ‘to heap, to pile up’  (1sg.pres.act.(?) §X�X�XS�DP�PL (KUB 33.67 
iv 18 (OH/NS)), 3sg.pres.act. §X�XS�SD�H]�]L (KBo 24.115 i 20 (MS), §X�XS�SD�D�
L]�]L (KUB 59.22 iii 26, 28 (OH/NS)), §X�X�XS�SD�D�L]�]L (KUB 27.29 iii 8 
(MH/NS), 819/u, 4 (NS)); part. §X�X�XS�SD�DQ�W� (VBoT 24 ii 20 (MH/NS), KBo 
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10.27 iv 32 (OH/NS))), ��© SDOD� ‘fish-net’  (abl. � §X�X�SD�OD�]D (KBo 6.29 ii 34 
(NH)). 
 IE cognates: Skt. YDS� ‘to strew (out), to scatter (seed)’ , GAv. Y XX SDÐ ‘strews 
apart, plunders, destroys’ , Goth. XELOV ‘evil’ . 
  PIE *K � XySK � �HL, *K � XSK � �pQWL 
  
See Melchert fthc.c for the establishment of the semantics of this verb and the 
view that the noun § SSD� ‘heap’  (which is the source of §XSSDH�� �  ‘to heap, to 
pile up’ ) has been derived from it through a meaning ‘what has been thrown (on 
the ground)’ . Melchert also shows that synchronically we can distinguish between 
two homophonous verbs §XÑDSS�� ��§XSS�, namely one that denotes ‘to hurl, to 
throw (down) (+ acc.)’  and another that means ‘to be hostile towards, to do evil 
against (+ dat.-loc.)’ . His claim that the latter verb is originally PL-conjugated and 
therefore formally distinct from the former which is §L-conjugated cannot be 
substantiated: both forms show §L-conjugated forms in the oldest texts and must 
be regarded formally identical. Moreover, as I have shown under its lemma, the 
meaning of §XÑDSS� �  � §XSS� ‘to be hostile towards, to do evil against’  can be 
derived from an original meaning ‘to hurl, to throw (down)’ . I therefore regard 
these two verbs as originally identical. For a treatment of its etymology, see under 
§XÑDSS� �  � §XSS� ‘to be hostile towards, to do evil against’ . 
 
©XÓDSS� � � ��©XSS� (IIa1 ) ‘to be hostile towards, to do evil against (+ dat.-loc.)’ : 
2sg.pres.act. §X�ÑD�DS�WL (KUB 26.1 iii 43 (NH), KUB 26.8 iii 5 (fr.) (NH)), 
3sg.pres.act. §X�ÑD�DS�]L (KUB 26.43 obv. 62 (NH)), 3sg.pret.act.�§X�X�ÑD�DS�St�
Lã (KUB 43.75 obv. 19 (OH/NS)), §X�ÑD�DS�WD (KUB 13.34 + 40.84 i 14 (NS)), 
3pl.pret.act. §X�X�XS�Sp�HU (KBo 3.34 i 3 (OH/NS)), §X�X�ÑD�DS�Sp�HU (KUB 1.5 i 
9 (NH), KBo 3.6 i 30 (NH)); impf. §X�ÑD�DS�St�Lã�NH�D� (KUB 21.17 i 9 (NH)).  
 Derivatives: ©XÓDSSD� (adj.) ‘evil, ill, bad’  (Sum. ÏUL; nom.sg.c. §X�ÑD�DS�SD�
Dã (KUB 15.32 i 48 (MH/NS)), ÏUL�SD�Dã (KBo 19.101, 2 (OH/NS)), acc.sg.c. 
§X�ÑD�DS�SD�DQ (KBo 3.21 ii 9 (MH/NS)), nom.-acc.sg.n. §X�X�ÑD�DS�S[D�DQ] 
(KUB 1.5 i 21 (NH)), dat.-loc.sg. §X�ÑD�DS�St (KBo 15.25 obv. 34 (MH/MS), 
KUB 1.1 iv 12 (NH)), §X�X�ÑD�DS�St (KUB 1.1 i 40 (NH), KUB 1.10 iii 31 (NH), 
etc.), nom.pl.c. §X�X�ÑD�DS�SD�H�Hã (KUB 46.54 obv. 11 (NS)), acc.pl.c. §X�X�ÑD�
DS�SX�ã D (KUB 24.8 i 4 (OH/NS)), §X�X�ÑD�DS�SD�ã D (KUB 24.8 i 3 
(OH/NS)), gen.pl.�§X�ÑD�DS�SD�Dã (KUB 30.11 obv. 5 (OH/MS)), §X�X�ÑD�DS�SD�
Dã (KUB 31.127 + 36.79 i 45 (OH/NS))), ©XÓDSSDQDWDU� ��©XÓDSSDQDQQ� (n.) 
‘evilness’  (nom.-acc.sg. §X�ÑD�DS�SD�QD�WDU (KBo 8.70, 10 (MH/MS)), dat.-
loc.sg. §X�X�ÑD�DS�SD�QD�DQ�QL (KUB 36.86 obv. 4 (NS))). 
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 Anat. cognates: HLuw. KZDSDVDQX� ‘to cause harm’  (2sg.imp.act. 
“ SIGILLUM”+:,�SD�VD�QX (ASSUR letter I�J §13)). 
 IE cognates: Goth. XELOV ‘evil’ , Skt. YDS� ‘to strew (out), to scatter (seed)’ , GAv. 
Y XX SDÐ ‘strews apart, plunders, destroys’ . 
  PIE *K � XySK � �HL, *K � XSK � �pQWL 
  
Although Puhvel (HED 3: 430f.) cites only one verb “ KXZDSS�”  that he translates 
as “ ill-treat, harrow, harass, disfigure, spoil” , Melchert (fthc.c) clearly shows that 
in fact we are dealing with two verbs. When transitive with an accusative-object, 
§XÑDSS� denotes ‘to hurl, to throw (down)’ ; when construed with the dat.-loc., it 
means ‘to be hostile towards, to do evil against’ . Melchert even claims that the 
verbs should be formally distinguished as well: “ [t]he verb §XZDSS� ‘to do evil’  is 
an athematic PL�verb [...] while the other verb [...] is an originally athematic §L-
verb” . I do not agree with him on this: the two specific PL-conjugated forms of 
§XÑDSS� ‘to do evil’ , 3sg.pres. §XÑDS]L and 3sg.pret. §XÑDSWD (note that the 
meaning of 1sg.pres.act. §X�X�DS�PL (KUB 35.148 iii 42 (OH/NS)) cannot be 
determined), are attested in NH texts and both are forms in which the PL-ending 
has become productive (3sg.pres. �]L is spreading at the cost of its corresponding 
§L-ending �L; 3sg.pret. �WWD is spreading at the cost of its corresponding §L-ending �
ã, cf. their respective lemmas). Moreover, the 3sg.pret.-form §X�X�ÑD�DS�St�Lã 
(KUB 43.75 obv. 19 (OH/NS)), which Melchert takes as belonging with ‘to hurl 
down’ , makes more sense when translated as ‘did evil against’  (as Melchert 
himself admits as well; cf. also Hoffner 1977a: 106):  

 
KUB 43.75 obv. 
(18)                                   ... dL MMA�Dã �ã�WD GIŠMAR.GÍD.DA

�
I.A Lã�SiU�UL�Lã 

(19) [K]UR�H�§X�X�ÑD�DS�St�Lã GÍR â8�§X�X� W�WL�¨D�WL�GIŠÑD�DU�ãD�PX�Xã ãX�Xã 
(20) [Ñ]D�DO�§L�Lã�NH�HW 
 
‘The tutelary deity trampled the wagons and did evil against the country. He 

drew his knife and started to chop its firewood’ . 
 

Since this form is the only form that occurs in an OH composition, it must be 
regarded as significant, and I therefore assume that also ‘to do evil’  originally was 
§L-conjugated: §XÑDSS� � ���§XSS�.  
 Herewith, the verbs §XÑDSS� � ���§XSS� ‘to do evil against’  and §XÑDSS� � � ��§XSS� 
‘to hurl, to throw (down)’  are formally identical. I think that they semantically 
they can be united as well. The two meanings of §XÑDSS� � � �� §XSS� are clearly 
distributed: when transitive the verb means ‘to throw (down), to hurl’  and when 
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intransitive it denotes ‘to be hostile towards, to do evil against’ , the patient of 
which is in dative-locative. This situation is completely compatible with e.g. the 
English verb WR� WKURZ, for which the Oxford English Dictionary cites the 
following meanings: ‘(trans.) to project (anything) with a force of the nature of a 
jerk, from the hand or arm, so that it passes through the air or free space, to cast, 
hurl, fling; (intr.) to go counter, to act in opposition, to quarrel or contend with’  
(compare also WR� WKURZ� RQHVHOI� XSRQ ‘to attack with violence or vigour’ ). 
Similarly for English WR�IOLQJ: ‘(trans.) to throw, cast, toss, hurl; (intr.) to make an 
onset or attack, to aim a stroke or blow (at)’ . 
 We must conclude that the homophonous verbs §XÑDSS� � � �� §XSS� ‘(trans.) to 
hurl, to throw (down); (intr. + dat.-loc.) to be hostile towards, to do evil against’  
in fact are identical and that the latter meaning has developed out of the former. 
Note that this development must have taken place in pre-Hittite times already, as 
can be seen by the derivative §XÑDSSD� ‘evil’  that is attested in OH compositions 
already. If HLuw. KZDSDVDQX� ‘to cause harm’  is cognate, it would show that the 
semantical development had taken place at least in PAnatolian already.  
 Mechanically, §XÑDSSL� ��§XSSDQ]L must go back to *K � XySK � �HL� ��*K � XSK � �pQWL. 
The initial laryngeal must be *K �  because *K �  would drop in this position. A root-
final laryngeal is needed to explain the �SS� in §XÑDSSL, because a preform 
*K � XyS�HL should have given **§XÑ SL with lenition of *S due to *y. The choice 
for root-final *K �  is based on the fact that *K �  and *K �  would have caused the verb 
to inflect according to the WDUQ�D��class (cf. § 2.2.2.2.d). Juret (1942: 71) 
connected §XÑDSS� �  � §XSS� with Goth. XELOV ‘evil’ , which, if correct, would show 
that the semantical development as described above had taken place in PIE 
already. Melchert (1988b: 233) further adduces Skt. YDS� ‘to strew (out), to 
scatter (seed)’ , which would be a witness of the original meaning ‘to throw’ . Note 
that its Avestan cognate Y XX SDÐ ‘strews apart, plunders, destroys’ , Y XX SD� 
‘plundering, destroying’  shows that also in Indo-Iranian the two meanings that 
can be found in Hittite are attested. Note that the argumentation that §XÑDSS� 
must reflect a root *K � XDS� with *�D� because it is PL-conjugated (thus Eichner 
1988: 133; Melchert fthc.c, note 4) has now been eliminated since the �D� in 
§XÑDSS� is perfectly explicable as the reflex of the *R-grade that is 
morphologically expected in a §L-conjugated verb (cf. also note 11). 
 
©XÓDUQ�� �� ©XUQ�� ‘to hunt’ : inf.I §X�XU�QX�ÑD�DQ�]L (KUB 33.121 ii 8); impf. 
3sg.pres.act. [§]X�X�ÑD�DU�QL�Lã�NH�H]�]L (KBo 12.59 i 7), §X�XU[-QL�Lã�NH�H]�]L] 
(KBo 12.59 i 2). 
  PIE *K � ÑHU+� ?? 
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See Puhvel HED 3: 433 for attestations. Because of the rarity of forms of this 
verb, it is difficult to decide its inflection class. On the one hand, we seem to deal 
with an ablauting stem §XÑDUQ� besides §XUQ�. From an IE point of view, a stem 
*+XHUQ� would be strange, however, in view of the rootfinal cluster �UQ� which is 
impossible according to PIE root constraints. It therefore might be better to 
assume that this verb goes back to a nasal infixed stem. This means that it could 
either belong to the WDUQ�D��class (when §L-conjugated) or inflect similarly to 
WXÑDUQL�� �  � WXÑDUQ� ‘to break’  and ]LQQL�� �  � ]LQQ� ‘to finish’  (when PL-conjugated). 
The alternation §XÑDUQ° besides §XUQ° then cannot be ablaut, but must be the 
result of different vocalizations of *+XUQ�: *+XUQ9 would regularly yield §XUQ9, 
whereas *+XUQ& would give §XÑDUQ& (cf. Kloekhorst fthc.e for this distribution).  
 So, all in all, if this verb is of IE origin, it can only go back to a nasal infixed 
stem of a root *K � XU+� (the initial laryngeal must be *K �  because *K �  would not be 
retained as §� in this position (cf. Kloekhors fthc.Lar.)). If it were §L-conjugated, 
we would expect a paradigm **§XUQ L, **§XÑDUQDQ]L (with rootfinal *K �  or *K � : 
rootfinal *K �  would yield **§XUQD§§L). If it were PL-conjugated, we would expect 
**§XUQL]]L, **§XÑDUQDQ]L (with rootfinal *K � ) or **§XUQ ]]L, **§XÑDUQDQ]L (with 
rootfinal *K �  or *K � ).  
 ýRS� �����E�� ���-3, 237) suggested an etymological connection with Lith. 
YDUêWL ‘to drive, to chase’  and Latv. YHUW ‘to run’ , but these verbs go back to 
*�+�XHU�,� and do not show a trace of a rootfinal laryngeal (absence of acute 
intonation).  
 
©XÓDUW�  � �� ©XUW� (IIa1  > IIa1 ) ‘to curse’ : 1sg.pres.act. §X�X�ÑD�DU�WD�D§�§L 
(KUB 33.117 iv 8 (NS)), 3sg.pres.act. §XU�GD�D�L (KUB 9.15 ii 15 (NS)), 
1sg.pret.act. §X�X�ÑD�DU[-WD�D§�§X�XQ] (KUB 26.71 i 7 (OH/NS)), §XU�WD�D§�§X�
XQ (KUB 23.45, 15 (NS)), §XU�GD�D§�§X�XQ (KUB 36.47, 5 (NS)), 3sg.pret.act. 
§X�ÑD�DU�]D�Dã�WD (KBo 32.14 ii 11 (MS)), � §X�ÑD�DU�WD�Dã (KUB 22.70 obv. 86 
(NH)), §XU�WD�Dã (KUB 22.70 obv. 8 (NH)), §XU�]D�Dã�WD (KBo 10.45 i 4 
(MH/NS)), §XU�]D�WD (KUB 5.6 iv 22 (NS)), 3sg.imp.act. §XU�]D�Dã�GX (KUB 
17.27 iii 20 (MH/NS)), 3pl.imp.act. §XU�WD�DQ�GX (KBo 6.34 iv 12 (MH/NS)); 
part. §X�ÑD�DU�WD�DQ�W� (KBo 32.14 ii 21, iii 5 (MS)), §XU�WD�DQ�W� (KUB 30.45 iii 
17 (NS), KUB 30.44, 13 (NS), KUB 22.70 rev. 14 (NH), KUB 14.17 ii 12 (NH)); 
impf. §X�X�XU�]D�NH�D� (KBo 39.8 ii 2 (MH/MS), KBo 32.14 ii 54, iii 43, 45, 
l.edge 2 (MS)), §X�XU�]D�NH�D� (KBo 32.14 ii 5, 13, 46 (MS), KUB 32.113 ii 16 
(fr.) (MH/MS)), §XU�]D�NH�D� (ABoT 48, 6 (OH/NS), KUB 33.120 iii 69, 70, 71 
(MH/NS), KUB 36.1, 7, 9 (MH/NS), KUB 12.34 i 17 (MH/NS), KBo 1.45 ii 6 
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(NS), KUB 14.4 iii 19 (NH), KBo 4.8 iii 16 (NH), KBo 18.28 obv. 6 (NH)), §XU�
]D�Dã�NH�D� (KUB 17.27 iii 18 (MH/NS)), §X�X�ÑD�DU�]D�NH�D� (KBo 1.45 ii 2 
(NH)); broken §X�X�ÑD�DU�]D�D[ã���...] (KUB 35.92 iv 23 (MS)). 
 Derivatives: ©XUW L�� ��©XUWL� (c.) ‘curse’  (nom.sg. §XU�WD�Lã, §X�X�XU�WD�Lã, §XU�
GD�D�Lã, acc.sg. §X�XU�WD�LQ, §XU�WD�LQ, §XU�GD�D�LQ, gen.sg. §XU�WL�¨D�Dã, §X�XU�GL�
¨D�Dã, §X�X�XU�GL�¨D�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. §XU�WD�D�L, §XU�GD�L, §XU�WL�¨D, abl. §X�XU�WL�¨D�
D], §X�XU�GL�¨D�D], nom.pl. §XU�GD�D�H�Hã, acc.pl. §XU�WD�Xã, §XU�WD�D�Xã, §X�X�XU�
WD�D�Xã, §XU�GD�D�Xã, §X�X�XU�WD�Xã, §XU�WL�¨D�Dã). 
 IE cognates: ?OPr. ZHUWHPPDL ‘we swear’ . 
  PIE *K � ÑyUW�HL � *K � XUW�pQWL ? 
  
See Puhvel HED 3: 433f. for attestations. The oldest attestations, 1sg.pret.act. 
§ ÑDU[WD§§XQ] (OH/NS), 3sg.pret.act. §XÑDU]DãWD (MS) and impf. §XU]DNH�D� 
(MS), clearly show that originally this verb was §L-conjugated and showed an 
ablauting pair §XÑDUW��§XUW�. The original ablaut-pattern got blurred in younger 
times, however, yielding forms like 3sg.pret.act. §XU]DãWD, part. §XÑDUWDQW� and 
impf. §XÑDU]DNH�D�. In NH texts, we find a few forms that inflect according to the 
WDUQ�D��class: 3sg.pres.act. §XUG L, 3sg.pret.act. §XUWDã, §XÑDUWDã (note that 
Friedrich HW: 76 wrongly cites this latter stem, “ §XUWD� (§XÑDUWD�)” , as the 
primary one).  
 Sturtevant (1930d: 128) connected this verb with Lat. YHUEXP ‘word’ , Lith. 
YD6GDV ‘name’ , OPr. ZLUGV ‘word’ , Goth. ZDXUG ‘word’ . Puhvel (l.c.) rejects this 
etymology because he assumes that these latter words are derived from the root 
visible in Gr.  ‘to speak’  and Hitt. ÑHUL¨H�D�� �  ‘to call, to name’ : because Hitt. 
ÑHUL¨H�D� does not show an initial laryngeal whereas Hitt. §XÑDUW� �  � §XUW� does, he 
claims that the connection cannot be correct. This reasoning is questionable, 
however, in view of the fact that Hitt. ÑHUL¨H�D�� �  must reflect *XHUK � � (because of 
Gr.  (fut.)), which is impossible for Lith. YD6GDV that must reflect *ÑRUG ! R� (a 
preform **ÑRUK � G ! R� would have yielded Lith. **YiUGDV). So, formally, 
Sturtevant’ s connection between §XÑDUW� �  � §XUW� and Lat. YHUEXP etc. is still 
possible: it would mean that we have to reconstruct a root *K � XHUG ! �. The 
semantic connection between ‘to curse’  and ‘name, word’  is not very compelling, 
however.  
 Puhvel (l.c.) proposed a different etymology, namely a connection with OPr. 
ZHUWHPPDL ‘we swear’ . This connection is semantically more likely and would 
point to a root *K � XHUW�. The absence of any other IE cognates is unpleasant, 
however. 
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L�"  �(Ib1) ‘to go’ : 3pl.pres.act. ¨D�DQ�]L (KBo 22.2 obv. 7 (OH/MS)), 2sg.imp.act. L�
LW (OS), 2pl.imp.act. L�LW�WH�HQ (OS), L�LW�WpQ (MH/MS). 
 Derivatives: LªDQQD�  � ��LªDQQL� (IIa5 > Ic1) ‘to march’  (1sg.pres.act. L�¨D�DQ�QD�
D§�§[p], 3sg.pres.act. L�¨D�DQ�QD�L (OS, often), ¨D�DQ�QD�L (KBo 20.48 rev. 9), L�¨D�
DQ�QL�¨D�D]�]L (KUB 18.68 i 7), L�¨D�DQ�QL�D]�]L (KUB 5.1 i 24), L�¨D�DQ�QL�H]�]L 
(VBoT 111 iii 4), 3pl.pres.act. L�¨D�DQ�QL�[DQ]-][L] (OS), L�¨D�DQ�QL�¨D�DQ�]L, 
1sg.pret.act. L�¨D�DQ�QL�¨D�QX�XQ (KBo 3.4 ii 9, KUB 14.15 i 8, KBo 4.4 iv 17, 
KBo 5.8 i 15, iii 24, KUB 23.13, 6, etc.), 3sg.pret.act. ¨D�DQ�QL�Lã (KBo 22.2 rev. 
7 (OH/MS)), L�¨D�DQ�QL�Lã (MH/MS), L�¨D�DQ�QL�Hã, L�¨D�DQ�QL�¨D�D[W] (KUB 
33.102 ii 20), L�¨D�DQ�QL�D[W] (KBo 12.26 iv 10), 3pl.pret.act. L�¨D�DQ�QL�HU, 
2sg.imp.act. ¨ �[D]Q�QL (KUB 43.23 rev. 14), L�¨D�DQ�QL, 2pl.imp.act. L�¨D�DQ�QL�¨D�
DW�WpQ (KUB 8.51 ii 16), L�¨D�DQ�QL�¨D�WpQ (KUB 7.60 ii 29); part. L�¨D�DQ�QL�¨D�DQ�
W�; inf.I L[-¨]D�DQ�QL�¨D�X�ÑD�D[Q�]L] (KUB 8.53 ii 18); sup. L�¨D�DQ�QL�ÑD�DQ 
(MH/MS)), see DQWL¨DQW�,�L¨DQW�,�¨H�D� � � ��� � � � , LWDU, LÑDU. 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. L� ‘to go’  (3sg.pres.act. L�WL, 1pl.pres.act. [L�~]-XQ�QL, 
3sg.pret.act. L�L�WD, 3sg.imp.act. L�GX, 3pl.imp.act. L�¨D�DQ�GX), LXQ ©LW� (n.) 
‘mobile wealth’  (nom.-acc.sg. L�~�QD�D�§L�ãD, L�~�QD�§L�ãD); HLuw. L� ‘to go’  
(Hawkins 2000: 62: 1sg.pres.act. /iwi/ L�ZD�L (KULULU 1 §15), 1sg.pret.act. /iha/ 
PES L�KD (BOYBEYPINARI 2 §9), 3sg.pret.act. /ida/ “ PES ” L�Wj� �.$<6(5ø� ������
“ PES ” L�UD�L (CEKKE §20, TOPADA §13), 3sg./pl.imp.act. /i(n)tu/ L�WX�X (TELL 
AHMAR fr. 5, line 4), inf. /iuna/ “ PES ” L�X�QD (KARATEPE 1 §34)). 
 IE cognates: Skt. pWL ‘to go’ , Gr.  ‘to go’ , Lat. UH ‘to go’ , Lith. H4WL ‘to go’ , 
OCS LWL ‘to go’ . 
  PIE *K � HL����*K � L� 
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See Puhvel HED 1/2: 325f. for attestations. In the Hittite texts, we find a few 
traces of an active verb L�� �  ‘to go’ , which on the one hand is supplanted by its 
univerbated forms SD¨L�� �  � SDL� ‘to go’  (*K � SRL + *K � HL�) and ÑH�� �  � XÑD� ‘to come’  
(*K � RX + *K � HL�), and on the other hand by its middle counterpart ¨H�D� � � ��� � � �  ‘to go’ . 
In the OH text about Zalpa we find 3pl.pres.act. ¨DQ]L which must be translated 
‘they go’  (and not ‘they make’  as Otten 1973: 7 translates in the edition of this 
text: “ [sie] machen (sich auf den Weg)” ). The imperative-forms 2sg. W and 2pl. 
WWHQ are used throughout the Hittite periode, but synchronically function as 

imperatives to SD¨L�� �  � SDL�. In the Luwian languages, however, the active stem L� 
‘to go’  has not died out: it is still used, although here we find univerbated forms 
as well (CLuw. DÑL�,�HLuw. iZL� (see under ÑH�� �  � XÑD�) and HLuw. SD� (see 
under SD¨L�� �  � SDL�)).  
 The etymon has since Hrozný (1917: 173) been clear: PIE *K � HL� ‘to go’ . Hitt. 
3pl.pres.act. ¨DQ]L is therewith a direct counterpart to e.g. Skt. \iQWL, Gr. , etc. 
from *K � L�pQWL, whereas 2sg.imp.act. W /"íd/ generally is reconstructed *K � t�G ! L 
(Gr. , Skt. LKt) and 2pl.imp.act. WWHQ /"itén/ as *K � L�Wp (Gr. , Skt. LWi).  
 For the formation of the “ imperfective”  L¨DQQD� �  � L¨DQQL� see at the treatment of 
the suffix �DQQD��DQQL�.  
 
�L (dat.-loc.sg.-ending) 
  
The usual ending of dat.-loc.sg. is �L, which is found in all types of nominal stems 
(consonant-, L�,�X� and thematic stems). Occasionally, we come across an ending 
�DL (OD�EDU�QD�L (KUB 2.2 iii 9 (OH/NS)), OD�EDU�QD�¨ D (KUB 36.89 rev. 61 
(OH?/NS)), WD�EDU�QD�L (KUB 44.60 iii 15 (NS)), D�ãD�X�QD�L (Bo 6002 obv. 7 
(undat.)), §D�Dã�ãD�DQ�QD�L (KBo 3.1 ii 49 (OH/NS)), [§D�]Dã�ãD�D�L (OS), StG�GX�
OL�¨D�L (OH or MH/MS), WiN�QD�L (KUB 24.9+ ii 22 (OH/NS)), ÑD�DS�SX�ÑD�L 
(KBo 9.106 ii 15 (MH/NS)), which CHD (L-N: 41) calls “ old dat.”  (note that in L�
stem adjectives the dat.-loc.sg.-forms in �DL, like ãXSSDL, rather reflect */-aii/ < 
*-HL�L).  
 From an IE point of view, we have to reckon with a dat.sg. in *-L (in static root 
nouns and proterodynamic consonant-, L� and X�stem nouns), *-HL (in mobile root 
nouns and hysterodynamic consonant-, L� and X�stems) and *- L (in R-stem 
nouns). It must be noted that although word-final *-L would regularly have been 
lost in Hittite (cf. L�LW ‘go!’  < *K � t�G ! L), the ending *-L was restored (which implies 
that the moment of loss of word-final *�L depended on the preceding consonant). 
The regular outcomes of these three PIE endings must have been �L, **�H and �DL. 
As we see, the former and the latter are attested as such. The second ending, *-HL, 
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has been replaced by �L in pre-Hittite times already (cf. e.g. WiN�QL�L /tgní/ << 
*G ! � ! PpL or NDU�WL�L /krdí/ << *�UG�pL). The ending �DL is found in OH texts only, 
but is rare at that point already. In younger times it is fully taken over by �L as 
well.  
 
�L� (voc.sg.-ending): LUGAL�X�L (KBo 25.122 ii 9 (OS)), LUGAL�X�H (KUB 
31.127 i 2 (OH/NS) // KUB 31.128 i 2 (OH/NS), KUB 31.127 i 15 (OH/NS) // 
KUB 31.129 obv. 4 (OH/NS), KUB 31.127 i 18, 22, 58 (OH/NS)) ‘O king!’ ; 
dUTU�~�L (KUB 41.23 ii 18 (OH/NS)), dUTU�L (KUB 30.10 rev. 10 (OH/MS), 
KUB 7.1 i 6, 8, 15 (OH/NS)), dUTU�H (KUB 31.127 i 1 (OH/NS)) ‘O Sun-god!’ ; 
Sp�H�WD�DQ�WL (KUB 31.137 ii 2 (MH/NS) ‘O place!’ ; ãDU�NX�L (KUB 31.127 i 15 
(OH/NS)) ‘O eminent ...!’ . 
  
The vocative of the singular can be expressed in different ways. Either the 
nom.sg.-form is used: §D�Dã�ãD�D�Dã ‘O hearth!’ , dUTU�Xã ‘O Sun-god!’ ; or the 
stem-form is used: Lã�§D�D ‘O lord!’ , QH�HN�QD ‘O brother!’ , ãDU�NX ‘O eminent 
...!’ , ÑD�DS�SX ‘O riverbank!’ ; or we find an ending �L or �H. As we can see from 
the attestations cited above, the ending �H is found in one text (and its duplicates) 
only, whereas �L is found in several texts, including an OS and OH/MS one. This 
clearly indicates that �L is the regular form, and �H must be regarded as a specific 
feature of the language of the scribe of KUB 31.127.  
 Etymologically, it is clear that �L must be compared with the voc.sg.-‘ending’  
*-H as found in the other Indo-European languages, like Gr. - , Skt. �D, Lat. �H, 
OCS �H and Lith. �H. Because unaccentuated word-final *-H in principle would be 
dropped (cf. § 1.4.9.1.b), we must assume that in pre-Hittite the ending *-H was 
accentuated. Moreover, as we see from e.g. Xã�NL�L ‘see’  < *+X�V�p, the raising of 
word-final accentuated *-p to �L has several parallels in Hittite (cf. § 1.4.9.1.a). 
For an account of the prehistory of the PIE vocative-‘ending’  *-H, cf. Beekes 
(1985: 99f.).  
 
�L (nom.-acc.pl.n.-ending) 
  
Some neuter nouns in �U and �O as well as the noun DQL¨DWW� show a nom.-acc.pl.-
form in �L: D�QL�¨D�DW�WL (from DQL¨DWW� ‘work, task’ ), §L�LQ�NX�ÑD�UL (from §LQNXU � 
§LQJXQ� ‘gift’ ), Lã�§L�~�OL (from Lã§LXO ‘binding’ ), NX�Xã�ãD�QL (from NXããDQ � NXãQ� 
‘salary, fee’ ), PH�§XU�UL (from P §XU � P §XQ� ‘time, period’ ), SiU�ãX�XO�OL (from 
SDUãXO ‘crumb’ ), etc. Most of these forms are from NH texts, but Prins (1997: 
215) adduces OH §X�§X�SD�DO�OL to show that this ending existed in OH times as 
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well. Gertz (1982: 312f.) mentions the forms N �X�UX�UH�H (KBo 44.10, 11 (NS)) 
and D�QL�¨D�DW�WH (KBo 30.80 rev. 5 (MH/MS), which seem to show an ending �H, 
and points to the fact that in many of the words that are usually thought to show 
the ending �L, a reading with �H is possible as well because they are spelled with 
signs that are ambiguous regarding their vowel (e.g. §X�§X�SD�DO�OH, §L�LQ�NX�ÑD�
UH, Lã�§L�~�OH, PH�§XU�UH, SiU�ãX�XO�OH). Nevertheless, on the basis of forms like D�
QL�¨D�DW�WL, which unambiguously shows �L, she concludes that the ending must 
have been �L. She does not seems to have noticed, however, that D�QL�¨D�DW�WH is 
attested in a MS text, whereas all examples of D�QL�¨D�DW�WL are from NS texts. So 
perhaps we must assume a chronological distribution: DQL¨DWWH (MS) > DQL¨DWWL 
(NS). The change of �H to �L likely is analogical (cf. the replacement of OH nom.-
acc.pl.n. NH�H ‘these’  by its corresponding singular-form NL�L in NH times).  
 The prehistory of this ending is in debate. E.g. Milewski (1936: 32f.) argues 
that �L must reflect the PIE dual-ending *-LK � , but Gertz (1982: 320f.) rejects this 
because words where a dual-ending is to be expected do not show traces of this �L. 
If we are really allowed to conclude that the ending �L is the NH replacement of 
original �H in analogy to the fact that the function of OH NH�H ‘these’  is in NH 
times taken over by the singular form NL�L, then this ending �H may be compared 
with the ending �H as visible in NH�H ‘these’ , but also in D�Sp�H ‘those’ ,  H ‘these’  
and NX�H ‘which ones’ , of which I have suggested that they might show the 
phonetical outcome of *-&LK �  (comparable to the fact that *-&XK �  is lowered to 
Hitt. /-Co/).  
 
�L (3sg.pres.act.-ending of the §L-flection) 
  
In the §L-conjugation the ending of 3sg.pres.act. usually is �L, which contrasts with 
�]L of the PL�conjugation. Nevertheless, there are two forms from OS texts where 
we find an ending �H, namely in PD�D]�]p ‘he resists’  and ÑD�DU�Dã�ãH ‘he wipes’ , 
which are normally spelled PD�D]�]L and ÑD�DU�ãL respectively. We must therefore 
conclude that the original ending was �H, which is being replaced by �L from pre-
Hittite times onwards, probably on the basis of the fact that �L has become the 
specific marker of present forms in Hittite.  
 In younger texts we see that sometimes �L is being replaced by its PL-
conjugation counterpart �]L. This happens predominantly in stems ending in �ã� 
and �§� (SD�DS�SiU�ãL (MH/MS) > SD�DS�SiU�Dã�]L (MH/MS), D�DQ�ãL > D�DQ�Dã�]L 
(NS), ÑD�DU�ãL > ÑD�DU�Dã�]L (NS); PD�QL�¨D�D§�§L > PD�QL�¨D�D§�]L (NH), OD�D�§X�
L > OD�§X�X]�]L (NH), ]D�D�§L > ]D�D§�]L (NS)), but occasionally occurs in stems in 
stops as well (§D�PD�DQ�NL > §D�PD�DN�]L (NS), §X�ÑD�DS�St > §X�ÑD�DS�]L (NH)). 
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It should be noted that no PL-conjugation verb ever takes over the §L-ending �L 
(alleged NX�HU�UL ‘he cuts’  instead of normal NX�HU�]L in my view is a scribal error 
(see at NXHU�� �  � NXU�); 3sg.pres.act. §D�DQ�GD�D�L (KBo 5.2 iv 16) must be a 
mistake, compare correct [§D�D]Q�GD�D�L]�]L in ibid. 10; 3sg.pres.act. “ §D�DW�
UD�D�L”  (KUB 8.24 iii 3), cited thus by Puhvel (HED 3: 269f.), is in fact §D�DW�
UD�D�L][-]L]).  
 The ending �H can only reflect *-H�L or *-R�L. Because the other §L-conjugation 
endings �§§H < *-K � H�L and **�WWH < *WK � H�L clearly correspond to the PIE perfect 
endings, I compare Hitt. �H with the PIE 3sg.perf.-ending *-H as attested in e.g. 
Skt. �D, Gk. - , Goth. ��, etc.  
  
 �ª�D�(enclitice conjunctive particle) ‘and, also’ : && D, 9 ¨D, 9 H�D (OS). 
 Derivatives: see NXL� +  �¨�D under NXL� � NXÑD�. 
 Anat. cognates: Pal.  �ª�D ‘and’  (non-geminating), NXLã D ‘everybody’ ; CLuw. 
 ©D ‘and, also’ , NXLã ©D ‘some/any(one)’ ; HLuw.  KD ‘and’ , 5(/��L��VD�KD 
/kuisha/ ‘someone’ ; Lyd. TLG D ‘whatever’ ; Lyc.  NH ‘and’ , WL NH ‘someone’ ; 
Mil.  NH ‘and’ . 
  PAnat. * +R 
  PIE * K � H 
  
This enclitic particle can be used as a clause conjunctive, but can be used on word 
level as well. It is always attached to the second element: $ ... % ¨D ‘A and B’ . 
When used on both elements, $ ¨D ... % ¨D, it denotes ‘both A and B’ . Formally, 
it shows the following distribution: if the word to which it is attached ends in a 
consonant, the particle turns up as  D and causes gemination of the preceding 
consonant (“ geminating  D” , which contrasts with “ non-geminating  D”  ‘but’  
(see  �P�D)). If the preceding word ends in a vowel or is written with a logogram, 
the particle turns op as  ¨D (rarely spelled  H�D). The particle loses its vowel 
when a particle follows that ends in a vowel. Since almost all these particles start 
in �D�,� this loss is only visible in cases like ãX�PH�Hã�ã X�Xã (StBoT 25.4 ii 7 
(OS)) = ãXPHã +  �¨�D +  Xã (otherwise we would expect ãX�PH�ã X�Xã, cf. e.g. 
ãX�PH�ã D�Dã (KUB 23.77 obv. 15), ãX�PH�ã D�DQ (KUB 23.77 obv. 34)). A 
particular use is its attachment to the relative pronoun NXLã, which makes it a 
generalizing pronoun: NXLãã D ‘everyone’ .  
 The particle has cognates in all Anatolian languages, which clearly show that 
we have to reconstruct a form with an initial *+ (CLuw.  §D, HLuw.  KD). This 
means that in Hittite an original laryngeal was lost and that  �¨�D cannot be 
derived from a particle * ¨R vel sim. (pace Puhvel HED 1/2: 8). The Lycian form 
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 NH is significant as this form points to PAnat. *=+R (and not *=+D). A PAnat. 
form * +R can either reflect * K � R or *=K � H. In my view, the first option is 
unlikely as a sequence *9 K � R should have yielded Hitt. **9 §§D, and not 9 ¨D 
(which seems to derive from a hiatus *9"D). I would therefore rather reconstruct 
the particle as *=K � H: we know that intervocalic *K �  is lost through hiatus in 
Hittite. This means, however, that in Luwian and Lycian * K � H shows the 
development as if it was a separate word, with preservation of initial *K �  in front 
of *H. In function and use the particle * K � H acts identical to PIE * N # H ‘and, 
also’ . If *K �  was a labialized consonant, then the formal similarity between *=K � H 
([=�we]?) and * N # H is striking.  
 
LªD� $ $ %
& '  (  : see ¨H�D� � � ��� � � �   
 
LªD�"   : see ¨H�D�� �   
 )+*+)

LªDQW�� (c.) ‘sheep’  (Sum. UDU): nom.sg. L�¨D�DQ�]D, acc.sg. L�¨D�DQ�WD�DQ, 
gen.sg. L�¨D�DQ�WD�Dã. 
  PIE *K � L�HQW� 
  
See Puhvel HED 1/2: 347f. for attestations and discussion. Since Pedersen (1938: 
148), this word is generally regarded as derived from the participle of L�� �  ‘to go’  
or ¨H�D� � � ��� � � �  ‘to go, to march’  and semantically comparable to Gr.  
‘sheep’ , which is derived from  ‘to go’ . So originally it meant ‘walking 
(cattle)’ . See at L�� �  and ¨H�D� � � ��� � � �  for further etymology.  
 
Lª WD,� LªDWDU� �� LªDWQ� (n.) ‘growth, fertility, prosperity’ : nom.-acc.sg. L�¨D�D�WD 
(KUB 12.63 rev. 29 (OH/MS)), L�¨D�D�GD (KBo 3.7 i 18 (OH/NS)), L�¨D�WD (KUB 
2.2 iii 28 (OH/NS), KBo 12.42 rev. 4 (MH/NS), KUB 8.22 iii 3 (fr.) (NS), KUB 
53.1 i 4 (NS)), L�¨D�GD (KUB 12.63 rev. 16 (OH/MS), KUB 4.4 obv. 13 (NH)), L�
¨D�WDU (KUB 23.40 obv. 3 (MS), KUB 43.60 i 11 (OH/NS), KBo 11.1 obv. 15 
(NH)), gen.sg. L�¨D�DW�QD�Dã (KUB 39.7 i 11, ii 10 (OH/NS), KUB 13.33 ii 5 
(NS)), L�¨D�DW�QD½�Dã¾ (KUB 39.7 ii 20 (OH/NS)), L�¨D�WD�Dã (KBo 18.133 obv. 8 
(NS)), abl. L�¨D�DW�QD�]D (KUB 31.71 iv 30 (NH)). 
 Derivatives: LªDWQXÓDQW� (adj.) ‘growing, luxuriant’  (nom.-acc.sg.n. L�¨D�DW�QX�
ÑD�DQ (KUB 29.7 rev. 18 (MH/MS))), LªDWQLªDQW� (adj.) ‘growing’  (nom.-acc.sg.n. 
L�¨D�DW�QL�¨D�DQ (KUB 29.1 iv 18 (OH/NS)), dat.-loc.pl. L�¨D�DW�QL�¨D�DQ�GD�Dã 
(KBo 6.11 i 8 (OH/NS))). 
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See Puhvel HED 1/2: 350f. for attestations. This word has two stems, namely 
L¨ WD besides L¨DWDU � L¨DWQ�. That the first variant is not a mere U�less variant of the 
second is apparent from the gen.sg. L¨DWDã as visible in the expression L�¨D�WD�Dã 
PH�§X�QL (KBo 18.133 obv. 8) ‘in the time of fertility’ . Moreover, L¨ WD is attested 
in an OH/MS text already, which may indicate that we rather should assume that 
the stem L¨DWDU � L¨DWQ� is a secondary rebuilding of an original stem L¨DWD. This 
could possibly explain the remarkable retention of the cluster �WQ� that contrasts 
with the normal oblique stem of abstracts nouns in � WDU, which is � QQ�. Rieken 
(1999a: 255-6) therefore reconstructs L¨ WD as *K , L�HK - �WHK - , ultimately from the 
root *K , HL� ‘to go’ , through ‘moveable wealth’ , cf. Watkins (1979: 282-3).  
 
ªH�D� $ $ %
& '  (  (IIIg) ‘to go, to come, to walk, to proceed, to stride, to march’  (Sum. 
DU): 1sg.pres.midd. L�¨D�D§�§D�UL (NH), 2sg.pres.midd. L�¨D�DW�WD�UL (OH/NS), L�
¨D�DW�WD�WL (NH), 3sg.pres.midd. ¨D�DW�WD (KUB 36.106 obv. 2 (OS)), L�¨D�DW�WD, L�
¨D�DG�GD, L�¨D�DW�WD�UL (MH/MS, often), L�DW�WD�UL (KUB 43.38 rev. 24 (MH/MS)), 
L�¨D�DG�GD�UL, L�¨D�DW�WD�D�UL (KUB 2.5 v 5 (NS)), L�¨D�DG�GD�D�UL, 1pl.pres.midd. L�
¨D�X�ÑD�Dã�WD, 2pl.pres.midd. L�¨D�DG�GX�PD, 3pl.pres.midd. L�H�HQ�WD (KBo 22.1 
obv. 14 (OS)), L�HQ�WD (IBoT 2.12 i 6 (NS)), L�HQ�WD�UL (KBo 14.129 rev. 11 (MS)), 
L�¨D�DQ�WD�UL (MH/MS, often), L�¨D�DQ�GD�UL (MH/MS), L�¨D�DQ�WD (often), 
1sg.pret.midd. L�¨D�D§�§D�DW, L�¨D�D§�§D�§D�DW, 2sg.pret.midd. L�¨D�DW�WD�WL, 
3sg.pret.midd. L�¨D�DW�WD�DW, 3pl.pret.midd. L�¨D�DQ�WD�DW, 2sg.imp.midd. L�¨D�D§�
§X�XW (OS), L�H�§X�XW (KBo 8.66 obv. 8 (NS)), 3sg.imp.midd. L�¨D�DW�WD�UX 
(MH/MS), 2pl.imp.midd. L�¨D�DG�GX�PD�DW, 3pl.imp.midd. L�¨D�DQ�WD�UX; part. L�¨D�
DQ�W�. 
  PIE *K , L�¨H�R� 
  
See Puhvel HED 1/2: 330f. for attestations. The bulk of the attestations show a 
stem L¨D� (rarely spelled ¨D�), but we find a stem ¨H� a few times, of which the OS 
attestation L�H�HQ�WD is significant. We therefore are clearly dealing with an 
original thematic inflection ¨H�D�. This verb is middle, but compare the occasional 
active forms that are gathered under the lemma L�. / . The connection with the PIE 
root *K , HL� was made from the beginning of Hittitology onwards, but the exact 
formation of this verb is in debate. In my opinion, assuming a formation *K , L�
¨H�R� would explain the attested paradigm best (i.e. belonging to class IIIg, cf. 
§ 2.2.3.4). See at SD¨L�. /  � SDL� ‘to go’  and ÑH�. /  � XÑD� ‘to come’  for other verbs 
that go back to *K , HL�.  
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ªH�D�"   (Ic1) ‘to do, to make’  (Sum. DÙ): 1sg.pres.act. L�¨D�PL (OS, often), L�H�PL 
(OS, 1x), L�¨D�DP�PL (KUB 1.16 iii 24 (OH/NS)), 2sg.pres.act. L�H�ãL (OS), L�¨D�ãL 
(MH/MS), 3sg.pres.act. L�H�H]�]L (OS, often), L�H�]L (OS), L�H]�]L (OS), ¨D�D]�]L 
(KUB 36.108 obv. 12 (OS)), L�¨D�D]�]L, L�¨D�]L, 1pl.pres.act. L�¨D�X�H�QL (MH/MS), 
L�¨D�X�ÑD�QL (KBo 3.8 ii 24 (OH/NS)), 2pl.pres.act. L�¨D�DW�WH�QL (MH/MS), 
3pl.pres.act. ¨D�DQ�]L (OS), L�¨D�DQ�]L (OS, often), L�DQ�]L (KUB 32.130, 24 
(MH/MS)), L�HQ�]L (MH/MS, often), L�H�HQ�]L, 1sg.pret.act. L�¨D�QX�XQ (MH/MS), 
2sg.pret.act. L�H�Hã (KUB 23.117, 2 (OH/NS), KUB 31.110, 12 (OH/NS), KUB 
36.103, 6 (OH/NS)), L�¨D�Dã (MH/MS), L�¨D�DW, 3sg.pret.act. L�H�HW (OS, often), H�HW 
(KUB 36.41 i 5 (MS)), L�¨D�DW (MH/MS, often), 1pl.pret.act. L�¨D�X�HQ (MH/MS), 
L�¨D�X�H�HQ (MH/MS), 2pl.pret.act. L�¨D�DW�WH�HQ (OH/NS), L�¨D�DW�WpQ (OH/NS), 
3pl.pret.act. L�H�HU (OS, often), L�¨D�HU (KUB 34.90, 7 (NS)), 2sg.imp.act. L�¨D 
(MH/MS), 3sg.imp.act. L�H�HG�GX (MH/MS), L�¨D�DG�GX (MH/MS), L�DG�GX 
(MH/MS), 2pl.imp.act. L�¨D�DW�WpQ (MH/MS), 3pl.imp.act. L�¨D�DQ�GX (often), L�HQ�
GX (KBo 6.34 ii 48, 49 (MH/NS)); part. L�¨D�DQ�W�; verb.noun L�¨D�X�ÑD�DU; inf.I L�
¨D�X�ÑD�DQ�]L; inf.II L�¨D�X�ÑD�DQ�QD; impf. H�Hã�NH�D� (KUB 12.63 obv. 5 
(OH/MS), KBo 5.3 iii 64 (NH)), Lã�NH�D� (KUB 4.1 i 15 (MH/NS)). 
 Derivatives: see ããD� /  � ãã�. 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. �ªD�� ‘to do, to make’  (1sg.pres.act. D�ÑL 0 , 2sg.pres.act. 
D�D�¨D�ãL, 3sg.pres.act. D�WL, 1sg.pret.act. D�§D, 3sg.pret.act. D�¨D�WD, D�D�WD, D�D�GD, 
D�WD, D�GD, 3pl.pret.act. D�D�¨D�DQ�WD, D�L�¨D�DQ�GD, 2sg.imp.act. D�D�¨D, 
3sg.imp.act. D�D�GX, 3sg.pres.midd. D�D�¨D�UL, 3sg.imp.midd. D�D�¨D�UX, part. D�L�
¨D�DP�PL�LQ�]L); HLuw. i�LD�� ‘to do, to make’  (1sg.pres.act. /"awi/ i�ZD�L�� 
�+ø6$5&,.� �� ����� �VJ�SUHV�DFW�� �"aiadi/ i�LD�WL�L (SULTANHAN §25), 
1sg.pret.act. /"aha/ i�KD� �+ø6$5&,.� �� ����� �VJ�SUHW�DFW�� �"ada/ i�Wj�� 
(SULTANHAN §13), i�Wj (SULTANHAN §45), i�UD�D��0$5$ù��������i�UD�L 
�"���(ö5(.�������/\G��L� ‘to make?’  (3pl.pret. LO); Lyc. D� ‘(act.) to do, to make; 
(midd.) to become’  (3sg.pres.act. DGL, HGL, 3pl.pres.act. DLWL, 1sg.pret.act. D D, D m, 
DJm, 3sg.pret.act. DGH, DG , HGH, 3pl.pret.act. DLW ; 1sg.pret.midd. D DJm; inf. xQH, 
xQH�L�). 

  PIE *++�¨H�R� ? 
  
See Puhvel HED 1/2: 335 for attestations. Note that 3pl.pres.act. H�HQ�]L (Bo 2599 
i 23) cited in HW (Erg. 2: 13) is incorrect: we should read ~�HQ�]L (KUB 56.46 i 
23). The OS attestation L�IZ�]L is to be read as L�H]�]L /iétsi/ and does not show a 
stem L� (pace Puhvel l.c.).  
 This verb inflects according to the �¨H�D�class. The oldest attestations closely 
reflect the PIE situation:  
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present preterite �
L¨DPL� L¨DQXQ�
¨HãL� ¨Hã�
¨H]]L� ¨HW�
L¨DÑHQL (OH/NS)�� L¨DÑHQ 
[*¨HWWDQL]  [*¨HWWHQ] 
L¨DQ]L  ¨HU 

 
In the OH/MH-period, we see that the stem ¨H� receives some productivity 
(yielding ¨HPL (1x in an OS text vs. L¨DPL 7x in an OS text), ¨HQ]L and ¨HQGX), but 
from the MH period onwards it is clear that the stem L¨D� is winning the 
competition, yielding L¨DãL, L¨D]]L, L¨Dã, L¨DW and L¨DGGX. In the Luwian languages, 
we find a stem D¨D� that occasionally contracts to D�. This D� is the predecessor of 
Lyc. D�.  
 The etymological interpretation of this verb is quite difficult. Kronasser (1966: 
74) connected L¨H�D�. /  with Lat. L F  ‘I threw’  and Gr.  ‘I sent, I threw’  < *¨ � 
(i.e. *+LHK , �), which is followed by e.g. Watkins (1969a: 71) and Melchert 
(1994a: 75, 129). This etymology is problematic, however. First, the semantics do 
not fit: I do not see how ‘to do, to make’  matches ‘to send, to throw’ . Secondly, 
the formal side is wrong. If the etymon really were *+LHK , �,�we would expect 
Hitt. **¨ � throughout the single forms. In the 1sg. of ‘to make, to do’ , the 
original forms are L¨DPL and L¨DQXQ and not ¨HPL and **¨HQXQ. The form ¨HPL ‘I 
make’  is indeed attested, but occurs only thrice in one text (KBo 17.1 + 25.3 ii 9 
(fr.), iii 21, 23 (fr.) (OS)), which makes it far less attested than L¨DPL, which is 
attested 7x in OS texts and 90x in total in my files. A form **¨HQXQ is not attested 
at all, which is remarkable, especially if we compare the verbs SH¨H�. /  � SH¨� ‘to 
send away’  and X¨H�. /  � X¨� ‘to send (here)’ , which indeed are derived from the root 
*+LHK , � ‘to send’ ): they show 1sg.pret.act. SH¨HQXQ (MH/MS) and X¨HQXQ 
(MH/MS). Together with the fact that *+LHK , � in my view would not yield Luw. 
D¨D�,�I therefore reject the reconstruction that involves the root *+LHK , � (but see at 
SH¨H��SH¨� and X¨H��X¨� for real descendants of this root).  
 Oettinger (1979a: 349), too, rejected the connection with *+LHK , � and 
reconstructed, primarily on the basis of Luw. D¨D�,�a thematic verb *K , p¨�H�R�. For 
Hittite, he assumes that * � yields L� and that *K , p¨�H�R� yields Hitt. /i¨e/a-/. Apart 
from the fact that the supposed development *s� > L� is incorrect (e.g. ã]L < 
*K , pV�WL, ã§DU < *K , pVK - U, etc.), Melchert (1984a: 14f.) rightly points out that 
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Hitt. L�H�H]�]L probably denotes /ietsi/, which is supported by the OS spelling ¨D�
DQ�]L /iantsi/, and that we have to reckon with a stem /ie/a-/.  
 In my view, the only way to connect Hitt. /ie/a-/ with Luw. D¨D�,�is to assume a 
preform *++�¨H�R� (note that there is no further evidence for active verbs that 
show a thematic vowel in Hittite). In Hittite, *++�¨H�R� yielded ¨H�D� (cf. LQX�. /  < 
*K , K 1 L�QHX� (see under �L�� 243 /  � L�), whereas in Luwian, it yielded /" LD-/ (through 
*+ �¨H�R�,�cf. Kloekhorst 2004 for the interpretation of the HLuwian sign i as 
/"(a)/). Unfortunately, I know of no IE cognates. See at ããD� /  � ãã� for a treatment 
of the imperfective of this verb.  
 
ª ããDU���ª ãQ� (n.) something evil: nom.-acc.sg. L�H�Hã�ãDU (KUB 24.13 ii 24, KUB 
41.21 iv 4, KBo 19.145 iii 7, KUB 9.39 ii 2, KUB 8.39, 2, 4, 5, KUB 59.11 vi 4, 
6), gen.sg. L�H�Hã�QD�Dã (KUB 17.18 ii 31). 
  
This word only occurs in lists of evils, e.g. in the following contexts: 
 

KUB 24.13 ii  
(23)                                   DQ�ãX�Q D Wi N�NiQ NÍ.TE-]D  
(24) ÏUL-OX XG�GD�D-DU DO�ÑD�DQ�]D-WDU L�H�Hã�ãDU�U D  

 
 ‘I have wiped from your body evil words, witchcraft and ¨ ããDU’ ;  

 
KBo 19.145 iii  
(7) [... DO�Ñ]D�DQ�]D�WDU L�H�Hã�ãDU SD�DS�UD�D�WDU ...  

 
 ‘..., witchcraft, ¨ ããDU, defilement, ...’ .  

 
Often, this word is regarded as a spelling variant of ‘ ããDU � ãQ�’ , which is 
supposed to be the §�less variant of ã§DU � Lã§DQ� ‘blood’  (e.g. Puhvel HED 1/2: 
305f.). Although it is true that ã§DU � Lã§DQ� can occur in lists of evils as well, 
then denoting ‘bloodshed’ , there is one context in which it is clear that ¨ ããDU � 
¨ ãQ� and ã§DU � Lã§DQ� cannot be identical:  
 

KUB 17.18 ii  
(29) [(D�Sp�H�)GD�Dã L�GD�OD�X�]ÑD�Dã XG�GD�D�QD�Dã Lã�§D�D�QD�Dã  
(30) [(Lã�§D�D§�UX�ÑD�Dã OL�LQ�N)]L�¨D�Dã §X�X�XU�WL�¨D�Dã  
(31) [D(O�ÑD�DQ�]p�)QD�Dã SD�DS�)]UD�DQ�QD�Dã L�H�Hã�QD�Dã  

 
 ‘.. to these evil words of bloodshed, of tears, of curses, of conjurations, of 

sorcerors, of defilement (and) of ¨ ããDU’ .  
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Since both ¨ ããDU and ã§DU are mentioned here, they cannot be the same word.  
 Because the exact meaning of ¨ ããDU � ¨ ãQ� cannot be determined, it is hard to 
etymologize it. Formally it looks like an abstract noun in � ããDU � � ãQ� of a root L� 
or ¨H�D�. The only verbs that formally would fit are L�. /  ‘to go’  / ¨H�D� 5 5 2 6 3 / 7  ‘to go’  
and ¨H�D�. /  ‘to do’ . The semantic connection between one of these verbs and 
‘something evil’  is not clear, however.  
 
LNQLªDQW� (adj.) ‘lame’ : nom.sg.c. LN�QL�¨D�DQ�]D (NS). 
  PIE *LJ�Q�¨HQW� ? 
  
This word is hapax in the following context:  
 

KUB 12.62 rev.  
(7) Ú.SAL�L GIŠãL�ãL�¨D�DP�PD DU�WD NDW�WD�DQ PD WD�Dã�ÑD�DQ�]D GX�GX�PL�¨D�DQ�]D  

(8) D�ãD�DQ�]L WD�Dã�ÑD�DQ�]D D�Xã�]L OH�H GX�XG�GX�PL�¨D�DQ�]D Lã�WD�PD�Dã�]L  
(9) OH�H LN�QL�¨D�DQ�]D SiG�GD�L OH�H  

 
 ‘A ãLãLDPPD stands in the meadow. Underneath it a blind and a deaf man sit. The 

blind man cannot see, the deaf man cannot hear and the LNQL¨DQW� man cannot run’ .  
 
From this context, it is clear that LNQL¨DQW� must mean something like ‘lame’  or 
‘paralysed’ . Puhvel (HED 1-2: 354) connects the word with Hitt. HND� ‘ice’ , so 
originally meaning ‘frozen, paralysed’ . If correct, we might have to compare Q-
stem forms like MiCorn. \H\Q ‘cold’  (*¨HJ�Q�) and ON MDNL ‘ice-floe’  (*¨HJ��H�Q�). 
See at HND� for further etymology.  
 
LNW�: see HNW�  
 89);:

LOOXªDQND�,�
89);:

HOOLªDQNX� (c.) ‘snake, serpent’ : nom.sg. LO�OX�¨D�DQ�ND�Dã (KBo 
3.7 i 9, 11, KUB 17.5 i 9), LO�OX�L�¨D�DQ�ND�Dã (KUB 36.5 ii 28, KUB 17.6 i 4 
(fr.)), [LO�O]L�XQ�N[L�Lã] (KBo 12.83 i 7 (OH/NS)), acc.sg. LO�OX�¨D�DQ�ND�DQ (KUB 
17.5 i 5 (fr.), 15, 17 (fr.), KBo 3.7 iii 24), LO�OL�¨ �D[Q�ND�DQ] (KBo 3.7 iii 31), [H]O�
OL�¨D�DQ�NX�XQ (KBo 26.79, 17), gen.sg. LO�OX�¨D�DQ�ND�Dã (KBo 3.7 iii 7, 26), 
acc.pl. HO�OL�¨D�DQ�NX�Xã (KUB 24.7 iii 70). 
  
See Puhvel HED 1/2: 358-9 for attestations. This word shows several different 
stems, namely LOOX¨DQND�,� LOOL¨DQND�,� HOOL¨DQNX� and (possibly) LOOLXQNL�. To my 
mind, these alterations clearly point to a non-IE origin of this word. I therefore 
reject Katz’  attempt (1998) to explain this word as reflecting “ *eel-snake” , i.e. a 
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compound of the elements LOOX¨� and DQND�X� of which the former is supposed to 
be cognate to PGerm. *mOD� ‘eel’  and the latter to Lat. DQJXLV, Gr. , etc. 
‘snake’ .  
 <�= :
LO]L�: see GIŠHO]L�  

 
LPPD (adv.) ‘truly, really, indeed’ : LP�PD (OS). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. LPPD (adv.) ‘indeed’  (LP�PD); HLuw. LPD (adv.) 
‘indeed’  (L�PD). 
 IE cognates: Lat. LPP  (particle) ‘indeed’ . 
  
See Puhvel HED 1/2: 359f. for attestations and Melchert 1985 for semantics, who 
states that the basic function of LPPD is indicating asseveration and emphasis. 
Goetze & Pedersen (1934: 77-9) connected LPPD with Lat. LPP  ‘indeed’ . 
Although semantically and formally this comparison is convincing, it is not fully 
clear how to reconstruct these forms. Melchert (o.c.) reconstructs *LG�PRK -  (with 
nom.-acc.sg.n. *LG of the demonstrative pronoun *K , H�,� *�K , �L�) but Kimball 
(1999: 299), pointing to the fact that *9GP9 would probably have been preserved 
in Luwian (cf. Luw. NDWPDUãL� ~ Hitt. NDPPDUãL¨H�D�. / ), rather reconstructs *LP�
PRK - , with acc.sg.c. *LP. According to her, *PRK -  may be compared with Gr.  
< *PK - . Within Hittite, one could consider a connection with QDPPD ‘then, in 
addition’  (q.v.).  
 
LPLªH�D�> ? �(Ic1) ‘to mingle, to mix’ : 1sg.pres.act. L�PL�¨D�PL (KUB 24.14 i 4 (NS)), 
L�LP�PL�¨D�PL (KUB 24.15 obv. 10 (NS)), LP�PL�¨D�PL (KUB 24.14 i 10 (NS)), 
2sg.pres.act. LP�PH�¨D�ãL (KBo 21.20 rev. 17 (NS)), LP�PH�DW�WL (KUB 21.5 iii 15 
(NH)), 3sg.pres.act. LP�PL�¨D�]L (KUB 11.20 i 10 (OH/NS)), LP�PL�¨D�D]�]L (KUB 
7.1 i 27 (OH/NS), VBoT 120 ii 3 (MH/NS)), 3pl.pres.act. L�PL�¨D�DQ�]L (KBo 
14.63 iv 14 (fr.) (MH/MS), KBo 6.34 ii 22 (MH/NS), KUB 29.4 iv 26 (NS)), L�
LP�PL�DQ�]L (KUB 29.48 rev. 16 (MH/MS)), LP�PL�¨D�DQ�]L (KUB 1.11 iv 12 
(MH/MS), KBo 6.34 i 32 (MH/NS)), LP�PL�DQ�]L (KBo 3.5 + IBoT 2.136 iv 65 
(MH/NS)), 1sg.pret.act. L�PL�H�QX�XQ (KBo 3.46 obv. 13 (OH/NS)), 1pl.pret.act. 
L�PL�¨D�X�HQ (KUB 43.74 obv. 13 (NS)), 3pl.imp.act. LP�PL�¨D�DQ�GX (KUB 36.12 
iii 3 (NS)); 3sg.pres.midd. L�PL�¨D�DW�WD�UL (KUB 32.135 i 9 (fr.), iv 8 (OH/MS)), 
LP�PL�¨D�DG�GD�UL (KUB 29.8 ii 21 (MH/MS)), LP�PH�¨D�WD�U[L] (KBo 18.62 rev. 
10 (NS)), 3pl.pres.midd. L[-LP�PL�¨]D�DQ�WD�UL (KBo 20.63 i 7 (OH/NS)), 
3pl.pret.midd. LP�PL�¨D�DQ�GD�DW (KBo 14.50 obv. 6 (MS?)), 3pl.imp.midd. LP�
PH�DW�WD�UX (KUB 43.38 rev. 20 (NS?)); part. L�PL�¨D�DQ�W� (KBo 21.34 ii 19, 54, 
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56, iii 34, 51 (MH/NS), KUB 15.31 iii 53 (MH/NS), KBo 11.19 obv. 12 (NS)), L�
LP�PL�¨D�DQ�W� (KUB 15.34 i 15, i 25, iii 30 (MH/MS)), LP�PL�¨D�DQ�W� (KUB 
15.34 ii 42 (MH/MS), KUB 1.11 i 35, ii 30, iii 37 (MH/MS), KUB 1.13 iv 39, ii 
58 (MH/NS), KUB 15.32 iv 11 (MH/NS), KUB 33.120 i 40 (MH/NS), KUB 
24.14 i 15 (NS)), LP�PL�DQ�W� (KBo 47.37, 8 (MH/NS), KUB 1.13 i 10 (MH/NS)), 
LP�PH�¨D�DQ�W� (KUB 28.102 iv 12 (OH/NS), KUB 24.15 obv. 15 (NS)); impf. 
LP�P[L�L]ã�NH�D� (KBo 23.27 ii 29 (MS)). 
 Derivatives: LPLXO� (n.) ‘grain mix, horse feed’  (nom.-acc.sg. L�PL�~�O D�D ã�
PD�Dã (KUB 29.41, 8 (MH/MS)), L�PL�~�XO (KBo 12.126 i 29 (OH/NS)), LP�PL�~�
XO (KBo 4.2 ii 33 (OH/NS), KUB 7.54 ii 17 (fr.) (NS)), LP�PL�L�~�XO (KBo 10.37 
ii 15 (OH/NS))). 
 IE cognates: Skt. \DPi� ‘twin’ , Latv. MXPLV ‘two joined into a unite, things 
grown together, dubblefruit(?)’ , MIr. HPRQ ‘twins’ . 
  PIE *LP�¨H�R� 
  
See Puhvel HED 1/2: 361f. for attestations. The verb and its derivative are spelled 
L�PL�,�L�LP�PL�,�LP�PL� and LP�PH�. Of these four possibilities, the spelling LP�PH� 
is found in NS texts only, whereas L�PL�,� L�LP�PL� and LP�PL� are all attested in 
MS texts already. Of these spellings, L�PL�¨D�DW�WD�UL (OH/MS) is the oldest one 
and determines that the original spelling of this verb was L�PL�,�which was altered 
to LP�PL� through an intermediate stage L�LP�PL� (compare the spelling 
chronology of DPL¨DQW�: original D�PL� changed to DP�PL� through a stage D�DP�
PL�). This means that we are dealing with an original verb LPL¨H�D�. / .  
 Usually, this word is etymologically interpreted as *HQ�PHL� ‘to mix in’  (~ Skt. 
Pi\DWH ‘to exchange’ ) as first suggested by Sturtevant (1933: 133, 224), cf. e.g. 
Puhvel (l.c.), Melchert (1994a: 101) and Rieken (1999: 463). The fact that the 
original spelling of this verb is with single �P� is not very favourable to this 
etymology, however. We would expect that *HQ�PHL� (or even better *HQ�K - PHL�,�
cf. Gr.  ‘to exchange’ ) would surely yield geminate �PP� (note that this 
was noticed by Rieken (o.c.: 464) as well, but she nevertheless sticks to the 
etymology under the totally DG KRF assumption that the OH and MH scribes did 
not care about writing geminates as much as their NH colleagues did). I therefore 
reject the etymology, also because a verbal univerbation with the element *K , HQ� 
‘in’  is unparalleled in Hittite.  
 In my view, LPL¨H�D�. /  can hardly reflect anything else than *�+�LP�¨H�R�,�derived 
of a root *�+�LHP�. Although I know no verbal examples of such a root (Skt. \DP� 
‘to hold, to stretch out’  remains semantically far), a nominal cognate may be 
found in Skt. \DPi� ‘twin’  (cf. Eichner DSXG Oettinger 1979a: 345), Latv. MXPLV 
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‘two joined into a unite, things grown together, dubblefruit(?)’ , MIr. HPRQ ‘twins’  
< *LHP�. The original meaning of this root then must have been ‘to mingle, to 
unite’ .  
 
LQDQ��(n.) ‘illness, ailment’  (Sum. GIG): nom.-acc.sg. L�QD�DQ, gen.sg. L�QD�QD�Dã, 
dat.-loc.sg. L�QD�QL, dat.-loc.pl. L�QD�QD�Dã. 
  
See Puhvel HED 1/2: 365f. for attestations. The word shows an Q-stem inflection 
and is semantically comparable to HUPDQ � DUPQ� (q.v.). Mechanically, LQDQ� can 
hardly reflect anyhting else than *�+�LQ�RQ�,�but it is difficult to find IE cognates. 
Usually, LQDQ� is connected with Skt. pQDV� ‘mischief, crime, misfortune’ , GAv. 
D QDK� ‘crime, wrong, mischief’  (cf. Puhvel (l.c.) for references). Apart from the 
semantic problems (‘mischief, crime’  is quite different from ‘illness, ailment’ ), 
this is formally unattractive, however, because we then would have to reconstruct 
a root *+HLQ�,� which is impossible according to the PIE root constraints. 
Moreover, no other cognates for pQDV� are found outside of Indo-Iranian. I would 
rather derive LQDQ� from a root *�+�LHQ�,�but such a root is further unknown to 
me.  
 
LQDU � (stem) ‘vigor’ . 
 Derivatives: LQQDU  (adv.) ‘explicitly, willfully, purposely’  (LQ�QD�UD�D (IBoT 
1.36 i 48 (fr.) (MH/MS), KBo 10.45 i 46 (MH/NS), KUB 13.7 i 18 (MH/NS), 
KUB 31.68 rev. 44 (NS), KUB 54.1 ii 48 (NS), KUB 21.33 iv 20 (NH), KUB 
26.1 iii 43 (NH), KUB 26.32 i 14 (NH)), LQ�QD�UD PD (IBoT 1.36 i 49 
(MH/MS)), LQ�QD�UD ÑD NiQ (KUB 31.68 rev. 32 (NS)), LQ�QD�UD X�
ÑD PX NiQ (KUB 54.1 i 36 (NS), LQ�QD�UD X�ÑD�D ã�PD�Dã (KUB 1.8 iv 8 
(NH))), LQ�Q�DUD©©� ?  (IIb) ‘to make strong, to strenghten’  (3sg.pres.act. L�QD�UD�
D§�§L (KUB 36.110 rev. 12 (OS)); 1sg.pret.midd. LQ�QD�UD�D§�§D�DW (KUB 30.10 
obv. 18, 19 (OH/MS)); verb.noun LQ�QD�UD�D§�§X�DU (KBo 17.60 rev. 10 
(MH/MS))), LQQDUDÓDÓDU (n.) ‘strength’  (nom.-acc.sg. LQ�QD�UD�Ñ[D�X�]D�DU 
(KUB 30.10 rev. 19 (OH/MS))), 

@ A4B LQ�Q�DUDÓDQW� (adj.) ‘strong, vigorous (deity)’  
(nom.sg.c. L�QD�UD�X�DQ�]D (KUB 36.110 rev. 11 (OS)), LQ�QD�UD�X�ÑD�DQ�]D 
(KUB 17.20 ii 3 (NS), Bo 6044, 4 (undat.), KUB 55.39 iii 30 (NS), VBoT 24 i 29 
(MH/NS)), acc.sg.c. LQ�QD�UD�X�ÑD�DQ�GD�DQ (VBoT 24 ii 30 (MH/NS)), dat.-
loc.sg. LQ�QD�UD�ÑD�DQ�WL (FHG 1, 19 (OH/NS), VBoT 24 ii 34 (MH/NS)), LQ�QD�
UD�D�X�ÑD�DQ�WL (KUB 30.10 obv. 8 (OH/MS)), nom.pl.c. LQ�QD�UD�X�ÑD�DQ�WH�Hã 
(KBo 17.88 iii 22 (OH/MS), KUB 15.34 i 48 (MH/MS), HT 1 i 43, 46 (MH/NS)), 
LQ�QD�UD�ÑD�DQ�WD�Dã (HT 1 i 29 (MH/NS)), LQ�QD�UD�X�ÑD�DQ�WD�Dã (KUB 9.31 i 
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36 (MH/NS)), LQ�QD�UD�X�ÑD�DQ�GD�Dã (HT 1 i 59 (MH/NS)), LQ�QD�UD�~�ÑD�DQ�
GD�Dã (KUB 9.31 ii 6 (MH/NS))), LQQDUDÓ WDU� �� LQQDUDÓDQQ� (n.) ‘strength, 
force, vigor’  (Sum. KAL�WDU; nom.-acc.sg. LQ�QD�UD�X�ÑD�WDU (MH/MS), LQ�QD�UD�
X�ÑD�D�WDU, LQ�QD�UD�ÑD�WDU, dat.-loc.sg. LQ�QD�UD�X�ÑD�DQ�QL, instr. LQ�QD�UD�X�ÑD�
DQ�QL�LW), LQQDUDXÓD©©� ?  (IIb) ‘to make strong, to strengthen’  (verb.noun gen.sg. 
[LQ�Q]D�UD�X�ÑD�D§�§X�X�ÑD�Dã (KUB 2.1 ii 17 (OH/NS))), LQQDUDÓ ãã�> ?  (Ib2) ‘to 
become strong’  (3sg.pres.act. LQ�QD�UD�X�H�Hã�]L (KUB 8.35 obv. 9 (NS)). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. QQDUD�L� (adj.) ‘forceful, virile’  (acc.sg.c. DQ�QD�UL�LQ), 
DQQDU �L�� ‘to be forceful’  (Hitt. verb.noun gen.sg. DQ�QD�UD�X�ÑD�[Dã]), QQDUL� 
(c.) ‘forcefulness, virility’  (nom.sg. D�DQ�QD�UL�Lã, DQ�QD�UL�Lã, acc.sg. DQ�QD�UL�LQ, 
DQ�QD�UL�HQ; case? DQ�QD�UL), DQQDUXPP�L�� (adj.) ‘forceful, virile’  (nom.pl.c. DQ�
QD�UX�XP�PL�LQ�]L, DQ�QD�UX�XP�PL�HQ�]L, DQ�QD�UX�XP�PH�HQ�]L, acc.pl.c. DQ�QD�
UX�XP�PL[-LQ�]]D), QQDUXP ©LW� (n.) ‘forcefulness, virility’  (nom.-acc.sg. DQ�QD�
UX�PD�D�§L, abl.-instr. D�DQ�QD�UX�XP�PD�§L½�WD¾�WL, DQ�QD�UX�XP�PD�§L�WD�WL, 
gen.adj.nom.sg.c. [DQ�QD�U]X�PD�§L�WD�Dã�ãL�Lã), DQQDUXP L� ‘to display 
forcefulness’  (2sg.imp.act. DQ�QD�UX�PD�D�L). 
  
See Puhvel HED 1/2: 366f. for attestations. In Hittite, we find several words that 
are derived from a stem LQDU � or LQQDU � that have a basic meaning ‘vital 
strength, vigor’  (cf. Puhvel o.c.: 372). Although the bulk of the attesations are 
spelled with geminate �QQ� (in OH/MS-texts already), the two OS attestations 
LQDUD§§L and LQDUDXÑDQ]D show that the original spelling must have been with 
single �Q� (cf. DPL¨DQW� and LPL¨H�D�. /  for similar distributions), which is the reason 
for me to cite this lemma as LQDU �. The CLuwian counterpart of this stem is 
DQQDU�,�sometimes spelled QQDU�. The situation that Hitt. LQDUD� corresponds to 
CLuw. �QQDU� reminds us of Hitt. LG OX� ~ CLuw. DGGXÑDO� ‘evil’ , which is 
explained by assuming that the Hitt. word reflects *K , HGÑyO�X�,� whereas the 
CLuw. word goes back to *K , pGÑRO�� �VKRZLQJ�ýRS’ s Law). This means that for 
LQDU � ~ QQDU�,� we have to assume a difference in accentuation as well. 
Mechanically, we should reconstruct *K , HQRUy� for Hittite, and *K , pQRU� for 
CLuwian.  
 Since Hrozný (1917: 74), this word is generally connected with PIE *K - QHU� 
‘man’  and reconstructed as *K , HQ�K - QRU�R� ‘having virility inside’  (compare for 
this formation DQWXÑD§§Dã� � DQGX§ã� ‘man, person’  < *‘having breath inside’ ). 
Apart from the fact that it is awkward that the root *K - QHU� is not found anywhere 
else in the Anatolian language group, I think that the OS spellings with single �Q� 
strongly speak against this reconstruction, which I therefore reject. Unfortunately, 
I have no better alternative, however.  
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LQL : see DãL � XQL � LQL  
 
LQX�> ? �caus. of �L�� 2 6 3 / 7  � L� ‘to be hot’  (q.v.)  
 
LU©�D��: see HU§� � DUD§����DU§�  
 
ããD� ? � �� ãã� (IIa1 : impf. of ¨H�D�. /  ‘to do, to make’ ) ‘to do, to make’  (Sum. DÙ-
HããD�): 1sg.pres.act. [L�L]ã�ãD�D§�§L (KUB 1.16 ii 43 (OH/NS)), Lã�ãD�D§�§L (HKM 
21 rev. 21 (MH/MS), HKM 52 obv. 9 (MH/MS), KBo 16.97 obv. 15 (MS), KUB 
27.38 i 19 (MS), KUB 7.5 ii 5, 20 (MH/NS), KBo 5.3 iv 30 (NH)), H�Hã�ãD�D§�§L 
(KUB 48.123 iv 21 (NS), KBo 4.8 iii 7 (NH), KBo 11.1 obv. 18, 22, 24, 27, 43 
(NH), KUB 14.8 rev. 20 (NH), KUB 14.14 obv. 7 (NH), KUB 21.27 iv 45 (NH)), 
2sg.pres.act. Lã�ãD�DW�WL (KUB 30.10 ii 23 (OH/MS), KUB 14.1 obv. 86 
(MH/MS)), KUB 26.22 ii 5 (MH/MS), KBo 5.3 i 35 (NH)), H�Hã�ãD�DW�WL (KBo 
5.13 iv 2 (NS), KBo 18.79 obv. 5, 8 (NS), KUB 2.11 rev. 6 (NH), KUB 6.41 iv 
10 (NH)), 3sg.pres.act. L�Lã�ãD�L (KBo 6.2 ii 25 (OS), KBo 22.1 rev. 32 (OS)), Lã�
ãD�L (KUB 1.11 i 42, iii 31 (MH/MS), HKM 52 obv. 14 (MH/MS), KBo 40.140, 2 
(MS?), KBo 5.2 iv 45, 46 (MH/NS), KBo 19.44 rev. 1, 8 (NH), KBo 6.3 ii 46 
(OH/NS)), Lã�ãD�D�L (KUB 19.43a iii 19 (NH)), H�Hã�ãD�L (KBo 6.5 iv 4 (OH/NS), 
KUB 55.5 iv 23 (OH/NS), KUB 8.69 iii 12 (NS), KUB 24.1 iv 21 (NS), KUB 
42.100 iv 23 (NS), KUB 42.87 v 8, 13, 18, 23 (NS), ABoT 14 + KBo 24.118 iv 
25 (NS), KuSa I/1.5, obv. 5 (NS), KBo 5.13 iii 24 (NH), KUB 6.41 iii 43 (NH)), 
H�Hã�ãD�D�L (KBo 6.4 iv 13 (OH/NS)), H�Hã�ãH�Hã�][L] (KUB 9.16 iv 9 (OH/NS)), 
1pl.pres.act. Lã�ãX�~�H�QL (KUB 23.115, 5 (MH/NS)), H�Hã�ãX�X�H�QL (KUB 30.27 
rev. 1 (NS)), 2pl.pres.act. L�Lã�WH�H�QL (KBo 22.1 rev. 27 (OS)), L�Lã�WH�QL�L (KBo 
22.1 rev. 33 (OS)), Lã�ãD�DW�WH�QL (KBo 5.3 iv 29 (NH)), H�Hã�ãD�DW�WH�QL (KUB 
13.4 i 47, ii 55 (OH/NS)), 3pl.pres.act. Lã�ãD�DQ�]L (KBo 21.89 + KBo 8.97 iv 8 
(OH/MS), KUB 31.101 obv. 11 (MS), KUB 29.1 ii 5 (OH/NS), KUB 17.28 iv 56 
(NS)), H�Hã�ãD�DQ�]L (OH/NS), Hã�ãD�DQ�]L (IBoT 3.148 i 69 (NS)), 1sg.pret.act. Lã�
ãD�D§[-§X�XQ] (KUB 30.10 ii 24 (OH/MS)), Lã�ãD�D§�§X�XQ (HKM 52 rev. 39 
(MH/MS)), H�Hã�ãD�D§�§X�XQ (KUB 14.10 obv. 19, 24 (fr.) (NH), KUB 14.11, 13 
(NH), KUB 23.105, 12 (NH), KUB 31.66 iii 18 (NH)), 3sg.pret.act. Lã�ãL�Lã�WD 
(KBo 15.10 i 14, 31, ii 14, iii 56 (OH/MS), KUB 15.13 i 35 (fr.) (NS)), H�Hã�ãH�
Hã�WD (KUB 24.13 ii 9 (MH/NS), KUB 15.19 obv. 12 (NS), KBo 5.8 ii 28 (NH), 
KUB 15.1 ii 47 (NH), KUB 21.40 iii 11 (NH)), H�ãH�Hã�WD (KUB 5.6 ii 14 (NS), 
KUB 22.7 obv. 3 (NS)), H�Hã�ãH�Lã�WD (KUB 17.27 ii 29 (MH/NS), KUB 41.19 
rev. 3 (MH/NS)), H�Hã�ãL�Hã�WD (KUB 21.33 iv 18 (NH), KUB 22.70 obv. 13, 15, 
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22 (NH)), H�Hã�ãL�Lã�WD (KUB 24.13 ii 28 (MH/NS), KBo 2.6 i 8 (NH)), 
1pl.pret.act. Lã�ãX�X�HQ (KBo 12.126 i 23 (OH/NS)), H�Hã�ãX�X�HQ (KUB 19.71, 10 
(NH)), 2pl.pret.act. H�Hã�ãD�DW�WH�LQ (KUB 21.42 ii 5 (NH)), 3pl.pret.act. L�Lã�ãH�HU 
(KBo 6.2 iii 15 (OS)), L�H�Hã�ãHU (KBo 17.105 ii 18 (MH/MS)), H�Hã�ãH�HU (KBo 
6.6 i 23 (OH/NS), KUB 31.66 ii 24 (NH)), H�Hã�ãL�HU (KUB 24.11 iii 3 (OH/NS)), 
H�Hã�ãHU (KBo 6.26 i 40 (OH/NS)), 2sg.imp.act. L�Lã�ãD (KUB 13.2 iii 28 
(MH/NS)), Lã�ãD (KUB 26.22 ii 6 (MH/NS)), H�Hã�ãD (KBo 5.4 obv. 26 (NH), 
KBo 5.13 iv 5 (NH)), H�Lã�ãL (KUB 1.16 iii 63 (OH/NS)), 3sg.imp.act. H�Hã�ãD�~ 
(KUB 1.1 iv 80 (NH)), 2pl.imp.act. L�Lã�WH�H[Q] (KBo 22.62 + 6.2 iii 20 (OS)), Lã�
ãD�DW�WpQ (KUB 13.20 i 19 (MH/NS)), H�Hã�WH�HQ (KBo 6.3 iii 22 (OH/NS)), 
3pl.imp.act. Lã�ãD�DQ�GX (KUB 4.1 i 41 (MH/NS), KUB 13.2 ii 43 (MH/NS), 
KUB 55.56 rev.? 6 (NS)), H�Hã�ãD�DQ�GX (KUB 13.2 ii 44, iii 5 (MH/NS), KBo 4.4 
ii 11 (NS), KUB 26.43 obv. 58 (NS)); part. H�Hã�ãD�DQ�W� (KUB 18.20, 9 (NS), 
KUB 31.66 ii 29 (NH)); verb.noun. H�Hã�ãX�PDU (KBo 1.35, 14 (NS)); sup. L�Lã�
ãX�ÑD�DQ (KBo 8.42 rev. 2 (OS), KUB 1.16 ii 25 (OH/NS)), H�Hã�ãX�ÑD�DQ (KBo 
3.1 i 22 (OH/NS)), H�Hã�ãX�X�ÑD�DQ (KUB 29.24, 2 (OH/NS), KUB 15.3 i 12 
(NH)); impf. H�ãH�Hã�NH�D� (KUB 5.22, 21 (NS)), H�Hã�ãL�NH�D� (KBo 3.34 ii 7 
(OH/NS)). 
  
See Puhvel HED 1/2: 300f. for attestations. This verb functions as the 
imperfective of ¨H�D�. /  ‘to do, to make’ , and is one of the few imperfectives that do 
not show the suffix �ãNH�D�,�but �ãã�D�� (the other ones are §DO]LããD� /  � §DO]Lãã�,�
ãLããD� /  � ãLãã� and ÑDUULããD� /  � ÑDUULãã�). Of these imperfectives in �ãã�D��,� ããD�� ãã� 
is important as it is the best and oldest attested one.  
 The verb shows a wild variaty of forms, for instance in the spelling of the initial 
vowel. We find L�Lã�ã�, Lã�ã�, H�Hã�ã� and Hã�ã�. In OS texts we only find the 
spelling L�Lã�ã�. In MS texts, this spelling is altered to Lã�ã�, wheres the spellings 
H�Hã�ã� and Hã�ã� are found in NS texts only. The unique spelling L�H�Hã�ãHU (KBo 
17.105 ii 18 (MH/MS)) may be seen as a mixed spelling between MH Lãã� and 
NH ãã�. The development of ãã� > Lãã� > ãã� is due to the lowering of OH /i/ to 
NH /e/ before �ã� as described in § 1.4.8.1.d (also in e.g. §DO]Lãã�D�� > §DO]Hãã�D��,�
ãLãã�D�� > ãHãã�D��, É§LãW  > É§HãW , etc.).  
 The original paradigm of this verb must have been (note that the initial plene L� 
is not attested for every form): ããD§§L, ããDWWL, ããDL, ããÑHQL, ãWHQL, ããDQ]L for the 
present and ããD§§XQ, * ããDWWD, ããLãWD, ããÑHQ, ãWHQ, ããHU for the preterite. This 
means that this verb inflects according to the WDUQ�D��class. The prehistory of this 
verb is in debate. In my view, this verb cannot be treated separately from the 
other imperfectives in �ãã�D��,�and therefore etymologies that treat ããD�� ãã� as if 
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it were an isolated verb do not have any merit (e.g. Jasanoff 1988: 235, who 
reconstructs ããD�� ãã� as *�+�¨L��+�LK , �V�,� a reduplication of the root *�+�LHK , � 
(but note that *¨H�D�. /  (q.v.) cannot reflect *+LHK , �) followed by an “ iterative” -
suffix”  *-V�,�without explaining §DO]Lãã�D�� and ÑDUULãã�D��). See at ¨H�D�. /  ‘to do, 
to make’  and �ãã�D�� for further etymological treatments.  
 
�Lãã�D���(“ imperfective” -suffix): see �ãã�D�� � 
 
LããDQD�: see LãQ �  
 
Lã© � (c.) ‘master, lord, owner; lady, mistress’  (Sum. EN, Akk. %(/8, %(/78): 
nom.sg. Lã�§D�D�Dã (OS, often), Lã�§D�Dã (OS, less often), H�Hã�§D�Dã ãL�Lã (KUB 
41.8 iii 21 (MH/NS)), acc.sg. Lã�§D�D�DQ, voc.sg. Lã�§D�D (OH/MS), Lã�§D (1x: 
OH/NS), gen.sg. Lã�§D�D�Dã (OS), dat.-loc.sg. Lã�§L�L ã�ãL (OS), Lã�§L�H ã�ãL (KUB 
41.1 i 6, 10, 14 (OH/NS)), Lã�§L�L (KUB 33.62 ii 18 (OH/MS), KUB 26.17 ii 5 
(MH/MS)), Hã�§p (KBo 3.34 i 25 (OH/NS)), nom.pl. Lã�§H�H�Hã (KUB 30.68 obv. 
6 (MS)), Lã�§p�Hã (KBo 3.46 obv. 38 (OH/NS)), dat.-loc.pl. Lã�§D�Dã (OH/NS). 
 Derivatives: Lã©DããDUD� (c.) ‘lady, mistress’  (Sum. GAŠAN, Akk. %(/78; dat.-
loc.sg. Lã�§D�Dã�ãD�UL (KUB 33.62 ii 18 (OH/MS))), Lã©DããDUÓDQW� (adj.) 
‘practising lordliness’  (nom.sg.c. Lã�§D�Dã�ãDU�ÑD�DQ�]D, acc.sg.c. Lã�§D�Dã�ãDU�ÑD�
DQ�WD[QC ], dat.-loc.sg. Lã�§D�Dã�ãDU�ÑD�DQ�WL), Lã©DããDUÓ WDU� �� Lã©DããDUÓDQQ� (n.) 
‘lordliness’  (nom.-acc.sg. Lã�§D�Dã�ãDU�ÑD�D�WDU, Lã�§D�Dã�ãDU�ÑD�WDU, gen.sg. Lã�
§D�Dã�ãDU�ÑD�DQ�QD�Dã, instr. Lã�§D�Dã�ãDU�ÑD�DQ�QL�W D�DW NiQ), Lã©DããDUÓ ãã�> ?  
(Ib2) ‘to become a lord(?)’  (broken: Lã�§D�Dã�ãDU�X�H�H[ã�...]), Lã©DããDUÓD©©� ?  
(IIb) ‘to make lordly’  (impf.3sg.imp.act. Lã�§D�Dã�ãDU�ÑD�D§�§L�Hã�NL), Lã©H]]LªH�D�
>
?
 (Ic1) ‘to dominate’  (3sg.pres.act. Lã�§H�H]�]L�¨D�]L; 3sg.pret.midd. Lã�§H�H]�]L�WD), 
Lã©H]QDWDU���Lã©H]QDQQ� (n.) ‘lordship’  (dat.-loc.sg. EN�H]�QD�DQ�QL). 
 IE cognates: Lat. HUXV ‘master’ . 
  PIE *K , HVK - �y� 
  
See Puhvel HED 1/2: 385f. for attestations. The bulk of the attestations are 
spelled with a plene vowel in the second syllable: nom.sg. Lã�§D�D�Dã, acc.sg. Lã�
§D�D�DQ, voc.sg. Lã�§D�D, gen.sg. Lã�§D�D�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. Lã�§L�L. The rare spellings 
with initial H�Hã�§� or Hã�§� are all NS and are due to the lowering of OH /i/ to NH 
/e/ before �ã� as described in § 1.4.8.1.d.  
 The etymological interpretation of this word has been in debate. Nevertheless, 
Ribezzo’ s suggestion (1920: 128) to connect Lã§ � with Lat. HUXV ‘master’  
remains the most attractive. This would imply a reconstruction *K , HVK - �y�.  
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 Puhvel (l.c.) rejects this etymology (for unclear reasons) and rather connects 
Lã§ � to Luw. ÑDã§D�,�which he translates as ‘master’ . As Melchert (1993b: 263) 
states, CLuw. ÑDã§D� rather denotes ‘sacralized object’ , whereas the interpretation 
of HLuw. ZDVKD� remains unclear (nom.sg. “ *419”ZD�L�VD�KD�VD (TÜNP 1 §6), 
acc.pl. “ *419”ZD�L�VD�KD�L�]D (BABYLON §2); case unclear *420ZD�L�VD�KD�VD 
(ASSUR letter I §27)). As an alternative to the connection with Lat. HUXV, 
Oettinger (1979a: 499) suggests an inner-Hittite connection with ãLã§D� /  � ãLã§� ‘to 
ordain’ , which he cites as ãHã§�D�� and reconstructs as *VH�VK - RK , �HL. For Lã§ �,�
this would mean a reconstruction *VK - yK , �V. Although semantically not 
unattractive, the formal side of this alternative etymology is difficult. As I show 
in the lemma of ãLã§D� /  � ãLã§�,�this verb rather reflects *VL�VK - �RL�HL, *VL�VK - �L�HQWL, 
a reduplicated form of Lã§DL� /  � Lã§L� ‘to bind, to impose upon’ , which makes the 
reconstruction with a root *VK - HK , � impossible. Moreover, the prothetic L� that 
arises in the initial cluster *VK - � does not participate in the lowering of OH /i/ to 
NH /e/ before �ã� as we see happening in Lã§ � > Hã§D�. �
 
Lã©D©UX� (n.) ‘tear(s)’ : nom.-acc.sg. Lã�§D�D§�UX (often), H�Hã�§D�D§�UX (KUB 7.41 
obv. 19 (MH/NS)), gen.sg. Lã�§D�D§�UX�ÑD�Dã (KUB 31.77 i 7), H�Hã�§D�D§�UX�ÑD�
Dã (KBo 31.121, 11 (NS)), dat.-loc.sg. Lã�§D�D§�UX�~�L (KBo 11.1 obv. 45), erg.sg. 
[Lã�§D�D]§�UX�ÑD�DQ�]D (KBo 53.29, 9), abl. Lã�§D�D§�UX�ÑD�D], Lã�§D�D§�UX�ÑD�]D, 
instr. Lã�§D�D§�UX�LW (KUB 43.60 i 21), nom.pl. Lã�§D�D§�UX. 
 Derivatives: Lã©D©UXÓH�D� D D E
F G ? H  (IIIg) ‘to weep’  (3sg.pret.midd. Lã�§D�D§�UX�ÑD�
DW�WD�DW; part. Lã�§D�D§�UX�ÑD�DQ�W�). 
 IE cognates: Skt. i UX�,� TochA NlU, NUXQW (nom.pl.), TochB DNU QD* 
(nom.pl.), Lith. mãDUD� DãDUj ‘tear’ . 
  PIE *V+K - p��UX� ?? 
  
See Puhvel HED 1/2: 390f. for attestations. The word is almost consistently 
spelled Lã�§D�D§�UX�. The spelling H�Hã�§D�D§�UX� occurs twice only, and these 
instances are clearly due to the vicinity of the word ã§DU ‘blood’ .  
 Semantically as well as formally, the word cannot be separated from the words 
for ‘tear’  that are found in the other IE languages, Skt. i UX�,�TochA NlU, n.pl. 
NUXQW, TochB DNU QD*, Lith. mãDUD� DãDUj ‘tear’ , and, more distantly, Gr. , 

OHG ]DKDU, Arm. DUWDZVU, OHG WUDKLQ, Lat. ODFULPD ‘tear’ . The exact 
interpretation of the words that show an initial *G is severely in debate (solutions 
vary widely, see the list in Puhvel (l.c.)), but the interpretation of the unextended 
forms as reflexes of *K - H��UX�,� a derivative of the root *K - H�� ‘sharp, bitter’ , 
seems generally accepted. For Hittite, this would mean that we have to assume a 
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prothetic *V� (an V-mobile?, cf. ãDQNXÑDL� ‘nail’  < *V�K 1 QJ I �X�) and assimilation of 
*K - H�� to *K - HK - �. Unfortunately, such an assimilation is further unknown in 
Hittite (for my rejection of alleged *�HUK - VU > *K - HUK - VU > §DUãDU ‘head’ , see 
there). Moreover, there is evidence that the word for ‘tear’  originally was a *-XU��
ÑHQ�stem in PIE (Q-stem-forms in Germanic, absence of Weise’ s Law in 
Sanskrit), of which it is difficult to explain why it did not turn up as a �XU��ÑHQ�
stem in Hittite (like e.g. SD§§XU � SD§§XHQ� ‘fire’ , ]DPD�Q�NXU ‘beard’ ), but 
showed the metathesis to �UX� that we know from the other IE languages. All in 
all, the derivation of Lã§D§UX� out of PIE *K - p�UX� remains quite intricate.  
 
Lã©DL� ? � �� Lã©L� (IIa4 > Ic1) ‘to bind, to wrap; to obligate with, to impose upon’  
(Akk. 5$. 68): 1sg.pres.act. Lã�§H�H§�§L (KUB 55.3 obv. 3, 4 (fr.) (OH/MS?), 
KBo 18.74, 2 (NS)), 3sg.pres.act. Lã�§D�D�L (KUB 29.30 ii 16 (OS), KUB 13.15 
rev. 4 (OH/NS), KBo 10.45 ii 12 (MH/NS), KBo 40.338 rev. 5 (NS), KUB 12.58 
iii 26 (NS), KUB 17.27 ii 5, 12 (NS)), Lã�§L�L�H�H]�]L (KUB 33.67 i 5 (OH/NS)), 
Lã�§L�¨D�]L (KBo 21.34 + IBoT 1.7 i 58 (MH/NS)), Lã�§L�¨D�D]�]L (KBo 14.3 iv 41 
(NH), KUB 34.26, 16 (NH)), 2pl.pres.act. Lã�§L�¨D�DW�WH�H�QL (KUB 14.8 ii 35 
(NH)), 3pl.pres.act. Lã�§L�DQ�]L (KBo 6.2 iv 42, 43, 46 (OS)), Lã�§L�¨D�DQ�]L (KUB 
9.22 ii 21 (fr.) (MS), KBo 25.138 i 3 (OH?/NS), KUB 17.12 iii 18 (NS), KUB 
36.83 i 4 (NS)), Lã�§L�DQ�]D (KBo 6.26 i 7 (OH/NS)), 1sg.pret.act. Lã�§H�H§�§X�XQ 
(KBo 3.4 iii 26, 31 (NH), KBo 5.8 ii 3 (NH)), Lã�§H�§X�XQ (KUB 21.48 rev. 7 
(OH/NS)), Lã�§L�¨D�QX�XQ (KUB 9.32 i 14 (NS), KBo 3.3 i 18 (NH), KBo 12.38 i 
9 (NH), KUB 21.29 i 10 (NH)), 3sg.pret.act. Lã�§L�¨D�DW (KBo 6.29 ii 35 (NH), 
KBo 14.12 iv 31 (NH)), 2pl.pret.act. Lã�§D�Lã�WH[-HQ] (KBo 12.22, 11 (OH/NS)), 
3pl.pret.act. Lã�§L�L�H�HU (KBo 6.34 i 26 (MH/NS)), 2pl.imp.act. Lã�§L�¨D�DW�WpQ 
(KBo 10.45 ii 8 (MH/NS)), 3pl.imp.act. Lã�§L�DQ�GX (KBo 6.34 i 24 (MH/NS)), Lã�
§L�¨D�DQ�GX (KBo 6.34 i 28 (MH/NS)); part. Lã�§L�¨D�DQ�W� (OS), Lã�§L�DQ�W�; 
verb.noun. Lã�§L�¨D�X�ÑD�D[U] (KBo 1.38 rev. 5, 7 (NS)), Lã�§L�¨D�[ÑD�D]U (KBo 
1.42 ii 3 (NS)); impf. Lã�§L�Lã�NH�D� (OS). 
 Derivatives: 

@ J );: B Lã©LPDQ�� �� Lã©LPHQ� (c.) ‘string, line, cord, rope, strap’  
(nom.sg. Lã�§L�PD�D�Dã (KBo 17.15 rev. 11 (OS)), acc.sg. Lã�§L�PD�QD�DQ (KBo 
20.40 v 9 (OH/NS)), [L]ã�§L�PH�QD�DQ (988/u, 7 (NS)), abl. Lã�§L�PD�QD�D] (KUB 
36.55 ii 16 (MH/MS)), instr. Lã�§L�PD�DQ�WD (KUB 17.5, 15 (OH/NS)), Lã�§L�PD�
DQ�GD (KUB 17.28 i 31 (NS)), Lã�§L�PD�QL�LW (KBo 17.60 obv. 3 (MH/MS)), 
nom.pl. Lã�§L�PD�D�QH�Hã (KBo 17.15 obv. 10 (OS))), Lã©DPLQ� (c.) ‘cord’  (acc.sg. 
Lã�§D�PL�QD�DQ (KUB 17.27 ii 31, 34 (MH/NS))), Lã©LªH�DQL� (c.) ‘(body)hair’  
(nom.pl. Lã�§L�H�QL�Xã (KUB 13.4 iii 62 (OH/NS), Lã�§L�¨D�QL�Xã (KUB 13.19, 5 
(OH/NS))), 

@ KML < B Lã©LªDO� (n.) ‘bond, band, belt’  (nom.-acc.sg. Lã�§L�DO, abl. Lã�§L�¨D�
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OD�D]), Lã©LXO� (n.) ‘binding; obligation, injunction; statute, treaty’  (nom.-
acc.sg./pl. Lã�§L�~�XO� gen.sg. Lã�§L�~�OD�Dã, nom.-acc.pl. Lã�§L�~�OL), Lã©LXOD©©� ?  
(IIb) ‘to bind by treaty’  (3pl.pres.act. Lã�§L�~�OD�D§�§D�DQ�]L, 1sg.pret.act. Lã�§L�XO�
OD�D§�§X�XQ; part. Lã�§L�~�OD�D§�§D�DQ�W�), Lã©X]]L� (c.) ‘band, belt, girdle’  
(nom.sg. Lã�§X�]L�Lã, acc.sg. Lã�§X�X]�]L�LQ, gen.sg. Lã�§X�X]�]L�Dã, Lã�§X�X]�]L�¨D�
Dã), Lã©X]]LªH�D�> ?  (Ic1) ‘to gird’  (3sg.pres.at. Lã�§X�X]�]L�¨D�L]�]L, 3sg.imp.act. Lã�
§X�]L�HG�GX, part. Lã�§X�X]�]L�¨D�DQ�W�), Lã©LHããDU� �� Lã©LHãQ� (n.) ‘binding’  (nom.-
acc.sg. Lã�§L�Hã�ãD PL�LW�W D (KUB 30.10 obv. 7 (OH/MS)), Lã�§L�Hã�ãD�D ã�ãL�LW 
(KBo 21.22 rev. 45 (OH/MS)), instr. Lã�§L�Hã�QL�LW (473/t obv. 14 (NS)), erg.pl. Lã�
§L�Lã�QD�DQ�WH�Hã (473/t obv. 11 (NS))), 

N�O P Lã© ÓDU (n.) ‘yoke-plough-set(?)’  
(nom.-acc.sg. Lã�§D�D�X�ÑD�DU, Lã�§D�X�ÑD�DU, Lã�§D�D�XU�U D), see Lã§DPDL� /  � 
Lã§DPL� and ãLã§D� /  � ãLã§�. 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. ©Lã©LªD� ‘to bind’  (3pl.pres.act. §L�Lã�§L�¨D�DQ�WL), 
©Lã©LãD�L� ‘spell’  (< *‘binding’ ?) (gen.adj.acc.sg.c. §L�Lã�§L�ãD�Dã�ãL�LQ, 
gen.adj.acc.pl.c. §L�Lã�§L�ãD�Dã�ãL�LQ�]L); HLuw. KLVKL� ‘to bind’  (gerund 
PUGNUS.PUGNUSKL�Vj�KL�PL�QD ‘is to be bound’  (CEKKE §13, cf. Melchert 2004b: 
3607)). 
 IE cognates: Skt. V �,�VL� ‘to bind’ , Lith. VL WL ‘to bind’ . 
  PIE *VK - �yL�HL, *VK - �L�pQWL 
  
See Puhvel HED 1/2: 398f. for attestations. The oldest attestations of this verb 
clearly show that it inflects according to the G L�WL¨DQ]L-class (Lã§ L, Lã§LDQ]L, both 
OS). Like all other G L�WL¨DQ]L-class verbs, Lã§DL� /  � Lã§L�,�too, is taken over into the 
PL-conjugating �¨H�D�class in NH times, on the basis of the false analysis of Lã§L�
DQ]L as Lã§L¨D�Q]L.  
 Since Kuryáowicz (1927: 101) this verb is generally connected with e.g. Skt. V � 
‘to bind’  and Lith. VL WL ‘to bind’ . The exact reconstruction of the root is difficult, 
however: e.g. Oettinger (1979a: 461) reconstructs a root *VHK - �,� LIV a root 
*VHK - �L�� and LIV2 a root *VK - HL�. Apparently there is no consensus whether or not 
the �L� is integral part of the root.  
 In Hittite, Lã§ L � Lã§LDQ]L must go back to *VK - yLHL, *VK - LpQWL. As I have shown 
in Kloekhorst ftch.a, most of the the G L�WL¨DQ]L-class verbs go back to a structure 
*&&�RL�,�*&&�L�,� i.e. the zero-grade of the root followed by an ablauting suffix 
*-RL���L�. For Lã§DL��Lã§L�,�this means that we either are dealing with a root *VK - HL� 
or with a root *VHK - � which shows a stem *VK - ��R�L�. In my view, this question is 
settled by looking at the derivatives in Hittite. On the one hand we find 
derivatives that show Lã§L� < *VK - L� (e.g. Lã§LPDQ� � Lã§LPHQ�,�Lã§L¨DO�,�Lã§LXO�), but 
we also find derivatives that show a stem Lã§� < *VK - � (e.g. Lã§DPLQ�,� Lã§X]]L�). 
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These latter show that we must analyse Lã§DL��Lã§L� as an *-RL�suffixed verb that 
shows a root *VHK - �.  
 This also fits the Sanskrit evidence. There we find the verbal forms (all in 
Vedic): pres. °V\iWL, VLQaWL; perf. VL� \D; aor. V W. On the basis of aor. V W it is clear 
that the root must have been *VHK Q � (note that LIV2 states that V W actually belongs 
with another root, namely *VHK R �L�� ‘to release’ : this has now become unnecessary 
because of the Hittite material that unambiguously shows that we can reconstruct 
a root *VHK Q �). It is remarkable that the Skt. “ perf.”  VL� \D (although usually called 
“ perfect”  is shows quite an aberrant form; reduplication with �L� and an extra �L�
suffix: the normal perfect would have been *VH�VyK Q �H > VDV X as attested in 
Classical Sanskrit) can be directly equated with Hitt. Lã§ L < *�VL��VK Q �yL�H. Just as 
in Hittite Lã§L¨H]]L is a secondary form on the basis of the zero-grade *VK Q �L�pQWL, it 
is likely that Skt. °V\iWL is secondary as well (both reflecting virtual *VK Q LpWL). The 
Skt. nasal-present VLQaWL reflects virtual *VL�Qp�K Q �WL and must be a backformation 
to the zero-grade stem *VK Q �L� that yielded *VLK Q � through metathesis.  
 The stem *VK Q �RL� is also visible in Lith. VL WL ‘to bind’ , Skt. VHWiU� ‘binder’ , etc.  
 The Luwian forms, with the stem JLVKL�,� must reflect reduplicated forms: 
*�V�K Q L�VK Q L� and could possibly be directly equated with Skt. VL� \D. Note that 
HLuw. KLVKLPLQ shows that the stem must have been KLVKL� and not KLVKL¨D� as 
often stated.  
 Note that the derivative GIŠLã§ ÑDU does not reflect *VK Q yÑ� (thus Puvhel HED 
1/2: 397-8), but just reflects *Lã§ ¨Ñ� < *VK Q �yL�XU, the verbal noun of Lã§DL��Lã§L�. 
For the development of *-D¨ÑDU > � ÑDU cf. e.g. ã ÑDU ‘sullenness’  from ã L�S T  ‘to 
become sullen’ .  
 
Lã©DPDL� ? � �� Lã©DPL�� (IIa4 > Ic1) ‘to sing’  (Sum. SÌR, Akk. =$0$58): 
1sg.pres.act. Lã�§D�PL�L§�§L (KUB 33.96 i 4 (NS)), 3sg.pres.act. Lã�§D�PD�L (KUB 
58.30 ii 6 (MS)), 3pl.pres.act. Lã�§D�PL�DQ�]L (OS, often), Lã�§D�PL�¨D�DQ�]L 
(often), Lã�§D�PL�HQ�]L (KUB 59.19 ii 3 (OH/NS)); inf.I Lã�§D�PL�¨D�X�DQ�]L (KUB 
25.37 i 40 (NS)), Lã�§D�PL�¨D�X�ÑD�DQ�]L (KUB 27.1 iv 12 (MH/NS)); impf. Lã�§D�
PL�Lã�NH�D� (OS, often), Lã�§D�PL�Hã�NH�D�,�Lã�§D�PD�Lã�NH�D�. 
 Derivatives: Lã©DPDL� (c.) ‘song, melody’  (Sum. SÌR; acc.sg. Lã�§D�PD�LQ (KUB 
12.11 iii 31 (MS?)), Lã�§D�PD�D�LQ (VSNF 12.118, 2 (NS)), acc.pl. Lã�§D�PD[-Xã] 
(KUB 10.7, 14 (NS))), 

UWV Lã©DPDWDOOD� (c.) ‘singer’  (Sum. LÚSÌR; nom.pl. Lã�§D�
PD�WDO�OH�Hã (KUB 17.21 ii 11, iii 19 (MH/MS)), acc.pl. Lã�§D�PD�D�WDO�OX�Xã 
(KUB 31.124 ii 17 (MH/MS)), Lã�§D�PD�WDO�½½OL�¾¾OX�Xã (KUB 17.21 iii 5 
(MH/MS))). 
 IE cognates: Skt. VaPDQ� ‘song, hymn’ . 
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  PIE *VK Q P�yL�HL, *VK Q P�L�pQWL 
  
See Puhvel HED 1/2: 394f. for attestations. The verb inflects according to the 
G L�WL¨DQ]L-class (the forms that show a stem Lã§DPL¨H�D�S T  occur in NS texts only). 
As I have shown in Kloekhorst fthc.a, this class consists of verbs that show a 
formation *&&�RL� � *&&�L�,�i.e. the zero-grade of a root followed by an ablauting 
suffix *-RL���L�. In § 2.2.2.2.h, I have shown that polysyllabic G L�WL¨DQ]L-class 
verbs (reduplicated verbs and univerbations with SH� and X�) are secondarily 
taken over into the WDUQ�D��class through the intermediate P PD�L�class. This 
development started in pre-Hittite already. In the case of Lã§DPDL��Lã§DPL�,� this 
means that we have to assume that its stem was monosyllabic, so the 
phonological interpretation of this verb should be /sHmai- / sHmi-/ (and not 
/}sHamai-/).  
 Etymologically, this verb is ultimately derived from the root *VHK Q � ‘to bind’  
(attested in Hitt. Lã§DL� T  � Lã§L� (q.v.)), and shows a root-extension with �P�. The 
formation *VK Q HP� (not **VHK Q P�,�see below for argumentation) and the meaning 
‘to sing’  must have been of PIE date already, as can be seen by Skt. VaPDQ� 
‘song, hymn’  < *VK Q yP�HQ�.  
 In Hittite, the preform *VK Q P�RL� � *VK Q P�L� should regularly have yielded 
**VPDL��VPL� (loss of interconsonantal laryngeal), which means that a full-grade 
form *VK Q HP� must have been available in Hittite to make restoration of *K Q  
possible. In my view, this full-grade form is visible in Lã§DPDL� ‘song’  < *VK Q pP�
L� (which determines the root as *VK Q HP�: a formation **VpK Q P�RL� should have 

given Hitt. **ã PDL� or **ãD§PDL� (if word-internal *K Q  was indeed retained in 
front of resonant, cf. the discussion at GIŠP §OD�,� UZUPX§UDL��PD§UDL� and 
GIŠ]D§UDL�)).  
 The alleged Greek cognate,  ‘song’  (thus Benveniste 1954: 39f.) cannot 
reflect *VK Q RP�¨R� (because *-9P¨9� should have given Gr. -V V-, cf. Beekes 
1972: 127) and therefore this connection must be given up.  
 
Lã©DQLWWDU (c.) ‘relative by marriage’ : nom.sg. Lã�§D�QL�WDU, gen.sg.(?) Lã�§D�QL�LW�
WD�UD�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. Lã�§D�QL�LW�WD�UL. 
 Derivatives: Lã©DQLWWDU WDU (n.) ‘?’  (nom.-acc.sg. Lã�§D�QL�LW�WD�UD�D�WDU), 
Lã©DQDWWDOOD� (c.) ‘?’  (nom.sg. Lã�§D�QD�DW�WDO�OD�Dã, acc.sg. Lã�§D�QD�DW�WDO�OD�DQ), 
Lã©DQDOOD� (c.) ‘?’  (nom.sg. Lã�§D�QD�DO�OLã). 
  PIE *VK Q �HQ� ? 
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See Rieken 1999a: 283f. for attestations and semantic treatment. According to her 
all these forms are found in contexts referring to marriage, which would indicate 
that they are all related. On the basis of the supposed meaning ‘relative by 
marriage’  for Lã§DQLWWDU, Rieken argues that ultimately these words must be 
connected with the root *VHK Q � ‘to bind’ . In her view, we are dealing with a stem 
*VK Q �HQ�,�which she further connects with ãD§§DQ� ‘feudal service’  < *VHK Q �HQ� 
(q.v.). See it Lã§DL� T  � Lã§L� for the basic root *VHK Q �.  
 
Lã©LªH�D�> ?  : see Lã§DL� T  � Lã§L�  
 
Lã©XQDX� (c. > n.) ‘arm, upper arm’ : nom.sg.c. Lã�§X�QD�~�Xã (KBo 32.14 ii 49 
(MH/MS)), Lã�§X�Q � �Xã (KBo 32.14 rev. 44, l.edge 1 (MH/MS)), Lã�§X�QD�Xã! 
(text: �Dã, KUB 9.34 ii 25 (MH/NS)), nom.-acc.sg.n. Lã�§X�QD�D�X ã�PL�LW (KUB 
7.58 i 11 (MH/NS)), Lã�§X�QD�X�ÑD�Dã! (KBo 10.37 ii 32 (OH/NS)), gen.sg. Lã�§X�
X�QD�X�ÑD�Dã (KUB 9.4 i 25 (MH/NS)), Lã�§X�QD�X�ÑD�Dã (571/u, 8 (NS)), dat.-
loc.sg. Lã�§X�QD�X�L (KUB 25.37 ii 8 (NS)), [Lã�]§X�QD�~½�L¾ (KUB 55.20 + KUB 
9.4 i 6), erg.sg. Lã�§X�QD�X�ÑD�DQ�]D (KUB 9.4 i 25), dat.-loc.pl. Lã�§X�X�QD�X�ÑD�
Dã (KBo 46.62 ii 7 (NS)); case? Lã�§X�QD�X�ÑD½�Dã?¾ (KUB 56.60 iv 5 (NS)). 
  PIE *VK Q X�QRX� 
  
See Puhvel HED 1/2: 403f. for attestations. The interpretation of this word has 
always largely depended on the form Lã�§X�QD�X�ÑD�DU (KBo 10.37 ii 32). Since 
Laroche (1962: 31), this Lã§XQDXÑDU is generally regarded cognate with Skt. 
VQaYDQ�,�Gr. , Lat. QHUYXV ‘sinew’  and therefore translated as ‘sinew’  as 
well. An exact reconstruction of these forms was quite difficult, however (for 
instance, the �§� in Hittite does not match Gr. - -). Weitenberg (1984: 224-5) 
convincingly argues that besides the form Lã§XQDXÑDU, all other forms of the 
paradigm rather point to a stem Lã§XQDX� and that these forms are better translated 
‘upper arm’  and hardly can have anything to do with the ‘sinew’ -words. He 
therefore proposes to separate the stem Lã§XQDX� ‘upper arm’  from the hapax 
Lã§XQDXÑDU ‘sinew’ . The fact that we indeed are dealing with a stem Lã§XQDX� is 
supported by the quite recent publication of the ‘Song of Release’  (KBo 32.14 
(MH/MS), see Neu 1996 = StBoT 32), in which nom.sg.c. Lã§XQ Xã is attested 
several times. Although Neu (1996: 152, 191) still adheres to the old translation 
‘(Arm-)Sehne’ , it is in my view clear that here Lã§XQDX� denotes ‘upper arm’  as 
well. Moreover, the forms show that originally Lã§XQDX� was a commune noun 
and that the NS attestation nom.-acc.sg.n. Lã§XQDX ãPLW must be a secondary 
form (see also the discussion on the gender of these kind of nouns at §DUQDX�).  
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 Rieken (1999a: 360-1) follows Weitenberg in translating Lã§XQDX� as ‘upper 
arm’ , but also connects the form Lã§XQDXÑDU with it. She translates the context 
that it occurs in as follows:  

 
KBo 10.37 ii  
(32)    ...  QX�X ã�ãL Lã�§X�QD�X�ÑD�DU ãL�¨D�X�ÑD�DU  
(33) Sp�Hã�WpQ  
 
‘Gebt ihm das Schießen des Oberarmes!’ .   
 

According to Rieken, Lã§XQDXÑDU is a falsely back-formed nom.-acc.sg.n. on the 
basis of gen.sg. Lã§XQDÑDã. In my view, this is not necessary: I think it is quite 
possible that Lã�§X�QD�X�ÑD�DU must be regarded as a mere scribal error for Lã�§X�
QD�X�ÑD�Dã, with AŠ mistakenly written as AR due to anticipation to the 
following ãL�¨D�X�ÑD�DU ‘shooting’ . So I would suggest to read Lã�§X�QD�X�ÑD�Dã! 
ãL�¨D�X�ÑD�DU, which indeed must mean ‘shooting of the upper arm’ . Whatever 
interpretation one chooses to follow, it is clear that in any way the Hittite word 
Lã§XQDXÑDU ‘sinew’  does not exist anymore. Therewith the words for ‘sinew’  in 
the other IE languages (Skt. VQaYDQ�,�Gr. , Lat. QHUYXV, Arm. QHDUG, TochB 
�xDXUD (pl.)) can now safely be reconstructed as *VQpK R �XU � *VQK R �XpQ�.  
 For the etymological interpretation of Lã§XQDX� I follow a suggestion of 
Weitenberg (l.c.) who hesitatingly connects it with Hitt. Lã§XÑDL� T  � Lã§XL� ‘to 
throw’  (q.v.). This would mean that Lã§XQDX� reflects *VK Q X�QHX� and originally 
denotes ‘throwing-arm’ . See at Lã§XÑDL� T  � Lã§XL� for further etymology.  
 Note that KUB 9.34 ii 25 actually has a form Lã�§X�QD�Dã PD NiQ, but because 
of the many corrupt forms in this texts, I have taken the liberty to read this form 
as nom.sg.c. Lã�§X�QD�Xã! PD�NiQ, which is supported by the commune forms 
from KBo 32.14. The assumption that this form shows a secondary stem Lã§XQD� 
(thus Weitenberg 1984: 457603) is improbable; note that Puhvel (l.c.) interprets 
this form as gen.sg. or pl. (implying a reading Lã�§X�QD½�ÑD¾�Dã) despite the fact 
that it clearly must be nom.sg. here.  
 
Lã©XQDÓDU: see Lã§XQDX�  
 
Lã©XÓDL� ? ���Lã©XL� (IIa4 > IIa1 , Ic2) ‘to throw, to scatter, to pour’ : 1sg.pres.act. Lã�
§X�X§�§L (KUB 31.84 iii 63 (MH/NS)), Lã�§X�ÑD�D§�§L (KUB 9.25 + 27.67 i 3 (2x) 
(MH/NS), KUB 15.11 ii 9 (NH)), 3sg.pres.act. Lã�§X�ÑD�D�L (e.g. KUB 32.138 ii 
12 (OH/MS), IBoT 2.39 rev. 26, 27 (MH/MS), KBo 23.10 iv 22 (MS), etc.), Lã�
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§X�ÑD�L (e.g. KBo 15.31 i 11, iv 11 (OH/MS), KUB 15.34 iii 45 (MH/MS), etc.), 
L[ã�§X�]~� �L (KBo 23.23 obv. 59 (MH/MS)), Lã�§X�X�ÑD�L (OH/NS), Lã�§X�X�ÑD�D�
L (OH/NS), Lã�§X�D�L (KBo 39.189 i 7 (NS), KUB 41.17 i 28 (NS)) Lã�§X�L (KBo 
2.3 ii 32 (MH/NS)), Lã�§X�X�L (KUB 6.46 iv 54 (NH)), Lã�§X�X�ÑD�D�L]�]L (HT 5, 6 
(NS)), 1pl.pres.act. Lã�[§]X�ÑD�ÑD�D�Q[L] (StBoT 25.137 ii 18 (OS)), 3pl.pres.act. 
Lã�§X�ÑD�DQ�]L (e.g. KBo 15.32+ ii 5 (OH/MS), KUB 15.34 iv 45 (MH/MS), etc.), 
Lã�§X�X�ÑD�DQ�]L (OH/NS), Lã�§X�ÑD�D�DQ�]L (OH/NS), 1sg.pret.act. Lã�§X�X�H§�§X�
XQ (KUB 17.10 iii 7 (OH/MS)), [(Lã�§)]X�H§�§X�XQ (KUB 15.34+ ii 44 (MH/MS)), 
2sg.pret.act. Lã�§X�ÑD�D�LW�WD (HKM 5 obv. 6 (MH/MS)), 3sg.pret.act. Lã�§X�ÑD�Lã 
(KUB 49.60 ii 11 (NS), KBo 14.3 iv 35, 36 (NH)), Lã�§X�ÑD�Dã (KBo 37.1 ii 4 
(NS)), Lã�§X�X�ÑD�Dã (KUB 33.53, 13 (OH/NS)), 3pl.pret.act. Lã�§X�ÑD�D�HU (KUB 
29.54 iv 5, 11 (MH/MS), KUB 26.84 ii 9 (NH)), [L]ã�§X�X�ÑD�[D�HU] (KBo 14.1 ii 
14 (NH)), 3sg.imp.act. Lã�§X�ÑD�D�~ (KUB 33.93 iii 35 (NS)), 2pl.imp.act. Lã�§X�
X�LW�WpQ (HKM 18 l.edge 5 (MH/MS)), 3pl.imp.act. Lã�§X�X�DQ�GX (HKM 24, 52 
(MH/MS)); 3sg.pret.midd. [Lã�§X]-ÑD�LW�WD�D[W] (KBo 8.96 obv. 1 (MS)), [L]ã�§X�
ÑD�LW�W[D�DW] (KBo 8.96 obv. 2 (MS)); part. Lã�§X�ÑD�DQ�W� (OH/MS), Lã�§X�X�ÑD�
DQ�W� (MH/NS), Lã�§X�ÑD�D�DQ�W� (MH/NS); verb.noun gen.sg. Lã�§X�ÑD�ÑD�Dã 
(KUB 55.60 iv 12 (NS)), Lã�§X�ÑD�X�ÑD�Dã (KUB 12.2 ii 6 (NS)), Lã�§X�X�ÑD�X�
ÑD�Dã (KUB 10.92 vi 13 (NS)); sup. Lã�§X�X�ÑD�X�Ñ[D�DQ] (KBo 14.1 ii 13 (NH)); 
impf. Lã�§X�Lã�NH�D� (MH/MS), Lã�§X�Hã�NH�D� (MH/MS), Lã�§X�X�ÑD�D�Lã�NH�D�. 
 Derivatives: Lã©X ããDU� �� Lã©X ãQ� (n.) ‘heap’  (nom.-acc.sg. [Lã�§]X�X�H�Hã�ãDU 
(119/w rev. 6), L[ã�§]X�H�Hã�ãDU (KUB 31.84 iii 63), Lã�§X�Hã�ãDU (KBo 32.15 ii 
15), dat.-loc.sg. Lã�§X�Hã�QL (KBo 16.60 rev. 5, KUB 14.1 obv. 7, 8), instr. Lã�§X�H�
Hã�QL�LW (KUB 13.2 iii 37)), Lã©XÓDQQD� ? � �� Lã©XÓDQQL� (IIa5) ‘to throw (impf.)’  
(1sg.pres.act. Lã�§X�X�ÑD�DQ�QD�D§�§L (KUB 7.5 ii 30), Lã�§X�ÑD�DQ�QD�D§�[§L] 
(KUB 12.44 iii 17), 3sg.pres.act. [Lã�§X�ÑD�DQ�]QD�DQ�]L (KUB 12.58 iii 16)). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘to rain’ , TochAB VX��VZ V� ‘to rain’ . 
  PIE *VK Q X�yL�HL � *VK Q X�L�pQWL 
  
See Puhvel HED 1/2: 404f. for attestations. In StBoT 25.137 ii 18, a text that is 
usually dated as OS, we find a form Lã�[§]X�ÑD�ÑD�D�Q[L] that must be regarded as 
a 1pl.pres.act.-form because of the 1pl.-forms OD�§X�H�QL (ibid. 15), GD�D�[X�]H�QL 
(ibid. 16) and §DU�QD�X�H�QL (ibid. 17) in the preceding lines. In my view, this 
form is so aberrant (cf. the totally unexpected plene spelling �ÑD�D�QL), that I 
severely doubt the reliability of this form or even the text in which it is found 
(compare also G [Ñ]HQL instead of expected WXP QL). I will therefore disregard this 
form in this discussion.  
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 It is not easy to determine the original inflection of this verb. The oldest forms 
(OS and MS) are: 3sg.pres.act. Lã§XÑ L, Lã§XÑDL, 3pl.pres.act. Lã§XÑDQ]L, 
1sg.pret.act. Lã�§X�X�9§�§X�XQ, Lã�§X�9§�§X�XQ, 2sg.pret.act. Lã§XÑ LWWD, 
3pl.pret.act. Lã§XÑ HU, 2pl.imp.act. Lã§XÑLWWHQ, 3pl.imp.act. Lã§XÑDQGX. The forms 
Lã§XÑLWWHQ and Lã§XÑ LWWD can only belong to the G L�WL¨DQ]L-class inflection 
(Lã§XÑDL� T  � Lã§XL�). The forms Lã§XÑ L, Lã§XÑDQ]L, Lã§XÑ LU and Lã§XÑDQGX can 
either belong to the WDUQ�D��inflection, or to the G L�WL¨DQ]L-inflection (if we 
assume that *Lã§X¨DQ]L > Lã§XÑDQ]L). In principle, the forms Lã§XÑDQ]L and 
Lã§XÑDQGX could belong to an inflection similar to that of DX� T  � X� ‘to see’  as well 
(cf. XÑDQ]L ‘they see’ ), but because of the total absence of forms with a stem 
**Lã§DX�,� this option is very unlikely. The forms 1sg.pret.act. Lã�§X�X�9§�§X�XQ 
and Lã�§X�9§�§X�XQ are multi-interpretable. The sign AÏ can be read D§, H§, L§ as 
well as X§, which means that we could be dealing with Lã�§X��X��D§�§X�XQ, Lã�§X��
X��L§�§X�XQ, Lã�§X��X��H§�§X�XQ or Lã�§X��X��X§�§X�XQ. If we should read 
Lã§XD§§XQ, the word would belong to the WDUQ�D��class (cf. the NS attestation Lã�
§X�ÑD�D§�§L); if the forms represent Lã§XL§§XQ or Lã§XH§§XQ, they would belong to 
the G L�WL¨DQ]L-class. I must admit, however, that in these cases we would rather 
have found plene spelling of the specific vowel (cf. e.g. §X�L�L§�§L ‘I run’ , §X�H�
H§�§X�XQ ‘I ran’ , Lã�§X�ÑD�D§�§L). Nevertheless, an analysis Lã§X§§XQ is quite 
improbable, because this form could only belong to an inflection similar to DX��X� 
‘to see’  (cf. §§XQ ‘I saw’ ), of which we already have determined that it is a very 
unlikely option. So, all in all, the oldest forms seem to point to either a G L�WL¨DQ]L-
class or a WDUQ�D��class inflection.  
 Since the G L�WL¨DQ]L-class is a closed, unproductive class within Hittite, whereas 
the WDUQ�D��class is very productive, I assume that the G L�WL¨DQ]L-class inflection is 
more archaic and consequently the original one. I therefore cite this verb as 
Lã§XÑDL� T  � Lã§XL�,�and the attestations Lã�§X�X�9§�§X�XQ and Lã�§X�9§�§X�XQ as Lã�
§X�X�H§�§X�XQ and Lã�§X�H§�§X�XQ (the NS attestations Lã�§X�X§�§L may be viewed 
as belonging with 3sg.pres.act. Lã§XL (see below)). The fact that the 3pl.-forms are 
Lã§XÑDQ]L and Lã§XÑDQGX, whereas e.g. §XÑDL� T  � §XL� ‘to run’  has §X¨DQ]L (OS) 
‘they run’ , in my view is explained by the difference in preforms: Lã§XÑDQ]L 
reflects *VK Q XLpQWL (see below for etymology), whereas §X¨DQ]L reflects 
*K Q XK R LpQWL. Intervocalic �L� in *VK Q XLpQWL was lost in pre-Hittite already, yielding a 
hiatus: OH /}sHoántsi/, realized as [}sHo X ántsi], spelled Lã�§X�ÑD�DQ�]L. In the case 
of *K Q XK R LpQWL ‘they run’ , we are dealing with intervocalic *-K R L�,�which yielded 
�L� in that same period (OH /Hoiántsi/, spelled §X�¨D�DQ�]L), which was lost in the 
NH period only (NH /Hoántsi/, realized as [Ho X ántsi], spelled §X�ÑD�DQ�]L).  
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 This means that the OH paradigm of Lã§XÑDL� T  � Lã§XL� must have been 
*Lã§XH§§L, *Lã§XÑDLWWL, Lã§XÑ L, *Lã§XLÑHQL, *Lã§XLãWHQL, Lã§XÑDQ]L. On the basis of 
3sg. Lã§XÑ L and 3pl. Lã§XÑDQ]L, in younger times forms were created that inflect 
according to the WDUQ�D��class (1sg.pres.act. Lã§XÑD§§L (MH/NS), 3sg.pret.act. 
Lã§XÑDã (OH/NS) and verb.noun gen.sg. Lã§XÑDÑDã (NS)). In NH times, we find 
some forms that inflect according to the §DWUDH�class (Lã§ Ñ L]]L (NS), Lã§XÑ QW� 
(NS)), and some forms in which the stem Lã§X� has been generalized (3sg.pres.act. 
Lã§XL (NS)). For the cognate verb ãX§§D� T  � ãX§§�,�see at its own lemma.  
 As I have shown in Kloekhorst fthc.a, the Hittite G L�WL¨DQ]L-class consists of 
verbs that reflect a formation *&&�RL�,� *&&�L�,� i.e. the zero-grade of the root 
followed by an ablauting suffix *-RL���L�. In this case, the root must have been 
Lã§X�. In the course of Hittitology, different etymological proposals have been 
suggested (see Puhvel (l.c.) for a summary), but the best one in my view is given 
by Jasanoff (1978: 9011), who connects Lã§XÑDL��Lã§XL� with Gr.  ‘to rain’ , 
TochAB VX��VZ V� ‘to rain’  < *VX+�,�which is now codified in LIV2. Formally, 
this connection is justified by assuming that a full-grade root *VK Q HX� had a zero-
grade form *VK Q X� (still visible in Hitt. Lã§XÑDL��Lã§XL�) that metathesized already 
in PIE to *VXK Q � (Gr. -, TochAB VX� and Hitt. ãX§§D� T  � ãX§§� ‘to scatter, to pour’  
(q.v.)). Semantically, we have to assume that the PIE root denotes ‘to pour’ , 
which in Hittite (where Lã§XÑDL��Lã§XL� still means ‘to pour’  as well) developed 
into ‘to throw’  (cf. ModDu. JRRLHQ ‘to throw’  < *� Y HX� ‘to pour’ ), whereas in 
Greek and Tocharian the meaning shifted to ‘to rain’ . The full-grade *VK Q HX� may 
still be visible in Hitt. ã ã§DX� ‘sweat’  (although its spelling with °D�X is highly 
aberrant, q.v.).  
 As said above, within Hittite, a close cognate is the verb ãX§§D� T  � ãX§§� ‘to 
scatter, to pour’ . In some cases, Lã§XÑDL� T  � Lã§XL� and ãX§§D� T  � ãX§§� are used 
interchangeably in duplicates (cf. Puhvel HED 1/2: 408), and their connection is 
suported by a hybrid form like ãX�X§�§X�ÑD�L (KBo 30.115 rev.? 5). Nevertheless, 
the exact formal interpretation of ãX§§D� T  � ãX§§� is not fully clear. See at its own 
lemma for a full discussion.  
 
LãNDOOD� ? ���LãNDOO� (IIa1 ) ‘to slit, to split, to tear’ : 3sg.pres.act. Lã�NDO�OD�L (KBo 6.4 
i 39 (OH/NS)), Lã�JDO�OD�L (KBo 6.4 i 37 (OH/NS)), Lã�NDO�OD�D�L (KUB 58.81 ii? 6 
(NS)), Lã�NDO�OD�L�L]�]L (KUB 12.58 ii 17 (NS)), 3pl.pres.act. Lã�NDO�OD�DQ�]L (KUB 
30.22, 8 (OH/NS)), 1sg.pret.act. Lã�NDO�OD�D§�§X�XQ (KUB 13.35 iv 24, 31 (NS)), 
2sg.imp.act. Lã�NDO�OL (HKM 24, 51 (MH/MS), KBo 37.1 ii 16 (NS)), 3sg.imp.act. 
Lã�NDO�OD�~ (KUB 30.36 ii 10 (MH/NS)), 3pl.imp.act. Lã�NDO�OD�DQ�GX (156/v, 7 
(NS)); 3sg.pres.midd. Lã�NDO�OD�UL (KBo 6.3 i 39 (OH/NS)), Lã�NDO�OD�D�UL (KBo 
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6.5 i 16, 18 (OH/NS), KBo 6.3 i 37 (OH/NS)), 3sg.pret.midd. Lã�NDO�OD�DW�WD 
(KBo 8.37 obv. 9 (MH/NS), KUB 23.7 ii 12 (MH/NS)); part. Lã�NDO�OD�DQ�W�; inf.I 
Lã�NDO�OL�¨D�X�DQ�]L (KBo 43.61 i 13 (NS)); impf. Lã�NDO�OL�Lã�NH�D�,� Lã�JDO�OL�Hã�
NH�D�. 
 Derivatives: 

ZMV N LãNDOOHããDU (n.) ‘slit dress’  (nom.-acc.sg. Lã�NDO�OH�Hã�ãDU, Lã�NDO�
OL�Lã�ãDU, [L]ã�JDO�OH R[Q �Hã�ãDU). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘to hoe’ , Lith. VNpOWL ‘to split’ . 
  PIE *VNyOK Q[\ ] �HL, *VNOK Q[\ ] �pQWL 
  
See Puhvel HED 1/2: 413f. for attestations. The verb inflects according to the 
WDUQ�D��class, i.e. LãNDOODL, LãNDOODQ]L. Usually, WDUQ�D��class verbs go back to roots 
that end in a laryngeal (*�&H�&R+�,�*�&H�&+�HQWL or *&5QR+�,�*&5Q+�HQWL), but 
there are a few WDUQ�D��class verbs that reflect the structure *&H&K Q[\ ] �. As I have 
shown under § 2.2.2.2.d, the 3sg.pres.-form of roots of this structure, *&y&K Q[\ ] �HL, 
regularly yielded *&D&DL (and not **&D&L), on the basis of which these verbs 
were taken over into the WDUQ�D��class (see §DUUD� T  � §DUU� ‘to grind’ , LãSDUUD� T  � 
LãSDUU� ‘to trample’ , PDOOD� T  � PDOO� ‘to mill’ , SDGGD� T  � SDGG� ‘to dig’  and ãDUWD� T  � 
ãDUW� ‘to wipe, to rub’  for the same phenomenon). In the case of LãNDOO�D��,� this 
means that we have to reconstruct *V.HOK Q[\ ] �. Already since Hrozný (1917: 71), 
this verb is connected with Gr.  ‘to hoe’  and Lith. VNpOWL ‘to split’ . 
Especially the latter form supports the reconstruction of the root-final laryngeal, 
which yielded acute accentuation in Balto-Slavic. I therefore reconstruct the root 
as *VNHOK Q[\ ] � and the Hittite formation as *VNyOK Q[\ ] �HL, *VNOK Q[\ ] �pQWL (note that this 
latter form regularly should have yielded Hitt. **LãNDO§DQ]L, but the geminate �OO� 
of the singular was generalized throughout the verb).  
 
LãJ S� ? ���LãJDS��(IIa2) ‘?’ : 3sg.pres.act. Lã�JD�D�St (KUB 10.63 i 26). 
 Derivatives: LãJDSX]]L� (n.) a cult object (nom.-acc.sg. Lã�JD�SX�X]�]L (KUB 
12.8 i 16)). 
  
This verb is hapax in the following context:  
 

KUB 10.63 i  
(17) Q D�Dã�WD MUNUS.LUGAL SD�UD�D ~�H]�]L QX NiQ LÚ

ÏAL  
(18) $�1$ 3$�1, d8�PD�UD�DS�ãL d$�D�St�LQ NL�QX�]L  
(19) Q D�Dã�WD LÚAZU 1 UDU $�1$ d8�PD�UD�DS�ãL ãL�SD�DQ�WL  
(20) Q D�DQ NiQ LÚAZU $�1$ d$�D�St NDW�WD�DQ�GD §D�DG�GD�D�L  
  
(21) QX NiQ H�Hã�§DU $�1$ GAL NDW�WD WDU�QD�L Q D�DW WiN�QL�L  
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(22) $�1$ 3$�1, d8�PD�UD�DS�ãL GD�D�L QX NiQ LÚAZU  
(23) $�1$ UZUNÍG.GIG UZUŠÀ §X�X�L�ãX QX WH�SX NX�HU�]L  
(24) H�Hã�§DU�U D WH�SX GD�D�L Q D�DW NiQ d$�D�St  
(25) NDW�WD�DQ�GD GD�D�L  
  
(26) Q D�Dã�WD d$�D�St�LQ ãH�HU ,â�78 NINDA.GUR4.RA Lã�JD�D�St  
(27) UDU PD NiQ SD�UD�D Sp�H�GD�DQ�]L  
(28) Q D�DQ NiQ LÚMEŠ EN DINGIRMEŠ PDU�NiQ�]L  

 
 ‘The queen comes forth and the priest opens up a pit for the god Umarapši. The 

magician sacrifices one sheep to Umarapši. The magician stabs it (= the sheep) 

alongside the pit and let its blood flow in a cup and places it on the ground for 

Umarapši. The magician cuts of a little of raw entrails and heart and takes a little 

blood and places it down into the pit. Then he L.-s (on top of?) the pit with thick-

bread. They bring the sheep forth and the men butcher it for the lord of the gods’ .  
 
Because in this context a meaning ‘fills up’  is quite possible, it has been 
suggested that we should not read Lã�JD�D�St, but rather Lã�WD!�D�St, belonging to 
the verb LãW S� T  � LãWDSS� ‘to plug up, to block’  (q.v.). Nevertheless, the attestation 
of LãJDSX]]L� in KUB 12.8 i 16 in a list of implements, between WD�SX�XO�OL 
ZABAR ‘bronze cutter’  and ÑD�DU�SX�]L ZABAR ‘bronze bathing-utensil’ , seems 
to show the reality of a verbal stem LãJDS�. Since nouns in �X]]L� are usually 
derived from the zero-grade of a verbal root (e.g. Lã§X]]L� from Lã§DL� T  � Lã§L�,�
NXUX]]L� from NXHU�S T  � NXU�,�OX]]L� from O � T  � O�,�etc.), it is likely that LãJDS� reflects 
a zero-grade verbal root as well. If LãJ SL and LãJDSX]]L� are related, we are 
dealing with an ablauting pair LãJ S� T  � LãJDS�. Formally, this could reflect hardly 
anything else than a root *V ^� _HE ` Y a �. If however, the single �S� = /-b-/ from 
LãJDSX]]L� has been taken over from the full-grade stem LãJ S�,� we could in 
principle assume an ablauting pair LãJ S� T  � LãJDSS� (cf. LãW S� T  � LãWDSS�), which 
then could reflect *V ^� _HS�. Since the meaning of LãJDSX]]L� cannot be determined, 
and the meaning of LãJ SL is not fully clear (although ‘to fill up’  is possible), any 
etymology would be too insecure. Nevertheless, a root *VNHS� ‘to cover’  is 
available in Gr.  ‘to cover’ .  
 
LãN U� b � �� LãNDU�� (IIa2 > IIa1 , Ic2) ‘to sting, to stab, to pierce; to stick (to)’ : 
1sg.pres.act. Lã�ND�D�D[U�§L] (KBo 17.25 rev. 6 (OS)), Lã�ND�D�DU�§L (KBo 17.96 i 
14 (MS)), Lã�NDU�§L (KUB 31.1 + KBo 3.16 ii 7 (OH/NS)), Lã�JD�UD�D�PL (KUB 
48.123 iv 9 (NS)), 3sg.pres.act. Lã�ND�D�UL (KBo 17.13 + 25.68 rev. 11 (OS)), Lã�
JD�D�UL (KBo 15.10 + 20.42 iii 28 (fr.) (OH/MS), KBo 3.8, 6 (OH/NS), KBo 
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11.12 i 9 (OH/NS), KUB 41.2 i 4 (fr.) (OH/NS), IBoT 2.123 i 9 (fr.) (OH/NS), 
KUB 12.58 ii 30 (NS)), Lã�ND c �D�UL (KBo 15.10 + 20.42 i 38 (OH/MS), VBoT 24 i 
46 (MH/NS)), Lã�ND�UL (KBo 12.126 i 8 (OH/NS)), Lã�JD�UL (KBo 9.126, 5 
(OH/NS)), Lã�JD�UD�D�L (KUB 58.83 iii 18 (NS)), [L]ã�JD�UD�L]�]L (KUB 49.94 iii 
14 (NS)), 3pl.pres.act. Lã�JD�UD�DQ�]L (OS), Lã�ND�UD�DQ�]L, 3sg.pret.act. Lã�ND c �DU�
UL�HW (KUB 31.1 + KBo 3.16 ii 13 (OH/NS)), 3pl.pret.act. Lã�JD�UH�HU (KBo 21.22 
obv. 6 (OH/MS)), Lã�ND c �UH�HU (KBo 15.10 ii 2 (OH/MS)); part. Lã�JD�UD�DQ�W� 
(OS, often), Lã�ND�UD�DQ�W� (OS), Lã�JD�UD�D�DQ�W�,�Lã�ND�UD�D�DQ�W�; impf. Lã�JD�UL�
Lã�NH�D�,�Lã�NDU�Lã�NH�D�,�Lã�JD�UL�Hã�NH�D�,�Lã�NDU�UL�Hã�NH�D�. 
 Derivatives: LãNDUDQQD� b ���LãNDUDQQL� (IIa5) ‘id. (impf.)’  (3pl.imp.act. Lã�NDU�UD�
DQ�QL�DQ[-GX] (KBo 8.35 ii 21 (MH/MS))), LãJDUDWDU� �� LãJDUDQQ� (n.) ‘sting(?)’  
(nom.-acc.sg. Lã�JD�UD�WDU, gen.sg. Lã�JD�UD�QD�Dã, abl. Lã�JD�UD�QD�]D). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘to cut (off)’ , OHG VFHUDQ ‘to cut’ , OIr. VFDUDLP ‘to 
sever’ , Lith. VNuUWL ‘to separate’ . 
  PIE *VNyU�HL, *VNU�pQWL 
  
See Puhvel HED 1/2: 416f. for attestations. This verb is a textbook example of an 
�D-ablauting §L-verb: LãN U§L, LãN UL vs. LãNDUDQ]L. In NS texts, we find forms that 

inflect according to the WDUQ�D��class (LãJDU L) and to the §DWUDH�class (LãJDU PL, 
LãJDUDL]]L, LãNDU QW�).  
 Already Hrozný (1919: 82) connected this verb with the root *�V�NHU� as seen in 
OHG VFHUDQ ‘to cut’ , OIr. VFDUDLP ‘to sever’ , Lith. VNuUWL ‘to separate’  etc. For 
Hittite, this means that we have to reconstuct *VNyU�HL, VNU�pQWL. The same root 
(*N ` d4a HU�) is visible in NDUã�S T  and NXHU�S T  � NXU� � NXÑDU� (q.v.).  
 
LãNH�D�e b  : see LãNL¨H�D�S T   
 
LãNLªH�D�e b  (Ic1 > Ic6, Ic2, IIa1 ) ‘to smear, to daub, to salve, to oil, to anoint’  
(Sum. xÀ): 1sg.pres.act. Lã�NH�PL (KUB 29.55 i 14 (MH/MS)), Lã�JD�D�PL (KBo 
3.8 ii 20 (OH/NS)), Lã�JD�D§�§L (KUB 7.1 i 40 (OH/NS)), 3sg.pres.act. Lã�NL�H]�]L 
(KUB 30.19 iv 5 (OH/NS), KBo 5.1 iii 6 (MH/NS), KBo 16.24+25 i 66 
(MH/NS), KBo 19.139 ii 9, iii 8 (MH/NS), HT 1 ii 11 (MH/NS)), Lã�NL�¨D�]L 
(KUB 39.8 iv 3 (OH/NS), VBoT 120 iii 17 (MH/NS)), Lã�NL�¨D�L]�]L (KUB 9.31 ii 
36 (MH/NS), HT 1 i 38 (MH/NS)), 3pl.pres.act. Lã�NL�¨D�DQ�]L (KUB 29.45 i 2 
(MH/MS), KBo 21.42 i 8 (NS), KUB 24.5 + 9.13 obv. 19 (NS)), Lã�NL�DQ�]L (KBo 
12.98 rev. 5 (NS)), Lã�NiQ�]L (KUB 29.40 ii 7 (MH/MS), KUB 29.51 i 3 
(MH/MS), KBo 21.34 i 22 (MH/NS), KUB 1.13 iii 9 (MH/NS), KBo 23.1 i 44, iii 
34 (NS), KUB 5.14 i 16 (NS), KUB 36.90 obv. 18 (NS), KUB 42.98 i 8 (NS)), 
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3sg.pres.act. Lã�NL�HW (KUB 9.34 iii 34 (MH/NS), KUB 33.88 rev. 10 (MH/NS)), 
3pl.pret.act. Lã�NL�HU (KUB 29.54 iv 18 (MH/MS)), 2sg.imp.act. Lã�NL (KBo 3.23 
obv. 4 (OH/NS)), 3sg.imp.act. Lã�NL�HG�GX (KUB 17.10 ii 23 (OH/MS), KBo 3.8 ii 
33 (OH/NS)), 3pl.imp.act. Lã�NL�¨D�DQ�GX (KUB 36.12 iii 4 (NS)); 3sg.pres.midd. 
Lã�NDW�WD�UL (IBoT 3.148 i 67, 68 (MH/NS)); part. Lã�NL�¨D�DQ�W� (KBo 21.22 rev. 
43 (OH/MS)), Lã�NiQ�W� (KBo 21.41+ rev. 59 (MH/MS)); impf. Lã�NL�Lã�NH�D�,� Lã�
NL�Hã�NH�D�. 
  PIE *V ^�_ ` Y a �¨p�y� 
  
See Puhvel HED 1/2: 420f. for attestations. We find forms of different stems: 
LãNL¨D]L, LãNL¨DQ]L, LãNL¨DQGX and LãNL¨DQW� point to a stem LãNL¨H�D�S T ; LãNHPL, LãNDQ]L, 
LãNL and LãNDQW� point to a stem LãNH�D�S T ; LãJ PL points to a stem LãJDH�S T ; LãJD§§L 
points to a stem LãJ�D�� T ; LãNL¨DL]]L points to a stem LãNL¨DH�S T . The forms Lã�KI�IZ�
]L, Lã�KI�IT, Lã�KI�IR and Lã�KI�IT�GX are dubious regarding their interpretetation: 
either they should be read Lã�NH�H° and belong to a stem LãNH�D�S T , or they should 
be read Lã�NL�H° and belong to a stem LãNL¨H�D�S T . Although the stems LãJDH�,�LãJ�D�� 
and LãNL¨DH� are clearly secondary (they all occur in NS texts only), it is difficult 
to decide which one of the remaining two stems (LãNH�D� and LãNL¨H�D�) is the more 
original one, since they both occur in MS texts already. On the basis of the fact 
that the only form that is attested in a OH/MS text is part. LãNL¨DQW�,�I assume that 
LãNL¨H�D�S T  is more original. This has consequences for the etymological 
interpretation as well, of course.  
 Melchert (1984a: 110) connects this verb with SHãã�S T  ‘to rub’  (q.v.) and 
assumes that the imperfective *SV�V�H�R� would regularly yield Hitt. LãNH�D�,�with 
loss of initial S�. This etymology has now become impossible as it cannot explain 
the stem-form LãNL¨H�D�. Rieken (1999a: 293-4) proposes to connect LãNL¨H�D� with 
ã NDQ � ãDNQ� ‘oil, fat’  (q.v.) and assumes a preform *V ^�_ ` Y a �¨H�R�. This preform 
indeed would yield Hitt. LãNL¨H�D� as it is attested. Semantically, this connection is 
superior as well, in view of contexts like KUB 4.3 obv. (17) NX�Xã�ãD�QL�DQ PD�
]D Ì�DQ Lã�NL�¨D[-]L] ‘She anoints herself with rented oil’  and KUB 27.1 iv (39) 
EGIR â8 PD Ì�DQ Lã�NiQ�]L ‘Afterwards, they use oil for anointing’ , which can 
now be regarded as ILJXUDH HW\PRORJLFDH. See at ã NDQ � ãDNQ� for further 
etymology.  
 f gihWg+j

LãNLã� (n.) ‘back, backside, rear’ : nom.-acc.sg. Lã�NL�Lã (OS), gen.sg. Lã�NL�ãD�
Dã, dat.-loc.sg. Lã�NL�ãL, all.sg. Lã�NL�ãD (MH/MS), erg.sg. Lã�NL�ãD�D�DQ�]D, abl. Lã�
NL�ãD�D], Lã�§L�ãD�]D (NS), instr. Lã�NL�ãL�LW WL[-x?], nom.-acc.pl. Lã�NL�ãD, Lã�NL�L�ãD. 
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See Puhvel HED 1/2: 424f. for attestations. The stem of this neuter word, LãNLã�,�
at first sight seems to be comparable to Q SLã� and then would reflect an V-stem. 
Problematic, however, is the fact that good IE comparanda lack, let alone words 
that reflect an V�stem as well. The only proposed cognate is Gr.  ‘hip(s), 
Hes.   ‘loins’  (first by Ribezzo 1920: 130), but the semantic connection 
is in my view not very convincing. Moreover, the inner-Greek alteration  : 

 clearly points to a substratum origin. If these forms are to be regarded as 
cognate, however, I would rather regard them as loans from a common source 
than as inherited.  
 
LãQ � (c.) ‘dough’ : nom.sg. Lã�QD�Dã (MH/MS), Lã�ãD�QD�Dã (MH/NS), acc.sg. Lã�
QD�DQ (MH/MS), Lã�ãD�QD�DQ (MH/MS), gen.sg. Lã�QD�D�Dã (OS), Lã�QD�Dã 
(MH/MS), Lã�ãD�QD�Dã (MH/NS), Hã�ãD�QD�Dã (KUB 9.34 iii 26), dat.-loc.sg. Lã�QL 
(NS), instr. Lã�QL�LW (MH/MS), acc.pl. Lã�ãD!�QD�Dã (KUB 24.9 iii 6 (OH/NS)) // H�
Hã�ãD�QD�Dã (KUB 41.1 iii 21 (OH/NS)). 
 Derivatives: LããDQDXÓDQW� (adj.) ‘doughy’  (nom.-acc.pl.n. Lã�ãD�QD�X�ÑD�DQ�WD 
(OH/MS)), 

k g N LãQXUD�,� k g N LãQXUL� (c.) ‘dough-bowl’  (nom.sg. Lã�QX�X�UL�Lã 
(MH/MS) // Lã�QX�UD�Dã (MH/NS), acc.sg. Lã�QX�X�UL�LQ (MH/MS) // Lã�QX�UD�DQ 
(MH/NS), Lã�QX�X�UD�DQ (MH/MS), Lã�QX�UD�D�DQ (1x, MH/NS), dat.-loc.sg. Lã�
QX�X�UL (MH/NS), nom.pl. Lã�QX�X�UL�Hã (OS), acc.pl. Lã�QX�X�UX�Xã (OH/MS), Lã�
QX�UX�Xã (OH/MS), Lã�QX�UD�ã D NiQ (MH/NS), dat.-loc.pl. Lã�QX�X�UD�Dã 
(OH/MS). 
 IE cognates: Skt. \DV� ‘to boil’ , Gr.  ‘to bubble, to boil, to cook’ , Gr.  
‘cooked, boiling, hot’ , OHG MHVDQ ‘to ferment, to foam’ , TochA \lV�,�TochB \ V� 
‘to boil, to be turned on’ . 
  PIE *LHV�Qy� or *LV�Qy� 
  
See Puhvel HED 1/2: 381f. for attestations. This word is predominantly spelled 
Lã�Q° as well as Lã�ãD�Q°. The occasional NS attestations with initial H� are due to 
the lowering of OH /i/ to NH /e/ before �ã� as described in § 1.4.8.1.d. The plene 
spelling in gen.sg. Lã�QD�D�Dã indicates oxytone accentuation. All in all, this word 
must be phonologically interpreted as /(")iSna-/. Puhvel reconstructs ths word as 
*LHVQy�,�derived from the root *LHV� ‘to ferment, to boil’  as especially visible in 
OHG MHVDQ ‘to ferment’ . Semantically, this certainly makes sense and formally it 
is possible as well: in *LHVQy� the initial *L� before *H would be lost, the *V before 
*Q would be fortited and the pretonic *H would be weakened to /i/, yielding 
/(")iSna-/. Another possibility is to reconstruct *LV�Qy�,�with the zero-grade root.  
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LãSDL� b ���LãSL��(IIa5 > Ic2) ‘to get full, to be filled, to be satiated’ : 2sg.pres.act. Lã�
SD�D�L�ãL (Bo 6180, 5 (undat.)), 3sg.pres.act. Lã�SD�D�L (Bo 4491, 5 (OH?/NS)), Lã�
SD� ?[-L] (KBo 13.94, 2 (OH/NS)) 3pl.pres.act. Lã�St�¨D�DQ�]L (KBo 3.5 i 28 
(MH/NS)), 3pl.pret.act. Lã�St�L�H�HU (KUB 17.10 i 20 (OH/MS), KUB 33.19 iii 8 
(OH/NS), KUB 33.24 ii 13 (OH/NS)), Lã�St�HU (KUB 33.32 iii 5 (OH/NS)), 
2sg.imp.act. Lã�SD�D�L (VSNF 12.16 obv. 9 (OH/NS), 516/z rev. 4 (NS), KBo 4.6 
obv. 9 (NH)), Lã�St�¨D (KUB 20.92 vi 9 (OH/NS), KUB 36.12 i 7 (fr.)), 
2pl.imp.act. Lã�St�Lã�WH�HQ (KUB 12.17, 6 (NS)), Lã�St�LW�WpQ (KUB 33.62 iii 11 
(OH/MS)), 3pl.imp.act. Lã�St�¨D�DQ�GX (KUB 15.34 i 49 (MH/MS)); part. Lã�St�¨D�
DQ�W�; verb.noun Lã�St�¨D�WDU ‘satiety’  (KUB 17.10 i 11 (OH/MS), KUB 33.24 ii 
16 (OH/NS)). 
 Derivatives: LãSLªDQX�e b  (Ib2) ‘to saturate’  (verb.noun Lã�St�¨D�QX�PDU (KBo 11.1 
rev. 21 (NH))), LãS Q (n.) ‘satiation(?)’  (nom.-acc.sg. Lã�SD�D�DQ (KBo 8.42 obv. 
6), gen.sg. Lã�SD�D�QD�Dã (KUB 36.44 i 12)), LãSLQLQJDWDU (n.) ‘satiation of hunger 
and thirst’  (nom.-acc.sg. Lã�St�QL�LQ�JD�WDU (KBo 39.66, 9 (OH/MS), KBo 30.96 iv 
4 (OH/NS)). 
 IE cognates: Skt. VSK � ‘to become fat, to increase’ , Lat. VS V ‘hope, 
expectation’ , OE VS ZDQ ‘to prosper’ , OCS VS WL ‘to succeed’ , Lith. VS WL ‘to have 
plenty of time’ . 
  PIE *VSK R �yL�HL, *VSK R �L�pQWL 
  
See Puhvel HED 1/2: 429f. for attestations. The oldest attested forms inflect 
according to the G L�WL¨DQ]L-class: LãS L, LãSL¨DQ]L. In younger times we find forms 
that inflect according to the §DWUDH�class (LãS LãL) and the �¨H�D�class (2sg.imp.act. 
LãSL¨D, also visible in LãSL¨DQX�).  
 Since Sturtevant (1928a: 4), this verb is generally connected with Skt. VSKa\DWH 
‘to become fat’ , OE VS ZDQ ‘to prosper’ , OCS VS WL ‘to succeed’ , Lith. VS WL ‘to 
be in time, to have plenty of time’  and Lat. VS V ‘hope’ . In the BSl. forms as well 
as in Lat. VS V, we find a root *VSHK R �,�which has received a *-¨H�R�suffix in OE 
VS ZDQ < *VSHK R �¨H�R�. This latter preform cannot account for Skt. VSKa\DWH, 
however, as it would not yield �SK� (note that LIV2 unconvincingly reconstructs 
the root as *VS Y HK R �). As I have shown in Kloekhorst fthc.a, the Hitt. G L�WL¨DQ]L-
class reflects a structure *&&�RL�,�*&&�L�,�i.e. the zero-grade of the root followed 
by an ablauting *-RL���L�suffix. For LãS L, LãSL¨DQ]L, this means that we have to 
reconstruct *VSK R �Rt�HL, *VSK R �L�pQWL. Note that the preform *VSK R �yL�H would 
regularly yield Skt. VSKa\D� as well.  
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 See Rieken 1999a: 313 for an analysis of LãSLQLQJDWDU as a compound of LãSL� 
and QLQN� ‘to quench one’ s thirst’  + the abstract suffix �DWDU. For the analysis of 
LãS Q� as ‘satiation’ , see Oettinger 1979a: 467-8.  
 
LãSDQW��(c.) ‘night’  (Sum. GE6

(KAM), Akk. 08â8): nom.sg. Lã�SD�DQ�]D, acc.sg. Lã�
SD�DQ�WD�DQ, Lã�SD�DQ�GD�DQ, gen.sg. GE6-DQ�GD�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. Lã�SD�DQ�WL, abl. 
Lã�SD�DQ�WD�D], Lã�SD�DQ�WD�]D, Lã�SD�DQ�GD�D], Lã�SD�DQ�GD�]D, acc.pl. Lã�SD�DQ�WL�
Xã (NH). 
 IE cognates: Skt. N�iS� ‘night’ , Av. [ãDSDQ� � [ãDIQ� ‘night’ . 
  PIE *N ` d4a VS�HQW� 
  
See Puhvel HED 1/2: 431f. for attestations. Since Götze & Pedersen (1934: 60), 
this word is generally connected with Skt. N�DS� ‘night’ . It then would show the 
suffix *-HQW�,�which is well known from terms like §DPHã§DQW� (beside §DPHã§D�) 
‘spring’ , ] QDQW� (besides ] QD�) ‘autumn’ , JLPPDQW� (besides JLP�P��) ‘winter’ , 
etc. We therefore have to reconstruct *N ` d4a VS�HQW�.  
 
LãS QW� b � �� LãSDQW� (IIa2 > IIa1 ) ‘to libate, to pour, to sacrifice’  (Sum. BAL): 
1sg.pres.act. Lã�SD�DQ�WD§�§p (1x OS), Lã�SD�DQ�WD§�§L (3x OS), ãL�SD�DQ�GD�D§�§L, 
ãL�SD�DQ�WD�D§�§L, ãL�SD�DQ�WD§�§L, ãL�LS�SD�DQ�WD§�§L, 3sg.pres.act. ãL�SD�D�DQ�WL 
(16x OS), Lã�SD�D�DQ�WL (2x OS), ãL�SD�DQ�WL (19x OS, 750+x), Lã�SD�DQ�WL (2x OS), 
Lã�SD�DQ�GL (3x OS), ãL�LS�SD�DQ�WL (50x), ãL�LS�SD�DQ�GD�L (1x), ãL�LS�SD�DQ�WD�L 
(1x), [ãL�]SD�DQ�GD�D�L (1x), 1pl.pres.act. ãL�SD�DQ�GX�ÑD�QL, 3pl.pres.act. ãL�SD�DQ�
WD�DQ�]L (OS, 12x), ãL�SD�DQ�GD�DQ�]L (OS, 59x), Lã�SD�DQ�WD�DQ�]L (OS, 2x), ãL�LS�
SD�DQ�WD�DQ[-]L] (1x), ãL�LS�SD�DQ�GD�DQ�]L (2x), ãL�LS�SD�DQ�WDQl �]L (1x), ãL�SD�D�
DQ�GD�D[Q�]L] (1x), 1sg.pret.act. ãL�LS�SD�DQ�GD�D§�§X�XQ (1x), ãL�SD�DQ�GD�D§�§X�
XQ (1x), ãL�SD�DQ�WD§�§X�XQ (1x), 3sg.pret.act. ãL�SD�DQ�WD�Dã (KBo 15.10 iii 59, 
66 (OH/MS)), ãL�SD�DQ�GD�Dã (KBo 15.10 iii 54, 58 (OH/MS)), ?ãL�SD�DQ�]D�[D]ã�
WD (VSNF 12.59 v 6 (MH/NS)), ãL�SD�DQ�GD�]D (KUB 19.37 ii 24 (NH)), 
3pl.pret.act. ãL�LS�SD�DQ�WH�HU (1x), ãL�SD�DQ�WH�HU (7x), ãL�LS�SD�DQ�WD�HU; part. ãL�
SD�DQ�WD�DQ�W� (MH/MS, 2x), ãL�SD�DQ�GD�DQ�W� (6x), ãL�LS�SD�DQ�WD�DQ�W� (1x); 
verb.noun ãL�LS�SD�DQ�GX�ÑD�DU, ãL�LS�SD�DQ�GX�X�ÑD�DU, gen.sg. ãL�LS�SD�DQ�WX�
ÑD[-Dã], ãL�SD�DQ�GX�ÑD�Dã; inf.I ãL�SD�DQ�WX�X�ÑD�DQ�]L, ãL�SD�DQ�GX�ÑD�DQ�]L, ãL�
LS�SD�DQ�GX�ÑD�DQ�]L; impf. Lã�SD�DQ�]D�Dã�NH�D� (1x OS), ãL�LS�SD�DQ�]D�NH�D� 
(13x), ãL�SD�DQ�]D�NH�D� (25x), Lã�SD�DQ�]D�NH�D� (1x). 
 Derivatives: ãLSSDQGDQQD� b � �� ãLSSDQGDQQL� (IIa5) ‘to libate (impf.)’  
(3sg.pret.act. ãL�LS�SD�DQ�GD�DQ�QD�Dã), k g N LãSDQWXÓD� (c.) ‘libation-vessel’  
(nom.sg. ãL�SD�DQ�GX�ÑD�Dã, acc.sg. Lã�SD�DQ�WX�ÑD�DQ, Lã�SD�DQ�GX�ÑD�DQ, ãL�LS�
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SX�ÑD�DQ�GD�DQ, abl. Lã�SD�DQ�GX�ÑD�D], Lã�SD�DQ�GX�D], instr. Lã�SD�DQ�GX�LW, 
nom.pl. Lã�SD�DQ�GX�ÑD�Dã), 

f k g N j LãSDQWX]]L� (n.) ‘libation-vessel, libation, libate’  
(nom.-acc.sg. Lã�SD�DQ�WX�X]�]L (OS, often), Lã�SD�DQ�GX�X]�]L, Lã�SD�DQ�WX�]L, Lã�
SD�DQ�GX�]L, acc.sg.c. Lã�SD�DQ�GX�X]�]L�L[Q], gen.sg. Lã�SD�DQ�WX�X]�]L�Dã (OS, 
often), Lã�SD�DQ�GX�X]�]L�Dã, Lã�SD�DQ�WX�]L�Dã, Lã�SD�DQ�GX�]L�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. Lã�
SD�DQ�WX�X]�]L, Lã�SD�DQ�WX�X]�]L�¨D, abl. Lã�SD�DQ�WX�X]�]L�D], instr. Lã�SD�DQ�GX�
X]�]L�LW, gen.pl. Lã�SD�DQ�WX�X]�]L�¨D�Dã), UWV LãSDQWX]]LªDOD� (c.) ‘libation-bearer’  
(nom.pl. [Lã�SD�DQ�WX�X]�]L�¨]D�OH�H�Hã, Lã�SD�DQ�WX�X]�]L�D�OL�Xã, Lã�SD�DQ�WX�X]�]L�
¨D�OL�Xã, Lã�SD�DQ�WX�X]�]L�¨D�OD�Dã, Lã�SD�DQ�WX�X]�]L�OD�Dã), 

f k g N j LãSDQWX]]LªDã�
ãDU�D�� (n., c.) ‘libation-vessel’  (nom.-acc.sg.n. Lã�SD�DQ�WX�X]�]L�Dã�ãDU (OS), Lã�
SD�DQ�WX�X]�]L�¨D�Dã�ãDU (OS), Lã�SD�DQ�WX�]L�Dã�ãDU (OS), acc.sg.c. [Lã�SD�D]Q�WX�
]L�Dã�ãD�UD�DQ (OS), [Lã�SD�DQ�WX�X]�]]L�¨D�Dã�ãDU�DQ (OS), instr. Lã�SD�DQ�GX�X]�
]L�¨D�Dã�ãD�UL�LW, acc.pl. Lã�SD�DQ�WX�]L�Dã�ãD�UX�Xã (OS)). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘to libate’ , Lat. VSRQGH  ‘to pledge, to promise’ , 
TochB VSlQW� ‘to trust’ . 
  PIE *VSyQG�HL, *VSQG�pQWL 
  
This verb shows initial spellings with Lã�SD�,� ãL�SD� and ãL�LS�SD�. Although the 
spelling ãL�LS�SD� occurs in younger texts only, the spellings Lã�SD� and ãL�SD� are 
both attested in OS texts already. The occurrence of a spelling Lã�SD� besides ãL�
SD� (and ãL�LS�SD�) is remarkable since other words with *V&� are only spelled Lã�
&° and never ãL�&°. Nevertheless, there seems to be no distribution between the 
spellings with Lã�SD� and ãL�SD�: I have not found a difference in meaning between 
LãSDQW� and ãLSDQW�,�nor have I been able to find a meaningful distribution of the 
spellings Lã�SD� and ãL�SD� within the paradigm. Assuming a phonetic distribution 
between Lã�SD� and ãL�SD� (e.g. /ispV-/ vs. /sipC-/) does not solve anything, in 
view of ãLS QWL (OS) besides LãS QWL (OS) < *VSyQG�HL vs. ãLSDQWDQ]L (OS) besides 
LãSDQWDQ]L (OS) < *VSQGpQWL. According to Forssman (1994: 103), the form 
ãLSDQW� reflects *VSH�VSRQG� (cf. OLat. VSHSRQG�), whereas LãSDQW� reflects the 
unreduplicated *VSRQG�. Although in Hittite we have to reckon with occasional 
loss of reduplication (compare possibly Hitt. Lã§DL� T  � Lã§L� ‘to bind’  next to CLuw. 
§Lã§L¨D� ‘id.’  < *VK Q L�VK Q ��R�L�), this hypothesis cannot be proven. Moreover, we 
would perhaps expect a (slight) difference in meaning between the two, which to 
my knowlegde is not extant.  
 The oldest forms of this verb show a clear ablaut between LãS QW� and LãSDQW�. 
Already Hrozný himself (1915: 29) equated this verb with Gr. , Lat. 
VSRQGH , etc., which has been generally accepted since. I therefore reconstruct 
*VSyQGHL � *VSQGpQWL.  
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 According to Carruba (1966: 2335) the noun DUGLãSDQWXÑD� is based in a false 
analysis of the gen.sg. LãSDQWXÑDã of verb.noun LãSDQWXÑDU: DUG LãSDQWXÑDã 
‘vessel of libation’  > DUGLãSDQWXÑDã ‘libation-vessel’ , which was interpreted as 
nom.sg. of a stem DUGLãSDQWXÑD�.  
 
LãS U� b ���LãSDU��(IIa2 > Ic1, IIa1 (?)) ‘to spread (out), to strew’ : 1sg.pres.act. Lã�SD�
DU�§L (KUB 12.44 ii 30 (NS)), Lã�SiU�D§�§L (KUB 7.57 i 8 (OH/NS)), 3sg.pres.act. 
Lã�SD�D�UL (KUB 20.46 iii 8 (OH/NS), KBo 10.45 ii 20 (MH/NS)), Lã�SD�UL (KBo 
4.2 ii 53 (NH)), Lã�SiU�UL�H]�]L (KUB 14.1 rev. 91 (MH/MS)), Lã�SiU�UL�L�H�H]�]L 
(Oettinger 1979a: 266), Lã�SiU�UL�¨D�D]�]L (KUB 7.60 ii 10 (NS)), [Lã�]SiU�UD�D�L 
(Oettinger 1979a: 266), 3pl.pres.act. Lã�SD�UD�DQ�]L (KBo 20.27 rev.? 3 (fr.) (OS), 
KBo 25.31 iii 10 (OS), KUB 30.29 obv. 5 (MH/MS?), VBoT 24 ii 32 (MH/NS), 
HT 1 iv 22 (NS)), Lã�SiU�UD�DQ�]L (KUB 29.45 i 14 (MH/MS), often NS), 
1sg.pret.act. Lã�SiU�§X�XQ (KUB 15.34 i 41, 42 (MH/MS)), Lã�SiU�UD�D§�§X�XQ 
(KUB 7.60 ii 2 (NS)), 3pl.pret.act. Lã�SiU�UH�HU (KBo 39.290 iii 11 (NS), KUB 
33.114 iv 12 (NS)), 3sg.imp.act. Lã�SD�D�UX (Oettinger 1979a: 266), 2pl.imp.act. 
Lã�St�LU�WH�HQ (KBo 21.14 obv. 8 (MS?)); 2sg.imp.midd. Lã�SiU�§X�XW (KUB 23.77 
i 4 (MH/MS)); part. Lã�SiU�UD�DQ�W�; verb.noun. Lã�SiU�UL�¨D�X�ÑD�DU (KBo 1.42 v 
4 (NS)); sup. Lã�SiU�UX�ÑD�DQ (KBo 14.45, 4 (NH)); inf.I Lã�SiU�UX�XP�PD�DQ�]L 
(IBoT 2.131 i 23 (NS)); impf. Lã�SD�UL�Hã�NH�D� (KUB 7.5 ii 19 (MH/NS)). 
 Derivatives: LãSDUDQQD� b ���LãSDUDQQL� (IIa5) ‘to spread (impf.)’  (3sg.pres.act. Lã�
SD�UD�DQ�QD�L (KUB 57.83 iv 5 (NS))), LãSDUQX�e b  (Ib2) ‘to spread, to spray, to 
scatter’  (1sg.pres.act. Lã�SiU�QX�PL, 3sg.pres.act. Lã�SiU�QX�]L (OS), Lã�SiU�QX�X]�
]L, 3pl.pres.act. [Lã�SiU�Q]X�ÑD�DQ�]L, 1sg.pret.act. Lã�SiU�QX�QX�XQ, 3sg.pret.act. 
Lã�SiU�QX�XW; impf. [L]ã�SiU�QX�Xã�NH�D�), m n�o p4q LãSDUX]]L� (n.) ‘rafter’  (nom.-acc.sg. 
or pl. Lã�SD�UX�X]�]L (KUB 29.1 iii 18 (OH/NS)), Lã�SiU�UX�X]�]L (KUB 40.55 + 
1236/u, 16 (MH/MS))). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. SDUUL�ªD�� ‘to apply (medicine), to smear(?)’  
(3sg.pres.act. SD�DU�UL�LW�WL, 3pl.pres.act. SD�DU�UL�HQ�WL, 3sg.pret.act.(?) SiU�UL�¨D�
L[W] (KUB 35.111 ii 2), verb.adj.nom.sg. SD�UL�¨D�X�ÑD�DQ�]D (KUB 12.61 i 14). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘to spread (out)’ . 
  PIE *VSyU�HL, *VSU�pQWL 
  
See Puhvel HED 1/2: 441f. and Oettinger 1979a: 266 for attestations. There is 
much debate on the semantics and formal interpretation of this verb. Oettinger 
(o.c.: 267f.) states that this verb originally means ‘treten, festtreten’  and connects 
it with the root *VSHU+� ‘to kick (with the foot)’  (Skt. VSKXUiWL etc.). He interprets 
Lã�SiU�RI�IZ�]L as the most original form /isparretsi/ and reconstructs it as *VSUK R �
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p�WL. All the forms that show LãS UL are in his view secondary formations in 
analogy to the semantically comparable verb LãN U� T  � LãNDU� ‘to prick, to stab’ . 
The OS attestations Lã�SD�UD�DQ�]L are, in his opinion, a “ Fehler” . He states that 
the causative LãSDUQX� means ‘versprengen, zerstreuen’ , however, and therefore 
should be cognate with Gr.  ‘to spread’  < *VSHU� and etymologically does 
not belong with LãSDUUH�. His views are followed by e.g. Melchert (1984a: 17 and, 
with adaptations, 1994a: 80).  
 In my opinion, there are some flaws in Oettinger’ s theory. The assumption that 
the OS attestations Lã�SD�UD�DQ�]L are spelling mistakes is totally DG KRF. They are 
supported by several MS and NS attestations. Moreover, the semantic 
interpretation of the verb is incorrect. As Puhvel (l.c.) shows, the bulk of the 
contexts in which this verb occurs, demand a translation ‘to spread (out)’  (said of 
e.g. beds, cloths, leaves). Only a few forms indeed have to be translated ‘to 
trample’  and these I have treated under a separate lemma, LãSDUUD� r  � LãSDUU� 
(q.v.).  
 Taking this criticism in mind, I would like to propose the following new 
interpretation. Although we find spellings with single �U� as well as with geminate 
�UU�,�it is clear that the spelling with single �U� is more original (OS Lã�SD�UD�DQ�
]L). The fact that we find geminate �UU� from MH times onwards must be 
compared to the situation of DPL¨DQW� > DPPL¨DQW�,�LPL¨H�D� > LPPL¨H�D�,�LQDUD� > 
LQQDUD�,�etc. The original inflection clearly is LãS UL � LãSDUDQ]L. The verb denotes 
‘to spread (out)’  only: the forms that must be translated ‘to trample’  belong to a 
different verb, LãSDUUD� r  � LãSDUU�. Already in MH texts, we find a few forms that 
show the secondary stem LãSDUUL¨H�D� (Lã�SiU�RI�IZ�]L (which is to be interpreted 
as Lã�SiU�UL�H]�]L = /}spaRietsi/ and not as Lã�SiU�UH�H]�]L = /}spaRetsi/), 
LãSDUUL¨H]]L, LãSDUUL¨D]]L, LãSDUUL¨DXÑDU). Occasionally, the verb is taken over into 
the WDUQ�D�-class ([Lã]SDUU L, LãSDUUD§§XQ) and therewith becomes fully 
homophonic with LãSDUU�D�� ‘to trample (with the feet)’ .  
 The obvious cognate is Gr.  ‘to spread’ , which must reflect *VSHU�¨H�R�. 
For the Hittite forms, this means that we have to reconstruct *VSyU�HL, *VSU�pQWL. 
Note that we now do not have to reconstruct a root-final laryngeal, which has 
always been obligatory in the case of a connection with Skt. VSKXUiWL ‘to kick 
(with the feet)’ , Lith. VSuUWL ‘to kick out (of horses)’ , etc., and which was 
identified as *K s  by e.g. Oettinger (1979a: 270) on the basis of the interpretation 
of Lã�SiU�RI�IZ�]L as /sparretsi/ < *VSUK s �p�WL. This solves the vexing problem of 
the difference between LãS UL and UUL ‘he washes’ : when LãS UL was still 
reconstructed as *VSyUK s �HL, it was impossible to explain why it shows single �U�,�
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whereas UUL < *K s yUK s �HL (see at UU� r  � DUU�) shows geminate �UU�. Now we see 
that the only outcome of *9UK s 9 is 9UU9 (which is not lenited by a preceding *y).  
 If 2pl.imp.act Lã�St�LU�WH�HQ or Lã�Sp�HU�WH�HQ is a genuine form and must be 
interpreted /}sperten/, it is fully aberrant within the paradigm of LãS U� r  � LãSDU�. 
Perhaps its H�grade is secondarily taken over from the PL-verbs that have 
(secondary) H�grade in this form as well. The causative LãSDUQX� (attested in OS 
texts already) regularly reflects *VSU�QHX�.  
 According to Dercksen (fthc.) the noun LãSDUX]]L� ‘rafter’  is attested in 
OAssyrian texts from Kültepe as LãSXUX]]LQXP, which shows that the 
pronunciation must have been [isprutsi-] at that time.  
 
LãSDUUD� b ���LãSDUU� (IIa1 ) ‘to trample’ : 2sg.pres.act. Lã�SiU�UD�DW�WL (KUB 21.27 iii 
30 (NH)), 3pl.pres.act. Lã�SiU�UD�DQ�]L (KBo 6.34 iii 25 (MH/NS)), 1sg.pret.act. 
Lã�SiU�UD�D§�§X�XQ (KUB 17.27 iii 12 (MH/NS)), 3pl.imp.act. Lã�SiU�UD�DQ�GX 
(KBo 6.34 iii 28 (MH/NS)). 
 IE cognates: Skt. VSKXUiWL ‘to kick (with the foot)’ , Lat. VSHUQHUH ‘to push away, 
to dispise, to reject’ , ON VSHUQD ‘to kick out with the feet’ , Lith. VSuUWL ‘to kick out 
(of horses), to defy, to sting’ , Arm. VSDÍQD� ‘to threaten’ . 
  PIE *VSyUK t[u v �HL, *VSUK t[u v �pQWL 
  
The forms that I treat in this lemma are usually regarded as belonging to LãS U� r  � 
LãSDU� ‘to spread (out)’ . This is primarily based on the fact that both verbs are 
formally quite similar: especially because LãS U��LãSDU� is often spelled with 
geminate �UU� from MH times onwards, it shares many homophonic forms with 
LãSDUU�D��. Moreover, on a semantic level, the verbs are often equated by 
assuming a semantic range ‘to trample > to shatter > to scatter > to spread’ . This 
is the reason for e.g. Oettinger (1971: 266f.) and Melchert (1994a: 80-1) to 
assume that the meaning ‘to spread out’  developed out of ‘to trample’  and they 
therefore connect the verb with PIE *VSHU+� ‘to kick (with the feet)’ . As I have 
argued under the lemma of LãS U��LãSDU�,�most of the forms of this verb clearly 
denote ‘to spread (out)’ , however (cf. the context gathered in Puhvel HED 1/2: 
441f.) and must be connected with Gr.  ‘to spread (out)’  < *VSHU�. 
Nevertheless, some forms remain that unambiguously denote ‘to trample’ . The 
contexts in which they occur are the following:  

 
KUB 21.27 iii  
(29)                   ... QX NH�H ÏUL�X[-ÑD $�A$�7(MEŠ GÌ]RMEŠ�L[W]  
(30) Lã�SiU�UD�DW�WL  
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‘You will trample these evi[l words] with (your) [fe]et’ ;  

 
KBo 6.34 iii  
(24) Q[X          ...        ]x SD�UD�D H�HS�]L Q D�DQ IGI

w
I.A�ÑD  

(25) NDW�W[D §X�ÑD�DS�S]D�D�L Q D�DQ GÌR�LW Lã�SiU�UD�DQ�]L  
(26) QX�X ã�PD�[Dã NL]ã�DQ WH�H]�]L NX�Lã ÑD NiQ NX�X�Xã  
(27) 1,�,â [DINGIR

x4y z
] ãDU�UL�H]�]L QX ~�ÑD�DQ�GX D�Sp�HO  

(28) URU�D[Q DINGIRM]EŠ URUÏDW�WL 4$�7$0�0$ GÌR�LW Lã�SiU�UD�DQ�GX  

(29) Q D�[DW GD]Q�QD�DW�WD URU�¨D�ãH�Hã�ãDU L�¨D�DQ�GX  

 
‘He takes [the figurine] and [fling]s it face down and they trample it with (their) 

feet. And he speaks to them thus: “ Who-ever breaks these oaths [of the gods], let 

the [god]s of Ïatti come and likewise trample with the feet his city and let them 

make [it] into a [de]vastated townsite!” ’ ;  

 
KUB 17.27 iii  
(10)          ... 2�H SiW UÏ7�QD�Dã UÏ7�WDU Sp�Hã�ãL�¨D�QX�XQ  

(11) [    ]x�Dã NiQ ãH�HU DO�OD�SD�D§�§X�XQ Q D�DW DQ�GD  

(12) [GÌRMEŠ]-LW Lã�SiU�UD�D§�§X�XQ Q D�DW NiQ ANŠE�Dã ãH!�§XU�UL�Hã�NH�HG�GX  

(13) [Q D�DW] NiQ GU4�Xã NDP�PDU�ãL�Hã�NH�HG�GX DUMU.LÚ.U19.LU�Xã�ã D DQ  

(14) [NX�Lã] ãH�HU DU�§D L�¨D�DW�WD�UL QX�X ã�ãD�DQ ãH�HU  
(15) [DO�O]D�DS�SD�D§�§L�Lã�NH�HG�GX  

 
‘Twice I have thrown away the sorcery of the sorcerer. I have spat on [...] and 

trampled it with (my) [feet]. Let the donkey piss on it, let the cow shit [on it]! And 

[whatever] human walks over it, let him [s]pit on it!’ .  

 
I do not exclude, however, that more of the forms cited under the lemma LãS U� r  � 
LãSDU� in fact belong here.  
 The forms that belong with this verb, LãSDUUDWWL, LãSDUUDQ]L (homophonic with 
LãSDUUDQ]L ‘they spread (out)’ ), LãSDUUD§§XQ and LãSDUUDQGX clearly show a 
WDUQ�D��class inflection: LãSDUUD� r  � LãSDUU�. As stated above, the obvious cognates 
to this verb are Skt. VSKXUiWL ‘to kick (with the feet)’ , Lith. VSuUWL ‘to kick out (of 
horses)’ , etc. that reflect *VSHU+� (note that reconstructions with root-final *-K s � 
are based on false interpretation of the Hittite material, e.g. Oettinger (1979a: 
270) who reconstructs Lã�SiU�RI�IZ�]L as *VSUK s �p�WL (actually, the form means ‘to 
spread out’  and shows the secondary stem LãSDUUL¨H�D�), or Melchert (1994a: 80-1) 
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who reconstructs LãSLUWHQ as *VSHUK s �WHQ with the argument that *VSHUK t[u v WHQ 
would have yielded **LãSDUWHQ (actually, the form means ‘to spread out’  and must 
reflect *VSHU�WHQ)).  
 In Hittite, the WDUQ�D��class consists of different types of verbs. On the one hand, 
it goes back to verbs that either reflect a structure *�&H�&R+�,�*�&H�&+� or *&&�
QR�+�,�*&&�Q�+�,�and, on the other, verbs that go back to roots of the structure 
*&H&K t[u v � (see also at PDOOD� r  � PDOO� ‘to mill, to grind’ , SDGGD� r  � SDGG� ‘to dig’  
and LãNDOOD� r  � LãNDOO� ‘to slit, to split’ ): 3sg.pres.act. *&y&K t[u v �HL regularly yielded 
Hitt. &D&DL, on the basis of which the verb was taken into the WDUQ�D��class (also 
having 3sg.pres.act. &D&DL), and not into the normal class that shows 3sg.pres.act. 
&D&L. For LãSDUUD��LãSDUU�,�this means that it must go back to *VSHUK t[u v � whereas 
*VSHUK s � is impossible. This is supported by PGerm. *VSXUQ � (ON VSHUQD, 
VSRUQD, OE VSRUQDQ) that must reflect *VSU�QH�K t[u v � and cannot go back to *VSU�
QH�K s � (cf. LIV2 under lemma *VS { HU+�). I therefore reconstruct *VSyUK t[u v �HL, 
*VSUK t[u v �pQWL. Note that the plural-form regularly should have given **LãSDU§DQ]L, 
but was replaced by LãSDUUDQ]L with generalization of the �UU� of the singular.  
 
LãSDUULªH�D�e b  : see LãS U� r  � LãSDU�  
 
LãSDUW�e b  (Ia4 > Ic1, IIa1  > Ic2) ‘to escape, to get away’ : 3sg.pres.act. Lã�SiU�]L�]L 
(KUB 4.72 rev. 5 (OS)), Lã�SiU�]D�]L (MH/MS, often), Lã�SiU�]D�D]�]L (KBo 5.4 
obv. 10 (NH), KBo 4.3 iii 4 (NH), KBo 4.7 iii 30 (NH)), Lã�SiU�WL�L�H�H]�]L (KBo 
11.14 ii 20 (OH/NS)), Lã�SiU�]D�L (KUB 6.7 iv 4 (NS), KUB 40.33 obv. 20 (NS)), 
Lã�SiU�]D�D�L (KBo 12.38 ii 2 (NH)), Lã�SiU�]D�L]�]L (112/u, 6 (NS)), 1sg.pret.act. 
Lã�SiU�]D�D§�§X�X[Q] (KUB 25.21 iii 14 (NH)), 2sg.pret.act. Lã�SiU�]D�Dã�WD (KUB 
19.49 i 6 (NH)), 3sg.pret.act. Lã�SiU�]D�Dã�WD (OS, often), Lã�SiU�]D�Dã (KUB 
23.93 iii 15 (NS), 3pl.pret.act. Lã�SiU�WH�HU (MH/MS), Lã�SiU�]H�HU (KUB 1.16 ii 8 
(OH/NS), KUB 1.1+ ii 14 (NH)), 3sg.imp.act. Lã�SiU�]D�Dã�GX (KBo 12.126 i 21 
(OH/NS)), Lã�SiU�WL�HG�GX (KBo 11.14 ii 21 (OH/NS)); part. Lã�SiU�]D�DQ�W� (KBo 
6.28 obv. 15 (NH)). 
 IE cognates: Arm. VSUGHP ‘to escape’ , Goth. VSDXUGV, OE VS\UG ‘race, running-
match’ , Skt. VSDUGK� ‘to contend, to fight for’ . 
  PIE *VSHUG { �WL, *VSUG { �pQWL 
  
See Puhvel HED 1/2: 447f. for attestations. The oldest (OS and MS) attestations 
show a PL-inflecting stem LãSDUW� that shows assibilation when the ending starts in 
a dental (LãSDU]L]L, LãSDU]D]L (both /}spartstsi/), LãSDU]DãWD (/}spartsta/), LãSDUWHU). 
In NS texts, we find a few forms with a stem LãSDUWL¨H�D�| r  (LãSDUWL¨H]]L, 
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LãSDUWLHGGX). The NS forms that show a stem LãSDU]D� r  � LãSDU]� (according to the 
WDUQ�D��class: LãSDU]DL, LãSDU]D§§XQ, LãSDU]Dã, LãSDU]HU, LãSDU]DQW�) are 
comparable to the stem H]]D� r  � H]]� that is derived from the verb HG�| r  � DG� ‘to 
eat’ . The exact point of departure for these WDUQ�D��class stems is unclear to me. 
Only once, we find a form that shows a stem LãSDU]DH�,� according to the 
productive §DWUDH�class.  
 This verb is clearly cognate with Arm. VSUGHP ‘to escape’  and Goth. VSDXUGV, 
OE VS\UG ‘race, running-match’  and Skt. VSDUGK� ‘to contend, to fight for’  < 
*VSHUG { �,�which must have had a basic meaning ‘to run (away) fast’ .  
 
LãSDUWLªH�D�e b  : see LãSDUW�| r   
 
LãSDU]D� b ���LãSDU]� : see LãSDUW�| r   
 m }+~+}+�+}+q LãS WDU���LãSDQQ� (n.) ‘spit, skewer, dagger’  (Sum. GÍR?, cf. Rieken 1999a: 
3801913): nom.-acc.sg. Lã�SD�D�WDU, Lã�SD�D�WD, Lã�SD�WDU, gen.sg. Lã�SD�DQ�QD�Dã, 
abl. Lã�SD�DQ�QD�]D, instr. Lã�SD�DQ�QL�LW. 
  
See Puhvel HED 1/2: 450 for attestations. He suggests a connection with Gr. 

 ‘blade’ , OE VSDGD ‘spade’  e.a., but Frisk (1960-1972: s. ) states that 
the Hitt. word should be separated from these. Formally, LãS WDU � LãSDQQ� looks 
like a abstract noun in � WDU � �DQQ� of a verbal root *VSH+� or *VH3�,�which are 
further unattested in Hittite. Rieken (1999a: 3801913) suggests a connection with 
the PIE root *VSHK s L� ‘sharp’  (Pokorny 1959: 981-2), but this root is not verbal. 
Unfortunately, I know of no verbs in the other IE languages that reflect *VSH+� or 
*VH3� and that would fit semantically.  
 
LãSLªH�D�e b  : see LãSDL� r  � LãSL�  
 
LãWD©©�e b  : see LãWD�Q�§�| r   
 
LãWDON�e b  (Ia4 > Ic2) ‘to level, to flatten’ : 3sg.pres.act. Lã�WDO�DN�]L (KUB 24.9 ii 20 
(OH/NS)), Lã�WDO�JD�L]�]L (KBo 4.2 i 40 (OH/NS)); 3sg.pres.midd. Lã�WDO�NL�¨D�DW�
WD�UL (KUB 4.3 obv. 10 (NS)); part. Lã�WDO�JD�DQ�W� (KUB 31.86 ii 17 (MH/NS), 
KUB 31.89, 6 (MH/NS)); impf. Lã�WDO�NL�Lã�NH�D� (KUB 31.100 rev. 13 (MS)). 
 IE cognates: Skt. �V�WDUK� ‘to crush, to shatter’ . 
  PIE *VWHO� { �WL, *VWO� { �pQWL 
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See Puhvel HED 1/2: 451f. for attestations. We are dealing with an original stem 
LãWDON�| r , on the basis of which the secondary stems LãWDONL¨H�D�| r  and LãWDOJDH�| r  are 
made. Puhvel (l.c.) suggests a tie-in with OCS SRVW ODWL ‘to spread’ , that belongs 
with Gr.  ‘to fix, to prepare’ , OHG VWHOOHQ ‘to arrange, to establish’  < 
*VWHO�. Semantically, this connection is not very convincing. I would rather 
suggest a connection with Skt. �V�WDUK� ‘to crush’ . Usually, this latter verb is 
reconstructed as *VWHU� { � and connected with Hitt. LãWDUN�,�but see there for my 
reasons to reject this etymology. I therefore rather take Skt. �V�WDUK� with Hitt. 
LãWDON� and reconstruct *VWHO� { � ‘to flatten, to crush’ . Note that the preservation of 
/g/ in the cluster -lgC- is in line with the distribution as unravelled in the lemmas 
§DU�N��| r  and §DUN�| r , namely loss of lenis /k/ in *-5N&� > �5&�,�but preservation of 
lenis /g/ in *-5J � { � &� > Hitt. �5N&�.  
 m }i�W}+q LãW PDQ����LãWDPLQ��(c. > n.) ‘ear’  (Sum. GEŠTUG, Akk. 8=18): nom.sg.c. 
Lã�WD�PL�QD�Dã (KBo 1.51 obv. 16, 17 (NS)), acc.sg. Lã�WD�PD�QD�DQ (KUB 24.1 i 
16 (NH), KUB 24.2 obv. 14 (NH)), Lã�WD�PD�QD�D�Q� ã�ãD�DQ (KBo 6.3 i 37 
(OH/NS)), Lã�WD�PD�Q[D�D�Q� ã�PD�DQ] (KUB 14.13 i 19 (NH)), nom.-acc.sg.n. 
GEŠTUG�DQ (KUB 8.83, 4 (MH/MS)), gen.sg. Lã�WD�PD�QD�Dã (KUB 55.20 + 
KUB 9.4 i 4 (MH/NS)), dat.-loc.sg. Lã�WD�PD�½½Dã�¾¾QL (KUB 55.20 + KUB 9.4 i 5 
(MH/NS)), Lã�GD� �PD�QL�H ã�ãL (KBo 10.45 ii 26 (MH/NS)), instr. Lã�WD�PD�DQ�WD 
(KBo 20.93, 4 (MS?), KUB 12.21, 11 (NS)), Lã�WD�PL�QL�LW (KUB 33.120 ii 33 
(MH/NS)), nom.pl.c. Lã�WD�PD�QL�Hã (KBo 13.31 ii 11 (OH/MS)), acc.pl.c. Lã�WD�D�
PD�QX�Xã (KBo 6.3 iv 43 (OH/NS)), Lã�WD�PD�QX�Xã (Bo 3640 iii 8 (NS)). 
 Derivatives: 

� ,ãWDPDQDããD� (c.) deity of hearing (nom.sg. Lã�WD�PD�QD�Dã�ãD�Dã), 
LãWDPDãã�e b  (Ib1) ‘to hear, to listen to, to obey; to percieve’  (Sum, GEŠTUG, Akk. 
â(0 ; 1sg.pres.act. Lã�WD�PD�Dã�PL (MH/MS), Lã�GD� �PD�Dã�PL, 2sg.pres.act. Lã�
WD�PD�Dã�ãL (OH/MS), Lã�WD�PD�Dã�WL, 3sg.pres.act. Lã�WD�PD�Dã�]L, Lã�GD� �PD�Dã�]L, 
1pl.pres.act. Lã�WD�PD�Dã�ãX�ÑD�QL (MH/MS), 2pl.pres.act. Lã�WD�PD�Dã�WD�QL 
(MH/MS), Lã�WD�PD�Dã�WH�QL (MH/MS), Lã�GD� �PD�Dã�WH�QL, 3pl.pres.act. Lã�WD�PD�
Dã�ãD�DQ�]L (OS), Lã�GD� �PD�Dã�ãD�DQ�]L, 1sg.pret.act. Lã�WD�PD�Dã�ãX�XQ 
(MH/MS), 3sg.pret.act. Lã�WD�PD�Dã�WD, Lã�GD� �PD�Dã�WD, 2pl.pret.act. Lã�WD�PD�Dã�
WpQ, Lã�GD� �PD�Dã�WpQ, 3pl.pret.act. Lã�WD�PD�Dã�ãH�HU (MH/MS), Lã�WD�PD�Dã�ãHU, 
Lã�GD� �PD�Dã�ãL�HU, Lã�GD� �PD�Dã�ãHU, 2sg.imp.act. Lã�WD�PD�Dã, Lã�GD� �PD�Dã, 
3sg.imp.act. Lã�WD�PD�Dã�WX (OS), Lã�WD�PD�Dã�GX, 2pl.imp.act. Lã�WD�PD�Dã�WH�HQ, 
Lã�WD�PD�Dã�WpQ (MH/MS), 3pl.imp.act. Lã�WD�PD�Dã�ãD�DQ�GX; 3sg.pres.midd. Lã�
GD� �PD�Dã�WD�UL; part. Lã�WD�PD�Dã�ãD�DQ�W�,�Lã�GD� �PD�Dã�ãD�DQ�W�; verb.noun Lã�WD�
PD�Dã�ãX�ÑD�DU, Lã�GD� �PD�Dã�ãX�ÑD�DU; inf.I Lã�WD�PD�Dã�ãX�ÑD�DQ�]L; impf. Lã�WD�
PD�Dã�NH�D� (MH/MS), Lã�GD� �PD�Dã�NH�D�). 
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 Anat. cognates: CLuw. WXPPDQW� (n.) ‘ear’  (nom.-acc.pl. WXP�PD�D�DQ, gen.adj.�
nom.-acc.sg.n. UZUGEŠTUG�]D), W PP QWDLPD�L� (adj.) ‘renowned’  (nom.sg.c. 
WX�X�XP�PD�D½�DQ¾�WD�LP�PL�Lã), W PPDQWL�ªD�� ‘to hear’  (3sg.pret.act. WX�XP�PD�
DQ�WH�LW�WD, 3pl.pret.act. W[X]-X�PD�DQ�WL�LQ�WD), W PPDQWLªD� (c.) ‘obedience’  
(nom.sg. WX�X�PD�DQ�WL�¨D�Dã, GX�XP�PD�DQ�WH�¨D�Dã, acc.sg. WX�XP�PD�DQ�WL�¨D�
DQ, WX�X�XP�PD�DQ�WL�¨D�DQ, WX�X�PD�DQ�WL�¨D�DQ, dat.-loc.sg. WX�XP�PD�DQ�WL�¨D), 
GXPDQWLªDOD� ‘ear canal (vel sim.)’  (Hitt. dat.-loc.pl. GX�PD�DQ�WL�¨D�OD�Dã), � W PDQWLªDWWD�L� ‘audience room’  (dat.-loc.sg. WX�X�PD�DQ�WL�¨D�DW�WL); HLuw. 
WXPDQWL�LD�� ‘to hear’  (3pl.pret.act. AUDIRE+0,�WL�L�WD (KARKAMIŠ A6 §4, 
§6), part.nom.sg.c. AUDIRE+0,�PD�WL�PL�L�VD (KARKAMIŠ A6 §1)), 
WXPDQWDUL�LD�� ‘to hear’  (3pl.imp.midd. AUDIRE+0,�WD�UD�L�UX (KARKAMIŠ 
A11F §32)). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  (n.) ‘mouth’ , Av. VWDPDQ� (m.) ‘snout, maw’ . 
  PIE *VWpK v �PQ, *VWK v �PpQ�V 
  
See Puhvel HED 1/2: 452f. for attestations. The bulk of the attestations show a 
stem LãW PDQ� (although the plene �D� is attested only once, I think it is 
significant), but twice we find a stem LãWDPLQ�D�� (nom.sg. LãWDPLQDã, instr. 
LãWDPLQLW). This indicates that originally this noun was an ablauting Q�stem 
LãW PDQ� � LãWDPLQ�. It is not fully clear what the original gender of this word was: 
the oldest attested forms (in MS texts) show nom.acc.sg.n. GEŠTUG�DQ 
(MH/MS) vs. nom.pl.c. Lã�WD�PD�QL�Hã (OH/MS). It should be noted that the 
CLuwian cognate, WXPPDQW�,�is neuter.  
 Already Sturtevant (1928b: 123) suggested to etymologically connect Hitt. 
LãW PDQ� with Gr.  ‘mouth’ , Av. VWDPDQ� ‘maw’ , which has been generally 
accepted since then, despite the difficult semantics. Although on the basis of these 
three words, one could reconstruct *VWRP�HQ�,�Oettinger (1982a: 235) states that 
CLuw. WXPPDQW� ‘ear’  can only be explained by reconstructing *VW+P�HQ�. On the 
basis of the - - in Greek, the laryngeal must be determined as *K v . The Greek 
form  in my view indicates that we have to reconstruct a neuter word 
(although Av. VWDPDQ� is masculine). All in all, I would reconstruct a paradigm 
*VWpK v PQ, *VWK v PpQ�V. It is likely that, just as *K v QHK v �PHQ� ‘name’  (which is 
derived from the verbal root *K v QHK v � visible in Hitt. §DQQD� r  � §DQQ�), VWHK v PHQ� 
has to be analysed as *VWHK v �PHQ�,�although I know of no IE words that show a 
verbal root *VWHK v �.  
 The verb LãWDPDãã� shows many NS attestations with the sign DAM, of which 
Melchert (1991b: 126) states that in NS texts it can be read GD�  as well (besides 
normal GDP). This would mean that we do not have to read Lã�GDP�PD�Dã� with 
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geminate �PP�,�but Lã�GD� �PD�Dã� with single �P�. The verb is a clear �V�extension 
of the nominal stem LãWDPDQ�,�with *-DQV� > �Dãã� (from virtual *VWK v PHQ�V�).  
 n�o p LãWDQ QD� (c.) ‘altar’  (Sum. ZAG.GAR.RA): nom.sg. Lã�WD�QD�QD�Dã, acc.sg. Lã�
WD�QD�QD�DQ, gen.sg. Lã�WD�QD�QD�Dã (OS), dat.-loc.sg. Lã�WD�QD�D�QL (OH/MS, 
often), Lã�WD�QD�QL (often), abl. Lã�WD�QD�D�QD�D] (OH/MS), Lã�WD�QD�QD�D], Lã�WD�
QD�QD�]D, Lã�GD�QD�QD�D], nom.pl. Lã�WD�QD�QL�Lã (OH/MS), dat.-loc.pl. Lã�WD�QD�
QD�Dã (OS, often). 
  
See Puhvel HED 1-2: 461f. for attestations. This word is fairly often attested with 
a plene spelling Lã�WD�QD�D�Q°, although such a spelling is not attested in OS texts. 
Puhvel (o.c.: 463) states that an etymological connection with PIE *VWHK t � ‘to 
stand’  is probable. Although semantically this indeed is a possibility, I would not 
know how to interpret the suffix �Q QD� then, which would be unparallelled.  
 
LãWD�Q�©�e b  (Ib3) ‘to taste, to try (food or drinks)’ : 2pl.pres.act Lã�WD§�WH�H�QL (KUB 
41.8 iii 31 (MH/NS)), Lã�WD§�WH�QL (KBo 10.45 iii 40 (MH/NS)), 3pl.pres.act. Lã�
WD§�§D�DQ�]L (KUB 33.89 + 36.21, 14 (NS)), 3sg.pret.act. Lã�WD§�WD (KUB 33.84, 6 
(MH/NS), KBo 3.38 obv. 5 (OH/NS)); impf. Lã�WD�D§�§L�Hã�NH�D� (701/z, 8 (NS)), 
Lã�WD�DQ�§L�Lã�NH�D� (KBo 8.41, 12 (OH/NS)). 
 Derivatives: 

� }+�+};� LãWD©DWDO�O�L� (c.) ‘taster’  (nom.sg. Lã�WD�§D�WD�DO�OL�Lã, dat.-
loc.sg. Lã�WD�§D�WD�OL). 
  PIE *V7H1K t[u v � ? 
  
See Puhvel HED 1/2: 463 for attestations. Most forms show a stem LãWD§§�,�but 
impf. LãWDQ§LãNHW shows a stem LãWDQ§� (note however that it is found in a broken 
context and that therefore its meaning is not ascertained). It therefore is likely that 
we are dealing with a stem LãWD�Q�§�. The original distribution between LãWDQ§� 
and LãWD§§� must have been LãWDQ§9� vs. LãWD§&� (cf. OL�Q�N�| r , QL�Q�N�| r , etc. for the 
alternation between �Q� and ���). As we can see in other verbs of this type, this 
distribution gets lost in the NH period. Therefore the aberrancy of the NS form 
LãWD§§DQ]L (instead of expected *LãWDQ§DQ]L) is not unexpected.  
 Mechanically, LãWD�Q�§� must go back to PIE *V7H1K t[u v �,� but I know of no 
convincing IE cognate. LIV2 states that LãWD�Q�§� is a nasal-infixed form of PIE 
*VWHK t � ‘to stand’  through an original meaning *‘(den Geschmack) feststellen’ . 
This does not seem very convincing to me semantically.  
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LãWDQW ªH�D�e b  (Ic3 > Ic2) ‘to stay put, to linger, to be late’ : 3sg.pres.act. Lã�WD�DQ�
WD�D�L�H]�]L (OS), 1sg.pret.act. Lã�WD�DQ�WD�QX�XQ (NH), 3sg.pret.act. Lã�WD�DQ�WD�LW 
(NH), Lã�WD�DQ�GD�D�LW (NH); part. Lã�WD�DQ�WD�DQ�W� (NH); verb.noun Lã�WD�DQ�WD�
ÑD�DU (NS). 
 Derivatives: LãWDQWDQX�e b  (Ib2) ‘to put off, to delay’  (2sg.pres.act. Lã�WD�DQ�WD�QX�
ãL (NH), 1sg.pret.act. Lã�WD�DQ�WD�QX�QX�XQ (NH), impf. Lã�WD�DQ�WD�QX�Xã�NH�D� 
(OH/NS)). 
 IE cognates: Goth. VWDQGDQ ‘to stand’ . 
  PIE *VWK t �HQW�HK t �¨p�y�. 
  
See Puhvel HED 1/2: 464f. for attestations. It is remarkable that almost all forms 
are from NH texts except 3sg.pres.act. Lã�WD�DQ�WD�D�L�H]�]L, which is attested in an 
OS text. Moreover, it is remarkable that this latter form in principle seems to 
inflect according to the W ¨H�D�class (Ic3), whereas the NH forms inflect according 
to the §DWUDH�class. Because this is exactly the situation we would expect from a 
phonetical point of view (cf. § 1.4.8.1.a and especially note 193), I assume that an 
original verb LãWDQW ¨H�D�| r  developed into NH LãWDQWDH�| r .  
 Already since Marstrander (1919: 132) this verb has been generally connected 
with PGerm. *VWDQGDQ ‘to stand’ . This means that LãWDQWDH�| r  must be derived 
from *VWK t �HQW�,�the participle of *VWHK t � ‘to stand’  (visible in Hitt. WL¨H�D�| r  (q.v.)), 
and goes back to virtual *VWK t �HQW�HK t �Lp�y�.  
 
LãWDQ]DQ� (c.) ‘soul, spirit, mind’ , pl. also ‘living things, persons’  (Sum. ZI): 
nom.sg. Lã�WD�DQ�]D�Dã PL�Lã (KUB 30.10 rev. 15 (OH/MS)), Lã�WD�DQ�]D��ã� ãL�Lã 
(KUB 33.5 iii 6 (OH/MS)), Lã�WD�DQ�]D�QD�D�ã� ã�PL�Lã (KUB 41.23 ii 19, 23 
(OH/NS)), Lã�WD�DQ�]D�D�ã� ã�PH�HW (KUB 41.23 ii 24 (OH/NS)), Lã�WD�]D�QD�
D�ã� ã�PL�LW (KUB 41.23 ii 21 (OH/NS)), ZI�DQ�]D (KUB 13.3 iii 26 (OH/NS), 
KUB 33.98 + 36.8 i 17 (NS)), acc.sg. Lã�WD�DQ�]D�QD�DQ (KUB 41.23 ii 15 
(OH/NS)), Lã�WD�DQ�]D�QD��Q� PD�DQ (KUB 1.16 iii 26 (OH/NS)), gen.sg. Lã�WD�
DQ�]D�QD�Dã WD�Dã (KUB 30.10 obv. 9 (OH/MS)), Lã�WD�DQ�]D�QD�Dã ãD�Dã (KBo 
21.22 obv. 14 (OH/MS)), dat.-loc.sg. ZI�QL, abl. Lã�WD�DQ�]D�QD�D] (KUB 33.120 ii 
2 (MH/NS)), instr. Lã�WD�DQ�]D�QL�LW (KUB 17.10 ii 21 (OH/MS), KUB 33.5 iii 9 
(fr.) (OH/MS), KUB 17.21 i 6 (fr.) (MH/MS)), acc.pl. [L]ã�WD�]D�QD�Dã PH�Hã 
(KBo 18.151 rev. 13 (MH/MS)), Lã�WD�DQ�]D�QD�Dã (KBo 3.21 ii 4 (MH/NS)). 
 Derivatives: 

� ,ãWDQ]DããD�L� (c.) deity of the soul (nom.sg. Lã�WD�DQ�]D�Dã�ãD�Dã 
(KUB 20.24 iv 17), Lã�WD�DQ�]D�Dã�ãL�L[ã] (KUB 55.39 iii 27)). 
  PIE *VWK t �HQW�L�RQ� 
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See Puhvel HED 1/2: 468f. for attestations. The noun is clearly commune: the 
forms LãWDQ]Dã ãPHW and LãWDQ]Dã ãPLW that show neuter  ãPH�LW, occur in one 
text only, where we find correct LãWDQ]DQDã ãPLã as well. The oldest forms of this 
noun (MS) are nom.sg. LãWDQ]Dã, gen.sg. LãWDQ]DQDã, instr. LãWDQ]DQLW, acc.pl. 
LãWDQ]DQDã. This points to an Q-stem inflection (cf. § UDã, § UDQDQ, § UDQDã 
‘eagle’ ), with nom.sg. LãWDQ]Dã < *LãWDQ]DQã. In NS texts, we see two 
developments. On the one hand, the nom.sg. LãWDQ]Dã is enlarged to LãWDQ]DQDã, 
probably on the basis of a reanalysis of the oblique forms as showing a thematic 
stem LãWDQ]DQD�. On the other hand, the nom.sg. LãWDQ]Dã is (hypercorrectly?) 
shortened to LãWDQ]D (ZI�DQ]D), but note that no other forms with a stem LãWDQW� ar 
found.  
 Melchert (2003d) shows that the suffix �DQ]DQ� probably derived from �HQW�L�
RQ�. This also has consequences for the etymology of LãWDQ]DQ�. Eichner (1973a: 
98) proposed a connection with PIE *SVW Q ‘breast’  (cf. Skt. VWiQD�,�YAv. IãW QD�,�
Arm. VWLQ ‘breast of a woman’ , Gr.   ‘breast, heart’ ), which has 
received support by e.g. Oettinger (1980: 59) and Melchert (1984a: 110). This 
etymology is largely based on the idea that words in *- Q+V end up in the Hitt. 
�DQ]DQ�class, which has its origin in the assumption that Hitt. “ ãXPDQ]D� ‘cord’ ” , 
which belongs to this class as well, is to be equated with Gr.  ‘sinew’  ‘< 
*VK s X�P²Q. As we can see under its own lemma, this latter word, which in fact is 
(Ú)ãXPDQ]DQ�,�means ‘(bul)rush’  and has nothing to do with Gr. . This means 
that the connection between LãWDQ]DQ� and *SVW Q has to be given up as well.  
 A better etymology may therefore be Oettinger’ s suggestion (1979a: 548) that 
LãWDQ]DQ� reflects *VWK t �pQW�,� the participle of *VWHK t � ‘to stand’  (although 
Oettinger himself later on has given up this idea in favour of Eichner’ s proposal), 
which is hesitatingly repeated by Melchert (2003d: 137). For a semantic parallel, 
compare ModDu. YHUVWDQG ‘mind, intellect, intelligence’ , lit. ‘understanding’ . All 
in all, we can reconstruct LãWDQ]DQ� as *VWK t �HQW�L�RQ�.  
 
LãW S� b � �� LãWDSS� (IIa2) ‘to plug up, to block, to dam, to enclose, to shut; to 
besiege’ : 1sg.pres.act. Lã�WD�D�DS�§p (KBo 17.3 iv 33 (OS), KBo 17.1 iv 37 (OS)), 
Lã�WD�D�DS�§L (KUB 55.3 obv. 8 (OH/MS?)), Lã�WD�DS�D§�§L (KUB 33.70 iii 12 
(OH/NS)), Lã�WDS�PL (AAA3.2, 12 (NS), KUB 15.30 ii 7 (NS)), 3sg.pres.act. Lã�WD�
D�St (KUB 29.30 ii 17 (OS), KUB 32.137 ii 27 (MH/NS), KBo 5.11 iv 14, 16 
(MH/NS), KBo 30.1, 6 (fr.) (NS)), Lã�GD�D�St (KUB 9.22 ii 43 (MS)), Lã�GD�St 
(KUB 9.22 ii 33 (MS)), Lã�WDS�St (KBo 6.26 i 8 (OH/NS), KUB 13.15 rev. 5 
(OH/NS), KUB 40.102 vi 14 (MH/NS), Bo 4876, 4 (MH/?), KBo 19.129 obv. 31 
(NS), KUB 12.16 ii 14 (NS)), 3pl.pres.act. Lã�WDS�SD�DQ�]L (KBo 4.2 i 8 (OH/NS), 
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KBo 21.34 i 61 (MH/NS)), Lã�WDE�ED�DQ�]L (IBoT 2.23, 4 (NS)), 3sg.pret.act. Lã�
WDS�SD�Dã (KUB 33.106 iii 38 (NS), KBo 3.6 iii 57 (NH), KUB 1.8 iv 12 (NH)), 
Lã�WDS�WD (KBo 6.29 ii 34 (NH)), 3pl.pret.act. Lã�WDS�Sp�HU (KBo 21.6 obv. 5 (NS)), 
2sg.imp.act. Lã�WD�D�St (KUB 33.62 iii 6 (OH/MS)), 3sg.imp.act. Lã�WD�D�SX (KUB 
28.82 i 23 (OH/NS)), Lã�WDS�GX (KUB 9.31 ii 38 (MH/NS), HT 1 ii 12 (MH/NS)), 
3pl.imp.act. Lã�WDS�SD�DQ�GX (KUB 13.2 i 7 (MH/NS)); 3pl.pres.midd. Lã�WDS�SD�
DQ�GD�UL (ABoT 60 obv. 18 (MH/MS)); part. Lã�WDS�SD�DQ�W� (MH/MS). 
 Derivatives: LãWDSSLQX�e b  (Ib2) ‘to shut, to close’  (3pl.pret.act. Lã�WDS�St�QX�H[U] 
(KUB 8.52, 6 (NS)), LãWDSSXOOL� (n.) ‘cover, lid, plug, stopper’  (nom.-acc.sg. Lã�
WDS�SX�XO�OL, instr. Lã�WDS�SX�XO�OL�LW, nom.-acc.pl. Lã�WDS�SX�XO�OL (OS)), 
LãWDSSXOOLªH�D�e b  (Ic1) ‘to use as a stopper’  (part. Lã�WDS�SX�XO�OL�¨D�DQ�W�), 
LãWDSS ããDU� �� LãWDSS ãQ� (n.) ‘dam, enclosure’  (nom.-acc.sg. Lã�WDS�Sp�Hã�ãDU, 
gen.sg Lã�WDS�Sp�Hã�QD�Dã, abl. Lã�WDS�Sp�Hã�QD�D]). 
 IE cognates: ?ModEng. WR VWXII, OHG VWRSI Q, ModDu. VWRSSHQ ‘to plug up, to 
stuff’ . 
  PIE *VWyS�HL � *VWS�pQWL ? 
  
See Puhvel HED 1/2: 471f. for attestations. This word clearly shows an ablaut 
LãW S� r  � LãWDSS�. The introduction of the weak stem LãWDSS� in the singular takes 
place in NH times only. Mechanically, LãW SL, LãWDSSDQ]L can hardly reflect 
anything else than *VWyS�HL, *VWS�pQWL.  
 The etymological interpretation of this verb is difficult. Semantically as well as 
formally, it resembles ModEng. VWXII, OHG VWRSI Q, ModDu. VWRSSHQ ‘to plug up, 
to stuff’ . Problematic, however, is the fact that these verbs reflect PGerm. *VWXS�,�
with an �X� that does not fit Hitt. LãW S� � LãWDSS� from *VWRS� � *VWS�. The only 
possibility to uphold this etymology, is assuming that PGerm. *VWXS� is a 
secondarily created zero-grade besides unattested *VWLS� and *VWDS� from PIE 
*VWH�RS�. This is admittedly rather DG KRF, however, if no other cognates can be 
found.  
 
LãWDU�DN�NLªH�D�e b  : see LãWDU�N�� | r   
 
LãWDU�N��e b �(Ia4 > Ic1) ‘to ail, to afflict’  (Sum. GIG): 3sg.pres.act. Lã�WDU�DN�]L (KBo 
18.106 rev. 6 (NS), KBo 21.20 i 12 (NS), KBo 21.74 iii 3 (NS), KUB 5.6 i 46 
(NS), KUB 8.36 ii 12 (fr.), 13, iii 16 (NS), KUB 1.1 i 44 (NH)), Lã�WDU�]L (KUB 
8.38 + 44.63 iii 9 (MH/NS)), [L]ã�WDU�NL�¨D�D]�]L (KBo 5.4 rev. 38 (NH)), Lã�WDU�
DN�NL�¨D�]L (KBo 21.21 iii 4 (MH/NS)), 3sg.pret.act. Lã�WDU�DN�WD (KUB 13.35 iii 5 
(NS), KUB 14.15 ii 6 (NH)), Lã�WDU�NL�HW (KUB 19.23 rev. 12 (NS)), Lã�WDU�DN�NL�HW 
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(KBo 22.100, 6 (OH/NS), KBo 5.9 i 15 (NH)), Lã�WDU�NL�DW (KBo 4.6 obv. 24 
(NH)), Lã�WDU�DN�NL�DW (KBo 32.14 ii 10, 51 (MH/MS)), Lã�WDU�DN�NL�¨D�DW (KUB 
14.16 iii 41 (NH)); 3sg.pret.midd. Lã�WDU�DN�NL�¨D�DW�WD�DW (KUB 14.15 ii 13 
(NH)); impf. Lã�WDU�NL�Lã�NH�D� (KUB 8.36 iii 20 (NS)). 
 Derivatives: LãWDUQL�Q�N�e b  (Ib3) ‘to ail, to afflict’  (2sg.pres.act. Lã�WDU�QL�LN�ãL, 
3sg.pres.act. Lã�WDU�QL�LN�]L (OS), Lã�WDU�QL�LN�]D (KBo 40.272, 5), 1pl.pret.act. Lã�
WDU�QL�LQ�NX�HQ, 2sg.imp.act. Lã�WDU�QL�LN; 3sg.pret.midd. Lã�WDU�QL�LN�WD�DW), 
LãWDUQLQJDL� (c.) ‘ailment, affliction’  (nom.sg. Lã�WDU�QL�LQ�JD�Lã, acc.sg. Lã�WDU�QL�
LQ�JD�LQ, Lã�WDU�QL�ND�L�LQ). 
 IE cognates: Lith. WHUãL� ‘to befoul’ , Lat. VWHUFXV (n.) ‘excrement’ . 
  PIE *VWHU��WL 
  
See Puhvel HED 1/2: 475f. for attestations. Of this verb we find the stems LãWDUN�
|
r
 and LãWDUNL¨H�D�| r . The several spellings with geminate �NN� (Lã�WDU�DN�NL�) are 

significant. The verb is mostly used impersonally, e.g. KUB 13.35 iii 5 Lã�WDU�DN�
WD ÑD PX ‘it ailed me = I am sick’ , but sometimes the subject of the verb is 
explicitly mentioned:  

 
KUB 14.15 ii  
(6) Q D�DQ L�GD�OX�Xã GIG�Dã Lã�WDU�DN�WD  
 
 ‘A bad disease ailed him’ ;  
 
KUB 5.6 i  
(45) PD�D�DQ ÑD DINGIR

xM��z
 UN�ãL PH�QD�D§�§D�DQ�GD TUKU.TUKU�DQ�]D  

(46) Lã�WDU�DN�]L ÑD�U D�DQ  
 
 ‘If a god is angry at a man and ails him’ .  
 

 The etymological interpretation of this verb is in debate. Puhvel (l.c.) suggests a 
connection with Lith. VHUJ� ‘to be ill’ , TochA VlUN ‘illness’ , etc. and implausibly 
assumes that the root *VHUJ� received some kind of W-insertion to *VWHUJ� > Hitt. 
LãWDUN�. Eichner (1982: 16-21) suggests a connection with Skt. �V�WDUK� ‘to crush’  
< *VWHU� { �. Although semantically possible, the formal side is difficult: PIE *-� { � 
does not match Hitt. geminate �NN� that points to an etymological fortis velar. 
Melchert (1994a: 153) argues that lenis stops get geminated after �U�,� and that 
therefore LãWDUDNN� could well be from *VWHU� { �. The other examples of this 
gemination of lenis stops are quite dubious, however: the only example of 
SDUNL¨H�D� ‘to rise, to raise’  (q.v.) < *E { HU� { � that shows gemination is dubious 
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regarding its interpretation, whereas in the paradigm of §DUS� � � � � � r �  � §DUS�L¨H�D��| r  
‘to change sides’  (q.v.) < *K v HUE { � and its derivatives, we only find two examples 
of §DU�DS�SD�,�both in a NS text, which therefore may not be very probative. In 
the case of LãWDUN�L¨H�D��| r , the examples of geminate spelling are quite numerous: 
in fact, we find the spelling Lã�WDU�DN�NL� more often than Lã�WDU�NL�. This situation 
is so different from e.g. §DUN�L¨H�D��| r  ‘to get lost’  < *K v HUJ�,�which never shows a 
spelling **§DU�DN�NL�,� that I cannot conclude otherwise than that the geminate 
spelling of Lã�WDU�DN�NL� must be taken seriously and reflect *N.  
 An extra argument in favour of reconstructing a *N could be the form Lã�WDU�]L 
(KUB 8.38 + 44.63 iii 9). In the edition of this text (Burde 1974: 30), this form is 
emended to Lã�WDU½�DN¾�]L (also Kimball 1999: 305 calls it “ probably a mistake” ), 
but that may not be necessary. If we assume that Lã�WDU�]L is linguistically real, it 
is comparable to 3sg.pres.act. §DU�]L from the paradigm of §DU�N��| r  ‘to have, to 
hold’ . As I have argued there, the loss of *-N� in this form is due to the sound law 
*-UN& > �U&�,�which does not apply for *J � { � : e.g. *K v HUJ�WL > §DU�DN�]L ‘he gets 
lost’ . In this case, the form Lã�WDU�]L would show that we have to deal with a 
preform *VWHUN�WL and not *VWHUJ � { � �WL. This interpretation implies a massive 
analogical restoration of �N� in the forms that do show Lã�WDU�DN�]L and Lã�WDU�DN�WD 
(e.g. on the basis of LãWDUNL¨H�D�), however. See at WDU�N�X�| r  for the possiblity that 
*-5N&� > Hitt. �5&� through an intermediate stage *-5"&�.  
 All in all, I would like to propose an etymological connection with Lith. WHUãL� 
‘to befoul’ , Lat. (n.) VWHUFXV ‘excrement’  < *VWHU�� ‘to befoul, to pollute’ . 
Semantically, a development ‘it befouls me’  > ‘it ails me’  > ‘I am sick’  seems 
probable, and formally, this connection would perfectly explain the forms with 
geminate �NN� as well as the one form Lã�WDU�]L. Moreover, this root shows 
different Q-infixed forms (e.g. Bret. VWURxN ‘excrements’ , We. WUZQF ‘urine’ ) 
which can be compared to the derivative LãWDUQL�Q�N�| r  ‘to afflict, to ail’ . See at 
LãWDON�| r  ‘to flatten’  for my view that Skt. �V�WDUK� ‘to crush’  rather belongs with 
that verb and reflects *VWHO� { �.  
 
LãWDUQD,� LãWDUQL (adv.) ‘in the midst, between, among, within’  (Sum. ŠÀ): Lã�WDU�
QD (OS), Lã�WDU�QL (KBU 23.101 ii 18), Lã�WDU�QL�L ã�PL, Lã�WDU�QL ãXP�PL (OS). 
 Derivatives: LãWDUQLªD� (adj.) ‘middle, central’  (nom.sg.c. Lã�WDU�QL�¨D�Dã, acc.sg. 
Lã�WDU�QL�¨D�DQ, nom.-acc.sg.n. Lã�WDU�QL�¨D, dat.-loc.sg. Lã�WDU�QL, Lã�WDU�QL�¨D, dat.-
loc.pl. Lã�WDU�QL�¨D�Dã). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘breast, heart’ . 
  PIE *VW�R�UQ�R, *VW�R�UQ�L 
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See Puhvel HED 1/2: 478f. for attestations and contexts. The basic meaning of 
this adverb seems to be ‘in the midst, in between, among’ . The bulk of the 
attestations show LãWDUQD, but LãWDUQL does occur as well. When the adverb carries 
enclitic personal pronouns, it always shows the form LãWDUQL: LãWDUQL ãPL ‘among 
them; mutually’ , LãWDUQL ãXPPL ‘between us; mutually’ .  
 Puhvel (l.c.) compares LãWDUQD to Lat. LQWHU, which semantically indeed seems 
probable. This comparison is followed by Melchert (e.g. 1994a: 137, 168) who 
reconstructs *HQV�WHU�Q  (HQV�WHU� besides HQ�WHU�,� like Gr.  besides  ‘in’ ). 
Formally, this reconstruction is problematic, however, since *HQV > Hitt. Dã (e.g. 
gen.sg. �ÑHQ�V > �ÑDã (of verb.nouns in �ÑDU)). One could argue that word-initial 
*HQV� develops differently and yields Hitt. Lã�,�but that does not seem likely to me 
(see at ãã�| r  ‘to remain’  for my suggestion that it reflects *K s H1V�). Furthermore, 
we do not find a formation *K s HQV�WHU� anywhere in the other IE languages, 
whereas *K s HQ�WHU� is widely attested. Moreover, Gr.  does not show an 
inherited V�extension of *K s HQ (which is visible in Gr.  as well), but is likely a 
secondary form in analogy to the pair  besides  (cf. Frisk 1960-1972 sub ). 
I therefore reject the connection with Lat. LQWHU and the subsequent 
reconstruction*K s HQVWHUQ�.  
 Like in other Hitt. adverbs, the two forms LãWDUQD and LãWDUQL seem to be a 
petrified allative and dative-locative, respectively, from a further unattested noun 
*LãWDUQD�. Already Sturtevant (1928a: 5) compared this to Gr.  ‘breast, 
heart’ , assuming a semantic development ‘in the heart’  > ‘in the middle’ . This 
explanation seems much more plausible to me and is supported by the fact that 
LãWDUQD is sumerographically written with the sign ŠÀ, which literally means 
‘heart’ . Since Hitt. LãWDUQ� cannot go back *VWHUQ� (which would yield **LãWHUQ�), 
we should either reconstruct *VWUQ� or *VWRUQ� here.  
 
LãGXãGXãNH�D�� �  (Ic6) ‘to be announced(?)’ : broken: Lã�GX�Xã�GX�Xã�N[H�...] (KUB 
59.44 obv. 13) // Lã�GX�Xã�GX�Xã[-NH�...] (KBo 23.90 i 7) // [Lã�G]X�Xã�GX�Xã�N[H�...] 
(KUB 40.23, 12), Lã�GX�Xã�GX[-Xã�NH�D�...] (KBo 22.126 obv. 2). 
  PIE *VWX�VWX�V�H�R� 
  
See Puhvel HED 1/2: 483 for attestations. The verb only occurs in broken 
contexts, of which it is not easy to determine the meaning:  

 
KUB 59.44 obv.  
(12) [Q ]D�Dã�WD NH�H�H] URU�D] DU�§D [...]  
(13) GX�Xã�JD�UD�]D Lã�GX�Xã�GX�Xã�N[H�...]  
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‘Out of this town [...]. Joy will?/must? LãGXãGXãNH�D�’ .  
 

 Puhvel (l.c.) suggests a figura etymologica with GXãJDUDWW� ‘joy’ , but this does 
not account for LãGXãGXãNH�D�. Kühne (1972: 251-2) rather interprets the verb as a 
reduplication of LãWX� ‘to be announced’ . This might make sense semantically as 
well: GXãJDUD]D LãGXãGXãN[L¨DWWD�UX� ?] ‘Joy will (or must) be announced!’ . In this 
way it can be directly compared to CLuw. GXãGXPD�L� ‘manifest, voucher’  < *VWX�
VWX�PR� (see under LãWX� � r

). If this analysis is correct, it would show that in words 
that are spelled Lã&�,�the initial L� was not phonemic up to the (quite recent) stage 
in which reduplicated formations like LãGXãGXãNH�D�| r  were created. See at LãWX� � r

 
for further etymology.  
 
LãWX� �

� � (IIIf) ‘to be exposed, to get out (in the open); to be announced’ : 
3sg.pres.midd. Lã�GX�ÑD�D�UL (often), Lã�WX�ÑD�D�UL, Lã�GX�ÑD�UL, 3sg.pret.midd. Lã�
GX�ÑD�D�WL, Lã�GX�ÑD�WL. 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. GXãGXPD�L� (c.) ‘manifest, voucher’  (nom.sg. GX�Xã�GX�
PL�Lã, coll.pl. GX�Xã�GX�PD, gen.adj.nom.-acc.pl.n. GX�Xã�GX�PD�Dã�ãD), 
GXãGXããD� ‘to make known (?)’  (form? GX�Xã�GX�Xã[-...]). 
 IE cognates: Skt. VWDY� ‘to honour, to praise, to invoke, to sing’ , GAv. VW XP  ‘I 
praise’ , Gr.  ‘announces solemnly, promises, asserts’ . 
  PIE *VWX�y�UL 
  
See Puhvel HED 1/2: 483f. for attestations. The verb primarily denotes that 
secrets, plots and plans are being exposed and get out in the open, but also e.g. 
that favour is casted over someone (KUB 30.10 rev. (19) QX PX�X ã�ãD�DQ ãH�H�
HU Dã�ãX�XO QD�DW�WD Lã�GX�ÑD�UL ‘Over me, favour has not been cast’ ). This makes 
it likely that the original meaning of this verb is ‘to be announced publicly’ .  
 Formally, the verb inflects similarly to WXNN UL, which reflects *WXN�y�UL (i.e. 
middle with root in the zero-grade). Already Sturtevant (1928a: 4-5) convincingly 
connected LãWX� with Gr.  ‘announces solemnly, promises, asserts’ , that 
reflects *VWHX�. For Hittite, this means that we have to reconstruct *VWX�y�UL. 
Although regularly *Ñ would disappear in this position (*7ÑR > Hitt. 7D), it could 
easily have been restored from other forms of the paradigm (although these are 
unattested in Hittite). See at LãGXãGXãNH�D�| r  for the possibility that this verb is the 
reduplicated impf. of LãWX� � r

.  
 
�LW (instr.-ending): see �W  
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LG OX�� �� LG ODÓ� (adj.; n.) ‘bad, evil; evilness’  (Sum. ÏUL, Akk. 0$â.8): 
nom.sg.c. L�GD�D�OX�Xã, L�GD�OX�Xã, acc.sg. L�GD�D�OX�XQ (MH/MS), L�GD�OX�XQ, 
nom.-acc.sg.n. L�GD�D�OX (OS), L�GD�OX, dat.-loc.sg. L�WD�D�OD�~�L (OS), L�GD�D�OD�X�
L, L�GD�D�OD�D�X�L, L�GD�OD�X�L, L�GD�D�OD�X�H, L�WD�OX�L (KBo 18.151 rev. 6 
(OH/MS)), all.sg. L�WD�OX�ÑD (KBo 18.151 rev. 19 (OH/MS)), abl. L�GD�D�OD�X�ÑD�
D], L�GD�D�OD½�X¾�D], erg.sg. L�GD�D�OD�X�ÑD�DQ�]D, nom.pl.c. LGD�D�OD�X�H�Hã, L�GD�
OD�X�H�Hã, Luwoid L�GD�D�OD�X�ÑD�DQ�]L, acc.pl. L�GD�D�OD�PX�Xã, L�GD�OD�PX�Xã, L�
GD�OX�Xã, nom.-acc.pl.n. L�GD�D�OD�ÑD, L�GD�OD�X�ÑD, L�GD�D�OX, dat.-loc.pl. L�GD�D�
OD�X�ÑD�Dã. 
 Derivatives: LG ODÓDWDU���LG ODÓDQQ�,�LGDOXÓDWDU (n.) ‘badness, evil disposition’  
(nom.-acc.sg. L�GD�OX�ÑD�WDU, dat.-loc.sg. L�GD�D�OD�X�DQ�QL, L�GD�D�OD�X�ÑD�DQ�QL, 
L�GD�OD�X�DQ�QL), LG ODÓD©©� �  (IIb) ‘to treat badly, to maltreat’  (1sg.pres.act. L�GD�
OD�X�ÑD�D§�PL, sg.pres.act. L�GD�OD�ÑD�D§�WL, L�GD�D�OD�D�X�ÑD�D§�WL, L�GD�OD�D�X�
ÑD�D§�WL, 3sg.pres.act. L�GD�OD�ÑD�D§�]L, 3pl.pres.act. L�GD�D�OD�ÑD�D§�§D�DQ�]L, 
1sg.pret.act. L�GD�OD�ÑD�D§�§X�XQ, L�GD�D�OD�ÑD�D§�§X�XQ, 3sg.pret.act. L�GD�OD�ÑD�
D§�WD, 1pl.pret.act. L�GD�OD�X�ÑD�D§�§X�X�HQ), LGDODÓ ãã�� �  (Ib2) ‘to become bad, to 
go bad, to become evile’  (2sg.pres.act. L�GD�OD�X�H�Hã�WL, 3sg.pres.act. L�GD�OD�X�H�
Hã�]L, L�GD�OD�D�X�H�Hã�]L, L�GD�D�OD�X�H�Hã�]L, 2pl.pres.act. L�GD�OD�D�X�H�Hã�WH�QL, L�
GD�D�OD�D�X�H�Hã�WH�H�QL, 3pl.pres.act. L�WD[-D�OD�X�H�Hã�ãD�DQ�]L] (OS), L�GD�OD�X�H�
Hã�ãD�DQ�]L, L�GD�D�OD�X�H�Hã�ãD�DQ�]L, L�GD�OD�X�H�ãD�DQ�]L, 3sg.pret.act. L�GD�OD�X�
H�Hã�WD, impf. ÏUL�Hã�NH�D�). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. GGXÓD� (adj.) ‘evil’  (nom.-acc.sg.n. DG�GX�ÑD�DQ�]D, 
dat.-loc.pl. D�DG�GX�ÑD�DQ�]D), GGXÓDO� (n.) ‘evil’  (nom.-acc.sg. D�DG�GX�ÑD�D�DO, 
nom.-acc.pl. D�DG�GX�ÑD�OD), GGXÓ O�L�� (adj.) ‘evil’  (nom.sg.c. D�DG�GX�ÑD�OL�Lã, 
D�DG�GX�ÑD�D�OL�Lã, DG�GX�ÑD�OL�Lã, acc.sg.c. D�DG�GX�ÑD�OL�LQ, DG�GX�ÑD�OL�LQ, DW�WX�
ÑD�OL�LQ, nom.-acc.sg.n. D�DG�GX�ÑD�DO�]D, [D�D]G�GX�ÑD�D�DO�]D, DG�GX�ÑD�DO�]D, 
DW�WX�[ÑD�]DO�]D, abl.-instr. D�DG�GX�ÑD�OD�WL, DG�GX�ÑD�OD�WL, nom.pl.c. [D]G�GX�ÑD�
O[L�L]Q�]L, nom.-acc.pl.n. D�DG�GX�ÑD�OD), DGGXÓDOD©LW� (n.) ‘evil’  (dat.-loc.sg. DW�
WX�ÑD�OD�§L�WL), DGGXÓDOL�ªD�� (adj.) ‘of evil’  (nom.-acc.sg.n. DG�GX�ÑD�OL�¨D�DQ); 
HLuw. iWXZD� (n.) ‘evil’  (nom.-acc.sg /"atuwan=tsa/ MALUS-ZD�L�]D�� (TELL 
AHMAR 1 §19, TELL AHMAR 2 §13), MALUS-]D (KARABURUN §7, §9, 
SULTANHAN §34)), iWXZDO�L�� (adj./n.) ‘evil’  (nom.pl.c. MALUS-WD � �]t 
(KARATEPE 1 §20 Hu.), MALUSi�WX�ZD�L�UL�L�]L (KARATEPE 1 §20 Ho.), abl.-
instr. MALUS-WD � �D�WL (ALEPPO 2 §24), MALUS-WD � �WL�L�� (KARKAMIŠ A11F 
§19, §20), MALUS�WD � �WL (KARKAMIŠ A31 §10, ADIYAMAN §1)), iWXZDODGD� 
‘evil’  (abl.-instr. [“ ]MALUS” �WD � �WDUD�L�WL (ANCOZ 7 §9)), iWXZDODKLW� ‘evilness’  
(abl.-instr. MALUS�KL�Wj�UL�L (CEKKE §20)), iWXZDODVWDU� (n.) ‘evilness’  (abl.-
instr. MALUS-WD � �VD�WDUD�L�WL (BOYBEYPINARI 1-2 §5, §15, §19), MALUS-WD � �
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VD�WDUD�L�UL�L (KARATEPE 1 §72 Hu.), MALUS-WD � �Vi�WDUD�L�UL�L (KARATEPE 
1 §72 Ho.), MALUS�WD � �VD�WDUD�L�WL (BOYBEYPINARI 1-2 §10), MALUS-Wj�WL�L 
(SULTANHAN §21)). 
  PAnat. *"eduo-(l-) 
  
See Puhvel HED 1/2: 487f. for attestations. In Hittite, we only find the stem 
LG OX� � LG ODÑ� (when it is adjectival: as a noun ‘evilness’  it shows the non-
ablauting stem LG OX� like we would expect in X-stem nouns). In Luwian, we also 
find the un-extended stem GGXÑD� ‘evil’ , besides the stem GGXÑDO�. Note that in 
HLuwian, the assumption of a stem DWXZDO� (with �O�) largely depends on the 
phonetic interpretation of the signs WD �  and WD �  as /la/ (cf. Hawkins 1995: 1149), 
e.g. MALUS�WD � �D�WL = /"DWXDO GL���)RU� WKH�RQH�DWWHVWDWLRQ�MALUSi�WX�ZD�L�UL�L�]L 
(KARATEPE 1 §20 Ho.), which shows �U� instead of �O�,� cf. Kloekhorst 2004: 
3926.  
 Because Hitt. LG OX� � LG ODÑ� clearly is a X�stem, we can compare Hitt. LG O� 
directly with Luw. GGXÑDO�. The difference between Hitt. L� and Luw. � points 
to an initial PAnat. *"H�. The difference between Hitt. single �W� and Luw. 
geminate �WW� can only be explained by reconstructing PAnat. *G and assuming 
ýRS’ s Law in Luwian, which automatically means that in Luwian the initial H was 
accentuated: *"pG�. In Hittite, we must assume that L� is the regular result of 
unaccentuated *"H�,�which coincides with the fact that � O� is often spelled plene, 
which indicates stress. The fact that in Luwian we find �Ñ� which is absent in 
Hittite, is easily explained by the sound law *7ÑR > Hitt. 7D. So, all in all, Hitt. 
LG O� must reflect PAnat. *"HGÑyO�,�whereas Luw. GGXÑDO� < PAnat. *"pGÑRO�. 
Taken the Luwian stems CLuw. DGGXÑD� and HLuw. iWXZD� into account, we 
must reconstruct a PAnat. adjective *"HGXR� ‘evil’ , which served as the basis for a 
noun *"HGXRO� ‘evilness’  that had mobile accent. This *"HGXRO� then was the 
cource of the X�stem adjective LG OX� � LG ODX� as attested in Hittite.  
 If these words are of IE origin, PAnat. *"HGXR� can only go back to PIE 
*K � HG � � � XR�,�which means that a connection with the root *K � HG� ‘to hate’  (thus 
e.g. Hrozný 1917: 5) is impossible. Watkins (1982a: 261) states that LG OX may be 
a derivative from *K � HGÑ O, in his view “ [t]he Indo-European prototype of the 
substantive ‘Evil’  [...], comparable in shape to *VHK � Ñ O ‘sun’  and ultimately a 
derivative of the root *K � HG� ‘bite (> eat)’  like the similarly formed IE *K � HGÑ �Q� 
‘pain, mal’ ”  (referring to Schindler 1975c, who reconstructs this noun on the 
basis of Arm. HUNQ ‘labour pains’ , Gr.  ‘pain’  and OIr. LGX ‘pain’ ). This 
suggestion has been taken over by e.g. Melchert 1984a: 106.  
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LWDU�(n.) ‘way’ : nom.-acc.sg. L�WDU (KUB 41.8 i 20). 
 IE cognates: Lat. LWHU, LWLQHULV ‘way, road’ , TochA \W U, TochB \W U\H ‘road, 
way’ , Av. SDLUL�L QD� ‘(end of) lifetime’ . 
  PIE *K � pL�WU, *K � L�WpQ�V 
  
Unfortunately, this word is attested only once. We would like to have known 
inflected forms of it to better judge its prehistory. Nevertheless, since Benveniste 
(1935: 10, 104), this word is generally connected with Lat. LWHU, LWLQHULV ‘way, 
road’  and TochA \W U ‘road, way’ . These words point to *W, however, whereas 
L�WDU seems to represent phonological /"idr/. Rieken (1999a: 374-7) proposes to 
assume that the original paradigm of this word was *K � pL�WU, *K � L�WpQ�V, and that in 
the nom.-acc.sg., *W got lenited due to the preceding accentuated diphthong 
yielding **/"édr/, **/"iténas/, after which L� was generalized throughout the 
paradigm, with L�WDU /"idr/ as result.  
 See at LÚLWWDUDQQL for a discussion of this alleged cognate.  
 �W�
LWWDUDQQL (uninfl.) ‘runner, messenger’  (Sum. LÚKAŠ4.E): acc.sg. LW�WD�UD�DQ�QL 

(KUB 23.77 rev. 68 (MH/MS)); broken LÚ.MEŠLW�W[D�...] (KUB 31.102 iv 2). 
  
This noun is interpreted by Puhvel (HED 1/2: 494) as a Hurrian formation in 
�DQQL� on the basis of the Hurr. verb LGG� ‘to go’ . Starke (1990: 500-1) opposes 
this interpretation, however, and states that LWWDUDQQL� is a Luwian formation on 
the basis of a Luwian noun *LWWDU� ‘way’ , which further is unattested, but which 
must be cognate to Hitt. LWDU ‘way’  (q.v.) (which HQ SDVVDQW shows that the single 
�W� in LWDU must go back to *W as still reflected in the Luw. geminate �WW�). In my 
view, the fact that LWWDUDQQL is not inflected (acc.sg. LWWDUDQQL) clearly shows that it 
must be a foreignism. Since Luwian words are always taken over either in their 
original inflection (in this case with acc.sg.-ending �LQ) or as a Hittitized form 
(also with �LQ), we must assume that the word is of another origin, and Hurrian 
provenance becomes very likely then.  
 
LÓDU� (postpos. + gen.) ‘in the manner of, after the fashion of, like, as’ : L�ÑD�DU 
(OH/MS). 
 IE cognates: Skt. LYD ‘in the manner of, like, as’ . 
  PIE *K � L�Ñ� << *K � pL�ÑU 
  
This postposition goes with the genitive and denotes ‘in the manner of...’ . 
Already Hrozný (1917: 183) suggested that this word is to be regarded as a 
pertrified verbal noun of L�� �  ‘to go’ , which is semantically quite plausible. This 
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would mean that LÑDU reflects *K � L�Ñ�, which must go back to original *K � pL�Ñ� 
with introduction of the zero-grade root from the oblique cases (*K � L�ÑpQ�V). The 
semantically and formally very similar Skt. LYD ‘in the manner of’  may reflect the 
old loc.sg. *K � L�ÑÊ (also from original *K � pL�ÑQ with introduction of zero-grade), 
the latter part of which is identical to the Hitt. supine-” ending”  �ÑDQ (q.v.).  
 
L N�,� � ���  4¡ LXND��(n.) ‘yoke, pair’  (Sum. ŠUDUN): nom.-acc.sg. L�~�XN (KBo 25.72 
r.col. 11 (OS)), L�~�NiQ (KBo 12.22 i 11 (OH/NS), KBo 12.131 r.col. 5 (OH/NS), 
KUB 31.4 + KBo 3.41 obv. 7 (OH/NS)), L�~�JD�DQ (KBo 13.78 obv. 2 (OH/NS), 
KUB 7.8 ii 8 (MH/NS)), dat.-loc.sg. L�~�NL (KUB 13.5 ii 21 (OH/NS)). 
 IE cognates: Skt. \XJiP, Gr. , Lat. LXJXP, Goth. MXN, OCS LJR ‘yoke’ . 
  PIE *LXJ�R�P 
  
See Puhvel HED 1/2: 495f. for attestations. See Rieken (1999a: 61f.) for a 
discussion of the OS form L�~�XN, which shows that this word originally was a 
root noun and was only thematicized to LXND� within the Hittite period. This 
means that the other IE words that reflect *LXJRP, with which this word is 
generally equated, must show an independent thematization. The form L�~�XN 
represents /igg/ and therefore must reflect *LHX� (a preform *LRX� would have 
yielded Hitt. **/ióg/, spelled **L�X�XN, cf. § 1.3.9.4.f).  
 The “ adjective”  LXJD� ‘yearling’  (q.v.) probably still was a real gen.sg. of L N, 
LXND� ‘yoke, pair’  in the oldest texts.  
 
LXJD�� (“ adj.” ) ‘yearling’ : nom.sg.c. L�~�JD�Dã (OS), acc.sg. L!�~!�JD�DQ (text: ~�L�
JD�DQ, KBo 17.65 rev. 53 (MS)), gen.sg. L�~�JD�Dã, acc.pl.c. L�~�JD�Dã. 
 Derivatives: LXJDããD� (adj.) ‘yearling’  (gen. pl. L�~�J[D�Dã]-ãD�D[Q] (OS), L�~�JD�
Dã�ãD�Dã (OH/NS)), W ªXJD� (“ adj.” ) ‘two-year-old’  (nom.sg.c. WD�D�L�~�JD�Dã 
(OS), GD�D�L�JD�Dã (OH/NS), WD�D�~�JD�Dã (OH/NS), gen.sg. WD�D�L�~�JD�Dã (OS), 
acc.pl.c. WD�D�L�~�JD�Dã). 
 IE cognates: see LXJD� ‘yoke’  
  PIE *LXJ�R�V 
  
See Puhvel HED 1/2: 496f. for attestations. In the oldest texts, we only find LXJDã 
and W ¨XJDã, irregardless of the grammatical function of the noun with which they 
belong. This clearly indicates that originally these forms were gen.sg.-forms. The 
MS attestation acc.sg. L!�~!�JD�DQ shows that from that time onwards, LXJD� was 
regarded as a real congruating adjective (there are no attestations of W ¨XJD� 
outside the Laws). It is clear that these words belong with the noun L N, LXJD� 
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‘yoke, pair’  (q.v.) in the sense that ‘calf of a yoke’  denotes a yearling, whereas 
‘calf of a double yoke’  denotes a two-year-old. The adj. LXJDããD� shows the suffix 
�DããD� which is comparable to the Luwian gen.adj.-suffix �DããD�L� (note that 
because of the OS attestation of this adjective, a Luwian origin of it is unlikely). 
The element W � in W ¨XJD� is cognate with W Q ‘for a second time’  (q.v.) and must 
reflect *GÑR¨R� (Melchert (1994a: 168) reconstructs *G Q�¨XJR�,� but this is 
improbable: G Q is an adverb that denotes ‘(a) second (time)’ , and its adverbial 
ending *-RP is not to be expected in a compound). Since in *GÑR¨R�¨XJR� the ¨ of 
¨XJR� should regularly have been lost (in intervocalic position), it must have been 
restored on the basis of the simplex noun LXJD� (note that *LXJR� cannot have had 
an initial laryngeal (which one could suppose because of its retention in W ¨XJD�,�
so then < *GÑR¨R�+LXJR�) because of Gr. : cf. at (UDÚL)HÑDQ� for the fact that 
*�¨� > Gr. -).  
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N �� ��N �� ��NL� (demonstrative pronoun) ‘this (one)’ ; N ã� ����N ã ‘the one ... the 
other’ ; N ã� ����N Q ‘each other’ : nom.sg.c. ND�D�Dã (OS), acc.sg.c. NX�X�XQ (OS), 
ND�D�DQ (1x, KUB 33.92 iii 5 (NS)), nom.-acc.sg.n. NL�L (OS), NL�L�QL (KBo 34.142 
i 7 + KBo 8.55, 16 (MS?)), gen.sg. NH�H�HO (OS), dat.-loc.sg. NH�H�WL (OH/MS), NH�
H�GD�QL (MH/MS), abl. NH�H�HW (OS), NH�H�H] (OH/MS), NH�H�H]�]D (MH/MS), NH�
H�]D, NH�H], NL�L�L] (KUB 17.28 iv 4 (NS)), instr. NH�H�GD�DQ�WD (OS), NL�L�GD�DQ�GD 
(OH/NS), NH�H�GD (OH/NS), nom.pl.c. NH�H (OS), NL�L (NS), NX�X�Xã (NS), 
acc.pl.c. NX�X�Xã (OS), NX�X�~�Xã (KUB 14.14 rev. 13 (NH)), NH�H (NS), NL�L (NS), 
NH�H�Xã (KUB 14.8 rev. 18 (NH)), nom.-acc.pl.n. NH�H (OS), NL�L (NH), gen.pl. NL�
LQ�][D?]-D[Q?] (KBo 6.2 iii 46 (OS)), NL�LQ�]D�DQ (KUB 31.64 ii 42 (OH/NS)), NH�
H�HQ�]D�DQ (KUB 35.148 iv 15 (OH/NS)), NH�H�HO (MS), dat.-loc.pl. NH�H�GD�Dã 
(MH/MS), NL�L�WD�Dã (KUB 43.55 v 4 (OH/NS)). 
 Derivatives: NHWW D�NHWW D (adv.) ‘on one hand, on the other’  (NH�H�HW�W D NH�H�
HW�W D (OS)), N  (adv.) ‘here’  (ND�D (MH/MS)), N Q�L� (adv.) ‘here’  (ND�D�QL 
(KBo 22.1 obv. 6 (OS), KBo 22.2 obv. 9 (OH/MS)), ND�D�Q D�DW (KUB 41.23 ii 
20 (OH/NS))), NLããDQ (adv.) ‘thus, as follows’  (NL�Lã�ãD�DQ (OS), NLã�DQ (NS)), 
N QLããDQ (adv.) ‘thus, as follows’  (NL�L�QL�Lã�ãD�DQ (KUB 28.4 obv. 16b (NS))), 
NLããXÓDQW� (adj.) ‘of this kind’  (nom.-acc.sg.n. NL�Lã�ãX�ÑD�DQ, NL�Lã�ãX�DQ). 
 Anat. cognates: Pal. N � (dem.pron.) ‘this’  (nom.-acc.sg.n. N W���), NLªDW (adv.) 
‘here’ ; CLuw. ] �� ��]L� (dem.pron.) ‘this’  (nom.sg.c. ]D�D�Dã, ]D�Dã, acc.sg.c. ]D�
DP SD, nom.-acc.sg.n. ]D�D, dat.-loc.sg. ]D�D�WL�L, ]D�WL�L, nom.pl.c. ]L�L�LQ�]L, ]L�
LQ�]L, acc.pl.c. ]L�L�LQ�]D, ]L�LQ�]D, nom.-acc.pl.n. ]D�D, gen.adj.acc.sg.c. ]D�Dã�ãL�
LQ, gen.adj.nom.-acc.sg.n. ]D�Dã�ãD�DQ[-]D]), ] ãWD�L� (dem.pron.) ‘this (very)’  
(nom.-acc.pl.n. ]D�D�Dã�WD�D�D W�WD, ]D�Dã�WD�D�D W�WD, dat.-loc.sg. ]D�D�Dã�WL, ]D�
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Dã�WL, dat.-loc.pl. ]D�Dã�WD�DQ�]D), ] ÓL�Q� (interj.) ‘here, voici’  (]D�D�~�L, ]D�~�L, 
]D�D�~�L�LQ, ]D�~�L�LQ); HLuw. ] � (dem.pron.) ‘this’  (nom.sg.c. /ts V��]D�D�VD, ]D�
VD, acc.sg.c. /ts Q��]D�D�QD, ]D�QD, ]D�D &, ]D�L�QD (KARKAMIŠ A1D §25), nom.-
acc.sg.n. /ts �� ]D�D, ]D, gen.sg. /tsasi/ ]D�VL (KARATEPE 1 §51 Hu.), ]D�L�VL�L 
(KARATEPE 1 §51 Ho.), dat.sg. /ts GL�� ]D�D�WL, ]D�D�WL�L, ]D�WL, ]D�WL�L, ]D�UL�L, 
abl.-instr. /tsin/ ]L�L�QD, ]L�QD, nom.pl.c. /ts QWsi/ ]D�D�]L, ]D�]L, acc.pl.c. /ts Qtsi/ ]D�
D�]L, ]D�]L, nom.-acc.pl.n. /ts LD��]D�D�LD, ]D�LD, dat.pl. /ts GLDQWs/ ]D�D�WL�LD�]D, ]D�
WL�LD�]D, ]D�WL�]D (KULULU 5 §4))), ]LQ�����]LQ (adv.) ‘on one hand, on the other’ . 
 IE cognates: PGerm. *KL ‘this’  (Goth. KLPPD GDJD ‘today’ , XQG KLQD GDJ ‘untill 
today’ , XQG KLWD ‘untill now’ , OSax. KLXGLJD ‘today’ , OHG KLXUX ‘this year’ ), 
Lith. ãuV ‘this’ , ãLDx�GLHQ ‘today’ , ã6�PHW ‘this year’ , ãq ‘here’ , OCS V  ‘this’ , G Q �
V  ‘today’ , Arm. VD ‘this’ , OIr. F  ‘here’ , Lat. -F�H� in HFFH and KL�F, Gr.  
‘today’  < * - ,  ‘this year’  < * -( )  (= Alb. VL-YMHW ‘this year’ ), 
Alb. VRW < *�¨a�GLWL ‘today’ , VL�YMHW ‘this year’ . 
  PIE *�R�,�*�L� 
  
Within the three-way demonstrative system in Hittite, N � � N � � N  functions as 
the proximate demonstrative and can be translated ‘this’  (cf. Goedegebuure 
2003). It is cognate to CLuw. ] �,�HLuw. ]D� and Pal. N � ‘this’ . The fact that 
Hitt. N� corresponds to Luw. ]� already proves that we are dealing with PIE *��,�
which is supported by the cognates in the other IE languages as well (PGerm. 
*KL�,�Lith. ãL�,�Gr. * -).  
 The flection of this demonstrative shows some peculiarities. Nom.sg.c. N ã ~ 
Luw. ] V < *�yV. Acc.sg.c. N Q is less clear, however. Benveniste (1962: 71f.) 
assumed that this form is a remnant of an X�stem inflection, but this is 
unconvincing (nowhere in IE a stem *�X� is found), also in view of HLuw. ] Q 
and CLuw. ]DP SD, that seem to reflect *�yP. As I have shown in § 1.3.9.4, the 
spelling NX�X�XQ must represent /kón/, and I therefore assume a special 
development of *-yP > /-ón/ (also in DS Q /"bón/, XQL /"óni/), that contrasts with 
*°&�P > /°C-on/ and *-�RP > /-an/ (cf. Melchert 1994a: 186). Nom.-acc.sg.n. N  
seems to reflect *�t (this stem also in Lith. ãL�,�PGerm. *KL�,�Gr. * -), and must 
be more archaic than CLuw. ] , HLuw. ]  and Pal. N W that reflect *�yG (this 
ending also in Hitt. DS W). The L�stem is comparable to nom.-acc.sg.n. LQL in the 
paradigm of DãL � XQL � LQL. Note that the hapax N QL (also once attested in N QLããDQ 
instead of NLããDQ) must have the same origin as LQL, namely *�t + �P + �L. Gen.sg. 
N O is comparable to DS O and O. The exact origin of the pronominal ending � O is 
still unclear. Dat.-loc.sg. NHWL, abl. NHW, NH], instr. NHGD and dat.-loc.pl. NHGDã show 
a stem NHG� that is comparable to DSHG� and HG�. Sometimes it is enlarged to 
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NHGDQ�: dat.-loc.sg. NHGDQL, instr. NHGDQWD (also DSHGDQ�,�HGDQ�). The origin of this 
element �HG�DQ�� is unclear (although �DQ� could reflect *&�ÊK � � as visible in 
gen.pl. NLQ]DQ (see below)?). Nom.pl.c. NH must reflect *�yL, whereas acc.pl.c. N ã 
< *�yPV (compare DS ã). The interpretation of nom.-acc.pl.n. NH is less clear. One 
could think of an L�diphthong (*�RL or *�HL, seemingly supported by HLuw. nom.-
acc.pl.n. ] ¨D < *�H�R¨�HK � ?), but it is difficult to connect these forms to neuter 
plural forms in other IE languages. Alternatively, one could assume that NH is the 
result of *�LK �  in which *K �  had a lowering effect on *L (similarly in D�Dã�ãX�X 
/"áSo/ ‘goods’  < *-XK � ). Note that CLuw. ]D�D reflects *�HK � . Gen.pl. NLQ]DQ (with 
�L� instead if �H� (cf. DSHQ]DQ, NXHQ]DQ, ãXPHQ]DQ) due to raising as in NL� ¢ ¢ £ � ¤ � �  and 
N ã� £ � ¤ � �  � NLã� ?) shows the ending �Q]DQ that is also visible in the already 
mentioned forms. Because of Lyc. gen.pl. HE K , we must conclude that this 
ending is of PAnat. origin. Since �9Q]9� can only reflect *-Q+V� (whereas PAnat. 
*9QV9 > Hitt. 9ãã9), I reconstruct *-Q+VRP. The element �VRP may have to be 
compared to Skt. Wp� P ‘of those’ , Lat. H UXP ‘of these’ , and OCS W [  ‘of those’ .  
 �W�
NDLQD� (c.) ‘in-law, kinsman’  (Akk. Ï$7�$�18): nom.sg. JD�L�QD�Dã (OH/MS), 

ND�L�QD�Dã (OH/NS), ND�H�QD�Dã (OH/NS), JD�D�L�QD�Dã (OH/NS), acc.sg. JD�L�QD�
D�Q� ã�ãD�DQ (OS), ND�L�QD�D�Q� ã�ãD�DQ, ND�H�QD�DQ (MH/NS), dat.-loc.sg. ND�L�
QL (KUB 31.38 rev. 11 (OH/NS)), nom.pl. JD�L�QD�Dã ãL�Lã (OH/MS), JD�H�QD�
Dã ãH�Hã (OH/NS), acc.pl. JD�H�QL�Hã (NH). 
 Derivatives: 

�W�
NDLQDQW� (c.) ‘id.’  (dat.-loc.sg. ND�H�QD�DQ�WL (MH/NS)), �W�

NDLQDWDU���NDLQDQQ� (n.) ‘in-lawship’  (dat.-loc.sg. ND�L�QD�DQ�QL (NH), JD�L�QD�
DQ�QL (NH)). 
 IE cognates: Lat. F YLV ‘(fellow) citizen’ , Skt. LYD� ‘friendly, prosperous’ . 
  PIE *�RL�+��QR� 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 12f. for attestations. On the basis of attestations like KUB 
13.4 i (30) DAM â8 DUMUMEŠ â8 (31) ŠEŠ â8 NIN â8 LÚND�L�QD�Dã 
MÁŠ=â8 ‘His wife, his children, his brother, his sister, his N. (and) his family’  
and KBo 3.1+ i (24) DUMUMEŠ â8 (25) ŠEŠMEŠ â8 LÚ.MEŠJD�H�QD�Dã ãL�Lã 
LÚMEŠ §D�D[ã�ã]D�DQ�QD�Dã ãD�Dã ‘His children, his brothers, his N.-s, the people 
of his family’ , it has been generally assumed that NDLQD� must mean something 
like ‘in-law’ .  
 For long it has been thought that PIE diphthongs unconditionally 
monophthongized in Hittite, which would mean that �DL� in NDLQD� must be of 
another origin. Puhvel (l.c.) therefore assumes that here �DL� must be due to the 
disappearance of an original laryngeal between two vowels and therefore 
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reconstructs *��K � �LQR�,�connecting it with Skt. MaP WDU�,�Gr.  ‘son-in-
law’ . This reconstruction is formally impossible, however: we would expect an 
outcome **NDP§LQD�. Kimball (1994b) closely examined the outcome of the PIE 
diphthongs in Hittite and concludes that a diphthong *RL is retained as Hitt. �DL� in 
front of dental consonants (including �Q�). She therefore is able to revive (o.c.: 17-
22) an old suggestion by Hrozný (1919: 100-1), who connected NDLQD� with the 
root *�HL� ‘cognate, connected (vel sim.)’ . This root is also reflected in Lat. F YLV 
‘(fellow) citizen’  (OLat. FHLXHLV < *�H¨�ÑL�), Skt. LYi� ‘friendly, prosperous, 
beneficient’ , and with root extension *�HL+� in OHG K U W ‘wedding’ , Latv. VL YD 
‘wife, spouse’  (*�HL+�ÑR�), Skt. pYD� ‘friendly’  etc.  
 
NDND� (c.) ‘tooth’  (Sum. KAxUD): nom.sg. JD�JD�Dã (OH/MS), JD�JD�D�Dã 
(OH/MS), acc.pl. JD�NX�Xã (OH/MS). 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 14-5 for attestations. He connects this word with OE K F 
‘hook’ . Apart from the fact that a semantic connection between ‘hook’  and 
‘tooth’  is not very convincing, it is likely that the whole complex of Germanic 
words for ‘hook, corner’  (*DQJ� in OHG DQJH, ModEng. DQJOH; *NDQN� in ON 
NHQJU ‘hook’ ; *[DQN� in ON KDQNL ‘handle’  MDu. KRQF ‘corner’ ; *[DXJ� in ON 
KRNLQQ ‘hooked’ ; *[ N� in Swed. KDNH ‘hook’ , OHG KDJJR ‘hook’ , ModEng. 
KRRN) cannot be of IE origin (cf. Beekes 1999: 1731). Therefore a connection 
between Hitt. NDND� and these Germanic words does not make much sense.  
 
NDODQN� �  (IIa2) ‘to soothe, to satiate, to satisfy’ : 3sg.imp.act. ND�OD�DQ�NDG�GX 
(OH/NS); part. ND�OD�DQ�NiQ�W�,�JD�OD�DQ�NiQ�W�, 
 Derivatives: JDODNWDU (n.) ‘soothing substance, (opium) poppy(?)’  (nom.-acc.sg. 
JD�OD�DN�WDU (often), NDO�OD�DN�WDU (KUB 9.27 obv. 8)), JDODNWDUDH�� �  (Ic2) ‘to 
make drowsy’  (2sg.pres.act. JD�OD�DN�WD�UD�ãL). 
 IE cognates: ON NO¡NNU ‘weak’ , Lith. JO åQDV ‘weak, soft’ , Bulg. JOp]MD ‘to 
pamper’ . 
  PIE *JOR�Q�� � �HL 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 18f. for attestations. The only finite form of this verb, 
3sg.imp.act. NDODQNDGGX in principle points to an original PL-conjugation. 
Nevertheless, since this form is attested in a NS text, it may not be reliable. 
Because PL-verbs that end in �QN� always show L�vocalism (e.g. OL�Q�N�� � , QL�Q�N�� � , 
§XQL�Q�N�� � , §DUQL�Q�N�� � , QLQL�Q�N�� � , etc.) it is in my view unlikely that this verb 
was PL-conjugated originally. The stem NDODQN� much better fits §L-inflected 
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verbs like N QN� �  � NDQN� ‘to hang’  or §DPDQN� �  � §DPH�LQN� ‘to tie’ . This is the 
reason that I cite this verb as NDODQN� �  (a similar reasoning in Oettinger 1979a: 
149).  
 The verb denotes ‘to soothe’ , which makes it likely that the noun JDODNWDU, 
which denotes a soothing substance, possibly the poppy of opium (cf. Güterbock 
1983: 162), is cognate to it.  
 According to Oettinger (l.c.) we should connect these words with the PIE root 
“ *JOH��”  ‘weak, soft’ , which in Pokorny (1959: 401) is reconstructed on the basis 
of ON NO¡NNU ‘weak’ , Lith. JO åQDV ‘weak, soft’  and Bulg. JOp]MD ‘to pamper’ . 
Although ON NO¡NNU indeed seems to point to a root *JOH��,�Lith. JO åQDV can only 
reflect *JOH� � � because of the absence of Winter’ s Law (we would expect *JOH�� 
to have yielded Lith. **JO å�). If both forms are indeed cognate, we have to 
assume that the geminate �NN� in ON is due to Kluge’ s Law (any stop followed by 
an *Q (*�7Q�) yields a voiceless geminate (�WW�)). In this case, this �Q� is still 
visible in Lith. JO åQDV. This means that we would have to reconstruct a root 
*JOH� � � (note that the reconstruction *JOH�� is against the root-constraints of PIE 
as well: two mediae in one root is impossible).  
 The Hittite verb NDODQN� shows a nasal infix, which fits the semantics as well: 
nasal infixes denote causativity, in this case ‘weak’  > ‘to make weak’  = ‘to 
soothe’ . All in all, I reconstruct *JOR�Q�� � �. Note that the noun JDODNWDU must 
reflect *JOy� � �WU, because in *JOyQ� � �WU the nasal would not disappear (cf. 
§ 1.4.7.2.b).  
 
NDOODU� (adj.) ‘inauspicious, unpropitious, baleful, enormous’  (Sum. NU.SIG5): 
acc.sg.c. NDO�OD�UD�DQ (KUB 24.7 iv 33), nom.-acc.sg.n. NDO�OD�DU (often), JDO�OD�
DU, NDO�OD�UD�DQ (KUB 31.141 obv. 8), dat.-loc.sg. NDO�OD�UL, instr. NDO�OD�UL�LW, 
nom.-acc.pl.n. NDO�OD�D�DU, NDO�OD�D�UD. 
 Derivatives: NDOODUDWDU� �� NDOODUDQQ� (n.) ‘inauspiciousness, unfavourable 
response of an oracle, enormity, excess’  (dat.-loc.sg. NDO�OD�UD�DQ�QL, JDO�OD�UD�
DQ�QL), NDOODUD©©� �  (IIb) ‘to make inauspicious’  (3sg.pret.act. NDO�OD�UD�D§�§D�Dã, 
3sg.imp.act. NU.SIG5-D§�GX), NDOODUHãã�� �  (Ib2) ‘to become inauspicious’  
(3sg.pre.act. NDO�OD�UH�Hã�]L, 3sg.imp.act. NDO�OD�UH�Hã�GX, NDO�OD�UL�Lã�GX; impf. 
NDO�OD�UH�Hã�NH�D�,� JDO�OD�UH�Hã�NH�D�), NDOODUDWWD�L� (c.) ‘exaggerator’  (nom.sg. 
NDO�OD�UD�DW�WH�Hã (NS)). 
 IE cognates: OIr. JDODU ‘disease’ . 
  PIE *

¥�¦ � � � RO+�UR� ? 
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See Puhvel HED 4: 20f. for attestations. We find forms that point to a stem 
NDOODU� as well as forms that point to a stem NDOODUD�. According to Starke (1990: 
355-9) and Rieken (1999a: 275) the stem NDOODU� is to be regarded as an original 
noun ‘badness’ , that was gradually being adjectivized and therefore thematicized 
to NDOODUD�. It is quite likely that the word is of Luwian origin: NDOODU� appears a 
few times written with gloss wedges and most of the attested forms of NDOODU� are 
found in a text interlarded with Luwisms. According to Rieken (1999a: 367) the 
nom.-acc.pl.n.-form NDO�OD�D�UD���, which seems to show a mixture of the ending 
� U of the Hitt. U�Q�stems with the Luwian ending �D, can be used as evidence for a 
Luwian origin because such a phenomenon occurs in Luwisms only. Another clue 
may be the form NDOODUDWWHã which Starke (1990: 358) convincingly interprets as 
Luwian.  
 Pedersen (1938: 26, 46) compared NDOODU with OIr. JDODU ‘disease’ , which then 
reflects *

¥�¦ � � � H�RO+�UR�. Starke rejects this etymology on the basis of his 
assumption that IE *

¥�¦ � � �  either was lost in Luwian or yielded �]�. Melchert 
(1994a: 255) argues that because PAnat. *

¥�¦ is preserved in Luwian before a 
backvowel, we may have to reconstruct PAnat. *

¥�¦DOOU� already, in which the *
¥�¦ 

regularly was preserved.  
 
NDOHOLªH�D�§ ¨  (Ic1) ‘to tie up, to truss’ : 3sg.pret.act. ND�OH�OL� �HW (OS), ND�OH�H�OL�H�
HW (OH/NS); part. ND�OH�OL�DQ�W� (OH/NS), ND�OH�OL�¨D�DQ�W� (OH/NS). 
 IE cognates: Gr. ,  ‘rope, line, reef’ . 
  PIE *�OK � �HO�¨H�R� 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 22 for attestations. Since the sign LI can be read OL as well as 
OH, all spellings have to be interpreted as NDOHOL¨H�D�. According to Oettinger 
(1979a: 354) this verb is a derivative in �¨H�D� of a stem *NDOHO�,� which he 
compares to ãXHO� ‘thread’  (see under (SÍG)ã LO�). Rieken (1999a: 475) takes over 
this analysis and argues that *NDOHO� shows that all LO-stems go back to a PIE suffix 
*-HO. For the etymology of *NDOHO� she suggests, as does Puhvel (l.c.), a 
connection with Gr. ,  ‘rope, line, reef’  (o.c. 481), which points to 
*NO+�R�. If this connection is correct, *NDOHO� should reflect *NOK � �HO� (*K �  because 
*K �  and *K �  would have yielded *NDO§DO� in that position).  
 
NDOOLãã�§ ¨ ���NDOLãã��(Ia2) ‘to call, to evoke, to summon’ : 3pl.pres.act. JD�OL�Lã�ãD�DQ�
]L (IBoT 2.80 vi 4 (OH/NS)), 3sg.pret.act. NDO�OL�Lã�WD (KUB 17.5, 6 (OH/NS)), 
3sg.imp.act. NDO�OL�Lã�GX (KUB 24.1 i 12 (NS), KUB 24.2 obv. 11 (NS)); inf.I NDO�
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OL�Lã�ãX�X�ÑD�DQ�][L] (KUB 20.88 vi 22 (MS)), NDO�OH�Hã�ãX�ÑD�DQ�]L (KUB 41.8 i 
22 (MH/NS), KBo 10.45 i 38 (fr.) (MH/NS)). 
 Derivatives: NDOOLãWDUÓDQD� (c.) ‘feast, party’  (Sum. EZEN; gen.sg. NDO�OL�Lã�WDU�
ÑD�QD�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. [NDO�O]L�Lã�WDU�ÑD�QL, NDO�OH�Hã�WDU�Ñ[D�QL]), JDOOLãWDUÓDQLOL 
(adv.) ‘in a feastly manner’  (JDO�OLã�WDU�ÑD�QL�OL). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘to call’ , Lat. FDO UH ‘to call’ . 
  PIE *�pOK � �V�WL, *�OK � �V�pQWL 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 22f. for attestations. Since Laroche (1961: 29), this verb is 
connected with Gr. , Lat. FDO UH ‘to call’  e.a., from PIE *�HOK � �. Although 
Oettinger (1979a: 197) states about NDOOLãã� that “ die Flexion ist völlig 
regelmäßig” , the attestations do show traces of a paradigmatical alternation, 
which can be characterized by the opposition of 3sg.pret. NDO�OL�Lã�WD vs. 3pl.pres. 
JD�OL�Lã�ãD�DQ�]L: the geminate vs. single writing of �O� must reflect a real 
phonological opposition.  
 The details of the prehistory of this verb are in debate. Oettinger (l.c.) 
improbably interprets the verb as a back-formation from Hitt. NDOOHãWDU 
‘invitation’  < *NDOK � �HV�W�. Kimball (1999: 412) takes NDOOLãã� as a derivation of a 
formation *NDOK � �pK � �,�which she compares to Umbr. ND LWX, ND HWX, FDUVLWR which 
must reflect PItal. *NDO W G. Since the Umbrian forms with *NDO � probably are an 
inner-Italic innovation (cf. Schrijver 1990: 400), the postulation of a PIE 
formation *NDOK � �pK � � is incorrect.  
 As I have argued in Kloekhorst fthc.f, 3pl.pres.act. JD�OL�Lã�ãD�DQ�]L must be 
phonologically interpreted as /kl}Sántsi/, which in my view is the phonetic 
outcome of *�OK © VpQWL (compare WDPH�LããDQ]L < *GPK ª VpQWL and NDQH�LããDQ]L < 
*�QK « VpQWL). The form 3sg.pret.act. NDO�OL�Lã�WD in my view reflects /káL}sta/ (note 
the spelling with �H� in inf.I. NDO�OH�Hã�ãX�ÑD�DQ�]L), which I reconstruct as *�pOK © VW 
(for the development of *&H5+V& > &D55}V& compare GDPPH�Lã§ � < 
*GHPK ª VK ª R�). Note that the colouring of *H in *�HOK © VW > NDOOLãWD besides the non-
colouring of *H in JHQ]X� ‘lap’  < *�HQK © �VX� shows that *H5K © && > Hitt. D5°, 
whereas *H5K © &9 > Hitt. H5°.  
 With the reconstruction of NDOOLãã� as *�HOK © V� and JDOLãã� as *NOK © V�,�we see that 
NDOOLãã�¬   � NDOLãã� goes back to a normal H��-ablauting V-extended verb like 
WDP ãã�¬   � WDPH�Lãã� ‘to (op)press’  < *GPHK ª V� � *GPK ª V�,�etc.  
 The derivative NDOOLãWDUÑDQD� ‘feast, party’  probably is derived from a noun 
*NDOOLãWDU� < *�HOK © V�WU� ‘invitation’  or ‘summoning’ .  
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NDOPDUD��(c. / n.) ‘ray’ : abl. NDO�PD�UD�D], acc.pl.c. NDO�PD�UX�Xã, nom.-acc.pl.n. 
NDO�PD�UD, JDO�PD�UD. 
 Derivatives: 

� �;�  4¡ NDOPL� (c.) ‘piece of firewood’  (acc.sg. NDO�PL�LQ, nom.pl. NDO�
PL�L�H�Hã ©
® ), � ���  4¡ NDOPLã�D�QD�L� (c.) ‘brand, piece of firewood, (fire)bolt’  (nom.sg. 
NDO�PL�ãD�QD�Dã, NDO�PL�Hã�QD�Dã, NDO�PL�Lã�QD�Dã, acc.sg. NDO�PL�ãD�QD�DQ, NDO�
PL�Lã�QD�DQ, dat.-loc.sg. NDO�PL�Lã�ãD�QL, instr. NDO�PL�ãD�QL�LW, NDO�PL�Lã�QL�LW, 
nom.pl. NDO�PL�Hã�ãD�Q[L�Hã], NDO�PL�L�ãH�QL�Lã, acc.pl. NDO�PL�Lã�QL�Xã, [NDO�PL�L]ã�
ãD�QL�Xã), NDOP WDU���NDOPDQQ� (n.) ‘brand’  (gen.sg. NDO�PD�DQ�QD�Dã, abl. [ND]O�
PD�DQ�QD�D]). 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 26f. for attestations. The noun NDOPDUD� denotes ‘ray (of the 
sun)’ ; (GIŠ)NDOPL� occurs in a clear context once, where it seems to denote a piece 
of firewood; (GIŠ)NDOPLã�D�QD�L� (also NDOPHãQD� and NDOPLããDQD�L�) on the one 
hand denotes pieces of firewood or brands, and on the other a sort of firebolt, 
fired by the Storm-god with which he strikes cities. All in all, it seems that we are 
dealing with a stem *NDOP� that denotes ‘glowing / burning long object’ . Note that 
in my view the ‘glowing’  or ‘burning’  is a crucial part of the semantics.  
 The standard etymological interpretation of these words was first suggested by 
Laroche (1983: 3095), who connects them with Gr.  ‘reed’ , Lat. FXOPXV, 
OHG KDO�D�P, Latv. VD�PV ‘straw’ , etc., from PIE *�ROK ª �PR�. Although this 
etymology is generally accepted, I do not see how its semantic side would work: 
in no other IE language we find a semantic feature of ‘glowing’  or ‘burning’ , 
which is the clear basis of the Hittite words. I therefore reject this etymology.  
 In my view, the stem of these words was *NDOP�,�which shows the suffices �UD� 
and �L� (both of IE origin) and the unclear suffix �Lã�D�QD�L�. Since a root structure 
*.HOP� is against PIE root constraints, I believe that we are dealing with a non-IE 
element.  
 Rieken (1999a: 211-213) argues that GIŠNDOPXã� ‘crook, lituus’  (q.v.) is cognate 
to these words. This assumption is based, however, on the false translations 
“ Holzscheit”  for NDOPL�,�NDOPDWDU � NDOPDQQ� and NDOPLã�D�QD�L�,�with which she 
ignores the ‘burning/glowing’ -aspect of these words.  
 ̄�° ±
NDOPXã�� (n.) ‘crook, crozier, lituus’ : nom.-acc.sg. NDO�PX�Xã, gen.sg. NDO�PX�

ãD�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. NDO�PX�ãL, abl. NDO�PX�ãD�D]. 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 28f. for attestations. The word denotes the crook with which 
the Hittite kings often are depicted. The origin of this word is unclear. According 
to Rieken (1999a: 212f.) this word is cognate with NDOPDUD� ‘ray’ , NDOPL� ‘piece 
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of firewood’ , e.a. (see at NDOPDUD�). As I have stated under the lemma NDOPDUD�,�
this connection seems semantically unlikely to me. Puhvel (l.c.) points to the 
striking resemblance with Akk. JDPOX�P� ‘crook, curved staff’  and plausibly 
suggests that Hittite borrowed this word from Akkadian or from an intermediate 
source.  
 
NDPPDUã�§ ¨  (Ib1) ‘to shit, to defecate, to shit on, to befoul’ : 3sg.pres.act. ND�PDU�
Dã�]L (NS), 3pl.pres.act. JD�PDU�Dã�ãD�DQ�][L] (NS); verb.noun gen.sg. [N]D�PDU�
ãX�ÑD�Dã (MH/MS), erg.sg. JD�PD�DU�ãX�ÑD�DQ�]D (MH/MS); impf. ND�PDU�ãL�Hã�
NH�D� (NS), NDP�PDU�ãL�Hã�NH�D� (MH/NS). 
 Derivatives: NDPPDUDãQLªH�D� ² ² ³
´ µ ¨ ¶  (IIIg) ‘to befoul(?)’  (3sg.pret.midd. NDP�PD�
UD�Dã�QL�¨D�DW�WD�DW (MS?), 3pl.pret.midd. [ND�P��P]D�UD�Dã�QL�¨D�DQ�WD�DW (MS)). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. NDWPDUãL�ªD�� ‘to defecate’  (3sg.pres.act. NDW�PDU�ãL�LW�
WL). 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 37f. for attestations. The verb and its derivatives are spelled 
with single as well as with geminate P, and both spellings are attested in MS texts 
already. Once, we find a Luwian form, namely NDWPDUãLWWL (although in a Hittite 
context: the ending �WWL shows its Luwian origin, however). It therefore has 
generally been assumed that Hitt. NDP�P�DUã� reflects *NDWPDUV�,� with an 
assimilation of *-WP� comparable to *-WQ� > Hitt. �QQ�. Since *-WQ� yields a 
geminate, �QQ�,� it might be best to assume that the spelling NDPPDUã�,� with 
geminate �PP�,� is the original form and that the forms with single �P� show 
simplified spellings.  
 Schmidt (1980: 409) compared NDPPDUã� < *NDWPDUV� with TochB NHQPHU 
‘excrement’ , which then would be a PIE �PHU�derivation of the root *� · HG� ‘to 
defecate’  (Gr. , Skt. KDGDWL, Alb. GKMHV ‘to shit, to defecate’ , Av. ]D DK� ‘arse, 
anus’ , etc.). This view has found wide acceptance. Problematic to this etymology, 
however, is the fact that the existence of TochB NHQPHU ‘excrement’  seems to be 
a mirage (cf. Adams 1999: s.v.). With the disappearance of NHQPHU, the �PHU�
derivation in Anatolian would stand on its own. Another problem is the fact that, 
although *9WQ9 indeed assimilates to Hitt. 9QQ9, the sequence *9G ¸ · ¹ Q9 seems to 
have had a different outcome, namely 9WQ9. If we apply this information to the 
clusters with �P� as well, we would expect that *9WP9 should yield Hitt. 9PP9, 
but *9G ¸ · ¹ P9 > Hitt. �9WP9. Although I must admit that I do not know any other 
examples of both of these developments, it would make the reconstruction of 
NDPPDUã� < *NDWPDUV� < *� · RG�PU� less likely. All in all, I remain cautious in 
etymologizing this verb.  
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 NNDQ� (encl. locatival sentence particle) ‘?’ : QX�X N�NiQ (OS), Wi N�NiQ (OS), 
Q H NiQ (OS), WD NiQ (OS), WD�PD�L�ã D NiQ (OS), etc. 
 IE cognates: Lat. FXP ‘with’ , FRP�,�OIr. FRQ� ‘with’ , Goth. JD�. 
  PIE *�RP ? 
  
This particle is spelled both with and without geminate �NN� (in OS texts already, 
compare Wi N�NiQ (OS) besides WD NiQ (OS)). Spellings with geminate �NN� 
appear in OS, MS and NS texts, however, and I therefore am convinced that we 
have to analyse the particle as /=kan/ (and not as /=gan/) throughout the Hittite 
period. The regular absence of geminate spelling in my view is due to simplified 
spelling, which is apparent from the fact that, apart from seven OS attestations of 
QX�X N�NiQ, the /k/ of  NNDQ is never spelled with the signs AK, IK or UK. The 
only sign that is used is TÁK, in the cases where the particle  WWD preceded 
 NNDQ. The use of only TÁK can be explained by the fact that with this single 
sign (which is moreover more simple than AK, IK or UK) both the particle  WWD 
as well as the geminateness of  NNDQ’ s /k/ could be expressed, whereas in the 
case of AK, IK or UK the scribe would need an ‘extra’  sign for the sole purpose 
of indicating the geminateness of /k/. For the sake of simplification, these signs 
therefore were omitted when spelling /=kan/.  
 In my corpus of OS texts (consisting of 23.000 words),  NNDQ occurs 55 times 
(2.4 promille), in my corpus of MH/MS texts (consisting of 18.000 words) 279 
times (15.5 promille) and in my corpus of NH texts (consisting of 95.000 words) 
2000+ times (22 promille). This shows that the use of  NNDQ has increased 
enormously from the MH period onwards. In NH times, it is virtually the only 
used locatival sentence particle (22 promille vs.  ããDQ (0.75 promille) and 
 �D�ãWD (0.2 promille)). This means that the semantic function of  NNDQ has 
broadened throughout Hittite times, in disfavour of the other enclitic locatival 
sentence particals that Hittite originally used ( �D�Q,  �D�S�D�,  �D�ãWD and 
 ããDQ). The original meaning of  NNDQ therefore should only be determined on 
the basis of OH texts. Despite several studies in this field (Carruba 1964, 
Josephson 1972, Boley 1989), the exact function of  NNDQ is still unclear (Boley, 
o.c.: 87: “ The primary sense of �NDQ is a genuine enigma” ).  
 Despite the difficulty in determining the original meaning of  NNDQ, many 
scholars have given an opinion on the origin of  NNDQ. The most promising in my 
view is Sturtevant’ s (1927d: 254-7), who connected  NNDQ with Lat. FXP, FRP� 
‘with’ , Goth. JD� ‘with’ , etc. < *�RP.  
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NDQHQ�LªH�D��§ ¨  (Ib1 > Ic1) ‘to bow down, to crouch, to squat’ : 3pl.pret.act. 
[ND?�]QL�QL�H�HU (KUB 36.19, 11 (MH/NS)); verb.noun ND�QL�QL�¨D�X�ÑD�DU (NS), 
ND�QL�QL�¨D�ÑD�DU (NS); part. nom.sg.c. ND�QL�QD�DQ�]D (VBoT 120 ii 17 (MH/NS), 
KBo 12.131, 20 (OH/NS)), gen.sg. JD�QH�QD�DQ�GD�Dã (KBo 17.18 ii 10 (OS)), 
JD�QH�QD�DQ�WD�Dã (KBo 17.43 i 9 (OS)), nom.pl.c. ND�QL�QD�DQ�WH�Hã (VBoT 120 
ii 19 (MH/NS), ABoT 44 + KUB 36.79 i 33 (OH/NS)), ND�QH�QD�DQ�WH�Hã (KUB 
36.75 + Bo 4696 obv. 10 (OH/MS), KUB 31.134, 6 (OH/MS))). 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 41f. for attestations. The oldest attestations are forms of the 
participle JDQHQDQW� ‘bowed, in a bowing position’ . Note that all OS and MS 
attestations are spelled with �H�,�whereas the forms that are spelled �L� are from 
NS texts only. Verbal forms are rare. We only find verb.noun NDQLQL¨DXÑDU in the 
vocabulary KBo 1.42 ii 43 SDVVLP, where it glosses Akk. JDQ ãX ‘to bow, to 
bend’ , and a possible 3pl.pret.act. [ND�]QL�QL�H�HU (KUB 36.19, 11), although this 
latter form must be regarded with caution as part of it has been added. These 
forms, which show a stem NDQLQL¨H�D�¬  , are found in NS texts and therefore may 
be regarded as secondary forms.  
 The etymological interpretation of JDQHQDQW� ‘bowing, in a bowing position’  is 
quite difficult. Hrozný (1917: 78-9) interpreted it as a borrowing from Akkadian 
NDQ QX ‘to bend down, to stoop’ . Neu (1972: 291-2) assumes a connection with 
PIE *�HQ�X� ‘knee’ . Such a connection is followed by others: Eichner (1979a: 
5958) unconvincingly states that NDQHQ�L¨H�D�� shows ‘Binnenreduplikation’  from a 
preform *�Ê¨H� (referring to the verb NDOHOL¨H�D�,� which has to be explained 
otherwise, however). Rieken (1999a: 151-152) puts JDQHQDQW� ‘bowing’  on a par 
with JDQHQDQW� ‘thirsty’  (see at NDQLQW�) and assumes an original meaning ‘to bow 
down to water thirstily’ , of which she judges the tie-in with *�HQX� ‘knee’  as 
“ unproblematisch” . Puhvel (l.c.) connects NDQHQ�L¨H�D�� with the PIE root *NQHL� 
of which we find root extensions *NQHL�J º · � (in Lat. F �Q YH  ‘to close (the eyes)’ , 
Goth. KQHLZDQ, OE KQ JDQ ‘to bend down, to bow’ ) and *NQHL�E� (in ON KQtSD 
‘to be downcast’  and Lith. NQuEWL ‘to collapse’ ). Hitt. NDQHQ� would then go back 
to a preform *NQ�H�¨�Q�. All alleged cognates mentioned above rather belong to 
the European substrate-complex, however, so a connection to the Hittite verb is 
rather improbable.  
 In my view, only Neu’ s suggestion to connect JDQHQDQW� with *�HQX� ‘knee’  
may have some merit. We then should assume that PIE possessed a verbal root 
*�HQ� ‘to bend’ , of which on the one hand the noun *�HQ�X� ‘knee’  was derived, 
and on the other a nasal-infixed verb *��Qp�Q�WL ‘to bow’  was formed. This verb, 
which has not been preserved in the other IE language, was almost completely 
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lost in Hittite as well, apart from the participle JDQHQDQW� ‘bowing’ . In NH times, 
when a verbal noun was necessary to gloss Akk. JDQ ãX ‘to bend’ , an DG KRF 
formation NDQLQL¨DXÑDU was secondarily created.  
 
NDQH�Lãã�§ ¨  (Ib1) ‘to recognize, to acknowledge’ : 1sg.pres.act. JD�QL�Hã�PL, ND�QL�
Lã�PL, 3sg.pres.act. JD�QH�Hã�]L (OS), JD�QL�Hã�]L (OS), ND�QL�Hã�]L, ND�QL�Lã�]L, ND�
QL�H�Hã�]L, ND�QL�Hã�L]�]L (KUB 33.70 ii 15), 3pl.pres.act. ND�QL�Hã�ãD�DQ�]L, JD�QL�
Hã�ãD�DQ[-]L], ND�QL�H�Hã�ãD�DQ�]L, ND�QL�Lã�ãD�DQ�]L, 1sg.pret.act. ND�QL�Lã�ãX�XQ, 
2sg.pret.act. ND�QL�Lã�WD, 3sg.pret.act. JD�QL�Hã�WD, JD�QL�Lã�WD, ND�QL�Hã�WD, ND�QL�Lã�
WD, 3pl.pres.act. JD�QL�Hã�ãHU (OS); part. ND�QL�Hã�ãD�DQ�W�,� ND�QL�Lã�ãD�DQ�W�; 
verb.noun. ND�QL�Lã�ãX�X�ÑD�DU, ND�QL�Hã�ãX�X�ÑD�DU; inf.I ND�QL�Lã�ãX�ÑD�DQ�]L; 
sup. ND�QL�Hã�ãX�X�ÑD�DQ. 
 IE cognates: Skt. M QaWL, Goth. NXQQDQ, Lith. åLQyWL, Gr. , Lat. �J�Q VF  
‘to know’ . 
  PIE *�QpK « �V�WL, *�QK « �V�pQWL 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 42f. for attestations. Often, this verb is translated ‘to know’  
(on the basis of etymological considerations), but this is incorrect. In Hittite, the 
original meaning of NDQH�Lãã� seems to be ‘to recognize’ , out of which a meaning 
‘to acknowledge’  develops. This latter meaning also can be used in the sense ‘to 
admit, to confess’  but also ‘to reward (someone)’  (i.e. ‘to acknowlegde his 
deeds’ ).  
 The verb is spelled �QH�Hã�,��QL�Hã� and �QL�Lã�. A spelling with plene �H�,��QL�H�
Hã�,�is attested in one text only (KBo 22.178 + KUB 48.109), where we find ND�
QL�H�Hã�]L as well as ND�QL�H�Hã�ãD�DQ�]L.  
 Since Laroche (1961: 27) this verb is generally connected with the PIE root 
*�QHK « �,�which has yielded verbs that denote ‘to know’  in the other IE languages 
(e.g. Skt. M QaWL, Gr. , etc.). The �V� apparently is some extension that 
can be compared to e.g. the �V� in WDP ãã�¬   � WDPH�Lãã� ‘to (op)press’  (*GHPK ª � + 
�V�), SD§ã�   ‘to protect’  (SHK ª � + �V�), S ã�   � SDã� ‘to swallow’  (*SHK « � + �V�), etc. 
Although widely accepted, this etymology presents a problem: we would not 
expect that a sequence *-HK « � would yield Hitt. �H�. Different solutions to this 
problem have been given (e.g. the reconstruction of an ablauting root *�QRK © � 
besides *�QHK © �,� cf. Melchert 1984a: 115), but the solution as presented by 
Jasanoff in his 1988-article has gained the most approval. There he compares 
Hitt. NDQH�Lãã� with TochA NxDVl�W ‘du kennst dich aus’  and states that both forms 
must reflect *�Q K « �V�,� in his view a ‘Narten’ -inflected V�present. The fact that 
this formation is found in two branches to his mind means that it must be archaic. 
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Moreover, this etymology is seen by Jasanoff as a “ major piece of evidence for 
the correctness of Eichner’ s non-coloration rule”  (1988: 236).  
 The Tocharian side of this theory has become problematic, however, since 
Hackstein (1993: 151f.) has shown that TochA NxDVl�W is to be taken as a 
preterite III of the present stem NQ QD� and that it shows a completely regular 
morphological palatalization and V�suffix. The form therefore likely is of inner-
Tocharian origin and does note have to be archaic.  
 In my view, the same can be said of the Hittite verb, as I have shown in 
Kloekhorst fthc.f. The verb is spelled �QH�Hã�,� �QL�Hã� and �QL�Lã�,�which in my 
view prototypically points to the phoneme /}/. Since there is no difference in 
spelling between the singular and the plural, we are dealing with a synchronic 
non-ablauting paradigm /kn}Stsi / kn}Santsi/. Because PL-verbs in principle show 
ablaut, it is likely that in this verb one of the ablaut-stems has been generalized 
thoughout the paradigm (note that this is silently assumed by Jasanoff as well: his 
reconstructed paradigm *�Q²K « �V�WL, *�QpK « �V�QWL should regularly have given 
*NQ ã]L, *NQ ãDQ]L (if one believes in Eichner’ s non-colouration rule), which 
means that he must assume generalization of the stem of the singular). As I have 
elaborately argued in l.c., the 3pl.pres.act.-form JDQH�LããDQ]L /kn}Santsi/ is the 
regular outcome of *�QK « �V�pQWL (just as WDPH�LããDQ]L /tm}Santsi/ < *GPK ª VpQWL and 
JDOLããDQ]L /kl}Santsi/ < *�OK © VpQWL). Since in PL-verbs the zero grade in the 3pl.-
form corresponds to H-grade in the 3sg.-form, I assume that the original 
3sg.pres.act.-form was *�QpK « �V�WL, which regularly should have yielded **NQ ã]L. 
Just as the original paradigm /tmastsi / tm}Sántsi/ is altered in NH times to /tm}Stsi 
/ tm}Sántsi/, I believe that the original paradigm /*knaStsi / kn}Sántsi/ is altered to 
attested /kn}Stsi / kn}Sántsi/, spelled NDQH�Lã]L, NDQH�LããDQ]L.  
 
N QLQW� (gender unclear) ‘thirst’ : nom.sg. ND�QL� [-...] (KUB 3.103 obv. 6 (NS)), 
dat.-loc.sg. ND�D�QL�LQ�WL (KUB 14.16 iii 15 (NH), KUB 19.37 iii 54 (NH)), ND�QL�
LQ�WL (KUB 14.15 iii 45, 46 (NH), KUB 33.121 ii 16 (NS)). 
 Derivatives: NDQLUXÓDQW�,�NDQLULÓDQW�,�JDQLQDQW� (adj.) ‘thirsty’  (nom.sg.c. ND�
QL�UX�ÑD�DQ�]D (KBo 10.45 iv 11 (MH/NS)) // ND�QL�Hã�ãX�ÑD�DQ�]L (KUB 41.8 iv 
10 (MH/NS)), nom.-acc.sg.n. ND�QL�UL�ÑD�DQ (KUB 31.19 rev. 8 (NS)), dat.-loc.sg. 
[N]D�QL�UL�ÑD�DQ�W[L] (KUB 35.157, 3 (NS)), NDQLUÑDQWL (616/p r.col. 10 (NS) 
(Puhvel HED 4: 47)), nom.pl.c. JD�QL�QD�DQ�WH�Hã (KUB 1.13 iii 25, iv 25 
(MH/NS)), dat.-loc.pl. ND�QL�UL�ÑD�DQ�GD�Dã (VSNF 12.100 iii 8 (NS)), [ND�]QL�UL!�
ÑD�DQ�GD�Dã (ibid. 3 (NS)); broken ND�QH�UL�ÑD�D[Q�...] (KBo 44.65, 13 (NS))). 
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See Puhvel HED 4: 47f. for attestations. It is difficult to judge the formal 
connection between NDQLQW� ‘thirst’  and the adjective ‘thirsty’  that appears as 
NDQLUXÑDQW�,�NDQLULÑDQW� and JDQLQDQW� (note that the one attestation ND�QL�Hã�ãX�
ÑD�DQ�W� hardly can be anything else than a scribal error, cf. Rieken 1999a: 
151709). Puhvel (l.c.) assumes that NDQLQW� is a W�stem and that the root NDQHQ� is 
the basis of JDQLQDQW� and NDQLUÑDQW�,�which in his opinion displays an �U� that is 
the result of dissimilation. Rieken (1999a: 151-152) commends on this 
interpretation that an original W�stem formation *NDQHQ�W� should have yielded 
Hitt. **NDQDQW�. She therefore rather assumes that the �W� of NDQLQW� is of a 
secondary origin: according to Rieken the �W� is added to an original noun *NDQHQ� 
due to influence of N ãW� ‘hunger’ , which would certainly fit the fact that N ãW� and 
NDQLQW� ‘hunger and thirst’  often occur as a pair. Rieken further states that the 
adjectives JDQHQDQW� and NDQLUÑDQW� must be compared to Hã§DQDQW� besides 
Lã§DUÑDQW� (see Weitenberg 1971-72: 172) and that these reflect an �U�Q�stem 
*NDQHU� � *JDQHQ�. She further compares JDQLQDQW� to JDQHQDQW� ‘bowing’  (see at 
NDQHQ�L¨H�D��¬  ) and states that the meanings ‘thirsty’  and ‘to bow’  “ sich durch 
eine Bedeutungsspezialisierung von ‘sich beugen’  zu ‘sich durstig zum Trinken 
niederbeugen’  semantisch plausible miteinander vereinbaren [lassen]”  and that 
the words for ‘thirst’  and ‘thirsty’  therefore etymologically belong to the same 
root as *�HQ�X� ‘knee’  (see at NDQHQ�L¨H�D��¬   for the etymological connection with 
*�HQ�X�). I must admit that I do not find this connection very plausible, however.  
 Puhvel analyses *NDQHQ� as /knen-/ on the basis of the incorrect observation that 
the spelling ND�D�QL�LQ�W� is hapax. He implausibly reconstructs this /knen-/ as 
“ *NQ �Q�” , belonging to the root “ *NHQ��( © ��”  from which he also derives *NHQN� 
as attested in Goth. KXKUXV ‘hunger’ , Lith. NHxNUDV ‘lean’  and Gr.  
‘parched’ .  
 Although both Rieken’ s and Puhvel’ s etymological treatment are unconvincing, 
I am not able to provide an alternative.  
 
N QN� ¨ ���NDQN��(IIa2 > IIa1 , Ic1) ‘to hang (trans.); to weigh’ : 1sg.pres.act. JD�D�
DQ�JD�D§�§p (OS), JD�D�DQ�JD�D§�§L (OS), JD�DQ�JD�D§�§L, NiQ�JD�D§�§L, 
3sg.pres.act. ND�D�DQ�NL (OS), ND�DQ�NL, JD�DQ�NL (often), JD�DQ�JD�L (KUB 7.60 ii 
6 (NS)), 3pl.pres.act. ND�DQ�NiQ�]L (OS), JD�DQ�NiQ�]L, NiQ�NiQ�]L, 1sg.pret.act. 
JD�DQ�NL�¨D�QX�XQ (KBo 14.103 iv 23 (NS)), 3pl.pret.act. JD�DQ�NH�HU, 
2pl.imp.act. JD�DQ�JD�DW�WpQ, 3pl.imp.act. NiQ�NiQ�GX; 3sg.pres.midd. NiQ�JD�DW�
WD!�UL, 2sg.imp.midd. NiQ�JD�D§�§X�XW; part. JD�DQ�JD�DQ�W� (OS), JD�DQ�NiQ�W�,�
NiQ�JD�DQ�W�,� NiQ�NiQ�W�; verb.noun NiQ�NX�ÑD�DU, JD�DQ�NX�X�ÑD�DU; impf. NiQ�
NL�Hã�NH�D�. 
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 Derivatives: NDQJDQX�§ ¨  (Ib2) ‘to have (something) weighed’  (1sg.pres.act. NiQ�
JD�QX�PL, 3sg.pres.act. NiQ�JD�QX�X][-]L]; impf. [Ni]Q�JD�QX�Xã�NH�D�), JDQJDOD� 
(c.) ‘hanger, curtain (vel sim.)’  (nom.pl. JD�DQ�JD�OLã), JDQJDOD� (c.) ‘scale (??)’  
(nom.sg. JD�DQ�JD�OD�Dã), NDQJDOL� (n.) ‘hanging, suspension’  (gen.sg. NiQ�JD�OL�
¨D�Dã), » ¼+½

¯�¾
NDQJXU (n.) ‘(hanging?) vessel’  (nom.-acc.sg. ND�DQ�JXU, JD�DQ�JXU, 

abl. ND�DQ�JXU�D]). 
 IE cognates: Goth. KDKDQ ‘to hang’ , Skt. i�NDWH ‘to waver, to hesitate’ , Lat. 
FXQFWRU. 
  PIE *�yQN�HL � *�QN�pQWL 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 48f. for attestations. The oldest forms clearly show an ablaut 
N QN� vs. NDQN�. In NH texts we occasionally find inflections according to the 
productive WDUQ�D��class (3gs.pres.act. JDQJDL) and �¨H�D�class (JDQNL¨DQXQ). The 
form JD�D�DQ�JD�D§�§L must be phonologically interpreted as /kankHi/ and shows 
retention of �Q� in front of two consonants. This seems to contradict the 
distribution in e.g. OL�Q�N�¬   ‘to swear’ , where we find OLN�& vs. OLQN�9. Perhaps the 
difference in treatment of �Q� depends on the fact that in J QJD§§L we are dealing 
with a preceding *R, whereas in OL�Q�N� we have *H (compare e.g. Lycian where 
the absence of a sign **4 besides L (vs.  and m besides H and D) shows that the 
nasalization of the high vowel L was lost whereas it was retained on the low 
vowels H and D).  
 This verb is always used transitively, ‘to hang (something/one)’ , and can also 
denote ‘to weigh’ . The causative in �QX� therefore means ‘to have something 
weighed’ . Already since Sturtevant (1931b: 172), N QN�   � NDQN� has been 
connected with Goth. KDKDQ ‘to hang (trans.)’ , which has been generally accepted 
since. A further connection with Skt. i�NDWH ‘to hesitate’  shows that we have to 
reconstruct a root *�HQN�. Nevertheless, the morphological interpretation of this 
verbs is in debate.  
 Hittite N QN� � NDQN� points to *�RQN� � *�QN� and is transitive. In Germanic, the 
basic formation is reflected by Goth. KDKDQ ‘to hang (trans.)’  and OHG K KDQ ‘to 
hang (trans.)’  that go back to *�yQN�. From this verb a secondary stative *�RQN�
pK © � is visible in OHG KDQJ Q ‘to hang (intr.)’ , whereas a secondary ‘causative’  
that virtually goes back *�RQN�¨p� is visible in OHG KHQJHQ ‘to hang (trans.)’  
(note that the meaning is identical to K KDQ). In Sanskrit, we are dealing with a 
thematic middle i�NDWH < *�p�yQN�H�WR ‘to hesitate’  < *‘to hang (intr.)’ , which 
might be equated with Lat. FXQFWRU < *�RQN�WR ‘to hesitate’  < *‘to hang (intr.)’ . 
Although I do not know how to explain the Germanic R-grade, this system 
appears to reflect a siuation in which an intransitive middle formation *�HQN�WR 
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‘to hang (intr.)’  is primary, whereas the transitive Hittite §L-inflected verb reflects 
the causative *�RQN�HLH� (compare O NL ‘to make lie down’  < *OR� · �HLH�,� the 
causative to *OH� · �WR ‘to lie down’ ).  
 Note that Jasanoff (1979: 87) adduces this verb to the group of verbs that in his 
view reflect R�H�ablaut, assuming *�yQN� vs. *�pQN�,�but Melchert (1994a: 139) 
points out that *�pQN� should have yielded Hitt. **NLQN�.  
 » ½i¿W½ ¾ JDQX�: see (UZU)JHQX� � JDQX�  
 » ÀÂÁ ±4¾ NDSDUW����NDSLUW� (c.) a rodent (Sum. PÍŠ): nom.sg. ND�SiU�]D, acc.sg. JD�SiU�
WD�DQ, JD�St�LU�WD�DQ, gen.sg. JD�St�LU�WD�Dã, ND�St�LU�WD�Dã. 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 58f. for attestations. The alteration between �SDU� and �SLU� is 
difficult to explain and has even led scholars to propose that the sign BAR = SiU 
perhaps should be read SLUÃ  as well (Laroche 1968a: 782). Other have attempted 
to explain the alteration linguistically. For instance, Neumann (1985) analysed the 
word as a compound of NDSSL� ‘small’  and *DUW� ‘to gnaw’  < *UHK © G�,� URK © G�,�
*�K © G�. The idea is then that NDSDUW� reflects NDSSL� + DUG� whereas NDSLUW� goes 
back to NDSSL� + *�G. The consistent single spelling of �S� in NDSDUW� � NDSLUW� is 
not favourable to this etymology, however.  
 Kimball (1994a: 85) proposes to interpret �SLUW� / -SDUW� as an alternance 
between *E · U�W� and E · ��W�. Oettinger (1995: 44-6) elaborates this idea and 
derives NDSDUW� � NDSLUW� from *NRP�E · ²U�W� � *NRP�E · U�W� ‘one who carries 
together, hoarder, packrat’ . He explains the development of *NRP� to ND� as 
“ Proklise < *NRP� “ , comparing it to Germanic *JD� < *NRP� . This proclisis 
should then explain the difference in outcome between NDSDUW� � NDSLUW� < *NRP�
E · ²U�W� and NDSSL����NDSSDL� ‘small’  < *NPE ¸ · ¹ ��H�L� (q.v.).  
 This etymology has found wide acceptence. E.g. Rieken (1999a: 88) states that 
because verbal compounds derived in �W� in the other IE languages always show a 
zero-grade stem (e.g. Skt. GHYD�VW~�W� ‘praising the gods’ , Gr.  ‘not 
knowing’  < *Ê��QK « �W�), the type displayed in NDSLUW� / NDSDUW� < *NRP�E · ²U�W� � 
*NRP�E · ��W� must show a very archaic ablaut pattern. Melchert DSXG Oettinger 
(1995: 45) even adduces a Lydian cognate, namely NDEUGRNLG ‘steals’  < *NDEUG�
ÑD�ND�,� which then would show that ‘mouse’  developed into ‘thief’ , a 
development comparable to Gr.  ‘thief’  < *E · U.  
 We know that many Hittite animal names are from a non-IE origin. It is in my 
view therefore too dangerous to assume that only the word for a rodent would 
display a flection type that is so archaic that it is unattested elsewhere, or a 
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phonetic development (“ proclisis”  of *NRP� > ND�) that is not assuredly attested in 
other words. All in all, I am very sceptical regarding this etymology.  
 
NDSSL�� ��NDSSDL� (adj.) ‘small, little’  (Sum. TUR): nom.sg.c. NDS�St�Lã, acc.sg.c. 
NDS�St�LQ, nom.-acc.sg.n. NDS�St (OS), acc.pl.c. NDS�SD�Xã (KUB 12.63 obv. 31 
(OH/MS)), NDS�St�~�Xã (KBo 34.47 ii 8 (MH/MS)). 
 Derivatives: NDSSDH�§ ¨  (Ic2) ‘to diminish, to reduce’  (part. NDS�SD�D�DQ�W�,�NDS�
SD�DQ�W�). 
 Anat. cognates: Lyd.  (gloss) ‘grandchild’ . 
 IE cognates: Av. NDPQD� ‘small’ , NDPELãWD� ‘least’ , OP NDPQD� ‘small’ . 
  PIE *NPE ¸ · ¹ ��H�L� 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 61f. for attestations. Szemerényi (1966: 207) proposed to 
connect NDSSL� � NDSSDL� with Av. NDPQD� ‘small’ , which in view of its 
superlative NDPELãWD� ‘least’  must reflect *N�E�QD�. This would then mean that 
Hitt. NDSSL� � NDSSDL� reflects *NPE ¸ · ¹ ��H�L� (with *NPE ¸ · ¹ � > NDSS� comparable to 
*NPW� > NDWW�). Note that a reconstruction *NRPE ¸ · ¹ ��H�L� is impossible in view of 
GDPSX� ‘blunt’  < *WRPS�X�. Puhvel (l.c.) states that Hitt. �SS� points to *S and that 
therefore Szemerényi’ s proposal cannot be correct. A fortition of *-PE� to Hitt. 
�SS� is well understandable, however, and fits e.g. *-PV� > Hitt. �ãã� (cf. Melchert 
1994a: 162). According to Neumann (1961: 61), words like , , 

,  (gen.),  (gen.) ‘grandchild’ , which are attested in Greek 
inscriptions from Anatolia, are derived from PAnat. *NRPE��H�L�.  
 
NDSSLODH�§ ¨  (Ic2) ‘to pick a fight (vel sim.)’ : 3pl.pret.act. NDS�St�OD�D�HU (NS). 
 Derivatives: NDSSLOD©©� ¨  (IIb) ‘to get in a fight’  (3pl.pret.act. NDS�St�OD�D§�§H�HU 
(NH)), NDSSLODOOL� (adj.) ‘prone to fight, aggressive’  (nom.sg. NDS�St�OD�DO�OL�Lã, 
NDS�St�OD�DO�OLã (NH)). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. NDSSLOD]]D� ‘to become hostile’  (3sg.pret.act. NDS�St�OD�
D]�]D�DW�WD); HLuw. NDSLODOD�L� (c.) ‘enemy(?)’  (acc.sg. “ #314”ND�SL�OD�OL�QD (TELL 
AHMAR 1 §24), “ *314”N[D]-SL�OD�OL�L�QD (TELL AHMAR 1 §26)). 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 63f. for attestations. The etymological interpretation of this 
word is difficult. For instance, Puhvel (l.c.) connects it with Gr.  ‘to bend’ , 
Lat. FDPSXV ‘field’  (from *‘bending (valley) between mountains’ ), arguing that 
the Hittite semantics must be compared to the development of Lat. FDPSXV ‘field’  
to ModHG .DPSI ‘war, battle’ . This is rather improbable, however, since the 
semantic development of *‘bending’  > ‘field’  > ‘war’  is very specific and only 
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accounts for the word FDPSXV: I would not dare to state that in general words that 
mean ‘to bend’  and ‘to pick a fight’  should be connected. Eichner (1979a: 61) 
rather connects Skt. DS� ‘to scold, to curse’  < *�HS�,�but this should have yielded 
Luw. **]DSS�. All in all, none of the proposed etymologies are convincing.  
 
NDSSXÓH�D�§ ¨  (Ic4 > Ic2) ‘to count, to calculate; (+ SSD�Q�) to take into account, 
to value’ : 2sg.pres.act. NDS�SX�X�ÑD�ãL (OH/NS), ND�SX�X�H�ãL (OH/NS), 
3sg.pres.act. NDS�SX�X�H]�]L (MH/MS), NDS�SX�X�H�H]�]L (MH/NS), [ND]S�SX�X�L�
H]�][L] (KBo 54.42 r.col. 9 (NS)), NDS�SX�X�ÑD�L]�]L (OH/NS), 2pl.pres.act. NDS�
SX�X�ÑD�DW�WH�QL (NS), 3pl.pres.act. NDS�SX�X�HQ�]L (OS), NDS�SX�X�DQ�]L (OH/?), 
NDS�SX�X�ÑD�DQ�]L, NDS�SX�ÑD�DQ�]L, NDS�SX�X�ÑD�D�DQ�]L (NS), 1sg.pret.act. NDS�
SX�X�ÑD�QX�XQ, 2sg.pret.act. NDS�SX�X�HW, 3sg.pret.act. NDS�SX�X�H�HW (OH/MS), 
NDS�SX�X�HW (OH/MS), NDS�SX�X�ÑD�LW (NH), NDS�SX�ÑD�LW (OH/NS), 1pl.pret.act. 
NDS�SX�X�ÑD�X�HQ, NDS�SX�ÑD�X�HQ, 2pl.pret.act. NDS�SX�ÑD�DW�WpQ (OH/NS), 
3pl.pres.act. NDS�SX�X�H�HU (OH/NS), NDS�SX�X�ÑD�D�HU (undat.), 2sg.imp.act. NDS�
SX�X�L (OH/NS), NDS�SX�ÑD�L (OH/NS), NDS�SX�X�ÑD�L (MH/NS), 3sg.imp.act. 
NDS�SX�X�HG�GX (MH/NS), NDS�SX�X�ÑD�LG�GX (MH/NS), 2pl.imp.act. NDS�SX�ÑD�
DW�WH�HQ (MH/NS), NDS�SX�X�ÑD�DW�WL�HQ (MH/NS), 3pl.imp.act. NDS�SX�X�ÑD�DQ�
GX (MH/MS); part. NDS�SX�ÑD�DQ�W�,� NDS�SX�X�DQ�W�,� NDS�SX�X�ÑD�DQ�W�; 
verb.noun. NDS�SX�ÑD�X�ÑD�DU, NDS�SX�X�ÑD�X�ÑD�DU, NDS�SX�X�ÑD�X�DU; impf. 
NDS�SX�Xã�NH�D� (MH/MS), NDS�SX�X�Xã�NH�D� (MH/MS), NDS�SX�Lã�NH�D� 
(MH/NS), NDS�SX�X�H�Hã�NH�D� (NS). 
 Derivatives: NDSSXHããDU� �� NDSSXHãQ� (n.) ‘counting, calculation’  (Sum. ŠID�
HãQ�; dat.-loc.sg. NDS�SX�Hã�QL (NS), abl. NDS�SX�X�H�Hã�QD�D] (MH/NS)). 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 66f. for attestations. The oldest attestations of this verb 
clearly show that the �XÑH�D�inflection is original. In NS texts, we also find forms 
that show a stem NDSSXÑDH�¬  , according to the very productive §DWUDH�class. 
Verbs in �XÑH�D� reflect *-X�¨H�R� and usually are denominative (§XHãXÑH�D�¬   from 
§XHãX�, ãDUXÑH�D�¬   from ã UX��etc.). We would therefore at first sight assume that 
NDSSXÑH�D� is derived from a further unattested noun *NDSSX�. Pisani (1953: 307-
8) analysed NDSSXÑH�D� as *NDWW�D� + SXÑH�D�,� which he connected with Lat. 
SXW UH ‘to cut, to carve’ �� ýRS� ������� �04; 1966-8: 61) adapted this view and 
assumed *NRP+SXÑH�D�,�which then would be comparable to Lat. FRPSXW UH ‘to 
count’ . Although seemingly attractive, the absence of other examples in Hittite of 
such preverbs (see at (PÍŠ)NDSDUW� � NDSLUW� for the unlikeliness of its usual 
interpretation *NRP�E · U�W�), makes me quite sceptical towards this interpretation.  
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NDUDLWW�� �� NDUHWW� (c.) ‘flood, inundation’ : nom.sg. ND�UD�L�L] (OS), JL�UH�H�H]�]D 
(OH/NS), ND�UH�H] (MH/NS), dat.-loc.sg. ND�UD�LW�WL (OS), nom.pl. JD�UH�HW�WH�Hã 
(OH/NS), ND�UH�HW�WL�Lã (OH/NS), JD�UH�HW�WL�Lã (NS), ND�UH�HW�WL�¨D�Dã (NS), 
acc.pl. ND�UH�HG�GX�Xã (MH/NS), dat.-loc.pl. ND�UH�HW�WD�Dã (OH/NS). 
 IE cognates: Skt. MUi\DV� ‘expance, space, flat surface’ , YAv. ]UDLLDK� ‘sea’ . 
  PIE *�UyL�W�V, *�UyL�W�P, *�UpL�W�V. 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 85f. for attestations. The interpretation of this word is 
difficult, also because of its different spellings. The oldest attestations, nom.sg. 
ND�UD�L�L] (OS) and dat.-loc.sg. ND�UD�LW�WL (OS) point to a stem /krait-/. In NS 
texts, we mostly encounter the spellings N�JD�RI�IT� and N�JD�RI�IZ, which could 
in principle be read ND�UL�LW� and ND�UL�L] as well as ND�UH�HW� and ND�UH�H]. On the 
basis of the hapax spelling JL�RI�H�IZ�]D, which unambiguously points to JL�UH�H�
H]�]D, one could argue that all other forms must be read with the vowel �H� as 
well: ND�UH�HW� and ND�UH�H]. On the other hand, it occurs more often that in NS 
texts occasionally an H-spelling turns up of an otherwise consistent �L� (although 
most of these cases can be explained by the lowering of OH /i/ to NH /e/ before 
�§�, �ã�, �P� and �Q� (cf. § 1.4.8.1.d), but this does not occur before �W�), on the 
basis of which one could argue that the spelling JL�UH�H�H]�]D has to be 
disregarded for etymological reasoning. All in all, we are dealing with a noun that 
shows an ablaut /krait-/ besides /kret-/ or /krit-/.  
 Puhvel (l.c.) argues that the spellings with �DL� are “ hypercorrect on the basis of 
*DL > H”  and assumes that the stem is /kret-/, which he compares to Skt. KUDGi� 
‘lake, pool’ , KU GLQ� ‘watery’ . Apart from the fact that Skt. �G� does not regularly 
correspond to Hitt. �WW�,�the spellings with �DL� cannot be ignored: as I have shown 
in detail under the lemma §DL�Q�N� Ä Ä Å ¸ Æ  ¹ , there are no examples in Hittite of an 
‘hypercorrect’  or ‘reverse’  spelling of etymological *-H� as �DL�.  
 ýRS� �����D�� ����� DQG� 6FKLQGOHU� ������� ���� FRQQHFW� NDUDLWW� to Skt. MUi\DV� 
‘expance, space, flat surface’ , YAv. ]UDLLDK� ‘sea’  and reconstruct *�UR¨�W�. 
Rieken (1999a: 134-5) follows this connection and states that “ [die] Lautungen 
[JUD¨W�,� JUHW�,� JULW�] ... lassen sich unter der Annahme eines paradigmatischen 
Ablauts *- ¨� � *-R¨� � *-L� auf eine W-Ableitung ... *�U ¨�W� � *�UR¨�W� � *�UL�W� 
zurückführen” . This is not fully correct: the diphthong *-RL� does not 
monopthongize to �H� in front of *W (compare e.g. GDLWWL < *G · K © �yL�WK ª H�L), and 
*�URL�W� therefore would not yield Hitt. /kret-/. If the stem /kret-/ is linguistically 
real, it can only reflect *�UHL�W�.  
 All in all, we are dealing with the following situation. If the one spelling with 
plene �H� must be taken as a proof that the spellings ND�RI�IT- and ND�RI-IZ have 
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to be interpreted as ND�UH�HW� and ND�UH�H], then we are dealing with an ablauting 
stem /krait- / kret-/ that must reflect a static paradigm *�UyL�W�V, *�UyL�W�P, *�UpL�
W�V (cf. at QHNX] for a similar static W�stem *QyJ º · �W�V, *QyJ º · �W�P, *QpJ º · �W�V 
‘night’ ). If we disregard the spelling with plene �H� and read ND�RI�IT- and ND�RI-
IZ as ND�UL�LW� and ND�UL�L], we are dealing with an ablauting stem /krait- / krit-/ 
that must reflect a hysterodynamic paradigm *�UyL�W�V, *�UyL�W�P (or *�UL�yW�P?), 
*�UL�W�yV. Since I would be inclined to think that the first situation is more likely, 
I have cited all forms in the overview above with the vowel �H�. See at e.g. ãLÑDWW� 
for the outcome of a hysterodynamic W-stem.  
 The root *�UHL� is verbally attested in Skt. MUD\� ‘to expand’ , which means that 
NDUDLWW� as well as Skt. MUD\DV� and Av. ]UDLLDK� originally meant ‘fast surface, 
large body (of water)’ .  
 
NDU S� ¨ � ��NDUH�LS� (IIa3) ‘to devour, to consume’ : 3sg.pres.act. ND�UD�D�St (OS), 
JD�UD�St, ND�D�UD�St (KBo 36.48 + KUB 29.11 ii 10 (OH/NS) // KUB 8.6 obv. 10 
(OH/NS)), 3pl.pres.act. JL�UL�SD�DQ�]L (OH/NS), ND�UL�SD�DQ�]L (NS), ND�UL�LS�SD�
DQ�]L (ABoT 44 i 55 (OH/NS)), ND�UD�SD�DQ�]L (OH/NS), 3sg.pret.act. JD½½�UL¾¾�
UD�SD�Dã (KBo 9.114, 13 (OH/MS)), ND�UL�SD�Dã (NS), ND�UL�LS�WD (NS), 
3pl.pret.act. ND�UH�H�Sp�HU (MH/MS), 2pl.imp.act. ND�UL�LS�WpQ (OH/NS), 
3pl.imp.act. ND�UL�SD�DQ�GX (MH/NS), ND�UL�LS�SD�DQ�GX (ABoT 44 i 54 
(OH/NS)); part. ND�UL�SD�DQ�W�; inf.I ND�UL�SX�ÑD�DQ�]L, ND�UL�SD�X�ÑD�DQ�]L (NS); 
sup. ND�UL�SX�X�ÑD�DQ; impf. ND�UL�SD�Dã�NH�D�,�JD�UL�St�Lã�NH�D�. 
 IE cognates: Skt. JUDEK  � ‘to seize’ , OCS JUDELWL ‘to rob’ , SCr. JU�ELWL ‘to seize’ , 
Lith. JUyEWL ‘to rob’ , Latv. JUHEW ‘to seize’ , ON JUiSD ‘to seize’ . 
  PIE *J · UyEK © �HL, *J · UEK © �pQWL 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 72f. for attestations. The verb denotes ‘to devour, to 
consume’ : Puhvel (o.c.: 73) rightly remarks that it differs from HG�¬   � DG� ‘to eat’  
in the sense that the latter verb is used for the normal eating of humans, whereas 
NDU S�   � NDUH�LS� “ has as natural subjects wolf, dog, horse, ruinous insect(s) or 
demonic deity, with the extended figurative meaning ‘consume recklessly’ ” . 
Almost all forms of this verb are spelled with single �S�. The only two attestations 
that show a geminate spelling �SS� are found in one context, namely ABoT 44 i 
54-55, and therefore do not have much weight. Puhvel’ s statement (l.c.) that the 
occasional spelling �SS� points to etymological *S consequently is incorrect. The 
form ND�UL�LS�St�DQ�]L (KBo 15.10 ii 57) cited in Oettinger (1979a: 53) is 
unreliable: the hand copy of the text only reveals a form [ ... ]x-UL�LS�St�DQ�]L, of 
which no clear indication exists that it should mean ‘to devour’ . The oldest forms, 
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ND�UD�D�St (OS) and ND�UH�H�Sp�HU (MH/MS) point to an ablaut NDU S� � NDUHS�. It 
must be noted, however, that the plene spelling of �H� is absent in all other forms, 
so that I have chosen to cite the verb as NDU S�   � NDUH�LS� in this lemma. 
Occasionally we find plene spelling of the first D, e.g. in ND�D�UD�St. It has been 
claimed that this shows that this vowel was phonetically real, but in my view this 
form could be regarded as a corrupt spelling for ND�UD!�D!�St. Nevertheless, such a 
solution is more difficult in JD�D�UL�St�Lã[-...] (KUB 4.47 obv. 6), if this form 
really should be regarded as a broken spelling of the imperfective of this verb. 
The one attestation JL�UL�SD�DQ�]L (KUB 43.75, 17) by contrast indicates that the 
first written vowel must be empty: in this form the empty vowel was copied after 
the following real vowel �L�,�implying a phonological /krV-/.  
 In Sturtevant & Hahn (1951: 31), NDU S� � NDUH�LS� is connected with Skt. 
JUDEK� ‘to seize’ , etc., but this has caused some debate. E.g. Oettinger (1979a: 
42157) states that “ man [wird] aus semant. Gründen die heth. Entsprechung von 
*J · UHE · � ‘ergreifen’  eher in NDUS¨H� Ç   (*J · �E · �¨H�) ‘heben’  als in JDU S��JDU S� 
‘verschlingen’  suchen” . Nevertheless, the verb NDUSS�L¨H�D��¬   formally can hardly 
derive from *J · UHE ¸ · ¹ �,� which still leaves Sturtevant’ s suggestion open as a 
possibility. Moreover, Oettinger’ s own etymology, namely connecting NDU S� � 
NDUH�LS� with Skt. MUDPEK� ‘to yawn’  is semantically rather weak. Puhvel (l.c.) 
also objects against Sturtevant’ s etymology on semantic grounds and suggests 
himself the rather impossible reconstruction *J º U� S�E · �,�connecting Gr.  
‘to eat’  and Skt. JLUiWL ‘to devour’ .  
 In my view, the connection between NDU S� � NDUH�LS� ‘to devour’  and Skt. 
JUDEK  � ‘to seize’ , Lith. JU EWL ‘to rob’ , OCS JUDELWL ‘to rob’ , ON JUiSD ‘to seize’  
is semantically possible if we assume that the original meaning of this root was 
‘to seize’  (note that the Lith. and OCS meaning ‘to rob’  is an innovation as can be 
seen by Latv. JUHEW ‘to seize’ ). The exact reconstruction of this root has caused 
some debate. On the basis of Skt. J�EKQaWL it is clear that the structure of the root 
must be *J ¸ · ¹ UHE ¸ · ¹ +�. Because of Winter’ s Law in Balto-Slavic (cf.. Kortlandt 
1988: 393), the labial consonant must have been *-E�. This means that in Sanskrit, 
the laryngeal has caused aspiration of the preceding *E. According to LIV2, this 
indicates that we are dealing with *K ª , since it apparently is assumed that only *K ª  
caused aspiration in Sanskrit. Nevertheless, the comparison between the Sanskrit 
primary 2pl.-ending �WKi and the corresponding Greek ending -  < *-WK © H shows 
that *K ©  caused aspiration in Sanskrit as well. The root-final laryngeal therefore 
could be *K ©  as well as *K ª . According to PIE root constraints it is impossible to 
have two glottalized stops in one root, which means that the initial consonant 
must have been *J · �. This *J ·  lost its aspiration in Sanskrit due to Grassmann’ s 
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Law. All in all, we have to reconstruct the root ‘to grab’  on outer-Anatolian 
grounds as *J · UHEK © È ª �. The fact that Hitt. NDU S��NDUH�LS� does not inflect 
according to the WDUQ�D��class, in my view rules out the possibility of a root-final 
*K ª , however. As I have shown under the lemma of PDOOD�   � PDOO� ‘to mill’ , verbs 
of the structure *&H&K ª[È « � end up in the WDUQ�D��class because of 3sg.pres.act. 
*&R&K ª[È « �HL > &D&DL. This means that NDU SL can only be reconstructed as 
*J · UyEK © �HL.  
 The verb NDU S�   � NDUH�LS� is one of the few §L-verbs that show a synchronic 
ablaut � ���H�L� (also Dã ã�   � DãH�Lã�,�§DPDQN�   � §DPH�LQN� and ãDU S� � ãDULS�: note 
that ã NN�   � ãDNN� (often cited as ã NN� � ãHNN�) does not belong to this group 
originally). This type is difficult to explain. E.g. Oettinger (1979a: 114) assumes 
that the � ���H�L� ablaut is analogical to the verb “ ã NN� � ãHNN�” , in which, 
according to him, the ablaut vowel �H� is the regular outcome of a reduplication 
syllable *VH�VJ�. As I have shown under the lemma ã NN�   � ãDNN�,�Oettinger’ s 
interpretation of this verb cannot be upheld anymore, and therewith the idea that 
the � ���H�L� ablaut type analogically spread out of this verb must be abandoned as 
well.  
 In 1978, Jasanoff suggested a new approach, namely assuming that the 
synchronic Hittite � ���H�L� ablaut is the phonetic outcome of a PIE *y�p-ablaut. In 
the course of time, this theory has gained many supporters and nowadays is 
enthusiastically applied to PIE verbal theory (most strikingly in Jasanoff 2003). 
The fact that a verbal ablaut *R�H is unattested in any other Indo-European 
language is not very favourable to Jasanoff’ s theory, however. Moreover, I 
believe that the � ���H�L�ablaut has an inner-Hittite explanation.  
 As I have shown under the discussion of the verbal class IIa3 (§ 2.2.2.2.f), to 
which NDU S��NDUH�LS� belongs, I think that the H�L as found in the weak stem must 
be compared to ãDU S�   � ãDULS� ‘to sip’  and to WHUHSS�¬   � WHUH�LSS� ‘to plough’  
(from class Ia5). It is in my view significant that these are the only three verbs in 
Hittite that show a structure *&5H&�. I therefore assume that the phonetically 
expected outcomes of the ablauting pair *&5H&� � *&5&� > Hitt. &5H&� � &D5&� 
(when PL-conjugated) and *&5y&� � *&5&� > Hitt. &5 &� � &D5&� (when §L-
conjugated) were too aberrant (synchronically, it looks like Schwebe-ablaut) and 
therefore eliminated, secondarily placing the anaptyctic vowel /}/ in the zero-
grade form on the place of the vowel in the full grade form. In this way, a PL-
conjugating verb *&5p&� � *&5&� was altered to synchronic &5H&� � &5}&�,�
whereas the §L�conjugating *&5y&� � *&5&� was altered to synchronic &5 &� � 
&5}&�. In both cases, the weak stem is spelled &5H�L&�. With this scenario in 
mind, we can explain NDU S�   � NDUH�LS�� DV� SKRQRORJLFDO� �NU E- / kr}b-/, the 
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‘regular’  secondary outcome of *J · UyEK © � � *J · UEK © �. Note that in *J · UyEK © �HL, the 
*K ©  did not geminate the preceding *E.  
 
NDUDã (n.) ‘wheat, emmer-wheat’ : nom.-acc.sg. NDU�Dã (OH/NS), acc.sg.c. NDU�ãD�
DQ (1x, MH/NS), acc.pl.c. NDU�Dã�ãX�Xã (OH/MS). 
 IE cognates: Lat. KRUGHXP, OHG JHUVWD, Alb. GULWK ‘barley’ . 
  PIE *� · HUVG ·  
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 74-5 for attestations and semantics. The nom.-acc.sg.n.-form 
NDU�Dã occurs many times, whereas the commune forms acc.sg.c. NDU�ãD�DQ and 
acc.pl.c. NDU�Dã�ãX�Xã both are (semi-)hapax and therefore must be secondary. 
Nevertheless, these forms show that the spelling NDU�Dã is to be phonologically 
interpreted as /karS/. Hutter (1988: 60) first connected NDUDã with the PIE root 
*� · HUVG · � ‘barley’ , which was elaborated by Rieken (1999a: 63-65). According to 
her, *� · HUVG · � ‘barley’  is a dental extension of the verbal root *� · HUV� as found in 
Skt. KiU�DWH, K��\DWL ‘to be excited’ , Lat. KRUUH  ‘to stand up straight, to shiver’ , 
which in her view is a derivative of a root *� · HU� as visible in Gr. (Hes.)  
‘hedge-hog’ ,  < *� · RU¨RV ‘porcupine’  and Alb. GHUU < *� · U�Q� ‘pig, swine’ . 
According to Rieken (o.c.: 64) the connection to these latter forms (*� · HU� ‘pig, 
pork’ ) is supported by a passage in which Hitt. NDUDã seems to mean ‘pig’ s 
bristle’ :  

 
KUB 17.28 i  
(4) [QX NiQ] §D�DW�WH�Hã�QL DQ�GD ŠAÏ�Dã NDU�Dã  
(5) [DU�U]D�Dã ãD�DN�NDU GD�D§�§L  
(6) [NDW�WD�D]Q�GD ŠAÏ.TUR §D�DG�GD�D§�§D�UL  
 
 “ In der Opfergrube nehme ich das N. eines Schwein und den Kot des 

[Gesä]ßes. Ich schlachte das Ferkel hinab” .  
 

I do not think that this is the only possible interpretation of this text (note that 
Puhvel (l.c.) translates “ pig’ s emmer[-feed?]”  here), and I therefore would leave 
the alleged cognates that show a root *� · HU� ‘pig’  out of consideration here. 
Rieken reconstructs *� · UV or *� · HUV “ weil sowohl *-HU� als auch *-�� vor 
Konsonant heth. �DU� ergeben” . I do not fully agree with her: *� · HUV in my view 
would have yielded **NHUã. I would much rather reconstruct *� · HUVG · : this form 
would regularly yield Hitt. /karS/, with loss of wordfinal dental consonant after 
the lowering of *-H� to �D� in front of *5&&. Moreover, semantically this 
reconstruction is more appealing than Rieken’ s.  
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NDU W� (c.) ‘entrails, innards; inner being, character’  (Sum. ŠÀ): nom.sg. ND�UD�D�
D[]] (OH/MS), JD�UD�D] (OH/MS), ND�UD�D] (OH/NS), acc.sg. ND�UD�D�WD�DQ 
(OH/MS), instr. ŠÀ�LW, nom.pl. ND�UD�D�WH�Hã (OH/MS), ND�UD�D�WL�Lã (OH/NS), 
JD�UD�D�WH�Hã (OH/NS), JD�UD�D�WL�Hã (OH/NS), JD�UD�D�WL�Lã (OH/NS), ND�UD�WH�
Hã (OH/NS), JD�D�UD�D�WL�Lã (NS) acc.pl. ND�UD�D�GX�Xã (OH/NS), ND�UD�GX�Xã 
(OH/NS), JD�UD�D�WL�Xã (1x: OH/NS), nom.-acc.pl. ND�UD�D�WD (MH/MS), ND�UD�WD 
(NS), JD�UD�WD (NH). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘gut’ , Lith. åiUQRV ‘bowels’ , Lat. KDUXVSH[ ‘entrails-
examiner’ , Skt. KLUa� ‘vein’ . 
  PIE *�UK © �yG� 
   
See Puhvel HED 4: 75f. for attestations. For a long time it was thought that the 
stem NDU W� was part of the paradigm NHU � NDUG�L�� ‘heart’  (q.v.), not only because 
of the formal similarity, but also because both stems can be sumerographically 
written with the logogram ŠÀ ‘heart, inside’ . Laroche (1968b: 244f.) showed that 
we should distinguish two words, however, namely NHU � NDUG�L�� ‘heart’  and 
NDU W� ‘entrails’ . Despite some occasional confusion (compare Puhvel, for 
instance, who cites under the paradigm of NDU W� an abl. NDUWD] on the basis of the 
syntagm DQ�QD�D] NDU�WD�D] (KUB 30.11 rev. 19, KUB 30.10 rev. 20), which he 
translates as ‘from mother’ s womb, i.e. since birth’ : it is more logical to interpret 
this form as belonging with NHU � NDUW�), this division still holds.  
 Within the paradigm of NDU W�,�plene spelling of �D� is common (especially in 
the oldest texts), and the dental consonant is consistently spelled single, which 
SRLQWV�WR�D�SKRQRORJLFDO�LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ��NU G-/. Semantically, NDU W� can stand for 
the entrails themselves, but also, more metaphorically, for the inner spirit 
(especially in the pair NDU W� LãWDQ]DQ� ‘entrails (and) soul’ ). On the basis of the 
following context,  

 
KBo 22.2 obv.  
(16) QX�X ã�PD�Dã DINGIRDIDLI�Hã WD�PD�L�LQ ND�UD�D�WD�DQ GD�L�HU QX  

       AMA â8�18  

(17) [ x  x  x �X]ã? QD�DW�WD JD�QL�Hã�]L  
 
‘The gods placed a different NDU W� in/on them and (therefore) their mother does 

not recognize (them)’ ,  
 

it has been claimed that NDU W� should mean ‘Äußeres, Hülle’  (thus Rieken 1999a: 
139), but this seems unnecessary to me: compare Puhvels translation “ the gods 
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installed another character in them, and their mother does not recognize [them]”  
(o.c.: 76).  
 Already Laroche (l.c.) connected NDU W� with Gr.  ‘gut’ , Lat. KDUXVSH[ 
‘person who examines the entrails of sacrificed animals’ , Lith. åiUQRV ‘bowels’  
and Skt. KLUa ‘vein’ , which were reconstructed by Schrijver (1991: 208) as a root 
*� É �H�U+�. If Hitt. NDU W� then would show a �G�stem (compare the G-extension in 
Gr. ), we must reconstruct *� É UK Ê �yG� (note that both � É UK Ë �yG� and *� É UK Ì �
yG� would have yielded Hitt. **NDU§ W�). Since in synchronic Hittite we only find 
the stem NDU W� < *� É UK Ê �yG�,� the original paradigm cannot be determined 
(possibly *� É pUK Ê � G�V, *� É UK Ê �yG�P, *� É UK Ê �G�yV?). Note that this reconstruction 
implies that the synchronic analysis of NDU W� should be /kr" G-/.  
 » Í ° ¾ NDU ÓDU���NDUDXQ� (n.) ‘horn(s), antler(s)’  (Sum. SI): nom.-acc.sg. ND�UD�D�ÑD�
DU (KUB 31.4 + KBo 3.41 obv. 15, 16, 19 (OH/NS)), dat.-loc.sg. JD�UD�~�QL 
(KUB 43.32 iii 1 (OS), KBo 17.4 iii 9 (OS)), ND�UD�~�QL (Bo 2689 ii 11 
(OH/NS)), instr. SI

Î
I.A�DQ�GD (KUB 43.60 i 19 (OH/NS)), nom.-acc.pl. JD�UD�D�

Ñ[D�DU] (KBo 20.110, 8 (NS)), case? ND�UD�X�QD�Dã (KBo 30.129 iii 4 (OH/NS)). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. 6,�QD� ‘horn’  (abl.-instr. SI�QD�WL), ]DUÓDQL�ªD�� (adj.) 
‘of a horn’  (abl.-instr. ]D�DU�ÑD�QL�¨D�WL); HLuw. VXUDQ� ‘horn; plentifulness(?)’  
(nom.-acc.sg. “ CORNU+Ï
ÐWÑ Ò ”VX�UD�L�VD (KARATEPE 1 §6), CORNU+Ï
ÐÓÑ Ò VX�UD�L�Vi 
(KARATEPE 1 §36), nom.-acc.pl. “ CORNU”V��UD�L�QL (ASSUR letters I�J §34)). 
  PIE *�U�y�XU � *�U�y�XQ� 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 77-9 for attestations. This word belongs to the small group of 
words that end in � ÑDU � �DXQ�: Dã ÑDU � DãDXQ� ‘sheepfold’ , §DUã ÑDU � §DUãDXQ� 
‘tilled land’ , SDUW ÑDU � SDUWDXQ� ‘wing, feather’  and ãDU ÑDU � ãDUDXQ� ‘storm-
clouds(?)’ . The exact formation of these forms is not fully clear, but the nouns 
§DUã ÑDU, a derivative from the verb § Uã� Ô  ‘to till (the soil)’ , and Dã ÑDU, possibly 
a derivative of the verb Hã� Õ Ö × Ô Ø  � Dã� ‘to seat’ , clearly have to be analysed as 
*&�9�&� ÑDU, i.e. a suffix � ÑDU attached to (the zero-grade of) a root. This 
situation reminds of the abstract nouns in � WDU � � QQ� that have the structure 
*&&� WDU. For NDU ÑDU this would mean that we are dealing with a root NDU�.  
 Hilmarsson (1985) argued that NDU ÑDU must be regarded as cognate with Arm. 
HáÄHZU ‘horn’  and TochA NURU, TochB NURU \D ‘horn, crescent (of moon)’  that 
seem to reflect *J É UHK Ê Ñ�. This latter preform should have yielded Hitt. **NU ÑDU, 
however, and I therefore reject this etymology. Sommer (1941: 601) connected 
NDU ÑDU with PIE *�HU�K Ë �� ‘head, horn’  (on which see especially Nussbaum 
1986), which makes much more sense. Nevertheless, there has been no concensus 
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on the morphology of NDU ÑDU. Some scholars analyse NDUDÑ�+�DU (in which 
NDUDÑ� ~ Gr. ( )  ‘horned’ , Lat. FHUYXV ‘stag’ ), others NDUD�+�ÑDU (with 
NDUD� ~ Gr.  ‘horn’ ). Eichner (1973a: 9235) states that NDU ÑDU may reflect 
“ ein Nomen *NDU  (mit vorheth. Schwund von auslautendem �+ Ë  < *�UHK Ë  oder 
*��HK Ë  = (formal) gr.ion. )”  to which a suffix “ �ÑRU��ÑQ� mit kollektiver 
Bedeutung”  has been attached. This view has been taken over by e.g. Melchert 
(1984a: 63), Nussbaum (1986: 31-6) and Rieken (1999a: 349-50). It is 
problematic, however, that this reconstruction presupposes a suffixation of �ÑDU 
after the loss of word-final laryngeal (normally, *-HK Ë �XU would yield Hitt. 
�D§§XU, cf. *SpK Ë XU > SD§§XU ‘fire’ ) and that this reconstruction cannot account 
for CLuw. ]DUÑDQL�¨D�� ‘of a horn’ , in which no trace of *K Ë  can be found.  
 In my view, there is no need to reconstruct a basis *�HUK Ë �: as Nussbaum (1986: 
1-18) has shown, we must assume for PIE a basic stem *�HU� ‘horn’ , from which 
a ‘collective’  *�HU�K Ë � ‘horn’  has been derived that serves as a basis for many 
derivations that denote ‘horn’  and ‘head’ . So, if we assume that the suffix � ÑDU � 
�DXQ� can be compared to � WDU � � QQ� and reflects *-y�Ñ� � �y�XQ�,�we can safely 
assume that NDU ÑDU has been derived from the unextended stem *�HU�: *�U�y�Ñ�.  
 The exact interpretation of HLuw. VXUDQ� ‘horn; plentifulness(?)’  is unclear to 
me. Perhaps we are dealing with a metathesis of *�UXDQ� ~ CLuw. ]DUÑDQ�.  
 
NDUHWW�: see NDUDLWW� � NDUHWW�  
 
NDUHÓDULÓDU (adv.) ‘at daybreak, early in the morning’  
 Derivatives: ND�UH�ÑD�UL�ÑD�DU (NS), ND�D�UH�ÑD�UL�ÑD�DU (1x, NS), ND�UH�ÑD�D�
UL�ÑD�DU (NS), ND�UH�~�ÑD�UL�ÑD�DU (OH/NS), [ND�U]H�ÑD�UL�X�Ñ[D�DU] (NS), ND�UX�
ÑD�UL�ÑD�DU (MH/MS), ND�UX�~�D�UL�ÑD�DU (MH/NS), ND�UX�~�ÑD�UL�ÑD�DU 
(MH/NS), ND�UX�~�ÑD�UL�X�DU (NS), ND�UX�~�ÑD�D�UL�X�ÑD�DU (NS), ND�UX�~�ÑD�DU�
ÑD�DU (1x, OH/NS), ND�UX�~ D�UL�ÑD�DU (MH/NS), ND�UX�~ D�DU�UL�ÑD�DU 
(MH/NS). 
  PIE *� É UHK Ê Ñ�UL�Ñ� or *� É UK Ê �HÑ�UL�Ñ� 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 86f. for attestations. We basically find three forms of this 
adverb, namely ND�RI�ÑD�UL�ÑD�DU (which could be read ND�UL�ÑD� as well as ND�
UH�ÑD�: I will therefore further cite it as NDU,ÑDULÑDU), NDU ÑDULÑDU and NDU  
DULÑDU. It denotes ‘at daybreak, early in the morning’  and therefore probably is 
related to the adverb NDU  ‘early’  (q.v.). The bulk of the attestations are attested in 
NS texts only. Only once, we find a MS attestation, namely NDUXÑDULÑDU. At first 
sight this seems to indicate that NDUXÑDULÑDU is the original form. Nevertheless, 
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Puhvel (l.c.) rightly points out that it is likely that the variant NDUXÑDULÑDU is a 
reshaping on the basis of the simplex NDU  and that NDU,ÑDULÑDU therefore must be 
the original form. So we are dealing with an original NDU,ÑDULÑDU ‘at daybreak, 
early in the morning’  that under the influence of NDU  ‘early’  is reshaped to 
NDU ÑDULÑDU. Later on, this form even is reanalysed as NDU  DULÑDU ‘at an early 
rising’ , with DULÑDU, as if from DUDL� Ô  � DUL� ‘to rise’  (the regular verbal noun of 
which is DUDÑDU < *DUD¨ÑDU, however).  
 The adverb NDU,ÑDULÑDU probably has to be analysed as a verbal noun in �ÑDU of 
a further unattested verb *NDU,ÑDUL¨H�D�Ù Ô  (cf. JHQXãULÑDU, the verbal noun of 
JHQXã�ãD�UL¨H�D�Ù Ô  (see at JHQX� � JDQX�)). This *NDU,ÑDUL¨H�D�Ù Ô  then probably is a 
derivation in �DUL¨H�D�Ù Ô  of the stem *NDU,Ñ� (cf. JLPPDQWDUL¨H�D�Ù Ô  of JLPPDQW�,�
QHNXPDQGDUL¨H�D�Ù Ô  of QHNXPDQW�). It is quite tempting to equate this *NDU,Ñ� with 
NDU  ‘early’ . This means that *NDU,Ñ� must be read as *NDUHÑ�,� and that the 
diphthong *HÑ is preserved as such in word-internal position, but got 
monophthongized to NDU  in word-final position.  
 All in all, I would read ND�RI�ÑD�UL�ÑD�DU as ND�UH�ÑD�UL�ÑD�DU /kreu ULX U���
derived from *NDUHÑDUL¨H�D�Ù Ô  /kreu ULH�D-/, which itself is derived from *NDUHX� 
/kreu-/. See at NDU  for further etymology.  
 
NDULDQW� (c.) ‘grass’ : nom.sg. ND�UL�DQ�]D (KUB 17.28 ii 42). 
 Derivatives: NDULDQWDã©D� (c.) ‘grassland, lawn’  (dat.-loc.sg. ND�UL�½DQ�¾WD�Dã�§L 
(KUB 17.28 ii 36). 
  PIE *� É UK Ê ¨HQW� ? 
  
This word is hapax in the following context:  

 
KUB 17.28 ii  
(33) [P]D�D�DQ DQ�WX�X§�ãL LÚ7$3�38 â8 OD�D�OD�DQ NDU�DS�]L  
(34) QD�Dã�PD�D ã�ãL�L ã�ãD�DQ DINGIRMEŠ�Xã ~�H�UL�¨D�D]�]L  
(35) QX NL�L SÍSKUR â8 1 NINDA.GUR4.RA 1 DUG

ÏAB.ÏAB GEŠTIN  
(36) D�UD�D§�]D ND�UL�WD�Dã�§L Sp�H�GD�DQ�]L  
(37) QX NINDA.GUR4.RA GÙB�OD�D] SiU�ãL�¨D Q D�DQ GD�JD�D�DQ  
(38) GD�D�L KAŠ GEŠTIN GÙB�OD�D] BAL�DQ�WL  
(39) QX NL�Lã�ãD�DQ PH�HP�PD�L  
  
(40) NX�Lã DUMU.LÚ[.U19.L]U�]D OD�D�OD�DQ DINGIRMEŠ�QD�Dã  
(41) Sp�UD�DQ [N]DU�DS�WD NX�Lã PX�X ã�ãD�DQ DINGIRMEŠ�Xã  
(42) EGIR�DQ ~�H�UL�HW QX ND�D�Dã ND�UL�DQ�]D  
(43) PD�D§�§D�DQ §D�WD�DQ�]D D�Sp�HO�O D H�Hã�ãD�UL  
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(44) É=6Ò 4$�7$0�0$ §D�D�GX  
 
 ‘When against a man his company ‘lifts the tongue’  or invokes the gods for him, 

this is the ritual. They bring one thick-bread and one jug of wine outside on the 

NDULWDã§D�. He breaks the thick-bread to the left and places it on the ground. He 

libates beer and the wine to the left. He speaks thus: “ Whatever person has ‘lifted 

the tongue’  before the gods, whoever evoked the gods for me: just like this 

NDULDQW� is dried may of him his outer appearance and his dwelling likewise 

wither!” .’   
 

Puhvel HED 4: 80 interprets NDULDQ]D as ‘grass’ , referring to contexts where we 
find ÑHONX § GDQ ‘dried grass’ . On the basis of this interpretation of NDULDQ]D, he 
translates NDULWDã§L as ‘lawn’ . Although these semantic intepretation seems 
probable to me, I think that the connection between NDULDQW� and NDULWDã§D� would 
be much more understandable if the latter form is emended to ND�UL�½DQ�¾WD�Dã�§L.  
 Puhvel connects these words to ON JUyD ‘grow’ , Goth. JUDV ‘grass’ , Lat. 
JU PHQ ‘grass’ , etc., which all reflect a root *� É UHK Ê � (ON JUyD < *� É UHK Ê �¨H�R�,�
Goth. JUDV < *� É UK Ê �V�,�Lat. JU PHQ < *� É UK Ê �V�PHQ�, cf. Schrijver 1991: 487). 
This would mean that NDULDQW� reflects *� É UK Ê ¨HQW�. For the development of 
*&UK Ê ¨H�R� > Hitt. &DUL¨H�D�,�cf. e.g. SDUL¨DQ]L ‘they blow’  < *SUK Ê ¨HQWL.  
 
NDULªH�D� Ú Û Û Ü�Ý
Ú Þ ß Ü  (IIIg) ‘to be gracious towards’ : 1sg.pret.midd. ND�UL�¨D�D§�§D�§D�DW 
(NH); verb.noun gen.sg. ND�UL�¨D�X�ÑD�Dã (OH/NS). 
 Derivatives: NDULªDã©D� (c.) ‘graciousness, mercy’  (nom.sg. ND�UL�¨D�Dã�§D�Dã 
(NH)), N UL� WLªH�D�à ß  (Ic1) ‘to be gracious towards, to be mercyful to’  (ND�D�UL + 
WL¨H�D�Ù Ô  (NH)). 
 IE cognates: Skt. KiU\DWL ‘to desire, to covet’ , Gr.  ‘to rejoice at, to take 
pleasure in’ . 
  PIE *� É U�¨H�R� 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 80-1 for attestations. The verb and its derivatives are 
predominantly attested in NH texts. Puhvel (l.c.) connects the words to the IE root 
*� É HU� as reflected in Skt. KiU\DWL ‘to desire, to covet’ , Av. ]DUD� ‘aim, goal(?)’ , 
Gr.  ‘to rejoice at, to take pleasure in’  (< *� É ��¨H�R�),  ‘grace, favour’ , 
but also in Lat. KRULRU ‘to incite, to urge on’  (< *� É ��¨H�R�). The word N UL would 
then be similar to Gr.  ‘grace, favour’  and reflect a petrified dative-locative.  
 
NDULªH�D�à ß  (Ic1) ‘to cover (someone/thing (acc.) with something (instr.)’ : 
3sg.pres.act. ND�UL�H]�]L (NS), ND�UL�¨D�D]�]L (MH/NS), ND�UL�¨D�]L (NS), 
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3pl.pres.act. ND�UL�¨D�DQ�]L (OH/NS), 3sg.pret.act. JD�UL�H�HW (OH/MS), 
3pl.pret.act. ND�D�UL�H�HU (NS), 3pl.imp.act. ND�UL�¨D�DQ�GX (NS); 3pl.pres.midd. 
ND�UL�¨D�DQ�GD (OH/NS); part. ND�UL�¨D�DQ�W�,� JD�UL�¨D�DQ�W�; impf. ND�UL�Lã�NH�D� 
(NS), ND�D�UL�Lã�NH�D� (NH). 
 Derivatives: 

áWâ;ã NDULXOOL� (n.) ‘hood’  (nom.-acc.sg. ND�UL�XO�OL, JD�UL�XO�OL, ND�UL�
~�XO�OL). 
 IE cognates: Skt. FiUPDQ�,�Av. þDU PDQ� ‘skin, hide’ , Lat. FRULXP ‘leather’ , 
VFRUWXP ‘hide’ , FRUWH[ ‘rind, bark’ , OHG VNLUP ‘cover, shelter’ . 
  PIE *�V�NU�¨H�R� 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 81f. for attestations. He convincingly connects this verb 
etymologically to Skt. FiUPDQ�,� ‘skin, hide’ , Lat. FRULXP ‘leather’ , OHG VNLUP 
‘cover, shelter’ , e.a., and states that the identification of these words with the root 
*�V�NHU� ‘to cut’  must be rejected.  
 Rieken (1999a: 74) alternatively suggests that NDUL¨H�D� is derived from IE 
*� É HU� ‘greifen, fassen, umfassen, einfassen’  as reflected in Skt. KiUDWL ‘to take, to 
carry (off), to bear’ , Gr.  ‘enclosure’ . Formally, this is indeed possible, but 
the supposed semantic development from ‘*to grasp, to seize’  > ‘*to enclose’  > 
‘to cover’  is less attractive.  
 
NDULªH�D�à ß  (Ic1) ‘to pause(?), to rest(?)’ : 3sg.pres.act. ND�UL�¨D�]L, 3sg.pret.act. ND�
UL�L�H�HW. 
 Derivatives: NDULQX�à ß , NDULªDQX�à ß  (Ib2) ‘to silence’  (3pl.pres.act. ND�UL�QX�DQ�]L 
(OS), JD�UL�QX�DQ�]L (OS), ND�UL�QX�ÑD�DQ�]L (OH/NS), 3sg.pret.act. ND�UL�¨D�QX�XW 
(NH)). 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 82-3 for attestations. The interpretation of these forms is 
difficult. In KUB 22.25, we find the following contexts: 

 
obv. 
  
(25) URUÏD�DQ�§D�QD�D] NiQ DU�§D URUÏD�DW�WH�QD DQ�GD�DQ QX ,�1$  
  URU.DU6

Î
I.A URU.D�DW�UX�PD  

(26) ND�UL�¨D�]L QX ,�1$ URU3t�LW�WiJ�JD�OD�Dã�ãD DQ�GD�DQ URU3t�LW�WiJ�JD�OD��
� � Dã�ãD�DQ PD  
(27) PD�D�DQ GUL�D§�]L  
 
 ‘Out of the city Ïan§ana, towards the city Ïattena. In the ruins of Katruma he 

N.-s. Towards Pittaggalašša. When he strikes Pittaggalašša, ...’ ;  
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rev.  
  
(20) URUÏD�DQ�§D�QD�]D NiQ DU[-§D URUÏD�DW�WH�QD DQ�GD�DQ QX ,�1]$  
  URU.DU6

Î
I.A URU.D�DW�UX�PD ND�UL�¨D�]L  

(21) OX�XN�NDW�WL PD ...  
 
 ‘Out of Ïan§ana, towards Ïattena. In the ruins of Katruma he N.-s. The next 

morning ...’   
 
  
(30) URUÏD�DQ�§D[-QD�]D NiQ DU�§D QX ,�1]$ URU.DU6

Î
I.A [URU.D�DW�U]X��

� � PD ND�UL�¨D�]L OX�X[N�NDW�WL PD]  
 
 ‘Out of Ïan§ana. In the ruins of Katruma he N.�s. The next morning ...’ .  
 

Von Schuler (1965: 178, 182) translates NDUL¨D]L as ‘rests’ , which seems to be 
especially based on the latter two contexts where the following sentence starts 
with OXNNDWWL PD ‘the next morning’ . Another example as mentioned by Puhvel is 
KUB 17.10 i (34) QX ]D NiQ DQ�GD ND�UL!�L�H�HW ã D�Dã H�ãD�WL, which he 
translates as ‘he paused and sat down’ , but this translation does not do justice to 
both�  ] and DQGD. In my view, it cannot be excluded that in all cases we are 
dealing with the verb NDUL¨H�D�Ù Ô  ‘to cover, to hide’ . The first three contexts then 
should be translated ‘he hides in the ruins of Katruma’ , and the latter ‘he covered 
himself up inside and sat down’ .  
 More linguistically real is the causative NDULQX�Ù Ô , however, which is securely 
attested. It usually has musical instruments or people as its object and denotes ‘to 
silence’ . Puhvel paraphrases this as ‘to cause to stop’  and assumes a derivation 
from NDUL¨H�D�Ù Ô  ‘to pause’ , but this now has become shaky in view of the 
unclearness regarding NDUL¨H�D�Ù Ô  ‘to pause’ . Moreover, the oldest attestations 
show the stem NDULQX�,�whereas the stem NDUL¨DQX� is attested once in a NH text 
only. In my view, this rather points to derivation of a further unattested verb 
*NDUDL� Ô  � NDUL� (for causatives in �LQX� from G L�WL¨DQ]L-class verbs compare e.g. 
§XLQX�Ù Ô  from §XÑDL� Ô  � §XL�,�SDWWLQX�Ù Ô  from SDWWDL� Ô  � SDWWL� and ]LQX�Ù Ô  from ]DL� Ô  � 
]L�). Further unclear.  
 ä
NDULPPL,�

ä
NDULPQ��(n. / c.) ‘shrine, chapel, sanctuary’ : nom.-acc.sg.n. ND�UL�LP�

PL, ND�UX�~�XP�PL, ND�UL�LP�PH, gen.sg. ND�UL�LP�QD�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. ND�UL�LP�QL, 
ND�UL�LP�PD, ND�UL�LP�PL, abl. ND�UL�LP�QD�D], acc.pl.c. ND�UL�LP�QX�Xã, dat.-
loc.pl.ND�UL�LP�QD�Dã, ND�UL�LP�PD�QD�Dã. 
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 Derivatives: 
åWæ�ç è äWé NDULPQ OD� (c.) functionary belonging with the NDULPQ� 

(nom.sg. ND�UL�LP�QD�D�OD�Dã, nom.pl. ND�UL�LP�QD�D�OL�Lã, ND�UL�LP�QD�OL�Lã). 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 83f. for attestations. The word denotes a cultic building, and 
can be translated as ‘shrine’  or sim. The word shows a number of stems, namely 
un-inflecting NDULPPL and NDULPPD besides an inflecting stem NDULPQD�. The 
occurrence of the attestation NDU PPL is remarkable.  
 Some scholars have tried desparately to etymologize this word. For instance, 
Puhvel (l.c.) states that the ‘declension pattern’  NDULPPL � NDULPQ� must be 
compared to Skt. iVWKL� � DVWKQ�  ‘bone’  and proposes to reconstruct *JKUHPL : 
JKUHPQ� (~ Skt. KDUP\iP ‘stronghold’  and Lat. JUHPLXP ‘lap, recess’ ). Melchert 
(1983: 11f.) treats NDULPPL as a *PHQ�extension of a stem *NDUL�,� which he 
connects to NDUL¨H�D�Ù Ô  ‘to cover’  (q.v.) from IE *� É HU�,�thus reconstructing *� É HU�L�
PHQ. He explains the nom.sg. NDULPPL as *NDUL�PQ�L, “ a neuter nom.-acc.pl. like 
§DO§DOWXPDUL ‘corners’ ” . He does not explain, however, why *-PQ� assimilated in 
this form only and not in e.g. gen.sg. NDULPQDã. Moreover, he does not explain the 
form NDU PPL.  
 In my view, the different stems with un-Indo-European alterations (�PQ� : �PP�; 
�L� : � �) clearly point to a foreign origin, just as we would expect in a word that 
denotes a cultic building (compare É§LãW , É§LãW , É§DOHQW�L�X�,� ÉP N�NL]�]L�¨D�� 
e.a.).  
 
NDULQX�à ß : see at NDUL¨H�D�Ù Ô  ‘to pause(?), to rest(?)’   
 
NDULWW�: see NDUDLWW� � NDUHWW�  
 
NDULÓDULÓDU: see NDUHÑDULÑDU  
 
NDUS� Û Û Ý
Ú Þ ß Ü : see NDUS�L¨H�D�� ê ê Õ Ö × Ô Ø   
 
NDUS�à ß : see NDUSL¨H�D�Ù Ô   
 
NDUS�LªH�D�� Û Û Ý
Ú Þ ß Ü  (IIId / IIIg) ‘to be angry’ : 3sg.pres.midd. NDU�DS�WD�UL (NH), NDU�
St�¨D�DW�WD (NS); part. NDU�St�¨D�DQ�W�; Luw.part. NDU�St�PL�. 
 Derivatives: NDUS ãã�à ß  (Ib2) ‘to become angry’  (part. NDU�St�Lã�ãD�DQ�W�), NDUSL� 
(c.) ‘wrath, anger, fury’  (nom.sg. NDU�St�Lã (MH/MS), acc.sg. NDU�St�LQ (MH/NS), 
dat.-loc.sg. NDU�St (NS), nom.pl. NDU�St�Xã (NS)), NDUSLÓ OD� (adj.) ‘furious’  
(nom.-acc.pl.n. NDU�St�ÑD�D�OD (OH/MS)). 
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 IE cognates: Lat. LQFUHS UH ‘to shout out, to upbraid’ , Skt. N�SDWH ‘to lament’ , 
Russ. NURSRWi ‘conflict, fight’ . 
  PIE *�US� ? 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 98f. for attestations. Although the verb is attested a few times 
only, the noun NDUSL� is well-established. Tischler (HEG A-K: 515) connects 
NDUSL� with CLuw. ]DUSD�L� that, according to Tischler, denotes “ jedenfalls ein 
Übel, das den Menschen befällt” . If this semantic field of ]DUSD�L� indeed is 
accurate, a connection with Hitt. NDUSL�, which particularly denotes ‘divine 
wrath’ , is indeed possible. On the basis of Hitt. NDUS� and Luw. ]DUS� we should 
reconstruct PAnat. *�US�.  
 Eichner (1979a: 61) suggests to connect NDUS�L¨H�D�� to Lat. LQFUHS UH ‘to shout 
out, to upbraid’  and Russ. NURSRWi ‘conflict, fight’ . Puhvel judges this suggestion 
as “ mildly probable”  and suggests himself as possible cognates Skt. N�SDWH ‘to 
lament’  and Gr.  ‘swift, impetuous’ . In my view, all forms (except Gr. 

, which semantically remains far) could point to an IE root *�UHS� ‘to 
express one’ s discontent’ . We should then assume, however, that the *� of *�UHS� 
depalatalized before *U in Russian and Sanskrit (Weise’ s Law) and yielded plain 
velars there. In Hittite, the zero grade of this root, *�US�,�would then have been 
generalized. Although this etymology is not impossible, it is not instantly 
convincing either.  
 
NDUS�LªH�D��à ß � (Ia4 / Ic1) ‘to take (away), to take up, to lift, to pluck; (midd.) to 
have finished’ : 1sg.pres.act. NDU�St�L�H�PL (OH/MS), NDU�DS�PL (NH), 
2sg.pres.act. NDU�DS�ãL (OH/NS), 3sg.pres.act. NDU�St�L�H]�]L (OS), NDU�St�H]�]L 
(OS), NDU�St�L�H�H]�]L (OH/?), NDU�St�H�H]�]L (OH/NS), NDU�DS�St�H]�]L (OH/NS), 
NDU�DS�]L (OS), NDU�SD�]L, 2pl.pres.act. NDU�DS�WH�QL (OH/NS), 3pl.pres.act. NDU�St�
DQ�]L (OS), NDU�St�¨D�DQ�]L (OH/NS), NDU�DS�St�DQ�]L (OS), NDU�DS�St�¨D�DQ[-]L] 
(NS), NDU�SD�DQ�]L (OS), NDU�SD�D�DQ�]L (NS), NDU�SD�DQ�WL (NS), NDU�DS�SD�DQ�]L, 
NDU�DS�DQ�]L, 1sg.pret.act. NDU�SX�XQ (NS), NDU�DS�SX�XQ (NH), 3s.pret.act. NDU�
DS�WD (OH/NS), 3pl.pret.act. NDU�St�L�H�HU (OH/NS), NDU�St�HU or NDU�Sp�HU (NS), 
2sg.imp.act. NDU�DS (MS), NDU�DS�St�¨D (OH/NS), 3sg.imp.act. NDU�DS�GX 
(OH/MS), 2pl.imp.act. NDU�DS�WpQ (MH/MS), NDU�DS�St�¨D�DW�WpQ (OH/NS), 
3pl.imp.act. NDU�SD�DQ�GX (NS), NDU�DS�SD�DQ�GX (OH/NS); 3sg.pres.midd. NDU�
DS�WD�UL (OH/NS), 3pl.pres.midd. NDU�SD�DQ�WD�UL (MH/MS), NDU�DS�SD�DQ�GD�D�
UL (NS), 3sg.pret.midd. NDU�DS�WD�DW (NS); part. NDU�SD�DQ�W� (OS), NDU�DS�SD�DQ�
W�; verb.noun NDU�SX�X�ÑD�DU (NS), NDU�Sp�Hã�ãDU (NS); inf.I NDU�SX�X�ÑD�DQ�]L 
(NS); impf. NDU�St�Lã�NH�D�,�NDU�St�Hã�NH�D�. 
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 Derivatives: NDUSDQX�à ß  (Ib2) ‘to pick up’  (3sg.pres.act. NDU�SD�QX�]L). 
 Anat. cognates: Lyd. ID�NRUILG ‘to undertake (vel sim.)’ . 
 IE cognates: Lat. FDUS  ‘to pick, to pluck’ , Gr.  ‘fruit’  (< *NUS�R�), Lith. 
NL6SWL ‘to shear off’ , OE VFHRUIDQ ‘to bite’ , Latv. ã LUSWD ‘notch, sherd’ . 
  PIE *NUS�¨p�y�; *NpUS�W � *NUS�pQW 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 91f. for attestations. Already in the oldest texts, we find two 
stems, namely NDUS�Ù Ô  besides NDUSL¨H�D�Ù Ô . Oettinger (1979a: 345) states that of 
these two, NDUSL¨H�D� is older than NDUS�: “ NDUS� ë Ô  ist jüngere Umbildung!” . 
Melchert (1997b: 84ff.) states that it is significant that in OS texts the stem 
NDUSL¨H�D� is attested in the present indicative only. In his view, this is a remnant 
of a system in which the stem NDUSL¨H�D� is used in the present indicative only, and 
the stem NDUS� everywhere else (but note that already in OS texts this system is 
blurred as we can see by the attestation of 3sg.pres.act. NDU�DS�]L). According to 
Melchert, this division reflects an opposition between a root aorist *.HU3� and a 
derived present *.U3�¨H�R�.  
 The labial consonant is spelled with a geminate �SS� that often, that we can only 
conclude that we are dealing with phonological /karp-/ and /krpie/a-/. This is of 
importance for the etymological interpretation. For instance, Oettinger (1979a: 
345) derives NDUSL¨H�D� from IE *J É �E É K Ê �¨H�R�,�connecting it with Skt. JUDEK Ô � ‘to 
grab’ , Lith. JU ELX ‘to rob’ , etc. Although semantically appealing, the formal 
obstacles are too large to uphold this etymology. Not only does the geminate 
spelling �SS� not fit etymological *E Ö É Ø , the full grade *J É UHEK Ê � does not 
correspond to the Hittite stem /karp-/ < *.HU3�. Moreover, it is more likely that 
the PIE root *J É UHEK Ê � is reflected in Hitt. NDU S� Ô  � NDUH�LS� ‘to devour’  (q.v.).  
 Already Sturtevant (1930b: 155-6; 1930c: 217) compared NDUS�L¨H�D�� with Lat. 
FDUS  ‘to pick, to pluck’  and Lith. NL6SWL ‘to cut off’  from PIE *NHUS�. Although 
semantically these words seem to be quite far from Hittite ‘to take (away), to take 
up, to lift’ , there is some indication for a meaning ‘to pluck’  in Hittite as well: 
KUB 27.16 i (9) QDP�PD GIŠ,1�%, Î I.A NDU�DS�St�¨D�DQ[-]L] ‘Further they pluck 
fruits’ ; KBo 4.9 v (36) WD LÚ.MEŠNAR GIŠ dINANNA

Î
I.A NDU�SD�DQ�]L ‘The 

musicians pluck the harps’  (both examples Puhvel o.c.: 94). Either we have to 
assume that a PIE meaning ‘to pluck’  was extended in Hittite to ‘to take (away), 
to take up, to lift, to pluck’ , or that a PIE meaning ‘to take (away), to take up, to 
lift, to pluck’  remained thus in Hittite and was narrowed to ‘to pluck’  in the other 
Indo-European languages.  
 The appurtenance of Lyd. ID�NRUILG is semantically as well as formally possible, 
but does not shed any additional light to the Hittite state of affairs.  
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NDUã�à ß : see NDUã�L¨H�D��Ù Ô   
 
NDUãL�� ��NDUãDL� (adj.) ‘harsh, astringent’ : nom.sg.c. NDU�ãL�Lã (MH/MS), acc.sg.c. 
NDU�ãL�LQ, nom.-acc.sg.n. NDU�ãL (MH/MS), NDU�Dã�ãL (NH), acc.pl.c. NDU�ãD�Xã 
(OH/NS), NDU�ãL�¨D�Dã (NS), NDU�ãH�¨D�Dã (NS), nom.-acc.pl.n. NDU�ãD (NS), NDU�
ãD�¨D (NH), NDU�Dã�ãD�¨D (NH), NDU�Dã�ãL�¨D (NH). 
 Derivatives: NDUãLNDUãL� (n.) ‘astringent’  (nom.-acc.sg. NDU�ãL�NDU�ãL, abl. NDU�ãL�
NDU�ãL�¨D�]D). 
 IE cognates: ModHG KDUVFK, ModEng. KDUVK. 
  PIE *NUV��H�L� 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 107f. for attestations. An etymological tie-in with NDUã�L¨H�D��
Ù
Ô
 is likely from a formal as well as semantic point of view, which is supported by 

the Germanic cognates like ModHG KDUVFK ‘harsh, rough’ , ModEng. KDUVK < 
*NRU�VN�. In an ablauting �L�stem adjective, we would expect ablaut in the root as 
well, so *NpUV�L�,� *NUV�pL�. Since *9UV9 > Hitt. 9UU9 (compare DUUD� ‘arse’  < 
*+RUVR�), the cluster �Uã� must have been generalized out of the oblique cases, 
*NUV�pL� where it regularly was retained. 
 
NDUã�LªH�D��à ß  (Ia4 / Ic1 > Ic2, IIa1 ) ‘to cut (off), to separate; to stop’  (Sum. 
TAR): 1sg.pres.act. NDU�Dã�PL (OH/NS), 2sg.pres.act. NDU�Dã�WL (NH), NDU�ãD�DW�WL 
(NS), 3sg.pres.act. NDU�Dã�]L (OS), NDU�Dã�ãL�L�H]�]L (OS), NDU�Dã�ãL�L�H�H]�]L 
(OH/?), NDU�Dã�ãH�H]�]L (OH/NS), 1pl.pres.act. NDU�ãX�X�H�QL (NS), NDU�Dã�ãX�X½�
H¾�QL (NS), 2pl.pres.act. NDU�Dã�WH�QL (OH/NS), 3pl.pres.act. NDU�ãD�DQ�]L 
(OH/NS), 1sg.pret.act. NDU�ãX�XQ (OH/MS), NDU�Dã�ãX�XQ (NS), NDU�ãD�QX�XQ 
(NH), 3sg.pret.act. NDU�Dã�WD (OH/MS), NDU�ãD�GD (OH/NS), 3pl.pret.act. NDU�ãH�
HU (NS), NDU�ãHU (NS), NDU�Dã�ãH�HU (OH/NS), 1sg.imp.act. NDU�ãD�DO�OX (OH/NS), 
2sg.imp.act. NDU�Dã (OH/NS), NDU�ãL (NS), NDU�ãH (1x, MH/NS), 3sg.imp.act. NDU�
Dã�GX (OH/NS), 2pl.imp.act. NDU�Dã�WH�HQ (OH/MS), NDU�Dã�WpQ (MH/NS), 
3pl.imp.act. NDU�Dã�ãD�DQ�GX (MH/MS), NDU�ãD�DQ�GX (OH/NS); 3sg.pres.midd. 
NDU�ãD (NS), NDU�Dã�WD�UL (OH/NS), 3pl.pres.midd. NDU�ãD�DQ�WD�UL (NS), NDU�ãD�
DQ�GD (NS), NDU�Dã�ãD�DQ�GD (OH/NS), 3pl.pret.midd. NDU�ãD�DQ�WD�DW (NS), 
3sg.imp.midd. NDU�Dã�WD�UX (OH/NS), NDU�ãD�D�UX (NS), NDU�Dã�ãD�UX (NS), 
3pl.imp.midd. NDU�ãD�DQ�WD�UX (OH/NS); part. NDU�ãD�DQ�W�,� NDU�Dã�ãD�DQ�W�; 
verb.noun NDU�ãD�X�ÑD�DU (NS), gen.sg. NDU�ãX�ÑD�Dã (NS), NDU�ãX�X�ÑD�Dã; inf.I 
NDU�ãX�DQ�]L, NDU�ãX�X�ÑD�DQ�]L; impf. NDU�Dã�NH�D� (MH/MS), NDU�ãL�NH�D�,�NDU�ãL�
Lã�NH�D�. 
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 Derivatives: NDUãDWDU (n.) ‘chunk’  (nom.-acc.sg. NDU�ãD�WDU), NDUãHããDU� ��
NDUãHãQ� (n.) ‘cutting, parcel’  (gen.sg. NDU�ãH�Hã�QD�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. NDU�ãH�Hã�QL), 
NDUãDWW� (c.) ‘cutting, removal’  (dat.-loc.sg. NDU�ãD�DW�WL), NDUãDQWDOOL� (c.) ‘?’  
(acc.pl. [N]DU�ãD�DQ�WD�DO�OL�Xã), NDUãQX�à ß  (Ib2) ‘to cut off, to cancel’  
(2sg.pres.act. NDU�ãD�QX�ãL, 3sg.pres.act. NDU�ãD�QX�]L, 1sg.pret.act. NDU�ãD�QX�QX�
XQ, NDU�Dã�QX�QX�XQ, 3pl.pret.act. NDU�Dã�QX�HU, NDU�ãD�QX�HU; impf. NDU�ãD�QX�Xã�
NH�D�,�NDU�Dã�QX�Xã�NH�D�). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. NDUã� ‘to cut’  (1sg.pres.act. NDU�ãX�L, inf. NDU�ãX�QD, part. 
nom.sg.c. NDU�ãD�DP�PL�Lã), NDUãDWWDU� ��NDUãDWWQ� (n.) ‘parcel (of land), selection 
(of animals); block (of metal)’  (nom.-acc.sg. NDU�ãD�DW�WDU, NDU�ãD�WDU, dat.-loc.sg. 
NDU�ãD�DG�GD�QL); Lyd. ID�NDUVHG ‘to cut (out)’ . 
 IE cognates: TochAB NlUV� ‘to know’ , Gr.  ‘to cut’ , Lith. VNuUWL ‘to divide’ , 
etc. 
  PIE *NUV�¨p�y�; *NpUV�W � *NUV�pQW 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 100f. for attestations. The most common stem of this verb is 
NDUã�Ù Ô . A stem NDUãL¨H�D�Ù Ô  only occurs in 3sg.pres.act. in the Hittite Laws. This 
reminds of the distribution between NDUS�Ù Ô  and NDUSL¨H�D�Ù Ô  ‘to take (away)’ , 
which reflects an old distinction between root-aorist *NHUS� vs. derived present 
*NUS�¨H�R� (cf. Melchert 1997b: 86). In NH texts, we occasionally find forms that 
display a stem NDUãDH�Ù Ô  (NDUãDQXQ and possibly NDUãDXÑDU) and a stem NDUã�D�� Ô  
(NDUãDWWL and possibly NDUãDXÑDU), according to the highly productive §DWUDH� and 
WDUQ�D��class respectively.  
 Already since Hrozný (1919: 205) this verb is commonly connected with PIE 
*NHU� ‘to cut’ . In Hittite, we apparently are dealing with an V�extension, which is 
also visible in TochAB NlUV� ‘to know’ .  
 The common geminate spelling of �ãã� shows that we have to phonologically 
interpret this verb as /karS- / krS-/. The fortition of *V to /S/ is due to the adjacent 
�U� (compare NHããDU /keSr/ ‘hand’  < *� É pVU).  
 According to Melchert (1994a: 332), Lyd. ID�NDUVH� reflects *-NRUV�p¨H�.  
 
NDUG�: see (UZU)NHU � NDUG�L��  
 
NDUWDH�à ß  (Ic2) ‘to cut off’  (Sum. TAR): 1sg.pret.act. NDU�WD�D�QX�XQ (OH/NS); 
part. NDU�WD�DQ�W�; verb.noun gen.sg. NDU�WD�X�Dã (NS). 
 IE cognates: Skt. NDUW� ‘to cut (off)’ , Lith. NHUW� ‘to fell, to cut down’ , OCS R�
þU VWL ‘to cut’ . 
  PIE *NHUW� 
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See Puhvel HED 4: 109f. for attestations. The verb is attested a few times in NS 
texts only. It inflects according to the §DWUDH�class.  
 Already Sommer DSXG Friedrich HW: 103 makes a connection with Skt. NDUW� 
‘to cut’ . In order to explain the Hittite inflection, one has to assume that an 
original Hittite stem NDUW� was secondarily taken over into the §DWUDH�class. This 
assumption is valid in view of the fact that the verb occurs in NS texts only, 
which coincides with the fact that the §DWUDH�class was highly productive in that 
period. Oettinger (1979a: 375) is against this assumption however, because of his 
conviction that stems in dentals avoid secondarily rebuilding into the §DWUDH�
class. He therefore suggests that NDUWDH� is a derivation of a noun *NU�Wy� or 
*NyUW�R�,� which, through *N�R�UWR�¨H�R�,� gave NDUWDH�. In my view, verbs like 
§DQWDH�Ù Ô , OHO§XQWDH�Ù Ô , PLWDH�Ù Ô , SDUWDH�Ù Ô , SLWWDH�Ù Ô , etc. clearly show that there was 
no problem with taking stems that end in a dental consonant over into the §DWUDH�
class. I therefore assume that NDUWDH� is a secondary creation based on an original 
stem NDUW�,�which is cognate with Skt. NDUW� etc. and reflects PIE *NHUW�.  
 
NDUG�L��: see (UZU)NHU � NDUG�L��  
 
NDUGLPLªH�D� Û Û Ý
Ú Þ ß Ü  (IIIg / Ic1) ‘to be angry’  (Sum. TUKU[.TUKU]): 3sg.pres.midd. 
NDU�GL�PL�¨D�DW�WD�UL (MS?), ND[U�GL�PL�]¨D�HW�WD (MH/MS), NDU�WLP�PL�¨D�DW�
WD[-UL] (OH/NS), NDU�WLP�PL�¨D�WD�UL (OH/NS), NDU�WLP�PL�¨D�DW�W[D] (MH/NS), 
3pl.pres.midd. NDU�WLP�PL�¨D�DQ�WD�UL (OH/?), 3sg.pret.midd. NDU�GL�PL�¨D�HW�WD�DW 
(MS, OH/NS), NDU�WLP�PL�DW�WD�DW (NS); 3sg.pres.act. NDU�GL�PL�¨D�D]�]L (MS), 
NDU�WLP�PL�¨D�H]�]L (MS), 1sg.pres.act. NDU�WLP�PL�¨D�QX�XQ (OH/NS); verb.noun 
abl. NDU�GL�PL�¨D�X�ÑD�D[]] (OH/NS); impf. NDU�WLP�PL�Lã�NH�D�. 
 Derivatives: NDUGLPLªDXÓDQW� (adj.) ‘angry’  (nom.sg.c. NDU�WLP�PL�¨D�X�ÑD�DQ�
]D (MH/NS), NDU�WLP�PL�¨D�ÑD�DQ�]D (MS), NDU�GL�PL�¨D�X�ÑD�DQ�]D (OH/MS), 
NDU�GLPì �PL�¨D�X�ÑD�DQ�]D (NS), acc.sg. NDU�GL�PL�¨D�X�ÑD�DQ�GD�DQ (OH/MS), 
nom.pl.c. NDU�WLP�PL�¨D�X�ÑD�DQ�WH�Hã (NS)), NDUWLPPL ãã�à ß  (Ib2) ‘to become 
angry’  (3sg.pres.act. [ND]U�WLP�PL�Hã�]L (NS), 2sg.pret.act. TUKU.TUKU�H�Hã�WD 
(NS), 3sg.pret.act. NDU�WLP�PL�H�Hã�WD (NS); part. NDU�WLP�PL�H�Hã�ãD�DQ�W� (NS)), 
NDUGLPL�ªD�QX�à ß  (Ib2) ‘to make angry’  (3sg.pres.act. NDU�WLP�PL�¨D�QX�]L (NS), 
NDU�WLP�QX�X]�]L (NH), 3pl.pres.act. NDU�WLP�PL�¨D�QX�ÑD[-DQ�]L] (NS), 
3sg.pret.act. NDU�WLP�PL�¨D�QX�XW (NS), part. NDU�GL�PL�QX�ÑD�DQ�W� (MH/MS)), 
NDUGLPLªD©©� ß  (IIb) ‘to make angry’  (3sg.pres.act. NDU�WLP�PL�¨D�D§�§L (MS), 
3pl.pres.act. [ND]U�GL�PL�¨D�D§�§D�DQ�]L (MS), 3sg.pret.act. NDU�WLP�PL�¨D�D§�WD 
(NS)), NDUGLPLªDWW� (c.) ‘(cause of) anger’  (nom.sg. NDU�GL�PL�¨D�D] (OH/MS), 
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NDU�WLP�PL�¨D�D] (NH), NDU�WLP�PL�¨D�]D (NS), acc.sg. NDU�GL�PL�¨D�DW�WD�DQ 
(OH/MS), NDU�WLP�PL�¨D�DW�WD�DQ (MH/NS), NDU�WLP�PL�DW�WD�DQ (NS), gen.sg. 
NDU�GL�PL�¨D�DW�WD�Dã (OH/MS), dat.-loc.sg. NDU�GL�PL�DW�WL (MS), acc.pl. NDU�GL�
PL�¨D�DW�WX�Xã (OS), NDU�WLP�PL�¨D�DG�GX�Xã (NS)). 
  PIE *�UG�LP�¨H�R� 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 110f. for attestations. The forms that belong to this lemma are 
spelled in two ways: either NDU�GL�PL� or NDU�WLP�PL� (the attestations with NDU�
DAM�PL� in KBo 2.2 are probably to be read NDU�GLPì �PL�,�cf. HZL: 239). The 
chronological distribution between these spellings is as follows: in OS texts, we 
only find NDU�GL�PL�; in MS texts we mostly find NDU�GL�PL� and sometimes NDU�
WLP�PL�; in NS texts we mostly find NDU�WLP�PL� and sometimes NDU�GL�PL�. In my 
view, this indicates that NDU�GL�PL� is the original spelling, which is gradually 
being taken over by NDU�WLP�PL� from MH times onwards. This is important, since 
we now have to interpret the single spelling of �P� as original. For the 
replacement of single �P� by geminate �PP�,�compare e.g. LPL¨H�D� > LPPL¨H�D�,�
DPL¨DQW� > DPPL¨DQW�,�etc.  
 The verb shows the middle as well as active inflection, both with the same 
meaning. Because the middle forms are more numerous, I assume that this verb 
was middle originally. Note that already in MS texts we find forms that show the 
secondary stem NDUGLPL¨DH�Ù Ô .  
 Since Pedersen (1938: 40) it is generally accepted that NDUGLPL¨H�D� is cognate 
with NHU � NDUG�L�� ‘heart’  (compare OCS VU GLWL V  ‘to be angry’  ~ VU G FH 
‘heart’ , Lith. ãL6VWL ‘to be angry’  ~ ãLUGuV ‘heart’  and Arm. VUWQLP ‘to become 
angry’  ~ VLUW ‘heart’ ). Nevertheless, the morphological analysis of NDUGLPL¨H�D� 
has been in debate. For instance, Pedersen (l.c.) thought that NDUGLPL¨H�D� was 
based on a participle *NDUWLPPD�. This is unlikely because this type of participle 
is attested in Luwian only and not in Hittite. Oettinger (1979a: 255) suggests that 
NDUGLPL¨H�D� is derived from a base NDUGLPD�,� an “ �L�PD�Nomen”  (like 
OD§OD§§LPD� ‘agitation’ , WHW§LPD� ‘thunder’ , WX§§LPD� ‘smoke’ ). Apart from the 
fact that I know of no other verbal derivatives of these nouns in �LPD�,�we would 
expact that such a derivative would end up in the §DWUDH�class (so **NDUGLPDH�). 
Rieken (1999a: 110-1) therefore gives a different analysis. According to her, the 
root *�HUG� ‘heart’  served as the basis for a verb *�HUG�¨H�R� ‘to be angry’ . Of this 
*�HUG�¨H�R� a �PHQ� derivation *�HUG�L�PHQ� ‘anger’  is formed, of which another 
verb in *¨H�R� is derived: *�HUG�L�PQ�¨H�R�,� which regularly yielded Hitt. 
NDUWLPPL¨H�. Problematic, however, is the fact that the original form of this verb is 
NDUGLPL¨H�D�,�with single �P�,�which cannot be explained out of *-PQ�.  
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 I would like to propose a different analysis. In my view, NDUGLPL¨H�D� is a 
compound of NDUG� + LPL¨H�D� ‘to mix’ . As we saw, the original inflection of this 
verb is middle, and I assume that the literal meaning of this compound therefore 
was ‘to be mixed regarding his heart’  (cf. English ‘to have mixed feelings’ ). This 
became to denote ‘to be angry’  and because of this active meaning was taken over 
into the active inflection as well. For a further etymological treatment, see at NHU � 
NDUG�L�� ‘heart’  and LPL¨H�D�í î  ‘to mix’ .  
 The causative shows three spellings. Of these, the spelling NDU�WLP�QX� is found 
in a NH text and therefore probably is secondary (compare Melchert 1997b: 
9017). The spelling NDU�GL�PL�QX� is attested in a MH/MS text however, and in my 
opinion therefore significant. It may show that originally verbs in �¨H�D� formed 
causatives in *-L�QX� (compare the causatives in �LQX� that are derived from the 
G L�WL¨DQ]L-class verbs), which were later on replaced by �¨D�QX� (like NDU�WLP�PL�
¨D�QX� in this case).  
 
NDU  (adv.) ‘early; formerly, earlier, already; up to now’ : ND�UX�~ (OS). 
 Derivatives: NDUXÓLOL�,�NDU OL� (adj.) ‘former, early, ancient’  (Sum. LIBIR.RA; 
nom.sg.c. [N]D�UX�LO�L�ã D (OS), acc.sg.c. ND�UX�~�L�OL�LQ (OH/NS), ND�UX�~�OL�LQ 
(OH/NS), nom.-acc.sg.n. ND�UX�~�L�OL (NH), gen.sg. ND�UX�~�L�OL�Dã (NH), ND�UX�~�
L�OL�¨D�Dã (NH), ND�UX�L�OL�Dã (NS), abl. ND�UX�~�L�OL�¨D�D] (MH/NS), ND�UX�~�L�OL�
¨D�]D (NH), ND�UX�~�OL�¨D�D] (MH/NS), nom.pl.c. ND�UX�~�L�OL�H�Hã (NH), ND�UX�~�
H�OL�H�Hã (1x, OH/NS), ND�UX�~�OL�H�Hã (MH/NS), ND�UX�~�L�OL�Xã (MH/NS), 
acc.pl.c. ND�UX�~�L�OL�Xã! (KBo 16.86 i 9 (OH/NS)), voc.pl. ND�UX�~�L�OL�¨D�Dã (NS), 
nom.-acc.pl.n. ND�UX�~�L�OD (NH), ND�UX�~�L�OL (NS), ND�UX�~�L�OL�¨D (NS), gen.pl. 
ND�UX�~�L�OL�¨D�Dã (NS), dat.-loc.pl. ND�UX�~�L�OL�¨D�Dã (NS)), NDUXÓLOLªDWW� (c.) 
‘former state’  (all.sg. as adverb ND�UX�~�L�OL�¨D�DW�WD (OH/MS)). 
 Anat. cognates: HLuw. UXZDQ (adv.) ‘formerly’  (U~�ZD�L�QD (KARATEPE 1 
§33)). 
 IE cognates: ON JUêLDQGL ‘dawn’ , Swed. GDJHQ JU\U ‘the day dawns’ , OIc. 
JUiU, OHG JU R ‘grey’ . 
  PIE *� ï UK ð � X or *� ï UHK ð �X 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 112f. for attestations. The adverb NDU  is consistently spelled 
ND�UX�~, from OS texts onwards. This points to a phonological interpretation 
/krg/, which contrasts with the form D�Dã�ãX�X /"áSo/ ‘goods’  < *-XK ñ . Within 
Anatolian, we find a cognate in HLuw. UXZDQ ‘formerly’  (with �DQ probably in 
analogy to adverbs like DQDQ ‘below’ , DQWDQ ‘inside’ , DSDQ ‘behind’  SDUDQ 
‘before’ , e.a.), that shows that we must reconstruct PAnat. *

ò�óU�. As I have shown 
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under its own lemma, the adverb NDUHÑDULÑDU, which originally is a verbal noun 
to a verb *NDUHÑDUL¨H�D�í î , itself a derivative in �DUL¨H�D�í î  from a stem *NDUHÑ�,�
shows that NDU  must show the word-final development of *NDUHÑ. All in all, we 
must reconstruct PAnat. *

ò�óUHÑ��3XKYHO��O�F��ZLWK�UHIHUHQFH�WR�ýRS�����-62: 187-
197, 206-9) cites as outer-Anatolain cognates ON JUêLDQGL ‘dawn’  and Swed. 
GDJHQ JU\U ‘the day dawns’ , which together with OIc. JUiU and OHG JU R ‘grey’  
point to a X-stem *� ï UHK ð �X�. This means that NDU  could go back to *� ï UK ð � X or 
*� ï UHK ð �X.  
 
NDU ãã�LªH�D��à ß  (Ib1 / Ic1) ‘to be silent, to fall silent’ : 1sg.pres.act. [ND�U]X�Xã�ãL�
¨D�PL (NH), 2sg.pres.act. ND�UX�Xã�ãL�¨D�ãL (NH), ND�UX�Xã�ãL�¨D�DW�WL (NH), 
3sg.pres.act. ND�UX�Xã�ãL�¨D�]L (MH/NS), ND�UX�~�Xã�ãL�¨D�]L (MH/NS), ND�UX�Xã!�
ãL�H]�]L (MH/NS), 2pl.pres.act. JD�UX�Xã�ãL�¨D�DW�WH�QL (MS), 3pl.pres.act. ND�UX�
Xã�ãL�DQ�]L (MH/MS), ND�UX�Xã�ãL�¨D�DQ�]L (OH/NS), 1sg.pret.act. ND�UX�Xã�ãL�¨D�
QX�XQ (NH), 3sg.pret.act. ND�UX�Xã�ãL�¨D�DW (NH), ND�UX�~�Xã�ãL�¨D�DW (NH), 
3sg.imp.act. ND�UX�~�Xã�ãL�HG�GX (MH/NS), 2pl.imp.act. ND�UX�Xã�WpQ (NS); 
2sg.pres.midd. ND�UX�Xã�ãL�¨D�UL (NH), 3sg.pret.midd. ND�UX�Xã�ãL�¨D�DW�WD�DW 
(NH), ND�UX�~�Xã�ãL�¨D�DW�WD�DW (MH/NS); part. ND�UX�Xã�ãL�¨D�DQ�W�; verb.noun ND�
UX�Xã�ãL�¨D�X�ÑD�DU (NS), ND�UX�Xã�ãL�¨D�ÑD[-DU] (NS). 
 Derivatives: NDU ããLªDQX�à ß  (Ib2) ‘to silence’  (3pl.pres.act. ND�UX�Xã�ãL�¨D�QX�DQ�
]L (OH/NS), ND�UX�Xã�ãL�¨D�QX�X�ÑD�DQ�]L (OH/NS), ND�UX�~�Xã�ãL�¨D�QX�ÑD�DQ�]L 
(OH/NS), NDUXããLªDQWLOL (adv.) ‘silently, quietly’  (ND�UX�Xã�ãL�¨D�DQ�WL�OL (NH)). 
 IE cognates: OHG FKURV Q, MHG NURVHQ, Goth. NULXVWDQ, OSwed. NUêVWD ‘to 
gnash’ . 
  PIE *JUpXV�W � *JUXV�pQW, *JUXV�¨p�y� 
  
See Puvhel 116f. for attestations. Almost all forms show a stem NDUXããL¨H�D�. 
Only once, we find the unextended stem NDUXã�,� in 2pl.imp.act.. This seems to 
correspond to the distribution as described in Melchert 1997b: the forms in �¨H�D�,�
which reflect the �¨H�R�present, are originally found in the present only, whereas 
the unextended forms, which reflect the root-aorist, are originally found in non-
present forms (cf. NDUS�L¨H�D��í î ).  
 Eichner (1975b: 16416) connects this verb with OSwed. NUêVWD ‘to gnash’  and 
Goth. NULXVWDQ ‘to gnash’ , which reflect a root *JUHXV� (also attested without a 
dental extension in OHG FKURV Q, MHG NURVHQ ‘to gnash’ ),� assuming that the 
original meaning ‘die Zähne knirschen; sich das Wort verbeißen’  developed into 
Hitt. ‘zu/über etwas schweigen’ . Eichner himself assumed a preform *JURXV�
p¨H�R�,� but e.g. Rieken (1999a: 211994) adapts this to *JURXV�¨H�R�. Both 
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interpretations must be incorrect because the diphthong *-RX� would not 
monophthongize in front of �V� (cf. DXãWHQ < *K ñ yX�VWHQ). Moreover, as we saw 
above, this verb likely goes back to a root-aorist and its �¨H�R�derived present. So 
structurally, we would expect an aorist *JUpXV�W � *JUXV�pQW besides a present 
*JUXV�¨p�y�. The full grade stem *JUpXV� would yield Hitt. NU ã�,�whereas *JUXV� > 
Hitt. NUXã�. We can see that the full grade stem has been generalized because the 
occasional plene spelling ND�UX�~�Xã�ãL�¨H�D� points to *JUHXV�¨H�R�. The geminate 
�ãã� in my view must be explained by the fact that *JUXV¨H�R� regularly yielded 
Hitt. /kruSe/a-/, showing the development *9V¨9 > 9ãã9 (cf. also �DããD� < *-RV¨R� 
and ÑDããH�D� < *XV¨H�R�). When the �¨H�D�suffix was restored, this yielded 
/kruSie/a-/, spelled NDUXããL¨H�D� (see at ÑHãã� ô ô õ , ÑDããH�D�í î  for a similar scenario).  
 
NDU ÓDULÓDU: see NDUHÑDULÑDU  
 
NDU]D���NDU]DQ��(n.) ‘spool, bobbin (vel sim.)’ : nom.-acc.sg./pl. NDU�]D (OH/NS), 
dat.-loc.pl. NDU�]D�QD�Dã (OH/NS), abl. NDU�]D�QD�D] (OH/NS). 
 IE cognates: Skt. NDUW� ‘to spin’ , N�WVQi� ‘whole’ , SCr. NUpWDWL ‘to move’ . 
  PIE *NpUW�V� U � *NUW�V�Q�yV ? 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 117 for attestations. This word denotes an instrument of a 
weaver, probably ‘spool’  or ‘bobbin’  or similar. According to Eichner (1974: 98), 
this word is a fossilized concretized verbal noun *NpUW�V�R�U, gen. *N�H�UW�VQyV 
‘spin’  that should be connected with Skt. NDUW� ‘to spin’  and perhaps N�WVQi� 
‘whole, entire’ . The loss of �U in nom.-acc. NDU]D is explained by him as due to 
“ prophylaktische Dissimilation” . Neu (1982: 2066), however, assumes that NDU]D 
is a “ durch die neutrische Endung gekennzeichneten Kollektivbegrip” . This is 
followed by Rieken (1999a: 391) who analyses NDU]D as /kart-s-a/. This would, 
according to her, indicate that the word was an V�stem, that must go back to 
*NpUW�V, *N�H�UW�V�Q� . In my view, it is also possible to assume that NDU]D = 
/kártsa/ goes back to a preform *NpUW�V U (in which word-final *�U regularly was 
dropped after an unaccentuated *� �, cf. § 1.4.6.2.a), the morphologically 
expected nom.-acc.pl.-form of an �U�Q�stem *NpUW�VU, *NUW�VQ�yV.  
 
N ãD,�N ãPD (interj.) ‘look here, behold’ : ND�D�ãD (OS), ND�D�Dã�PD (MS). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. ] ÓL�Q� (interj.) ‘here, voici’  (]D�D�~�L, ]D�~�L, ]D�D�~�L�
LQ, ]D�~�L�LQ). 
  PIE *�yV +  �P�D 
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The interjections N ãD and N ãPD are identical in usage and often translated as 
‘look here, lo, behold’ , etc.. The exact formal relationship between the two forms 
is unclear, however. Often it has been thought that N ãPD must derive from N ãD 
and in fact is a syncopated variant of N ãD PD (thus Puhvel HED 4: 118, 
followed by Melchert 1994a: 158). In my opinion, such instances of unmotivated 
syncopes must be regarded as unconvincing DG KRF solutions.  
 In this case it is of major importance to look at the chronological distribution of 
the forms N ãD and N ãPD. In OS texts, we only find ND�D�ãD (100%) and never 
ND�D�Dã�PD (0%). In MH/MS texts, we find ND�D�ãD 89 times (86%), and ND�D�Dã�
PD 14 times (14%). In NH texts, we find ND�D�Dã�PD 14 times (87,5%), and ND�D�
ãD 2 times (12,5%). This means that N ãD is the original form and that N ãPD is 
only starting to appear in MH times, taking over the position of N ãD in NH times. 
This replacement of �D by �PD from the MH period onwards, of course 
immediately reminds us of the distribution between the functionally equal 
adversative enclitic clause conjunctives  D and  PD ‘but’ : in OS texts we find 
& D vs. 9 PD, but this distribution has been given up from the MH period 
onwards: we then find & PD as well; in NH texts,  PD has totally taken over the 
position of  D (see at  �P�D). Comparing these chronological distributions, I 
cannot conclude otherwise than that N ãD should be analysed as N ã + �P�D. The 
OS texts show the particle  �P�D as expected: after consonant we find the 
allomorph  D. In MH/MS texts, we see that the postconsonantal position is being 
taken over by  PD, and in NH texts the form N ã PD is the most common one. 
The fact that the MH distribution N ã D : N ã PD, which is 86% : 14%, does not 
match the overall MH distribution between & D : & PD, which is 40% : 60%, 
may be caused by the fact that N ã D is by that time becoming a petrified 
formation that for some speakers is not longer analyzable as N ã D. This 
petrification is clear from its occasional NH occurrence, which would be 
unexplainable in view of the total absence of the adversative particle  D in these 
texts. In my view, the first part, N ã, should be equated with the nom.sg.c. N ã of 
the demonstrative pronoun N � � N � � NL� ‘this’ .  
 All in all, the interjection N ãD and N ãPD must be regarded as two 
chronologically different realizations of the formation N ã +  �P�D. Originally, 
this formation must have meant ‘this then!’ , which later on developed into ‘look!, 
behold!’ . For further etymology, see at N � � NL� � N � and  �P�D.  
 The semantically similar interjection ãPD (q.v.) similarly must reflect *K ð yV + 
 �P�D. The interpretation of CLuw. ] ÑL is not fully clear. Nevertheless, the part 
] � undoubtedly must be equated with the demonstrative ] � ‘this’  (see also under 
N � � N � � NL�).  
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N ãPD: see N ãD  
 
N ãW����NLãW� (c.) ‘hunger, starvation, famine’ : nom.sg. JD�D�Dã�][D] (OS), ND�D�Dã�
]D (OH/MS), ND�Dã�]D (MH/MS), JD�Dã�]D (MH/MS), acc.sg. ND�D�Dã�WD�DQ 
(OH/MS), JD�Dã�WD�DQ (OH/NS), ND�Dã�WD�DQ (NS), dat.-loc.sg. ND�D�Dã�WL 
(MH/MS), ND�Dã�WL (MH/MS), abl. ND�Dã�WD�]D (NH), instr. ND�D�Dã�WL�W D PD�DQ 
(MH/MS), dat.-loc.pl. JD�Dã�WD�Dã (OH/MS). 
 Derivatives: NLãWXÓDQW� (adj.) ‘hungry’  (nom.sg.c. NL�Lã�GX�DQ�]D (MH/NS), 
dat.-loc.sg. NL�Lã�GX�ÑD�DQ�WL (OH/NS), all.sg. NL�Lã�GX�ÑD�DQ�GD (OH/NS), 
nom.pl.c. NL�Lã�GX�ÑD�DQ�WH�Hã (MH/NS), acc.pl.c. NL�Lã�GX�ÑD�D�DQ�GX�Xã 
(MH/MS)), NLãWDQW�,� NDãWDQW� (c.) ‘hunger’  (nom.sg. ND�Dã�WD�DQ�]D (NS), instr. 
NL�Lã�WD�DQ�WL�LW (OH/MS)), NLãWDQ]LªH�D� Û Û Ý
Ú Þ ß Ü  (IIIg) ‘to suffer famine’  
(3sg.pret.midd. NL�Lã�WD�DQ�]L�DW�WD�DW (OS)), see NLãW� ö

î
 ‘to perish, to be 

extinguished’ . 
 Anat. cognates: HLuw. 

÷
øúù4û�ü�ý iVW� ‘hunger(?)’  (abl.-instr. “ *460”i�VD�WD�UL�L 
(ASSUR letter H §10), nom./acc.pl. *460�W[L]-]L (TELL TAYINAT 2 fr.3 §ii)). 
  PAnat. *

ò�óyV7� ? 
 IE cognates: TochA ND�W, TochB NHVW ‘hunger, famine’ . 
  PIE *

ò�ó ï yVG�; * ò�ó ï G�ÑHQW� 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 121f. for attestations. The oldest texts (OS and MS) show 
predominantly spellings with plene �D�,�which shows that the stem was N ãW�. The 
derivatives of this noun show a stem NLãW�,� however. Usually, this NLãW� is 
interpreted as reflecting *.HV7�,� an ablaut-variant with *H besides *.RVW� as 
reflected in N VW�. On the basis of this assumption, e.g. Rieken (1999a: 132-3) 
concludes that the original paradigm of N ãW� must have show *R�H-ablaut: 
*.yV�W�V � *.yV�W�� � *.pV�W�V. Nevertheless, it cannot be ruled out that NLãW� 
reflects a zero-grade formation. In my opinion, it is likely that an initial sequence 
*.V7� would yield Hitt. /K}sT-/, spelled NLãW� (cf. § 1.4.4.4 for clusters with �N� 
and �V� that receive the anaptyctic vowel /}/). This analysis would 
morphologically fit NLãWXÑDQW� < *.V7�ÑHQW� and NLãWDQW� < *.V7�HQW� better.  
 Because of the formal similarity, it is generally assumed that the verb NLãW� ö

î
 ‘to 

be extinguished, to perish’  (q.v.) is cognate with N ãW�. This would mean that NLãW� 
originally meant ‘to be starved’  or similar. Since this verb belongs to class IIIf 
(WXNN UL-class), which goes back to zero-grade middles, it is likely that it reflects a 
zero-grade formation as well: *.V7�y�UL�. This is an additional argument for 
assuming that the stem NLãW� of NLãWXÑDQW� and NLãWDQW� reflects *.V7�.  
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 The etymological interpretation of these words is difficult. Already since 
Friedrich (1924-25: 122), N ãW� is generally connected with TochA ND�W, TochB 
NHVW ‘hunger’  that reflect *.RV7�. The combination of the Hittite and the 
Tocharian facts do not shed any light on the precise nature of the velar and the 
dental consonant. Melchert (1987a: 185) adduces HLuw. “ 460”i�VD�WD�,�which is 
found in ASSUR letter H §10 CORQD�KX�WL�]L ZD�L PX |]D�]L |INFANS�QL�]L 
|REL-L |“ *460”i�VD�WD�UL�L |“ COR” WD�ZD�L�V �WD�WL KD |VX�WL�UL�L�WL |KD�UD�L�WD�WL KD 
|PRAE�QD |ARHA�  |MORIZD�L�ZD�L�UL�L�WD�WL ‘These beloved? children of mine 
are nearly? dying of “ 460”iVW� and of “ COR” WDZD�LVD�Q�W� and of VXWLUL� KDUD�LWD�’ . His 
interpretation of i�VD�WD� as ‘hunger’  is partly based on the interpretation of sign 
460 as a combination of EDERE+MINUS, which indeed seems to fit ‘hunger’  
(unfortunately, the only other attestation of this sign, nom./acc.pl. 460�W[L]-]L, is 
found in a broken context). If this is correct, then i�VD�WD� would show that we are 
dealing with PAnat. *

ò�óRV7�,� since only lenis velars disappear in Luwian. Note 
however that Starke (1990: 186613) rather compares HLuw. i�VD�WD� to CLuw. 
DãWD� ‘spell, curse’ , which seems to be followed by Melchert himself in 1993b: 
37.  
 On the basis of the Tocharian verb NlV� ‘to be extinguished’  (middle), which 
semantically is identical to Hitt. NLãW� þ

ö
î ÿ
 ‘to be extinguished’ , it has been thought 

that N ãW� and NLãW� ö
î
 must show dental extensions of a root *.HV� as found in 

TochAB NlV�. Problematic, however, is the fact that TochAS NlV� goes well with 
Skt. MiVDWH ‘to be exhausted,’  Gr.  ‘to extinguish’ , Lith. JqVWL ‘to cease to 
burn, to go out’ , OCS XJDVLWL ‘to extinguish’  and Goth. TLVW ‘destruction’ , which 
all point to a root *�V�J � HV�,�whereas an initial *J � � is not possible for the Hittite 
words. In order to solve this problem, e.g. Oettinger (1976b: 129) separates the 
Greek and the Gothic forms, and states that the other forms could reflect *JHV�. 
Melchert (1994a: 120) goes even further and states that “ TochA NlV� also requires 
a plain velar /g/” . This last statement is not valid however: the effect of 
labiovelars on surrounding vowels in Tocharian is far from clear. With this *JHV� 
as root, it is thought that Hitt. N ãW� and TochA ND�W, TochB NHVW reflect a W�stem-
noun *JRV�W� ‘hunger’ .  
 In my view, this interpretation cannot be upheld. I do not see how it is possible 
that this nominal W�suffix ends up in the Hittite verb NLãW� ö

î
. We would expect that 

a verbal derivative of the noun N ãW� would retain the vocalism of the noun, would 
show a derivational suffix (e.g. *-¨H�R�) and would be semantically more close to 
the noun (e.g. ‘to hunger out’ ). In my opinion, if N ãW� and NLãW� ö

î
 are cognate 

(which is formally likely), they can only be regarded as showing the same URRW, 
which then must be *.HV7� ‘to starve’ . Note that the whole idea of deriving N ãW� 
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from “ *JHV�”  ‘to extinguish’  is based on the assumption that TochA ND�W, TochB 
NHVW ‘hunger’  and TochAB NlV� ‘to be extinguished’  are cognate, while within 
Tocharian there is no indication (semantically nor formally) that these words 
belong together.  
 All in all, I assume that Hitt. N ãW� ‘hunger’  (with derivatives NLãWXÑDQW� 
‘hungry’  and NLãWDQW� ‘hunger’ ) is related to NLãW� ö

î
 ‘to be extinguished’  and that 

they reflect *.RV7� and .V7�yUL respectively, derived from a root *.HV7� ‘to 
starve’ . If HLuw. “ 460”i�VD�WD� indeed denotes ‘hunger’ , it would imply a PAnat. 
reconstruction *

ò�óRV7�. The only known outer-Anatolian cognate is TochA ND�W, 
TochB NHVW ‘hunger’ , which reflect *.RV7�. For the PIE reconstruction, it is of 
importance that PAnat. *

ò�ó can reflect PIE *
ò�ó as well as *

ò�ó ï . Although the 
attested forms do not shed any light on the nature of the PIE dental (fortis, lenis 
or glottalized), I think that reconstructing *G is best in view of the absence of PIE 
verbal roots that end in *-VW� and *-VG ï � (cf. LIV2; for *-VG� compare *SHVG� ‘to 
fart’ , *� ï HLVG� ‘to startle’ , *K ñ HLVG� ‘to honour’ ). If this is correct, then the initial 
consonant should have been *� ï � (PIE roots never contain two glottalic stops). I 
therefore (tentatively) reconstruct a verbal root *

ò�ó ï HVG� ‘to starve’ , which was the 
basis for a root noun *

ò�ó ï yVG� ‘starvation, hunger’  (> Hitt. N ãW�,� TochA ND�W, 
TochB NHVW), an adjective *

ò�ó ï VG�XpQW� ‘starving’  (> Hitt. NLãWXÑDQW�) and the 
middle verb *

ò�ó ï VG�y ‘to be starved > to be extinguished’  (> Hitt. NLãW� ö
î
).  

 � ������� NDWWDNXUDQWD�� (c.) a libation vessel: nom.sg. NDW�WD�NX�UD�DQ�WD�Dã, acc.sg. 
NDW�WD�NX�UD�DQ�WD�DQ, instr. NDW�WD�NX�UD�DQ�WH�HW, nom.pl. NDW�WD�NX�UD�DQ�GX�Xã. 
  PIE *NPWR + *N � U�HQW� 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 123-4 for attestations and etymology: this word undoubtedly 
is a compound of NDWWD� and NXUDQW�,� thus originally meaning something like 
‘under-cut’ . See at NDWWD and NXHU�í î  � NXU� for further etymologies.  
 ��� 	 NDWWDOX]]L�� (n.) ‘threshold’ ; NDWWHUD�� NDWWDOX]]L� ‘doorstep’ ; ãDU ]]L�ªD���
NDWWDOX]]L� ‘lintel’ : nom.-acc.sg. NDW�WD�OX�X]�]L, gen.sg. NDW�WD�OX�X]�]L�¨D�Dã, dat.-
loc.sg. NDW�WD�OX�X]�]L. 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. 

��� 	 NDWWDOX]]L� (n.) ‘threshold’  (nom.-acc.sg. NDW�WD�OX�
X]�[]L]-ãD). 
  PIE *NPWR + *OXW�L� 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 124-5 for attestations. This word has received many 
etymologies (see the overview in Puhvel), none of which can be judged as 
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evident. In my view, we should interpret this word as NDWWD ‘alongside’  + OX]]L�,�
the assibilated variant of the oblique stem OXWWL� as found in the paradigm of OXWW L� 
� OXWWL� ‘window’ . Whereas in OXWW L� � OXWWL�,�which reflects *OXW��R�L�,�the �WW� was 
generalized throughout the paradigm on the basis of OXWW L, in *NDWWD�OXWWL� the *W 
did assibilate in front of *L (which shows that at time the word was not analyzed 
as NDWWD ‘alongside’  + OXWWL� ‘window’  anymore). See at NDWWD and OXWW L � OXWWL� for 
further etymology.  
 Starke (1990: 214) regards the CLuwian word, which he cites as NDWWDOX]]LW�, as 
a loanword from Hittite, which indeed is necessary to explain the �]�. 
 
NDWWD (adv., prev.) ‘downwards’ , (postpos. + gen.) ‘(along) with, alongside’ . 
(Sum. GAM(-WD)): NDW�WD (OS), ND�DW�WD (KUB 20.4 vi 4 (OH/NS), KUB 20.43, 9 
(OH/NS)). 
 Derivatives: NDWWDQ (adv.) ‘below, underneath’  (Sum. GAM�DQ; NDW�WD�DQ 
(OS)), NDWWL  (adv. with encl. poss. pron.) ‘(along) with’  (+ 1sg.: NDW�WL PL (OS, 
often), NDW�WL P�PL (KBo 3.22 rev. 77 (OS)), NDW�WH PL (KBo 3.38 rev. 21 
(OH/NS)); + 2sg.: NDW�WL WL (MH/MS, often), NDW�WL�L W�WL (KUB 20.7, 13 
(OH/NS), KUB 7.5 i 25 (MH/NS)); + 3sg.: NDW�WL�L ã�ãL (OS, often), NDW�WL ãL 
(KUB 30.10 i 4 (OH/MS), KUB 7.5 iv 4 (MH/NS)), NDW�WL�H ã�ãL (KUB 7.41+ ii 
24 (MH/NS), KUB 20.52 i 27 (MH/NS), KUB 20.83 iii 9 (NS)), NDW�WH�H ã�ãL 
(KBo 3.38 rev. 32 (OH/NS)); + 1pl.: NDW�WL ãX�PL (HKM 57 rev. 21 (MH/MS)), 
NDW�WH�H ã�ãXP[-...] (KBo 13.110 rev. 2 (NS)); +2/3pl.: NDW�WL�L ã�PL (OS, often), 
ND�DW�WL�L ã�PL (KBo 30.36 rev. 4 (OS), NDW�WL�H ã�PL (KBo 10.25 vi 14 (OH/NS), 
KBo 11.16 iv 10 (OH/NS))), NDWWDQGD (adv.) ‘downwards, along’  (NDW�WD�DQ�GD 
(MH/MS), NDW�WD�DQ�WD (MH/MS)). 
 Anat. cognates: HLuw. NDWD (adv.) ‘down, under’  (INFRA�WD, INFRA�Wi), 
NDWDQWD (adv.) ‘below’  (INFRA-Wi�WD (AKSARAY §6)); Lyd. NDW� (prev.) ‘?’ , 
ND � (prev.) ‘?’ . 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘down, along, according to, against’ , OIr. F W, OWe. FDQW 
‘with’ , Lat. FXP ‘with’ , etc. 
  PIE *

ò� óPW� 
  
The semantics as given above describe the OH situation as established by Starke 
(1977: 131-5, 181-7), namely that we must distinguish between a “ locatival 
adverb”  NDWWDQ ‘below, underneath’ , a “ terminative adverb”  NDWWD ‘downwards’ , a 
“ locatival postposition (+ genitive)”  NDWWD ‘(along) with’  and a “ locatival adverb 
(+ enclitic personal pronouns)”  NDWWL  ‘(along) with’ . From the MH period 
onwards the distinction between NDWWD and NDWWDQ is being given up.  
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 Since Neu (1974a: 67) it is generally assumed that NDWWD, NDWWDQ and NDWWL are 
petrified all.sg., acc.sg. and dat.-loc.sg. respectively of an original nominal stem 
NDWW�. Already Bugge DSXG Knudtzon (1902: 59) saw NDWWD as cognate of Gr.  
‘downwards’ , which, together with OIr. FpW ‘with’ , OWe. FDQW ‘with’  clearly must 
belong with Lat. FXP ‘with’ , etc. and reflect *

ò� óPW�. Nevertheless, there has been 
some discussion on whether or not this etymology is correct, especially because 
of the absence of a reflex of the *-P� in *

ò� óPW� > NDWW�. As Melchert states (1994a: 
126): “ the idea the syllabic *� regularly loses its nasalization before another 
consonant is contradicted by QWDUD�”  ‘blue’ , which is derived from *PG ï UR�. 
Other examples Melchert (1994a: 125) gives for the assumption that *� keeps its 
nasalization are *V�Q� ‘to disappear, to withdraw’  > ãDPQ� (see ãDPHQ�í î  � ãDPQ�) 
and *QV� ‘us’  > DQ]�. However, it is not imperative that a preform *

ò� óPW� would 
behave similar as a sequence *�1&� (like in DQWDUD� and DQ] ã) or *&119 (like 
in ãDPQ�). On the contrary, if NDSSL� � NDSSDL� ‘little’  indeed reflects *NPE ï �L�,�it 
would show that a sequence *717� > Hitt. 7D7 (in which 7 = any stop), and that a 
development *

ò� óPW� > Hitt. NDWW� is in perfect order.  
 All in all, I reconstruct NDWWD as *

ò� óPW�R, NDWWDQ as *
ò� óPW�RP and NDWWL  as *

ò� óPW�
�H�L. The absence of accentuation (no plene vowels) is explained by the 
establishment that in poetic verse local adverbs and postpositions are unstressed 
(cf. Melchert 1998a: 485).  
 
NDWWHUD� (adj.) ‘lower, inferior; infernal; farther along’  (Sum. GAM�UD�): 
nom.sg.c. NDW�WH�HU�UD�Dã (KUB 17.14 iv 17 (NS)), acc.sg.c. NDW�WH�UD�DQ (KBo 
39.280 iii 11 (NH)), nom.-acc.sg.n. NDW�WH�UD (Bo 3078 ii 9 (NS)), NDW�WH�HU�UD 
(KBo 13.104 + Bo 6464 ii 7 (NS)), dat.-loc.sg. NDW�WH�UL (KBo 4.2 i 30, 35, 43 
(OH/NS)), NDW�WH�HU�UL (KBo 10.24 iv 31 (OH/NS)), NDW�WL�LU�UL (KUB 26.9 i 6 
(MH/NS)), NDW�WL�LU�U[L?] (KUB 33.115 ii 6 (MH/NS)), all.sg. NDW�WH�UD (IBoT 1.36 
iv 15 (MH/MS)), NDW�WH�HU�UD (KUB 10.3 ii 23 (NS), KBo 6.29 ii 12 (NH), KUB 
36.18 ii 18 (MH/NS)), loc.sg. NDW�WH�H�HU (KUB 30.32 i 11 (MS) // KBo 18.190 
obv. 6 (fr.) (NS)), abl. NDW�WH�UD�D] (Bo 3617 i 7 (NS), KBo 15.24 ii 32 
(MH/NS)), NDW�WH�HU�UD�D] (KBo 4.9 iv 34 (NS), KUB 2.10d, 2 (fr.) (NS)), NDW�WH�
HU�UD�]D (KBo 13.104 + Bo 6464 ii 3 (NS)), NDW�WL�LU�UD�D] (KBo 10.24 iv 20 
(OH/NS)), nom.pl.c. NDW�WH�UH�H�Hã (KUB 34.90, 3 (NS)), NDW�WH�UH�Hã (Bo 3617 ii 
9 (NS)), NDW�WH�HU�UL�Lã (KBo 13.104 + Bo 6464 ii 6 (NS)), NDW�WH�UL�Xã (Bo 3078 ii 
9 (NS)), NDW�WH�HU�UX�Xã (KUB 17.14 rev. 21 (NS)), NDW�WL�LU�UX�Xã (KBo 15.9 i 19 
(NS)), NDW�WH�UD�Dã (KUB 6.31 iv 6 (NS)), dat.-loc.pl. NDW�WH�H�UD�Dã (KBo 32.19 ii 
38 (MH/MS)). 
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 Derivatives: NDWWHUD (adv.) ‘below’  (NDW�WH�UD (KUB 7.1 ii 23 (OH/NS))), 
NDWWHUD©©� 
  (IIb) ‘to lower, to make inferior, to dismiss’  (3sg.pres.act. NDW�WH�UD�
D§�§L (KUB 13.2 iii 27 (MH/NS)), 2pl.prs.act. NDW�WH�HU�UD�D§�WH�H�QL (KUB 13.20 
i 35 (MH/NS)), 3sg.pret.act. NDW�WH�HU�UD�D§�WD (KUB 1.1 iii 20 (NH)), 
3pl.pret.act. NDW�WH�HU�UD�D§�§H�HU (KUB 1.4 + 674/v iii 43 (NH), KUB 1.10 iii 15 
(NH)); impf. NDW�WH�HU�UD�D§�§L�Hã�NH�D� (KUB 31.66 iii 16 (NH))), NDWWHUH]]L� 
(adj.) ‘lower, inferior’  (dat.-loc.sg. NDW�WH�UH[-H]�]]L (KBo 24.71, 11 (NS))). 
  PIE *

ò� óPW�pUR� 
  
See e.g. Puhvel HED 4: 131f. for attestations. The two MS attestations NDW�WH�UD 
and NDW�WH�H�UD�Dã clearly show that the single spelling of �U� is original. The fact 
that in NS texts we often come across the spelling NDW�WH�HU�U°, with geminate 
�UU�,�must be due to the occasional NH gemination of intervocalic resonants as 
described by Melchert 1994a: 165. The few forms that are spelled with the sign 
TI (NDW�WL�LU�U°) probably are due to the NH mixing up of the signs TE and TI (cf. 
Melchert 1984a: 137). Moreover, the MS attestation NDW�WH�H�UD� with plene �H� 
clearly points to a phonological interpretation /katéra-/.  
 It is in my view evident that this word reflects *

ò� óPW�pUR�,�a derivative of the 
stem NDWW�,�for which see NDWWD.  
 
NDWWL : see at NDWWD  
 
NDWWX� (n.) ‘enmity, strife’ : nom.-acc.sg.n. NDG�GX�X ã�PL�LW (OH/NS). 
 Derivatives: NDWWXÓDH�� 
  (Ic2) ‘to be aggrieved(?)’  (3sg.pret.act. NDG�GX�X�ÑD�L[W] 
(OH/NS), NDG�GX�ÑD�L�L[W] (OH/NS)), NDWWDÓ WDU� �� NDWWDÓDQQ� (n.) 
‘aggrievedness, enmity’  (nom.-acc.sg. NDW�WD�ÑD�D�WDU (OH/NS), NDW�WD�ÑD�WDU 
(OH/MS), gen.sg. NDW�WD�ÑD�DQ�QD�Dã (OH/NS)), NDWWDÓDQQDOOL� (adj.) ‘vengeful’  
(nom.sg.c. NDW�WD�ÑD�½DQ�¾QD�DO�OL�Lã (MH/NS)). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. NDWWDÓDWQDOOL� (adj.; c.) ‘vengeful; plaintiff’  (nom.sg.c. 
NDW�WD�ÑD�DW�QD½�DO¾OL�Lã, acc.sg.c. NDW�WD�ÑD�DW�QD�DO�OL�LQ, NDW�WD�ÑD�DW�QD�DO�OL�
HQ, nom.pl.c. [(NDW�WD�ÑD�DW�QD�D)]O�OL�LQ�]L, acc.pl.c. NDW�WD�ÑD�DW�QD�DO�OL�LQ�]D). 
  PIE *�K ñ HW��H�X� ? 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 138f. for attestations. Although the basic noun NDWWX� is only 
attested once, on the basis of the derivatives NDWWXÑDH� and NDWWDÑDWDU we can set 
up an adjective *NDWWX� � NDWWDÑ� ‘aggrieved, inimical’ . Laroche (1965: 51) 
compared these words to Gr.  ‘spite, anger’ , which is usually connected 
with OIr. FDWK ‘strife, battle’  (which reflects *NDWX� as in the personal names Gaul. 
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&DWX�ULJHV, OHG +DGX�EUDQG), MHG KDGHU ‘fight, struggle’  and Skt. iWUX� 
‘enemy’ . These words point to a root *�K ñ HW� (laryngeal needed to explain OIr. 
�D�), which would mean that Hitt. NDWWX� � NDWWDÑ� reflects *�K ñ HW�HX�. Note that 
this implies that CLuw. NDWWDÑDWQDOOL� cannot be genuinely Luwian, since *� > 
Luw. ]�,�and therefore must be an adaptation of the Hittite word.  
 ������ ND]]DUQXO� (n.) a certain cloth: nom.-acc.sg. JD]�]D�DU�QX�~�XO (MH/MS), ND�
D]�]D�DU�QX�XO (MH/MS), JD]�]D�DU�QX�XO (MH/NS), ND�]D�DU�QX�XO, gen.sg.(?) 
[J]D]�]D�DU�QX�XO�OD�Dã x[...] (KBo 47.28 obv. 8 (NS)), dat.-loc.sg. ND�D]�]D�DU�
QX�XO�O[L] (MH/MS), JD]�]D�DU�QX�OL (NS), instr. JD]�]D�DU�QX�~�OL�LW (NS), nom.-
acc.pl. JD]�]D�DU�QX�XO�OD (NS), ND�D]�]D�DU�QX�XO�OL (MH/NS). 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 141 and Rieken 1999a: 467 for attestation. The word usually 
occurs with the determinative GADA and therefore must denote some cloth. 
Puhvel just states that this word does not have an etymology, but Rieken treats 
this word rather extensively. She translates the word as “ Tuch zum Abtrocknen?” , 
although she also states that “ [e]ine inhaltliche Spezifizierung der 
Tuchbezeichnung anhand der Belege ist kaum möglich” . According to her, the 
word must be a derivative in �XO- (< PIE *-Ñ�) from a verb *ND]]DUQX� (for the 
formation she compares the hapaxes GDOXJQXO� and SDUJDQXO� (see at GDOXNL� � 
GDOXJDL� and SDUNL¨H�D�í î  respectively)). She states that the root ND]]DU� could be 
connected with *�V³UR� (Gr.  ‘fast, dry land’ , Lat. VHU VFXQW ‘they dry’ , 
OHG VHUDZ Q ‘to become dry’ ). As a parallel for the development *��V� > �N ô V� 
she gives ]DNNDU� /tskar/ < *V� U. As I have argued at ãDNNDU, ]DNNDU � ãDNQ�,�the 
initial cluster ]N� from ]DNNDU is not phonetically regular. Moreover, under the 
lemma N ãW� � NLãW� we see that *.VW� yields Hitt. NLãW� /k}st-/. All in all, I find 
Rieken’ s assumption that ND]]DUQXO� reflects *�VHU�QX�O� phonetically improbable. 
Moreover, since the exact meaning of this noun cannot be established, this 
etymology lacks any semantic background as well.  
 � ������ JHQX�� �� JDQX�� (n. > c.) ‘knee’ : nom.-acc.sg. JH�H�QX (OH/MS), JH�QX 
(OH/NS), acc.sg.c. JH�QX�XQ (KBo 20.73 i 2 (MS), KUB 9.34 iii 37 (NS)), NH�QX�
XQ (KUB 9.34 iii 34 (NS)), JH�H�QX�ÑD�DQ (Bo 4463, 13 (NS)), gen.sg. JH�QX�ÑD�
Dã (OS), JH�H�QX�ÑD�Dã (OH/NS), dat.-loc.sg. JH�QX�X ã�ãL (MH/NS), JH�QX�ÑD 
(NS), abl. JH�H�QX�ÑD�]D (NH), JH�QX�ÑD�D] (OH/NS), instr. [J]H�QX�W D�DW NiQ 
(OS), JH�QX�XW (OH/NS), JD�QX�XW (OH/MS), nom.-acc.pl.n. JH�H�QX�ÑD (NH), JH�
QX�ÑD (MH/NS), acc.pl.c. JH�H�QX�Xã ãX�Xã (NS), JH�QX�Xã ãX�Xã (NH), dat.-
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loc.pl. JH�QX�Dã (MS), JH�H�QX�ÑD�Dã (OH/NS), JH�QX�ÑD�Dã (OH/NS), ND�QX�ÑD�
Dã (NS). 
 Derivatives: JHQXããDULªH�D�� 
 , NDQXããDULªH�D�� 
  (Ic1) ‘to kneel’  (3sg.pres.act. JH�
QX�Xã�ãD�UL�D]�]L (NS), JH�QX�Xã�ãD�UL�H]�]L (NS), 3pl.pres.act. JH�H�QX�Xã�UD�D�
DQ�]L (MS); part. JH�QX�Xã�ãD�UL�¨D�DQ�W�,�NH�QX�Xã�ãD�UL�¨D�DQ�W�,�JH�QX�ãDU�UL�DQ�
W�,�ND�QX�Xã�ãD�UL�¨D�DQ�W� (NS), ND�QX�ãD�UL�¨D�DQ�W� (MS); verb.noun JH�QX�Xã�UL�
ÑD�DU (NS); impf. JH�QX�Xã�ãD�UL�Hã�NH�D�), JHQXãULQX�� 
  (Ib2) ‘to make kneel’  
(3sg.pres.act. JH�QX�Xã�UL�QX�]L (MS)). 
 IE cognates: Skt. MaQX�,�Gr. , TochA NDQZ�,�Lat. JHQ , Goth. NQLX ‘knee’ . 
  PIE *�pQX� � *�Q�HX� 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 146f. for attestations. Already since Hrozný (1919: 184), this 
word is connected with the words for ‘knee’  in the other IE languages. These 
words show a few ablaut variants: Skt. MaQX�,�Gr. , TochA NDQZ�,�TochB 
NHQL reflect *�yQ�X�; Lat. JHQ  reflects *�pQ�X�; and Goth. NQLX, ON NQp, OE 
FQ RZ < *�Q�HX�. Because in Hittite the signs GI and KI can be read JL and JH 
and NL and NH respectively, the spellings GI�H�QX�,�GI�QX� and KI�QX� can all be 
interpreted as /kénu-/ < *�pQX�. The spellings ND�QX� and JD�QX� are sometimes 
interpreted as reflecting *�yQX�,�but in my view this is not very likely. We would 
expect that *y > Hitt. , spelled **ND�D�QX�. I therefore assume that JD�QX� and 
ND�QX� represent /knu-/ < *�Q��H�X�. Such a zero-grade formation is not only 
visible in the Germanic forms, but also in e.g. Skt. MxX� (in compounds), Av. dat.-
abl.pl. åQXELL  and Gr. dat.pl. ,  ‘on knees’ .  
 With these three ablaut grades attested in the IE languages, it is difficult to 
reconstruct a PIE paradigm. Beekes (1995: 188) states that on the basis of the H� 
and R�grade, we should reconstruct a static paradigm nom.-acc. *�yQX, gen. 
*�pQX�V and that the forms that show *�Q�HX� are secondary. Nevertheless, the 
Hittite forms seem to point to a paradigm *�pQ�X, *�Q�pX�V.  
 The verb NDQXããDUL¨H�D�í î  must be compared to e.g. QD§ãDUL¨H�D�í î  ‘to be afraid’  
(*QHK ñ �VU�¨H�R�) and possibly ãHãDUL¨H�D�í î  ‘to sieve’  (*VHK ð �VU�¨H�R�?), and reflects 
*�Q�HX�VU�¨H�R� or *�Q�X�VU�¨H�R� (compare Rieken 1999a: 276). The H�grade form 
JHQXããDUL¨H�D� must be secondary to the noun.  
 
NHQX�� 
 : see N QX�í î   
 � ������ JHQ]X� (n.) ‘abdomen, lap’ : nom.-acc.sg. JH�HQ�]X (OH/MS), NH�H�HQ�]X 
(OH/NS), JH�HQ�]X�~ (OH/NS), JH�H�H[Q�]]X (NS), JL�LQ�]X (1x, NH), JL�LP�]X 
(1x, NH), abl. JH�HQ�]X�[(ÑD�)D]], instr. [JH�]HQ�]X�L�W D�DW NiQ (KBo 30.30 rev. 
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7 (OS)), nom.-acc.pl. JH�HQ�]X�X�ÑD (OH/NS), dat.-loc.pl. JH�HQ�]X�ÑD�Dã 
(MH/MS, OH/NS). 
 Derivatives: JHQ]XÓH�D�� 
 , JHQ]XÓDH�� 
  (Ic1 / Ic2) ‘to treat gently, to be 
compassionate (towards), to be kind (to)’  (2sg.pres.act. JH�HQ�]X�ÑD�L�ãL (OH/NS), 
JH�HQ�]X�ÑD�ãL (OH/MS), 3sg.pret.act. JH�HQ�]X�ÑD�LW (OH/NS), 2sg.imp.act. JH�
HQ�]X�ÑD�L (NH)), JHQ]XÓDOD� (adj.) ‘kindhearted’  (nom.sg.c. JH�HQ�]X�ÑD�OD�Dã 
(NH), JL�LQ�]X�ÑD�OD�Dã (MH/NS)). 
  PIE *�HQK ð �VX� 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 154f. for attestations. The word denotes a body part, which 
can be identified with the lower abdomen on the basis of its place in lists of body 
parts. Besides its literal meaning, it also occurs metaphorically in expressions like 
JHQ]X G � î  � G� ‘to take pity on’ , JHQ]X §DU�N��í î  ‘to have fondness for’ , JHQ]X SDL� î  
� SL� ‘to extend kindness’ , but also in its derivatives JHQ]XÑDH�í î  ‘to be gentle 
with’  and JHQ]XÑDOD� ‘kindhearted’ . The literal meaning ‘lower abdomen’  (‘*area 
of the loins’ ?) and the metaphoric meaning ‘kindness’  seem to fit the PIE root 
*�HQK ð � ‘to beget, to procreate’  (Skt. MDQ î � ‘to procreate, Gr.  ‘to come 
into being’ , Lat. Q WXV ‘born’ , etc.; for the meaning ‘kindness’ , cf. Lat. JHQWLOLV 
‘gentle’ , ModEng. NLQG). It therefore is quite generally assumed that JHQ]X� 
reflects *�HQK ð �VX� (cf. Skt. Ui�VX� ‘enjoyable’ , GKiN�X� ‘burning’ , but also Hitt. 
WHSãX� < *G ï HE ï �VX�), but details are unclear. The biggest question is how the 
cluster �Q]� came about, especially in comparison to the fact that *9QV9 > Hitt. 
9ãã9. For instance, Eichner (1973a: 55, 86) therefore assumes that in *�HQK ð �VX� 
the laryngeal was vocalized to *JHQDVX� and that this vocalized laryngeal only got 
syncopated after the assimilation of *-QV� to �ãã�. The secondary cluster *-QV� then 
yielded �Q]�. Problematic however is that neither vocalization of laryngeals (cf. 
Melchert 1994a: 65) nor syncope of vowels is a regular phonetic development in 
Hittite. Rieken (1999a: 220-1) remarks that Skt. GKiN�X� is remodelled after an R�
stem, while Ui�VX� goes back to an IE V�stem *UpP�H�RV� (although opinions 
differ on this, cf. Mayrhofer 1986-2002: 2.428). In the same way JHQ]X� then 
could be derived from the V�stem *�pQK ð �H�RV� (Gr. , Lat. JHQXV). According 
to Rieken, “ [d]ie Bewahrung des Nasals vor dem Sibilanten und die Epenthese 
van W in JHQ]X�,�die der normalen Entwicklung widersprechen, erklären sich aus 
dem Bedürfnis, die Morphemgrenzen deutlich zu bewahren” . This is rather DG 
KRF, however. In my view, the solution is quite simple: just as *-PV� and *-PK ð V� 
behaved differently when in intervocalic position (*9PV9 > 9ãã9 (*K ñ HPVX� > 
§DããX�) whereas *9PK ð V9 > 9Qã9 (*K ñ yPK ð VHL > QãL)), so did �QV� and �QK ð V� 
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behave differently as well. The first one assimilated to �ãã�,�whereas *9QK ð V9 
yielded 9Q]9 (for this outcome compare *&QV9 > &DQ]9 and *&PV9 > &DQ]9).  
 The preservation of �H� is quite remarkable. Apparently, JHQ]X� < *�HQK ð VX� did 
not participate in the sound law *H5&& > D5&&, nor in the sound law *HQ7 > 
DQ7. This means that we have to set up the following relative chronology: (1) 
*HQ7 > DQ7; (2) *9QK ð V9 > 9Q]9; (3) *H5&& > D5&&.  
 � ������ NHU���NDUG�L�� (n.) ‘heart; center, core’  (Sum. ŠÀ, Akk. /,%%8): nom.-acc.sg. 
NH�HU (MH/MS, OH/NS), JH�HU (MS), gen.sg. NDU�WL�¨D�Dã (MH/MS), NDU�GL�¨D�Dã 
(OH/NS), NDU�GL�Dã (OH/NS), dat.-loc.sg. NDU�GL (OS), NDU�WL (OS), NDU�WL�L (NH), 
NDU�GL�¨D�D W�WD P D�DW NiQ (KUB 33.68 ii 10 (OH/NS)), NH�HU�WL (MH/NS), 
all.sg. NDU�WD (MS), NDU�GD (OH/NS), erg.sg. NDU�GL�DQ�]D (OS or MS), abl. NDU�
WD�D] (OS), instr. NDU�GL�LW (OH/MS). 
 Derivatives: see ãDOODNDUWD� and NDUGLPL¨H�D�í î . 
 Anat. cognates: Pal. N UW� ‘heart’  (dat.-loc.sg. ND�D�DU�WL); CLuw. 

���� ] UW� 
‘heart’  (nom.-acc.sg. ]D�D�DU�]D, dat.-loc.sg. ]D�DU�WL, abl.-instr. UZUŠÀ-WL, case? 
]D�DU�WD); HLuw. 

����� ]DUW�L�� (n.) ‘heart’  (nom.-acc.sg. /tsart=sa/ ]D�UD�L�]D 
(KULULU 5 §11), gen.sg. /tsartias/ COR]D�UD�L�WL�LD�Vi (ALEPPO 3 §1), dat.-
loc.sg. /tsarti/ ]D�UD�L�WL (KARABURUN §12), gen.adj.acc.sg.c. /tsartasin/ 
]D�UD�L�WD�VL�QD (KÖRKÜN §11)), ]DUWLªD� ‘to wish’  (3sg.pres.act. /tsartiti/ 
]D�UD�L�WL�WL�L��L� (KARABURUN §7, §9, TELL AHMAR 2 §13, SULTANHAN 
§46), 3sg.pret.act. /tsartita/ COR]D�UD�L�WL�L�WD (TELL AHMAR 1 §20)). 
  PAnat. *� U, *�UGLRV, *�UG�� 
 IE cognates: Gr. , Arm. VLUW, OCS VU G FH, Lith. ãLUGuV, OPr. VH\U, Lat. FRU, 
OIr. FULGH, Skt. K UGL � K�G�,�K�GD\D� ‘heart’  
  PIE *� U, *�UG�L�yV, *�UG�� 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 189f. and Rieken 1999a: 52f. for attestations. Some forms 
need comments. The nom.-acc.sg.-form is spelled with the signs KI, GI and IR 
that can stand for NL and NH, JL and JH and LU and HU respectively. This means that 
both a phonological interpretation /kir/ and /ker/ is possible. Since this form 
alternates with NDUG�L��,�I have chosen to read it as /ker/ because the vowel �H� is 
expected in such an alternation. Besides the well-attested gen.sg. /krdias/, Rieken 
(l.c.) also cites a gen.sg. NDUWDã on the basis of NDU!�WD�Dã�PD in the following 
context:  
 

VBoT 58 i  
(12) QX Ú

�
I.A�DQ KUR!.KURMEŠ GU4

�
I.A UDU

�
I.A UR.GI7

�
I.A ŠA[Ï]

�
I.A WL�LQ�Q[X�]L�XW]  
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(13) DUMUMEŠ NDU!�WD�Dã�PD §DO�NL�Xã [..]x WL�LQ�QX�]L.  
 
In the break in line 13 she reads [Ò�8]/ and concludes that we then need an 
adversative  PD (so NDU!�WD�Dã PD) in order to translate “ Gräser, Länder, Rinder, 
Schafe, Hunde (und) Schweine lähmte er, aber die Söhne des Herzens und das 
Getreide lähmt er nicht” . HW2 Ï: 54 reads [GI]Š[GEŠ]T N in the break, however, 
and interprets NDU!�WD�Dã�PD as NDUWD ãPD, translating “ Die Gräser/Kräuter der 
Länder/Landstriche, die Rinder, Schafe, Hunde (und) Schwei[ne] läh[mt sie]; die 
Kinder in ihrem “ Herzen” , die Getreide (und) den [We]in(stock)? ... lähmt sie” . 
All in all, I judge this passage as too unclear to base an otherwise unattested 
gen.sg. NDUWDã on.  
 In Luwian, we find ]DUW�L�� ‘heart’  (note that nom.-acc.sg. CLuw. ] U]D and 
HLuw. ]D�UD�L�]D�KDYH�WR�EH�DQDO\VHG�DV��] UW-sa/, showing the secondary neuter 
suffix �VD attached to a stem ]DUW� (and not as ]DU + �VD, cf. Ñ U�ãD ‘water’ )). 
Apparently, the form that corresponds to Hitt. nom.-acc.sg. NHU (we would expect 
Luw. **]LU) was replaced by the oblique stem. The similarity between Hitt. 
gen.sg. NDUGL¨Dã and HLuw. gen.sg. ]D�UD�L�WL�LD�Vi is remarkable and points to 
PAnat. *�UGLRV. All in all, we can reconstruct a PAnat. paradigm *� � � U, *�UGLRV, 
*�UG�.  
 Already since Hrozný (1922b: 691), Hitt. NHU � NDUG�L�� has been connected to 
other IE words for ‘heart’  like Gr. , Lat. FRU, etc. The nominative-accusative 
must be reconstructed as *� U on the basis of Gr. , Skt. K UGL, Arm. VLUW, OPr. 
VH\U. The PAnat. gen.sg. *�UGLRV can be compared to L-extensions as visible in Gr. 

 ‘heart’  and Skt. K�GD\D�,�Av. ] U DLLD�.  
 The interpretation of the word NH�HU�WL�LW�WD in KBo 3.21 iii (11) dIM-Dã NH�HU�WL�
LW�WD PL�QX�DQ�GX OL�Lã�ãL PD�D W�WD ÑD�DU�Dã�QX�DQ�GX has been matter of 
debate. Puhvel (o.c.: 190) analyses NLUWL WWD and interprets NLUWL as a nom.-acc.sg.-
variant besides NHU, which, he assumes, may be “ a variant reinforced by the 
Hittite proliferation of L�stems in terms for body parts (e.g. DUNL�,� §D§UL�,� OLããL��
...)” . He translates the sentence in question as ‘may they soothe thy heart 
[partitive apposition], and may they calm thy liver’ . This interpretation is rather 
DG�KRF and unsatisfactory. Eichner (1979a: 459) analyses the form as NLU WL WWD, 
showing a suffixless loc.sg. NLU followed by the enclitic possessive pronoun  WWL. 
He therefore translates ‘In deinem Herzen sollen sie dich milde stimmen, in 
deiner Leber (d.h. Sinn, Gemüt) aber besänftigen!’ . However, the assumption that 
the second person is expressed by using two enclitic particles (the possessive 
pronominal enclitic  WWL� and the enclitic pronoun  WWD) is not very appealing. 
Neu (1980a: 31-33) analyses the form as NHUWL WWD and commends that NHUWL 
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should be taken as a loc.sg. that reflects *�pUG�L. This analysis, NHUWL WWD, certainly 
fits the parallel word-chain OLããL PD WWD best. Rieken (1999a: 53) rejects Neu’ s 
interpretation, however, because she does not believe that *�pUG�L would yield 
Hitt. NHUWL: according to her *p5& > D5&, and thus *�pUG�L > NDUWL. The fact that 
*H5&9 remains H5&9 is clearly visible in e.g *N � pUPL > NXHUPL, however, and 
therefore Neu’ s interpretation is phonetically regular as well. This means that 
NHUWL would be the regular outcome of the PIE loc.sg. *�pUG�L, whereas Hitt. dat.-
loc.sg. NDUW  goes back to the PIE dat.sg. *�UG�pL. Note that Puhvel also cites a 
dat.-loc.sg. JLUGL on the basis of KUB 53.50 i (3) URU�Dã JuU�GL ‘in the heart of 
the city’ , but this is problematic in view of the fact that this would be the only 
instance known to me where the sign GÌR has to be read phonetically.  
 
NHã�� 
 : see NLã�� �   
 
NHããDU���NLããHU����NLãU� (c.) ‘hand’  (Sum. ŠU, Akk. 4$78): nom.sg. NH�Hã�ãDU ãL�
Lã (OH/?), NL�Lã�ãDU�Dã (MS), NH�Hã�ãL�UD�Dã (OH/NS), NL�Lã�ãL�UD�Dã (OH/NS), 
acc.sg. [NL�L]ã�ãH�UD�DQ (OS), NL�Lã�ãL�UD�DQ (MH/NS), NH�Hã�ãL�UD�DQ (MH/NS), 
gen.sg. NL�Lã�UD�Dã (MH/MS), NL�Lã�ãD�U[(D�Dã)] (MH/MS), NL�Lã�ãH�UD�Dã 
(MH/NS), dat.-loc.sg. NL�Lã�ãD�UL�L (OS), NL�Lã�UL (OH/NS), NL�Lã�UL (OH/NS), [(NL)�
L]ã�ãL�UL�L W�WD (OH/NS), all.sg. NL�Lã�UD�D (OS), NL�ãDU�UD (NS), abl. NL�Lã�UD�D] 
(MH/MS), NL�Lã�ãD�UD�D] (MH/MS), NL�Lã�ãDU�UD�D] (OH/MS), NL�Lã�ãDU�D] 
(MH/NS), NH�Hã�ãD�UD�D] (NS), instr. NL�Lã�ãDU�DW (OH/MS), NL�Lã�ãDU�WD 
(MH/MS), NH�Hã�ãDU�WD (MH/NS), NL�Lã�UL�L�LW (MS?), NL�Lã�UL�LW (NS), NL�Lã�ãD�UL�LW 
(MH/NS), acc.pl. NL�Lã�ãH�UX�Xã (OH/NS), dat.-loc.pl. NL�Lã�UD�Dã (NS). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. ã�ãD�UD�L� (c.) ‘hand’  (nom.sg. L�Lã�ãD�UL�Lã, Lã�ãD�UL�Lã, 
Lã�ãD�UL�L�Lã, L�Lã�UL�Lã, Lã�UL�Lã, acc.sg. Lã�ãD�UL�LQ, dat.-loc.sg. Lã�ãD�UL�L, abl.-instr. L�
Lã�ãD�UD�WL, Lã�ãD�UD�D�WL, coll.pl. L�Lã�ãD�UD, Lã�ãD�UD, dist.pl. ŠUMEŠ�DQ�WD, dat.-
loc.pl. Lã�ãD�UD½�DQ¾�][D], gen.adj.nom.-acc.sg.nt. Lã�ãD�UD½�Dã�ãD¾�DQ�]D), 
LããDUDOODWWDU� (n.) ‘bracelet’  (nom.-acc.pl. Lã�ãD�UD�OD�DG�GD�UD), LãDUÓDªD� (adj.) 
‘favourable (vel sim.)’  (nom.-acc.sg.n. L�ãDU�~�ÑD�¨D�DQ, nom.-acc.pl.n. L�ãDU�ÑD�
¨D), LãDUÓLOD�L� ‘right hand’  (nom.sg.c. L�ãDU�~�L�OL�Lã, L�ãDU�ÑL � �OL�Lã, abl.-instr. L�
ãDU�~�L�OD�WL), LãDUÓLOL�ªD�� (adj.) ‘of the right hand (> favourable)’  (nom.-acc.sg.n. 
L�ãDU�~�L�OL�¨D�DQ, abl.-instr.? [L�ãDU�]~�L�UL�¨D�D�WL); HLuw. LVWUD�L� (c.) ‘hand’  
(acc.sg /istrin/ MANUSL�Vj�WDUD�L�QD (KARKAMIŠ A7 §3), “ MANUS” -WDUD�L�QD 
(JISR EL HADID fr.2 line 2), dat.-loc.sg. /istri/ MANUSL�Vj�WDUD�L�L (KARKAMIŠ 
A6 §15, §17, §22), MANUS�WDUD�L (KARKAMIŠ A21 §3), abl. /istradi/ 
[“ MA]NUS” -WDUD�L�WL (KARKAMIŠ A11D §2b)); Lyc. L]UH�L� ‘hand’  (abl.-instr. 
L]UHGL). 
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  PAnat. *JpVU� 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘hand’ , Arm. MHÍQ ‘hand’ , TochA WVDU, TochB �DU ‘hand’ , 
Alb. GRUs ‘hand’ , Skt. KiVWD� ‘hand’  (*� � pV�WR�). 
  PIE *� � pV�U � *� � V�pU�P � *� � V�U�yV 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 160f. and Rieken 1999a: 278f. for attestations. Already since 
Sturtevant (1927a: 121) this word is generally connected with Gr.  ‘hand’ , 
which in view of Arm. MHÍQ and Skt. KiVWD� ‘hand’  must reflect *� � HV�U. In Hittite, 
we find a variaty of forms, of which it is not always clear how to interpret them, 
despite the obvious etymon. The oldest forms (OS and MS) are the following: 
nom.sg. NHããDU, acc.sg. NLããHUDQ, gen.sg. NLã�ãD�UDã, dat.-loc.sg. NLã�ãD�U , all.sg. 
NLãU , abl. NLã�ãD�UD], instr. NLããDUDW � NLããDUWD, acc.pl. NLããHUXã, dat.-loc.pl. NLãUDã. 
In younger times, we see that some forms occur that reflect a thematic stem 
NLããHUD� (nom.sg. NLããLUDã (NS), gen.sg. NLããHUDã (NS)) and NLã�ãD�UD� (nom.sg. 
NLããDUDã (MS), instr. NLããDULW (NS)) (see Weitenberg 1995 on the thematicization 
and sigmatization of original asigmatic commune nominatives). According to 
Rieken (l.c., following Schindler) the original paradigm of *� � HV�U� must have 
been ‘holodynamic’ , *� � pV� U / *� � pV�RU�� / *� � V�U�pV / *� � V�pU��L�, of which she 
states that “ [d]as Hethitische setzt dieses mit den Stämmen NHããDU und NLã�ãD�U� 
fast lautgesetzlich fort”  (o.c.: 280). This view, with which I do not agree at all, is 
supported by her incorrect idea that the vowel H�L in NLããHU� � NLããLU� is “ lediglich 
graphischen Ursprungs” .  
 If nom.sg. NHããDU would reflect *� � pV� U, I do not know how to explain the 
geminate �ãã�: I would expect an outcome **NHãDU or even **NHãD (cf. § 1.4.6.2.a 
for the loss of wordfinal *�U after unaccentuated *� �). In my view, the geminate 
of NHããDU can only be explained by a pre-form *� � pV�U, in which *V has been 
fortited due to contact with �U�. With this pre-form it is an exact match with Gr. 

. The reconstructed acc.sg. *� � pV�RU�� should have regularly yielded Hitt. 
**NHããDUDQ, which is not attested at all. Already in OS texts, we find NLããHUDQ, 
which can either be interpreted as /k}Séran/ < *� � V�pU�P (for the possible 
development of *#KsV- > Hitt. /K}SV-/ compare N ãW� � NLãW� and the total 
absence of Hittite words that start in **NDã9� < *.V9�; the geminate �ãã� must be 
compared to *9NV9 > Hitt. /VkSV/, cf. § 1.4.4.2) or as /kiSéran/ < *� � HV�pU�P 
(with /i/ going back to pre-tonic *H; note that we then should assume 
generalization of geminate �ãã� out of the other cases). The oldest attestations of 
gen.sg. NLãUDã and NLããDUDã stand for /k}Srás/ < � � V�U�yV or for /kiSrás/ < *� � HV�U�
yV (compare Gr.  < *� � HVU�RV). Dat.-loc.sg. NLã�ãD�U , all.sg. NLãU  and abl. 
NLã�ãD�UD] stand for /k}Sr-/ < *� � V�U�� or /kiSr-/ < *� � HV�U��. Instr. NLããDUWD � 
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NLããDUDW stands for /k}Srt/ < *� � V�U�W. Acc.pl. NLããHUXã stands for /k}Sérus/ < 
*� � V�pU�PV, compare acc.sg.  
 All in all, in my opinion it is clear that the Hittite material points to an original 
hysterodynamic paradigm *� � pV�U, *� � V�pU�P, *� � V�U�yV, etc. (according to the 
‘fourth subtype’  as described in Beekes 1995: 175).  
 The Luwian forms, CLuw. Lã�ãD�UD�L�,�HLuw. LVWUD�L� and Lyc. L]UH�L�,� reflect 
PLuw. */iSra/i-/ < (virtual) *�HV�U�R�,�a thematicized form of PAnat. *�HV�U. The 
fact that *H yields Luw. �L� may show that it was pretonic (cf. Hajnal 1995: 63). It 
should be noted that the appurtenance of CLuw. LãDUÑD¨D�,� LãDUÑLOD�L� and 
LãDUÑLOL�¨D�� is uncertain because of the deviant semantics (the basic meaning 
seems to be ‘favourable’ ) and the occurrence of single �ã� vs. the geminate �ãã� 
found in ã�ãD�UD�L�.  
 
NHãW� � 
 : see NLãW� � �   
 
NHWNDU (adv.) ‘at the head (of), on top’ : NH�HW�NDU ãD�PH�HW (OS), NH�HW�NDU 
(OH/MS), NH�HW�NDU�]D (OH/NS), NH�HW�NDU�D] (MH/MS), NH�HW�NDU�Dã (MH/MS), 
NH�HN�NDU (NS), 
 IE cognates: Gr.   ‘head down’ ,   ‘upwards’ . 
  PIE *�HG + *�U�K � � 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 201-2 for attestations. Since Josephson (1966: 135) this 
adverb is generally seen as a univerbation of NHW, the old abl./instr. case of N � � 
N � � NL� ‘this’ , followed by NDU, which must be compared to Gr.   ‘head 
down’ ,   ‘upwards’ , which must somehow reflect PIE *�UHK �  ‘head, horn’ . 
The interpretation of NHW as an old abl./instr. is supported by the fact that in 
younger times �NDU is replaced by the ablatival �NDU].  
 The interpretation of �NDU ~  is difficult. Puhvel (l.c.) explains it as a 
suffixless locative, but safely gives no reconstruction. Rieken (1999a: 250, with 
reference to Nussbaum) assumes that these forms reflect *-���K � , which would be 
the reduced form of *�UpK �  in univerbation. It is difficult to judge whether a 
development *�UK �  > Hitt. NDU, Gr.  is regular. In Greek, I know of no 
comparable instances of *-&UK � #. Rix (1992: 75) only cites examples for the 
outcome of *-&QK � #: *�UK � VQ�K �  > Gr. (Hom.)  and *J � HOK  �PQ�K �  > Gr. 
(Hom.)  ‘projectile’ . These forms show that we would expect that *-�UK �  
yielded Gr. ** . In Hittite, if NDU reflects *�U�K � , we would have to assume loss 
of word-final laryngeal (as does Melchert 1994a: 87).  
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 Prins (1997: 202-3), after summing up the discussion in detail, assumes that the 
preforms of NHWNDU and Gr.   may never have had a laryngeal at all. She 
argues that the univerbation *-�U stems from the time that there still was a root 
*�HU� ‘bone substance’  (of which later the extensions *�HU�K � � ‘head’ , *�HU�QR� 
‘horn’  e.a. were formed). According to her, this *-�U did not receive a laryngeal at 
all, because “ already in PIE the form *-�U in univerbated forms was fossilized” .  
 This assumption (although rather radical) indeed solves the formal problems of 
NHWNDU. A parallel formation of NHW + abl. we find in NHW���SDQWDOD] (q.v.).  
 
NHWSDQWDOD]�(adv.) ‘from this time on’ : NH�HW SD�DQ�WD�OD�]D (MH/MS), NH�HW SD�
DQ�GD�OD�D] (MH/MS), NH�HW�SD�DQ�GD�OD�D] (MH/MS), NH�HW�SD�DQ�WD�OD�D] 
(OH/NS). 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 202-3 for attestations. The form NHWSDQWDOD], which is attested 
thus several times, is clearly a univerbation of NHW and SDQWDOD]. This is not only 
clear from the fact that this expression is written with a word space between the 
two elements in MS texts, but also because of the parallel expression D�Sp�HW SD�
DQ�WD�OD�D] ‘from that time on’ . For a treatment of NHW, see N � � N � � NL� ‘this’ ; for 
a treatment of SDQWDOD] see at SDQWDOD�.  
 
NL� ! ! "$# � 
 %  (IIIb) ‘to lie, to be laid, to be in place, to be set’  (Sum. GAR): 
3sg.pres.midd. NL�LW�WD (OS), NL�LW�WD�UL (MH/MS), NL�LG�GD�UL (NS), 3pl.pres.midd. 
NL�DQ�WD (OS), NL�DQ�GD (OS), NL�¨D�DQ�WD (OS), NL�¨D�DQ�GD (NS), NL�DQ�WD�UL 
(OH/NS), NL�¨D�DQ�WD�UL (OH/NS), 3sg.pret.midd. NL�LW�WD�WL (MH/NS), NL�LW�WD�DW 
(OH/MS), 3pl.pret.midd. NL�L�¨D�DQ�WD�WL (MH/NS), 3sg.imp.midd. NL�LW�WD�UX (OS, 
often), NL�LW�WD�D�UX (1x, MH/NS), NL�LG�GD�UX (NH), 2pl.imp.midd. NL�LG�GX�PD�WL 
(NH). 
 Anat. cognates: Pal. N � ‘to lie’  (3sg.pres.midd. NL�L�WD�DU); CLuw. ] � ‘to lie’  
(3sg.pres.midd. ]L�¨D�DU, ]L�L�¨D�UL); Lyc. VL� ‘to lie’  (1sg.pres.midd. VL DQL, 
3sg.pres.midd. VLM QL, VLMHQL, 3pl.pres.midd. VLW QL). 
  PAnat. *�t¨� 
 IE cognates: Skt. i\H, pWH ‘to lie’ , Av. VD WH ‘to lie’ , Gr.  ‘to lie’ . 
  PIE *�pL�WR � *�pL�QWR 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 169f. for attestations. Already since Hrozný (1917: 35) this 
verb is generally regarded as the cognate of Skt. D\� and Gr.  ‘to lie’ , 
which reflect *�HL�. Because the Sanskrit and the Greek verb show the static 
inflection (Skt. 3sg. i\H, 3pl. pUH; Gr. 3sg. , 3pl.  < *�pL�ÊWR), we 
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would expect that in Hittite we would find a static inflection as well. Because 
normally *-HL� would monophthongize to Hitt. � �,�Eichner (1973a: 78) asssumed 
that *-HL� is raised to � � after a velar consonant (also in N ã� & � � � �  � NLã� (q.v.)). 
Although such a raising is generally accepted now, it still is problematic why 
NLWWD�UL� shows a short �L� throughout its paradigm, especially since shortening of 
long vowels in closed syllable is not usual (cf. N QN§L < �yQN�K � HL). For instance, 
Oettinger (1979a: 525) noticed that the Palaic form N WDU, in contrast to Hitt. 
NLWWD�UL�, shows a long vowel � � and a lenited stop /d/, due to the preceding 
accentuated long vowel. This means that Hittite must have reintroduced the 
unlenited ending �WWD�UL�, which, according to Oettinger, caused the shortening of 
the vowel. Melchert (1994a: 145) hesitates in believing this theory: he remarks 
that the form Ñ WW� ‘year’  < *ÑpW� shows a long � � in a closed syllable and 
therefore seems to contradict this. In my view, this is not necessarily true: the 
plene spelling ~�L�LW�W° does not have to indicate vowel length: it can be used just 
to disambiguate the ambiguous sign IT that can be read LW as well as HW. 
Nevertheless, I would like to reexamine the chronology of the development *.HL� 
> N �.  
 As we can see, the raising of *.HL� > . � occurred in all Anatolian languages: 
*�HL� > Pal. N �,�CLuw. ] � and Lyc. VL�M��. This is therefore probably a Proto-
Anatolian development. Eichner (l.c.) assumes that *.H¨� > *N � (regular 
monophthongization of *-HL�) and that then the velar gets palatalized to *N¶ �,�due 
to which *  is raised, yielding *N¶ �. In my view, we should rather assume that 
*.H¨� was raised to *NL¨� before the monophthongization of *-H¨� to � �. In the 
case of NL� ' ' & � � � � , this means that PIE *�p¨�WRU yielded PAnat. *�t¨WRU. This *�t¨WRU 
fell victim to lenition due to the accentuated diphthong, yielding *�t¨GRU. This 
*�t¨GRU is the immediate preform of Pal. N WDU (with monophthongization of *-L¨� 
> � �). In Pre-Hittite, the synchronically aberrant ending *-GRU is replaced by the 
normal ending *-WRU (with fortis /t/), yielding *�t¨�WRU. It should be noted that /t/ 
was phonetically a long (geminate) consonant: [kí¨t:or] or [kí¨ttor]. In this form, 
the triconsonantal cluster *-¨WW� is simplified to �WW� through loss of the consonantal 
part of the diphthong *-L¨�,�a development comparable to *Nt¨V& > NLV&, but also 
*OLQN& > OLN& and §DUN& > §DU&. This simplification then yielded Hitt. NLWWD�UL�.  
 Within Sanskrit, we find two separate 3sg.pres.-forms, namely i\H < *�pL�R�L 
and pWH < *�pL�WR�L. The idea is that the ending *-R is the old stative ending, 
whereas �WR originally belonged with the real middle. On the basis of Hitt. NLWWD 
and Pal. N WDU < *�pL�WR besides CLuw. ] ¨DUL and Lyc. VLM QL < *�pL�R, we must 
assume that Proto-Anatolian possessed both forms as well (which shows that 
already in PIE there were two forms: archaic *�pL�R and renewed *�pL�WR). From 
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the two forms, *�pL�R ‘won’  in the Luwian branch, whereas *�pL�WR ‘won’  in the 
Palao-Lydo-Hittite branch. Note that I interpret Lyc. VLW QL, which is usually cited 
as 3sg., as a 3pl.-form, reflecting *�pLQWR� > *�t¨QWR > Lyc. /s4te-/, spelled VLWH� (cf. 
Melchert 1992a: 195 for the fact that VLW QL has a plural subject).  
 
 NNL,� NND : see at NXL�  
 
JLHP�: see JLPP�  
 
JLPP��(c.) ‘winter’  (Sum. ŠE12, Akk. .8mm8): dat.-loc.sg. JL�LP�PL (KBo 15.32 i 
4 (OH/MS), KUB 13.2 iv 23 (MH/NS), KUB 22.39 iii 14 (fr.) (NS), KBo 13.169 
l.col. 1 (NS)), JL�H�PL (KUB 30.37 i 9, 11 (fr.) (NS)), JL�PL (IBoT 2.66 rev. 10 
(NS)). 
 Derivatives: JLPDQLªH�D�� 
  (Ic1) ‘to spend the winter’  (3sg.pret.act. JL�PD�QL�H�HW 
(OH/NS), JL�PD�QL�HW (OH/NS)), JLPPDQW� (c.) ‘winter’  (nom.sg. JL�LP�PD�DQ�]D 
(MS), acc.sg. NL�LP�PD�DQ�WDQ(  (undat.), gen.sg. JL�LP�PD�DQ�WD�Dã (OH/NS), JL�
LP�PD�DQ�GD�Dã (MH/NS), dat.-loc.sg. JL�LP�PD�DQ�WL (MH/MS)), 
JLPPDQWDULªH�D�� 
  (Ic1) ‘to spend the winter’  (3pl.pres.act. ŠE12-¨D�DQ�]L (NS), 
1sg.pret.act. JL�LP�PD�DQ�WD�UL�¨D�QX�XQ (NH), JL�LP�PD�DQ�GD�UL�¨D�QX�XQ 
(NH)), see JLPUD�. 
 IE cognates: Skt. KpPDQ�,�Av. ]LL�, Lat. KLHPV, Gr.  ‘winter’  etc. 
  PIE *� � LP�Q��HQW�� 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 143f. for attestations. There he also cites acc.sg. [J]L�PD�DQ 
(KBo 26.132, 6), emended thus by Oettinger (1982a: 237), but as Rieken (1999a: 
77) shows, this emendation is incorrect. Semantically, there is no reason the 
assume ‘winter’  in this context while the traces rather point to [...�D]P�PD�DQ.  
 Although the basic etymon of these words has been clear since Sommer (1920: 
23), namely PIE *� � LP��Q�� ‘winter’ , the exact interpretation of all the forms is 
difficult. It may be worth while to first look at the formations in the other IE 
languages. There we find a root noun *� � LHP� (Lat KLHPV ‘winter’ , Av. ]LL� < 
*� � L P), but also an Q-stem *� � HLP�Q� (Skt. KpPDQ�,�Gr. , ).  
 In Hittite, an Q�stem is assuredly attested in the verb JLPDQL¨H�D�� �  ‘to spend the 
winter’ , which reflects *� � LP�Q�¨H�R�. This makes it likely that the geminate �PP� 
as attested in dat.-loc.sg. JL�LP�PL ‘in the winter’  and JL�LP�PD�DQ�W� ‘winter’  is 
the result of the assimilation of the cluster �PQ�,� so *� � LP�Q� and *� � LP�Q�HQW�. 
Puhvel (o.c.: 145) objects to reconstructing JLPP� as JLP�Q� with the 
consideration that in ODPQL ‘name (dat.-loc.sg.)’  the cluster �PQ� is preserved, but 
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Melchert (1994a: 81) states that in principle *-PQ� assimilates to �PP� unless it is 
part of an ablauting paradigm (like in the case of O PDQ � ODPQ�). This means that 
the original paradigm to which JLPPL must have belonged (*� � pLP�Q, *� � LP�Q�yV 
> Hitt. **N PDQ, **NLPQ ã) has been taken over by JLPPDQW� (*� � LP�Q�HQW�) at an 
early stage already. This is supported by the fact that OH JLPDQL¨H�D�� �  is replaced 
by NH JLPPDQWDUL¨H�D�� �  ‘to spend the winter’  (cf. Rieken l.c.). The �DQW�
derivation JLPPDQW� must be compared to §DPHã§DQW� beside §DPHã§D� ‘spring’ , 
] QDQW� besides ] QD� ‘fall’  and *ÑLWWDQW� besides ÑLWW� ‘year’ . The fact that only 
dat.-loc.sg. JLPPL has survived of the original Q-stem paradigm resembles the 
situation of §DPHã§D� besides §DPHã§DQW� where dat.-loc.sg. §DPHã§L occurs far 
more often than §DPHã§DQWL.  
 The hapax JL�H�PL, which is attested in a NS text only, could be considered as a 
scribal error for JLPPL. Nevertheless, Melchert (1984a: 12790) discusses the 
possibility that JL�H�PL is an archaic form that has to be equated with Lat. KLHPL 
‘in the winter’  and reflects *� � LpP�L.  
 
JLPPDQW�: see JLPP�  
 
JLPPDUD�: see JLPUD�  
 
JLPUD��(c.) ‘the outdoors, countryside, field, military campaign’  (Sum. LÍL, Akk. 
m(58): nom.sg. JL�LP�UD�Dã (MS), acc.sg. JL�LP�UD�DQ (MS), JL�LP�UD�D�DQ (NH), 
gen.sg. JL�LP�UD�Dã (OS), NL�LP�UD�Dã (NS), JL�LP�PD�UD�Dã (OH/NS), dat.-loc.sg. 
JL�LP�UL (OH/NS), all.sg. JL�LP�UD (OH/MS), abl. JL�LP�UD�D] (OH/NS), acc.pl. JL�
LP�UX�Xã (MS), JL�LP�UL�Xã (1x, MH/NS), dat.-loc.pl. JL�LP�UD�Dã (MH/NS), JL�LP�
PD�UD�Dã (MH/NS). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. LP�PD�UD�L� ‘open country’  (gen.adj.-stem LP�PD�UD�Dã�
ãD, gen.adj.dat.sg. LP�PD�UD�Dã�ãDQ, LP�UD�Dã�ãD½�DQ¾). 
  PAnat. *

)�*LPUR� 
  PIE *� � LP�UR� 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 175f. for attestations. The occasional spellings JL�LP�PD�UD� 
show that we should phonologically interpret this word as /kiMra-/. Taking this 
together with CLuw. LP�PD�UD�L�,�we can reconstruct a PAnat. *

)�*LPUR�.  
 Sturtevant (1930c: 216) suggested a connection with PIE *G � H� � P� ‘earth’ . In 
view of Hitt. W NDQ � WDNQ� ‘earth’  < *G � H� � �P � *G � � � �P� and CLuw. WL¨DPPD�L� 
‘earth’  < *G � � � pP�,� it is impossible to derive PAnat. *

)�*LPUR� from a preform 
**G � � � HP�UR�. Tie-ins with IE *�HL� ‘to lie’  (Jucqois 1967: 177) or *NHP� ‘to 
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border’  (Van Windekens 1981) are contradicted by CLuw. LP�PD�UD�L� that 
requires PIE *J � � � �� � � � .  
 Benveniste DSXG Puhvel (l.c.) rather connects JLPUD� to PIE *� � LHP� ‘winter’ , 
“ thus in origin a term for the wintry steppe, the inhospitable outdoors (cf. ‘out in 
the cold’ , VXE ,RYH IULJLGR, etc.)” . Although a preform *� � LP�UR� indeed would 
yield Hitt. /kiMra-/ and CLuw. LP�PD�UD�L�,�and although U�extensions of *� � LHP� 
are found in e.g. Arm. MPHÍQ ‘winter’  < *� � LP�U�LQRV, Gr.  ‘happening 
in the winter’  < *� � HLP�HU�LQR�,�Lat. K EHUQXV ‘winterly’  < *� � HLP�U�LQR� as well, 
the assumed semantic development may not be self-evident. For a further 
treatment of *� � LHP�,�see JLPP� ‘winter’ .  
 
NLQDH�� 
 � (*Ia2 > Ic2) ‘to (as)sort’ : 3sg.pres.act. NL�QD�L]�]L (OH/NS), NL�L�QD�L]�]L 
(NS), NL�QD�D�L]�]L (NS), 3pl.pres.act. NL�QD�DQ�]L (OH/NS), 1pl.pret.act. NL�Q[D�X�
HQ] (MH/NS), 2pl.pret.act. NL�QD�D�DW�WpQ (NS); part. NL�QD�DQ�W�,�NL�QD�D�DQ�W�,�NL�
L�QD�D�DQ�W� (OH/NS). 
 IE cognates: Gr. -  ‘to sift’ , 3pl.pres.  ‘they sift’ ,  ‘to sift’ . 
  PIE *NL�Qp�K � �WL � *NL�Q�K � �pQWL ? 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 179f. for attestations. This verb is attested in NS texts only 
and inflects according to the §DWUDH-class. Because the §DWUDH-class inflection was 
very productive in NH times, it is quite possible that in this verb this inflection is 
of a secondary origin. Such an assumption is necessary if one follows the 
etymology as offered by Puhvel (l.c.), who analyses Gr. -  ‘to sift’  as 
*NLHK � �¨ , 3pl.pres.  ‘they sift’  as *NLHK � �LRQWL and  ‘to sift’  < *NLHK � �G � �,�
thus identifying a root *NLHK � � ‘to sift’ . According to Puhvel, this root also had a 
nasal infixed stem *NL�QH�K � � which ended up in Hittite as NLQDH�� � . Although this 
sounds appealing semantically, and is formally possible as well, I have one point 
of criticism. I would expect that a paradigm *NL�Qp�K � �WL � *NL�Q�K � �pQWL would 
regularly yield Hitt. **NLQ ]L � **NLQQDQ]L, showing an alternation �Q� vs. �QQ�. 
Such an alternation is not tolerated, and in all cases that I know of, geminate �QQ� 
has spread throughout the paradigm (e.g. ]LQQL]L � ]LQQDQ]L ‘to finish’  << *]LQ ]L � 
]LQQDQ]L < *WLQHK  WL � *WLQK  HQWL; ãXQQDL � ãXQQDQ]L ‘to fill’  << *ãXQDL � ãXQQDQ]L < 
*VX�QR�+�HL � *VX�Q�+�HQWL). A priori, I would therefore expect to have found Hitt. 
**NLQQDH�� �  instead of NLQDH�� � . Nevertheless, it cannot be excluded that in this 
case the single �Q� spread throughout the paradigm at the cost of �QQ�.  
 An alternative interpretation could be that NLQDH�� �  is, like all original §DWUDH�
class verbs, a verbal derivative of an R-stem noun, *NLQD�¨H�D�. This hypothetical 
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noun NLQD� then could reflect *NLK � �QR� (note that in this way the few plene 
spellings NL�L�QD� could be better explained as well).  
 
N QX�� 
 �(Ib2) ‘to open (up), to break open’ : 3sg.pres.act. NL�L�QX�][L] (MS), NL�QX�
X]�]L (MS), NL�QX�]L (OH/NS), JL�QX�X]�]L (MH/NS), 3pl.pres.act. JL�QX�ÑD�DQ�]L 
(MH/MS), NL�QX�DQ�]L (MS?), NL�QX�ÑD�DQ�]L (MH/NS), NH�H�QX�ÑD�DQ�]L (NS), 
JH�H�QX�DQ�]L (NS), 3sg.pret.act. JL�QX�XW (MH/NS), NL�QX�XW (NS), 2sg.imp.act. 
JL�QX�XW (OH/MS), 3sg.imp.act. NL�L�QX�XG�GX (OH/MS), NL�QX�XG�GX (OH/MS); 
3sg.pret.midd. NL�QX�XW�WD�WL (NS), 3sg.imp.midd. NL�QX�XW�WD�UX (MH/NS); part. 
NL�L�QX�DQ�W� (MS), NL�QX�ÑD�DQ�W� (MH/NS), JL�QX�ÑD�DQ�W�; inf.I NL�QX�PD�DQ�]L 
(MS?), NL�QX�ÑD�DQ�]L (1x, MH/NS); verb.noun gen. JL�QX�PD�Dã (NS), JH�H�QX�
ÑD�Dã (here?, NS). 
  PIE *� � L+�QHX� ? 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 151f. for attestations. The verb is spelled in a few different 
ways: NL�QX�,�JL�QX�,�NL�L�QX�,�NL�H�QX� and JL�H�QX�. Since the signs KI and GI in 
principle can be read NL and NH and JL and JH respectively, it is difficult to decide 
how to interpret this verb phonologically. In my view it is crucial that the forms 
that show NL�L�QX� are among the oldest attestations of this verb (OH/MS and 
MS?), whereas the spellings NH�H�QX� and JH�H�QX� are attested in NS texts only. 
This verb therefore must originally have been /kinu-��RU��N QX-/, which developed 
to NH /kenu-/ due to the lowering of OH /i/ to NH /e/ before �Q� as described in 
§ 1.4.8.1.d. 
 The verb denotes ‘to open up (trans.), to break open’ . Formally, it looks like an 
old causative in �QX�,�which fits the transitive meaning. This could indicate that 
N QX� is a derivative of a verb that denotes ‘to open up (intr.)’ . Although there are 
several IE languages in which we find words for ‘to yawn, to open up (one’ s 
mouth)’  that are formally similar (cf. Laroche 1963: 59), an exact reconstruction 
is difficult to give. Lith. åLyWL ‘to open (one’ s mouth)’  points to *� � LHK �,+ - �,�whereas 
Gr.  ‘yawn’  and  ‘gaping mouth’  reflect *� � �H�K � �. On the other hand, 
OCS ] Ma ‘to yawn’  reflects *� � HK  �L��,�whereas Lat. K VF  ‘to open up, to yawn’  
goes back to *� � L+�V�H�R�,�and OHD JLQ Q ‘to yawn’  < *� � L�QH�K  �.  
 All in all, a reconstruction *� � L+�QHX� for Hitt. N QX� is possible, but far from 
assured.  
 
NLQXQ�(adv.) ‘now’ : NL�QX�XQ (OS). 
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 Derivatives: NLQXQD ‘(but) now’  (NL�QX�QD (NH)), NLQXQWDULªDO (adv.) ‘in the 
present’  (NL�QX�XQ�WDU�UL�¨D�DO), NLQXQWDULªDOOD� (adj.) ‘as of now, present’  (abl. NL�
QX�XQ�WD�UL�¨D�OD�]D, NL�QX�XQ�WDU�¨D�OD�]D, NL�QX�XQ�WDU�UL�¨D�OD�D]). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. Q QXQ ‘now’  (QD�D�QX�XQ, QD�QX�XQ, QD�D�QX�XP SD, 
QD�D�QX�~�XQ SD, QD�QX SD), QDQXQWDUULW� (n.) ‘the present’  (nom.-acc.sg. [Q]D�
QX�XQ�WDU�UL�ã[D]), QDQXQWDUUL�ªD�� (adj.) ‘of the present’  (nom.-acc.sg.n. [QD�QX�
XQ�WDU�UL�¨]D�DQ�]D), Q QXQWDUULªDO�L�� (adj.) ‘present’  (nom.-acc.sg.n. [QD�D�QX�
XQ�WD�UL�¨D�D�DO, nom.-acc.pl.n. QD�D�QX�XQ�WD�UL�¨D�OD, QD�D�QX�XQ�WDU�UL�¨D�OD, 
QD�D�QX�XP�WD�UL�¨D�OD). 
  PIE *�L�QXP 
  
The adverb NLQXQ ‘now’  is abundantly attested from OS texts onwards. Already in 
OS texts, it is often attested with the enclitic conjuction  �P�D attached to it: NL�
QX�Q D ‘(but) now’ , showing the post-consonantal form of  �P�D. The 
distribution between & D and 9 PD is disappearing from the MH period, which 
is visible in the fact that from then onwards we find NL�QX�XQ PD. Nevertheless, 
the form NLQXQD is still attested in MH as well as NH texts, showing that OH 
NLQXQ D was not analysed as such anymore. I therefore interpret the NH form 
NLQXQD synchronically as a single form denoting ‘(but) now’  (cf. attestations like 
NL�QX�QD PD PX (KBo 18.29 rev. 20 (NH)), NL�QX�QD PD ÑD (KBo 18.19 rev. 
28 (NH))).  
 If we compare Hitt. NLQXQ to CLuw. Q QXQ, it is clear that the former must be 
analysed as NL + QXQ. The element NL� must be identified with nom.-acc.sg. N  
‘this’  < *�t (see N � � N � � N ). The element QXQ probably reflects *QXP as still is 
visible in the one CLuwian attestation with �P�,�Q QXPWDUL¨DOD. This *QXP must 
be compared to Gr.  ‘now’  and Lat. QXQF ‘now’ . This latter form is especially 
interesting as it derives from *QXQ�FH < *QXP + *�L. The element *QXP must 
belong with PIE *QX ‘now’  as visible in Skt. Q~, Lith. Q�, Goth. QX, etc., but also 
in the Hittite clause conjunctive QX. The CLuw. form Q QXQ probable shows a 
reduplication *QR�QXP.  
 The derivative NLQXQWDUL¨DOOD� must be compared with Hitt. QXQWDUL¨D� (adj.) 
‘swift, quick’  and CLuw. QDQXQWDUL¨D�,�reflecting *QXP�WU�¨H�R�.  
 
JLQ]X�: see (UZU)JHQ]X�  
 . /�0 132

JLSHããDU���JLSHãQ� (n.) ‘cubit, ell’ , also area measure (as area measure: Sum. 
KÙŠ, Akk. $00$78): nom.-acc.sg. JL�Sp�Hã�ãDU (OS), NL�Sp�Hã�ãDU, JL�Sp�ãDU 
(1x), gen.sg. JL�Sp�Hã�QD�Dã. 
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See Puhvel HED 4: 186-7 for attestations. The fact that this word contains the 
suffix �HããDU � �HãQ� as well as that it is attested in OS texts already could point to 
an IE origin. Puhvel (l.c.) connects it with Ved. JiEKDVWL� ‘arm, hand’ , Khot. 
JJR Wl ‘hand(ful)’  and reconstructs *J � HE � HVU, but this does not seem immediately 
appealing to me. I would rather expect derivation of a root *.HLE � � � � or *.LHE � � � �,�
but have not been able to find a convincing cognate.  
 
NLU�: see (UZU)NHU � NDUG�L��  
 
N ã� 4 5 6 7 8 � ��NLã� (IIIa) ‘to happen, to occur, to turn out to be; (+  ]) to become’ : 
1sg.pres.midd. NL�Lã�§D (OH/MS), NL�Lã�§D�§D�UL (MH/NS), NLã�§D�§D�UL (NH), 
2sg.pres.midd. NL�Lã�WD (OH/NS), NL�Lã�WD�WL (NH), 3sg.pres.midd. NL�L�ãD (OS), NL�
L�ãD�UL (OS), NL�ãD, NL�ãD�UL (MH/MS), NL�ãD�D�UL (2x, OH/NS), 3pl.pres.midd. NL�L�
ãD�DQ�WD (NH), NL�ãD�DQ�GD (NS), NL�L�ãD�DQ�WD�UL (OH/NS), NL�ãD�DQ�WD�UL 
(OH/MS), NL�ãD�DQ�GD�UL (NS), 1sg.pret.midd. NL�Lã�§D�WL (OH/MS), NL�Lã�§D�DW 
(OH/MS), NL�Lã�§D�§D�DW (NH), 2sg.pret.midd. NL�Lã�WD�DW (OS), NL�ãD�DW (1x, 
OH/?), 3sg.pret.midd. NL�L�ãD�WL (OH/MS), NL�L�ãD�DW (MS), NL�ãD�WL (OH/NS), NL�
ãD�DW (OH/MS), 2pl.pret.midd. NLã�GX�XP�PD�DW (NH), 3pl.pret.midd. NL�L�ãD�DQ�
WD�WL (OS), NL�ãD�DQ�WD�WL (NS), NL�L�ãD�DQ�WD�DW (MH/MS), NL�ãD�DQ�WD�DW (NH), NL�
ãD�DQ�GD�DW (NH), 2sg.imp.midd. NL�Lã�§X�XW (OH/NS), NL�Lã�§X�X�XW (OH/NS), 
3sg.imp.midd. NL�L�ãD�UX (OH/MS), NL�ãD�UX (MH/MS, OH/NS), NL�ãD�D�UX (1x, 
MH/NS), 2pl.imp.midd. NL�Lã�GX�PD�DW (NH); part. NL�ãD�DQ�W� (NS). 
 Derivatives: NLNNLã� 9 9 4 5 6 7 8  (*IIIa > IIIb) ‘to turn out to be, to happen (impf.)’  
(3sg.pres.midd. NL�LN�NL�Lã�WD�UL (OH/NS), NL�LN�NL�Lã�WD�D�UL (NH), NL�LN�NLã�WD�UL 
(NS), NL�NLã�WD�D�UL (1x, NS), NL�LN�NL�Hã�WD�UL (1x, NS), 3pl.pres.midd. NL�LN�NL�ãD�
DQ�WD (NS), 3sg.pret.midd. NL�LN�NL�Lã�WD�DW (NS), NL�LN�NLã�WD�DW (NH), 
3sg.imp.midd. NL�LN�NL�Lã�WD�UX (OH/NS); sup. NL�LN�NL�Lã�ãX�X�ÑD�DQ (OH/NS)). 
 IE cognates: OHG N UDQ, ModHG NHKUHQ ‘to turn’ . 
  PIE *

)�*pLV�R � * )�*pLV�QWR 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 191f. for attestations. The verb is spelled both with and 
without plene �L�. If we look at the occurrence of this plene �L� closely, we 
immediately see a distribution: plene �L� is only attested in forms in which the 
ending starts in a vowel, and never in forms in which the ending starts in a 
consonant. In OS texts this distribution is absolute: we find NL�L�ã9° vs. NL�Lã�&°. 
From MH times onwards the spelling NL�ã9 starts to appear as well, which 
becomes standard in NH texts (126 x NL�ã9° vs. 2x NL�L�ã9°). This does not effect 
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the establishment of the original distribution, however. Since the alteration N ã�9 
vs. NLã�& is comparable to OLQN�9 vs. OLN�& (cf. OL�Q�N�� � ) and §DUN�9 vs. §DU�& (cf. 
§DU�N��� � ), it is evident that in N ã9 � NLã& a phonological proces has taken place. 
Oettinger (1976b: 128-9) states that the distribution is due to “ das 
Quantitätengesetz ·· > ¶· bei offener erster Silbe” , on the basis of which he states 
that “ dieses sekundären Lautgesetzes erlaubt der Stammvokalismus keine 
Entscheidung zwischen idg. H¨, L und H” . Since I do not believe that this 
“ Quantitätengesetz”  is linguistically real (see Oettinger 1979a: 447-8 where he 
only adduces examples that are incorrect: e.g. his “ [t]ypische althethitische 
Beispiel”  Lã�WD�DS�§p : Lã�WD�D�St : Lã�WDS�SD�DQ�]L is in fact Lã�WD�D�DS�§p (with 
long vowel), Lã�WD�D�St, Lã�WDS�SD�DQ�]L, where we find an ablaut between *VWyS� 
in the singular and *VWS� in the plural), I would rather assume that NLã& is the 
result of a ‘shortening’  of original *N ã&, just as we see a ‘shortening’  in *OLQN& > 
OLN& and *§DUN& > §DU&. With this in mind, we can now look at the proposed 
etymologies.  
 Puhvel (l.c., with reference to Laroche 1952a: 102) favours the connection with 
Lat. JHU  ‘to carry’ , for which he presumes a basic meaning ‘to bring about, to 
make occur’ . Schrijver (1991: 18, with references to Osthoff) states that JHU  
possibly is connected to IE *K � H�� ‘to drive’ , and thus reflects *K � ��HV�. This 
makes the connection between N·ã� and Lat. JHU  improbable, for IE *K � ��HV� 
would have given Hitt. **§DNHã�.  
 Melchert (1984a: 103) derives N·ã� from “ *NHLV� ‘stir, be in motion’  seen in Skt. 
FH��DWL ‘stirs, moves, acts’ ” . He does not explain, however, why the Skt. verb is 
FH���,�with an extra �W�. So the root *NHLV� does not independently exist, and I 
therefore find this etymology uncompelling.  
 Eichner (1973a: 78) compares N·ã� to OHG N UDQ, ModHG NHKUHQ ‘to turn’  that 
reflect *

)�*HLV�. Semantically, this etymology is supported by e.g. Gr.  ‘to 
turn; to become’  < *N � HO� ‘to turn’ , Goth. ZDLUìDQ ‘to become, to happen’  < 
*ÑHUW� ‘to turn’ , but also ModEng. WR WXUQ RXW WR EH. Because normally *-HL� 
would monophthongize to � �,�Eichner assumes that *-HL� is raised to � � after 
velars (cf. also NLWWD < *�pL�WR). The question then is why do we find the 
distribution *NLã& vs. N ã9. It is easy to say that *  was shortened in a closed 
syllable, but other long vowels do not shorten in closed syllables (at least, not in 
the OH period: e.g. LãW S§L < *VWyS�K � HL, N QN§L < *�yQN�K � HL). In order to solve 
this, we have to look closely at the development of *.HL� > N �. Eichner (l.c.) 
assumes that *.H¨� > *N � (regular monophthongization of *-HL�) and that then the 
velar gets palatalized to *N¶ �,�due to which *  is raised, yielding *N¶ �. In my 
view, we must assume that *.H¨� was raised to *NL¨� before the 
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monophthongization of *-H¨� to � �. In this way, we can explain the development 
of *NL¨&& > NL&& in the same lines as *OLQN& > OLN& and *§DUN& > §DU&, namely 
as loss of a consonantal element in a triconsonantal cluster. The sequence *NL¨&9 
regularly developed into N &9.  
 All in all, I believe that N·ã� reflects the root *

)�*HLV� ‘to turn’ . The preform 
*
)�*p¨V�K � H yielded *Nt¨VKD > NLã§D, whereas the preform *

)�*p¨V�R yielded *Nt¨VD > 
N ãD.  
 Note that Puhvel states that the reduplicated imperfective NLNNLã� should be 
phonologically interpreted as /kiks-/, but this is incorrect: spellings like 
3pl.pret.midd. NL�LN�NL�ãD�DQ�WD and the lack of spellings like **NL�LN�ãD� or **NL�
LN�ND�ãD� show that we have to phonologically interpret the verb as /kikis-/. The 
fact the we find a geminate �NN� here does not have any bearing on the 
etymological interpretation of N·ã�,� since the reduplication can be formed quite 
recently.  
 
NLã�: 7  (Ib1 > Ic1, Ic2) ‘to comb, to card’ : 3sg.pres.act. NL�Lã�]L (Bo 7568, 4 
(undat.)), NL�ãD�D�L]�]L (KUB 12.58 ii 42 (NS)), 3pl.pres.act. NL�ãD�DQ�]L (KUB 
39.14 i 12 (OH/NS)), 3pl.pret.act. NL�Lã�ãL�HU (KUB 12.26 ii 6 (NS)), 3sg.imp.act. 
NL�L�ãD�D�LG�GX (KBo 21.8 iii 14 (OH/MS)); part.nom.-acc.sg.n. NL�ãD�D�DQ (KUB 
12.58 iii 3 (NS)); impf. 3pl.pres.act. NL�Lã�NiQ�]L (KUB 12.26 ii 1 (NS)), 
1sg.pret.act. NH�Hã�NH�QX�XQ (KBo 18.53, 8 (NS)). 
 Derivatives: NLã�ãD�QX�: 7  (Ib2) ‘?’  (3sg.pres.act. NL�Lã�QX�X]�]L (KBo 20.73 + 
KUB 32.131 iv 23); impf. NL�Lã�QX�Xã�NH�D� (KBo 24.51 rev. 1), NL�Lã�ãD�QX�Xã�
NH�D� (KBo 24.51 rev. 3ff.)), 

;3< / NLã�ãD�UL� (c.) ‘skein of carded wool(?)’  (nom.sg. 
NL�Lã�UL�Lã (OH/NS), NL�Lã�ãD�UL�Lã (NS), NL�Lã�UL�Hã (MH/NS), acc.sg. NL�Lã�UL�LQ 
(MH/NS), NLã�UL�LQ (MH/NS), nom.pl. NL�Lã�ãD�UL�H�ã D (KUB 12.63 rev. 26 
(OH/MS)), NL�Lã�UL�Lã (MH/NS)), NLãDPD�L� (adj.) ‘(garment of) carded (yarn)’  
(nom.-acc.sg. NL�ãD�PD, NL�ãD�PH (NS), nom.pl.c. NL�ãD�PH�Hã, NL�ãD�PH�Lã). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. NLã� ‘to comb’  (3pl.pret.act. NL�ãD�DQ�GD; part. NL�ãD�DP�
PD�L�,�NL�L�ãD�DP�PD�L�). 
 IE cognates: OCS þHVDWL ‘to comb’ , NRVD, NRVP  ‘hair’ , Lith. NDVj ‘braid’ , OIr. 
FtU ‘comb’ , ON KDGGU (< *KD]GD] < *NRVWy�) ‘long hair’ , Gr.  ‘hairdo’ . 
  PIE *NpV�WL � *NV�pQWL 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 157f. for attestations. There is evidence for different stems: 
NL�Lã�]L, NL�ãD�DQ�]L and NL�ãD�D�DQ point to a stem NLã�� � ; NL�ãD�D�L]�]L and NL�L�ãD�D�
LG�GX point to a stem NLãDH�� � ; NL�Lã�ãL�HU points to a stem NLããL¨H�D�� � . Since both the 
§DWUDH�class and the �¨H�R�class are very productive in younger Hittite, we can 
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safely assume that NLãDH�� �  and NLããL¨H�D�� �  (with gemination due to the following 
�¨�?) are secondary creations and that the stem NLã�� �  is the most original one. 
Already since Götze & Sturtevant (1938: 88f.) this verb is generally connected 
with the PIE root *NHV� ‘to comb’  that is visible in e.g. OCS þHVDWL ‘to comb’ , Gr. 

 ‘hairdo’ , etc. Nevertheless, details are unclear, especially why Hittite 
shows an �L� (note that although the sign KI in principle can be read NL as well as 
NH, the forms NL�Lã�]L, NL�Lã�ãL�HU (both with unambiguous �Lã�) and NL�L�ãD�D�LG�GX 
clearly point to NLã�). Normally, an *H does not raise to �L� after velars (e.g. JHQX < 
*�HQX�,�JHQ]X < *�HQK  �VX�), and we would therefore expect *NHV� to develop to 
Hitt. **NHã�. E.g. Melchert (1994a: 152) therefore reconstructs *N V�pK � �¨H�R�,� in 
which unaccentuated *- � should have yielded Hitt. �L�. This preform is based on 
the stem NLãDH�� �  only, which must be secondary, and cannot account for NLã�� � .  
 I would like to propose the following solution. In PIE, the verb *NHV� inflected 
*NpV�WL � *NV�pQWL. Although it is clear that the former form should have yielded 
Hitt. **NHã]L, the outcome of the latter form is not fully clear. When we compare 
e.g. NLãW� � �  < *

)�* � VG�yUL, we could expect that *.V9� would regularly yield Hitt. 
/k}sV-/, spelled NLã9� (cf. the absence of any Hitt. words starting in NDã9� < 
*.V9�). In this way, *NV�pQWL should regularly yield Hitt. NL�ãD�DQ�]L /k}sántsi/ as 
attested. In my view, it is quite possible that the weak stem /k}s-/ has spread 
throughout the paradigm (compare e.g. the situation in JXOã�� � ). If this scenario is 
correct, we may assume that the zero-grade stem *NV� is the origin of CLuw. NLã� 
as well.  
 
NLããDU�D��: see NHããDU � NLããHU� � NLãU�  
 
NLããHU�D��: see NHããDU � NLããHU� � NLãU�  
 
NLãU�D��: see NHããDU � NLããHU� � NLãU�  
 
NLãW� 6 7 �(IIIf) ‘to perish, to be extinguished’ : 3sg.pres.midd. JL�Lã�WD�UL (OS), NL�Lã�
WD�D�UL (MS), NL�Lã�WD�UL (OH/NS), 3sg.pret.midd. NL�Lã�WD�D�WL (KBo 34.25, 1ff. 
(NS)), NL�Lã�WD�WL (NH), 3sg.imp.act. NL�Lã�WD�UX (MH/MS, OH/NS), NL�Lã�WD�D�UX 
(OH/NS); part. NL�Lã�WD�DQ�W� (NS); verb.noun NL�Lã�GX�PDU (NS). 
 Derivatives: NLãWDQX�: 7  (Ib2) ‘to put out, to extinguish’  (1sg.pres.act. NL�Lã�WD�QX�
PL, 3sg.pres.act. NL�Lã�WD�QX�]L, 3pl.pres.act. NL�Lã�WD�QX�DQ�]L, NL�Lã�WD�QX�ÑD�DQ�]L, 
1sg.pret.act. NL�Lã�WD�QX�QX�XQ (MH/MS), 3sg.pret.act. NL�Lã�WD�QX�XW, 2pl.imp.act. 
NL�Lã�WD�QX�XW�WH�HQ, NL�Lã�WD�QX�XW�WpQ, NL�Hã�WD�QX�XW�WpQ (OH/NS), 3pl.imp.act. 
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NL�Lã�WD�QX�DQ�GX; part. NL�Lã�WD�QX�ÑD�DQ�W�; inf.I NL�Lã�WD�QX�XP�PD�DQ�]L; impf. 
NL�Lã�WD�QX�Xã�NH�D�), see N ãW�. 
  PAnat. *

)�*VG�y 
  PIE *

)�* � VG�y 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 167f. for attestations. This verb often has ‘fire’  as its subject, 
but also ‘life’  and ‘evil adversary’ . Its basic meaning therefore seems to be ‘to 
cease to exist, to perish’ . Within Hittite, it is likely for formal reasons that this 
verb is cognate with N ãW� ‘hunger, NLãWXÑDQW� ‘hungry’ . This could indicate that 
NLãW� � �  originally meant ‘to be starved’ . As I have argued extensively under the 
lemma N ãW�,� the original root of these words probably was *

)�* � HVG� ‘to starve’ . 
Since NLãW� � �  belongs to the WXNN UL-class, which goes back to zero-grade middles, 
I reconstruct NLãW UL as *

)�* � VG�yU�L�.  
 
NLWNDU: see NHWNDU  
 
NLWSDQWDOD]: see NHWSDQWDOD]  
 
 NNX�(encl.) ‘now, even, and’ ;  NNX ...  NNX ‘both ... and; if ... if; whether ... or’  
 Anat. cognates: Pal.  NX ‘and?’ ; CLuw.  NX (sentence initial enlcitic particle) 
‘and(?), furtermore(?)’ . 
 IE cognates: Skt. FD ‘and’ , Lat. �TXH ‘and’ , Gr.  ‘and’  etc. 
  PIE *-N � H 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 203f. for an overview of attestations, e.g.  

 
KBo 12.128  
(6) QX�X N�NX ND�UX�Xã�WpQ QX GEŠTU�WpQ  
 
‘Now be silent and listen!’ ;  
 
KUB 33.24 i (with additions from KUB 33.27 obv. 7-8) 
(43) OH�H ÑD�D W�WD QD�D�§L WX� [-(HO NX ÑD�D)ã�WD�Lã]  
(44) ~J D�DW SIG5�]L�¨D�PL Ò�8/�D N�NX WX[(�HO Ñ)D�Dã�WD�Lã]  
(45) ~�J D�DW SIG5�]L�¨D�PL  
 
 ‘Don’ t you worry. If it is your fault, I will make it right. If it is not your fault, I 

will make it right (as well)’ ;  
 
KUB 42.107 iii?  
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(10) 6 3$ ŠE =,�.8�Ò�., §D�DW�WDU NX  
(11) ]L�QD�D�LO NX ãX�PH�Hã NX  
 
 ‘6 SDU VX of either ]LN�NL-meal, §DWWDU, ]LQ LO or ãXPHã grain’ .  
 

The particle  NNX also occurs in the forms QHNNX ‘not?’  (q.v.), LPPD NNX ‘and 
even, on top of it’  (see LPPD), DSL¨D NNX ‘there and then’  (see DS � � DS �) and 
possibly DQNX ‘fully’  (q.v.).  
 The etymon of  NNX as reflecting the enclitic particle *-N � H has been widely 
accepted since Pisani (1952: 322). Pisani convincingly assumed that  NNX reflects 
/=kw/ with apocope from *-N � H (contra Garett DSXG Melchert (1994a: 184) who 
interprets WDNNX as /takwu/ < */takw ����WRN � H).  
 In the Laws, we find an enclitic particle  DNX, of which it is not fully clear 
whether we should divide it further in  �¨�D NX (with an awkward single spelling 
�N�) or not:  

 
KBo 6.2+ (OS) i (with variant and additions from KBo 6.3 i 45-46 (OH/NS)) 
(36) [(WiN�NX LÚ.U19)].LU�DQ LÚ�Q D�NX (variant: LÚ�DQ�Q D�NX) [(MUNUS�Q D�NX  

    URUÏD�DW�WX�ãD�D] NX�Lã)�NL( LÚ URU/X�~�L�¨D�Dã)]  
(37) [(WD�D)]-L�H]�]L  

 
 ‘,I� VRPH� PDQ� IURP� / L¨a steals a person from Ïattuša, either a male or a 

female, ...’ .  
 

Tischler HEG 1: 601 states that “ LÚ-na-ku”  stands for “ LÚ-n-ku = Akk.sg. 
DQWX§ãDQ�NX” , but this seems hardly credible to me. Perhaps we have to assume 
 �¨�D NNX with lenition of �NN� in post-posttonic position.  
 The interpretation of the sentence initial particles  NX in Palaic and CLuwian is 
unclear, but a translation ‘and’  is of course quite possible. In CLuwian,  NX is 
often followed by  ÑD, by which one could be tempted to analyse it as  NXÑD < 
*-N � H without apocope. The fact that this is not possible is visible in sentences 
like  

 
KUB 35.102 ii  
(15) [D]Q�QL�Lã NX ÑD WL SiU�QD�DQ�]D PD�DG�GX�~[-ÑD�WL]  
(16) [S]D�DS�SiU�NX�ÑD�DW�WL WD�D�WL�Lã SD ÑD WL D[-WD]  
(17) [.]x�WL�¨D�WL SX�ãX�UL�¨D[-WL]  
(18) [SD�]DS�SD�ãD�DW�WL  
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 ‘Mother cleans the house with wine, and father S.-s it with [.]x�L� (and) 

SXãXUL�’ ,  
 

where the parallel particle chains DQQLã NX ÑD WL ~ W WLã SD ÑD WL� DWD� show 
that we have to analyse a separate particle  ÑD in both chains.  
 
NXHOXÓDQD��(c.) ‘washbasin (vel sim.)’ : dat.-loc.sg. [N]X�H�OX�ÑD�QL (KBo 22.203 
obv.? 6 (MS?)), nom.pl. NX�H�OX�ÑD�QL�Lã (MH/NS), dat.-loc.pl. NX�H�OX�ÑD�QD�Dã, 
NX�OX�ÑD�QD�Dã (MH/NS). 
  PIE *J = HOK > �ÑRQ�R� 
  
Apart from dat.-loc.sg. [N]XHOXÑDQL, which is attested in a quite broken context, 
the other three attestations occur in one text, namely KUB 9.1 iii 14-22. It 
therefore is perhaps more likely to interpret the difference in spelling between NX�
H�OX�ÑD�QD�Dã and NX�OX�ÑD�QD�Dã as a scribal error (so the latter form rather NX�½H�
¾OX�ÑD�QD�Dã) than as an ablaut alternation NXHO� vs. NXO�. The meaning ‘washbasin 
(or similar)’  is fairly certain. Neumann’ s connection (DSXG Tischler, 604) of this 
word with the PIE root “ *J = HO�”  ‘to drip, to overflow’  (Skt. JiODWL ‘to drip’ , OHG 
TXHOODQ ‘to well’ , Gr.  ‘bath’ ) seems convincing. Nevertheless, Gr. 
(Hom.)  (aor.) ‘he fell’  (cf. Rix 1992: 74) as well as Skt. JDOLWD� ‘dripped’  
seem to point to a root *J = HOK > �. This would mean that NXHOÑDQD� reflects *J = pOK > �
ÑRQ�R� (with loss of *K >  between consonants).  
 
NXH�Q��: 7 ���NXQ����NXÓD�Q���(Ia3 > IIa1 ) ‘to kill, to slay, to ruin’  (Akk. ' .8): 
1sg.pres.act NX�H�PL (MH/MS, OH/NS), 2sg.pres.act. NX�H�ãL (NH), NX�HQ�WL (1x, 
OH/NS), NX�H�WL (1x, OH/NS), NX�HQ�QD�DW�WL (1x, NS), 3sg.pres.act. NX�H�HQ�]L 
(OS), NX�HQ�]L (MH/MS), NX�LQ�]L (1x, MH/NS), NX�L�HQ�]L (1x, OH/NS), 
1pl.pres.act. NX�ÑD�DQ�~�H�QL (here?, KBo 39.248 obv. 4 (NS)), NX�HQ�QX�XP�PH�
H�QL (1x, MH/NS), NX�HQ�QX�XP�Pp�H�QL (1x, NH), 2pl.pres.act. NX�HQ�QD�DW�WH�QL 
(2x, OH/NS), 3pl.pres.act. NX�QD�DQ�]L (OS), NX�HQ�QD�DQ�]L (1x, NS), 
1sg.pret.act. NX�H�QX�XQ (NH), 2sg.pret.act. NX�LQ�QL�Hã�WD (1x, NS), 3sg.pret.act. 
NX�H�HQ�WD (OS), NX�HQ�WD (MH/MS), 1pl.pret.act. NX�H�X�H�HQ (MH/MS), NX�H�X�
HQ (MH/NS), NX�LQ�QX�XP�Pp�HQ (1x, NS), 2pl.pret.act. NX�HQ�WpQ (NH), 
3pl.pret.act. NX�H�QHU (MH/MS), NX�H�QL�HU (OH/NS), NX�HQ�QL�HU (NH), NX�HQ�QHU 
(OH/NS), NX�LQ�QL�HU (1x, MH/NS), 2sg.imp.act. NX�H�QL (MH/MS), NX�HQ�QL (1x, 
NH), 3sg.imp.act. NX�HQ�GX (NH), NX�LQ�GX (NH), 2pl. imp. NX�HQ�WH�HQ (MH/NS), 
3pl.imp.act. NX�QD�DQ�GX (NH); part. NX�QD�DQ�W� (MH/MS); verb.noun NX�QD�D�
WDU (NH), gen.sg. NX�QD�DQ�QD�Dã (NS), abl. NX�QD�DQ�QD�] L�¨D (NH); verb.noun 
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gen.sg. NX�HQ�QX�PD�Dã (NH), NX�H�QX�PD�Dã (NH); inf.I NX�HQ�QX�XP�PD�DQ�]L 
(NS); inf.II NX�QD�DQ�QD (MH/MS), NX�QD�D�DQ�QD (OH/NS); impf. NX�Dã�NH�D� 
(OH/MS), NX�ÑD�Dã�NH�D� (OH/MS), NX�HQ�QL�Hã�NH�D� (1x, NS). 
 IE cognates: Skt. KDQ� � JKQ� ‘to strike, to kill, to slay’ , OCS åHQa ‘to pursue, to 
hunt down’ , Lith. JHQ� ‘id.’ , Gr.  ‘to smite’ , Lat. GH�IHQG  ‘to keep off, to 
defend’ . 
  PIE *J = ? pQ�WL � *J = ? Q�pQWL, *J = ? Q�V�p�y� 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 206f. for attestations. The oldest texts show an H��-ablauting 
PL-verb NXHQ]L � NXQDQ]L. The original paradigm was NXHPL, NXHãL, NXHQ]L, ��,� ��,�
NXQDQ]L ; NXHQXQ, ��,�NXHQWD, NXHÑHQ, NXHQWHQ, NXHQHU. We see that the �Q� is lost 
in front of P, V and Ñ. Moreover, we see that in the forms NXHãL, NXHQ]L, NXHQWD 
and NXHQWHQ, where we would expect that *H > D because of the following nasal + 
dental consonant, the *H has been restored on the basis of the other forms of the 
paradigm. In NH times, we occasionally find forms that show a stem NXHQQD� @  � 
NXHQQ�,� inflecting according to the productive WDUQ�D��class. The gemination of 
�QQ� in these forms is due to the NH gemination of intervocalic resonants as 
described by Melchert 1994a: 165. The imperfective NXÑDãNH�D� is remarkable as 
it is the only form within the paradigm that shows a stem NXÑD�Q�� (unless the 
hapax form NX�ÑD�DQ�~�H�QL as attested on the very broken tablet KBo 39.248 
obv. 4 is really to be interpreted as 1pl.pres.act. /kw QXéni/). Because of the idea 
that *. = 5& regularly yields Hitt. .X5& and never **.XÑD5&, it is generally 
thought that this NXÑDãNH�D� cannot reflect *. = Q�V�H�R�,�but must be the outcome 
of *NXHQ� + �VNH�D�. As I have shown in detail in Kloekhorst fthc.e, the 
imperfective NXÑDãNH�D� can be better explained if we assume that the 
development *. = 5& > Hitt. .X5& is valid only when one consonant follows the 
resonant (so *. = 5&9), whereas in the case that two consonants follow the 
resonant (*. = 5&&9), we find a development to Hitt. .XÑD5&&9. In this way, 
NXÑDãNH�D� = /kw VNp�i-/ shows the regular outcome of the preform *J = ? Q�V�p�y�,�
the morphologically expected imperfective.  
 Already since Hrozný (1919: 73) the etymon has been clear: PIE *J = ? HQ� ‘to 
smite; to slay, to pursue’ . Especially the similarity to Skt. KDQ� ‘to strike, to kill’  
is striking: Hitt. NXHQ]L � NXQDQ]L ~ Skt. KiQWL � JKQiQWL < *J = ? pQWL � *J = ? QpQWL.  
 
NXHQ]XPQD� (adj.) ‘coming from where, of what origin’ : nom.sg.c. NX�HQ�]X�XP�
QD�Dã. 
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This words, which occurs only twice (KBo 1.35, 7 and KUB 23.95, 9) is 
explained by Friedrich (1930: 152) as a derivation in �XP�Q�D� of the gen.pl. 
*NXHQ]DQ from the paradigm NXL� � NXÑD� ‘who’  (which is unattested as such, but 
compare NHQ]DQ from N � � N � � NL� ‘this’  and DSHQ]DQ from DS � � DS �). The 
element �XP�Q�D� then must be equated with the appurtenance suffix 
�XPHQ���XPQ� (q.v.) as visible in ÏDWWXãXPHQ�, 1HãXPHQ�, etc. The form *NXHQ]DQ 
probably reflects *N = R¨�Q+VRP: see at N � � N � � NL� for a treatment of the element 
�Q]DQ. See at �XPHQ� � �XPQ� for a treatment of this suffix.  
 
NXHU�: 7 � �� NXU�� �� NXÓDU� (Ia1) ‘to cut, to cut up, to cut out off, to amputate, to 
mutilate’ : 1sg.pres.act. NX�HU�PL (NH), 3sg.pres.act. NX�H�HU�]L (MH/MS), NX�HU�]L 
(OH/NS), NX�HU�UL (1x, KUB 24.12 iii 19), 1pl.pres.act. NX�H�UX� �Q[L?] (MS?), 
3pl.pres.act. NX�UD�DQ�]L (OH/MS?), 1sg.pret.act. NX�H�UX�XQ (NS), 3sg.pret.act. 
NX�H�HU�WD (OH/NS), 3pl.pret.act. [N]X�H�UH�HU (NS), 3sg.imp.act. NX�H�HU�GX (NS), 
NX�HU�GX (NS), 3pl.imp.act. NX�UD�DQ�GX (NH); part. NX�UD�DQ�W�; inf.II NX�UD�D�DQ�
QD (MS), NX�UD�DQ�QD (NS); impf. NX�ÑD�DU�Dã�NH�D� (MS), NXU�Dã�NH�D� (MS), NX�
UL�Hã�NH�D� (NS), NX�UD�Dã�NH�D� (NS). 
 Derivatives: 

A�B 1DC NXHUD� (c.) ‘field parcel, territory, area’  (nom.sg. NX�H�UD�Dã 
(OH/NS), NX�UD�Dã (OH/NS), acc.sg. NX�H�UD�DQ (MH/MS), dat.-loc.sg. NX�H�UL 
(MH/MS), abl. NX�H�UD�D]), E�F�E�G�E NXUX]]L� ‘cutter’  (instr. NX�UX�X]�]L�LW (NS)), 
NXHUã�: 7 ���NXUã� (Ia1 > IIc2) ‘to cut off’  (1sg.pret.act. NX�H�HU�ãX�XQ (KBo 10.2 ii 
48 (OH/NS), 2sg.imp.act. NXU�ãD�D�L (KBo 11.1 obv. 26 (NH)), see (TÚG)NXU ããDU � 
NXUHãQ�. 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. NXÓDU�� ��NXU� ‘to cut’  (3sg.pres.act. NX�ÑD�DU�WL, NX�ÑD�
DO�WL, inf. NX�~�UX�QD), NXUDPPD� ‘cutting’  (dat.-loc.sg. NX�~�UD�DP�PL, abl.-instr. 
NX�UD½�DP¾�PD�WL), NXUDQQD�L� ‘cutter (vel sim.)’  (dat.-loc.sg. NX�UD�D[Q]-QL), 
NXUDWWDU� �� NXUDWQ� (n.) ‘cutting’  (dat.-loc.sg. NX�UD�DW�QL, nom.-acc.pl. NX�UD�DW�
QD), NXUDãWUD�L� (c.) ‘schism’  (gen.adj.nom.sg.c. NX�UD�Dã�WDU�UD�Dã�ãL�Lã), NXUL�� ��
NXUDL� ‘to cut into slices’  (2sg.imp.act. NX�~�UL, part. NX�UD�D�LP�PL�L�Lã), 
NXUãDÓDU� ��NXUãDÓ�D�Q� (n.) ‘island’  (nom.-acc.pl. JXU�ãD�ÑD�UD, dat.-loc.pl. JXU�
ãD�X�ÑD�QD�DQ�]D, erg.pl. NXU�ãD�~�QD�DQ�WL�LQ�]L, gen.adj.nom.sg.c. JXU�ãD�ÑD�QD�
Dã�ãL�Lã); HLuw. NZDU� ‘to cut (off)’  (1sg.pret.act. “ MANUS+CULTER”REL�UD�L�KD�� = 
/kwarha/��0$5$ù��������� 
  PAnat. *N = HU� � *N = U� 
 IE cognates: Skt. N�� ‘to make’ , OIr. FUXWK ‘shape, form’  (< *N = U�WX�), Lat. 
FXUWXV ‘short’  (< *N = U�WR�). 
  PIE *N = pU�W � *N = U�pQW 
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See Puhvel HED 4: 212f. for attestations. The verb is a perfectly regular H��-
ablauting PL-verb. The only aberrant form is the hapax 3sg.pres.act. NX�HU�UL 
(KUB 24.12 iii 19), which in my view is so strange that I would rather emend it 
to NX�HU�]L! (note that the signs RI and ZI are quite alike). The oldest form of the 
imperfective is NXÑDUDãNH�D�,� which in my view is the regular outcome of 
*N = U�V�p�y� (cf. Kloekhorst fthc.e). The younger forms NXUDãNH�D� and NXUHãNH�D� 
are secondary rebuildings, having taken over the synchronic weak stem NXU�.  
 Since Pedersen (1938: 128) the etymon has been clear: PIE *N = HU� ‘to carve, to 
crop, to shape by cutting’ . The Sanskrit reflex of this verb, N�� ‘to make’ , displays 
a root-aorist iNDU � iNUDQ besides a derived present N��yWL � N��YiQWL. This means 
that the Hittite paradigm is built on the PIE root aorist *N = pU�W � *N = U�pQW (cf. the 
Skt. injunctive forms NiU � †NUiQ).  
 The interpretation of the two verbal forms that show an extra �V� is difficult. 
According to Oettinger (1979a: 119), NXHUãXQ is “ ererbt aus einem sigmatischen 
Aorist” . This is strange of course, in view of the fact that the un-extended stem 
NXHU� � NXU� reflects an aorist already. Puhvel (l.c.) therefore assumes that NXHUã� is 
just a root-variant of NXHU� as e.g. NDUã�H @  is of LãN U� @  � LãNDU� < *�V�NHU�. If this 
were the case, we would expect that *N = HU�V� would yield Hitt. **NXÑDUã� because 
of the sound law *H5&& > D5&& (note that all endings of the PL-inflection start 
in a consonant originally), just as NDUã�H @  < *NHU�V�. I therefore assume that the 
form NXHUãXQ is an DG KRF-formation without any historicity. The form NXUã L is 
unclear regarding its interpretation. It is attested in KBo 11.1 obv. (26) NX�LW�PD�
DQ PD KUR�H D�ãH�ãD�QX�Xã�NH�PL NX�LW�PD�Q D�DW NXU�ãD�D�L, which is 
translated by Puhvel (l.c.) as “ but while I am [re]settling the land, during that time 
one keeps subdividing it” , taking NXUã L as 3sg.pres.act. of a stem NXUãD� @  � NXUã�. 
Starke (1990: 5361978), however, translates “ Solange ich das Land besiedlen 
werde, solange trenne es ab!” , taking NXUã L as 2sg.imp.act. of a stem NXUãDH�H @ . 
He assumes that this NXUãDH� is a Hittite borrowing from a Luwian verb *NXUãD� 
which is visible in CLuw. NXUãDÑDU ‘island’ .  
 
NXHUÓDQD�: see NXUHÑDQD� � NXHUÑDQD�  
 
NXL�� �� NXH�� �� NXÓD�� (interrog. pron.) ‘who?, what?’ ; (rel. pron.) ‘who, what’ ; 
(indef. pron.) ‘some(one), any(one)’ ; NXLã�����NXLã ‘some ... other’ ; NXLã�NXLã, NXLã�
����NXLã, NXLãã D� LPPD, NXLã� ���� LPPD, NXLã�NXLã� LPPD, NXLã� LPPD�NXLã, NXLã� ����
LPPD� NXLã, LPPD� NXLã (generalizing rel. pron.) ‘who(so)ever, what(so)ever’ .: 
nom.sg.c. NX�Lã (OS), acc.sg.c. NX�LQ (OS), nom.-acc.sg.nt. NX�LW (OS), NX�L�LW (rare, 
OS), gen.sg. NX�H�HO (OS), NX�HO (OS), dat.-loc.sg. NX�H�GD�QL (OS), NX�H�GD�D�QL 
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(1x), NX�L�H�GD�QL (1x, NH), NX�L�GD�QL (1x, OH/NS), abl. NX�H�H] (MH/MS), NX�H�
H]�]D, NX�H�H]�]L (MH/MS), NX�H�]D (1x), NX�L�H�H]�]D (1x), NX�H�GD�]D (1x), 
nom.pl.c. NX�L�H�Hã (OS), NX�L�Hã (OS), NX�H�Hã, acc.pl.c. NX�L�Xã (OS), NX�L�~�Xã 
(1x, MH/MS), NX�H�Xã (rare), NX�L�H�Xã (1x), nom.-acc.pl.nt. NX�H (OS), NX�L�H 
(rare), dat.-loc.pl. NX�H�GD�Dã (MH/MS). 
 Derivatives: NXL���� �P�D (generalizing rel. pron.) ‘who(so)ever, what(so)ever’  
(nom.sg.c. NX�L�ãD (MH/MS), nom.-acc.sg.n. NX�L�WD (OS), gen.sg. NX�H�OD (OS)), 
NXL���� NNL� NND (indef. pron.) ‘some(one), any(one)’  (nom.sg.c. NX�Lã�NL (OS), 
NX�Lã�ND (KBo 6.5 i 4 (OH/NS)), acc.sg.c. NX�LQ�NL (MH/MS), NX�L�HQ�NL (HKM 
95, 5 (MH/MS)), nom.-acc.sg.n. NX�LW�NL (OS), NX�LW�ND (KUB 33.59 iii 14 
(OH/NS)), NX�LW�JD (KUB 7.1 ii 49 (OH/NS)), gen.sg. NX�H�HO�ND (OS), NX�H�HO�
ND I , NX�HO�ND I , NX�H�HO�NL (1x), NX�HO�NL (rare), dat.-loc.sg. NX�H�GD�QL�LN�NL (OS), 
NX�H�GD�QL�NL (rare, MH/MS), NX�L�WD�QL�LN�NL (1x), NX�H�GD�QL�LN�ND (1x, OH/NS), 
abl. NX�H�H]�ND I  (NH), NX�H�H]�JD (NS), nom.pl.c. NX�L�H�Hã�ND I  (MH/MS), 
acc.pl.c. NX�L�Xã�JD (MH/MS), nom.-acc.pl.n. NX�H�HN�NL (MH/MS), NX�H�HN�ND I  
(NH), NX�H�ND I  (NH), dat.-loc.pl. NX�H�GD�Dã�ND I  (NH)), NXL���� �ª�D (generalizing 
pron.) ‘every(one), each’  (nom.sg.c. NX�Lã�ãD (OS), acc.sg. NX�LQ�QD (MH/MS), 
nom.-acc.sg.n. NX�LW�WD (OH/MS), gen.sg. NX�HO�OD (OS), NX�H�HO�OD (OH/NS), dat.-
loc.sg. NX�H�GD�QL�¨D (MH/MS), NX�H�WD�QL�¨D (OH/NS), abl. NX�H�H]�]L�¨D (NS), 
NX�H�H]�]L (MS)), NXLWP Q (rel. conj.) ‘until; while’ , (indef. adv.) ‘for some time, 
in the interim, meanwhile’  (NX�LW�PD�D�Q D�Dã (OS), NX�LW�PD�DQ (MH/MS)), 
NXÓ W (interrog. adv.) ‘why?; (+ ‘if’ ) for some reason; (NXÑDW LPPD NXÑDW) for 
whatever reason’  (NX�ÑD�D�DW (OS), NX�ÑD�DW (MH/MS), NX�X�ÑD�DW (1x)), NXÓ WND 
(marked indef.) ‘in some way, somehow, perhaps’  (NX�ÑD�D�DW�N[D] (OS), NX�ÑD�
DW�ND I  (MH/MS), NX�DW�ND I  (1x)), NXÓDWWD�Q� (interrog. adv.) ‘where?, whither?’ ; 
(rel. conj.) ‘where, whither’ ; (indef. adv.) ‘somewhere’ , NXÓDWWD�NXÓDWWD (adv.) 
‘in every way’ , NXÓDWWD� LPPD�NXÓDWWD ‘wherever’ , NXÓDWWD� �LPPD�NXÓDWWD��ãHU 
‘wherefore, whatever for’  (NX�ÑD�DW�WD, NX�ÑD�DW�WD�DQ, NX�ÑD�DW�WDQJ  (1x), NX�ÑD�
WD�DQ (1x), NX�ÑD�WDQJ  (1x)), NXÓ SL�W� (interrog. adv.) ‘where?, whither?; when?’ ; 
(rel. conj.) ‘where, whither; when’  (NX�ÑD�D�St�LW, NX�ÑD�St�LW (OS), NX�ÑD�D�St 
(MH/MS), NX�ÑD�St (MH/MS)), NXÓ SLNNL (indef. adv.) ‘somewhere, sometime, 
ever’  (NX�ÑD�D�St�LN�NL (OS), NX�ÑD�D�St�NL (OS), NX�ÑD�St�LN�NL (MH/MS, often), 
NX�ÑD�St�NL (rare), NX�X�ÑD�St�LN�NL (1x), NX�ÑD�St�LN�ND I  (rare)), NXÓ SLWWD, 
NXÓDSLªD (generalizing adv.) ‘everywhere, always’  (NX�ÑD�D�St�LW�WD (OS), NX�ÑD�
St�LW�WD, NX�ÑD�St�¨D), NXããDQ (interrog. adv.) ‘when?’ ; (rel. conj.) ‘when’ ; (indef. 
adv.) ‘sometime(?)’ ; NXããDQ� LPPD ‘whenever’  (NX�Xã�ãD�DQ (OS)), NXããDQND 
(indef. adv.) ‘anytime, ever’  (NX�Xã�ãD�DQ�ND, NX�Xã�ãD�DQ�ND I ). 
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 Anat. cognates: Pal. NXL� (rel. and interrog. pron.) ‘who, what’  (nom.sg.c. NX�Lã, 
nom.-acc.n. NX�LW, acc.sg.c. NX�LQ, dat.sg.? NX�L), NXL�� �� D (generalizing pron.) 
‘every’  (nom.sg.c. NX�L�ãD), NXLã�NXLã (generalizing rel.) ‘whoever’  (nom.sg.c. NX�
Lã NX�Lã); CLuw. NXL� (rel. and interrog. pron.) ‘who, what’  (nom.sg.c. NX�Lã, NX�L�
Lã, acc.sg.c. NX�LQ, NX�L�LQ, nom.-acc.sg.n. NX�L, nom.pl.c. NX�LQ�]L, NX�L�LQ�]L), NXL��
��  ©D (indef. pron.) ‘some/any(one)’  (nom.sg.c. NX�Lã�§D, acc.sg.c. NX�L�HQ�§D, 
nom.-acc.sg.n. NX�L�§D); HLuw. NZL� (rel. and interrog. pron.) ‘who, what’  
(nom.sg.c. /kwis/ REL�L�VD, REL�VD, acc.sg.c. /kwin/ REL�L�QD, REL�QD, nom.-
acc.sg.n. /kwat=sa/ REL� �]D, REL�]D, dat.-loc.sg. /kwadi/ REL� �WL, REL�D�WL�L, 
REL�WL, REL+UD�L, REL+UD�L�L, nom.pl.c. /kwintsi/ REL�L�]L, REL�]L, acc.pl.c. 
/kwintsi/ REL�L�]L, REL�]L, nom.-acc.pl.nt. /kwia/ REL-LD), NZL�� ��  KD (indef. 
pron.) ‘someone’  (nom.sg.c. /kwisha/ REL�L�VD�KD, REL�VD�KD, acc.sg.c. /kwinha/ 
REL-L�KD, dat.-loc.sg. /kwadiha/ REL-WL�L�KD, REL�WL�KD), NZLV� NZLV, NZLV� LPD�
NZLV, NZLV� NZLVKD, NZLVKD� ���� NZLV (generalizing pron.) ‘whoever, whatever’ , 
5(/�UD�L (adv.) ‘because’  (/kwadi/?), 5(/�]D (adv.) ‘because’ , NXPDQ (adv.) 
‘because’  (NX�PD�QD); Lyd. TL� (rel. and interrog. pron.) ‘who, what’  (nom.sg.c. 
TLV, T\V, acc.sg.c. �T , nom.-acc.sg.nt. TLG, T\G, THG, dat.-loc.sg. T ), TL�� ��  D 
(indef. rel. pron.) ‘whoever, whatever’  (nom.-acc.sg.n. TLGD), TL�� ��  N (indef. 
pron.) ‘someone’  (nom.sg.c. TLVN, T\VN, acc.sg.c. TL� �N, nom.-acc.sg.nt. TL�G�N, 
TL�G�J, dat.-loc.sg. T N), NXG (rel. adv.) ‘where’ , NRW (rel. adv.) ‘as’ ,  NR�G�N 
(indef. encl.) ‘somehow’ ; Lyc. WL� (rel. pron.) ‘who, which’  (nom.sg.c. WL, acc.sg.c. 
WL, nom.-acc.sg.n. WL, dat.-loc.sg. WGL, nom.pl.c. WL, nom.-acc.pl.n. WLMD), WL�� �� NH 
(indef. pron.) ‘some/anyone’  (nom.sg.c. WLNH, acc.sg.c. WLNH, nom.-acc.sg.n. WLNH, 
dat.-loc.sg. WGLNH), WL���� VH (indef. pron.) ‘any(one)’  (nom.sg.c. WLVH, acc.sg.c. WLVH, 
WLVx, WLVxNH, nom.-acc.sg.n. WLVH), N�PH�L� ‘how(ever) many’  (nom.-acc.sg.n. 
N�P , acc.pl.c. N�PLV, nom.-acc.pl.n. N�PD), N�P W�L�� ‘how(ever) many’  
(nom.pl.c. N�P WLV, acc.pl.c. N�P WLV). 
  PAnat. *N = L�,�*N = R� 
 IE cognates: e.g. Skt. NiV, Na, NiW/NtP, OCS N WR, þ WR, Gr. , , Lat. TXLV, 
TXLG, Goth. �DV, �R, �D 
  PIE *N = L� � *N = H� � *N = R� 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 218f. for attestations. All Anatolian languages show reflexes 
of the relative and indefinite pronoun *N = H� � *N = L� � *N = R�,�which is abundantly 
attested in the IE languages. Since it is not easy to reconstruct the PIE paradigms 
for these pronouns, and since therefore the exact relation between the stems 
*N = H�,�*N = L� and *N = R� is unclear, I will focus on the Anatolian material only.  
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 Within the Hittite paradigm, we find the stem NXL� < *N = L� (nom.sg.c. NXLã, 
acc.sg.c. NXLQ, nom.-acc.sg.n. NXLW, nom.pl.c. NXLHã, acc.pl.c. NXLXã) and NXH� < 
*N = H� (gen.sg. NX O, dat.-log.sg. NXHGDQL, abl. NXH], dat.-loc.pl. NXHGDã). The nom.-
acc.pl.n.-form NXH can either reflect *N = RL or *N = HL (although this is 
morphologically an awkward form from a PIE point of view), or *N = LK K  if one 
assumes lowering of *L to /e/ due to the following *K K  (compare D�Dã�ãX�X /"áSo/ 
‘goods’  < *-XK K  in which *K K  caused lowering of *X to /o/). A stem NXÑD� < *N = R� 
is found in NXÑ W ‘why’  and NXÑ SL�W� ‘where, whither’ , both showing � � < *-y� 
in the oldest texts (NXÑ W < *N = yG (cf. Lat. TXRG) and NXÑ SL�W� < *N = y�E ? L). The 
exact interpretation of NXããDQ ‘when’  is unclear to me. It seems to reflect *N = �
VRP, and would therefore reflect a ‘zero-grade’  stem *N = �.  
 In Palaic, we only find evidence for a stem NXL� < *N = L�. This also goes for 
CLuwian, where we only find NXL� < *N = L�. In HLuwian, however, we find besides 
REL�L� = /kwi-/ < *N = L� also forms that seem to point to a stem /kwa-/, namely 
nom.-acc.sg.n. REL�D�]D = /kwat=sa/? (which contrasts with CLuw. nom.-
acc.sg.n. NXL) and dat.-loc.sg. REL�D�WL = /kwadi/?. If NX�PD�QD ‘because’  stands 
for /kwman/, we would here see a ‘zero-grade’  stem *N = � as well. The Lydian 
stem TL� clearly reflects *N = L�. The exact interpretation of NXG ‘where’  and NRW ‘as’  
is not fully clear to me. One of these probably reflects *N = R�. In Lycian, we find 
the stem WL�,�which with palatalization due to *-L� reflects *N = L�. The adjectives 
N�PH�L� and N�P W�L�� do not show palatalization and therefore must reflect *N = R� 
or, perhaps less likely, *N = �&.  
 Some of the syntactic formations are found in several Anatolian languages, and 
sometimes even outside Anatolia. For instance, the Hittite generalizing pronoun 
NXL� +  �¨�D ‘everyone’  must be etymologically cognate with CLuw. NXL� +  §D 
‘someone’ , HLuw. NXL� +  KD ‘someone’  and Lyc. WL� +  NH ‘someone’  < PAnat. 
*N = L� + * K L H (see at  �¨�D for this reconstruction and the fact that Hitt.  �¨�D ~ 
Luw.  §D and Lyc.  NH), although this formation has received an indefinite 
meaning in the Luwian branch. The generalizing relative use of Hitt. NXLã NXLã 
‘whoever’  is also attested in CLuwian NXLã NXLã and HLuwian REL�VD REL�VD 
‘whoever’  and has an outer-Anatolian cognate in Lat. TXLVTXLV ‘whoever’ , which 
points to a PIE usage (*N = LV N = LV).  
 The Hitt. formation NXL� +  NNL �  NND ‘someone’  is quite interesting. The 
distribution between  NNL and  NND is not fully clear, but one gets the impression 
that originally  NNL is used in the nominative and accusative, whereas  NND is 
used in the oblique cases. If this is correct, then this distribution is blurred in Pre-
Hittite times already, however (cf. OS NXHGDQL NNL). Within Anatolian, this 
formation is cognate with Lyd. TL� +  N ‘someone’  and Lyc. WL� +  VH ‘someone’ . 
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Especially this last form is important as it shows that we have to reconstruct the 
elements  NNL and  NND as * �L and * �R respectively (*� because of Lyc. V). 
Scholars have always been tempted to equate NXL� +  NNL �  NND with Lat. TXLVTXH 
‘whoever’ , which generally is derived from *N = LV�N = H. Attempts to derive Hitt. 
NXLãNL through dissimilation from *N = LV�N = H (e.g. Oettinger 1983: 182, 18517, who 
also adduces Av. FL�FD) have no merit: if *N = LV�N = H would have been altered 
through dissimilation, we would expect *N = LV�NH (with a plain velar), which is 
contradicted by the palatovelar that is reflected in Lyc. WLVH (< *N = L�V���R). If one 
insists on upholding the connection between Hitt. NXLã�NL and Lat. TXLVTXH and 
Av. FL�FD, one should rather assume that *N = LV�N = H as reflected in Latin and 
Avestan is a reshaped form itself, which arose out of *N = LV��H through 
assimilation. One could then assume that this assimilation is triggered by the 
formation *N = LV N = LV. Note that the enclitic *-�H is also visible in Lat. QXQF ‘now’  
< *QXP��H (cf. Hitt. NLQXQ < *�L�QXP), KLF, KDHF, KRF (OLat. KRFH < *KRG�NH) < 
*J ? H�R� + ��H.  
 
NXNNXUã����NXÓDNXÓDUã� (Ib1) ‘to cut up, to mutilate’ : part. NX�NXU�ãD�DQ�W� (NS), 
NX�JXU�ãD�DQ�W� (NS); impf. NX�ÑD�NX�ÑD�DU�½Dã�¾NH�D� (NS), NX�XJ�JXU�Dã�NH�D� 
(OH/NS), NX�XN�NX�UD�Dã�NH�D� (NS), NX�XN�NX�UL�Hã�NH�D� (OH/NS); broken NX�
XN�NX�~[U�...] (OS). 
  PIE *N = �N = UV� 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 235 for attestations. This verb seems to display a 
reduplication of the verb NXHUã�H @ , for which see under NXHU� H @  � NXU� � NXÑDU�. As I 
have argued in Kloekhorst fthc.e, the form NXÑDNXÑDUDãNH�D� is the regular 
outcome of *-N = UV�V�H�R�,�whereas NXNNXUDãNH�D� and NXNNXUHãNH�D� are younger 
formations in which the synchronic weak stem has been introduced. See at NXHU�H @  
for further etymology.  
 
NXNXã�M N �(Ib1) ‘to taste’ : 3sg.pres.act. NX�NX�Xã[-]L?] (OS), NX�NX�Xã�]L (OH/NS). 
 IE cognates: Skt. MR�� ‘to enjoy’ , Gr.  ‘to taste’ , Lat. JXVW  ‘to taste’ , 
Goth. JD�NLXVDQ ‘to test’ , ModHG NLHVHQ ‘to choose’ , ModHG NRVWHQ ‘to taste’ . 
  PIE *�HXV� 
  
The verb occurs twice only. The first context,  

 
KBo 20.39 r.col.  
(6) LUGAL�Xã[ ... ]  
(7) NX�NX�Xã[-]L? ... ]  
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is too broken to base any conclusion on. The second context is better preserved: it 
describes a ritual:  

 
KUB 10.99 i  
(24) LÚALAM.ZU9 $�1$ NINDA.GUR4.RA 1 â8  
(25) PH�PD�L WD�ÑD�OL PD 2 â8 PH�PD�D�[(L)]  
(26) LUGAL ~�H�LO�OD�OD�L ~�H�HO�OD[(�L)]  
(27) QX ~�H�LO�OD�L OX�~�L[(�OL)]  
(28) [(NL�Lã�ã)] � Q $�1$ LUGAL GEŠTIN NINDA§DU�]D�]X�XQ�Q[D?]  
(29) [x - x - x - x �]]L Q D�DQ NX�NX�Xã�]L  
 
//  
KBo 47.247 vi?  
(10) [(LÚALAM.ZU9 NI)]NDA.GUR4.RA 1 â8  
(11) [(PH�PD�L WD�ÑD�OL P)]D 2 â8 PH�PD�L  
(12) [(LUGAL ~�H�LO�OD�O)]D�L ~�H�LO�OD�L  
(13) [(QX ~�H�LO�OD�L OX�)]~�L�OL NL�Lã�ãD�DQ  
(14) [ANA LUGAL GEŠTIN NINDA§DU�]D�]X�X]Q�Q D? SD�UD�D  
(15) [x - x - x - x -](L Q D�DQ NX�NX�Xã�])]L  
 
 ‘The clown speaks once to the thick-bread and speaks twice to the WDÑDO�. The 

king ÑHODOD�s (and) ÑHOOD�s. He ÑHOOD�s thus in Luwian. [They bring?] forth wine 

and §DU]D]X�bread to the king, and he NXNXã�s him/it’ .  
 

 Watkins (2003) quite convincingly argues that a translation ‘tastes’  would fit 
the expected course of events in such rituals. He therefore compares NXNXã]L with 
the PIE root *�HXV� ‘to taste’ , and especially with the Indo-Iranian formations Skt. 
MXMX�� and Av. ] ]Xã�.  
 
JXODãã�M N : see JXOã�H @   
 
JXOã�M N  (Ib1) ‘to carve, to engrave, to inscribe, to write, to decree’ : 1sg.pres.act. 
JXO�Dã�PL (MS), 3sg.pres.act. JXO�Dã�]L (OH/MS), 3pl.pres.act. JXO�ãD�DQ�]L 
(OH/NS), JXO�Dã�ãD�DQ�]L (NS), 1sg.pret.act. JXO�ãX�XQ (NH), JXO�Dã�ãX�XQ (NS), 
2sg.pret.act. JXO�Dã�WD (OH/MS), 3sg.pret.act. JXO�Dã�WD (MH/MS), 3pl.pret.act. 
JXO�Dã�ãH�HU (NS), 3sg.imp.act. JXO�Dã�GX (MH/NS), 2pl.imp.act. JXO�Dã�WpQ (MS); 
part. JXO�ãD�DQ�W�,� JXO�Dã�ãD�DQ�W�; verb.noun JXO�ãX�X�ÑD�DU (NS), JXO�Dã�ãX�ÑD�
DU (NS); impf. JXO�Dã�NH�D� (OH/NS). 
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 Derivatives: 
O *XOãD� (c.) ‘fate-goddess’  (nom.sg. d*XO�ãD�Dã, d*XO�Dã�ãD�Dã, 

dat.-loc.sg. d*XO�ãL, nom.pl. d*XO�ãH�Hã, acc.pl. d*XO�ãX�Xã), JXO]L� (c.) ‘engraving, 
tracing’  (acc.sg. JXO�]L�LQ (NS), nom.pl. JXO�]L�Hã (MH/NS), acc.pl. JXO�]L�Xã 
(undat.)). 
 Anat. cognates: Pal. 

O *XO]DQQLNHã ‘fate-godesses’  (nom.pl. JXO�]D�DQ�QL�NH�Hã, 
dat.-loc.pl. JXO�]D�DQ�QL�JD�Dã); CLuw. JXO] �L�� ‘to draw’  (part. JXO�]D�D�L�PD, 
inf. JXO�]D�D�~�QD), 

O *XO]D� (c.) ‘fate, fate-goddess’  (acc.sg. d*XO�]D�DQ, 
gen.adj.nom.-acc.pl.n. JXO�]D�Dã�ãD), 

P�Q R$S T U�V�W�X JXO]DWWDU (n.) ‘sketch, rough draft, 
wooden tablet’  (nom.-acc.sg. JXO�]D�DW�WDU, JXO�]D�WDU, nom.-acc.pl. JXO�]D�DW�WD�
UD, Hitt.abl. JXO�]D�DW�WD�QD�D], JXO�]D�GD�QD�]D). 
 IE cognates: Skt. NDU�DWL ‘to plough’ , Av. NDUãDLWL ‘to draw furrows’ , Gr.  
‘furrow’ . 
  PIE *N = OV�pQWL 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 239f. for attestations. All forms are spelled JXO�Dã�&°, JXO�ã9° 
or JXO�Dã�ã9°. The spellings with geminate �ãã� point to a phonological /kwlS-/. 
The verb denotes ‘to carve, to inscribe’ . From it the noun JXOãD� ‘*what has been 
inscribed > fate’  has been derived, which is deified as d*XOãD� ‘fate-goddess’ . The 
noun JXO]L� ‘engraving’  probably is a Luwianism, showing the specific Luwian 
development *-OV� > �O]�. This Luwian noun *JXO]D�L� (which is borrowed as an L�
stem in Hittite) underlies the CLuwian verb JXO]DL� ‘to draw’  and JXO]DWWDU ‘draft, 
wooden tablet’ .  
 On the IE etymon of this verb there are mainly two visions. Puhvel (l.c) 
supports Carruba (1966: 36) in assuming that JXOã� derives from *J = ��V� ‘to sting’  
(from a root *J = HO� as visible in Lith. JpOWL ‘to sting’ , Gr.  ‘needle’  (which 
in fact must reflect *J = HO+� because of the acute in Lithuanian)). The main 
objection against this etymology is the fact that *J =  should have yielded Luw. Ñ. 
Oettinger (1979a: 204), Starke (1990: 464) and Melchert (1994a: 150) all connect 
JXOã� with PIE *N = HOV� ‘to draw furrows’  (probibly an V�extension from *N = HO� ‘to 
turn’ ), as seen in Skt. NDU�DWL ‘to plough’ , Av. NDUãDLWL ‘to draw furrows’ , Gr. 

 ‘furrow’ . This is semantically (‘to draw furrows’  > ‘to engrave’ ) as well 
as formally much more convincing.  
 We would expect that *N = pOV�WL � *N = OV�pQWL should regularly yield Hitt. 
**NXÑDOã]L � NXOãDQ]L, but apparently the weak stem was generalized.  
 
NXOXÓDQD�: see NXHOXÑDQD�  
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NXQQD� (adj.) ‘right (hand or side); right, favourable, succesfull’  (Sum. ZAG): 
nom.sg.c. ZAG�Dã (OS), NX�XQ�QD�Dã (MS), acc.sg. ZAG�DQ (OS), NX�XQ�QD�DQ 
(NS), nom.-acc.sg.n. NX�XQ�QD�DQ (OH/MS), NX�X�XQ�QD�DQ (KBo 19.136 i 9 
(MH/NS)) dat.-loc.sg. NX�XQ�QL (OS), all.sg. NX�XQ�QD (MS), abl. NX�XQ�QD�D] 
(OS), NX�X�XQ�QD�D] (KBo 19.136 i 14 (MH/NS)), instr. NX�XQ�QL�W D (OS), ZAG�
QL�LW, nom.pl.c. ZAG�QL�Lã (NS), acc.pl.c. ZAG�QX�Xã (OH/MS), nom.-acc.pl.n. 
ZAG�QD. 
 Derivatives: NXQQDWDU (n.) ‘rightness, success’  (nom.-acc.sg. ZAG�WDU), 
NXQQD©©� N  (IIb) ‘to set aright, to get it right, to succeed’  (1sg.pres.act. ZAG-D§�
PL (NH), 3pl.pres.act. ZAG-QD�D§�§D�D�DQ�]L (MH/NS), part. ZAG�DQ�W�; 
verb.noun NX�XQ�QD�D§�§X�X�ÑD�Dã (NS); impf. ZAG�QD�D§�§L�Lã�NH�D� (MH/NS)), 
NXQQ ãã�M N  (Ib2) ‘to turn out right’  (3sg.pres.act. NX�XQ�QL�Hã�]L (MH/MS)). 
  PIE *�XQ�QR� ? 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 245f. for attestations. The etymological interpretation of these 
words is difficul. Duchesne-Guillemin (1947: 89-90) connected NXQQD� with Av. 
VS QWD�,�Lith. ãYHxWDV, OCS VY W  ‘holy, sacred’ , Skt. XQiP ‘success(fully)’  that 
reflect a root *�XHQ�. A direct equation with Skt. XQiP is impossible, however, 
since *�XQ�R� should have yielded Hitt. NXQD� and not NXQQD� (cf. Melchert 
1994a: 162). One could solve this by assuming an �QR�stem *�XQ�QR�. Melchert 
(l.c.) rather derives NXQQD� from *�XK K �QR� ‘the strong one’ , connecting it with 
Skt. iYDV� ‘might’  (*�HÑK K �R�) and gUD� ‘hero’  (*�XK K �UR�). If this is correct, 
then this would show that *9K K Q9 > Hitt. 9QQ9 (cf. the discussion about *9K K 59 
at GIŠP §OD�,� UZUPX§UDL��PD§UDL� and GIŠ]D§UDL�). Both etymologies are 
semantically possible, but I would be inclined to follow the first one.  
 Note that both etymologies preclude a connection with CLuw. NXPPD¨D�L�,�Lyc. 
NXPH�L� ‘holy’  since *�� would have yielded Luw. ]� and Lyc. V�.  
 YZ

NXQNXQX]]L� (c.) ‘rock’  (Sum. NA ŠU.U): nom.sg. NX�XQ�NX�QX�X]�]L�Lã, NX�XQ�
NX�QX�]L�Lã, acc.sg. NX�XQ�NX�QX�X]�]L�LQ, NX�XQ�NX�QX�]L�LQ, gen.sg. NX�XQ�NX�QX�
X]�]L�¨D�Dã, NX�XQ�NX�QX�]L�¨D�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. NX�XQ�NX�QX�X]�]L, instr. NX�XQ�NX�
QX�]L�LW. 
  PIE *J = ? Q�J = ? Q�X�WL� 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 251f. for attestations and semantic treatment. The word 
NA NXQNXQX]]L� denotes ‘rock’  and is predominantly attested in the Song of 
Ullikummi, which tells about NA NXQNXQX]]L� d8OOLNXPPL� ‘the Rock Ullikummi’ . 
Because of contexts like KUB 41.ii 39 NA NX�XQ�NX�QX�X]�LW ÑD�DO�D§�§D�QD�L ‘he 
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strikes with a NXQNXQX]]L�’  and KUB 22.70 rev. (55) QDP�PD DW NA NX�XQ�NX�QX�
X]�]L�LW (56) GUL�DQ�]L ‘they strike them with a NXQNXQX]]L�’ , already Carruthers 
(1933: 154-5) convincingly analysed NXQNXQX]]L� as a word showing the suffix 
�X]]L�, which is used to form implements and tools, derived from the stem 
NXQNXQ�,�a reduplication of the verb NXH�Q��H @  � NXQ� � NXÑDQ� ‘to strike, to kill’ . For 
the reconstruction of �X]]L� as *-X�WL�,�cf. Rieken (1999a: 476). For a treatment of 
NXH�Q��H @  � NXQ� � NXÑDQ�,�see there.  
 
NXU�: see NXHU�H @  � NXU� � NXÑDU�  
 S []\�P�X NXU ããDU� �� NXUHãQ�� (n.) ‘piece of cloth; (+ SAG.DU�Dã) (woman’ s) head-
dress’ : nom.-acc.sg. NX�UH�Hã�ãDU (often), NX�UH�H�Hã�ãDU, NX�H�Hã�ãDU (2x), NX�ãH�
Hã�ãDU (1x), gen.sg. NX�UH�Hã�QD�Dã, NX�UL�Lã�QD�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. NX�UH�Hã�QL, instr. 
NX�UH�Hã�QL�LW, NX�UL�Lã�QL�LW, nom.-acc.pl. NX�UH�Hã�ãDU ^ I.A. 
 Derivatives: 

[]\�P NXUHãQDH�M N  (Ic2) ‘to provide with head-dress’  (part. NX�UH�Hã�
QD�DQ�W�,�NX�UL�Lã�QD�DQ�W� ‘coiffed’ ). 
  PIE *N = U�pK > VK > �U � �Q� 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 262f. for attestations. Just as §XNHããDU � §XNHãQ� ‘slaughter’  is 
derived from §XHN�H @  / §XN� ‘to slaughter’  and DãHããDU � DãHãQ� ‘meeting’  from Hã�_a` b @ c

 / Dã� ‘to sit’ , so does NXUHããDU � NXUHãQ� belong to NXHU�H @  / NXU� � NXÑDU� ‘to cut’  
and reflects *N = U�pK > VK > �U. The original meaning therefore must have been ‘*cut 
piece (of cloth) > piece of cloth’ . See at NXHU� � NXU� � NXÑDU� for further 
etymology.  
 
NXUHÓDQD����NXHUÓDQD��(adj.) describing a foreign person or country in relation to 
a superior potentate: nom.pl.c. NX�UH�H�ÑD�QL�Hã (MH/MS), NX�UH�ÑD�QL�Hã (NH), 
[NX�]UH�~�ÑD�QX�Xã (NS), NX�UH�ÑD�QD[-Dã] (MH/NS), [N]X�H�UX�ÑD�QX�Xã (NH), 
NX�HU�ÑD�QD�Dã (NH), nom.-acc.pl.n. NX�UH�ÑD�QD (NH). 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 265 for attestations. According to Puhvel, this adjective 
describes “ a foreign person, people or country in relation to a superior potentate 
or power”  and “ expresses a status of dependency without actual formal subjection 
or incorporation (distinct from vassaldom ...)” . The word shows forms with a 
stem NXUHÑDQD� and a stem NXHUÑDQD�,�which is quite remarkable. If the word is 
of IE origin, it apparently shows an ablaut NXHU�X� vs. NXU�HÑ�. Neumann (1961a: 
93) analyses the word as showing a Luwian suffix �ÑDQD� ‘pertaining to’  attached 
to the stem NXHUD� ‘field’  (q.v.). He states that “ [d]ie beiden Wechselformen 
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könnten etwa verschiedene Dissimilationsprodukte eines *NXLULÑDQD� sein” , 
which seems quite unattractive to me.  
 S d�X JXUWD��(c.) ‘town, citadel, acropolis’ : acc.sg. JXU�WD�DQ (NH), dat.-loc.sg. JXU�WL 
(NH), abl. JXU�GD�D] (NS). 
 Derivatives: 

e \ JXUWDÓDQQL� (adj.) ‘man of the citadel’  (nom.sg. JXU�WD�ÑD�DQ�QL�
Lã (MH/NS)), NXUWDOOL� ‘citadel-dweller(?)’  (acc.sg. NXU�WD�DO�OL�LQ). 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 275f. for attestations. Already since Benveniste (1932: 139), 
JXUWD� has been compared with PIE *� ? yU�WR� (Gr.  ‘yard’ , Lat. KRUWXV 
‘garden’ ) and *� ? U�G ? y� (Skt. J�Ki� ‘house’ , OCS JUDG  ‘city’  etc.). Although the 
formal and semantical similarity is indeed attractive, there are no known sound 
developments by which Hitt. �XU� can derive from either *-RU� or ���. Because of 
its late attestation (NH only) and the derivative JXUWDÑDQQL� that shows a Luwian 
suffix �ÑDQQD�L�,� it is quite possible that this word is a loan from Luwian. 
Melchert (1994a: 260) therefore assumes that JXUWD� is the Luwian outcome of 
*� ? UG ? R�. Nevertheless, because in Luwian the normal outcome of *&U& is also 
&DU&, this etymology remains problematic. Kimball (1999: 250) suggests a 
reconstruction *J = UWR�,�derived from a root *J = HU� ‘mountain, height’  as visible in 
Skt. JLUL� ‘mountain’ , Av. JDLUL� ‘mountain’ , OCS JRUD ‘mountain’ . These forms 
rather point to *J = HU+�,�however.  
 P�Q R$S T U�V�W�X NXUWD� (gender unclear) ‘wooden tablet’  (Sum. GIŠ.4UR, Akk. GIŠ/(�8 f ): 
dat.-loc.sg. JXU�WD (NS), abl. NXU�WD�]D (NS), JXU�WD�]D (NS), JXU�GD�]D (NS), dat.-
loc.pl. NXU�WD�Dã (MS), JXU�GD�Dã (NS).  
  PIE *N = U�WR� 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 276-7 for attestations. Usually, this word is translated as 
‘wooden tablet’ , but this is rejected by Puhvel (l.c.), who assumes that NXUWD 
“ most probably denoted the wooden crates in which the tablets were stored, and 
hence be identical with the *NXUWD� postulated as underlying NXUWDO�O�L� ‘crate’ ” . 
This opinion is based especially upon the following context:  

 
KUB 38.19 + IBoT 2.102 rev.  
(4) ND�UX�~[-L]-OL�¨D�] D�DW NiQ GIŠ.

^
URJXU�GD�[]D]  

(5) DU�§D JXO�Dã�ãD�DQ�]D x[  ...  ]  
 

which Puhvel (who reads GIŠ.ÏUR JXU�GD�[]D]) translates as “ from an old 
wooden tablet from the g. it [is] recopied” : according to him in this sentence the 
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meaning ‘wooden tablet’  is already expressed by GIŠ.ÏUR which means that 
JXUGD[]D] cannot denote ‘wooden tablet’  either. Starke (1990: 458) translates this 
sentence as “ Auf einer alten Holztafel (sind) sie ausgewiesen als ...” , however, 
taking GIŠ.ÏUR as a determinative of JXUGD[]D]. As a parallel he cites KUB 
42.103 iii (13) DQ�QD�OD�] D�DW NiQ (14) GIŠ.

^
URJXO�]D�GD�QD�]D DU�§D JXO�ãD�

DQ[-GD] “ Auf einer alten Holztafel (sind) sie ausgewiesen ...” . Starke further 
remarks that NXUWD� should be derived from NXHU�g h  � NXU� ‘to cut’  (q.v.), originally 
meaning “ das Abgeschnittene”  (although Starke assumes a Luwian origin, and 
subsequently derivation from CLuw. NXÑDU� ‘to cut’ ). This latter translation and 
etymological account seems attractive to me, and I therefore reconstruct *N i U�WR�. 
See at NXHU�g h  � NXU� � NXÑDU� for further etymology.  
 
N UXU� (n.) ‘enmity, hostility, war(fare)’ , N UXUD� (c.) ‘enemy’ : nom.-acc.sg.n. NX�
UX�XU (OS), NX�X�UX�XU (MH/MS), nom.sg.c. NX�X�UX�UD�Dã (MH/MS), NX�UX�UD�
Dã, gen.sg. NX�X�UX�UD�Dã (MH/MS), NX�UX�UD�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. NX�X�UX�UL (OS), NX�
UX�U, NX�UX�UL�L (OH/?), erg.sg. NX�X�UX�UD�DQ�]D (OH/MS), NX�UX�UD�DQ�]D 
(MH/NS), nom.-acc.pl. NX�UX�XU ^ I.A, NX�UX�UL ^ I.A, NX�X�UX�UL ^ I.A, dat.-loc.pl. NX�X�
UX�UD[-Dã]. 
 Derivatives: N UXULªH�D�M N  (Ic1) ‘to be hostile’  (3.sg.pret.act. NX�X�UX�UL�H�HW 
(MS?), 3pl.pret.act. NX�X�UX�UL�H�HU (OS)), NXUXUDH�M N  (Ic2) ‘to be hostile’  
(3sg.pres.act. NX�UX�UD�L]�]L (NS)), N UXULªD©©� N  (IIb) ‘to wage war (on), to act 
hostile (towards) (+ dat.), to become enemies’  (2sg.pres.act. NX�UX�UL�¨D�D§�WL 
(NH), NX�UX�X�UL�¨D�D§�WL (OH/NS), 3sg.pres.act. NX�UX�UL�¨D�D§�]L, 1sg.pret.act. 
NX�UX�UL�¨D�D§�§X�XQ, 3sg.pret.act. NX�X�UX�UL�¨D�D§�WD, NX�UX�UL�¨D�D§�WD, NX�UX�UL�
D§�WD, 1pl.pret.act. NX�UX�UL�D§�§X�X�HQ, 3pl.pres.act. NX�X�UX�UL�¨D�D§�§H�HU, NX�X�
UX�UL�L�¨D�D§�§H�HU, NX�UX�UL�¨D�D§�§H�HU, NX�X�UX�UL�D§�§H�HU, 3sg.imp.act. NX�UX�
UL�¨D�D§�GX; part. NX�UX�UL�¨D�D§�§D�DQ�W�,� NX�X�UX�UL�¨D�D§�§D�DQ�W�,� NX�X�UX�UL�
D§�§D�DQ�W�; inf.I NX�UX�UL�¨D�D§�§X�DQ�]L; impf. NX�X�UX�UL�¨D�D§�§L�Hã�NH�D�,� NX�
X�UX�UL�¨D�D§�§L�Lã�NH�D�), NXUXUDWDU� �� NXUXUDQQ� (n.) ‘enmity, hostility’  (dat.-
loc.sg. NX�UX�UD�DQ�QL (NH)), 

e \ .Ò5�QD� (c.) ‘enemy’  (nom.sg. LÚKÚR-Dã (OS), 
acc.sg. LÚKÚR�DQ, dat.-loc.sg.c. LÚKÚR-QL (MH/NS), nom.pl.c. LÚ.MEŠKÚR, 
acc.pl.c. LÚ.MEŠKÚR-Xã, LÚKÚRMEŠ-Xã, dat.-loc.pl.c. LÚKÚR-QD�ã D�DW (OS)), e \ .Ò5�QLOL (adv.) ‘in enemy fashion’  (LÚKÚR�QL�OL (NH), LÚKÚR�OL (MH/NS)). 
  
See Puhvel HEd 4: 280f. for attestations. The word N UXU� and its derivatives are 
often spelled NX�X�UX�,� with a plene �X�. This points to a phonological form 
/kóror/. The neuter stem N UXU� ‘enmity, hostility’  is clearly original, from which 
the occasionally attested commune stem N UXUD� ‘enemy’  is derived, probably 
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through hypostasis of the genitive N UXUDã ‘(man) of enmity’  > ‘enemy’ . Usually, 
this commune stem N UXUD� is equated with the sumerogram LÚKÚR ‘enemy’  
(thus e.g. Puhvel l.c.), but all occurrences of LÚKÚR with an unambiguous 
phonetic complement point to a stem in �QD� (dat.-loc.sg. LÚKÚR�QL, dat.-loc.pl. 
LÚKÚR�QDã, adv. LÚKÚR�QLOL): we never find **LÚKÚR�UD�,�which would have 
pointed to an equation with N UXUD�. I therefore have chosen to gather all 
occurrences of LÚKÚR and separate them from N UXUD�. One may even ask 
oneself whether the stem N UXU� and LÚKÚR�QD� could etymologically be 
connected at all.  
 There is only a small group of words in Hittite that end in �XU� and do not show 
the heteroclitic inflection �XU� � �X�H�Q� (like e.g. SD§§XU � SD§§XHQ� or P §XU � 
P §XQ�). Nevertheless, these are usually regarded as old *-XU���X�H�Q�stems that 
have lost their heteroclitic inflection (see Rieken 1999a: 319f. for a treatment of 
these words). In this way, it would be possible to assume that LÚKÚR�QD� goes 
back to the old oblique stem *N UXQ� or *N UXHQ�.  
 The etymological interpretation of N UXU� is difficult. The first proposal, 
comparing it with Skt. NU Ui� ‘bloody’ , etc. (Holma 1916: 66), implies an 
unattractive dissimilation from *NU UXU. Sturtevant (1933: 119, 148, followed by 
e.g. Oettinger 1979a: 102 and Rieken 1999a: 320-1) rather saw N UXU� as a 
derivative from NXHU�g h  � NXU� ‘to cut’ . Although semantically certainly possible 
(cf. Rieken l.c.), Eichner (1980: 139) points out that the reflexes of *. i 5� are 
never spelled NX�X�5 in Hittite (cf. the total absence of e.g. a spelling **NX�X�UD�
DQ�]L ‘they cut’  or **NX�X�QD�DQ�]L ‘they kill’ ; the only counter-example I know 
of is NX�X�XW�UX�ÑD�D�L]�]L (KBo 6.4 iv 7 (OH/NS) if this really reflects *N i W�UX�,�
but this is strictly speaking no example of *. i 5). Therewith a reconstruction 
*N i U�XU� has become unattractive. Eichner (1973a: 75, 99) rather connects N UXU� 
with Skt. KYiUDWH ‘to deviate’ , Av. ] UDK� ‘iniquity’  from *� j ÑHU� ‘to walk 
crookedly’ , but these Indo-Iranian forms might better be compared with Lith. SD�
åXOQ�V ‘crooked, oblique’ , Gr.  ‘deceitful’  and OCS ] O  ‘bad, evil’  and 
then must reflect *� j XHO�. Puhvel (o.c.: 286) suggests to compare N UXU� to Gr. 

, OCS ]Y U , Lith. åY UuV, Lat. IHUXV ‘wild beast’ , for which he reconstructs a 
PIE root *� j ÑHU� ‘to be savage, to rage’ . However, all forms point to a root 
*� j ÑHK k U� (cf. the broken tone in Latv. ]Yr £UV; Lat. IHUXV then must show Dybo-
shortening, cf. Schrijver 1991: 337), which would mean that we have to 
reconstruct *� j XK k U�XU�. Such a form would indeed account for the plene spelling 
�X�,�but the semantic probability remains a point of discussion.  
 All in all, none of the proposed etymologies surpasses the others in all respects. 
Nevertheless, a preform *� j XK k U�XU� would explain the formal facts best.  
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 l m�n�o
N ãD�� (c.) ‘daughter-in-law, bride; son-in-law’ : acc.sg. NX�~�ãD�DQ (OS), 

nom.pl.c. NX�~�ãH�Hã (OS). 
 Derivatives: N ã WD� (n.) ‘bride-price’  (nom.-acc.sg. NX�~�ãD�D�WD (OH/?), NX�~�
ãD�WD (OH/?), NX�ãD�D�WD (OH/NS), NX�ãD�WD (MH/MS), gen.sg./pl. NX�~�ãD�GD�Dã 
(MH/NS), nom.-acc.pl. NX�~�ãD�WD (2011/f, 6)). 
 IE cognates: Skt. MR�� ‘to enjoy’ , Gr.  ‘to taste’ , Lat. JXVW  ‘to taste’ , 
Goth. JDNLXVDQ ‘to test’ , ModHG NLHVHQ ‘to choose’ . 
  PIE *�pXV�R� ? 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 288f. for attestations. Note that the words are consistently 
spelled with plene ~ and never with X. This points to a phonological interpretation 
/kgsa-/. The semantic interpretation of these words are difficult. Nevertheless, 
Weitenberg (1975) convincingly showed that N ãD� must mean ‘son-in-law’  or 
‘daughter-in-law; bride’ , whereas N ã WD� should mean ‘bride-price’ . His 
etymological connection with Gr.  ‘female sex-organ’  was not very 
convincing, however. Rieken (1999a: 258) rather reconstructs *�HXV�R� ‘the 
chosen one’ . In her view, N ã WD� would be a derivation in *-WHK p �. Although more 
appealing, it is a slight problem that PIE *�HXV� did not mean ‘to choose’ , but 
rather ‘to taste’  (Hitt. NXNXã�g h  ‘to taste’ , Skt. MR�� ‘to enjoy’ , Gr.  ‘to taste’ , 
Lat. JXVW  ‘to taste’ ). Nevertheless, a semantic development to ‘to choose’  is also 
visible in some Germanic languages (ON NMyVD ‘to choose’ , ModHG NLHVHQ ‘to 
choose’ ). See at NXNXã�g h  for another reflex of PIE *JHXV�.  
 
NXããDQ����NXãQ� (n.) ‘pay, salary, fee, hire’  (Akk. ,'8): nom.-acc.sg. NX�Xã�ãD�DQ 
(OS), dat.-loc.sg. NX�Xã�ãD�QL (OS), NX�Xã�ãD�QL�L (OS), NX�Xã�QL (OH/NS), abl. NX�
Xã�ãD�QD�D] (OS), NX�Xã�QD�D] (OH/NS), nom.-acc.pl. NX�Xã�ãD�QL (OH/NS). 
 Derivatives: NXããDQLªH�D�q r  (Ic1) ‘to hire, to employ’  (3sg.pres.act. NX�Xã�ãD�QL�
H]�]L (OS), NX�Xã�ãD�QL�L�H�H]�]L (OH/?), NX�Xã�ãD�QL�¨D�]L (OH/NS), NX�Xã�QH�H]�]L 
(OH/NS)), 

m�n
NXããDQ�Lª�DWDOOD� (c.) ‘hireling, mercenary’  (nom.sg. NX�Xã�ãD�QL�¨D�

WDO�OD�Dã (MH/MS), NX�Xã�ãD�QD�DW�WDO�OD�Dã (MH/NS), acc.sg. NX�Xã�ãD�QD�DW�WDO�
OD�DQ (MH/NS)). 
 IE cognates: OE K ¯\U, OSax. K ULD, MLG KXUH, ModDu. KXXU ‘hire’ . 
  PIE *NXK k s t V�Q 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 290f. for attestations. The word and its derivatives 
predominantly occur in the Hittite Laws. It is consistently spelled NX�Xã�ãD�DQ and 
NX�Xã�ãD�Q°, except in KBo 6.10 (a NS copy of the Hittite Laws), in which we 
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find the spelling NX�Xã�QL, NX�Xã�QD�D] and NX�Xã�QH�H]�]L. Despite their restricted 
occurrence, these spellings show that we are dealing with a phonological /kuSn-/ 
(or /koSn-/ although in that case we may have expected a spelling NX�X�Xã�ãD°). 
Many etymological proposals have been given (see an overview in Puhvel l.c.), 
the best one of which is Goetze’ s suggestion (1954: 403) to connect NXããDQ� with 
OE K ¯\U ‘hire’  from *NX+V�. Not only formally, semantically as well this 
etymology seems impeccable. The laryngeal (which is needed to explain long  in 
Germanic) can only be *K u  or *K v , since *K w  would have yielded Hitt. �§� in front 
of �V�. The original paradigm probably was *NHXK u x v V�Q or *NXHK u x v V�Q (depending 
on where the full-grade vowel was located, which cannot be determined from the 
available evidence), *NXK u x v V�pQ�V, which was secondarily changed to *NXK u x v V�Q, 
*NXK u x v V�Q�yV, yielding attested NXããDQ, NXããDQ�.  
 
N WW����NXWW��(c.) ‘wall’ : nom.sg. NX�~�X]�]D (NS), NX�X]�]D (MH/MS), acc.sg. NX�
XW�WD�DQ (MH/MS), gen.sg. NX�XW�WD�Dã (OS), dat.-loc.sg. NX�XW�WL (OS), all.sg. NX�
XW�WD (MH/NS), abl. NX�XW�WD�D] (MH/MS, OH/NS), NX�XG�GD�D] (MH/NS), NX�XW�
WD�]D (NS), nom.pl. NX�XW�WH�Hã (MH/NS), NX�XW�WL�H�Hã (MH/MS), acc.pl. NX�XG�
GX�Xã (NH), dat.-loc.pl. NX�XW�WD�Dã (MH/NS). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. 

y�z NXWWDããDUD�L� ‘orthostat’  (dat.-loc.sg. NX�XW�WD�Dã�ãD�
UL); HLuw. 

{$| z m�}�~���� NXWDVDUD�L� (c.) ‘orthostat’  (dat.-loc.sg. “ SCALPRUM”NX�WD�
VD � �UD�L�L (KARKAMIŠ A13G §5, KARKAMIŠ A16E), nom.pl. SCALPRUMNX�WD�
VD � �UD�L�]L (KARKAMIŠ A11D §15), acc.pl. SCALPRUMNX�WD�VD � �UD�L�]L 
(KARKAMIŠ A11D §23, KARKAMIŠ A27H §4), SCALPRUMNX�Wi�VD � �UD�L�]L 
(KARKAMIŠ A18H §5), [SCALPRUM]NX�WD�VD � �UD�L�]L�L (KARKAMIŠ A11E�F 
§23), dat.-loc.pl. SCALPRUMNX�WD�VD � �UD�L�]D (KARKAMIŠ A11E�F §24, 
KARKAMIŠ A20D1 §3)), NXWDVDUD� ‘to “ orthostat” ‘ (1sg.pret.act. SCALPRUM�
VD � �UD�L�KD (KARKAMIŠ A11D §16)). 
 IE cognates: Gr. ( )  ‘to pour’ , Skt. MXKyWL ‘to pour, to sacrifice’ . 
  PIE *� � pX�W�V, [*� � X�pW�P], *� � X�W�yV 
  
See Puhvel HED 4: 296f. for attestations. Occasionally, the sumerographically 
spelled word BÀD�HããDU ‘fortification, stronghold’  is interpreted as *NXWWHããDU 
(primarily on the basis of Luw. NXWWDããDUD�L� ‘orthostat’ ), but we should rather 
read it as ãD§HããDU (see at ãD§HããDU � ãD§HãQ�).  
 Since Kronasser (1956: 228), this word is usually regarded as an abstract noun 
in �W� of the PIE root *� � HX� ‘to pour’  (Gr. ( )  ‘to pour’ , Skt. MXKyWL ‘to pour, to 
sacrifice’  etc.). The semantic development must have been ‘*out-pouring’  > 
‘*earthen wall’  > ‘(stone) wall’  (compare Gr.  ‘embankment’ ). A priori, we 
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would expect that a commune �W�stem would show a hysterodynamic ablaut 
pattern, namely *� � pX�W�V, *� � X�pW�P, *� � X�W�yV. In my view, (part of) this ablaut is 
still visible in the Hittite opposition nom.sg. NX�~�X]�]D : gen.sg. NX�XW�WD�Dã = 
/kgts/ : /kutás/. The acc.sg.-form *� � X�pW�P, which should have yielded Hitt. 
**NXHWWDQ, apparently was levelled out to attested NXWWDQ.  
 It is not fully clear whether Luw. NXWWDããDUD�L� belongs here as well. If so, it 
would reflect *� � X�W�HVU and show that PIE *� �  remains as N� in Luwian in front of 
the back vowel �X� (cf. Kimball 1994c: 82).  
 
NXWUXÓDQ����NXWUXÓHQ��(c.) ‘witness’ : nom.sg. NX�XW�UX�ÑD�Dã (KBo 15.25 obv. 35 
(MH/MS), KUB 58.108 iv 14 (NS)), NX�XW�UX�Dã (KUB 17.20 iii 11 (NS)), dat.-
loc.sg. NX�XW�UX�L (KUB 6.45 iv 56 (NH)), nom.pl. NX�XW�UX�H�QL�Hã (KUB 23.77a 
obv. 10 (MH/MS), HT 1 i 57 (MH/NS)), [NX�]XW�UX�H�QL�Lã (KBo 16.25 iii 67 
(MH/MS)), NX�WDU�~�H�QL�Hã (KUB 23.78, 9 (MH/MS)), NX�XW�UX�~�H�QL�Hã (KBo 
12.18 iv 2 (OH/NS), KUB 8.35 ii 13 (NS)), NX�XW�UX�~�H�QL�Lã (KUB 26.41 obv. 5 
(MH/NS)), [N]X� W�U � �Q �Hã (KUB 17.18 iii 6 (NS)), NX�XW�UX�H�Hã (KUB 9.31 ii 
4 (MH/NS), KBo 4.10 obv. 49, 51 (NS), KUB 60.161 ii 9 (NS), Broze Tablet iii 
81 (NH)), NX�XW�UX�ÑD�Dã (KUB 13.6 ii 27 (OH/NS)), NX�XW�UX�X�Xã (KUB 13.4 ii 
36 (OH/NS)). 
 Derivatives: NXWUXÓDH�q r  (Ic2) ‘to bear witness, to provide testimony’  
(3sg.pres.act. NX�X�XW�UX�ÑD�D�L]�]L (OH/NS), NX�XW�UX�ÑD�D�L]�]L), NXWUXÓDWDU� ��
NXWUXÓDQQ� (n.) ‘witnessing’  (dat.-loc.sg. NX�XW�UX�ÑD�DQ�QL), NXWUX ããDU� ��
NXWUX ãQ� (n.) ‘witnessing’  (dat.-loc.sg. NX�XW�UX�H�Hã�QL), NXWUXÓD©©� r  (IIb) ‘to 
summon as witness’  (1pl.pres.act. [NX�X]W�UX�ÑD�D§�§X�X�H�QL, 1sg.pret.act. NX�XW�
UX�ÑD�D§�§X�XQ, 1pl.pret.act. NX�XW�UX�ÑD�D§�§X�X�HQ, 2sg.imp.act. NX�XW�UX�ÑD�
D§; verb.noun gen.sg. NX�XW�UX�ÑD�D§�§X�X�ÑD�Dã). 
 Anat. cognates: HLuw. WUZDQ�L�� (c.) ‘judge’  (nom.sg. “ IUDEX” WDUD�L�ZD�L�QL�L�VD 
�(ö5ø.g<� ����� IUDEXWDUD�L�ZD�L�QL�VD (KARKAMIŠ A11D §1), “ IUDEX” WDUD�L�
ZD�L�QL�VD (TELL AHMAR 1 §1), “ IUDEX” WDUD�L�ZD�L�QL�Vi� �0$5$ù� �� ��H���
“ IUDEX” WDUD�L�ZD�L�QL�Vj� �0$5$ù� �� ��D��� “ IUDEX” WDUD�L�ZD�L�Qt�VD (BABYLON 1 
���� 0$5$ù� �� ����� HWF�� DFF�VJ�� ,8'(;�QL�L�QD (IZGIN 1-2 §14), dat.-loc.sg. 
IUDEX�QL�L (MALPINAR §2), nom.pl. IUDEX�ZD�L�QL�]L (TELL TAYINAT 2 
line 1)), WUZDQD�L� ‘justice’  (abl.-instr. IUSTITIAWDUD�L�ZD�L�QD�WL (SHEIZAR §2, 
AKSARAY §5), “ IUSTITIA” WDUD�L�ZD�L�QD�UD�L� �0$5$ù� �� ����� �³!,867,7,$´�
ZD�L�Qt�WL (KARKAMIŠ A11D §4), “ IUSTITIA” �QL�WL�L (KARKAMIŠ A12 §10)). 
 IE cognates: Skt. FDWYDU�,�TochA WZDU, TochB WZHU, Gr. , Arm. þ¶RUNµ, 
Lat. TXDWWXRU, OIr. FHWKHRLU, Goth. ILGZRU, Lith. NHWXUu, OCS þHW\UH ‘four’ . 
  PIE *N � WUX�HQ� 
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The oldest (MS) attestations of this noun are nom.sg. NXWUXÑDã, nom.pl. 
NXWUXÑHQHã, which point to an original Q-stem inflection NXWUXÑDQ� � NXWUXÑHQ�. On 
the basis of nom.sg. NXWUXÑDã (< *NXWUXÑDQ�V), an D�stem inflection NXWUXÑD� is 
analogically created in NH times. Note that the form in KUB 17.18 iii 6 is often 
cited as NX�XW�UX�ÑD�QL�Hã (thus e.g. Puhvel HED K: 299), but according to 
Oettinger (1982: 16512) the photograph of the tablet also allows a reading [N]X� W�
U � �Q �Hã, which I have taken over. The derivatives NXWUXÑDH�,� NXWUXÑ WDU, 
NXWUX ããDU and NXWUXÑD§§� seem to be derived from a stem *NXWUX�.  
 Since Carruthers (1933: 152) this noun is generally seen as a derivative of the 
PIE numeral *N � HWXRU� ‘four’ , reflecting the zero-grade formation *N � WXU that has 
metathesized *-XU� to �UX� (cf. Av. þD UX�GDVD� ‘fourteenth’ , Lat. TXDGUXSHV 
‘animal walking on four feet’ , Gr.  ‘having four ’ ). For the 
semantics, we can compare Lat. WHVWLV ‘witness’  < *WULVWLV ‘third party’ , but in 
Hittite we are apparently dealing with a ‘fourth party’ .  
 The formal details are not fully clear. Oettinger (1982b: 164f.) treats this word 
extensively and argues that we are dealing with an Q�stem. Because of the 
remarkable H-grade in the suffix in nom.pl. NXWUXHQHã < *N � WUX�pQ�HV, he assumes 
that nom.sg. NXWUXÑDã must have had H-grade as well and reflects *N � WUX�²Q�V. For 
a long time it was thought that this was impossible in view of the idea that *- Q+V 
yielded Hitt. �DQ]D (on the basis of ãXPDQ]D “ binding”  < *VK u X�P²Q+V) (cf. 
Har arson 1987: 118-121 for an extensive treatment) in contradistinction to 
*- Q+V that yielded Hitt. �Dã (§ UDã ‘eagle’  < *K v pU� Q+V). Since ãXPDQ]D now 
has been identified as ‘(bul)rush’  rather than ‘binding’ , its reconstruction *VK u X�
P²Q+V cannot be upheld anymore. Therewith disappears the need to assume that 
*- Q+V would yield Hitt. �DQ]D. As long as counter-evidence is lacking, I assume 
that NXWUXÑDã reflects *N � WUX�²Q+V (compare the development of gen.sg. *-ÑpQ�V > 
Hitt. �ÑDã).  
 As a parallel formation Oettinger (1982: 17446) mentions “ hier.-luw. 
WUL�Z�DQ�L�”  ‘judge’ , which he interprets as ‘third party’  > ‘judge’  (with reference 
to Eichner). This HLuwian word is consistently spelled WDUD�L�ZD�L�Q°. Although 
an interpretation /triwan-/ in principle is possible, it is not imperative. We could 
also read /trawan-/ or even /trwan-/. I wonder to what extent it is possible to 
assume that this last interpretation, /trwan-/, is the correct one, and that this word 
reflects *N � WUXHQ� with loss of initial *N �  in front of *-WU�,�and therewith is directly 
congate with Hitt. NXWUXÑDQ� � NXWUXHQ�. This interpretation has the advantage over 
an analysis *WUL�ÑDQ�L� (as if derived from *WUL� ‘three’ ) that we now do not have 
to assume a suffix �ÑDQ� which is further unknown.  
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 Puhvel (HED K: 299f.) rejects the etymological connection with PIE *N � HWXRU� 
because the Hitt. word for ‘four’  is PH�¨�X� � PH¨DÑ� (q.v.). He rather assumes a 
connection with Lith. JXGU�V ‘wise’ , proposing a proto-meaning ‘expert 
(witness)’  for NXWUXÑDQ�. Although formally and semantically possible, the fact 
that Lith. JXGU�V has a variant J�GUDV and can easily be an inner-Lithuanian 
derivative of J�GLQWL ‘to train’  is not favourable to this etymology.  
 
NXÓDQ� (c.) ‘woman’  (Sum. MUNUS): nom.sg. MUNUS-DQ�]D (KUB 30.29 
obv. 1 (MS?)), MUNUS-]D (OS), MUNUS-QD�Dã (KUB 33.86 + 8.66 iii 3, 10 
(MH/NS), MUNUS-Dã (KBo 4.6 obv. 15 (NH)), acc.sg. MUNUS-QD�DQ (OS), 
MUNUS-DQ, gen.sg. MUNUS-QD�Dã, MUNUS-Dã, dat.-loc.sg. MUNUS-QL, 
MUNUS-QL�L, nom.pl. MUNUSMEŠ-Lã, acc.pl. MUNUSMEŠ-Xã. 
 Derivatives: 08186�QLOL (adv.) ‘in woman’ s way, in female fashion’  
(MUNUS�QL�OL). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. Ó Q � (c.) ‘woman’  (dat.-loc.sg. ÑD�D�QL, dat.-loc.pl. ÑD�
QD�DQ�]D, ÑD�QD�D�DQ�]D, gen.adj.nom.-acc.sg.nt. [ÑD�D�]QD�Dã�ãD�DQ, [ÑD�Q]D�D�
Dã�ãD�DQ, gen.adj.nom.pl.c. ÑD�QD�Dã�ãL�LQ�]L), Ó�D�QDWW�L�� (c.) ‘woman’  (nom.sg. 
ÑD�QD�DW�WL�Lã, X�QD�DW�WL�Lã, MUNUS�Lã, acc.sg. MUNUS�LQ, acc.pl. MUNUS�DW�
WL�LQ�]D); HLuw. )(0,1$�QDW�L�� (c.) ‘woman’  (nom.sg. “ FEMINA” -QD�WL�L�VD 
(SULTANHAN §47), FEMINA�QD�WL�VD (BOYBEYPINARI 1 §1, 
BOYBEYPINARI 2 §1), FEMINA�QD�Wt�VD (SHEIZAR §1), acc.sg. FEMINA-WL�
L�QD (TELL AHMAR 2 §16), dat.sg. FEMINA-WL�L (KARKAMIŠ A11D §19, 
KARKAMIŠ A11E+F §34), nom.pl. FEMINA-WL�]L (KARATEPE 1 §35, HAMA 
4 §3, SULTANHAN §33b), acc.pl. FEMINA�WL�]L��7ø/6(9(7�������/\G��NmQD� 
‘wife’  (nom.sg. NmQD� � N D , dat.-loc.sg. NmQD , nom.-acc.pl. NmQV?). 
  
The Hittite word for ‘woman’  only occurs sumerographically written with the 
sign MUNUS ‘woman’ . Attemps have been made to identify phonetically spelled 
words as ‘woman’ , but none of these have been convincing. E.g. Neu (1990) 
interprets NX�LQ�QD[-Dã]-ãD�DQ (KUB 12.60 i 24) as NXLQQDQ ãDQ ‘his wife’ , but 
this interpretation is not supported by the context (cf. Güterbock 1992). Carruba 
(1994) draws the attention to a form d.XÑDQãHã as found in the following lists of 
deities, which are parallels of each other:  

 
KUB 43.30 iii  
  (5) [(QH�St½�ãD¾�Dã dU�Dã NDW�WL�L ã�ã)]L PD DQ�QD�Dã WD�JD�D�DQ�]L�SD�Dã  
  (6) [(dUTU�Xã NDW�WL�L ã)]-ãL PD d0H�H]�]X�OD�Dã  
  (7) [(dNIN.URTA�Dã NDW�WL�L)] ã�ãL PD dÏDO�NL�Lã  
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  (8) [(d6Ì1�Dã NDW�W)]L�L ã�ãL PD d,ã�SD�DQ�]D�ãH�SD�Dã  
  (9) [(dÏD�D�Dã�ãD N)]DW�WL�Lã�ãL PD dÏL�OD�Dã�ãL�Lã  
(10) [(d3t�ãH�QL�Lã)] NDW�WL�Lã�PL PD d0D�OL�¨D�Dã  
(11) [d0D�OL�¨]D�Dã NDW�WL�Lã�ãL PD d3t�ãH�QL�Hã  
(12) [dAD�Dã�NX�Ñ]D�DW�WD�Dã�ãL�Lã ½NDW�WL�L ã�ãL PD¾ d.X�ÑD�DQ�ãH�Hã  
 
KBo 11.32 obv.  
(31) QH�St½�ãD¾�Dã dU�Dã GAM�ãL PD ãL DQ�QD�Dã KI�Dã  
(32) dUTU�Xã KI.MIN d0H�]XO�OD�Dã  
(33) dNIN.URTA�Dã KI.MIN dÏDO�NL�Lã  
(34) d6Ì1?�Dã KI.MIN GE6�D] dâH�SD  
(35) GUNNI KI.MIN dÏL�OD�ãL�Lã  
(36) dLÚMEŠ�Dã KI.MIN d0D�OL�Dã  
(37) d0D�OL�Dã KI.MIN dLÚMEŠ  
(38) dAD�Dã�NX�DW�WD�ãL�Lã KI.MIN d.X�ÑD�DQ�ã[H�Hã]  
(40!) dLÚMEŠ�Dã d0D�OL�Dã GUNNI�Dã dÏL�OD�ãL�L[ã]  
 
KBo 43.75  
(1) [(QH�St½�ãD¾�Dã)] dU�D[(ã NDW�WL�L ã�ãL PD DQ�QD�Dã WD�JD�D�DQ�]L�SD�Dã)]  
(2) [(dUTU�X)]ã NDW�WL�L ã�ã[L PD d0H�H]�]X�OD�Dã]  
(3) dâX�ÑD�OL�D] NDW�W[(L�L ã�ãL PD dÏDO�NL�Lã)]  
(4) d6Ì1�Dã NDW�WL�L ã�ãL[( PD d,ã�SD�DQ�]D�ãH�SD�Dã)]  
(5) dÏD�D�Dã�ãD NDW�WL[(�L ã�ãL PD dÏL�OD�Dã�ãL�Lã)]  
(6) d3t�ãH�QL�Lã NDW[(�WL�L ã�PL PD d0D�D�OL�¨D�Dã)]  
(7) 

� 0 �D�OL�¨D�Dã[( NDW�WL�L ã�ãL PD d3t�ãH�QL�Lã)]  
(8) [(dA)]D�Dã�NX�ÑD�DW[(�WD�Dã�ãL�Lã NDW�WL�L ã�ãL PD d.X�ÑD�DQ�ãH�Hã)]  
(9) [   ...  ]x-x-x[  ...  ]  
 
 ‘The Storm-god of Heaven with Mother Earth beside him; the Sun-goddess 

with Mezzula beside her; the Fertility Deity NIN.URTA / ŠuÒaliaz with the 

Deity of the Grain beside her; the Moongod with the Deity of the Night beside 

her; the Deity of the Hearth with the Deity of the Courtyard beside her; the 

Male Deities with the Deity M OL¨D�EHVLGH�WKHP��WKH�'HLW\�0 OL¨a with the Male 

Deities beside her; the Deity AaškuÒattaššiš with the Deity (or Deities) 

KuÒanšeš beside him’ .  
 

According to Carruba, the ending �Hã implies that d.XÑDQãHã is a plural form, and 
since the only other plural deity in this list are the dLÚMEŠ = d3LãHQHã ‘Male 
Deities’ , it is in his view likely that d.XÑDQãHã should be interpreted as the 
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counterpart of d3LãHQHã and therefore denotes the ‘Female Deities’ . Although at 
first sight this interpretation seems attractive, there are some problems with it. 
First, in KBo 11.32 most of the divine names for which a sumerographic spelling 
is possible, are spelled sumerographically, including d3LãHQHã, which is written as 
dLÚMEŠ here. If d.XÑDQãHã indeed would denote ‘female deities’ , we would rather 
have expected the spelling dMUNUSMEŠ. Secondly, there is no contextual 
argument to be given on the basis of which one can state with certainty that 
d.XÑDQãHã correspond to d3LãHQHã. If we look at contexts like  

 
KUB 55.39 iii  
(26) dIM�Dã d,Q�QD�UD�Dã�PL[-L]ã d'D�ãL�PL�L]!  
(27) d,ã�WD�DQ�]D�Dã�ãL�Lã dâD�NX�ÑD�Dã�ãD�Dã  
(28) dÏD�DQ�WD�Dã�ãD�Dã d,ã�WD�PD�QD�Dã�ãD�Dã  
(29) d.L�Lã�ãD�UD�Dã�ãD�Dã d*H�QX�ÑD�Dã�ãD�Dã  
(30) d,ã�SD�DQ�]D d,Q�QD�UD�X�ÑD�DQ�]D  
(31) d8ã�NX�ÑD�DW�WD�Dã�ãL�Lã d.X�ÑD�DQ�ãL�Lã  
(32) dIM�Dã d,�QD�UD�Dã�PL�Lã LUGAL�Xã 8â�.e�(1  
 
 ‘The Storm-god, the Deity Innarašmiš, the Deity Dašimiz, the Deity of the 

Soul, the Deity of the Eye, the Deity of the Fore-head, the Deity of the Ear, the 

Deity of the Hand, the Deity of the Knee, the Deity of the Night, the Vigorous 

Deity, the Deity UškuÒattaššiš, the Deity KuÒanšiš, the Storm-god (and) the 

Deity Inarašmiš. The king bows (for them)’ .  
 

or  
 
KUB 20.24 iii  
(36) [LÚDUB.SAR §DO�]D�D�L] dAD�Dã�NX�ÑD�DW!�WD�Dã�ãL�Lã  
(37) [d.X�ÑD�DQ�ãL�Lã DUMU É.]GAL LUGAL�L I NINDA.GUR4.RA  
(38) [SD�D�L LUGAL�Xã SiU�ãL�¨D] LÚDUB.SAR §DO�]D�D�L  
(39) [dAD�Dã�NX�ÑD�DW�WD�Dã�ãL�L]ã d.X�ÑD�DQ�ãL[-Lã]  
(40) [DUMU É.GAL NiQ LUGAL�L NINDA.GUR4.RA H]-HS�]L  
 
‘The writer screams ‘dAaškuÒattaššiš, dKuÒanšiš!’ . The palace servant gives 

one thick-bread to the king. The king breaks it. The writer screams 

‘dAaškuÒattaššiš, dKuÒanšiš’ . The palace servant takes the thick-broad from the 

king’   
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it is more likely that the presence of d.XÑDQãHã in the first three texts is 
determined by the presence of dADãNXÑDWWDããLã, and does not have anything to do 
with the mentioning of d3LãHQHã.  
 An extra argument in favour of interpreting d.XÑDQãHã as ‘female deities’  was 
put forth by Carruba in claiming that the context  

 
KUB 2.13 ii  
(51) LUGAL�Xã É.ŠÀ�QD SD�L]�]L ãX�XS�St�¨D�Dã  
(52) GIŠNLã�§L�Dã QX GIŠBANŠUR Sp�UD�DQ WL�DQ�]L  
(53) Q D�Dã�WD LUGAL�Xã 1 UDU dâL�ÑD�DW�WL  
(54) d.X�ÑD�DQ�ãD�¨D ãL�SD�DQ�WL  
 
‘The king goes to the inner-chamber of the clean throne. They bring forth a 

table and the king sacrifices one sheep to the Deity of the Day (and) to 
dKuÒanša¨a’   
 

must be regarded as a parallel to  
 
KUB 56.45 ii  
(4) Q D�Dã�WD 1 MÁŠ.GAL $�1$ d3t�LU�ÑD dM NUS.LU[GAL]  
(5) d$ã�ND�ãH�SD dIMIN.IMIN.BI dâX�ÑD�OL�¨D�DW[-WL]  
(6) dMUNUSMEŠ�¨D dâL�ÑD�DW�WL dÏD�ãD�DP�PH�O[L]  
(7) DINGIRMEŠ URU.D�QL�Lã dÏL�OD�Dã�ãL dU.GUR  
(8) d=X�OL�¨D�D ãL�SD�DQ�WL  
 
‘He sacrifices one billy-goat to PirÒa, to dMUNUS.LUGAL, to Aškašepa, to the 

Pleiads, to ŠuÒali¨at, to the Female Deities, to ŠiÒat, to Ïašammeli, to the gods 

of Kaniš, to the Deity of the Courtyard, to Nergal (and) to Zuli¨ ’ .  

 
Although the latter context indeed shows the dMUNUSMEŠ�¨D ‘female deities’ , it 
can in my view not be used as proof that this word has to be equated with 
d.XÑDQãD¨D as found in the former context.  
 All in all, I do not take any of the alleged phonetic spellings into account and 
will focus on the phonetic complements in Hittite and the evidence from the other 
Anatolian and Indo-European languages only.  
 The Hittite forms that show phonetic complements to the sumerogram MUNUS 
are the following: nom.sg. MUNUS�DQ]D (OH and MH), MUNUS�QDã (NS), 
acc.sg. MUNUS�QDQ, gen.sg. MUNUS�QDã, dat.-loc.sg. MUNUS�QL. These 
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clearly show that originally we are dealing with a consonant stem in °DQ�,�which 
was thematicized in NH times. In CLuwian, we find a stem Ñ Q � (dat.-loc.sg. 
Ñ QL, dat.-loc.pl. ÑDQ Q]D, ÑDQDQ]D, gen.adj. [Ñ ]QDããD�L�,�[ÑDQ] ããD�L�) as well as 
a derived stem ÑDQDWWL�,�XQDWWL�. In HLuwian, we find the logographically spelled 
FEMINA�QDWL�,�which undoubtedly must be equated with CLuw. ÑDQDWWL�,�XQDWWL�. 
In Lydian, we find a sten NmQD�,�which possibly means ‘wife’ .  
 It is quite obvious that CLuw. Ñ Q � and Lyd. NmQD� in one way or another must 
be cognate to words like Gr. , Skt. MiQLV, gen.sg. JQaV, OIr. EHQ, gen.sg. PQi, 
OCS åHQD, etc. ‘woman’  that reflect *J � pQ�K � , *J � Q�pK � �V. Gusmani (1985) argues 
that Lyd. N� < *J �  can only be explained if we assume that it precedes an *R, 
because normally, *J �  > Lyd. T. This means that NmQD� reflects *J � yQHK � �. This 
reconstruction is supported by CLuw. Ñ Q �, which seems to point to *J � yQHK � � 
as well, since a preform *J � pQHK � �� ZRXOG� KDYH� XQGHUJRQH� ýRS’ s Law and 
subsequently yielded **Ñ QQ �. These considerations still do not shed much light 
to the Hittite forms, however, since they show that the original paradigm was 
athematic and that therefore a reconstruction *J � RQHK � � is not possible.  
 The interpretation of the Hittite material for a large part has been based on the 
assumption that nom.sg. MUNUS�DQ]D points to the “ ãXPDQ]D�inflection” . For 
instance, Oettinger (1980: 59-60) interprets MUNUS-DQ]D as *J � HQDQ]D < *J � HQ�
Q+V, with acc.sg. MUNUS-QDQ as *J � HQDQ]DQDQ and gen.sg. MUNUS-QDã as 

*J � HQDQ]DQDã (thus also Starke (1980: 74-86): MUNUS-DQ]D = *J � HQDQ]).  
 Har arson (1987: 118-122) has a slightly different view. He introduces the idea 
that ãXPDQ]D ‘cord, band’  must reflect *VK � X�P²Q+V (cf. Gr. ), whereas e.g. 
§ UDã reflects *K � pU� Q+V (cf. OHG DUR). He therefore interprets MUNUS�DQ]D as 
/kwants/ < *J � Q+V, with acc.sg. MUNUS�QDQ = /kwantsanan/ and gen.sg. 
MUNUS�QDã = /kwantsanas/. According to Har arson, *J � Q as reflected in  
/gwanz/ must be identical to OIr. Ep < *J � Q.  
 Problematic, however, for these theories is the fact that the interpretation of 
ãXPDQ]D has proven to be incorrect. This word in fact means ‘(bull)rush’  and 
therefore cannot be etymologically connected with Gr. . Moreover, the basic 
stem probably was ãXPDQ]DQ�,� which means that the “ ãXPDQ]D-inflection”  
nom.sg. °DQ]D, acc.sg. °DQ]DQDQ, gen.sg. °DQ]DQDã does not exist as such.  
 I therefore want to propose a new look at the word for ‘woman’ . If we take 
etymological consideration into account, and especially compare CLuw. Ñ Q � 
and Lyd. NmQD�,� it is in my view very likely that the Hittite sumerographic 
spelling MUNUS�DQ]D stands for /kwants/. The difference with § UDã ‘eagle’  < 
*K � pU� Q+V in my view can be explained by assuming that /kwants/ does not reflect 
*J � HQ+V, but rather *J � HQK � +V. Just as in medial position *9QV9 > 9ãã9 behaves 
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differently from *9Q+V9 > 9Q]9 (compare JHQ]X < *�HQK � �VX�), I think that in 
word-final position these clusters behaved differently as well: *9QV > 9ã whereas 
*9Q+V > 9Q] (the difference in the vowel between *�HQK � �VX� > JHQ]X vs. 
*J � HQK � �V > /kwants/ is due to the difference between *K �  and *K � ). This means 
that acc.sg. MUNUS�QDQ stands for /kwaNan/ or /kweNan/ < *J � HQK � �RP and 
gen.sg. MUNUS�QDã for /kwaNas/ or /kweNas/ < *J � HQK � �RV.  
 ���
NXÓDQ�� �� NXQ� (c.) ‘hound-man’  (Sum. LÚUR.GI7): nom.sg. NX�ÑD�Dã, acc.sg. 

NX�ÑD�QD�DQ, gen.sg. NX�~�QD�Dã. 
 Anat. cognates: HLuw. VZDQ�L�� (c.) ‘dog’  (nom.sg. V��ZD�L�Qt�L�VD 
(KARKAMIŠ A4D §10), V��ZD�L�QL�L�Vi (KULULU 1 §11)). 
 IE cognates: Gr. , Skt. Ya, Arm. ãXQ, Lith. ãX}, etc. ‘dog’ . 
  PIE *�X Q, *�XyQ�P, *�XQ�yV 
  
See Melchert 1989 for his excellent treatment of these words and their context. 
He convincinly suggests that LÚNXÑDQ� must denote something like ‘hound-man’  
and that nom.sg. NXÑDã, acc.sg. NXÑDQDQ, gen.sg. N QDã reflect PIE *�X Q+V, 
*�XyQ�P, *�X�QyV ‘dog’  as attested also in e.g. Skt. Ya, YaQDP, ~QDV. The exact 
interpretation of gen.sg. NX�~�QD�Dã has been debated, especially with regard to 
the plene �~�. Melchert assumes that it reflects /kúnas/ with a retraction of the 
accent (just as in Skt. ~QDV), but also leaves open the possibility that we are 
dealing here with a contracted *-XÑD�,� so N QDã < *NXÑDQDã < *�ÑyQ�RV. This 
latter scenario seems unlikely to me. In my view, the spelling with plene �~� is 
used to stress the fact that it contains the phoneme /u/, which would have been 
unexpected because normally the phoneme /u/ was lowered to /o/ in front of /n/ 
from MH times onwards (cf. § 1.3.9.4.f). In /kunas/, which regularly should have 
yielded **/konas/, the /u/ was restored in analogy to the full grade stem /kuan-/.  
 In HLuwian, the stem VXÑDQ�L�� reflects the generalized full grade *�XRQ�.  
 
NXÓDU�: see NXHU�� �  � NXU� � NXÑDU�  
 
NXÓDãã�� � �(Ib1) ‘to kiss’ : 3sg.pres.act. NX�ÑD�Dã[-]L?] (KBo 20.37 i 1 (OS)), NX�ÑD�
Dã�]L, NX�ÑD�D�Dã�]L (KBo 30.101 iii 12 (OH/MS)), 3pl.pres.act. NX�ÑD�Dã�ãD�DQ�]L, 
3sg.pret.act. NX�ÑD�Dã�WD; impf. NX�ÑD�Dã�NH�D�. 
 Derivatives: NXÓDãQX�� �  (Ib2) ‘to make kiss’  (3pl.pres.act. NX�ÑD�Dã�QX�DQ�]L). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘to kiss’ , Skt. YiVLWL ‘to puff, to snort’ . 
  PIE *�X�HQ�V� ?? 
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See Puhvel HED K: 311f. for attestations. The formal as well as semantic 
similarity to Gr.  ‘to kiss’  (*NX�QH�V�) and OHG NXVVDQ ‘to kiss’  is striking. 
Nevertheless, it is impossible that the Hittite verb is cognate to both, since Gr. - 
does not regularly correspond to OHG N�. Puhvel therefore rightly remarks that it 
is quite possible that we are dealing with words of onomatopoetic origin instead 
of inherited forms (he also compares Skt. YiVLWL ‘to puff, to snort’ , Fg�DWL ‘to 
suck, to smack’ , F~PEDWL ‘to kiss’ ).  
 If Hitt. NXÑDãã� nevertheless is of inherited origin, the vowel �D� would be quite 
awkward since PL-verbs in principle show *H�grade. This is e.g. for LIV2 the 
reason to reconstruct NXÑDãã� as PIE *

�� �XDV�,�reflecting a PIE phoneme *D. Since 
the existence of such a phoneme is highly dubious (cf. Lubotsky 1989), we rather 
search for another solution.  
 It is often disregarded that this verb shows a consistent spelling of geminate �ãã� 
(so NXÑDãã� instead of NXÑDã� as often cited). This geminate must be the product 
of assimilation: one of the possible sources is *-QV�. If we combine this 
knowledge with the fact that a sequence *-HQV yields Hitt. �Dã (compare gen.sg.-
ending �ÑDã of the verbal nouns in �ÑDU, which reflects *-ÑHQ�V), we arrive at a 
reconstruction *.XHQV�. If this �Q� is an infix, it would be comparable to the Q�
infix that is also present in Gr.  < *NX�QH�V�. For the formation �HQ� (*.X�
HQ�V�) instead of �QH� compare §DPDQNL ‘ties’  < *K � P�yQ�� � �HL.  
 If we take Hitt. NXÑDãã� together with Gr.  and Skt. YDV�,�we arrive at a 
root *�XHV�,�which shows a formation *�X�QH�V� in Greek and *�X�HQ�V� in Hittite.  
 
NXÓ X� (c.) ‘cow’  (Sum. GU4): nom.sg. GU4�Xã (KBo 25.122 iii 14 (OS), KBo 
34.70 r.col. 1 (MS), KUB 31.105, 4 (MS), KUB 24.8 + KUB 36.60 iv 27 
(OH/NS), KUB 17.27 iii 13 (MH/NS), KBo 23.9 i? 8 (NS), KUB 12.58 iv 8 
(NS)), GU4�Dã (KBo 6.3 iii 68 (OH/NS)), acc.sg. GU4�XQ (KUB 36.106 obv. 1 
(OS), KBo 6.2 iii 58, iv 10 (OS), KBo 17.1 + 25.3 i 5, 41 (OS), KBo 5.2 iii 35 
(MH/NS), etc.), GU4�D[Q] (KBo 40.337 obv.? 6 (NS)), gen.sg. GU4�Dã (KBo 7.14 
+ KUB 36.100 rev. 10 (OS), KBo 6.2 ii 31, iv 8 (OS), etc.), dat.-loc.sg. GU4�L, 
instr. GU4

�
I.A�LW (KBo 23.90 i 5 (NS)), acc.pl. GU4

�
I.A�Xã (StBoT 25.13 i 10 (OS), 

etc.), gen.pl. GU4

�
I.A�Dã. 

 Derivatives: GU4�OL (adv.) ‘like a cow’  (KBo 3.34 i 16 (OH/NS), KBo 22.253 
rev. 2 (NS)). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. ÓDÓD�L� (c.) ‘cow’  (nom.sg. GU4�Lã, acc.sg. GU4�LQ, 
acc.pl. GU4�LQ�]D; broken ÑD�D�X�L�[...] (although appurtenance to ‘cow’  is far 
from assured)); HLuw. ZDZD�L� ‘cow’  (nom.sg. BOS.ANIMALZD�L�ZD�L�VD 
(KARATEPE 1 §48 Ho.), acc.sg. BOS.ANIMALZD�L�ZD�L SD ZD�L WX! (MARAù���
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§5), abl.-instr. “ BOS.ANIMAL”ZD�L�ZD�L�WL�L (KULULU 1 §6), “ BOS”ZD�L�ZD�L�WL�L 
�$56/$17$ù� ����� %26ANIMAL�UL�L�L (SULTANHAN §3)); Lyc. ZDZD�,� XZD� 
(c.) ‘cow’  (acc.sg. ZDZm, ZDZX, abl.-instr. XZDGL, coll.pl. XZD, ZDZD, 
gen.adj.nom.sg.c. XZHKL, gen.adj.dat.-loc.pl. [X]ZDKH). 
 IE cognates: Skt. JDY�,�Gr. , Lat. E V, Latv. J�RYV, TochA NR, TochB NH � , 
OHG FKXR ‘cow’ . 
  PIE *J � pK � �X�V, *J � K � �pX�P, *J � K � �X�yV 
  
In Hittite, the word for ‘cow’  is consistently written with the sumerogram GU4, 
on the basis of which its full phonetic shape cannot be determined. Nevertheless, 
it is of importance that the bulk of the phonetic complements (which are attested 
in OS texts already) point to a stem in �X�: nom.sg. GU4�Xã, acc.sg. GU4�XQ. The 
rare NS attestations nom.sg. GU4�Dã and acc.sg. GU4�D[Q] may show that this 
stem in younger times occasionally was thematicized. The alleged attestation 
nom.sg. GU4�Lã (KUB 12.58 iv 8), cited thus in HW: 275, in fact is GU4�Xã (cf. 
Götze & Sturtevant 1938: 20).  
 In the Luwian languages, we do find phonetic spellings of the word for ‘cow’ , 
however. In HLuwian, we come across BOS.ANIMALZD�L�ZD�L� ‘cow’  and in Lycian 
we find ZDZD� ‘cow’ . This latter word clearly is an D�stem (cf. acc.sg. ZDZm). 
The exact interpretation of HLuw. ZD�L�ZD�L� is less clear because of the 
ambiguity of the sign ZD�L that can stand for ZD as well as ZL. On the basis of the 
fact that in CLuwian we are clearly dealing with an L�Motion stem GU4��L��,�it is 
likely that the HLuwian word should be interpreted as ZDZ�L�� as well. The fact 
that in Lycian this word was taken over into the D�stem class is clearly due to the 
fact that ‘cow’  refers to a female animal.  
 At first sight it seems obvious that the Luwian languages point to a PLuwian 
form *ÑDÑ�L��,�with an *-D� on the basis of Lyc. �D�,�but this is not necessarily 
correct. Lyc. ZDZD� can easily show D�umlaut from older *ZHZD�,�which means 
that it cannot be decided whether the PLuwian form was *ÑDÑ�L��,� *ÑHÑ�L�� or 
*ÑRÑ�L��.  
 It is quite clear that the Luwian forms must be cognate to words for ‘cow’  in 
other IE languages like Skt. JDY�,�Gr. , Lat. E V, Latv. J�RYV, TochA NR, 
TochB NH � , OHG FKXR. Although the exact reconstruction of the word for ‘cow’  
in PIE is still a debated issue, I reconstruct a hysterodynamically inflecting X�
stem *J � pK � �X�V, *J � K � �pX�P, *J � K � �X�yV as the most original paradigm (for the 
stem *J � HK � �X� compare e.g. Kortlandt 1985: 118). Whether the oblique stem 
*J � K � �X� already in PIE times was altered to *J � HK � �X� or *J � K � �HX� is of little 
concern here. In Anatolian, we would expect that *J � pK � XV, *J � K � pXP yields 
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PAnat. *J � y"XV, *J � yXP. In Hittite, these forms would regularly yield **/kwaus/ 
and **/kWaun/ respectively, which would have been spelled as **NX�ÑD�D�Xã and 
**NX�ÑD�D�XQ. This is the reason for me to treat this lemma in this book under the 
reconstructed stem *NXÑ X�. In the Luwian languages, PAnat. *J �  regularly yields 
Ñ, which means that, with the rise of the L-mutation, PAnat. *J � y"XV and *J � yXP 
yielded the PLuwian stem *ÑyÑ�L��. In Luwian, this regularly develops into 
attested /Ò Ò(i)-/, whereas in Lycian the expected outcome **ZHZ�L�� apparently 
was changed to an D�stem noun *ZHZD�,�which with D�umlaut regularly yields 
attested ZDZD�.  
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O � � � �� O�� (IIa1  > Ic2) ‘to loosen, to release, to untie, to relieve, to remove 
(ailments)’  (Sum. DU8): 1sg.pres.act. OD�D�PL (NH), 2sg.pres.act. OD�D�ãL (NH), 
3sg.pres.act. OD�D�L (OH or MH/MS), OD�D�L]�]L (MH/MS), OD�D�L�L]�]L (MH/MS), 
1pl.pres.act. OD�D�X�H�QL (NH), 3pl.pres.act. OD�DQ�]L (OS), OD�D�DQ�]L (NH), 
1sg.pret.act. OD�D�QX�XQ (OH/NS), 2sg.pret.act. OD�L�Lã (NH), 3sg.pret.act. OD�D�LW 
(NH), 1pl.pret.act. OD�D�X�HQ (MH/NS), OD�D�X�H�HQ (NH), 3pl.pret.act. OD�D�HU 
(OH/NS), OD�D�H�HU, 2sg.imp.act. OD�D (OH/MS), OD�D�D (MH/MS), OD�D�L 
(OH/NS), 3sg.imp.act. OD�D�~ (OH or MH/MS), OD�D�DG�GX (NH), 2pl.imp.act. OD�
D�DW�WH�HQ (MH/MS), OD�D�DW�WpQ (NH), 3pl.imp.act. OD�D�DQ�GX (Bo 6405 obv. 6 
(undat.)); 3sg.pres.midd. OD�D�LW�WD�UL (NH), OD�LW�WD�UL (NH), 3sg.pret.midd. OD�D�
DW�WD�DW, OD�DW�WD�DW (NH), 3sg.imp.midd. OD�D�DW�WD�UX (NH); part. OD�D�DQ�W� 
(MH/MS); verb.noun OD�D�X�ÑD�DU (NS), gen.sg. OD�D�X�ÑD�Dã; inf.I OD�X�DQ�]L 
(MH/MS); impf. OD�D�Lã�NH�D� (MH/MS) 
 Derivatives: O WDU� �� O QQ� (n.) ‘release’  (nom.-acc.sg. OD�D�WDU (NS), dat.-loc.sg 
OD�D�DQ�QL). 
 IE cognates: Goth. OHWDQ ‘to let’ , Alb. OD ‘he let’ , Latv. D MX ‘to let, to allow’ . 
  PIE *OyK � �HL, *OK � �pQWL 
  
See CHD L-N: 1f. and Puhvel HED 5: 28f. for semantics and attestations. The 
verb shows forms of both the PL- and the §L-conjugation. The oldest attestations 
(3sg.pres.act. OD�D�L and 3sg.imp.act. OD�D�~) clearly show that the §L-flection must 
be original. On the basis of 3sg. O L a PL-inflected O L]]L was created in MH times, 
on the basis of which a NH paradigm according to the §DWUDH�class inflection was 
created. The oldest plural form, 3pl.pres.act. ODQ]L shows a weak stem O�,�which 
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means that O � �  � O� originally inflected as G � �  � G� (thus also Oettinger 1979a: 63-
7, against this Puhvel HED 5: 31).  
 An ablauting verb O ��O� can only go back to a root *OH+�. This root is generally 
compared with PIE *OHK � � ‘to let go’  as visible in Alb. OD ‘he let’ , Goth. OHWDQ ‘to 
let go’  (with *G-Erweiterung) and Latv. D MX ‘to let, to allow’  (X-present), which 
means that O L, ODQ]L reflects *ORK � �HL, *OK � �HQWL.  
 
ODH�� � : see O � �  � O�  
 
O ©�: see O §X� �  � OD§X�  
 
O ©©��(c.) ‘military campaign; journey, trip, voyage’ : dat.-loc.sg. OD�D�D§�§L (OH 
or MH/MS), OD�D§�§L (OH/NS, MH/MS), all.sg. OD�D�D§�§D (OS), OD�D§�§D (OS), 
abl. OD�D�D§�§D�D] (OH/MS), OD�D§�§D�D] (OH/NS), OD�D§�§D�]D (OH/NS), acc.pl. 
OD�D�D§�§X�X�Xã (OH/NS). 
 Derivatives: OD©©LªH�D�� �  (Ic1) ‘(intr.) to travel, to go on an expedition, to roam; 
(trans.) to attack’  (1sg.pres.act. OD�D§�§L�¨D�PL (NH), OD�§L�¨D�DP�PL (NH), 
2sg.pres.act. [OD�D§�§]L�¨D�ãL (NH), 3sg.pres.act. OD�D§�§L�¨D�H]?�]L (KUB 26.17 i 4 
(MH/MS)), OD�§L�¨D�L]�]L (NH), OD�D§�§L�¨D�D]�]L (NS), 2pl.pres.act. OD�D§�§L�¨D�DW�
WH�QL (MH/MS), 3sg.pret.act. OD�D§�§L�¨D�LW (NH), 2sg.imp.act. OD�D§�§L�¨D�¨D 
(NH), 2pl.imp.act. OD�D§�§L�¨D�DW�WpQ (MH/MS); part. OD�D§�§L�¨D�DQ�W� (NH); 
verb.noun gen.sg. OD�D§�§L�¨D�X�ÑD�Dã (MH/MS); inf.I OD�D§�§L�¨D��X��ÑD�DQ�]L 
(MH/NS), OD�D§�§L�X�ÑD�DQ�]L (NH), OD�§L�¨D�X�DQ�]L (NH); impf. OD�D§�§L�Hã�
NH�D� (NH), OD�D§�§L�Lã�NH�D� (NH), OD�D§�§L�¨D�Lã�NH�D� (NH)), OD©©LªDQQD� � � ��
OD©©LªDQQL� (IIa5) ‘id.’  (impf. OD�D§�§L�¨D�DQ�QL�Lã�NH�D� (NH)), OD©©LªDWDU� ��
OD©©LªDQQ� (n.) ‘campaign’  (dat.-loc.sg. OD�D§�§L�¨D�DQ�QL), � ����� OD©©LªDOD� (c.) 
‘campaigner, (field-)fighter, warrior, infantry’  (nom.sg. OD�D§�§L�¨D�OD�Dã 
(OH/MS), acc.sg. OD�D§�§L�¨D�OD�DQ (OH/MS), dat.-loc.sg. OD�D§�§L�¨D�O[L] (MS?), 
nom.pl. OD�D§�§L�¨D�OH�Hã (OS)), OD©©HPD� (c.) ‘military field action, raid, 
maneuver’  (acc.pl. OD�D§�§p�PX�Xã). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. OD©©L�ªD�� ‘to travel, to campaign’  (3pl.pres.midd. OD�D§�
§L�L[Q]-WD�UL), ODO©LªD� (c.) ‘journey, campaign’  (acc.sg. OD�DO�§L�¨D�DQ); Lyd. 

    ; Mil. OD � ‘to strike(?)’  (3sg.pres.act. OD DGL). 
 IE cognates: Gr. ( )  ‘men, troops, army, folk’ , Myc. UD�ZD�NH�WD ‘army-
leader’ , OIr. OiHFK ‘warrior’ . 
  PIE *OHK � � 
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See CHD L-N: 4f. and Puhvel HED 5: 1f. for semantics and attestations. From 
the attestations of the noun itself it is not fully clear whether the noun originally is 
an D-stem O §§D� or a root noun O §§�. The abl.-form OD�D�D§�§D�D] (OH/MS) in 
principle seems to point to a thematic stem O §§D� (otherwise we would expect 
**O §]D, cf. ã §]D ‘roof’ ), but because the OH abl.-ending �] is replaced by �D] 
from MH times onwards (cf. �� �] and the replacement of OS ãX�X�X§�]D by 
younger ãX�X§�§D�D]), this form is non-probative. The fact however, that verbal 
derivative of this root is OD§§L¨H�D� and not **OD§§DH� (from *OD§§D�¨H�D�), in my 
view strongly indicates that the noun was O §§� originally. The derivative 
OD§§L¨H�D� (occasionally secondarily changed into OD§§L¨DH�) is predominantly 
spelled with �§§�,� showing spellings with single �§� in texts from the time of 
Ïattušili III only.  
 An etymological connection with Gr. ( )  ‘men, troops, army, folk’  and 
OIr. OiHFK ‘warrior’  was suggested already by Sturtevant (1931a: 120) and is 
generally accepted. It points to a root *OHK � � and consequently a reconstruction 
*OyK � �V, *OyK � �P, *OpK � �V (or otherwise *OpK � �V, *OpK � �P, *OK � �yV ?).  
 
OD©©DQ]DQ� �����3���  (c.) a water-bird, a duck: nom.sg. OD�D§�§D�DQ�]D�Dã (OH/NS), 
[O]D?�§D�DQ�]D�QD�Dã (NH), dat.-loc.sg. OD�§D�DQ�]D�QL (OH/NS), OD�D§�§D�DQ�]D 
(OH/NS), OD�§D�DQ�]D (OH/NS), acc.pl. OD�D§�§D�DQ�]D�QX�Xã (OH/NS), OD�§D�DQ�
]D�QX�Xã (OH/NS), OD�D§�§D�DQ�]X�Xã (OH/NS), OD�§D�DQ�]X�Xã (OH/NS), OD�§D�
DQ�]L�Xã (OH/NS), gen.pl. OD�D§�§D�DQ�]D�QD�Dã (OH/NS), OD�§D�DQ�]D�QD�Dã 
(OH/NS). 
  PIE *OHK � �HQW�L�RQ� (?) 
  
See CHD L-N: 7 for attestations. Since almost all forms are attested in one text, 
KUB 39.7 // KUB 39.8, it is not possible to chronologically order the forms. 
Nevertheless, if we compare the situation of e.g. LãWDQ]DQ� (q.v.), we can assume 
that the original inflection was an Q�stem OD§§DQ]DQ�,� and that the forms that 
show a thematic stem OD§§DQ]DQD� (nom.sg. OD§§DQ]DQDã) and the forms that 
show a stem OD§§DQ]� (nom.sg. OD§§DQ]D, acc.pl. OD§§DQ]Xã and even OD§DQ]LXã) 
are of secondary origin.  
 As Melchert 2003d has argued, the suffix �DQ]DQ� (also in LãWDQ]DQ�,�
ãXPDQ]DQ�) can hardly reflect anything else than *-HQW�L�RQ� (verbal adjective in 
�HQW� is the basis for an action noun �HQW�L�,�of which an “ individualizing”  noun 
�HQW�L�RQ� is derived). The identification of the root OD§§� is less clear, however. 
Melchert (o.c.: 136) starts from a participle *OD§§DQW� ‘travelling, migrating’  
implying an etymological connection with OD§§L¨H�D�� �  ‘to travel, to go on an 
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expedition’  (see sub O §§� ‘military campaign’ ). Because this latter word 
probably had an original meaning ‘to go an a military campaign’  (cf. Gr. ( )  
‘men, troops, army, folk’ , OIr. OiHFK ‘warrior’ ), I would be rather hesitant in 
accepting this etymology. Katz (2001: 210) interprets OD§§DQ]DQ� as derived from 
*�V�QpK � � ‘to swim’ . Problematic here is that the development of *Q� > Hitt. O� 
only occurs when there is a clear reason for nasal dissimilation (e.g. O PDQ < 
*K � QHK � PQ, ODPPDU < *QRPU). In my view, a development *QHK � �HQWLRQ� > 
OD§§DQ]DQ� would be unexpected. Another possibility could be a connection with 
the root *OHK � � ‘to cry out loud’  (Skt. Ua\DWL ‘to bark’ , YAv. J U .UDLLD�W� ‘crying 
out songs’ , Lat. O PHQWXP ‘lament’ , Arm. ODP ‘to lament’ , Lith. OyWL ‘to bark’ , 
OCS ODMa ‘to bark’ . The preform *OHK � �HQW�L�RQ� could then mean ‘the quacking 
one’  which yielded Hitt. OD§§DQ]DQ� ‘duck’ .  
 
O ©X� � � �� OD©X��(IIa2 > IIa1 , Ic2) ‘to pour, to cast (objects from metal); (intr.) to 
(over)flow’ : 1sg.pres.act. OD�§X�X§�§L (NS), 2sg.pres.act. OD�D§�§X�XW�WL (MH/NS), 
3sg.pres.act. OD�D�§X�L (OS), OD�D�§X�X�L (OH/MS), OD�§X�L (MH/NS), OD�D�§X�ÑD�L 
(OH/NS), OD�§X�ÑD�L, OD�D�§X�X�ÑD�L, OD�D�§X�ÑD�D�L, OD�§X�ÑD�D�L, OD�§X�X�ÑD�D�L, 
OD�D�§X�X�ÑD�D�L, OD�D§�§X�X�ÑD�L, OD�§X�X]�]L (NH), OD�D�§X�X�ÑD�D�L]�]L (NH), 
1pl.pres.act. OD�§X�H�QL (OS), OD�D�§[X]-H�QL (NS), 3pl.pres.act. OD�§X�DQ�]L (OS), 
OD�D�§X�DQ�]L (NH), OD�§X�X�DQ�]L, OD�D�§X�X�DQ�]L, OD�§X�ÑD�DQ�]L, OD�§X�X�ÑD�DQ�
]L, OD�D�§X�X�ÑD�DQ�]L, OD�D�§X�ÑD�D�DQ�]L, 1sg.pret.act. OD�D�§X�XQ (MS), OD�D�§X�
ÑD�QX�XQ (NH), 3sg.pret.act. OD�D�§X�ã (KBo 32.14 i 42, 43 (MS)), OD�D�D§�§X�Xã 
(OH/NS), OD�D�§X�ÑD�Dã (OH/NS), OD�D�§X�X�ÑD�Lã, 3pl.pret.act. OD�§X�ÑD�D�HU 
(NS), 2sg.imp.act. OD�D�D§ (OH/MS), 2pl.imp.act. OD�D§�§X�WpQ (NS), OD�D�D§�§X�
ÑD�WpQ (NS), 3pl.imp.act. OD�§X�ÑD�DQ�GX (NS), OD�D�§X�ÑD�DQ�GX (NS), OD�§X�ÑD�
D�DQ�GX (NS), OD�D�§X�X�ÑD�DQ�GX (NS), OD�D�§X�X�ÑD�D�DQ�GX (NS); 
3sg.pres.midd. OD�§X�ÑD�D�UL (OH/MS), OD�§X�X�ÑD�D�UL (OH?/NS), OD�§X�XW�WD�UL 
(MH/NS), OD�D�§X�XW�WD�UL, 3sg.pret.midd. OD�§X�XW�WD�DW (OH/NS), 3pl.pret.midd. 
OD�D�§X�X�ÑD�DQ�GD�DW, 3sg.imp.midd. OD�§X�X�ÑD�UX (MH/NS); part. OD�§X�D�DQ�W� 
(OS), OD�D�§X�DQ�W� (OH/MS?), OD�D�§X�ÑD�D�DQ�W�; verb.noun OD�D�§X�ÑD�DU, OD�D�
§X�X�ÑD�DU, gen.sg. OD�§X�Dã, OD�D�§X�ÑD�Dã; inf.I OD�D�§X�ÑD�DQ�]L; inf.II OD�D�§X�
ÑD�DQ�QD; impf. OD�§X�Xã�NH�D� (MH/MS), OD�§X�Lã�NH�D� (MH/NS), OD�§X�ÑD�Lã�
NH�D�. 
 Derivatives: OD©©X� (c.) ‘container’  (Sum. DAG.KISIM5xLA, Akk. /$Ï7$18) 
(nom.sg. OD�D§�§X�Xã), OD©©X ããDU���OD©©X ãQ� (n.) ‘pouring cup’  (instr. OD�D§�§X�
H�Hã�QL�LW), ODO©XÓDQW� ‘poured(?)’  (instr. OD�DO�§X�X�ÑD�DQ�WL�LW (KUB 36.2b ii 20), 
OLOD©X� �  (IIa2) ‘to pour’  (3sg.pres.act. OL�OD�§X�L), see OD§§XUD� and OLO§XÑD� �  � 
OLO§XL�. 
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 Anat. cognates: CLuw. O �©�XQ�D�L� ‘to wash’  (1sg.pret.act. OD�§X�QL�L�§D, part. 
OD�D�~�QD�L�PL�ã , OD�~�QD�L[-PL�ã ]), O � ‘to pour’  (3pl.pret.act. OX�X�ÑD�DQ�GD, 
OX�~�XQ�WD). 
  PIE *OyK � X�HL, *OK � X�pQWL 
  
In CHD, two verbs are cited, namely “ O §� ‘to pour’ ”  and “ OD§�§�XZDL�,�OD§�§�X� 
‘to pour’ ”  (L-N: 4 and 13f. respectively). Of the verb O §� only a few forms are 
cited: 1sg.pret.act. O §XQ, 2sg.imp.act. O § and 1pl.pres.act. OD§XHQL, O §XHQL, 
although of these latter forms it is stated that they could belong to O §X� as well 
(cf. DNXHQL of HNX�� �  � DNX�). This would mean that we have to phonologicaly 
analyse this form as /lahwuéni/, showing the phoneme /hw/, for which see 
Kloekhorst fthc.c. In my view, the same is true for O §XQ which can be compared 
to HNXQ ‘I drank’  of HNX�� �  � DNX� (and not **HNXQXQ) and therefore must represent 
/lahwon/. We only have to assume that it secondarily has taken the PL-ending 
instead of expected **O §X§§XQ. This would only leave 2sg.imp.act. O § as 
evidence for a verbal root O §�. In my opinion, it is more attractive to assume that 
O § belongs to O §X�. We could envisage that a form /lahw/ would lose its 
labialization and give /lah/ (but cf. 2sg.imp.act. HNX /"egw/ where the labialization 
was retained), or even read the form as OD�D�X§ /lahw/ (compare spellings like WDU�
X§� = /tarhw-/).  
 The oldest forms of this verb clearly shows that the original paradigm was 3sg. 
O §XL, 3pl. OD§XDQ]L. In NH times we find forms that inflect according to the 
WDUQ�D��class (OD§XÑDL, OD§XÑDã) and the §DWUDH�class (OD§XÑ L]]L, OD§XÑDQXQ), but 
also occasionally a PL-inflected form (OD§X]]L, O §XQ).  
 The singular stem O §X���ZKLFK�SKRQRORJLFDOO\�ZDV��O Kw-/), can only reflect a 
preform *OyK � X�. We would expect that the corresponding plural stem was *OK � X�. 
The latter form regularly probably should have given **OX� (compare P L ‘grows’  
< *PK � �yL�HL), in which the �§� of the singular was reintroduced. This explains 
why we find a lenited �§� in the plural as well and not a stem *OD§§X� as we might 
expect when comparing verbs like NL � DNNDQ]L etc.  
 Hitt. O §X� is often compared to Gr. , , Lat. ODY  ‘to wash’  (first 
suggested by Sturtevant 1927a: 122). These latter verbs reflect PIE *OHXK � �,�
however, which is an impossible reconstruction for Hittite, where we would 
expect it to yield **O � (likewise if we assume laryngeal-metathesis *OHK � X�).  
 With the disappearance of a verb O §� ‘to pour’ , there is no reason to assume 
that O §X� reflects an X-extension of a root *OHK � � (as argued e.g. by Puhvel HED 
5: 23f.).  
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 Note that the derivatives OD§§X� and OD§§X ããDU show a geminate �§§� which 
indicates that these words reflect H-grade: *OHK � X� and *OHK � X�pK � VK � U. These 
forms must be the source of the few NH forms within the paradigm of O §X� that 
show a stem OD§§X� (clearly in e.g. KUB 9.31 ii 9 where we find OD�D§�§X�X�ÑD�L 
because of OD�D§�§X�UL in the preceding line, see OD§§XUD�).  
 A hypothetical *OD§X]]L� is possibly attested in OAssyrian texts from Kültepe as 
OX§X]]LQQXP, a vessel, cf. Dercksen (fthc.).  
 � ��� � � OD©©XUD�� (c.) ‘offering table(?) or stand (for pots and offerings)’  (Sum. 
GIŠGAN.KAL): nom.sg. OD�D§�§X�UD�Dã, OD�§X�X�UD�Dã, acc.sg. OD�D§�§X�UD�DQ, OD�
D§�§X�X�UD�DQ, dat.-loc.sg. OD�D§�§X�UL, OD�D§�§X�X�UL, OD�D�§X�UL, all.sg. OD�D§�§X�
X�UD, nom.pl. OD�D§�§X�X�UL�Lã, OD�D§�§X�X�UL�H�Hã, dat.-loc.pl. OD�D§�§X�X�UD�Dã. 
  PIE *OHK � X�UR� 
  
See CHD L-N: 15 and Puhvel HED 5: 13f. for attestations and semantics. The 
word denotes a stand, made (partly) of wood, that is placed in the vincinity of the 
altar. It is used to place objects upon (mostly cups and pots). Puhvel (l.c.) 
translates OD§§XUD� as ‘bench’  on the basis of a supposed connection with Russ. 
OiYND ‘bench’  and Lith. OyYD ‘bed’ . This seems incorrect to me as there is no 
indication that the OD§§XUD� was used to lie upon.  
 Some contexts of OD§§XUD� show a connection with O §X� �  � OD§X� ‘to pour’ , 
which might point to an etymological connection between the two, e.g.  

 
KUB 9.31 ii  
(8) Q D�DW ãD�DQ GIŠOD�D§�§X�UL ãX�X§�§D�L QX PH�QD�D§�§D�DQ�GD  
(9) GEŠTIN OD�D§�§X�X�ÑD�L  
 
‘He scatters them (broken pieces of thick-bread) on the OD§§XUD� and pours 

wine over (them)’ .  
 

This connection with O §X��OD§X� (either real or folk-etymologically) might 
explain the occasional spellings O §XUD�.  
 If the connection with O §X��OD§X� ‘to pour’  is real, the word probably goes back 
to *OHK � X�UR� (H-grade because of the fortis �§§�). See at O §X�    � OD§X� for further 
etymology.  
 ¡ ¢�£ ¤3¥

OD©©XUQX]]L�� (n./c.) ‘leafage, leavy branches, foliage, greenery’ : nom.-
acc.sg./pl.n. OD�D§�§X�XU�QX��X]��]L, OD�D§�§XU�QX�X]�]L, OD�§XU�QX�]L, dat.-loc.sg. 
OD�D§�§XU�QX�X]�]L, nom.pl.c. [O]D�[§]XU�QX�X]�]L�H�Hã (NH), OD�D§�§XU�QX��X]��]L�
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Xã (NH), OD�D§�§XU�QX�]L�Dã, dat.-loc.pl. OD��D§��§XU�QX�X]�]L��¨D��Dã, erg.pl. OD�
D§�§X�XU�QX�X]�]L�¨D�DQ�W[H�Hã] (OS); broken OD�D§�§X�ÑD�DU�QX�X[]�]L���...] (KBo 
22.216, 4). 
  
Originally this word was neuter, as can be seen by the OS erg.pl. 
OD§§XUQX]]LDQW[Hã] and the many neuter singular forms. Only in NH times, we 
find commune forms being used for the plural. The one attestation OD§§XÑDUQX]]L� 
is caused by the fact that phonologically this word was /laHwrnutsi-/ (for the 
phonemic status of /Hw/ see Kloekhorst fthc.c), in which the �U� occasionally was 
realized vocalically: [laH rnutsi-].  
 Formally, the word looks like a derivative in �X]]L� of a stem OD§§XUQ�,� but 
semantically this is unlikely as �X]]L� is used for instruments and tools. Moreover, 
a stem OD§§XUQ� is further unknown.  
 Puhvel’ s connection (HED 5: 27f.) with OD§§XUD� and O §X�    � OD§X� ‘to pour’  
does not makes sense semantically. His comparison to the Germanic words for 
‘foliage’ , ModDu. ORRI, ModEng. OHDI from PGerm. *ODXE� (*OHK � X�E ¦ �?) may 
have more merit, but still leaves us with the problem of the Hittite formation. 
Puhvel’ s claim that OD§§XUQX]]L� originally was a compound does not convince.  
 ¢�£ ¤
OD©©XÓDUQX]]L�: see (GIŠ)OD§§XUQX]]L�  

 
O N� � � �� ODN� (IIa2; IIIf) ‘(act.) to knock out (a tooth), to turn (one’ s ears or eyes 
towards), to train (a vine); (midd.) to fall, to be felled, to be toppled’ : 3sg.pres.act. 
OD�D�NL (OS), 2sg.imp.act. OD�D�DN (OH/MS); 3sg.pres.midd. OD�JD�D�UL (MH/NS), 
OD�JD�D�LW�WD�UL (NH), 3sg.imp.midd. OD�JD�D�UX (MH/NS), OD�D�JD�D�UX 
(MH/NS); part. OD�JD�DQ�W� (OS), OD�JD�D�DQ�W� (OH/MS); impf. OD�DN�NL�Lã�NH�D� 
(OH/NS). 
 Derivatives: ODNQX�� �  (Ib2) ‘to fell, to knock over, to train (a vine)’  (2sg.pres.act. 
OD�DN�QX�ãL (NH), 3sg.pres.act. OD�DN�QX�X]�]L (NH), OD�DN�QX�]L (NH), 
3pl.pres.act. OD�DN�QX�DQ�]L (NH), OD�DN�QX�ÑD�DQ�]L (NH), OD�DN�QX�X�ÑD�DQ�]L 
(NH), 3sg.pret.act. OD�DN�QX�XW (MH/MS); 2sg.imp.act. OD�DN�QX�XW (NH); impf. 
OD�DN�QX�Xã�NH�D� (OH/MS)), OLODN�N�� �  (IIa2) ‘to fell’  (3sg.pres.act. OL�OD�DN�NL), 
ODJDQ� (n.) ‘inclination, disposition’  (nom.-acc.sg. OD�JD�D�Q� ã�PL�LW, gen.sg. OD�
JD�QD�Dã). 
 IE cognates: OCS ORåLWL ‘to lay down’ , Goth. ODJMDQ ‘to lay down’ . 
  PIE *OyJ ¦ �HLH�. 
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See CHD (L-N: 17f.) and Puhvel (HED 5: 33f.) for attestations and contexts. The 
active forms of this verb occur in OH texts only, its function being taken over by 
ODNQX�§    from MH times onwards. It is used in specific contexts only. When used 
with ‘tooth’  as object, it means ‘to knock out’ . Its use with ‘eyes’  and ‘ears’  
probably is an expresion that is difficult to literally translate and denotes the 
attentively listening to and looking at someone. The use with ‘vine’  as object 
probably is an expression too and denotes the training of it. Note that Puhvel’ s 
translation of the active, ‘to lie, to recline’  is based on a false interpretation of the 
last case (+ ‘vine’ ) and probably is based on etymological considerations only.  
 The middle forms denote the falling down of people (out of a chariot, out of 
bed), the being toppled of stelas and the falling of countries to the enemy.  
 The etymon of this verb has been clear since Sturtevant (1930c: 216-7) and 
generally acceted: PIE *OHJ ¦ � ‘to lie down’ . The exact morphology is not very 
clear, however. If we want to describe the meaning of the Hitt. verb in terms of 
‘to lie down’ , then the active forms go back to ‘*to make lie down’ , and the 
middle forms to ‘*to be made lie down’ . Semantically as well as formally, O NL ‘to 
make lie down’  resembles OCS ORåLWL ‘to lay down’  and Goth. ODJMDQ ‘to lay 
down’  that reflect a causative formation *ORJ ¦ �HLH�. This seems to indicate that 
here the causative *&R&�HLH� ended up in the Hittite §L-conjugation (but see 
OXNNH�). The middle forms formally reflect *OJ ¦ �y�,� but probably are a specific 
Hittite formation.  
 Note that the impf. ODNNLãNH�D� shows a geminate �NN�,�which reminds us of 
other cases of fortition in front of �ãNH�D� as e.g. DNNXãNH�D� from HNX�§    � DNX� ‘to 
drink’  or §XNNLãNH�D� from §XHN�§    � §XN� ‘to butcher’ .  
 ¡ ¨]©�¢�ª ¢�«�¬�¥

ODNNXãDQ]DQL� (c.) ‘sheet, bedcover’ : nom.sg. OD�NX�ãD�DQ�]D�QL�Lã, 
nom.pl. OD�DN�NX�ãD�DQ�]D�QL�Hã, Luw.nom.pl. OD�DN�NX�ãD�DQ�]D�QL�HQ�]L, acc.pl. 
OD�DN�NX�ãD�DQ�]D�QL�Xã; broken. OD�DN�NX�Xã�ãD�DQ[-...]. 
  
See CHD L-N: 20 and Puhvel HED 5: 39 for attestations and semantics. Puhvel 
suggests a connection with OHG ODKKDQ, ModHG /DNHQ ‘sheet’  etc., but this is 
formally impossible as these reflect *-J�,� vs. Hitt. *-N  ®3¯ �. The formation of 
ODNNXãDQ]DQL� is unclear to me. The one Luwian inflected form may point to a 
Luwian origin.  
 
O OD�� (c.) ‘tongue, blade, speech, talk’  (Sum. (UZU)EME): nom.sg. OD�D�OD�Dã 
(MH/MS), OD�OD�Dã (MH/NS), acc.sg. OD�D�OD�DQ (OS, often), OD�OD�D�DQ (1x), 
gen.sg. OD�OD�Dã (MH/NS), OD�OD�D�Dã (1x, NH), dat.-loc.sg. OD�D�OL (OH or 
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MH/MS), abl. EME-D], EME�]D, instr. OD�D�OL�LW (OH/NS), nom.pl. OD�D�OH�Hã 
(OS), acc.pl. OD�D�OX�Xã (OS). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. O OD�L� (c.) ‘tongue, gossip’  (nom.sg. OD�OL�Lã, acc.sg. OD�
D�OL�LQ, EME�DQ (1x), nom.pl. EME�LQ�]L, abl.-instr. EME�WL, gen.adj. d/D�OD�Dã�
ãL�); HLuw. ODODQW�L�� (c.) ‘language’  (acc.sg. “ LINGUA” �OD�WL�L�QD 
(KARKAMIŠ A15E §20), dat.-loc.sg. “ LINGUA” �OD�WL (KARKAMIŠ A15E 
§21)). 
  PAnat. *OyOR� or *O OR� 
  
See CHD L-N: 23f. and Puhvel HED 5: 40f. for attestations and semantics. Both 
dictionaries state that the word occasionally is attested as neuter, but this is valid 
for the Sumerogram EME only. It is not impossible that EME is used for another, 
neuter Hittite word that denotes ‘tongue’ . The word is attested in Luwian as well 
and therefore must be of PAnatolian date. I know of no IE cognates, however. It 
is likely that the word is of onomatopoetic origin.  
 
ODOD�N�XH�LãD��(c.) ‘ant’ : nom.sg. OD�OD�~�H�ãD�Dã, acc.sg. OD�OD�NX�H�ãD�DQ, OD�OD�~�
H�ãD�DQ, gen.pl. OD�OD�~�L�Lã�ãD�Dã. 
 Derivatives: ODOD�N�X ããDU� �� ODOD�N�X ãQ� (n.) ‘ant-colony, ant swarm’  (nom.-
acc.sg. OD�OD�NX�H�Hã�ãDU, gen.sg.(?) OD�OD�~�H�Hã�QD�Dã, OD�OD�~�L�Lã�QD�Dã, OD�OD�
ÑL ° �Lã�Q[D�Dã], [O]D�OD�ÑL ° �ãD�QD�D[ã]. 
  
See CHD L-N: 27 and Puhvel HED 5: 44f. for attestations. The word shows two 
stems, namely ODODNXHãD� besides ODODÑHãD�. This can be explained if we assume 
that the stem ODODNXHãD� is Hittite, the /gw/ of which corresponds to Luwian /Ò/ in 
ODODÑHãD�.  
 Puhvel suggests a connection with PIE *OHJ ®]¦ � ‘light’  as cited in Pokorny 660-1. 
This root nowadays is reconstructed as *K ± OHQJ ®�¦ � ‘to move lightly’  (cf. LIV2), 
which, apart from the semantic unattractiveness, makes a connection with 
ODOD�N�XHãD� unlikely. In my view, the word probably is of local origin.  
 According to Melchert (1994a: 171), ODOD�N�XHããDU must show haplology from 
original *ODOD�N�XHãHããDU.  
 
ODODPL� (c./n.) ‘receipt’ : nom.sg.c. OD�OD�PL�Lã, � OD�OD�PL�Hã, OD�OD�PH�Hã, nom.-
acc.pl.n. � OD�OD�D�PD. 
  
See CHD L-N: 26 for attestations. The mulitple uses of gloss wedges indicate a 
foreign (Luwian) origin. Semantically as well as formally a connection with 
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CLuw. O OD� ‘to take’  (see at G �    � G�) is attractive, which means that ODODPL� is to 
be seen as a Hittitized adaptation of the Luwian part. ODODPD�L�.  
 
ODODÓH�LãD�: see ODOD�N�XH�LãD�  
 
O OX��(n.) ‘penis’  (Akk. UZU,â$58): nom.-acc.sg. OD�D�OX. 
 Anat. cognates: Lyd.  ‘juvenile penis’ . 
  
See CHD L-N: 28 for attestations. Puhvel (HED 5: 47) adduces a Greek hapax 

 used by Straton of Sardes, who possibly was Lydian. The word probably 
originates in child language.  
 
ODOXNNH�² ³  (Ib2) ‘to be or become luminous’ : 3sg.pret.act. OD�OX�XN�NH�HW. 
 Derivatives: ODOXNNHÓDQW� (adj.) ‘luminous’  (nom.sg.c. OD�OX�XN�NH�X�ÑD�DQ�]D, 
nom.-acc.sg.n. OD�OX��XN��NH�X�ÑD�DQ, OD�OX�NH�ÑD�DQ, nom.pl.c. OD�OX�XN�NH�X�
�ÑD��DQ�WH�Hã), ODOXNNLPD� (c.) ‘light source’  (Sum. ZÁLAG.ZA, nom.sg. OD�OX�
XN�NL�PD�Dã, OD�D�OX�NL�PD�Dã (1x), acc.sg. OD�OX�XN�NL�PD�DQ, OD�D�OX�NL�PD�DQ 
(1x), dat.-loc.sg. OD�OX�XN�NL�PL, nom.pl. OD�OX�XN�NL�PL�Lã). 
  
See CHD L-N: 28f. and Puhvel HED 5: 48f. for attestations. Although the only 
verbal form OD�OX�XN�KI�IT in principle could be read as OD�OX�XN�NL�HW, as if 
showing a stem ODOXNNL¨H�D�§   , the derivative OD�OX�XN�KI�ÑD�DQ�W� clearly shows 
that this interpretation is improbably, as verbs in �¨H�D� usually have a derivative 
in �L¨DÑDQW� (cf. ããL¨DÑDQW�,�NDUGLPL¨DÑDQW�,�QD§ãDUL¨DÑDQW�,�SLGGXOL¨DÑDQW�). This 
means that the verbal form must be interpreted as OD�OX�XN�NH�HW and its derivative 
as OD�OX�XN�NH�ÑD�DQ�W�,�both belonging to the stem ODOXNNH�§   , a ‘stative’  in *-HK ± � 
(cf. Watkins 1973a: 76). See at OXNN� ´ ´ µ  for further etymology. 
 
ODOXN�N�H�Lãã�² ³  (Ib1) ‘to light up, to become luminous’ : 3sg.pres.act. OD�OX�XN�NLã�
]L (OH/NS), OD�OX�XN�NL�Lã�]L (OH/NS), OD�OX�NL�Lã�]L (NH), OD�OX�NL�Hã�]L (NH), 
3sg.imp.act. OD�OX�XN�NL�Hã�GX (MH/MS), OD�OX�XN�NL�Lã�GX (NH), OD�OX�NLã�GX 
(NH); part. [OD�O]X�XN�NL�Lã�ãD�DQ�W� (MH/MS). 
 Derivatives: ODOXN�N�H�LãQX�² ³  (Ib1) ‘to give light to, to illuminate’  (3sg.pret.act. 
OD�OX�XN�NL�Lã�QX�XW, 3sg.imp.act. OD�OX�XN�N[L�Lã�QX�XG�GX]; part. OD�OX�NL�Lã�QX�ÑD�
DQ�W�; impf. OD�OX�XN�NL�Hã�QX�Xã�NH�D�). 
  PIE *OR�ORXN�V� or *OR�OHXN�V� 
  
See CHD L-N: 29f. and Puhvel HED 5: 48f. for attestations. The verb clearly is 
derived from OXNN� ´ ´ µ  (q.v.). Puhvel interprets this verb as a fientive in � ãã�,�but 
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this is incorrect, as shown by Watkins (1985: 252), who argues that fientives in 
� ãã� never show a derived causative in �QX�. He rather analyses this verb in the 
same way as QDQDNXãã�L¨H�D�� ‘to be(come) dark’  (q.v.), which must reflect *QR�
QRJ ®]¦ �V� or *QR�QHJ ®]¦ �V�,� derived from QHNX�§    (q.v.). This means that 
ODOXN�N�H�Lãã� must reflect *OR�ORXN�V� or *OR�OHXN�V� and that �H�L� is an anaptyctic 
vowel to solve the cluster /-ksC-/ comparable to the one in WDNã� ‘to undertake, to 
unify’  (q.v.) that is spelled WDNNH�Lã&�. Note that the part. [ODO]XNNLããDQW� (instead 
of expected **ODOXNãDQW�) corresponds to the younger spellings WDNNH�LããDQ]L 
besides OS WDNãDQ]L.  
 
O PDQ���ODPQ� (n.) ‘name; reputation’  (Akk. â8008): nom.-acc.sg. OD�D�PD�DQ 
(OH/MS), OD�D�DP�PD�D�Q� PL�LW (OH/NS), OD�PD�DQ (OH/NS), ODP�DQ (NS), 
ODP�PD�DQ (NS), gen.sg. OD�DP�QD�Dã, ODP�QD�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. OD�DP�QL, ODP�QL, 
loc.sg. ODP�PD�DQ, abl. â80�]D, â80�D], instr. ODP�QL�LW, nom.-acc.pl. 
â80MEŠ/ ¶ I.A, dat.-loc.pl. ODP�QD�Dã. 
 Derivatives: ODP�PD�QLªH�D�² ³  (Ic1) ‘to name, to call, to summon, to assign’  
(2sg.pres.act. ODP�QL�¨D�ãL, 3sg.pres.act. ODP�QL�H]�]L (MH/MS), ODP�QL�H�H]�]L 
(NH), ODP�QL�D]�]L, ODP�QL�¨D�]L, ODP�QL�¨D�D]�]L, 1pl.pres.act. ODP�PD�QL�L�H�X�H�
QL (MH/MS), 3pl.pres.act. ODP�QL�¨D�DQ�]L, 1sg.pret.act. ODP�QL�¨D�QX�XQ, 
3sg.pret.act. ODP�QL�¨D�DW, 1pl.pret.act. â80��X��HQ, 3pl.pret.act. ODP�QL�HU, ODP�
PD�QL�HU, ODP�QL�H�HU; part. ODP�QL��¨D��DQ�W�; impf. ODP�QL�Lã�NH�D�). 
 Anat. cognates: HLuw. iODPDQ� (n.) ‘name’  (nom.-acc.sg. /"laman=tsa/ i�WD · ¸ ° �
PD�]D, nom.-acc.pl.(?) /"lamni/ i�WD ° �PD�QL (BOYBEYPINARI 1-2 §19), i�WD ° �
PD�QL�L (TELL TAYINAT 2 fr.11)), ODPQL� ‘to proclaim’  (impf.3pl.pres.act. 
/lamnisanti/ LOQUIOD�PD�Qt�Vj�WL (KARKAMIŠ A31+ §9)); Lyc. DOmPDQ� ‘name’  
(nom.-acc.pl. DOmPD). 
  PAnat. *"OaPQ, *"O PQ�� 
 IE cognates: Lat. Q PHQ, Skt. QaPDQ�,�Goth. QDPR, Gr. , OIr. DLQP, etc. 
‘name’ . 
  PIE *K ¹ QpK ¹ PQ 
  
See CHD L-N: 31f. and Puhvel HED 5: 51f. for attestations and contexts. It has 
been clear since long that this word is to be connected with Lat. Q PHQ, Skt. 
QaPDQ�,�Gr.  etc. ‘name’ , but the exact reconstruction of these words is in 
debate. The difference in length between  in Lat. Q PHQ and  in Gr.  
points to an ablauting complex *-HK ¹ � vs. *-K ¹ �. The initial - of Gr.  must 
be due to an initial laryngeal, but the question is which one, *K ± � or *K ¹ �. Many 
scholars argue that we have to reconstruct an initial *K ± � on the basis of one Doric 
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and two Laconian inscriptions that show an element - as the first part of 
names (assuming that  shows a vowel-assimilation from * ) and 
because of the absence of a reflex §� in Anatolian. As I have argued in Kloekhorst 
fthc.c, the absence of §� in Anatolian is non-probative as initial *K ¹  merged with 
the reflex of *K ±  in preconsonantal position in PAnat. and is consequently lost in 
Hittite, but preserved as i� in HLuwian and D� in Lycian. For the non-Anatolian 
languages, see Beekes 1987 who convincingly argues that on the basis of Gr. 

, v  ‘anonymous’  and Phr. RQRPDQ, we have to assume an initial 
*K ¹ �.  
 The word for ‘name’  therefore has to be reconstructed as *K ¹ QpK ¹ PQ. In my 
view, this word further can be analysed as *K ¹ QpK ¹ �PQ, which is a derivative of 
the verbal stem *K ¹ QHK ¹ � that is visible in Hitt. §DQQD�    � §DQQ� ‘to sue’  (q.v.) and 
Gr.  ‘to call names’ .  
 Already in PAnat., the preform *"Q PQ was subject to nasal dissimilation, 
yielding *"O PQ (for my interpretation of HLuw. i�WD · ¸ ° �PD- as /"O PDQ-/ and for 
the reading of Lyc. DOmPD instead of D¢mPD, see Kloekhorst 2004: 39-40), which 
development can be compared to ODPPDU ‘moment’  (q.v.) < *QRPU.  
 The derived verb ODP�PD�QL¨H�D� (~ HLuw. ODPQL�VD�,�showing aphaeresis from 
original *"ODPQL�VD�) must be equated with Gr. , Goth. QDPQMDQ ‘to call’  
< *K ¹ Q�H�K ¹ PQ�¨H�R�. Phonologically it is to be interpreted as /laMnie/a-/, spelled 
ODPQL¨H�D�,�which occasionally was phonetically rendered [lam:nje/a-], which is 
expressed in the spelling ODPPDQL¨H�D�.  
 Puhvel rightly remarks that the Hitt. expression O PDQ GDL�    � WL� ‘to name 
(someone)’  is to be equated with e.g. Skt. QaPD GK �,�Av. Q P Q GDG Ð, Gr. 

’  , OLat. Q PHQ IDFHUH, all reflecting the PIE syntagm *K ¹ QHK ¹ PQ 
G ¦ HK ± � ‘to name’ .  
 
ODPPDU� �� ODPQ� (n.) ‘moment, instant’ , (adv.) ‘instantly, immediately’ : nom.-
acc.sg. ODP�PDU, gen.sg. ODP�QD�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. ODP�QL�L, OD�DP�QL�L, OD�DP�QL, 
loc.sg. ODP�PDU. 
 Derivatives: ODPDU©DQGDWWL� (adj.) ‘hour-fixing’  (nom.sg.c. OD�PDU�§D�DQ�GD�DW�
WL�Hã, Luw.gen.adj.nom.sg.c. OD�PDU�§D�DQ�GD�DW�WD�Dã�ãL�Lã). 
 Anat. cognates: HLuw. ODP�L�QL (adv.) ‘at the time’  (OD�PL�Qt�� (KARAHÖYÜK 
§1)). 
 IE cognates: Lat. QXPHURV ‘number, measure’ . 
  PIE *QyP�U, Q�R�P�Q�yV 
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See CHD L-N: 36 and Puhvel HED 5: 57f. for attestations and semantics. The 
etymological connection with Lat. QXPHURV ‘number, measure’  (first suggested by 
Duchesne-Guillemin 1947: 85) is generally accepted. This means that ODPPDU 
reflects an U�Q-stem *QRP�U, *QRP�Q� besides the V-stem visible in Lat. QXPHURV < 
*QRP�HV�,�both derived from the verbal root *QHP� ‘to allot’  (Gr.  ‘to allot’ , 
Goth. QLPDQ ‘to take’ , Skt. QDPDV� ‘worship’ ).  
 In ODPPDU the same nasal dissimilation occurs as in O PDQ ‘name’  (q.v.). The 
geminate �PP� is caused by the adjacent U, cf. NHããDU ‘hand’  < *� ¦ pV�U.  
 
O SS�² ³ � �� ODSS�� (Ia4) ‘to glow, to flash’ : 3sg.pres.act. OD�DS�]L (NH), 3sg.pret.act. 
OD�D�DS�WD (OS), OD�DS�WD (NH). 
 Derivatives: ODS�SD�QX�² ³  (Ib1) ‘to kindle, to cause to flash’  (part. OD�DS�SD�QX�
�ÑD��DQ�W�; impf. OD�DS�QX�Xã�NH�D�), ODSSLªD� (c.) ‘fever’  (nom.sg. OD�DS�St�
�¨D��Dã, acc.sg. OD�DS�St�¨D�DQ, gen.sg. OD�DS�St�¨D�Dã), 

¢�£ ¤
ODSSLªD� (c.) ‘burner-

wood, wood-ember’  (nom.sg. OD�DS�St�¨D�Dã), ODSSLQD�
¡ ºD«�»�¥

 ‘wick(-like plant)?’  
(acc.sg. OD�DS�St�QD�DQ, OD�St�QD�D�DQ, instr. OD�DS�St�QL�LW; case? OD�DS�St�QD�Dã), 
ODSSLQDH�² ³  (Ic2) ‘to insert a wick(?)’  (3pl.pres.act. OD�DS�St�QD�DQ�]L). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. ODSSLªD� ‘heat?’  (acc.sg. OD�DS�St�DQ, OD�DS�St�¨D�DQ). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘to shine’  (*OK � �Q�S�), Lith. OyS  ‘light’ , Latv. OmSD 
‘torch’ . 
  PIE *OHK � S� / *OK � S� 
  
See CHD L-N: 39-40, 44f. for attestations and contexts. Oettinger (1979a: 443) 
states that this verb originally belonged to the §L-conjugation, but there is no 
indication for this. On the contrary, all forms point to the PL-conjugation. 
Oettinger’ s assumption probably is based on the -vocalism in the root, which is 
normal in §L-inflected verbs. In this verb � � reflects *-HK � �,�however, and not an 
R-grade. The geminate �SS� is visible in the derivatives ODS�SD�QX� and ODSSL¨D�. 
Although the weak stem of this verb is not attested itself, the causative ODS�SD�QX� 
shows that it must have been ODSS�,�which contrasts with the strong stem O SS� 
visible in 3sg.pret.act. O SWD.  
 Since Mudge (1931: 252) this verb is connected with Gr.  ‘to shine’  and 
Lith. OyS  ‘light’ . These forms point to a root *OHK � S� (with Gr.  < *OK � �Q�
S�), which means that the Hitt. ablauting pair O SS� � ODSS� reflects *OHK � S� � 
*OK � S�.  
 The appurtenance of ODSSLQD� and its derived verb ODSSLQDH�§    is not ascertained, 
but possible if the words indeed denote ‘wick’  and ‘to insert a wick’  respectively 
(see CHD L-N: 45 for these meanings).  
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 The interpretation of CLuw. ODSSL¨D� is not clear, but cf. Starke’ s claim (1990: 
63) that it must mean ‘heat’  and therefore be connected to these Hittite words.  
 ¡ ¼�»�¼�¬�¼�¥

O SSD� (n.) a metal implement, ‘scoop(?)’ : nom.-acc.sg. OD�D�DS�SD, ?abl. 
OD�DS�SD�]D, instr. OD�D�DS�St�LW. 
  
See CHD L-N: 40 and Puhvel HED 5: 60 for attestations and contexts. Puhvel 
(l.c.) mentions Lith. ORSHWj and Russ. ORSiWD ‘spade, shovel’  as possible cognates, 
but these forms are rather BSl. derivations of a stem visible in Lith. OmSDV ‘leaf’ .  
 
ODEDUQD�,�WDEDUQD� (c.) PN which became title of Hittite kings: nom.sg. OD�ED�DU�
QD�Dã (OS), WD�ED�DU½�QD¾�Dã (OS), WD�ED�DU�QD�Dã (OH/NS), OD�SD�DU�QD�Dã 
(OH/NS), OD�EDU�QD�Dã (OH/NS), WD�EDU�QD�Dã (NH), acc.sg. WD�ED�DU�QD�DQ 
(OS), OD�ED�DU�QD�DQ (OH/NS), OD�EDU�QD�DQ (OH/NS), gen.sg. OD�ED�DU�QD�Dã 
(OH/NS), OD�EDU�QD�Dã (OH/NS), dat.-loc.sg. WD�ED�DU�QL (OH/MS), OD�ED�DU�QL 
(OH/MS?), OD�EDU�QL, [O]D�SD�DU�QL, OD�EDU�QD�L (OH/NS), WD�ED�DU�QD�L, acc.pl. 
[O]D�EDU�QX�Xã. 
  
See CHD L-N: 41ff. for attestations. Much has been said about this word, for 
which see the list of references in Tischler HEG T: 34f. It is clear that O�WDEDUQD� 
is used as a title for Hittite kings. It is also clear that O�WDEDUQD� is a personal name 
of one of the early kings (and some princes) of Ïattuša (note that Starke’ s 
argumentation (1980-83) that all attestations of O�WDEDUQD� must be interpreted as 
a title and not as a personal name is unconvincing). The question now is whether 
an original personal name has been taken over as a title (in the same way as Lat. 
FDHVDU), or whether we are dealing with an original noun ‘ruler (vel sim.)’  that 
was also used as a personal name. According to CHD (L-N: 43), “ [t]he 
distribution seems to confirm the theory that ODEDUQD or WDEDUQD was first a PN” .  
 It may be instructive to look at the spelling of this word. CHD states that it “ was 
predominantly spelled with OD� in Hittite rituals; Ïattic and Palaic ritual texts use 
only the form with WD�,�which was taken over in a few of the Hittite rituals” . 
Moreover, the Hittite-Akkadian bilingual of Ïattušili I “ follows the pattern in that 
it spells the name of the king with OD� in the Hittite version but with WD� in 
Akkadian” . So we seem to be dealing with a situation in which Hitt. OD� 
corresponds to non-Hitt. WD�. The labial consonant is almost consistently spelled 
with the signs BA and BAR, which both are extremely rare in Hittite. Moreover, 
in Ïattic texts, we come across the spelling WD�ÑD µ �DU�QD (cf. Schuster 1974: 88). 
Already on the basis of these spelling peculiarities alone, I would conclude that 
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O�WDEDUQD� must be of non-IE origin (seemingly an adaptation of something like 
[t^afarna-]). And if we are indeed dealing with an original personal name that 
only secondarily came to be used as the title of the Hittite kings, the original 
meaning cannot be determined. All in all, I see no possible way to etymologize 
this word.  
 Recently, Melchert (2003b: 19) has tried to etymologize O�WDEDUQD� by 
connecting it with the verb WDSDUL¨H�D�,�but see there for my rejection of it.  
 
ODSODSSD�,� ODSOLSSD�� (c.), ODSODSL�,� ODSOLSL� (n.) ‘eyelash(es)’ : acc.sg.c. OD�DS�OD�
DS�½½�St¾¾�SD�DQ, OD�DS�OL�SD�DQ, OD�D�DS�OL�LS�SD�DQ, OD�DS�OL�H[-SD�DQ], nom.-
acc.sg. or pl. OD�DS�OD�St, OD�DS�OL�St, abl. OD�DS�OD�SD�]D, OD�DS�OL�SD�D]�]D, OD�DS�
OL�SD�D], instr. OD�DS�OL�St�LW, acc.pl.c. OD�DS�OL�LS�SX�Xã, OD�DS�OL�SX�Xã, OD�DS�OL�SD�
Dã, dat.-loc.pl. OD�DS�OL�SD�Dã. 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. ODOSL� (c.) ‘eyelash’  (acc.sg. OD�DO�St�LQ, OD�DO�St�L�LQ). 
  
See CHD L-N: 45f. and Puhvel HED 5: 62f. for attestations. The word shows 
different stems and both neuter and commune forms, which clearly point to a 
non-IE origin.  
 
ODÓDUU�LªD�� (CLuw. verb) ‘to despoil, to strip’ : 3sg.pret.act. OD�ÑD�DU�UL�LW�WD; part. 
nom.acc.pl.n. OD�ÑD�DU�UL�PD; inf. OD�X�ÑD�DU�UX�QD. 
  
Although this verb is attested in Hittite contexts (for which see CHD L-N: 49), it 
shows Luwian inflected forms only. It is translated ‘to despoil, to strip’  in CHD. 
Puhvel (HED 5: 67) and Melchert (1993b: 126) translate ‘to break, to destroy’ , 
however. These latter translations seem especially prompted by the idea that 
ODÑDUU�L¨D�� is the Luwian counterpart of Hitt. GXÑDUQL�§    � GXÑDUQ� ‘to break’  
(q.v.) (cf. Carruba 1966: 17-8), which view is generally accepted. In my opinion, 
this connection is impossible, however. Hitt. GXÑDUQL��GXÑDUQ� must reflect *G ¦ XU�
Q��H�K ± �,�the nasal-present of a root *G ¦ XHUK ± �,�of which I do not see how it could 
have yielded Luw. ODÑDUU�,� especially with regard to the first �D�. Note that 
Carruba’ s comparison to the DX� : X� correspondence in CLuw. DÑL� ~ Hitt. XÑD� 
‘to come’  is invalid, of course. If the *G ¦ � of *G ¦ XHUK ± � indeed would have yielded 
CLuw. O� (which is possible, cf. OD� ‘to take’  < *GHK ¹ �), we would expect an 
outcome **OXÑDUU�,�and not ODÑDUU�. Melchert (1994a: 238) seems to be aware of 
this problem and stealthily cites the verb as O�D�ÑDUUL�,�but this is incorrect: the 
verb is always spelled OD�ÑD�DU� and never **OX�ÑD�DU�. I therefore reject this 
etymology and the supposed connection between Luw. ODÑDUU�L¨D�� and Hitt. 
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GXÑDUQL��GXÑDUQ�. Unfortunately, I have no alternative etymology to offer for 
ODÑDUU�L¨D��.  
 
O ÓDWW��(c.?) ‘?’ : gen.sg. OD�D�ÑD�DW�WD�Dã (OS). 
  
The word is hapax in KBo 20.21 rev. (1) [§D�P]H�Hã�§L OD�D�ÑD�DW�WD�Dã PH�§[X�
QL] ‘in the spring, in the time of O.’ . On the basis of this context alone, a meaning 
cannot be determined. Puhvel (HED 5: 67) nevertheless translates ‘mire, slush, 
muddiness’ , but does so on the basis of a presupposed etymological connection 
with Lat. OXWXQ ‘mud, mire’  etc. only. This is methodologically unacceptable. 
Melchert (1993b: 126) states that the word probably is a Luwian neuter noun in 
�DWWD�,�but this seems unlikely to me because of the fact that the word is attested 
in an OS texts. The word would make perfectly sense as the gen.sg. of a Hitt. W�
stem, cf. ãLÑDWW�,�WDUQDWW� etc., which would mean that we should rather look for a 
root *O Ñ� (e.g. *OHK ¹ X� ‘to wash’ , cf. spring cleaning?).  
 ¡ ¢�£ ¤3¥

OD]]DL�� �� OD]L� (c.) ‘sweet flag, calamus’  (Sum. GI.DÙG.GA): nom.sg. OD�D]�
]D�Lã; broken OD�][L�...]. 
  
See CHD L-N: 49f. and Puhvel HED 5: 68 for attestations. It is generally 
accepted that OD]]DL� can be equated with Sum. GI.DÙG.GA and Akk. TDQ  � EX 
(lit. ‘good reed’ ) ‘sweet flag’  (cf. Puhvel l.c. and Tischler HEG L/M: 48, but 
doubted in CHD l.c.). If this equation is justified, it is likely that, just as the 
Sumerian and Akkadian words literally mean ‘good reed’ , Hitt. OD]]DL� as well is 
derived from the adj. OD]]L� ‘good’  (q.v.).  
 
OD]]L� (adj.) ‘good, right’  (Sum. SIG5, DÙG.GA): nom.sg.c. OD�D]�]L�Lã (OS), 
acc.sg.c. [OD?�D]?�]]L?�¨D�DQ�Q D (KUB 29.38 i 2 (OS)). 
 Derivatives: O ]]LªH�D�² ³  ‘(act.) to set straight, to prosper; (midd.) to be good, to 
be right, to be favourable, to get well’  (1sg.pres.act. SIG5-]L�¨D�PL, 3sg.pres.act. 
SIG5�H]�]L, 2pl.pres.act. SIG5-DW�WH�QL, 3pl.pres.act. SIG5�DQ�]L; 3sg.pres.midd. OD�
D�D]�]L�DW�WD (OS), OD�D]�]L�DW�WD, SIG5-DW�WD��UL�, 3pl.pres.midd. SIG5��¨D��DQ�WD��
UL�, 1sg.pret.midd. OD�D]�]L�D§�§D�DW, 3sg.pret.midd. SIG5�WD�WL, SIG5�¨D�DW�WD�DW, 
3pl.pret.midd. SIG5�¨D�DQ�WD�DW, 3sg.imp.midd. OD�D]�]L�¨D�DW�WD�UX; part. SIG5�
DQW� (= ããXÑDQW�?); verb.noun OD�D]�]L�¨D�X�ÑD�DU ‘wellness’ ; impf. SIG5�Lã�
NH�D�), OD]]L ãã�² ³  (Ib2) ‘to become good, to get well’  (3sg.pret.act. SIG5�Hã�WD, 
1pl.pret.act. SIG5�Hã�ãX�X�HQ), OD]]LªD©©� ³  (IIb) ‘to make right, to repair, to cure; 
to give a favourable sign’  (1sg.pres.act. SIG5�D§�PL, 2sg.pres.act. SIG5�D§�WL, 
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3sg.pres.act. SIG5�D§�§L, SIG5�D§�]L, 1pl.pres.act. SIG5-D§�§X�H�QL, 2pl.pres.act. 
SIG5-D§�WH�QL, 3pl.pres.act. SIG5-D§�§D�DQ�]L, 1pl.pret.act. SIG5-D§�§X�HQ, 
3pl.pret.act. SIG5-�¨D��D§�§H�HU, 3pl.imp.act. SIG5-D§�§D�DQ�GX; part. SIG5�¨D�D§�
§D�DQ�W�; impf. SIG5-D§�§L�Lã�NH�D�,�SIG5-D§�§L�Hã�NH�D�). 
 Anat. cognates: HLuw. DUKD�ODGD� ‘to prosper, to flourish’  (3sg.pret.act. /ladata/ 
OD�Wj�WD (AKSARAY §1), 3pl.pret.act. /ladanta/ OD�UD�L�WD (BULGARMADEN 
§4, SULTANHAN §6)), DUKD�ODGDQX� ‘to cause to prosper’  (1sg.pret.act. OD�UD�L�
D�Q~�KD (KARATEPE 1 §4)). 
  
See CHD L: 50f. for attestations. The adjective ‘good’  is usually written with the 
sumerogram SIG5, which is the reason that only a few attestations of OD]]L� are 
known. Within Anatolian, it has been suggested that HLuw. ODGD� ‘to prosper’  
may be cognate (cf. Hawkins & Morpurgo Davies 1978: 105 for identification of 
ODGD� and etymology). If this is correct, then Hitt. �]� must be the result of 
assibilation (*O W�L�), and HLuw. �G� must be the result of lenition (*OyW�9� ?). For 
outer-Anatolian, Sturtevant (1934: 270) compared OD]]L� with Gr.  ‘better’ . 
This latter form has an inner-Greek comparandum in  ‘to wish’  (so  
originally ‘wanted more’ ), however, which probably reflects *XOK ± �¨H�R�,�from the 
root *XHOK ± � as visible in Skt. YDU    ¯ � ‘to choose’ , Lat. YRO  ‘to want’ , Goth. ZLOMDQ 
‘to want’ , etc.  
 
OH (prohibitive particle) ‘not’ : OH�H (OS). 
  PIE *OHK ±  
  
See CHD L: 55f. for a semantic treatment. There has been some debate on the 
origin of this particle. E.g. Hrozný (1917: 92) regarded OH as a borrowing from the 
Semitic negation O ; Puhvel (HED 5: 77) suggested an Indo-Uralic connection 
with e.g. Finnish lOl; Friedrich (1936-37: 77) regarded OH as the outcome of PIE 
*Q  with dissimilation comparable to O PDQ ‘name’  < *K ¹ QHK ¹ PQ. All these are 
less attractive in my view.  
 In the other Indo-European languages, this prohibitive function is expressed by 
the particle *PHK ±  (Skt. Pa, Gr. , Arm. PL, TochAB P ), which is likely a 
petrified 2sg.imp. of a verb *PHK ± � ‘to refuse’ , which is still attested as such in 
Hitt. PLPPD�    � PLPP� ‘to refuse’  (q.v.). That this is possible for Hitt. OH as well 
was already seen by Pedersen (1938: 163-4) and Sommer (1947: 65), who 
compared OH with OHG O  ‘don’ t!’ . This latter verb ultimately must be cognate 
with the Hittite verb O �    � O� ‘to let, to loosen’  (q.v.), which means that OH must 
reflect *OHK ± . Prof. Melchert rightly points out to me that a convincing scenario is 
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still lacking that can explain how the attested syntax of the prohibitive particle, 
which goes together with an inflected indicative finite verb, developed out of the 
use of a 2sg.imp.-form. 
 
OHOD��(c.) ‘conciliation, pacification’ : acc.sg. OH�OD�DQ, gen.sg. OH�H�OD�Dã, OH�OD�Dã, 
all.sg. OL�L�OD, Luw. abl.-instr. [O]H�OD�WL. 
 Derivatives: OHODH�² ³  (Ic2) ‘to conciliate, to pacifiy’  (3pl.pres.act. OH�OD�DQ�]L, OH�
OD�D�DQ�]L, 3sg.pret.act. OH�OD�D�LW, 3sg.imp.act. OH�H�OD�DG�GX; verb.noun OH�OD�X�
ÑD�DU, gen.sg. OH�OD�X�ÑD�Dã; inf.I OH�OD�X�ÑD�DQ�]L; impf. OH�OL�Lã�NH�D�,� OH�OL�Hã�
NH�D�), OLODããDOOD� (adj.?) ‘propitiatory, conciliatory?’  (nom.-acc.sg.n.? OL�OD�Dã�ãD�
DO�OD), OLO UH�LãNH�D�² ³  (Ic6) ‘to conciliate, to pacifiy’  (1pl.pres.act. OL�OD�D�UL�Lã�NH�
ÑD�Q[L] (MH/MS), [O]L�OD�UL�Lã�NH�ÑD!�QL (MH/MS), 3sg.imp.act. OL�OD�UL�Hã[NH�HG�
GX] (OH/MS), [OL�OD�]D!�UL�Hã�NH�HG�GX (OH/NS)). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. O OD�L�� ‘to pacifiy, to conciliate, to soothe’  (3pl.pres.act. 
OL�OD�DQ�WL, OL�L�OD�DQ�WL, 1sg.imp.act. OL�OD�L�OX, 2sg.imp.act. OL�L�OD, 3pl.imp.act. OL�
OD�DQ�GX, OL�L�OD�DQ�GX). 
  
See CHD L-N: 57f. and Puhvel HED 5: 77 for attestations. In Hittite, we find two 
spellings, namely LI�OD� and LI�H�OD�. Because the sign LI can be read OL as well 
as OH, both spellings can be read as OHOD�. The Luwian forms, however, 
consistently are spelled OL�OD� or OL�L�OD�,�which points to a stem O OD�. Note that in 
Hittite we find a spelling OL�L�OD once, namely in KUB 46.38 ii 24 (NH). Because 
on the same line we find the Luwian inflected form OL�L�OD�DQ�WL (cf. the ending 
�DQWL), it is clear that OL�L�OD must be a luwianism as well. All in all, we are dealing 
with a Hitt. stem OHOD� that corresponds to Luw. O OD�. If these words are cognate in 
the sense that they derive from a single PAnat. form, this form must have been 
*O OR�.  
 According to Puhvel (l.c.) and Tischler (HED L/M: 56f.), these words are to be 
interpreted as reduplicated forms of the verb O �    � O� ‘to loosen, to release’  (q.v.). 
If this is correct (semantically it is possible), then we should assume that Hitt. 
OHOD� and Luw. O OD� are parallel but separate formations (Pre-Hitt. *OH�OD� vs. Pre-
Luw. *OL�OD�). Alternatively, we could assume a preform *OHK ± �OR�, which by 
regular sound laws would on the one hand yield Hitt. OHOD� and, on the other, Luw. 
OLOD�. It may be slightly problematic, however, that the verb O � � O� is not attested 
in Luwian. For further etymology see at the lemma O �    � O�.  
 The formation of the verb OLO UL�HãNH�D�,�which seems to be similar in meaning 
to OHODH�§   , is unclear.  
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OHODQLªH�D� ½ ½ ¾$¿ À ³ Á � (IIIg) ‘to infuriate’ : 3sg.pres.midd. OH�H�OD�QL�DW�WD (OS), 
3sg.pret.midd. [OH�H�OD]-QL�H�HW�WD�DW (OH/MS), [OH�H�O]D�QL�HW�WD�D[W] (OH/MS); 
part. OH�H�OD�QL�¨D�DQ�W� (OH/MS), OH�OD�QL�¨D�DQ�W� (OH/NS). 
  
The word is attested in OH texts only, see CHD L-N: 58f. It is likely that it is 
derived from a further unattested noun *OHODQ�. Further unclear.  
 
OHO©XÓD� ³ ���OHO©XL���see OLO§XÑD�    � OLO§XL�  
 
OHOLÓDQW�� (adj.) ‘travelling swiftly, winged(?); urgent’ : nom.sg.c. OH�OL�ÑD�DQ�]D 
(OH/NS), acc.sg. OH�H�OL�ÑD�DQ�GD�DQ (OH/MS), OH�OL�ÑD�DQ�GD�DQ (OH/NS), 
nom.-acc.sg.n. OH�OL�ÑD�DQ (MH?/NS), acc.pl.c. OH�OL�ÑD�DQ�GX�Xã (NH). 
 Derivatives: OHOLÓD©©� ³  (IIb) ‘to make haste, to hurry’  (3sg.pret.act. OH�OL�ÑD�D§�
WD, 3pl.pret.act. OH�OL�ÑD�D§�§H�HU, 2pl.imp.act. OH�OL�ÑD�D§�WpQ; inf.I OH�OL�ÑD�D§�§X�
X�DQ�]L (MH/MS); impf. OH�OL�ÑD�D§�§L�Hã�NH�D�). 
  
See CHD L-N: 61f. for attestations and semantics. Although the bulk of the 
attestations is spelled LI�OL�ÑD�,� I take the OH/MS spelling LI�H�OL�ÑD� as an 
indication that all spellings (including LI�OL�ÑD�D§�) are to be read OH�OL�ÑD�,�and I 
therefore cite OHOLÑDQW� and OHOLÑD§§�.  
 On the one hand, one could assume that OHOLÑDQW� and OHOLÑD§§� are derived from 
an unattested stem OHOLÑ�D��,�which itself looks like the reduplication of a stem 
*OLÑ�D��. Such a stem does not look particularly IE to me. On the other hand, one 
could analyse the words as OHOL�ÑDQW� and OHOL�ÑD§§� (cf. DUDÑD� and DUDÑD§§� 
from DU � (see at UD)), which would mean that we are dealing with a stem *OHOL�,�
itself probably a reduplication of a root *OL�. I know of no convincing IE cognates, 
however.  
 
OH�Q�N�² ³ : see OL�Q�N�§     
 
OHãã�² ³ � �� OLãã� (Ib1) ‘to pick, to gather’ : 3pl.pres.act. OL�Lã�ãD�DQ�]L (KBo 2.8 iii 1 
(NH)); 3sg.pres.midd. OL�Lã�ãD�WD�UL (KBo 13.24, 6 (NS)); inf.I OH�Hã�ãX�X�ÑD�DQ�]L 
(KUB 30.15 obv. 1, 7, 17 (MH/NS)). 
 Derivatives: OHããDOOD� (c.) ‘gathering(?), collection(?)’  (nom.sg. OH�Hã�ãDO�OD�Dã). 
 IE cognates: Goth. OLVDQ ‘to pick, to gather’ , Lith. OqVWL ‘to pick up’ . 
  PIE *OpV+�WL ? 
  
See CHD L-N: 72 and Puhvel HED 5: 97 for attestations and contexts. Usually, 
this verb is equated with O ãDH�§    (q.v.), but I do not see why: first there is a clear 
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formal difference (single �ã� vs. geminate �ãã�) and secondly there is a semantic 
distinction (OHãã� � OLãã� is transative, whereas OLãDH� is intransitive). I have 
therefore chosen to separate these verbs and treat O ãDH�§    under its own lemma.  
 The verb OHãã�§    � OLãã� clearly denotes ‘to pick up, to gather’  (see the contexts in 
CHD) and therefore hardly can be separated from Goth. OLVDQ ‘to pick, to gather’  
and Lith. OqVWL ‘to pick up’ , which reflect PIE *OHV�. It is unclear, however, why 
we find a geminate �ãã� in Hittite (cf. ãHã� ‘to sleep’  < *VHV�,�which is consistently 
spelled with single �ã�). Perhaps it could show that the root in fact was *OHV+�. 
The difference between OHãã� and OLãã� may be explained due to accentuation: 
*OpVV� vs. *OHVV��.  
 
OHã�ã�L�,�OLããL��(n.) ‘liver’  (Sum. UZUNÍG.GIG, Akk. .$%,778): nom.-acc.sg. OH�H�
ãL, dat.-loc.sg. OL�Lã�ãL; case? OH�Hã�ãL. 
 Derivatives: OLããLªDOD� (adj.) ‘liver-related, located in the liver(?)’  (nom.-
acc.pl.n. OL�Lã�ãL�¨D�OD). 
  
See CHD L-N: 72 for attestations. See Tischler HEG L-M: 54-5 for the several 
(unconvincing) IE comparisons that have been made. In my view it is likely that 
this word is of foreign origin, just as the practice of hepatoscopy is.  
 
OLN�² ³ : see OL�Q�N�§     
 
OLOD�: see OHOD�  
 
OLO©XÓD� ³ ���OLO©XL� (IIa5 > IIa1 ) ‘to pour’ : 3sg.pres.act. OL�LO�§X�ÑD�L (MH/MS), OH�
HO�§X�X�ÑD�L (MH/MS? OH�HO�§X�ÑD�L (MH/NS), [OH�]HO�§X�ÑD�D�L (MH/MS?), 
3pl.pres.act. OH�H�HO�§X�DQ�]L (NS), 3pl.imp.act. OH�HO�§X�ÑD�DQ�GX (OH/NS); sup. 
OL�LO�§X�ÑD�DQ (MH/MS); impf. OL�LO�§X�Xã�NH�D� (MS). 
 Derivatives: 

¬�¼�¢
OHO©XQWDL� (c.) ‘vessel for pouring’  (acc.sg. OH�HO�§X�X�XQ�GD�LQ 

(MH?/NS)), 
¬�¼�¢

OHO©XQWDOOL� (c.) ‘vessel for pouring’  (acc.sg. OH�HO�§X�XQ�WD�DO�OL�
LQ (MH?/NS)), OHO©XQWDH�² ³  (Ic2) ‘to use a pitcher, to pour from a pitcher’  
(3pl.pres.act. OH�HO�§X�X�XQ�GD�DQ�]L, OH�HO�§X�X�XQ�WD�DQ�]L; inf.I OH�HO�§X�X�XQ�
GD�X�ÑD�DQ�]L, OH�HO�§X�X�XQ�WD�X�ÑD�DQ�]L), OHO©X�ÓD�UWLPD� (c.) ‘outpourings(?), 
inundations(?)’  (nom.pl. OH�HO�§X�XU�WL�PD�Dã (NH), OH�HO�§X�ÑD�DU�WL[-PD�Dã(?)] 
(NH)). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. OLO ÓD� ‘to pour’  (2sg.imp.act. OL�OX�X�ÑD, OL�OX�X�ÑD�D). 
  PIE *OL�OK � X�RL�HL, *OL�OK � X�L�HQWL 
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See CHD L-N: 59f. and Puhvel HED 5: 81f. for attestations. The verb is spelled 
both with LI�LO� and LI�HO� (once even LI�H�HO�), but the spellings with LI�LO� seem 
to be older (all MS texts, cf. also CHD). That is why I cite this verb as OLO§XÑD�L� 
here. The development of original OLO§XÑD�L� to younger OHO§XÑD�L� is probably due 
to the lowering of OH /i/ to NH /e/ before clusters containing �§� (cf. § 1.4.8.1.d).  
 On the basis of the available evidence we cannot decide whether this verb 
belongs to the G L�WL¨DQ]L-class or to the P PD�L�class. As I have argued under the 
treatment of this latter class (see § 2.2.2.2.h), the P PD�L�class consists of original 
G L�WL¨DQ]L-verbs that were secondarily changed because of the fact that they are 
polysyllabic. In this case, I therefore assume that this verb is P PD�L�inflected as 
well (OLO§XÑD�    � OLO§XL�), although this inflection goes back to pre-Hitt. *OLO§XÑDL�    � 
OLO§XL�. Note that 3pl.pres.act. *OLO§X¨DQ]L (which we would expect in a P PD�L�
class verb) would regulary yield OLO§XÑDQ]L (cf. Lã§XÑDQ]L < *Lã§X¨DQ]L in the 
paradigm of Lã§XÑDL�    � Lã§XL� ‘to throw, to scatter’ ).  
 The verb clearly shows a reduplication of O §X�    � OD§X� ‘to pour’  (q.v.). It must 
be quite recent as we can see by the retention of the cluster �O§�. It reflects virtual 
*OL�OK � X�RL�HL � *OL�OK � X�L�HQWL. See for the forms OLOD§XL and ODO§XÑDQW� at the 
lemma of O §X�    � OD§X� itself.  
 
OLOLÓDQW�: see OHOLÑDQW�  
 
OL�Q�N�² ³  (Ib3) ‘to swear, to take an oath, to state under oath’ : 3sg.pres.act. OL�LN�]L 
(OS), OL�LQ�JD�]L (NS), OL�LQ�LN?�]L (NS), 1pl.pres.act. OL�LQ�NX�X�H�QL (MH/NS), 
3pl.pres.act. OL�LQ�NiQ�]L (MH/MS), 1sg.pret.act. OL�LQ�NX�XQ (OS), OH�HQ�NX�XQ 
(NH), 3sg.pret.act. OL�LN�WD (OS), OL�LQ�NDW�WD (NH), OH�HQ�NDW�WD (NH), OL�QL�LN�WD 
(NH), OL�LQ�NL�Hã�WD (NH), 1pl.pret.act. OL�LQ�NX��X��HQ (NH), OL�LQ�JD�X�HQ 
(MH/NS), 3pl.pret.act. OL�LQ�NHU (MH/MS), OL�LQ�NH�HU (MH/MS), 2sg.imp.act. OL�L�
LN (NH), OL�LQ�NL (NH), 3sg.imp.act. OL�LN�GX (NH), 2pl.imp.act. OH�H�HN�WH�HQ 
(OH/NS), OL�LN�WH�HQ (MH/MS), OH�HQ�LN�WpQ (NH), OL�LQ�LN�WpQ (MH/NS), 
3pl.imp.act. OL�LQ�NiQ�GX (NH); part. OL�LQ�JD�DQ�W� (MH/MS), OL�LQ�NiQ�W� (NH), 
OH�HQ�ND · �DQ�W� (NH); impf. OL�LQ�NL�Lã�NH�D� (MH/MS), OL�LQ�NLã�NH�D� (MH/NS). 
 Derivatives: OLQJDL�,� OHQJDL� (c.) ‘oath; perjury’  (Sum. NAM.ERÍM, Akk. 
0 0 78, 1 â; nom.sg. OL�LQ�JD�Lã (OH/NS, MH/MS), OL�LQ�JD�L�Lã (NS), acc.sg. 
OL�LQ�JD�HQ (OS), OL�LQ�JD�LQ (MH/MS), OL�LQ�ND · �HQ (NH), OL�LQ�ND · �LQ (NS), 
gen.sg. OL�LQ�NL��¨D��Dã (MH/MS), OH�HQ�NL�Dã (MH/NS), OH�HQ�NL�¨D�Dã (NH), OL�LQ�
JD�¨D�Dã (NH), dat.-loc.sg. OL�LQ�NL�¨D (MH/MS), OH�HQ�NL�¨D (MH/NS), OL�LQ�NL�L�¨D 
(NH), loc.sg. OL�LQ�JD�H (MH/MS), OL�LQ�JD�L (MH/NS), OH�HQ�JD�L (MH/NS), OH�
HQ�ND · ��D��L (NH), erg.sg. OL�LQ�NL�¨D�DQ�]D (MH/MS), abl. OL�LQ�NL��¨D��D] 
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(MH/MS), OH�HQ�NL�¨D�D] (NH), OL�LQ�NL�¨D�]D (NH), OH�HQ�NL�¨D�]D (MH/NS), 
acc.pl.c. OL�LQ�JD�D�Xã (MH/MS), OL�LQ�JD�Xã (MH/NS), OH�HQ�JD�Xã (NH), erg.pl. 
OL�LQ�NL�¨D�DQ�WH�Hã (OS), OL�LQ�NL�DQ�WH�Hã (MH/NS)), OLQJDQX�² ³ , OHQJDQX�² ³  (Ib2) 
‘to make swear’  (1sg.pres.act. OL�LQ�JD�QX�PL (MH/MS), OL�LQ�JD�QX�]L (NH), 
1pl.pres.act. OL�LQ�JD�QX�PD�QL (MH/MS), 3pl.pres.act. OL�LQ�ND · �QX�DQ�]L (NH), 
1sg.pret.act. OL�LQ�JD�QX�QX�XQ (MH/MS), OH�HQ�JD�QX�QX�XQ (NH), 3sg.pret.act. 
OL�LQ�JD�QX�XW (MH/MS), OH�HQ�JD�QX�XW (NH), 1pl.pret.act. OL�LQ�JD�QX�PH�HQ 
(NS), 3pl.pret.act. OL�LQ�ND · �QX�H�HU (NH); part. OL�LQ�JD�QX��ÑD��DQ�W� (NH), OL�LQ�
ND · �QX�ÑD�DQ�W� (NH), OH�HQ�ND · �QX�ÑD�DQ�W� (NH); impf. OL�LQ�JD�QX�Xã�NH�D� 
(MH/MS)). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘to disgrace, to question’ , OHG DQW�OLQJHQ ‘to answer’ . 
  PIE *K ± OpQ Â�Ã ¦ �WL, *K ± OQ Â�Ã ¦ �pQWL 
  
See CHD L/N: 62f. and Puhvel HED 5: 85f. for attestations. The verb seems to 
have three stems, namely OLQN�,� OLN� and OHQN�,�besides which CHD cites a stem 
OLQJD� as well.  
 The stem OHQN� is spelled OH�HQ� and only found in NS and NH texts. It is the 
regular outcome of OH OLQN� through the lowering of OH /i/ to NH /e/ before �Q� 
(cf. § 1.4.8.1.d).  
 The stem OLQJD� cited by CHD apparently is based on the one attestation 
1pl.pres.act. OH�HQ�JD�X�HQ (HT 1 i 43 (MH/NS)), which in my view has little 
value (note that all other attestations of OL�LQ�JD� (e.g. OL�LQ�JD�]L and OL�LQ�JD�QX�) 
are found in front of consonants and denote /linkC-/).  
 The original distribution between OLQN� and OLN� is that OLQN� is found when the 
stem is followed by a vowel (e.g. OLQNXQ (OS)), whereas OLN� is found when a 
consonant follows (e.g. OLN]L (OS), OLNWD (OS)). Compare for this distribution the 
nasal-infix verbs (e.g. §DUQL�Q�N�§   , ãDUQL�Q�N�§   ), but also §DU�N��§    and N ã� µ  Ä   ¯  � 
NLã�.  
 It has been suggested that OL�Q�N� is the nasal-present of the root visible in Lat. 
OLJ UH ‘to bind’  (Hrozný 1917: 16), but this is unlikely because all Hittite nasal-
infixed verbs with a root-final velar show an infix �QL�Q��.  
 Formally, a better alternative is a connection with Gr.  ‘to disgrace, to 
question’  (suggested by Sturtevant 1930c: 218), which is followed by many 
scholars (see the references in Tischler HEG L-M: 61, who further adduces OHG 
DQW�OLQJHQ ‘to answer’ ). If this connection is justified, we must reconstruct 
*K ± OHQ Â�Ã ¦ �. Just as all PL-inflected verbs, this verb must have shown ablaut as 
well: *K ± OHQ Â�Ã ¦ �WL, *K ± OQ Â�Ã ¦ �HQWL. The development *K ± OQ Â�Ã ¦ �HQWL > OLQNDQ]L 
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/l}ngantsi/ is paralleled by K � PQ� ¦ �HQWL > §DPLQNDQ]L (cf. §DPDQN�   � ��§DPH�LQN�). 
Note that initial preconsonantal *K ±  is dropped without a trace.  
 
OLS�S��² ³ ,�OLSDH�² ³ �(Ib1 > Ic2) ‘to lick (up)’ : 3sg.pres.act. OL�LS�]L (OH/NS), OL�SD�L]�
]L (NS), 3pl.pres.act. OL�LS�SD�DQ�]L (MH/NS), OL�SD�D�DQ�]L (MH/NS), 3sg.pret.act. 
OL�LS�WD (OH/NS), 3pl.pret.act. OL�L�Sp�HU (OH/MS?), 3sg.imp.act. OL�LS�WX (OS). 
 Derivatives: OHO�O�LSD� ³  (IIa5?) ‘to lick (up)’  (3sg.pres.act. � OH�OL�SD�D�L (NS), OH�
HO�OL�SD�D�L (MH/NS), Luw.3pl.pres.act. OH�OL�SD�DQ�WL; impf. OH�OL�SD�Lã�NH�D� 
(MH/NS), OH�OL�SD�Dã�NH�D� (MH/NS)). 
  
See CHD L/N: 71 for attestations, where it is stated that “ the only unambiguous 
exx. of OLSDL� are in a broken context and may prove to be of a different verb” . 
Nevertheless, the form 3pl.pres.act. OLS Q]L clearly means ‘to lick’  and shows a 
stem OLSDH� as well. The verb shows an alteration between single �S� vs. geminate 
�SS�. This, together with the fact that verbs for ‘to lick’  often show a structure 
O93� (e.g. Lat. ODPEHUH, OE ODSLDQ, OHG ODIIDQ, Gr.  ‘to lick’ , Arm. ODSµHP 
‘to slurp’ ) indicates that the verb is onomatopoetic in origin. The derivative 
OHO�O�LSD� may belong to class IIa5 (and should then be cited OHO�O�LSD�    � OHO�O�LSL�), 
just as other reduplicated verbs like P PD�    � P PL�,�SDULSDUD�    � SDULSDUL�,�etc.  
 
OLãã�: see OHãã�  
 
O ãDH�² ³  (Ic2) ‘? (to clear out?)’ : 3sg.pres.act. OL�L�ãD�L]�]L (KUB 15.31 ii 15 
(MH/NS)), OL�ãD�L]�]L (KUB 15.32 ii 9 (MH/NS)). 
  
Usually, these verbal forms are regarded as belonging with OHãã�§    � OLãã� ‘to pick 
up, to gather’  (q.v.), but this is improbable. Firstly, because of the formal 
differences (O ãDH� vs. OHãã� � OLãã�), and secondly because of the fact that O ãDH� is 
an intransitive verb whereas OHãã� � OLãã� is transitive. I therefore propose to 
separate them.  
 The verb O ãDH� occurs in one context only:  

 
KUB 15.31 ii  
(11)                                                                     QX 9 D�D�St NL�QX�DQ�]L  
(12) §X�X�GD�D�DN PD ]D GIŠAL GD�D�L QX SiG�GD�D�L EGIR â8 PD ]D  

(13) 78�',�,7�780 GD�D�L QX D�Sp�H�H] SiG�GD�D�L EGIR â8 PD ]D  

(14) GIŠãD�DW�WD GIŠMAR GIŠ§X�X�XS�SD�UD�DQ�Q D GD�D�L QX NiQ ãD�UD�D  

(15) OL�L�ãD�L]�]L QDP�PD NiQ GEŠTIN Ì DQ�GD ãL�SD�DQ�WL NINDA.SIGMEŠ PD  

(16) SiU�ãL�¨D Q D�DW D�UD�D§�]D�DQ�GD NH�H�H] NH�H�H]�] L�¨D GD�D�L  
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‘They open up nine pits. Quickly he takes a pick-axe and digs. Then he takes a 

brooch and digs on that side. Thereupon he takes a ãDWWD, a spade and a 

§XSSDUD�vessel and ãDU  O ãDH-s. Then he libates wine and oil in (it). He breaks 

thin-breads and places them around on all sides’ .  
 

CHD (L/N: 72, under the lemma OHããDL�,� OLããDL�,� OLãDL�) translates “ and he clears 
out (the loose soil, stones, etc. from the holes)” . Although this interpretation is 
possible (but notice that the absence of an object is not favourable to it), the fact 
that it seems to be specifically chosen on the basis of a presupposed connection 
with OHãã�,� OLãã� ‘to gather’  must make us cautious: other interpretations are 
possible as well. A definite decision is only possible if other attestations of this 
verb are found.  
 Formally, O ãDH� seems to be a denominative derivative of a further unattested 
noun *O ãD�.  
 
OLããL�: see OHã�ã�L�  
 
�OLW�(1sg.imp.act.-ending): see �OOX  
 
�OOX, �OLW (1sg.imp.act.-ending): DN�NDO�OX (KUB 14.1 rev. 94 (MH/MS)), D�Dã�ãD[(�
QX)]-XO�OX (KUB 14.11 iii 20 (NH)) // Dã�QX�XO�OX (KUB 14.8 rev. 7 (NH)), H�Hã�OL�
LW (KUB 26.35, 6 (OH/MS?), KUB 23.82 rev. 16 (MH/MS), KBo 5.3 iv 33 (NH)), 
H�Hã�OX�XW (KUB 7.2 ii 23 (NS), KUB 8.35 iv 23 (NS)), D�ãD�DO�OX (KBo 4.14 i 43 
(NH)), §D�Dã�ãL�LN�OX (KUB 24.5 + 9.13 rev. 1 (NS)), §D�Dã�ãL�LJ�JDO�OX (KUB 
36.93 rev. 6 (NS)), §D�ãL�LJ�JDO�OX (KBo 15.14, 4 (NS)), NDU�ãD�DO�OX (KUB 
32.138 rev. 7, 8, 9 (OH/NS), KBo 34.37 obv. 5 (OH/NS)), PH�PD�DO�OX (KUB 
30.14 iii 74 (NH), KUB 6.46 iv 42 (NH)), QX�XQ�WDU�QX�ÑD�D[O�OX] (KUB 21.38 
obv. 37 (NH)), ãH�HJ�JD�DO�OX (KBo 13.88 i 3, 5 (NS), KUB 23.88 obv. 6 (NH)), 
ãL�LJ�JD�DO�OX (KBo 18.2 rev. 12 (NH)), WD�OL�LW (KBo 3.38 rev. 16 (OH/NS)), WDU�
X§�§D�DO�OX (KBo 12.58+ obv. 5 (NS)), WH�SD�X�H�Hã�ãD�DO�OX (Tischler HEG T: 
317); ~�GD�DO�OX (KBo 17.62+63 iv 15, 18 (MS?)), ~�ÑD�DO�OX (KUB 14.8 rev. 42 
(NH)), ~�ÑH Å �HO�OX�XW (KUB 3.110, 15 (NS)), ]D�DP�PX�UD�DO�OX (KUB 36.85, 7 
(MS?)) 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. �OOX (1sg.imp.act.-ending): NX�ÑD�¨D�WD�DO�OX. 
  
The ending of 1sg.imp.act. (also called voluntative) has the form �OOX in DNNDOOX 
(MH/MS), DãDOOX (NH), ããD[QX]OOX // DãQXOOX (NH), §DããLNOX // §DããLJJDOOX // 
§DãLJDOOX (NS), NDUãDOOX (OH/NS), PHPDOOX (NH), QXQWDUQXÑD[OOX] (NH), 
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ãHJJDOOX (NH), WDUX§§DOOX (NS), WHSDÑ ããDOOX, XGDOOX (MS?), XÑDOOX (NH), 
]DPPXUDOOX (MS?) (note that in most cases the �D� can be interpreted as part of 
the stem or as a graphic vowel to write /°CLu/: it is phonetically real in a few NH 
forms only where it can be regarded as analogical to the verbs in which �D� 
belongs to the stem), it has the form �OLW in ãOLW (OH/MS?), WDOLW (OH/NS), and the 
form �OOXW in ãOXW (NS) and XÑHOOXW (NS) (the origin of �H� in the latter form is 
unclear to me: perhaps it represents anaptyctic /}/). It seems to me that �OOXW must 
be regarded as a conflation of �OOX on the one hand and �OLW on the other.  
 Just as in English one could say ‘let me do this’  in the function of a voluntative, 
I regard �OOX and �OLW as cognates with the verb O � Æ  � O� ‘to let’ . The �X may be 
equated with the imperatival �X as visible in the endings �WWX, �X, �DQWX, �WWDUX, 
�DUX and �DQWDUX (see especially at �X), whereas �W may be regarded as the 
imperatival 2sg.act.-ending �W < *-G Ç L. So we arrive at the virtual reconstructions 
*O�H�R�K È �X (lit. ‘he must let me ...’ ) and *OHK È �G Ç L (lit. ‘you must let me ...’ ).  
 É Ê�Ë Ì3Í

O ããDU� �� O ãQ� (n.) ‘shaving of incense-wood’ : nom.-acc.sg. OX�X�H�Hã�ãDU 
(MH/MS), OX�X�Hã�ãDU (MH/NS), OX�H�Hã�ãDU (NH), OX�X�Hã�ãD (NH), OX�L�Hã�ãDU 
(NH), dat.-loc.sg. OX�X�H�Hã�QL (NH), erg.sg. OX�X�H�Hã�QD�DQ�]D (NS), gen.pl. OX�X�
Lã�QD�DQ (NS), [O]X�X�H�Hã�QD�Dã (NS). 
  PIE *OXK È Î Ï �pK È VK È �U 
  
See CHD L/N: 73-4 for attestations. The word denotes pieces of wood or shrub 
that are used as incense. According to Melchert (1988a: 229), these pieces 
probably were shavings (of cedar) and he assumes that this word shows an 
abstract noun in � ããDU of the PIE root *OHX+� ‘to cut (off)’  (cf. Skt. OXQaWL ‘to cut 
(off)’ ).  
 This etymology was rejected by Puhvel (HED 5: 128f.) who implausibly 
assumes that O ããDU is the Luwian variant of WX§§X ããDU, which he translates as 
‘incense’ , Apart from the fact that the meaning of WX§§X ããDU (q.v.) is not clear, 
there is no single indication that O ããDU would be of Luwian origin.  
 
O ©D� (c.) ‘?’ : nom.sg. � OX�X�§D�Dã, acc.sg. � OX�X�§D�DQ, dat.-loc.sg.? OX�X�§D. 
  
The word only occurs in Luwoid lists of good things and is in most attestations 
preceded by gloss wedges. This clearly indicates that the word is Luwian. 
Laroche (1959: 63) translates it as ‘light’ , which is followed by e.g. Puhvel (HED 
5: 102) and CHD (L/N: 73), but rejected by e.g. Melchert (1993b: 128) and 
Tischler (HEG L-N: 64f.). It indeed seems as if Laroche based his translation 
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primarily on a formal similarity with Hitt. OXNN�,� assuming that Hitt. �NN� 
corresponds to Luw. �§�. Unfortunately, there are no other examples of medial *N 
in Luwian, so this equation can neither be proven nor disproven. Semantically, 
however, a translation ‘light’  does not seem very appropriate to me.  
 É Ê�Ë Ì3Í

OXª ããDU�: see (GIŠ)O ããDU � O ãQ�  
 
OXNN� ½ ½ ¾  (IIIb > Ib1) ‘to get light, to light up, to dawn’ : 3sg.pres.midd. OX�XN�WD 
(OS), OX�XN�NDW�WD (OS), OX�XJ�JD�DW�WD (OS), OX�XN�ND Ð �WD (MH/NS), OX�NDW�WD 
(NH), OX�XN�ND�WD (NH), 3sg.pret.midd. OX�XN�WD�DW (OS), OX�XN�NDW�WD�WL (OH/NS); 
3sg.pres.act. OX�XN�]L (NH), 3sg.pret.act. OX�XN�WD (NH). 
 Derivatives: OXNN�LªH�D��² ³  (Ib1 / Ic1) ‘to set fire to’  (sg.pres.act. OX�XN�NL�H]�]L 
(OS), OX�XN�]L (NS), 3pl.pres.act. OX�XN�NiQ�]L (OH/MS), OX�NiQ�]L (NH, 1x), 
1sg.pret.act. OX�XN�NX�XQ (NH), [OX�X]N�ND Ð �QX�XQ (KBo 3.46 rev. 27 (OH/NS)), 
3sg.pret.act. OX�XN�NL�HW (OH/NS), 3pl.pret.act. OX�XN�NL�H�HU (MH/MS), 
2pl.imp.act. OX�XN�WpQ (NH); part. OX�XN�NiQ�W� (OH/MS); impf. OX�XN�NH�Hã�NH�D� 
(NH)), OXNNH�Lã�² ³  (Ib1) ‘to become light’  (3sg.pres.act. OX�NL�Lã�]L (NH), 
3sg.pret.act. OX�XN�NH�Hã�WD), OXNNDQX�² ³  (Ib2) ‘to make it light(?)’  (3pl.pres.act. OX�
XN�ND Ð �QX�ÑD�DQ�]L (NH)), see ODOXNNL¨H�D�Ñ Æ , ODOXN�N�H�Lãã�Ñ Æ  and OXNNDWW�. 
 IE cognates: Skt. UyFDWH ‘to shine’ , TochA O\RNlW ‘it dawns’ , Arm. ORZFµDQHP 
‘to lighten’ . 
  PIE *OHXN�WR; *OpXN�W � *OXN�pQW; *OXN�¨p�y� 
  
See CHD L/N: 74f. for attestations and semantics. It has been clear since long and 
generally accepted that these words reflect the PIE root *OHXN�. The exact 
formations of the different verbs is not without discussion, however.  
 The verb OXNN� ‘to dawn’  originally was middle only (all OH and MH examples 
are middle), showing active forms in NH texts only. It denotes ‘to get light, to 
dawn’  and is, according to CHD (L/N: 75-6) “ confined to describing the faint but 
growing sunlight in the atmosphere at dawn just before the sun rises” . The form 
OXNWD (OS) must reflect *OpXN�WR (or, less likely, *OXN�Wy?), but the interpretation of 
OXNNDWWD (OS) is less clear. Is this form to be phonologically interpreted as /lukta/ 
or as /lukata/? In the first case, it is to be equated with OXNWD < *O�H�XN�WR, but in 
the second case it must reflect *O�H�XN�R�WR, which implies the existence of an 
older *OXNND < *O�H�XN�R (cf. DUJDWWD beside DUJD, §DO]L¨DWWD beside §DO]L¨D).  
 The verb that I cite as OXNN�L¨H�D��Ñ Æ  is active only and transitive, denoting ‘to set 
fire to’ . It is difficult to judge this verb formally, especially because the signs KI, 
IT and IZ are ambiguous regarding their readings (they can be read NL or NH, LW or 
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HW and L] or H], respectively). So a form like OX�XN�KI�IZ�]L (attested from OS to 
NH texts) can in principle be read as OX�XN�NL�L]�]L /lukitsi/, OX�XN�NL�H]�]L /lukietsi/ 
or OX�XN�NH�H]�]L /luketsi/, pointing to a stem OXNNL�,� OXNNH� or OXNNL¨H�. This goes 
for 3sg.pret.act. OX�XN�KI�IT (from OH/NS to NH texts) and 3pl.pret.act. OX�XN�
KI�H�HU (once in a MH/MS text) as well. Note that Alp (1993: 366) cites a 
verb.noun gen.sg. OX�XN�NL�X[-ÑD�Dã ?] (Bo 69/1260, 7), which would point to a 
stem OXNNL� or OXNNH�. Because the tablet on which this form occurs has not been 
published yet, this reading cannot be verified. Moreover, the form is broken at a 
crucial point, and I therefore wonder whether Alp’ s reading is as certain as he 
seems to claim: I would not be surprised if the form turned out to actually be OX�
XN�NL�¨[D�X�ÑD�Dã]. All in all, I will leave this form out of consideration here. The 
other forms of this verb seem to show a stem OXNN�: 3sg.pres.act. OX�XN�]L (once in 
a NS text), 3pl.pres.act. OX�XN�NiQ�]L (OH/MS to NH), 1sg.pret.act. OX�XN�NX�XQ 
(once in a NH text), 2pl.imp.act. OX�XN�WpQ (once in a NS text), and part. OX�XN�
NiQ�W� (from OS to NH texts). Note that 3pl.pret.act. OX�XN�KI�H�HU, when read as 
OX�XN�NH�H�HU could show a stem OXNN� as well. The one NS attestation 
1sg.pres.act. [OX�X]N�ND Ð �QX�XQ (OH/NS) seems to show a stem OXNNDH�Ñ Æ  according 
to the §DWUDH�class inflection. Because this inflection was highly productive in the 
NH period, I regard this form as a secondary creation.  
 Oettinger (1979a: 273-7, referring to Hoffmann 1968) interprets these active 
forms as belonging to an “ einfach thematischer Stamm”  OXNNH]]L < *OpXN�H�WL. 
Apart from the fact that this preform would not yield “ OXNNH]]L”  by regular sound 
laws (we would rather expect O NL]]L with lenition of *N due to the preceding 
accentuated diphthong), the direct comparison to Skt. URFDWH ‘shines’  < *OHXN�H�WR 
is false, because this latter form is middle. Moreover, this verb would be the only 
verb known to me in whole of Anatolian that shows a thematically inflected stem.  
 Watkins (1973a: 68-69) compares the verb “ OXNNH]]L, OXNNDQ]L”  with Lat. O F UH 
‘to kindle’  and reconstructs both as a causative formation *ORXNp¨HWL, *ORXNp¨RQWL 
(followed by e.g. Melchert 1984a: 34). Although semantically this comparison 
and reconstruction seems attractive, there are formal problems. First it is suspect 
that the stem-form OXNND�,�which would be the regular outcome of *ORXNpLR�,� is 
attested in 3pl.pres.act. OXNNDQ]L and part. OXNNDQW� only, where �D� would have 
been inherent to the ending anyway (note that I regard the one NS form 
[OX]NNDQXQ as non-probative, cf. above). Secondly, a development *ORXNpLRQWL > 
OXNNDQ]L is improbable in view of LÚSDWWH¨DQW� ‘fugitive’  < *SWK È HL�HQW� and 
LÚPD¨DQW� ‘adult man’  < *PK Ò HL�HQW� (see the lemmas SDWWDL� Æ  � SDWWL� and 
LÚPD¨DQW� respectively). Thirdly, there are several examples where a PIE 
causative verb of the structure *&R&�HLH� ends up in the Hitt. §L-inflection (e.g. 
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O N� Æ  ‘to fell’  < *OR� Ç �HLH� ‘*to make lie down’ ). Note that the alleged example 
ÑDããH�D�Ñ Æ  ‘to dress’  < *ÑRV�HLH� must be explained otherwise, cf. ÑHãã� Ó Ó Ô , ÑDããH�D�
Ñ
Æ
. All in all, I reject this interpretation too.  

 In my view, we must interpret the forms like OX�XN�KI�IZ�]L as showing a stem 
OXNNL¨H�. In that way we would be dealing with a situation in which we find a 
�¨H�D�derived stem OXNNL¨H�D� besides an underived stem OXNN�. This resembles the 
situation as discussed by Melchert (1997b: 84f.) who states that some verbs (e.g. 
NDUSS�L¨H�D�� (q.v.)) reflect an old opposition between a root-aorist and a �¨H�R�
derived present. In this case, we would be dealing with the reflexes of a root-
aorist *OpXN�W � *OXN�pQW (for which compare the Skt. root-aorist form UXF Qi�) 
besides a present *OXN�¨H�R� (for which compare Arm. ORZFµDQHP ‘to lighten’ ). So 
all in all, we are dealing with a situation in which we are dealing with an 
intransitive middle *OpXN�WR that contrasts with the transitive active inflection that 
shows two stems, namely a root-aorist *OpXN�W besides a �¨H�R�present *OXN�¨p�WL.  
 The verb OXNNH�Lã�Ñ Æ  ‘to become light’  is attested a few times only, and it is 
difficult whether it is to be regarded as a fientive in � ãã� (OXNN ãã�Ñ Æ ), or as an V�
extension comparable to ODOXNNH�Lã�Ñ Æ  ‘to become light’  (q.v.). The form OX�NL�H�Hã�
]L (KBo 6.25 + KBo 13.35 iv 2), cited by Puhvel (HED 5: 105), seems to point to 
OXNN ãã� but is attested in such a broken context that neither its meaning can be 
determined, nor whether it is the latter part of a longer word: [...]x���OX�NL�H�Hã�]L 
(note that Puhvel cites this very same form as OD]-OX�NL�H�Hã�]L on p. 48, as if 
belonging to ODOXNNH�Lã�).  
 
OXNNDWW��(c.) ‘dawn, next morning’ : gen.sg. OX�XN�NDW�WD�Dã (NH), dat.-loc.sg. OX�
XN�NDW�WL (OH/NS, often), OX�XN�ND Ð �WL (NS), OX�XN�NDW�WH (MH/NS), OX�NDW�WH (NH), 
OX�NDW�WL (NH), OX�NDW (NH), OX�XN�NDW (NH), all.sg. OX�XN�NDW�WD (OS). 
  PIE *O�H�XN�RW� 
  
See CHD L/N: 76f. and Puhvel HED 5: 108f. for attestations. Because of the 
homography of OXNNDWWD ‘it dawns’  and OXNNDWWD ‘at dawn’ , it has often been 
suggested (e.g. Oettinger 1979a: 275-6) that they actually are to be equated and 
that the adverbially used OXNNDWWD ‘at dawn’  is in fact a petrified form of verbal 
OXNNDWWD ‘it dawns’ . This is not very likely, however. On the one hand, different 
cases of a nominal stem OXNNDWW� are attested (which are difficult to explain if a 
verbal OXNNDWWD were the source), but also because we then would have to assume 
that an adverbially used petrified 3sg.pres.midd. OXNNDWWD ‘it dawns > at dawn’  
coexists with the very lively OXNNDWWD ‘it dawns’ . I therefore assume that all forms 
belong to a nominal stem OXNNDWW� (note that Rieken 1999a, who devotes a whole 
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chapter to W-stems (100-69), does not even mention the possibility that these 
forms are nominal).  
 This OXNNDWW� is a W-stem of OXNN� ‘to dawn’  (q.v.) comparable to ãLÑDWW� ‘day’  
(q.v.). It must reflect *O�H�XN�RW�,�which can be compared with Goth. OLXKDì ‘light’  
< *OHXN�RW�.  
 Note that gen.sg. OX�XN�NDW�WD�Dã (KUB 36.90 obv. 15) is not noticed by CHD, 
although they cite the specific context: OX�XN�NDW�WD�Dã NiQ UD.KAM�WL ‘on the 
day of the (next) dawn (i.e. tomorrow)’  (cf. Puhvel HED 5: 109).  
 
O OL��(c.) ‘pond, lake, spring, well, basin’  (Sum. TÚL): nom.sg. OX�OL�Lã (OH/NS), 
acc.sg. OX�OL�LQ (OH/MS), OX�~�OL�LQ (NH), OX�OL�¨D�DQ (NH), gen.sg. OX�OL�¨D�Dã 
(OH/MS), OX�~�OL�Dã (OH/MS?), OX�~�OL�¨D�Dã (OH/NS), dat.-loc.sg. OX�~�OL 
(OH/NS), OX�~�OL�¨D (OH/NS), all.sg. OX�OL�¨D (OS), abl. OX�~�OL�D] (OH/MS), OX�~�
OL�¨D�D] (OH/NS), OX�OL�¨D�]D (MH/NS), gen.pl. OX�~�OL�¨D�Dã (MH/NS). 
 Derivatives: see O OL¨Dã§D�. 
  
See CHD L/N: 80 and Puhvel HED 5: 111f. for attestations. Both dictionaries cite 
two stems, namely OXOL� and OXOL¨D�. See Tischler HEG L-M: 72f., however, who 
convincingly argues that the forms that seemingly show a stem OXOL¨D� (e.g. acc.sg. 
OXOL¨DQ and the PN âXSSLOXOLDPD�) are secondary formations. Note that whenever 
the �X� is written plene, it is done with the sign Ú, and never with U. This points 
to a phonological interpretation /lgli-/.  
 There are no known cognates (apart form OXOL¨Dã§D� q.v.), and Tischler (l.c.) 
argues that we are dealing with an “ einheimisches”  word on the basis of the fact 
that a place name âX�SL�OX�OL�D is attested in the Old Assyrian texts already. This 
seems like false reasoning to me as some names are known from these texts built 
up from words that have a good PIE etymology (e.g. âX�St�D§�ãX = âXSSLD§ãX�,�
see §DããX�). Nevertheless, I agree that O OL� hardly can be of IE origin.  
 
O OLªDã©D��(c.) ‘marsh, marshland’ : gen.sg. OX�OL�¨D�Dã�§D�Dã; broken OX�~�OL[-¨D�Dã�
§D���]. 
  
See CHD L/N: 82 for attestations. It is likely that O OL¨Dã§D� in some way is 
derived from O OL� ‘pond, lake’  (q.v.) but the exact formation is unclear. The 
suffix �ã§D� normally is deverbal, which could indicate that we have to assume 
the existence of a verb *O OL¨H�D�Ñ Æ . See at O OL� for further treatment.  
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O UL� (c. > n.) ‘loss of honour, disgrace, humiliation; financial loss; shortage(?)’  
(Sum. I.BÍ.ZA): nom.sg.c. OX�~�UL�Lã (OH/NS), OX�~�UL�Hã (OH/NS), OX�X�UL�Lã 
(MH/NS), acc.sg. OX�X�UL�LQ (OS), nom.-acc.sg.n. OX�X�UL (MS), dat.-loc.sg. OX�X�UL 
(NH), abl. OX�UL�¨D�D] (MH/MS), nom.pl.c. OX�X�UL�H�Hã (OS), acc.pl. OX�X�UL�Xã 
(OS). 
 Derivatives: O ULªDWDU (n.) ‘disgrace, humiliation’  (nom.-acc.sg. [O]X�X�UL�¨D�WDU 
(NH)), O ULLD©©� Õ  (IIb) ‘to humiliate, to disgrace’  (3sg.pret.act. OX�UL�¨D�D§�WD 
(NH), 2sg.imp.act. OX�X�UL�¨D�D§ (NH), 3pl.imp.act. OX�UL�¨D�D§�§D�DQ�GX 
(OH/NS), impf. OX�X�UL�¨D�D§�§L�Hã�NH�D� (NH)). 
  PIE *OpK È X�UL�V, *OpK È X�UL�P, *OK È X�UpL�V ? 
  
See CHD L-M: 86f. for attestations. About the semantics it states: “ the unifying 
idea seems to be ‘loss’ , whether of possessions, honour or station” . The word 
shows many plene spellings of the �X�,� for which predominantly the sign U is 
used. Twice, we find the sign Ú, however. Either these two instances are scribal 
errors, or we are dealing with traces of an original ablaut between OX�X�UL� = /lóri-/ 
and OX�~�UL� = /lgri-/ (see § 1.3.9.4.f and below). The oldest attestations show 
commune gender, whereas the one neuter form is attested in a NH text only.  
 According to Puhvel (HED 5: 123), O UL� is to be analysed as a deverbal noun in 
�UL�,�just as HGUL� ‘food’ , HãUL� ‘shape’  etc. that are derived from HG�Ñ Æ  � DG� ‘to eat’  
and Hã�Ñ Æ  � Dã� ‘to be’  respectively. If this is correct, we may think of a connection 
with the verbal root *OHK È �,�which shows a X�present in e.g. Goth. OHZMDQ ‘to 
betray’ , Lith. OLiXWLV ‘to stop’ , Ukr. OLYêW\ ‘to omit, to neglect’ . Perhaps OX�~�UL� = 
/lgri-/ reflects *OHK È X�UL�,�whereas OX�X�UL� = /lóri-/ reflects *OK È X�UL�.  
 
�OOXW�(1sg.imp.act.-ending): see �OOX  
 É Ê�Ë Ì3Í

OXWW L���OXWWL� (n. > c.) ‘window’  (Sum. GIŠAB, Akk. $378): nom.-acc.sg.n. OX�
XW�WD�L (KUB 30.29 obv. 17 (MH/MS?)), OX�XG�GD�D�L (OH/NS), gen.sg. OX�XW�WL�
¨D�Dã (OH/MS), dat.-loc.sg. OX�XW�WL�¨D (OH/MS), abl. OX�XW�WL�¨D�D] (OH/MS), OX�
XW�WL�¨D�]D (NH), OX�WL�¨D�D] (NH), OX�XW�WL�DQ�]D (OH/NS), OX�XW�WD�DQ�]D 
(OH/NS), erg.sg. OX�XW�WD�DQ�]D (OH/MS), nom.-acc.pl.n. OX�XW�WD�L (OH/MS), 
nom.pl.c. GIŠABMEŠ�Xã (NH), acc.pl.c. OX�XW�WD�D�Xã (OH/MS), dat.-loc.pl. OX�XW�WL�
¨D�Dã (OH/MS), OX�XW�WL�Dã (OH/NS). 
 Derivatives: see NDWWDOX]]L�. 
 IE cognates: Gr. Arc. - ‘seeing’ , Gr.  ‘to see’ . 
  PIE *OXW� L, *OXW�L� 
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See CHD L/N: 88f. for attestations. It states that this word is neuter in its singular 
forms, but commune in its plural forms, but this is strange a distribution, of 
course. In the singular, I indeed know of neuter forms only, which coincides with 
the use of the erg.sg. OXWWDQ]D (*OXWWDL�DQW�) when the word functions as the 
subject of a transitive verb. In the plural we indeed find a few commune forms, of 
which especially acc.pl. OXWW Xã is remarkable: KUB 17.10 i (5) GIŠOX�XW�WD�D�Xã 
NDP�PD�UD�D�Dã ,m�%$7 ‘Mist seized the windows’  (OH/MS). A parallel sentence 
is found on the same tablet, namely ibid. iv (21) GIŠOX�XW�WD�L NDP�PD�UD�Dã WDU�
QD�L, which CHD translates as ‘Mist let go of the window’ . In my view, it would 
be better to assume a plural form here as well, so nom.-acc.pl.n. OXWWDL. This could 
indicate that in the original, OH version of this text, the form OXWW L ‘window(s)’  
was used in the first context as well, which was replaced by a less ambiguous 
commune form OXWW Xã in the MH copy. So, instead of a distribution neuter 
singular vs. commune plural, I would rather assume that OXWW L originally was 
neuter, and that commune forms (which are coincidentally found in plural forms 
only, cf. the absence of nom. or acc. singular forms in NH texts) make their way 
into the paradigm from MH times onwards.  
 This word has throughout the years received several etymological explanations. 
Sturtevant (1933: 84, 157) reconstructed *OXN�WR� (repeated by Puhvel HED 5: 
127) from *OXN� ‘to shine’  (cf. OXNN� Ó Ó Ô  ‘to dawn’ ), but a cluster *-NW� does not yield 
Hitt. �WW� (cf. Melchert 1994a: 156). Eichner (1973a: 80) reconstructs *OX+�Wy� 
from *OHX+� ‘to cut’  (Skt. OXQaWL), which seems widely followed. I do not see, 
however, how a preform *OX+�WR� would yield a Hitt. diphthong-stem (Melchert’ s 
assumption of a ‘collective’  *OX+�W� L (1984a: 59f.) does not make sense to me).  
 If we compare OXWW L to e.g. §DãW L ‘bone’  < *K Ï HVWK È �RL�,�§XUW L ‘curse’  < *K Ò XUW�
RL�,�OHO§XQW L ‘vessel for pouring’  < *OH�OK Ò X�QW�RL�,�ãDNXWW L ‘a body part, thigh?’  
< *VRN Ö W�+��RL�(?), we would expect that OXWW L is derived from a root *OXWW�. Such 
a root is cited in LIV2, namely *OHXW� ‘to see’  (Arc. Gr. - ‘seeing’ , Gr. 

 ‘to see’  < *OHXW�¨H�R�). Formally as well as semantically a connection with 
this root would make perfect sense. I therefore reconstruct *OXW� L, *OXW�L�. In the 
oblique cases, the �W� regularly should have been assibilated due to the following 
�L�,� but the un-assibilated variant from the nom.-acc. was generalized. See at 
NDWWDOX]]L� ‘threshold’  for my idea that here we do find the assibilated variant of 
OXWWDL� � OXWWL�.  
 Note that the CLuw. form GIŠOX�X�GD�DQ�]D, which often is regarded as denoting 
‘window’  (e.g. Melchert 1993b: 130), is found in such a broken context that its 
meaning cannot be determined. The designation ‘window’  is given to it because 
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of a formal similarity with the Hittite word only, which is methodologically false, 
of course.  
 
OXÓDUHããD�� (n.?) a topographic feature: dat.-loc.sg. OX�ÑD�UH�Hã�ãL, 
Luw.gen.adj.nom.sg.c. OX�X�ÑD�UH�Hã�ãD�Dã�ãL�Lã, OX�ÑD�UL�Lã�ãD�Dã�ãL�Lã; unclear 
OX�X�ÑD�UH�Hã�ãL�¨D�DQ. 
  
See CHD L/N: 73 and Puhvel HED 5: 127f. for attestations. The word denotes a 
topographical feature, the exact meaning of which is unclear. Puhvel assumes that 
it means ‘level ground, flatland’ , but does so on the basis of etymological 
considerations only (an unprovable connection with Gr.  ‘even, level, 
smooth’ ). Because of the use of the Luwian gen.adj., it is likely that this word is 
Luwian.  
 É Ê�Ë Ì3Í

OXÓ ããDU : see (GIŠ)O ããDU � O ãQ�  
 
OX]]L��(n.) ‘forced service, public duty, corvée’ : nom.-acc.sg. OX�X]�]L (OS), dat.-
loc.sg. OX�X]�]L�¨D (NH), OX�X]�]L (NH), abl. OX�]L�¨D�]D (MH/NS), OX�X]�]L�¨D�]D 
(NH), OX�X]�]L�¨D�D] (NH), instr. OX�X]�]L�LW (OH/NS, MH/MS). 
  PIE *OK È �XWL� 
  
See CHD L/N: 90-1 for attestations and semantics. Although a connection with 
Gr.  ‘release; and Lat. VR�O WL� Q ‘looseness, payment’  (suggested by R. 
Kellogg 1925: 46), which impies *OX+�WL�,� is generally accepted (e.g. Puhvel 
HED 5: 131, Tischler HEG L-M: 83-4), a suffix �WL� is further unknown in Hittite. 
I therefore rather follow Neu (1974b: 261) in analysing this word as O�X]]L�,� a 
derivative in �X]]L� (cf. e.g. LãSDQGX]]L�,�WX]]L� etc.) from O � Æ ���O� ‘to release’ . This 
would mean that the word originally meant ‘(work) which releases one from 
one’ s obligation’  (cf. Melchert 1984a: 166) and reflects *OK È �XWL�. See at O � Æ  � O� 
for further etymology.  
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 �P�D�(enclitic clause conjunctive particle) ‘and, but’ . 
 Anat. cognates: Pal.  PD ‘but(?)’ ; Lyd.  P��� (encl. part.) ‘?’ ; Lyc. PH 
(sentence initial part.) 
  PIE * K È R and * PR 
  
This enclitic conjunction, which has a slight adversative meaning, displays two 
allomorphs in the oldest texts: when the particle is attached to a word ending in a 
consonant, it turns up as  D that does not geminate the preceding consonant 
(unlike  D ‘and’  that is an allomorph of  �¨�D (q.v.)); when the particle is 
attached to a word ending in a vowel or to a logogram, it turns up as  PD. This 
distribution, & D vs. 9 PD, is absolute in OS texts: e.g. D�DS�SD PD vs. D�DS�
SD�Q D (note that the latter is different from D�DS�SD�DQ�Q D = SSDQ +  �¨�D). In 
MS texts, this distribution is getting blurred: the allomorph  PD is spreading in 
disfavour of  D and is now found after words ending in consonants as well. In my 
corpus of MH/MS texts, the new combination & PD is attested 71 times (41%), 
whereas the original combination & D is attested 103 times (59%). It must be 
remarked, however, that the high number of & D is especially due to the (already 
then) petrified combinations NLQXQ D (23x), ]LJ D (21x) and others (XJ D, 
DPPXJ D). Without these, the distribution would have been somewhat like 60% 
& PD vs. 40% & D . In NH texts, & D is only found in the petrified combination 
NLQXQ D (which in these texts therefore is better read as one word: NLQXQD, cf. 
attestations like NL�QX�QD PD PX (KBo 18.29 rev. 20 (NH)) and NL�QX�
QD PD ÑD (KBo 18.19 rev. 28 (NH))) and an occasional ]LJ D or XJ D, whereas 
 PD by that time is the only allomorph that is still alive.  
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 In the case of  PD, it is clear that it loses its �D before a following vowel, e.g. 
WD�L P X�Xã ]D = WDL +  �P�D +  Xã +� ] (KBo 20.32 ii 9). This is the reason 
for me to cite e.g. DQ�GD�PD�DQ as DQ�GD P D�DQ = DQGD +  �P�D +  DQ, or NH�
H�PD�Dã�WD as NH�H P D�Dã�WD = N  +  �P�D +  DãWD. In the case of the 
allomorph  D, this loss of �D must have taken place as well. This means that there 
is no formal way of telling whether e.g. WD�PD�L�ãD�DQ is to be analysed as WDPDLã 
+  DQ or as WDPDLã +  �P�D +  DQ, or, even worse, whether SiU�WD�~�QL�WX�Xã is 
to be analysed as SDUWDXQLW +  Xã or as SDUWDXQLW +  �P�D +  Xã. This 
‘invisibility’  of  D when followed by another particle that starts in a vowel 
probably was the major cause for the its replacement by the allomorph  PD from 
MH times onwards.  
 In the case of  �¨�D, I have argued that the two allomorphs (& D vs. 9 ¨D) 
probable are different outcomes of a particle + K Ï H in different phonetic 
surroundings. In the case of  �P�D, however, this is unlikely to be the case: I 
would not know how to explain an allomorphy & D vs. 9 PD through 
phonological processes. It therefore might be better to assume that both 
allomorphs have its own etymological origin. The allomorph  D (which is non-
geminating) can hardly reflect anything else than * K È R. We can imagine that 
when this particle was attached to a word ending in a vowel, it was lost at a very 
early stage. This may have been the reason that * K È R was replaced by another 
particle,  PD (which must reflect * PR), in these postvocalic positions first. This 
is the situation we encounter in OS texts. When * K È R was lost in post-
consonantal position as well (during the OH period), it was replaced by  PD in 
this position as well.  
 It is quite likely that  D < * K È R belongs with the demonstrative DãL � XQL � LQL 
(q.v.), just as e.g.  NNL �  NND belongs with N � � N � � NL� and  NNX ultimately 
belongs with NXL� � NXÑD�. The particle  PD seems to have cognates in other 
Anatolian languages as well (especially Lyc. PH (sentence initial particle) shows 
that we have to reconstruct *� �PR), and likely belongs with the pronominal stem 
*PR� that is visible in e.g. PDãLÑDQW� (q.v.). Note that the connection between  D 
and  PD resembles e.g. the connection between Hitt. P §§DQ and CLuw. §§D.  
 
 PD�: see  PL� �  PD� �  PH�  
 
PD�× Õ  (Ia2?) ‘to disappear’  (?): 3sg.imp.act. PD�GX (OH/MS); impf. PD�Dã�NH�D� 
(MS). 
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See CHD L/N: 99 for attestations. Unfortunately, the verb is attested twice only, 
which makes it hard to determine what it means exactly. Nevertheless, CHD’ s 
proposal ‘to disappear’  is attractive. On the basis of 3sg.imp.act. PDGX we must 
conclude that the verb must have been PL-inflected. It then would belong to class 
Ia2 (D���ablauting PL-verbs). This means that if this verb is from IE origin, it 
must reflect *PHK Ò � or *PHK Ï �. I know of no cognates, however.  
 
P ©©DQ (postpos., conj.) ‘like (postpos.); as, just as (conj.); how (in indirect 
statement or question); when, as soon as’  (Sum. GIM-DQ): PD�D�D§�§D�DQ (OS), 
PD�D§�§D�DQ (MS). 
  PIE *PyQ K Ò HQW ? 
  
This word is spelled both with and without plene �D�. The spelling PD�D�D§�§D�DQ 
is very common, and found from OS onwards, whereas the spelling PD�D§�§D�DQ 
is first attested in OH/MS texts. Semantically, P §§DQ is in virtually all respects 
synonymous to P Q (q.v.). It therefore has been claimed that P Q must be the 
contracted form of P §§DQ. Since both words are found from OS texts already 
and are used next to each other, this is quite unlikely.  
 Within Hittite, we must compare P §§DQ with P §§DQGD (subord. conj.) ‘just 
as’  (q.v.), which is also spelled P Q§DQWD (OS), and even once P Q §DQGD (MS) 
(with word space). These forms make it likely that we are dealing with petrified 
compounds of the element P Q and the noun §DQW� ‘face’  (q.v.). It is then possible 
that P §§DQ is an old endingless locative or an adverbially used nom.-acc.sg., in 
which the original *§DQW lost its final �W (cf. e.g. part.nom.-acc.sg. NXQDQ < 
*J Ö Ç QHQW) whereas P §§DQGD is a variant with an original nom.-acc.pl. *§DQGD < 
*K Ò HQWHK Ò . As I have argued under its own lemma, P Q is derived from the 
pronominal stem *PR� that is also visible in OIr. PD, P  ‘when’  and TochA PlQW 
‘how?’ , TochB PDQW (conj.) ‘so’ .  
 Sometimes it is claimed that CLuw. §§D ‘when, as (temporal and 
comparative)’  and Lyc. NH are cognate, but these more likely reflect *K È RP + 
* K Ï H (for the latter element compare at  �¨�D).  
 
P ©©DQGD (subord. conj.) ‘just as’ : PD�D�D§�§D�DQ�GD (OS), PD�D�DQ�§D�DQ�GD 
(OS), PD�D�DQ §D�DQ�GD (MS), [P]D�D�D§�§D�DQ�WD (OH/MS). 
  
See at P §§DQ for a treatment.  
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É Ê�Ë Ì3Í
P ©OD��(c.) ‘branch of a grapevine’ : nom.sg. PD�D�D§�OD�Dã (OS), PD�D§�OD�

Dã (MH/NS), acc.sg. PD�D§�OD�DQ (OH/NS), dat.-loc. PD�D�D§�OL (OH/MS), PD�
D§�OL (OH/NS), acc.pl. PD�D§�OX�Xã (OH/NS). 
 Anat. cognates: Lyd.   :     .   

 (Hes.). 
  PIE *Pp�yK Ò OR� ? 
  
See CHD L/N: 112f. for attestations and semantics. Often, this word is connected 
with Gr. , Lat. P OXP ‘apple(tree)’  (cf. references in Tischler HEG L-M: 
89f.) but this is semantically uncompelling.  
 Within P §OD�,� the cluster �§O� is remarkable and of importance for the 
etymological interpretation, because it is not fully clear whether this can reflect 
PIE *9K Ò O9 or not. Normally, we see that *K Ò  disappears word-internally in front 
of another consonant (e.g. O SS�Ñ Æ  ‘to glow’  < *OHK Ò S�,�ã J L� ‘sign’  < *VHK Ò J� L�,�
ã NO L� ‘custom’  < *VHK Ò N�O L�,�Ñ N� Æ  ‘to bite’  < *ÑRK Ò Ø�Ù�), except for *V (e.g. SD§ã� Æ  
‘to protect’  < *SRK Ò V�,� DQWX§ã� ‘human being’  < *K È Q�G Ç XK Ò �V�). It is possible, 
however, that *K Ò  does not disappear in front of resonants either, compare ]D§UDL� 
‘knocker(?)’  < *WLHK Ò URL� (?) and PD§UDL� � PX§UDL� (a body part) < *P�H�K Ò URL� 
(?) (note that Kimball’ s only example (1999: 400) of a development *-K Ò 5� > 
�55� is false: see at ÑDQQXP�P�L¨D�). If this is correct, then this would mean that, 
at least formally, P §OD� could be of IE origin and reflect *PHK Ò OR� or *PRK Ò OR�. 
Nevertheless, since no convincing IE cognates are known and since no other 
convincing examples of the development *-K Ò O� > Hitt. �§O� can be found, this 
reconstruction and this supposed phonetic development remain speculative.  
 ÚÛ�Ú

PD©UDL�� ��PX©UDL� (c.) a body parts of animals: nom.sg. or pl. PX�X§�UD�Lã 
(OH/NS), acc.sg. PD�D§�UD�HQ (OS), PX�X§�UD�LQ (MH/NS), PX�X�X§�UD[-LQ], 
[PX�X]§�UD�D�LQ (NS), PX�X§�§D�UD�LQ (NH), PX�X§�UD�DQ, gen.sg. or pl. PX�X§�
UL�Dã (OH/MS), loc.sg.(?) PX�X§�UD�L (MS?), acc.pl. PX�X§�UD�D�Xã (OS), PX�X§�
UD�Xã (NS), PX�X§�§D�UD�Xã (NS). 
 IE cognates: ?Gr.  ‘thigh(bone)’ . 
  PIE *PpK Ò U�RL�,�*PK Ò U�L� (?) 
  
See CHD L-N: 317 for attestations. This word is predominantly attested in lists of 
meaty body parts of sacrificed animals (cattle, sheep, lambs and mice), but it is 
unclear which body part this word denotes exactly. It is mostly spelled PX�X§�UD�
L� or PX�X§�§D�UD�L� = /moHrai-/. In one text, KBo 17.30 ii 2 (OS), we find the 
form UZUPD�D§�UD�HQ that denotes an object made of flesh that is eaten. Because 
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of the close formal and semantic similarity it is usually regarded as identical to 
PX§�§D�UDL�. Puhvel HED 6: 174f. also adduces the form PD�§X�UD�L[Q] (ABoT 
35 ii 9) to this lemma, but because on the one hand it is not accompanied with the 
determinative UZU, and because, on the other, the context in which it occurs does 
not indicate that it must denotes a body part, I follow CHD (L-N: 318) in 
separating this form from PD§UDL� � PX§UDL�.  
 The word clearly is a diphthong-stem, on which see Weitenberg (1979). If the 
form PD§UDHQ really belongs with PX§UDL�,� the alternation PD§UDL� � PX§UDL� is 
difficult to explain from an Indo-European point of view. Nevertheless, 
Weitenberg (1979: 303) proposes to assume that the alternation is due to ablaut: 
full grade *PH�R+U� yielded PD§U�,� whereas zero grade *P+U� developed an 
anaptyctic vowel which was X-coloured because of the preceding P (for colouring 
of anaptyctic vowels compare e.g. WDNNH�Lã]L = /ták}stsi/ < *WpNV�WL besides 
SD§§Dã]L = /páHstsi/ < *SpK Ò V�WL). Furthermore, he hesitatingly connects it with 
Gr.  ‘thigh(bone)’ . If Weitenberg’ s interpretation is justified, we have to 
reconstruct a paradigm *PpK Ò U� L�V, *PK Ò U�L�RV. If this etymology is correct, it 
would show retention of internal *K Ò  in front of resonant, which is possibly also 
visible in (GIŠ)P §OD� ‘apple’  and GIŠ]D§UDL� ‘knocker(?)’  (for the falseness of 
Kimball’ s only example (1999: 400) of a development *-K Ü 5� > �55�,� see at 
ÑDQQXP�P�L¨D�).  
 
PDL� Õ � ��PL� (IIa4 > Ic1; IIIf) ‘to grow (up); to thrive, to prosper; (midd.) to be 
born’ : 3sg.pres.act. PD�D�L (OH/MS), 3pl.pres.act. PD�D�L�DQ�]L (OH or MH/NS), 
1sg.pret.act. PL�¨D�§X�XQ (NH), 3sg.imp.act. PD�D�~ (OS), 2pl.imp.act. PD�Lã�WH�
HQ (MH/MS); 3sg pres.midd. PL�¨D�UL (OH or MH/NS), PL�L�¨D�D�UL (NH), 
3sg.pret.midd. PL�¨D�WL (OS), 3sg.imp.midd. PL�L�¨D�UX (OH/NS); part. PL�¨D�D�
DQ�W� (MH/MS), PL�¨D�DQ�W� (OH/NS), PL�L�¨D�DQ�W�; impf. PD�Lã�NH�D� (OH or 
MH/MS), PL�¨D�Dã�NH�D� (NH). 
 Derivatives: PL ãã�× Õ  (Ib2) ‘to grow; to be born’  (3sg.pres.act. PL�L�H�Hã�]L 
(MH/MS?), PL�Hã�ãD[-DQ�]L] (NH), 3sg.pret.act. PL�H�Hã�WD (NH), [PL"�]H�Hã�WD 
(MS), 3sg.imp.act. PL�H�Hã�GX (NS), 3pl.imp.act. PL�H�Hã�ãD�½DQ�¾GX (NH); 
1sg.pret.midd. PL�Hã�§D�WL (MH/MS); impf. PL�L�H�Hã�NH�D� (NH)), PLª WDU� ��
PLªDQQ� (n.) ‘growth, increase, proliferation, abundance’  (nom.-acc.sg. PL�¨D�WDU 
(OS), PL�¨D�D�WDU (MH/MS), PL�¨D�WD (OH/NS), PL�L�¨D�WD (NH), gen.sg. PL�¨D�DQ�
QD�Dã (NH), PH�¨D�DQ�QD�Dã (NS)), PLªDQWLOD� (adj.) ‘fruitful’  (loc.sg. PL�¨D�DQ�WL�
OL), PLªDQX�× Õ  (Ib2) ‘to make (branches) fruit-bearing’  (3sg.pres.act. PL�¨D�QX�]L 
(NH), 3pl.pres.act. PL�¨D[-QX�DQ�]L] (NH)), see (LÚ)PD¨DQW� and LÚPD¨DQDQQL�. 
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 Anat. cognates: CLuw. PDã© ©LW� (n.) ‘growth, prosperity’  (nom.-acc.sg. PD�
Dã�§D�D�§L�ãD, PD�Dã�§D�§L�ãD); HLuw. PDVKDQL� ‘to make grow’  (3sg.pres.act. 
PD�VD�KD�QL�L�WL (SULTANHAN §23)); Lyc. ?PLxW�L�� ‘assembly (of adult men)’  
(nom.sg. PLxWL, dat.sg. PLxWL, PxWL, gen.adj.nom.sg.c. PLxWHKL, gen.adj.nom.-
acc.pl.n. PLxWDKD, PLxWD, gen.adj.dat.-loc.pl. PLxWH). 
 IE cognates: OIr. PiU, PyU, MWe. PDZU ‘big’ , Goth. PDLV, OHG P UR ‘more’ . 
  PIE *PK Ü �yL�HL � *PK Ü �L�pQWL 
  
See CHD L-N: 113f. for attestations and semantics. In its oldest forms, the verb 
clearly inflects according to the G L�WL¨DQ]L�type (3sg.pres.act. P L, 3sg.imp.act. 
P X, 2pl.imp.act. PDLãWHQ, part. PL¨DQW�). In NH times, we find a few forms 
showing a stem PL¨H�D�Ý Þ , which is trivial for G L�WL¨DQ]L-inflecting verbs. Despite 
the fact that all other G L�WL¨DQ]L�verbs have good IE etymologies, the 
etymological interpretation of PDL� Þ  � PL� has always been unclear.  
 Oettinger (1979a: 471) connected PDL� Þ  � PL� with P X� ‘soft’  and reconstructs a 
verbal root *PHLK ß à á � ‘to ripen’ . Semantically, this is unattractive because neither 
Hitt. P X� ‘soft, gentle’  nor its cognate Lat. P WLV ‘soft’  has any connotation 
‘ripened’ . Melchert (1984a: 46) adduces a formal argument: if we would apply 
Oettinger’ s reconstruction to the derivative LÚPD¨DQW� ‘adult’  (q.v.), we would 
have to assume a pre-form *PRLK ß à á �HQW�,�but this would probably have yielded 
Hitt. **P DQW�.  
 As I have argued extensively in Kloekhorst fthc.a, the bulk of the G L�WL¨DQ]L-
verbs reflect a structure *&&�RL� � *&&�L� (i.e. the zero-grade of a verbal root 
extended by an ablauting suffix �RL���L�). In the case of PDL� Þ  � PL�,�this means that 
we should analyse it as reflecting either *+P�RL� or *P+�RL�,�derived from a root 
*+HP� or *PH+�,� respectively. Only one of the several formal possibilities is 
semantically likely as well, namely a comparison with OIr. PiU, PyU ‘big’  ~ 
MWe. PDZU ‘big’  < PCl. P URV (cf. Schrijver 1995: 196), which belongs with 
Goth. PDLV, OHG P UR ‘more’  < PGerm. *P �LVD�,�both reflecting a root *PHK Ü � 
‘big, much’ . If we apply this root-structure to PDL� � PL�,� we arrive at a 
reconstruction *PK Ü �yL�HL, *PK Ü �L�pQWL, which would regularly yield Hitt. P L, 
PL¨DQ]L.  
 For a detailed account of (LÚ)PD¨DQW� ‘adult’  < *PK Ü �HL�HQW�,�see its own lemma. 
The Luwian forms PDã§ §LW� and PDVKDQL� derive from a basic noun *PDVKD� (cf. 
Starke 1990: 167f.), which may reflect *PHK Ü �VK Ü R� or even *PK Ü VK Ü R�.  
 â ã�ä�å

PDªDQW� (c.) ‘young, adult man, (adj.) adult, powerful’  (Sum. LÚGURUŠ): 
nom.sg. PD�¨D�DQ�]D (OH/MS), acc.sg. PD�¨D�DQ�WD�DQ (OH or MH/NS), gen.sg.? 
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PD�¨D�DQ�WD�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. PD�¨D�DQ�WL, acc.pl. PD�¨D�DQ�GX�Xã, gen./dat.-loc.pl. 
LÚGURUŠ�Dã. 
 Derivatives: PDªDQWD©©� Õ  (IIb) ‘to rejuvenate, to install youthfull vigor’  
(3pl.pres.act. LÚGURUŠ�D§�§D�DQ�]L (NS), 3pl.pret.act. PD�¨D�DQ�GD�D§�§H�HU 
(OH/NS), 2sg.imp.act. PD�¨D�DQ�WD�D§ (OH/NS); impf. PD�¨D�DQ�WD�D§�§L�Hã�
NH�D�), 

â ã�ä�å
PDªDQWDWDU� �� PDªDQGDQQ� (n.) ‘young adulthood, youth, youthful 

vigor’  (nom.-acc.sg. PD�¨D�DQ�GD�WDU (OH/NS, MH/MS), PD�¨D�DQ�WD�WDU, PD�¨D�
WD�WDU (1x, OH/NS), dat.-loc.sg. [PD?�¨]D�DQ�GD�DQ�QL (OS)), PDªDQWLOL (adv.) ‘?’  
(PD�¨D�DQ�WL�OL), PDªDQW ãã�æ ç  (Ib2) ‘to become a young man, to become young 
again’  (3sg.pres.act. LÚGURUŠ�DQ�WH�Hã�]L (NH), 3pl.pret.act. PD�¨D�WH�Hã�ãH�HU 
(NH), 2sg.imp.act. PD�¨D�DQ�WH�Hã (OH/MS)), 

ã�ä
PDªDQDQQD� (c.) ‘young man(?)’  

(dat.-loc.sg. PD�¨D�QD�DQ�QL). 
 Anat. cognates: Pal. 

ã�ä
PDªDQW� (c.) ‘grown-up man’  (nom.sg. PD�¨D�DQ�]D). 

  PIE *PK Ü �HL�HQW� 
  
See CHD L-N: 116f. for attestations. This word and its derivatives clearly belong 
with the verb PDL� Þ  � PL� ‘to grow’ . Because a sequence �D¨D� cannot reflect 
*-RLR�,�which should regularly contract to � � (cf. e.g. §DWU PL < K Ü HWUR�¨R�PL), it 
has often been claimed that (LÚ)PD¨DQW� can only be explained by either assuming 
a root *PHL+� (thus Oettinger 1979a: 471: *PRLK ß à á �pQW�) or a root *PH+L� (thus 
Melchert 1984a: 46: PRK ß L�HQW�) in which the laryngeal prevented the *-¨� from 
dropping. I do not agree with this, however. In my view, the relationship between 
(LÚ)PD¨DQW� and PDL� Þ  � PL� must be compared to the relationship between 
LÚSDWWH¨DQW� ‘fugitive’  and the verb SDWWDL� Þ  � SDWWL� ‘to flee’  (q.v.), which reflect 
*SWK ß �HL�HQW� and *SWK ß �RL� � *SWK ß �L� respectively. With the reconstruction of PDL� Þ  
� PL� (q.v.) as *PK Ü �RL� � *PK Ü �L�,�we should consequently reconstruct PD¨DQW� as 
*PK Ü �HL�pQW�. Although in *SWK ß �HL�HQW� > PAnat. */pteiant-/ > Hitt. /pteant-/, 
realized as [pte

è
ant-], spelled SiW�WH��¨D��DQ�W�, the sequence �H�¨�D� is phonetically 

regular, I believe that *PK Ü HL�HQW� should first have given PAnat. */maiant-/, 
ZKLFK�UHJXODUO\�GHYHORSHG�LQWR�+LWW���P QW-/, spelled **PD�D�DQ�W�. In my view, 
it is trivial, however, that �L� was analogically restored on the basis of the verb 
(thus also Kimball 1999: 367).  
 
PDLãW� (c.) ‘glow’ : nom.sg. PD�Lã�]D�Dã WL�Lã (OH/MS), dat.-loc.sg. PD�Lã�WL 
(MH/MS). 
  PIE *PRLV�W� ? 
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See Kimball (1994b: 14-17) for a treatment of this word. It only occurs in the 
following contexts:  

 
KUB 57.60 ii  
(11) QX WX�ÑD�DG�GX QH�St�ãD�Dã dUTU�X�L  
(12) PD�Lã�]D�Dã WL�Lã NX�H�HO PL�Lã�UL�ÑD�DQ�]D  
(13) §D�DS�SiU�QX�ÑD�Dã�§L�Lã NX�H�HO OD�OX�XN�NL�X�DQ�WH�Hã  
 
‘Have mercy, o Sun-god, whose P. is PLãULÑDQW�,�whose beams are radiant’   
 
KBo 32.14 ii  
(43) Q D�DQ ãX�XS�St�Lã�GX�ÑD�UL�LW  
(44) GD�Lã Q D�DQ JXO�Dã�WD QX�X ã�ãL�H ã�WD PD�Lã�WL  
(45) DQ�GD OD�D�OX�XN�NL�Lã�QX�XW  
 
‘He provides it with ornaments, ciseled it and made it beam in P.’ .  
 

Kimball assumes that the word denotes ‘sun-disc’ , but Rieken (1999a: 137f.) 
more convincingly translates ‘Glanz, Leuchten’ . Both Kimball and Rieken 
connect PDLãW� with Hitt. PLãULÑDQW� ‘shining(??)’ , which is usually connected 
with Skt. PL�� ‘to blink, to open the eyes’ . This does not seem very convincing 
semantically (‘to blink’  does not have anything to do with ‘glowing’ : see also at 
PLãULÑDQW� for doubts). Nevertheless, if PDLãW� is of IE origin, it can only reflect 
*PRLV�W�.  
 â é3ê ë�å

PDLãWD� (c.) ‘fiber, flock or strand of wool’ (?): acc.sg. PD�Lã�WD�DQ. 
 IE cognates: Skt. PH�i� ‘ram, male sheep’ , Lith. PD4ãDV ‘bag, sack’ , Latv. PjLVV 
‘bag’ , Russ. PH[ ‘skin, fur’ , ON PHLVV ‘wicker carrying basket’ . 
  PIE *PRLV�WR� ?? 
  
See Kimball (1994b: 14-17) for separating this word from the noun PDLãW� ‘glow’  
(q.v.). The noun (SÍG)PDLãWD� only occurs in the expression SÍGPD�Lã�WD�DQ PD�ãL�
ÑD�DQ�WD�DQ, lit. ‘as much as a (woolen) PDLãWD�’ . On the basis of the contexts 
where this expression is used, we can conclude that it must be metaphorical for 
‘something useless’  (cf. CHD L-N: 119). CHD therefore translates PDLãWD� as 
‘fiber, flock or strand of wool’ . Kimball (l.c.) suggests a connection with PIE 
*PRLVR� ‘sheep, skin of sheep’  (Skt. PH�i� ‘ram, male sheep’ , Lith. PD4ãDV ‘bag, 
sack’ , etc.), and therefore proposes that PDLãWD� may mean something like a bale 
of wool, or a fleece.  
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 So although the precise meaning of PDLãWD� is not totally clear, we know that it 
must refer to something of wool (because of the SÍG-determinative), and 
therefore Kimball’ s etymology may be attractive.  
 
PDNN ãã�æ ç  (Ib2) ‘to become numerous’ : 3sg.pres.act. PD�DN�NH�Hã�]L (MH/MS), 
PD�DN�NH�H�Hã�]L (MH/NS), 3sg.pret.act. PD�DN�NH�H�Hã�WD (OH/MS), PD�DN�NH�
Hã�WD (OH/MS), PD�DN�NL�Lã�WD (OH/NS), PD�DN�NHã�WD (NS), 3pl.pret.act. PD�DN�
NL�Lã�ãH�HU (NS), 3pl.imp.act. PD�DN�NH�Hã�ãD�DQ�GX (post-OH/NS); part. PD�DN�
NHã�ãD�DQ�W� (NH), PD�DN�NL�Lã�ãD�DQ�W� (NH); impf. PD�DN�NL�Lã�NH�D� (NS). 
 Derivatives: see PHNN�,�PHNNL� � PHNNDL�. 
  PIE *P�K Ü �HK ß VK ß � 
  
See CHD L-N: 120 for attestations and semantics. The verb clearly is a fientive in 
� ãã� derived from PHNN�,� PHNNL� � PHNNDL� ‘much, many’  (q.v.). Whilst PHNN� 
reflects the H-grade root *PH�K Ü �,� PDNN ãã�Ý Þ  must reflect zero grade *P�K Ü �. 
Although the sequence *P�K Ü � regularly would have yielded Hitt. /mk-/, 
phonetically realized as [ PN-], this was analogically changed to /m N-/ on the 
basis of the full grade PHNN�. See at PHNN�,�PHNNL� � PHNNDL� for further etymology 
of the root and at � ãã� for the history of the fientive suffix.  
 
PDNLWD��(gender unknown) ‘?’ : dat.-loc.pl. PD�NL�WD�Dã (OS). 
  
This word is hapax in the following context:  

 
KUB 31.143 ii  
(15) [QX�X ã�ãD�DQ ]8�LQ�]X QH�St�ãL H�Hã�[ãL] QX ]D NiQ 2�Lã 8�WD�Dã NL�Lã�[WX�QD�Dã]  
(16) [DN�NX�Xã�NH�ã]L QX�X N�NiQ 2�Lã 8�WD�Dã PD�NL�WD�Dã DN�NX�Xã�NH�H�ãL  
(ibid. 8-9 shows the same text)  
 
‘As an octad you remain seated in the sky. You will [drink] twice on the 8 

NLãWXQD� and you will drink twice on the 8 PDNLWD�’  (cf. CHD L-N: 121).  
 

The exact meaning of PDNLWD� cannot be determined. Tischler (HEG L/M: 97-8) 
suggests “ ein Trinkgefäß” , but CHD (l.c.) argues that drinking from a cup is 
always expressed by an acc. or instr. and never by a dat.-loc, so that an 
interpretation ‘drinking cup’  does not really fit.  
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ì P N�NL]�]L�ªD���(gender unknown) a building in which the king and queen wash 
and dress themselves: gen.sg. PD�D�DN�NL�L]�]L�¨D�Dã (OS), PD�DN�]L�Dã (OH?/NS), 
all.sg. PD�DN�]L�¨D (OS), abl. PD�D�DN�]L�¨D�D] (OS), PD�D]�NL�¨D�D]. 
  
See CHD L-N: 123 for attestations and semantics. Because of the different 
spellings (P NNL]]L�,�P N]L� and PD]NL�), the word is likely of foreign origin, just 
as many other words for buildings (e.g. É§LãW  / É§LãW , ÉN ãN ãWLSD�,�É§DOHQW�L�X� 
etc.). Appurtenance of the word PD�Dã�JD]�]L (KUB 51.33 i 14) that denotes a 
building, too, is uncertain (pace Popko 1986: 475). The IE etymology suggested 
by Puhvel HED 6: 19 (*PDNWL� ~ Lat. PDFWXV ‘magnified, glorified’ ) makes no 
sense.  
 
PDNODQW�� (adj.) ‘thin, slim (of animals)’ : acc.sg.c. PD�DN�OD�DQ�WD�DQ (OH or 
MH/NS), PD�DN�OD�DQ�GD�DQ, nom.pl.c. PD�DN�OD�DQ�WH�Hã (OH/NS, MS). 
 Derivatives: PDNO WDU���PDNODQQ� (n.) ‘emaciation’  (abl. PD�DN�OD�DQ�QD�D]). 
 IE cognates: PGerm. *PDJUi� ‘meagre, slim’  (ON PDJU, OHG PDJDU), Gr. 

 ‘long, tall’ , Lat. PDFHU ‘meager, lean’ , Gr. , Dor.  ‘length’  (< 
*PHK Ü ��RV). 
  PIE *P�H�K Ü ��OR�QW� 
  
See CHD L-N: 121-2 for attestations. Since Benveniste (1932: 140), this word is 
generally connected with PGerm. *PDJUi� ‘meagre, slim’ , Gr.  ‘long, tall’  
and Lat. PDFHU ‘meager, lean’  < *PK Ü ��Uy� (full-grade visible in Gr. , Dor. 

 ‘length’  < *PHK Ü ��RV). This means that Hitt. PDNODQW� must reflect a 
formation *PK Ü ��OR�QW� or *PHK Ü ��OR�QW�.  
 
PDNQX�æ ç  (Ib2) ‘to make abundant, to increase, to multiply’ : 1sg.pret.act. PD�DN�
QX�QX�XQ (OH/NS), 3sg.pret.act. PD�DN�QX�XW (KBo 32.14 iii 15, 31 (NS)); impf. 
PD�DN�QX�Xã�NH�D� (OH/NS), PD�D�DN�QX�Xã�NH�D� (NH?). 
  PIE *P�K Ü �QHX� 
  
See CHD L-N: 122 and Puhvel HED 6: 123 for attestations. The verb is 
predominantly spelled PD�DN�QX�,�but we find a spelling PD�D�DN�QX� once (KUB 
41.20 obv. 6). As this latter spelling is found in a very late NH text only, it may 
not have much value.  
 The verb clearly is derived from PHNN�,�PHNNL� � PHNNDL� ‘many, much’  (q.v.), 
showing a zero-grade PDNN� vs. the H�grade of PHNNL� (cf. also PDNN ãã�Ý Þ ). This 
means that we have to reconstruct *P�K Ü �QHX�. Although the sequence *P�K Ü � 
regularly would have yielded Hitt. /mk-/, phonetically realized as [ PN-], this was 
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analogically changed to /m N-/ on the basis of the full grade PHNN�. See at PHNN�,�
PHNNL� � PHNNDL� for further etymology.  
 
PDNNXªD��(gender unknown) ‘churn’ : acc.sg. PD�DN�NX�¨D�DQ, dat.-loc.pl. PD�DN�
NX�¨D�Dã. 
  PIE *P�R�N í �¨R� ?? 
  
See CHD L-N: 122-3 for attestations and semantics. Note that the form that I 
interpret as dat.-loc.pl. (KUB 39.35 iv (4) QX LÚSAGI.[A ... ] (5) ãL�SD�DQ�WL PD�
DN�NX�¨D�Dã ãD�DQ NX�Lã DQ�GD [ ... ] ‘The cup-bearer libates [ ... ], who [ ... ] in 
the churns’ ), is marked ‘unclear’  by CHD.  
 Puhvel (HED 6: 20) states that PDNNX¨D� phonetically has to interpreted as 
[makw¨a-], which he connects with Skt. PDF� ‘to pound, to grind’ . If this 
connection is correct, we might have to reconstruct *PRN í �¨R�.  
 ì P N]L�ªD��: see ÉP N�NL]�]L�¨D��  
 
P O�(n.) ‘mental power(?)’ : nom.-acc.sg. PD�D�DO (MH/NS), PD�DO (NS). 
 Derivatives: P ODQW� (adj.) ‘having P O�’  (acc.sg.c. PD�D�OD�DQ�WD�DQ, nom.-
acc.sg.n. PD�D�OD�DQ). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. P O� ‘thought, idea’  (dat.-loc.sg. PD�D�OL�L), PDO�D�L� ‘to 
think, to suppose’  (1sg.pres.act. PD!�OL�ÑL î , 2sg.pres.act. PD�OL�ãL, part. PD�OD�D�L½�
LP¾�PL�LQ). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘to be an object of care and thought, to care for’ . 
  PIE *PyO� 
  
See CHD L-N: 124 and 128 for attestations and context. It is not easy to 
determine the exact meaning of this word. CHD describes P O as “ a quality 
desirable for men in combat, such as boldness, ferocity, skill” . According to 
Rieken (1999a: 49-51), the word denotes “ Verstand, Geist, Geistesstärke” , which 
she deduces on the basis of the context 

 
KUB 33.87+ i  
(35)                                                       PD�DO ÑD ]D WH�SX ¨D  
(36) Ò�8/ [ãD�D]N�NL UR.SAG�WDU PD�D ã�ãL 10�SD St�¨D�DQ  
 
‘He knows not for himself even a little PDO, but courage has been given to him 

tenfold’  (transl. CHD).  
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According to Rieken, PDO is used here as an opposite to UR.SAG�WDU ‘(physical) 
courage’ , and therefore must denote ‘mental power’ . She then connects this word 
with CLuw. P O� ‘thought, idea’  and PDO�D�L� ‘to think, to suppose’ . As an IE 
cognate, she adduces Gr.  ‘to be destined, to be about to’ , but this is 
semantically unattractive. A better cognate would be Gr.  ‘to be an object of 
care and thought, to care for’  (cf. also Puhvel (HED 6: 21)), which would point to 
a PIE root *PHO�.  
 
PDOO�: see PDOOD� ï  � PDOO�  
 
P�OD� ç ���P�O� (IIa1 ), P�ODH�æ ç  (Ic2) ‘to approve, to approve of’ : 2sg.pres.act. PD�
OD�D�ãL (NH), PD�D�OD�D�ãL (NH), PD�OD�ãL (NH), 3sg.pres.act. PD�O[D]-D�L (NH), 
PD�D�OD�L (NH), 3pl.pres.act. PD�D�OD�DQ�]L (NH), 3sg.pret.act. PD�OD�D�Lã (NS), 
PD�OD�D�LW (NS), 3pl.imp.act.? [P]D�D�OD�DQ�G[X]; part. PD�OD�D�DQ�W� (often, NH), 
PD�D�OD�DQ�W� (2x, NH), PD�OD�DQ�W�; inf.I PD� �OD�ÑD�DQ�]L (NH); impf. PD�OL�Hã�
NH�D� (NH). 
 Derivatives: ����PDOLªDã©D� (c.) ‘approval’  (nom.sg.? [PD�O]L�¨D�Dã�§D�Dã, abl. 
���PD�OL�¨D�Dã�§D�D]). 
  
See CHD L-N: 126-7 for attestations. This verb is attested in NS and NH texts 
only and shows forms that inflect according to the WDUQ�D��class (3sg.pret.act. 
P ODL, PDO L, 3sg.pret.act. PDO Lã) as well as forms that inflect according to the 
§DWUDH�class (PDO ãL, P O ãL, PDO LW). Since both inflections are highly productive 
in NH times, it cannot be decided if one of them is more original, or if they both 
replaced another inflection, of which no specific forms are found anymore. This 
unclear situation, together with the lack of a convincing IE cognate, makes 
etymologizing difficult.  
 
PDOOD� ç � ��PDOO� (IIa1  > Ic1, ) ‘to mill, to grind’ : 3sg.pres.act. P[D�DO�O]D�D�L 
(OH/MS), PD�DO�OD�L (NH), PD�DO�OL�H]�]L (MH/NS), PD�DO�OL�¨D�D]�]L (NH), PD�
DO�OL (OH or MH/NS), 3pl.pres.act. PD�DO�OD�DQ�]L (OH/MS or NS), PD�OD�DQ�]L 
(NH), PD�DO�OD�½DQ�¾]L (VSNF 12.111 obv. 12, KUB 17.35 i 4), 3sg.pret.act. PD�
DO�OL�H�HW (NH), 3pl.imp.act. PD�DO�OD�DQ�GX (MH/NS); part. PD�DO�OD�DQ�W�; inf.I? 
PD�DO�OX�ÑD�DQ�]L; verb.subst. PD�DO�OX�ÑD�DU; impf. PD�DO�OL�Lã�NH�D� (NH). 
 Derivatives: see P PDO�O��. 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. PDO�©�X� ‘to break’  (3sg.pret.act. PD�D�OD�§X�X�WD, part. 
PD�DO�ÑD�DP�PL�Lã, PD�DO�ÑD�D�DP�PL�Lã), PDPPDO�©�X� ‘to crush, to break’  
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(3sg.pres.act. PD�DP�PD�OX�ÑD�L, [PD�DP]-PD�DO�ÑD�¨ D, 1pl.pres.act. PD�DP�
PD�DO�§X�XQ�QL). 
 IE cognates: Skt. P��aWL ‘to crush’ , Lat. PRO  ‘to mill’ , Goth. PDODQ ‘to mill’ , 
Lith. PiOWL ‘to mill’ , etc. 
  PIE *PyOK ð �HL, *POK ð pQWL 
  
See CHD L-N: 125-6 for attestations. Note that “ 3sg.pres.act.”  PD�DO�OD�]L (VAT 
7502 = VSNF 12.111 obv. 12) probably is to be read as 3pl.pres.act. PD�DO�OD�
½DQ�¾]L and that 1sg.pret.act. PD�DO�OD!�QX�XQ (HT 35 obv. 7) actually is written 
PD�DO�NX�QX�XQ, of which an emendation to PD�DO�OD!�QX�XQ is not obligatory (cf. 
Puhvel HED 6: 30 for another interpretation). This means that there are no forms 
left that show a stem PDOOD�ñ ï . The oldest texts (MS) show forms that inflect 
according to the WDUQ�D��class (PDOO L, PDOODQ]L). In younger texts, we find a few 
forms that inflect according to the productive �¨H�D�class (PDOOLH]]L, PDOOL¨D]]L, 
PDOOLHW). Note that in CHD, a stem PDOOL� is cited as well, probably on the basis of 
3sg.pres.act. PD�DO�LI�IZ�]L. This form has to be read as PD�DO�OL�H]�]L /maLietsi/, 
however, and belongs with the stem PDOOL¨H�D�. Only the form PDOOL, which is 
attested only once in a NS text, shows a stem PDOO�. Although in my view it is 
quite obvious that the original inflection must have been PDOOD� ï  � PDOO�,�there has 
been some debate about the interpretation of the form PDOOL. According to 
Tischler (HEG L/M: 102, following e.g. Melchert 1984a: 16f.) the form PDOOL 
must be more original as it is a general fact that ‘athematic’  §L-verbs are being 
replaced by ‘thematic’  ones, like OS P OGL vs. NH PDOWDL ‘recites’  and OS O §XL 
vs. NH O §XÑ L ‘pours’ . Although in principle this is true (the WDUQ�D��class 
becomes highly productive), these secondary ‘thematic’  forms are found in NS 
texts only. This scenario then does not fit the attestation P[DOO] L which is found 
in a OH/MS text already, whereas PDOOL is attested only once in a NS texts. I 
therefore conclude that the original paradigm of this verb was PDOODL � PDOODQ]L, a 
perfect example of the WDUQ�D��class.  
 Since Friedrich (1922: 159), the etymological connection between Hitt. PDOOD� ï  � 
PDOO� and the other IE verbs for ‘to mill’  (Lat. PRO  ‘to mill’ , Goth. PDODQ ‘to 
mill’ , Lith. PDO� ‘to mill’ , etc.) has been generally accepted. These verbs are 
generally reconstructed *PHOK ð � (a laryngeal is necessary for Skt. P��aWL < *PO�
Qp�+�WL and Lith. PiOWL where the acute points to *PRO+�; on the basis of CLuw. 
PDO�§�X�,�the laryngeal can be determined as *K ð ). This means that for Hittite we 
must reconstruct a paradigm *PROK ð �HL � *POK ð �HQWL, which regularly yielded pre-
Hitt. *PROODL, *PO+DQ]L. At this stage, the stem *PROO� is introduced into the 
plural, in order to avoid the alternation �OO� vs. �O§�: *PROODL, PROODQ]L. At this 
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point, the 3sg.pres.-ending *-DL does not match the ‘normal’  3sg.pres.-ending of 
the §L-class, which is *-  < *-HL. In my view, this is the reason why the ending �DL 
in this verb is not replaced by �L as in the other §L-verbs, but was retained as such 
and ultimately merged with the ending �DL of the WDUQ�D��class inflection (*°&R+�
HL > *°&D"  >> *°&D"L > °&DL), yielding attested PDOO L, on the basis of which the 
whole verb was taken over into the WDUQ�D��class (see at §DUUD� ï  � §DUU� ‘to grind’ , 
LãNDOOD� ï  � LãNDOO� ‘to split’ , LãSDUUD� ï  � LãSDUU� ‘to trample’ , SDGGD� ï  � SDGG� ‘to dig’  
and ãDUWD� ï  � ãDUW� ‘to wipe, to rub’  for similar scenarios).  
 The CLuw. forms show a stem PDO�§�X�,�PDPPDO�§�X� (the �§� is retained when 
�X� is vocalic, but lost when �X� is consonantal, cf. Melchert 1988b: 215-6). It 
probably reflects a X�present and goes back to *P�H�OK ð �X�.  
 
PDODH�æ ç : see P�OD� ï  � P�O�  
 
PDOHNN�X��æ ç � (Ia5?) verb expressing a negative consequence of illness: 
1sg.pret.act. PD�OH�HN�NX�XQ (OH/MS). 
 IE cognates: ?Gr.  ‘to disable, to mislead, to damage’ . 
  PIE *POHN ò � ? 
  
The verb is hapax, and its only attested form is spelled PD�LI-IG�NX�XQ. Since the 
signs LI and IG can be read OL and OH and LN and HN respectively, this form can in 
principle be read PD�OL�LN�NX�XQ as well as PD�OH�HN�NX�XQ (and even PD�OL�HN�NX�
XQ, but this is unlikely). Since we are dealing with a PL-inflecting verb and since 
PL-inflecting verbs in principle show *H-grade in this form, I read the form as PD�
OH�HN�NX�XQ. It is attested in the following context:  

 
KUB 30.10 rev.  
(3)                                  ... QX PX NX�Lã DINGIR x$ L�QD�DQ SD�Lã QX PX JH�HQ�]X  

(4) [GD�D�~ ... L�Q]D�QL Sp�UD�DQ WD�UH�H§�§X�XQ PD�OH�HN�N �XQ QX ]D QDP�PD Ò�8/  

  WDU�X§�PL  
 
‘May my god, who has given me the illness, [have] pity on me. [ ... ]because of 

the [ill]ness I have become tired and P.-ed. I cannot succeed any longer’ .  
 

It is likely that, just as WDUH§§XQ ‘have become tired’ , PDOHNNXQ, too, denotes 
some negative consequence of the illness.  
 If PDOHNNXQ is of IE origin, there are two possible reconstructions: *POH ó� ô� and 
*POHN ò � (cf. HNXQ /"égwon/ ‘I drank’  from HNX�ñ ï  � DNX�). I only know of one other 
IE word that reflects one of these roots, namely Gr.  ‘to disable, to 
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mislead, to damage’ , which could reflect *P�N ò �¨H�R�. Usually, this word is 
connected with Skt. PDUF� ‘to damage, to hurt, to destroy’  and reconstructed as 
*PHON ò �,�but if for some reason Skt. PDUF� cannot reflect *PHON ò � (e.g. because of 
a possible tie-in with Hitt. PDUNL¨H�D�ñ ï  ‘to disapprove of’  (q.v.)), it is possible that 
the Greek verb goes back to a root *POHN ò �,�since all its attested forms reflect the 
zero-grade root *P�N ò �. Semantically, we then would have to assume that in 
Hittite, PDOHNNX� has a passive meaning ‘to have become damaged’  when used 
intransitively, vs. the transitive meaning ‘to damage’  of Gr. . But this is 
all highly speculative of course.  
 
PDOOLªH�D�æ ç : see PDOOD� ï  � PDOO�  
 
PDOLNN�X��æ ç : see PDOHNN�X��ñ ï   
 
PDOLãNX�,� PLOLãNX� (adj.) ‘weak; light, unimportant’ : nom.sg.c. PL�OL�Lã�NX�Xã 
(NH), nom.-acc.sg.n. PD�OL�Lã�NX (OH/MS), abl. PD�OL�Lã�NX�ÑD�D] (OH/NS), 
nom.pl.c. PD�OL�Lã�NX�H�Hã (NS). 
 Derivatives: PDOHãNX ãã�æ ç  (Ib2) ‘to become weak’  (3sg.pres.act. PD�OH�Hã�NX�
Hã�]L (NH)), PDOLãNXQX�æ ç  (Ib2) ‘to make weak’  (2pl.pres.act. PD�OL�Lã�NX�QX�XW�WD�
QL (MH/MS), PD�OL�Lã�NX�QX�XW�WpQ (NH)). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘weak, soft’ , Gr.  ‘weak, soft’ , Skt. PO WD� ‘weak, 
soft’ , ModHG PXOVFK ‘weak’ . 
  PIE *POK ð �VN�X� ? 
  
See CHD L-N: 130 for attestations and semantics. The alternation between 
PDOLãNX� and PLOLãNX� points to an initial cluster /ml-/. Furthermore, the spelling 
PDOHãNXHã]L may point to an interpretation /ml}sku-/, containing the phoneme /}/ 
that is spelled H�L. An etymological connection to Gr.  ‘weak, soft’  has 
been suggested by Pisani (1953: 309), but details are unclear. Because of Gr. 

 ‘weak, soft’ , Skt. PO WD� ‘weak, soft’  etc., the root must be *POHK ð �. This 
root can only be connected to Hitt. /ml}sku-/ if we reconstruct *POK ð �V.�. The 
development of *&O+V& > Hitt. &O}V& is then comparable to *&U+V& > Hitt. 
&U}V& (e.g. SDULSULãNH�D� < *SUL�SUK õ �V�H�R�). It is unclear to me what kind of 
suffix �ãNX� is: within Hittite it is unparalleled. In the Germanic languages, we 
find some traces of a �VNR�suffix (Goth. XQ�WLOD�PDOVNV ‘rash, impetuous’  and 
ModHG PXOVFK ‘weak’ ), but this leaves Hitt. �X� unexplained.  
 
PDOLWW�: see PLOLWW� � PDOOLW�  
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P ON� ö ���PDON� (IIa2 > Ic1) ‘to spin’ ; SSD�SDU]D�a ‘to unravel’ : 3sg.pres.act. PD�
OD�DN�]L (OH/NS), PD�DO�NL�L�H]�]L (KUB 58.82 ii 7 (NS)), PD�DO�NL�H]�]L (NS), 
3pl.pres.act. PD�DO�NL�¨D�DQ�]L (OH/NS), 1sg.pret.act. PD�DO�NL!?�QX�XQ (HT 35 
rev. 7 (NS)), 3sg.pret.act. PD�DO�NL�¨D�DW (MH?/NS); verb.subst. PD�D�DO�NX�X�
ÑD[-DU] (NH), PD�DO�NL�¨D�ÑD�DU (NH). 
 Derivatives: PDONHããDU (n.) ‘spun wool (?)’  (nom.-acc.sg. [P]D�DO�NH�Hã�ãDU 
(OH?/NS)). 
 IE cognates: TochAB PlON� ‘to put together’ . 
  PIE *PyO.�HL���*PO.�pQWL 
  
See CHD L-N: 131-2 for attestations and semantics. Usually this verb is 
interpreted as showing a stem PDON�ñ ï  besides PDONL¨H�D�ñ ï . Yet the one attestation 
with plene �D�, PD�D�DO�NX�X�ÑD[�DU], is remarkable: none of the PL-conjugated 
verbs of the structure &D5&�ñ ï  (class I4a) ever shows plene spelling (except in the 
verb Uã�ñ ï � ��DUã� ‘to flow’ , but here the spelling D�DU�Dã� is used to indicate the 
full-grade stem /"arS-/, cf. its lemma) and it is therefore difficult to link the 
spelling PD�D�DO�N� to this class. We therefore may have to assume that this verb 
was §L�conjugated originally and showed a stem P ON� ï ���PDON�. The taking over 
into the PL-conjugation (PD�OD�DN�]L) as well as the �¨H�D�class (PDONL¨H�D�ñ ï ) can 
then be regarded as trivial NH developments.  
 Of the several etymological proposals (for which see Tischler HED M: 108-9), 
the best one is by Kronasser (1957: 121), who connects P ON�� �� PDON� with 
TochAB PlON� ‘to put together’ . Because both languages do not give any insight 
to the nature of the velar consonant, we can only reconstruct *PRO.� � *PO.�.  
 
P OG� ö � �� PDOG�� (IIa2 > IIa1 ) ‘to recite, to make a vow’  (Akk. .$5 %8): 
1sg.pres.act. PD�DO�GD�D§�§L (NH), PD�DO�WD�D§�§L (NS), 3sg.pres.act. PD�D�DO�GL 
(OS: 5x), PD�D�DO�WL (OS: 1x), PD�DO�GL (OS: 3x), PD�DO�WL (OS: 2x), PD�DO�WH 
(OH/NS, 1x) PD�DO�WD�L (NH), PD�DO�GD�L (NH), 1sg.pret.act. PD�D�DO�WD§�§X�XQ 
(OS), PD�DO�GD�D§�§X�XQ (OH/NS), 3sg.pret.act. PD�DO�WD�Dã (NH), 2sg.imp.act. 
PD�DO�GL (NH); part. PD�DO�WD�DQ�W� (MH/MS); verb.noun PD�DO�GX�ÑD�DU (MS?); 
inf.I PD�DO�WX�X�DQ�]L (NH); impf. PD�DO�]D�NH�D� (NS), PD�DO�]D�Dã�NH�D�. 
 Derivatives: PDPPDOW� (IIa2?) ‘to recite’  (impf.part. PD�DP�PD�DO�]L�ND�DQ�W� 
(OH/NS)), PDOWHããDU� ��PDOWHãQ� (n.) ‘recitation, vow, votive offer, ritual’  (Akk. 
,.5,%8; nom.-acc.sg. PD�DO�WH�Hã�ãDU (NH), PD�DO�GH�Hã�DU (MH/NS), gen.sg. 
PD�DO�WH�Hã�QD�Dã (NH), abl. PD�DO�WH�Hã�QD�D] (NH)), nom.-acc.pl. PD� O�[WH�
Hã]-ã U (NS), gen.pl. PD�DO�WH�Hã�QD�Dã, dat.-loc.pl. PD�DO�WH�Hã�QD�Dã (OS)), 
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PDOWHã�ãD�QDOD� (c.) ‘recipient of PDOWHããDU’  (acc.sg. PD�DO�WH�Hã�QD�OD�DQ, PD�DO�
WH�Hã�ãD�QD�OD�DQ), PHOWHããDU���PHOWHãQ� (n.) ‘votive offering’  (nom.-acc.sg. PL�HO�
WH�Hã�ãDU (NH), abl. PL�HO�WH�Hã�QD�D] (NH)), PDOWDOOL� (adj.) ‘obliged to make a 
PDOWHããDU(?)’  (nom.sg.c. PD�DO�WD�DO�OLã (NH), acc.sg.c. PD�DO�WD�DO�OL�LQ (NH), 
dat.-loc.sg. PD�DO�WD�DO�OL (NH)). 
 IE cognates: Arm. PDOWµHP ‘to pray’ , OSax. PHOGRQ ‘to tell’ , Lith. PDOGj 
‘prayer’ , PHOGåL� ‘to pray’ , OCS PROLWL ‘to ask, to pray’ . 
  PIE *PyOG ÷ �HL � *POG ÷ �pQWL 
  
See CHD L-N: 132ff. for attestations. The verb shows a stem P OG� in the strong 
forms and PDOG� in the weak forms, going back to R-grade vs. zero-grade. The 
verb clearly inflects according to class IIa2 (P OGL). Only in NH texts we find 
sporadically forms that inflect according to the WDUQ�D��class (PDOWDL, PDOGDL and 
possibly 3sg.pret. PDOGDã). It is hard to determine whether the one attestation 
3sg.pres.act. PD�DO�WH (IBoT 2.44, 5 (OH/NS)) shows a mixing up of the signs TE 
and TI (a phenomenon not unknown from NS texts, cf. Melchert 1984a: 137), or 
really shows the archaic 3sg.pres.act.-ending �H, which is attested only 
sporadically (see e.g. ÑDUã� ï  : 3sg.pres.act. ÑD�DU�Dã�ãH (OS)).  
 The etymology of this verb has been known since Hrozný (1919: 441), i.e. 
*PHOG ÷ � (e.g. Arm. PDOWµHP ‘to pray’ , OSax. PHOGRQ ‘to tell’ , Lith. PHOGåL� ‘to 
pray’ ).  
 Note that if the noun PHOWHããDU is a real form (it is attested only twice in NH 
texts), it shows an H-grade stem *PHOG ÷ �,�which contrasts with the R-grade in the 
strong-stem forms (P OGL < *PyOG ÷ �HL) and the zero-grade in the weak-stem forms 
(PDOWDQW� < *POG ÷ �HQW�).  
 

��PDPDQQD��‘to look at’ : 2pl.imp.act. � PD�PD�DQ�QD�WpQ. 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. PDPPDQQD� ‘to look at > to regard with favour’  
(3sg.pret.act. PD�DP�PD[-DQ�QD�DW�WD], 2sg.imp.act. PD�DP�PD�DQ�QD, 
3sg.imp.act. PD�DP�PD�DQ�QD�DG�GX, PD�D�DP�PD�DQ�QD�DG�GX, Hitt.2pl.imp.act. 
PD�DP�PD�DQ�QD�WpQ). 
  
See CHD L-N: 138 for discussion. This verb, used in a Hittite context and with a 
Hittite verbal ending, is likely to be regarded as Luwian, as can be seen by the use 
of the gloss wedges. The CLuw. counterpart is PDPPDQQD�,�which is derived 
from CLuw. PDQ � ‘to see’  (see at PDQ �). Cf. Melchert (1988b: 218f.) for a 
detailed treatment.  
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PDQ,� PDQ (particle of optative, irrealis and potentialis) 
 Derivatives: see PDQND. 
  PIE *-PQ ? 
  
This particle is usually written with a short D: PD�DQ or PD�Q . From MS texts 
onwards, we occasionally find spellings with plene spelling: PD�D�DQ and PD�D�
Q . Note that the one OS form with plene spelling cited in CHD (L-N: 139), PD�
D�Q[H (KBo 6.2 ii 54), should be read PD�D�DP[-PD�DQ] = P Q PDQ.  
 The particle stands in sentence-initial position, either as a loose word that can 
bear sentence initial-particles (e.g. PD�DQ, PD�DQ ÑD�D Q�QD�Dã, PD�Q D�
DQ NiQ) or as an enclitic that is attached to the first word of the sentence, 
occupying the slot between  �¨�D �  �P�D on the one side and  ÑD�U� on the other 
(e.g. D�ãL PD�DQ ÑD, DQ�]D�D�Dã PD�DQ ÑD, D�St�¨D LD PD�DQ ÑD PX, ND�D�
Dã�WL�W D PD�DQ). When used attached to the conjunction P Q ‘if’ , it can show 
an assimilated form (e.g. PD�D�DP�PD�DQ, PD�DP�PD�DQ, but also PD�D�DQ PD�
DQ).  
 The particle denotes the optative (wish of the speaker), irrealis (‘would (have)’ ) 
and potentialis (‘could (have)’ ). According to CHD L-N: 143, the negative of 
PDQ in the function of ‘wish of the speaker’  is expressed by OH PDQ, whereas the 
negative in the function of ‘wish of the subject (which is not the speaker)’  is 
expressed by Q PDQ, Q ÑDQ (q.v.).  
 The etymology of this particle is unclear. Formally, it seems to go back to *PÊ. 
Within Hittite, it might have some connection with P Q ‘if’  (q.v.). As an outer-
Anatolian comparandum, one occasionally mentions the Greek modal particle , 
but this is usually connected with the question particles Lat. DQ and Goth. DQ.  
 
P Q� (conj. and postpos.) ‘(postpos.) like; (conj.) just as, as; how; if, whether; 
when, whenever, while’  (Sum. GIM�DQ, BE�DQ): PD�D�DQ (OS, often), PD�D�Q  
(OS, often), PD�DQ, PD�Q . 
 Anat. cognates: Pal. P Q (conjunction) ‘when’  (PD�D�DQ WL, PD�D�Q D�Dã); 
CLuw. P Q ‘if, whenever; whether ... or’  (PD�D�DQ, PD�D�Q , PD�DQ, PD�D�
DP SD); HLuw. PDQ�����PDQ ‘whether .. or’ ; Lyc. P  ‘as; so, likewise’ . 
  PAnat. *PyQ ? 
  
See CHD L-N: 143 for semantics. The word is usually spelled with plene �D� (PD�
D�DQ, PD�D�Q ), and can as such be distinguished from the modal particle PDQ 
(q.v.). Occassionally, however, one finds spellings without plene �D� (PD�DQ, PD�
Q ).  
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 Semantically, the word is virtually identical to P §§DQ (q.v.), but the exact 
connection between the two is unclear. Both occur from OS texts onwards, so it is 
difficult to regard P Q as a contraction of P §§DQ. Moreover, the Anatolian 
cognates (especially Lyc. P ) seem to point to a preform *PyQ. Outer-Anatolian 
cognates may be OIr. PD, P  ‘when’ , TochA PlQW ‘how?’ , TochB PDQW (conj.) 
‘so’ . These forms seem to point to a pronominal stem *PR� that is visible in Hitt. 
 �P�D, P §§DQ and PDãL� as well.  
 
PDQ ��‘to see’ : broken: � PD�QD�D[-...] (KUB 31.76 rev. 21). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. PDQ � ‘to see’  (3sg.pres.act. PD�QD�D�WL, 1sg.pret.act. 
PD�QD�D�§D, 3sg.pret.act. PD�QD�D�WD, 3sg.imp.act. PD�QD�D�GX). 
  PIE *PQ�HK ð � 
  
In Hittite texts, this verb is attested only once (with gloss wedges), in a broken 
context. Nevertheless, it is likely to be equated with CLuw. PDQ � ‘to see’ . 
According to Melchert (1988b), this verb reflects *PQ�HK ð �,� a derivative of the 
root *PHQ� ‘to stay’ , but the semantic connection is not evident to me. See at 
PDPDQQD� for the reduplicated form of this verb.  
 
P Q©DQGD: see P §§DQGD  
 
PDQLªD©©� ö  (IIb) ‘to distribute; to entrust (with dat.); to hand over; to show; to 
govern’ : 1sg.pres.act. PD�D�QL�¨D�D§�PL (MH/NS), PD�QL�¨D�D§�PL (NH), 
2sg.pres.act. PD�QL�¨D�D§�WL (NH), 3sg.pres.act. PD�QL�¨D�D§�§L (OS), PD�D�QL�¨D�
D§�§L (OH/MS?), PD�QL�D§�§L (OH/NS), PD�QL�¨D�D§�]L (NH), 3pl.pres.act. PD�QL�
¨D�D§�§D�DQ�]L (OH?/NS), 1sg.pret.act. PD�QL�¨D�D§�§X�XQ (OH/MS?), 
2sg.pret.act. PD�QL�¨D�D§�WD (OH or MH/MS), 3sg.pret.act. PD�QL�¨D�D§�§L�Lã 
(OH/NS), PD�QL�D§�WD (OH/NS), 3pl.pret.act. PD�QL�¨D�D§�§H�HU (NH), 
2sg.imp.act. PD�QL�¨D�D§ (OH/NS), 3sg.imp.act. PD�QL�¨D�D§�GX, 2pl.imp.act. PD�
QL�D§�WpQ (OH/NS), PD�QL�¨D�D§�WpQ (NS); 3sg.pres.midd. PD�QL�¨D�D§�WD�UL 
(MH/MS), 1sg.pret.midd. PD�QL�¨D�D§�§D�D§�§[D�WL ø ]; part. PD�QL�¨D�D§�§D�DQ�W� 
(NH); verb.noun gen.sg PD�QL�¨D�D§�§X�X�ÑD�Dã; inf.I PD�QL�¨D�D§�§X�X�ÑD�DQ�]L; 
impf. PD�QL�¨D�D§�§L�Lã�NH�D�,� PD�QL�¨D�D§�§L�Hã�NH�D�,� PD�D�QL�¨D�D§�§L�Lã�NH�D� 
(1x, MH/NS). 
 Derivatives: PDQLªD©©D� (c.) ‘confidant’ ? (nom.sg. PD�QL�¨D�D§�§D�Dã), 
PDQLªD©©DL� (c.) ‘administrative district; government’  (nom.sg. PD�QL�¨D�D§�§D�Lã 
(MH/NS), [PD�Q]L�¨D�D§�§D�D�Lã (NS), acc.sg. PD�QL�¨D�D§�§D�HQ (OH/NS), PD�
QL�¨D�D§�§D�L�L[Q], PD�QL�D§�§D�LQ, gen.sg. PD�QL�¨[D�D§�]§D�¨D�Dã (OH/NS), PD�
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QL�¨D�D§�§L�¨D�Dã (MH/MS), dat.-loc.sg. PD�QL�¨D�D§�§L�¨D (MH/NS), acc.pl. PD�
QL�¨D�D§�§D�Xã (NH)), PDQLªD©©DH�ù ö  (Ic2) ‘to be in charge of, to administer, to 
govern’  (2pl.imp.act. PD�QL�¨D�D§�§D�LW�WpQ (OH/NS)), 

ú�û PDQLªD©©DWDOOD� (c.) 
‘administrator, deputy, governor’  (acc.sg. PD�QL��¨D��D§�§D�WDO�OD�DQ (OH/NS)), 
PDQLªD©©DWDU���PDQLªD©©DQQ� (n.) ‘administration’  (dat.-loc.sg. PD�QL�¨D�D§�§D�
DQ�QL), PDQLªD©©LªDWW� (c.) ‘allotment(?), consignment(>)’  (dat.-loc.sg. PD�D�QL�
¨D�D§�§L�¨D�DW�WL (NS)), PDQLªD©©HããDU (n.) ‘allotment(?), consignment(?)’  (nom.-
acc.sg. PD�QL�¨D�D§�§H�Hã�ãDU), PDQLªD©©LãNDWWDOOD� ‘administrator, deputy’  (= 
PDQL¨D§§DWDOOD�) (acc.sg. PD�QL�¨D�D§�§L�Lã�NDW�WDO�OD�DQ). 
 IE cognates: Lat. PDQXV ‘hand’ , OIc. PXQG, OE PXQG, OHG PXQW ‘hand’ , OIr. 
PXLQ ‘patronage, protection’ . 
  PIE *PQ�¨HK ð � 
  
See CHD L-N 163ff. for attestations. Although the bulk of the attestations is 
spelled PD�QL��¨D��D§�,�we occasionally find spellings with plene �D�: PD�D�QL�¨D�
D§�. Since these spellings are found in three texts only (KUB 13.3 (MH/NS), 
KUB 13.20 (MH/NS) and KBo 17.74 (OH/MS?: note however that Košak 
(2005b: 207) dates this text as “ ah.?” , but this can hardly be correct, cf. for 
instance the slanted DA’ s and IT’ s)), and since the spelling PD�QL�¨D�D§� is found 
in an OS text, I assume that PD�QL�¨D�D§� is the original spelling (cf. also 
Oettinger 1979a: 458143: “ [d]ie Pleneschreibung PD�D�° ist jh. Neuerung” ).  
 The verb PDQL¨D§§� looks like a fientive in �D§§� of a further unattested stem 
*PDQ�L¨D��. According to Oettinger (l.c.), we should compare PDQL¨D§§� with e.g. 
Lat. PDQXV ‘hand’ . He reconstructs *P Q�¨p�,� but assuming “ � �”  (i.e. �K ð �) is 
unnecessary: Schrijver (1991: 458) reconstructs Lat. PDQXV as PRQ�X�. I therefore 
reconstruct PDQL¨D§§� as *PQ�¨�HK ð �.  
 
PDQLQNX�ÓD�� (adj.) ‘near’ : nom.pl. PD�QL!�LQ�NX�H�Hã. 
 Derivatives: PDQ�Q�L�Q�NXÓD©©� ö  (IIb) ‘to draw near, to come/go near, to 
approach; to shorten’  (1sg.pres.act. PD�DQ�QL�LQ�NX�ÑD�D§�PL (NH), 3sg.pres.act. 
PD�DQ�QL�LQ�NX�ÑD�D§�§L (OH?/NS, MH/MS), PD�DQ�QL�NX�ÑD�D§�§L (NS), 
3pl.pres.act. PD�QL�LQ�NX�ÑD�D§�§D�DQ�]L (MH/NS), 2pl.pret.act. PD�QL�LQ�NX�ÑD�
D§�WpQ (NH); verb.noun PD�D�QL�HQ�NX�ÑD�D§�§X�ÑD�DU)), PD�DQ�QL�LQ�NX�ÑD�D§�
§L (adv. MH/NS) ‘nearby, in the vincinity’ , PDQ�Q�L�Q�NXÓ�Q (adv.) ‘near (of 
place), nearby; near (of time)’  (Akk. 4(58%; PD�DQ�QL�LQ�NX�DQ (OS), PD�DQ�QL�
NX�ÑD�DQ (OH?/NS), PD�DQ�QL�LQ�NX�ÑD�DQ (MH/NS), PD�QL�HQ�NX�ÑD�DQ, PD�D�
QL�LQ�NX�ÑD�DQ, PD�QL�LQ�NX�X�ÑD�D�DQ), PDQ�Q�L�Q�NXÓDQW� (adj.) ‘short, low; 
close’  (nom.sg.c. PD�QL�LQ�NX�ÑD�DQ�]D (NS), PD�QL�LQ�NX�ÑD�D�DQ�]D (NH), 
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acc.sg.c. PD�QL�LQ�NX�ÑD�DQ�GD�DQ (NH), [PD�QL�L]Q�NX�ÑD�DQ�WD�D] (MH?/NS), 
nom.pl.c. PD�QL�LQ�NX�ÑD�DQ�WH�Hã (NH), PD�DQ�QL�LQ�NX�ÑD�DQ�WH�Hã (NH), PD�D�
DQ�QL�LQ�NX�ÑD�DQ�WH�Hã (NH), acc.pl.c. PD�QL�NX�DQ�GX�Xã (OH/MS), PD�DQ�QL�
LQ�NX�ÑD�DQ�GX�Xã (NS), nom.-acc.pl.n. [P]D�QL�LQ�NX�ÑD�DQ�GD, PD�DQ�QL�LQ�NX�
ÑD�DQ�GD (MH/NS), gen.pl. PD�QL�LQ�NX�ÑD�DQ�WD�Dã (NH)), PDQLNXÓDQGD©©� ö  
(IIb) ‘to make short’  (2pl.imp.act. PD�QL�NX�DQ�GD�D§�WpQ (OH/MS)), 
PDQLQNXÓDQWDWDU (n.) ‘shortness’  (nom.-acc.sg. PD�QL�LQ�NX�ÑD�DQ�WD�WDU (NH)), 
PDQLQNXÓDQX�ù ö  (Ib2) ‘to bring near (?)’  (forms? PD�QL�LQ�NX�ÑD�QX�XW), 
PDQLQNX ãã�ù ö  (Ib2) ‘to be short’  (3pl.pres.act. PD�QL�LQ�NX�H�Hã�ãD�DQ�]L 
(OH?/NS)). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. PDQQDNXQD�L� (adj.) ‘short’  (abl.-instr. PD�DQ�QD�NX�QD�
D�WL, PD�DQ�QD�NX�QD�WL). 
  
See CHD L-N: 170ff. for attestations. The words show quite a few different 
spellings: PDQLQNXÑD�,� PDQQLQNXÑD�,� PDQLNXÑD�,� P QLQNXÑD�,� P QQLQNXÑD�,�
PDQHQNXÑD�,� P QHQNXÑD�,�which makes it difficult to etymologize. Duchesne-
Guillemin (1947: 82f.) assumed that the element �H�LQNXÑD� must be compared to 
Lat. SURS�LQTXXV, Skt. SUDW\�ixF� < *-HQN ò R�. One could then propose to connect 
the element P�Q�Q�� with P QL� ‘face’  (q.v.), but it still remains difficult to 
explain all the different spellings.  
 
PDQND�(adv.) ‘in some way, in any way’ : PD�DQ�JD, PD�DQ�ND ü  
  PIE *PQ��R ? 
  
See CHD L-N: 175f. for the view that PDQND means ‘in some way, in any way’ , 
and when negated ‘in no way’ . It is remarkable that often the word occurs 
together with PDQ, the particle of optative, potentialis and irrealis (q.v.), which is 
strengthened by the fact that PDQND is negated by Q PDQ. CHD states: “ if there is 
more than mere coincidence in the frequent association of PDQND with the particle 
PDQ and the negative QXPDQ, there might be a hint of the optative, potential or 
unreal ideas in its contexts” . This then goes for the etymology as well: PDQND is 
likely to consist of the particle PDQ followed by  NND as visible in e.g. NXLãNL � 
NXLãND. See at PDQ and  NNL �  NND for futher etymology.  
 
PDQW��(c.) something harming: nom.sg. PD�DQ�]D. 
 Anat. cognates: Lyd. P WOL�,� something negative; Lyc. P WH� ‘harm (or sim.)’  
(acc.sg. P W ). 
 IE cognates: Lat. PHQGXP ‘fault, error’ , OIr. PLQG ‘mark’ . 
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  PIE *PRQG� ? 
  
The word PDQ]D is a hapax in a lexical list (KBo 1.45 obv.! 10), of which the 
Sumerian and Akkadian translations are broken off. The word follows DOÑDQ]DWDU 
‘witch-craft’  and LããDOOL ‘spittle’ . The interpretation of PDQ]D as a nom.sg.c. of a 
stem PDQW� is indicated by the adj. PDQWDOOL� (adj.), which describes evil tongues 
(q.v.) and by SISKURPDQWDOOL�,� SISKURPDOWDOOL�,� a ritual against evil (words?). In 
Lycian and Lydian we also find forms that seem to go back to a form *P9Q7� and 
denote something negative. Rieken (1999a: 42-3) connects these words to Lat. 
PHQGXP ‘fault, error’  and OIr. PLQG ‘mark’  and reconstructs *PRQG�V. Note 
however, that we have to be careful as the exact meaning of all the Anatolian 
words are unknown.  
 
PDQWDOOL�� (adj.) ‘venomous(?), poisonous(?), rancorous(?)’ : acc.pl. PD�DQ�WD�DO�
OL�L�H�Hã (MH/MS), PD�DQ�GD�DO�OL�[L�H�Hã] (NS). 
 Anat. cognates: Lyd. P WOL�,�something negative. 
  
See CHD L-N: 176 for attestations. This adjective is only used to describe 
‘tongues’  and probably denotes a negative quality of these. The suffix �DOOL� 
seems to point to Luwian origin, which would be supported by the possibility that 
this adjective is to be equated with � SISKURPDQWDOOL�,�� SISKURPDOWDOOL�,� a ritual 
pertaining to rancor(ous words) (q.v.), which is of Luwian origin (cf. the gloss 
wedges). It is possible that these words are derivatives of a noun PDQW� that is 
attested as a hapax and probably denotes something harmful. See there for further 
etymological proposals.  
 

�� ý3þ ý3ÿ���� PDQWDOOL�,� �� ý3þ ý3ÿ���� PDOWDOOL�� (c./n.) a ritual pertaining to rancor(ous 
words): nom.sg.c. � PD�DQ�WDO�OL�Lã (NH), PD�DQ�WD�DO�OL�Lã (NH), Luw.acc.pl. 
PD�DQ�WDO�OL�¨D�DQ�]D (NH), acc.pl.n. PD�DQ�WD�DO�OL�¨D (NH), PD�DQ�WDO�OL�¨D 
(NH), PD�DO�WDO�OL�¨D (NH), PD�DQ�WDO�OL (NH). 
 Derivatives: 

� ý3þ ý3ÿ������PDQWDOODããDPPL� (adj.) ‘designated for PDQWDOOL-rituals’  
(nom.sg.c. PD�DQ�WDO�OD�Dã�ãD�DP�PL�Lã (NH)). 
  
See CHD L-N: 176 for attestations. The word is usually found as PDQWDOOL�,�but 
once an attestation SISKURPDOWDOOL is found. This form may have been the result of 
a crossing with PDOWDOOL� ‘obliged to make a PDOWHããDU’  and PDOWHããDU � PDOWHãQ� 
‘ritual, voting offering’  (for both, see P OG� ï  � PDOG�).  
 The PDQWDOOL�ritual is used against evil curses, and therefore it is possible that 
SISKURPDQWDOOL� is identical to the adj. PDQWDOOL� (q.v.) which describes evil 
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tongues in a similar ritual. The word probably is of Luwian origin because of the 
gloss wedges, the Luwian suffix �DOOL�,� and the Luwian inflected form 
PDQWDOOL¨DQ]D. Moreover, its derivative PDQWDOODããDPPL� is clearly a Luwian 
formation.  
 If the equation with the adj. PDQWDOOL� is correct, SISKURPDQWDOOL�,�too, is possibly 
derived from the noun PDQW� (q.v.) that denotes something evil. See there for 
further etymology.  
 
PDU�: see PHU�ñ ï  � PDU�  
 
PDUUD� or PDUUL��(gender unknown) ‘(sun)light’  (Akk. m(78): dat.-loc.sg. PDU�UL. 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘to glitter’ ,  ‘Sirius’ , Skt. PiU FL� ‘particle of 
light’ . 
  PIE ?*PHU+� 
  
See CHD L-N: 185. This word is a hapax in KBo 15.2 iv (7) [Q D�Dã NiQ] PDU�
UL IGI�DQ�GD Ò�8/ W[L�¨D�]L"], which is duplicated by KUB 17.31, (8) Q D�
Dã NiQ $�1$ m(�7, PH�QD�D§�§D�DQ�GD Ò�8[/ ... ] ‘he does not s[tep] towards 
the daylight’ . As no other forms are attested, we cannot determine whether the 
stem of the word is PDUUD� or PDUUL�.  
 According to Tischler (HEG L/M: 135f.), this word must be connected with Gr. 

 ‘to glitter’ ,  ‘Sirius’  and Skt. PiU FL� ‘particle of light’ , which 
point to a root *PHU+�. If PDUUL is derived from an L-stem PDUUL�,� the formal 
similarity between Skt. PiU � < *PH�RU+�LK ð � and Gr.  < *P�+�LK ð � is even 
closer.  
 How this word must be regarded in view of the Hittite adv. PDUU  ‘rashly’  (q.v.) 
is not fully clear.  
 � ��� �PDU© � a kind of stew: acc.sg. PDU�§D�DQ, PDU�§D�D�DQ, dat.-loc.sg. PDU�§L 
(MH?/MS), abl. PDU�§D�]D (Bo 4414, 10). 
  PIE *PUK ð
	 � �y�?? 
  
See CHD L-N: 182 for attestations. The precise meaning of the word is unclear, 
but the use of the determinative TU7 indicates that it is some stew or cooked food. 
Note that Puhvel (HED 6: 65) reads TU7 as UTÚL ‘jar’  and therefore interprets 
PDU§ � as a “ dish, bowl” .  
 Starke (1986: 161-2) connects PDU§ � with PDUUL¨H�D� � � �� � ï �  ‘to 
soften/melt/dissolve solid objects by heating them’ . Semantically, this is possible 
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if PDU§ � indeed denotes a stew. Formally, we then would have to assume that 
PDUUL¨H�D� shows a development *95+9 > 9559, whereas PDU§ � must reflect 
*PU+�y�. At this moment, this is quite speculative, though.  
 
PDU©DQXÓDPPD� (adj.) ‘brewed?’ : nom.-acc.sg.n.? [PD]U�§D�QX�ÑD�DP�PD�DQ. 
  
See CHD L-N: 182f.: this word is hapax in the following context:  

 
KUB 1.13 ii  
(26) §D�Dã�ãL�L PD NiQ MUN PDU[-UD�L�]DW�WD�UL  
(27) $�1$ DUG1$0�=,�7, ¨D BULÙG AL.GAZ  
(28) [PD]U�§D�QX�ÑD�DP�PD�DQ  
 
‘Salt is being dissolved on the hearth. Crushed malt is P. in the fermenting 

pot’ .  
 

CHD translates [PD]U§DQXÑDPPDQ as ‘brewed(?)’ , which would mean that it in 
some way could belong with (TU )PDU§ �,�a kind of stew (q.v.), and PDUUL¨H�D� � � �� � ï �  
‘to soften/melt/dissolve solid objects by heating them’  (q.v.). Formally, 
PDU§DQXÑDPPD� looks like a Luw. part. in �PPD�L� of a verb PDU§DQX�.  
 Note that in the older literature this form sometimes incorrectly is cited as [Ñ]D�
§D�QX�ÑD�DP�PD�DQ.  
 � ��þ ���P UL�W��� (c.) ‘spear(?)’ : acc.sg. PD�D�UL�LQ (OS), PD�UL�LQ (OH/NS), gen.sg. 
PD�D�UL�¨D�Dã (NS), dat.-loc.sg. PD�D�UL (NS), abl. PD�D�UL�WD�D[]] (MH?/NS), 
instr.(?) PD�D�UD�L�LW (OS), nom.pl. PD�UL�Xã (NH), acc.pl. PD�D�UL�Xã (OS). 
 Derivatives: 

� þ ����� P UL� ‘bread in the form of a stick’  (nom.pl. PD�D�UL�H�Hã 
(OS), PD�UL�H�Hã, (MS?), PD�UL�L�H�Hã, PD�UL�L�Lã (MS?), PD�UL�Lã, PD�UL�Xã). 
  
See CHD L-N: 183f. for attestations. Puhvel (HED 6: 67) and Tischler (HEG 
L/M: 133) adduce the form PD�UD�D�L�LW to this paradigm, which, if correct, would 
show that originally P UL� had an ablauting paradigm. CHD takes PDU ¨LW as a 
separate entry, however (L-N: 181). It is unclear why abl. P ULWD[]] suddenly 
shows a �W�,�but Puhvel (l.c.) calls this �W� “ pronominal” , whereas Starke (1986: 
162) states that it must go back to a Luwian stem P ULW�. No further etymology.  
 
PDUUL�(adv.) ‘within a glimpse(?)’ : PDU�UL (NH), PDU�UL�L (1x: NH). 
 Derivatives: PHNNL�PDUUL (adv.) ‘exceedingly, very much’  (PH�HN�NL�PDU�UL). 
  PIE *PRU+�L ? 
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See CHD L/N: 185 for attestations. There, the adverb is translated ‘in the heat of 
emotion or passion(?), rashly(?), impetuously(?)’ , seemingly based partly on the 
assumption that PDUU� has a notion of heat in it (because of a connection with 
PDUUL� ‘sunlight’  (q.v.) and PDUUL¨H�D� � � �� � ï �  ‘to soften/melt/dissolve solid objects 
by heating them’ ). Tischler (HEG L-M: 135), too, assumes a connection with 
PDUUL� ‘sunlight’ , but proposes as original meaning of PDUUL ‘(schon) bei 
Tagesanbruch, (ganz) früh’ . It is remarkable that all attestations of PDUUL cited in 
CHD occur in negated sentences ‘I did not do this PDUUL ...’ . The connection with 
PDUUL ‘in the sunlight’  (q.v.) seems plausible to me. Because the root of this word, 
*PHU+�,�probably meant ‘to glitter, to glimpse’ , I would translate / PDUUL as 
‘not within a glimpse’ .  
 
PDUUL�: see PDUUD�  
 � ��þ ���PDULªDÓDQQD� (n.) ‘railing?’ : nom.-acc.sg. PD�UL�¨D�ÑD�DQ�QD (MH/NS), PD�
DU�¨D�ÑD�DQ�QD, instr. PD�UL�¨D�ÑD�DQ�QL�LW (MH/NS). 
  
See CHD L-N: 186 for attestations. Puhvel HED 6: 71f. interprets this word as 
‘railing, fence’ , which does not seem improbable. The formation is further 
unclear. Cf. DQQDÑDQQD� for the suffix �ÑDQQD�. Further unclear.  
 
PDUULªH�D� � � ��� � ö � , PDUUD� � � ��� � ö �  (IIIg / IIIh) ‘to melt (down), to dissolve, to stew or 
cook until tender; to heat up(?), to bring to a boil(?)’ : 3sg.pres.midd. PDU�UL�HW�WD 
(OS), PDU�UL�¨D�DW�WD�UL (NH), PDU[-UD�L�]DW�WD�UL (NH), 3sg.pret.midd. PDU�UD�DW�
WD�DW (OH?/NS), 3sg.imp.midd. PDU�UL�H�HW�WD½�UX¾ (MH/NS), PDU�UL�HW�WD�UX 
(MH/NS); 2sg.pres.act. [P]DU�UL�HW�WL (OH?/NS), 3sg.pres.act. PDU�UL�¨D�D]�]L 
(MH/NS); part. PDU�UD�DQ�W� (MH). 
  
See CHD L-N: 180-1 for attestations and semantics. Most forms show a stem 
PDUUL¨H�D�,� but we also find forms that show a stem PDUUD� (PDUUDWWDW and 
PDUUDQW�,�cf. at ã UU� ï  � ãDUU� for a similar middle paradigm). In CHD, it is stated 
that the verb denotes “ that heat has been applied to the object, so that it undergoes 
a physical change [...] from a solid state to a liquid one” . Oettinger (1979a: 279-
81) translates ‘zerkleinert werden, zergehen’ , however, and bases his 
etymological interpretation on this: *PHUK ð � ~ Skt. P��aWL ‘to crush’  (followed by 
e.g. LIV2). The root *PHUK ð � rather seems to denote ‘to crush, to quench’  (cf. Gr. 

 ‘to quench’ ), however, whereas the Hittite verb denotes ‘to 
soften/melt/dissolve solid objects by heating them’ . In my view, this etymology 
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therefore is not very probable, yet I do not have an alternative. See at TUPDU§ � 
for a possible inner-Hittite cognate.  
 
P UN� ö ���PDUN��(IIa2) ‘to divide, to separate, to unravel; to distribute; to cut up, to 
butcher (animals)’ : 1sg.pres.act. PD�D�DU�ND�D§�§L (OS), 3sg.pres.act. PDU�DN�]L 
(MH/NS?), 2pl.pres.act. PDU�DN�WH�QL (MH?/NS), 3pl.pres.act. PDU�NiQ�]L 
(MH/NS), 3sg.pret.act. PD�UD�DN�WD (OH/NS), 3pl.pret.act. PDU�NH�HU (NH), PDU�
NH�H[-HU]; part. PDU�NiQ�W�; inf.I PDU�NX�ÑD�DQ�]L (KUB 53.4 iv 16 (NS)), PDU�NX�
DQ�]L (NS); impf. PDU�NL�Lã�NH�D�. 
 IE cognates: Lat. PDUJ  ‘side-line, border’ , ModP PDU] ‘region’ , Goth. PDUND 
‘border, area’  (*PRU��), OIr. PUXLJ ‘territory, area’ , We. EUR ‘country’  (*PUR�L�). 
  PIE *PRU��HL, *PU��pQWL 
  
See CHD L-N: 187f. for attestations. Although PL-inflected forms are attested 
(PDUDN]L and PDUDNWD), the two OS attestations of 1sg.pres.act. P UND§§L 
unambiguously point to an original §L-inflection. Moreover, the stem P UN� must 
reflect full-grade vs. the zero-grade found in 3pl.pres.act. PDUNDQ]L. The original 
meaning of P UN� ï  � PDUN� seems to have been ‘to divide into parts’  (cf. CHD l.c. 
and Puhvel HED 6: 74).  
 Several etymological connections have been proposed. Sturtevant (1933: 117) 
was the first to connect P UN��PDUN� with Skt. PDUF� ‘to damage, to hurt, to 
destroy’ , which implies a reconstruction *PHUN�. Oettinger (1979a: 425) follows 
this suggestion and equates Skt. PDUFi\DWL with *P UNL < *PRUNHLH�. This 
equation is based on formal similarity more than on semantical grounds, as Skt. 
PDUFi\DWL is a causative denoting ‘to make damage’ , which does not fit 
P UN��PDUN� ‘to divide into pieces’ .  
 Braun (1936: 397) connects P UN��PDUN� with e.g. Goth. PDUND ‘boundary, 
area’ , OIr. PUXLJ ‘id.’ , from a root *PHU�� (with a palatovelar on the basis of Pers. 
PDU] ‘region’ , cf. Schrijver 1991: 459). These words indeed semantically fit the 
Hittite meaning ‘to divide into parts’  nicely. The absence of verbal forms of the 
root *PHU�� in languages other than Hittite is a bit awkward, though.  
 Most recently, Puhvel (l.c.) suggested a connection with Lat. PHUF� ‘trades’  and 
PHUF U  ‘to trade’ , which he assumes to derive from ‘distribution of wares’ . This 
does not seem very appealing to me.  
 I would stick with the etymology proposed by Braun, and reconstruct *PyU��HL, 
*PU��pQWL. For Skt. PDUF�,�see at PDUNL¨H�D�ñ ï .  
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PDUNLªH�D�ù ö  (Ic1) ‘(act. with� ]) to disapprove of, to object to, to reject, to refuse; 
to forbid; (midd.) to be rejected, to be unacceptable’ : 1sg.pres.act. PDU�NL�¨D�PL 
(NH), 2sg.pres.act. PDU�NL�¨D�ãL (NH), PDU�NL�ãL (NH), 3sg.pres.act. PDU�NL�¨D�]L 
(NH), 2sg.pret.act. PDU�NL�¨D�DW (NH), 3sg.pret.act. PDU�NL�¨D�DW; 3pl.pres.midd. 
[PDU]-NL�¨D�DQ�WD�UL, 3pl.pret.midd. PDU�NL�¨D�DQ�GD�DW (NH), 3sg.imp.midd. 
[P]DU�NL�¨D�UX (OH/NS); part. PDU�NL�¨D�DQ�W� (NH); verb.noun PDU�NL�¨D�X�ÑD�DU 
(NH); impf. PDU�NL�Lã�NH�D� (NH). 
 IE cognates: Skt. PDUF� ‘to hurt, to damage’ , Lat. PXUFXV ‘mutilated’ . 
  PIE *PUN�¨H�R� 
  
See CHD L-N: 189 for attestations and semantics. Often, this verb is seen as a 
derivative of P UN� ï  � PDUN� ‘to divide, to separate’  (q.v.), but semantically this is 
not very appealing: PDUNL¨H�D�ñ ï  must rather be regarded as a separate verb.  
 According to Knobloch (1959: 39), followed by Oettinger (1979a: 346)), this 
verb belongs with Skt. PDUF� ‘to hurt, to damage’  and Lat. PXUFXV ‘mutilated’ . 
Puhvel (HED 6: 76) agrees with him and provides convincing parallels for a 
semantic shift of ‘to hurt, to damage’  to ‘to disapprove of’ . Formally, we see a 
nice similarity between Skt. pres. P�F\DWL and Hitt. PDUNL¨D]L < *P�N�¨p�WL.  
 
PDUNLãWDH�ù ö  (Ic2) ‘to take someone by surprise (?)’ : 3sg.pres.act. PDU�NL�Lã�WD�L]�
]L (NH), PD�DU�NL�Lã�GD�D�L]�]L; verb.noun.gen.sg. PDU�NL�Lã�WD�X�ÑD�Dã (NH), 
PDU�NLã�GD�X�ÑD�Dã, [PD]U�NL�Hã�WD�X�ÑD�Dã (NH). 
 Derivatives: PDUNLãWD©©� ö  (IIb) ‘to take someone by surprise(?)’  (1sg.pret.act. 
PDU�NL�Lã�WD�D§�§X�XQ, 3pl.pret.act. PDU�NL�Lã�WD�D§�§H�HU; broken PDU�NLã�WD�
D§[-...]). 
  
See CHD L-N: 190 for attestations. The semantics of this verb are diffcult. The 
verb PDUNLãWDH� is poorly attested, except for the verb.noun.gen.sg. PDUNLãWDXÑDã, 
which occurs often as a designation of a decease or plague. CHD translates ‘death 
(plague?) which catches unawares(?)’  and ‘sudden death’ . Tischler (HEG L/M: 
138f.), however, translates ‘Krankheit des Dahinschwindens’ , but this does not 
make much sense to me.  
 Formally, all forms seem to be derive from an unattested noun *PDUNLãWD�,�
which Rieken (1999a: 224) analyses as *P�H�R�U��HV�WR� from a root *PHU�� ‘to 
grab to seize’  (Pokorny 1959: 739). This root probably does not exist, however, 
as Skt. PDU � ‘to touch, to handle’  must be connected with Lat. PXOFH  ‘to brush, 
to stroke’  and reconstructed as *PHO��,�and all other forms cited by Pokorny as 
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reflecting *PHU�� are unconvincing without the Sanskrit support. I have no 
alternative etymology, however.  
 �
0DUNXÓDªD��‘(plur.) deities in the depth of the earth’ : dat.-loc.pl. d0DU�NX�ÑD�¨D�
Dã. 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. 

�
0DUÓDL� (c.) ‘dark deities’  (dat.-loc.pl. d0DU�ÑD�¨D�DQ�

]D). 
  
This word is the genuinely Hittite counterpart of CLuw. d0DUÑD¨D�,�derived from 
the basic Luwian word PDUÑD� ‘black’  that has been borrowed into Hittite (see at 
PDUÑ L�). This means that we have to reconstruct a PAnat. form *PDUJ ò D¨D�. See 
at PDUÑ L� for further etymology.  
 
PDUODQW�� (adj.) ‘dumb, foolish, idiot’  (Sum. (LÚ)LIL): nom.sg.c. PDU�OD�D�DQ�]D 
(KBo 32.14 ii 46, rev. 42 (fr.) (MS)), PDU�OD�DQ�]D (NH), acc.sg.c. PDU�OD�DQ�GD�
DQ, gen.sg. LÚLIL�Dã. 
 Derivatives: PDUOD©©� ö  (IIb) ‘to make foolish(?)’  (form? PDU�OD�D§�§D�DQ[-...] 
(MS?)), PDUODH�ù ö  (Ic2) ‘to become crazed, mad’  (impf.3sg.pres.midd. [P]DU�OD�
Lã�NH�HW�WD (OS), [P]DU�OL�Lã�NH�HW�WD (OS)), PDUO WDU (n.) ‘foolishness, idiocy, 
stupidity’  (nom.-acc.sg. PDU�OD�WDU (MS)), PDUO ãã�ù ö  (Ib2) ‘to become foolish (?)’  
(part. PDU�OH�Hã�ãD�DQ�W� (NH)). 
  
See CHD L-N: 191 for attestations. All words are derived from a stem *PDUOD�. 
Eichner (1975a: 81) connected this word with Gr.  ‘dumb, idiot’  under the 
assumption that a preform *P UR�OR� could give Hitt. PDUOD� through syncope. To 
my knowledge, such cases of syncope are unknown in Hittite, however. 
Nevertheless, a connection with Gr.  looks attractive. If we take Skt. P Ui� 
‘foolish’  into account, the picture becomes more difficult, however. A connection 
between the Greek and the Sanskrit word would point to *PX�H�K � �Uy� (if 
*PÑ UR� indeed would yield Gr. ?), but in such a scenario, Hitt. *PDUOD� 
cannot be cognate. Further unclear.  
 
PDUQXÓD�: see PDUQXÑDQW�  
 
PDUQXÓDQW��(n. > c.) a kind of beer: nom.-acc.sg.n. PDU�QX�DQ (OS), PDU�QX�ÑD�
DQ (OH or MH/MS), PDU�QX�X�ÑD�DQ (OH/NS), acc.sg.c. PDU�QX�ÑD�DQ�GD�DQ 
(OH/NS), gen.sg. PDU�QX�ÑD�Dã (OS), PDU�QX�DQ�GD�Dã (OS), PDU�QX�ÑD�DQ�GD�
Dã (OH/NS), instr. PDU�QX�DQ�WH�LW (OH/NS), PDU�QX�LW (KUB 55.38 ii 9 (NS)). 
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See CHD L-N: 193 for attestations. The bulk of the attestations shows neuter 
gender, whereas a commune acc.sg. is attested only twice in NS texts. I therefore 
assume that the word was neuter originally. The word shows two stems, namely 
PDUQXÑD� besides PDUQXÑDQW�,� which are both attested in OS texts already 
(gen.sg. PDUQXÑDã vs. PDUQXDQGDã). The most likely source of this dichotomy 
lies in the fact that the nom.-acc.sg.-form of a stem PDUQXÑDQW� is PDUQXÑDQ, 
which is easily interpreted as belonging to a stem PDUQXÑD�. On the basis of 
OAss. PDUQX¶DWXP, a kind of beer, which is only attested in the Kültepe-texts and 
therefore likely a borrowing from Hittite (cf. Von Schuler 1969 and Dercksen 
fthc.), it is probable that the stem PDUQXÑDQW� is more original.  
 Formally, PDUQXÑDQW� is identical to the participle of the verb PDUQX�ñ ï  ‘to make 
disappear’  (caus. of PHU�ñ ï  � PDU� (q.v.)). The fact that this beer is sometimes 
referred to as being able to make evil disappear (cf. CHD l.c.), is more likely to 
be a folk-etymological interpretation of the name PDUQXÑDQW� than an indication 
of a real historical connection between the two words. Further etymology is 
unknown.  
 
PDUãDQW��(adj.) ‘deceitful, dishonest; unholy, unfit for sacred use’ : nom.sg.c. PDU�
ãD�DQ�]D (OH/NS), acc.sg.c. PDU�ãD�DQ�WD�DQ (OH/NS), nom.-acc.sg.n. PDU�ãD�DQ 
(MH/NS), nom.pl.c. PDU�ãD�DQ�WH�Hã (NH), nom.-acc.sg.n. PDU�ãD�DQ�GD (OH or 
MH/NS). 
 Derivatives: PDUãD©©� ö  (IIb) ‘to desecrate; to make treacherous’  (part. PDU�ãD�
D�D§�§D�DQ�W� (MH/MS), PDU�ãD�D§�§D�DQ�W� (NH)), PDUãDQX�ù ö  (Ib2) ‘to 
desecrate, to profane; to falsify’  (3sg.pres.act. PDU�ãD�QX�]L, PDU�ãD�QX�X]�]L 
(MH/MS), part. PDU�ãD�QX��ÑD��DQ�W� (NH)), PDUã WDU (n.) ‘fraud, treachery, 
deception’  (nom.-acc.sg. PDU�ãD�D�WDU (OH/NS), PDU�ãD�WDU (OH or MH/NS)), 
PDUã �ù ö  (Ib2) ‘to be/become corrupt’  (3pl.pret.act. PDU�ãH�H�HU (OS)), PDUã ãã�ù ö  
(Ib2) ‘to become desecrated, to become profane, to become unhloy; to become 
corrupt, to become deceitful’  (3sg.pres.act. PDU�ãH�Hã�]L (MH/NS), PDU�ãL�Hã�]L 
(NH), 3pl.pret.act. PDU�ãH�Hã�ãH�HU (OH/NS), PDU�ãH�Hã�ãHU (NH); broken PDU�ãH�
Lã�ãD�DQ[-..), PDUãDãWDUUD�L�,� PDU]DãWDUUD� (c.) ‘desecration, profanement’  
(nom.sg. PDU�ãD�Dã�WDU�UL�Lã (MH/MS), PDU�ãD�Dã�WDU�UL�Hã (NH), PDU�]D�Dã�WDU�
UL�Lã (NH), acc.sg. PDU�ãD�Dã�WDU�UL�LQ (NH), gen.sg. PDU�ãD�Dã�WDU�UD�Dã (NH), 
dat.-loc.sg. PDU�ãD�Dã�WDU�UL (NH), PDU�]D�Dã�WDU�UL (NH), dat.-loc.pl. PDU�ãD�Dã�
WDU�UD�Dã (NH)). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. PDUãD� ‘treachery’  (gen.adj.nom.-acc.sg.n. � PDU�ãD�Dã�
ãD½�DQ¾), PDUãD]D� ‘?’  (case? PDU�ãD�]D�DQ); Mil. PUVV � ‘?’ . 
  PAnat. *P�VD� 
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 IE cognates: Skt. P,�  (adv.) ‘invain, falsely’ ; Skt. PDU�� ‘to forget’ , Lith. Xå�
PL6ãWL ‘to forget’ , TochAB PlUV� ‘to forget’ . 
  PIE *P�V�R� 
  
See CHD L-N: 195f. for attestations. Note that CHD cites a Hittite adjective 
PDUãD� on the basis of two forms. “ Com.sg.acc.”  PDU�ãD�DQ (KBo 5.2 i 4, 5) in 
my view is rather to be interpreted as a neuter nom.-acc.sg. from the stem 
PDUãDQW�. “ Neut.sg.(acc.)”  PDU�ãD (KBo 5.2 iv 64) is as such ununderstandable 
and therefore must be emended to PDU�ãD½�DQ¾, in my view again a nom.-acc.sg.n. 
of the stem PDUãDQW�. This means that in Hittite, no stem PDUãD� can be found. In 
Luwian, on the contrary, a stem PDUãD� is visible in the form PDU�ãD�Dã�ãD, found 
in a Hittite context with gloss wedges. In CHD it is cited as “ Luw. neut. sg. nom.-
acc. in �ãD” , but we then would rather expect *PDUãDQ ]D. I therefore would 
emend it to PDU�ãD�Dã�ãD½�DQ¾, a nom.-acc.sg.n. of a gen.adj. of a stem PDUãD�.  
 Despite the fact that a stem PDUãD� is not attested as such in Hittite, all words 
cited here must be derived from a stem *PDUã� or *PDUãD�. As we saw, this 
PDUãD� is found in other Anatolian languages as well: CLuw. PDUãD� (as we saw 
above); Hitt. PDUãDãWDUUD�L� which, according to Starke (1990: 393ff.) must be a 
Hittite adaptation of a Luw. noun *PDUãDãWDU�,�a derivation in �ãWDU� of PDUãD�; 
Mil. PUVV � ‘?’  which, at least formally, can be equated with Hitt. PDUãD§§� ï .  
 The stem *PDUãD� must reflect *PUVR� since a preform *P9UVR� would have 
given Hittite **PDUUD� (cg. DUUD� ‘arse’  < *+RUVR�). An etymological connection 
with Skt. P,�  (adv.) ‘invain, falsely’  (first suggested by Burrow 1964: 76) is 
therefore appealing. Ultimately, these words must be derived from the verbal root 
*PHUV� ‘to forget’ .  
 The verb PDUã �ñ ï , which is only attested twice as 3pl.pret.act. PDU�ãH�H�HU, is 
found in an OS and a OH/NS copy. In another NS copy of the latter text, PDUã U 
is duplicated by PDUãHããHU, which indicates that the form PDUã U is not derived 
from a mere verb PDUã�. According to Watkins (1973: 74), the verbal stem 
therefore must have been PDUã �ñ ï , showing the stative-suffix *-HK õ �.  
 
PDUÓ L� (Luw. verb) ‘to blacken(?)’ : 3sg.pret.act. � PD�UX�ÑD�D� W. 
 Derivatives: 

� ��� �PDU�U�XÓDã©D�,�a mineral imported from Cyprus, (acc.sg. PDU�
UX�ÑD�Dã�§D�DQ, case? PD�UX�ÑD�Dã�§D�Dã). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. PDUUXÓD� ‘to blacken’  (part. PDU�UX�ÑD�DP�PL�LQ), 
PDUÓDL� (adj.) ‘black, dark-coloured(?)’  (nom.pl.c. PDU�ÑD�D�LQ�]L, dat.-loc.pl. 
d0DU�ÑD�¨D�DQ�]D), PDUXãDP�P�D�L� (part.) ‘black, dark blue(?)’  (nom.sg.c. PD�
UX�ãD�PH�Hã, PD�UX�ãD�PL�Lã, nom.pl.n. PD�UX�ãD�DP�PD, [P]D�UX�ãD�PD), 
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PDUÓDWDU�"� ‘blackness(?)’  (dat.-loc.sg.(?) PDU�ÑD�WD�QL (interpretation unsure)); 
HLuw. 

�� ��ý PDUZDZDQD�L� (adj.) ‘?’  (nom.sg “ DEUS”PD�UX�Zi�t�Zi�t�QL�VD 
�.$<6(5ø������ 
 IE cognates: OIc. P\UNU ‘dark’ , PMaUNYL ‘darkness’ , OSax. PLUNL, OE PLHUFH 
‘dark’ . 
  PIE *PHUJ ! � 
  
See CHD L-N: 201f. for attestations. This is a difficult set of words, especially 
because their meanings are not fully clear. We have to start with the Luwian 
adjective PDUXãDP�P�D�L� (which is used in Hittite contexts). It was known for a 
long time that this word denotes a certain colour, and Güterbock (1956a: 122) 
remarks that in certain contexts PDUXãDPPD�L� is used as the opposite of 
BABBAR ‘white’  and therefore may mean ‘black’ . He then connects this 
adjective with the hapax verb PDUXÑ L� (gloss wedged, so probably of Luwian 
origin), which he translates as ‘to blacken’ . This means that we would be dealing 
with a Luwian stem PDUÑ�D�� ‘black’ , which would mean that e.g. the 
DINGIR.MEŠ0DUÑ LQ]L denote ‘black deities’ . Of this last term, a Hittite counterpart 
has been found in d0DUNXÑD¨D�,�which then might mean ‘black deity’  as well 
(q.v.).  
 If Luw. DINGIR.MEŠ0DUÑ LQ]L and Hitt. d0DUNXÑD¨D� are really cognate, we have 
to reconstruct a PAnat. form *PDUJ ! DL�. Neumann (1973: 298) connects this with 
PIE *PHUJ ! � (misprinted as “ *PHUT " �” ), referring to Pokorny (1959: 734). Indeed, 
words like OIc. P\UNU ‘dark’ , PMaUNYL ‘darkness’ , OSax. PLUNL, OE PLHUFH ‘dark’  
point to a root *PHUJ ! � ‘dark’ . Formally, Lith. PLUJ WL, PuUJX ‘to twinkle’  could 
belong here as well, but semantically this remains far.  
 
PDU]DH�ù ö � (Ic2) ‘to crumble(?)’ : 3sg.pres.act. PDU�]D�D�H]�]L (MS?), PDU�]D�L]�]L 
(MH/NS). 
  
See CHD L-N: 203 for attestations. The verb always has as its object bread that 
has been broken. Formally, the verb looks like a derivative of a further unattested 
noun *PDU]D�. Tischler HEG L/M: 153 (referring to Neumann) suggests a 
connetion with Skt. P�GQ WL ‘to make weak, to make soft’  and Lat. PRUGH  ‘to 
bite’ , but semantically this connection is not probable. No further etymology.  
 
P ãD��(c.) ‘locust, swarm of locusts’  (Sum. BURU5): nom.sg. [P]D�ãD�Dã, acc.sg. 
PD�D�ãD�DQ (NH), gen. â$ BUR[U5], acc.pl. BURU5

#
I.A, gen.pl. â$ BURU5

#
I.A. 
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See CHD L-N: 203f. for attestations. The word has no clear etymology. A 
connection with Skt. PDWK� ‘to rob’ , as proposed by Tischler (HEG L/M: 153f.), 
is formally impossible: Skt. PDWK� < *PHQWK $ �,�which cannot yield Hitt. P ãD�. 
On the basis of the incorrect reading of acc.sg. PD�D�ãD�DQ (KUB 24.1 iii 17) as 
NDU!�ãD�DQ (reading wb = MA-A as � = KAR), Eichner (1974: 63) wrongly 
reconstructs “ NDUãD�”  as *J�Vy�, derived from the root *JUHV� (Skt. JUiVDWH ‘to 
devour’ ).  
 
PDã©XLO�D���‘mouse’  (Sum. PÍŠ.TUR). 
  
See Tischler (HEG L/M: 157f). On the basis of the phonetic spelling m0Dã�§X�L�
OX�ÑD� of the PN mPÍŠ(.TUR)�ÑD�,�we must conclude that behind the sumerogram 
PÍŠ(.TUR) ‘mouse’ , the Hittite word PDã§XLO�D�� has to be read. Although the 
name is almost always spelled with the sign MAŠ, which in principle can be read 
SiU as well, the attestation 0D�Dã�§X�X�L�OX�ÑD�Dã (KBo 4.3 i 35) proves that we 
have to read 0Dã§XLOXÑD�. Despite some creative attempts (for which see Tischler 
l.c.), the word has no credible etymology.  
 
PDãL� (interrog. and indef. rel. pronoun) ‘how many, however many, however 
much’ : acc.sg.c. PD�ãL�LQ (NS), nom.pl.c. PD�ãL�H�Hã (OH/NS), PD�ãL�L�H�Hã (NH), 
acc.pl.c. PD�ãL�H�Hã (NH), PD�ãL�~�X[ã?], PD�ãH�H (NS) (with pron. inflection), 
dat.-loc.pl.(?) PD�ãL�¨D�Dã. 
 Derivatives: PDãLªDQ (adv.) ‘as much as’  (PD�ãL�¨D�DQ (OH/NS)), PDãLªDQNL 
(adv.) ‘however many times’  (PD�ãL�¨D�DQ�NL (MH/NS)), PDãLªDQW� (adj.) 
‘however many times’  (dat.-loc.sg. PD�ãL�¨D�DQ�WL, PD�ãL�¨D�DQ�WH (MH/NS), 
nom.pl.c. PD�ãL�¨D�DQ�WH�Hã), PDãLÓDQW� (adj.) ‘equal in size or amount, as 
much/little as, as big/small as’  (nom.sg.c. PD�ãL�ÑD�DQ�]D (NH), PD�D�ãL�ÑD�DQ�]D 
(1x, NH), acc.sg.c. PD�ãL�ÑD�DQ�WD�DQ (MH/MS), nom.-acc.sg.n. PD�ãL�ÑD�DQ, 
acc.pl.c. PD�ãL�ÑD�DQ�GX½�Xã¾), PDãLÓDQ (adv.) ‘as much as, as many as, how 
many (times)’  (PD�ãL�ÑD�DQ (OH/MS?), PD�D�ãL�ÑD�DQ (1x, undat.)). 
 Anat. cognates: Pal. PDã (adv.) ‘as much as’  (PD�Dã). 
  PIE *PR�V + �L 
  
See CHD L-N: 205f. for attestations. For the interpretation of Hitt. PDãL� and its 
derivatives, the Palaic form PDã (adv.) ‘as much as’  is important, which was 
treated by Melchert (1984b: 34-6). He states that this forms shows that the Hittite 
stem PDãL� must be built on a petrified *PDãL, which must be analysed as *PDã + 
�L, in analogy to DãL ‘that’ , which reflects *Dã + the deictic particle �L (see at DãL � 
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XQL � LQL). Just as DãL reflects a pronominal stem *K % R�,�Melchert states that *PDã 
reflects *PR�,�a pronominal stem also visible in P Q, P §§DQ etc. (q.v.).  
 � û � PDããLªD��(c.) a garment: nom.sg. PD�Dã�ãL��¨D��Dã (NH), gen.sg. PD�Dã�ãL�¨D�Dã 
(NH). 
 Derivatives: PDããDªDããL� (adj. describing garments) (nom.pl. PDã�ãD�¨D�Dã�ãL�
Lã). 
  
See CHD L-N: 205f. for attestations. It is not quite clear what kind of clothing is 
meant, although one time a hem (TÚG6,6,.780) of a PDããL¨D� is mentioned. 
According to Tischler (HEG L/M: 159f.), the word could be of IE origin, and he 
connects it with a root *PHV� ‘to tie, to knot’ . The cognates that he gives, e.g. 
OHG PDVF ‘net’ , Lith. PH]J� ‘to knot, to tie a net’ , point to a root *PHVJ�,�
however, which does not match Hitt. PDããL¨D�. Rabin (1963: 129) suggested that 
PDããL¨D� is a cultural Wanderwort (cf. Hebr. PDHãL ‘silk’  and Eg. P M (a 
garment)).  
 
PDX� & � ��PX�,�PDXãã�' &  (IIa1 ) ‘to fall’ : 1sg.pres.act. PX�X§�§L (OH/NS), [PX]-X�
X§�§L (OH/NS), 3sg.pres.act. PD�Xã�]L (OH or MH/NS), PD�D�Xã�]L (1x, NH), 
1sg.pret.act. PX�X§�§X�XQ (Bo 5441, 5 (MS?)), 3sg.pret.act. PD�Xã�WD (MH/NS), 
PD�D�Xã�WD (1x, NS), 3pl.pret.act. PD�~�HU (OH/MS), PD�Xã�ãH�HU (MH/NS), 
3sg.imp.act. [P]D�Xã�GX (NS); 2sg.pres.midd. PD�Xã�WD (OH/NS), 3sg.pres.midd. 
PD�Xã�WD�UL (NH), 1sg.pret.midd. PD�Xã�§D�§D�DW (NH), 3sg.pret.midd. PD�Xã�WD�
DW (NH), 3sg.imp.midd. [P]D?�Xã�WD�UX (NS), 3pl.imp.midd. PX�ÑD�D�DQ�WD�UX 
(KBo 32.14 ii 60, l.Rd. 4 (MH/MS)); part. PD�Xã�ãD�DQ�W� (NS); inf.I PD�Xã�ãX�X�
ÑD�DQ�]L (NH); impf. PD�Xã�NH�D� (MH/NS). 
 Derivatives: PXP�P�LªH�D�' &  (Ic1) ‘to keep falling, to crumble(?)’  (3sg.pres.act. 
PX�PL�H�H]�]L (OH/MS?), PX�XP�PL�L�H�H[]�]L] (OH or MH/NS), PX�XP�PL�¨D�
D]�]L (KBo 44.158 rev. 3 (NS)), 3pl.pres.act. [P]X�PL�DQ�]L (OH/NS); 
3sg.pres.midd. PX�XP�PL�L�H�HW�WD (MH/NS); verb.noun PX�PL�¨D�WDU (NS) 
‘collapse, fall’ ). 
 IE cognates: Lat. PRYH  ‘to move’ , Skt. P Y�,�P � ‘to move, to push’ . 
  PIE *PyXK % �HL � *PXK % �pQWL 
  
See CHD L-N: 211f. and Puhvel HED 6: 101f. for attestations of PDX��PX�,�and 
CHD L-N: 328 for attestations of PXP�P�L¨H�D�( ) . The verb PDX��PX� shows three 
stems: PDX� (3pl.pret.act. PDÑHU, 1sg.pres.act. PX§§L, 1sg.pret.act. PX§§XQ), PX� 
(3pl.imp.midd. PXÑ QWDUX) and PDXãã� (e.g. PDXã]L, PDXãWD, PDXããHU). This 
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immediately reminds of the situation in DX� )  � X� ‘to see’ . Note that in the case of 
DX��X�,� the stem DXãã� in OH and MH texts is only visible in 3sg.-forms, and in 
NH texts sporadically in other forms as well. In the case of PDX��PX�,�however, 
the stem PDXãã� is more widespread, but all the instances of PDXãã� outside the 
3sg. (3pl.pret.act. PDXããHU, part. PDXããDQW�,� inf.I PDXããXÑDQ]L, the middle 
paradigm) are found in NH texts. So basically, the verbs DX��X� and PDX��PX� 
show the same distribution (i.e. the stem �P�DXãã� originally in 3sg.-forms only, 
with a generalization of the stem �P�DXãã� in other parts of the paradigm in NH 
texts), but the spread of the stem �P�DXãã� went faster in PDX��PX� than in DX��X�. 
All in all, we can conclude that, in analogy to DX��X�,� the verb PDX��PX� 
originally inflected P §§L, *PDXWWL, PDXã]L, *PXPHQL, *PXãWHQL, *PXÑDQ]L, in 
which 3sg.pres.act. PDXã]L replaced an older *P ÑL.  
 This verb is generally connected with PIE *P�L�HXK % �,�which means that we 
have to reconstruct *PyXK % �HL, *PXK % �pQWL.  
 The interpretation of the verb PXP�P�L¨H�D�( )  is quite difficult. The first thing 
that has to be noted is that all attestations with geminate �PP� are NH, and that 
spellings with single �P� are older. The original form therefore must have been 
PXPL¨H�D�. The verb cannot reflect a mere reduplication of PDX� )  � PX� as we then 
cannot explain the �X� of the reduplication syllable and the lack of �X� in the stem 
(we would expect **PDPX�). It therefore is more probable that the second �P� 
reflects an older *Ñ that has turned to �P� next to �X�. Yet, reconstructing a correct 
preform remains difficult. A formation *PXK % ¨H�R� should have given **PX¨H�D� 
(cf. §X¨DQ]L ‘they run’  < *K $ XK % �L�HQWL); a formation *PK % X�¨H�R� should have 
given **PXÑH�D� (cf. *VK % X�¨H�R� ‘to push’  > ãXÑH�D�); a formation *PRXK % �H¨H�R� 
(thus Eichner 1973a: 90) shoud have given **PXÑH�D� (cf. ÑH]]L ‘he comes’  < 
*K $ RX�K % HL�WL); and a formation PRXK % �¨H�R� should probably have given **PX¨H�D� 
(cf. X¨H]]L ‘he sends’  < *K $ RX�K % LHK % �WL). In my view, the only possible solution is 
assuming that PXPL¨H�D�( )  is a rebuilding of an original verb *PXPDL� )  � PXPL� 
that inflected according to the G L�WL¨DQ]L-class (note that all verbs of this class are 
eventually taken over in the �¨H�D�class). In this verb then the development 
*&+X9 > Hitt. &XP9 (e.g. *GK * �XHQL > Hitt. WXP QL) must have taken place, 
which means that we must reconstruct *PK % X�yL�HL.  
 
PDXãã�' & : see PDX� )  � PX�  
 
PD]� &  (IIa2) ‘to withstand, to resist, to offer resistance; to dare to (with inf.)’ : 
2sg.pres.act. PD�]D�DW�WL (NH), 3sg.pres.act. PD�D]�]p (OS), PD�D]�]L (OH/NS), 
PD�D]�]D�D]�]L (OH/NS), PD��D]��]D�]L (OH or MH/NS), PD�DQ�]D�D]�]L (1x, 
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NH), 1pl.pres.act. PD�D]�]X�X�H�QL (MH/NS), 2pl.pres.act. PD�D]�]D�Dã�WH�QL 
(HKM 88, 17 (MH/MS)), 2sg.pret.act. PD�D]�]D�Dã�WD (MH/MS), 3sg.pret.act. 
PD�D]�]D�Dã�WD (NH); verb.noun.gen. PD�D]�]X�ÑD�Dã (NH). 
 IE cognates: OE P G ‘courage, Goth. PRGDJV ‘angry’ . 
  PIE *PRK * G�V�HL (?) 
  
See CHD L-N: 213f. for attestations. There is debate on two points: what was the 
actual stem of this verb, and which inflection (§L or PL) did it have. These two 
questions are interrelated. On the basis of an attestation 3pl.pres.act. PD�W[H�HU] in 
KBo 3.13 rev. 18, for which a meaning ‘to withstand’  would fit, it has been 
suggested that the stem actually was PDW� and that the stem PD]�,� which is 
abundantly attested, is the result of assibilation of the root-final �W� in front of 
endings that start in �W�. This implies that this verb was PL-conjugated, and that 
3sg. *PDW�WL > /matstsi/ was the basis of a generalization of the stem PD]�. This is 
problematic in a few regards. First, CHD (l.c.) states that a reading PD�W[H�HU] as 
cited above is highly questionable in view of the traces after the sign PD. If this 
form would have to be read differently, the whole basis for postulating a stem 
PDW� has vanished. Secondly, the oldest attested form of this verb is 3sg.pres.act. 
PD�D]�]p (OS). Proponents in favour of a stem PDW� and subsequently a PL-
conjugation state that this form shows the ending �]H for �]L (e.g. Oettinger 1979a: 
208). To my knowledge, this is unparalleled, however: the ending is always �]L 
(apart from a few very archaic instances of �]D, the phonetic outcome of *-WL). 
Moreover, we would expect that /matstsi/ is spelled PD]]D]]L (like it is in some 
NS texts, and compare the MS spelling H�H]�]D�]L ‘he eats’  (see at HG�( )  � DG�)). In 
my view, PD]]H is to be seen as a §L-conjugated 3sg.pres.act., showing the ending 
�H, which is the archaic variant of the ending �L (compare the OS attestation 
ÑDUDããH (see at ÑDUã� ) ) and the existence of �§§H besides less archaic �§§L). With 
the view that PD]� originally was §L-conjugated, the idea that the stem actually 
was PDW� has to be abandoned, too (note, however, that Tischler HEG L/M: 163 
states that the stem originally must have been PDW�,�which was §L-conjugated, in 
which on the basis of 2(!)sg.pres. *PDW�WL an assibilated stem PD]� spread 
throughout the paradigm: this is highly unlikely because 2sg.-forms are far too 
weak to instigate such a generalization).  
 All in all, I conclude that the stem was just PD]�,�which was a §L-inflected verb 
as is visible in the oldest forms (3sg.pres.act. PD]]H, PD]]L and 2sg.pres.act. 
PD]DWWL). In NH times, the verb was taken into the PL-inflection, yielding 
3sg.pres.act. PD]]D]]L. The nasal in the one attestation 3sg.pres.act. PDQ]D]]L 
(KUB 33.120 i 21) is unexpected and hardly can be taken seriously.  
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 The root-final �]� /ts/ is not explicable through assibilation of original *W, so we 
have to assume a preform *PR7���V�HL. Semantically, the verb has two notions: 1. 
‘to withstand’ , 2. ‘to dare to’ . These notions can be combined by the notion ‘to 
have the courage’ . Etymologically, a nice connection (cf. already Laroche 1965: 
51f.) seems to be the one with PGerm. *P GD� ‘zeal, anger, courage’  (OE P G 
‘courage, Goth. PRGDJV ‘angry’ ), which, according to Oettinger (1979a: 209) 
reflects *PH�RK * GR�. This would imply that Hitt. PD]� is an V�extensions as also 
visible in e.g. Qã� )  ‘to wipe’  < *K $ RPK % �V�,�SD§ã� )  ‘to protect’  < *SRK $ �V�,�S ã� )  ‘to 
drink’  < *SRK * �V�,�etc. All in all, I would reconstruct *PyK * G�V�HL.  
 +
PD]NL�ªD��: see ÉP N�NL]�]L�¨D��  

 
 PH�: see  PL� �  PD� �  PH�  
 
P ©XU� ��P ©XQ� (n.) ‘period, time’ : nom.-acc.sg. PH�H�§XU (OH/NS), PH�§X�XU 
(NH), PH�§XU (NH) gen.sg. PH�H�§X�QD�Dã (NH), PH�§X�QD�Dã (MH/NS), loc.sg. 
PH�H�§X�QL (OS), PH�H�§X�X�QL (OH or MH/NS), PH�§X�X�QL (NH), PH�§X�QL 
(MH/NS), PH�H�§X�H�QL (1x, NS), PH�H§�QL (1x, NS), PH�H�§X�XQ�QL (1x, MS), 
nom.-acc.pl. PH�§XU�UL # I.A (NH), gen.pl. PH�H�§X�X�QD�Dã (OH or MH/NS), dat.-
loc.pl. PH�H�§X�QD�Dã (NH). 
 Derivatives: P ©XU (adv.) ‘at/in the time’  (PH�H�§X�XU (OS), PH�§X�XU (OS), 
PH�H�§XU (OH/MS?), PH�§XU (MS)). 
  PIE *PpLK $ �XU, *PpLK $ �XQ��R�V 
  
See CHD L-N: 239 for attestations. There, a distinction is made between nom.-
acc.sg. P §XU and adverbial P §XU. Yet it is likely that, at least historically, these 
forms are identical. Usually, P §XU � P §XQ� is translated ‘time’ .  
 This word is one of the most discussed words in Hittite, especially due to the 
fact that we find the vowel �H� adjacent to �§�. The oldest etymology was put 
forward by Kretschmer DSXG Hrozný (1917: 703), who connected the word with 
PIE *PHK % � ‘to measure’ . Although semantically attractive, formally this 
connection is improbable as *K %  does not yield Hitt. �§� (Puhvel’ s recent attempt 
(HED 6: 111) to revive the theory that �§� can reflect an H�colouring laryngeal 
must be strongly rejected), and because a suffix �§XU� is further unknown. The 
theory that *P �XU would give P §XU, in which �§� is a hiatus-filler, has now 
generally been denied.  
 Another etymological account was given by Eichner (1973a). First, he rightly 
notes that P §XU, P §XQDã inflects differently from e.g. SD§§XU, SD§§XHQDã ‘fire’ : 
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the latter word shows a proterodynamic paradigm (*SpK $ �XU, *SK $ �XpQ�V), 
whereas the accent in P §XU, P §XQDã is found on the root-syllable only and 
therefore is static. He then assumes that the ablaut H : � as found in the root-
syllable of *SpK $ �XU, *SK $ �XpQ�V, must have been *  :  in static inflected 
paradigms: *&²&�XU, *&p&�XQ�V. As an etymological cognate for P §XU, he 
proposes to interpret Lat. P W UXV ‘mature’ , P QXV ‘good’  as reflecting a root 
*PHK $ � ‘to be the right time’ . When applied to the structure cited above, he comes 
to the reconstruction *P²K $ �XU, *PpK $ �XQ��R�V. One of the consequences of this 
reconstruction is that a long *  apparently is not coloured by the adjacent *K $ . 
This rule (non-colouring of long vowels by laryngeals) is since then called 
‘Eichner’ s Law’ . Note that this etymology must assume a levelling of the -grade 
throughout the paradigm, as the phonetic outcome of *PpK $ �XQ� would have been 
**PD§§XQ�. Eichner’ s etymology and his law has found wide acceptance.  
 Although Eichner’ s etymology formally seems well-crafted, the semantic side is 
rather weak: connecting a word for ‘time’  with words for ‘good; mature’  is quite 
far-fetched. Moreover, the presumption that *  is not coloured by a laryngeal in 
Hittite is further unfounded (see at §DL�Q�N� , , -�. / ) 0 ,� É§ OD�,� NA §HNXU, §HQNDQ�,�
LÚ§LSSDUD�,� É§LãW , ãH§XU� �� ãH§XQ� and NDQH�Lãã�( )  for other alleged instances of 
Eichner’ s Law in Hittite). I therefore do not find this etymology probable.  
 All other cases in Hittite where we find a sequence �H§�,�we are dealing with 
original L-diphthongs: W §§L ‘I take’  < *G 1 K % �RL�K $ HL, S §§L < *K % S�RL�K $ HL. It 
therefore is formally quite likely that P §XU reflects *PR�HLK $ �XU, derived from a 
root *PHLK $ �. Semantically, the translation ‘time’  is a bit misleading. When 
looking at the contexts cited in CHD, we notice that all translations of P §XU 
have in common that they denote a (fixed, regularly recurring) period. So P §XU 
does not denote ‘time’  in its everlasting meaning, but ‘time’  as a period that is 
ticking away. I would therefore like to propose a connection with the IE root 
*PHL+� ‘to disappear’  (Skt. PLQaWL ‘to diminish’ , Lat. PLQX  ‘to diminish’ ), which 
would point to a reconstruction *PpLK $ �XU, *PpLK $ �XQ��R�V > Hitt. P §XU, 
P §XQDã (note that no analogic levelling within the paradigm is needed). For the 
semantics, compare ‘minute’  from Lat. PLQX  ‘to diminish’ .  
 
PH©XÓDQW� (adj.) ‘old, elderly’ , (n.) ‘old man or woman, ederly person’ , (pl.) 
‘elders (a body with political-military, judicial and religious functions)’  (Sum. 
LÚŠU.GI): nom.sg.c. LÚŠU.GI�DQ�]D (OS), nom.pl.c. LÚ.MEŠŠU.GI�Hã (OS), dat.-
loc.pl. LÚ.MEŠŠU.GI�Dã (OS). 
 Derivatives: PH©XÓDQGD©©� & , PLªD©XÓDQWD©©� &  (IIb) ‘to make old, to age; 
(midd.) to become old, to grow old’  (2sg.pret.act. LÚŠU.GI�D§�WD (NH); 
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3sg.pret.act. LÚŠU.GI[-D§�WD�D(W)] (OH/NS), 2sg.imp.midd. PL�§X�XQ�WD�D§�§X�XW 
(NH), PH�§X�XQ�WD�D§�§X�XW (NH), PL�H�§X�ÑD�DQ�GD�§X�XW (NH), PL�¨D[-§X�ÑD�
DQ�W]D�§X�XW (NH)), PL©XQWDWDU���PLªD©XDQGDQQ� (n.) ‘old age’  (nom.-acc.sg. PL�
§X�XQ�WD�WDU (OH/NS), gen.sg. PL�¨D�§X�DQ�GD�QD�Dã (OH/MS)), PLªD©XQWH�' &  
(Ib2) ‘to become old’  (3sg.pres.act. PL�¨D�§X�XQ�WH�]L (OH/NS)), 

2 354�6PLªD©XQW ãã�
'
&
 (Ib2) ‘to become an old man’  (3sg.pres.act. PL�¨D�§X�XQ�WH�Hã�][L] (NH)). 

  
See CHD L-N: 223f. for attestations. The basic word is only attested spelled 
sumerographically: LÚŠU.GI�DQW�. Its derivatives are found in phonetic spellings, 
however, but display a variaty of forms: PL�§X�XQ�W°, PH�§X�XQ�W°, PL�H�§X�ÑD�
DQ�W°, PL�¨D�§X�XQ�W° and PL�¨D�§X�DQ�W°. Since the oldest attestations (OS) are all 
spelled sumerographically, it is not possible to determine which of these spellings 
displays an older situation. This makes the formal analysis of these words quite 
difficult. Eichner (1973a: 56f.) assumes that the original form was *PL¨D§XÑDQW�,�
which he connects with PDL� )  � PL� ‘to grow’  and reconstructs as *PLK % 7 * �HK $ �ÑHQW� 
(followed by Oettinger 1979a: 471). Problematic for this view, however, is the 
fact that the proposed pre-form in fact should have yielded **PL¨D§§XÑDQW�,�with 
a geminate �§§�. Puhvel (HED 6: 153) tries to by-pass this problem by citing the 
stem as “PL\DKKXZDQW�” , on the basis of KUB 14.12 obv. (9) “ LÚPL\DK[KXQWHV]L” , 
copying the reading as given in CHD L-N: 228: “ LÚPL�LD� 8 D§ 9 [-§X�XQ�WH�Hã�]L]” . 
While looking closely at the hand-copy of this text as well as its photograph 
(available through Hetkonk), I have not been able to find a trace of a sign AÏ, 
however: =  = . In fact I am sure 
that we can only read this form as LÚPL�¨D�§[X�XQ�WH�Hã�]L]. So the fact that �§� is 
spelled single is real and contradicts the reconstruction given by Eichner.  
 In my view, the only way to explain the single �§� is by assuming that the words 
are etymologically related to P §XU � P §XQ� ‘period, time’ . This then would 
mean that the original form was PH§XÑDQW�. At an early stage already this 
PH§XÑDQW� was reinterpreted as belonging to the verb PDL� :  � PL� ‘to grow’  on the 
basis of its 1sg.-forms *PH�§§L and *PH�§§XQ. When the verb PDL� :  � PL� was 
secondarily changed to PL¨H�D�; :  (like all G L�WL¨DQ]L-verbs end up in the �¨H�D�
class), the 1sg.-forms were changed to *PL¨D�PL and *PL¨D�QXQ as well. With this 
change from the stem *PH� into PL¨D�,� the etymologically unrelated stem 
PH§XÑDQW� was secondarily changed to PL¨D§XÑDQW� as well. For further 
etymology, see at P §XU � P §XQ�.  
 
PH�ª�DQ��(c.) ‘range (of a year), extent’ : gen.sg. PL�H�QL�¨D�Dã (OH/MS), PH�H�¨D�
QL��¨D��Dã (MH/MS), PH�H�¨D�DQ�QL�¨D�Dã (NS), PH�H�QL�Dã (OH or MH/MS), PH�
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H�QH�¨D�Dã (MS), PH�H�¨D�QD�Dã (NH), PH�¨D�QD�Dã (NH), PH�¨D�DQ�QD�Dã (NH), 
PH�H�D�QD�Dã (NH), PH�H�QD�Dã (NH), PH�L�¨D�QD�Dã (NH), PL�L�¨D�QD�Dã (NH), 
PL�¨D�QD�Dã (NH), loc.sg. PH�¨D�QL (OS), PH�H�¨D�QL (MH/MS), PH�H�D�QL (MS), 
PH�L�¨D�QL (MH/MS), PH�H�QL (MS), PH�L�H�QL (NS), PH�H�H�QL (NH), PL�¨D�QL 
(OH/NS), PH�DQ�QL, PH�H�¨D�DQ�QL, gen.sg. or loc.pl. PH�H�D�QD�Dã (MS), PH�H�¨D�
QL�¨D�Dã (MH/NS). 
  PIE *PHK < �RQ�,�*PHK < �HQ� 
  
See CHD L-N: 229f. for attestations and semantics. This word mostly occurs in a 
fixed combination with ÑLWW� ‘year’ : ÑLWWL P ¨DQ�L¨�Dã, ÑLWWL P ¨DQL and ÑLWWDã 
P ¨DQDã. The exact meaning of this construction is not totally clear but CHD 
translates them ‘in the course of the year’  as well as ‘annually’ . An important hint 
for the meaning is KBo 25.5, (3) [(NX�LW�PD�DQ)] (4) [(MUKAM�]D)] PH�H�D�QL D�UL 
‘Until the year reaches P.’ , which is duplicated by KBo 6.26 i (32) NX�LW�PD�DQ 
MUKAM�][D] PH�H�§X�QL D�UL ‘Until the year reaches the time’ . Here we see that 
P DQL semantically must correspond to P §XQL ‘period, time’ . It therefore is 
likely that P �¨�DQ� denotes something like ‘course, duration’ .  
 One instant without ‘year’  is found in the following context:  

 
KUB 19.37 ii  
(42)                                     ... QX ]D LUGAL�Xã ,�1$ É x$  

(43) [x ]x /,�Î0 5 0( 30? NAM.RA
=

I.A ~�[ÑD]-WH�QX�XQ  

(44) [URUÏD�DW�W]X�ãD�Dã PD ]D ÉRINMEŠ ANŠE.KUR.RAM[EŠ NX�L]Q NAM.RA [GU4] UDU 

(45) [~�ÑD�WH�HU (?)] QX�X ã�ãD�DQ LU�§D�Dã PL�¨D�QD�Dã NU.GÁL H�[Hã�WD]  
 
‘I, the king, brought home X530 captives. But regarding the captives and 

livestock which the infantry and charioteers of Ïattuša [brought in], there w[as] 

no boundary of (its) P.’ .  
 

Here, PL¨DQDã must mean something like ‘size, extent’ . So, all in all, we have to 
conclude that P �¨�DQ� denotes something like ‘extent, range (of a year)’ .  
 According to Tischler (HEG L/M: 175), another case of PH¨DQ� without ‘year’  
can be found in KUB 43.74 rev. (10) QX QDP�PD PL�¨D�QL�L ã�ãL SD�x[ ... ] (11) [ 
... NA G]UG DQ�GD�DQ §X�L]�]D�Dã�WD�WL, which he translates as ‘Darauf an seinem 
P. ...., drinnen [aber?] hat sich r[otes Gl]as gebildet’  with the suggestion that 
PL¨DQL here might mean ‘on the surface’ . CHD (L-N: 234), however, cites this 
form as a separate noun PL¨DQLããL of which the meaning cannot be determined.  
 Formally, the word seems to show D�stem as well as L-stem forms (gen.sg. 
P �¨�DQDã vs. P �¨�DQL¨Dã). The L-stem forms are only found in the expression ÑLWWL 
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PH¨DQL¨Dã, which is likely a secondary formation on the basis of the petrified 
expression ÑLWWL P �¨�DQL, the loc.sg. of the stem PH�¨�DQ�.  
 Because of the alternation between P �¨�DQ� and P �¨�HQ� (in PH�L�H�QL, PH�H�H�
QL), it is likely that we are dealing with an original Q-stem (cf. also Oettinger 
1982b: 173).  
 Etymologically, a connection with IE *PHK < � ‘to measure’  seems likely. This 
would mean that we have to reconstruct *PHK < �RQ�,� *PHK < �HQ�. For the 
development of *PHK < �RQ� to Hitt. P �¨�DQ�,� compare ] �¨�DUL ‘is cooking’  < 
*WLHK < �R (see ] � > ? @ : A  � ]�).  
 The connection with P QL� ‘face’  (first suggested by Götze 1950 and repeated 
by e.g. Puhvel HED 6: 112f.) does not seem attractive to me, because P QL (q.v.) 
does not behave as an Q�stem noun.  
 CHD (l.c.) cites under this lemma also the instances of MUŠEN

B
I.A 

PH¨DQQDãDããL, for which no translation is offered. Tischler (l.c.) rightly remarks: 
“ hier läßt die Doppelschreibung des Nasals (die sich bei den temporalen Belegen 
nicht findet) vermuten, daß es sich um ein anderes Wort handelt, wobei PL\DWDU 
‘Wohlergehen’  auch semantisch -- im Omen! -- passend erscheint” . I therefore 
treat this word separately, q.v.  
 
PHªDQQDãDããL�‘?’ : PH�¨D�DQ�QD�ãD�Dã�ãL. 
  
See CHD L-N: 232 for attestations. The word occurs in the expression 
MUŠEN

B
I.A PH¨DQQDãDããL only, e.g. KUB 5.4 ii (9) MUŠEN

B
I.A PH�¨D�DQ�QD�ãD�

Dã�ãL (10) ,�1$ URUÏDW�WL WD�UX�XS�SD�DQ�WD�UX ‘the P.-birds gather in Ïattuša’ . 
CHD interprets PH¨DQQDãDããL as belonging to the paradigm of P �¨�DQ� ‘range, 
extent’  (q.v.), apparently analysing the form as PH¨DQQDã D ããL. This 
interpretation is unlikely, however, as this word occurs in NH texts only, and the 
occurrence of non-geminating  D ‘but’  is unlikely in NH. Moreover, the frequent 
geminate spelling of �QQ� contrasts with the predominantly single spelling �Q� in 
the oblique cases of P �¨�DQ� (PH¨DQDã, PH¨DQL). The one attestation MUŠEN

B
I.A 

PL�¨D�QD�Dã�ãL (KUB 18.12 obv. 3), which is conveniently cited first in CHD, 
seems to be more apt to an interpretation PL¨DQDã ãL, i.e. the gen.sg. of PH¨DQ� 
followed by the particle  ããL ‘for him’ , but the many other spellings PH¨DQQDãDããL 
in my view preclude this. Tischler (HEG L/M: 175), especially on the basis of the 
geminate spelling �QQ�,�rather suggests a connection with PL¨DWDU ‘prosperity’ , but 
this is denied by CHD on the basis of the spellings with PH�. Moreover, the 
problem of the non-geminating  D remains. Further unknown.  
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PH�ª�X����PHªDÓ� (adj.) ‘four’ : nom.pl.c. PL�H�ÑD�Dã (OH/NS), PL�H�¨D�ÑD�Dã (OH 
or MH/NS), acc.pl.c. PL�H�~�Xã (OH or MH/NS), 4�Xã (OS), 4�Dã, gen.pl. PL�L�~�
ÑD½�Dã¾ (OH/NS), dat.-loc.pl. PL�~�ÑD�Dã (MH/MS?), 4�WD�Dã (OH/NS), inst. 4�LW, 
uncl. PH�X�ÑD�Dã. 
 Derivatives: PLXÓDQLªDQW�,� P ÓDQLªDQW� (adj.) ‘running in teams of fours(?)’  
(nom.pl. PL�X�ÑD�QL�LD�DQ�WL�ã��� (MS?), PX�X�ÑD�QL[-¨D�DQ�WH�Hã]). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. P XÓD� ‘four’  (abl.-inst. PD�D�X�ÑD�D�WL, PD�D�X�ÑD�WL), 
PDÓDOOD�L� (adj.?) ‘four-span(?)’  (acc.sg. PD�ÑD�DO�OL�LQ), P XÓDOODããD�L� (adj.) 
‘of a four-span’  (nom.-acc.pl.n. PD�D�~?�[Ñ]D�DO�OD�Dã�ãD), P XÓDQL�ªD�� ‘to hitch 
as a four-span’  (3pl.pret.act. PD�D�X�ÑD�QL�LQ�WD); HLuw. PLZD� C  (adj.) ‘four’  
(nom.-acc.pl.c. “ 4” �ZD�L�]L� �$56/$17$ù��������]L (ASSUR letter D §10, F §9, 
I+J §28)); Lyc. PXS�P� ‘fourfold?’  (dat.-loc.pl. PXS�PH). 
  PIE *PpK < �X�,�*PpK < �HX� ? 
  
See CDH L-N: 308f. for attestations. Because of nom.pl.c. PH¨DÑDã, we seem to 
be dealing with an X�stem adjective *PH¨X� � PH¨DÑ�. In CLuwian, we do not find 
evidence for a �¨�,�but perhaps P ÑD� reflects *Pp¨ÑR�. In HLuwian, the word is 
not attested in a phonetic spelling. Because of the fact that the HLuwian sign MI 
(�, K) is made up of four strokes, we may have to assume that the word for 
‘four’  actually was *PLÑD�. On the basis of these forms, we must reconstruct a 
PAnat. *PH¨��H�X� or *PH"��H�X� (if the �¨� in Hitt. PH¨DÑDã can be regarded as a 
hiatus-filler for /mé"auas/, cf. PH�¨�DQ� < *PHK < �RQ�).  
 Further etymologizing has proven to be difficult. It has been argued that *PH¨X� 
must belong to a root *PHL� ‘to diminish’  (because ‘four’  is five minus one), but 
this root possibly is *PHLK D � (cf. at P §XU � P §XQ�). If PAnat. *PH"��H�X� is a 
correct reconstruction, we could also assume connection with the root *PHK < � ‘to 
measure’  (cf. Kimball’ s reconstruction (1999: 233) *PHK < ¨�X�). At this point, too 
much is unclear to make any firm conclusions, however.  
 
PHNN�,�PHNNL�� ��PHNNDL�� (adj.) ‘much, many, numerous’ : nom.sg.c. PH�HN�NL�Lã 
(MH/MS), acc.sg.c. PH�H�HN�NiQ (OS), nom.-acc.sg.n. [P]H�H�HN (OS), PH�HN�NL 
(OS), abl. PH�HN�ND E �¨D�D] (NH), nom.pl.c. PH�H�HN½�NH¾�H�Hã (OS), PH�HN�NH�Hã 
(OH/NS), PH�HN�NH�H�Hã, PH�HN�½NH�¾Hã (KUB 42.29 ii 5 (NS)), PH�HJ�JD�Hã 
(OH/NS), PH�HN�ND E �H�Hã (NH), PH�HN�ND E �Xã (NH), PD�HN�ND E �Xã (NH), acc.pl.c. 
PH�HN�NX�Xã (OS), PH�HN�ND E �D�Xã (MH/NS), PH�HN�ND E �Xã (NH), nom.-acc.pl.n. 
PH�HJ�JD�¨D (NH); case? PH�HN�ND E �¨D�Dã (NH). 
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 Derivatives: PHNNDªD] (adv.) ‘on many occasions, often’  (PH�HN�ND E �¨D�D] 
(NH)), PHNNL (adv.) ‘greatly, much. in large numbers, very’  (PH�HN�NL�L (1x, OS), 
PH�HN�NL), see PDNN ãã�; : , PDNQX�; : . 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. PDªD� (adj.) ‘much, many (??)’  (nom.sg.c. PD�¨D�Dã (?), 
gen.adj. PD�¨D�Dã�ãD�L� (?)). 
 IE cognates: Gr. -, Skt. PiKL, Arm. PHF¶, Lat. PDJQXV, Goth. PLNLOV ‘big’ . 
  PIE *PH�K D �,�*PH�K D ��H�L� 
  
See CHD L-N: 245 for attestations. We are dealing with two stems, PHNN� (in 
acc.sg.c. P NNDQ, nom.-acc.sg. P N, nom.pl.c. P NN ã and acc.pl.c. PHNNXã) and 
PHNNL�� �� PHNNDL� (nom.sg.c. PHNNLã, nom.-acc.sg.n. PHNNL, abl. PHNND¨D], 
nom.pl.c. PHNNDHã, acc.pl.c. PHNNDXã and nom.-acc.pl.n. PHJJD¨D). The forms 
that display the stem PHNN� are only found in OH texts, whereas the bulk of the 
attestations of PHNNL� � PHNNDL� occur in NH texts (but note nom.-acc.sg.n. PHNNL 
(OS) and nom.pl.c. PHNND ã (OH/NS)). The two attestations with single �N� are 
spelled with the unusual ‘broken’  spelling (PH�H�HN�H�Hã and PH�HN�Hã), and 
therefore are likely to be emended to PH�H�HN½�NH¾�H�Hã and PH�HN½�NH¾�Hã.  
 The connection with PIE *PH�K D � is generally accepted. This means that nom.-
acc.sg.n. P N is to be equated with Gr.  and Skt. PiKL < *Pp�K D  (so *-&K D � > 
�&). In the inflected forms, e.g. acc.pl.c. PHNNXã < *PH�K D �PV, the sequence 
*-�K D � yields /k/.  
 The derivatives PDNN ãã�; :  ‘to become numerous’  and PDNQX�; :  ‘to multiply’  
(see at their respective lemma) reflect the zero-grade of the root, *P�K D �.  
 The interpretation of the stem PD¨D� is strongly debated. E.g. Starke (1990: 506, 
followed by Puhvel HED 6: 123)) assumes that this stem is Luwian (because of 
gen.adj. PD¨DããD�L�), translates it as ‘much, many’  or substantivized ‘multitude’  
and subsequently proposes that it is the CLuwian reflex of *Pp�K D �HL�. Melchert 
(1993b: 145), on the other hand, states that this stem must be interpreted as a 
Hittite stem that belongs with PDL� :  � PL� ‘to grow’  and (LÚ)PD¨DQW� ‘adult’  and 
therefore means ‘young adult’ .  
 Note that the one form “PD�LN�ND E �Xã”  in KUB 26.1 iii 58, which is often seen 
as showing a ‘reverse’  or ‘hypercorrect’  spelling of �H� as �DL�,�in fact should be 
read NX�LN�ND E �Xã and therewith can only be regarded as a (rather big) scribal error 
for expected PH�HN�ND E �Xã and not as a hypercorrect form (see at §DL�Q�N� F F > ? @ : A  for 
the consequences of this improved reading).  
 
PHOWHããDU: derivative of P OG� :  � PDOG� (q.v.)  
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PHPPD� G ���PHPP�: see PLPPD� :  � PLPP�  
 
P PD� G � ��P PL� (IIa5 > Ic1, IIa1 ) ‘to speak, to recite, to tell’  (Sum. DU11): 
1sg.pres.act. PH�H�PD�D§�§p (OS), PH�H�PD�D§�§L (OS), PH�PD�D§�§L (OH/NS), 
2sg.pres.act. PH�H�PD�DW�WL (NH), PH�PD�DW�WL (NH), PH�PD�WL (NH), PH�HP�PD�
DW�WL (1x, NH), 3sg.pres.act. PH�H�PD�L (OS), PH�H�PD�D�L (1x, OS), PH�PD�L 
(OS), PH�PD�D�L (OH?/NS), PH�HP!�PD�L (1x, NS), 1pl.pres.act. PH�PL�X�H�QL 
(MH/NS), PH�PD�X�H�QL (NH), PH�PL�¨D�X�H�QL, 2pl.pres.act. PH�PL�Lã�WH�QL 
(MH/MS), PH�PD�DW�WH�QL (MH/MS or NS), PH�PD�WH�QL (NH), 3pl.pres.act. PH�
PL�DQ�]L (MH/MS), PH�PL�¨D�DQ�]L (MH/NS), PH�PD�DQ�]L (MH/NS), 
1sg.pret.act. PH�PD�D§�§X�XQ (OH/NS, MH/MS), 2sg.pret.act. PH�PL�Lã�WD (NH), 
3sg.pret.act. PH�H�PL�Lã�WD (MH/MS), PH�PL�Lã�WD (OH/MS), PH�PL�Hã�WD 
(OH/NS), PH�PD�Dã (NS), 1pl.pret.act. PH�PD�X�LQ (NH), PH�PL�¨D�X�HQ, 
2pl.pret.act. PH�PL�Lã�WpQ (NH), 3pl.pret.act. PH�H�PL�HU (OS), PH�PL�HU (OH/NS), 
PH�PL�H�HU (NH), PH�HP�PL�HU (1x, OH/NS), 1sg.imp.act. PH�PD�DO�OX (NH), 
2g.imp.act. PH�H�P[L] (OH/MS), PH�PL (OH/NS), PH�PD (NH), 3sg.imp.act. PH�
H�PD�D�~ (MH/MS), PH�H�PD�~ (OH/MS), PH�PD�D�~ (OH or MH/NS), PH�PD�~ 
(MH/NS), PH�PD�DW�WX E , 2pl.imp.act. PH�PL�Lã�WpQ (MH/MS), PH�PL�Lã�WH[-HQ] 
(MH/MS), PH�PL�Hã�WpQ (OH or MH/NS), 3pl.imp.act. PH�PD�DQ�GX (KUB 14.3 i 
67); 1sg.pret.midd. PH�PL�¨D�D§�§D�DW (NH); part. PH�PL�DQ�W� (MH/MS), PH�PL�
¨D�DQ�W� (NH), PH�PD�DQ�W� (NS); inf.I PH�PL�~�ÑD�DQ�]L (MH/MS), PH�PL�¨D�X�
DQ�]L (MH/MS), PH�PL�¨D�X�ÑD�DQ�]L (MH/NS), PH�HP�PD�X�ÑD�DQ[-]L] (NH); 
verb.noun PH�PL�¨D�X�ÑD�DU, PH�HP�PX�X�ÑD�DU; iter, PH�H�PL�Lã�NH�D� (OS), PH�
PL�Lã�NH�D� (OH/MS), PH�PL�Hã�NH�D� (NS). 
 Derivatives: PHP�Lª�DQX�H G  (Ib2) ‘to have (someone) say, to recite, to make 
(someone) talk’  (3sg.pres.act. PH�PL�¨D�QX�X]�]L (NS), 2pl.pret.act. PH�PD�QX�XW�
WH�HQ (OH/MS), impf.2sg.pret.act. PL�H�PD�QX�Xã�JD!�ãL (OH/NS)). 
  PIE *Pp�K < P�RL�HL � *Pp�K < P�L�HQWL ?? or *Pp�PRL�HL � *Pp�PL�HQWL ?? 
  
See CHD L-N: 254 for attestations. The oldest forms show a paradigm P PD§§H, 
P PDWWL, P PDL, PHPLÑHQL, PHPLãWHQL, PHPLDQ]L. Although these forms seems to 
display a distribution between P � in the singular and P � in the plural, this is a 
coincidental and due to the late attestation of the plural forms. For P � in non-
singular forms, compare 3pl.pret.act. PH�H�PL�HU (OS) and impf. PH�H�PL�Lã�NH�D� 
(OS). An alternation between a stem in �D� in the singular and �L� in the plural is 
prototypical of the P PD�L�class. In younger Hittite (from the late MH period 
onwards) we see that the stem PHPD� is spreading throughout the paradigm, 
yielding WDUQ�D��class inflected forms like PHPDÑHQL, PHPDWWHQL and part. 
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PHPDQW�. On the other hand, we also see the occasional spreading of the stem 
PHPL¨H�D� (PHPL¨DÑHQL, PHPL¨D§§DW, PHPL¨DÑDQ]L), probably on the basis of 
3pl.pres.act. PHPL¨DQ]L.  
 As I have argued in the treatment of the P PD�L�class in § 2.2.2.2.h., this class 
contains original polysyllabic G L�WL¨DQ]L-class verbs, which are being influenced 
by the WDUQ�D��class from pre-Hittite times onwards. In the case of P PD�L�,� this 
means that the original paradigm must have been *P PH§§L, *P PDLWWL, P PDL, 
*P PLÑHQL, *P PLãWHQL, *P PLDQ]L. This clearly has to be analysed as a 
reduplicated formation P �P�D�L�.  
 As I have explained in Kloekhorst fthc.a, most G L�WL¨DQ]L-class verbs reflect a 
structure *&&�RL� � *&&�L�,� i.e. the zero grade of a verbal root extended by an 
ablauting suffix *-RL���L�. If we apply this structure to P PD�L�,�it would mean that 
we have to analyse it as P �P��D�L�: P � is the reduplication syllable, ��D�L� is the 
reflex of the suffix *-�R�L� and �P� is the only remnant of the basic verbal root. At 
first sight, this situation seems comparable to PDL� :  � PL� ‘to grow’  in which P� is 
the only remnant of the zerograde of a root *PHK D �. Nevertheless, if we would 
assume that in P �P��D�L�,��P� is the zerograde of a root *PH+�,�we would expect 
that in a formation *Pp�P+�RL�,� the result of *-P+� would have been geminate 
�PP� (cf. PLPPDQ]L ‘they deny’  < *PL�PK < �pQWL, ]LQQDQ]L ‘they finish’  < *WLQK < �
pQWL, etc.). If we compare the situation of ]DL� :  � ]L� ‘to cross’ , however, in which ]� 
from assibilated *W� is the only remnant of the zerograde of the root *K < HW�,�we 
could also assume a root *+HP� and a reconstruction *Pp�+P��R�L�. Since *K D  
and *K I  both would have coloured the �H� to �D�,� the only possibility is *K < HP� 
here. In my view, a cluster *-K < P� would after an accentuated vowel not yield a 
geminate �PP� (compare G QLW� ‘stele’  < *G J yK < �QL�G�,� ] QD� ‘autumn’  < *WLpK < �
QR� and ] UL� ‘cup’  < *WLpK < �UL�). So, if P PD�L� reflects a structure *Pp�P��D�L�,�
the only possible reconstruction is Pp�K < P��R�L�,� from a root *K < HP�. The only 
PIE root *K < HP� that I am aware of, is ‘to take’  (Lat. HP , Lith. LP�, ‘to take’ ). 
Although this semantically is a possibility (‘to take (the word)’  > to speak’ ), it is 
not self-evident.  
 Another possibility is to assume that P PD�L� is not an *-RL���L�suffixed verb, 
but just reflects a root *PHL� or *PHL+� (as QDL� :  � *QL� ‘to turn’  < *QyL+�HL � *QL+�
pQWL). In that case, we can either reconstruct *Pp�PRL�HL or *Pp�PRL+�HL. 
Formally, we could then think of *PHL� ‘to establish’  (Skt. PLQyWL ‘to establish’ ). 
Semantically, this may be possible (‘to establish’  > ‘to state’  > ‘to speak’ ) but is 
not evident either.  
 All in all, on formal grounds the verb P PD� :  � P PL�,�which must go back to an 
older *P PDL� :  � P PL� can only reflect *Pp�K < P�RL�HL � *Pp�K < P�L�HQWL from a 
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root *K < HP�,�or *Pp�PRL�HL � *Pp�PL�HQWL from a root *PHL�. Semantically, neither 
possibilities are self-evident, however.  
 Etymologies that have been proposed in the past are all formally impossible. 
E.g. Sturtevant (1930a: 32f.) suggested a tie-in with PIE *PHQ�,�but a preform 
*PH�PQ� should have yielded Hitt. �PP� and does not explain the original 
G L�WL¨DQ]L-inflection. Hrozný (1915: 372) connected P PD�L� with Skt. P ��P � 
‘to bellow’  and OCS P PDWL ‘to stammer’ . This latter verb likely is 
onomatopoetic, but the Sanskrit verb reflects a root *PH+�L��. As we saw above, a 
reconstruction *PH�P+�RL� � *PH�P+�L� would also yield a geminate �PP� in 
Hittite, which makes this reconstruction formally impossible.  
 
P PDOO� (n.) ‘coarsely ground meal’ : nom.-acc.sg. PH�H�PD�DO (OS), PH�PD�DO 
(OS), PH�HP�PD�DO (NH), gen.sg. PH�PD�DO�OD�Dã (MH?/NS), PH�PD�OD�Dã 
(OH/NS), PH�HP�PD�OD�Dã, instr. PH�PD�DO�OL�LW (OH?/NS), PH�PD�OL�LW. 
  PIE *Pp�PROK D � 
  
See CHD L-N: 265 for attestations. This word has already since Hrozný (1920: 
471) been connected with PDOOD� :  � PDOO� ‘to mill, to grind’  (q.v. for further 
etymology). We therefore have to reconstruct *Pp�PROK D , in which the �K D  was 
lost after consonant (cf. P N < Pp�K D ). The oblique cases show forms with single 
and with geminate �OO�. It is difficult to decide which spelling is more original, but 
we have to reckon with the possibility that geminate �OO� reflects *-OK D � in e.g. 
gen.sg. *PH�PROK D �RV.  
 
PHPLªDQ�� (c.) ‘word(s), speech, talk, message; deed; matter, subject’  (Sum. 
INIM, Akk. $A 78): nom.sg. PH�PL�Dã (MH/MS), PH�PL�¨D�Dã (NH), PH�PL�L�
¨D�Dã (NH), acc.sg. PH�PL�DQ (MH/MS, OH/NS), PH�PL�¨D�DQ (MH/MS), gen.sg. 
PH�PL�¨D�QD�Dã (NH), dat.-loc.sg. PH�PL�H�QL (OH/NS), PH�PL�QL (NH), PH�PL�
¨D�QL (NH), PH�PL�¨D�DQ�QL (NH), abl. PH�PL�¨D�QD�D] (NH), PH�PL�¨D�DQ�QD�D] 
(NH), PH�PL�QD�]D (NH), PH�PL�D] (NH), instr. PH�PL�QL�LW (NS), PH�PL�¨D�QL�LW 
(NH), nom.pl. $[A$7](MEŠ, acc.pl. PH�PL�¨D�QX�ã D (MH/MS), PH�PL�¨D�QX�Xã 
(MH/MS), PH�PL�¨D�QL�Hã (MH/MS), PH�PL�¨D�Dã (NH), gen.pl. PH�PL�¨D�QD�Dã 
(NH), PH�PL�¨D�DQ�QD�Dã (OH/NS). 
  PIE *Pp�PL�RQ� or *Pp�K < P�L�RQ� 
  
See CHD L-N: 268 for attestations. The acc.sg. PHPL�¨�DQ occurs both with 
neuter and with commune concord, but CHD (l.c.) and Tischler (HEG L/M: 
192f.) convincingly argue that this form must have been commune originally, and 
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that the cases with neuter concord are erratic. This coincodes with the MH/MS 
attestations of commune nom.sg. PHPLDã and acc.pl. PHPL¨DQXã. Tischler further 
argues that nom.sg.c. PHPLDã and acc.sg.c. PHPL�¨�DQ point to an D-stem PHPL¨D�,�
but this is contradicted by the oblique cases that in the older texts all show Q-stem 
forms: PHPL¨DQ�. Nevertheless, we would expect that the acc.sg. of an Q-stem 
would have been **PHPL¨DQDQ. Puhvel (HED 6: 145) therefore argues that we are 
dealing with a heteroclitic paradigm: a stem PHPL¨D� in nom. and acc. besides a 
stem PHPL¨DQ� in the oblique cases. This is not very convincing, however. It is 
best to assume that this word originally was an Q�stem, but that on the basis of 
nom.sg. PHPL¨Dã < *Pp�PL� Q�V, a secondarily created acc.sg. PHPL¨DQ 
supplanted unattested *PHPL¨DQDQ in MH times already.  
 The word is clearly derived from the verb P PD� :  � P PL� ‘to speak’  and is an 
important argument for the view that P PD�L� is a rebuilding of an original 
*P PDL� :  � P PL�. This means that the �L� is inherent to the stem, and not part of 
the suffix (as e.g. Tischler argues: he analyses the word as a stem PHP� plus a 
�¨HQ���¨RQ�suffix). We therefore have to reconstruct *Pp�PL�RQ�. The fact that the 
first �H� is never spelled plene (unlike in P PD� :  � P PL�) is due to the fact that it 
is not attested in OS text: plene spellings are diminishing from MH times 
onwards. See at P PD� : ���P PL� for further etymology. 
 
P QD�: see P QL�  
 
P QD©©DQGD (adv. or postpos.) ‘against, before, facing, opposite, in regard to’ : 
PH�H�QD�D§�§D�DQ�WD (OS), PH�H�QD�D§�§D�DQ�GD (OS), PH�QD�D§�§D�DQ�GD (OS), 
PH�QD�§D�DQ�GD (1x, OS), IGI�DQ�GD (NS). 
  
See CHD L-N: 274f. for attestations and semantics. Despite the fact that at first 
sight we are tempted to assume an etymological connection with P §§DQ and 
P §§DQGD (q.v.), which reflect *PyQ + *K D HQW�,� it is difficult to interpret the 
element P QD� as belonging to a pronominal stem *PR�. It is therefore better to 
assume that P QD§§DQGD is an old compound of P QD� ‘face’  + §DQW� ‘face, 
forehead’ . See there for further etymology.  
 
P QL� (n.), P QD� (n. > c.) ‘face, cheek’ : nom.-acc.sg.n. PH�H�QL�L P�PL�LW (OS), 
PH�H�QL�H ã�PL�LW (OH/NS), PH�QH�L ã�ãL�LW (OH/NS), PH�H�QD�D ã�ãH�HW 
(OH/NS), loc.sg. PL�H�QL (OH/NS), acc.pl.c. PH�QX�Xã (OH/NS). 
 Derivatives: P QD§§DQGD (q.v.) 
  PIE *PpQ�LK < , *PpQ�HK D  
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See CHD L-N: 289 for attestations. There, an acc.pl. PLQL ã (KUB 52.52 rev. 7) 
is cited as well, but according to Rieken (1999a: 56) this word is to be read as ]x�
PL�QL�X�Xã, and therefore does not belong to P QL�D�. Rieken (1999a: 56f.) argues 
that nom.-acc.sg. P QL reflects the old dual-ending *-LK <  (cf. HO]L�), whereas nom.-
acc.sg. P QD reflects the collective-ending *-HK D . Etymologically, she connects 
the word with CLuw. PDQ � ‘to see’  (q.v.), ultimately from the root *PHQ� ‘to 
think’ . Melchert (1984a: 8817) rather suggests a connection with Lat. PHQWXP 
‘chin’ , reconstructing a root *PHQ� ‘to stick out, to pertrude’ .  
 K5L
PHQHªD�� (c.) a cult functionary using a bow and arrows: nom.sg. PH�QH�¨D�Dã 

(OS), PH�H�QL�Dã (OS), PH�H�QL�¨[D�Dã] (MS), PL�QL�¨D�Dã (MH/NS), acc.sg. PH�
QH�DQ (OS), PL�QL�¨D�DQ (OH/NS), gen.sg.(?) PH�QH�¨D�ã D (OS). 
  
See CHD L-N: 290 for attestation and the suggestion that LÚPHQH¨D� possibly 
denotes a hunter. Often, the word is cited PHQL¨D�,�but the oldest attestations show 
that originally it must have been PHQH¨D�. The formal interpretation of the word is 
difficult. It has often been proposed that this word is connected with P QL�,�P QD� 
‘face’  (q.v.). For instance, Watkins (1986: 56) translates “ ‘face’ -man” , CHD 
suggests “ he of the face” , whereas Tischler (HEG L/M: 198) proposes an original 
meaning ‘masked’ , which perhaps could fit a meaning ‘hunter’ . If this were 
correct, I would not understand, however, how the second H of PHQH¨D� has come 
about (note that the most OS spellings clearly show that the word is PHQH¨D�,�
which later on became PHQL¨D�). I am therefore sceptical about the etymological 
connections with P QL�,� P QD� ‘face’ . As long as the precise function of 
LÚPHQH¨D� is unclear, it is nothing more than a possibility.  
 
PHU�H G ���PDU� (Ia3) ‘to disappear, to vanish’ : 3sg.pres.act. PH�HU�]L (MH/MS), PL�
LU�]L (MH/MS), 2sg.pret.act. PH�HU�WD (OH/MS), 3sg.pret.act. PH�HU�WD (OH/NS), 
3pl.pret.act. PH�UH�HU (OS), 3sg.imp.act. PH�HU�GX (OH/NS, MH/MS), [PH�]H?�HU�
GX (OH/NS), PH�H�HU�WX M  (OH/NS), 3pl.imp.act. PD�UD�DQ�GX (424/z, 5, 7 (NS)); 
3sg.pres.midd. PDU�WD�UL (NH), PDU�WD (NS), 3sg.pret.midd. PH�HU�WD�DW (NH), 
3sg.imp.midd. PH�HU�W[D�UX] (MH/NS), 3pl.imp.midd. PH�HU�UD�D�DQ�WD�UX 
(OH/NS), PH�HU�UD�DQ�W[D�UX] (OH/NS); part. PH�HU�UD�DQ�W� (MH/NS). 
 Derivatives: PDUQXÓDOD� (adj.) ‘invisible(?)’  (acc.sg.c. PDU�QX�ÑD�OD�DQ 
(OH/NS)), PDUQX�H G , PHUQX�H G  (Ib2) ‘to cause to disappear, to dissolve’  
(2sg.pres.act. [P]DU�QX�ãL (NS), 1sg.pret.act. PH�HU�QX½�QX¾�XQ, 3sg.imp.act(?) 
PH�HU�Q[X�XG�GX?]; part. PL�LU�QX�ÑD�DQ�W�). 
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 Anat. cognates: HLuw. ?PDUQXZD� ‘to make disappear’  (see discussion). 
 IE cognates: Skt. iP�WD ‘he died’ , PUL\DWH ‘he dies’ , Gr.   ‘he 
died’  (Hes.), Arm. PHÍDZ ‘he died’ , OCS PU WL ‘to die’ , Lat. PRULRU ‘to die’ . 
  PIE *PpU�W � *PU�pQW 
  
See CHD L-N: 295 and Puhvel HED 6: 148f. for attestations. In the oldest texts 
we find only active forms that show an ablauting PL-inflecting stem PHU�N O  � PDU� 
(e.g. PHUHU vs. PDUDQGX), which denotes ‘to disappear, to vanish’ . Middle forms 
are found in NS texts only and have the same meaning. Also in NS texts we find 
some forms that display a geminate �UU� (cf. § 1.4.6.2.b).  
 Since Sturtevant (1933: 135), PHU�N O  � PDU� is generally connected with PIE 
*PHU� which is usually glossed ‘to die’ . In my view, however, the Hittite meaning 
‘to disappear’  must have been the original meaning, whereas the meaning ‘to die’  
as found in the other IE languages only developed after the splitting off of 
Anatolian. It is likely that *PHU� ‘to disappear’  was an euphemistic term for dying 
at first (cf. ModEng. euphemistic WR SDVV DZD\, WR EH JRQH vs. realistic WR GLH), 
which later on took over the place of the original PIE word for ‘to die’ , which is 
possibly reflected in Hitt. N� O  � DNN� ‘to die’  (which is unfortunately unattested in 
the other IE languages). Because of the fact that in Sanskrit PDU� is a root-aorist, I 
reconstruct an aorist *PpU�W � *PU�pQW.  
 In HLuwian, the exact reading of the verb DELERE�QXÑD� ‘to cause to 
disappear, to destroy’  is not known. In the fragment KARKAMIŠ A28J l. 2, we 
find [ ... ]DELERES[i?]+UD�L�QX�Z[D�L� ... ] (cf. Hawkins 2000: 216), which might be 
a full phonetic spelling. The exact reading of the sign Si is debated, however, and 
Melchert (1988c: 34ff.) argues that the sign should be read PDP . If so, then we 
would have to read [ ... ]DELEREP[DP ]+UD�L�QX�Z[D�L� ... ], which would make it 
possible to assume that the HLuwian verb DELERE�QXZD� actually was 
PDUQXZD� and has to be identified with Hitt. PDUQX�N O  ‘to make disappear’  (cf. the 
discussion in Hawkins 2000: 154).  
 
�PL�(1sg.pres.act.-ending of the PL�flection) 
 IE cognates: Skt. �PL, Gr. - , Lith. �PL, OCS �P , Goth. �P, Lat. �P. 
  PIE *-PL 
  
This ending is used as the 1sg.pres.act.-ending of PL-verbs (which are named 
after it), and therewith semantically equal to its corresponding §L-conjugation 
ending �§§L. In the course of the Hittite period, the ending �PL is gradually 
replacing �§§L (see there for examples). I know of only one alleged form in which 
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an original PL-conjugating verb would show the §L-ending �§§L, namely “ SiU�NX�
QX�X§�§L”  (708/z obv. 12) as cited by Neu (1967: 165). As long as this tablet is 
unpublished, I would remain quite sceptical regarding this reading and 
interpretation (Neu calls the context “ bruchstückhaft”  so perhaps we are in fact 
dealing with 3pl.pret.act. SiU�NX�QX�X§�§H[-HU]).  
 Etymologically, �PL goes back to two endings. On the one hand, it directly 
reflects the PIE athematic primary 1sg.-ending *-PL used in PIE root-presents (~ 
Skt. �PL, Gr. - , Lith. �PL). On the other hand, it reflects the PIE athematic 
secondary ending *-P used in PIE root-aorists (~ Skt. ��D�P, Gr. - , - ) extended 
with the ‘presentic’  �L.  
 
 PL���� PD���� PH� (encl.poss.pron. 1sg.) ‘my’ : nom.sg.c.  PL�Lã (often),  PL�Hã 
(1x, NS),  PH�Lã (1x, NS), voc.sg.  PL (OH/NS),  PH (NS),  PH�HW (OH/NS), 
 PL�LW (MH/NS), acc.sg.c.  PD�DQ (OS),  PL�LQ (MH/MS), nom.-acc.sg.n.  PH�
HW (OS),  PL�LW (OH/MS), gen.sg.  PD�Dã (OS), dat.-loc.sg.  PL (OS), NDW�WL P�
PL (OS),  PL�LW (OH/NS), all.sg.  PD, SiU�QD P�PD (OH/NS), abl./instr.  PL�LW 
(OH/NS), nom.pl.c.  PL�Lã (OH/NS), acc.pl.c.  PX�Xã (OH/NS, MH/MS), nom.-
acc.pl.n.  PH�HW (OH/NS),  PL�LW (OH/NS), gen.pl.  PD�DQ (OH/NS). 
  PIE * PL�,�* PR�,�* PH� 
  
See CHD L-N: 215f. for attestations. The original paradigm of this enclitic is 
nom.sg.c.  PLã, acc.sg.c.  PDQ, nom.-acc.sg.n.  PHW, gen.sg.  PDã, dat.-loc.sg. 
 PL, all.sg.  PD, abl./instr.  PLW, nom.pl.c. * PHã, acc.pl.c.  PXã, nom.-
acc.pl.n.  PHW, gen.pl.  PDQ. For the original distinction between nom.-
acc.sg./pl.n.  PHW vs. abl./instr.  PLW see Melchert (1984a: 122-6). This means 
that we are dealing with an ablauting stem  PL� �  PD� �  PH�. This vocalization 
can hardly reflect anything else than PIE *-L�,� *�R� and *-H�,� but an exact 
explanation for the distribution of these vowels is still lacking (cf. also  WWL� � 
 WWD� �  WWH� ‘your (sg.)’ ,  ããL� �  ããD� �  ããH  ‘his, her, its’ ,  ãXPPL� �  ãXPPD� 
�  ãXPPH� ‘our’  and  ãPL� �  ãPD� �  ãPH� ‘your (pl.); their’ ). The �P� is clearly 
identical to the �P� found in  PX ‘(to) me’  (q.v.).  
 
PLªD©X�ÓD�QW�: see PH§XÑDQW�  
 
PLHQX�H G  (Ib2) ‘?’ : 3pl.pret.act. PL�H�QX�HU (KBo 14.42 obv. 11 (NH)), PL�H�QX�X�
H�HU (KUB 19.22, 3 (NH)), 3sg.imp.act. PL�H�QX�XG�GX (KUB 17.12 ii 14 (NS)). 
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 Derivatives: PLHQX� (adj.) (nom.sg.c. PL�H�QX�Xã (KUB 17.12 ii 12 (NS)), nom.-
acc.sg.n. PL�H�QX (KUB 17.12 ii 13 (NS)), acc.pl.c. PL�H�QX�Xã (KBo 3.28, 16 
(OH/NS), KUB 31.136 ii 1 (NS)). 
  
Often, these words are regarded as identical to P QX�N O  ‘to soften’  (see at P X�) (cf. 
CHD L-N: 242, Puhvel HED 6: 171). This is a bit awkward, as all attestations of 
which a meaning ‘to soften’  is clear are spelled PL�L�QX� and PL�QX�,� but not 
**PL�H�QX�,� whereas for all forms that are spelled PL�H�QX� a translation ‘to 
soften’  or ‘soft’  is not obligatory. For the forms PLHQXHU and PLHQXÑHU cf. CHD 
L-N: 291, for PLHQXGGX, PLHQXã and PLHQX cf. CHD L-N: 242. A nominal PLHQX� 
is found in gen.sg. PL�H�QX�ÑD�Dã (KUB 33.103 iii 7), but the connection with the 
verb PLHQX�N O  and the adj. PLHQX� is unclear. See Weitenberg (1984: 42f.) for an 
extensive treatment of the stem PLHQX� and his rejection of the identification with 
P QX�. Note however that according to the lowering of OH /i/ to NH /e/ before �Q� 
as described in § 1.4.8.1.d, the attestations PL�H�QX� formally could be regarded as 
the NH outcomes of original P QX�N O .  
 
PL©X�ÓD�QW�: see PH§XÑDQW�  
 
PLOLãNX�: see PDOLãNX�  
 
PLOLWW����PDOLWW� (n.) ‘honey’  (Sum. LÀL): nom.-acc.sg. PL�OL�LW (MH/NS), LÀL�LW 
(OS), gen.sg. PL�OL�LW�WD�Dã (617/p ii 14 (NS)), PL�O[L�L]W�WD�Dã ((KUB 25.32 iii 37 
+ KUB 27.70 iii 3 (NS)), LÀL�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. PD�OL�LW�WL (here?, Bo 3757 ii 5)), 
LÀL�WL (MH/MS), erg.sg.? LÀL�DQ�]D, instr. LÀL�LW (MH/NS). 
 Derivatives: PLOLW�W� ãã�H G  (Ib2) ‘to be sweet, to become sweet’  (3sg.pret.act. PH�
OL�WH�Lã�WD (NH), 2sg.imp.act. PL�OL�LW�H�Hã, 3sg.imp.act. PL�OL�WH�H�Hã�W[X] 
(OH/MS), P[L�O]L�WL�Hã�GX, PL�OL�WL�Lã�GX (OH/MS), PL�OL�LW�WL�Lã�GX (OH/MS)), 
PLOLGGX����PDOLGGX� (adj. / n.) ‘sweet, pleasant; sweetness’  (nom.sg.c. [PL�O]L�LG�
GX�Xã (OH/NS), nom.-acc.sg.n. PL�OL�LG�GX (OH/MS), PD�OL�LG�GX (OH/MS)). 
 Anat. cognates: Pal. PDOLWDQQD� (adj.) ‘having honey’  (nom.sg.c.? PD�OL�WD�DQ�
QD�Dã); CLuw. PDOOLW� (n.) ‘honey’  (nom.-acc.sg. PD�DO�OL, dat.-loc.sg. LÀL�L, 
abl.-instr. PD�DO�OL�L�WD�D�WL, PD�DO�OL�WD�D�WL), PDOOLWDOOD�L� ‘honey-jar(?)’  (nom.pl. 
PD�DO�OL�WD�DO�OL�HQ�]L), PDOOLWLÓDOOD�L� ‘honey-coated (or sim.)’  (Hitt. nom.sg.c. 
PD�DO�OL�WL�ÑD�DO�OD�Dã), PDOOLWL�ªD�� (adj.) ‘honeyed’  (nom.pl.c. PD�DO�OL�WL�LQ�]L); 
HLuw. PDOLGLPD�L� (adj.) ‘honey-sweet’  (nom.sg.c. “ PANIS”PD�OL�U � �PL�L�Vi 
�0$5$ù�����L��� 
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 IE cognates: Gr. ,  ‘honey’ , Goth. PLOLì ‘honey’ , Alb. PMDOWs 
‘honey’ , Lat. PHO, PHOOLV ‘honey’ . 
  PIE *PpO�LW � *PO�LW�yV 
  
See CHD L-N: 250f. and Starke 1990: 192627a for attestations. In Hittite, we find 
a neuter stem PLOLWW�,�which possibly shows an ablaut variant PDOLWW� if the form 
PD�OL�LW�WL (Bo 3757 ii 5) is indeed to be interpreted as dat.-loc.sg. of PLOLWW�. Such 
an ablaut is also visible in the derivative PLOLWWX� � PDOLWWX� ‘sweet(ness)’ . The 
derivative PLOLW�W� ãã�N O  is predominantly spelled with single �W�,�but once with �WW� 
as well. In CLuwian, we find a stem PDOOLW�,�with geminate �OO� and single �W�,�
which corresponds to the rhotacized /d/ that is attested in HLuwian PDOLULPD�L� 
(for *PDOLGLPD�L�) (cf. Starke 1990: 190-3 for a treatment of the Luwian material).  
 Already since Sturtevant (1933, 89) it has been clear that Hitt. PLOLWW� and Luw. 
PDOOLW� must be cognate with Gr. , , Goth. PLOLì, etc. ‘honey, which 
reflect *PpOLW�. ,Q� /XZLDQ�� WKLV� IRUP� XQGHUZHQW� ýRS’ s Law, which caused the 
geminate �OO�. The fact that *-W� > Luw. /-d-/ can be explained by the fact that in 
*PpOLW9, the *W stood between two unaccentuated vowels. In Hittite, the fact that 
we find forms with lenited �W� as well as unlenited �WW� implies that (in pre-Hittite 
times) an accentual movement was still present in this word, which is supported 
by the traces of ablaut. If we interpret the forms that are spelled PD�OL�LW�W� as 
/mlit-/ (for such a zero-grade compare Gr.  ‘to gather honey’  < * -¨ ), 
we have to reconstruct a paradigm *PpOLW, *POLWyV, *POLW�pL. In Luwian, the 
fullgrade-form and its accentuation have spread throughout the paradigm, 
yielding gen.sg. *PpOLWRV (cf. Gr. ), in which the �W� was lenited. Although 
in Hittite the fullgrade form eventually spread through the paradigm as well (but 
note that PDOLWWL could still reflect *POLW�pL directly), the unlenited �W� was in many 
cases restored.  
 The development of *PpOLW > PLOLW is remarkable regarding the outcome *L < *p 
(especially in view of PHOWHããDU < *PHOG Q �pK R VK R �U). In my view, it must be the 
result of some kind of L�umlaut (cf. ]LQQL]]L ‘finishes’  < *WLQpK R WL) (e.g. Melchert’ s 
account (1994a: 140) to explain the �L� through analogical levelling (*PpOLW� > 
PHOtW� in analogy to the adj. *POtWX�) is unconvincing).  
 A further analysis of *PpOLW � *POLWyV is difficult. If we compare this word to 
ãHSSLWW�,�a kind of grain, it may be likely that we should analyse both as *PpO�LW � 
*PO�LW�yV and *VpS�LW � *VS�LW�yV respectively.  
 
PLPPD� G � ��PLPP� (IIa1 ) ‘to refuse, to reject’ : 2sg.pres.act. PL�½LP�¾PD�DW�WL 
(HKM 55 rev. 28 (MH/MS)), 3sg.pres.act. PL�LP�PD�L (OS), PH�HP�PD�L (OH or 
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MH/NS), PH�½HP�¾PD�L (OH/NS), 3pl.pres.act. PL�LP�PD�DQ�]L (OS), PH�HP�PD�
DQ�]L (OH/NS), 1sg.pret.act. PH�HP�PD�D§�§X�XQ (NS), 3sg.pret.act. PL�LP�PD�Dã 
(OH/MS), PH�HP�PD�Dã (OH/NS), 1pl.pret.act. PL�LP�PL�~�HQ (MS), 3pl.pret.act. 
PH�HP�PL�HU (NS), 3sg.imp.act. PH�HP�PD�~ (NH), 3pl.imp.act. PL�LP�PD�DQ�GX 
(NS); part. ?nom.-acc.sg.n. PH�HP�PD�DQ (NS); verb.noun PL�LP�PD�D�X�DU (NS). 
 IE cognates: Gr. , Skt. Pa, Arm. PL, TochAB P  ‘do not!’ . 
  PIE *PL�PyK R �HL, *PL�PK R �pQWL 
  
See CHD L-N: 263 and Puhvel HED 6: 158f. for attestations. Of this verb, we 
find two different spellings: in older texts we find PL�LP�PD�,�whereas in younger 
texts (NH and NS) we find PH�HP�PD�. This is due to the NH lowering of OH /i/ 
to NH /e/ before �P� as described in § 1.4.8.1.d. The verb clearly belongs to the 
WDUQ�D��class (PLPPDL � PLPPDQ]L) and I therefore cite the verb as PLPPD� O  � 
PLPP�. The hapax PL�LP�PL�~�HQ is the only form that shows a stem PLPPL� and 
is probably corrupt.  
 Etymologically, this verb is since Sturtevant (1933: 133) generally seen as a 
cognate of PIE *PHQ� ‘to stay’  (e.g. Jasanoff (2003: 128ff.) regards 
PLPPD��PLPP� as a perfect equation with Gr.  ‘to stand fast’ ). In my view, 
however, a semantic connection between ‘to refuse’  and ‘to stay’  is far from 
evident. Moreover, an equation with  would mean that Hitt. PLPPD��PLPP� 
reflects a thematicized verb *PL�PQ�H�R�,�which is in contradiction with the fact 
that no other examples of thematic verbs in Anatolian can be found. I therefore 
reject this etymology.  
 Verbs that belong to the WDUQ�D��class reflect, among other structures, 
reduplicated formations of roots that end in laryngeal: *&H�&R+�HL, *&H�&+�HQWL 
(cf. Oettinger 1979a: 496ff.). In the case of PLPPD� � PLPP�,�Oettinger (l.c.) 
plausibly suggests an etymological tie-in with the prohibitive particle *PHK R  as 
found in Gr. , Skt. Pa, Arm. PL, etc. This means that PLPPD� � PLPP� would 
reflect *PL�PyK R �HL, *PL�PK R �pQWL. In the singular, the phonetic outcome would 
have been **PLPDL, but the geminate of the plural (PL�PK R �HQWL > PLPPDQ]L) was 
generalized throughout the paradigm (cf. e.g. ]LQQL]]L � ]LQQDQ]L << *]LQL]]L � 
]LQQDQ]L < *WLQpK R WL � *WLQK R pQWL). Prof. Melchert rightly points out to me that in 
order for this etymology to be acceptable a convincing scenario should be 
designed that can explain how the attested syntax of the prohibitive particle, 
which goes together with an inflected indicative finite verb, developed out of the 
use of a 2sg.imp.-form. 
 
PLUPLUUD��(c.) ‘mud-water, mire’ : acc.pl. PL�LU�PL�LU�UX�Xã (OH or MH/NS). 
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See CHD L-N: 295: hapax in KBo 22.178 iii (7) ãDO�~�L�QX�Xã D][-]L�NiQ�]]L PL�
LU�PL�LU�UX�Xã [DN�NX�Xã�Ni]Q�]L ‘they eat mud and drink P.’ . It is clear that a 
detestable liquid is meant, probably ‘mud-water’  or ‘mire’ . CHD proposes a 
connection with PHU�N O  � PDU� ‘to vanish’ , and suggests ‘filthy drainage water, 
water which drains away’ , but this does not seem very convincing to me. Further 
unclear.  
 
PLãULÓDQW��(adj.) ‘perfect, complete, full’  or ‘bright, splendid’ : nom.sg.c. PL�Lã�UL�
ÑD�DQ�]D (NH), PH�Hã�UL�ÑD�]D (NH), acc.sg.c. PL�Lã�UL�ÑD�DQ�WD�DQ (MH/MS), 
PH�Lã�UL�ÑD�DQ�GD�DQ (NH), dat.-loc.sg. PL�Lã�UL�ÑD�DQ�WL (MH/MS), nom.pl.c. PL�
Lã�UL�ÑD�DQ�WH�Hã (MH/MS), acc.pl.c. PL�Lã�UL�ÑD�DQ�GX�Xã (MH/MS), dat.-loc.pl. 
PL�Lã�UL�ÑD�DQ�WD�Dã (MH/MS). 
 Derivatives: PLãULÓD©©� G  (IIb) ‘to make PLãULÑDQW�’  (3pl.pret.act. PL�Lã�UL�ÑD�D§�
§H[-HU]), PLãULÓDQGD (adv.) ‘splendidly(?)’  (PL�Lã�UL�ÑD�DQ�GD), PLãULÓ WDU (n.) 
‘wholeness, brightness’  (nom.-acc.sg. PL�Lã�UL�ÑD�D�WDU), PLãULÓ ãã�H G  (Ib2) ‘to 
become full, to become bright (said of the moon)’  (3sg.pres.act. PL�Lã�UL�X�H�Hã�
]L). 
  
See CHD L-N: 297f. for attestations and a semantical discussion. All forms are 
derived from a stem PLãULÑD�. Although it is clear that these words denote 
something good, perfect or beautiful, it is not exactly clear what the original 
meaning is. Generally, these words are translated ‘splendid, bright’ , but an 
important argument against this translation may be seen in the use of the verb 
PLãULÑ ãã�N O  (having the moon as subject), which functions as the opposite of 
WHSDÑ ãã�N O  ‘to become small (of the moon)’ . This may indicate that PLãULÑHãã� 
must be translated ‘to become big, to wax’ , which would imply that all words 
from *PLãULÑD� have an original meaning ‘big, complete, full, perfect’ .  
 The generally accepted etymology of *PLãULÑD� is based on a translation 
‘splendid, bright’ : Neumann (1958: 88) connected *PLãULÑD� with the PIE root 
*PHLV�,� which he translated as ‘to shimmer’ . This etymology has found wide 
acceptance. LIV2, however, translates the root *PHLV� as ‘die Augen aufschlagen’  
(Skt. PL�iWL ‘opens the eyes’ ), which semantically would not fit ‘bright’  very 
well. Moreover, if *PLãULÑD� indeed did not mean ‘bright, splendid’ , but ‘perfect’ , 
a connection with *PHLV� becomes impossible anyway.  
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PLW�W�D�,�PLWL��(adj.) ‘red; (noun) red wool’  (Sum. SA5): nom.sg.c. PL�L�WL�Lã (NH), 
PL�WL�H�Hã (OH or MH/NS), PL�GL�Lã, acc.sg.c. PL�WL�LQ (OH/NS), PL�L�WD�DQ, PL�LW�
WD�DQ (MH/MS), PL�WD�DQ, PL�WD�D�DQ (MH/NS), instr. PL�LW�WL�LW (MS), PL�WL�LW. 
 Derivatives: 

S T�U VXWP WDH�H G  (Ic2) ‘to tie with red wool(?)’  (3sg.pres.act. PL�WD�L]�]L, 
1sg.pret.act. PL�WD�D�QX�XQ; part. PL�L�GD�DQ�W�; impf. PL�WL�Hã�NH�D�), P GDQLPD� 
‘?’  (abl. PL�L�GD�QL�PD�D]). 
  
See CHD L-N: 301f. for attestations. In the oldest texts, only the sumerogram 
SA5 is used. From MH times onwards, we find phonetic spellings of this word, 
which show D-stem as well as L-stem forms. Besides, there are forms with 
geminate �WW� and with single �W�. It is difficult to put these forms in a 
chronological order.  
 The variaty of forms could point to a foreign origin of this word. Nevertheless, 
ýRS� ������� ��-32) connects it with Slav. *P G  ‘copper’  (*PRLG�R�). Yet the 
absence of other IE cognates do not speak in favour of this etymology.  
 The verb P WDH�N O  was translated by Catsanicos (1986: 156) as “ fixer, attacher”  
and reconstructed as *K Y PyL�WR�¨H�R� (followed by Kimball 1999: 274), i.e. 
derived from the root *K Y PHL� that he reconstructs on the basis of an equation 
between Skt. V Pi\D� ‘well-prepared’  (from the verb PD\� ‘to fix’ ) and Hitt. 
VX§PLOL�,�allegedly “ bien fixé”  (q.v.). It is problematic, however, that a preform 
*K Y PyL�WR� would regularly yield Hitt. **§DPDLWD� (cf. *K Y PHK R VK Y R� > Hitt. 
§DPHã§D� and *G Q K R yLWK Y H > Hitt. GDLWWD). Moreover, according to CHD (L-N: 
304) this verb rather means ‘to tie with red wool’ , which would make it a 
straightforward derivative of P WD�,� reflecting *P WD�¨H�D�. For a possible 
connection with P GDQLPD� see CHD L-N: 305.  
 
PLWL�: see PLW�W�D�,�PLWL�  
 
P X�� ��P ªDÓ�� (adj.) ‘soft, smooth, mild, gentle, pleasant, agreeable’ : nom.sg.c. 
PL�L�Xã (OH/MS), PL�L�~�Xã (OH?/NS), PL�~�Xã (OH/MS), acc.sg.c. PL�L�~�XQ 
(OH/NS), nom.-acc.sg.n. PL�L�~ (OH/MS), PL�~ (OH/MS), nom.pl.c. PL�¨D�X�H�Hã 
(OH/MS), PL�L�¨D�X�H�Hã, acc.pl.c. PL�H�Xã (NS), nom.-acc.pl.n. PL�L�¨D�X�ÑD 
(MH/MS), dat.-loc.pl. PL�~�ÑD�Dã. 
 Derivatives: P ãã�H G  (Ib2) ‘to be mild, to be gentle, to be pleasant; to become 
gentle, to become kind’  (3sg.pres.act. PL�L�H�Hã�]L, 2sg.imp.act. PL�L�H�Hã, PL�H�Hã 
(OH?/MS?), PL�Hã, 3sg.imp.act. PL�L�H�Hã�GX (OH/NS), PL�L�H�Hã�WX (OH/MS)), 
P ããDU���P ãQ� (n.) ‘gentleness(?), prosperity(?)’  (gen.sg. PL�L�H�Hã�QD�Dã, dat.-
loc.sg. PL�Hã�QL), P XPDU (n.) ‘gentleness, mildness, kindness’  (nom.-acc.sg. PL�
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L�~�PDU (MH/MS), PL�~�PDU (MH/MS), PL�~�XP�PDU (MH/MS), instr. PL�~�XP�
QL�LW (MH/MS)), P QX�H G  (Ib2) ‘to make mild, to make pleasant, to heal’  
(2sg.pres.act. PL�QX�ãL (NH), 1sg.pret.act. PL�L�QX�QX�XQ (NS), 2sg.imp.act. PL�
QX�XW (NS), 3pl.imp.act. PL�QX�ÑD�DQ�GX (OH/NS), PL�QX�DQ�GX; impf. PL�L�QX�
Xã�NH�D�), P QXPDU (n.) ‘flattery, gentleness, kindness’  (nom.-acc.sg. PL�L�QX�PDU 
(MH/MS), PL�QX�PDU (OH/NS), PH�QX�PDU, gen.sg. PL�QX�XP�PD�Dã (NH), 
nom.-acc.pl. PL�QX�PDU B I.A, PL�QX�PDU�UL B I.A). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. P X����P ªDX� (adj.) ‘smooth’  (nom.pl.c. PL�L�¨D�ÑL Z �HQ�
]L). 
 IE cognates: Lat. P WLV ‘soft’ , Lith. PtHODV ‘tender, lovely’ , Russ. PtO\M ‘sweet’ , 
etc. 
  PIE *PtK R ��H�X� 
  
See CHD L-N: 306f. for attestations of P X�,�243f. for P ãã�N O , 309 for P XPDU, 
and 291 for P QX�N O . Note that CHD regards the forms spelled as PL�H�QX� as 
belonging to the group of P X� as well, but this is not obligatory (see at PLHQX�N O ). 
I will therefore disregard these forms here. Note that CHD incorrectly cites 
nom.sg.c. “PL�X�Xã”  (KUB 39.41 obv. 17 (NS), KUB 33.38 iv 10 (OH/MS)), 
which in fact must be PL�~�Xã. It is clear that we are dealing with an ablauting X-
stem adjective P X� � P ¨DÑ�,� with derivatives P QX�N O  (like WHSQX�N O  of W SX� � 
W SDÑ� ‘few, little’ ), P ãã�N O  (fientive in � ãã� of the root P �,�which contrasts with 
e.g. WHSDÑ ãã�N O  of W SX� and LG ODÑ ãã�N O  of LG OX� � LG ODÑ� ‘bad, evil’ , but matches 
SDUN ãã�N O  beside SDUNX ãã�N O  of SDUNX� � SDUNDÑ� ‘high’ ) and P XPDU (a derivative 
in �ÑDU � �ÑQ� of the stem P X�,�showing the development *-XÑ� > �XP�).  
 Etymologically, P X� has to be compared with Lat. P WLV ‘soft’ , Lith. PtHODV 
‘tender, lovely’ , etc. (thus first Knobloch 1959: 38) that point to a root *PHLK R � 
(cf. Schrijver 1991: 240). We therefore have to reconstruct *PpLK R �X� � *PLK R �pX�,�
which was levelled out to *PtK R �X� � *PtK R �HX� and regularly yielded OH /mí"u-/, 
/mí"au-/ > NH /m¶u-/, /m¶au-/, spelled PL�L�X°, PL�L�¨D�X°.  
 [�\ [�]�^

P XP X�W���(n.) a kind of bread, “ soft bread” : nom.-acc.sg. PL�L�~�PL�L�~, PL�
L�~�PL�X ã�ãD�DQ, PL�~�PL�~ (MH/NS), loc.sg. PL�~�PL�~�L, nom.-acc.pl. PL�~�PL�
~�WD, PL�~�PL�~�GD, [PL�L�~�P]L�L�~�WD. 
  
See CHD L-N: 310 for attestations. The nom.-acc.pl.-form P XP XWD shows that 
this word originally had a stem P XP XW�. The fact that in nom.-acc.sg. the word-
final �W was dropped points to a Luwian provenance of this word. Nevertheless, it 
is quite likely that this word represents a reduplication of the adj. P X� � P ¨DÑ� 
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‘mild, soft’  (q.v.), which is attested in CLuwian as well. See there for further 
etymology.  
 
PX�: see PDX� O  � PX�  
 
 PX (encl.pers.pron. acc.-dat. 1sg.) ‘(to) me’  
 Anat. cognates: Pal.  PX ‘for / to me’ ; CLuw.  PX ‘for / to me’ ,  PL ‘for/to 
me(?)’ ; HLuw.  PX ‘for / to me’ . 
  
The enclitic particle  PX denotes the acc. ‘me’  as well as dat. ‘to me’  of the first 
singular personal pronoun N � DPP� ‘I, me’  (q.v.). It is predominantly spelled 
with single �P�. The few cases with geminate �PP� are from NS texts only (cf. 
CHD L-N: 311) and may be due to the fortition of OH intervocalic /m/ to NH /M/ 
as described in § 1.4.7.1.c. Its �X� is elided before enclitics starting with a vowel 
(e.g. DQ�GD P D�SD). In the other Anatolian languages, we find a particle  PX as 
well. Note that in HLuwian, too, the �X� is elided before other particles starting in 
a vowel (cf. Plöchl 2003: 64). The function of the CLuwian particle  PL is not 
fully clear, but Melchert (1993b: 147) states that a translation ‘for / to me’  is 
“ [f]ar from certain, but strongly supported by context of some examples” .  
 Etymologically,  PX clearly must be compared to the PIE enclitic dat. *PRL ‘to 
me’  (Gr. , Skt. PH, Av. P L) and acc. *P³ ‘me’  (Skt. P , Av. P , Gr. ). The 
aberrant vowel �X� probably was taken over from the enclitic  WWX ‘(to) you’  (see 
at  WWD �  WWX). See chapter 2.1 for a general background.  
 _�`5_

PX©�©D�UDL�: see UZUPD§UDL� � PX§UDL�  
 S V \ a WP LO�D��� (n. > c.) an agricultural implement, ‘spade’ ? (Sum. GIŠMAR(?)): 
nom.sg.n. PX�~�L�LO (NS), nom.sg.c. PX�~�L�OD�Dã (MS), PX�L�OD�Dã (NS), acc.sg.c. 
PX�~�L�OD�DQ (MS). 
  PIE *PpXK R �HO� ? 
  
See CHD L-N: 319 for attestations. The word occurs in lists of agricultural 
implements. Tischler (HEG L/M: 226) proposes to equate this word with the 
sumerogram GIŠMAR ‘spade’ , which, if correct, could determine this meaning for 
P LO�D�� as well.  
 Once we find an athematic nom.sg. PX�~�L�LO, which I would interpret as neuter. 
The other forms show a commune thematicized stem P LOD�. Although two of the 
thematicized forms are found in a MS text, and the one athematic form in a NS 
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text only, I assume that the neuter forms are more original, partly on the basis of 
the similar formation as found in ã LO ‘thread’  (q.v.). This latter word is a 
derivative in *-LO� from the root *V�L�HXK R � ‘to sow’ , which would make it formally 
possible to derive P LO�D�� from the root *P�L�HXK R � ‘to move’ . As this root turned 
up in Hitt. PDX� O  � PX� ‘to fall’  (q.v.) we could semantically think of an 
implement with which trees are felled (‘axe’  vel sim.?). The spellings with plene 
~ point to a phonological interpretation /mgil-/, which points to *PpXK R �HO� (cf. 
§ 1.3.9.4.f).  
 
P JDH�H G  (Ic2) ‘to invoke, to evoke, to entreat’ : 1sg.pres.act. PX�X�JD�D�PL 
(MH/NS), PX�X�JD�PL (MH/NS), PX�JD�D�PL (NH), PX�JD�PL (OH/NS), 
2sg.pres.act. PX�JD�D�ãL (MH/MS), 3sg.pres.act. PX�JD�D�H]�]L (OH/MS), PX�JD�
L]�]L (NH), 3pl.pres.act. PX�X�JD�D�DQ[-]L], PX�X�JD�DQ�]L, PX�JD�D�DQ]L 
(MH?/NS), PX�JD�DQ�]L (NH), 3sg.pret.act. PX�~�JD�LW (OH/NS), PX�JD�L[W] 
(OH/NS), 2sg.imp.act. PX�JD�D�L (OH?/NS), PX�JD�L (OH?/NS), 2pl.imp.act. PX�
ND�H�LW�WH�HQ (OH/NS); part. PX�JD�D�DQ�W� (MH/NS); inf.I PX�JD�D�X�DQ�]L 
(MH/NS), PX�JD�X�ÑD�DQ�]L, PX�JD�X�DQ�]L; verb.noun. PX�JD�D�X�ÑD�DU 
(OH/NS), PX�JD�D�X�DU (MH?/NS), PX�JD�X�ÑD�DU, PX�ND M �D�X�ÑD�DU, gen.sg. 
PX�JD�D�X�ÑD�Dã (OH/NS); impf. PX�NL�Lã�NH�D� (OH/MS), PX�NL�Hã�NH�D� 
(MH/NS), PX�JD�Dã�NH�D�. 
 Derivatives: PXJ ÓDU (n.) ‘materials of an invocation / evocation ritual’  (nom.-
acc.sg. PX�JD�D�X�DU (MH?/NS)), PXN ããDU� �� PXN ãQ� (n.) ‘invocation, 
evocation; materials used in an invocation / evocation ritual; (object in a lot 
oracle)’  (nom.-acc.sg. PX�NH�Hã�ãDU (MH/NS), PX�NHã�ãDU (NH), PX�NL�Lã�ã[DU] 
(NH), gen.sg. PX�NHã�QD�Dã (MH?/NS), PX�NL�Lã�QD�Dã, [PX�N]L�Lã�ãD�QD�Dã, PX�
JH�Hã�QD�Dã, PX�X�NL�Lã�QD�Dã (Bo 6575 obv. 13), dat.-loc.sg. [P]X�NL�Lã�QL, PX�
NHã�QL, PX�NH�Hã�QL (MH/NS), nom.-acc.pl. [P]X�NHã�ãDU b I.A, PX�X�NHã�ãDU b I.A). 
 IE cognates: Lat. P J UH ‘to roar’ , Gr.  ‘sigh’ . 
  PIE *PRXJ�R�¨H�R� 
  
See CHD L-N: 319f. for attestations. The verb clearly belongs to the §DWUDH�class, 
and it therefore is likely derived from a noun *P JD�. The plene vowel is 
consistently spelled with the sign U (the one spelling with Ú, PX�~�JD�LW (KBo 
3.7 i 13), must be regarded as an error, cf. § 1.3.9.4.f).  
 This verb is generally connected with Lat. P J UH ‘to roar’ , Gr.  ‘sigh’ , 
for which a semantic link is provided by GIŠP NDU, an implement that makes noise 
to invoke the gods, ‘rattle’  (q.v.). All in all, this would mean that we have to 
reconstruct a root *PHXJ� ‘to make noise (in order to invoke the gods)’  (of which 
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the nouns PXN ããDU and GIŠP NDU could be derived directly), which formed a 
noun *PRXJ�R� ‘invocation of the gods through noise’ , of which a verbal 
derivative *PRXJ�R�¨H�R� yielded Hitt. P JDH�N O  ‘to invoke’ .  
 c�d e
P NDU� ��PXNQ��(n.) implement used as a noise maker, ‘rattle’ ?: nom.-acc.sg. 

PX�~�NDU (OH/NS), PX�NDU (OH/NS, MH/MS), dat.-loc.sg.? PX�XQ�ND M �QL 
(OH/NS), abl. PX�XN�QD�]D (NH), gen.pl. PX�XN�QD�Dã (OS), PX�ND M �QD�Dã (KBo 
41.129 obv. 1). 
  
See CHD L-N: 323 for attestations. The P NDU is a thing that makes noise which 
is used to scare of evil spirits as well as to invoke gods. According to Rieken 
(1999a: 308) a translation ‘rattle’  may suit the meaning. The U�Q�stem seems 
archaic and points to an IE origin. A connection with Lat. P J UH ‘to roar’  and 
Gr.  ‘sigh’  is generally accepted (cf. Rieken 1999a: 309; Puhvel HED 6: 
185) and therefore the word belongs with P JDH�N O  ‘to invoke’  (q.v.). For P NDU � 
PXNQ� this means that we have to reconstruct *PpXJ�U, *PXJ�Q�yV.  
 
PXP�P�XÓDL��‘?’ : PX�PX�ÑD�L (OH/NS), � PX�PX�ÑD�D�L; broken PX�XP�PX�ÑD�
D�x[.]. 
  
CHD (L-N: 329) cites the forms mentioned above under two separate lemmas, 
namely a verb PXPPXÑ L� ‘to fall (repeatedly)?’  and a word (�) PXPXÑDL� 
(function and meaning unknown). The former is attested only once in the 
following context:  

 
KUB 33.68 ii  
(3) QX�X W�WD NL�L PX�JD�D�X�ÑD�Dã XG�GD�D�DU PX�XP�PX�ÑD�D�x[.]  
(4) H�Hã�WX 
 

We see that the form in question is broken: . CHD reads PX�
XP�PX�ÑD�D�D[Q?!] and interprets this form as a participle of a verb PXPPXÑ L�,�
which is analysed as a reduplication of PDX� O  � PX� ‘to fall’ : “ May these words of 
invocation be falling(?) upon you” . The traces of the broken sign do not favour a 
reading AN, however. Puhvel (HED 6: 188) reads this word as PX�XP�PX�ÑD�D�
L[ã?] and translates “ to thee may these words of invitation be an inducement” . The 
translation ‘inducement’  apparently is based in this context only, which in my 
view is nothing more than just one of the many possibilities.  
 The other cases of PXPXÑDL� are very unclear: it cannot be decided whether 
these are nominal or verbal forms. Puhvel translates these forms as ‘inducement’  
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as well, but such a translation does not seem to make much sense. All in all, we 
certainly need more attestations of this word to give a meaningful interpretation.  
 
PXQQDH�H G  (*Ia2 > Ic2) ‘to hide, to conceal’ : 1sg.pres.act. PX�XQ�QD�D�PL 
(OH/MS), PX�QD�D�PL (NH), 2sg.pres.act. PX�XQ�QD�D�ãL (MH/MS), 3sg.pres.act. 
PX�XQ�QD�D�L]�]L (MH/NS), PX�XQ�QD�L]�]L (MH/NS), PX�XQ�QD�D�]L (NH), 
2pl.pres.act. PX�XQ�QD�DW�WH�QL (MH/MS, OH/NS), PX�X[Q�Q]D�LW�WH�QL (NH), 
3pl.pres.act. PX�XQ�QD�D�DQ�]L, PX�XQ�QD�DQ�]L, 3sg.pret.act. PX�X�XQ�QD�D�LW 
(OH/NS), PX�XQ�QD�D�HW (MH/MS), PX�XQ�QD�LW, 3pl.pret.act. PX�XQ�QD�D�HU 
(NH), 2sg.imp.act. PX�XQ�QD�D�L (MH/NS), 3sg.imp.act. PX�XQ�QD�D�LG�GX 
(MH/NS), 2pl.imp.act. PX�XQ�QD�DW�WpQ, 3pl.imp.act. PX�XQ�QD�DQ�GX (OH?/NS); 
3sg.pres.midd. PX�XQ�QD�DW�WD�UL (MH/NS), PX�XQ�QD�LW�WD�UL (OH or MH/NS), 
3sg.pret.midd. PX�XQ�QD�LW�WD�DW (NH), 3pl.pret.midd. PX�XQ�QD�DQ�GD�DW; part. 
PX�XQ�QD�DQ�W� (NH), PX�XQ�QD�D�DQ�W�; impf. PX�XQ�QD�Hã�NH�D�. 
 Derivatives: PXQQDQGD (adv.) ‘hidden, concealed’  (PX�XQ�QD�DQ�GD (NH)). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘to close the eyes’ . 
  PIE *PX�Qp�K Y
f g �WL � *PX�Q�K Y
f g �pQWL ?? 
  
See CHD L-N: 329f. for attestations. The verb shows the §DWUDH�class inflection 
from the oldest texts (OH/MS) onwards. Normally, §DWUDH�class verbs are 
denominal derivatives of R�stem nouns. In this case, this would mean that 
PXQQDH� is derived from a further unattested noun *PXQQD�. Oettinger (1979a: 
161ff.) assumes that PXQQDH� originally was a nasal infixed verb that was taken 
over into the §DWUDH-class at a very early stage, however. According to him, Gr. 

 ‘to close the eyes’  should be taken as a cognate. Although this verb is usually 
regarded as reflecting *PHXV� on the basis of derivatives like  ‘adept, 
insider’ , LIV2 states that the �V� could be of a secondary origin and that the verb 
in fact reflects *PHX+� (s.v.). If we would follow this analysis and Oettinger’ s 
interpretation of PXQQDH�,�we would have to reconstruct *PX�Qp�K Y
f g �WL, *PX�Q�
K Y
f g �pQWL, which should regularly yield Hitt. **PXQ ]L � PXQQDQ]L, after which the 
geminate of the plural spread throughout the paradigm, yielding PXQQ ]L � 
PXQQDQ]L. This verb then already in OH/MH times was reinterpretated as 
PXQQ L]]L � PXQQ Q]L. A slight problem to this scenario is that the only other verb 
of which we are sure that it displays such a structure, §DUQD�N O  � §DUQ� ‘to drip, to 
sprinkle’  < *K Y U�Qp�K Y
f g �WL � *K Y U�Q�K Y
f g �pQWL, does not end up in the §DWUDH�class, 
but in the �¨H�D�class (§DUQL¨H�D�N O ).  
 Other etymological proposals have no merit. Gr.  ‘to ward off’  (cf. 
Petersen 1937: 208) reflects *K Y PHX�,� the *K Y  of which would not disappear in 
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Hittite. Skt. PX��aWL ‘to steal’  (cf. Gusmani 1968: 59-60) reflects *PHXV+�,�the �V� 
of which should have shown up in Hittite.  
 
PXãJDOOD��(c.) ‘catterpillar?’  (Akk. 1$33,/8): nom.sg. PX�Xã�JDO�OD�Dã. 
  
See CHD L-N: 334: hapax found in a vocabulary only, glossing Akk. 1$3�3Ë�
/8! ‘caterpillar’ . Since the Akk. form has been emended (from 1$3�3Ë�'8), the 
meaning is not certain. CHD tentatively proposes a connection with the impf. of 
PDX� O  � PX� ‘to fall’  (cf. e.g. WDUÑHãJDOD� (although with single �O�) from 
WDUÑHãNH�D�)).  
 Puhvel (HED 6: 194) proposes a connection with Lat. PXVFD, OCS PX[D, Lith. 
PXV¿�‘fly’ .  
 
P WDH�H G  (Ic2) ‘(without�  ]) to root, to dig in (the ground); (without�  ]) to 
remove (evils); (with�  ]) to neglect’ : 3sg.pres.act. P[X�W]D�D�L]�]L (OH or 
MH/NS), PX�WD�L]�]L (NH), PX�~�WD�L]�]L, 2sg.imp.act. PX�WD�D�L (NH), 
3sg.imp.act. PX�~�GD�LG�GX (NS), PX�GD�LG�GX; part. PX�WD�D�DQ�W� (MH/NS). 
  
See CHD L-N: 335f. for attestations and semantics. It is difficult to find a basic 
meaning out of which the different meanings of this verb could have developed. 
The meanings ‘to remove (evils)’  and ‘to neglect’  (with� ]) both go back to ‘to 
keep away from’ . The meaning ‘to root, to dig’  is hard to connect with these two, 
however, and may show that two originally separate verbs have formally fallen 
together.  
 The verb belongs to the §DWUDH�class, which implies denominative derivation of 
a noun *P WD�. Such a noun might be visible in the words P WDPXWL� ‘pig?’  and 
P GDQ� ‘that what pigs eat’ . Oettinger (1979a: 377) reconstructs this *P WD� as 
*PXK R WR� from *PHXK R � ‘to move’ , but this is semantically as well as formally not 
totally satisfactory (cf. the lenited �W� = /d/ in Hittite). Other etymologies (see 
Tischler HEG L/M: 235f.) are not very convincing either.  
 
P WDPXWL�� (c.?) an animal, ‘pig?’ : acc.sg.? PX�~�WD�PX�W[L�LQ?]; broken PX�GD�
PX�GD[-...] (KBo 35.187 iii 4). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. PXWDPXWL� ‘?’  (case? PX�WD�PX�WL�]D), P GDP GDOLW� 
‘?’  (nom.-acc.sg. PX�~�GD�PX�~�GD�OL�ãD, dat.-loc.sg. PX�~�GD�PX�~�GD�OL�WL). 
  
See CHD L-N: 336f. for discussion. The word is hapax in a list of animals (KUB 
7.33 obv. 6). The context of PXGDPXGD[-...] is that broken that a meaning cannot 
be determined. The Luwian words PXWDPXWL� and P GDP GDOLW� resemble the 
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Hittite forms a lot, but their meaning is unknown, so a connection is unproven. 
Starke (1990: 222f., on the Luwian words) argues that the place name 
URUŠAÏ.TUR�PX�GD�L�PL�Lã perhaps could be read as PXWDPXWDLPL�,� which 
would imply that P WDPXWL� means ‘pig’ . In that case, a connection with P WDH�N O  
‘to root, to dig in the ground’  (q.v.) is quite plausible. At the moment, this is all 
very speculative. See also P GDQ�.  
 
P GDQ��(n.) ‘pig-food’ : nom.pl. PX�~�GD�QD. 
  
This word is hapax in the following context:  

 
KBo 10.37 ii  
(16) $�1$ UR.GI7

b
I.A ŠAÏ

b
I.A PD PX�~�GD�QD  

(17) H�HW�UL�H ã�PL�LW  
 
 ‘but for dogs and pigs P. is their food’ .  
 

CHD L-N: 337 translates ‘garbage, scraps’ , but this meaning does not seem to be 
totally correct. As the word denotes pigs-food, it probably is related with P WDH�N O  
‘to root’  (said of pigs), and then denotes ‘that which pigs root’ . Again we see a 
stem PX�~�GD� (here with an Q�suffix) that refers to pigs and how or what they eat 
(cf. P WDH�N O  and P WDPXWL�). Further unclear.  
 
P ÓD� (c.) an awe-inspiring quality (Sum. A.A): acc.sg. PX�X�ÑD�DQ, A.A�DQ, 
dat.-loc.pl.(?) PX�X�ÑD�Dã. 
 Derivatives: P ÓDQX� (adj.), epithet of Storm-god (acc.sg. PX�X�ÑD�QX�XQ, dat.-
loc.sg. PX�X�ÑD�QX), P ÓDW�W�DOOD�L� (adj.) ‘awe-inspiring(?)’  (Sum. NIR.GÁL; 
acc.sg.n.? [P]X�ÑD�WD�OL, nom.pl.c.? PX�X�ÑD�DW�WD�D[O�O]L�Lã, acc.pl.c.? PX�ÑD�DW�
WD�OX�Xã; broken PX�ÑD�WDO[-...]), PXÓDW�W�DOOD©LW� (n.) ‘the king’ s or Storm-god’ s 
ability to inspire awe(?)’  (gen.sg. PX�ÑD�DG�GD½�DO¾�OD�§L�GD�Dã, PX�ÑD�WDO�OD�[§L�
WD�Dã]), PXÓDWDOODWDU (n.) ‘ability to inspire awe(?)’  (nom.-acc.sg. PX�ÑD�WDO�OD�
WDU). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. P ÓD� ‘to overpower (vel sim.)’  (3sg.pres.act. PX�X�ÑD�
L, 3pl.pres.act. PX�X�ÑD�DQ�WL), P ÓDWWDOOD�L� (adj.) ‘overpowering, mighty’  (abl.-
instr. PX�X�ÑD�DW�WD�DO�OD�WL), PXÓDWWDOOD©LW� (n.) ‘ability to inspire’  (see above), 
PX�ÓD�WWL�ªD�� (adj.) ‘having overpowering might (?)’  (nom.sg.c. [P]X�XW�WL�L�Lã, 
acc.sg.c. PX�X�ÑD�DW�WL�LQ); HLuw. PXZD� ‘to dominate(?), to atack(?)’  
(3sg.pres.act. PX�ZD�L�L (SULTANHAN §32), PX�ZD�L�WL (?, interpretation 
unclear: KÖYLÜTOLU YAYLA line 2), 3sg.pret.act. PX�ZD�L�WD 
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(SULTANHAN §44), PX�ZD�L�WDP  (TOPADA §29), 
hjilknm PXZLWD� (c.) ‘seed’ (?) 

(acc.sg. *462PX�ZD�L�L�Wj�QD (KARKAMIŠ A11F §28)), QLPXZLQ]D� (c.) ‘child’  
(nom.sg. INFANSQL�PX�ZD�L�L�]D�VD, INFANSQL�PX�ZD�L�]D�VD, INFANSQL�PX�ZD�L�]D�
Vi, dat.-loc.sg. QL�PX�ZD�L�]L (KARABURUN §7, §9)); Lyc. PXZ WH� 
‘descendence?’ . 
  
See CHD L-N: 314f. for attestations. The stem P ÑD� is quite wide-spread in the 
Anatolian languages, especially in names (Hitt. m0XÑDWDOOL�,� Lyc. 0XWOL). The 
precise meaning of P ÑD� is not fully clear but CHD’ s tranlation ‘awe-inspiring’  
is probably not far from it. The connotation ‘male seed’  is perhaps found in 
HLuw. PXZLWD� ‘seed(?)’ ,� and perhaps Lyc. PXZ WH�, if this really means 
‘descendance’  < ‘male seed’  (thus Tischler HEG L/M: 240). Within Hittite, all 
derived forms show Luwian suffixes, which makes it likely that the term 
originally was Luwian. No clear etymology.  
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�Q�(acc.sg.c.-ending) 
  
The ending of the acc.sg.c. of stems in vowel is �Q, whereas consonant-stems 
show �DQ. It is generally agreed that this ending reflects PIE *-P. Note however, 
that the expected ending of consonant stems should have been **�XQ < *-� (cf. 
the verbal ending �XQ of the PL-conjugated 1sg.pret.act. < *-�). This means that 
the consonant stems have taken over the ending of the R-stem nouns, which was 
*-R�P > Hitt. �DQ.  
 
Q ©� o � ��QD©©��(IIa2) ‘to fear, to be(come) afraid, to be respectful, to be careful’  
(Sum. ÏUŠ): 1sg.pres.act. QD�D§�PL (NH), 2sg.pres.act. QD�D§�WL (MH/NS), 
3sg.pres.act. QD�D�§L (MH/NS), ÏUŠ�§L (NH), 1pl.pres.act. QD�D�§X�X�H�QL (NH), 
2pl.pres.act. QD�D§�WH�H�QL, 1sg.pret.act. QD�D�§X�XQ (NH), QD�D§�§X�XQ (NH), 
3sg.pret.act. QD�D§�WD (OH/NS), 2sg.imp.act. QD�D�§L (OH/NS), QD�§L (OH/NS), 
QD�D�§L�L (OH/MS); 3pl.pret.midd. QD�D§�§D�DQ�WD�DW; part. QD�D§�§D�DQ�W�,� QD�
D§�§D�D�DQ�W� (OH/NS, MH/MS); verb.noun gen.sg. QD�D§�§X�X�ÑD�Dã (NH), QD�
D�§X�X�ÑD�Dã; impf. [Q]D�D§�§L�Hã�NH�D� (NH), QD�D�§L�Hã�NH�D�. 
 Derivatives: QD©ãDUDWW� (c.) ‘fear, fright; respect, reverence, awe; frighfulness’  
(nom.sg. QD�D§�ãD�UD�D] (MH/MS), QD�D§�ãDU�D] (MH/NS), QD�D§�ãDU�UD�D] 
(MH/NS), QD�D§�ãD�UD�]D (MH/NS) acc.sg. QD�D§�ãD�UD�DG�GD�DQ (OH/NS), QD�
D§�ãD�UD�DW�WD�DQ (MH/MS), QD�D§�ãDU�UD�WD�DQ (NH), QD�D§�ãDU�DW�WD½�DQ¾, QD�
D§�ãDU�DQ�WD�DQ (1x, NH), dat.-loc.sg. QD�D§�ãD�UD�DW�WL (OH/NS), QD�D§�ãDU�UD�
DW�WL (NH), abl. QD�D§�ãD�UD�WD�]D, nom.pl. QD�D§�ãD�UD�DW�WH�Hã (OH/NS), acc.pl. 
QD�D§�ãD�UD�DG�GX�Xã, QD�D§�ãDU�DG�GX�Xã, gen./dat.-loc.pl. QD�D§�ãDU�DW�WD�Dã 
(MS)), QD©ãDULªH�D�p o  (Ic1) ‘to be(come) afraid; to show respect (for a deity)’  
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(3sg.pres.act. QD�D§�ãD�UL�¨D�D]�]L (NH), 3pl.pres.act. QD�D§�ãDU�¨D�DQ�]L (MS), 
QD�D§�ãD�UL�¨D�DQ�]L (NH), 2pl.pret.act. QD�D§�ãDU�UL�¨D�DW�WpQ; 3sg.pres.midd. QD�
D§�ãDU�UL�¨D�DQ�GD�UL (NH), 1sg.pret.midd. QD�D§�ãDU�L�¨D�D§�§D�DW (NS), 
3sg.pret.midd. QD�D§�ãD�UL�¨D�WD�WL (OH/NS), QD�D§�ãD�UL�¨D�DW�WD�DW (OH/NS), 
3pl.pret.midd. [Q]D�D§�ãD�UL�DQ�WD�WL (OS), QD�D§�ãD�UL�¨D�DQ�GD�WL (NH), QD�D§�
ãD�UL�¨D�DQ�WD�DW (NH); impf. QD�D§�ãD�UL�Lã�NH�D� (NH), QD�D§�ãDU�UL�Lã�NH�D� 
(NH)), QD©ãDULªDÓDQW� (adj.) ‘afraid’  (nom.sg.c. QD�D§�ãD�UL�¨D�ÑD�DQ�]D 
(OH?/NS)), QD©ãDUQX�p o  (Ib2) ‘to make (someone) afraid, to cause (someone) to 
show respect’  (2sg.pres.act. [Q]D�D§�ãDU�QX�ãL, 2sg.pret.act.? QD�D§�ãDU�QX�XW, 
3sg.pret.act. QD�D§�ãDU�QX�XW (NH)). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. QD©©XÓD� ‘there is a concern (to someone (dat.) about 
something/someone (dat.-loc. + ãHU))’  (3sg.pret.act. QD�D§�§X�X�ÑD�L, 3sg.imp.act. 
QD�D§�§X�X�ÑD�¨D�DG�GX, QD�D§�§X�ÑD�¨D�GX, QD�D§�§X�X�ÑD�DG�GX), 
QD©©XÓDããD�L� ‘fearful’  or ‘fearsome’  (nom.pl.c. QD�D§�§X�ÑD�Dã�ãL�HQ½�]L¾). 
 IE cognates: OIr. QiU ‘modest, noble’ , QiLUH ‘modesty’ . 
  PIE *QyK Y �HL, QK Y pQWL, *QHK Y �VU 
  
See CHD L-N: 338f. for attestations. There, a 3sg.pres.act. QD�D§�]L is cited twice, 
but both attestations should be interpreted otherwise. KBo 23.27 iii 13 (MS) 
should be read [ ... GEŠ]TIN QD�D§�]L�L[ã] WH�SX PH�PD�DO ‘a QD§]L of wine and a 
bit of meal’  (see at QD§ãL�,�QD§]L� for the noun QD§]L� that denotes a measurement: 
this reading also in Tischler HEG N: 246). The line KBo 23.65, 9 (NS) reads as 
follows: 
 

       
 

 [ ... Q]D�Dã�P D�Dã NiQ GIŠNDW�WD�OX�]L x�QD�D§�]L (over erasure) QX�[...] 
 
Apparently, CHD regards the traces in front of the sign NA as the last remnants 
of the erased form, and interprets the sentence as ‘... or he fears the threshold’ . 
Although collation is needed, I am wondering to what extent it is possible to read 
[ã]D�QD�D§�]L and translate ‘... or he sweeps the threshold’ . At least semantically, 
my interpretation would fit better. In this way both acclaimed instances of QD§]L 
are eliminated, which means that we are left with 3sg.pres.act. QD�D�§L and ÏUŠ�
§L only, which show that the verb must have been §L-conjugated originally (contra 
Tischler HEG N: 246). The few NH instances of 1sg.pres.act. QD�D§�PL show the 
trivial NH replacement of the ending �§§L by �PL.  
 The view that this verb was §L-conjugated originally, fits the fact that this verb 
displays a root-final �§�,�which would be hard to explain for a PL-conjugated verb 
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since *K Y  is lost preconsonantally (*QHK Y WL should have given Hitt. **Q ]L). 
Moreover, the alternation Q §� � QD§§� is prototypical for §L-verbs (e.g. N� O  � DNN�,�
§ ã� O  � §Dãã�,�Ñ N� O  � ÑDNN�,�etc.). The verb itself hardly can reflect anything else 
than a root *QHK Y �: 3sg.pres.act. Q §L < *QyK Y HL, 3pl.pres.act. *QD§§DQ]L < *QK Y �
pQWL.  
 Most of the derivatives show a stem QD§ãDU�,�which must reflect *QHK Y VU. This 
stem has been plausibly connected with OIr. QiU ‘noble, modest’  (which can be 
traced back to *QHK Y VU�R�) by Götze & Pedersen (1934: 61) already. This latter 
word shows a semantic development ‘to fear > to be respectful > to be modest / 
noble’ .  
 
QD©©DãL�: see QD§ãL�,�QD§]L�  
 
QD©ãL�,�QD©]L��(c.) a measurement of capacity or weight, = 2 WDUQD�: nom.sg. QD�
D§�§D�ãL�Lã, QD�D§�ãL�Lã, QD�D§�]L�Lã (MS). 
  
See CHD L-N: 341f. for attestations. Note that KBo 23.27 iii 31 QD�D§�]L�L[ã] 
should be added to it, which in CHD is read as QD�D§�]L, a 3sg.pres.act.-form of 
Q §� O  � QD§§� (q.v.). The alternation between ã and ] indicates that the word is of 
foreign origin.  
 
QD©]L�: see QD§ãL�,�QD§]L�  
 
QDL� o : see Q � q r s O t , QDL� O  � *QL�  
 
QDNN �� (adj.) ‘important, valuable; difficult, inaccesible; powerful’  (Sum. 
DUGUD): nom.sg.c. QD�DN�NL�Lã (OS), QD�DN�NL�L�Lã (MH/NS), QD�DN�NL�Hã (NH), 
acc.sg.c. QD�DN�NL�LQ (OH/MS), nom.-acc.sg.n. QD�DN�NL�L (MH/MS), QD�DN�NL 
(MH/MS), dat.sg. QD�DN�NL�¨D (MH/MS), QD�DN�NL�L, abl. QD�DN�NL�¨D�D] (MH/MS), 
instr. QD�DN�NL�LW, nom.pl.c. QD�DN�NL�L�H�Hã (MH/NS), acc.pl.c. QD�DN�NL�Xã, QD�
DN�[NL�]¨D�Dã, nom.-acc.pl.n. QD�DN�NL�L, dat.-loc.pl. QD�DN�NL�L�¨D�Dã. 
 Derivatives: QDNNL� (n.) ‘honour(?), importance(?), power(?), force(?)’  (nom.-
acc.sg. QD�DN�NL (MS), instr. QD�DN�NL�LW (OS)), QDNNLªD©©� o  (IIb) ‘to be(come) a 
concerne to someone, to be difficult for someone; (part.) honoured, revered’  
(3sg.pret.midd. QD�DN�NL�¨D�D§�WD�DW (NH); part. QD�DN�NL�¨D�D§�§D�DQ�W�), 
QDNNLªDWDU� �� QDNNLªDQQ� (n.) ‘dignity, importance; esteem; power; difficulty’  
(Sum. DUGUD�DWDU: nom.-acc.sg. QD�DN�NL�¨D�WDU (OH/NS), dat.-loc.sg. QD�DN�NL�
¨D�DQ�QL (OH/NS)), QDNN �p o  (Ib2) ‘to be honoured, to be important; to be 
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difficult, to be an obstacle’  (3sg.pres.act. QD�DN�NH�H]�]L, QD�DN�NH�H�]L 
(MH?/MS?), 3pl.pres.act. QD�DN�NH�¨D�D[Q�]L], 3sg.pret.act. QD�DN�NH�H�HW 
(OH/NS), 2pl.pret.act. QD�DN�NH�H[-HW�WpQ]; part.(?) QD�DN�NH�¨D�DQ�W�), QDNN ãã�p o  
(Ib2) ‘to become important; to become troublesome to’  (3sg.pres.act. QD�DN�NH�Hã�
]L (OH?/NS), QD�DN�NH�H�Hã�]L (NH), QD�DN�NL�¨D�Dã�]L (1x, NH), 3sg.pret.act. QD�
DN�NH�H�Hã�WD (NH), QD�DN�NH�Hã�WD (NH), QD�DN�NL�Lã�WD (NH), 2pl.pret.act. QD�DN�
NH�Hã[-WpQ]; 3sg.pret.midd. QD�DN�NH�H�Hã�WD�DW (NH); part. QD�DN�NH�H�Hã�ãD�DQ�W� 
(NH); impf. QD�DN�NH�H�Hã�NH�D�,�QD�DN�NH�Hã�NH�D�,�QD�DN�NL�Lã�NH�D�). 
  
See CHD L-N: 364f. for attestations and semantics. It is remarkable that QDNN � is 
the only L-stem adjective that does not show ablaut in the suffix. Moreover, the �L� 
is written plene quite often, which is not the case in other L-stem adjcetives. These 
phenomena probably are connected, but the details are unclear. CHD gives a 
detailed description of the semantic range of this word and its derivatives and 
must conclude that it denotes (1) ‘honoured, important, valuable’ , (2) ‘difficult’  
and (3) ‘powerful’ . According to CHD, a meaning ‘heavy’  cannot be established, 
which is important for the etymology.  
 Sturtevant (1930c: 215) connected QDNN � with Hitt. QLQL�Q�N�N O  ‘to set in motion’  
(q.v.), which is regarded by him as a cognate to Gr.  ‘to carry’  etc. from 
PIE *K R QH��. This view is widely followed, but semantically this etymology is 
difficult. The root *K R QH�� denotes ‘to seize, to carry’ . If this were the ancestor of 
Hitt. QDNN �,� we would expect that this latter word received the meaning 
‘important’  through a meaning ‘heavy’ , which is connectible with ‘to carry’ . As 
CHD states, a meaning ‘heavy’  cannot be established for QDNN �,�which makes 
this etymology semantically difficult.  
 The verb QDNN �N O  is regarded by Watkins (1973a: 72) as a stative in � � < *-HK R �.  
 
QDNNX� (c.) a remover of evils, a substitute: gen.pl. QD�DN�NX�ÑD�Dã (MH/MS), 
dat.-loc.pl. QD�DN�NX�ÑD�Dã (MH/MS). 
 Derivatives: �� u�v�u QDNNXããD�L� (c.) ‘scapegoat, carrier (to remove evils)’  
(nom.sg. QD�DN�NX�Xã�ãL�Lã (MH/MS)� QD�NX�Xã�ãL�Lã (NH), acc.sg. QD�DN�NX�Xã�ãL�
LQ (MH/MS), QD�DN�NX�Xã�ãD�DQ, nom.pl. QD�DN�NX�Xã�ãL�H�Hã (MH/MS), QD�DN�
NX�Xã�ãL�Lã, acc.pl. QD�DN�NX�Xã�ãL�Xã, QD�DN�NX�Xã�ãL�L�Xã), QDNNXããD©LW�� (n.) 
‘status of a carrier or scapegoat’  (dat.-loc.sg. QD�DN�NX�Xã�ãD�§L�WL (NS); broken 
QD�DN�NX�Xã½�ãD¾�D�§L�x[..] (MS)), QDNNXãDWDU� �� QDNNXãDQQ� (n.) ‘status of a 
scapegoat or carrier’  (dat.-loc.sg. QD�DN�NX�ãD�DQ�QL (NS)), QDNNXããLªH�D�p o  (Ic1) 
‘to be a scapegoat’  (3sg.pres.act. QD�DN�NX�Xã�ãL�H�]L (MH?/NS?), QD�DN�NX�
Xã�[ãL�]H�H]�]L (MS?), 1sg.pret.act. [QD�]DN�NX�Xã�ãL�¨D�QX�XQ), QDNNXãã ãã�p o  (Ib2) 
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‘to be(come) a scapegoat’  (3sg.pres.midd. QD�DN�NX�Xã�ãH�Hã�G ? (OH?/NS), QD�
DN�NX�Xã�ãH�H�Hã�G ? (OH?/NS)). 
  
See CHD L-N: 374f. for attestations and semantics. On the basis of the 
derivatives QDNNXããD�L�,�which is occasionally preceded by a gloss wedge and 
which shows the Luwian genitival adjective-suffix �ããD�L�,� and QDNNXããD§LW�,�
which shows the Luwian suffix �D§LW�,�we must conclude that this whole set of 
words probably is of Luwian origin.  
 Sometimes, the OH word QDNNXã� (q.v.) is connected with these words as well, 
but because its meaning is not fully clear and because it occurs in OS texts 
already, this seems neither obligatory nor likely to me. Nevertheless, on the basis 
of the fact that QDNNXã� occasionally is interpreted as ‘damage’  and has been 
connected by e.g. Catsanicos (1986: 167, followed by Rieken 1999a: 202f.) with 
Lat. QRFH  ‘to damage’ , QR[LD ‘damage’ , this connection is made for the group of 
words treated under the present lemma as well. This seems unlikely to me: I do 
not see how a meaning ‘substitute, remover of evils, scapegoat’  can be cognate to 
a meaning ‘damage’ . I therefore reject this etymology.  
 
QDNNXã (n.) ‘loss(?), damage(?), fault(?)’ : nom.-acc.sg. QD�DN�NX�Xã (OS). 
  
This words occurs a few times only, of which Hittite Law §98 is the only 
complete context:  

 
KBo 6.2 iv (with additions from KBo 6.3 iv 52-54) 
(53) WiN�NX LÚ (/�/80 É�HU OX�XN�NL�H]�][(L É�HU EGIR�SD ~�H�W)]H�H]�]L  
(54) DQ�GD�Q D É�UL NX�LW §DU�DN�]L LÚ.U19[(.LU NX GU4 NX) UD(U NX) ] �Hã�]D  

      QD�DN�NX�Xã  
(55) Q D�DW [ãDU�QL�LN]-]D  
 
‘If a free man sets fire to a house, he will rebuild the house. But what perishes 

inside the house -- whether there is a person or a cow or a sheep -- (is) QDNNXã. 
He shall replace it’ .  
 

On the basis of this context, QDNNXã could be translated ‘damage’  or ‘(his) fault’  
(cf. CHD L-N: 374-5). Catsanicos (1986: 167) compares QDNNXã with Lat. QR[D 
‘damage’ , especially because of the Lat. syntagm QR[LDP VDUFLUH ‘to repare the 
damage’ , which then would correspond to Hitt. QDNNXã ãDUQL�Q�N�w x  (see at 
ãDUQL�Q�N�w x  for the etymological connection with Lat. VDUFL ). Nevertheless, as 
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long as the exact meaning of QDNNXã is unclear, this etymology can only be 
provisional.  
 
QDPPD� (adv.) ‘then, next, after that, henceforth; once more, again; in addition, 
furthermore’ : QDP�PD (OS). 
  
See CHD L-N: 378 for an extensive semantic treatment of this adverb. The word 
is always spelled QDP�PD, although when sentence-initial particles follow, the 
final D can be elided: QDP�P X�Xã ]D NiQ (KUB 7.1 ii 11) (but compare 
criticism on this reading in CHD L-N: 391). It can stand in sentence-initial 
position, but can also be used sentence-internally. In the latter case, the normal 
clause conjunctives (QX, WD, ãX,  �¨�D or  �P�D) are used. This is important for the 
etymology.  
 Often, it has been suggested that QDPPD reflects the conjunctive QX to which an 
unknown particle is attached (e.g. Tischler HEG N: 268). Because QDPPD is just 
an adverb that occasionally can occupy the initial position in a sentence, this is 
unlikely. Others have argued that QDPPD should contain the connector  �P�D, but 
this is unlikely in view of OS attestations QDP�PD PD.  
 A better inner-Hittite comparandum is the adverb LPPD (q.v.). This word is 
generally equated with Lat. LPP , but that does not shed much light on the 
etymology of QDPPD.  
 
QDQD�Q�NXãã�LªH�D��p o � (Ib1 / Ic1) ‘to be(come) dark, obscure, gloomy’ : 
3sg.pres.act. [Q]D�QD�DQ�NX�Xã�]L (OH/NS), QD�QD�NX�Xã�]L (OH/NS); part. QD�QD�
NX�Xã�ãL�¨D�DQ�W�. 
 Derivatives: QDQDQNXããLªD� (adj.) ‘dark, obscure’  (abl. [QD]-QD�DQ�NX�Xã�ãL�¨D�
D]). 
  PIE *QR�QRJ y z �V� or *QR�QHJ y z �V� 
  
See CHD L-N: 394f. for attestations. The verb clearly belongs with QHNX�w x  ‘to 
become evening’  (q.v.) < *QHJ y z �,� which means that we formally have to 
reconstruct *QR�QRJ y z �V��¨H�R�� or, with Melchert (DSXG Oettinger 1994: 328), 
*QR�QpJ y z �V�,�assuming *-H� > �D� as in *WpNVWL > WDNNLã]L. See at ODOXNH�Lãã�w x  for a 
parallel formation.  
 
 QQDã�(encl.pers.pron. 1pl.) ‘(to) us, our’ : �& QD�Dã, �9 Q�QD�Dã (OS), �9 QD�Dã 
(NH). 
 Derivatives: see Ñ ã � DQ]�. 
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 Anat. cognates: HLuw.  Q] ‘us’  (e.g. PD�ZD�L�]D KD�Vi�WX�� /man=wa=nts 
hasantu/ ‘much let them beget for us’  (KARATEPE 1 §56), ZD�L�]D { x  | QL�L | $5+$ 
| “ *69”VD�WX { x  /wa=nts�Q �DUKD�VDQWX��‘and do not let them miss us’  (ASSUR letter H 
§13)). 
 IE cognates: Skt. QDV (encl.), GAv. Q ¯ , Lat. Q V ‘us’ . 
  PIE *-QRV 
  
See CHD L-N: 396f. for attestations and contexts. This enclitic clearly must 
reflect *-QRV (cf. Skt. encl.pron. QDV ‘us’ ). It is unclear to me why the enclitic is 
usually spelled with geminate �QQ�. See chapter 2.1 for a more elaborate 
treatment.  
 
QDãPD�(conj.) ‘either, or’ : QD�Dã�PD (OS) 
  
See CHD L-N: 401f. for attestations and contexts. Besides QDãPD, we also find 
the conj. QDããX ‘either, or’ . The distribution between QDããX and QDãPD is strict: in 
enumerations, QDããX is used for the first term and QDãPD for the second: (QDããX) $ 
QDãPD % ‘(either) $ or %’ . This makes it likely that QDãPD is to be seen as QDããX 
followed by the adversative conjunction  �P�D. This is corroborated by the fact 
that QDãPD itself is never attested with a following  �P�D. In ‘normal’  Hittite 
historical phonology, a development *QDããX PD > QDãPD is impossible, but it is 
known that conjuction and particles often obide to other rules. For the etymology 
of QDããX see there.  
 
QDããX (conj.) ‘or’ : QD�Dã�ãX (OS). 
  PIE *QR�VXH 
  
See CHD L-N: 405f. for attestations and semantics. The word is consistently 
spelled QD�Dã�ãX. The hapax spelling QX�ÑD�Dã�ãX (KBo 27.16 iii 6 (MH/NS)), 
which is cited by CHD as a full alternative form, has been explained by Otten 
(1979a: 275)) as a wrong copying of QD�Dã�ãX (the sign NA ( ) resembles QX�
ÑD ( )), and therefore is etymologically worthless (cf. Tischler HEG N: 281). 
The distribution between QDããX and QDãPD ‘either, or’  (q.v.) is that in 
enumeration QDããX accompanies the first term with QDãPD following (QDããX $ 
QDãPD % ‘either $ or %’ ). This indicates that QDãPD could be derived from QDããX 
through *QDããX PD (note that QD�Dã�ãX PD itself is attested in Hittite as well, but 
this does not preclude our interpretation of QDãPD as *QDããX PD).  
 For QDããX, many etymologies have been given (cf. the references in Tischler 
HEG N: 281f.), none of which was able to totally convince. In my view, we are 
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likely to be dealing with QD� ‘not’  (cf. QDWWD ‘not’ ) followed by �ããX ‘so’ , which 
then must be compared to ModEng. VR, ModHG. VR < *VÑR. For the semantics, 
compare Dutch GLW, ]R QLHW GDW ‘this, if not (lit. not so) that > this or that’ . I 
therefore tentatively reconstrut *QR�VXH (for loss of word-final *�H compare e.g. 
 NNX < *-N y H).  
 | c�d }

Q WD�L��(c.) ‘reed, arrow, drinking straw’  (Sum. (GIŠ)GI): nom.sg. GI�Dã, acc.sg. 
QD�D�WD�DQ (NS), QD�WD�DQ, QD�WL�LQ (1x, OH/NS), gen.sg. GI�Dã, instr. QD�WL�L�GD 
(OH/NS), GI�LW (OH/NS), nom.pl. GI

b
I.A, acc.pl. GI

b
I.A. 

 Derivatives: QDW QW� (adj.) ‘provided with a drinking straw’  (nom.pl.c. QD�WD�D�
DQ�WH�Hã (NH)), ��QDGXÓDQW� (adj.) ‘having reeds, reedy’  (nom.sg.c. � QD�GX�ÑD�
DQ�]D, acc.pl.c. QD�GX�Ñ[D�DQ�GX�Xã]). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. Q WDWWD� ‘reed’  (coll.pl. QD�D�WD�DW�WD). 
 IE cognates: Skt. QDGi� ‘reed’ , QD¢i� ‘reed’ , Arm. QHW ‘arrow’ . 
  PIE *QyG�R� 
  
See CHD L-N: 406 for attestations. The bulk of the attestations show an D-stem 
Q WD�,�but once we find an L-stem QDWL�,� in acc.sg. QDWLQ (OH/NS). Perhaps we 
have to assume that this form was influenced by Luw. *Q WD�L�,�which we have to 
postulate on the basis of CLuw. Q WDWWD� ‘reed’ .  
 Since Otten (1955: 392), this word is generally connected with Skt. QDGi� ‘reed’  
and Arm. QHW, �L ‘arrow’ . The Skt. form reflects *QHGy�,�whereas the Armenian 
form goes back to *QHGL�. The Hittite form, however, must reflect *QyGR�.  
 
QDWWD (negation) ‘not’  (Sum. NU, Akk. Ò�8/, 8/): QD�DW�WD (OS). 
 Derivatives: see Q ÑL. 
 Anat. cognates: Pal. Q  ‘not’  (QL�L), QLW ‘not’  (QL�LW ); CLuw. Q ÓD ‘not’  (QD�D�~�
ÑD, QD�D�ÑZD, QD�~�ÑD, QD�X�ÑD, QD�ÑD), Q ã (prohibitive) ‘not’  (QL�L�Lã, QL�Lã, QH�
Lã, QL�L�ã ); HLuw. QD ‘not’  (QD (AKSARAY §8, ?TÜNP 1 §7), NEG2 (often)), 
QLV (prohibitive) ‘not’  (QL�VD (ISKENDERUN §6), QL�L�Vi� �0$5$ù� ��� �����
NEG3�VD); Lyd. QL� (prefix) ‘not’ , QLG ‘not’ , QLN ‘and not’ , QLNXP N ‘never’ ; Lyc. 
QH ‘not’ , QHSH ‘not’ , QLSH ‘not’ , QL (prohibitive) ‘not’ . 
  
See CHD L-N: 409f. for attestations and treatment. The word is clearly derived 
from PIE *QH ‘not’ , but it is not quite clear in what way. The words found in the 
other Anatolian languages all could reflect *QH+, whereas Hitt. QDWWD seemingly 
reflects an R-grade *QR followed by a particle *WR (= *WR as seen in the sentencen 
initial conjunction WD ?). It is problematic, however, that no other example of an 
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R-grade variant besides *QH ‘not’  is found in the other IE languages (Skt. Qi, Lat. 
Q �,�OIr. QH�,�Goth. QL, Lith. QH, OCS QH).  
 
Q ÓDUWDQQD�L�(adv.) ‘for nine laps’ : QD�D�ÑD�DU�WD�DQ�QD, QD�ÑD�DU�WD�DQ�QL. 
  
See CHD L-N: 421 for attestations. The word occurs in the Kikkuli-text and 
belongs with the other words in �ÑDUWDQQD (see DLNDÑDUWDQQD, SDQ]DÑDUWDQQD, 
ãDWWDÑDUWDQQD, WLHUDÑDUWDQQD) that are clearly derived from Indic. In this case, 
Q ÑDUWDQQD must show haplology from *QDÑDÑDUWDQQD < Indic *QDYD�YDUWDQD 
‘nine rounds’ .  
 
Q ÓL (adv.) ‘not yet’ : QD�D�~�L (OS), QD�~�L (OH/NS), QD�D�ÑL ~  (OH?/NS, 
MH/NS), QD�ÑL ~  (NH), QD�X�ÑL ~  (OH?/NS). 
  PIE *QR�LRX�L ? 
  
See CHD L-N: 421f. for attestations. It is clear that, just as QDWWD ‘not’ , this word 
must be derived from PIE *QH ‘not’ . Eichner (1971: 4033) compares OCS QH MX 
‘not yet’  and reconstructs *QH¨HÑL. According to regular sound changes, such a 
preform would not yield Hitt. Q ÑL, however. Moreover, OCS MX corresponds to 
Lith. MD  and must reflect *LRX, with R�grade. If we that assume that the negation 
had R�grade as well (compare at QDWWD < *QR�WR?), we arrive at a preform *QR�LRX�
L, which indeed would regularly yield Hitt. Q ÑL. See at QDWWD for the problems 
regarding reconstructing an R-grade *QR, however.  
 
Q � � � � o � ,� QDL� o � �� QL� (IIIa > IIIg; IIa4 > Ic1) ‘to turn, to turn someone, to turn 
oneself, to send’ : 1sg.pres.midd. QH�¨D�D§�§D�UL (NH), 2sg.pres.midd. QH�¨D�DW�WD�
WL (NH), QD�Lã�WD�UL (NH), 3sg.pres.midd. QH�D (OS), QH�H�D (OS), QH�H�¨D 
(MH/MS), QH�L�¨D (OH?/NS), QH�¨D (OH/NS), QH�H�D�UL (MH/MS), QH�¨D�D�UL 
(MH/NS), QH�¨D�UL (NH), QL�¨D (late NH), QL�¨D�UL (late NH), 3pl.pres.midd. QH�H�
DQ�GD (OS), QH�¨D�DQ�WD (OH/NS), QH�H�DQ�WD�UL, QH�DQ�WD�UL (NH), QH�¨D�DQ�GD�UL, 
QL�¨D�DQ�WD�UL (late NH), 1sg.pret.midd. QH�¨D�D§�§D�DW (NH), 3sg.pret.midd. QH�H�
D�DW (MH/MS), QH�¨D�DW, QH�L�¨D�DW, QH�DW (NH), QL�D�WL (OH/NS), QH�DW�WD�DW 
(NH), QH�¨D�DW�WD�DW (NH), QH�¨D�WD�DW (NH), QL�¨D�DW�WD�DW (NH), 3pl.pret.midd. 
QH�H�DQ�WD�WL (MH?/NS), QH�¨D�DQ�WD�WL (OH/NS), QH�DQ�WD�DW (NH), QH�¨D�DQ�WD�DW 
(NH), 2sg.imp.midd. QD�D�L�Lã�§X�XW, QD�D�Lã�§X�XW (OH/NS), QL�Lã�§X�XW 
(MH/MS), [Q]D�Hã�§X�XW, QD�L�Hã�§X�XW (MH/NS), QD�Lã�§X�XW (NS), QH�Hã�§X�XW 
(NH), 3sg.imp.midd. QH�¨D�D�UX (NH), QH�¨D�UX (NH), QL�¨D�UX (late NH), 
2pl.imp.midd. QD�Lã�GX�PD�DW (MH/MS), 3pl.imp.midd. QH�¨D�DQ�GD�UX; 
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1sg.pres.act. QH�H§�§L (MH/MS), QH�¨D�PL (NH), 2sg.pres.act. QD�LW�WL (OH/NS, 
MH/MS), QD�L�LW�WL (NH), QD�D�LW�WL (NH), QH�¨D�ãL (NH), QL�¨D�ãL (late NH), QH�¨D�
DW�WL (NH), QH�¨D�WL (NH), 3sg.pres.act. QD�D�L (OH/NS, MH/MS), QH�¨D�D]�]L (OH 
or MH/NS), 1pl.pres.act. QD�L�ÑD�QL (MH?/MS), [Q]H�¨D�X�H�QL (NH), 2pl.pres.act. 
QD�Lã�WH�QL (MH/MS), QD�Lã�WD�QL (MH/MS), 3pl.pres.act. QH�H�DQ�]L (OH/MS), 
QH�H�D�DQ]L (MH/MS), QH�H�¨D�DQ�]L (OH/NS), QH�¨D�DQ�]L (MH/MS), QH�DQ�]L 
(NH), QL�DQ�]L (NH), 1sg.pret.act. QH�H�H§�[§X�XQ] (OS), QH�H§�§X�XQ (OH/NS, 
MH/MS), QH�§X�XQ (NH), QH�¨D�D§�§X�XQ, 2sg.pret.act. QD�D�LW�WD (MH/NS), QD�
LW�WD (OH/MS), 3sg.pret.act. QD�Lã (MH/MS), QD�D�L�Hã (OH/NS), QD�D�L�Lã (NH), 
QD�D�Lã (MH/NS), QD�D�LW (MH/MS), QD�LW�WD (OH/MS), QD�D�Lã�WD (NH), QD�Hã�WD 
(NH), QD�Lã�WD (NH), QH�¨D�DW (NH), 1pl.pret.act. QH�¨D�X�H�HQ, QH�¨D�X�HQ (NH), 
3pl.pret.act. QD�L�HU (OH/NS), QD�D�L�HU (MH?/NS), QD�L�H�HU, QD�D�HU, QH�L�H�HU, 
2sg.imp.act. QD�L (MH/MS), QD�D�L (NH), QH�L�¨D (NH), 3sg.imp.act. QD�D�~ 
(MH/MS), 2pl.imp.act. QD�Lã�WpQ (MH/MS), QD�D�Lã�WpQ (OH or MH/NS), QD�D�
Hã�WpQ (OH or MH/NS), QH�¨D�DW�WpQ (MH/NS), 3pl.imp.act. QH�[¨]D�DQ�GX; part. 
QH�H�DQ�W� (OS), QH�H�D�DQW� (MH?/MS?), QH�DQ�W� (MH/NS), QH�¨D�DQ�W� 
(MH/MS), QH�H�¨D�DQ�W� (OH/NS, MH/MS), QL�¨D�DQ�W� (NH); verb.noun QH�¨D�X�
ÑD�DU (NH), QD�L�ÑD�DU (OH?/early NS), gen. QH�H�X�ÑD�Dã (MH/MS); impf. QD�
Lã�NH�D� (MH/MS), QD�L�Lã�NH�D�,�QD�D�Lã�NH�D� (NH), QD�D�Hã�NH�D� (NH). 
 Derivatives: QDQQD� o ���QDQQL� (IIa5 > Ic1, IIa1 ) ‘to drive, to ride in an animal-
drawn vehicle; to draw/drive back’  (1sg.pres.act. QD�DQ�QD�D§�§L, 2sg.pres.act. 
QD�DQ�QD�DW�WL, 3sg.pres.act. QD�DQ�QD�L (OS), QD�DQ�QD�D�L (MH/NS), 
1pl.pres.act. QD�DQ�QL�¨D�X�H�QL (early NS), 3pl.pres.act. QD�DQ�QL�DQ�]L (OS), QD�
DQ�QL�¨D�DQ�]L (OH/NS), QD�D�DQ�QL�¨D�DQ�]L, QD�DQ�QD�DQ�]L (NH), QD�QD�DQ�]L 
1sg.pret.act. QD�DQ�QD�D§�§X�XQ (NS), 3sg.pret.act. QD�DQ�QL�Lã�WD (NH), 
3pl.pret.act. QD�DQ�QL�H�HU (MS), QD�DQ�QL�HU (OH/NS), 2sg.imp.act. QD�DQ�QL 
(MH/NS), 3sg.imp.act. QD�DQ�QD�~ (MH/NS), 2pl.imp.act. QD�DQ�QL�Lã�WpQ (MS); 
3pl.pres.midd. QD�DQ�QL�DQ�WD[(-), QD�DQ�QL�DQ�GD[(-); impf. QD�DQ�QL�Lã�NH�D�,�QD�
DQ�QL�Hã�NH�D�), QHQQD� o ���QHQQL� (IIa5) ‘to drive (animals)’  (3pl.pres.act. QH�LQ�QL�
¨D�DQ�]L), see GIŠQLQL¨DO�OD��,�SHQQD� x  � SHQQL� and QQD� x  � QQL�. 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. QDQD� ‘to lead(?)’  (2sg.pres.act. QD�QD�D�DW�WL, 
3pl.pret.act. QD�QD�DQ�WD, part. QD�QD�DP�PD�DQ); HLuw. ?QLDVKD� ‘procession’  
(acc.sg. CRUS.CRUS(-)Qt�LD�VD�KD�QD (KARKAMIŠ A11E §16)). 
 IE cognates: Skt. QD\ x � ‘to lead’ . 
  PIE *QpLK � � � �R, *QyLK � � � �HL � *QLK � � � �pQWL 
  
See CHD L-N: 347f. for attestations and an elaborate treatment of the meaning of 
this verb. In OS texts, we mostly find middle forms, which indicates that 
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originally the middle paradigm was dominant. The oldest attested forms are 
3sg.pres. Q D (OS) and 3pl.pres. Q DQGD (OS), which probably have to be 
interpreted as /né"a/ and /né"anta/ (or /né" nta/?). These forms regularly 
developed into MH /néa/ and /néanta/, which were phonetically realized as [n² � a] 
and [n² � anta], spelled QH�H�¨D and QH�¨D�DQ�GD. In NH times, these forms were 
reinterpreted as belonging to a thematic stem Q ¨D�,�which gave rise to the NH 
forms QH¨D§§DUL, QH¨DWWDUL etc.  
 In the active paradigm, the singular forms are inflected according to the 
G L�WL¨DQ]L-class inflection and show the stem QDL� (QH§§L, QDLWWL, Q L). In the 
pl.pres.-forms we therefore would have expected to find the stem QL�,�but this is 
unattested. In 1 and 2pl.pres.act. we find the trivial MH analogical introduction of 
the full-grade stem (1pl.pres.act. QDLÑDQL (MH/MS) instead of expected *QLÑ QL; 
2pl.pres.act. QDLãWDQL (MH/MS) and QDLãWHQL (MH/MS) instead of expected 
*QLãW QL). In 3pl.pres.act., however, we suddenly find Q DQ]L (OH/MS) instead of 
expected **QL¨DQ]L (but note that *QL¨DQ]L is indeed attested in the derivates 
QDQQD� x  � QDQQL� (QDQQLDQ]L (OS)), SHQQD� x  � SHQQL� (SHQQL¨DQ]L (OH/MS)) and 
QQD� x  � QQL� ( QQLDQ]L (OH/MS))). In my view, this Q DQ]L must be an 

analogical rebuilding on the basis of 3pl.pres.midd. Q DQGD. In younger times, 
Q DQ]L develops into QH¨DQ]L as well. On the basis of this latter form as well as on 
the basis of the NH middle stem QH¨D�,� a PL-inflected active stem QH¨D�w x  is 
spreading in NH times.  
 Within the middle paradigm, 2sg.imp.midd. QDLã§XW and 2pl.imp.midd. 
QDLãGXPDW are fully aberrant. Not only do they show an unexpected vocalism 
(QDL� instead of Q �), they also contain an unclear �ã�. In my view, these facts can 
only be explained if we assume that QDLã§XW and QDLãGXPDW are secondary 
formations in analogy to 2pl.imp.act. QDLãWHQ. This latter form, which shows the 
regular active stem QDL� followed by the regular 2pl.imp.-act.-ending of the §L-
flection �ãWHQ, was incorrectly reanalysed as QDLã�WHQ as a result of the MH 
replacement of the §L-ending �ãWHQ by the PL-ending �WWHQ (cf. Kloekhorst fthc.d). 
This newly analysed ‘stem’  QDLã� then was reinterpreted as the specific 
imperative-stem and therefore transferred to the imperatives of the middle 
paradigm as well, replacing the original forms *Q §§XW and *Q GXPDW by QDLã§XW 
and QDLãGXPDW.  
 The etymological connection with Skt. QD\ x � ‘to lead’  was made already by 
Hrozný (1917: 293) and has been generally accepted since. This means that we 
have to reconstruct a root *QHL+�. In Hittite, middles reflect either zero or H-grade. 
This means that Q D, Q DQGD must reflect *QpL+�R, *QpL+�QWR (old stative, 
compare e.g. Skt. inj.midd. QD\DQWD). On the basis of 3sg.pres.midd. *QpL+�R > 
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Hitt. Q �¨�D we can conclude that the root-final laryngeal cannot have been *K � , 
because this consonant should have been retained as �§� intervocalically. The 
active stem QDL� must, like all §L-inflected verbs, reflect R-grade, which means 
that QH§§L, QDLWWL, Q L go back to *QyL+�K � HL, *QyL+�WK � HL, *QyL+�HL. Note that 3sg. 
*QyL+�HL regularly should have yielded Pre-Hitt. **/né"e/, cf. *K � HLK � XV > Hitt. 
§ Xã ‘rain’ . I therefore assume that 3sg. *QyL+�HL was replaced by *QyL�HL in 
analogy to the 1sg.- and 2sg.-forms where *-+� was interconsonantal and 
therefore lost at an early moment, yielding *QyL�K � HL and *QyL�WK � HL. This new 
form, *QyLHL, regularly yielded */naie/ >> */naii/ > /nai/, QD�D�L.  
 The derivative QDQQD� x  � QDQQL� inflects according to the P PD�L�class. Melchert 
(1998b: 416) interprets this verb as an �DQQD�L�imperfective of QDL� x  � *QL�,�but this 
is unlikely, as we would expect such a formation to have been **QL¨DQQD�L�. I 
therefore rather interpret QDQQD�L� as a reduplication of QDL�. The fact that 
QDQQD�L� does not inflect according to the G L�WL¨DQ]L-class is paralleled in the 
derivatives SHQQD� x  � SHQQL� and QQD� x  � QQL� (q.v.), and is due to the pre-Hittite 
influence of the WDUQ�D��class on polysyllabic G L�WL¨DQ]L-class-verbs (cf. the 
treatment of the P PD�L�class in § 2.2.2.2.h). The origin of the geminate �QQ� in 
QDQQD�L� (as well as in SHQQD�L� and XQQD�L�) is unclear to me.  
 
Q ª�D��: see Q � � � � x � , QDL� x  � *QL�  
 
QHND��(c.) ‘sister’  (Sum. NIN, Akk. $Ï 78): acc.sg. QH�JD�DQ (OH/NS), dat.sg. 
NIN�L ã�ãL (OS), nom.pl. NINMEŠ-Xã (OH/NS), acc.pl. QL�NX�Xã (OH/MS), QL�H�
NX�Xã (OH/MS), QL�NX�Xã(?) (NS), dat.pl. QH�JD�Dã (OH/NS). 
 Derivatives: 1,1�WDU ‘sisterhood’  (nom.-acc.sg. NIN�WDU, dat.-loc.sg. NIN�QL), 
see DQQDQHND� and QHNQD�. 
  PAnat. *QH ���R� 
  
See CHD L-N: 425f. for attestations. The forms spelled with the sign NI are 
transliterated in CHD with Qp: Qp�NX�Xã, Qp�H�NX�Xã.  
 To my knowledge, there are no cognates in the other Anatolian languages of 
this word itself. Of its derivative QHNQD� ‘brother’  (q.v.), we do find cognates 
however. Mechanically, QHND� must reflect PAnat. *QH ���R�,�but I know of no IE 
cognates.  
 
QHNQD�� (c.) ‘brother’  (Sum. ŠEŠ, Akk. $Ï8): voc. QH�HN�QD, ŠEŠ�QL, nom.sg. 
ŠEŠ�Dã, acc.sg. ŠEŠ�DQ, gen.sg. ŠEŠ�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. ŠEŠ�QL, abl. ŠEŠ�D], nom.pl. 
ŠEŠMEŠ�Lã, ŠEŠMEŠ�Xã. 
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 Derivatives: QHNQDWDU� ��QHNQDQQ� ‘brotherhood’  (nom.-acc.sg. ŠEŠ�WDU, dat.-
loc.sg. ŠEŠ�DQ�QL), QHNQD©©� o  (IIb) ‘to make someone a brother, to regard 
someone as a brother’  (1sg.pret.act. ŠEŠ�D§�§[X�XQ]). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. Q QL�ªD�� (adj.) ‘of a brother’  (nom.-acc.sg.n. QD�D�QL�¨D�
DQ, ŠEŠ�¨D�DQ, nom.-acc.pl.n. QD�D�QH�¨D, abl.-instr. QD�D�QL�¨D�WL), Q QD©LW� 
‘brotherhood’  (form? QD�D�QD�§L[���...]), Q QDãULªD� (adj.) ‘of a sister’  (nom.-
acc.sg.n. NIN�¨D�DQ, nom.-acc.pl.n. QD�D�QD�Dã�UL[-¨D]); HLuw. QDQDVUL� (c.) 
‘sister’  (dat.pl. FEMINAQD�QD�VD ~ �UD�L�]D /nanasrints�� �0$5$ù� �� Oine 1)); Lyc. 
Q QH�L� ‘brother’  (nom.sg. Q QL, dat.-loc.pl. Q QH, QHQH). 
  PAnat. *QH ���QR� 
  
See CHD L-N: 428 for attestations. In Hittite, the word is written phonetically 
only once, in voc.sg. QHNQD. On the basis of its Anatolian cognates CLuw. 
*Q QD�L� and Lyc. Q QH�L�,�we can reconstruct PAnat. *QH ���QR�. This seems to be a 
derivative of the word for ‘sister’  as found in Hitt. QHND� < PAnat. *QH ���R�. In the 
Luwian languages, the word for ‘sister’  is derived from ‘brother’ , however: 
Q QDãUL� < *QH ���QR� + DãUL�. No outer-Anatolian cognates are known.  
 Note that Luw. Q QD� ~ Hitt. QHNQD� proves that in Luwian, internal *

��� 
disappears before nasal.  
 
QHNNX� (negative adv.) ‘not?’ : QH�NX (OH/MS), QL�NX (OH/MS), [QH�]HN�NX 
(OH/MS), QH�HN�NX, QL�LN�NX (OH or MH/NS), 
 IE cognates: Lat. QHF, QHTXH. 
  PIE *QH�N y H 
  
See CHD L-N: 432 for attestations. This adverb is used in rhetorical questions: 
‘did I not ...?’ . Already Hahn (1936: 11014) analysed it as *QH�N y H (cf. Lat. QHF, 
QHTXH), which is generally accepted. Eichner’ s suggestion (1971: 31-34) to 
connect QHNNX with the question particle *-QH in Lat. �QH, Av. -Q  is superfluous 
as these particles are identical to the negation *QH. Note that the geminate spelling 
�NN� shows that in this case *N y  remained fortis (contra Melchert 1994a: 61f., who 
claims that intervocalic *N y  unconditionally became “ voiced”  in PAnat.).  
 
QHNX�p o  (Ib1) ‘to become evening’ : 3sg.pres.act. QH�NX�X]�]L (OH/NS), QH�NX�]L 
(MH/NS); 3sg.pres.midd. QH�NX�XW�WD (NS), 3sg.pret.midd. QH�NX�XW�WD�DW (NH). 
 Derivatives: QHNX]�PH©XU (adv.) ‘at night, in the evening’  (QH�NX�X] (OH/NS, 
MH/MS), QH�NX�]D (NH), QH�NX�X]�]D (NH)), see QDQD�Q�NXãã�L¨H�D��w x . 
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 IE cognates: Gr. , - ‘night’ ,  ‘nightly’ , Lat. QR[ ‘night’ , Goth. 
QDKWV ‘night’ , Lith. QDNWuV ‘night’ , OCS QRãW  ‘night’ . 
  PIE *QHJ y z �; *QRJ y z �W�V, *QHJ y z �W�V 
  
See CHD L-N: 432 for attestations. The verb QHNX�w x  originally was active only. In 
NH times, middle forms were created in analogy to its opposite OXNN� � � �  ‘to 
become light’ .  
 The verb QHNX�w x  and the expression QHNX] P §XU ‘at night, in the evening’  are 
generally regarded as cognate to the PIE word for ‘night’  that is usually 
reconstructed as *QRN y WV (Lat. QR[, Goth. QDKWV, etc.). According to Schindler 
(1967), the expression QHNX] P §XU literally meant ‘time of night’  and shows the 
original gen.sg. *QHN y WV. This then means that the word for ‘night’  had a static 
inflection: nom.sg. *QyN y WV, gen.sg. *QpN y WV. The fact that in Hittite the verbal root 
QHNX�w x  is attested, indicates that *QRN y WV actually was a W-stem *QRN y �W�V.  
 The consistent single spelling of �N� in Hittite is problematic, however: it seems 
to point to PAnat. *J y  < PIE *J y � z � . According to Melchert (1994a: 61), 
intervocalic *N y  yielded PAnat. *J y  unconditionally, but this cannot be correct in 
view of forms like QHNNX < *QH�N y H, WDNNX < *WR�N y H, WDNNXãã� < *GHN y V�,�
ãDNNXÑDQL� ‘mud-plaster’  < *VRN y �RQ�L�. This means that the PAnat. preform 
*QHJ y � has to be taken seriously.  
 In Greek, we find two stems for ‘night’ , namely - in , v  ‘night’ , 
and - in  ‘nightly’ ,  ‘nightly’  and  ‘to spend the night’ . 
Although - seems to reflect *QRN y W�,� - must reflect *QRJ y z �. I therefore 
conclude that the Greek stem - together with Hitt. QHNX� shows that the root 
itself must have been *QHJ y z �. The PIE W-stem originally must have been 
*QRJ y z �W�V, *QHJ y z �W�V, of which the latter form yielded Hitt. QHNX]. Only in the 
separate IE languages, where the old fortis : lenis opposition was re-
phonemicized as a distinction in voice, an assimiliation of *QRJ y z WV to *QRN y WV 
took place.  
 
QHNXPDQW�� (adj.) ‘naked’ : nom.sg.c. QH�NX�PD�DQ�]D (MH/MS), QL�NX�PD�DQ�]D 
(OH/NS), QH�NXP�PD�DQ�]D (OH/NS), dat.-loc.sg. QH�NX�PD�DQ�WL (OH/NS), 
nom.pl.c. QH�NX�PD�DQ�WH�Hã (MH?), QL�NX�XP�PD�DQ�WH�Hã, [Q]H�NXP�PD�DQ�WH�
Hã, QH�NX�PD�DQ�WL�ã D�DW, nom.-acc.pl.n. QH�NX�PD�DQ�WD. 
 Derivatives: QHNXPDQWDH�p o  (Ic2) ‘to undress oneself’  (3sg.pres.act. [Q]H�NX�PD�
DQ�WD�L]�]L), QHNXPDQGDULªH�D�p o  (Ic1) ‘to undress, to strip (someone)’  
(3pl.presact. QL�NX�PD�DQ�GD�UL�DQ�]L (OH/MS?), QH�N[X�X]P�PD�DQ�WD�UL[-¨D�DQ�
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]L], 3pl.pres.midd. QH�NX�PD�DQ�WD�U[L�DQ�WD�UL]), QHNPXQWDWDU (n.) ‘destitution’  
(nom.-acc.sg. QH�HN�PX�XQ�WD�WD[U] (NH)). 
 IE cognates: Skt. QDJQi�,�Av. PD QD� ‘naked’ . 
  PIE *QHJ y �QR�QW� 
  
See CHD L-N: 433f. for attestations. The word clearly belongs with the other IE 
words for ‘naked’ , as already noticed by Götze (1928: 120). Nevertheless, a 
reconstruction is difficult as the different languages point to different suffixes: 
*QyJ y �R��G � z � R�� in Lith. Q~RJDV, Lat. Q GXV, Goth. QDTDìV, OIr. QRFKW; *QH�RJ y �
QR� in Skt. QDJQi�,�Av. PD QD� (with dissimilation); *QHJ y �UR� in Arm. PHUN 
(also with (tabuistic?) dissimilation). Hitt. QHNXPDQW� seems to derive from *QHJ y �
PR�QW�,�but it is possible that it shows a dissimilation from *QHNXQDQW� < *QHJ y �
QR�QW�. In that case, it would be equatable to Skt. QDJQi� and Av. PD QD�.  
 Note that a reconstruction *QHJ y �ÑHQW� is impossible as a sequence *. y Ñ� does 
not participate in the rules *-ÑX� > -PX� and *-XÑ� > -XP� (cf. DNXHQL < 
*K � J y z XpQL).  
 The derivative QHNPXQWDWDU ‘destitution < *nakedness’  shows a quite aberrant 
form. We would expect QHNXPDQWDWDU.  
 
Q SLã� (n. (> c.)) ‘sky, heaven’  (Sum. AN, Akk. â$0 ): nom.-acc.sg.n. QH�H�St�Lã 
(OS), QH�St�Lã (OS), QH�Sp�Hã (OH?/NS), nom.sg.c. [QH�S]t�ãD�Dã (NH), AN�Dã 
(NH), acc.sg.c. QH�St�ãD�DQ (OH or MH/MS), gen.sg. QH�H�St�ãD�Dã (OS), QH�St�
ãD�Dã (OS), QL�St�ãD�Dã (OH/MS), all.sg. QH�H�St�ãD (OS), QH�St�ãD (OH/NS), 
loc.sg. QH�H�St�ãL (MS), QH�St�ãL (OS), QH�St�Lã, erg.sg. QH�St�ãD�DQ�]D (MH/MS), 
abl. QH�H�St�Lã�]D (OS), QH�St�Lã�]D (OS), QH�H�St�ãD�D] (OH/MS), QH�St�ãD�D] 
(MH/MS), QH�St�ãD�]D (OH or MH/NS), gen.pl. QH�St�ãD�DQ (MH/MS). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. WDSSDã� (n.) ‘heaven’  (nom.-acc.sg. WD�DS�SD�Dã�ãD, WDS�
SD�Dã�ãD, WDS�SDã�ãD, dat.-loc.sg. WDS�SD�ãL�L, WDS�SD�ãL , abl.-instr. WD�DS�SD�ãD�
W[L], erg.sg. WDS�SD�ãD�DQ�WL�Lã, gen.adj.nom.pl.c. WDS�SD�ãD�Dã�ãL�LQ�]L); HLuw. 
WLSDV� (n.) ‘heaven’  (nom.-acc.sg. “ CAELUM” WL�SD�Vi (TÜNP 1 §4, KÖRKÜN §9), 
dat.-loc.sg. “ CAELUM” WL�SD�VL��.$5.$0,â�$������0$5$ù���������“ CAELUM” WL�SD�
VL�L (TELL AHMAR 3 §1), erg.sg. “ CAELUM” WL�SD�VD�WL�VD (BOYBEYPINARI 2 
§21), abl.-instr. “ CAELUM” WL�SD�VD�UD�L�L (SULTANHAN §14), gen.adj.nom.pl.c. 
“ CAELUM” WL�SD�VD�VL�]L (SULTANHAN §33b)). 
  PAnat. *QpERV, *QHEpVRV 
 IE cognates: Skt. QiEKDV� ‘cloud, mist’ , Gr.  ‘cloud’ , OCS QHER ‘heaven’ , 
Lith. GHEHVuV ‘cloud’ . 
  PIE *QpE z �RV, *QHE z �pV�RV. 
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See CHD L-N: 448f. for attestations. The word is abundantly attested from OS 
texts onwards. Despite the fact that some commune forms are attested (nom.sg.c. 
QHSLãDã and acc.sg.c. QHSLãDQ), the manyfold attestation of nom.-acc.sg.n. Q SLã in 
OS texts clearly shows that the word is neuter originally.  
 Already Hrozný (1919: 725) identified this word as the cognate of Skt. QiEKDV� 
‘cloud’ , Gr.  ‘cloud’ , etc. This neuter V�stem must originally have inflected 
proterodynamically: *QpE z �V, *QE z �pV�V, which possibly already in PIE was 
normalized to *QpE z �RV, *QHE z �pV�RV (cf. Schindler 1975b). In Hittite, we find the 
stem Q SLã�,�which must reflect *QpE z �HV�,�throughout the paradigm, including in 
nom.-acc.sg. This implies that first the stem accentuation of nom.-acc.sg. *QpE z �
RV spread throughout the paradigm, changing *QHE z �pV�RV to pre-Hitt. *QpE z HVRV. 
Afterwards, the suffix-syllable �HV� was taken over into the nom.-acc.sg. as well, 
changing *QpE z �RV to pre-Hitt. *QpE z �HV > Q SLã as attested. Nevertheless, there 
are some possible traces of the original nom.-acc.sg.-form *QpE z �RV to be found in 
Anatolia. As Kryszat (2006: 113) convincingly shows, the deity 1L�ED�Dã as 
attested in the Old-Assyrian Kültepe-texts was the major deity besides $QQ  (= 
Hitt. DQQD� ‘mother’  and therefore ‘mothergod’ ?), and is therefore likely to be 
equated with dIM, the Storm-god. This makes it very attractive to interpret 1L�ED�
Dã as a spelling for /nébas/ (cf. Kryszat 2006: 11370 for the possibility of a reading 
“1HSDã” ), the expected outcome of PIE *QpE z �RV. This implies that in pre-Hittite 
times the paradigm still was /nébas/, /nébesas/. Note that Melchert (1994a: 138) 
assumes that post-tonic *H in open syllable yields /a/, whereas post-tonic *H in 
closed syllable yields /i/. For gen.sg. Q SLãDã, which seems to reflect *QpE z HVRV 
directly, he therefore must assume that the regular outcome **/nébasas/ was 
replaced by /nébisas/ on the basis of nom.-acc.sg. /nébis/ and abl. /nebists/ where 
/i/ is regular (*QpE z HV, *QpE z HV�WL). If this scenario is correct, and if OAss. 1L�ED�
Dã indeed represents Hitt. /nébas/, we must assume that between the 19th-20th 
century BC (the period of the OAss. tablets) and the 16th century (the period of 
OH texts), the following developments must have taken place: (1) replacement of 
nom.-acc.sg. /nébas/ by */nébes/ in analogy to oblique cases like */nébesas/; (2) 
the weaking of posttonic *H to /i/ in closed syllables and to /a/ in open syllables, 
yielding /nébis/ and */nébasas/; and (3) the spread of nom.-acc.sg. /nébis/ 
throughout the paradigm, replacing */nébasas/ by /nébisas/. This would show that 
the weakening of posttonic *H is a very recent phenomenon.  
 The exact interpretation of the Luwian forms is less clear, however. Although 
CLuw. WDSSDã� shows a geminate �SS� that can only be explained through ýRS’ s 
Law and therefore must reflect *QpE z H�RV�,� the interpretation of HLuw. WLSDV� is 
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difficult. It is generally thought that HLuw. �L� can only reflect *-L� or *- �. In this 
case it would then mean that WLSDV� reflects *Q E z H�RV�,� but such a lengthened 
grade is not attested anywhere else in the IE languages. Hajnal (1995: 63) 
therefore states that here �L� must be the outcome of pretonic short *H. This would 
mean that HLuw. WLSDV� reflects *QHE z pV�. If this is correct, the pre-Luwian 
paradigm should have been *QpE z RV, *QHE z pVRV, which would indeed fit the other 
material.  
 �5�
QHãXPHQ����QHãXPQ� (c.) ‘man from the town of N ãD��.DQLã���1HãLWH’ : nom.pl. 

QH�ãX�PH�Qp�Hã (OS). 
 Derivatives: QHãXPQLOL (adv.) ‘in the language of the Nešites (= Hittites)’  (QH�
Hã�[X]P!�QL�[OL]), NDQLãXPQLOL (adv.) ‘in the languages of the Kanišites (= 
Hittites)’ , 

����� QLãLOL (adv.) ‘in Nešite’  (QL�ãL�OL), Q ãLOL (adv.) ‘in Nešite’  (QD�D�ãL�
OL). 
  
See CHD L-1�� ����� $OO� IRUPV� DUH� GHULYHG� IURP� WKH� SODFHQDPH� 1 ãD�� .DQLã�
(modern-day Kültepe). As this place was the original capital of the Hittites, the 
Hittites refer to themselves as QHãXPHQD� ‘Nešite’  and to their language as QLãLOL 
‘in Nešite’  or NDQLãXPQLOL ‘in the language of the Kanišites’ . The name of the 
town is probably proto-Hattic, showing the prefix ND� ‘in’  (so */ká-nes/ besides 
*/nés-a/). For the appurtenance-suffix �XPHQ� � �XPQ� see its own lemma.  
 
Q ÓD��(adj.) ‘new, fresh’  (Sum. GIBIL): nom.sg.c. GIBIL�Dã, acc.sg.c. GIBIL�DQ, 
nom.-acc.sg.n. QH�H�ÑD�DQ (OH/MS), QH�H�X�ÑD�DQ (OH?/NS), instr. QH�H�X�[LW] 
(MH/NS), QL�X�L�L[W], acc.pl.c. QH�PX�Xã. 
 Derivatives: Q ÓD©©� �  (IIb) ‘to renew, to restore, to make new again’  
(1sg.pres.act. GIBIL�D§�PL (NH), 3pl.pres.act. QH�H�X�ÑD�D§�§D�DQ�]L (MH/MS), 
QH�ÑD�D§�§D�DQ�]L (MH?/MS?), 1sg.pret.act. QH�ÑD�D§�§X�XQ (MH/NS), 
3sg.pret.act. QH�ÑD�D§�§D�Dã (NS), 3pl.pret.act. QH�ÑD�D§�§H�HU (OH/NS), 
2sg.imp.act. QH�ÑD�D�D§ (OH/NS), 3pl.imp.act. QH�H�X�ÑD�D§�§D�DQ�GX (MH/MS), 
QH�ÑD�D§�§D�DQ�GX (MH/NS); part. QH�X�ÑD�D§�§D�DQ�W� (MH/MS)); inf.I 
[GI]BIL�DQ�]L. 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. Q ÓD�L� (adj.) ‘new’  (abl.-instr. QD�D�~�ÑD�WL, QD�~�ÑD�WL, 
QD�D�~�ÑD�WH). 
 IE cognates: Skt. QiYD�,�Gr. , Lat. QRYXV, OCS QRY  ‘new’ . 
  PIE *QpXR� 
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See CHD L-N: 455f. for attestations. Since long, the etymology has been clear: 
the word belongs with Skt. QiYD�,�Gr. , etc. ‘new’  and reflects *QpXR�. The 
derivative QHÑD§§� �  is cognate to Lat. QRY UH ‘to renew’ , Gr.  ‘to plough up’  
and reflects *QHXHK � �.  
 PIE *QpXR� probably is a derivative of *QX ‘now’  (see at QX).  
 
QL�ªD��: see Q � � � � � � , QDL� �  � *QL�  
 
QLN�� � : see QL�Q�N�� �   
 ��� �
QLQLªDO��(n.) ‘cradle’ : nom.-acc.sg. QL�QL�¨D�DO, dat.-loc.sg. QL�QL�¨D�DO�OL, loc.pl. 

QL�QL�¨D�OD�Dã. 
  
See CHD L-N: 438 for attestations. Neumann (1961a: 85) interpreted the word as 
a derivative of Q � � � � � � , QDL� �  � *QL� ‘to turn, to send’  (q.v.), which could be possible 
if that verb could be used for ‘rocking’  as well. If so, then we are dealing with 
*QL�QLK �   ¡ �RO�.  
 ¢ � ¢�£�¤

QLQLªDPL�� (c.) a bread or pastry: nom.sg. QL�QL�¨D�PL�Lã, acc.sg. QL�QL�¨D�PL�
LQ. 
  
See CHD L-N: 438 for attestations. Formally, the word looks like a Luwian 
participle of a verb QLQL¨D�,�which formally resembles Hitt. Q � � � � � � , QDL� �  � *QL� ‘to 
turn’  (cf. CHD). Nevertheless, as long as the exact meaning of this word cannot 
be determined, this remains speculation.  
 
QLQL�Q�N�� �  (Ib3) ‘to mobilize, to set (people) in motion; to move, to transfer; to set 
in motion; (midd. and intr. act.) to behave in a disorderly manner; to disturb, to 
agitate’ : 1sg.pres.act. QL�QL�LN�PL, 2sg.pres.act. QL�QL�LN�ãL, 3sg.pres.act. QL�L�QL�L[N�
]]L (OS), QL�QL�LN�]L (MH/NS), 1pl.pres.act. QL�QL�LQ!�NX�X�H�QL (NH), 2pl.pres.act. 
QL�QL�LN�WH�QL (OH/MS), 3pl.pres.act. QL�QL�LQ�NiQ�]L (MH/MS), QL�QL�NiQ�]L, 
1sg.pret.act. QL�QL�LQ�NX�XQ (NH), 3sg.pret.act. QL�QL�LN�WD (MH/MS), QL�QL�LQ�JD�
Dã (NS), 3pl.pret.act. QL�QL�LQ�NH�HU (MH/MS), QL�QL�LQ�NHU, 2sg.imp.act. QL�QL�LN 
(NH), 2pl.imp.act. QL�QL�LN�WpQ, 3pl.imp.act. QL�QL�LQ�NiQ�GX (MH/MS); 
2sg.pres.midd. [Q]H�QL�LN�WD�WL (NH), QH�QL�LN�WD�UL (NH), 3sg.pres.midd. QL�QL�LN�
WD�UL (MH/NS), 3pl.pres.midd. QL�QL�LQ�NiQ�WD (MH/MS), 3sg.pret.midd. QL�QL�LN�
WD�WL (OH/NS), QL�QL�LN�WD�DW (NH), 3pl.pret.midd. [QL]-QL�LQ�NiQ�WD�WL, 
3sg.imp.midd. QL�QL�LN�WD�UX (MH/NS), 2pl.imp.midd. [Q]L�QL�LN�GX�PD�DW 
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(MH/MS), QL�QL�LN�WXP�PD�DW (MH/NS); part. QL�QL�LQ�NiQ�W� (MH?/MS?); inf.I 
[QL]-QL�LQ�NX�X�DQ�]L; verb.noun QL�QL�LQ�NX�ÑD�Dã; impf. QL�QL�LQ�NL�Lã�NH�D� (NH), 
QL�QL�LQ�NLã�NH�D�,�QL�QL�LQ�NL�Hã�NH�D� (NH). 
 Derivatives: QLQLQNHããDU (n.) ‘mobilization(?), movement(?), uprising(?)’  
(nom.-acc.sg. QL�QL�LQ�NH�Hã�ãDU). 
 IE cognates: OCS Y ]�QLNa ‘they raised themselves’ , Lith. ]�QuNWL, ]�QLQN� ‘to 
occupy oneself with’ , DS�QuNWL ‘to attack’ , Gr.  ‘fight, war’ . 
  PIE *QL�QLQ�N� 
  
See CHD L-N: 438f. for attestations and semantics. The attested forms show a 
precise distribution between the stem QLQLQN� and QLQLN�: the former is found when 
the ending starts in a vowel (QLQLQN�9) whereas the latter is found when the 
ending starts in a consonant (QLQLN�&) or when no ending is found at all (QLQLN�). 
This distribution matches the one found in the other �QLQ�infixed verbs (§DUQL�Q�N�
�
�
, §XQL�Q�N�� � , LãWDUQL�Q�N�� �  and ãDUQL�Q�N�� � ), but also in e.g. OL�Q�N�� � , §DU�N��� �  etc.  

 The other �QLQ�infixed verbs always show the structure &5�QLQ�&� and are 
derived from verbal roots with the structure *&H5&� or *&5H&� (e.g. §DUQL�Q�N� 
from §DUN�� � , LãWDUQL�Q�N� from LãWDU�N��� � , besides §XQL�Q�N� from §XHN�� �  � §XN�). A 
priori, we would therefore interpret QLQL�Q�N� as QL�QLQ�.� from either *QHL.� or 
*QLH.�.  
 Despite the fact that in 1979 Oettinger still desperately states: “ [QLQLQ�N��� � ] 
bleibt trotz zahlreicher Deutungsversuche morphologisch unklar”  (1979a: 143), 
he offers a very appealing comparison in 1992a: 219, where he connects QLQL�Q�N� 
with OCS Y ]�QLNa ‘they raised themselves’ , Lith. ]�QuNWL, ]�QLQN� ‘to occupy 
oneself with’ , DS�QuNWL ‘to attack’  and Gr.  ‘fight, war’ , which point to a root 
*QHLN� ‘to raise’ . In Hittite, the nasal infix had causative function, and therefore 
QLQL�Q�N�� �  denotes ‘to set in motion, to mobilize’ .  
 
QL�Q�N�� �  (Ib3) ‘to quench one’ s thirst, to drink one’ s fill; to get drunk’ : 
3sg.pres.act. QL�LN�]L (OH or MH/NS), QL�LQ�]L (MH/MS), 3pl.pres.act. QL�LQ�NiQ�
]L, 3pl.pret.act. QL�LQ�NH�H�HU, QL�LQ�NH�HU (OH/MS), [QL�L]Q�NHU (MH/NS), 
2sg.imp.act. QL�L�LN (OS), QL�LN (OH/NS), QL�LQ�JD (OH/MS), QL�LQ�NL (OH), 
2pl.imp.act. QL�LN�WH�HQ, [Q]L�LQ�NDW�WpQ, 3pl.imp.act. QL�LQ�NiQ�GX (MH/NS); 
2sg.imp.midd. QL�LQ�NL�L§�§[X�XW] (OH/NS); part. QL�LQ�NiQ�W� (MH/MS). 
 Derivatives: 

¥ ¦�§ QLQJD� (c.) ‘drenching, cloudburst’  (Sum. dŠUR; nom.sg. QL�LQ�
JD�Dã, abl. dŠUR�]D), QLQJDQX�� �  (Ib2) ‘to make (the ground etc.) drink to 
satisfaction, to drench; to make someone drunk’  (3pl.pres.act. QL�LQ�JD�QX�ÑD�DQ�
]L (OH/MS), 1sg.pret.act. [Q]L�LQ�JD�QX�QX�X[Q] (MH/NS), 1pl.pret.act. QL�LQ�JD�
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Q[X�PH�HQ?] (NS), 3pl.pret.act. QL�LQ�JD�Q[X�H�HU?] (NH), 2sg.imp.act. QL�LQ�JD�
QX�XW (NH), 3sg.imp.act. QL�LQ�JD�QX�XG�GX (OH/MS); impf. QL�LQ�JD�QX�Xã�
NH�D�). 
  
See CHD L-N: 443f. for attestations. This verb seems to inflect just as OL�Q�N�� �  ‘to 
swear’ , with �Q� getting lost in a cluster *-QN&�. Nevertheless, the MS attestation 
QL�LQ�]L rather resembles verbs like §DU�N��� � , with loss of �N� in a cluster *-5N&�.  
 Formally, the verb can hardly reflect anything else than *QHQ.�,� but a good 
etymology is lacking. Oettinger (1979a: 143) assumes that QL�Q�N� is a nasal-
infixed form of the root *K � QH�� ‘to hold, to take’ , but this is difficult formally as 
well as semantically. Melchert (1994a: 165) rather analyses QL�Q�N� as *QHP�.� 
“ *take one’ s share of drink”  (Goth. QLPDQ ‘to take’ , Latv. H £PX ‘to take’ ). Apart 
from the fact that assuming an extension *-.� is rather DG KRF, the semantic 
connection is difficult as well, since *QHP� rather meant ‘to allot’  (cf. Gr.  
‘to allot’ ).  
 All in all, none of the proposed etymological connections stands out as evident.  
 
QX (clause conjunctive particle) ‘and, but’  
 Derivatives: see NLQXQ, Q ÑD� and QXÑD. 
 Anat. cognates: Pal. QX (clause conjunctive particle, e.g. Q D�DQ, Q H), Q  
‘now’  (QX�~); CLuw. Q QXQ ‘now’  (QD�D�QX�XQ, QD�QX�XQ, QD�D�QX�XP SD, QD�D�
QX�~�XQ SD, QD�QX SD); HLuw. DZD� (clause conjunctive particle < *ÊÑ�R�??), 
XQX�Q� ‘now?’  (clause conjunctive particle, ASSUR letters). 
 IE cognates: Skt. Q~, Qg ‘now’ , Gr. ,  (encl. particle),  ‘now’  Lat. QXP 
‘but now’ , QXQF ‘now’ , Goth. QX, Lith. Q�, Qt, OCS Q  ‘but’ , TochA QX, TochB 
QR ‘then, namely’ . 
  PIE *QX 
  
In NH texts, this conjunctive particle is the semantically neutral one (as opposed 
to  �¨�D ‘and, also’  and  �P�D ‘but, and’ ). In OH texts, we also come across the 
conjunctive particles WD and ãX, but it has proven difficult to establish an 
difference in use between QX, WD and ãX. The particles WD and ãX are being replaced 
by QX from the late OH period onwards, and already in MH texts QX is the only 
conjunctive that is properly used (all MH and NH instances of WD are in formulae). 
When QX is followed by enclitic particles that start in a vowel, the �X� of QX drops: 
Q Dã < *QX + Dã, Q DQ < *QX + DQ, etc. This is due to the same development 
underlying Hitt. *7D < *7ÑR (compare e.g. W Q < *GÑR¨RP), so *QX�RV > *QÑRV > 
QDã, *QX�RP > QÑRP > QDQ, etc. This implies that 3pl.nom. Q H goes back to *QDL 
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< *QÑRL < QX�RL (note that this shows that the development *& ¨�©
ª�« � ¬ ÑR > &D 
predates the monophthongization of *-RL� to �H�).  
 Watkins (1963) convincingly shows that Hitt. QX, WD and ãX can functionally and 
formally be equated with the Old Irish preverbs QR, WR and VH and that Hitt. QX ~ 
OIr. QR must reflect *QX, which is further cognate with the word for ‘now’  in 
other IE languages (as already suggested by Knudtzon 1902: 50).  
 
�QX��(causative-suffix) 
  PIE *&&�QpX�WL, *&&�QX�pQWL 
  
This suffix has causative/transitivizing function. It is always PL-inflected. 
Originally, it is attached to the zero-grade of the verbal root, e.g. ãDãQX�� �  ‘to make 
sleep’  from ãHã�� �  � ãDã� ‘to sleep’ . Later on, it was possible to use the full-grade 
stem as well, e.g PHUQX� (beside older PDUQX�) from PHU�� �  � PDU� ‘to disappear’ . 
The suffix clearly is derived from PIE *-QHX���QX� (cf. the Skt. 5th present class in 
�QR���QX�,�Gr. verbs like ). In Hittite, it must have shown ablaut originally 
as well, which possibly is still visible in spellings like ÑD�D§�QX�~�PL (KBo 17.1 + 
25.3 ii 18 (OS)) and §X�H½�Hã¾�QX�~�XW (KBo 3.28 ii 19 (OH/NS)) < *-QpX�PL and 
*-QpX�W respectively, besides 1pl. �QX�PH�H�QL < *QX�ÑpQL, 2pl. �QX�XW�WH�H�QL < 
*-QX�WpQL and 3pl. �QX�ÑD�DQ�]L < *-QX�pQWL.  
 
Q �: see Q �W��  
 
QXNNX�(adv.) ‘and now’ : QX�XN�NX (NH). 
  PIE *QX�N  H 
  
The word is attested only once, in KBo 12.128, 6. It consists of the conjunction 
QX (q.v.) followed by  NNX (q.v.).  
 
Q PDQ,�Q ÓDQ�(negative particle of optative, irrealis or potentialis) ‘not want to’ : 
QX�X�PD�DQ (often, OH/NS), QX�X�PD�D�DQ (1x, OH/NS), QX�X�ÑD�DQ (1x, NH), 
QX�X�ÑD�D�DQ (1x, NH). 
  PIE *QH�X�PRQ ?? 
  
See CHD L-N: 471 for attestations. This word functions as the negation of the 
particle of optative, irrealis or potentialis PDQ. The plene spelling with the sign U 
points to a phonological interpretation /nóman/. Semantically, we would expect 
that Q PDQ reflects a univerbation of the negation *QH and the optative particle 
PDQ (q.v.), but it is unclear why we find �X� (/o/) in it. Perhaps the �X� is to be 
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compared with the X in e.g. Lat. QXQTXDP ‘never’  (thus Hahn 1942: 106), 
although it should be noted that *&HXP should have yielded Hitt. /Cum/ (cf. ÑD�
D§�QX�~�PL < *-QpX�PL). The sporadic forms with �Ñ� hardly can be anything else 
than hypercorrectisms, having the development *-XÑ� > �XP� in mind.  
 
��Q�XQ�(1sg.pret.act.-ending of the PL-flection) 
  PIE *-P 
  
This ending denotes the 1sg.pret.act. for PL-verbs. When the verb stem ends in 
consonant, the ending is �XQ, when it ends in a vowel, it is �QXQ. Because of 
occasional spellings with plene U (H�HS�SX�X�XQ (KBo 18.31 rev. 12, KUB 1.7 iii 
77, KUB 1.2+ ii 15)), we must conclude that the ending in fact was /-(n)on/. It is 
obvious that this ending reflects the PIE secondary 1sg.-ending *-P. In Hittite, 
the variant �XQ must be the regular outcome of vocalic �P: *°&�� > Hitt. °&XQ = 
/°Con/. The variant �QXQ shows the regular outcome of *9�P > Hitt. 9Q, to which 
the postconsonantal variant �XQ is attached.  
 
QXQWDU��‘haste, swiftness’ : gen.sg. QX�XQ�WDU�Dã (NH), QX�XQ�WD�UD�Dã (NH). 
 Derivatives: QXQWDUDã (adv.) ‘promptly, soon’  (QX�XQ�WDU�Dã (often, NH), QX�
WDU�Dã (1x, NS)), QXQWDULªD�,�QXW�W�DULªD� (adj.) ‘swift’  (nom.sg.c. [QX�X]Q�WDU�¨D�
Dã, QX�XQ�WDU�¨D�ã D, QX�XW�WD�UL�¨D�Dã (OH/NS), QX�WDU�UL�¨D�Dã (NS), acc.sg.c. 
QX�XW�WD�UL�¨D�DQ (NS)), QXQWDUULªH�D�� �  (Ic1) ‘to hasten, to be quick’  (2pl.pres.act. 
QX�XQ�WDU�UL�LW�WD�QL (MH/MS), 2sg.imp.act. QX�XQ�WDU�UL�¨D, 3sg.imp.act. QX�XQ�
WDU�L�H�HG�G[X] (MH/MS), QX�XQ�WDU�UL�H�H[G�GX] (MH/MS), QX�XQ�WDU�UL�HG�GX 
(MH/MS)), QX�Q�WDULªDã©D� ‘haste, speed’  (gen.sg. EZEN QX�XQ�WDU�UL�¨D�Dã�§D�
Dã, EZEN QX�XQ�WDU�¨D�Dã�§D�Dã, EZEN QX�XW�WDU�¨D�Dã�§D�Dã), QX�Q�WDUQX�� �  
(Ib2) ‘to hurry, to hasten; to rush into something’  (2sg.pres.act. QX�XQ�WDU�QX�ãL, 
QX�WDU�QX�ãL (1x), 3sg.pres.act. QX�XQ�WDU�QX�]L, 2pl.pres.act. QX�XQ�WDU�QX�XW�WH�H�
QL, QX�XQ�WDU�QX�XW�WH�QL, 1sg.pret.act. QX�XQ�WDU�QX�QX�XQ, 3sg.pret.act. QX�XQ�
WDU�QX�XW, QX�XQ�WDU�QX�XW�WD (Luw.), 1sg.imp.act. QX�XQ�WDU�QX�ÑD�D[O�OX], 
2pl.imp.act. QX�XQ�WDU�QX�XW�WHQ, 3pl.imp.act. QX�XQ�WDU�QX�ÑD�DQ�GX; verb.noun 
QX�XQ�WDU�QX�XP�PDU). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. QDQXQWDUULW� (n.) ‘the present’  (nom.-acc.sg. [Q]D�QX�XQ�
WDU�UL�ã[D]), QDQXQWDUUL�ªD�� (adj.) ‘of the present’  (nom.-acc.sg.n. [QD�QX�XQ�WDU�
UL�¨]D�DQ�]D), Q QXQWDUULªDO�L�� (adj.) ‘present’  (nom.-acc.sg.n. [QD�D�QX�XQ�WD�UL�
¨D�D�DO, nom.-acc.pl.n. QD�D�QX�XQ�WD�UL�¨D�OD, QD�D�QX�XQ�WDU�UL�¨D�OD, QD�D�QX�
XP�WD�UL�¨D�OD). 
 IE cognates: Lat. QXP, Gr.  ‘now’ . 
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  PIE *QXP�WU� 
  
See CHD L-N: 472f. for attestations. The basic stem was QXQWU� as we can tell 
from the derivative QXQWDUL¨H�D�� �  = /nuntrie/a-/ (in case of a stem **QXQWUD�,�we 
would have expected **QXQWDUDH�� � ). Occasionally, the second �Q� drops, yielding 
QXWWDU°. There does not seem to be a distribution between QXQWDU° vs. QXWWDU°, but 
one could envisage that originally there was one comparable to the distribution 
found in e.g. OL�Q�N�� � , §DUQL�Q�N�� � , etc., i.e. 9Q&9 vs. 9&&9. In this case, we 
would perhaps expect a distribution 9QW�& vs. 9WU9, but this cannot be supported 
by the material.  
 The fact that in CLuwian we once find a spelling with �P� (Q QXPWDUL¨DOD) 
points to original *QXPWDU�. Etymologically, it is quite obvious that we are 
dealing with *QXP (as found in NLQXQ ‘now’  < *�L + QXP (q.v.)), followed by a 
suffix *-WU�. This *QXP clearly belongs with Lat. QXP, Gr.  ‘now’ , etc. See at 
NLQXQ for further etymology.  
 
Q �W��� (c.) ‘contentment(?), satisfaction(?)’ : nom.sg. [QX]-~�Xã (OS or OH/MS), 
QX�~�Xã (OH/NS), acc.sg. QX�~�XQ (MH/NS), dat.-sg. QX�~�WL; bare stem (as 
interjection) QX�~ (MH?/NS), � QX�~ (MH/NS). 
  
See CHD L-N: 476 for attestations. The word either occurs in lists of good things, 
always followed by LãWDPDããXÑDU or WXPPDQWL¨D�,�or it occurs as an interjection 
(then QX�~) in QX�~ §DO]DL� �  ‘to call “ Q ” ‘. Since WXPPDQWL¨D� is the Luwian 
correspondent to Hitt. LãWDPDããXÑDU, and because of the one attestation with a 
gloss wedge, some scholars regard Q � as a Luwian word, which would explain 
the dat.sg.-form Q WL: in Luwian, word-final �W� is dropped. This would mean, 
however, that a Luwian Q �W�� already in OH times was reshaped to Hitt. nom.sg. 
Q ã and acc.sg. Q Q. Whether or not this is probable, the exact meaning of the 
word cannot be determined, which makes etymologizing impossible.  
 
Q ÓD�(adv.) ‘still, yet’ : QX�X�ÑD (OS), QX�X�D (MH/MS?), QX�X�ÑD�D (NH). 
  PIE *QX�K ¡ H 
  
See CHD L-N: 468f. for attestations and semantics. Already since Sturtevant 
(1933: 49) this word is seen as a derivative of the conjunction QX (q.v.). The 
particle that is attached to QX is less clear, but probably it is identical to  �¨�D 
‘and’  (q.v.). For semantics compare Goth. QDXK, OHG QRFK ‘still, yet’  < *QX�N  H.  
 
Q ÓDQ: see at Q PDQ�
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QXÓDããX: see at QDããX  
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 SD: see  DSD  
 
SD©©Dã�: see SD§ã� � � � � �   
 
SD©©L��(c.) something harmful?: acc.sg. SD�D§�§L�LQ (MH/MS). 
  
Hapax in KBo 16.31, 3; see CHD P: 1 for context and the conclusion that it may 
denote something harmful. Therefore a connection with SD§§LHãNHXÑDU, a hostile 
action (q.v.), could be possible. No further etymology.  
 
SD©©LHãNHXÓDU�(n.) a hostile action: nom.-acc.sg. SD�D§�§L�Hã�NH�X�ÑD�DU. 
  
See CHD P: 1: this word is hapax and occurs in a vocabulary only, preceded by 
§XÑDU]DNHXÑDU ‘cursing’  and followed by NXUXU DSSDWDU ‘initiating hostilities’ , 
which seems to indicate that it refers to some hostile action itself as well. 
Formally, it probably is a verb.noun in �ÑDU of an impf. SD§§LHãNH�D� of a further 
unattested verb. A tie-in with SD§§L�,� something harmful (q.v.), is likely. No 
further etymology.  
 
SD©ã� ® ¯ ° � ± ,� SD©ã� �  (IIIa; IIa2) ‘to protect, to guard, to defend; to observe 
(agreements), to keep (oaths), to obey (commands), to keep (a secret); (midd. 
with dat.) to seek protection with’  (Sum. PAP): 1sg.pres.midd. SD�D§�§D�Dã�§D 
(OH/NS, MH/MS or NS), 2sg.pres.midd. SD�D§�§D�Dã�WD (OH/NS), 
3sg.pres.midd. SD�D§�ãD (MH/MS or NS), SD�D§�ãD�UL (MH/MS), 1pl.pres.midd. 
SD�D§�ãX�ÑD�Dã�WD (MH/MS), 2pl.pres.midd. SD�D§�§D�Dã�GX�PD (OH/NS, 
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MH/MS), 3pl.prs.midd. SD�D�D§�ãD�DQ�WD (OH/MS), [SD�D§�]§ � ã�ãD�DQ�WD�UL 
(NH), 1sg.pret.midd. SD�D§�§D�Dã�§D�DW (NH), SD�D§�§D�Dã�§D�§D�DW (NH), 
3sg.pret.midd. SD�D§�§D�Dã�WD�DW (NH), 3sg.imp.midd. SD�D§�ãD�UX (OH/NS), 
2pl.imp.midd. SD�D§�§D�Dã�GX�PD�DW (OH/NS, MH/MS), 3pl.imp.midd. SD�D§�ãD�
DQ�WD�UX (MH/MS), [SD�D§�ã]D�DQ�GD�D�U[X]; 1sg.pres.act. SD�D§�§D�Dã�§L 
(MH/NS, often), SD�D§�§D�Dã�PL (1x, OH/NS), 2sg.pres.act. SD�D§�§D�Dã�WL (NH), 
1pl.pres.act. SD�D§�ãX�H�QL (MH/NS), SD�D§�ãX�X�H�QL (NH), 2pl.pres.act. SD�D§�
§D�Dã�WH�QL (NH), 3pl.pres.act. SD�D§�ãD�DQ�]L (NH), 1sg.pret.act. SD�D§�§D�[Dã�
§X�X]Q (OH or MH/NS), 3sg.pret.act. SD�D§�§D�Dã�WD (NH), 3pl.pret.act. SD�D§�ãHU 
(NH), 2sg.imp.act. SD�D§�ãL (OH/NS, MH/MS), 3sg.imp.act. SD�D§�§D�Dã�GX 
(NH), 2pl.imp.act. SD�D§�§D�Dã�WH�HQ (MH/MS), SD�D§�§D�Dã�WpQ (MH/MS), SD�
D§�§D�Dã�WL�HQ (MH/NS), SD�D§�Dã�Wp[Q] (NH), 3pl.imp.act. SD�D§�ãD�DQ�GX (NH), 
[S]D�D§�§D�ãD�[DQ�GX] (MH/NS); impf. SD�D§�§D�Dã�NH�D�. 
 Derivatives: SD©ãQX�� �  (Ib2) ‘to protect, to defend, to take care of, to be 
watchful’  (1sg.pres.act. SD�D§�ãD�QX�PL (NH), 2pl.pres.act. SD�D§�§D�Dã�QX�XW�WH�
QL (OH/NS), [S]D�D§�ãD�QX�XW�WH�QL (MH/NS), SD�D§�ãD�QX�WH�Q[L], 3pl.pres.act. 
SD�D§�§D�[Dã�]ãD�QX�DQ�]L (MH/MS), 1sg.pret.act. SD� §�ã �Q �[Q]X�[XQ] 
(OH/NS), 2sg.pret.act. SD�D§�ãD�QX�Xã (OS), 3sg.pret.act. SD�D§�§D�Dã�QX�XW 
(NH), 3pl.pret.act. SD�D§�ãD�QX�[HU] (OH/NS), SD�D§�§D�Dã�ãD�[QX�HU] (NH), 
2sg.imp.act. SD�D§�ãD�QX�XW, SD�D§�§D�Dã�ãD�QX�XW (OH/NS), 3sg.imp.act. SD�D§�
ãD�QX�XG�GX (MH/NS), SD�D§�§D�Dã�QX�XG�GX (MH/NS), 2pl.imp.act. SD�D§�ãD�
QX�XW�WH�HQ (OS), SD�D§�§D�Dã�QX�XW�WH�HQ (OH/NS), SD�D§�§D�Dã�ãD�QX�[XW�WH�
HQ], 3pl.imp.act. SD�D§�§D�Dã�QX�DQ�GX (OH/MS); part. SD�D§�ãD�QX�ÑD�DQ�W� 
(OH/NS), SD�D§�§D�Dã�QX�ÑD�DQ�W� (OH/MS), SD�D§�§D�Dã�ãD�QX�ÑD�DQ�W� 
(MH/NS); verb.noun SD�D§�ãD�QX�PDU, gen.sg. SD�D§�§D�Dã�QX�PD�Dã 
(MH/MS)); inf.I SD�D§�§D�Dã�QX�XP�[P]D�DQ�]L (MH/NS), SD�D§�§D�Dã�ãD�QX�
PD�DQ�]L (NS); impf. PAP�QX�Xã�NH�D� (NH)). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. SD� ‘to protect?’  (3sg.imp.act. SD�DG�GX, SiG�GX). 
 IE cognates: Lat. S VF  (S Y , S VWXP) ‘to graze’ , S VWRU ‘herd’ , OCS SDVWL ‘to 
pasture’ , SCr. S�VWL ‘to pasture, to look after’ . 
  PIE *SpK � V�R, *SyK � V�HL, *SK � V�QHX� 
  
See CHD P: 2f. for attestations. The verb occurs in the middle as well as in the 
active, without a traceable difference in meaning. In the oldest texts, the middle 
forms are dominant. The active forms are treated by Oettinger (1979a: 210) as PL-
conjugated, citing 1sg.pres.act. SD§§DãPL. This is misleading, as this form occurs 
only once, whereas SD§§Dã§L is attested many times. I therefore assume that the 
active verb originally is §L-conjugated. The verb shows a quite consistent 
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alternation between SD§ã�9 and SD§§Dã�&, which reminds of e.g. WDNã�9 besides 
WDNNHã�& (see WDNã�� �  ‘to undertake, to unify’ ). Apparently, in *SD§ã&, the cluster 
received an epenthetic vowel: /paH 6&���� ,W� LV� UHPDUNDEOH�� KRZHYHU�� WKDW� WKH�
causative SD§ãQX�� �  does not show this distribution (we would then expect SD�D§�
§D�Dã�QX� throughout the paradigm): the oldest (OS) forms are spelled SD�D§�ãD�
QX�. In my view, this points to a zero-grade formation /pHSnu-/ vs. the full grade 
stem /paHSV°, paH 6&���DV�IRXQG�LQ�WKH�EDVLF�YHUE�� 
 Since Kuryáowicz (1927: 102), this verb is generally connected with Lat. S VF  
‘to herd’  and OCS SDVWL ‘to pasture’  and reconstructed as *SHK � �V�,�an V-extension 
of the root *SHK � �L�� ‘to protect’ . This means that the middle paradigm goes back 
to *SpK � V�R and the active paradigm to *SyK � V�HL.  
 Melchert (1993b: 162) hesitatingly suggests that CLuw. SD� might mean ‘to 
protect’  (although he states that this “ meaning is a mere guess” ), and that it 
consequently could show the unextended root *SHK � �.  
 
SD©©XU� ��SD©©XHQ�� (n.) ‘fire, campfire, embers; fever’  (Sum. IZI, Akk. ,â 7,): 
nom.-acc.sg. SD�D§�§XU (often, OS), SD�D§�§X�XU (OH/NS), SD�D�D§�§XU (2x, 
OH/MS), SD�D§�§X�X�XU (1x, MS?), SD�D§�§X�ÑD�DU (1x, NS), gen.sg. SD�D§�§X�H�
QD�Dã (often, MH?/NS), SD�D§�§X�X�H�QD�Dã (MH/NS), SD�D§�§X�QD�Dã (1x, NH), 
loc.sg. SD�D§�§X�H�QL (often, OH/NS), SD�D§�§X�X�H�QL, SD�D§�§X�QL (2x, MH/NS), 
all.sg. [SD�D]§�§X�H�QD (NH/early NS), erg.sg. SD�D§�§X�H�QD�DQ�]D (MH/MS), 
SD�D§�§X�H�QD�]D, abl. SD�D§�§X�H�QD�D] (MH/MS), SD�D§�§X�X�H�QD�D], SD�D§�
§X�QD�D], SD�D§�§X�QD�]D, SD�D§�§X�X�QD�]D, instr. SD�D§�§X�H�QL�LW (MH/MS), 
SD�D§�§X�X�H�QL�LW (MH/NS), SD�D§�§X�QL�LW (MH/MS). 
 Derivatives: 

£ � ��² ¢�¤ SD©©XQDO�O�D�L�,�
£ � � SD©©XLQDOL� (n.) a container for fire, 

embers and other things (nom.-acc.sg. SD�D§�§X�QD�DO�OL (OH or MH/MS), loc.sg. 
[SD�D§�§X�Q]D�DO�OL�¨D (OH or MH/MS), SD�D§�§X�QD�OL (OH?/NS), abl. SD�D§�§X�
QD�OL�¨D�]D (NS), SD�D§�§X�QD�OL�D] (OH?/MS), SD�D§�§X�L�QD�OL�D] (OH/NS), 
nom.-acc.pl. SD�D§�§X�QD�DO�OL (OH/NS), SD�D§�§X�QD�OL (NH)), 

�5�
SD©©XUXOD� 

(c.) ‘(fire-)tender’  (nom.sg. S[D]-D§�§X�UX�OD�Dã (NH)), 
��� �
SD©©XUXO�D�� (c.) an 

implement for tending or banking a fire (nom.sg. [SD�D]§�§X�UX�OD�Dã (NH), abl. 
SD�D§�§X�UX�OD�D] (MH/NS)). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. S © U (n.) ‘fire(?)’  (nom.-acc.sg. SD�D�§X�X�XU), 
SDÓDUL�ªD�� ‘to light a fire’  (3sg.pret.act. SD�ÑD�DU�LW�WD). 
 IE cognates: Gr. , OHG IXLU, Arm. KXU, Goth. IRQ, OPr. SDQQR ‘fire’ . 
  PIE *SpK � �XU, *SK � �XHQ�V 
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See CHD P: 12f. for attestations. In my view, SD§§XU � SD§§XHQDã has to be 
phonologically interpreted /páHwr / paHwénas/, showing the phoneme /Hw/ (for 
which see Kloekhorst fthc.c). This also explains the one NH attestation SD§§XÑDU, 
which denotes phonetic [páH r].  
 Since Hrozný (1917 (SH): 69), this word is etymologically connected with Gr. 

, OHG IXLU, Arm. KXU ‘fire’  etc., which means that we have to reconstruct a 
proterodynamic paradigm *SpK � �XU, *SK � �XpQ�V. The �Q� of the oblique stem is 
still visible in e.g. Goth. IRQ, OPr. SDQQR ‘fire’ . In Hittite, the H-grade of the nom.-
acc. has spread throughout the paradigm: *SHK � XpQ� > SD§§XHQ�.  
 In CLuwian, a noun SD�D�§X�X�XU is attested that is generally regarded as 
cognate to Hitt. SD§§XU (cf. Starke 1990: 570f.). The word is attested in a broken 
context, however, so its meaning cannot be independently determined. Formally, 
it is difficult to explain why S § U shows a lenited �§�. The meaning of the 
Luwian verb SDÑDUL¨D� ‘to light a fire’  (which is attested in Hittite context) is 
ascertained, however. It shows loss of �§� in front of �Ñ�,�which we also observe 
in e.g. PDO�§�X� ‘to break’  (see at PDOOD� �  � PDOO� ‘to mill’ ) and OD�§�XQ�D�L� ‘to 
wash’  (see at O §X� �  � OD§X� ‘to pour’ ).  
 
SDL� ‘to go’ : see SD¨L�� �  � SDL�  
 
SDL� � ���SL��(IIa4 > Ic1) ‘to give, to pay, to grant, to hand over’  (Sum. SUM, Akk. 
1$' 18): 1sg.pres.act. Sp�H�H§�§p (OS), Sp�H�H§�§L (OS), Sp�H§�§L (OH/MS), 
2sg.pres.act. SD�LW�WL (MH/MS), SD�Lã�WL (NH), Sp�Hã�WL (MH/NS), 3sg.pres.act. SD�
D�L (OS), SD�L (OH/MS), 1pl.pres.act. St�L�~�H�QL (OH or MH/MS), St�~�H�QL 
(OH?/NS, MH/MS), St�¨D�X�H�QL (OH/NS), St�L�¨D�X�H�QL (NH), 2pl.pres.act. St�Lã�
WH�QL (OH/MS), Sp�Hã�WH�QL (MH/NS), 3pl.pres.act. St�DQ�]L (OS), St�¨D�DQ�]L (OS), 
St�HQ�]L (2x), St�L�¨D�DQ�]L (NH), St�H�DQ�]L, 1sg.pret.act. Sp�H§�§X�XQ (OH/NS), 
Sp�H�H§�§X�XQ (NH), 2sg.pret.act. SD�LW�WD (OH/MS), Sp�Hã�WD (NH), 3sg.pret.act. 
SD�Lã (OS), ED�L�Lã (1x, OS), SD�L�Lã (OH/NS?), SD�D�Lã (OH/NS), SD�D�L�Lã (NH), 
SD�Lã�WD (OH/NS), Sp�Hã�WD (NH), Sp�H�Hã�WD (NH), 1pl.pret.act. St�~�HQ (MH/MS), 
St�~�H�HQ (HHCTO 2 obv. 4 (MH/MS)), St�L�~�HQ (NH?), St�¨D�X�H�HQ (OH/NS), 
3pl.pret.act. St�L�H�HU (OS), St�L�HU (OS), St�H�HU (MH/MS), St�¨D�HU (NH), St�HU, 
2sg.imp.act. SD�L (OS), SD�D�L (OH/NS), 3sg.imp.act. SD�D�~ (OH/NS, MH/MS), 
Sp�Hã�GX (NH), 2pl.imp.act. [S]t�L�Lã�WH�HQ (OS), St�Lã�WH�HQ (MH/MS), SD�Lã�WH�HQ 
(MH/MS), Sp�Hã�WpQ (OH/NS), 3pl.imp.act. St�DQ�GX (OH?/NS, MH/MS) St�¨D�
DQ�GX (OH?/NS); 3pl.pres.midd. St�DQ�GD�UL; part. St�LD�DQ�W� (OS); verb.noun St�
¨D�X�ÑD�DU (NH), gen.sg. St�¨D�X�ÑD�Dã (NH)); inf.I St�L�¨D�X�ÑD�DQ�]L, St�¨D�X�ÑD�
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DQ�]L, St�¨D�ÑD�DQ�]L; inf.II St�¨D�DQ�QD (MH/NS), St�DQ�QD; sup. St�L�¨D�X�Ñ[D�DQ]; 
impf. St�Lã�NH�D� (OS), SD�Lã�NH�D�,�Sp�H�Hã�NH�D� (MH/MS), Sp�Hã�NH�D� (OH/NS). 
 Derivatives: SLªDQQD� � � �� SLªDQQL� (IIa5) ‘to give (impf.)’  (sup. St�¨D�DQ�QL�ÑD�
DQ), SLªDWDU���SLªDQQ� (n.) ‘giving’  (nom.-acc.sg. SUM�WDU, gen.sg. SUM�DQ�QD�
Dã), 

¢ � ¢�£�¤
SLªDQWDOOD�L� ‘donated bread’  (nom.sg. St�¨D�DQ�WD�DO�OL�Lã (OS), St�¨D�DQ�

WDO�OL�L[ã] (OH/NS), acc.sg. St�¨D�DQ�WD�DO�OD�DQ (NS), nom.pl.? St�¨D�DQ�WD�DO�OL�Lã 
(OS), acc.pl.? St�¨D�DQ�WDO�OD�Dã (OH/NS)), see SHSSLHããDU and XSSD� �  � XSSL�. 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. SDL�� �� SL�ªD�� ‘to give’  (1pl.pres.act. St�X�XQ�QL, 
3sg.pret.act. St�¨D�DW�WD, St�L�¨D�DW�WD, 3pl.pret.act. St�XQ�WD, 2sg.imp.act. St�L�¨D, 
3sg.imp.act. SD�D�L�~, SD�L�~, 3pl.imp.act. St�¨D�DQ�GX), SLSLããD� ‘to give’  
(2sg.imp.act. St�St�Lã�ãD); HLuw. SLD� ‘to give’ (3sg.pres.act. SL�LD�L (BABYLON 
1 §15, AKSARAY §7, KULULU lead strips), 1pl.pres.act. DARE�PL�QD 
(KULULU lead strips, CEKKE §8, §9), 3pl.pres.act. SL�LD�WL (KULULU lead strip 
2.18), 1sg.pret.act. SL�LD�KD (KARKAMIŠ A1D §8, §9, ANCOZ 7 §6, BABYLON 
1 §3, §9), 3sg.pret.act. SL�LD�WD (often), 3pl.pret.act. DARE�WD³  (TOPADA §30), 
3sg.imp.act. SL�LD�WX (KARATEPE 1 §51 Hu., §52 Hu., KÖRKÜN §7), SL�LD�WX�X 
�dø)7/ø.�������SL�Lj�W� (KARATEPE 1 §52 Ho., SL�Li�W� (KARATEPE 1 §51 
Ho.), SLD]D ‘gifts(?)’  (SL�LD�]D (KULULU lead strips), SLSDVD� ‘to present’  
(1sg.pres.act. SL�SD�VD�ZD�L�L (ALEPPO 2 §17), 3sg.pres.act. SL�SD�VD�L (BOHÇA 
§3), SL�SD�VD�LD (BOHÇA §5, 9), 3sg.pret.act. SL�SD�VD�WD (KARKAMIŠ A23 §4, 
0$5$ù� �� ������ �VJ�LPS�DFW�� SL�SD�VD�WX (BOR §11)); Lyc. SLMH� ‘to give’  
(3sg.pres.act. SLMH, 3pl.pres.act. SLMHWL, 1sg.pret.act. SLMD D, SLMD m, 3sg.pret.act. 
SLMHWH, SLMHW , 3pl.pret.act. SLM WH, SLM W ), SLEL�MH�� ‘to give’  (3sg.pres.act. SLELWL, 
3pl.pres.act. SLELMHWL). 
  PAnat. *SRL� � SL� 
 IE cognates: Hitt. HSS�� �  � DSS� ‘to take, seize’  (q.v.), Skt. SQyWL ‘to reach, to 
gain, to take possession of’ , Lat. DS VFRU ‘to reach, to receive, to grab, to get’ , FR�
S  ‘I have started, I have undertaken’ . 

  PIE *K � S�yL�HL � *K � S�L�pQWL 
  
See CHD P: 40f. for attestations. The oldest paradigm is SH§§H, SDLWWL, S L, S ÑHQL, 
SLãWHQL, SLDQ]L. This clearly shows an ablaut SDL� � SL�,� and herewith this verb 
belongs to the G L�WL¨DQ]L-class. In one point it differs from the other G L�WL¨DQ]L-
class verbs, however, namely in the fact that it shows zero-grade in the plural of 
the preterite as well (SH§§XQ, SDLWWD, SDLã, SLÑHQ, *SLãWHQ, SL¨HU, vs. e.g. GDLÑHQ, 
GDLãWHQ, GD¨HU ‘to put’ ). In my view, SDL� �  � SL� reflects the older situation, whereas 
in all other verbs the full-grade stem was analogically introduced in the pret.pl. in 
the pre-Hittite period. In NH times, a thematic stem SL¨H�D�� �  occasionally is 
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found, which was created in the basis of a false analysis of 3pl.pres.act. SL¨DQ]L 
(compare e.g. secondary §DO]L¨H�D�� �  in the paradigm of §DO]DL� �  � §DO]L� ‘to shout’  
(q.v.)). The stem SH� as found in SH§§L and SH§§XQ is due to monophthongization 
of SDL� in front of �§�. In NH times such a monophthongization occasionally also 
took place in front of �ã&� (cf. Kimball 1999: 234), which yielded NH forms like 
SHãWD, SHãWHQ and SHãNH�D� from older SDLãWD, SDLãWHQ and SDLãNH�D�.  
 Regarding its etymology, consensus seems to have been reached. The verb is 
generally explained as a univerbation of the preverb SH� (q.v.) followed by a root 
*�K � �DL� or *�+�HL�,�which is connected with TochB DL�,�TochA H� ‘to give’  and 
Gr.  ‘to take’ . For instance, Oettinger (1979a: 470) reconstructs *SyL + 
K � ´ ¡ RL�,�and Melchert (1989: 44) gives *SH + DL�. Yet, as I explain in Kloekhorst 
fthc.a, this etymology has to be rejected because it is impossible to explain how 
the weak stem SL� phonetically can be traced back to a preverb reflecting *K � SRL� 
that is prefixed to a verbal root. As we see in the paradigm of SDL� ‘to go’ , a 
preform *K � SRL + *K � LHQWL yields *SD¨DQ]L > S Q]L, and not **SL¨DQ]L. Moreover, 
the absence of a counterpart with the preverb X� and the abundant attestation of 
this verb in the other Anatolian languages as well (whereas the preverb SH� is 
further scarcely attested outside Hittite), confirm my view that SDL��SL� cannot be 
a univerbated verb. As I explain in the cited article, SDL��SL� has to be regarded as 
all G L�WL¨DQ]L-class verbs in the sense that they reflect a structure *&&�RL� � *&&�
L�,�i.e. the zero-grade of a verbal root followed by an ablauting �RL���L�suffix. For 
SDL� �  � SL� this means that the root must be either *3H+� or *+H3�. The only root 
that semantically fits is *K � HS� ‘to seize, to grab’  (for which see also at HSS�� �  � 
DSS�), as can be seen by e.g. Alb. DS� ‘to give’  (< *K � RS�H¨H�, cf. Klingenschmitt 
1981: 127) and Germ. *JHE� ‘to give’  (< *JD� + *K � HS�, cf. Kortlandt 1992: 104). 
I therefore reconstruct *K � S�RL� � *K � S�L�.  
 Note that in Luwian and in Lycian the thematicized stem *SL¨R� has been 
generalized, with the exception of a few CLuw. forms found in the Ištanuwian 
hymns, viz. 3sg.imp.act. S LX < *SyL�.  
 
SDªL�� � � ��SDL��(Ia7 > Ic2) ‘to go, to pass, to go past, to go by (of time), to flow’ : 
1sg.pres.act. SD�L�PL (OS), SD�D�L�PL (OH/MS), SD�D�PL (NH), 2sg.pres.act. SD�L�
ãL (OS), SD�D�L�ãL (OH/NS), SD�D�ãL (MH/NS), SD�LW�WL (NH), 3sg.pres.act. SD�L]�]L 
(OS), SD�L�L]�]L (OS), SD�D�L]�]L (MH/MS), 1pl.pres.act. SD�L�ÑD�QL (OS), SD�D�L�
ÑD�D�QL (OH/NS), SD�D�L�ÑD�QL (OH/NS), SD�L�~�ÑD�QL (OH/NS), SD�D�L�X�H�QL 
(OH/NS), SD�L�X�H�QL (MH/NS?), SD�D�X�H�QL (OH/NS), 2pl.pres.act. SD�LW�WH�QL 
(OS), SD�LW�WH�H�QL (MH/NS), SD�LW�WD�QL (OH/NS), SD�LW�WD�D�QL (MH/NS), 
3pl.pres.act. SD�D�DQ�]L (OS), SD�DQ�]L (NH), 1sg.pret.act. SD�D�XQ (OS), SD�D�X�
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XQ (MH/NS), 2sg.pret.act. SD�LW�WD (OH/NS), 3sg.pret.act. SD�LW (OS), ED�L�LW 
(OH/MS), SD�L�LW (OH/MS), SD�D�LW (MH/MS), 1pl.pret.act. SD�L�~�X�HQ (OH/NS), 
SD�D�L�~�HQ (OH/NS), SD�D�X�HQ (MH/NS), SD�L�X�HQ (NH), SD�D�X�H�HQ (NH), 
3pl.pret.act. SD�D�HU (OS), SD�L�HU (OH/NS), SD�HU (NH), SD�D�H�HU (NH), SD�H�HU 
(NH), 3sg.imp.act. SD�LW�WX (OS), SD�LG�GX (OH/NS), 2pl.imp.act. SD�LW�WpQ 
(MH/NS), 3pl.imp.act. SD�D�DQ�GX (OH or MH/MS), SD�D�DQ�WX (OH/NS), SD�DQ�
GX (NS); part. SD�D�DQ�W� (MH/MS), SD�DQ�W� (NH); verb.noun SD�D�ÑD�DU (NH), 
SD�D�X�DU (NH), SD�D�X�ÑD�DU (NH), gen.sg. SD�D�X�ÑD�Dã (NH); inf.I SD�~�ÑD�D�
DQ�]L (OS), SD�~�ÑD�DQ�]L (OH/NS), SD�D�X�ÑD�DQ�]L (OH/NS), SD�D�X�DQ�]L 
(NH); impf. SD�Lã�NH�D� (OS). 
 Anat. cognates: HLuw. SD� ‘to go’  (3sg.imp.act. “ PES ”SD�WX (ASSUR letter H 
§24), impf.3sg.pres.act. PES SD�]D�WL� �0$5$ù���� ������ LPSI��VJ�SUHW�DFW�� PES SD�
]D�KD (KARKAMIŠ A12 §11, §12, KARKAMIŠ A5E §1), PES SD�]D�KD³  
(SHEIZAR §2), impf.3sg.pret.act. “ PES ”SD�]D�L�WD³  (TOPADA §23)). 
  PIE *K � SyL + *K � pL�WL � *K � L�pQWL. 
  
See CHD P: 19f. for attestations. The verb shows a number of different spellings, 
which have to be chronologically ordered in order to understand the inner-Hittite 
developments. In OS texts, we find the spellings SD�L�PL, SD�L�ãL, SD�L�L]�]L � SD�L]�
]L, SD�L�ÑD�QL, SD�LW�WH�QL (but note that SD�LW�WD�QL (OH/NS) must be more 
archaic), SD�D�DQ�]L; SD�D�XQ, ��,�SD�L�LW � SD�LW, ��,���,�SD�D�HU. With the knowledge 
that S Q]L, S XQ and S HU go back to *SD¨DQ]L, *SD¨XQ and *SD¨HU, it is clear that 
all forms point to a stem SDL� (with VKRUW vowel) and SD¨L�. In MS texts, the 
following spellings occur for the first time: SD�D�L�PL, SD�D�L]�]L, SD�D�LW, showing 
a stem S L� with ORQJ vowel. In my view, this long  can only be explained as the 
result of a contraction of SD¨L� (compare e.g. dat.-loc.sg. §DU�JD�D�L /Hárg L��
‘white’  < */Hárgaii/ < virtual *K � pU��HL�L). This shows that the OS stem SD¨L� is 
linguistically real. Forms that first occur in NS texts are SD�D�PL, SD�D�L�ãL � SD�D�
ãL, SD�D�L�ÑD�QL � SD�D�L�X�H�QL � SD�D�X�H�QL, SD�D�L�~�HQ � SD�D�X�HQ. These show 
additional examples of the stem S L� as well as some forms that show a stem SDH�
�
�
 (according to the §DWUDH-class).  

 All in all, I assume the following situation: in OH times, the paradigm was 
/páiimi, páiisi, páiitsi, páiiuani, páiitani, pantsi < *páiantsi/. In MH times, this 
changed to /paimi, paisi, paitsi, paiuani, paitani, pantsi/. In NH times forms 
according to the §DWUDH�class are created.  
 It is generally accepted that this verb must be compared with ÑH�� �  � XÑD� ‘to 
come’  and that these verbs form a pair showing univerbations of the PIE root 
*K � HL� (for which see also L�� �  and ¨H�D� « « � � � � � ) with the preverbs SH ‘away’  and X 
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‘hither’ , respectively. The exact interpretation of SD¨L�� �  � SDL� has been debated, 
however, mainly because opinions differ on the reconstruction of the preverb SH. 
For instance, Melchert (1994a: 133) claims that SH reflects *S , assuming that in 
the preform *SH�K � LpQWL a development *-HK � L� > -DL� is responsible for the stem 
SDL�,�which then spread throughout the paradigm. All alleged examples of the 
development *-HK � L� > �DL� (Melchert 1994a: 177) are false, however: e.g. G L ‘he 
takes’  is reconstructed as *GD¨H < *G µ HK � L�HL, whereas we should reconstruct *G ¨H 
< *G µ K � �yL�HL (see at GDL� �  � WL�). I therefore reject Melchert’ s reconstruction *S . A 
better proposal is Eichner’ s (1973: 68), who assumes that SH goes back to *SRL 
and that the variant SDL� as seen in SD¨L� � SDL� therefore must reflect the non-
monophthongized variant. Although I do not agree with the details of Eichner’ s 
reconstruction of SD¨L� � SDL�,�I do think that his interpretation of the preverb SH� is 
basically correct. I therefore will work with a reconstruction *K � SRL for the 
preverb SH (see its own lemma for a more detailed treatment).  
 Univerbation is the phenomenon that two originally separate words at one point 
merge to become one word. It must be borne in mind that the exact moment of 
univerbation may differ per case. In the case of SH���§DU�N��� �  (q.v.), we see 
univerbation happening before our eyes in OH texts. In the case of SD¨L�� �  � SDL�,�
however, it must have happened earlier, namely before the moment of 
monophthongization of *K � SRL to SH. Nevertheless, it is not likely that 
univerbation took place at the PIE level. A preform *K � SRL�K � LpQWL as assumed by 
e.g. Eichner (1973: 68), should in view of *K � XK � LpQWL > OH §X¨DQ]L ‘they run’  
have given OH **SD¨DQ]L, with preserved intervocalic �¨�,� instead of attested 
S Q]L. In the case of ÑH�� �  � XÑD� ‘to come’  (q.v.), we see that we must assume that 
univerbation has taken place at the time that *K � RX has monophthongized to */"u/ 
and *K � pLWL � *K � LpQWL have become */"étsi/ and */iántsi/. The case of SD¨L�� �  � SDL� is 
slightly different, however. First, we must assume that *K � SRL had not yet 
monophthongized to SH, but must have had its intermediate shape */pai/. 
Secondly, whereas in ÑH]]L � XÑDQ]L it is clear that the verbal forms remained 
accentuated (*/"u+"étsi/ and /"u+iántsi/), the forms SDLÑDQL and SDLWWDQL show that 
in the case of SD¨L��SDL� the preverb attracted the accent. If we assume 
univerbation at the time that we are dealing with */pái/ on the one hand and 
*/"émi, "ési, "étsi, "iuéni, "iténi, iántsi/ on the other, we arrive at the following 
scenario. At the moment of univerbation, the accent is fixed on the preverb */pái/: 
3sg.pres. */pái-"etsi/, 2pl.pres. /pái-"iteni/, 3pl.pres. /pái-iántsi/, 3sg.pret. /pái-"et/. 
In 3pl.pres. */páiiantsi/, the sequence /aiia/ is simplified to /aia/ because a 
“ geminate”  /-ii-/ does not exist in the phonemic system of that period. The next 
step is weakening of post-tonic *H to /i/ when in closed syllable and /a/ in open 
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syllable (cf. § 1.4.9.1.b): 3sg.pres. */pái"atsi/, 2pl.pres. */pái"itani/, 3sg.pret. 
/pái"it/. The stem */pái"i-/ of the sg.pret.- and the pl.-forms replaces the stem 
*/pái"a-/ of the sg.pres.-forms, yielding */pái"itsi/. The loss of intervocalic �¨�,�
which causes contraction of the adjacent vowels, as well as the subsequent 
simplification of */Vi"V/ to /ViV/ yields the paradigm as attested in OH texts: 
/páiitsi, páiitani, p QWsi, páiit/. The MH development /CaiiC/ > /C L&�� IXUWKHU�
H[SODLQV�WKH�0+�1+�SDUDGLJP��S LWsL��S LWDQL��S QWsL��S LW��� 
 HLuw. SD� does not show a reflex of �L� anymore. This is possibly due to a 
similar contraction as in Hitt. S Q]L < *SD¨DQ]L, after which a stem SD� spread 
throughout the paradigm.  
 
SDNQX�� �  (Ib2) ‘to defame, to slander, to denounce’ : 3pl.pret.act. SD�DN�QX�HU 
(OH/NS), SD�DN�QX�H�HU (OH/NS). 
  
See CHD P: 58 for attestations and contexts. Its meaning cannot easily be 
determined, but a translation ‘to defame’  may fit. Formally, the verb looks like a 
causative in �QX� of a root SDN�. As causatives in �QX� in principle are derived 
from zero-grade roots, we could be dealing here with a root *3H�+�.�. Further 
unclear.  
 
SDNNXãã��‘to pound, to crack, to crush, to grind’ : impf.3pl.pres.act. SD�DN�NX�Xã�
NiQ�]L (OH/NS), impf.3pl.imp.act. SD�DN�NX�Xã�NiQ�GX (OH/NS). 
 Derivatives: SDN�NXã�ãXÓDQW� (adj.) modifying ‘grain’ ) ‘cracked(?)’  (nom.-
acc.sg.v. SD�DN�NX�Xã�ã !�ÑD�DQ (NS), SD�DN�ãX�ÑD�DQ, nom.pl.c. SD�DN�NX�Xã�ãX�
DQ�WH�Hã (MH?/MS?), nom.-acc.pl.n. SD�DN�NX�Xã�ãX�ÑD�DQ�GD (MH/NS), SD�DN�
ãX�ÑD�GD (NH), loc.pl. SD�DN�NX�Xã�ãX�ÑD�DQ�GD�Dã (MH/NS), abl. SD�DN�NX�Xã�
ãX�ÑD�DQ�GD�D]), ¥

��� � § SDNNXããXÓDU (n.) a wooden implement used to crack or 
crush cereals (nom.-acc.sg. SD�DN�N[X�X]ã�ãX�DU (MH/NS), SD�DN�NX�Xã�ãX�ÑD�DU 
(MH/NS)). 
  
See CHD P: 58f. for attestations. The adjective SDN�NXã�ãXÑDQW� is cited in CHD 
as SDNNXããDÑDQW� as well, which is done on the basis of one form in KBo 21.1 i 
15, which CHD reads as SD�DN�NX�Xã� ¶ ãD" · �ÑD�DQ. If we look at the handcopy of 
this tablet, howver, we see that the damaged sign in between �Xã� and �ÑD� hardly 
can be ŠA: . I therefore transliterate this form as SD�DN�NX�
Xã�ã !�ÑD�DQ.  
 On the basis of the adjective SDN�NXã�ãXÑDQW�,�we can infer that the verbal stem 
is SDNNXãã�. Oettinger (1979a: 212) suggests a connection with PIE *SHK � �� ‘to 
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become firm’  and *SHK � �� ‘to make firm’ , but this is unlikely, not only for formal 
reasons (where does �Xãã� come from?) but also for semantic reasons: Oettinger 
translates the PIE root *SHK � �� as ‘feststampfen’ , but the notion ‘stampfen’  is not 
attested in its descendants that all denote ‘to make firm’ . Oettinger apparently 
translates the root thus only on the basis of his connection with Hitt. SDNNXãã�. 
Janda (2000: 49-51) connects SDNNXãã� with *SHN  � ‘to cook’  and assumes on the 
basis of this connection that *SHN  � originally meant ‘genießbar machen’ . This 
does not seem semantically attractive to me either. Further unclear.  
 
SDO ©� � � ��SDOD©©�� (IIa2) ‘to call(?), to summon(?)’ : 3sg.pret.act. SD�OD�D�D§�W[D] 
(OH/NS), 3pl.pret.act. SD�OD�D§�§H�HU (OH/NS). 
  
See CHD P: 60 for attstations and contexts. Both forms occur in broken context, 
but on the basis of KUB 32.56 obv. 6 QX ÑD�DU�UL SD�OD�D§�§H�HU ‘They S.-ed for 
help’ , it is suggested in CHD that the verb might denote ‘to call, to summon’  
(likewise Tischler HEG P: 388: ‘rufen, anrufen’ ).  
 Phonologically, the verb probably has to be interpreted as /plaH-/. Because of 
the rootfinal -§§�,� the verb is likely to have been §L-conjugated (PL-conjugated 
roots of the structure *&HK � � would have lost their *K �  because it always stood in 
preconsonantal position). On the analogy of Q §� �  � QD§§� ‘to fear’  and ] §� �  � 
]D§§� ‘to beat’ , I assume that this verb was SO §� �  � SOD§§� (note that the long 
vowel is attested in 3sg.pret.act. SDO §W[D]). Mechanically, we have to reconstruct 
a root *3OHK � �,�of which I know no other examples.  
 ¥ ¸ ��� § SDOD©ãD�� (c.) a garment: nom.sg. SD�OD�D§�ãD�Dã, acc.sg. ��� SD�OD�D§�ãD�DQ 
(NH), dat.-loc.sg. SD�OD�D§�ãL, nom.pl.(?) SD�OD�D§�ãL�Lã. 
 Derivatives: SDOD©ã�LªH�D��� � , SDOD©ãDH�� �  (Ic1 / Ic2) ‘to cover’  (3pl.pres.act. SD�
OD�D§�ãL�¨D�DQ�]L (MH/MS), SD�OD�D§�ãD�DQ�]L (MH/MS), 3sg.pret.act. SD�OD�D§�
ãH�HW (NS), 3pl.pret.act. SD�D�OD�D§�ãD�H�HU). 
  PIE *SOHK � �VR� or *SORK � �VR� 
  
See CHD P: 60f. for attestations. The noun and its derivatives are always spelled 
SD�OD�D§�ã°, indicating a phonological analysis /plaHsa-/. Kronasser (1966: 167) 
connects this word with Hitt. SDO§L� ‘wide, broad’  < *SOK � �L�. This means that 
/plaHsa-/ would reflect *SOHK � VR� or *SORK � VR� (for the retention of *K �  in front of 
�V�,�cf. SD§ã� ‘to protect’  < *SRK � V�). See at SDO§L� for further etymology.  
 I do not understand how Tischler (HEG P: 389) can follow Neumann (1988: 
25913) in assuming that SDOD§ãD� shows thematicization of a verbal noun 
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*SDO§LããDU (of a further unattested verb *SDO§� ‘to protect’ , which is supposed to 
be cognate to Gr.  ‘skin’ , ON IHOD ‘to hide’  < *SHOK � �) that first shows 
syncope of the second syllable and then anaptyxis in the cluster �O§ã�: the 
supposed developments are irregular and unlikely.  
 
SDO©� ¹ �‘?’ : 3pl.pret.act. SD�D[O?�]§H�HU (OH/NS). 
  
Hapax in KBo 3.1. i 34. The context is broken and there has been dispute 
regarding its reading. After collation, CHD P: 63 now reads [ÉR]INMEŠ�DQ SD�
D[O"�]§H�HU, however. On the basis of this context alone, the meaning of the verbal 
form cannot be determined. Tischler (HEG P: 392) nevertheless translates 
‘schützen ?’ , but does so especially on the basis of the old reading 
[DIN]GIRMEŠ DQ SD[-D§�ã]H�HU ‘the gods protected him’ , of which he states that, 
although the reading now has been improved, “ die Bedeutung kann indes 
stimmen” . He does not seem to notice, however, that the former reading of 
[DIN]GIRMEŠ has been improved as well, namely to [ÉR]INMEŠ. Nevertheless, on 
the basis of the translation ‘to protect’ , he suggests to connect SDO§� with 
(TÚG)SDOD§ãD�,� a garment (q.v.), and, on an IE level, with Gr.  ‘skin’ , ON 
IHOD ‘to hide’  < *SHOK º � (see at his treatment of (TÚG)SDOD§ãD�,�HEG P: 389). As I 
have argued at the lemma (TÚG)SDOD§ãD�,�this latter word cannot derive from a root 
*SHOK º �,�but reflects *SOHK º �. Moreover, a translation ‘to protect’  of SDO§� is based 
on nothing, so Tischler’ s etymologization has no merit.  
 
SDO©L����SDO©DL� (adj.) ‘wide, broad’ : nom.sg.c. SDO�§L�Lã (NH), nom.pl.c. SDO�§D�D�
H�Hã (OS), SDO�§D�D�Hã (MH), SDO�§D�H�Hã (OH?/NS), SDO�§L�H�Hã, nom.-acc.pl.n. 
SDO�§L (NH). 
 Derivatives: SDO©DQX�» ¼  (Ib2) ‘to broaden(?)’  (3sg.pret.act. SDO�§D�QX�XW), 
SDO©DãWL� (c.) ‘width’  (Sum. DAGAL; nom.sg. SDO�§D�Dã�WL�Lã (NH), loc.sg. SDO�
§D�D�Dã�WL (NH), SDO�§D�Dã�WL (NH)), SDO©DWDU� �� SDO©DQQ� (n.) ‘width’  (nom.-
acc.sg. SDO�§D�WDU, loc.sg. SDO�§D�DQ�QL), ½ ¾�¿�À�Á SDO©D�L� (c./n.), a broad vessel 
(nom.sg.c.SDO�§L�L[ã] (OH?-MH?/NS), acc.sg.c. SDO�§D�DQ (MS), SDO�§L�LQ (OH?-
MH?/NS), gen.sg. SDO�§D�Dã (OS), loc.sg. SDO�§L (MS?), nom.pl.c. SDO�§L�Lã 
(OH/NS), [SDO�§]L�H�Hã (OH/NS), SDO�§D�Hã (OH/MS?), acc.pl.c. SDO�§L�Xã, nom.-
acc.pl.n. SDO�§D�H�D Â I.A (OS), SDO�§L (OH/MS), SDO�§D (OH/NS), SDO�§L�Dã (MS?), 
loc.pl. SDO�§D�Dã (OH/NS)), SDO© ãã�» ¼  (Ib2) ‘to become wide or broad, to expand’  
(impf.3sg.imp.act. SDO�§L�Lã�NH�HW�WD�UX (OH?/NS)), SDO©HããDU� ��SDO©HãQ� ‘width’  
(instr. SDO�§H�Hã�QL�W i N�NiQ (NH)). 
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 Anat. cognates: CLuw. SDO©DªD� (?) (adj.) ‘wide, broad’  (nom.-acc.pl.n. SDO�§D�
DQ[-]D], interpretation uncertain, thus Starke 1990: 257), SDO© � ‘to make flat, to 
spread out’  (inf. � SDO�§X�QD (NH), part.nom.-acc.sg.n. SDO�§D�D½�DP¾�PD�DQ�]D), 
SDO©DPPDQ� (adj.) ‘lying flat, spreading out’  (nom.-acc.pl.n. SDO�§D�DP�PD), 
SDO©Dã©D� ‘breadth(?)’  (nom.sg. SDO�§D�Dã�§D�Dã). 
 IE cognates: Lat. SO QXV ‘flat, smooth, Lith. SOyQDV, Latv. SOmQV ‘thin, flat’ , Lith. 
SOyWL, Latv. SOmW ‘to flatten’ . 
  PIE *SOK º ��H�L� 
  
See CHD P: 64f. for attestations. Since Benveniste (1935: 151), these words are 
generally connected with Lat. SO QXV ‘flat, smooth’ , etc. that reflect *SOHK º �. For 
Hittite, a reconstruction *SOK º �L� is generally accepted. Melchert (1984a: 45) states 
that a reconstruction *SHOK º L� would have yielded **SDOOL�,� and that therefore 
*SOK º �L� is needed. A preform *SHOK º �L� is impossible anyway, however, as the 
regular full grade is *SOHK º � (Lat. SO QXV, Lith. SOyWL) and not *SHOK º � (Gr.  
‘porridge’  is semantically far): all the forms with SDO§� must therefore reflect 
*SOK º �. A genuine full-grade is found in SDOD§ãD�,�a garment (q.v.) which is to be 
analysed as /plaHsa-/ < *SOHK º �VR� or *SORK º �VR�. Note that the derivatives 
SDO§DãWL�,�SDO§DWDU, SDO§Hãã�,�SDO§DQX� all are derived from the bare root *SOK º �,�
not from the L-stem.  
 Originally, the adjective probably inflected *SOpK º �L�V, *SOK º �pL�V, of which the 
oblique stem was generalized.  
 Note that the CLuwian words are all quite disputable regarding their 
interpretation.  
 
SDONXLªH�D� Ã Ä Ä ÅlÆ�Ã Ç ¼ Å �(IIIg) ‘?’ : 3pl.pres.midd. SDO�NX�L�¨D�DQ�WD (OH/NS). 
  
Hapax in KUB 29.1 iii 5. CHD P: 68 translates ‘to acclaim(?)’ , but admits that its 
“ tentative translation is derived solely from the supposition that the verb is 
connected with SDOZDL� ‘to cry out’ ” . Tischler (HEG P: 397-8), who cites the verb 
as SDONXZDL� (which is odd for a middle), follows CHD and suggests that 3sg.pret. 
SD�DO�NX�Xã�WD (KBo 25.123, 6 (OS)) belongs here as well. This form is hapax, 
too, and stands in such a broken context that its meaning cannot be determined. In 
my view, these suppositions are based on too little to base any conclusions on.  
 
SDONXã� ‘?’ : 3sg.pret.act. SD�DO�NX�Xã�WD (OS). 
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Hapax in KBo 25.123, 6, which text is that broken that a meaning of this verb 
cannot be determined. See at SDONXL¨D� for unconvincing suggestions of a 
connection between these two verbs.  
 
SDOãD�� (c.) ‘road, path; campaign; journey; caravan; time (occassion)’  (Sum. 
KASKAL): nom.sg. KASKAL�ãD�Dã (OH or MH/NS), KASKAL�Dã (OH/NS, 
MH/MS), KASKAL�Lã (MH/NS), acc.sg. KASKAL�ãD�DQ (OH/MS), KASKAL�
DQ (OS), gen.sg. KASKAL�ãD�Dã (NH), KASKAL�Dã (OH or MH/NS), dat.-
loc.sg. SDO�ãH (MH/MS), SDO�ãL (MH/MS), KASKAL�ãL (OS), all.sg. KASKAL�ãD 
(OS), abl. KASKAL�ãD�D] (MH/MS), KASKAL�]D (OS), nom.pl. KASKAL�ãL�Lã 
(OH?/NS), acc.pl. KASKAL

Â
I.A�Xã (OS), gen.pl. KASKALMEŠ�Dã (OH/NS), dat.-

loc.pl. KASKAL�ãD�Dã, KASKAL
Â

I.A�Dã (NH). 
 Derivatives: SDOãLD©©� ¼  (IIb) ‘to dispatch, to set on the road, to satisfy’  
(1sg.pres.act. KASKAL�ãL�D§�PL (NH), 3sg.pres.act. KASKAL�D§�§L (NH), 
KASKAL�ãL�D§�]L (NH), 3pl.pres.act. KASKAL�ãL�D§�§D�DQ�]L (NH), 
1sg.pret.act. KASKAL�ãL�D§�§[X�XQ] (NH), 2 or 3sg.pret.act. KASKAL�D§�WD 
(NH); part. KASKAL�D§�§D�DQ�W� (NH); verb.noun KASKAL�ãL�D§�§X�X�ÑD�DU 
(NH); inf.I KASKAL�§X�DQ�]L (NH); impf. KASKAL�ãL�D§�§L�Lã�NH�D� (NH)), 
SDOãLªDOD� (c.) ‘guide(?)’  (nom.sg. LÚKASKAL�OD�Dã (OH/NS)). 
 Anat. cognates: Lyc. WELSO  ‘two times(?)’ , WUSSO  ‘three times(?)’ . 
 IE cognates: Gr. - , Lat. GX�SOXV, OHG ]ZL�IDOW ‘twice’ . 
  PIE *SROVR� or *SO�VR� 
  
See CHD P: 69f. for attestations. This word is usually written with the 
sumerogram KASKAL. Its phonetic reading is only indicated by a few dat.-
loc.sg. spellings SDO�ãL that are used in the same function as KASKAL�ãL. The 
word can be used for either ‘road’  or ‘time’  (in the sense of ‘the first time’ ). On 
the basis if the latter meaning, the Lycian words WELSO  and WUSSO  could be 
cognate if they indeed mean ‘two times’  and ‘three times’ .  
 It has been assumed that SDOãD� has cognates in HLuwian as well, but in my 
opinion these are dubious. KARKAMIŠ A2+3 §22 ZD�L�VD�� | NX�PD�QD VD�WL�� 
|SD�OD�VD�WL�L is translated by Hawkins (2000: 112) as “ when he shall be out of the 
way” , assuming that SD�OD�VD�WL�L is abl.-instr. to a noun SDOVD� ‘way’  which is 
cognate to Hitt. SDOãD�. In my view, this interpretation is less likely because in 
HLuwian the general rule is that the verb is the last word of the sentence. This 
would mean that here, SD�OD�VD�WL�L is to be interpreted as a verbal form. 
KARKAMIŠ A6 §19 |ZD�L�Qi DUD�L�OD�� “ 3” WDUD�L�VX�X “ 4” �VX�X |“ MANUS”SD�UD�L�VL 
“ CRUS” WD�QX�ZD�L�ZD�L�L is translated by Hawkins (2000: 125) as ‘I shall cause him 
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to stand ... three times, four times ...’ , assuming that SD�UD�L�VL is the dat.-loc.sg. 
of a noun SDUVD� ‘time, turn’ , which is cognate with Hitt. SDOãD�. In my view, 
SD�UD�L�VL cannot mean ‘time’ : the �VX�suffix in “ 3” WDUD�L�VX�X and “ 4” �VX�X 
indicates ‘x times’  already, and the “ MANUS” -determinative used for SD�UD�L�VL 
is not helpful in an interpretation as ‘x times’ . Moreover, HLuw. �U� does not 
regularly correspond to Hitt. �O�. This means that within Anatolian only the 
Lycian forms may be cognate.  
 Already Hrozný (1917: 95) connected SDOãD� with Gr. -  and Lat. GX�SOXV, 
OHG ]ZL�IDOW. If this connection is justified, we deal with a root *SHO�. Hitt. SDOãD� 
then reflects *SRO�V�R� or *SO�V�R�.  
 Kimball’ s suggestion (1999: 450) to connect SDOãD� with Arm. SHOHP ‘hole’  and 
OIr. EHODFK ‘cleft, passage, way’  < *EHO� ‘to split, cut, excavate’  is semantically 
weak.  
 ½ ¿�È5¿�Á SDOWDQD��(c.) ‘shoulder, shoulder blade’  (Sum. (UZU)ZAG(.LU)): nom.sg. SDO�
WD�QD�Dã (OH/NS), acc.sg. SDO�WD�QD�DQ, gen.sg. SDO�WD�QD�Dã, loc.sg. SDO�WD�QL 
(MS), SDO�GD�QL (MS), SDO�WD�QL�L (OH/NS), abl. ZAG.LU�D], nom.pl. SDO�WD�QX�
Xã (NH), acc.pl. SDO�WD�QD�[Dã], loc.pl. SDO�WD�D�QD�Dã (NH). 
 IE cognates: Skt. S�WK~� ‘flat of the hand’ , Gr.  ‘flat of the hand’ , Gr. 

-  ‘shoulder blade’ , MIr. OHLWKH ‘shoulder blade’ . 
  PIE *SOWK º �HQR�. 
  
See CHD P: 79f. for attestations. This word is generally connected with Skt. 
S�WK~� ‘flat of the hand’ , etc., which means that it must reflect *SOWK º �HQR�.  
 It is unclear to me, however, what the connection is with the root *SOHK º � ‘wide, 
broad’  (for which see SDO§L� and (TÚG)SDOD§ãD�). In principle, Hitt. SDOWDQD� could 
also reflect a preform *SOK º WK º HQR�,�but the other IE languages do not show traces 
of *SOK º W�.  
 
SDOÓDH�» ¼ �(Ic2) ‘to cry out, to shout for joy, to cheer’ : 3sg.pres.act. SDO�ÑD�D�H]�]L 
(OS), SDO�ÑD�L]�]L (OH/NS), SDO�X�ÑD�D�L]�]L, SDO�X�ÑD�L]�]L, 3pl.pres.act. SDO�ÑD�
DQ�]L (OS), SDO�ÑD�D�DQ�]L (NH), SDO�X�ÑD�DQ�]L, 3sg.pret.act. SDO�ÑD�LW; part. SDO�
ÑD�DQ�W� (MH/MS); impf. SDO�~�H�Hã�NH�D� (OS), SDO�~�Lã�NH�D� (MS), SDO�~�L�Lã�
NH�D� (NH), SDO�ÑL É �Hã�NH�D� (NH), SDO�ÑL É �Lã�NH�D�. 
 Derivatives: 

½ Ê5Ë�Ì ÍÎ¿�Ï�¿XÐ�Á SDOÓ W�W�DOOD� (c.) ‘crier, a participant in festivals who 
cries out’  (nom.sg. SDO�ÑD�DW�WDO�OD�Dã (OS), SDO�ÑD�WDO�OD�Dã (NS), SDO�ÑD�WDO�Dã, 
SDO�ÑD�D�DW�WDO�O[D�Dã] (OH/NS), SDO�ÑD�D�WDO�OD[-Dã] (NH), SDO�X�ÑD�WDO�OD�Dã 
(OH/NS), SDO�OX�ÑD�WDO�OD�Dã (1x), dat.sg. SDO�ÑD�D[W�WD�DO�O]L (OS), SDO�ÑD�WDO�OL 
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(MS or early NS), SDO�ÑD�DW�WD�OL, nom.pl. SDO�ÑD�DW�WD�DO�OH�Hã (OS), SDO�ÑD�DW�
WDO�OH�Hã, SDO�ÑD�DW�WDO�OH�H�Hã, SDO�ÑD�WDO�OH�H�Hã (OH/NS), [SD]O�ÑD�WDO�OD�Dã, 
acc.pl. SDO�ÑD�WDO�OD�Dã (OH?/NS), SDO�ÑD�WDO�OX�Xã; case? SDO�ÑD�D�WDO�OD, SDO�ÑD�
WDO�OD (NH)). 
  PIE *E Ñ OK Ò �XR�¨p�y� ? 
  
See CHD P: 80f. for attestations. The verb clearly belongs to the §DWUDH�class, 
which means that it is a �¨H�D�derivative of a noun *SDOÑD�,�which is visible in 
SDOÑDWWDOOD� as well. CHD suggests a connection with the verb SDONXL¨H�D� Ó Ô Ô ÕnÖ�Ó × Ø Õ  
whose meaning cannot be determined, referring to other alterations like WDUNX� � 
WDUX� ‘to dance’  and ODODNXHãD� � ODODÑHãD�. These alternations are often seen as 
showing a distribution between Hitt. �NX� and Luw. �Ñ� from PIE *-J Ù � (but see at 
WDU�N�X�Ú Ø  for a different interpretation of its alteration). Because SDOÑDH� is so well 
attested in OS texts already, I think it is unlikely that the �Ñ� is of Luwian origin. I 
therefore rather separate SDONXL¨H�D�.  
 The etymological interpretation is difficult. The noun *SDOÑD� can 
phonologically represent /palua-/ as well as /pl(")ua-/. In the first case we must 
assume a preform *3ROXR�, in the second *3OXR� or *3O+XR�. Tischler (HEG P: 
403f.) favours a connection with the PIE root *�V�SHO�+�� visible in Goth. VSLOO 
‘story’ , TochAB SlO� ‘to praise’ , Lat. DS�SHOODUH ‘to talk to’ , implying a 
reconstruction *SRO�ÑR�. Schrijver 1991: 406f. derives these IE forms from a root 
*SHOK º �,�which would have yielded Hitt. **SDOOXÑD� < *SROK º �XR� or **SDO§XÑD� < 
*SOK º �XR�,�however. In my view, a better possibility would be the root *E Ñ OHK Ò � ‘to 
cry, to roar’  as visible in Lat. IOH  ‘to cry’ , OHG EO HQ ‘to blow’ , Latv. EOrMX ‘to 
bellow’ , RussCS EO MX ‘to bellow’ . We then should reconstruct a noun *E Ñ OK Ò �XR� 
‘crying, roaring’  of which the �¨H�R�derivative *E Ñ OK Ò XR�¨p�y� ‘to be crying’  
yielded Hitt. /pl"X p-/, spelled SDOÑDH�Ú Ø . 
 ½ À�Û Ü�Á SDO]D©�©�D�,� ½ À�Û Ü�Á SDO]Dã©D��(c.) ‘pedestal, a flat base for statues’ : nom.sg. SDO�
]D�§D�Dã (OH/MS), SDO�]D�D§�§D�Dã (OH?/NS), SDO�]D�§D�D�Dã, SDO�]D�Dã�§D�Dã 
(NH), acc.sg. SDO�]D�§D�DQ, gen.sg. SDO�]D�D§�§D�Dã (OH?/NS), loc.sg. SDO�]D�§L 
(OH/MS), SDO�]D�D§�§L (NH), SDO�]D�Dã�§L (NH), acc.pl. SDO�]D�§X�Xã (OS); stem 
SDO�]D�§D (OH?/NS), SDO�]D�Dã�§D. 
 Derivatives: SDO]D©DH�» ¼  (Ic2) ‘to stretch (a sheep, lamb, kid) out (on a flat 
surface)’  (3sg.pres.act. [SDO�]]D�§D�D�L]�]L, SDO�]D�§D�[L]]-]L, 3pl.pres.act. SDO�]D�
§D�DQ�]L). 
 Anat. cognates: Lyd. ?E DVR ‘socle’ . 
  PIE *SOWK º �VK º y�. 
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See CHD P: 86 for attestations. The different spellings point to a phonological 
interpretation /pltsHá-/. Formally, the noun shows the suffix �ã§D� attached to a 
root SDOW� which is generally equated with *SOWK º � ‘flat’  as seen in SDOWDQD� 
‘shoulder’  (q.v.) as well. We therefore have to reconstruct *SOWK º �VK º y�.  
 The appurtenance of Lyd. E DVR ‘socle’  (cf. Tischler HEG P: 408) is quite 
uncertain.  
 
SDQNX�� ��SDQJDÓ� (adj.) ‘all, entire, complete; every; general’ : nom.sg.c. SD�DQ�
NX�Xã (MH/MS), acc.sg.c. SD�DQ�NX�XQ (NH), SD�D�DQ�NX�XQ (1x, NH), nom.-
acc.sg.n. SD�DQ�NX (OH or MH/NS), gen. SD�DQ�JD�X�ÑD�Dã (NH), dat.sg. SD�DQ�
JD�X�L (OH/NS), abl. SD�DQ�ND Ý �X�ÑD�D], SD�DQ�JD�X�ÑD�]D (MH/MS?), instr. SD�
DQ�NX�LW (OH/MS), nom.pl.c. SD�DQ�JD�X�H�Hã (MH/NS), acc.pl.c. SD�DQ�ND Ý �X�H�
Hã (NH). 
 Derivatives: SDQNX�� �� SDQJDÓ� (c.) ‘multitude, the people, the masses; 
assembly; advisory body of the king’  (nom.sg. [S]D�DQ�JX�Xã (OS), SD�DQ�NX�Xã, 
SD�DQ�NX�ã D, SD�DQ�NX�~�ã D, acc.sg. SD�DQ�NX�XQ (OH/NS), gen.sg. SD�DQ�JD�
X�ÑD�Dã (OH or MH/MS), SD�DQ�JD�ÑD�Dã (MH/NS), SD�DQ�ND Ý �ÑD�Dã, SD�DQ�ND Ý �
X�ÑD�Dã, SD�DQ�JD�X�Dã, SD�JD�X�ÑD�Dã, SD�JD�ÑD�Dã (NH), dat.sg. SD�DQ�JD�X�L 
(OH/MS), SD�DQ�JD�X�H, SD�DQ�JD�X�ÑL É  (NH), SD�DQ�ND Ý �X�L, SD�JD�X�L), Ï�Û Ï�¾�Þ SDQNX (n.), a kind of bread (nom.-acc.sg. SD�DQ�NX), SDQJDULªH�D� Ä Ä Æ�Ã Ç ¼ Å  (IIIg) 
‘to become widespread, to become common, to become general’  (3sg.pret.midd. 
SD�DQ�JD�UL�¨D��DW��WD�WL (OH/NS)), SDQJDULW (adv.) ‘in large numbers, in force, en 
masse’  (SD�DQ�JD�UL�LW (OS), SD�DQ�ND Ý �UL�LW (NH)), SDQNX ãã�» ¼  (Ib2) ‘to become 
plentiful(?)’  (3sg.pres.act. SD�DQ�NX�H�Hã�]L). 
 IE cognates: Skt. EDK~� ‘many, much, frequent, numerous’ , Arm. ED]RZP (adj.) 
‘much’ . 
  PIE *G Ñ E Ñ Q� Ñ ��H�X� 
  
See CHD P: 88f. for attestations. Note that the noun SDQNX� ‘multitude; assembly’  
must be regarded as a substantivized adjective because of the oblique stem 
SDQJDX�,�which contrasts with the fact that normally X-stem nouns do not show 
ablaut of the suffix.  
 There has been some debate about the etymology of these words. Polomé 
(1968) connected SDQNX� with PIE *SHQN Ù H ‘five’  (which he derives from ‘a 
handful’ ), but this is formally unlikely: SDQNX� shows a X-suffix (gen.sg. 
SDQJDXÑDã), which cannot be explained by an etymological labiovelar. The same 
criticism can be uttered against Hamp’ s connection with Lat. FXQFWXV ‘totally, 
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every’  (1973), which word would point to a labiovelar. I therefore stick to 
Sturtevant’ s etymology (1930c: 216), who connected SDQNX� with Skt. EDK~� 
‘many, much, frequent, numerous’ . This word is usually connected with GAv. 
G E ]DK�,�YAv. E ]DK� ‘thickness’ , Gr.  ‘thick, dense’ , Latv. EuH]V ‘thick’  
and Lat. SLQJXLV ‘fat’  (the latter then must show secondary S� for expected 
*ILQJXLV), which all show a meaning ‘thick, fat’ . This has caused criticism on the 
semantic side of the etymological connection with Hitt. SDQNX�,�but unjustified, to 
my mind. The semantics as found in Sanskrit (which fit the Hitt. semantics well) 
are not isolated, as they are comparable within IIr. to YAv. E ]XXD�W� ‘numerous’  
and outside IIr. to Arm. ED]RZP (adj.) ‘much’ . I rather assume that the languages 
showing ‘thick, fat’  show a semantic development ‘much, many’  > ‘complete, 
full’  > ‘thick, fat’ .  
 Formally, Skt. EDK~�,� superl. Ei�KL��KD� has to be derived from a stem 
*G Ñ E Ñ �H�Q� Ñ �X� (for initial *G Ñ � cf. GAv. G E ]DK� (Beekes 1988a: 78)). This 
means that the original paradigm must have been *G Ñ E Ñ pQ� Ñ �X�V, *G Ñ E Ñ pQ� Ñ �X�P, 
*G Ñ E Ñ Q� Ñ �pX�V. Since the full-grade form *G Ñ E Ñ pQ� Ñ �X� should have yielded Hitt. 
**SLQNX�,�I assume that in Hittite the zero-grade form was generalized (just as in 
Skt. EDK~�).  
 Note that the words SDQJDULW and SDQJDUL¨H�D� are derived from an unattested 
stem *SDQJDUD�,�which reflects the Caland-variant *G Ñ E Ñ Q� Ñ �UR�.  
 
SDQNXU� ��SDQNXQ��(n.) animal body part (‘udder’ ?); group of related animals or 
persons (‘clan’ ?): nom.-acc.sg. SD�DQ�NXU (OS), SD�DQ�JXU (OH/NS), SD�D�DQ�
JXU, gen.sg. SD�DQ�NX�QD�Dã (MH/NS), instr. SD�DQ�NX�QL�LW (MH). 
 Derivatives: SDQNXQDããD� ‘one belonging to the SDQNXU’  (dat.-loc.sg. SD�DQ�NX�
QD�Dã�ãL). 
  
See CHD P: 92f. for attestations and contexts. The exact meaning of the word is 
not clear. On the one hand it seems to denote an external body part of (mostly 
female) mammals, which can be used in rituals as well (therefore perhaps 
‘udder’ ). On the other hand it denotes a group of related people or animals. In one 
text it occurs in a enumeration of relationships:  

 
KUB 13.20 i  
(32) ',�1$0 Â

I.A KUR
ßjà

 NX�H §D�DQ�QH�Lã�NDW�WH�H�QL Q D�DW SIG5�LQ  
       §D�DQ�QL�Lã�NH�HW�WpQ Q D�DW ]D NiQ D�Sp�H�HO  
(33) â$ É â8 â$ ŠEŠ â8 NIN â8 §D�Dã�ãD�DQ�QD�Dã�ãL SD�DQ�NX�QD�Dã�ãL  
       LÚND�H�QD�DQ�WL LÚD�UL�H ã�ãL  
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(34) â$ NINDA KAŠ PD�D�QL�¨D�D§�§L�¨D�DW�WL OH�H NX�Lã�NL L�¨D�]L  
 
‘The law-suits of the country which you will judge, judge them well. No-one 

shall treat those (sc. the law-suits) of his own house, of his own brother or 

sister, of his own family-member(s), of his own SDQJXU�member(s), of his own 

in-laws (and) of his own friend(s) for the gain of bread and beer’ .  
 

We see that members of the SDQNXU are mentioned after the §DããDQDããD� (relatives 
through birth) but before NDHQDQW� (relatives by marriage). Perhaps SDQNXQDããD� 
denoted people that were ‘relatives’  because they were raised by the same foster 
mother. Such an interpretation would also fit the meaning ‘udder’ . Note that the 
formal interpretation of SDQNXQDããL is difficult. I interpret this form as dat.-loc.sg. 
of a stem SDQNXQDããD�,�which shows the (Luwian) suffix �DããD� ‘belonging to’  
(cf. the similar analysis of §DããDQQDããL in HW2 Ï: 412).  
 Despite the fact that we are dealing with a seemingly archaic �U�Q�inflection, I 
know of no good comparandum. Formally, SDQNXU should reflect *3RQ.�XU or 
*3K º
á â HQ.�XU. On the basis of the old idea that SDQNXU denotes both ‘clan’  and 
‘milk’ , Melchert (1983: 923) states that it easily could be derived from the PIE 
root *E Ñ HQ� Ñ � ‘to be thick’  (which also underlies Hitt. SDQNX� � SDQJDÑ�), 
reconstructing *E Ñ yQ� Ñ �XU. Because the translation ‘milk’  has to be abandoned 
(see explicitly CHD P: 93), this etymology cannot be upheld. If SDQNXU indeed 
denotes ‘udder’ , we could perhaps think of an etymological connection with the 
PIE root *SHQ� ‘to feed’  (Lith. SHQ� ‘to feed’ , Lat. SHQXV ‘food’ ), although the 
origin of the velar consonant remains unexplained then.  
 
SDQWDOD��‘moment, point in time’ : abl. SD�DQ�WD�OD�D] (MH/MS), SD�D[Q�G]D�[OD�
D]] (MH/MS). 
  
See CHD P: 94 for attestations. This word only occurs in the expressions DSHW 
SDQWDOD] ‘from that time onwards’  and NHW SDQWDOD] ‘from now onwards’  (this last 
expression is attested without a word space as well, see NHWSDQWDOD]), which 
indicates that SDQWDOD� may denote ‘moment, point in time’ . An etymological 
interpretation of SDQWDOD� is difficult, however. Some scholars favour an 
etymological connection with SD¨L�Ú Ø  � SDL� ‘to go’  (cf. ÑL]]DSDQW� ‘old, having 
grown weary’  < ‘*having gone with regard to the year(s)’ ), but this seems 
semantically unlikely to me as SDQWDOD� seems to refer more to a fixed point in 
time than to long period. Puhvel (HED 4: 202-3) suggests a tie-in with Lat. SHQG  
‘to hang (on scales), to weigh’ , giving as a parallel Lat. P PHQWXP < 
*PRYHPHQWXP, derived of PRYHUH ‘to move’ . Nevertheless, it is likely that Lat. 
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SHQG  belongs with Goth. VSLQQDQ ‘to spin’ , Lith. SuQWL ‘to plaid’ , Arm. KDQRZP 
‘to weave’  (cf. Meiser 1998: 193), implying an original meaning ‘to strain the 
cords (by hanging something on them)’ . This makes a connection with Hitt. 
SDQWDOD� ‘point in time’  rather improbable.  
 
SDQ]DÓDUWDQQD�(adv.) ‘for five rounds’ : SD�DQ�]D�ÑD�DU�WD�DQ�QD. 
  
See CHD P: 96. The word is only attested in the Kikkuli-text on horse-training. It 
is generally derived from Indic *SDQüD�ÑDUWDQD� ‘five-rounds’  < *SHQN Ù H�ÑHUW�
HQR�. See also DLNDÑDUWDQQD, QDÑDUWDQQD, ãDWWDÑDUWDQQD and WLHUDÑDUWDQQD.  
 
S S��‘to make loaves out of dough’ : 3pl.pres.act. SD�D�SD ã �DQ�]L (OS), inf.I SD�D�
SX�ÑD�DQ�]L (NH?), SD�D�SX�X�ÑD�DQ�]L. 
  
See CHD P: 96 for attestations and semantics. The verb denotes an action that is 
performed on fermented dough and that results in loaves ready for baking. CHD 
suggests ‘to subdivide’  or ‘to shape’ . No etymology has been suggested, but cf. 
GIŠS SX� and GIŠS SXO�.  
 
SDSSD� (gender unclear) ‘danger’ : dat.-loc.sg. SD�DS�St. 
 IE cognates: ?Gr. , ?Skt. S Si� ‘bad, evil’ . 
  PIE ?*SRSR� 
  
See CHD P: 101 for attestations. This word only occurs in the expression D�D�L 
SD�DS�St QD�D§�§D�DQ�WH�Hã H�ãH�HU ‘they were cautious about L and about S.’ . 
CHD translates ‘trouble(?) and danger(?)’ , Tischler (HEG P: 425f.) translates 
‘Leid und Gefahr?’ .  
 Formally, dat.-loc.sg. SDSSL could belong to a stem SDSSD� as well as SDSSL�. 
Regarding its etymology, H. Berman DSXG Puhvel (HED 1-2: 14) connects L 
SDSSL with Gr.   (exclamation of surprise, of unbelieve). Another cognate 
could be Skt. S Si� ‘bad, evil’  < *SRSy�.  
 
SDSSDQ�Q�LNQD��(c.) ‘brother sharing the same father, paternal brother’  (Sum. SD�
DS�SD�ŠEŠ): nom.pl. SD�DS�SD�QL�LN�QL�Hã (OH/NS), [SD�DS�SD�D]Q�QL�LN�QL�Hã 
(OH/NS). 
 Anat. cognates: Pal. S SD� ‘father’  (nom.sg. SD�D�SD�Dã, SD�D�SD�D] , voc.(?) 
 SD�SD PL). 
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See CHD P: 97 for attestations. The word clearly is a compound of *SDSSD� 
‘father’  and QHNQD� ‘brother’  (q.v.). The word *SDSSD� does not occur in Hittite as 
such, but is related to Pal. S SD� ‘father’ . It likely is a Lallwort (just as DQQD� 
‘mother’ , DWWD� ‘father’ ). See DQQDQHND� ‘sister of the same mother’  for a similar 
construction.  
 
SDSSDUã� ¼  (IIa2) ‘to sprinkle’ : 3sg.pres.act. SD�DS�SiU�ãL (MH/MS), SD�DS�SD�DU�
ãL (NS), SD�DS�SD�DU�Dã�]L (MH/MS), SD�DS�SiU�Dã�]L (MH/MS), 3pl.pres.act. SD�
DS�SD�DU�Dã�ãD�DQ�]L (OH/NS), SD�DS�SiU�Dã�ãD�DQ�]L, SD�DS�SiU�ãD�DQ�]L (NH), 
SD�SiU�ãD�DQ�]L (NH), 1sg.pret.act. SD�SD�DU�Dã�§X�XQ (OH/MS), 3pl.imp.act. 
S [-DS�SiU�(Dã�ãD�DQ�GX)] (NS); part. SD�DS�SiU�Dã�ãD�DQ�W� (OH/NS), SD�DS�SiU�
ãD�DQ�W� (MS?), SD�DS�SD�DU�Dã�ã[D�DQ?] (OH?/MS); inf.I SD�DS�SD�DU�ãX�X�ÑD�
DQ�]L, SD�DS�SiU�ãX�X�ÑD�DQ�]L; impf. SD�DS�SiU�Dã�NH�D� (OS), SD�DS�SDU�Lã�NH�D� 
(MH/NS), SD�DS�SiU�ãH�Hã�NH�D�,�SD�DS�SiU�ãL�Lã�NH�D�. 
 Derivatives: see SDUãDQD� ‘leopard’ . 
 IE cognates: TochAB SlUV� ‘to sprinkle’ , Skt. S,�DQW� ‘dappled’ , Cz. SUãHWL ‘to 
sprinkle’ , Lith. SX6VODL ‘spray’ , OCS SUD[  ‘dust’  (< *SRUVR-), SU VW  ‘heaped up 
soil’  (< *SUVWL-), ON IRUV�IRVV ‘waterfall’ . 
  PIE *SyUV�HL, *SUV�pQWL 
  
See CHD P: 98f. for attestations. We find PL� as well as §L-inflected forms 
(SDSSDUãL besides SDSSDUDã]L). Although SDSSDUã]L is attested 10x vs. SDSSDUãL 
2x, I think that the verb originally was §L-inflected because the PL-inflection is the 
productive one and because the oldest attested form, 1sg.pret.act. SDSDUDã§XQ 
(OH/MS), shows §L-inflection.  
 Etymologically, this verb is generally connected with TochAB SlUV� ‘to 
sprinkle’ , Skt. S,�DQW� ‘dappled’ , Cz. SUãHWL ‘to sprinkle’ , etc. and reconstructed as 
*SHUV�.  
 Note that intervocalic *-UV� regularly should yield �UU� (cf. DUUD� ‘arse’  < 
*+RUVR�), but in *SRUVHL > SDUãL it has been restored on the basis of the plural 
where the *-V� remained after syllabic *U. In this latter position, *V fortited to /S/,�
however, which is expressed by spellings like SD�DS�SD�DU�Dã�ãD�DQ�]L 
/paprSántsi/.  
 The CLuw. 3sg.pres.act. [SD�]DS�SD�ãD�DW�WL often is regarded as a cognate to 
Hitt. SDSSDUã� and subsequently translated ‘sprinkles’  (cf. e.g. Melchert 1993b: 
165), but such an interpretation is not evident from the context.  
 

��SDSSDã��(Luw. verb) ‘to swallow’ : Luw. 3sg.pres.act. � SD�DS�SD�ãD�L. 
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 Derivatives: 
½ ¿�È5¿�Á SDS�S�DããDOD�L� ‘throat, esophagus(?)’  (acc.sg. SD�DS�SD�Dã�ãD�

OD�DQ (NH), SD�SD�Dã�ãD�OD�DQ, SD�DS�SD�Dã�ãD�OL�LQ (NH)). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. SDSDã O� (n.) ‘esophagus(?)’  (nom.-acc.pl. [SD�]SD�ãD�D�
OD). 
  PIE *-SHK ä �V� 
  
See CHD P: 100 for attestation and context. Because of the use of gloss wedges, 
this verb is generally regarded as the Luwian reduplicated variant of Hitt. S ã� å  � 
SDã� ‘to swallow’ . It probably is the source of CLuw. SDSDã O� ‘esophagus(?)’ , 
which in its turn is borrowed into Hitt. SDSSDããDOOD�L� ‘throat, esophagus(?)’ . See 
at S ã� å  � SDã� for further etymology.  
 
SDSSL�: see SDSSD�  
 
SDSUDQW�� (adj.) ‘impure, unclean; proven guilty by ordeal’ : nom.sg.c. SD�DS�UD�
DQ�]D (NH), acc.sg.c. [SD�DS�U]D�DQ�GD�DQ (MH/MS), abl. SD�DS�UD�DQ�GD�]D 
(MH/NS), instr. SD�DS�UD�DQ�WL�LW (NH), nom.pl.c. SD�DS�UD�DQ�WH�Hã (MH/MS). 
 Derivatives: SDSUD©©� ¼  (IIb) ‘to defile, to make impure’  (2sg.pres.act. [SD�D]S�
UD�D§�WL (NH), 3sg.pres.act. SD�DS�UD�D§�§L (NS), 1sg.pret.act. SD�DS�UD�D§�§X�XQ 
(OH/MS), 3sg.pret.act. SD�DS�UD�D§�WD (NH), 3pl.pret.act. SD�DS�UD�D§½�§H¾�HU 
(NH); part. SD�DS�UD�D§�§D�DQ�W� (MH/MS); impf. SD�DS�UD�D§�§L�Lã�NH�D� (NH)), 
SDSU WDU���SDSUDQQ� (n.) ‘impurity, defilement, impropriety’  (nom.-acc.sg. SD�DS�
UD�D�WDU (OS), SD�DS�UD�WDU (MH/MS), gen.sg. SD�DS�UD�DQ�QD�Dã (MH/NS), SD�
DS�UD�QD�Dã (NH), loc.sg. SD�DS�UD�DQ�QL (MH/NS), erg.sg. SD�DS�UD�DQ�QD�D[Q�
]]D�ã D (MH/MS), abl. SD�DS�UD�DQ�QD�]D (MH/NS), SD�DS�UD�DQ�QD�D] (NH), 
SD�DS�UD�DQ�QD�DQ�]D (NH)), SDSUH�» ¼  (Ib2) ‘to be proven guilty by ordeal; to do 
something impure’  (3sg.pres.act. SD�DS�UH�H]�]L (OS), 3sg.pret.act. SD�DS�UH�HW 
(MH?/NS); 3sg.pret.midd. SD�DS�UH�HW�WD (OH/NS); impf. SD�DS�UH�Hã�NH�D�), 
SDSU ãã�» ¼ , SDSUDãã�» ¼  (Ib2) ‘to be found guilty (by ordeal’  (3sg.pres.act. SD�DS�UH�
Hã�]L (MH?/NS), SD�DS�UL�Lã�]L (MH?/NS), SD�DS�UD�Dã�]L (MH?/NS), 2pl.pres.act. 
SD�DS�UL�L[ã�WH�QL]; part. SD�DS�UH�Hã�ãD�DQ�W� (OH?/NS)), SDSU ããDU� �� SDSUHãQ� 
(n.) ‘impurity, uncleanness’  (loc.sg. SD�DS�UH�Hã�QL (NH)). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. SDUDWWD� (n.) ‘impurity(?)’  (nom.-acc.sg. SD�UD�DW�WD�DQ�
]D, gen.adj.nom.sg.c. SD�UD�DW�WD�Dã�ãL�Lã, gen.adj.acc.sg. SD�UD�DW�WD�Dã�ãL�LQ), 
SDUDWWDãDWWD� (a bad quality) (acc.sg. SD�UD�DW�WD�ãD�DW�WD�[D]Q). 
 IE cognates: ON IiU ‘danger’ , OHG ILULQD ‘crime’  Goth. IDLULQD ‘guilt’ , etc. 
  PIE *SR�SU� 
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See CHD P: 103f. for attestations. All words are derived from a stem SDSU�. 
 If CLuw. SDUDWWD� indeed means ‘impurity’  (it denotes a bad quality) and is 
cognate with Hitt. SDSU�,� it would show that we are dealing with a root *SDU� 
which is reduplicated in Hittite.  
 It is difficult to give an IE etymology, as there are many roots that show a form 
*3HU�,� but none has a striking semantic similarity. The only one that possibly 
could fit is the root “ *SHU� æ  E.”  ‘to try, to dare, to risk; danger’  (as it is cited in 
Pokorny 1959: 818), which he reconstructs on the basis of ON IiU ‘danger’  and 
OHG ILULQD ‘crime’ .  
 The verb SDSUH�ç å  is interpreted as a stative in �HK è � by Watkins (1973: 79f.).  
 À�Û Ü S SX�� (c.) a wooden implement used in a bakery: acc.sg. SD�SX�X�XQ (NS), 
[S]D?�D�S[X]-X�XQ?�Q D. 
  
See CHD P: 108. The only sure attestation of this word occurs in KUB 16.34 i 
(14) ŠÀ É LÚNINDA.DÙ.DÙ ÑD NiQ UR.[GI7�Dã] SD�LW QX ÑD GIŠSD�SX�X�XQ 
DU�§D §X�UX�WD�LW ‘A dog came into the bakery and knocked over(?) the S.’ . On the 
basis of this context alone, an exact meaning cannot be determined. Other 
attestations might be KBo 29.70 i (28) [... S]D?�D�S[X]-X�XQ?�QD x[ ...] and KUB 
46.48 rev. (22) [...]x ~�H�WH�QD�D] GIŠSD�D�SX é [-...], which could indicate that the 
word actually was S SX�. Perhaps the word is cognate with GIŠS SXO� ‘bread 
tray(?)’  and perhaps both words belong with S S�,� an action performed on 
fermented dough resulting in loaves ready for baking (q.v.).  
 ê�ë ì
S SXO��(gender unclear) a wooden implement for carrying or arranging loaves 

of freshly baked breads, ‘bread tray(?)’ : dat.-loc.sg. SD�D�SX�OL. 
  
See CHD P: 108 for attestation and context. The word occurs only once, in KUB 
55.43 iii 33. It possibly denotes a bread tray or similar. On the basis of the dat.-
loc.sg. alone, we cannot decide whether the stem was S SXO�,�S SXOD� or S SXOL�. 
On the basis of other words in �XO� (DããXO�,�XãWXO�) I cite this word as S SXO� here. 
Possibly, the word belongs with GIŠS SX�,�a wooden implement used in a bakery, 
and S S�,�an action performed on fermented dough resulting in loaves ready for 
baking. No further etymology.  
 
SDU  (prev. with dat.-loc. or all., + NDQ) ‘out (to), forth, toward’ ; (prev. with dat.-
loc. or all. without locatival particles) ‘forward, further, along’ ; (postpos. with 
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abl. or instr.) ‘out of, from’ ; (adv.) ‘furthermore, moreover, additionally, still; 
then, after that’ : SD�UD�D (OS). 
 Derivatives: see SDUD� å  � SDU� ‘to appear’ . 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. SDU  ‘forth, away’  (SD�UL�L); HLuw. SDUL (adv.) ‘forth, 
away’  (SD�UD�L, SD�UD�L�L�� (KARKAMIŠ A1D §16), PRAE�L)); Lyc. SUL ‘forth, 
in front’ . 
 IE cognates: Gr. , Skt. SUi�,�Lat. SU �,�Goth. IUD�. 
  PIE *SUy 
  
See CHD P: 109f. for attestations and semantic treatment. This word is 
abundantly attested from OS onwards and consistently spelled SD�UD�D. Within 
Hittite, it clearly belongs with SHUDQ ‘in front of’ . Both are to be regarded as 
petrified cases of a further unattested noun *SHU�: acc.sg. SHUDQ (although see at 
SHUDQ for the difficulties regarding the exact interpretation of this form) besides 
all.sg. SDU  (cf. ã U besides ãDU ) and a possible abl. SDU]D (q.v.). In my view, it 
therefore is evident that SDU  must reflect a zero grade formation /pra/. Formally 
as well as semantically, we must equate SDU  with Gr. , Skt. SUi�,�Lat. SU �,�
Goth. IUD�,�etc. < *SUy. Note that the equation of SDU  with Gr. , Lat. SU � and 
Skt. SUi� is a major argument in reconstructing the all.sg.-ending �D � �  as *-R. 
The Luwian forms, CLuw. SDU , HLuw. SD�UD�L = /pri/ and Lyc. SUL seem to 
reflect PLuw. *SU , which possibly reflects an old dative *SU�HL.  
 See at SDUD� å  � SDU� ‘to appear’  for the verbal derivative of SDU .  
 
SDU ��(c.) ‘air, breath(?)’ : nom.sg. SD�UD�D�Dã (MH/NS), acc.sg. SD�UD�D�DQ. 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘to blow’ , Skt. SU �D� ‘breath’ . 
  PIE *SURK è � 
  
See CHD P: 130 for attestations and semantics. The word clearly belongs with 
SDUDL� å  � SDUL� ‘to blow’  (q.v.), which reflects *SUK è ��R�L� (cf. Gr.  ‘to 
blow’ ). The noun SDU � therefore probably reflects *SURK è �V, *SURK è �P, *SUHK è �V 
(cf. Rieken 1999a: 23).  
 
SDUD� í � ��SDU��(IIa1 ?) ‘to appear, to emerge’ : 3sg.pres.act. SD�UD�D�L (KUB 8.1 ii 
17, iii 10, KUB 43.19, 2), verb.noun gen.sg. SD�UD�DQ�QD�Dã (MH/MS). 
 Anat. cognates: Pal. SDUDL� ‘to appear(?)’  (3sg.pret.act. SD�UD�L�LW). 
  
See CHD P: 134 for attestations. There, the verb is cited as SDUDL�,�as if it belongs 
to the G L�WL¨DQ]L-class. As Melchert (fthc.b) showed, this is not the case, however, 
as can be inferred from the verb.noun gen.sg. SDUDQQDã instead of expected 
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*SDUL¨DQQDã. This means that SDUD� must belong either to the WDUQ�D��class, or, 
perhaps better, to class IIa1  (like G � å  � G�). It is generally accepted that it is a 
derivative of SDU , q.v. for further etymology.  
 
SDUD©©�: see SDU§�ç å   
 
SDUDL� í ���SDUL� (IIa4) ‘to blow (a horn); to blow on (a fire); to blow up, to inflate’ : 
1sg.pres.act. SD�UH�H§�§L (NH), 3sg.pres.act. SD�UD�D�L, 1pl.pres.act. SD�UL�L�ÑD�QL 
(OS), 2pl.pres.act. SD�UD�Lã�WH�QL (OH/NS), 3pl.pres.act. SD�UL�¨D�DQ�]L (OH/NS), 
SD�UL�DQ�]L (MH/NS), SD�UD�DQ�]L (1x, OH?/MS), 3sg.pret.act. SD�UD�Lã (OH/NS), 
[S]D�UD�D�Lã, 3pl.pret.act. SD�UL�HU (OH/NS); part. SD�UL�¨D�DQ�W� (MH/MS). 
 Derivatives: SDULS�S�DUD� í ���SDULS�S�DUL� (IIa5) ‘to blow (a horn); to be flatulent 
(midd.)’  (3sg.pres.act. SD�UL�SD�UD�D�L (OH?/NS), SD�UL�LS�SD�UD�D½�L¾ (NS), 
3pl.pres.act. SD�UL�LS�SD�UL�¨D�DQ�]L (NH?), SD�UL�SD�UD�DQ�]L (MH?/NS); 
3sg.pres.midd. SD�UL�SD�UL�HW�WD�UL (NH); verb.noun SD�UL�SD�UL�¨D�X�ÑD�DU; impf. 
SD�UL�LS�UL�Lã�NH�D� (NS), SD�UL�SD�UL�Hã�NH�D�), SDSUD� í ���SDSUL� (IIa5) ‘to blow (an 
instrument)’  (3pl.pres.act. SD�DS�UL�¨D�DQ�]L (NH)). 
 Anat. cognates: Pal. SDULSDUDL� ‘to blow(?)’  (3sg.pres.act. SD�UL�SD�UD�D�L, 
part.nom.-acc.sg.n. [SD?]-UL�SD�UD�D�DQ). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘to blow’ . 
  PIE *SUK è ��R�L� 
  
See CHD P: 133f. for attestations. The verb clearly belongs to the G L�WL¨DQ]L-
class. The only aberrant form is 3pl.pres.act. SD�UD�DQ�]L (KBo 21.57 ii 4), which 
is difficult to explain as a secondary form, because of the fact that it is attested in 
a MS text. Perhaps it is the archaic remnant of an L-less verb *SU � � SU� < *SURK è � 
� SUK è �.  
 In my article on SDL� å  � SL� ‘to give’  (Kloekhorst fthc.a) I have argued that verbs 
of the G L�WL¨DQ]L�class reflect a structure *&&�RL�,�*&&�L�,� i.e. the zero-grade of 
the root followed by an ablauting suffix *-RL���L�. In the case of SDUDL� å  � SDUL�,�the 
root etymology is generally accepted: *SUHK è � as found in Gr.  ‘to blow’  
(note that the appurtenance of Russ. SUHWµ ‘to sweat, to rot’  (thus e.g. LIV2) does 
not seem likely on semantic grounds). This means that SDUDL��SDUL� reflects *SUK è �
yL�HL, *SUK è �L�pQWL.  
 The reduplicated derivative SDULS�S�DUD� å  � SDULS�S�DUL� shows the P PD�L�
flection, as can be seen by NH SDULSDUDQ]L (which we would not expect in a 
G L�WL¨DQ]L-class verb). This coincides with our observation that polysyllabic verbs 
that used to belong to the G L�WL¨DQ]L-class were influenced by WDUQ�D��class verbs 
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from pre-Hittite times onwards, yielding the hybrid synchronic P PD�L�class (see 
at my treatment of the P PD�L�class in § 2.2.2.2.h). It is interesting that it is 
predominantly spelled SD�UL�SD�UD�L�,�whereas a spelling **SD�UL�LS�UD�L� would 
have been possible as well. This means that the second �D� was phonetically real: 
[prip UD�L-]. Phonologically, we should interpret this then as /-p UD�L-/, or, more 
consistently, /pr"a/i-/. This shows that, just as *&5K æ
î ä 9 yields Hitt. /CRHV-/, 
spelled &D5�D§�§9�,� the cluster *&5K è 9 yields Hitt. /CR"V-/, spelled &D59�. 
This means that a word spelled with initial #&D59� could in principle stand for 
phonological /CRV-/ < *&59�,�or for /CR"V-/ < *&5K è 9�. On the basis of this 
discovery, we must phonologically interpret the simplex verb SDUDL� å  � SDUL� as 
/pr"ai- / pr"i-/ < *SUK è �RL� � *SUK è �L�.  
 The imperfective SDULSULãNH�D�,�which reflects *SUL�SUK è �V�p�y� (cf. ]LNNH�D� < 
*G ï K è V�H�R� from GDL� å  � WL��for the absence of �L� in the imperfective), shows that 
the regular outcome of *&5+V& is /CR}sC/, however, and not **/C 5}sC/ or 
/CR"}sC/.  
 
SDU ���QHNQD��(c.) ‘half-brother(?), step-brother(?)’ : acc.pl. SD�UD�D ŠEŠMEŠ�Xã 
  
See CHD P: 129: hapax in KUB 26.1 iii 59, where it is mentioned next to ŠEŠMEŠ 
‘brothers’ . For the formation, cf. SDSSDQ�Q�LNQD�,�DQQDQHJD�.  
 
SDU QGD (postpos., adv., prev.) ‘across (to), over (to)’ : SD�UD�D�DQ�WD (OS), SD�UD�
D�DQ�GD (MH/MS), SD�UD�DQ�GD (NH), SiU�UD�DQ�WD (MH/MS), SiU�UD�DQ�GD 
(MH/NS), SiU�UD�D�DQ�GD (1x, NH). 
  
See CHD P: 135f. for attestations and semantics. In the oldest texts (OS and MS), 
this word is spelled with the sign PA and plene second vowel, pointing to 
/p(a)ranTa/. In younger texts (one MS and many NS texts) the bulk of the 
attestations show a spelling with the sign PÁR which possibly is due to the 
fortition of OH /r/ to NH /R/ as described in § 1.4.6.2.b. Sturtevant (1938b) 
compares SDU QGD with Gr.  + . Tischler (HEG P: 441-2) just states that it 
is a “ Univerbierung von SDUD ‘weiter’  + DQGD ‘hinein’ ” .  
 
SDUDUD©©� í  (IIb) ‘to chase(?)’ : 2pl.pres.act.? SD�UD�UD�D§�W[D�QL?] (OH/NS), 
3sg.pret.act. SD�UD�UD�D§�§L�Lã (OH/NS). 
  PIE *SUR�U�HK æ � 
  
See CHD P: 138 for attestations and contexts. Although the meaning of this verb 
is not totally clear, a translation ‘to chase’  seems to fit both attestations well. 
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Formally, the verb looks like a factitive in �D§§� of a stem SDUDUD�. Soysal (1988: 
118, 125f.) convincingly compared it with the verb NDWWHUD§§� å  ‘to lower’ , which 
is a factitive in �D§§� of a stem NDWWHUD� which itself is derived from NDWWD ‘down’  
(q.v.). This would mean that in the case of SDUDUD§§� å  the stem SDUDUD� is derived 
from SDU  ‘in front, forth’ . Semantically, we then can assume that just as NDWWD 
‘down’  corresponds to NDWWHUD§§� å  ‘to lower (*to make go down)’ , SDU  ‘forth’  
corresponds to SDUDUD§§� å  ‘to make go forth > to chase’ . See at SDU  for further 
etymology. Soysal’ s suggestion that a contracted form of SDUDUD§§� å  yielded 
SDU§�ç å  ‘to chase’  (q.v.) does not make much sense as such a contraction is 
phonetically irregular and DG�KRF. Besides, SDU§� has a good IE etymology of its 
own.  
 
SDUDãDQW�� (adj.) modifies troops: nom.sg.c. SD�UD�ãD�DQ�]D (NH), acc.sg. SD�UD�
ãD�D[Q�WD�DQ?] (NH). 
  
See CHD P: 138-9 for attestations. The adjective is used to describe ERINMEŠ 
‘troops’ , but its meaning cannot be determined. Possibly, it is cognate with 
SDU ãHãã�ç å  ‘to disperse’  (q.v.).  
 
SDU ãHãã�ð í  (Ib2) ‘to disperse(?)’ : 3sg.pres.act. SD�UD�ãH�Hã�]L (NH), 3pl.pret.act. 
SD�UD�ãH�Hã�ãH�HU (NH), SD�UD�D�ãH�Hã�ãL�HU (NH). 
  
See CHD P: 140-1 for attestations. As is argued there, a translation ‘to disperse’  
would fit some of the contexts well. Formally, the verb looks like a fientive in 
� ãã� from a stem SDU ã�. It may be possible that this stem is to be identified with 
the one underlying the adj. SDUDãDQW� that is used to describe ERINMEŠ. Especially 
the fact that the verb SDU ãHãã� can have ERINMEŠ as its subject (e.g. KBo 5.8 i 
22) points to an etymological connection between the two words. Some scholars 
(e.g. Kronasser 1966: 404) interprets SDU ãHãã� as a derivative of SDUã� ‘to flee’ . 
Although this is semantically possible, I do not see how this could work formally. 
I have no alternative etymology to offer, however.  
 Note that 3pl.pres.act. ãHããLU ‘they slept’  as cited in HW: 191 without an 
attestation place (see also at ãHã�ç å  � ãDã�), probably goes back to a 
misinterpretation of one of the 3pl.pret.-forms of this verb.  
 ñ�ò

SDUDã©D�� (c.), 
ñ�ò
SDUXã©D� (c.), 

ñ�ò
SDUDã©L�� (n.) a semiprecious stone: 

nom.sg.c. SD�UD�Dã�§D�Dã (MH/MS), ED�UD�Dã�§D�Dã (MH/NS), [S]D�U[X]-Xã�§D�
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Dã, acc.sg.c. SD�UD�Dã�§D�DQ (MH//MS?), nom.-acc.sg.n. ED�UD�Dã�§L (MH/NS), 
SD�UD�Dã�§L (NS). 
  
See CHD P: 139 for attestations. The word is clearly of foreign origin because of 
the alterations. According to Albright (1945: 24), the word is the Hurrian 
rendering of Akk. PDU§Dã WX-glass, which originates in 0DU§DãL (also written 
%DUDã§L and 3DUDãL).  
 Note that the alteration SDUDã§D� : SDUXã§D� shows that we must analyse these 
forms as /prasha-/ and /prusha-/. This is important as it shows that a spelling SD�
UD�Dã�& stands for /prasC-/, which contrasts with the spelling SiU�Dã�& that stands 
for /parsC-/ or /prsC-/ (see e.g. at SDUãGX�).  
 
SDUDãGX�: see SDUãGX�  
 
SDUDãWX©©D�: see SDUãWX§§D�  
 
SDUDã]D : see SDU]D  
 ó ô5õ�ö

SDU XÓDQW�� (c.) ‘supervisor’ : nom.sg. SD�UD�D ~�ÑD�DQ�]D (MH?/NS), acc.sg. 
SD�UD�D�~�ÑD�DQ�GD�DQ (NH). 
 Derivatives: 

ó ô5õ�ö
SDU XÓDWDOOD� ‘lookout’  (acc.pl. SD�UD�D�~�ÑD�WDO�OX�Xã (NH)). 

  
See CHD P: 142 and 110f. for attestations. These words clearly exist of the 
preverb SDU  followed by forms of DX� å  � X� ‘to see’ . The fact that sometimes no 
word space is written, indicates that synchronically they function as 
univerbations.  
 
SDU©�ð í  (Ia4 > IIa1 ) ‘to chase, to pursue, to hunt; to expel; to attack; to make 
gallop (horses); to hasten (intr.)’ : 1sg.pres.act. Si[U�D]§�PL (NS), 2sg.pres.act. 
SiU�D§�ãL (MH/MS), 3sg.pres.act. SiU�D§�]L (OS), SiU�§D�]L (MH/NS), SiU�§D�L 
(MH/MS), SiU�D§�§D�L (MH/MS), SiU�§D�D�L (MH/MS), SiU�D§�§D�D�L (MH/MS), 
3pl.pres.act. SiU�§D�DQ�]L (MH/MS), SiU�D§�§D�DQ�]L (MH?/NS), 1sg.pret.act. 
SiU�§X�XQ (NH), 3sg.pret.act. SiU�D§�WD (MH/MS, OH/NS), SiU�§D�Dã (NH), 
[S]iU�§L�¨D�DW (NH), 1pl.pret.act. SiU�§X�HQ (OH/NS), 3pl.pret.act. SiU�§H�HU 
(OH/NS), SiU�D§�[§H�HU] (NH), 3sg.imp.act. SiU�D§�GX (OH/MS), 2pl.imp.act. 
SiU�D§�WpQ (OH/NS), 3pl.imp.act. SiU�D§�§D�DQ�GX (NS); 3sg.pres.midd. SiU�§D�
DW�WD�UL (MH/MS), 3pl.pres.midd. SiU�§D�DQ�WD (OH), 3pl.imp.midd. SiU�§D�DQ�
WD�UX (MH/MS); part. SiU�§D�DQ�W� (MH/MS, OH/NS); verb.noun SiU�§X�ÑD�DU 
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(MH/MS), SiU�§X�X�ÑD�DU (MH/MS); inf.I SiU�§X�ÑD�DQ�]L (MH/MS), SiU�D§�§X�
ÑD�D[Q�]L] (MH/MS); sup. SiU�§X�ÑD�DQ (OH/MS); impf. SiU�§L�Lã�NH�D� 
(MH/MS), SiU�D§�§L�Lã�NH�D� (MH/MS), SiU�§L�Hã�NH�D� (MH/NS), SiU�D§�§L�Hã�
NH�D�. 
 Derivatives: SDU©DQQD� í ���SDU©DQQL� (IIa5) ‘to chase (impf.)’  (3sg.pres.act. SiU�
§D�DQ�QD�L (MH/MS)), SDU©DQX�ð í  (Ib2) ‘to make gallop’  (3sg.pres.act. SiU�§D�
QX�]L (MH/MS); impf. SiU�§D�QX�Xã�NH�D� (MH/MS), SiU�D§�§D�QX�Xã�NH�D 
(MH/MS)), SDU©HããDU� �� SDU©HãQ� (n.) ‘haste, urgency; forced march’  (nom.-
acc.sg. SiU�§H�Hã�ãDU (OH/NS), dat.-loc.sg. SiU�§H�Hã�QL (NH), SiU�§L�Lã�QL (NH), 
abl. SiU�§p�Hã�Q[D�]D] (OH/NS), SiU�§H�Hã�QD�D] (NH), SiU�§H�Hã�QD�]D (NH), 
SiU�§L�Lã�QD�D] (NH), SiU�§L�Lã�QD�]D (NH)), SDU©XÓDU (n.) a token ‘chasing 
across’  (nom.-acc.sg. SiU�§X�ÑD�DU). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. SDU�D�� ‘to drive, to chase’  (3sg.pres.act.(?) SD�UD�DW�WL, 
2sg.imp.act. SD�UD, 3sg.imp.act. SiU�GX, SD�UD�DG�GX, 3pl.imp.act. SD�UD�DQ�GX), 
SDU©� ‘to drive, to chase’  (3sg.imp.act. SiU�§D�DG�GX). 
 IE cognates: Skt. EKDU å � ‘to move rapidly to and fro, to hurry’ , YAv. EDU �WL 
(loc.abs.) ‘when it storms’ . 
  PIE *E ï pUK æ
î ä �WL, *E ï UK æ
î ä �pQWL 
  
See CHD P: 143f. for attestations. The bulk of the attestations (including an OS 
one) show PL-inflection, whereas all forms that show a WDUQ�D��class inflection 
(SDU§D� å ) are found in one text only, KBo 3.5 (MH/MS). I therefore conclude that 
this verb is PL-inflected originally. The alternation between the spelling SiU�D§�]L 
and SiU�§D�]L shows that we have to phonologically interpret this form as 
/párHtsi/. As a PL-verb, the original inflection must have been *3pUK æ
î ä �WL, 
*3UK æ
î ä pQWL. Since in the singular form the laryngeal disappears regularly between 
consonants, the regular PAnat. outcome of this paradigm is */párti / prHánti/. We 
see that this paradigm was levelled out differently in the Anatolian languages. In 
Hittite, the /-H-/ of the plural form is generalized, which yields /párHtsi / 
prHántsi/, spelled SDU§]L, SDU§DQ]L, whereas in Luwian the §�less singular form is 
generalized, yielding SDUWL, *SDUDQ]L (if indeed 3sg.pres. SDUDWWL belongs to this 
verb). The CLuwian form with �§� (3sg.imp.act. SDU§DGGX) is seen by Melchert 
(1993b: 167) as a possible Ištanuwian dialect-form.  
 Regarding the outer-Anatolian etymology, different views have been put forth. 
Hrozný (1919: 1101) compared SDU§� to Gr.  ‘to penetrate’ , which is 
semantically not satisfactory. Oettinger (1979a: 213f.) plausibly connects SDU§� 
with Skt. EKDU å � ‘to move rapidly, to hurry’ , which is semantically as well as 
formally more compelling. This means that we have to reconstruct *E ï HUK æ
î ä �. 
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Often, Lat. IHUY  ‘to boil’  is seen as a cognate as well, but this verb probably 
reflects *E ï HUK è �X� (see Schrijver 1990: 252ff.) and therefore cannot be cognate 
(because *-K è � does not yield Hitt. �§�).  
 
SDU© ÓDªD� (gender unclear) an animal, ‘fish?’ : gen. SiU�§X�X�ÑD�¨D�Dã (OH/NS). 
  
The word occurs only once: KBo 10.33 + KBo 10.28 v (2) UZU[.ÏÁD].DU.A 
SiU�§X�X�ÑD�¨D�Dã ‘dried meat of the S.’ . Tischler (HEG P: 458) connects this 
word with the broken form SiU�§X[-...], found in an enumeration in KBo 10.36 iii 
(4) [UZ]U$5�1$�%, MUŠEN

÷
I.A SiU�§X[-...], which has a seeming parallel in KBo 

10.52, (10) [UZU$]5�1$�%, MUŠEN
÷

I.A KU6

÷
I.A L]�[...]. This would mean that 

SDU§X[-...] has to be read as KU6

÷
I.A ‘fish’  (thus Otten in the preface of KBo 10). 

CHD (P: 148) speaks against this equation, however, because KU6 is always 
phonetically completed as an X�stem, which would not fit the form SDU§ ÑD¨Dã. 
Tischler argues that SDU§ ÑD¨Dã may be a derivative of the X-stem SDU§X� and 
does not have to be the reading of KU6 itself. If the word for ‘fish’  was SDU§X�,�
Weeks (1985: 48) connects it with SDU§� ‘to chase’  (q.v.), because of the 
swiftness of fishes (*E ï UK æ
î ä �X�). Both the word SDU§ ÑD¨Dã as well as the broken 
SDU§X[-...] are spelled with the sign SiU, which in principle can be read PDã as 
well. Then the words (PDã§X[-...] and PDã§ ÑD¨D�) would resemble the word 
PDã§XLO�D�� ‘mouse’  (q.v.).  
 
SDULªDQ (postpos., prev., adv.) ‘across, over, beyond; over to, across to; in 
opposition to; in front’ : SD�UL�¨D�DQ (MH/MS), SD�UL�H�DQ = SD�UL�¨Dø �DQ ? 
(MH/MS), SD�D�UL�¨D�DQ (NH). 
 Derivatives: SDULªDQDOOD� (adj.) ‘future’  (abl. [S]D�UL�¨D�QD�DO�OD�D]), SDU�U�LDQWD 
(adv.) ‘beyond’  (SD�UL�¨D�DQ�W[D], SD�UL�¨D�DQ�GD, SiU�UL�DQ�WD), SDULªDÓDQ (adv.) 
‘on the other side(?)’  (SD�UL�¨D�ÑD�DQ). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. SDULªDQ (adv., prepos.) ‘beyond, exceedingly, especially 
(?)’  (SD�UL�¨D�DQ, SD�UL�¨D�DP ãD), S ULªDQDOOD�L� (adj.) ‘future’  (nom.-acc.sg.n. 
SD�D�UL�¨D�QD�D�DO, SD�UL�¨D�QD�DO�OD�DQ); HLuw. SDUL (adv.) ‘forth, away’  
(SD�UD�L, SD�UD�L�L�� (KARKAMIŠ A1D §16), PRAE�L); Lyc. SUL ‘forth, in front’ . 
  PIE *SUL�RP 
  
This word clearly belongs with SDU  and SHUDQ. Its oldest attestation is SD�UL�¨D�
DQ, which seems to point to /prian/. The few NS spellings with plene �D�,�SD�D�UL�
¨D�DQ, may be non-probative. The word likely is a derivative in *-RP (note that �P 
is still visible in CLuw. SD�UL�¨D�DP ãD), attached to a stem *SUL� that is also 
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visible in CLuw. SDU , HLuw. SD�UD�L = /pri/ and Lyc. SUL. See at SDU  for further 
etymology.  
 
SDUN �(adj.) ‘?’ : case? SiU�NL�L. 
  PIE *E ï U� ï �L� ?? 
  
This word occurs only once in KUB 8.2 rev. (11) [..]x ~�H�WH�[QD�D]Q�GD�DQ SiU�
NL�L KUR�L[ ..]. CHD P: 160 suggests to connect it to the group of words having 
SDUN� ‘high’  as stem (see SDUNL¨H�D�ç å ). Although a translation ‘high land’  in 
principle is acceptable, there is no further indication for it. If the connection is 
justified, however, we would find here an L�stem which would match CLuw. 
SDUUD¨D� ‘high’ .  
 
SDUNLªH�D�ð í , SDUN� ù ù ú�û ü í ý  (Ic1; IIIb > IIIg) ‘to raise, to lift, to elevate, to grow 
(trans.); to rise, to go up, to grow (intr.); to take away, to remove’ : 3sg.pres.act. 
SiU�NL�¨D�D]�]L (MS), 3pl.pres.act. SiU�NL�¨D�DQ�]L (MH/MS), SiU�NiQ�]L (NS), 
1sg.pret.act. [Si]U�NL�¨D�QX�XQ (NH), 3sg.pret.act. SiU�NL�¨D�DW (OH/MS), 
2sg.imp.act. SiU�NL�¨D; 1sg.pres.midd.(?) SiU�DN�NL�¨D�D§�§D[-§D�UL?] (NH), SiU�
JD�D§[-§D�UL?], 3sg.pres.midd. SiU�NL�¨D�WD�UL (OH??/NS?), 3pl.pres.midd. SiU�NL�
¨D�DQ�WD�UL (OH/NS), 1sg.pret.midd.(?) SiU�NL�¨D�D§[-§D�§D�DW?] (NH), 
3sg.pret.midd. SiU�NL�¨D�DW�WD�DW (MH/MS), SiU�NL�¨D�DW, 3pl.pret.midd. SiU�NL�¨D�
DQ�WD�DW (MH?/NS), 3sg.imp.midd. SiU�DN�WD�UX (OH/MS); part. SiU�NL�¨D�DQ�W�; 
inf.I SiU�NL�¨D�X�ÑD�DQ�]L (NH). 
 Derivatives: SDUNQX�ð í  (Ib2) ‘to make high, to raise, to elevate’  (1sg.pres.act. 
SiU�JD�QX�PL, 2sg.pres.act. SiU�JD�QX�ãL (NH), 3sg.pres.act. SiU�JD�QX�]L, 
3sg.pret.act. SiU�ND þ �QX�XW (NS), SiU�DN�QX�XW (MH/MS), 2sg.imp.act. [S]iU�JD�
QX�XW; impf. SiU�JD�QX�Xã�NH�D�), SDUJDQXO� (n.) ‘elevation’  (all.sg. SiU�JD�QX�OD 
(KBo 12.63+ obv. 31 (OH/MS)), SDUJDWDU (n.) ‘height’  (nom.-acc.sg. SiU�JD�WDU 
(MH/MS)), SDUJDãWL� ‘height’  (dat.-loc.sg. SiU�JD�Dã�WL (NH), SiU�ND þ �Dã�WL), 
SDUN ãã�ð í  (Ib2) ‘to become high or tall’  (3sg.pret.act. SiU�NL�Lã�WD (NH); impf. 
SiU�NL�Lã�NH�D� (NH)), SDUN ããDU� ��SDUNHãQ� (n.) ‘height’  (dat.-loc.sg. SiU�NH�Hã�
QL W D�DW NiQ or instr. SiU�NH�Hã�QL�W D�DW NiQ (NH)), SDUNLªDQX�ð í  (Ib2) ‘to 
raise, to make rise’  (3pl.pres.act. SiU�NL�¨D�QX�ÑD�DQ�]L (NH), SiU�NL�¨[D]-QX�DQ�]L 
(NH)), SDUNX�� ��SDUJDÓ� (adj.) ‘high, tall, lofty, elevated’  (nom.sg.c. SiU�NX�Xã 
(NH), nom.-acc.sg.n. SiU�NX (OH/NS), SiU�NX�X, dat.-loc.sg. SiU�JD�X�H�L (NH), 
[SiU�JD�X�]H (NH), SiU�JD�X�L (NS), abl. SiU�JD�X�D] (NH), SiU�JD�ÑD�D], SiU�
JD�X�ÑD�D] (NH), nom.pl.c. SiU�JD�X�H�Hã (NH), acc.pl.c. SiU�JD�PX�Xã 
(OH/MS), SiU�JD�X�Xã (NH), SiU�JD�X�H�Hã (NH), nom.-acc.pl.n. SiU�JD�X�ÑD, 
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dat.-loc.pl. SiU�JD�X�ÑD�Dã (MH/MS), SiU�JD�D�X�ÑD�Dã (MH/NS)), SDUNXÓDWDU 
(n.) ‘height’  (nom.-acc.sg. SiU�NX�ÑD�WDU (MH/NS)), SDUNX ãã�ð í  (Ib2) ‘to become 
tall’  (3sg.pret.act. SiU�NX�Lã!�WD (NS), 3sg.imp.act. SiU�NX�H�Hã�GX (OH/NS)), 
SDUJDÓ ãNH�D�ð í  (Ic6) ‘to become high or tall’  (3sg.imp.midd. SiU�JD�X�H�Hã�
NDG�[G]D�UX). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. SDUUDªD� (adj.) ‘high’  (dat.-loc.pl. SiU�UD�¨D�DQ�]D, abl.-
instr. SiU�UD�L�¨D�[WL], [S]i[U�U]D�¨D�WL). 
 IE cognates: Arm. EDÍQDP, aor. HEDUM ‘to raise’ , EDUMU ‘high’ , Skt. EDUK� ‘to 
make strong’ , E�KiQW� ‘high’ , TochB SlUN� ‘to arise’ , ON EMDUJ, EHUJ ‘mountain’ . 
  PIE midd. *E ï pU� ï �WR; act. *E ï U� ï �¨p�y�; adj. *E ï U� ï ��H�X� 
  
See CHD P: 155f. for attestations. One of the verbal forms is spelled SiU�DN�NL�¨D� 
and therefore seems to point to an etymological *N. This form is found in a 
broken context, however, and therefore cannot be ascertained as belonging to this 
verb. Altough the bulk of the attestations inflect according to the �¨H�D�class, there 
are a few unextended forms. In the oldest texts (OH/MS), we find 3sg.pret.act. 
SDUNL¨DW vs. 3sg.imp.midd. SDUNWDUX. These forms point to an original situation in 
which the stem SDUNL¨H�D� is used in the active only and the unextended stem 
SDUN� in the middle (compare e.g. §XHWW� ÿ � � ����ÿ � å �  besides §XWWL¨H�D�ç å  ‘to draw, to pull’  
or ÑHãã� � � ��ÿ � å �  besides ÑDVVH�D�ç å  < *XV�Lp�y� ‘to wear’ ).  
 Sturtevant (1930c: 216) etymologically connected this verb and its derivatives 
with the PIE root *E ï HU� ï �,�which is generally accepted. On the one hand, the 
verbal stem SDUN� corresponds to the verbs Arm. EDUM� ‘to raise’  and TochB SlUN� 
‘to arise; to rise’ . On the other hand, the X-stem adjective SDUNX� � SDUJDÑ� ‘high’  
beautifully corresponds with Arm. EDUMU ‘high’  < *E ï U� ï �X�. So we cannot say that 
in Hittite either the verb or the adjective is primary in the sense that one is derived 
of the other as both are of PIE origin (see the discussion in e.g. Weitenberg 
1984a: 84).  
 CLuw. SDUUD¨D� must reflect *E ï U� ï �HL�R� vel sim., in which *� ï  regularly is lost.  
 For the interpretation of SiU�JD�QX�OD as all.sg. of a noun SDUJDQXO� see Rieken 
1999a: 465f. (pace the reading 3pl.pret.act. SiU�JD�QX�~U! by CHD P: 158).  
 Note that some of the derivatives of SDUNX� are formally identical to derivatives 
of the adjective SDUNXL� ‘clean’  (q.v.) (e.g. SDUNX ãã�).  
 
SDUNXL����SDUNXÓDL��(adj.) ‘pure; clean, clear; free of; proven innocent’ : nom.sg.c. 
SiU�NX�Lã (MH/MS), SiU�NX�L�Lã (OH/NS), SiU�NX�Hã (MH/MS), SiU�NX�X�Lã, SiU�
NX�~� ã � , acc.sg.c. SiU�NX�LQ (OS), SiU�NX�L�LQ, SiU�NX�XQ (1x, NS), nom.-acc.n. 
SiU�NX�L (OH/MS), SiU�NX�~�L, SiU�NX�X�L (NH), gen. SiU�NX�ÑD�¨D�Dã (NS), SiU�
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NX�ÑD�Dã (NS), loc.sg. SiU�NX�ÑD�L (MH), abl. SiU�NX�ÑD�¨D�D] (NH), SiU�NX�ÑD�
¨D�]D (NH), SiU�NX�ÑD�L�¨D�][D] (NH), instr. SiU�NX�ÑD�D�LW (MH/MS), nom.pl.c. 
SiU�NX�ÑD�H�Hã (MH/MS), SiU�NX�ÑD�D�Hã (NH), SiU�NX�ÑD�D�Lã (NS), SiU�NX�ÑD�
Lã (MH/NS), SiU�NX�L�H�H�ã (NH), SiU�NX�H�Hã (MH/MS), SiU�NX�X�H�Hã (NH), 
nom.-acc.pl.n. SiU�NX�H (MH/MS), SiU�NX�L (MH/MS), SiU�NX�ÑD�H (MH/MS), 
SiU�NX�ÑD�¨D (OH/NS), SiU�NX�ÑD (NH), loc.pl. SiU�NX�ÑD�¨D�Dã (MH/MS), SiU�
NX�¨D�Dã (NH), SiU�NX�L�¨D�Dã (NH). 
 Derivatives: SDUNX�ª�H�D�ð í  ‘(act.) to make clean, to clear (up); (midd.) to 
be(come) pure’  (3pl.pres.act. SiU�NX�ÑD�DQ�]L (MH/NS); 3sg.pres.midd. SiU�NX�L�
¨D�WD�DW (OH or MH/NS), SiU�NX�L�HG�G[D�DW] (OH?/NS), SiU�NX�ÑD�DW�WD (NH)), � SDUNXÓD�ªD��,�a building (gen.pl. SiU�NX�ÑD�Dã (NH), dat.-loc.pl. SiU�NX�ÑD�¨D�Dã 
(OH/NS), abl.pl. SiU�NX�ÑD�L�¨D�][D]), SDUNXÓDOOL� (adj.) ‘pure(?)’  (nom.-acc.pl.n. 
SiU�NX�ÑD�DO�OD), SDUNXÓDQWDULªH�D�ð í  (Ic1) ‘to be(come) pure(?)’  1sg.pres.act.(?) 
SiU�NX�ÑD�DQ�WD�UL�¨[D�PL?] (NS)), SDUNXª WDU� �� SDUNXªDQQ� (n.) ‘purification’  
(nom.-acc.sg. SiU�NX�¨D�D�WDU (OH/NS), gen.sg. SiU�NX�¨D�DQ�QD�Dã (MH/MS), 
SiU�NX�H�DQ�QD�Dã (MH?/NS?)), 

ó �	�
��ö
SDUNX�L�� ©DãW L (n.) a body part or cut of 

meat, ‘pure-bone’  (nom.-acc.sg. UZUSiU�NX�L §D�Dã�WD�L (NH), SiU�NX §D�Dã�WD�D�L 
(NH)), SDUNXHPDU (n.) ‘purification(?)’  (nom.-acc.sg. SiU�NX�H�P[DU?]), SDUNXH�ð í  
(Ib2) ‘to be pure, to be clear’  or ‘to be high’  (3sg.pres.act. SiU�NX�H]�]L (OH/NS), 
SiU�N[X�H�H]]�]L (OH/NS)), SDUNX ãã�ð í  (Ib2) ‘to be(come) pure, to be found 
innocent’  (3sg.pres.act. SiU�NX�H�Hã�]L (MH?/NS), SiU�NX�Hã�]L (OH/NS), SiU�NX�
Lã�]L, 2pl.pres.act. SiU�NX�Hã�WH�QL (MH/NS), 1sg.pret.act. SiU�NX�H�Hã�ãX�XQ (NH), 
SiU�NX�X�H�Hã�ãX�XQ (NH), 3sg.pret.act. SiU�NX�H�Hã�WD (OS), SiU�NX�Lã�WD, 
3sg.imp.act. SiU�NX�H�Hã�WX (OH/MS), SiU�NX�Hã�GX (MH/NS)), SDUNXQX�ð í  (Ib2) 
‘to cleanse, to purify; to declare innocent, to justifiy; to castrate; to clarify’  
(1sg.pres.act. SiU�NX�QX�PL (MH/MS), SiU�NX�QX�XP�PL (OH/NS), SiU�NX�QX�X§�
§L, 2sg.pres.act. SiU�NX�QX�ãL (OH/NS), 3sg.pres.act. SiU�NX�QX�X]�]L (OS), SiU�
NX�QX�]L (OH/NS), 1pl.pres.act. SiU�NX�QX�XP�PH�QL (NH), 3pl.pres.act. SiU�NX�
QX�ÑD�DQ�]L (MH/MS), SiU�NX�QX�DQ�]L (NH), 1sg.pret.act. SiU�NX�QX�QX�XQ 
(OH/MS), 3sg.pret.act. SiU�NX�QX�XW (OH/NS), 3pl.pret.act. SiU�NX�QX�H�HU 
(MH/NS), SiU�NX�QX�HU (NH), 2sg.imp.act. SiU�NX�QX�XW (OH/MS), 3sg.imp.act. 
SiU�NX�QX�XG�GX (MH/MS), 2pl.imp.act. SiU�NX�QX�XW�WpQ (MH/NS), 3pl.imp.act. 
SiU�NX�QX�ÑD�DQ�GX (MH/NS), SiU�NX�QX�DQ�GX; 3sg.pret.midd. SiU�NX�QX�XW�WD�WL 
(OH/NS), SiU�NX�QX�WD�WL (OH or MH/NS); verb.noun SiU�NX�QX�PDU (OH/MS), 
gen.sg. SiU�NX�QX�XP�PD�Dã (OH/NS), SiU�NX�QX�PD�Dã (MH/NS); part. SiU�NX�
QX�ÑD�DQ�W� (MH/MS); impf. SiU�NX�QX�Xã�NH�D� (OH/MS)). 
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 Anat. cognates: Pal. SDUNXL� ‘to purify’  (3sg.pres.act. SD�DU�NX�L�WL); CLuw. 
SDUNXÓD�L�� ‘to cleanse, to purify’  (part.nom.pl. SiU�NX�ÑD�L�PL�LQ�]L), 
SDSSDUNXÓD� ‘to cleanse, to purify’  (3sg.pres.act. SD�DS�SiU�NX�ÑD�DW�WL). 
  PAnat. *SUN � �L� 
 IE cognates: OHG IXUEHQ, MHG Y�UEHQ ‘to clean’ . 
  PIE adj. *SUN � ��H�L�; pres. *SUN � �¨H�R� 
  
See CHD P: 163f. for attestations. All the words cited here have the element 
SDUNX� in common. On the basis of the one attestation acc.sg.c. SiU�NX�XQ (KUB 
24.7 ii 10 (NS)), Sturtevant (1934: 268) assumed that a X-stem SDUNX� was 
primary, and that the stem SDUNXL� was an extension in �L� of it. He compared this 
situation to Latin adjectives in �YL�,� like VXDYLV, which are recent L�stems on the 
basis of PIE X-stems (*VXHK æ G�X�). With the identification of the Latin �L� in these 
adjectives (also e.g. WHQXLV, EUHYLV, etc.) as the feminine suffix *-LK æ �,� it was 
suggested that Hitt. SDUNXL� shows *-LK æ � as well, a view that has often been 
repeated (most recently Rieken 1999a: 258). Apart from the fact that the status of 
the form on the basis of which this whole theory was launched is quite dubious 
(the “ X-stem form”  SiU�NX�XQ is attested only once in a NS text; note that CHD P: 
358 cites the form as “ SDUNXLQ(!)” ), there is not a single piece of evidence that the 
element SDUNX� originally was a X-stem: we never find forms that show **SDUNDX� 
or an X�less stem **SDUN� (as e.g. in the case of the X�stem SDUNX� � SDUJDX� ‘high’  
(see at SDUNL¨H�D�ç å  ‘to raise’ )). I therefore conclude that the element SDUNX� ‘clean’  
is not a X-stem but must be regarded as a root that shows a rootfinal labiovelar. In 
this way, I do not see any objection against assuming that the adjective SDUNXL� is 
a normal L-stem derived from a root /p(a)rkw-/.  
 If we compare the CLuwian words, we have to reconstruct PAnat. *3�D�UN � �,�
because PAnat. *-J � � would have disappeared in Luwian. The geminate spelling 
�SS� in CLuw. SDSSDUNXÑD� seems to point to an initial fortis stop as well (PAnat. 
*S�D�UN � �), although evidence from reduplicated syllables has to be used with 
caution in these matters.  
 To my knowledge, no convincing IE etymology has been offered, yet. I would 
like to propose a connection with OHG IXUEHQ ‘to clean’ , MHG Y�UEHQ ‘to clean’ . 
These verbs go back to PGerm. *IXUEMDQ < pre-PGerm. *SUS¨p�y�, which can go 
back to *SUN � �¨p�y�,� showing the development *N �  > *S after resonant (as is 
visible in e.g. *Ñ�N � � > PGerm. *ZXOI�,�cf. Kortlandt 1997). This would show that 
we have to reconstruct a PIE root *SUN � � (it cannot be determined whether the full 
grade was *SHUN � � or *SUHN � �). I therefore reconstruct Hitt. SDUNXL����SDUNXÑDL� as 
*SUN � ��H�L�.  
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 Note that the verbal �¨H�R�formation as visible in Germanic is possibly 
comparable to Hitt. SDUNX�¨�H�D�ç å  ‘to make clean’  that could reflect *SUN � �¨H�R�.  
 
SDUQ�: see SHU � SDUQ�  
 � õ�ê� ê ò���ò

SDUQD��(c.) article of textile, a tapestry: nom.sg. SiU�QD�Dã (NH), acc.sg. 
SiU�QD�DQ (NH), abl. SiU�QD�D] (OH?/NS), acc.pl. SiU�QX�Xã (NH). 
  
See CHD P: 176 for attestations. The exact meaning of this word is not clear, but 
according to CHD it may denote something like a Turkish NLOLP, i.e. a lightweight 
carpet. Some scholars (e.g. Werner 1967: 17) suggest a connection with SHU � 
SDUQ� ‘house’ , assuming that TÚG/GADASDUQD� was used within the household. As 
Tischler (HEG P: 485) states, such a semantic connection is not contextually 
supported, however. No further etymology.  
 
SDUQLOL�(adv.) ‘?’ : SiU�QL�OL. 
  
The word is hapax in KBo 29.82 + KBo 14.95 iv (5) QX ]D SiU�QL�OL D�GD½�DQ¾�]L 
‘and they eat S.’ . The �LOL�suffix suggests that the word is an adverb, but a 
meaning cannot be determined. CHD P: 178 suggests that the word could be a 
scribal error for SiU�Dã�QL�OL ‘in a squatting position’  (see at SDUãQD� ‘leopard’ ).  
 
SDUã�ð í  (Ia4) ‘to flee, to escape’ : 3sg.pres.act. SiU�Dã�]L (NH), 3pl.pres.act. 
SiU[-Dã�ã]D�DQ�]L (NH), 3sg.pret.act. SiU�Dã�WD (MH/MS), 3pl.pret.act. SiU�ãH�HU 
(OH/NS), SiU[-Dã�ã]H�HU (MH/NS), 3sg.imp.act. SiU�Dã�GX (NH), 2pl.imp.act. 
SiU�ãD[-DW�WpQ?] (NH); 3sg.pret.midd. SiU�Dã�WD�DW; part. SiU�Dã�ãD�DQ�W� (OH or 
MH/NS). 
 Derivatives: SDUãQX�ð í  (Ib2) ‘to make flee, to chase away’  (3sg.pret.act. SiU�Dã�
ãD�QX�XW, 3pl.pret.act. SiU�ãD�QX�HU (NH)). 
 IE cognates: Lat. IHVW Q UH ‘to hurry’ , We. EU\V ‘haste’ , ?OCS EU ]  ‘fast’ . 
  PIE *E ï pUV�WL � *E ï UV�pQWL 
  
See CHD P: 179f. for attestations. On the basis of 3pl.pret.act. SiU�ãH�HU we can 
see that the stem is SDUã� and not **SDUDã�. The occasional geminate spelling of 
�ãã� shows that phonologically we have to interpret /parS-/.  
 There has been some debate on the etymology of this verb. It has been argued 
that SDUã� is a V�derivative of the verb SDU§� ‘to chase’  (q.v.) (e.g. Sturtevant 
1933: 72, 229). This is unlikely, however. First, a preform *SUK æ �V� or *SHUK æ �V� in 
my view regularly should have yielded **SU}V� or **SDUU}V� (cf. JDQH�LããDQ]L 
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/kn}Sántsi/ < *�QK � VpQWL, GDPPH�Lã§ � /taM}sHa-/ < *GHPK � VK � y�). Secondly, this 
scenario is unlikely on semantic grounds: SDU§� means ‘to chase, to hunt’  (i.e. ‘to 
PDNH flee’ ), whereas SDUã� means ‘to flee, to escape’ . This would mean that the V-
suffix would have de-causativized the verb SDU§�. To my knowledge, the V-
suffixed verbs in Hittite never show such a semantical development (e.g. 
JDQH�Lãã�� �  ‘to recognize’  is derived from *�QHK � � ‘to know’ ; NDOOLãã�� �  � NDOLãã� ‘to 
call’  from *NHOK � � ‘to call’ ; SD§ã� ��� � � �  ‘to protect’  from *SHK � � ‘to protect’ ; S ã� �  � 
SDã� ‘to swallow down’  from *SHK � � ‘to drink’ ).  
 Other scholars (e.g. Knobloch 1959: 34, followed by Oettinger 1979a: 214) 
connect SDUã�� �  to Lat. IHVW Q UH ‘to hurry’ . According to Schrijver (1990), this 
latter verb reflects *E � UV�WL�+, which must also be the preform of We. EU\V ‘haste’ . 
A further connection with OIr. EUDV ‘quickly’  (thus in e.g. Pokorny 1959: 143) is 
rejected by Schrijver, however. He also denies the connection with OCS EU ]  
‘fast’ , etc. because he thinks that �]� cannot reflect *V. In BSl. we find a variant 
*EU]G� (RussCS ERU]GR ‘fast’ , Lith. EXU]G�V ‘agile, active’ ) as well, however, 
which could regularly reflect *E � � � UV�G � �. In my view, it is possible that *E � � � UV�G � �,�
which regularly yielded *EU]G�,�has influenced *E � � � UV�R� that then was altered to 
*EU]R�. Whether or not the BSl. forms are cognate, we find a root *E � UV� ‘hurry, 
haste’  in Latin and Welsh, which would formally as well as semantically fit Hitt. 
SDUã�. I therefore reconstruct Hitt. SDUã�� �  as *E � pUV�WL � *E � UV�pQWL. In the zero-
grade forms, the �V� is adjacent to �U�,�which causes fortition, yielding /prSántsi/, 
spelled SiU�Dã�ãD�DQ�]L.  
 
SDUãD©DQQDã : see SDU]D§DQQDã  
 
SDUã QD� (c.) ‘cheek; genitals’ : dat.-loc.sg. SiU�ãL�QL (MH?/NS), nom.pl. SiU�ãH�H�
QX�Xã, acc.pl. SiU�ãH�H�Q[X�Xã] (MH?/NS), SiU�ãH�QX�ã X�Xã (MH?/NS), SiU�ãL�
QX�Xã (NS), dat.-loc.pl. SiU�ãH�QD�Dã (NH). 
  
See CHD P: 187f. for attestations. Although all attestations of this word refer to 
body parts, it is difficult to determine exactly what body part is meant. In the case 
of the following context, it seems clear that SDUãLQXã refers to ‘genitals’ :  
 

KUB 33.120 i  
(24) Q D�DQ NiQ QH�St�ãD�D] NDW�WD §X�LW�WL�HW  
   
(25) SiU�ãL�QX�Xã ãX�Xã ÑD�DN�NL�Lã LÚ�QD�WDU ãH�HW NiQ $�1$ d.X�PDU�EL�ŠÀ â8  

        DQ�GD ZABAR  

(26) PD�D�DQ ~�OL�Lã�WD  
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‘He (= Kumarbi) pulled him (= Anu) down from heaven. He bit off his S.-s and 

his masculanity fused with Kumarbi’ s inside like copper’  (cf. CHD P: 187 for 

translation).  
 
Such an interpretation does not fit for the following contexts, however:  
 

KBo 13.34 iv  
(14) WiN�NX MUNUS�]D §D�D�ãL QX�X ã�ãL [ZA]G�DQ  

(15) GEŠTU â8 SiU�ãH�QX��ã� ãX�Xã  
(16) [P]D�QL�LQ�NX�ÑD�DQ NL�[L]W�W[D�U]L  

 
‘If a woman gives birth and (of the child) his right ear lies near his S.-s’  

 
ibid. iv  
(6) WiN�NX MUNUS�]D §D�D�ãL QX�X ã�ã[L GEŠTU

�
I.A â8]  

(7) SiU�ãL�QL ãL NL�LW�WD�U[L]  
 

‘If a woman gives birth and (of the child) [his ears] lie near his S.’ .  
 
Riemschneider (1970: 36) states that the Akkadian parallels of these sentences 
show O WX ‘cheek’  corresponding to Hitt. SDUã QD�,� which indicates that here 
SDUã QD�,�too, denotes ‘cheek’ . Often, the word SiU�Dã�QD�Dã (KUB 35.148 iii 27) 
is regarded as belonging here as well. Because of its aberrant form and because it 
clearly refers to a body part that is situated near the feet, I have treated it 
separately, however: see at SDUãQD�.  
 According to CHD, it is best to assume for SDUã QD� an original meaning 
‘cheek’ , which developed into ‘buttocks’  (parallel in ModHG %DFNH ‘cheek’  > 
+LQWHUEDFNH ‘buttocks’ ), which could euphemistically be used for ‘sexual parts’  
(via ‘loins’ ?) as well. To my mind, these steps are quite uncertain, and therefore I 
have chosen to translate ‘cheek(?); genitals’  here.  
 Often it is assumed that the verb SDUãQDH�� �  ‘to squat(?), to crouch(?)’  is 
connected with SDUã QD� (already Pedersen 1938: 157f.), on the basis of which a 
connection between SDUã QD� and Skt. SaU��L� ‘heel’ , Gr.  ‘heel’ , Goth. 
IDLU]QD ‘heel’  etc. has been assumed. In my view, this is improbable formally as 
well as semantically. As we saw, SDUã QD� does not denote ‘heel’  or any other 
part of the leg, and a derived verb of SDUã QD� would have had the form 
**SDUãHQDH�. If the verb SDUãQDH� is derived from a body part, it could be of 
SDUãQD� (q.v.).  
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SDUãL� ú�û ü í ý , SDUã� ú�û ü í ý  (IIIc > IIIg) ‘to break’ : 1sg.pres.midd. SiU�Dã�§D (OS), Si[U�
D]ã�§D�UL (OS), 3sg.pres.midd. SiU�ãL�¨D (OS), SiU�Dã�ãL�¨D (OH/MS), SiU�ãL�¨D�UL 
(MS), SiU�ãL�HW�WD�UL (MH/NS), 3pl.pres.midd. SiU�ãD�DQ�GD (OS), SiU�ãL�DQ�WD 
(OS), SiU�ãL�¨D�DQ�GD (OS), 3sg.imp.midd. SiU�ãL�HW�WD�UX (MH/NS), SiU�ãL�¨D�DG�
GD�UX (MH/NS), 3pl.imp.act. SiU�ãL�DQ�GD�UX; 1sg.pres.act. SiU�ãL�¨D�PL 
(MH/NS), SiU�ãL�¨D�DP�PL (NS), SiU�ãL�¨D�D§�§L (MH/NS), 3sg.pres.act. SiU�Dã�]L 
(OH or MH/NS), SiU�ãL�D]�]L (MH/MS), SiU�ãL�¨D�D]�]L (MS?), SiU�ãL�L�H�H]�]L 
(NS), SiU�ãL�¨D�L]�]L, SiU�ãL�]L (NH), SD�DU�ãL (MH/NS), SiU�ãL (NS), 1pl.pres.act. 
SiU�ãX�ÑD�QL (OS), 3pl.pres.act. SiU�ãL�¨D�DQ�]L (OH/MS), SiU�ãL�DQ�]L (MH/NS), 
1sg.pret.act. SiU�ãL�¨D�QX�XQ (MH/MS), 3sg.pret.act. SiU�ãL�¨D�DW (MH/NS), SiU�
ãL�DW (MH/MS), 3pl.imp.act. SiU�ãL�DQ�GX (NS); part. SiU�ãL�¨D�DQ�W� (OS), SiU�ãD�
DQ�W� (MH/MS); verb.noun SiU�ã[L�¨]D�X�ÑD�DU (NS), gen.sg. SiU�ãL�¨D�X�ÑD�Dã; 
inf.I SiU�ãX�X�ÑD�DQ�]L, SiU�ãL�¨D�X�ÑD�DQ�]L (MH/NS), SiU�ãL�¨D�X�DQ�]L 
(MH/NS), SiU�ãL�X�ÑD�DQ�]L (NH); impf. SiU�Dã�NH�D� (MH/NS). 
 Derivatives: SDUãLªDQQD� í � �� SDUãLªDQQL� (IIa5) ‘to break (impf.)’  (1sg.pres.act. 
SiU�ãL�¨D�DQ�QD�D§�§L (MH/NS), 3sg.pres.act. SiU�ãL�¨D�DQ�QD�L (OS), SiU�ãL�¨D�
DQ�QD�D�L (OH/NS), SiU�ãL�DQ�QD�L (MH/MS), SiU�ãL�L�¨D�DQ�QD�L (NH), 
3pl.pres.act. SiU�ãL�¨D�DQ�QL�DQ�]L (OH/NS), SiU�ãL�¨D�DQ�QD�DQ�]L (OH/NS), 
3sg.pret.act. SiU�ãL�¨D�DQ�QL�HW (NS), 3pl.pret.act. SiU�ãL�¨D�DQ�QL�HU (NS); impf. 
SiU�ãL�¨D�DQ�QL�Lã�NH�D� (OH?/NS), SiU�ãL�¨D�DQ�QL�Hã�NH�D� (MS)), 

��� ���	 SDUãD� 
(c.) ‘a morsel or fragment; a kind of bread’  (nom.sg. SiU�ãD�Dã (NH), acc.sg. SiU�
ãD�DQ (MH?/NS), SiU�ãD�D�DQ (NH), acc.pl. SiU�ãX�Xã (OS), dat.-loc.pl. SiU�ãD�Dã 
(NH), SiU�ãD�D�Dã (NH)), SDUãDH�ð í  (Ic2) ‘to break up into small pieces, to 
crumble’  (3sg.pres.act. SiU�ãD�L�H]�]L (MH/MS), SiU�ãD�D�H]�]L (MH/MS), SiU�ãD�
L]�]L (NH?), (Luw.?) SiU�ãD�D�WL (KUB 54.49 obv. 2), 3pl.pres.act. SiU�ãD�D�DQ�]L 
(OH?/NS), SiU�ãD�DQ�]L (NH); part. SiU�ãD�D�DQ�W� (MH/MS)), SDUãQX�ð í  (Ib2) ‘to 
break up; to break open (with DU§D)’  (3sg.pret.act. SiU�ãD�QX�XW (NS); impf. SiU�
Dã�ãD�QX�Xã�NH�D� (NS)), SDUãHããDU (n.) ‘crack’  (nom.-acc.sg.n. SiU�ãH�Hã�ãDU), 
SDUãLO�D�� (c.) ‘a fragment (of bread?)’  (acc.pl. SiU�ãL�OD�Dã (OH/NS)), ! ��� ���	 �" SDUãXO�,� ! ��� ���	 �" SDUã�L�XOOL� (n./c.) ‘morsel, fragment, crumb; a type of 
bread’  (nom.-acc.sg.n. SiU�ãX�XO�OL (OS), SiU�Dã�ãX�XO�OL (OH/NS), SiU�ãX�XO 
(OH/NS), acc.sg.c. SiU�ãX�XO�OL�LQ (MH/NS), nom.-acc.pl.n. SiU�ãX�XO�OL (OS), 
SiU�ãL�~�XO�OL (MH/MS?), acc.pl.c. SiU�ãX�XO�OL�H�Hã (MH/NS), dat.-loc.pl. SiU�ãX�
XO�OL (OH/NS)), SDUãXO�O�DH�ð í  (Ic2) ‘to break into pieces, to crumble’  
(3sg.pres.act. SiU�ãX�XO�OD�D�L]�]L (OH?/NS), 3pl.pres.act. SiU�ãX�OD�D�DQ�]L 
(MH/NS); part. SiU�ãX�X�OD�D�DQ�W� (MS)). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. SDUãXO� ‘crumb, morsel’  (nom.-acc.sg. SiU�ãX�XO�]D). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘part’ , OE EHUVWDQ, OHG EUHVWDQ, ON EUHVWD ‘to burst’ . 
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  PIE *E � UV�¨H�R�� ? 
  
See CHD P: 180ff. for attestations. In the oldest texts this verb shows middle 
forms only; the active forms are found from MH times onwards. The verb shows 
two stems, namely SDUã� and SDUãL¨H�D�. Note that the verb SDUãDH�� � , which 
inflects according to the §DWUDH�class, is a derivative of the noun NINDASDUãD�,�
itself a nominal derivative of SDUã�L¨H�D�� ��� � � � .  
 The etymological interpretation of this verb is not quite clear. Sturtevant 
(1930d: 127) gives two suggestions. The first one, a connection with Lat. SDUV 
‘part’ , is unlikely as this word is an inner-Latin *-WL�derivation of the verb SDUHUH 
< *SHUK � � ‘to provide’ . The second one, a connection with Gr.  ‘part’ , may 
have more merit if this word reflects *E � UV�R�. Kimball (1999: 239) further 
adduces OE EHUVWDQ, OHG EUHVWDQ, ON EUHVWD ‘to burst’  < *E � UHV�,�which means 
that SDUã�L¨H�D�� may reflect *E � UV�¨H�R��.  
 
SDUãLQD�: see SDUã QD�  
 
SDUãQD� (gender unclear) a body part in the vicinity of the feet, ‘heel?’ : gen.sg. or 
pl. SiU�Dã�QD�Dã. 
 IE cognates: Skt. SaU��L� ‘heel’ , Gr.  ‘heel’ , Goth. IDLU]QD ‘heel’  etc. 
  PIE *S�H�UVQ�R� ? 
  
This word is hapax in the following context:  

 
KUB 35.148 iii  
(20) Q D�DQ ãL EGIR�SD Lã�NL�ãD�D] §X�L�QX�PL [ ]  
(21) QX UR.TUR SAG.DU�L ã�ãL DQ�GD H�HS�PL U[R.TUR SAG.DU�Dã]  
(22) L�QD�DQ OL�LS�GX PH�OL�¨D�[Dã ãD�Dã]  
(23) L�QD�DQ KI.MIN UZUZAG.UDU�Dã Lã�NL�ãD�D[ã #  ãD�Dã (?)]  
(24) L�QD�DQ KI.MIN D�QD�Dã�ãD�Dã ãD�Dã L�Q[D�DQ KI.MIN]  
(25) DU�UD�Dã ãD�Dã L�QD�DQ KI.MIN UZUx[... L�QD�DQ KI.MIN]  
(26) JH�H�QX�ÑD�Dã ãD�Dã L�QD�DQ KI.MIN U[ZU?x L�QD�DQ KI.MIN]  
(27) SiU�Dã�QD�Dã ãD�Dã L�QD�DQ OL�L[S�GX]  
 
‘I make it run from his back. I take in a puppy for his head and the puppy must 

lick away the disease of the head, the disease [of his] PHOL� likewise, the disease 

of the shoulders (and) [his] back likewise, the dis[ease] of his DQDããD� 
[likewise], the disease of his arse likewise, [the disease of his] x[.. likewise], 
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the disease of his knees likewise, [the disease of his] x[.. likewise] and let it 

li[ck away] the disease of his SDUãQD�’ .  
 

In this list the body parts seem to be ordered top-down, which indicates that 
SDUãQD� denotes a body part located in the vicinity of the feet. Usually, this word 
is equated with SDUã QD� ‘cheek; genitals’  (e.g. in CHD P: 187), but to my mind 
the formal as well as semantic differences are too large: we should rather regard 
SDUã QD� and SDUãQD� as separate words.  
 Since Pedersen (1938: 157f.) this word is generally connected with Skt. SaU��L� 
‘heel’ , Gr.  ‘heel’ , Goth. IDLU]QD ‘heel’  etc., on the basis of which SDUãQD� 
is often glossed as ‘heel’  (note that Pedersen and the scholars that follow him take 
SDUãQD� and SDUã QD� as one word). Formally this connection is possible (SDUãQD� 
would then reflect *SUVQ�R� or *SHUVQ�R� besides *S UVQ�L� as reflected in Skt. 
S U��L� and *SHUVQ�HK � � as visible in Gr.  and Goth. IDLU]QD), but it should 
be noted that semantically it cannot be assured yet. For the question whether the 
verb SDUãQDH�� �  ‘to squat(?)’  is derived from this SDUãQD�,�see at its own lemma.  
 
SDUãQD� (c.) ‘leopard’  (Sum. PÌRIG.TUR): nom.sg. SiU�ã[D�QD�Dã] (NS), 
PÌRIG.TUR�Dã (OH/NS), gen.sg. SiU�ãD�QD�Dã (OH/NS), dat.-loc.sg. $1$ 
PÌRIG.TUR (OS), nom.pl. SiU�ãD�QL�Hã (OH/MS). 
 Derivatives: 

$
% SDUãQD� (c.) ‘leopard-man’  (Sum. LÚPÌRIG.TUR; nom.sg. SiU�
Dã�QD�Dã (OS), acc.sg. SiU�Dã�QD�DQ (OH/NS), gen.sg. SiU�Dã�ãD�QD�Dã (NS)), 
SDUãDQDWDU (n.), quality of a leopard (nom.-acc.sg. PÌRIG.TUR�WDU), SDUãQLOL 
(adv.) ‘in the manner of a leopard’  (SiU�ãD�QL�OL (OH/NS), SiU�Dã�QL�OL (NS)). 
 IE cognates: see at SDSSDUã� �  
  PIE *SUV�QR� 
  
See CHD P: 184f. for attestations. The different spellings SiU�ãD�Q°, SiU�Dã�Q° 
and SiU�Dã�ãD�Q° indicate that we have to phonologically interpret these words as 
/prSn°/.  
 Often, SDUãQD� is seen as a Wanderwort (compared with e.g. Hatt. §DSUDã� 
‘leopard’ , OTurk. EDUV), but Oettinger (1986: 22) proposes to derive it from PIE 
*SUV�QR� ‘dappled, having spots’ , which is followed by Melchert (1994a: 175). 
Because the verbal root *SHUV� is attested in Hittite (see at SDSSDUã� � ), I do not see 
severe objections against this etymology. See at SDUãQDH�� �  ‘to squat(?), to 
crouch(?)’  for the possibility that this verb is derived from SDUãQD� ‘leopard’ .  
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SDUãQDH�& '  (Ic2) ‘to squat(?), to crouch(?)’ : 3sg.pres.act. SiU�Dã�QD�D�H]�]L 
(OH/MS?), SiU�Dã�QD�L]�]L (OH?/NS), SiU�ãD�QD�D�L]�]L (NS), SiU�ãD�QD�L]�]L, 
3pl.pres.act. SiU�ãD�QD�D�D[Q�]L], SiU�ãD�QD�DQ�]L (OH?/NS), SiU�Dã�QD�D�DQ�]L 
(OH/NS), SiU�Dã�QD�DQ�]L (OH/NS), SiU�Dã�ãD�QD�DQ�]L (OH/NS); part. SiU�ãD�
QD�D�DQ�W� (OH/MS?), SiU�ãD�QD�DQ�W�,� SiU�Dã�QD�D�DQ�W� (OH/NS), SiU�Dã�QD�
DQ�W� (OH/NS), SiU�Dã�ãD�QD�DQ�W�; verb.noun gen.sg. SiU�ãD�QD�D�X�ÑD�Dã 
(OH/NS), SiU�ãD�QD�D�X�Dã (MS), SiU�ãD�QD�X�ÑD�Dã, SiU�Dã�ãD�QD�D�X�ÑD�Dã 
(OH or MH/NS), SiU�Dã�QD�D�X�ÑD�Dã (OH/NS), SiU�Dã�QD�D�X�Dã (OH/MS?), 
SiU�Dã�QD�D�ÑD�Dã (NS), SiU�Dã�QD�X�ÑD�Dã (OH/NS), SiU�Dã�QD�ÑD�Dã (OH/NS), 
SiU�Dã�QD�X�Dã (OH/NS). 
  PIE *SUVQR�¨H�R� 
  
See CHD P: 189 for attestations. The different spellings SiU�ãD�QD�,� SiU�Dã�QD� 
and SiU�Dã�ãD�QD� point to a phonological interpretation /prSnae-/. The exact 
semantics of the verb are not clear: it describes some act that is performed by 
functionaries in festivals. CHD states “ that it denotes some lowering of the body 
is shown by KUB 25.1 vi 11-15, where a cupbearer stands up after having 
performed S.” , and suggests a translation ‘to squat, to crouch’ . They admit, 
however, that this translation is especially prompted by the etymological 
connection with SDUãQD�,�a body part in the vicinity of the feet (q.v.), which is 
generally connected with the words for ‘heel’  in the other IE languages (although 
CHD cites this latter word as belonging to SDUã QD� ‘buttocks; cheek’ ).  
 Formally, it is indeed quite clear that SDUãQDH� (which belongs to the §DWUDH�
class) has to be interpreted as a derivative in �¨H�D� of a noun SDUãQD�. In this way, 
a connection with SDUãQD� that could mean ‘heel’  would certainly be a possibility. 
Another candidate is SDUãQD� ‘leopard’ , however: squatting is a typical movement 
of big cats. I must admit, however, that I have not been able to find a context in 
which SDUãQDH� is associated with any cat-like animal. Regardless of which 
connection one chooses to favour, it is quite probable that SDUãQDH� formally goes 
back to *SUVQR�¨H�R�.  
 ! ( � )*" SDUãGX�� (c. and n.?) ‘leaf, foliage’ : nom.sg.c. SiU�Dã�GX�Xã (OH/MS), 
acc.sg.c. SiU�Dã�GX�XQ (OH?/NS), nom.-acc.sg.n.? SiU�Dã�WX (OH/MS), dat.-
loc.sg. SiU�Dã�GX�L, nom.pl.c. SiU�Dã�WX�H�Hã (MH/MS), acc.pl.c. SiU�Dã�GX�Xã. 
  
See CHD P: 190f. for attestations. This word is consistently spelled SiU�Dã� 
(which contrasts with the spelling SD�UD�Dã� as e.g. in NA SDUDã§D� and SD�UD�ã° as 
in SDUDã ãã�� � ), which is the reason for me to follow CHD in citing this word as 
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SDUãGX�. Usually, it is translated ‘shoot, sprig’ , but CHD convincingly translates 
‘leaf’ . This is of importance for the etymological interpretation (note that older 
etymologies, like Weitenberg’ s (1975), who connected SDUãGX� with Arm. RUWµ 
‘vine’  and Gr.  ‘shoot, twig’ , are all based on the translation ‘shoot, 
sprig’  and therefore have become impossible). Basing oneself on the translation 
‘leaf’ , one could possibly think of a connection with OE EURUG, �HV m. ‘prick, 
point, lance, javelin, the first blade or spire of grass/corn, etc.’ , from *E � UVG � �,�
although a meaning ‘leaf’  of this latter word could be secondary.  
 
SDUãWX©©D��(c.) an earthenware cup(?) (Sum. (DUG)GAL.GIR4): acc.sg. SiU�Dã�GX�
X§�§D�DQ (MS), instr. SiU�Dã�WX�X§�§L�LW (NS), acc.pl. SiU�Dã�WX�X§�§D�Dã (NS), 
broken: SiU�Dã�WX�X�X§�§[D��� (MS). 
  
See CHD P: 191 for attestations. This word is consistently spelled SiU�Dã�,�which 
is the reason for me to follow CHD in citing this word as SDUãWX§§D� (cf. 
SDUãGX�). On the basis of alternations with (DUG)GAL GIR4, we have to conclude 
that SDUãWX§§D� denotes an earthenware cup. The etymological interpretation of 
this word is unclear, but a formal connection with SDUãGX� ‘leaf’  (q.v.) seems 
likely. If so, we have to assume that this word shows a suffix �§§D�. Such a suffix 
is further only attested in DQQDQX§§D� ‘trained(?)’  (see at DQQDQX�� � ).  
 
SDUãXU (n.) cooked dish (Sum. TU7): nom.-acc.sg. SiU�ãX�X�XU (OS), SiU�ãX�XU 
(OH?/NS), gen.sg. SiU�ãX�X�UD�Dã (MS), abl. SiU�ãX�X�UD�D] (MS), instr. SiU�ãX�
X�UL�LW (OH?/NS). 
 Derivatives: SDUã UDã�(1 ‘cooking chef’ , SDUã UDã�SHGD� ‘cooking area’ . 
  PIE *E � UV�Ñ� 
  
See CHD P: 193f. for attestations. The word denotes all kinds of cooked dishes: 
soups, broths, stews, meat varieties. Already Sturtevant (1933: 148) connected 
this word to SDUã�L¨H�D�� ‘to break’  (q.v.): ‘Brockengericht’ . See there for further 
etymology.  
 
SDUã]D: see SDU]D  
 ! +	,
+ " SDUW ÓDU� �� SDUW XQ� (n.) ‘wing, feather’ : nom.-acc.sg. SiU�WD�X�ÑD�DU 
(OH/MS), SiU�WD�D�X�ÑD�DU (OH or MH/MS?), SiU�WD�D�X�DU (MS?), SiU�WD�D�ÑD�
DU (NS), SiU�WD�ÑD�DU, dat.-loc.sg. SiU�W[D�X�QL] (OH or MH/MS?), abl. SiU�WD�X�
QD�D] (KBo 8.155 ii 9 (NS)), SiU�GD�X�QD�D] (KBo 27.163, 7 (MH/NS)) SiU�GD�
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D�X�QD�]D (KBo 33.188 iii? 14 (MH/NS)), instr. SiU�WD�~�QL�W X�Xã (KBo 17.1 i 6 
(OS)), SiU�WD�~�QL�LW (KUB 32.122, 6, 7 (MS?), KUB 33.8 ii 16 (fr.), 17 (fr.) 
(OH/NS)), SiU�WD�D�X�QL�LW (KBo 4.2 i 4 (OH/NS), KUB 15.31 i 35, ii 40 
(MH/NS)), SiU�WD�X�QL�LW (KUB 15.32 i 37 (MH/NS), KBo 15.48 ii 6, 27 
(MH/NS)), nom.-acc.pl. [SiU�W]D�D�X�ÑD (OH/MS), [Si]U�WD�X�ÑD (OH/MS), SiU�
WD�D�X�ÑD�DU (MH/MS), SiU�WD�X�ÑD�DU (MH/NS), dat.-loc.pl. [Si]U�WD�~�QD�Dã 
(KUB 36.49 i 8 (OS?)), SiU�WD�X�QD�Dã (VBoT 125, 3 (NS)). 
 Derivatives: see SDUW QL�. 
 IE cognates: OCS SHUaW  ‘they fly’ , Skt. SDU�i� ‘wing’ , Lith. VSD6QDV ‘wing’ . 
  PIE *SU7�y�ÑU � *SU7�y�XQ� 
  
See CHD P: 198f. for attestations. The meaning ‘wing’  is securely attested, but 
some contexts are better understandable if we translate ‘feather’ , which seems to 
indicate that SDUW ÑDU could denote both. This word belongs to the small class of 
words in � ÑDU � �DXQ� (further Dã ÑDU � DãDXQ�,�§DUã ÑDU � §DUãDXQ�,� NDU ÑDU � 
NDUDXQ� and ãDU ÑDU � ãDUDXQ�), which on the basis of Dã ÑDU and §DUã ÑDU have 
to be analysed as *&&� ÑDU. As I have argued under the lemma NDU ÑDU � 
NDUDXQ�,� the suffix � ÑDU � �DXQ� may have to be compared with � WDU � � QQ� < 
*-y�WU � �y�WQ�,�which means that we should assume that we are dealing with *-y�
Ñ� � �y�XQ�. For SDUW ÑDU this means that we are dealing with a root SDUW�. Within 
Hittite, such a root is only attested in the verb SDUWLSDUWLãNH�D�� � , the meaning of 
which is unclear, however. Nevertheless, it is quite obvious that this SDUW� belongs 
with Skt. SDU�i� ‘wing, feather’ , Lith. VSD6QDV ‘wing’ , etc. which point to *SHU�. 
This indicates that SDUW� reflects a dental extension and that SDUW ÑDU can be 
reconstructed *SU7�y�Ñ�.  
 The oblique case, SDUWDXQ� is spelled with the sign Ú as well as with U. These 
spellings show a chronological distribution, namely Ú in older texts and U in 
younger texts. This indicates that OH /-aun-/ phonetically develops into /-aon-/ 
from MH times onwards (compare § 1.3.9.4.e).  
 
SDUWLSDUWLãNH�D�& '  (Ic6) ‘?’ : 3sg.pres.act. SiU�WL�SiU�WL�Lã�NH�H]�]L (NS). 
  
The word is hapax in the following context:  

 
KUB 17.3 iii  
(7) GIM�DQ PD OX�XN�NDW�WD QX d.GIŠGIM.MAŠ�Xã L�ÑD�D[U ...]  
(8) SiU�WL�SiU�WL�Lã�NH�H]�]L  
 
‘But at day-break, Gilgameš S.-s like a [...]’ .  
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On the basis of this context, it cannot be determined what the verb denotes. Some 
scholars translate ‘flies, hurries’  (e.g. Kronasser 1966: 587) on the basis of a 
formal similarity with SDUW ÑDU � SDUWDXQ� ‘wing’ , but this is nothing more than a 
guess. No further etymology.  
 
SDUW QL��(c.) a bird: acc.pl. SiU�WX�X�QL�Xã (OS). 
  
See CHD P: 200 for attestations. It is clear that the word refers to a certain kind of 
bird, but its exact meaning cannot be determined. Nevertheless it seems obvious 
that the word should be cognate with SDUW ÑDU � SDUW XQ� ‘wing, feather’  (q.v.).  
 �	 SDUXã©D�: see NA SDUDã§D�  
 
SDU]D (adv. indicating direction) ‘...-wards’ ; SSD�SDU]D ‘backwards, in reverse’ ; 
NDWWDQ�SDU]D ‘downwards’ ; SDU �SDU]D ‘forwards(?)’ : SiU�]D (often, OS), SiU�Dã�
]D (2x, MH/NS). 
 IE cognates: Gr. , ,  (Cret.) ‘to’ , Skt. SUiWL ‘in the direction of’ . 
  PIE *SU�WL (?) 
  
See CHD P: 196 for attestations. The spelling SiU�]D is the most common and 
attested in OS texts already. A spelling SiU�Dã�]D is found twice only, in NS texts. 
Melchert (1994a: 166) attributes the alternation between SiU�]D and SiU�Dã�]D to 
“ loss of /s/ in front of /ts/” , so SDUã] > SDU]. He does not explain however, how it 
is possible that SDU]D is found in OS texts already, whereas SDUDã]D is attested in 
NS texts only. And if we are dealing with an analogical restoration of �ã�,�on the 
basis of what? I therefore assume that SDU]D is the original form and regard the 
attestations of SDUDã]D more in the line of Joseph (1984: 6f.), who suggests that 
SDUDã]D is a secondary formation in analogy to WDSXã]D ‘sideward’ . The one 
attestation Sp� U�]D (633/v, l.col. 4, see StBoT 15: 46) is uncertain regarding its 
reading and found on such a broken piece that its context cannot be reconstructed. 
I therefore disregard this form in this discussion.  
 The exact formation of SDU]D is unclear. A connection with SHU � SDUQ� ‘house’  
is probably unjustified, as the abl. of this word is SHU]D. Laroche (1970: 40) saw 
SDU]D as the abl.-form that belongs to the paradigm of SHUDQ and SDU  (old acc. 
and all. respectively), which would mean that it reflects *SU�WL. If so, it would be 
comparable to Gr. , ,  (Cret.) ‘to’ , Skt. SUiWL ‘in the direction of’ . 
Whereas Gr.  seems to reflect *SUyWL and Skt. SUiWL must reflect *SUpWL, Cret. 
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 shows a zero grade formation *SUWL, which we have to reconstruct for 
Hittite as well.  
 If these connections are justified, they would form a major additional argument 
in favour of reconstructing the abl.-ending �] as *-WL (q.v.).  
 
SDU]D©DQQDã,�SDUãD©DQQDã,�SHU]D©DQQDã,�SHUHã©DQQDã,�SHUãD©©DQQDã�(gen.sg.) 
modifying livestock: gen.sg. SiU�]D�§D�DQ�QD�Dã (MH/MS), Sp�HU�ãD�D§�§D�DQ�
QD�Dã (Arn.I/MS), É�HU�ãD�D§�§D�QD�Dã (Arn.I/MS), Sp�HU�]D�§D[-DQ�QD�Dã] 
(MH/NS), Sp�UH�Hã�§D�DQ�QD�Dã (MH/NS), SiU�ãD�§D�DQ�QD½�Dã¾. 
 Derivatives: �� SDU]D©DQDããL� (adj.), defining cattle (nom.sg.c. � SiU�]D�
§[D]-QD�Dã�ãL�Lã (NH)). 
  
See CHD P: 201 for attestations. This word only occurs as a gen.sg. describing 
cattle (mostly GU4 ‘ox’ ). Its exact meaning cannot be determined on the basis of 
the contexts in which these forms are found. Laroche (1957b: 128) suggests to 
analyze the word as a compound of SHU ‘house’  and ãD§§DQ ‘tax, feudal duty’ . 
Apart from the fact that there is no semantic evidence to support this idea, it is 
formally problematic as well since the gen.sg. of ãD§§DQ is ãD§§DQDã with 
geminate �§§�,�which contradicts the fact that SDU]D§DQQDã usually shows single 
spelling. Nevertheless, the spellings SHUãD§§DQQDã and É�HUãD§§DQDã seem to fit 
Laroche’ s analysis well, but perhaps these forms are influenced by folk-
etymology. To my mind, the many different spellings of this word clearly point to 
a foreign origin.  
 
S ã� ' ���SDã��(IIa2) ‘to swallow, to gulp down’ : 3sg.pres.act. SD�D�ãL (MH/NS), SD�
Dã�]L (OH or MH/NS), 3pl.pres.act. SD�ãD?�D[Q�]L], 2sg.pret.act. SD�Dã�WD 
(MH/NS), 3sg.pret.act. SD�Dã�WD (MH/MS), SD�D�Dã�WD (NH), � SD�Dã�WD (NH), 
3sg.imp.act. SD�Dã�GX (MH/MS), SD�D�ãX (MH/NS); inf.I SD�D�Dã�ãX�DQ�]L; impf. 
SD�Dã�NH�D� (NH), SD�D�ãL�Lã�NH�D� (MH/MS). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. SDãã� ‘to swallow’  (3sg.pret.act. SD�Dã�WD, inf. SD�Dã�ãX�
X�QD), see � SDSSDãD�. 
 IE cognates: Skt. StEDWL ‘drinks’ , Gr.  ‘to drink’ , OCS SLWL ‘to drink’ , OIr. 
HEDLW ‘they drink’ , Lat. ELEHUH ‘to drink’ , Arm. PSH� ‘to drink’ . 
  PIE *SRK � �V�HL � *SK � VHQWL 
  
See CHD P: 203f. for attestations. The verb is Hittite as well as Luwian, which 
explains the occasional use of gloss wedges. We find forms with PL� as well as 
with §L-endings (3sg.pres.act. SDã]L besides S ãL and 3sg.imp.act. SDãGX besides 
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S ãX). Since the PL-inflection is the productive one, I assume that the §L-inflection 
is original here: S ã� �  � SDã�.  
 For 3pl.pres.act., CHD cites two attestations. The form SD�ã ?�D[Q�]L] (KBo 
34.2, 40) indeed likely means ‘they swallow’ , but “ SDã?(or SLã)-ãD�DQ�]L”  (KUB 
51.33, 4) is found in such a broken context that its meaning cannot be determined. 
CHD even cites this latter form twice, namely as 3pl.pres. of S ã� �  ‘to swallow’ , 
and as 3pl.pres. of SHã�� �  ‘to rub’ . I therefore would leave that form out of 
consideration here, which means that SD�ã ?�D[Q�]L] is the only form that we can 
use for our historical interpretation.  
 Since Sturtevant (1932b: 120) this verb is generally connected with PIE *SHK � � 
‘to drink’  and regarded as an V-extension: *SHK � �V�. So S ãL � SDãDQ]L reflects 
*SyK � �V�HL � *SK � �V�pQWL.  
 In CLuwian, a reduplicated derivative is found as well, see under SDSSDãD�.  
 ��� ���	 SDã�ã�D� (c.) a type of bread: acc.pl. SD�Dã�ãX�Xã (MH/NS), SD�ãX�[Xã] 
(MH/NS). 
  
See CHD P: 204. The two attestations are duplicates of each other. In a third 
duplicate we find NINDASiU�ãX�[Xã] on this spot, which could mean that SD�Dã�ãX�
Xã and SD�ãX�[Xã] have to be read as SiU!�Dã�ãX�Xã and SiU!�ãX�[Xã] and belong to 
NINDASDUãD� (see at SDUã�L¨H�D�� ‘to break’ ).  
 $
% SDã�ã�DQGDOD��(c.) a servant in the palace kitchen, ‘taster(?)’ : nom.sg. SD�ãD�DQ�
GD�OD�Dã (MH?/NS), nom.pl. SD�Dã�ãD�DQ�GD�OL�Hã (OS), gen.pl. SD�Dã�ãD�DQ�WD�
O[D�Dã] (OH or MH/NS). 
  
See CHD P: 204 for attestations. Although the function of the LÚSDããDQGDOD� is 
unclear, it is formally possible that the word is derived from S ã� �  � SDã� ‘to 
swallow’ . Therefore, a translation ‘taster’  is often found. See S ã� �  � SDã� for 
further etymology.  
 
SDãL©DH�& '  (Ic2) ‘to rub, to squeeze, to crush’ : 3sg.pres.act. SD�ãL�§D�L]�]L (NH), 
SD�ãL�§D�D�[L]�]L?] (NH), Luw.3sg.pres.act. � SD�ãL�§D�D�WL (NH), 
Luw.1sg.pret.act. SD�D�ãL�§D�D§�§D (NH), Luw.3sg.pret.act. SD�ãL�§D�D�LG�G[D] 
(NH), 3sg.imp.act. SD�ãL�§D�LG�GX (NS); 3sg.pres.midd. SD�ãL�§D�WD�[U]L (MH/NS); 
impf. SD�ãL�§D�Lã�NH�D� (MH/NS). 
  
See CHD P: 205 for attestations. The normal meaning of this verb is ‘to rub, to 
squeeze, to crush’ , but the syntagm (UZU)GAB��ã�L SDãL§DH�� �  seems to denote ‘to 
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betray’ . Because of the many Luwian inflected forms and the late attestation in 
the Hittite corpus, SDãL§DH� probably is a Luwian verb originally. Formally, it 
looks as if SDãL§DH� is derived from a further unattested noun *SDãL§D�. According 
to Starke (1990: 484), it is cognate with Hitt. SHã� ‘to rub, to scrub’  (q.v.). 
Although semantically this would make sense, the formal consequence, namely 
that we have to analyse *SDãL§D� as *SV�L§D�,� is awkward since a suffix �L§D� is 
further unknown.  
 ! �	 " SDããLOD�� (c.) ‘stone, pebble; gem, precious stone’ : nom.sg. SD�Dã�ãL�OD�Dã 
(MS), acc.sg. SD�Dã�ãL�OD�DQ (OH/NS, MH/MS), SD�Dã�ãL�OX�XQ (MH/NS), gen.sg. 
SD�Dã�ãL�OD�Dã (OH/MS), nom.pl. SD�Dã�ãL�OH�Hã (OH/MS), SD�Dã�ãL�OL�Lã 
(MH/MS), SD�ãL�OX�Xã (OH/NS), [S]D�Dã�ãH�OX!�Xã (NS), acc.pl. SD�Dã�ãL�OX�Xã 
(OH or MH/MS), SD�ãH�OX�Xã (NS), SD�Dã�ãL�OD�Dã (NS), dat.-loc.pl. SD�Dã�ãL�OD�Dã 
(OH or MH/NS), SD�Dã�ãL�OL�¨D�Dã (OH or MH/NS). 
 Derivatives: 

�	 SDããLODQW� ‘stone, pebble’  (acc.pl. SD�Dã�ãL�OD�DQ�GX�Xã). 
  
See CHD P: 206f. for attestations. Most forms show a stem SDããLOD�,�but SDããLOX� 
(acc.sg. SDããLOXQ) and SDããLOL� (dat.-loc.pl. SDããLOL¨Dã) occasionally occur as well. 
Already since Sturtevant (1930d: 126) the word has generally been connected 
with Skt. EKiVPDQ� ‘ash’  and Gr.  ‘pebble’  from *E � HV� ‘to rub (in pieces)’ . 
Although semantically this connection could be possible, formally it is difficult. 
What kind of suffix is �LOD�? Why do we find geminate �ãã�? Traditionally, 
SDããLOD� is seen as belonging with SDããX� (q.v.), but this has become improbable 
as SDããX� does not mean ‘rock’ . Cf. also NA SDããXHOD�.  
 
S ãN� ' ���SDãN� (IIa2 > Ic1, Ic2) ‘to stick in, to fasten, to plant; to set up; to impale’ : 
1sg.pres.act. SD�Dã�ND�D§�§L (NS), SD�Dã�JD�PL (NS), 3sg.pres.act. SD�Dã�NL 
(MH/MS), SD�Dã�NL�H]�]L (MS), 3pl.pres.act. SD�Dã�NiQ�]L (MS?), [S]D?�D�Dã�NiQ�
]L (KBo 29.92 ii 14 (MH/NS)), 1sg.pret.act. SD�Dã�JD�D§[-§X�XQ?] (NH), 
3sg.pret.act. SD�Dã�NL�HW (OH/MS?), 1pl.pret.act. SD�Dã�NL�¨D�X�HQ, 3pl.pret.act. SD�
Dã�NH�HU (OH or MH/NS), 3sg.imp.act. SD�Dã�NL�H[G�GX?]; part. SD�Dã�NiQ�W� 
(MH/MS); verb.noun SD�Dã�JD�X�ÑD�DU; impf. SD�Dã�NH�Hã�NH�D� (MH/NS). 
  PIE *3yV.�HL, *3V.�pQWL 
  
See CHD P: 207 for attestations. This verb shows a variaty of stems, of which it 
is not always immediately clear how to interpret them, also because of the 
ambiguity of the signs KI, IZ and IT that can be read NL or NH, L] or H] and LW or HW, 
respectively. Usually, this verb is regarded as an original imperfective in �ãNH�D� 
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(e.g. Oettinger 1979a: 326-7). This could indeed ey a meaningful interpretation of 
the forms 1sg.pres.act. SD�Dã�JD�PL, 3sg.pres.act. SD�Dã�KI�IZ�]L when read as SD�
Dã�NH�H]�]L, 3pl.pres.act. SD�Dã�NiQ�]L, 3sg.pres.act. SD�Dã�KI�IT when read as SD�
Dã�NH�HW, 3pl.pret.act. SD�Dã�NH�HU, 3sg.imp.act. SD�Dã�KI�ID�GX when read as SD�
Dã�NH�HG�GX and verb.noun SD�Dã�JD�X�ÑD�DU. Although this seems to be an 
impressive list, I am doubting its correctness. In my view, the 3sg.pres.act.-form 
SD�Dã�NL, which is multiple times attested in MS texts already, it would be 
unexplicable when we start from an original paradigm in �ãNH�D�. In my view, it is 
so aberrant that it must reflect the oldest type. I therefore assume that this form 
shows that we are dealing with an original §L-inflecting verb SDãN� � . If the one 
attestation [S]D?�D�Dã�NiQ�]L indeed belongs here (but note the doubts expressed in 
CHD), it would even show that we are dealing with an original ablauting stem 
S ãN� �  � SDãN�. This inflection would fit the following forms: 1sg.pres.act. SD�Dã�
ND�D§�§L = /paskHi/, 3pl.pres.act. SD�Dã�NiQ�]L = /pskántsi/, 1sg.pres.act. SD�Dã�JD�
D§[-§X�XQ] = /paskHon/, 3pl.pret.act. SD�Dã�NH�HU = /pskér/ and part. SD�Dã�NiQ�W� 
= /pskánt-/. In my view, the forms SD�Dã�KI�IZ�]L, etc. must be read as SD�Dã�NL�
H]�]L, showing a stem SDãNL¨H�D�� �  (also in SD�Dã�NL�HW, SD�Dã�NL�¨D�X�HQ and SD�Dã�
NL�H[G�GX]), which can easily be explained as a secondary formation on the basis 
of 3sg.pres.act. SDãNL. The forms SD�Dã�JD�PL and SD�Dã�JD�X�ÑD�DU show a stem 
SDãNDH�� � , inflecting according to the §DWUDH�class that is highly productive in NH 
times.  
 This formal analysis is important for the etymological interpretation of this 
verb: all etymologies that are based on the assumption that S ãN� �  � SDãN� is a 
�ãNH�D�imperfective originally cannot be correct. This goes for Oettinger (l.c.), 
who reconstructs *SDV�VNH�,�which he connects with the verb SHã� ‘to rub’  (q.v.) 
as well as Rikov (1982: 24) and Melchert (1994a: 167) who assume that this verb 
reflects *SDNVNH�D� from the PIE root *SHK � �� ‘fest werden’  or *SHK � �� 
‘festmachen’ . Formally, we can only start from a root *3HV.� (for the root 
structure, cf. the root *PRVJ� ‘marrow’ ), showing an inflection *3yV.�HL, *3V.�
pQWL. I must admit that I know of no convincing IE cognates, however.  
 
SDãNX�& ' �(Ib1 > Ic2) ‘to reject, to ignore; to neglect; to remove’ : Luw.3sg.pres.act. 
[SD�Dã]-NX�WL (NS), 3pl.pres.act. SD�Dã�NX�ÑD�DQ�]L (OH or MH/MS), 1sg.pret.act. 
SD�Dã�NX�ÑD�QX�XQ (NH), SD[-Dã�NX�Ñ]D�D�QX�XQ (NH), � SD�Dã�NX�ÑD�QX�XQ 
(NH), 3sg.pret.act. SD�Dã�NX�XW�WD (MH/MS), SD�Dã�NX�ÑD�LW (NH), 3sg.imp.act. 
SD�Dã�NX�WX (NS); 2sg.pres.midd. SD�Dã�NX�L�LW�WD (OH/NS). 
 Anat. cognates: HLuw. SDVNZ� ‘to neglect’  (3sg.pres.act. /paskwi/ SD�Vj�REL�L 
(SULTANHAN §20)). 
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  PAnat. *3DVN - � 
  
See CHD P: 208-9 for attestations. The original stem is SDãNX�,�which is visible in 
the MS forms SDãNXWWD and SDãNXÑDQ]L. Especially the form 3sg.pret.act. SDãNXWWD 
(and not **SDãNXW) shows that we have to phonologically interpret this stem as 
/paskw-/. In NH times, the trivial transition into the §DWUDH-class yielded forms 
like SDãNXÑ QXQ and SDãNXÑDLW. In HLuwian, we find a verbal form SD�Vj�REL�L 
‘neglects’  which likely is to be interpreted as /paskwi/ (note the §L-inflection), 
which would indicate that the PAnat. form was *3DVN - � (since *J -  would have 
disappeared in Luwian). This is supported by the PN f3D�Dã�NX�ÑD�DP�PL�Lã 
(KUB 31.59 ii 4), which formally is to be interpreted as a Luwian participle of a 
stem SDãNX�ÑD��. I know of no IE cognates however.  
 
SDããX��(c.) elevated structure (‘step, podium, pedestal or terrace’ ): nom.sg. ED�Dã�
ã[X]-Xã (NH), acc.sg. SD�Dã�ãX�XQ, dat.-loc.sg. SD�Dã�ãX�L (MH/MS), SD�Dã�ãX�~�L 
((NH), SD�Dã�ãX�ÑL .  (NH), SD�Dã�ãX�X�L, SDã�ãX�X�L, dat.-loc.pl. SD�Dã�ãX�ÑD�Dã 
(NH). 
  
See CHD P: 211f. for attestations. The exact meaning of this word is not clear, 
but CHD states that ‘S. is a raised structure or area [...] on which dignitaries step 
or stand, and where statues can be erected’ . Often we find SDããX� translated as 
‘stone pedestal, rock’ , based on the formal similarity with SDããLOD� ‘stone, 
pebble’ , but CHD argues that the word hardly can denote a rock: ‘if it were a rock 
one would expect at least once the det. NA4’ . This means that all traditional 
etymologies of this word, which presuppose a connection with SDããLOD� ‘stone, 
pebble’ , are likely to be incorrect (e.g. the equation with Skt. S ¨VX� ‘dust’ ). I do 
not have a good alternative, however.  
 �	 SDããXHOD��(gender unclear) a stone object: dat.-loc.pl. SD�Dã�ãX�H�OD�Dã. 
  
This word is hapax in a broken and unclear context. Only the use of the 
determinative NA4 is indicative that the word must denote a stone object. Often, 
the word is connected with SDããX� (q.v.), but as this latter word probably did not 
mean ‘rock’ , the connection is quite random. A connection with (NA )SDããLOD� 
‘stone, pebble’  (q.v.) may seem more likely, but is hard to interpret formally. No 
further etymology.  
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 SDW� (enclitic particle of specification, limitation and identity) ‘the same, the 
aforementioned (anaphoric); likewise, as before; self; only, exclusively; in 
addition; rather; even; certainly’ :  SiW (OS). 
 IE cognates: Av. E , E Ð� E � E LÐ (particles of emphasis), Arm. ED, ED\ 
(emphasizing particle), Goth. ED (cond. particle), Lith. Ej ‘really, indeed’ , OCS 
ER ‘then’ . 
  PIE * E / RG 
  
See CHD P: 213f. for a semantic discussion. This particle is written with the sign 
BAD only, which in principle can be read SiW as well as StW. Although in the older 
literature the reading  StW sometimes can be found, nowadays this clitic is usually 
cited as  SiW. This is not a fully arbitrary choice: we know that the most common 
reading of the sign BAD is SiW and that words where it should be read StW often 
are spelled with St�LW as well. Because this clitic is never spelled ** St�LW, it is 
likely that we should read  SiW here. Moreover, this reading may be supported by 
the form D�NL�SD�D[W�ã]D�DQ (KBo 5.3 iii 31) if this indeed denotes DNL SDW ãDQ. 
Puhvel (1979a: 217) argued that the particle should be read  Sq, however, which 
he concluded on the basis of his etymological connection with Av. E  ‘truly’  and 
Lith. Ej ‘surely’ . Note that although the reading Sq for the sign BAD is common 
in Akkadian texts, it is as far as I know never used in Hittite texts. I therefore 
reject Puhvel’ s view.  
 CHD observes that spellings like D�St�¨D�SiW show that the phonological form of 
this particle is /=bat/ (or /=bad/), with lenis �E�. This would mean that the quite 
common etymological connection with Lith. SjW (indecl. particle) ‘self, just’  that 
would point to a reconstruction *SRW, is impossible (Pedersen 1935: 80-88 and 
followers).  
 Within Hittite, I think we can compare  SDW to the second part of DS � ‘that 
(near you)’ . The first part, D�,� is likely to be equated with the demonstrative D� 
(DãL � XQL � LQL) which means that �S � is some kind of suffix, reflecting *-E 0 / 1 R�. If 
 SDW indeed is cognate to that suffix, then we can equate it with nom.-acc.sg.n. 
DS W < *K 2 R�E / yG. The clitic  SDW then reflects unaccentuated *-E / RG. The suffix 
perhaps belongs with “ *E / ³�º”  (Pokorny 1959: 113) as reconstructed on the basis 
of the emphasizin particles Av. E , E Ð� E � E LÐ, Arm. ED, ED\, etc.  
 
S W����SDW�,�SDWD� (c.) ‘foot, leg’  (Sum. GÌR, Akk. â 38 (GÌR�3Ë)): nom.sg. GÌR-
Dã (MH/NS), GÌR-Lã (MH/NS), acc.sg. GÌR-DQ (OH/NS), gen.sg. GÌR-Dã (NH), 
GÌR-DQ (MH/NS), dat.-loc.sg. GÌR-L (MH/NS), abl. GÌR-D] (MH/MS), GÌR-]D 
(OH or MH/NS?), instr. SD�WH�HW (NS), GÌR-LW (MH/NS), acc.pl. SD�D�WX�X[ã] 
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(MS), gen.pl. SD�WD�D�Q D (OS), SD�WD�D�DQ (OH/MS), [S]D�D�WD�DQ (OH/NS), 
dat.-loc.pl. SD�WD�D�Dã (OS), 
 Derivatives: ��SDGXPPD� ‘foot(?) (of a bed)’  (abl. � SD�GX�XP�PD�D]�] L�¨D 
(MH/NS)), 

( � ) S WLªDOOL� ‘leg, foot (of furniture)’  (acc.sg. SD�WL�¨D�DO�OL�HQ, dat.-
loc.sg. SD�WL�¨D�DO�OL (NS), dat.-loc.pl. SD�D�WL�¨D�DO�OL�¨D�Dã (NS), SD�WL�¨D�DO�OL�¨D�
Dã (NS)). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. S WD�L� ‘foot’  (abl.-instr. SD�WD�WL, coll.pl. GÌRMEŠ�WD, 
dat.-loc.pl. SD�D�WD�DQ�]D, gen.adj.nom.-acc.sg.n. SD�D�WD�Dã�ãD�DQ�]D); HLuw. 
SDGD�L� (c.) ‘foot’  (loc.sg. “ PES”SD�WD 3 �� (KARKAMIŠ A15E §12), “ PES”SD�Wj 
(SULTANHAN §6), instr. “ PES”SD�UD�L�UL�L (ASSUR letters I�J §24), acc.pl. 
“ PES”SD�WL�]L� �0$5$ù� �� ������ GDW�-loc.pl. “ PES”SD�Wj�]D (KARATEPE 1 §22), 
“ PES”SD�UD�L�]D (SULTANHAN §9)); Lyc. SHGH�L� ‘foot’  (abl.-instr. SHGHGL). 
 IE cognates: Skt. SiG� ‘foot’ , SaGD� ‘foot’ , Arm. RW ‘foot’ , Gr. (Dor.) , 

 ‘foot’ , Lat. S V, SHG�LV ‘foot’ . 
  PIE *SyG� � SG� 
  
An etymological interpretation of this word was first given by Friedrich (HW: 
165), who convincingly connected it with PIE *SRG� ‘foot’ . Although this 
connection is generally accepted, it is not easy to interpret the Hittite forms 
coherently.  
 An overview of forms can be found in CHD P: 231f.. Note however that there is 
stated that in IBoT 2.109 ii 25 a nom.sg. GÌR�Lã can be found, but this is 
incorrect: the form in fact is GÌR�Dã. This makes nom.sg. GÌR�Lã as indeed 
attested twice on the tablet KUB 9.4 (i 14 and 33) a hapax form. According to 
CHD this GÌR�Lã is to be regarded as a Luwian form, which is possible but not 
obligatory: KUB 9.4 contains many scribal errors and grammatical singularities, 
which makes it possible that GÌR�Lã is just a mistaken form.  
 On the basis of nom.sg. GÌR�Dã and acc.sg. GÌR�DQ, it is often assumed that we 
are dealing with an R-stem noun SDWD�. These forms are found in NS texts only, 
however. When we look at the oldest attested forms (OS and MS) of this word, 
we only find plural forms. If we compare acc.pl. S WXã with gen.pl. SDW Q and 
dat.-loc.pl. SDW ã, it is hard not to interpret these forms as showing accentual 
mobility, and subsequently even ablaut: /padus/ vs. /pdan/ and /pdas/. Since 
ablaut is not to be expected in an R-stem noun, it is in my view likely that in the 
oldest stage of Hittite, this word still was a root noun, which was secondarily 
thematicized in NH times only (compare the development of WXHNN� � WXNN� to 
WXHNND�). I therefore reconstruct acc.pl. *SyG�PV, gen.pl. *SG�yP and dat.-loc.pl. 
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*SG�yV. Note that in Hittite there is no evidence for an H-grade form *SHG� as is 
usually assumed on the basis of Lat. S V.  
 The CLuwian attestations of ‘foot’  need some commentary. Melchert (1993b: 
173) cites nom.sg. SD�WD�D[ã] (KBo 29.25 iii 5-7) and SD�WD�D�Dã (KUB 25.37 ii 
28), but the interpretation of these forms are far from ascertained (note that of the 
first form Melchert himself does not exclude a reading SD�WD�W[L]). An erg.pl. [SD�
D�WD�D]Q�WD is cited by Starke 1985: 226 (KUB 35.88 ii 8), but to my mind, there 
is no positive evidence for this addition. This leaves us only with abl.-instr. 
SDWDWL, coll.?pl. GÌRMEŠ�WD (interpreted by Schindler DSXG Watkins 1986: 60 as a 
dual-form), dat.-loc.pl. S WDQ]D and gen.adj. S WDããD�L�. Especially the fact that 
the alleged nom.sg.-forms are unascertained, leaves the way open for assuming 
that in CLuwian this word showed L-motion, just as we find in HLuwian (acc.pl. 
SDWLQ]L).  
 
SDGGD� ' ���SDGG� (IIa1 ) ‘to dig (the ground); to bury(?)’ : 1sg.pres.act. SiG�GD�D§�
§L (OS), 3sg.pres.act. SiG�GD�D�L (OH/NS), SiG�GD�L (MH/NS), 3pl.pres.act. SiG�
GD�DQ�]L (MH/NS), SiG�GD�D�DQ�]L (MH?/MS), 1sg.pret.act. SiG�GD�D§�§X�XQ 
(NS), 3sg.pret.act. SiG�G[D�Dã?] (MH?/NS), 3pl.pret.act. SiW�WH�HU (MH/MS); 
3sg.pres.midd. SiG�GD�D�UL; part. SiG�GD�DQ�W� (NS); inf.I SiW�WX�DQ�]L (NS), SiW�
WX�X�PD�DQ�]L. 
 Derivatives: SDWWHããDU���SDWWHãQ� (n.) ‘excavation, pit, hole in the ground, breach 
(in wall)’  (nom.-acc.sg. SiW�WH�Hã�ãDU (MH/MS?), dat.-loc.sg. SiW�WH�Hã�QL 
(OH/NS), SiW�WH�Lã�QL (MH?/NS)). 
 IE cognates: Lat. IRGLR ‘to dig’ , OCS ERGa ‘to stab’ , Lith. EHG� ‘to stick, to dig’ , 
etc. 
  PIE *E / yG / K 4 �HL, *E / G / K 4 �pQWL 
  
See CHD P: 235f. for attestations. The verb and its derivative is consistently 
spelled with the initial sign BAD, which can be read SiW as well as StW. CHD 
therefore cites this verb as “ SDGGD� (or: SLGGD�)”  and states that its usual 
transcription SDGG�D�� is an “ arbitrary”  choice. This is not fully the case, however: 
if the verb were SLGG�D�� (with a reading StW), we would expect that at least a few 
times it was spelled with initial St�LW� (cf. e.g. the verb SLGGDH�5 6  ‘to bring, to 
render’  that is spelled StG�GD� as well as St�LG�GD�). I therefore stick to the usual 
practice and assume that this verbs has to be read with a vowel �D�.  
 Since Sturtevant (1938a: 107) SDGG�D�� is generally connected with Lat. IRGLR 
‘to dig’ , OCS ERGa ‘to stab’ , Lith. EHG� ‘to stick, to dig’ , etc. These latter forms 
all seem to go back to a root *E / HG / �,�which is problematic because PIE *G /  does 
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not correspond to Hitt. �WW�. Melchert (1984a: 2655) therefore reconstructs the root 
as *E / HG / K 4 �,�referring to PHNNL� ‘much, many’  < *PH�K 4 �L� that shows that *'K 4  
> Hitt. �7� (followed in e.g. LIV2). Another problem is the fact that SDGG�D�� 
inflects according to the WDUQ�D��class: SDGGD§§L, SDGG L, SDGGDQ]L. The WDUQ�D��
class mainly consists of verbs that go back to a structure *�&H�&R+�HL, *�&H�&+�
HQWL, which yielded Hitt. �&H�& L, �&H�&DQ]L. Such a reconstruction is impossible 
for SDGG�D�� however. We would rather expect that this verb would have behaved 
like other verbs with a root structure *&H&�,�namely *&R&�HL, *&&�HQWL > Hitt. 
& &L, &&DQ]L. Nevertheless, as I have argued in § 2.2.2.2.d, verbs that show a 
structure *&H&K 487 9 � end up in the WDUQ�D��class: the 3sg.pres.-form of roots of this 
structure, *&y&K 487 9 �HL, regularly yielded *&D&DL (and not **&D&L), on the basis 
of which these verbs were taken over into the WDUQ�D��class (see §DUUD� 6  � §DUU� ‘to 
grind’ , LãNDOOD� 6  � LãNDOO� ‘to slit, to tear’ , LãSDUUD� 6  � LãSDUU� ‘to trample’ , PDOOD� 6  � 
PDOO� ‘to mill’  and ãDUWD� 6  � ãDUW� ‘to wipe, to rub’  for the same phenomenon). This 
would be an additional argument in favour of reconstructing a root *E / HG / K 4 � and 
not *E / HG / �.  
 
SDWWDL� : ���SDWWL� (IIa4 > Ic1, Ic2, IIa1 ) ‘to run, to race; to flee; to fly’ : 1sg.pres.act. 
SiW�WL�¨D�PL (NH), 3sg.pres.act. SiG�GD�D�L (OS), SiG�GD�L, SiG�GD�D�L]�]L 
(OH/NS), 1pl.pres.act. SiG�GD�D�X�H�QL (NS?), 3pl.pres.act. SiW�WL�¨D�DQ�]L 
(MH/MS), SiW�WL�DQ�]L (OH/NS), SiW�W[H]-DQ�]L (MH/MS), SiG�GD�D�DQ�]L (NH), 
SiG�GD�DQ�]L (NH), 2sg.pret.act. SiG�GD�LW�WD (NH), 3sg.pret.act. [S]iG�GD�Lã 
(MH/MS), SiG�GD�D�Lã (NH), SiG�GD�D�LW (MH?/MS?), Si[G�G]D�LW (NS), 
3pl.pret.act. SiW�WD�D�HU (NH), 2sg.imp.act. SiG�GD�L (OH or MH/NS), SiG�GD�D�L 
(OH/MS?), 2pl.imp.act. SiG�GD�DW�WpQ (OH/NS), SiG�GD�D�DW�WpQ; verb.noun SiW�
WH�¨D�X�ÑD�DU (OH/MS), SiW!�W �¨[D�X�ÑD�DU] (MS), gen.sg. [Si]G�GX�PD�Dã (NS), 
SiW�WL�¨D�X�ÑD�Dã (NS); inf.I SiG�GX�PD�DQ�]L; impf. SiW�WH�Hã�NH�D� (NS), SiG�GD�
D�Hã�NH�D� (NH), SiG�GD�D�Lã�NH�D� (NH), SiG�GD�Lã�NH�D� (NH). 
 Derivatives: 

;
< SDWWHªDQW� (c.) ‘fugitive’  (Akk. 0811$%780; nom.sg. SiW�WH�
¨D�DQ�]D (MH/MS), SiW�WH�DQ�]D (MH/MS), SiW�WL�DQ�]D (MH/MS), SiW�WL�¨D�DQ�
]D (MH/NS), acc.sg. SiW�WH�¨D�DQ�GD�DQ (MH/MS), SiW�WH�DQ�WD�DQ (MH/MS), 
SiW�WL�¨D�DQ�GD�DQ (MH/NS), gen. S[iW�W]H�¨D�DQ�WD�D[ã] (MH/MS), nom.pl. SiW�
WH�¨D�DQ�WH�Hã (MH/MS), SiW�WH�DQ�WH�H[ã] (NS), dat.-loc.pl. SiW�WL�¨D�DQ�GD�Dã 
(MH/NS), case? SiW�WH�¨D�DQ�WD�Dã (MH/MS)), 

= ;
<�> SDWWHªDQWLOL, = ;
<�> SDWWLªDQWLOL 
(adv.) ‘in the manner of a fugitive’  (SiW�WH�DQ�WL�OL (OS), SiW�WH�¨D�DQ�WL�O[L] (NH), 
SiW�WL�¨D�DQ�WL�OL (OH/NS), SiW�WL�DQ�WL�OL (NH)), SDWWLªDOL�,�SDGGDOOL� (adj.) ‘swift’  
(nom.sg.c. SiW�WL�¨D�OL�Lã (MH/MS), SiG�GD�DO�OL�Lã (MH/NS), acc.sg.c. SiW�WL�¨D�
OL�LQ, SiW�W[H�¨D�OL�LQ] (OH?/NS), nom.pl.c. SiW�WL�¨D�OL�H�Hã (OH or MH/MS?), 
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[SiW�W]L�¨D�D�OL�Hã (OH/NS)), SDWWLQX�? :  (Ib2) ‘to run off with, to elope with (a 
woman), to carry off quickly, to whisk (something) away’  (3sg.pres.act. SiW�WL�QX�
X]�]L (OS), SiW�WL�QX�]L (OH or MH/NS), SiW�WH�QX�X]�]L (OH/NS), SiW�WH�QX�]L 
(OH/NS), 3pl.pres.act. SiW�WL�QX�DQ�]L (OS), 3sg.pret.act. SiW�WH�QX�XW (MH/MS), 
3pl.pret.act. SiW�WH�QX�HU (NS), 3sg.imp.act. SiW�WH�QX�XG�GX (OH or MH/NS); 
impf. SiW�WH�QX�Xã�NH�D�). 
 IE cognates: Skt. SiWDWL ‘to fly’ , Gr.  ‘to fly’  etc. 
  PIE *SWK 2 �yL�HL, *SWK 2 �L�pQWL 
  
See CHD P: 352f. for attestations (under the lemma “ SLGGDL�,�SLWWL\D�H�,�SLWWH�” ). 
Almost all forms of this verb and its derivatives are spelled with an initial sign 
BAD, which can be read SiW or StW. Traditionally, the verb is transliterated with 
StW�,�which is done on the basis of two instances where we (allegedly) find St�LW� 
(cf. Tischler HEG P: 624). The first instance is KUB 56.46 vi 3, which is 
transliterated in its edition StBoT 25: 102 as (line 10) W D�Dã St�LW�WD�L [ ... ], 
whereas CHD cites the line as W D�Dã St� W�W[D�L]. The meaning of this sentence is 
ascertained by the fact that it is the NS duplicate of the OS text KBo 17.43 where 
we find: i (6) W D�Dã BAD�GD�D�L ‘he runs off’ . When we look at the handcopy of 
KUB 56.46, however, we see that this line is rather damaged: 

. The word WD�Dã indeed is clearly visible, but right afther 
this word the tablet breaks off, leaving us only with traces of the lower parts of 
the following three signs. The traces of the first sign (vertical wedge and a 
winkelhaken) could indeed be the lower part of the sign BI (= St), but could just 
as well be interpreted as the sign BAD (=SiW�StW). The traces of the second sign 
(vertical wedge, winkelhaken and the lower part of a horizontal wedge) could 
indeed be read as the lower part of the sign IT, but in my view could be the lower 
part of the sign TA as well. The only trace of the third sign is the head of a 
vertical wedge, after which the tablet breaks off . This indeed could fit a sign TA, 
but a sign I is possible as well. So, instead of reading this passage as 

 = WD�Dã� St� W�W[D�L], one could just as well argue for 
reading this passage as = WD�Dã StW�W � [..].  
 A second instance of a spelling St�LW� is found in KBo 3.34 ii (35) QL�NX�PD�DQ�
]D ~�ÑD�D�WDU St�LW�WD�L]�]L, which, according to CHD (P: 354) can be translated 
either ‘naked he runs a review’  or ‘naked he carries water’ . The form St�LW�WD�L]�]L 
is inflected according to the §DWUDH-class and not according to the G L�WL¨DQ]L-
class, and therefore I assume that it rather belongs with SLWWDH�5 6  ‘to bring, to 
render’  than with SDWWDL� 6  � SDWWL� (although we do find §DWUDH�class inflected 
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forms in the paradigm of SDWWDL� � SDWWL� in NH texts due to the enormous 
productivity of this class in that period).  
 In the OS text KBo 7.14 + KUB 36.100 we find obv. 27 [...]x St�WL�QX�DQ 
§DU�N[iQ�]L], which by some is interpreted as belonging to the verb that normally 
is spelled BAD�WL�QX� and therefore would indicate a reading StW. Nevertheless, 
the context is that broken that its meaning cannot be independently determined, 
and therefore I will leave this form out of consideration (thus also CHD P: 365). 
Puhvel (1979a: 212) cites a form LÚSt�WH�DQ[ (KUB 40.5 ii 10), which he 
interprets as showing that BAD�WH�DQ�W� has to be read as StW�WH�DQ�W�. Although 
the handcopy of this text indeed seems to show the sign BI = St, CHD (P: 363) 
cites this form as “ LÚStW�WH�D[Q]-

@ WL�O A [L]” , with the sign BAD.  
 All in all I conclude that there are no secure examples of this verb that are 
spelled with initial St�LW�. This means that we only have spellings with the sign 
BAD. In the majority of cases in Hittite, this sign has to be read as SiW, which I 
therefore propose to do for this verb as well: SDWWDL� 6  � SDWWL� (but note that in all 
the other literature this verb is cited as SLWWDL�,�SLWWL� or SLWWL¨D�).  
 The oldest forms of this verb clearly point to the G L�WL¨DQ]L�inflection: SDWW L � 
SDWWL¨DQ]L. In younger texts we find forms that show a stem SDWWL¨H�D�5 6  (which is 
common in G L�WL¨DQ]L-verbs) and SDWWDH�5 6  (according to the §DWUDH�class which is 
highly productive in NH times).  
 Already since Sturtevant (1927c: 221) this verb is connected with Skt. SiWDWL ‘to 
fly’ , Gr.  ‘to fly’ , etc. The exact root-shape of these forms is unclear, 
however: LIV2 cites three different roots, *SHWK 2 � ‘fallen’ , *SHWK 4 � ‘ausbreiten’  
and *SHWK 4 � ‘(auf)fliegen’  (although the latter two probably have to be equated, 
see under SDWWDU � SDWWDQ� ‘wing; feather’ ). As I have explained in 
Kloekhorst.fthc.a, the G L�WL¨DQ]L-class verbs have to be analysed as reflecting 
*&&�RL� � *&&�L�,� i.e. the zero-grade of a root followed by an ablauting suffix 
*-RL���L�. In the case of SDWWDL��SDWWL�,�this would mean that we have to reconstruct 
*SW+�yL�HL, *SW+�L�pQWL. Note that on the basis of this reconstruction as well, I 
phonologically interpret SiW�WD�D�L, SiW�WL�¨D�DQ�]L as /ptai/, /ptiántsi/ (so with an 
initial cluster /pt-/, which may explain the fact that no spellings with **SD�DW� are 
attested).  
 The derivative LÚSDWWH¨DQW� ‘fugitive’  is interesting. Semantically, we would 
expect that the notion ‘fugitive’  < ‘*the one who has fled’  would be expressed by 
a participle, which in the case of SDWWDL��SDWWL� should have been *SW+�L�HQW� > 
SDWWL¨DQW�. This form indeed is attested, but in the younger texts only. In the oldest 
texts (OS) we only find SiW�WH�¨D�DQ�W�,�which implies a reconstruction *SW+�HL�
HQW� (cf. LÚPD¨DQW� ‘adult man’  < *PK 4 �HL�HQW� besides part. PL¨DQW� ‘grown’  < 
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*PK 4 �L�HQW�). If this analysis is correct, it would imply that reconstructing a root 
*SHWK 4 � now has become impossible, as *SWK 4 �HL�HQW� would have given 
**SDWWD¨DQW�. I therefore reconstruct *SWK 2 �HL�HQW�.  
 The causative SDWWLQX� is spelled SiW�WL�QX� in the oldest texts (OS), but 
sometimes SiW�WH�QX� from MH times onwards. Either this is due to influence of 
the derivative SDWWH¨DQW�,�or to the confusion of the signs TE and TI in younger 
times (cf. Melchert 1984a: 137).  
 = B <�C�> SDWDOOD�� (gender unclear) ‘puttee(?), leg wrapping(?)’ : instr. SD�WDO�OL�LW 
(MH/NS), broken SD�WD�DO�OD[-..] (NH). 
 Derivatives: SDWDOOLªH�D�? :  (Ic1) ‘to tie feet, to fetter’  (3pl.imp.act. SD�WDO�OL�¨D�DQ�
GX (MH/NS)). 
  
See CHD P: 238 and 240 for attestations. The word is probably derived from S W� 
� SDW� ‘foot’  (q.v.). The connection with (GIŠ)SDWDO§D� ‘sole of foot; fetter’  is 
unclear. If they belong together, SDWDO§D� should reflect *S�R�G�OK 4 R�,�whereas 
SDWDOOD� < *S�R�G�ROK 4 R�.  
 = C�D E*> SDWDO©D�� (c.) ‘sole of the foot; way of acting, behaviour; wooden fetter’ : 
nom.sg. SD�WDO�§D�Dã (OH/NS), ED�WDO�§D�Dã (NH), acc.sg. SD�WD�DO�§D�DQ (MS?), 
SD�WDO�§D�DQ (NS), abl. SD�WDO�§D�] D�DW NiQ (MH/NS), instr. SD�WDO�§L�LW 
(MH/NS), acc.pl. SD�WDO�§X�Xã (NH). 
 Derivatives: SDWDO©DH�? :  (Ic2) ‘to fetter(?)’  (1sg.pres.act. [SD�]WDO�§D�H�PL (OS), 
part. � SD!�WDO�§D�DQ�W� (NH)). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. SDWDO©D�L�� ‘to fetter(?)’  (inf. SD�WDO�§D�~�QD, part. [SD�
WDO]-§D�D�LP�PD), SDWDO©LªDPPDQ� ‘fettering(?)’  (nom.-acc.pl. SD�WDO�§L�¨D�PD). 
  
See CHD P: 238f. for attestations. Semantically, a connection with S W� � SDW� 
‘foot’  (q.v.) seems likely, but the formation nevertheless remains opaque. A 
cluster �O§� can only have survived if it reflects *&OK 487 9 9 (whereas *9O+9 > 9OO9). 
Combining these arguments would lead to a reconstruction *S�R�GOK 4 R�. The 
connection between SDWDO§D� and SDWDOOD� ‘fetter(?)’  (q.v., with derivative 
SDWDOOL¨H�D�5 6  ‘to tie feet, to fetter’ ) is unclear. If SDWDO§D� reflects *S�R�G�OK 4 R�,�
does SDWDOOD� then reflect *S�R�G�ROK 4 R�?  
 = F	G
F > SDWWDU� ��SDWWDQ� or 

F�G
F SHWWDU� ��SHWWDQ� (n.) ‘wing, feather’  (Akk. .$338): 
nom.-acc.sg. SiW�WDU (MS), dat.-loc.pl. SiG�GD�QD�Dã (OH/NS), SiW�WD�QD�Dã (NH). 
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 Derivatives: SDWWDUSDO©L� (c.) an oracle bird, lit. ‘broad-winged’  (nom.sg. SiW�
WDU�SDO�§L�Lã (NH), SiW�WDU�SDO�§L�Hã (NH), acc.sg. SiW�WDU�SDO�§L�LQ (NH), SiW�WDU�
SDO�§L�HQ (NH), gen.sg. SiW�WDU�SDO�§L�¨D�Dã (NH), nom.pl. SiW�WDU�SDO�§L�Lã (NH), 
acc.pl.? SiW�WDU�SDO�§X�[Xã?] (NH)). 
 IE cognates: OHG IHGDUD, ON IMaèU ‘feather’ , ILèUL ‘feathers’ , Gr. , Lat. 
SHQQD, Skt. SiWUD� ‘wing’ . 
  PIE *SyWK 4 �U � *SWK 4 �pQ� or *SpWK 4 � �U � *SHWK 4 �pQ� 
  
See CHD P: 240f. for attestations. The word is always spelled with the sign BAD, 
which in Hittite usually is to be read SiW, but in principle could be read StW�SpW as 
well. This is the reason for CHD to cite this word as “ (UZU)SDWWDU or (UZU)SLWWDU” , 
but consensus has it to read this word as SDWWDU. Note that with a reading SDWWDU, 
this word would become homophonic to (GI, GIŠ)SDWWDU, SDWWDQ� ‘basket’  (of which 
a reading SDW� is ascertained because of occasional spellings with SD�DW�). Some 
scholars have argued that SDWWDU ‘basket’  is named after SDWWDU ‘wing, feather’  
because it was feather-shaped. If this is correct (but there is not a shred of 
evidence for such a form of the basket), it would prove that ‘wing, feather’  is to 
be read as SDWWDU and not as SLWWDU.  
 The word clearly belongs with the PIE root *SHW�+�� ‘to fly, to fall’ , the exact 
form of which is dubious. LIV2 distinguishes three roots: *SHWK 2 � ‘to fall’  (Gr. 

,  ‘to fall’ ), *SHWK 4 � ‘to fly’  (Gr. ,  ‘to fly’ ) and *SHWK 4 � 
‘to spread out’  (Gr.  ‘to spread out’ ). In my view, it is likely that *SHWK 4 � 
‘to fly’  and *SHWK 4 � ‘to spread out’  are identical, especially if ‘to spread out’  is 
used for ‘wings’ .  
 The word belongs to the U�Q�class, but its precise formation is unclear. If we 
read the sign BAD with �D�,� the nom.-acc.sg. SDWWDU seems best explained by 
assuming a proterodynamic *SyW�+��U. The oblique stem SDWWDQ� (in dat.-loc.pl. 
SDWWDQDã) could be phonologically interpreted either as /p(a)tn-/ or as /p(a)tan-/. 
The first interpretation would fit a hysterodynamic preform *SW�+��Q�yV best, 
whereas the second interpretation could reflect proterodynamic *SW�+��9Q��R�V. 
Normally, such proterodynamic oblique cases have a suffix-syllable �HQ�,�which 
in principle should yield Hitt. �HQ� (e.g. SD§§XHQDã << *SK 4 �ÑpQ�V, ÑLGHQDã << 
*XG�pQ�V). If the root was *SHWK 4 �,�however, then *K 4  could be held responsible for 
colouring *-HQ� to �DQ�: *SWK 4 �pQ�V >> SDWWDQDã (with trivial introduction of the 
full grade in the root and the replacement of the gen.-ending by *-RV, so virtually 
*SRWK 4 �HQ�RV). Note that this would exclude reconstructing a root *SHW� or *SHWK 2 �. 
If we read the sign BAD with the vowel �H�,�so SHWWDU � SHWWDQ�,�we would have to 
adept our reconstruction to *SpWK 4 �� �U, SHWK 4 �pQ�RV.  
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 The other IE words for ‘feather’  or ‘wing’  show traces of an �U�Q�stem, too: 
OHG IHGDUD, ON IMaèU ‘feather’ , ILèUL ‘feathers’  reflect *SpWU �; Gr.  < *SW�
HU�; Lat. SHQQD < *SHW�Q�; Skt. SiWUD� ‘wing’  < SH�RW�UR�. Note that almost all 
these forms show H�grade in the root, which could perhaps be an argument for 
interpreting the Hittite word as SHWWDU � SHWWDQ�.  
 = C�D

,
C�D E*> SDWWDU���SDWWDQ� (n.) ‘basket (made of wicker or reed)’ : nom.-acc.sg. SD�DW�

WDU (OS), SiW�WDU (OS), SiG�GD�U D�D ã�ãD�DQ (OS), dat.-loc.sg. SD�DW�WD�QL (OS), 
SiG�GD�QL (OS), [S]iW�WD�QL�L (OS), SiG�GD�QL�L (OS), SiG�GD�D�QL (OS), SiW�WD�D�
QL (OS), abl.? SiG�GD�Q[D�D]] (NS), instr. SiW�WD�QL�LW (OH/NS), SD�DW�WD�QL[-LW?] 
(OS), case? SiG�GD�QD�Dã (OH/NS). 
  
See CHD P: 241f. for attestations. Although the usual spelling of this word is 
with the sign BAD (which, besides SiW can be read StW�SpW as well), the occasional 
spellings with initial SD�DW� (in OS texts only) clearly indicate that we have to 
interpret this word as SDWWDU � SDWWDQ�. The word demotes some kind of basket 
(made of wicker or reed) in which all kinds of things are carried. Formally, the 
word seems to be homophonic with (UZU)SDWWDU � SDWWDQ� ‘feather, wing’  (if this 
word should not be read SHWWDU � SHWWDQ�), which made some scholars think that 
the basket was feather-shaped vel sim. If this indeed is the case, this could be an 
argument for reading SDWWDU ‘feather’  as SDWWDU definitively (it is attested with the 
sign BAD only).  
 The fact that this word is (well) attested from OS times onwards, and the fact 
that it is an �U�Q�stem makes it probable that it is an inherited word. The nom.-
acc.sg. SDWWDU seems to point to *3yW�U. The oblique cases show two different 
forms, both occurring in OS texts already: dat.-loc.sg. SDWWDQ  besides SDWW QL. 
The first one seems to be hysterodynamic (*3W�Q�pL), whereas the second one 
proterodynamic (*3W�yQ�L). Perhaps this situation is to be compared to ã§DU � 
Lã§DQ� and XWWDU � XGGDQ� where originally proterodynamically inflected nouns 
show hysterodynamic accentuation in synchronic Hittite.  
 The root etymology is difficult. Rieken (297ff.) connects this word with the IE 
root *SHWK 4 � ‘to spread out’ , but I do not understand the semantic connection. See 
at the lemma (UZU)SDWWDU � SDWWDQ� ‘wing, feather’  for the possibility that this word 
is identical to ‘basket’ . Other etymologies include connections with Skt. SaWUD� 
‘bowl, vessel’  (but this reflects *SHK 9 �WUR� from *SHK 9 � ‘to drink’ ) and Gr.  
‘dish’  (difficult to judge formally). All in all, the etymology of this word is not 
fully clear.  
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C�D E SDGGXU� �� SDGGXQ�� (n.) ‘mortar(?)’ : nom.-acc.sg. SiG�GX�XU (OH?/NS), dat.-
loc.sg. SiW�WX�QL�L (OH?/NS), SiG�GX�QL�L (OH?/NS). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. EDWWXU���EDWWXQ� (n.) ‘mortar’  (abl.-instr. ED�DW�WX�QD�D�
WL). 
  
See CHD P: 247f. for attestations and discussion. On the basis of the Hittite 
contexts, the exact meaning of GIŠSDGGXU � SDWWXQ� cannot be determined: it is 
clear that it refers to some object, and the consistent use of the determinative GIŠ 
indicates that that object is made of wood. In a CLuwian context, we find an abl.-
instr. EDWWXQ WL that glosses the sumerogram GIŠNÀGA ‘mortar’ , however. If this 
CLuw. EDWWXQ� is to be equated with the oblique stem of Hitt. GIŠSDGGXU � 
SDGGXQ�,�then a meaning ‘mortar’  for the latter word is likely as well. Moreover, 
it would show that the sign BAD, which can be read SiW as well as StW and with 
which all the Hittite forms are spelled, should be read as SiW in this word.  
 Rieken (1999a: 357f.) remarks that the oxytone accentuation /patuní/ is 
unparalleled in Hittite �ÑHU���ÑHQ�stems, and therefore assumes a Luwianism. She 
proposes to connect this word with SHUDQ SDWWXQDã, a utensil for carrying (see 
under SHUDQ�SHG�G�XQDã). See there for a discussion.  
 
SH��� (prev.) ‘away, thither’ : see SH §DU�N��H I  ‘to have, to hold’ , SH§XWH�H I  � SH§XW� 
‘to lead, to bring’ , SH¨H�H I  � SH¨� ‘to send’ , SHQQD� I  � SHQQ� ‘to drive (there)’ , 
SHããL¨H�D�H I  ‘to throw away’ , SHGD� I  � SHG� ‘to take, to carry’ , SD¨L�H I  � SDL� ‘to go’ . 
  PIE *K J S�RL 
  
The preverb SH� ‘away, thither’  functions on a par with the preverb X� ‘hither’  in 
the sense that both can be prefixed to a verb to give it an extra semantic element 
of direction. The two preverbs function as opposites: SHGD� I  � SHG� ‘to bring 
(away)’  vs. XGD� I  � XG� ‘to bring (here)’  (besides the simplex G � I  � G� ‘to take’ ): 
SHQQD� I  � SHQQL� ‘to drive away’  vs. QQD� I  � QQL� ‘to lead here’  (besides the 
simplex QDL� I  � *QL� ‘to lead’ ).  
 The exact interpretation of SH� is in debate, especially because in the verb SD¨L�H I  
� SDL� ‘to go’  (antonym of XH�H I  � XÑD� ‘to come’  from the simplex L�H I , ¨H�D� K K L�M N I O  ‘to 
go’ ) no vowel �H� can be found. According to Melchert (1994a: 133), SH� must 
reflect *S , which he concludes on the basis of an equation of Hitt. SHããL¨H�D�H I  
with “ HLuv. SD�VL�\D�” . It is unclear to me, however, to which form he refers: I 
have not been able to find any verb SDVL¨D� (or noun, for that matter) in the 
HLuwian corpus (see also at SHããL¨H�D�H I ). In order to explain the verb SD¨L�H I  � SDL�,�
Melchert (1994a: 177) states that the preform *SH�K J ¨�HQWL regularly yields 
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*SD¨DQ]L due to the sound law *HK J ¨ > Hitt. D¨. He then assumes that the stem SD¨� 
has spread throughout the paradigm, replacing the full-grade stem *SH�K J HL� 
which regularly should have given Hitt. **S �. In my view, the development 
*HK J ¨ > D¨ cannot be substantiated: all alleged examples of it (e.g. G L < *GD¨H < 
*G P HK J L�HL) have to be explained differently (I reconstruct G L < *G ¨H as *G P K J �yL�
HL). All in all, Melchert’ s reconstruction of SH� as *S  must be incorrect.  
 Eichner (1973a: 78) reconstructs SH� as *SRL. The idea is that in isolation *SRL 
monophthongizes to SH, but before vowels yield SDL� as visible in SD¨L�H I  � SDL�. 
Although I do not think that Eichner’ s interpretation of the latter verb is fully 
correct (he assumes that *SRL�K J LpQWL regularly yields *SD¨DQ]L > S Q]L, whereas 
e.g. *K Q XK J LpQWL > OH §X¨DQ]L ‘they run’  shows that such a preform should have 
yielded OH **SD¨DQ]L with a preserved intervocalic �¨�), I do accept his idea that 
the �H� of SH� goes back to *-RL�. According to Eichner, *SR�L is the old “ L�
Lokativ”  corresponding to BSl. *SR (“ endungsloser Lok.” ) and Iran.-Gr. *SR�WL 
(“ Adverbialkasus” ). Another possibility would be to connect SH� ‘away, thither’  
with Gr.  ( ) ‘upon, over, on to’ , Skt. iSL ‘also, further, even’ , Arm. HZ ‘and’  
that reflect *K J HS�L. I therefore reconstruct SH� as *K J S�RL.  
 
SH� ©DU�N��? : � (Ia4) ‘to have, to hold, to keep possession of; to hold ready; to 
present, to bring’ : 3sg.pres.act. Sp�H §DU�]L (MH/MS, OH/NS), 1pl.pres.act. Sp�H 
§DU�~�H�QL (OH or MH/NS), 2pl.pres.act. Sp�H §DU�WH�QL (OH or MH/NS), 
3pl.pres.act. Sp�H §DU�NiQ�]L (MH/MS, OH/NS), 1sg.pret.act. Sp�H §DU�NX�XQ 
(NH), 3sg.pret.act. Sp�H §DU�WD, Sp�H §DU�GD, 3pl.pret.act. Sp�H §DU�NH�HU (NH), Sp�
H §DU�NHU (NS), 3sg.imp.act. Sp�H §DU�G[X] (NH), 2pl.imp.act. Sp�H §DU�WpQ (OH or 
MH/NS); part. Sp�§DU�NiQ (NH). 
  PIE *K J SRL + *K Q HUN� 
  
See CHD P: 253 for attestations (note that there 3sg.pret.act. Sp�H §DU�WD (often) 
and Sp�H §DU�GD (KBo 18.54 obv. 9) are omitted). The preverb is almost 
consistently spelled Sp�H, except in the one really univerbated form Sp�§DU�NiQ. 
Although this latter form shows that eventually the verb and preverb were 
univerbated, MH forms like KUB 26.17 ii (12) Sp�H SiW §DU�NiQ�]L show that 
this was not the case in older Hittite.  
 See at §DU�N��H I  and SH��� for further etymology. According to Watkins (1970: 
73) a similar formation can be found in Lat. SRUFH  ‘to prevent, to restrain’  < *SR 
+ DUFH .  
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SH©XWH�? : � ��SH©XW��(Ia1) ‘to lead, to bring, to conduct (there)’ : 1sg.pres.act. Sp�H�
§X�WH�PL (MH/MS), 2sg.pres.act. Sp�H�§X�WH�ãL (OH?/NS?), 3sg.pres.act. Sp�§X�WH�
]L (OS), Sp�§X�WH�H]�]L (OS), Sp�H�§X�WH�H]�]L (OH/MS), Sp�H�§X�WH�]L (NH), 
[Sp�]H�§X�XW�WH�]L (1x, NS?), 1pl.pres.act. Sp�H�§X�WX�XP�PH�H�QL (NH), 
2pl.pres.act. Sp�H�§X�½WH�¾HW�WD�QL (OH/MS), Sp�H�§X�WH�HW�WH�QL (MH/MS, 
OH/NS), 3pl.pres.act. Sp�H�§X�GD�DQ�]L (OS), Sp�§X�GD�DQ�]L (OS? or MS?), 
[Sp]-H�§X�WH�HQ�]L (1x), 1sg.pret.act. Sp�H�§X�WH�QX�XQ (OH/NS), Sp�§X�WH�QX�XQ 
(OH/NS), 2sg.pret.act. Sp�H�§X�WH�Hã (NS), Sp�H�§X�WH�HW (NH), 3sg.pret.act. Sp�
§X�WH�HW (MH/MS, OH/NS), Sp�H�§X�WH�HW (MH?/MS?, OH/NS), 2pl.pret.act. Sp�H�
§X�WH�HW�WH�HQ (OH/NS), 3pl.pret.act. Sp�§X�WH�HU (MH/MS), Sp�H�§X�WH�HU 
(MH/MS), 2sg.imp.act. Sp�§X�WH (MH/MS), Sp�H�§X�WH (NH), [Sp�H�§]X�WL, 
3sg.imp.act. Sp�§X�WH�HG�GX (MH/MS), 2pl.imp.act. Sp�H�§X�WH�HW�WpQ (OH/MS), 
Sp�H�§X�WH�HW�WH[-HQ] (OH/NS), 3pl.imp.act. Sp�H�§X�GD�DQ�GX (NH); part. Sp�H�
§X�GD�DQ�W� (NH), Sp�§X�GD�DQ�W� (MH/MS); impf. Sp�§X�WH�Hã�NH�D� (NH), 
[Sp]-H�§X�WH�Hã�NH�D� (NH), [Sp�H�§]X�WH�Lã�NH�D� (NH). 
  PIE *K J SRL�K Q RX�G P HK J WL � *K J SRL�K Q RX�G P K J HQWL 
  
See CHD P: 257f. for attestations. Because of the spelling BI�H�§X�,�which clearly 
must be read Sp�H�§X�,�the spelling BI�§X� must be read Sp�§X� as well. The verb 
denotes ‘to lead, to bring (there)’  and functions as the opposite of XÑDWH�H I  � XÑDW� 
‘to bring here’ .  
 Oettinger (1979a: 125, following Watkins 1969a: 69) analyses this verb as *S  
� K Q DX � G �,�which seems basically correct to me. The element *K Q DX is equated 
by Oettinger with §X as found in H§X ‘come!’ . I agree with him, but would further 
equate this element with the prefix X� ‘hither’ , which I reconstruct as *K Q RX. The 
verbal stem *WH�H I  � W� evidently goes back to PIE *G P HK J � ‘to put, to place’  (see at 
W �H I ). All in all, I reconstruct *K J SRL�K Q RX�G P HK J �WL � *K J SRL�K Q RX�G P K J �HQWL.  
 
SHªDQDH�? :  (Ic2) ‘to reward (someone)’ : 1sg.pres.act. Sp�¨D�QD�D�PL (MH/MS), Sp�
¨D�QD�PL (NH), 3sg.pres.act. Sp�¨D�QD�D�L]�]L (MH?/MS?), Sp�¨D�QD�L]�]L 
(MH?/MS?, OH/NS), Sp�L�¨D�QD�L]�]L (NH), 3pl.pres.act. Sp�¨D�QD�DQ�]L, 
3sg.pret.act. Sp�¨D�QD�LW (OH/NS), Sp�¨D�QD�D�LW (NH), 2pl.imp.act. [Sp�¨]D�QD�DW�
WH�HQ (NS); inf.I Sp�¨D�QD�X�DQ�]L (OH?/NS), Sp�¨D�QD�X�ÑD�DQ�]L, Sp�H�¨D�QD�X�
ÑD�DQ�]L; impf. Sp�¨D�QL�Lã�NH�D� (NH). 
 Derivatives: SHªDQD]]LªH�D� R S S TVU�R W : T  (IIIg) ‘to be rewarded’  (2sg.pres.midd. Sp�¨D�
QD�D]�]L�DW�WD, 3pl.pres.midd. [Sp?�¨]D?�QD�D]�]L�DQ�GD). 
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See CHD P: 249f. for attestations. It is not fully clear whether we are dealing with 
a verb SL¨DQDH� or SH¨DQDH�. The latter interpretation is obligatory in one form, 
viz. BI�H�¨D�QD�X�ÑD�DQ�]L, which must be read Sp�H�¨D� = /peia-/. Most other 
forms are spelled with BI�¨D�,� which normally would stand for St�¨D�,� but in 
principle can be read Sp�¨D� as well. Two forms are spelled BI�L�¨D�,�which seem 
to point to St�L�¨D�,�but if necessary, could be read Sp�L�¨D� = /peia-/ as well. I 
therefore cite this verb as SH¨DQDH�H I  here.  
 The verb clearly belongs to the §DWUDH�class, which means that it is 
denominative. At first sight we would assume that it is derived from a noun 
*SH¨DQD�,� but since I know of no other examples of §DWUDH�verbs that end in 
�DQDH�,�I am wondering to what extent it is possible to assume that the basic noun 
was *SH¨DQ� (an Q�stem). This latter noun would structurally be comparable to 
e.g. PH�¨�DQ� ‘range (of a year), extent’ .  
 At first sight, this *SH¨DQ�,�which probably meant ‘reward’  or sim., seems to be 
connectable with SDL� I  � SL� ‘to give’  (q.v.). If the H�vowel of SH¨DQDH� is real, this 
is difficult to coincile with SDL��SL�,�however. Therefore, one could perhaps better 
assume a connection with SH¨H�H I  � SH¨� ‘to send’  (q.v.). This would mean that 
SH¨DQDH� goes back to virtual *K J SRL+K J X Y LK J �RQ�R¨H�R�. See at SH¨H�H I  � SH¨� for 
further etymology.  
 Note that Tischler (HEG P: 611f.) cites this verb under “ SL\DQQDL��SL\DQQL\D�” , 
with which he means the imperfective SL¨DQQD� I  � SL¨DQQL� (see under SDL� I  � SL� ‘to 
give’ ). This is incorrect: not only do the forms of the verb SH¨DQDH� (or SL¨DQDH� if 
one chooses to read it thus) specifically not fit the paradigm of SL¨DQQD�L� (for 
which we would expect *SL¨DQQD§§L, *SL¨DQQDWWL, *SL¨DQQDL, *SL¨DQQLÑHQL, 
*SL¨DQQLãWHQL, *SL¨DQQL¨DQ]L), also the single spelling of �Q� makes SH¨DQDH� 
clearly distinct from the imperfective SL¨DQQD�L� (imperfectives in �DQQD�L� are 
consistently spelled with geminate �QQ�).  
 
SHªH�? : ���SHª� (Ia1 > Ic1 > Ic2) ‘to send’ : 1sg.pres.act. Sp�L�¨D�PL (MH/MS), Sp�L�H�
PL (MH/NS), Sp�H�L�PL (OH/NS), Sp�¨D�PL (NH), 2sg.pres.act. Sp�L�H�ãL 
(MH/MS), 3sg.pres.act. Sp�L�H�H]�]L (OS), Sp�L�H�]L (OH/NS), Sp�H�H]�]L 
(MH/MS), Sp�H�¨D�]L (MH/NS), Sp�H�L�¨D�L[]�]L] (NS), 3pl.pres.act. Sp�H�L�¨D�DQ�]L 
(MH/MS?), Sp�L�¨D�DQ�]L, Sp�L�H�DQ�]L (NS), 1sg.pret.act. Sp�L�H�QX�XQ (MH/MS), 
3sg.pret.act. Sp�L�H�HW (OS), 3pl.pret.act. Sp�L�H�HU (OS? or OH/MS?), Sp�L�HU 
(OH/NS), 2sg.imp.act. Sp�L�H�¨D (MH/MS), Sp�L�¨D (NS); 3pl.pres.midd. Sp�DQ�GD�
UL (or St�DQ�GD�UL and then belonging to SDL� I  � SL�?); part. Sp�H�¨D�DQ�W� (MH/MS), 
Sp�¨D�DQ�W� (MH/MS), Sp�DQ�W�; inf.I Sp�L�¨D�X�ÑD�DQ�]L (NH), Sp�¨D�X��ÑD��DQ�]L 
(NH); impf. Sp�H�L�Lã�NH�D� (MH/MS), Sp�H�Hã�NH�D� (MH/MS). 
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 Derivatives: SHãNDWWDOOD�,� SH�ªD�ãNDWWDOOD� (c.) ‘deliverer’  (nom.sg. Sp�H�Lã�NDW�
WDO�OD�Dã (NS), [S]p?�¨D�Dã�NDW�WDO�OD�Dã (NS), [S]p�Lã�NDW�WDO�OD�Dã (NS), Sp�Lã�JD�
WD[O�OD�Dã]), see SH¨DQDH�H I . 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘to release, to make go, to let go’ , Lat. LDFL , L FL ‘to 
throw’ . 
  PIE K J SRL+*K J X Y LHK J �WL � K J SRL+*K J X Y LK J �HQWL 
  
See CHD P: 261f. for attestations. It is difficult to decide how to read the stem. 
The verb is consistently spelled with an initial sign BI, which can be read St as 
well as Sp. On the basis of spellings like BI�H�L�¨D�DQ�]L and BI�H�¨D�DQ�]D, CHD 
choses to interpret the stem as SHL¨H�D�,�and to read all attestations as written with 
Sp�,�which I have followed. The verb means ‘to send (there)’  and contrasts with 
X¨H�H I  � X¨� ‘to send (here)’ . Therefore, it is likely that it shows the preverb SH� (see 
there for its etymology), which contrasts with X�. Since Pedersen (1938: 198) this 
verb is generally connected with Gr.  ‘to release, to make go, to let go’ , Lat. 
LDFL , L FL ‘to throw’ , which probably reflects *+LHK J � (for the first laryngeal, cf. 
Peters 1976: Gr.  < *+L�+LHK J �PL).  
 The exact interpretation of the Hittite formation is difficult. At first sight, we 
seem to be dealing with a �¨H�D�verb (Sp�L�LD�PL /peiami/ vs. Sp�L�H�H]�]L /peietsi/), 
which seems to point to SH+*+LK J �¨H�R�. If we assume a root-present, however 
(which is the usual formation in univerbated verbs with SH�), we have to 
reconstruct SH+*+LHK J �WL, SH+*+LK J �HQWL. These latter forms should regularly yield 
Hitt. /peietsi/, /peiantsi/, as is attested in the oldest texts: Sp�L�H�H]�]L (OS) and Sp�
H�L�¨D�DQ�]L (MH/MS). Starting from such a paradigm, a development into the 
�¨H�D�class is trivial (cf. ÑH�H I  � XÑD� ‘to come’  on the basis of ÑH�]]L � XÑ�DQ]L).  
 Note that the difference in development between S Q]L ‘they go’  < *SD¨DQ]L < 
*K J SRL�K J LHQWL vs. SH¨DQ]L < SH�*+LK J HQWL shows that the univerbation between SH� 
and *+LHK J � occurred later than the univerbation between *K J SRL� and *K J HL�. 
Within the relative chronology of Hittite, the sound law *-RL� > �H� must be 
placed between these two univerbations. The initial laryngeal of *+LHK J � must 
have been *K J  or *K Y , since *K Q  should have left a trace (SH+*K Q LHK J � > **SH§L¨H�).  
 
SHQQD� : � �� SHQQL� (IIa5 > Ic1, IIa1 ) ‘to drive (there); to accept(?), to 
acknowledge(?)’ : 1sg.pres.act. Sp�HQ�QD�D§�§L (MH/NS, Sp�QD�D§�§L (MH/NS), 
2sg.pres.act. Sp�HQ�QD�DW�WL (NH), 3sg.pres.act. Sp�HQ�QD�L (OS), Sp�HQ�QD�D�L 
(OH/NS), Sp�H�HQ½�QD¾�L (NS), 1pl.pres.act. Sp�HQ�QL�~�H�QL (OS), 3pl.pres.act. Sp�
HQ�QL�¨D�DQ�]L (OH/MS), Sp�HQ�QD�DQ�]L (MH/MS?), Sp�LQ�QD�DQ�]L (OH?/NS), 
Sp�H�HQ�QL�¨D�DQ�]L (NS), 1sg.pret.act. Sp�HQ�QD�D§�§X�XQ (NS), 3sg.pret.act. Sp�
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HQ�QL�Lã�WD (OH/OS? or MS), Sp�HQ�QL�Hã�WD (OH/MS), Sp�HQ�QL�Lã (MH/MS), Sp�
HQ�QL�Hã (MH/MS), Sp�HQ�QL�LW (MH/NS), Sp�HQ�QD�Dã (NS), 3pl.pret.act. Sp�HQ�
QL�HU (MH/MS?), Sp�HQ�QHU (MH/MS?), 2sg.imp.act. Sp�HQ�QL (MH/MS), 
2pl.imp.act. Sp�HQ�QL�Lã�WpQ (MH/NS); part. Sp�HQ�QL�¨D�DQ�W� (NH), Sp�HQ�QD�DQ�
W� (NS); verb.noun gen.sg. Sp�HQ�QX�PD�Dã (NH); inf.I Sp�HQ�QX�PD�DQ�]L 
(MH/NS), Sp�HQ�QX�XP�PD�DQ�]L (NH), Sp�HQ�QX�DQ�]L (MH/NS), Sp�HQ�QL�¨D�X�
DQ�]L (MH/NS); impf. Sp�HQ�QL�Hã�NH�D� (MH/NS). 
  PIE SH+*QRL+�HL, SH+*QL+�HQWL 
  
See CHD P: 264f. for attestations. The oldest attestations (3sg.pres.act. SHQQDL 
(OS) and 1pl.pres.act. SHQQLÑHQL (OS)) together with 1sg.pres.act. SHQQD§§L, 
2sg.pres.act. SHQQDWWL and 1sg.pret.act. SHQQD§§XQ clearly point to the P PD�L�
inflection. From MH times onwards, forms are occurring that show the WDUQ�D��
class inflection (SHQQDQ]L and SHQQHU). In NH times, we occasionally find a form 
according to the �¨H�D�class (SHQQL¨DÑDQ]L). This situation is typical for P PD�L�
class verbs, of which I have argued under its treatment in § 2.2.2.2.h that they 
originally were polysyllabic G L�WL¨DQ]L-class verbs that are taken over into the 
WDUQ�D��class via the intermediate P PD�L�class. The occasional occurrence of 
�¨H�D�class forms is trivial (very common in G L�WL¨DQ]L-class verbs). This means 
that SHQQD��SHQQL� originally goes back to a G L�WL¨DQ]L-class verb as well.  
 Within Hittite, SHQQD� I  � SHQQL� functions as the opposite of QQD� I  � QQL� ‘to 
send (here), to drive (here)’ , and already Sturtevant (1933: 74) regarded these 
verbs as the SH� and X�prefixed forms of the verb QDL� I  � *QL� ‘to turn, to send’  (see 
under Q � L�M N I O ), which belongs to the G L�WL¨DQ]L-class. See for further etymology 
the lemmas of these elements themselves.  
 Although this etymology is generally accepted, the fact that SHQQD� I  � SHQQL� 
shows a geminate �QQ� (just as in QQD� I  � QQL� and QDQQD� I  � QDQQL�) is 
remarkable. Perhaps these univerbations and reduplication took place at a period 
that the initial consonants were fortis automatically.  
 
SHQQLªH�D�? : : see SHQQD� I  � SHQQL�  
 
SHSSLHããDU�(n.) ‘shipment, consignment’ : nom.-acc.sg. Sp�HS�St�Hã�ãDU (MH/MS). 
  
The word is hapax in one of the Amarna letters (VBoT 1, 28). It is spelled with 
BI-IB-, which can be read St�LS� as well as Sp�HS�. If we read the word as 
SHSSLHããDU, it seems to be the opposite of the noun XSSLHããDU ‘sending, gift’  (see 
under XSSD� I  � XSSL�) in the sense that we are dealing with a SH� � X� pair of a 
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further unattested noun *SLHããDU. This *SLHããDU clearly is a derivative of SDL� I  � SL� 
‘to give’  (q.v.), which would mean that SHSSLHããDU must reflect virtual *K J SRL + 
*K J S�L�pK J VK J �U. Because of the fact that this word occurs in an Amarna letter 
only, and because we know that these letters were written by a non-Hittite scribe, 
it has been suggested that the form is QLFKW�VSUDFKZLUNOLFK. If so, then we still 
have to assume that it is formed as a back-formation to XSSLHããDU (which is 
clearly genuinely Hittite), which means that our etymological analysis remains 
the same.  
 
SHU� ��SDUQ� (n.) ‘house, household’  (Sum. É): nom.-acc.sg. É�HU (OS), nom.sg.c. 
SiU�QD�Dã (MH/NS), gen.sg. SiU�QD�Dã (OS), dat.-loc.sg. SiU�QL (OS), É�HU (OS), 
Sp�H�UL (OH/NS), all.sg. SiU�QD (OS), erg.sg. SiU�QD�DQ�]D (OH/MS), abl. É�HU�]D 
(OS), SiU�QD�D] (OH/NS), SiU�QD�]D (NH), nom.-acc.pl. É�HU (OH/NS), gen.pl. 
ÉMEŠ�QD�Dã (NH), dat.-loc.pl. SiU�QD�Dã (MH/MS?). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. SDUQD� (n.) ‘house’  (nom.-acc.sg. SiU�QD�DQ�]D, SiU�QD�
DQ, dat.-loc.sg. SiU�QL, nom.-acc.pl. SiU½½�DU¾¾�QD, dat.-loc.pl. SiU�QD�DQ�]D, SiU�
QD�DQ�]D�Dã WD (HT 1 ii 7), erg.pl. SiU�QD�DQ�WL�LQ�]L, gen.adj.nom.-acc.sg.n. SiU�
QD�Dã�ãD�DQ�]D, gen.adj.nom.-acc.pl.n. SiU�QD�D�Dã�ãL�LQ�]L, gen.adj.dat.-loc.pl. 
SiU�QD�Dã�ãD�DQ�]D�DQ�]D); HLuw. SDUQD� ‘house’  (nom.-acc.sg. /parnan=tsa/ 
DOMUS�QD�]D, gen.sg. /parnas/ DOMUS�QD�VD��.$<6(5ø������%25������GDW�-
loc.sg. /parni/ DOMUSSD�UD�L�Qt (KARATEPE 1 §58 Ho.), DOMUS�QL, DOMUS�
Qt, DOMUS�QL�L, DOMUS�Qt�L, nom.-acc.pl. /parna/ DOMUS�QD, DOMUS�QD��, 
dat.-loc.pl. /parnants/ DOMUS�QD�]i (KULULU 5 §4); unclear DOMUS�QL�]D 
(KARKAMIŠ A2+3 §15, cf. Hawkins 2000: 111)), SDUQDZD� ‘to serve a house’  
(3pl.imp.act. CRUXSD�UD�L�QD�ZD�L�WX�X (KARATEPE §58 Hu.), 
“ DOMUS.CRUX”SD�UD�L�QD�ZD�L�WX Z  (KARATEPE 1 §58 Ho.)); Lyd. ELUD� ‘house’  
(dat.-loc.sg. ELUD � N�, acc.c. ELUD� �� N�); Lyc. SUxQDZD� ‘mausoleum, 
(grave-)house’  (acc.sg. SUxQDZm, SUxQDZX, loc.sg. SUxQDZL), SUxQDZD� ‘to build’  
(3sg.pres.act. SUxQDZDWL, 1sg.pret.act. SUxQDZD m, 3sg.pret.act. SUxQDZDWH, 
SUxQDZDW , SUxQDZHW , 3pl.pret.act. SUxQDZmWH, SUxQDZmW ), SUxQH]H�L� 
‘household’  (nom.sg. SUxQH]L, dat.-sg. SUxQH]L), SUxQH]L�MH�� ‘household member’  
(dat.-sg. SUxQH]L, gen.adj.nom.sg.c. SUxQH]LMHKL, gen.adj.acc.sg.c. SUxQH]LMHKL, 
gen.adj.nom.pl.c. SUxQH]LMHKL). 
  PAnat. *3pU�U, *3U�Q�yV 
  
See CHD P: 273f. for attestations. Although the nom.-acc.sg. is never spelled 
completely phonetically (always É�HU), there is little doubt that the form was 
/per/, as is also indicated by the secondary dat.-loc.sg. Sp�H�UL. The occasional 
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commune nom.sg. SDUQDã is found in NS texts only and clearly is a secondary 
formation. Besides gen.sg. SDUQDã, CHD also cites a gen.sg. SHU[LDã] (KUB 51.56, 
4), but this reading is too uncertain (note that the handcopy of the text shows 

 �Sp�H�UL Sp�H�x[...], which CHD reads as Sp�H�UL Sp�H�
U[L�Dã], whereas e.g. Rieken (1999a: 3061471) suggests to read Sp�H�UL Sp�H�U[D�
DQ]). The abl. É�HU�]D /perts/ is attested in OS texts already and therefore must be 
archaic. The attested alteration SHU � SDUQ� can hardly go back to anything else 
than an original �U�Q�stem *3HU�U � *3��Q�.  
 The root-etymology is difficult. In the older literature, a borrowing from 
Egyptian SU ‘house’  has often been assumed, but this is unlikely because a 
borrowing does not explain the seemingly archaic inflection SHU � SDUQ�. For a 
listing of other etymological proposals, see Tischler HEG P: 569f., none of which 
stands out regarding semantical probability.  
 
SHUDQ (adv., prev., postpos.) ‘(local postpos.) before, in front of, in presence of; 
(local prev.) in front; (temporal adv.) previously, in advance; (temporal prev.) in 
front, first; (temporal postpos.) facing a person in future, ahead of someone; 
(postpos.) during the reign of (a king); (postpos.) under the supervision of; (causal 
postpos.) because of, from, out of’  (Akk. 3$1,): Sp�H�UD�DQ (OS), Sp�L�UD�DQ (1x, 
OS), Sp�UD�DQ (OS), Sp�UD�D�DQ (4x, MH/MS), Sp.�DQ (abbr., MH/NS). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. SDUUDQ (prev., postpos.) ‘before, in front of’  (SiU�UD�DQ, 
SiU�UD�D�DQ); HLuw. SDUDQ (adv.) ‘before, in front of’  (SD�UD�L�QD, SD�UD�L�QD��, 
PRAE�QD). SDUDQL (adv.) ‘id.’  (PRAE�QL). 
  PAnat. *SpURP 
 IE cognates: Gr. ( ) ‘moreover, on the other side’ , Skt. SiUD� ‘farther, 
highest, utmost’ . 
  PIE *SpU�RP 
  
See CHD P: 291f. for attestations and semantic treatment. This word clearly 
belongs with SDU  ‘forward’  and SDU]D ‘...-wards’  in the sense that these three 
adverbs probably are petrified cases of an original noun *SHU� (cf. the situation of 
ãHU and ãDU ). The exact interpretation of SHUDQ is intricate, however. In the oldest 
texts we find forms of SHUDQ with a poss.pron.suffix attached to it: Sp�H�UD�
D�Q� P�PL�LW ‘in front of me’  (OS), Sp�UD�DQ WH�HW ‘in front of you’  (OH/NS), Sp�
H�UD�D�Q� ã�ãH�HW ‘in front of him’  (OS), Sp�H�UD�D�Q� ã�PL�LW ‘in front of them’  
(OS). The possessive consistently shows its neuter form, which indicates that, at 
least synchronically, SHUDQ, too, was interpreted as a neuter form. At first sight, 
this seems to indicate that SHUDQ belonged to an originally neuter thematic stem 
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*SHUD� (if the stem were athematic, we would expect a nom.-acc.sg. **SHU), but 
such a stem cannot be reconciled with an all.sg. SDU  and an abl. SDU]D, because 
of the ablaut in the root (thematic stems are generally thought not to show ablaut). 
Nevertheless, the form SHUDQ has Anatolian cognates, CLuw. SDUUDQ and HLuw. 
SDUDQ, which indicate the existence of a PAnat. form *SpURP already.  
 All in all, although the connection between SHUDQ, SDU , SDU]D and forms in 
other IE languages that reflect *SHU� is clear, it is difficult to reconstruct an 
original nominal paradigm for all the forms.  
 
SHUDQ�SHG�G�XQDã (n.) ‘?’ : Sp�UD�DQ Sp�H�GX�QD�Dã (MH/MS), [Sp�UD�DQ ]Sp�GX�
QD�D�Dã (NS), Sp�UD�DQ SpW�WX�QD� �D[ã] (NS), [Sp�U]D�DQ SpG�GX�QD�Dã (NS), Sp�
UD�DQ Sp�H�GX�PD�Dã (NH), Sp�UD�DQ Sp�H�WXP�PD�Dã (NH), Sp�UD�DQ Sp�GX�PD�
Dã (NH), Sp�DQ Sp�WXP�PD�Dã (NH). 
  
See CHD P: 311f. for attestations. This word occurs in inventories and lists only, 
on the basis of which its exact meaning cannot be determined. It can be made of 
stone, iron, gold, ivory and other materials. Although the texts do not point to a 
specific meaning, CHD translates this word as “ a utensil for carrying forward (lit. 
‘that of bringing forth’ )” . This interpretation is fully based on the fact that the 
form SHUDQ SHGXPDã synchronically seems to be identical to the adverb SHUDQ 
‘forward’  and SHGXPDã, the verb.noun gen.sg. of SHGD� I  � SHG� ‘to take (away)’ . 
Nevertheless, this spelling is not the only one: we also find SHUDQ SHGXQ�ã and 
SHUDQ SHGGXQDã, which do not fit such an interpretation. Melchert (1994a: 34) 
ingenuously proposes that the forms with �Q� show the Luwian verbal noun-suffix 
�XQ� and that the spelling BAD�GX�QD�Dã (which I have read as SpG�GX�QD�Dã) 
should be read SiG�GX�QD�Dã, asuming that SDGGXQDã would be the Luwian 
equivalent of Hitt. SHGXPDã. Apart from the fact that the Hittite preverb SH� to my 
knowledge does not have a CLuwian counterpart, the regular correspondant of 
Hitt. G � I  � G� ‘to take’  is CLuw. OD�. Moreover, the spelling Sp�GX�QD�Dã then 
would show the Hitt. stem SHG� attached to the Luwian suffix �XQ�,�which seems 
quite improbable to me.  
 If we look at the chronological distribution, we see that the forms with �Q� are 
the older ones. In my view, we therefore are dealing with an original word SHUDQ 
SHG�G�XQDã that folk-etymologically was altered to SHUDQ SHGXPDã, indeed as if 
the verb.noun gen.sg. of the verb SHUDQ SHGD� I  � SHG�. Since the exact meaning of 
this word cannot be determined, we cannot etymologize it. Nevertheless, because 
of the alteration between single �G� and geminate�GG�,�I would not be surprised if 
this word would turn out to be of a foreign origin.  
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SHUL� (c.) ‘?’ , formally ‘bird’ : nom.sg. Sp�H�UL�Lã (OS), Sp�H�UL�Hã (OS), acc.sg. Sp�
H�UL�LQ (OS). 
  
See CHD P: 312f. for attestations. This word occurs several times in OS rituals. 
On the basis of the contexts in which it occurs, its meaning cannot be determined. 
In the older literature, the word often was translated ‘bird’ , but cf. CHD for the 
fact that this was based on arguments that have turned out to be incorrect. It 
therefore is impossible to etymologize this word.  
 
SHUQX�[ \ : see SLUQX�H I   
 ]	^

SHUX� �� SHUXQ� (n.) ‘rock, cliff, boulder’ : nom.-acc.sg.n. Sp�H�UX (MH/MS), 
nom.sg.c. Sp�H�UX�QD�Dã, Sp�UX�QD�Dã (NH), acc.sg.c. Sp�UX�QD�DQ (NH), gen.sg. 
Sp�UX�QD�Dã (NH), dat.-loc.sg. Sp�H�UX�QL (OS), Sp�UX�QL (NS), abl. Sp�UX�QD�D] 
(NS), acc.pl.c. Sp�UX�QX�Xã (NH), Sp�H�UX�QX�Xã (NH), Sp�UX�QL[-Lã], dat.-loc.pl. 
Sp�H�UX�QD�Dã (OS). 
 Derivatives: 

]	^
SHUXQDQW� (adj.) ‘rocky, craggy’  (nom.sg.c. Sp�H�UX�QD�DQ�][D] 

(NH), Sp�UX�QD�DQ�]D (NH)), 
]	^
SHUXO �ÓD�� ‘?’  (3sg.pres.midd. Sp�UX�OX�X�ÑD�UL 

(OH/NS)). 
 IE cognates: Skt. SiUYDWD� ‘rocky, rugged; mountain’ . 
  PIE *SpU�XU � *SpU�XQ� 
  
See CHD P: 314f. for attestations. The oldest forms of this word show a neuter 
paradigm nom.-acc.sg. SHUX, obl. SHUXQ�. In NH times, a secondary commune 
stem SHUXQD� is formed (nom.sg.c. SHUXQDã, acc.pl.c. SHUXQXã), which is a trivial 
development (cf. nom.sg.c. SDUQDã ‘house’  besides older neuter SHU � SDUQ�). A 
paradigm SHUX � SHUXQ� can hardly go back to anything else than to an original 
�U�Q�stem, which is the reason for me to assume that nom.-acc.sg. SHUX is the 
dissimilated variant of older *SHUXU (compare SHU ‘house’  < *SHU�U). In this way, 
*SHUXU � SHUXQ� would be a normal static �ÑHU���ÑHQ�stem, just as P §XU � P §XQ� 
‘period, time’  and ã §XU � ã §XQ� ‘urine’ .  
 Sommer DSXG Friedrich HW: 168 connected SHUX � SHUXQ� with Skt. SiUYDWD� 
‘rocky, mountain’ , which could reflect *SpUÑÊ�WR�. Semantically as well as 
formally (SiUYDWD� is derived from a static �ÑHU���ÑHQ�stem as well) this 
etymology is impeccable. Often, Skt. SiUYDWD� is further connected with Skt. 
SiUYDQ� ‘joint, knot’  and Gr.  (*SpUÑ�) ‘end, boundary, gowl’ , which taken 
together reflect a paradigm *SpUXU, *SpUÑ�H�Q�. Yet, a semantic connection 
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between these words and ‘rock’  is not particularly evident. Nevertheless, on the 
basis of the connection with Skt. SiUYDWD� alone, it is already clear that Hitt. SHUX 
� SHUXQ� reflects *SpU�XU, *SpU�XQ�.  
 The possible derivative NA SHUXO �ÑD�� (which in principle can be read 
SLUXO �ÑD�� as well) is obscure. It is hapax in VBoT 58 i (30) ‘He harrows, 
ploughs, and irrigates the field’  §DO�NL�LQ�Q D (31) [DU�§D?] SiW NA Sp�UX�OX�X�ÑD�
UL ‘and he even S.-s the grain’ . CHD translates ‘to free from (small) stones(?)’  
(implying SHUX� + O ��O� ‘to free’  with some X�suffix). Oettinger (1994: 312) 
translates ‘(mit Stein) mahlen’ . Whatever the case, the NA4-determinative makes 
it quite likely the first element, SHUX�,�has to be equated with NA SHUX � SHUXQ�. 
The second element, �O ÑDUL, and therewith the verb’ s interpretation, remains 
obscure.  
 
SHã�ã��[ \  (Ia3?) ‘to rub, to scrub (with soap)’ : 3sg.pres.act. Sp�Hã�]L (OH or 
MH/NS), 3pl.pret.act. St�Lã�ãL�HU (NH). 
  
See CHD P: 315 for attestations. There, a 3pl.pres.act. SLã�ãD�DQ�]L (KUB 51.33 i 
4) is cited as well, but this form is found in a totally broken context without any 
clue for its meaning. Moreover, CHD cites the same form as a 3pl.pres.act. of 
S ã� ‘to swallow’  as well (reading it as a possible SDã�ãD�DQ�]L). We therefore 
should leave this form out of consideration. The form St�Lã�ãL�HU is difficult to 
judge formally: its spelling may have been influenced by the form NL�Lã�ãL�HU ‘they 
combed’  that occurs in the same line.  
 Oettinger (1979a: 327) proposes to connect SHã�ã�� with Lat. S QLV, OHG IDVDO, 
MHG YLVHO ‘penis’  from *SHV� (cf. also Hitt. *SHãDQ� � SHãQ� � SLãHQ� ‘man’ ), but 
regarding the semantics this etymology does not seem self-evident to me. Tischler 
(HEG P: 581) mentions another possibility, namely a connection with PIE *E P HV� 
‘to chew’ . This connection would only work if we assume that *E P HV� originally 
meant ‘zerreiben’  which on the one hand yielded ‘to chew’  and on the other ‘to 
rub’ . Tischler himself judges this etymology as “ weniger wahrscheinlich” .  
 Melchert (1984a: 110) connects SHãã� with “ LãNH�D�”  ‘to smear, to anoint’  (q.v.) 
under the assumption that the latter is its imperfective and reflects *SV�V�H�R�. See 
at LãNL¨H�D�H I , however, for the estalishment that this verb rather belongs to the 
�¨H�D�class originally, and therefore cannot reflect *SV�V�H�R�.  
 See under SDãL§DH�H I  ‘to rub’  for the fact that it has been proposed that this verb 
is connected with SHã�ã��H I .  
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SHãDQ����SHãQ����SLãHQ� (c.) ‘man, male person’  (Sum. LÚ): nom.sg. LÚ�Dã (OS), 
LÚ�Lã (OH/MS), LÚ�Hã (OH/NS), acc.sg. LÚ-QD�DQ�Q D WD (NS), LÚ�DQ�Q D�
NX (OH/NS), LÚ�Q D�NX (OS), gen.sg. Sp�Hã�QD�Dã, LÚ�QD�Dã (OH/NS), dat.-
loc.sg. LÚ�QL (OH/NS), instr. LÚMEŠ�LW (MH/NS), nom.pl. St�ãH�QL�Hã (OS), St�ãH�
QH�Lã (OH/NS), St�ãH�QL�Lã, [S]p�Hã�QH�Lã, LÚMEŠ�Hã, LÚMEŠ�Dã, acc.pl. St�ãH�H�QX�
Xã (OH/NS), LÚMEŠ�Xã, gen.pl. LÚ�DQ (OH/NS), LÚMEŠ�Dã (MH/MS), dat.-loc.pl. 
LÚMEŠ�Dã (MH/MS?), dLÚMEŠ�QD�Dã. 
 Derivatives: SLãQ WDU� �� SLãQDQQ� (n.) ‘manhood, virility; male parts’  
(nom.acc.sg. St�Lã�QD�WDU (OH?/NS), LÚ�QD�D�W[DU], gen.sg. LÚ�QD�DQ�QD�Dã 
(OH/NS), dat.-loc.sg. St�Lã�QD�DQ�QL�H ã�ãL� (MH?/NS), LÚ�DQ�QL (NS), nom.-
acc.pl. LÚ�QD�WDU _ I.A), SHãQLOL (adv.) ‘in manly way’  (LÚ�QL�OL (OS)). 
 IE cognates: Skt. SiVDV� ‘penis’ , Gr.  ‘penis’ , Lat. S QLV ‘penis’ , OHG IDVHO 
‘seed, descendant’ . 
  PIE *SpV� Q+V, *SHV�pQ�RP, *SHV�Q�yV. 
  
See CHD P: 324f. for attestations. The phonetically spelled forms of this word 
show suffix-ablaut: gen.sg. Sp�Hã�QD�Dã = /pesnás/ or, less likely, /pésnas/, 
nom.pl. St�ãH�QH�Lã = /pisénes/, acc.pl. St�ãH�H�QX�Xã = /pisénus/. They must go 
back to hysterodynamic Q-stem forms with generalized H-grade in the stem: *SHV�
Q�yV, *SHV�pQ�HV, *SHV�pQ��V. Unfortunately, the nom.sg. has not been attested 
written phonetically, but on the basis of the OS attestation LÚ�Dã, one could 
assume /pésas/ < *SpV� Q+V (compare § UDã < *K Y pU� Q+V). So all in all, we 
probably are dealing with an original paradigm nom.sg. *SpV� Q, acc.sg. *SV�pQ�
P, gen.sg. *SV�Q�yV, in which already in pre-Hittite times the �H� of the 
nominative has spread throughout the paradigm: *SHV Q, *SHVpQRP, *SHVQyV, etc.  
 Etymologically, the word has been connected with Skt. SiVDV� ‘penis’ , Gr.  
‘penis’ , Lat. S QLV ‘penis’ , OHG IDVHO ‘seed, descendant’ . Especially the 
formation of Lat. S QLV (L�derivative of an Q-stem) may be closely connected. A 
further connection with Hitt. SHãã�H I  ‘to rub’  (q.v.) does not seem self-evident to 
me semantically.  
 
SHããLªH�D�[ \  (Ic1 > Ic2) ‘to throw away, to cast, to shove; to abandon; to cast off; to 
ignore’ : 1sg.pres.act. Sp�Hã�ãL�¨D�PL (OS), Sp�Hã�ãL�H�PL (OS), Sp�Hã�ãH�¨D�PL 
(NH), Sp�Lã�ãL�¨D�PL (NH), [Sp�Hã�ãL�¨]D�DP�PL (NH), 2sg.pres.act. Sp�Hã�ãL�¨D�ãL 
(NH), Sp�Lã�ãD�DW�WL (OH/NS), 3sg.pres.act. Sp�Hã�ãL�L�H�H]�]L (OS), Sp�Hã�ãL�H]�]L 
(OS), Sp�Hã�ãL�¨D�D]�]L (MH/MS), Sp�Hã�ãH�¨D�D]�]L (OH/NS), Sp�Lã�ãL�¨D�D]�]L 
(MH/MS), Sp�Lã�ãL�L�H�H]�]L (MH/MS), Sp�Hã�ãH�H]�]L (MS), Sp�Hã�ãL�H�H]�]L 
(MH/MS), Sp�Lã�ãL�D]�]L (OH/NS?), Sp�Hã�ãL�H�]L (MS?), Sp�Hã�ãL�¨D�]L (MS?), Sp�
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Hã�ãH�¨D�]L (MH/NS), Sp�Hã�ãL�]L, Sp�Hã�ãL�¨D�L]�]L (OH/NS), Sp�Lã�ãL�¨D�L]�]L 
(MH/NS), Sp�ãL�D]�]L (NS), Sp�ãL�¨D�D]�]L (MH/NS), SHã�ãL�¨D�]L (NH), SHã�ãL�H]�]L 
(NH), Sp�Hã�ãL�¨D�L (MH/NS), 1pl.pres.act. Sp�Hã�ãL�¨D�X�H�QL (OS), 2pl.pres.act. 
Sp�Hã�ãL�¨D�DW�WH�QL (NH), 3pl.pres.act. Sp�Hã�ãL�¨D�DQ�]L (MH/MS), Sp�Hã�ãL�DQ�]L 
(MH/MS), Sp�Lã�ãL�¨D�DQ�]L (OH/NS), SHã�ãL�DQ�]L (IBoT 3.148 iii 48 (NS)), Sp�
Hã�ãH�¨D�DQ�]L (MS), 1sg.pret.act. Sp�Hã�ãL�¨D�QX�XQ (OH/MS), 3sg.pret.act. Sp�Lã�
ãL�¨D�DW (MH/MS), Sp�Hã�ãL�¨D�DW (MH/NS), Sp�Hã�ãL�DW (OH/NS), Sp�Lã�ãL�DW (NH), 
Sp�Hã�ãL�L�H�HW (OH/NS), Sp�H�Hã�ãL�L�H�HW (OH/NS), Sp�Hã�ãL�HW (OH/NS), Sp�Lã�
ãH ` �¨D�DW (MH/NS), SHã�ãH�HW (NH), SHã�ãL�¨D�DW (NH), Sp�ãH�HW (NH), 1pl.pret.act. 
Sp�Hã�ãL�¨D�X�HQ, 3pl.pret.act. Sp�Hã�ãL�HU (OS), Sp�Hã�ãH�HU (OH/NS), Sp�Hã�ãHU 
(NH), Sp�Lã�ãL�HU (MH?/NS), 2sg.imp.act. Sp�Hã�ãL�¨D (MH/MS), Sp�H�Hã�ãL�¨D 
(OH/NS), 3sg.imp.act. Sp�Hã�ãH�DG�GX (OS), Sp�Hã�ãL�¨D�DG�GX (NH), 2pl.imp.act. 
Sp�Hã�ãL�¨D�DW�WH�HQ (MH/MS), Sp�Hã�ãL�¨D�WH�HQ (MH/MS), Sp�Hã�ãL�¨D�WpQ 
(MH/MS), Sp�Hã�ãL�¨D�DW�WpQ (NH), 3pl.imp.act. Sp�H�Hã�ã[L�¨D�DQ�GX] (MH/MS), 
Sp�Hã�ãL�¨D�DQ�GX (OH/NS), Sp�Hã�ãL�DQ�GX (NH), Sp�Hã�ãH�¨D�DQ�GX (OH/NS), Sp�
Hã�ãH�DQ�GX (NH); part. Sp�Hã�ãL�¨D�DQ�W� (NS), Sp�Hã�ãH�DQ�W�; verb.noun Sp�Hã�ãL�
¨D�X�ÑD�DU (NH), gen.sg. Sp�Hã�ãL�¨D�X�ÑD�[Dã] (NS), Sp�Lã�ãL�¨D�X�ÑD�Dã; impf. Sp�
Lã�ãL�Lã�NH�D� (OS), Sp�Hã�ãL�Lã�NH�D� (MH/NS), Sp�Hã�ãL�Hã�NH�D� (NH), Sp�Hã�ãH�Lã�
NH�D� (NS). 
 Derivatives: SHããLªDQQD� \ ���SHããLªDQQL� (IIa5) ‘id. (impf.)’  (impf.3sg.pres.act. Sp�
Hã�ãL�¨D�DQ�QL�Hã�NL�L]�]L (NS)), see ãDL� I  � ãL�,�ãL¨H�D�H I  and ããL¨H�D�H I . 
 IE cognates: Skt. DV\DWL ‘to throw’ . 
  PIE *K J SRL + *K J V�¨H�R� 
  
See CHD P: 316f. for attestations. Almost all forms can be reconciled with a stem 
/peSie/a-/. In NS texts we occasionally find a stem SHããL¨DH�H I , according to the 
very productive §DWUDH�class. Together with ããL¨H�D�H I  ‘to draw open (of 
curtains)’  it clearly forms a pair, showing the preverbs SH� and X�. There has been 
some debate whether the original verb stem should be equated with ãL¨H�D�H I  ‘to 
shoot’  or with ãDL� I  � ãL� ‘to press’  (which, because of their formal similarity have 
merged early and therefore are treated here under one lemma: ãDL� I  � ãL�,�ãL¨H�D�H I ), 
but Kimball (1987b) has convincingly argued that we should assume an original 
connection with ãL¨H�D�H I , which she connects with Skt. DV\DWL ‘to throw’  < *K J V�
¨H�R�. This means that SHããL¨H�D�H I  goes back to *K J SRL + *K J V�¨H�R�.  
 Melchert (1994a: 133) and Kimball (1999: 215, 391) cite a HLuwian verb “ SD�
VL�\D�”  (glossed by Kimball as “ reject” ), without attestation places, which they 
regard as the exact correspondant to Hitt. SHããL¨H�D�. To my knowledge, such a 
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verb does not exist anywhere in the HLuwian corpus, however (perhaps they have 
misread the hapax form 3sg.imp.act. SD�VD�Li�WX�X�� ‘?’ �LQ�.$<6(5ø������� 
 
SHãQ�: see *SHãDQ� � SHãQ� � SLãHQ�  
 
SHGD� (n.) ‘place, location, position, locality’  (Akk. $â58): nom.-acc.sg. Sp�H�GD�
DQ (MH/MS), Sp�H�GD�D�Q� ã�PH�HW (OS), Sp�H�GD�Q� PL�LW (OH/MS), Sp�GD�DQ 
(OH or MH/NS), gen.sg. Sp�H�GD�Dã (OH/MS), dat.-loc.sg. Sp�H�GL (OS), Sp�H�WH 
(OH/NS), Sp�GL (OH/NS), Sp�WH (MH/NS), abl. Sp�H�GD�D] (OH/NS?), Sp�GD�D] 
(OH or MH/NS), Sp�H�GD�]D (NS), nom.-acc.pl. $â�5, _ I.A (NH), gen.pl. Sp�H�GD�
Dã, dat.-loc.pl. Sp�H�GD�Dã (OH?/NS), Sp�GD�Dã (NH). 
 Derivatives: SHGDQW� (c.) ‘place’  (voc.sg. Sp�H�WD�DQ�WL (MH/NS), dat.-loc.sg. Sp�
H�GD�DQ�WL (NH)) SHGDããD©©� \  (IIb) ‘to place, to install, to deposit’  (3pl.pres.act. 
Sp�H�GD�Dã�ãD�D§�§D�DQ�]L (MS? or NS?), 3pl.pret.act. Sp�H�GD�Dã�ãD�D§�§H�HU 
(MH/MS)). 
 Anat. cognates: HLuw. /2&86�WD� (n.) ‘place’  (nom.-acc.sg. LOCUS�WD Z �]D 
(KARKAMIŠ A11E�F §23, KARKAMIŠ A31 §7, ADIYAMAN 1 §5, ANCOZ 7 
§12, TELL AHMAR 2 §23, HAMA 5 §3), LOCUS�WD a �]D (SULTANHAN §43), 
LOCUS�WD Z �]i (KARKAMIŠ A18H §5), “ LOCUS” �WD a �]D�� (BABYLON 1 §13), 
LOCUS�]D�� (KARKAMIŠ A11D §23, §24)), /2&86�WDQW� (c.) ‘place’  (dat.-
loc.sg. LOCUS�WD Z �WL (KARKAMIŠ A6 §23, KARKAMIŠ A15E §29), LOCUS�
WD Z �WL�L (KARKAMIŠ A6 §9), LOCUS�WD Z �WL�L�� (TELL TAYINAT 2 fr.1a §i), 
LOCUS�WD a �WL�L (BOHÇA §13), “ LOCUS” �WD a �WL� �0$5$ù� �� VLGH� $��� QRP�-
acc.pl.n. [LOCUS]-WD Z �WD a  (KARKAMIŠ A31 §6), dat.-loc.pl. LOCUS�WD Z �WD�]D�� 
(KARATEPE 1 §23 Hu.), “ LOCUS<” >�WD Z �WD�]D (KARATEPE 1 §23 Ho.)), 
/2&86�WDQWDO�L�� (c.) ‘precinct’  (acc.sg. LOCUS�WD Z �WD�OL�L�QD��0$5$ù���������
abl.-instr. LOCUS�WD Z �WD�OD�WL�L��0$5$ù�����������/2&86�Wi�/2&86�Wi (adv.) 
‘everywhere’  (KARAHÖYÜK §2), 

bdcfe	gih SLWDKDOLªD� ‘to exile(?)’  (1sg.pret.act. 
LOCUSSL�WD�KD�OL�LD�KD (KARKAMIŠ A11E�F §31)); Lyc. SGGmW� ‘place’  (loc.sg. 
SGGmWL, SGGDWL(?), SGG WL(?), gen.adj.dat.sg. SGGmWDKL), SGGmWL�MH�� (adj.) ‘local(??)’  
(nom.-acc.pl.n. SGGmW[LMD], abl.-instr. SG[GmWLM]HGL), SGGH (adv.?) ‘in place of, on 
behalf of(?)’  (SGGH xQH), SGG Q� ‘place, precinct’  (nom.-acc.sg. SGG , gen.sg. 
SGG QHK(?), dat.-loc.pl. SGG QH), SG ED� ‘local Ïepat’  (nom.sg. SG ED). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘ground, floor’ , Skt. SDGi� ‘footstep’ , Arm. KHW 
‘footprint, track’ , ON IHW ‘footstep’ . 
  PIE *SpGR� 
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See CHD P: 330f. for attestations. Already Sturtevant (1933: 79) connected SHGD� 
with Gr.  ‘ground, floor’ , which means that we must reconstruct *SpGRP. 
The HLuwian word for ‘place’  is always written with the logogram LOCUS, 
phonetically complemented with the sign WD j  or WD k . It is quite possible that these 
signs in fact have to be read /la/ (cf. Hawkins 1995: 1149), but this does not 
invalidate the connection (cf. Luw. OD� ‘to take’  < *GHK l �). The exact 
interpretation of the verb LOCUSSLWDKDOL¨D� is unclear. The use of the determinative 
LOCUS would point to a connection with ‘place’ , which could indicate that SLWD� 
is the pretonic outcome of *SHGR�. Nevertheless, the fact that SLWDKDOL¨D� is spelled 
with the sign WD, which contrasts with WD j m k  of LOCUS�WD j m k �,� should make us 
cautious.  
 
SHGD� \ ���SHG��(IIa1 ) ‘to take (somewhere), to carry, to transport; to spend (time)’ : 
1sg.pres.act. Sp�H�WD�D§�§p (OS), Sp�H�WD§�§p (OS), Sp�WD§�§p (OS), Sp�H�WD§�§L 
(OS), Sp�GD�D§�§L (MH/MS), Sp�WD§�§L (OH?/NS?), Sp�H�GD�D§�§L (OH/NS), 
2sg.pres.act. Sp�H�GD�DW�WL (OS), Sp�H�GD�DG�G[L] (OH/MS), 3sg.pres.act. Sp�H�WD�L 
(OS), Sp�WD�L (OS), Sp�H�GD�L (OS), Sp�GD�D�L (OH/NS), Sp�GD�L (MH/MS), Sp�H�
GD�D�L (MS), Sp�L�H�GD�L (2x, NS), 1pl.pres.act. Sp�H�WX�PH�QL (OS), Sp�H�WX�PH�H�
QL (OS), Sp�GX�PH�QL (OS), Sp�H�WX�Pp�QL (OS), Sp�H�GX�Pp�QL (MH/NS), Sp�
H�[G]X�XP�PH�H�QL (NH), Sp�H�GX�XP[-PH]-QL (NH), Sp�H�WXP�PH�H�QL (OH/NS), 
Sp�H�WXP�PH�QL (NS), 2pl.pres.act. Sp�WD�DW�WH�QL (OH/NS), Sp�H�WD�DW�WH�QL (NS), 
Sp�H�GD�DW�WH�QL (MH/NS), 3pl.pres.act. Sp�H�WD�DQ�]L (OS), Sp�H�GD�DQ�]L (OS), 
Sp�WD�DQ�]L (OS), Sp�GD�DQ�]L (OS), Sp�H�GDQn �]L (NH), Sp�GDQn �]L (NH), 
1sg.pret.act. Sp�H�GD�D§�§X�XQ (OH/NS), Sp�GD�D§�§X�XQ (OH/NS), 2sg.pret.act. 
Sp�H�GD�Dã (MS), 3sg.pret.act. Sp�H�WD�Dã (OS), Sp�H�GD�Dã (OS), Sp�WD�Dã (OS), 
Sp�WD�D�Dã (OS), Sp�GD�Dã (NS), 1pl.pret.act. Sp�H�WX�Pp�HQ (OS), Sp�H�GX�PH�HQ 
(MH/MS), Sp�H�WX j �XP�PH�HQ (NS), [S]p�WX j �XP�PH�H[Q] (NH), 3pl.pret.act. Sp�H�
WH�HU (OS? or MS?), Sp�WH�HU (NH), Sp�L�WH�HU (NH), Sp�H�WL�HU (NS), 2sg.imp.act. 
Sp�H�GD (MH?/MS?), Sp�GD (MH?/NS), 3sg.imp.act. Sp�H�GD�~ (OH/NS), Sp�H�GD�
D�~ (OH or MH/NS), Sp�GD�D�~ (OH/NS), Sp�H�WD½�~¾ (2x, OS), Sp�H�GD�DG�GX 
(NH), 2pl.imp.act. Sp�WL�Lã�WH�HQ (OS), Sp�H�GD�DW�WH�HQ (MH/NS), Sp�H�GD�DW�WpQ 
(OH/NS), Sp�H�WD�DW[-WpQ] (NS), Sp�H�GD�DW�WH�LQ, Sp�H�GD�WpQ (MH/MS?), Sp�GD�
DW�W[pQ] (NS), 3pl.imp.act. Sp�H�WD�DQ�WX (OS), Sp�H�GD�DQ�GX (NS), Sp�GD�DQ�GX 
(MH/MS); part. Sp�H�GD�DQ�W� (NH); verb.noun Sp�H�WXP�PDU (NH), gen.sg. 
Sp�[H�]GX�XP�PD�Dã (NH); inf.I Sp�H�WXP�PD�DQ�]L (MH/MS?), Sp�WXP�PD�DQ�]L 
(NS), Sp�H�GX�PD�DQ�]L (NH). 
 Derivatives: SLSHGD� ‘to carry out(?)’  (3pl.pres.midd. St�Sp�H�GD�DQ�WD (OH or 
MH?)). 
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  PIE *K o SRL + *GRK l �HL � *K o SRL + *GK l �HQWL 
  
See CHD P: 345f. for attestations. This verb acts as the opposite of XGD� p  � XG� ‘to 
bring (here), to bring (over)’ , which makes it clear that both verbs are derived 
from the verb G � p  � G� with the prefixes SH� and X�. See at the lemmas of SH� and 
G � p  � G� for their respective etymologies. Note that the oldest texts almost 
consistently spell SHGD��SHG� with a short �D� in the strong stem forms, whereas 
the simplex G ��G� shows long � � (SHWD§§H vs. G §§H, SHGDWWL vs. G WWL, SHGDL vs. 
G L). This probably shows that the wordaccent was retracted unto the prefix SH�. 
In later texts, the spelling of G ��G� becomes more influential on the spelling of 
SHGD��SHG�,�yielding the spelling Sp�H�GD�D�L (from MS texts onwards). Note that 
in the plural, SHGD��SHG� preserves more archaic forms than G ��G� (1pl.pret. 
SHGXPHQ vs. G ÑHQ, 3pl.pret. SHWHU vs. G HU, 2pl.imp. SHWLãWHQ vs. G WWHQ), but also 
in e.g. inf.I SHGXPDQ]L vs. G ÑDQ]L.  
 Melchert (1993b: 175) cites a CLuwian verb *SDGG��SDW]�D�� ‘to carry(?)’ , of 
which only 3sg.imp.act. SiW�]D�GX is attested, apparently assuming that this form 
reflects *SH�GK l �WX. Apart from the fact that an interpretation ‘to carry’  seems to 
be indicated on the basis of an expected etymological connection with Hitt. 
SHGD��SHG� only, the regular Luwian correspondence to Hitt. SH�,� which I 
reconstruct as *K o SRL�,�would not be SD�,�but rather SDL� or SL�. I therefore reject 
the claimed connection between CLuw. SiW�]D�GX and Hitt. SHGD��SHG�.  
 The expression SHUDQ SHG�G�XQDã has been claimed to be cognate to SHGD��SHG�,�
but see for a discussion at its own lemma.  
 The status of the verb SLSHGD� is unclear. Is it really a reduplicated form (which 
would be unique for a SH-prefixed verb), and why does it show middle inflection? 
Again it must be noted that a translation ‘to carry’  is largely based on the formal 
similarity with SHGD��SHG�.  
 q g	r
g�s SHWWDU���SHWWDQ� ‘wing, feather’ : see UZUSDWWDU � SDWWDQ�  
 
SLªDQDH�[ \ : see SH¨DQDH�t p   
 
SLªHWWD�: see SLWWD�,�SL¨HWWD�  
 
SL©D�,� onomastic element, ‘strong(?)’ : m3t�§D�Dã�GX�,� m3t�§D�A.A�,� m3t�§D�dU-, 
m3t�§D-LÚ-, m3t�§D�ŠEŠ-, m3t�§D�UR.MAÏ�. 
 Derivatives: SL©DLP�P�L� (adj.), epithet of the Storm-god, ‘powerful, strong’  
(nom.sg.c. St�§D�L�PL�Lã, St�§D�L�PL�L�Lã, St�§D�LP�PL�Lã, St�§D�LP�PH�Lã, stem St�
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§D�L�PL), SL©DP�P�L� (adj.), epithet of the Storm-god, ‘powerful, strong’  
(nom.sg.c. St�§D�PL�Lã, St�§D�DP�PL[-Lã], acc.sg.c. St�§D�DP�PL�LQ), SL©DããDããL� 
(adj.), epithet of the Storm-god, ‘of power, of strength’  (nom.sg.c. St�§D�Dã�ãD�Dã�
ãL�Lã, St�§D�Dã�[ã]D�Dã�ãL�Hã, acc.sg.c. St�§D�Dã�ãD�Dã�ãL�LQ, St�§D�Dã�ãD�ãL�LQ, St�
§D�ãD�ãL�L[Q], dat.-loc.sg. St�§D�Dã�ãD�Dã�ãL, stem St�§D�Dã�ãD�Dã�ãL), SL©DGGDããL� 
(adj.), modifies bread and deities (nom.sg.c. St�§D�DG�GD�Dã�ãL�Lã). 
 Anat. cognates: HLuw. 

uvg�b	wfg�x SLKDPD�L� (adj.) ‘powerful, strong’  (nom.sg.c. 
FULGURSL�KD�PL�VD (KARKAMIŠ A11E §14), SL�KD�PL�Vi (KÖRKÜN §6), acc.sg. 
SL�L�KD�PL�QD (KARKAMIŠ A27R)), 3LKDPD�L�,� PN (dat.-loc.sg. 3L�KD�PL 
(ASSUR letter H §1)), SLKDV� (n.) ‘power, strength’  (nom.-acc.sg. /pihas=sa/ 
“ FULGUR” �Ki�Vi (KARATEPE 1 §52), broken “ FULGUR” �KD[-...] 
(KARKAMIŠ A12 §14)); Lyc. 3L �PD, PN (gen.sg. 3L �PDK). 
  PAnat. *SLKD� 
  
The element SL§D� is found as the first element in a few personal names and 
functions as the base of some adjectives. These adjectives are all clearly of 
Luwian origin, which indicates that SL§D� is Luwian originally (it is further absent 
in Hittite). Nevertheless, the element is not found in CLuwian texts, but does 
occur in HLuwian texts and a Lycian name. The adj. SL§DLPPL� and SL§DPPL� are 
to be equated with HLuw. SLKDPD�L� and Lyc. 3L �PD, and reflect a Luw. part. of 
an unattested verb *SL§D�L��. The adj. SL§DããDããL� is to be regarded as a Luw. 
gen.adj. of a stem *SL§Dãã�,� which is attested in HLuw. SLKDV�. The adj. 
SL§DGGDããL� represents a Luw. gen.adj. of a further unattested noun *SL§DWW�.  
 The semantics of all these words are difficult to determine. The Hittite 
adjectives function as epithets of the Storm-god, and could therefore have a wide 
range of meanings. It has been argued that SL§DããDããL� is to be equated with the 
epithet ÏI.ÏI�DããL� ‘of lightning’ , but KUB 38.12 iii (18) ... dU St�§D�Dã�[ã]D�Dã�
ãL�Hã (19) dU ÏI.ÏI dU St�§D�L�PL ... shows that dU SL§DããDããL� and dU ÏI.ÏI are 
not identical (cf. CHD P: 257: “ The last ex. [= KUB 38.12 iii 18-19] shows that 
dU S. is not identical w. dU ÏI.ÏI(�DããL�) despite the appearance of dU S. in one 
text (Bronzetafel ii 16) and dU ÏI.ÏI in the par. KBo 4.10 obv. 36, and dU URUS. 
in two copies of the Alakšandu treaty w. dU ÏI.ÏI in the third” ) and that therefore 
the translation ‘of lightning’  for SL§DããDããL� cannot be ascertained. Nevertheless, 
Hawkins (2000: 106) sticks to the basic translation ‘lightning’  for the HLuwian 
words as well. This is even more pitiful, since the form “ FULGUR” �Ki�Vi 
(KARATEPE 1 §52), which is likely to be read /pihas-sa/ on the basis of the fact 
that the determinative FULGUR is used for SLKDPD�L� as well (FULGURSL�KD�PL�VD 
(KARKAMIŠ A11E §14)), is the only word that can be securely translated since 
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it occurs in a bilingual: it corresponds to Phoen. µ] ‘power, strength’ . I therefore 
translate HLuw. SLKDV� with ‘power, strength’ , which means that its gen.adj. 
*SLKDVVDVVD�L�,�which was borrowed into Hitt. SL§DããDããL� denotes ‘of power, of 
strength’ . Since the neuter V-stem SLKDV� probably functions as the abstract 
building of the Luw. verb *SLKD�L��,�the latter can either mean ‘to be powerful, to 
be strong’  or ‘to become powerful, to become strong’ . I choose for the latter 
option on the basis of the following context:  
 

KARKAMIŠ A11E  
§12: D�ZD�L SD�LD�� REGIO�QL�LD “ VACUUS” WD�QD�Wi�KD  

§13: ZD�L�WD�� SCALPRUM.CAPERE X�SD�Qt�]L D�Wi “ CAPERE”X�SD�KD  

§14: D�ZD�L SL�L�QD�� REGIO�QL�LD�WL FULGURSL�KD�PL�VD SUPER+UD�L�� PES�ZD�L�L�KD  
 

‘I destroyed these countries and brought in the trophies. And S.-ed by these 

countries I came up’ .  
 
In my view, ‘strengthened’  is the better translation here (note that Hawkins 
(2000: 103) translates ‘glorified’ , which is quite strange for countries to do after 
they have been destroyed and looted).  
 The old translation ‘lightning’  has had its influence on the etymological 
interpretation as well. The generally accepted etymology seems to be the one of 
Starke (1990: 103f.) who connects SLKD� with *E y HK z � ‘to shine’  and reconstructs 
*E y K z �R�. Apart from the unappealing formation, the connection does not make 
sense anymore semantically. If one wants to assume IE origin, one should rather 
think of the roots *E y HL+� ‘to hit, to beat’  or *SHL+� ‘to swell up’  (cf. LIV2).  
 

��SLQWD��(n. or c.) ‘oar’ : Luw.nom.-acc.sg.n. or Luw.acc.pl.c. � St�LQ�WD�DQ�]D. 
  
Hapax in KUB 8.50 iii 20. CHD P: 268 translates ‘oars’ , which indeed is 
possible. The word is clearly Luwian, as can be seen by the Luwian inflection as 
well as the use of the gloss wedge. Weeks (1985: 161) connected the word with 
*EHQG� ‘vorspringende Spitze’  (cf. Pokorny 1959: 96-7), but this is formally 
impossible, as *EHQG� should have given Luw. **SDQW�. Moreover. semantically 
the connecton is not very satisfying. No further etymology.  
 
SLSSD� { � �� SLSS�� (IIa1 ) ‘to knock down/apart/off, to tear down, to overturn, to 
destroy; to turn up, to throw up’ : 3sg.pres.act. St�LS�SD�L (OH/MS), 3pl.pres.act. 
St�LS�SD�DQ�]L (OS), 1sg.pret.act. St�LS�SD�D§�§X�XQ (MH?/NS), 3sg.pret.act. St�
LS�SD�Dã (OH/MS), St�LS�SD�D�Dã (OH or MH/NS), 3pl.pret.act. St�LS�Sp�HU 
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(MH/MS?), 3pl.imp.act. St�LS�SD�DQ�GX (OH/NS); 3sg.pres.midd. St�LS�SD�DW�WD�UL 
(NS); part. St�LS�SD�DQ�W� (NH); verb.noun St�LS�SX�X�ÑD�DU (NH), St�LS�SX�ÑD�DU 
(NH); inf.I St�LS�SD�ÑD�DQ�]L (late MH/MS); impf. St�LS�St�Lã�NH�D� (MH/MS), St�
LS�St�Hã�NH�D� (NH), St�LS�SD�Dã�NH�D�,�[St�LS�S]D�D�Dã�NH�D�. 
 IE cognates: ?Skt. XW SLS WH ‘he rises’ . 
  PIE *SL�SRK o m l �HL, *SL�SK o m l �HQWL ? 
  
See CHD P: 269f. for attestations. The verb is consistently spelled BI�IB�,�which 
can be read St�LS� as well as Sp�HS� (or even St�HS�). The traditional transliteration 
is SLSSD� p  � SLSS�,�however. All forms show a spelling with geminate �SS�. The 
only exception seems to be a 2sg.pres.act.-form � St�SD�DW�WL (HKM 17 l.edge 6), 
which is cited thus by Alp (1991: 146) and CHD. When we look into the 
handcopy of the tablet, we see that the sign that is read as PA actually resembles 
GAD more, however, which would yield a reading X�St�NDW�DW�WL or � St�NDW�DW�WL 
(which does not yield a better understandable word, I must admit). The 
combination of the facts that this form would be the only one to show single �S�,�
that it would be the only one to be preceded by a gloss wedge, that the reading PA 
is uncertain and that a translation ‘to overturn’  is not obligatory in the context, 
makes me leave this form out of consideration here.  
 The verb clearly belongs to the WDUQ�D��class. The verbs that belong to this class 
go back to (reduplicated) roots that end in a laryngeal (cf. e.g. PLPPD� p  � PLPP� 
‘to refuse’ ). In this case, it means that we are dealing with a structure *3L�3R+�,�
*3L�3+� (or *3H�3R+�,� *3H�3+�,� if we decide to read the verb as SHSSD� p  � 
SHSS�). Often this verb is etmologically connected with Skt. XW SLS WH ‘he rises’ , 
but this is semantically not self-evident. For the time being, it is the best proposal, 
however, because Skt. SLS WH seems to reflect a root *SH+�,�which would explain 
SLSSD��SLSS� as well: *SL�SyK o m l �HL, *SL�SK o m l �pQWL (or *SH�SRK o m l �HL, *SH�SK o m l �HQWL).  
 
SLSSHããDU: see SHSSLHããDU  
 
SLUHã©DQQDã: see SDU]D§DQQDã  
 
SLUQX�| {  (Ib2) ‘to embezzle(?)’ : 1sg.pret.act. St� U�QX�QX�XQ (NH). 
  
Hapax in KUB 13.35 i 14: see CHD P: 313 for a treatment of its context and 
possible translation. CHD suggests that it could be a hearing mistake for PHUQX�t p  
‘to make disappear’  (note that BI�IR�QX� can be read Sp�HU�QX� as well). Luraghi 
(1992: 159, 174) takes the verb as a denominative of SHU � SDUQ� ‘house’  (q.v.), 
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however, suggesting that it originally means something like ‘to take to one’ s own 
house’ . Such a derivation proces would be unique, however. Further unclear.  
 
SLUãD©DQQDã,�SLU]D©DQQDã��see SDU]D§DQQDã  
 
SLãHQ�: see *SHãDQ� � SHãQ� � SLãHQ�  
 
SLWWD�,�SLªHWWD��(n., pl. tantum?) ‘allotment’ : nom.-acc.pl. St�LW�WD (MH/NS), St�LG�
GD (NH), St�L�H�HW�WD (NH), St�H�HW�WD (MH/NS), gen.sg. St�LW�WD�D�Dã (NH), abl. 
St�H�HG�GD�]D. 
 Derivatives: SLWWDXULªD� ‘(man of the) great-allotment’  (gen.sg. St�LW�WD�~�UL�LD�Dã 
(NH), St�LW�WD�~�UL!�LD�Dã (NH)), see SLWWDH�t p . 
 Anat. cognates: Lyc. SLMDWD� ‘gift’  (nom.sg. SLMDWD, acc.sg. SLMDWX). 
  PIE *K o S�L�WHK z � > “ *K o S�¨H�WHK z �”  
  
See CHD P: 262f. for attestations. This word is spelled in a few different ways, 
BI�IT�WD, BI�H�IT�WD� and BI�L�H�IT�WD�. Since all spellings are from NS texts, it is 
not possible to order these spellings chronologically. The one spelling BI�L�H�IT�
WD� clearly has to be read St�L�H�HW�WD� = /pieta-/. This makes it possible that the 
forms that are spelled BI�IT�WD� have to be read St�HW�WD� = /pietta-/ as well (but 
see below for the possibility that these are to be read as St�LW�WD� = /pita-/ anyway). 
In Lycian, we find a noun SLMDWD� ‘gift’  which is likely to be the exact 
correspondent to Hitt. SL¨HWWD�. The fact that in Lycian we find an D-stem is 
important as it shows that we have to reconstruct an *-HK z �stem.  
 The stem of the words clearly has to do with the verbs Hitt. SDL� p  � SL� and Lyc. 
SLMH� ‘to give’ , but details are uncertain: it depends on ones reconstruction of 
SDL��SL�. For instance, Rieken (1999a: 251-4) reconstructs SDL��SL� as *SH�K z HL� 
and has many problems in explaining why the intervocalic *K z  does not show up 
in the verb nor in SL¨HWWD�,�which she regards as a derivative in *-WHK z � of *SH�
K z HL�.  
 As I have argued in Kloekhorst fthc.a (see also under the lemma SDL� p  � SL�), I 
assume that SDL� p  � SL� ‘to give’  reflects *K o S�RL� � *K o S�L�,� and that Lyc. SLMH� 
shows a secondary thematization of it, *K o S�¨H�R�. Such a thematicized stem 
occurs in Hittite as well, namely in the NH period, where we find forms that show 
a stem SL¨H�D�t p . I would therefore reconstruct SL¨HWWD� and Lyc. SLMDWD� as *K o S�¨H�
WHK z � (note that in Lycian we have to assume D�umlaut from older *SLMHWD�).  
 This analysis opens up the way to assume that SL¨HWWD�,�derived from the stem 
SL¨H�D�t p , is a NH innovation and that the original word was derived from the stem 
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SL�,�and that this word therefore was SLWWD� < *K o S�L�WHK z � (compare OH ãLWWDUL¨H�D� 
> NH ãL¨DWWDUL¨H�D� for a similar replacement of the stem ãL� by the NH stem 
ãL¨H�D�).  
 All in all, I think that the attestations BI�IT�WD� must be read St�LW�WD� that stands 
for /pita-/ which reflects *K o S�L�WHK z �,�whereas the attestations BI�H�IT�WD� = St�H�
HW�WD� and BI�L�H�IT�WD� = St�L�H�HW�WD� stand for /pieta-/ that reflect virtual *K o S�LH�
WHK z �,�with the introduction of the NH stem SL¨H�D� instead of the old stem SL� < 
*K o S�L�.  
 The derivative SLWWDXUL¨D� is possibly made up of SLWWD� and the onomastic 
element XUD�L� ‘great’ , cf. Tischler HEG P: 601.  
 Note that acc.pl.c.(!) St�H�WH�Hã ÑD (KUB 5.24 ii 9) as cited by Rieken (1999a: 
251) is explained by CHD P: 365 as a scribal error for Sp�H�WH�H ã�ãL! ‘to his 
place’ .  
 
SLWWDH�| {  (Ic2) ‘to bring, to carry; to render, to pay’ : 2sg.pres.act. StG�GD�D�ãL, 
3sg.pres.act. St�LW�WD�L]�]L (OH/NS), StG�GD�D�L]�]L (OH/NS), StG�GD�L]�]L 
(OH/NS), 1pl.pres.act. [St]G�GD�X�H�QL (NS?), 2pl.pres.act. St�LW�WD�DW�WH�QL 
(OH/NS), 3pl.pres.act. StG�GD�D�DQ�]L (MH/NS), StG�GD�DQ�]L (MH/MS), 
1sg,pret.act. StG�GD�D�QX�XQ (MH/MS), 3pl.pret.act. StG�GD�D�HU (MH/MS), 
2sg.imp.act. StG�GD�D�L (NH), 2pl.imp.act. StG�GD�D�DW�WH�HQ (MH/MS), [S]t�LW�WD�
DW�WpQ (OH/NS), StG�GD�DW�WH�Q D (NS), 3pl.imp.act. StG�GD�D�DQ�GX (NS), StG�
GD�DQ�GX; part. StG�GD�D�DQ�W� (OH/NS); impf. StG�GD�D�Lã�NH�D� (NH), StG�GD�Lã�
NH�D� (NH). 
 Derivatives: SLGGDQQD� { ���SLGGDQQL� (IIa5) ‘id. (impf.)’  (3sg.pret.act. StG�GD�DQ�
QL�Lã (OH/NS), sup. StG�GD�D�DQ�QL�ÑD�DQ (MH/MS)). 
  PAnat. *SLWD�¨H�D� 
  
See CHD P: 355f. for attestations. The verb is often spelled with an initial sign 
BAD, which can be read SiW as well as StW. In Akkadian, this sign often has the 
value Sq as well, but to my knowledge, such a value is never used in Hittite. 
Nevertheless, in the older literature, it has been argued that in this verb we should 
read BAD as Sq, and the verb consequently as Sq�GD�,�because of the formally and 
semantically similar verb SHGD� p  � SHG� ‘to bring, to carry’  (q.v.). This has been 
falsified, however, by the few attestations of this verb that are spelled with initial 
St�LW�. On the basis of the spellings with St�LW�,�the attestations with BAD have to 
be read StW�. Beacuse of the unambiguous reading SLWWDH�t p , the supposed 
connection with SHGD� p  � SHG� cannot be upheld anymore either.  
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 This verb follows the §DWUDH�inflection, which means that it is likely derived 
from a noun *SLWWD�. An indication for the identification of this noun is the fact 
that SLWWDH� not only means ‘to carry, to bring; to render, to pay’  (as given in CHD 
P: 355, lemma SLGGDL� B), but also ‘to make a SLWWD�allotment’  (this meaning is 
treated in CHD P: 358 as a separate entry, SLGGDL� C), which seems to point to a 
connection with SLWWD�,� SL¨HWWD� ‘allotment’  (q.v. for etymology). Although this 
indeed is attractive, it must be noted that SLWWD�,� SL¨HWWD� is reconstructed with 
*-WHK z � on the basis of Lyc. SLMDWD�,�whereas SLWWDH� seems to be built on an R�stem 
noun (virtual *SLWR�¨p�y�). This means that the derivative was formed after the 
merger of word-final unaccentuated *-HK z � and *-R� into Hitt. �D� (*K o S�L�WHK z � > 
*SLWD�,�of which *SLWD�¨p�i� > SLWWDH�).  
 
SLWWDL� { ���SLWWL� ‘to run; to flee’ , see SDWWDL� p  � SDWWL�  
 
SLWWDODH�| {  (Ic2) ‘to abandon, to discard’ : 2sg.pres.act. StG�GD�OD�ãL (NS), 
3pl.pres.act. StG�GD�OD�DQ�][L] (NH), St�LW�WD�OD�DQ�]L (NH), StW�WD�OD�DQ�]L (NH), 
3sg.pret.act. StG�GD�OD�LW (NS), 3pl.pret.act. St�LW�WD�OD�D�HU (NH); impf. St�LW�WD�OL�
Hã�NH�D� (NH). 
  
See CHD P: 358 for attestations. Although many forms of this verb are written 
with the sign BAD, which can be read SiW as well as StW, spellings with initial St�
LW� show that we have to read StW� here. The verb denotes ‘to abandon, to leave 
behind; to disregard’ . It is inflected according to the §DWUDH�class, which means 
that it is a derivative of a further unattested noun *SLWWDOD�. Within Hittite, it is 
likely that the adj. SLWWDOÑD� ‘plain (said of food products)’  (q.v.) is cognate, if we 
assume an original meaning ‘untouched, left alone’ . This would mean that the 
basic stem is *SLWWDO�,�for which I know no convincing etymology.  
 Puhvel (1979a: 214), followed by Rieken 1999a: 254) analyses *SLWWDOD� as a 
denominative agent noun *SLWW�DOD� of which the first part is identical with SLWWD�,�
SL¨HWWD� ‘allotment’  (q.v.), assuming an unlikely semantic development *SLWWDOD� 
‘grantor, consigner’  > SLWWDODH� ‘to act as a consigner, to despatch, to let go’ .  
 Kronasser (1966: 482) suggested a connection with SDWWDL� p  � SDWWL� ‘to run; to 
flee’  (which he read as SLWWDL�), but this assumption is primarily based on his false 
assumption that SLWWDODH� originally meant ‘laufen lassen’ .  
 
SLWWDOÓD� (adj.) ‘plain, simple, unadultered’ : nom.sg.c. StW�WDO�ÑD�Dã (MH/NS), 
acc.sg.c. StW�WDO�ÑD�DQ (MH/NS), nom.-acc.sg.n. StW�WDO�ÑD�DQ (OH?/MS), StW�WDO�
~�DQ (MH), acc.pl.c. StW�WDO�~� ã?. 
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 Derivatives: SLWWDOÓDQW� (adj.) ‘id.’  (nom.sg.c. StW�WDO�ÑD�DQ�]D (NH), acc.sg.c. 
StW�WDO�ÑD�DQ�GD�D[Q] (NH), dat.-loc.sg. StW�WDO�ÑD�WL (NS), nom.pl.c. StW�WDO�ÑD�DQ�
WH�Hã (NS); case? StW�WDO�ÑD�DQ�GD�Dã (MH/NS), SLWWDOÓDQ� (adj.) ‘id.’  (instr. StW�
WDO�ÑD�QL�LW (MH/MS)). 
  
See CHD P: 358f. for attestations. We find three stems that semantically seem to 
be identical: SLWWDOÑD�,�SLWWDOÑDQW� and SLWWDOÑDQ� (although the last one is based on 
instr. SLWWDOÑDQLW only). All attestations are spelled with the sign BAD, which can 
be read SiW as well as StW. On the basis of a likely etymological connection with 
SLWWDODH�t p  ‘to abandon, to disregard’  (which sometimes is spelled St�LW�), I cite this 
word with StW� as well. The adjective is used with bread, oil, stew, meat and other 
materials and indicates that these food products are plain in the sense that they 
have not been further processed. The connection between SLWWDODH� and 
SLWWDOÑD�QW��,�which was made by Laroche (1960: 126) is semantically likely if we 
assume that SLWWDOÑD�QW�� originally meant that the food products it modifies were 
‘untouched’ , i.e. ‘left alone’ . This means that we are dealing with a stem SLWWDO�,�
of which I know no compelling etymology.  
 Puhvel (1979a: 210f.) unconvincingly connects SLWWDOÑD� with the root *SHWK z � 
‘to spread out’  and assumes *SHWK z �O�Ñ�R� ‘spread thin’ , which he connects with 
Lat. SHWLOXV ‘thin, slender, meager’ .  
 } ~	�
~��

SLWWDU���SLWWDQ� ‘wing, feather’ : see (UZU)SDWWDU � SDWWDQ�  
 } �*� ���

SLWWXOD�� (c.) ‘loop, knot’ : nom.sg. StW�WX�OD�Dã (OH/MS), StW�WX�X�OD�Dã 
(MH/MS), StG�GX�OD�Dã (NH), StG�GX�X�OD�D[ã], acc.sg. StW�WX�OD�DQ (MS? or 
NS?), StG�GX�OD�D[Q], gen.sg. StW�WX�OD�Dã (NH), instr. StW�WX�X�OL�LW (NS), StG�GX�OL�
LW (NS), acc.pl. StW�WX�X�OX�Xã, StW�WX�OX�Xã. 
 Derivatives: SLW�W�XOLªD� (c.) ‘anguish, worry, constriction, tightness, tension’  
(nom.sg. StW�WX�OL�¨D�Dã (OH/MS), [StG�]GX�OL�¨D�Dã (NH), acc.sg. St�WX�OL�¨D�DQ 
(OH/MS), StW�WX�OL�¨D�DQ (OH/NS), StG�GX�OL�DQ (NH), gen.sg. StW�WX�OL�¨D�Dã (OH 
or MH/MS), dat.-loc.sg. StG�GX�OL�¨D�L (OH or MH/MS), abl. StG�GX�OL�¨D�D], 
acc.pl. StW�WX�OL�Xã (OS)), SLWWXOLªH�D�| {  (Ic1) ‘to be anxious, to worry’  (3pl.pres.act. 
[StW�]WX�OL�¨D�DQ�]L, 3pl.pret.act. StW!�WX�OL�H�HU (MH/NS); verb.noun StW�WX�OL�¨D�X�
ÑD�DU; impf. StW�WX�OL�Lã�NH�D� (OH or MH/MS), [StG�G]X�OL�Lã�NH�D� (NH)), 
SLWWXOLªDQW� (adj.) ‘worried, fearful, intimidated’  (nom.sg.c. S[tW�]WX�OL�¨D�DQ�]D 
(NH), acc.sg.c. StW�WX�OL�¨D�DQ�GD�DQ (OH/MS)), SLWWXOLªDXÓDQW� (adj.) ‘restrained, 
reluctant’  (nom.sg.c. StG�GX�OL�¨D�X�ÑD�DQ�]D (NH)). 
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See CHD P: 365f. for attestations. The bulk of the attestations of the words 
treated here are spelled with the sign BAD, which can be read SiW as well as StW. 
In the KIN oracle KBo 18.151 (OH/MS) we twice find a lot St�WX�OL�¨D�DQ (rev. 
10, 11), on the basis of which the words that have BAD�WX�O° are read StW�WX�O°. 
Note that it cannot be excluded, however, that these lots, which are concrete 
objects that represent abstract notions of which it often is not easy to determine 
their meaning, have nothing to do with StW�WX�OL�¨D� ‘anguish’ . If that is the case, 
we have no other positive evidence in favour of reading the sign BAD as StW.  
 The meanings ‘loop, knot’  (for (SÍG)SLWWXOD�) and ‘anguish, worry’  (for SLWWXOL¨D� 
and derivatives) seem to be connected by the notion ‘choking, strangling’ , but I 
have not been able to find a formally fitting cognate with such a meaning.  
 According to Rieken (1999a: 471-2) we have to start from a stem SLWWXO� which 
she analyses as an �XO�derivative of the root *SHWK z � ‘to spread out’ , assuming a 
semantic development ‘*ausbreiten’  > ‘*Arme ausbreiten’  > ‘*umfassen’  > 
‘umschlingen’ . This development does not seem very appealing to me, however.  
 
SXNN� � � � �V��� � { � � (IIIc/d) ‘to be hateful, to be repulsive, to be unpleasant’ : 
3sg.imp.midd. SX�XJ�JD�UX (NH), SX�XJ�JD�WD�UX (NH), SX�XN�WD�U[X] (NH). 
 Derivatives: SXNNDQW� ‘hated, hateful, repulsive’  (nom.sg.c. SX�XN�NiQ�]D (NH), 
nom.-acc.sg.n. SX�XN�NiQ (NH)), SXNNDQX�| { , SXNNXQX�| {  (Ib2) ‘to cause 
(someone) to be hated, to create dissension’  (3sg.prs.act. SX�XN�ND j �QX�]L (NH), 
2pl.pres.act. [S]X�XJ�JD�QX�XW�WH�QL (MH?/NS); part. SX�XN�ND j �QX�ÑD�DQ�W� (NH); 
verb.noun SX�XN�NX�QX�PDU (NS), gen.sg. SX�XN�ND j �QX�PD�Dã (NS); impf. 
[SX�]XN�ND j �QX�Xã�NH�D� (MH/NS)). 
  
See CHD P: 372f. for attestations. The verbal forms SXJJDUX, SXJJDWDUX and 
SXNWDUX are all duplicates of each other. The situation is similar to the case of 
ãXSS� � � � ���*� p  ‘to sleep’ , which has the middle forms ãXSSDUL, ãXSWDUL and ãXSSDWWD. 
On the basis of the form SXNWDUX I cite this verb as SXNN� � � � ���*� p . The spelling 
SXNNDQX� probably is just used to indicate the fact that �NN� is geminate.  
 See Tischler (HEG P: 641f.) for the different etymological proposals, which I 
all find improbable: connections with *E y HXJ y � ‘to bend, to flee’ , with Skt. S \DWL 
‘to stink’ , with Lith. SuNWDV ‘bad, evil’  and with Goth. IDXKR ‘fox’  either have to 
wrong semantics or the wrong form (�NN� must reflect *-N�).  
 
SXQWDULªH�D�| { �(Ic1) ‘to be obstinate(?), to be stubborn(?)’ : 3sg.pres.act. SX�XQ�WDU�
UL�L�H�H]�]L (NH), verb.noun SX�XQ�WDU�¨D�X�ÑD�DU, SX�XQ�WD�UL�¨D[-X�ÑD�DU]. 
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 Derivatives: SXQWDUULªDOL� (adj.) ‘stubborn(?)’  (nom.sg.c. SX�XQ�WDU�UL�¨D�OL�Lã 
(NS)). 
  
See CHD P: 377. The translation is based on KUB 24.7 ii (18) ANŠE�Dã PD ]D 
GIM�DQ SX�XQ�WDU�UL�¨D�OL�Lã ]L[-LN] (19) MUNUS.LUGAL�Dã d,â7$5�Lã ‘You are 
S. as an ass, queen Ištar’ , which is supported by KUB 3.99 ii (12) ANŠE�Dã SX�
XQ�WD�UL�¨D[-X�ÑD�DU] ‘the S. of an ass’ . The meaning ‘stubborn(ness)’  seems to fit 
these contexts. Formally, the verb resembles JLPPDQWDUL¨H�D�t p  e.a. No further 
etymology.  
 
SXQXãã�| {  (Ib1) ‘to ask, to question, to consult; to investigate’  (Sum. ÈN.TAR): 
1sg.pres.act. SX�QX�Xã�PL (MH/NS), 2sg.pres.act. SX�QX�Xã�ãL (OS), 3sg.pres.act. 
SX�QX�Xã�]L (MH/MS), OH/NS), 1pl.pres.act. SX�QX�Xã�ãX�X�H�QL (NS), 
2pl.pres.act. SX�QX�Xã�WH�QL (OS), 3pl.pres.act. SX�~�QX�Xã�ãD�DQ�]L (OS), SX�QX�
Xã�ãD�DQ�]L (MH/MS), 1sg.pret.act. SX�QX�Xã�ãX�XQ (MH/MS, OH/NS), 
2sg.pret.act. SX�QX�Xã�WD (NH), 3sg.pret.act. SX�X�QX�Xã�WD (MH?/MS?), SX�QX�Xã�
WD (MH?/MS?), 1pl.pret.act. SX�QX�Xã�ãX�X�HQ (NH), SX�X�QX�Xã�ãX�X�HQ (NH), 
SX�QX�Xã�ãX�X�H�HQ (NH), 3pl.pres.act. SX�QX�Xã�ãHU (OH/NS), SX�QX�Xã�ãH�HU 
(NH), 2sg.imp.act. SX�QX�Xã (NH), 3sg.imp.act. SX�QX�Xã�GX (MH/MS), 
2pl.imp.act. [SX�]~�QX�Xã�WpQ (OH/NS), SX�QX�Xã�WpQ (MH/MS), 3pl.imp.act. SX�
QX�Xã�ãD�DQ�GX (NH); 3sg.pres.midd. SX�QX�Xã�WD�UL (MH/MS); verb.noun SX�QX�
Xã�ãX�X�ÑD�DU (NH); inf.I SX�QX�Xã�ãX�ÑD�DQ�]L (NS), SX�QX�Xã�ãX�X�DQ�]L (NH); 
impf. SX�QX�Xã�NH�D� (OS). 
 IE cognates: ??Gr.  ‘to be smart’ . 
  PIE *SQHX+�V� ?? 
  
See CHD P: 377f. for attestations. All attestations show a stem SXQXãã�,�the first X 
of which sometimes is spelled plene. In the oldest texts we find plene spelling 
with the sign Ú, whereas in younger texts we find the sign U. This points to an 
inner-Hittite development of OH /punuS-/ to NH /ponuS-/ (see also § 1.3.9.4.f). 
Because of the disyllabic stem, it is not easy to explain SXQXãã� as of IE origin. 
Usually, however, scholars interpret the verb as /pnuss-/, regarding the first /u/ or 
/o/ as a silent vowel. If that were the case, we would expect a spelling **SD�QX�
Xã� (like e.g. SD�UD�D�  � �SU ���� ,W� PXVW� EH� QRWHG�� KRZHYHU�� WKDW� WKHUH� DUH� QR�
exemples of PIE *3Q9� > Hitt. /PnV-/, spelled SD�Q9�. So perhaps an initial 
sequence *3QX� regularly received an anaptyctic vowel between 3 and Q, yielding 
/punu-/ > /ponu-/ (compare e.g. *7UL� that yielded Hitt. 7HUL�,�whereas e.g. *WUHQWL 
yielded Hitt. /trantsi/ WD�UD�DQ�]L ‘they speak’ , cf. WHU�t p  � WDU�,�W �t p ).  
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 Two etymologies have been proposed. Sturtevant (1933: 229) connected 
SXQXãã� with Gr.  ‘to breathe’  (*SQHX�), but this seems semantically quite far 
to me. The further connection with Gr.  ‘to be smart’  may have more 
merit if we assume that Hitt. SXQXãã� reflects some sort of desiderative ‘to want to 
be smart > to ask’ . It must be noted, however, that other Hittite V-extensions 
(JDQH�Lãã�t p , Qã� p , NDOOLãã�t p  � NDOLãã�,� etc.) do not show desiderative semantics. 
Moreover, the IE origin of the Greek word is in doubt because of forms like 

 ‘to make prudent’  and  ‘smart’  (an alternation -, - can 
only be explained if we assume substratum origin). If we do chose to equate Gr. 

 with Hitt. SXQXãã�,�however, we would have to reconstruct *SQHX+�V�.  
 
SXUXWW��(n.) ‘soil, mud, earth; mud plaster’ : nom.-acc.sg. SX�UX�XW (MH/NS), SX�X�
UX�XW (MH/MS or NS), dat.-loc.sg. SX�UX�XW�WL (MH/NS), abl. SX�UX�XW�WD�D] (NH), 
SX�UX�XG�GD�]D, instr. SX�UX�XW�WL�LW (MH/NS). 
 Derivatives: SXUXWWDH�| {  (Ic2) ‘to cover with mud’  (3pl.pres.act. SX�UX�XG�GD�DQ�
]L (NS), SX�X�UX�X[G�GD�DQ�]L] (NS), inf.I SX�UX�XW�WL�¨D�X�ÑD�DQ�]L or SX�UX�XW WL�
¨D�X�ÑD�DQ�]L (thus Rieken 1991: 161) (MH/NS)), SXUXWWHããDU� ��SXUXWWHãQ� (n.) 
‘mudbrick’  (nom.-acc.sg. [S]X�UX�XW�WH�H[ã�ãDU?], dat.-loc.sg. SX�UX�XW�WL�Hã�QL 
(MH/NS)). 
 IE cognates: ?Gr.  ‘to mix’ . 
  PIE *E y XU�X�W� ? 
  
See CHD P: 395f. for attestations. Puhvel (1994: 255) connected this word with 
Gr.  ‘to mix’  (< * -¨ ?) because ‘mud’  is a mixture of water and clay. 
Rieken (1999a: 160f.) follows Puhvel and reconstructs *E y XU�X�W�. Although in 
principle this is possible, the reconstruction does not seem self-evident to me.  
 
S ã�| {  (Ib1) ‘to be eclipsed(?)’ : 3sg.pres.act. SX�X�Xã�]L (OH/MS?), SX�Xã�]D 
(OH/MS?), SX�Xã�]L (OH/NS). 
  PIE *SK z X�V�? 
  
See CHD P: 398 for attestations. The verb has the moon or the sun as its subject. 
Oettinger (1979a: 215) translates ‘klein werden(?), sich verfinsteren(?)’  on the 
basis of an etymological connection with PIE *SK z HX� ‘little’  (Lat. SDXFXV, Gr. 

 ‘small, little’ ), which is followed by CHD (‘to be eclipsed’ ). Another verb 
that is used for eclipsing is N� p  � DNN� ‘to die’ . Perhaps the latter is used when a 
total eclipse occurs, whereas S ã� denotes a partial eclipse. The manyfold plene 
spellings with the sign U point to a phonological form /pos-/.  
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 The etymological connection with *SK z HX� is formally not totally satisfying. We 
would expect that a preform *SK z HX�V�WL would yield **SDXã]L. Perhaps, the zero-
grade of the plural was generalized. We then have to assume that *K z , despite the 
fact that it was regularly lost at one point, had a lowering effect on *X (for which 
see § 1.3.9.4.f), so *SK z X�V�pQWL > /posántsi/.  
 } �*� ���

S WWDU�(n.) a hairy part of an animal’ s body: nom.-acc.sg.n. SX�X�XW�WDU (NH), 
broken SX�~�X[W�...] (NH). 
  
See CHD P: 402 for attestations. The context in which this word is found 
indicates that it denotes a body part of an animal. The use of the determinative 
SÍG ‘wool’  probably indicates that this body part is hairy. Rieken (1999a: 377) 
proposes to connect the word with Skt. SXOD� ‘erection or bristling of the hair of 
the body’ , Gr. (Hes.)  ‘hair at the back, locks’  and MIr. XO ‘beard’  and 
reconstructs *SpX�W�, *SX�WpQ� under the assumption that unlenited �W� generalized 
throughout the paradigm. In my view, this etymologizing is a bit too speculative.  
 
SXWNLªH�D� � � ��� � { �  (IIIg) ‘to swell (said of fermented dough and of a tumor or boil on 
the head)’ : 3sg.pres.midd. SX�XW�NL�L�H�HW�WD (MH/NS); impf. SX�XW�NL�Lã�NH�D� 
(NH). 
  
See CHD P: 402-3 for attestations. This verb is likely to be analysed as SXWN�¨H�D�,�
in which the cluster �WN� is remarkable (but cf. §DWN� ‘to shut’  and ÑDWNX� ‘to 
jump’ ). Tischler (HEG P: 677) therefore states that one should keep in mind that 
a Hittite cluster �WN� reflects PIE *-.ì�,� for which he gives §DUWDJJD� ‘bear’  < 
*K z UNìR� as an example. To my mind, the PIE mother language did not have a 
phoneme *ì, however (§DUWDJJD� < *K z UW�R�). Therefore, Carruba’ s 
reconstruction *S�H�XJ�W� (1974: 152) cannot convince me. Other proposed 
cognates (e.g. Lith. S�VWL ‘to swell’ ) are unconvincing either. No further 
etymology.  
 
S ÓDH�| {  (Ic2) ‘to pound, to grind’ : 3sg.pres.act. SX�X�ÑD�L]�]L (NS), SX�X�ÑD�D�L]�
]L (NH), Luw.3sg.pres.act. SX�X�ÑD�WL. 
 Derivatives: SXSXOOL� ‘ruin(?)’  (nom.-acc.sg. SX�S[X�X]O�OL (OH/NS)), SXSSXããD�� � ��� � { �

 (IIIh) ‘to be pounded, to be ground(?)’  (3sg.pres.midd. SX�XS�SX�Xã�ãD�WD�UL 
(NH)), ��� SXããDH�| {  (Ic2) ‘to chop up, to crush’  (1sg.pres.act. SX�Xã�ã � �P[L] 
(NS), 3sg.pres.act. ��� SX�Xã�ãD�H]�]L (MH/MS), 3sg.pret.act. SX�Xã�ãD�D�HW 
(MH/MS), 3sg.imp.act. SX�Xã�ãD�HG�GX (MH/MS), part.? SX�Xã�ãD�D�D[Q]). 
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 Anat. cognates: CLuw. S ÓD� ‘to pound, to crush’  (3sg.pres.act. SX�ÑD�D�WL, SX�
X�ÑD�WL, 3pl.imp.act. SX�X�ÑD�DQ�GX, SX�ÑD�DQ�GX). 
 IE cognates: Lat. SDY UH ‘to beat’ , Gr.  ‘to strike, to smite’ . 
  PIE *SK z X� 
  
See CHD P: 368f. for attestations. The verb occurs in CLuwian as well as in 
Hittite, but one of the forms in Hittite context has a Luwian ending, which may 
indicate that the verb originally was Luwian (SXÑ �), and that it was borrowed in 
NH times into Hittite, where it was brought into the §DWUDH�class. The derivatives 
SXSSXããD� � � �*� p  and SXããDH�t p  (occasionally attested with gloss wedges) show the 
Luwian imperfective-suffix �ããD�.  
 Since Neumann (1967: 32) this verb is generally connected with Lat. SDY UH ‘to 
beat’  and Gr.  ‘to strike, to smite’ . These latter verbs are often reconstructed 
as *SK z X� (e.g. Schrijver 1991: 256; Van de Laar 2000: 238; note that LIV2 
regards them as �X�presents of a root *SLHK z � ‘schlagen’ , but the evidence of a root 
*SLHK z � is rather limited: Gr.  ‘to stumble’  is semantically far and TochB 
S\ N� ‘to strike’  is connected with *E y HL+� ‘to beat’  by Adams 1999: 408). I 
therefore assume that *SK z X�¨H�R� > CLuw. S ÑD�,�which was borrowed into Hitt. 
as S ÑDH�. For possible derivatives, see TÚGSXÑDOLD�,�TÚGSXããDLPL� and SXããDOL�.  
 It has been proposed that HLuw. SXSXOD�L� ‘to inscribe’  is cognate, but Hawkins 
(2000: 542) now suggests that SXSXOD�L� may rather mean ‘to answer (vel sim.)’  
because of the use of the determinative LOQUI. For Lyc. �S�SXZH� a translation 
‘to inscribe’  has been proposed on the basis of which an etymological connection 
with S ÑD� is assumed. This translation seems especially based on the supposed 
connection, however, and therefore does not have much merit.  
 ��� �

SXÓDOLªD��(n.) a garment for the leg or foot?: Luw.nom.-acc.sg.n. SX�ÑD�OL�DQ�
]D, Hitt.nom.-acc.sg.n. SX�ÑD�OL�¨D (NH). 
  
See CHD P: 369 for attestations and a semantic discussion. The fact that we find 
a Luwian inflected form as well may indicate that this word originally is Luwian. 
Semantically, it seems to resemble TÚGSXããDLPL� (a kind or garment or cloth) and 
SXããDOL� (a leg or foot garment). The alteration between SXÑD° and SXããD�L�° is 
reminiscent of the CLuw. verb S ÑD� ‘to pound’  and its impf. SXããD� (see at 
S ÑDH�t p ). This may indicate that these words are derived from this verb. See there 
for etymology.  
 
SXÓDWWL��(c.) ‘madder(?)’ , ‘(dying) powder(?)’ : nom.sg. SX�ÑD�DW�WL� ã (NH). 
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The word is hapax in the vocabulary KBo 1.42 iv 46, where Hitt. SXÑDWWLã glosses 
Sum. ŠE.BE.DA and Akk. â,�,1�'8. As CHD P: 369f. states, the Akk. word 
may denote ãLQGX ‘mark, paint’ , but the Sum. word is further unknown. A 
translation ‘dyer’ s madder’ , as given in CHD, is prompted on the basis of a 
resemblance with Ugar. SZW and Arab. IXZZDWX ‘madder’ , but this could be 
coincidental, of course. Tischler (HEG P: 679) suggests a tie-in with the verb 
S ÑDH�t p  ‘to pound, to crush’  (q.v.), assuming that the word means ‘(dying) 
powder’ .  
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�ã (nom.sg.c.-ending) 
  PIE *-V 
  
The Hittite nom.sg.c.-ending �ã of course directly reflects the PIE ending *-V. For 
the pre-Hittite process of sigmatization of originally asigmatic nom.sg.c.-words, 
see Weitenberg 1995.  
 
�ã (gen.sg.-ending): see �Dã  
 
�ã (2sg.pret.act.-ending of the PL-flection) 
  
This ending is attested in verbs that end in a vowel only: WH�H�Hã ‘you stated’  
(MH/MS), Sp�H�§X�WH�Hã ‘you brought’ , verbs in �QX� (e.g. SD�D§�ãD�QX�Xã (OS), 
ãD�DO�OD�QX�Xã (OS)), §DWUDH�class verbs (e.g. §D�DW�UD�D�Hã, §D�DW�UD�D�Lã), �¨H�D�
verbs (L�H�Hã, ~�ÑD�Dã), �ãNH�D�verbs (GD�Dã�NH�Hã). In verbs that end in a 
consonant all the evidence shows that the PL-ending �ã has been replaced by the 
corresponding §L-ending �WWD in the oldest texts already: H�HS�WD (MH/MS), §DU�
DS�WD (MS), PH�HU�WD (OH/MS). Unfortunately no 2sg.pres.act.-forms of verbs in 
consonants are attested in OS texts. An occasional form like SD�LW�WD ‘you went’  
(OH/NS) shows that in NH times the replacement of �ã by �WWD is starting to take 
place in verbs that end in a vowel as well. Moreover, there is evidence that in NH 
times the function of the 2sg.-forms are taken over by the 3sg.-form (e.g. L�¨D�DW 
‘you made’ , Sp�H�§X�WH�HW ‘you brought’ , ãX�XO�OH�H�HW ‘you bragged’ , ~�ÑD�WH�HW 
‘you brought’ , ]L�LQ�QL�LW ‘you finished’ ). Occasionally, we find §L-verbs in which 
the 2sg.pret.act.-ending is �ã instead of expected �WWD (e.g. Sp�H�GD�Dã ‘you 
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carried’ , ãD�DN�NL�Lã ‘you knew’ , ãD�DQ�QD�Dã ‘you concealed’ , X�XQ�QL�Hã ‘you 
carried (here)’ , ~�GD�Dã ‘you brought (here)’ ). Since these are all of NS texts, they 
must in my view not be regarded as cases in which the original §L-ending �WWD is 
replaced by the PL-ending �ã, but rather as formal 3sg.pret.act.-forms with the §L-
ending �ã that are used in the function of 2sg.pret.act.  
 The etymology of the 2sg.pret.act.-ending �ã of the PL-conjugation is clear: it 
must reflect *-V that goes back to the PIE secondary 2sg.-ending *-V.  
 
�ã (3sg.pret.act.-ending of the §L-flection) 
  
This ending belongs to the §L-conjugation and contrasts with the functionally 
equal PL-conjugation ending �W� �� �WWD (q.v.). This ending is quite remarkable 
because whereas almost all other endings of the preterite are etymologically 
connected with their corresponding present ending in the sense that the present 
ending is identical to the preterite ending with an element �L attached to it (�PL ~ 
�XQ (< *-P), �ãL ~ �ã, �]L (< *-WL) ~ �W; �§§H ~ �§§XQ (<< *-§§D), �WWL (< *-WWH) ~ �WWD; 
�ÑHQL ~ �ÑHQ, �WWHQL ~ �WWHQ), the ending �ã is formally totally different from its 
corresponding 3sg.pres.act.-ending �H < *-H�L. On the basis of the parallelitiy 
mentioned, we would a priori expect an ending *-H in this form (which would 
then correspond to the PIE 3sg.perf.-ending *-H). Yet in a preform *&y&�H, this 
ending would regularly disappear (loss of word-final *-H as e.g. in *WRN � H > WDNNX 
/takw/, *QHN � H > QHNNX /nekw/). I therefore assume that this ending was replaced 
by a 3sg.pret.-ending from another paradigm, namely the PIE V�aorist, which 
further has been totally lost in Anatolian (unless the several verbs that show an V�
suffix are to be regarded as the formal descendants of the V-aorist). This ending 
must have been *-V�W, of which *-W was dropped (loss of word-final *-W after 
another consonant, cf. nom.-acc.sg.n. NXQDQ ‘killed’  < *J � � Q�HQW). Note that only 
the aorist-ending was taken over, not the whole form, which is visible in the fact 
that the root vocalism in these forms still is *&y&�.  
 Throughout the Hittite period, we see that the ending �ã is being replaced by the 
PL�ending �W����WWD. In verbs ending in �ã�,�this already happened in OH times (e.g. 
§D�D�Dã�WD (OS) ‘she bore’  instead of expected **§ ã or SD�Dã�WD ‘he drank’  
instead of expected **S ã). In verb ending in �W�,� this happened from MH times 
onwards (e.g. §D�D�D]�WD (MS) ‘he dried’ �YV���+ GV����,Q�Yerbs ending in other 
consonants, we see replacement in NS texts especially (e.g. DN�WD vs. D�DN�NL�Lã, 
§X�ÑD�DS�WD vs. §X�X�ÑD�DS�St�Lã, Lã�WDS�WD vs. Lã�WDS�SD�Dã, PD�QL�¨D�D§�WD vs. 
PD�QL�¨D�D§�§L�Lã). Occasionally we encounter an ending �ãWD, which seems to be 
a conflation between �ã and �WWD (e.g. D�DU�Dã�WD ‘he washed’ : note that the origin 
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of �ãWD in WDUQ�D��class and P PD�L�class verbs, where it seems to be the original 
ending instead of �ã, may have been different).  
 
 ããD�: see  ããL� �  ããD� �  ããH�  
 
�ãã�D��� (imperfective-suffix): 1sg.pres.act. §DO�]L�Lã�ãD�D§�§L (MH/MS), 
2sg.pres.act. §DO�]L�Lã�ãD�DW�WL (MH/MS), 3sg.pres.act. §DO�]L�Lã�ãD�L (OS), 
1pl.pres.act. Lã�ãX�~�H�QL (MH/NS), 2pl.pres.act. L�Lã�WH�H�QL (OS), 3pl.pres.act. 
§DO�]L�Lã�ãD�DQ�]L (OS), 1sg.pret.act. Lã�ãD�D§�§X�XQ (MH/MS), 2sg.pret.act. §DO�
]H�Hã�ãH�Hã�WD (NH), 3sg.pret.act. Lã�ãL�Lã�WD (OH/MS), 1pl.pret.act. H�Hã�ãD�DW�WH�LQ 
(NH), 3pl.pret.act. L�Lã�ãH�HU (OS), 2sg.imp.act. §DO�]L�Lã�ãD (OS), 3sg.imp.act. H�
Hã�ãD�~ (NH), 2pl.imp.act. L�Lã�WH�HQ (OS), 3pl.imp.act. ãL�Lã�ãD�DQ�GX (MS?); sup. 
L�Lã�ãX�ÑD�DQ (OS). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. ��ã�ãD� (impf.-suffix: 3sg.pres.act. DU�SD�ãD�D�L, NDU�PD�
OD�Dã�ãD�L, 3sg.pret.act. DU�SD�ãD�DW�WD, ÑD�DU�SD�ãD�D�DW�WD, 2sg.imp.act. St�St�Lã�
ãD; 3sg.pres.midd. SX�XS�SX�Xã�ãD½�DW¾�WD�UL, 2pl.pres.midd. PD�D]�]D�DO�OD�ãD�GX�
ÑD�UL); HLuw. �VD� (impf.-suffix: e.g. 1sg.pres.act. SL�SD�VD�ZD�L�L (ALEPPO 2 
§17), 3sg.pres.act. SL�SD�VD�L (BOHÇA §3), SL�SD�VD�LD (BOHÇA §5, §9), 
3sg.pret.act. SL�SD�VD�WD (KARKAMIŠ A23 §4, MARAù 1 §11), 3sg.imp.act. SL�
SD�VD�WX (BOR §11), 3pl.imp.act. SL�SD�VD�WX��ù,5=,������ 
  PIE *-VRK � �,�*�VK � � 
  
In the older literature, this suffix is usually called “ iterative” , but this should be 
abandoned. According to Melchert (1998b), stems in �ãã�D�� �  are used to express 
progressive, iterative, durative, distributive and ingressive meaning, “ all of which 
share the feature imperfectivity”  (o.c.: 414), and therefore I cite this suffix as an 
“ imperfective-suffix” . Melchert has also shown that the stems in �ãã�D�� are 
functionally equivalent to stems in �ãNH�D�� �  and �DQQD�L� � , and even that 
“ synchronically they function effectively as suppletive allomorphs of a single 
morphem”  (1998b: 414). This is correct: of the four verbs that show an 
imperfective in �ãã�D��,� ããD� �  � ãã� ‘to do, to make’ , §DO]LããD� �  � §DO]Lãã� ‘to call’ , 
ãLããD� �  � ãLãã� ‘to impress’  and ÑDUULããD� �  � ÑDUULãã� ‘to help’ , the forms with other 
imperfective-suffixes, e.g. LãNH�D� ‘to do, to make (impf.)’ , §DO]LãNH�D� ‘to scream 
(impf.)’  are clearly of secondary origin. For the scope of this book it would go too 
far to elaborate on the question why a certain verb chose a particular one of these 
three suffixes to express an imperfective meaning, but I can imagine that the 
answer to it would give us much more insight into the prehistory of the Hittite 
aspectual system.  
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 As already mentioned, the suffix �ãã�D�� is found with four verbs only and one 
should see their respective lemmas for full attestations (ÑDUULãã�D�� under the 
lemma ÑDUUL� � ÑDUUDL�); I have cited under this lemma only a compilation of the 
oldest attested forms. Of these four verbs, ÑDUULãã�D�� stands quite apart, as it is 
attested in NH compositions only, whereas ãã�D��,� §DO]Lãã�D�� and ãLãã�D�� are 
attested from OH times onwards (with ãã�D�� and §DO]Lãã�D�� having numerous 
OS attestations). This may explain why ãã�D��,�§DO]Lãã�D�� and ãLãã�D�� are clear 
deverbal derivatives (of ¨H�D�� � , §DO]DL� �  � §DO]L� and ãDL� �  � ãL� respectively), 
whereas ÑDUULãã�D�� does not have a clear origin. On the one hand one could think 
that it is derived from the verb ÑDUUDH�� � , but this verb is itself attested three times 
only in NH compositions. On the other hand, one could think of the adjective 
ÑDUUL� � ÑDUUDL� as its origin, but a denominal derivation with an imperfective-
suffix seems unlikely to me. Therefore Starke’ s suggestion (1990: 155-6) that 
ÑDUULãã�D�� is a borrowing from Luwian (where *ÑDUULããD� itself is unattested, but 
where a verb ÑDUUL¨D� is found in HLuwian), may not be that unattractive. It 
therefore might be better to further leave ÑDUULãã�D�� out of consideration here.  
 The question is what the exact form of this suffix is. On the one hand, one could 
analyse the suffix as �Lãã�D�� (which becomes �Hãã�D�� in NH times due to the 
lowering of OH /i/ to NH /e/ before �ã�, cf. § 1.4.8.1.d), so /"-iS(a)-/, §DO]�Lãã�D�� 
and ã�Lãã�D��. On the other hand, one could assume that the �L� is part of the verbal 
stem and that the suffix itself is only �ãã�D��,�so �ãã�D��,�§DO]L�ãã�D�� and ãL�ãã�D��. 
This option has the benefit that the suffix �ãã�D�� then can be directly compared to 
the Luwian imperfective-suffix ��V�VD� (CLuw. ��ã�ãD�,�HLuw. �VD�). I therefore 
will treat the suffix as �ãã�D�� here.  
 The original inflection of the suffix is �ããD§§L, �ããDWWL, �ããDL, �ããXHQL, �ãWHQL, 
�ããDQ]L, and it therefore inflects according to the WDUQ�D��class. As this class 
consists of roots that ended in laryngeal, this must be valid for the suffix �ãã�D�� as 
well. We therefore must assume a preform *-VR+� besides *-V+�. Since *K �  would 
have yielded Hitt. �§�,� the laryngeal should be either *K �  or *K �  (although the 
latter one is less likely as I know no other suffix or ending where *K �  is found). 
The fact that we find a geminate �ãã� can be explained by the weak stem *-VK � �,�
which would regularly yield geminate �ãã�,�after which this �ãã� spread through 
the paradigm (cf. ]LQQL�� �  � ]LQQ� ‘to finish’  for a similar scenario). In this way, 
ãã�D�� reflects *++�L�V�R�K � �,�§DO]Lãã�D�� < *K � OW�L�V�R�K � � and ãLãã�D�� < *VK � �L�
V�R�K � �.  
 The IE origin of this suffix is quite unclear. E.g. Oettinger (1992a: 233) 
suggests a connection with the IE unreduplicated desiderative, whereas Melchert 
(1987a: 200) assumes a connection with the Tocharian ‘causative’  in �V�. 
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Personally, I would not be surprised if in the future it would turn out that this 
suffix, *-VRK � � � *-VK � �,� from a pre-PIE point of view has to be regarded as 
identical to the other imperfective-suffix, *-V�H�R� (which probably is a PIE 
thematicization of original *-V��). Compare e.g. the similarity in form and 
meaning between  �¨�D ‘and’  < *-K � H and *-N � H ‘and’ .  
 
ãDH�| {  : see ã L�� �   
 
ã ©� {  (IIb) ‘to clog, to stuff, to fill in, to stop, to block, to plug up’ : 3sg.pres.act. 
ãD�D�§L (NH), 3pl.pres.act. ãD�§[D�D�DQ�]]L (MH/NS), ãD�D�§D�DQ�]L, 3sg.pret.act. 
ãD�D§�WD (NH); 3sg.pres.midd. ãD�§D�D�UL (MH/NS); part. ãD�§D�DQ�W�,�ãD�D�§D�DQ�
W� (MH/NS), ãD�§D�D�DQ�W� (MH/NS); impf. ãD�§L�Lã�NH�D� (NS), ãD�D�§L�Lã�NH�D� 
(MH/NS), ãD�D�§L�Hã�NH�D� (MH/NS). 
 Derivatives: see ãD§HããDU � ãD§HãQ�. 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘to satiate oneself’ , Skt. iVLQYDQW� ‘unsatiable’ , TochB 
VR\� ‘to be satisfied’ . 
  PIE *VyK � �HL 
  
See CHD Š: 1f. for attestations. Note that Kimball (1999: 398) cites this verb as 
ã §��ãD§§� in the basis of part.nom.-acc.sg.n. “ VD�D�D§�§D�DQ”  (KUB 9.28 i 14), 
which would be the only form that shows geminate �§§�. This form does not exist, 
however: the handcopy clearly reads  = ãD�D�§D�DQ. So, all forms 
of this verb are spelled with single �§�. Mechanically, ã §� can hardly reflect 
anything else than PIE *VHK � �. In 3sg.pres.act., we expect that *VyK � �HL > ã §L with 
single �§� due to lenition after *y (cf. NL � DNNDQ]L, LãW SL � LãWDSSDQ]L etc.). In 
3pl.pres.act., we would expect that *VK � �pQWL > *Lã§DQ]L. It is likely that this 
paradigm, ã §L � *Lã§DQ]L, was not retained thus and was levelled out to ã §L � 
ã §DQ]L, with introduction of the singular stem in the plural.  
 Eichner (1973a: 69-70) translates ã §� �  as “ verunreinigen, besudeln”  (similarly 
Oettinger 1979a: 512: “ verstopfen, beschmieren”  and Rieken 1999a: 340: 
“ verunreinigen, verstopfen, beschmieren, auffüllen” ). These translations are 
incorrect: CHD clearly shows that ã §� �  does not mean ‘to pollute, to defile’  but 
only ‘to clog, to plug up, to stuff’ . Eichner further states that ã §� �  is the basis 
from which Hitt. ã §XU � ã §XQ� ‘urine’  and CLuw. ãD§§D� “ Schmutz”  are derived, 
through the meaning ‘dirty, polluted’ . First it should be noted that Starke (1990: 
228-9) has shown that CLuw. ãD§§D� “ Schmutz”  does not exist: the form that 
Eichner translates thus is rather to be interpreted as ãD§§DQ� ‘feudal service’  (see 
at ãD§§DQ�). Secondly, the fact that ã §� �  actually means ‘to clog, to plug up, to 
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stuff’  makes an etymological connection with ã §XU ‘urine’  semantically 
impossible: I do not see how these meanings can be connected (see at ã §XU � 
ã §XQ� for an alternative etymology).  
 In my view, we rather connect ã §� �  ‘to stuff up, to fill’  with the PIE root 
*VHK � �L�� that is translated ‘to satisfy’  on the basis of Gr.  ‘to satiate 
oneself’ , Skt. iVLQYDQW� ‘unsatiable’  and TochB VR\� ‘to be satisfied’  (note that 
LIV2 translates the root as ‘satt werden’  (intr.), whereas Har arson (1993: 207) 
pleas for transitive ‘sättigen’ ). In my view, however, the root *VHK � � originally 
had the meaning ‘to stuff up, to fill’  that is still visible in Hittite. This meaning 
was altered to ‘to satiate’  (which is a trivial semantic development) after the 
splitting off of Anatolian and yielded the forms meaning ‘to satiate, to satisfy’  as 
found in the other IE languages (cf. Adams 1999: 703 for a similar scenario).  
 
ãD©©�| { : see ãD�Q�§�� �   
 
ãD©©DQ� (n.) a kind of obligation, service or payment due from land tennants to 
the real owners of the land (palace, temple, community or individuals): nom.-
acc.sg. ãD�D§�§D�DQ (OS), gen.sg. ãD�D§�§D�QD�Dã (OH/NS), dat.-loc.sg. ãD�D§�§D�
QL (MH/MS), ãD�D§�§D�D�QL (NH), abl. ãD�D§�§D�DQ�]D (MH/MS), ãD�D§�§D�QD�]D 
(MH/NS), ãD�D§�§D�QD�D] (NH), instr. ãD�D§�§D�QL�LW (OH/NS, MH/MS), ãD�D�D§�
§D�QL�LW, nom.-acc.pl.(?) ãD�D§�§D�QD (NH), ãD�D§�§D�QL (OH/NS), dat.-loc.pl.(?) 
ãD�D§�§D�QD�Dã (NH). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. ãD©©DQ� (n.) ‘id.’  (nom.-acc.sg. ãD�D§�§D�DQ�]D), 
ãD©©DQLªD� ‘to impose feudal service upon’  (impf.3sg.prets.act. ãD�D§�§D�QL�Lã�ãD�
DW�WD, ãD½�D§¾�§D�QL�Hã�ãD½�DW¾�WD). 
  PIE *VpK � Q, *V�H�K � pQ�R�V 
  
See CHD Š: 7f. for attestations and semantic discussion. Rieken (1999a: 287) 
convincingly reconstructs this word as *VpK � �Q, assuming that, together with 
Lã§DQLWDU ‘relative by marriage’  (q.v.), it derives from *VHK � � ‘to bind’  (for which 
see at Lã§DL� �  � Lã§L�). This means that we are dealing with a proterodynamic 
paradigm *VpK � �Q, *VK � �pQ�V >> pre-Hitt. VpK � �Q, *VHK � �pQ�RV > Hitt. ãD§§DQ, 
ãD§§DQDã (compare *SpK � �XU, *SK � �XpQ�V >> *SpK � XU, SHK � XpQRV > Hitt. SD§§XU, 
SD§§XHQDã ‘fire’ ). Kimball (1999: 396) reconstructs *VHK � �RP, but this does not 
explain the Q-stem forms in the oblique cases.  
 
ãD©HããDU� �� ãD©HãQ�� (n.) ‘fortification, stronghold’  (Sum. BÀD�HããDU): nom.-
acc.sg. ãD�§p�Hã�ãDU (OS). 
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 Derivatives: ãD©HãQDH�| {  (Ic2) ‘to fortify(?)’  (1sg.pret.act. BÀD�Hã�QD�QX�XQ 
(NH), BÀD�Hã ��� �QD�QX�XQ, 3sg.pret.act. BÀD�Hã�QD�L�LW; impf. ãD�§H�Hã�QL�Hã�
NH�D�,�ãD�§H�Hã�QD�Hã�NH�D�). 
  
See CHD Š: 9f. for attestations. The phonetically spelled forms of these words 
(ãD§HããDU and ãD§HãQDH�) are not totally clear regarding thier interpretation, but 
the meanings ‘fortification’  and ‘to fortify’  certainly would fit the contexts they 
occur in. The meaning of the logographically written words, BÀD�HããDU and 
BÀD�HãQDH�,� is ascertained as ‘fortification’  and ‘to fortify’ , however. 
Nevertheless, there has been some debate whether or not ãD§HããDU is to be 
equated with BÀD�HããDU (a reading *NXWWHããDU has been proposed on the basis of 
HLuw. SCALPRUMNXWDVDUD�L� and CLuw. NA NXWWDããDUD�L� ‘orthostat’  (see at N WW�)), 
but CHD (Š: 10) and Rieken (1999a: 136630) now state that the equation of BÀD 
with ãD§HããDU � ãD§HãQ� is the only likely one.  
 Formally, ãD§HããDU must be derived from ã §� �  ‘to clog, to plug up, to stuff’ . 
CHD states that “ if the word is derived from the verb ãD§�,�whose meaning is “ to 
stuff, fill, stop up, block” , an area of earthen fill (a rampart) may be meant” . It is 
also possible, however, that we must assume a similar semantic development as 
visible in LãWDSSHããDU ‘dam, enclosure’  that is derived from the verb LãW S� �  � 
LãWDSS� ‘to plug up, to block, to dam, to enclose, to shut; to besiege’ . See for 
further etymology at ã §� � .  
 
ã L�| {  (Ib1 > Ic2) ‘to become sullen, to become sulking, to be(come) angry; (midd. 
+  ]) to quarrel with each other’ : 3sg.pres.act. ãD�D�L]�]L, 3pl.pres.act. ãD�D�DQ�]L 
(OH/MS), ãD�DQ�]L (OH/NS), 1sg.pret.act. ãD�D�QX�XQ (OH/NS), 3sg.pret.act. ãD�
D�L�LW (OH/MS?), ãD�LW (OH/MS), ãD�L�LW (OH/NS), ãD�D�Lã (MH/NS); 
3pl.pres.midd. ãD�D�DQ�WD�WL (NH); part. ãD�D�DQ�W� (MS?); verb.noun ãD�D�X�ÑD�DU 
(OH/MS), ãD�D�X�DU (OH/MS?), ãD�D�ÑD�DU (MH/NS), dat.-loc. ãD�D�X�ÑD�DU�UL 
(NH). 
 Derivatives: ã WDU (n.) ‘irriation(?)’  (nom.-acc.sg. ãD�D�WDU (OH/MS), ãD�D�D�
WDU), see ãDQX�. 
 IE cognates: Lat. VDHYXV ‘wild, furious, ferocious’ , Gr. -  ‘cruel’ , Goth. 
VDLU, OHG V U ‘pain’ . 
  PIE *VHK � L�WL 
  
See CHD Š: 13f. for attestations. This verb inflects according to the §DWUDH�class, 
so seemingly we are dealing with a stem ãDH�� � . This class predominantly consists 
of verbs of denominative origin, showing a *-LH�R�derivation of R�stem nouns. In 
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this case, a nominal origin is not very likely, however, as we would be dealing 
with a noun *VR�. Since Juret (1942: 40), this verb is generally connected with 
Lat. VDHYXV ‘wild’ , which reflects *VHK � L�XR� (cf. Schrijver 1990: 270, who 
connects it with Gr. -  ‘cruel’ , Goth. VDLU, OHG V U ‘pain’ ). Oettinger 
(1979a: 363) reconstructs *VHK � �¨H�R�,� but this is in conflict with his own 
discovery that verbs in *-HK � �¨H�R� end up in the Hittite W ¨H�D�class (named after 
W ¨H�D�� �  ‘to steal’  < *WHK � �¨H�R�) whereas §DWUDH�class verbs reflect *-R�¨H�R�. 
Oettinger tries to disguise this discrepancy by citing the verb as “ ãDH� (oder 
ã ¨¨H�)” , but from the attested forms it is clear that it does not inflect according to 
the W ¨H�D�class. Melchert (1994a: 176f.) recognizes this problem and assumes 
that complex contractions have taken place: *ãD¨p¨H�R� > ã �L��. His reconstruction 
with *D is solely based on the knowledge that *-HK � ¨H�R� would have yielded 
� ¨H�D�. Apart from the methodological problem of reconstructing a phoneme *D, 
it is quite problematic, in my view, that a preform *ãD¨H¨H�R� would yield a shorter 
outcome than *WHK � ¨H�.  
 In my opinion, the etymological interpretation of this verb largely depends on 
the behaviour of the cluster *-K � L�. It is generally accepted that in a sequence 
*-9K � L9� the laryngeal disappears (*WHK � ¨H�R� > W ¨H�D�: the seeming exceptions, 
OD§§L¨H�D�� �  (derived from O §§�D�� ‘military campaign’ ), ]D§§L¨H�D�� �  (derived from 
]D§§DL� ‘battle’ ) and WX§§L¨DWW� (restored on the basis of WX§§DH�� �  ‘to produce 
smoke’ ) are clearly of secondary origin). The outcome of a sequence *-9K � L&� is 
less clear, however. Although one at first sight would expect Hitt. �9§§L&�,�I have 
not been able to find any word that unambiguously reflects �9§§L&� < *-9K � L&� 
(§D§§LPD� ‘drought’  and WX§§LPD� are derivatives in �LPD� of the verbs §D§§� and 
WX§§DH�,� NINDAPX§§LOD� (a kind of pastry) and NINDAQD§�§�LWL� (a bread) are of 
foreign origin and ]D§§LQ (acc.sg.) ‘battle’  is a NH secondary form in the 
paradigm of the diphthong-stem ]D§§DL�: note that nouns in � §LW� are all of 
Luwian origin). This opens up the possibility that *-9K � L&� did not yield Hitt. 
�9§§L&�,�but, for instance, *-bL&�. If so, then we are allowed to assume that ã L]]L 
reflects an athematic verbal form *VpK � L�WL. As a PL-inflecting root present, we 
would in principle expect ablaut in the stem and therefore 3pl.pres.act. *VK � L�pQWL, 
which regularly should have yielded Hitt. Lã§L¨DQ]L (like Lã§L¨DQ]L ‘they bind’  < 
*VK � �L�pQWL in the paradigm Lã§DL� �  � Lã§L�). It is quite understandable, however, that 
a paradigm ã L]]L, Lã§L¨DQ]L was not retained as such and that the singular stem 
ã L� was introduced into the plural. Note that this generalization of the stem ã L� 
must have taken place in the periode before the contraction of *9¨9 to *b, since 
*ã ¨DQ]L participated in it, yielding attested ã Q]L. This scenario demands that the 
only specific §DWUDH�class inflected form, 1sg.pret.act. ã QX[Q] (OH/NS) (instead 
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of expected **ã LQXQ), must be regarded as secondary, which is unproblematic in 
view of the high productivity of the §DWUDH�class inflection in NH times.  
 
ãDL� { � �� ãL��� ãLªH�D�| { � (IIa4 > Ic1 > Ic2; Ic1 > Ic2) ‘to impress, to seal; to put on 
(headgear); to pitch (a tent); to prick, to sting; to propel, to shoot, to throw; (with 
ãDU ) to push up, to send up; (with NDWWD) to send down; (midd.) to squirt, to spurt, 
to flow; (midd.) to shoot out, to spring out; to press’ : 1sg.pres.act. ãL�¨D�PL (NH), 
ãL�DP�PL, 3sg.pres.act. ãL�L�H�H]�]L (MH/MS), ãL�H�H]�]L (NS), ãL�L�H�][L], ãL�¨D�D]�]L 
(NH), ãL�L�¨D�D�L]�]L, ãL�L�¨D�L]�]L (OH/NS), ãL�¨D�L]�]L (OH/NS), ãD�D�L (MS), 
1pl.pres.act. ãL�¨D�D�X�H�QL (MH?/MS?), ãL�L�H�[X�H�QL?] (OH/NS), 3pl.pres.act. ãL�
¨D�DQ�]L (MH/MS), 1sg.pret.act. ãL�¨D�QX�XQ (NH), ãL�¨D�D�QX�XQ (NH), 
2sg.pret.act. ãL�Lã�WD (OH/NS), 3sg.pres.act. ãL�L�H�HW (OH/MS), ãD�D�Lã, ãD�L�Lã, ãL�
¨D�D�LW (NH), ãL�D�LW (NH), ãL�L�¨D�LW (NH), 2pl.pret.act.(or imp.) ãD�D�Lã�WpQ, 
3pl.pret.act. ãL�¨D�HU (NH), 2sg.imp.act. ãL�¨D�D (OH/MS), ãL�L�¨D�D (OH/NS), ãD�D�
L (MH/NS), 2pl.imp.act.(or pret.) ãD�D�Lã�WpQ, ãH�Lã�WH�HQ (OH/NS), 3pl.imp.act. ãL�
L�¨D�DQ�GX (OH/NS), ãL�¨D�DQ�GX (MH/NS), ãL�L�¨D�D�DQ�GX; 3sg.pres.midd. ãL�L�H�
HW�WD�UL (OH/NS), ãL�H�HW�WD, ãL�¨D�D�UL (NS), ãL�¨D�UL (NS), 3pl.pres.midd. ãL�¨D�DQ�
GD�UL, 3sg.pret.midd. ãL�¨D�WL (MH/MS), 3pl.pret.midd. [ã]L?�¨D�DQ�WD�DW (OH/NS); 
verb.noun ãL�¨D�X�ÑD�DU (OH/NS), gen.sg. ãL�¨D�ÑD�Dã (NH); inf.I ãL�¨D�X�ÑD�DQ�]L 
(NH); inf.II ãL�¨D�DQ�QD (NH); part. ãL�¨D�D�DQ�W� (OH/MS), ãL�¨D�DQ�W� (MH?/NS), 
ãL�L�¨D�DQ�W�; impf. ãL�L�Hã�NH�D� (OH/MS), ãL�¨D�Hã�NH�D� (OH/NS), ãL�L�¨D�Lã�NH�D�,�
ãL�Hã�NH�D�. 
 Derivatives: see É ãL¨DQQDã, ãL¨DQW�,� GIŠãL¨DWWDO�,� *ãL¨DWDU � ãL¨DQQ�,� ãL¨ ããDU � 
ãL¨ ãQ�,�ãL¨ ããDU, ãLããD� �  � ãLãã�,�ãLããL¨D�,�ãLããL¨DQW�,�ãLWWDU�D�� and ãLWWDUL¨H�D�� � . 
  PIE *VK � �yL�HL, *VK � �L�pQWL; *K � V�Lp�WL, *K � V�Ly�QWL. 
  
See CHD Š: 15f. for attestations and semantic treatment. It is generally thought 
that we are dealing here with the conflation of two verbs, namely a §L-verb ãDL� �  � 
ãL� ‘to press, to seal, to put on headgear’  and a PL-verb ãL¨H�D�� �  ‘to throw, to shoot, 
to sting’  (cf. CHD Š: 21; Kimball 1987b). CHD states, however, that 
“ unfortunately the extent and timing of such a conflation cannot be determined 
from the available evidence” . I therefore have followed CHD in citing all forms 
under one lemma. The conflation is the logical result of the fact that ãDL� �  � ãL�,�
which inflects according to the G L�WL¨DQ]L�class, in younger times secondarily was 
taken over into the �¨H�D�class (in this case ãL¨H�D�� � ) on the basis of the 
reinterpretation of 3pl.pres.act. ãL¨�DQ]L as ãL¨D�Q]L (cf. §XÑDL� �  � §XL� with 
secondary §X¨H�D�� � , LãSDL� �  � LãSL� with secondary LãSL¨H�D�� � , etc.).  
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 According to Kimball (1987b), the verb ãL¨H�D�� �  ‘to shoot’  is to be connected 
with Skt. DV\DWL ‘to shoot’  and reflects *K � V�¨H�R�,�whereas ãDL� �  � ãL� ‘to press, to 
seal’  belongs with the verbs for ‘to sow’  in the other IE languages: Lat. VHU , 
Goth. VDLDQ, Lith. V MX, OCS V Ma ‘to sow’  < *VHK � � (Kimball 1999: 433, followed 
by e.g. LIV2). This would mean, however, that PIE *VHK � � originally meant ‘to 
sow by pressing the seed into the ground’ , which, on the one hand yielded the 
Hittite meaning ‘to press’ , and, on the other, the meaning ‘to sow’  in the rest of 
the IE languages. As I have shown in Kloekhorst fthc.a, the verbs of the 
G L�WL¨DQ]L-class reflect a structure *&&�RL� � *&&�L�. In this case, it would mean 
that we have to reconstruct *VK � �yL�HL, *VK � �L�pQWL.  
 
ã NN� { ���ãDNN��(IIa2) ‘to know (about), to experience, to heed, to pay attention to, 
to recognize; to remember, to be expert in; to be acquainted with’  (Akk. ,' ): 
1sg.pres.act. ãD�D�DN�§L (OH/MS), ãD�D�DN�ND � �D[§�§L] (OH/MS), ãD�DN�ND � �D§�§L 
(OH/NS), ãD�ND � �D§�§L (NH), 2sg.pres.act. ãD�D�DN�WL (OH?/MS?), ãD�DN�WL 
(MH/MS), ãH�HN�WL (NH), 3sg.pres.act. ãD�D�DN�NL (MH/NS), ãD�DN�NL (OH/NS), 
1pl.pres.act. ãH�HN�NX� [?�QL?] (KBo 47.153 obv.? 1 (MS?)), ãH�HN�NX�H�QL (NH), 
ãH�HN�NX�X�H�QL (NH), ãH�HN�NX�~�H�QL (NH), ãL�LN�NX�H�QL (NH), ãH�HN�NX�ÑD�X�H�
QL (NH), 2pl.pres.act. ãD�DN�WH�H�QL (OS), ãD�DN�WH�QL (OH/NS), ãH�HN�WH�QL 
(MH/NS), ãH�HN�WH�H�QL (NH), 3pl.pres.act. [ã]D�NiQ�]L (OH/NS), ãH�HN�NiQ�]L 
(MH?/MS?), ãH�NiQ�]L (NS), 1sg.pret.act. ãD�DJ�JD�D§�§X�XQ (NH), ãD�ND � �§X�
X[Q?] (NH), 2sg.pret.act. ãD�D�DN�WD½½�Dã¾¾ (MH/MS), ãD�DN�NL�Lã (OH/NS), ãD�DN�
WD (NH), 3sg.pret.act. ãD�D�DN�WD (NH), ãD�DN�WD (NH), ãH�HN�WD (MH/NS), 
1pl.pret.act. ãH�HN�NX�H�HQ (NH), ãH�HN�NX�X�H�HQ (NS), 3pl.pret.act. ãH�HN�NH�HU 
(NH), ã[H]-HN�N[HU] (NH), 1sg.imp.act. ãH�HJ�JD�DO�OX (NH), ãL�LJ�JD�DO�OX (NH), 
2sg.imp.act. ãD�D�DN (MH/MS), ãD�DN (NH), 3sg.imp.act. ãD�D�DN�NX (MH/MS), 
ãD�DN�NX (MH/NS), ãD�DN�GX (NH), ãD�D�DN�GX (NH), 2pl.imp.act. [ã]D�DN�WpQ 
(NS), ãH�HN�WpQ (NS), ãL�LN�WpQ, 3pl.imp.act. ãH�HN�NiQ�GX (MH/MS); part. ãD�DN�
NiQ�W� (MH/MS), ãH�HN�NiQ�W� (MH/MS), ãL�LN�NiQ�W�. 
 Derivatives: see ãDN�N�DQWDW�W�DU. 
 IE cognates: Lat. VHF  ‘to cut’ , VFL  ‘to know’ , OCS V ãWL, V Na ‘to cut’ , PGerm. 
*VDJf�Q� ‘to saw’ . 
  PIE *VyNK � �HL, *VNK � �HQWL 
  
See CHD Š: 21f. for attestations. Usually, this verb is cited as ã NN��ãHNN�,�which 
is incorrect. Although a stem ãHNN� indeed is attested often, the oldest weak-stem 
form of this paradigm is 2pl.pres.act. ãD�DN�WH�H�QL (OS), showing a weak stem 
ãDNN�. This stem is supported by 3pl.pres.act. [ã]D�NiQ�]L (OH/NS) and part. ãD�
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DN�NiQ�W� (MH/MS). I therefore cite this verb as ã NN� �  � ãDNN� here. The stem 
ãHNN� is attested from MH times onwards, in weak stem forms (1pl.pres.act. 
ãHNNXHQL (MS?), 2pl.pres.act. ãHNWHQL (MH/NS), 3pl.pres.act. ãHNNDQ]L 
(MH?/MS?), 3pl.imp.act. ãHNNDQGX (MH/MS), part. ãHNNDQW� (MH/MS)), as well 
as in strong stem forms (2sg.pret.act. ãHNWL (NH), 3sg.pret.act. ãHNWD (MH/NS), 
1pl.pret.act. ãHNNXHQ (NH), 3pl.pret.act. ãHNNHU (NH), 2pl.imp.act. ãHNWHQ (NS)). I 
will first focus on the etymological interpretation of the root, and then look at the 
origin of the three different stems.  
 Regarding the root-etymology, we must take into account the fact that we find 
geminate �NN� throughout the paradigm, which is quite remarkable (compare e.g. 
NL � DNNDQ]L). Oettinger (1979a: 412f., following a suggestion by Benveniste 

1932: 140f.) connects this verb with Lat. V J UH ‘to have a good nose, to perceive 
keenly’ , Goth. VRNMDQ ‘to search’ , Gr.  ‘to lead the way; to command, to 
believe’  from *VHK � J�. He explains the geminate �NN� out of *-K � J� in *�VH��VyK � J�
HL. This is in contradiction with the reconstruction of ã J L� ‘sign, omen’  as 
*VHK � J� L� as well as Ñ NL ‘bites’  as *ÑyK � J�HL, however. The weak stem ãHNN�,�
which is taken as original by Oettinger, is explained as reflecting *VH�VK � J� (i.e. 
*VH�VK � J�HK � �UH > ãHNNHU), under the assumption that *-]JJ� > �NN�. This is not 
very credible, however. So, despite the fact that this etymological connection is 
semantically quite acceptable (pace Melchert 1994a: 69, who states that this 
etymology “ must be rejected on semantic grounds” ), its formal side is 
unsatisfactory.  
 Justus (1982: 322ff.) connects ã NN��ãDNN� with “ *VHN�”  ‘to cut’ , which in fact 
must be *VHN+� on the basis of Lat. perf. VHFX  (Rix 1999: 525-6). The semantic 
development would be parallel to the one seen in Lat. VFL  ‘to know’  < *VN+�
¨H�R�. This etymology is widely followed (e.g. Melchert 1994a: 69; LIV2). For 
Hittite, this means that ã NNL must reflect *VyN+�HL, in which �N+� was not lenited 
by the preceding *y. The fact that ã NN��ãDNN� does not inflect according to the 
WDUQ�D��class, in my view shows that the laryngeal must have been *K � , since a 
preform *VyNK �8� � �HL would have yielded Hitt. **ãDNNDL (cf. PDOODL ‘mills’  < 
*PROK � HL, SDGGDL ‘digs’  < *E � RG � K � HL, LãNDOODL ‘splits’  < *VNROK �8� � HL and LãSDUUDL 
‘tramples’  < *VSyUK �8� � HL). I therefore reconstruct ã NNL as *VyNK � �HL.  
 The interpretation of the different stems found within the paradigm of this verb, 
has caused much debate. On the basis of the fact that most of the forms of this 
verb shows either a stem ã NN� or a stem ãHNN�,� it was always assumed that this 
verb shows an original ablaut ã NN��ãHNN�. Such an ablaut, D�H, is rare in the Hittite 
verbal system. Within the §L-verbs, it can only be found in NDU S� �  � NDUH�LS� ‘to 
devour’ , ãDU S� �  � ãDULS� ‘to sip’ , §DPDQN� �  � §DPH�LQN� ‘to tie’  and Dã ã� �  � DãH�Lã� 
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‘to seat’ . Within the PL-verbs, we only find WDP ãã�� �  � WDPH�Lãã� ‘to (op)press’ . 
For the D�H-ablauting §L-verbs, Jasanoff (1979: 85-6; 2003) has proposed to 
assume that they reflect a PIE ablaut *R�H, a special category of “ K � H�inflecting”  
verbs. This view has been widely followed. In my opinion, it is incorrect, 
however. Nowhere in the IE languages, a verbal ablaut *R�H is attested: its only 
trace would be these Hittite verbs. As I have shown under their respective 
lemmas, the �H�grades in NDU S��NDUH�LS�,� ãDU S��ãDULS�,�§DPDQN��§DPH�LQN� and 
Dã ã��DãH�Lã� are to be explained as a secondary introduction of the anaptyctic 
vowel /}/ in the original zero-grade stems, just as we must assume in the case of 
WDPH�Lãã�.  
 The case of alleged ã NN��ãHNN� is different, however, since we have seen that 
the original inflection is ã NN��ãDNN�,�whereas the stem ãHNN� is attested from MH 
times onwards only. This situation reminds us of the verb U� �  � DU� ‘to arrive’ . In 
this verb, the original ablaut is U��DU�,�but from MH times onward, a stem HU� is 
attested as well. As I have shown under its lemma, the introduction of this HU� was 
the result of the analogy DUDQ]L : UHU with DãDQ]L : HãHU ‘to be’ , after which 
3pl.pret.act. UHU was altered to HUHU. In NH times, we see that this stem HU� has 
spread throughout all plural forms (e.g. HUXHQL, HUWHQL, HUXHQ, HUWHQ, HULU, etc.).  
 For ã NN�,�I would like to propose the following scenario. The original paradigm 
must have been *VyNK � HL, *VNK � pQWL (with normal *R��-ablaut as in all other §L-
LQIOHFWLQJ� YHUEV��� ZKLFK� VKRXOG� UHJXODUO\� KDYH� \LHOGHG� +LWW�� �V NL��� �}skanzi/. 
This paradigm could not be tolerated, however: nowhere in Hittite we find an 
ablaut ã9&� : Lã&�. It therefore was altered to /s NL����VNDQ]L���VSHOOHG�ã NN��ãDNN�. 
An initial cluster /sk-/ without an epenthetic vowel /}-/ was rare in Hittite, 
however: the only other example I know is /ságn/ : /sgnás/ ‘oil’  (see under ã NDQ � 
ãDNQ�). It therefore was eager to be replaced by something better. When in MH 
times a similar analogy as described above for UHU >> HUHU yielded 3sg.pret.act. 
ãHNNHU ‘they knew’ , this new stem ãHNN� was quickly used to replace all cases of 
/sk-/ (yielding ãHNNXHQL, ãHNWHQL, ãHNNDQ]L, ãHNNDQGX and ãHNNDQW�). In NH times, it 
spread to all plural forms with an original strong stem as well (yielding ãHNNXHQ 
and ãHNWHQ). Although this stem ãHNN� indeed goes back to virtual *VHNK � -, the 
vowel �H- was secondarily introduced in analogy to PL-verbs, and not part of the 
original ablaut.  
 
ã J L�� (c.) ‘sign, omen; miracle(?); warning; feature, characteristic’  (Sum. 
ISKIM): nom.sg. ãD�JD�L�[L]ã (OS), ãD�JD�D�Lã (MH/MS), ãD�JD�Lã (OH/NS), ãD�
ND�Hã, ãD?�JD�Hã, acc.sg. ãD�JD�LQ (OH/MS?), ãD�JD!�D�LQ (OH/NS), ãD�D�JD�D�LQ 
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(OH/NS), gen.sg. ãD�NL�¨D�Dã (NH), ãD�NL�Dã, abl. ãD�D�NL�¨D�D] (MH/MS), nom.pl. 
ãD�JD�D�Xã (NH), coll.? ãD�JD�H, ãD�JD�D�H (MS). 
 Derivatives: ã NLªH�D�� �  (Ic1) ‘to give a sign, to give an omen; to reveal; to 
exemplify’  (2sg.pres.act. ãD�NL�Lã�ãL (NH), 3sg.pres.act. ãD�D�NL�H]�]L (OH/MS?), 
ãD�NL�¨D�D]�]L (MH/NS), ãD�NL�¨D�]L (MH/NS), ãD�NL�H]�]L (NS), 1sg.pret.act. ãD�NL�
QX�XQ (OH/MS), [ã]D?�NL�¨D�QX�XQ (NH), 3sg.pret.act. ãD�NL�DW, ãD�D�NL�¨D�DW (NH); 
impf. ãD�D�NL�Hã�NH�D�,� ãD�NL�Lã�NH�D�,� ãD�D�NL�Lã�NH�D� (NH)), ãDNLªD©©� �  (IIb) ‘to 
indicate, to signal, to give a sign or an omen’  (3sg.pres.act. ãD�NL�¨D�D§�]L (NH), 
2sg.pret.act. ISKIM�D§�WD, 3sg.pret.act. ãD�NL�¨D�D§�WD (NH), 3pl.pret.act. ãD�NL�¨D�
D§�§H�HU; 3sg.pret.midd. ISKIM�D§�WD�DW; verb.noun ISKIM�D§�§X�ÑD�DU, gen.sg. 
ãD�NL�¨D�D§�§X�X�ÑD�Dã), ãDNLDããDU� �� ãDNLDãQ� (n.) ‘sign, omen’  (dat.-loc.sg. ãD�
NL�Dã�QL (NS)), ãDNLªDXÓDQW� (adj.) ‘ominous’  (nom.sg.c. ãD�NL�¨D�X�ÑD�DQ�]D). 
 IE cognates: Lat. V J UH ‘to have a good nose, to perceive keenly’ , Goth. VRNMDQ 
‘to search’ , Gr.  ‘to lead the way; to command, to believe’ . 
  PIE *VHK � J� L� 
  
See CHD Š: 32f. for attestations. This word is a diphthong-stem, for which see 
Weitenberg 1979. These stems go back to a structure *&p&� LV, *&&�yL�P, *&&�
L�yV. Regarding its etymology, this word is generally connected with the root 
*VHK � J� ‘einer Fährte nachgehen’  (thus LIV2). In the older literature, a 
reconstruction *VK � J� LV is often given, in which *K �  is supposed to have 
vocalized to �D� (Eichner 1973a: 71; Oettinger 1979a: 345, 41334). Nowadays it 
has become clear that “ [t]here is no solid evidence for “ vocalization”  of */h2/ 
anywhere in Anatolian”  (Melchert 1994a: 70).  
 When applying Weitenberg’ s analysis of this type, we have to assume a 
paradigm *VpK � J� L�V, *VK � J�yL�P, *VK � J�L�yV, in which generalization of the H�
grade in the root is trivial: *VpK � J� L�V, *VHK � J�yL�P, *VHK � J�L�yV. This should 
regularly have yielded Hitt. **ã JDLã, ãDJ LQ, **ãDNL¨ ã. The assumption of H-
grade in the root is supported by the occasional plene spelling ãD�D�N° in the 
paradigm of ã J L� itself (which is the reason for me to cite this noun as ã J L� 
and not as ãDJ L� as one often finds) as well as in its derivative ã NL¨H�D�� � . 
Melchert (1994a: 69) even goes so far in assuming that ã NL¨H�D� reflects *VpK � J�
¨H�R� and is to be directly equated with Lat. V J UH. In my view, inner-Hittite 
derivation of ã NL¨H�D� from ã J L� is more likely, however.  
 
ã NDQ� �� ãDNQ� (n.) ‘oil, fat’  (Sum. Ì): nom.-acc.sg. ãD�JD�DQ (pre-NS), ãD�D�NiQ 
(KBo 40.69 r.col. 5 (NS)), Ì�DQ (OH/MS), gen.sg. ãD�DN�QD�D�Dã (OS), ãD�DN�QD�
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Dã, loc.sg. ãD�DN�QL (MH/MS), erg.sg. Ì�DQ�]D (NH), abl. Ì�D], instr. ãD�NiQ�GD 
(OS), ãD�NiQ�WD, Ì�LW. 
 Derivatives: ãDNQLªH�D�� �  (Ic1) ‘to anoint, to smear (with oil), to oil’  
(3pl.pres.act. ãD�DN�QL�¨D�DQ�]L (NH), Ì-DQ�]L (NH)), ãDNQXÓDQW� (adj.) ‘filled with 
fat or oil, fatty’  (nom.sg.c. [ã]D�DN�QX�ÑD�DQ�]D (NH), nom.-acc.sg.n. ãD�DN�QX�DQ 
(MH/MS), nom.pl.c. ãD�DN�QX�ÑD�DQ�WH�Hã (NS), acc.pl.c. Ì�DQ�WH�Hã, dat.-loc.pl. Ì�
QX�DQ�WD�Dã), see LãNL¨H�D�� � . 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. W LQ (n.) ‘oil’  (nom.-acc.sg. WD�D�LQ, WD�D�L�LQ, [W]D�LQ�]D, 
GD�D�LP SD, dat.-loc.sg. Ì�L, abl.-instr. WD�D�L�QD�D�WL, WD�D�L�QD�WL, GD�D�L�QD�WL). 
  PIE *Vy ���   � ¡ �Q, *V ���   � ¡ �Q�yV 
  
See CHD Š: 35f. for attestations. For a long time the forms with ãDNQ� were 
regarded as belonging to the paradigm of ãDNNDU, ]DNNDU ‘excrements’ , untill 
Hoffner (1994) proved that we are dealing with a separate word ã JDQ � ãDNQ� 
‘oil, fat’ . Although no good IE cognate is known, the inflection of this word looks 
so archaic that an IE origin is likely. Rieken (1999a: 294) assumes a preform 
*VH ���   � ¡ �HQ�. Mechanically, we must reconstruct a paradigm *VyJ�Q, *VJ�Q�yV, 
which should regularly have gLYHQ�+LWW���V JQ����}VJQ V���6LQFH�DQ�DEODXW�ã9& : 
Lã& is unparalleled in Hittite, the form **/}VJQ V��SUREDEO\�ZDV�UHPDGH�WR��VJQ V��
(cf. at ã NN� �  � ãDNN� for a similar scenario). Nevertheless, it cannot be excluded 
that the R-grade was introduced into the oblique cases (so /sagnas/). Yet the fact 
that we are dealing with an OS attestation ãDNQ ã that clearly is accentuated on 
the ending in my view indicates that this form is to be analysed as /sgnas/. 
According to Rieken (l.c.), the verb LãNL¨H�D�� �  ‘to anoint, to oil’  must be regarded 
as a derivative of this noun, reflecting *V ���   � ¡ �¨H�R�. See there for discussion.  
 Oettinger (2003: 340) adduces CLuw. W LQ� ‘oil’ , which he assumes to reflect a 
collective *VRJ�²Q. Although semantically this connection is convincing, the 
formal side is difficult, especially with regard to the initial W� in CLuwian. 
Nevertheless, there are some other words in which CLuw. W� seems to correspond 
to Hitt. ã�: CLuw. W ÑD�L� ~ Hitt. ã NXÑD� ‘eye’  and CLuw. G U � G Q� ~ Hitt. ã §XU 
� ã §XQ� ‘urine’ . It is remarkable that in all these cases we are dealing with a word 
in which PAnat. *J disappeared in Luwian.  
 
ãDN�N�DQWDW�W�DU� (n.) ‘appliqué’ : nom.-acc.sg. ãD�NiQ�WD�WDU, nom.-acc.pl. ãD�DJ�
JD�DQ�WD�DW�WD�U[D], ãD�NiQ�WD�DG�GD�UD, [ã]D�NiQ�WD�DW�WD�UD. 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. ãDNDQWDPD�L� (adj.) ‘decorated with appliqué(?)’  
(nom.acc.sg.n. ãD�NiQ�WD½�DP¾�PD�DQ�]D, nom.pl.c. ãD�NiQ�WD½�DP¾�PH�HQ�]L). 
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See CHD Š: 40 for attestations. It is unclear whether these forms are genuinely 
Hittite or of Luwian origin. According to Starke (1990: 516ff.) the words are 
derived from *ãDNNDQW�L��,�which he interprets as an old part. of *VHNK � � ‘to cut’ , 
for which see ã NN� �  � ãDNN�.  
 
ãDNNDU,� ]DNNDU� �� ãDNQ� (n.) ‘excrement, dung, faeces’ : nom.-acc.sg. ãD�DN�NDU 
(OH/NS), ]D�DN�NDU (OH or MH/NS), gen.sg. ãD�DN�QD�Dã (MH/NS). 
 Derivatives: ãDNQ ãã�� �  (Ib2) ‘to be(come) impure, defiled’  (3sg.pres.act. ãD�DN�
QL�Hã�]L, ãD�DN�QL�H�H[ã?�]L]), ãDNQXÓDQW� (adj.) ‘defiled by ãDNNDU, impure, soiled’  
(nom.sg.c. ãD�DN�QX�DQ�]D (MH/NS), ãD�DN�QX�ÑD�DQ�]D (NH), acc.sg.c. ãD�DN�QX�
ÑD�DQ�GD�DQ, nom.-acc.sg.n. ãD�DN�QX�ÑD�DQ (NH), dat.-loc.sg. ãD�DN�QX�ÑD�DQ�WL, 
abl. ãD�DN�QX�ÑD�DQ�GD�]D, nom.pl.c. ãD�DN�QX�ÑD�DQ�WH�Hã (NH), ãD�DN�QX�DQ�WH�
Hã (pre-NS), dat.-loc.pl. ãD�DN�QX�ÑD�DQ�WD�Dã), ãDNQXPDU (n.) ‘defilement(?), 
defecation(?)’  (nom.-acc.sg. ãD�DN�QX�PDU (NH)), see ]DãJDUDLã. 
 IE cognates: Gr. ,  ‘excrement’ , Av. VDLULLD� ‘dung’ , PGerm. 
*VNDUQD� ‘dung, filth’ , Russ. VRU ‘dung’ , Latv. VmU L ‘dung’ . 
  PIE *Vy��U, *V��fU, *V��Q�yV 
  
See CHD Š: 41f. for attestations. Since Benveniste (1935: 9) and Sturtevant 
(1936: 183f.) this noun is generally connected with Gr. ,  ‘excrement’  
(going back to an U�Q-stem as well) and Av. VDLULLD�,�PGerm. *VNDUQD�,�Russ. VRU 
and Latv. VmU L ‘dung’  that seem to reflect *V�HU�. The interpretation of the Hittite 
forms is not fully clear. The form ãDNNDU is generally thought to reflect *Vy��U (cf. 
Rieken 1999a: 295). From a PIE point of view, we would expect that the oblique 
forms belonging to *Vy��U should have had a form *V��pQ� (compare *XyG�U, *XG�
pQ� ‘water’ ). This form is not attested, however. The form ]DNNDU must reflect a 
“ coll.”  *V��fU (not *Vp�� U, compare ÑLG U < *XG�fU!), certainly in view of the 
spelling ]D�Dã�JD�U° /tskar/ as attested in its derivative ]DãJDUDLã (q.v.). The 
expected oblique form belonging to this collective is *V��Q�yV, which in my view 
is the preform of gen.sg. ãDNQDã (so possibly phonetic /sknas/, cf. ã NDQ � ãDNQ�).  
 The initial ]� of ]DNNDU has caused much discussion. For instance, Rieken (l.c.) 
follows Oettinger (1994: 326f.) in assuming that the development of ã� > ]� is due 
to nasal anticipation, and assumes a development *VDNQ� > *QVDNQ� > *Q ¢ VDNQ� > 
*WVDNQ�,�after which ]DNNDU was formed. This is unconvincing: the only form that 
contains a nasal shows initial ã� (ãDNQDã), whereas ]DNNDU has no nasal. I would 
like to propose an alternative solution. The only other case that I know of where 
*V� > Hitt. ]� is ]DPD�Q�NXU ‘beard’  < *VPR�Q���XU (note that ]LQQL��]LQQ� ‘to 
finish’  < *WL�Q�H��K � �,�] � ‘to cook’  < *WLHK � � and ] QD� ‘autumn’  < *WLHK � �QR� and 
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therefore do not show *V� > Hitt. ]�). It is remarkable that its derivative 
ãDPDQNXUÑDQW� ‘bearded’  does not show initial ]�. So the development *V� > ]� 
seems to be limited to two words only, which both are neuter and have an initial 
cluster *V&�. I therefore want to propose that this development is due to a false 
analysis of the syntagms *WRG VPy�XU and *WRG V�fU (or whatever preceding 
pronoun) as *WRG 

¢ VPy�XU and *WRG 
¢ V�fU respectively. This would explain why ]� 

is only found in the nom.-acc. of neuter words and not in their oblique cases or 
derivatives. This development only took place with *V&� and not with *V9� 
(hence ãDNNDU < *Vy�U).  
 It should be noted that nom.-acc.sg. *Vy�U regularlly should have yielded 
**V NDU (with lenition of *��� to /g/ due to the preceding *y, cf. *�yWU > Hitt. 
� WDU), which means that unlenited �NN� must have been restored out of the oblique 
cases.  
 
ã NO L��(c.) ‘custom, customary behavior, rule, law, requirement; rite, ceremony; 
privilege, right’ : nom.sg. ãD�DN�OD�Lã (MH/MS), ãD�DN�OD�D�Lã (MH/NS), ãD�D�DN�
OD�D�Lã (NH), acc.sg. ãD�DN�OD�LQ (MH?/MS?, OH/NS), ãD�DN�OD�D�LQ (MH/NS), 
ãD�DN�OL�LQ (OH/MS?), ãD�D�DN�OL�Q� PD�DQ (OH/MS), dat.-loc.sg. ãD�DN�OD�D�L 
(NH), ãD�DN�OD�L (NH). ãD�DN�OL�¨D (MH/NS), gen.sg. ãD�DN�OD�D�¨D�Dã (NH), abl. 
ãD�DN�OD�¨D�]D, nom.pl. ãD�DN�O[D�D�Hã] (NH), ãD�DN�OD�Xã (NH), acc.pl. ãD�DN�OD�
Xã (NH). 
  PIE *VHK � N�O L� 
  
See CHD Š: 44f. for attestations. Since Sturtevant (1933: 87), this word is 
generally connected with Lat. VDFHU ‘sacred’  and ON ViWW ‘treaty’ . These words 
reflect a root *V�H�K � N� (cf. Schrijver 1991: 97), so ãDNO L� must reflect *V�H�K � N�
O L�V. If in the root the zero-grade has generalized, then this word would show a 
development *VK � N� > ãDN� (thus Kimball 1999: 419), but this is unlikely in view 
of the fact that “ [t]here is no solid evidence for “ vocalization”  of */h2/ anywhere 
in Anatolian”  (Melchert 1994a: 70). We should rather assume generalization of 
the H-grade throughout the paradigm, which is strongly supported by the plene 
spellings ãD�D�DN� (in an OH/MS text already).  
 
ãDNUXÓH�D�� �  : see ãDNXUXÑH�D�� �   
 
ã NWDH�� � � (Ic2) ‘to provide sick-maintainance’ : 3sg.pres.act. ãD�D�DN�WD�D�H]�]L 
(OS), ãD�DN�WD�L]�]L (NH). 
 IE cognates: OIr. VRFKW ‘stupor’ . 
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  PIE *VRNWR�¨H�R� ?? 
  
See CHD Š: 51f. for attestations. See Watkins (1975: 70-1) for semantics and 
etymology. He states that ã NWDH� means ‘to provide sick-maintainance’  and must 
be denominative from a noun *ãDNWD� < *VRNWR�. He connects this noun with OIr. 
VRFKW ‘stupor’ , which he further compares to Skt. Yt��DNW  ‘dry (cow)’ , from the 
verb *VHN� ‘to dry’ . This etymology demands the assumption of a semantic 
development *VRNWR� ‘dryness’  > ‘sickness’ , which may not be very appealing. 
Despite its semantic unattractiveness, this etymology is followed by Oettinger 
(1979a: 377) and Melchert (1994a: 93).  
 
ãDNXLããDL��(gender undet.) a body part: dat.-loc.sg. ãD�NX�Lã�ãD�L (NS). 
  
This word occurs in one context only:  
 

KUB 45.24 i  
(9) QX�X ã�ãL�L ã�ãD�DQ ãD�NX�Lã�ãD�L�L ã�ãL NX�LW â$ SÍG [S]A5  
(10) ãX�~�L�HO §D�PD�DQ�½½�JD¾¾�NiQ QX MUNUS ŠU.GI ãX�~�H[O ...]  

 
// 
KBo 33.37 rev. + IBoT 2.48  
(2/3) [(QX�X ã�ãL�L ãD�D)]Q ãD�NX�[Lã�ã]D�L NX�L[(W â$ SÍG )S(A5 ãX�~�L�HO)]  
(3/4) §[(D?�PD�D)]Q�NiQ½½�DQ¾¾ QX MUNUS [Š]U.GI ãX�~� [(�H)O ...]  

 
‘Whatever thread of red wool is tied onto his (i.e. the client’ s) ãDNXLããDL�,� the 

Old Woman will [...] (that) thread’ .  
 
From this context, we have to conclude that ãDNXLããDL� is a body part onto which 
threads could be tied. The formal similarity with ã NXÑD� ‘eye’  has led Haas & 
Wegner (1988a: 326 and 1988b: 160) to translate ‘Augenpartie’ , but this is 
rejected by CHD Š: 77. For the form ãDNXLããLW, which CHD (l.c) cites as a 
possible instr.-form of this word, see the lemma ãDNXLããL¨H�D�� � . Further unclear.  
 
ãDNXLããLªH�D�� �  (Ic1) ‘?’ : 3sg.pret.act.(?) ãD�NX�Lã�ãL�HW (KUB 17.28 i 15) 
  
This verb is hapax in the following context:  
 

KUB 17.28 i  
(14) ãD�St�LN�NX�Xã�WD�Dã�ã D URUDU�Dã QX�X ã�ãD�DQ A�WD�DQ�WD  
(15) ãD�NX�Lã�ãL�HW Q D�DQ ãH�HU §X�L�QX�XP�PH�QL  
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(16) Q D�DQ WDU�PD�D�X�H�QL  
 

‘There is a copper pin. It has ã.-ed with water and we let it run up and hammer 

it down’ .  
 
On the basis of this context, the meaning of ãDNXLããLHW cannot be determined. It 
has been suggested to read the form as ãD�NX�L ã�ãL�LW ‘its eye’  (i.e. of the 
ãDSLNNXãWD�,� which is then interpreted as ‘needle’ ), but there is no positive 
evidence for this. Moreover, the word for ‘eye’  is an D�stem, ã NXÑD� (q.v.), and 
not an L�stem. CHD Š: 77 further suggests an interpretation as instr. of the noun 
ãDNXLããDL�,� a body part (q.v.), but this cannot be ascertained either. I have 
therefore chosen to interpret this word as a verbal form (on the basis of the fact 
that it stands in sentence-final position), namely 3sg.pret.act. of a further 
unattested verb ãDNXLããL¨H�D�� � .  
 
ãDN�N�XQL�� (c.) ‘spring, well’  (Sum. TÚL?): nom.sg. ãD�NX½�QL¾�Lã (NH), gen.sg. 
ãD�NX�QL�¨D�Dã (MH?/NS), all.sg. ãD�NX�QL�¨D. 
 Derivatives: ãDNXQLªH�D� (Ic1) ‘to well up’  (part.nom.-acc.sg.n. ãD�NX�QL�¨D�DQ 
(MH/NS); impf.2sg.pres.act. ãD�NX�QL�Hã�NH�ãL (NH)), ãDNNX�ÓD�QL� (c.) ‘mud 
plaster’  (acc.sg. ãD�NX�ÑD�QL�LQ, ãD�DN�NX�QL�LQ, ãD�NX�QL�LQ, case? ãD�DN�NX�ÑD�QL�
¨[D�...]). 
  PIE *VRN � �Q�L� 
  
See CHD Š: 58 and 77 for attestations. Note that CHD is quite inconsistent in its 
treatment of these words. For instance, KBo 10.45 ii (11) ãD�NX�QL�¨D�DQ (12) [ãD�
UD�D] GD�D�L is translated on page 58 ‘She takes [up] mud-plaster(?)’  (as if 
belonging with ãDNNX�ÑD�QL� ‘mud-plaster’ ), whereas on page 78 it is translated 
‘She takes [up] welled-up mud’  (as if a part.nom.-acc.sg.n. of the verb ãDNXQL¨H�D� 
‘to well up’ ). A close look at all the contexts in which the above mentioned forms 
occur shows that we should distinguish the following words: the noun ãDNXQL� 
‘spring, well’  (but not ãDNXQL¨D� as cited in CHD), the noun ãDNNXÑDQL�,�ãDNNXQL� 
‘mud-plaster’  (but not ãDNNXQL¨D� as cited in CHD) and the participle ãDNXQL¨DQW� 
‘welled-up’ , derived from the verb ãDNXQL¨H�D�. Despite the fact that ãDNNXÑDQL�,�
ãDNNXQL� is the only one of these words that shows spellings with geminate �NN� 
(besides occasional single �N�), I assume on the basis of the semantic similarity 
that all these words are related and that the lack of geminate spelling �NN� in the 
words ãDNXQL� and ãDNXQL¨H�D� is due to chance (pace Rieken 1999a: 61288).  
 The formal connection between ãDNXQL� and ãDNXQL¨H�D� is clear, but the relation 
to ãDNNX�ÑD�QL� is less obvious. Schmid (1988: 314-5) proposed a connection with 
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ã NXÑD� ‘eye’  (which is semantically likely in view of Akk. QX that denotes ‘eye’  
as well as ‘well’ ), assuming a derivation of it with the suffix *-ÑRQ���XQ� (and 
thus explaining ãDNNXÑDQL� besides ãDNNXQL�). Rieken (l.c.) rejects this suggestion 
on the basis of her idea that *-ÑRQ� should have yielded Hitt. **�PDQ� next to 
labiovelar. This is incorrect, however: the labial element of labiovelars does not 
participate in the sound law *-XÑ� > �XP� (cf. DNXHQL ‘we drink’  < *K � J � � XpQL). 
Nevertheless, assuming an Q�suffix is formally possible as well.  
 All in all, we have to assume a preform *VyN � �Q�,�*V�R�N � �yQ� ‘*eye-like > well’  
(or *VyN � �XQ�,� *V�R�N � �ÑyQ� if one likes), from which L-stem derivatives on the 
one hand yielded *VRN � �Q�L� > ãDNNXQL� ‘well, spring’  and *VRN � �Q�¨H�R� > 
ãDNNXQL¨H�D� ‘to well up’ , and on the other *VRN � �RQ�L� > ãDNNXÑDQL� ‘mud-plaster 
(i.e. what has welled up)’ . The fact that *N �  was not lenited in these forms (unlike 
in ã NXÑD� ‘eye’ ) is due to the fact that unlenited *N �  was generalized from the 
oblique cases. See at ã NXÑD� for further etymology.  
 
ãDNXUXÓH�D�� �  (Ic4) ‘(trans.) to water (animals); (intr. with�  ]) to drink’ : 
3pl.pres.act. ãD�DN�UX�ÑD�DQ�]L (MH/MS), ãD�NX�UX�X�DQ�][L] (MH/MS), [ã]D�NX�
UX�X�ÑD�DQ�]L (MH/MS), 3pl.pret.act. ãD�NX�UX�X�H�HU (MH/MS), 3?.imp.act. ãD�
DN�UX�x[...] (NS); inf.I ãD�NX�UX�X�ÑD�ÑD�DQ�]L (MH/MS), ãD�DN�UX�~�ÑD�DQ�]L 
(NS), ãD�NX�UX�X�ÑD�X�ÑD�DQ�]L (MH/MS); verb.noun ãD�NX�UX�X�ÑD�ÑD�DU 
(MH/MS). 
  PIE *VURJ � UX�¨H�R� ?? 
  
See CHD Š: 50f. for attestations. There, this verb is cited as “ ãDNUXZDL�,�
ãDNXUXZDL�” , despite the fact that it is stated (with reference to Melchert 1997a: 
132) that “ ãDNUXZH�D� “ to water”  is a denominative verb in *-\H�R� with regular 
loss of intervocalic *\” .  
 We find spellings that show a stem ãDNXUXÑH�D� and ãDNUXÑH�D�. Because the 
form ãDNXUXÑH�D� seems to be the older one (it is the predominant spelling in MS 
texts, whereas ãDNUX� occurs in NS texts), I cite the verb as ãDNXUXÑH�D� here. 
Apparently, ãDNXUXÑH�D� (/sagwrue/a-/?) was dissimilated to ãDNUXÑH�D� 
(/sagrue/a-/) in the late MH period. This ãDNXUXÑH�D� is, as stated by CHD, a 
denominative in *-¨H�R� of a stem *ãDNXUX�. Melchert (1994a: 170) assumes that 
this stem is metathesized from *VDJ � XU. Moreover, he assumes that 
“ [d]issimilatory loss of */r/ is seen in *VUDNXU�\H� ‘water’  > *VUDNUX�\H� ... > 
*VDNUX\H� > VDNUXZH�. The base noun *VUDNXU (i.e. */sragw-wr/) belongs to the 
poorly attested V�D�UDNX� (/sragw-/) ‘to water’ ”  (o.c.: 169). See at ãDUDNX� for 
further etymology.  
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ãDNXWWD�L��� (n.) ‘thigh(?)’ : nom.-acc.pl.(?) ãD�DN�XW�WD�L (OH/NS), ãD�NX�WD�D�H 
(NS), ãD�NX�XW�WD (NS). 
 IE cognates: ?Skt. ViNWKL� ‘thigh’ . 
  PIE *VRN � W+� ? 
  
See CHD Š: 81 for attestations. This word is attested in a list of body parts that 
are arranged top-down: eyes, shoulder, back, breast, heart, lungs, kidneys, DXOL, 
ãDNXWWDL, knee, feet, hands. This means that ãDNXWWD�L�� is a body part (although it 
does not carry the UZU-determinative) that is located above the knees, but below 
the DXOL�,�which is situated below the kidneys. CHD therefore suggests ‘rump, 
haunches, thigh or shank’ . Normier DSXG Kühne (1986: 10361) proposes a 
connection with Skt. ViNWKL� ‘thigh’ , which would formally fit and semantically 
certainly be possible. If this etymology is correct, we have to reconstruct 
*VRN � W+�R�. The fact that we do not find geminate spelling �NN� in ãDNXWWD�L�� 
/sakwta(i)-/ may be due to chance, although the broken spelling ãD�DN�XW�WD�L 
could in fact show that we have to read it as ãD�DN½�NX¾�XW�WD�L.  
 
ã NXÓD� (n.) ‘eye’  (Sum. IGI, Akk. 18): dat.-loc.sg. IGI

£
I.A�L, gen.sg. â$ IGI

¤
¥ ¦
, 

(�1,, all.sg.(?) ãD�NX�ÑD (OH/NS), nom.-acc.pl. ãD�D�NX�ÑD (OS), ãD�NX�XD�D 
(MH/MS), ãD�NX�ÑD (OH/NS), gen.pl. ãD�NX�ÑD�Dã (OH or MH/NS), ãD�D�NX�ÑD�
Dã, dat.-loc.pl. ãD�NX�ÑD�Dã (OH/NS), abl.pl. [ãD�N]X�ÑD�]D, instr.pl. ãD�D�NX�LW 
(OS), ãD�NX�L�LW (OH/MS), ãD�D�NX�ÑD�DW (MH/MS). 
 Derivatives: ãDNXÓDO� (n.) ‘eye-cover’  (nom.-acc.sg. [ã]D?�D�DN�NX�ÑD�DO (MS), 
instr. [ãD�D�D]N?�NX�ÑD�OL�LW (MS), nom.-acc.pl. ãD�NX�ÑD�D[O�O(L)]), see 
ãDNXÑD¨H�D�� �  and ãDNXÑDQWDUL¨H�D�� � .  
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. W ÓD�L� (c./n.) ‘eye’  (nom.sg. GD�D�X�L�Lã, dat.-loc.sg. WD�
D�X�L, coll.pl. GD�D�X�ÑD, IGI

£
I.A�ÑD, dist.nom.-acc. IGI

£
I.A�ÑD�DQ�WD, dist.dat.-loc. 

GD�D�~�ÑD�DQ�W[D�DQ�]D], WD�ÑD�DQ�WD�DQ�[]D], abl.-instr. WD�D�~�ÑD�WL, gen.adj.-
nom.sg.c. IGI

£
I.A�ÑD�Dã�ãL�Lã, gen.adj.nom.-acc.sg.n. IGI

£
I.A�ÑD�Dã�ãD�DQ�]D, 

gen.adj.abl.-instr. WD�ÑD�Dã�ãD�WL, GD�D�X�ÑD�Dã�ãD�WL, WD�D�X�ÑD�Dã�ãD�DQ�]D�WL, GD�
D�X�ÑD�Dã�ãD�DQ�]D�WL), GDÓDOOL�ªD�� ‘to cast the evil eye upon’  (3sg.pres.act. GD�
ÑD�DO�OL�LW�WL (KUB 44.4+KBo 13.241 rev. 33)); HLuw. WDZD�L� ‘eye’  (acc.sg. 
“ LITUUS” WD�Zi�t�QD�� (KAYSERø� ����� DEO�-instr. CORWD�ZD�L�UD�L (KÜRTÜL §4), 
gen.adj.abl.-instr.(?) “ COR” WD�ZD�L�Vj�WD�WL (ASSUR letter H §10)); Lyc. WHZH� 
‘eye’  (coll.pl. WDZD), xWHZ  (adv.) ‘facing, opposite, toward’ . 
  PAnat. *VfJ � R� 
 IE cognates: PGerm. *VH[ � DQ ‘to see’  
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  PIE *VyN � �R� 
  
See CHD Š: 65f. for attestations. The oldest attestations of this word is nom.-
acc.pl. ã NXÑD (OS). The bulk of the attested forms are plural, which means that 
we are practically dealing with a pluralum tantum. Often, the word is written with 
the sumerogram IGI, but it is not clear whether IGI always stands for ã NXÑD�. 
For instance, the NS spelling IGI�DQGD for PHQD§§DQGD may show that IGI was 
associated with PHQL� ‘face’  as well (q.v.). This is important for our judgement of 
a few cases where IGI is phonetically complemented with L-stem endings: 
nom.sg.c. IGI

£
I.A�Lã (MH/MS), acc.sg.c. IGI

£
I.A�LQ (NS) (see CHD (l.c.) for 

attestations). On the basis of these forms, e.g. CHD assumes that ã NXÑD� was an 
L�stem originally, and cites the lemma as “ ãDNXL�” . Nevertheless, the appurtenance 
of these L�stem forms to the word that I cite as ã NXÑD� is unlikely, not only 
because all phonetically spelled forms of this word show the D-stem ã NXÑD�,�but 
also because these L�stem forms are commune whereas ã NXÑD� shows neuter 
forms only. As an extra argument in favour of the assumption that ‘eye’  originally 
was an L�stem ãDNXL�,� the form ãD�NX�Lã�ãL�LW (KUB 17.28 i 15) is interpreted by 
CHD as nom.-acc.sg.n. ãDNXL ããLW ‘its eye’ . As we will see at its own lemma, this 
word is rather a verbal form belonging to a stem ãDNXLããL¨H�D�§ ¨  (q.v.). Starke 
(1989: 665f.) states that the forms with IGI

£
I.A�L� should be read as Luwian 

W ÑD�L�,�but according to CHD (Š: 67) there is no evidence for this assumption. 
Rieken (1999a: 61) suggests to interpret the form ãD�D�NX�L (KBo 34.129, 2) as 
reflecting an old dual ending in *-LK © , but the fact that it stands right before a 
break (ãD�D�NX�L[���...]) makes any interpretation uncertain (according to CHD an 
interpretation as dat.-loc.sg. is equally possible). All in all, we have to start from a 
neuter noun ã NXÑD�,�which is almost consistently attested in the plural. There is 
no evidence that the commune forms IGI

£
I.A�L� should be read ãDNXL�,� and 

therefore I will further leave these out of consideration here.  
 There are two different etymological proposals for this word, both going back 
to Sturtevant (1927b: 163). The first one connects ã NXÑD� with *K ª HN « � ‘to see’ , 
which would imply that in Hittite we are dealing with an V-mobile: *V�K ª HN « �. The 
second one connects ã NXÑD� with PGerm. *VH[ « DQ ‘to see’  from *VHN « �. Both 
etymologies have their problematic sides. The assumption of an V-mobile in *V�
K ª HN « � is rather awkward, although one can compare ãDQNXÑDL� ‘nail’  < *V�K ª QJ ¬ �
X� and possibly Lã§D§UX� ‘tear’ , if this reflects *V�K  H�UX�. A meaning ‘to see’  of 
PGerm. *VH[ « DQ is often thought to derive through a secondary development from 
PIE *VHN « � ‘to follow’  (< ‘to follow with the eyes’ ). Both etymological proposals 
have the problem that PIE *-N « � does not seem to correspond to Hitt. single �NX�,�
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which rather points to *-J « ® ¬ ¯ �. This last problem is solved differently by different 
scholars. For instance, Eichner (1973a: 82) assumes a lengthened grade *VK ª ²N « �
R� that should have caused lenition. He does not explain, however, how this *  
could have yielded Hitt. , since it should not have been coloured according to his 
own law. Moreover, assuming lengthened grade in this formation is DG� KRF. 
Melchert (1994a: 61) states that the PIE phoneme *-N « � turns up as Hitt. /gw/ 
unconditionally. According to him, this is not only visible in ã NXÑD� but also in 
QHNX] ‘night’  < *QHN « WV and WDUNX� besides “ Luw.”  WDUX� ‘to dance’  < *WHUN « �. As I 
will show at their own lemmas, QHNX] and WDU�N�X� have alternative solutions. 
Besides, words like ãDNNXÑDQL� ‘mud-plaster’  < *VRN « �RQ�L�,� WHNNXã� ‘to show, to 
present’  < *GHN « V�,�WDNNX ‘if, when’  < *WR�N « H and QHNNX ‘not?’ < *QH�N « H clearly 
show that in Hittite a phoneme /kw/ < *N «  is available, which means that the 
assumption of such a general lenition of *N «  is incorrect. Moreover, it would be 
very difficult to offer a phonetic explanation for a general lenition of *N «  whereas 
*N, *W and *S remain unlenited in similar positions.  
 My solution for the lenited /gw/ in ã NXÑD� is that we see here an example of 
lenition due to a preceding accentuated *y. As I have stated in § 1.4.1, I assume 
that *y lenited a following consonant, which is for instance the source of the 
characteristic alternation between �&� and �&&� in §L-verbs (e.g. NL � DNNDQ]L). So 
in my view, *-yN « R� regularly yields Hitt. � NXÑD�. All in all, I would reconstruct 
ã NXÑD� as *VyN « �R�,� and, to be more precise, nom.-acc.pl. ã NXÑD as *VyN « HK   
(from which ãDNXÑD¨H�D�§ ¨ , q.v.).  
 The interpretation of CLuw. W ÑD�L�,�HLuw. WDZD�L� and Lyc. WHZH� ‘eye’  is 
difficult. Szemerényi (1980: 26-8) connected these words with Lat. WXHRU ‘to look 
at’  (followed by Melchert 1987a: 18817 (but retracted in 1994a: 274-5), and by 
Rieken 1999a: 60284). LIV2 states that Lat. WXHRU reflects a root *WHX+�,�which is 
translated “ (freundlich) beachten, betrachten; schützen” . If correct, the connection 
with ‘eye’  would not be very attractive semantically. In my view, the formal and 
semantic similarity between Luw. W ÑD�L� and Hitt. ã NXÑD� is too big not to 
attempt connecting them etymologically. The latter part of the word is no 
problem: Hitt. � NXÑD� points to PAnat. *-fJ « R�,�which would yield Luw. � ÑD�L� 
as well. The initial part is more problematic, however: Luw./Lyc. W� does not 
regularly correspond to Hitt. ã�. Yet there are a few more words in which we do 
find this correspondence: CLuw. W LQ� ‘oil’  could possibly belong with Hitt. 
ã NDQ � ãDNQ� ‘oil’  and CLuw. G U � G Q� ‘urine’  could possibly belong with Hitt. 
ã §XU � ã §XQ� ‘urine’ . When compared to Luw. W ÑD�L� ~ Hitt. ã NXÑD�, we notice 
that in all these cases we are dealing with a word in which PAnat. */g/, */�/ or 
*/gw/ is lost: W LQ� < *VfJHQ�,� G U < *V²J « U and W ÑD�L� < *VfJ « R�. Perhaps this 
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loss of */g/ was a decisive factor in the development of PAnat. *V� to pre-Luw. 
*W�.  
 
ãDNXÓ ªH�D�� �  (Ic3 > Ic2) ‘to see, to look’ : 3sg.pres.act. ãD�NX�ÑD�H[]�]L] (here?), 
1sg.pret.act. ãD�[N]X�ÑD�¨D�QX�XQ, 3sg.pret.act. ãD�NX�X�ÑD�L�¨D�DW (OH or 
MH/NS), ãD�NX�ÑD�¨D�DW (NH), ãD�NX�ÑD�HW, ãD�NX�ÑD�D�[HW] (MH/NS), [ãD�]D�NX�
ÑD�L�H�HW, [ã]D�NX�ÑD�L�H�HW, 2sg.imp.act. ãD�NX�ÑD�¨D (OH/MS), 2pl.imp.act. ãD�NX�
ÑD�DW�WH�HQ (OH or MH); verb.noun gen. ãD�NX½�ÑD¾�¨D�X�ÑD�Dã; impf. ãD�D�NX�Lã�
NH�D� (OH?/NS), ãD�NX�Hã�NH�D� (MH/MS), ãD�NX�Lã�NH�D� (OH or MH/NS), ãD�NX�
Xã�NH�D�. 
  PIE *VRN « HK  �¨H�R� 
  
See CHD Š: 55f. for attestations. This verb is generally seen as a derivative of 
ã NXÑD� ‘eye’ . As this noun is virtually pluralum tantum (nom.-acc.pl. ã NXÑD < 
*VyN « HK  ), it is likely that this verb is derived from *VyN « HK   and reflects 
*VRN « HK  �¨H�R�,�which explains why this verb belongs to the W ¨H�D�class. See for 
further etymology at ã NXÑD�.  
 
ãDNXÓDQWDULªH�D�� �  (Ic1) ‘to stay, to remain, to rest; to be neglected, to be 
unvisited, to be untended, to be uncelebrated’  (Sum. IGI�ÑDQWDUL¨H�D�): 
3sg.pres.act. ãD�NX�ÑD�DQ�WD�UL�¨D�]L (MH/NS), [IG]I�ÑD�DQ�GD�UL�H]�]L, 
3pl.pres.act. ãD�NX�ÑD�DQ�WD�UL�¨D�DQ�]L (NS), 1sg.pret.act. ãD�D�NX�ÑD�DQ�WD�UL�¨D�
QX�XQ (NH), ãD�NX�ÑD�DQ�WD�UL�¨D�QX�XQ (NH); impf. ãD�NX�ÑD�DQ�GD�UL�Hã�NH�D� 
(NH), ãD�NX�ÑD�DQ�GD�UL�Lã�NH�D� (NH). 
 Derivatives: ãDNX�ÓD�QWDULªDQX�� �  (Ib2) ‘to neglect’  (3sg.pres.act. ãD�NX�XQ�WDU�
UL�¨D�QX�]L (NH), 2pl.pres.act. ãD�NX�ÑD�DQ�WD�UL�¨D�QX�WH�QL (OH or MH/NS); part. 
ãD�NX�ÑD�DQ�WD�UL�¨D�QX�ÑD�DQ�W� (NH); impf. ãD�NX�ÑD�DQ�WD�UL�¨D�QX�Xã�NH�D� 
(NH), IGI�ÑD�DQ�WD�UL�¨D�QX�Xã�NH�D� (MH/NS)). 
  PIE *VRN « �HQW�U�¨H�R� 
  
See CHD Š: 58f. for attestations. Oettinger (1979a: 352) derives this verb from an 
adjective *ãDNXÑDQW� ‘seeing’  (cf. ã NXÑD� ‘eye’ , ãDNXÑD¨H�D�§ ¨  ‘to see’ ), which 
would mean that ãDNXÑDQWDUL¨H�D�§ ¨  is formally comparable to JLPPDQWDUL¨H�D�§ ¨  
‘to spend the winter’ , derived from JLPPDQW� ‘winter’ , and QHNXPDQGDUL¨H�D�§ ¨  ‘to 
undress’ , derived from QHNXPDQW� ‘naked’ . Semantically, this connection makes 
sense: *‘to be seeing’  > ‘to be waiting/resting’ . The causative in �QX� denotes ‘to 
neglect’ , which must derive from *‘to make (someone) waiting’ . On the basis of 
transitive ãDNXÑDQWDUL¨DQX�§ ¨  a secondary intransitive stem ãDNXÑDQWDUL¨H�D�§ ¨  ‘to 
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be neglected’  was created which formally fell together with the original verb 
ãDNXÑDQWDUL¨H�D�§ ¨  ‘to stay, to remain’ , but semantically is slightly different. For 
further etymology see at ã NXÑD�.  
 
ãDOOLªH�D� ° ° ±�² ³ � ´ , ãDOOD� ° ° ±�² ³ � ´  (IIIg / IIIh) ‘to melt down’ : 3sg.pres.midd. ãDO�OD�DW�WD�UL 
(NS), ãDO�OL�¨D�LW�WD (MH/NS), [ãDO�O]L�L�H�HW�WD (MH/NS), 3sg.imp.midd. ãDO�OD�DW�
WD�UX (MS?), ãDO�OL�HW�WD�UX (MH/NS), ãDO�OL�H�HW�WD�UX (MH/NS), 3pl.imp.midd. 
ãDO�OD�DQ�WD�UX (NH); verb.noun ãDO�OD�X�ÑD�DU (here?). 
 Derivatives: ãDOODQX�� �  (Ib2) ‘to melt down (a wax figure); to flatten’  
(3sg.pres.act. ãDO�OD�QX�X]�]L (NH), 2pl.imp.act. [ãDO�OD�Q]X�XW�WpQ, 3pl.imp.act. 
ãDO�OD�QX�ÑD�DQ�GX; impf. ãDO�OD�QX�Xã�NH�D� (MH?/NS)). 
  
See CHD Š: 82 for attestations. We find three stems, ãDOOD�,� ãDOOL¨H�D� and 
ãDOOL¨DH�. Of these stems, ãDOOD� is the oldest attested, whereas ãDOOL¨H�D� and 
ãDOOL¨DH� are younger secondary formations. Oettinger (1979a: 249, 355) translates 
“ breit werden, zerlaufen”  and assumes a connection with ãDOOL� � ãDOODL� ‘big’ . See 
there for further etymology.  
 
ãDODL� � � �� ãDOL�� (IIa4) ‘?’ : 3pl.pres.act. ãD�OL�L�DQ�]L (KUB 59.14 rev. l.col. 24 
(OH/NS)), 3sg.pret.act. ãD�OD�L�Lã (KBo 3.45 obv. 11 (OH/NS)). 
  
These forms are treated in CHD under different lemmas: ãD�OL�L�DQ�]L is cited 
under ãDOODQQD� ¨  � ãDOODQQL�,�but this is formally totally unlikely; ãD�OD�L�Lã is cited 
under ãDOODL� ¨  � ãDOOL�,�but this is formally awkward as all other forms show �OO�,�
and semantically unnecessary as the meaning of the other forms cannot be 
determined. I therefore have chosen to cite these forms in this lemma, but I am 
not able to prove that they are really part of the same paradigm. The contexts in 
which they occur run as follows:  

 
KUB 58.14 rev. l.col. (additions from KBo 25.175 r.col 3-4) 
(21) [                                       �W]D�NL UDU

£
I.A�Xã GD�DQ�]L  

(22) [(LÚ.MEŠ)]UR.BA[R.R]A §X�X�PD�DQ�WH�Hã UDU�OL�¨D  
(23) [SD?�] ?�DQ�]L Q D�Dã�WD UDU

£
I.A�Xã UDU�OL�¨D�D]  

(24) [ã]D�UD�D ãD�OL�L�DQ�]L MUNUS GIŠGIDRU  
(25) [L]Ú§DU�WD�DJ�JD�DQ GI�LW 1 â8 ãL�L�H�H]�]L  
 
‘... they take the sheep. All the wolfmen go to the pen and ã. the sheep upwards 

out of the pen. The female staff-holder shoots at a wolfman once with an 

arrow’ .  
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Out of this context it is clear that ãDOL¨DQ]L describes the action by which the 
wolfmen get the sheep out of the pen. CHD (Š: 85) translates “ drag(?)”  and 
therefore cites it under ãDOODQQD� ¨  � ãDOODQQL� ‘to pull, to drag’ .  

 
KBo 3.45 obv.  
(4-10) ‘We Hittites under King Muršili made the gods sick by taking and 

plundering Babylon’   

(11) [QX PD]-D�DQ ãD�OD�L�Lã DW�WD�Dã XW�WDU S[p�Hã�ãL�¨D�DW (?)]  
 
‘And when he (= Mursili) ã.-ed, he d[isregarded(?)] the word of his father’ .  
 

CHD translates ‘grew up’  and connects it with ãDOOL� � ãDOODL� ‘big’ . This is not 
likely because of the single �O� vs. geminate �OO� in ãDOOL�. E.g. Hoffner (1975: 56f.) 
translates ‘became rebellious’ .  
 All in all, we have to conclude that ãDOL¨DQ]L must mean something like ‘to 
get/pull/drag (someone out of the water)’ , whereas the meaning of ãDOD¨Lã is 
unclear. It therefore remains unclear whether these forms belong to one verb. If 
so, then they show the G L�WL¨DQ]L-class inflection. Further unclear.  
 
ãDOODL� � � �� ãDOOL�� (IIa4) ‘?’ : 3sg.pres.act. ãD�DO�OD�L (OH?/pre-NS?) (here?), 
3pl.pres.act. ãDO�OL�¨D�DQ�]L (OH/NS), 3sg.pret.act. ãDO�OD�Lã�WD. 
  
See CHD Š: 83 for attestations. There, the form ãD�OD�L�Lã (KBo 3.45 obv. 11) is 
cited as well, but I have chosen to separate the forms with geminate �OO� and the 
forms with single �O�.  
 The forms that belong in this lemma are all attested in contexts that are too 
broken to determine their meaning. Formally, a connection with ãDOOL� � ãDOODL� 
‘big’  has been suggested, but this cannot be proven on semantic grounds. If the 
forms all belong together, they would show the G L�WL¨DQ]L-class inflection. 
Further unkown.  
 
ãDOODNDUWD�� (n.) ‘presumptuousness’ : nom.-acc.pl. ãDO�OD�NDU�WD, gen. ãDO�OD�NDU�
WD�Dã (NH). 
 Derivatives: ãDOODNDUWD©©� �  (IIb) ‘to offend someone through arrogance’  
(3sg.pret.act. ãDO�OD�NDU�WD�D§�WD (NH)), ãDOODNDUWDH�� �  (Ic2) ‘to offend someone 
through arrogance’  (3pl.pret.act. ãDO�OD�NDU�WD�D�HU (NH), part.nom.-acc.sg.n. ãDO�
OD�NDU�WD�DQ), ãDOODNDUWDWDU� �� ãDOODNDUWDQQ� (n.) ‘presumptuousness’  (nom.-
acc.sg. � ãDO�OD�NDU�WD�WDU, abl. ãDO�OD�NDU�WD�QD�]D). 
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See CHD Š: 83f. for attestations. The word is a clear compound of ãDOOL� � ãDOODL� 
‘big’  and NHU � NDUG�L�� ‘heart’ . The meaning ‘presumptuousness, arrogance’  can 
be compared with ModHG +RFKPXW, ModDu. KRRJKDUWLJKHLG (lit. ‘high-hearted-
ness’ ) ‘arrogance’ . It is unclear to me whether the �D� in ãDOODNDUWD� is from older 
�D¨D�,� or shows a real replacement of �L� by *-R� comparable to e.g. Lith. 
XJQmYLHW  ‘fire-place’  from XJQuV ‘fire’ . The single spelling of �N�,� which 
seemingly contradicts the fact that NHU � NDUG�L�� reflects *�HU � *�UG�,� is non-
probative: the univerbation may have occurred at a time that all initial stops were 
lenis. See ãDOOL� � ãDOODL� and NHU � NDUG�L�� for further etymology.  
 
ãDOODQQD� � � �� ãDOODQQL� (IIa5) ‘to pull, to drag’ : 3sg.pres.act. ãDO�OD�DQ�QD�D�L 
(OH/NS), ãDO�OD�DQ�QD�L (MH/MS), 3pl.pres.act. ãDO�OD�DQ�QL�¨D�DQ�]L (OH/NS), 
[ãD]O�OD�DQ�QL�DQ�]L (OH/NS); impf. ãDO�OD�DQ�QL�Lã�NH�D�. 
  
See CHD Š: 85f. for attestations and semantics. There it is argued that ãDOODQQD�L� 
must be near-synonymous with §XHWW� ® µ µ ¯�¶�® · ¨ ¯ , §XWWL¨H�D�§ ¨  ‘to pull, to drag’ , because 
in the Song of Release (StBoT 32) both verbs translate the same Hurrian verb. In 
CHD, a form ãDOL¨DQ]L is cited as belonging to this verb as well, but this is 
formally unlikely. I treat this form under the lemma ãDODL� ¨  � ãDOL� (q.v.)  
 Often, ãDOODQQD�L� is connected with the verb ãDOOD� µ µ ¶*· ¨ , ãDOOL¨H�D� µ µ ¶*· ¨  ‘to melt 
down’ : e.g. Laroche (1966: 161) translates ãDOODQQD�L� as ‘étirer, tirailler’  and 
remarks that it is related to “ ãDOODL��ãDOOL\D�”  as “ SDL��SL\D�”  is to “ SL\DQDL�”  
(which is actually SH¨DQDH�§ ¨  and does not have anything to do with SDL� ¨  � SL� ‘to 
give’ ), or Oettinger (1979a: 355), who translates ãDOODQQD�L� as ‘in die Breite 
ziehen, einschmelzen’ , on the basis of the meaning of ãDOOD�,� ãDOOL¨H�D�. These 
connections are semantically weak, however.  
 Formally, we would expect that ãDOODQQD�L� is derived from a noun *ãDOO WDU � 
ãDOODQQ�,�but a connection with ãDOO WDU ‘greatness’  (see under ãDOOL� � ãDOODL�) is 
semantically unlikely. Further unclear.  
 
ãDOOL�� �� ãDOODL� (adj. / c.) ‘(adj.) big, great, large, important, full-grown, vast, 
principal, main; (c.) head, chief, notable’  (Sum. GAL, Akk. 5$% ): nom.sg.c. 
ãDO�OL�Lã (OH/NS), ãD�DO�OL�Lã (OH/NS), ãDO�OL�Hã (1x, NH), nom.-acc.sg.n. ãDO�OL 
(MH/NS), acc.sg.c. ãDO�OL�LQ (NH), voc.sg. GAL�OL (OH/NS), gen.sg. ãDO�OD�¨D�Dã, 
ãDO�OD�¨D�ã D (MH/MS), ãDO�OD�Dã (OH/NS), all.sg.(?) ãDO�OD (MH?/MS), dat.-
loc.sg. ãDO�OD�D�L (MH/MS), ãDO�OD�L (OH/NS), ãDO�OL (NH), abl. ãDO�OD�¨D�D[]], 
nom.pl.c. ãDO�OD�H�Hã (NS), ãDO�OL�Hã (NS), ãDO�OD�Xã (OH/MS), nom.-acc.pl.n. 
[ãD�]DO�OD (OH/NS), ãD�DO�OD�¨D (OH/NS), ãDO�OD�L (NH), acc.pl.c. ãDO�OD�D�L�Xã 
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(NS), ãDO�OD�PX�X[ã] (NS), gen.pl. ãDO�OD�¨D�Dã, dat.-loc.pl. ãDO�OD�¨D�Dã (OH/NS), 
ãDO�OL�¨D�Dã (NH). 
 Derivatives: ãDOO WDU� �� ãDOODQQ� (n.) ‘greatness; kingship, rulership’  (nom.-
acc.sg. ãDO�OD�D�WDU, ãDO�OD�WDU (NH), dat.-loc.sg. ãDO�OD�DQ�QL (OH?/NS)), ãDOODQX�
�
�
 (Ib2) ‘to raise, to bring up; to exalt, to magnify; to .... emphatically’  

(1sg.pres.act. ãDO�OD�QX�PL (NH), 3sg.pres.act. ãD�DO�OD�QX�]L (NH), 1sg.pret.act. 
ãDO�OD�QX�QX�XQ (NH), 2sg.pret.act. ãD�DO�OD�QX�Xã (OH/MS), 3sg.pret.act. ãDO�OD�
QX�XW (NH), 3pl.pret.act. ãDO�OD�QX�H�HU, 2sg.imp.act. ãD�DO�OD�QX�XW (OS), ãDO�OD�
QX�XW (MH/MS), 2pl.imp.act. ãD�DO�OD�QX�XW�WH�HQ (MS, OH/NS), ãDO�OD�QX�XW�WpQ 
(MS); 3pl.pret.midd. ãDO�OD�QX�ÑD�DQ�WD�WL; part. ãDO�OD�QX�ÑD�DQ�W� (NH); inf.I 
ãDO�OD�QX�PD�DQ�]L (NH), ãDO�OD�QX�XP�PD�DQ�]L (NH); verb.noun. ãDO�OD�QX�PDU 
(NS), abl.(?) ãDO�OD�QX�PDU�UD�]D (NH); impf. ãD�DO�OD�QX�Xã�NH�D� (OS), ãDO�OD�
QX�Xã�NH�D� (OH/NS)), ãDOO ãã�� �  (Ib2) ‘to become large, to grow up, to increase in 
size or power; to become too big, to become too difficult to resolve’  (3sg.pres.act. 
ãDO�OH�H�Hã�]L, ãDO�OL�Lã�]L, ãDO�OH�Hã�]L (NH), 3sg.pret.act. ãDO�OH�Hã�W D�Dã (KBo 
32.14 iii 3 (MH/MS), ãDO�OH�Hã�WD (OH/NS), ãDO�OL�Lã�WD (NS), 3pl.pret.act. ãDO�OH�
H�Hã[-ãHU], [ãD]O�OH�Hã�ãH�HU (OH?/NS?), 3sg.imp.act. ãDO�OH�H�Hã�GX (OH/NS); 
impf. ãDO�OH�Hã�NH�D� (NS), ãDO�OL�Lã�NH�D� (NS)), see ãDOODNDUWD� and ãDOOD� µ µ ¶*· ¨ , 
ãDOOL¨H�D� µ µ ¶*· ¨ . 
 IE cognates: OIr. VOiQ ‘complete’ , Lat. VDOYXV ‘complete, intact’ , Gr.  
‘whole, complete’ , Skt. ViUYD� ‘whole, all’ . 
  PIE *VRO+�L� 
  
See CHD Š: 92f. for attestations. Since Sturtevant (1933: 138) these words are 
generally connected with Lat. VDOYXV ‘complete, intact’ , Gr.  ‘whole, 
complete’ , Skt. ViUYD� ‘whole, all’ , etc., despite the semantic problems (Hitt. ‘big, 
great’  vs. ‘whole, all’  in the other IE languages). The OIr. cognate, VOiQ 
‘complete, sane’  reflects *VO+�QR� (note that the colour of the laryngeal cannot be 
determined on the basis of this form alone), which is supported by the fact that 
Hitt. �OO� can go back to *-O+�. This means that in Lat. VDOYXV, Skt. ViUYD� and Gr. 

 that all seem to reflect *VRO�ÑR�,�an original laryngeal was lost due to the R�
grade: *VRO+�ÑR�.  
 Within Hittite, we come across a noun ãDO§L¨DQWL�,�ãDO§DQWL�,�ãDO§LWWL� (cf. CHD 
Š: 92) that occurs in lists of desirable states, e.g.  

 
KUB 17.10 i  
(10) d7H�OL�St�QX�ã D DU�§D L�¨D�DQ�QL�Lã §DO�NL�LQ d,P�PDU�QL�LQ  
(11) ãD�DO�§L�DQ�WL�HQ PD�DQ�QL�LW�WL�HQ Lã�St�¨D�WDU�U D Sp�H�GD�Dã  
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‘And Telipinu went away. He carried off grain, Immarni, ãDO§LDQWL�,�PDQLWWL� 
and satisfaction’ .  
 

Goetze (1933: 135) translates it as ‘Wachstum?’ , which has been taken over by 
Friedrich HW: 179. This translation is solely based on a presupposed connection 
with ãDOOL� � ãDOODL�,�however, and therefore is far from ascertained. Nevertheless, 
this noun is used as an argument to reconstruct ãDOOL� as *VROK  �L� or *VHOK  �L�,�with 
*-K  �. The CLuwian form ãD�DO�§D�D�WL (KUB 35.121, 7), which is interpreted as 
the abl.-instr. of an adjective *ãDO§D�L� ‘great, grown’  by e.g. Melchert (1993b: 
186) and therewith as the Luwian counterpart of Hitt. ãDOOL� � ãDOODL�,�is found in 
such a broken context that its meaning cannot be independently determined. All 
in all, none of the forms with ãDO§� can be surely identified as a cognate of Hitt. 
ãDOOL� � ãDOODL�,�which means that the colour of the laryngeal in *VRO+�L� cannot be 
determined.  
 Sometimes, ãDOOL� is reconstructed as *VHO+�L� (e.g. Melchert 1994a: 51) under 
the assumption that *H5+9 > D559. As I show under the lemma HU§� � DUD§�� ��
DU§�,�this sound law is incorrect, which means that ãDOOL� must reflect *VRO+�L�.  
 
ãDO¹N� ±�² ³ � ´ � (IIIa) ‘to touch, to have contact with; to approach; to intrude into, to 
invade, to penetrate, to violate, to have (illicit) sexual intercourse; to reach to’ : 
3sg.pres.midd. ãD�OL�L�JD (OS), ãD�OL�JD (OS), ãD�D�OL�JD (OS), ãD�D�OL�ND ¸  (NS), 
ãD�OL�ND ¸ �UL, ãD�OL�ND ¸ �D�UL (NS), ãD�D�OL�JD�UL, ãD�OL�JD�D�U[L], ãD�OL�JD�U[L], 
1pl.pres.midd. [ã]D�OL�NX�ÑD�Dã�WD�WL (OH/NS), 2pl.pres.midd. ãD�OL�LN�WX�PD�UL 
(OS), [ãD�OL�L]N�WX�PD, 3pl.pres.midd. ãD�OL�NL�DQ�WD (MH/MS), 3sg.imp.midd. ãD�
OL�ND�UX (NH); 1sg.pres.act. ãD�OLN�PL (NH), 2sg.pres.act. ãD�OL�LN�WL (OH/NS), ãD�
D�OL�LN�WL (OH/NS), 3sg.pres.act. ãD�OL�LN�]L (NH), ãD�OLN�]L, ãD�OL�JD�L (NH), 
3pl.pres.act. ãD�OL�NiQ�]L, [ã]D�OL�JD�DQ�]L, [ã]D�D�OL�NiQ�]L, [ã]D�OL�LQ�NiQ�]L (MS, 
but see discussion below), 1sg.pret.act. ãD�OL�NX�XQ (NH), 2sg.pret.act. ãD�OL�ND ¸ �Dã 
(NH), 3sg.pret.act. ãD�OL�ND�Dã (MH/MS), ãD�OL�LN�WD (NH), 2sg.imp.act. [ã]D�OL�NL 
(OH/MS), ãD�OL�L�LN; part. ãD�OL�JD�DQ�W� (NS); inf.I ãD�OL�NL�X�ÑD�DQ�]L (MH/MS); 
verb.noun ãD�OL�NX�DU (NH); impf. ãD�OL�NLã�NH�D� (MH), ãD�OL�NL�Lã�NH�D�,� ãD�OL�NL�
Hã�NH�D� (NH). 
 IE cognates: OIr. VOLJLG ‘to strike (down)’ , ModEng. VOLFN, OHG VO KKDQ ‘to 
sneak’ , Gr.  ‘striking, touching superficially’ . 
  PIE *VOpL ����R or *VOL ����yUL 
  
See CHD Š: 100f. for attestations. In the oldest texts (OS and MS) we 
predominantly find middle forms. Active forms are occurring occasionally in MS 
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texts, but are mostly found in NS texts only. The situation regarding plene 
spelling is quite unclear. In OS texts, we find the forms ãD�OL�L�JD as well as ãD�D�
OL�JD (besides ãD�OL�JD), whereas younger texts also show ãD�OL�JD�D�UL. 
Nevertheless, if we assume an IE origin of this verb, we can only conclude that 
the stem originally must have been /slig-/ (a PIE root *VHOL.� does not make 
sense). Perhaps the spellings with plene ãD�D�OL� show that already in OH times, a 
phonetic anaptyctic vowel developed in the initial cluster VO� (so phonetic 
[s OLJ-]), but phonological /slig-/, cf. Melchert 1994a: 108, 155). When the 
original middle stem was taken over into the active, it usually was inflected as 
ãDOLN�§ ¨ , but we find a stem ãDOLND� ¨  � ãDOLN� as well (WDUQ�D��class). A few forms 
show a stem ãDOLNL¨H�D�§ ¨  (3pl.pres.midd. ãDOLNLDQWD (MH/MS) and inf.I 
ãDOLNLXÑDQ]L (MH/MS)). One form seems to show a stem ãDOLQN�: 3pl.pres.act. 
[ã]D�OL�LQ�NiQ�]L (KBo 29.133 iii 2). We could argue that it shows a secondary 
form in analogy to OL�Q�N�,�but because the context is quite broken, I do not think 
that it is impossible to read the text as [...�ã]D OL�LQ�NiQ�]L (or even [...�W]D OL�LQ�
NiQ�]L).  
 Melchert (1994a: 330) tentatively suggests a connection with OIr. VOLJLG ‘to 
strike (down)’  and ModEng. VOLFN. In LIV2, OIr. VOLJLG is connected with OHG 
VO KKDQ ‘to sneak’  and Gr.  ‘striking, touching superficially’  from a root 
*VOHL ���� ‘schmieren, glatt machen’  (LIV2 reconstructs a palatovelar on the basis of 
OCS VO ] N  ‘slippery’ , which must reflect *VOL� ¬ �,� however, because of the 
absence of Winter’ s Law). Either we have to reconstruct *VOpL ����R (class IIIa, but 
note that we then must assume a phonetic development *OHL. > O N, perhaps 
comparable to *.HL > . ) or *VOL ����y (class IIIc).  
 
ãDON�� �  (Ia4 > Ic1) ‘to knead, to mix together’ : 1sg.pres.act. ãDO�JD�PL (NH), 
3sg.pres.act. ãD�DO�DN�]L (OS), ãDO�NL�H]�]L (MH/MS), 3pl.pres.act. ãDO�NiQ�]L 
(MH/NS), 1sg.pret.act. [ã]D�DO�NX�XQ, ãD�DO�NX�X[Q]; part. ãDO�NiQ�W�. 
 IE cognates: ?Gr.  ‘to draw, to drag’ , TochB VlON� ‘to draw, to pull’ , OE 
VXOK ‘plough’ . 
  PIE *VHON�WL, *VON�HQWL ? 
  
See CHD Š: 106 for attestions. The alternation between ãDO�JD�PL and ãD�DO�DN�]L 
besides ãDO�NiQ�]L clearly shows that we are dealing with a stem /salk-/. Once, we 
find a stem ãDONL¨H�D�§ ¨  (ãDONLH]]L).  
 The etymological interpretation of this verb is in debate. Kimball (1994a: 80) 
discusses two possibilities: either a connection with Skt. V�MiWL ‘to set free’  from 
*VHO�� (but this is semantically quite weak), or a tie-in with Gr.  ‘to draw, to 
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drag’  and TochB VlON� ‘to draw, to pull’  from *VHON� (semantically better, but still 
not self-evident). Rieken (1999a: 3161538) states that a semantic connection with 
*VHO�� is unsatisfying, and therefore connects ãDON� with the root *VOHK © J� ‘schlaff, 
matt sein’  (“ ‘verkneten’  aus trans. ‘weich machen’ ” ). This connection is 
semantically hardly better (how can a clearly intransitive root suddenly be used 
transitively?). The formal side is unattractive as well: we would expect that 
*VOpK © J�WL, *VOK © J�pQWL would yield Hitt. /sl²gtsi/, /slgántsi/, which could only 
become the attested Hittite paradigm through generalization of the weak stem. 
Although such generalizations are known (e.g. JXOãPL, JXOãDQ]L < *N « OV�), the 
semantic and formal problems make this etymology less convincing. I therefore 
stick to the connection with Gr. , but must admit that a better proposal would 
certainly be welcome.  
 ¹ º�» ¼*½

ãDP�D�OX�� (n.) ‘apple (tree)(?)’  (Sum. GIŠ
ÏAŠÏUR): nom.-acc.sg. ãD�PD�OX 

(OH?/NS), erg.sg. ãD�PD�OX�ÑD�DQ�]D (NS), abl. GIŠ
ÏAŠÏUR�OX�ÑD�DQ�]D, instr. 

GIŠ
ÏAŠÏUR�LW; unclear (erg.sg. or abl.) ãD�DP�OX�ÑD�DQ�]D (OH/NS), 

 Anat. cognates: Pal. ãDPO �ÓD�� ‘apple?’  (dat.-loc.pl.(?) ãD�DP�OX�~�ÑD�Dã). 
  
See CHD Š: 112f. for attestations. The equation of Hitt. ãDP�D�OX� with the 
sumerogram GIŠ

ÏAŠÏUR is certain. The meaning of GIŠ
ÏAŠÏUR is not fully 

clear, however. Usually, a translation ‘apple’  is given, but ‘apricot’  sometimes as 
well (cf. CHD Š: 114). The Palaic form ãDPO ÑDã is interpreted as ‘apples’  
because of the formal similarity to Hitt. ãDP�D�OX� only.  
 Ivanov (1976: 160-2) tried to connect this word with the words for ‘apple’  in 
the other IE languages, which reflect *K  HE�O�,�assuming that an original cluster 
*-PO� remained as such in the Anatolian language group but yielded *-EO� in the 
other IE languages. Such a development is not attested anywhere else, however. 
The only sound that ãDP�D�OX� and *K  HE� O have in common is �O�,�which is not 
enough to establish an etymology. Further unclear.  
 
ã P�QD� (c.) ‘foundation(s); foundation deposit’ : nom.sg. ãD�PD�QD�Dã (NH), 
acc.sg. ãD�PD�QD�DQ, abl. ãD�PD�QD�D], ãD�DP�PD�QD�D], acc.pl. ãD�D�PD�QX�Xã 
(MH/MS), ãD�PD�QX�Xã (OH/NS), [ã]D�DP�PD�QX�Xã (NS), ãD�PD�D�QX�Xã (NS), 
ãD�D�PD�D�QX�Xã (NS), dat.-loc.pl. ãD�PD�QD�D�Dã (MH/NS), ãD�D�PD�QD�Dã 
(MH/NS), ãD�PD�QD�Dã (MH?/MS?), ãD�DP�PD�QD�Dã, gen.pl. ãD�PD�QD�Dã. 
 Derivatives: ãDPDQDWDU���ãDPDQDQQ� (n.) ‘foundation deposit’  (dat.-loc.sg. ãD�
PD�QD�DQ�QL (NH)). 
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See CHD Š: 115f. for attestations. Note that HW: 180 cites a form acc.pl. 
ãDPHQXã of this word, but this form occurs in a broken context (KUB 31.112, 11), 
and is interpreted by Oettinger (1976c: 99) as 2sg.pret.act. of ãDPHQX�§ ¨  (see under 
ãDPHQ�§ ¨  � ãDPQ�). Spellings with geminate �PP� only occur in NS texts and 
therefore are probably non-probative. One of the MH/MS forms shows plene 
spelling of the first �D�,� ãD�D�PD�QX�Xã, which occurs a few times more. 
Nevertheless, we also come across plene spellings like ãD�PD�D�QX�Xã, ãD�D�PD�D�
QX�Xã and ãD�PD�QD�D�Dã.  
 Oettinger (1979a: 366, followed by e.g. Starke 1990: 416 and Kimball 1999: 
418) connected ã P�QD� (which he cites as ãDPDQD�) with the verb ãDPQDH�§ ¨  ‘to 
create’ , but I do not find the semantic connection very appealing. He further 
connects it with Arm. KLPQ ‘fundament’  (following Laroche 1963: 76f.) that in 
his view must reflect *VHK © �PHQ�,�a derivative from the PIE root *VHK © � ‘to press 
in, to sow’  (see also at ãDL� ¨  � ãL�). He therefore reconstructs the Hittite word 
“ ãDPDQD�”  as *VK © �PHQ�,�giving especially ãD�PH�QX�Xã < *VK © �PpQ��V as a key 
example. This is not likely because (a) ã P�QD� does not show an Q�stem 
inflection, (b) this etymology cannot explain the plene spellings ãD�D�PD�Q°, and 
(c) ãD�PH�QX�Xã probably does not belong to this word. Kimball states that the 
preform *VHK © �PQ� (as visible in Arm. KLPQ) underlies the noun ãL�LP�PD�DQ�WD 
(KBo 1.44+ KBo 13.1 iv 32) ‘form, facial features’  and the verb “ VHP�P�Q �L�� 
‘to create’ ” . The first statement is phonetically, semantically and morphologically 
impossible, and the second statement is based on a wrong interpretation of the 
verbal forms starting in ãHPQ� (see at ãDPQDH�§ ¨  as well as ãDPHQ�§ ¨  � ãDPQ�).  
 All in all, an etymological connection with Arm. KLPQ seems formally 
impossible to me. The inner-Hittite connection with ãDPQDH�§ ¨  in my view has to 
be given up as well, because this verb probably reflects *VP�QR�¨H�R�,� which 
would not be able to account for ã P�QD� in a coherent way.  
 
ãDPPDQDH�¾ ¿ : see ãDPQDH�§ ¨   
 
ãDPDQNXUÓDQW�: see at ]DPD�Q�NXU� 
 
ãDPH�¾ ¿ : see ãDPHQ�§ ¨  � ãDPQ�  
 
ãDPHQ�¾ ¿ � �� ãDPQ�,� ãHPHQ�¾ ¿ � �� ãHPQ� (Ia1) ‘to pass by/away/off, to withdraw, to 
disappear; to relinquish/forfeit one’ s right to’ : 3sg.pres.act. ãH�PH�HQ�]L (OS), ãD�
PH�HQ�]L (OS), ãD�PH�LQ�][L] (NH), ãL�PH�HQ�]L (MS?), 3pl.pres.act. ãD�DP�QD�DQ�
]L (OH/MS?), ãH�HP�QD�DQ�]L (NS), ãD�PH�¨D�DQ�]L (OH/NS), 3sg.pret.act. ãD�PH�
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HQ�WD (OH/NS), ãD�PL�HQ�WD (MH/MS?), 3sg.imp.act. ãD�PH�HQ�GX (OH/NS), ãD�
P[L�HQ�GX] (OH/NS), ãD�PH�HG�GX (MH/MS); part. ãD�DP�QD�DQ�W�. 
 Derivatives: ãDPHQX�¾ ¿  (Ib2) ‘to make (something/-one) pass by, to bypass, to 
dispense with(?); to ignore (someone)’  (2sg.pres.act. ãD�PH�QX�ãL (NH), 
3sg.pres.act. ãD�PH�QX�X]�]L (OH/NS), 2pl.pres.act. ãD�PH�QX�XW�WH�QL (NH), ãD�
PL�QX�X[W�WH]-QL, 3pl.pres.act. ãD�PL�QX�DQ�]L (OH/MS?), 2sg.pret.act.(?) ãD�PH�
QX�Xã, 3pl.pret.act. ãD�PL�[QX?�HU?] (OH/NS); part. ãD�PH�QX�DQ�W�). 
  PIE *VPpQ�WL � VPQ�pQWL 
  
See CHD Š: 120-1 and Oettinger (1976c) for discussions and citations. It is not 
always easy to determine whether a form belongs with this verb or rather with 
ãDPQDH�§ ¨  ‘to create’  (q.v.). This is the reason why the list of attestations given 
here slightly differs from the lists as given by CHD and by Oettinger. For 
instance, ãD�DP�QD�DQ�]L (KBo 17.46, 28 (OH/MS?)) is cited in CHD (Š: 124) 
under the lemma ãDPQDH�. Oettinger (o.c.: 98) states, however: “ eine auffassung 
von VDPQDQ]L als zu VDPQDH� ‘gründen, schaffen’  gehörig ist nicht nur lautlich 
unwahrscheinlich – zu erwaten wäre *VDPQ Q]L –, sondern auch semantisch, da es 
sich um eine Opferliste und nicht um ein Bauritual handelt” . The context is 
difficult:  
 

KBo 17.46 + KBo 34.2 
(50) LÚMEŠ AN.BAR 20 [SXU�]SX�UX�Xã AN.BAR ãX�X§�§D�DQ�][L ...]  
(51) LÚMEŠ KÙ.BABBAR 20 [SXU�]SX�UX�Xã KÙ.BABBAR ãX�X§�§D�DQ�[]L ....]  
(52) LÚ.MEŠURUDU.DÍM.DÍM ãD�DP�QD�DQ�]L LÚMEŠ [ ... ]  

(53) [x-x-]x-X�OX�PD�Dã ãD�PH�HQ�]L LÚM[EŠ ...]  

 
‘The iron-workers(?) heap up(?) 20 [b]alls of iron, the silver-workers(?) heap 

up(?) 20 [b]alls of silver, the coppersmiths ãDPQDQ]L, the men [...], [..]x�XOXPDã 
passes by’ .  

 
Because of ãDPHQ]L in line 53 (which cannot be interpreted otherwise than as 
3sg.pres.act. of ãDPHQ�), it is likely that ãDPQDQ]L belongs with ãDPHQ� as well. 
CHD (Š: 125), although citing ãDPQDQ]L as belonging to ãDPQDH�,� states that 
“ possibly ãDPQDL� in these examples is a homonymous verb with a meaning 
‘compete’ ” , and thus admits that a translation ‘to create’  may not be very 
appropriate in this context. I therefore follow Oettinger in assuming that ãDPQDQ]L 
is 3pl.pres.act. of ãDPHQ�.  
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 Another difficult form is ãD�DP�QD�DQ (KBo 3.19 rev. 20), which in CHD (Š: 
125) is translated as ‘created’  and therefore interpreted as belonging with 
ãDPQDH�. The context in which it occurs is that unclear, however, that other 
interpretations could be possible as well. On formal grounds, I treat it as 
belonging with ãDPHQ��ãDPQ�.  
 The 3pl.pres.act. ãH�HP�QD�DQ�]L (KBo 8.102, 8) is cited in CHD Š: 124 under 
the attestations of ãDPQDH�,� but in the lemma itself it is stated that its 
interpretation is “ unclear” . In my view, the context could justify an interpretion as 
a form of ãDPHQ��ãDPQ�:  

 
KBo 8.102  
(6) [              ...   ]x DU�WD ÑD�D�WDU Lã�SiU�QX�X[]�]L]  
(7) [             ...   ]-XQ ãX�XS�St�¨D�D§�§L 2 DUMUMEŠ É.G[AL]  
(8) [            ... 0]$�Ï$5 ,�1,0 ãH�HP�QD�DQ�]L ã D�D[W]  
(9) [  ... ãL?�SD?�D]Q?�WD�DQ�]L  
 
‘[...] stands up and spreads water out. [...] purifies [..]. Two palace servants pass 

by before the eyes [of? ...]. They [liba]te it [...]’ .  
 

 So all in all, I think we are dealing with a verb that can be characterized by the 
forms ãDPHQ]L, ãHPHQ]L besides ãDPQDQ]L, ãHPQDQ]L. CHD (Š: 120) states that 
“ the vacillation of the vowel in the initial syllable suggests a pronounced 
*VPHQ�” , which is also the interpretation of Oettinger, who further interprets 
ãDPQDQ]L as *V�Q�HQWL (comparing WDPHQWD besides GDPQDQW�). So the forms 
ãDPHQ]L : ãDPQDQ]L are to be interpreted /sméntsi/ : /smnántsi/, whereas ãHPHQ]L : 
ãHPQDQ]L show occasional anaptyxis in the initial cluster: /s}méntsi/ : /s}mnántsi/.  
 This verb cannot reflect anything else than *VPpQ�WL, *VPQ�pQWL, for which I 
know no cognates. Oettinger (o.c.: 100) translates the verb as ‘verschwinden’  and 
connects it with Arm. PDQU ‘little’ , Gr.  ‘scarce, scanty’ ,  ‘allone’ , 
OIr. PHQE ‘little’ . These words probably reflect *PHQ+��X��, however, and are 
semantically not very close: the connection is therefore unconvincing.  
 We find a few forms that show a stem ãDPH� (3pl.pres.act. ãDPH¨DQ]L, 
3sg.imp.act. ãDPHGGX) which are explained by Oettinger (o.c.: 99) as a 
backformation on the basis of impf. *VPHQ�V�H�R�,� which according to him 
regularly should have become **VPHVNH�D�. This is problematic since *VPHQ�
V�H�R� would have given **ãPD�Q�ãNH�D� (which would be the outcome of *VPÊ�
V�H�R�,� the morphologically expected imperfective, as well, cf. *J À Á Ê�V�H�R� > 
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NXÑDVNH�D�). We should rather assume an analogy to the forms *VPHPL, *VPHVL, 
*VPHÑHQ (cf. NXHPL, NXHãL, NXHÑHQ from NXHQ�Â Ã  � NXQ�).  
 Oettinger (o.c.: 99) states that the verbs ãDPHãL¨H�D�Â Ã  and ãDPHãDQX�Â Ã  ‘to burn 
(something)’  derive from an original meaning ‘to make disappear’ . CHD 
convincingly connects these verbs with ãDPL� ‘smoke’ , however. Moreover, CHD 
distinguishes between a verb ãDPH�LQX�Â Ã  ‘to make pass by, to let someone go, to 
ignore (someone)’  (derived from ãDPHQ��ãDPQ�) and the verb ãDPH�LQX�Â Ã  ‘to burn 
(something)’  (derived from ãDPL�,�q.v.), which Oettinger interprets as belonging 
to one and the same verb ‘to make disappear; to burn as incense’ . Melchert 
(1984a: 107) draws attention to the fact that in KBo 17.21+ the causative is 
spelled ãD�PL�QX�,�whereas the basice verb is spelled ãD�PH�HQ�. He explains this 
as a difference in accentuation: *VPHQ�QpX� vs. *VPpQ�; but in my view we are 
rather dealing with a difference between /sm}nu-/ < *VPQ�QpX� (for /Cm}nC/ < 
*&PQ&, compare §DPH�LQN� < *K Ä PQ� Á � (see at §DPDQN� Ã  � §DPH�LQN�)) vs. /smén-/ 
< *VPpQ�.  
 The form ãD�PH�QX�Xã (KUB 31.112, 21) is interpreted by Oettinger (o.c.: 99) 
as 2sg.pret.act. of ãDPHQX�Â Ã , whereas the edition of this text (Pecchioli Daddi 
1975: 108f.) analyses it as acc.pl. of the noun ãDPDQD� ‘foundation’  (q.v.).  
 
ãDPPHQDQW��(adj.) ‘?’ : acc.pl.c. ãD�DP�PH�QD�DQ�GX�Xã (OH/NS). 
  
This word is hapax in the following context:  

 
KBo 10.37 ii  
  (9) D�ÑD�DQ DU�§D SiU�D§�WpQ EMEMEŠ

ÏUL�O[D?�PX?�Xã?]  
(10) ãD�DP�PH�QD�DQ�GX�Xã  
 
 ‘Drive away the evil tongues, which are ã.’ .  
 

On the basis of this context, we cannot determine its meaning. On formal grounds 
it is often regarded as belonging to ãDPHQ�Â Ã  � ãDPQ� ‘to pass by’  (e.g. Oettinger 
1976c, who regards this form as 3pl.imp.act. ãDPPHQDQGX) or to ãDPQDH�Â Ã  ‘to 
create’  (e.g. CHD Š: 125). In both paradigms it would not fit, however: as a 
participle of ãDPHQ��ãDPQ� it would be the only form with a geminate �PP�,�and 
in the paradigm of ãDPQDH� it would be the only form showing an H. I therefore 
have chosen to treat it separately. Further unclear.  
 
ãDPL� ‘smoke(?)’ : gen.sg.? ãD�PL�¨D�Dã (OH/NS). 
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 Derivatives: ãDPLQX�¾ ¿  (Ib2) ‘to burn (something)’  (3sg.pres.act. ãD�PL�QX�]L 
(NS), 3pl.pres.act. ãD�PL�QX�ÑD�DQ�]L (NH), ãD�PH�QX�ÑD�DQ�]L (OH/NS), impf. 
ãD�DP�PL�QX�Xã�NH�D� (MH/NS)), ãDPHãLªH�D�¾ ¿ , ãLPLãLªH�D�¾ ¿  (Ic1) ‘(act.) to burn 
(something) for fumigation; (midd.) to burn for fumigation (intr.); (act.) to 
interrogate’  (3sg.pres.act. ãD�PH�ãL�¨D�]L (OH/NS), ãD�PH�ãL�H]�]L, ãD�PL�ãL�H]�]L 
(OH/NS), ãD�PH�ãH�H]�]L (OH/NS), ãD�PL�ãL�H�H]�]L (MH/NS), 1sg.pret.act. ãL�PH�
ãH�H�QX�[XQ] (NH), ãL�PL�ãL�¨D�QX�XQ (NH), 3sg.pres.midd. ãD�PL�ãL�¨D, ãD�PH�ãL�L�
H�LW�WD; impf. ãD�PL�ãL�Lã�NH�D�), ãDPHãDQX�¾ ¿  (Ib2) ‘to burn (something) into 
smoke’  (3pl.pres.act. ãD�PH�ãD�QX�DQ�]L). 
  
See CHD Š: 118f. for attestations and contexts. Although the context of the hapax 
noun ãDPL¨Dã is broken and its meaning therefore not fully clear, a translation 
‘smoke’ , which is based on the formal simililarity with ãDPLQX�Â Ã  ‘to burn’ , would 
fit. This latter verb clearly belongs with ãD�LPL�HãL¨H�D�Â Ã  and ãDPHãDQX�Â Ã , both 
meaning ‘to burn’  as well, although the formal relationship is unclear. Oettinger 
(1979a: 346) calls “ ãDPHã¨H�”  a “ (wahrscheinlich aoristischer) V-Erweiterung” , 
but that is just a mere guess. Etymologically, one could think of a connection with 
PGerm. *VP NDQ ‘to smoke’  but apart from the fact that this verb stands further 
isolated in IE, it is not easy to formally connect it. I would rather think that these 
Hittite verbs are of non-IE origin.  
 
ãDPQDH�¾ ¿  (Ic2 > Ic1) ‘to create’ : 3pl.pres.act. ãD�DP�PD�QD�D�DQ�]L (NS), 
1sg.pret.act. [ã]D�DP�QL�¨D�QX�XQ (NS), 2sg.pret.act. ãD�DP�QD�D�Hã (OH/MS), 
3sg.pret.act. ãD�DP�QD�D�LW (MH/NS), ãD�DP�QD�LW (NS), ãD�DP�QL�L�HW (OH/NS), 
ãD�DP�QL�¨D�DW (OH/NS), 3pl.pres.act. ãD�DP�QL�HU (NS), ãD�DP�PD[-QD?�HU?] 
(NS), [ãD?�D]P�QL�H�HU (MH/NS); 3sg.imp.midd. ãD�DP�QL�¨D�WD�UX (OH/NS), ãD�
DP�QL�H�W[D]-UX (OH/NS), 3pl.imp.midd. ãD�[D]P�QL�¨D�DQ�WD�UX (OH or MH/NS), 
ãD�DP�PD�QL�¨D�DQ�WD�UX (OH/NS); part. ãD�DP�QL�¨D�DQ�W�; impf. ãD�DP�QD�Lã�
NH�D�,�ãD�DP�PD�QL�Hã�NH�D�,�ãD�DP�QL�Hã�NH�D�. 
 IE cognates: Skt. ViP, GAv. K ¯ P, Lith. VD��,�OCS Va� ‘together’ . 
  PIE *VP�QR�¨H�R� ? 
  
It is not always fully clear which forms belong to this verb, especially because of 
the formal similarity with ãDPHQ�Â Ã  � ãDPQ� ‘to pass by’  (q.v.). The forms 
mentioned above in my view certainly belong here. CHD Š: 124f. cites the stem 
of this verb as “ ãDPQ L�,�ãDPPD�HQ L�,�ãDPQL\H�D�,�ãHPQDL�” . Some of the forms 
that are cited are doubtful regarding their appurtenance to ‘to create’ , however.  
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 A stem “ ãHPQDL�”  is given on the basis of 3pl.pres.act. ãH�HP�QD�DQ�]L (KBo 
8.102, 8 (MS)) only, but CHD judges this form as “ uncertain”  itself. I rather take 
this form as belonging with ãDPHQ�Â Ã  � ãDPQ� ‘to pass by’  (q.v. for a treatment of 
the context). A stem “ ãDPPHQ L�”  is given on the basis of ãD�DP�PH�QD�DQ�GX�Xã 
(KBo 10.37 ii 10) only, which is translated as ‘created’  in CHD. This translation 
is not supported by the context, however, and formally ãDPPHQDQGXã stands quite 
apart from the other forms of this verb as it would be the only one to show a 
vowel �H�. As appurtenance to ãDPHQ��ãDPQ� is unlikely as well, I have treated 
this word under its own lemma, ãDPPHQDQW� (q.v.). The form ãD�DP�QD�DQ�]L 
(KBo 17.46, 28 (OH/MS?)) is translated ‘they created’  in CHD, but with doubt. 
Under the lemma ãDPHQ�Â Ã  � ãDPQ� I have treated its context and argued that it 
rather belongs there. The form ãD�DP�QD�DQ (KBo 3.19 rev. 20) is translated 
‘created’  in CHD, but this is merely a possibility. Formally, it could belong to 
ãDPHQ��ãDPQ� as well (q.v.), which perhaps is more likely since the other attested 
participles of ãDPQDH�,�ãDPQL¨H�D� show a form ãDPQL¨DQW�.  
 So all in all, we are left only with the forms as cited above. The spelling 
alternation between ãD�DP�Q° and ãD�DP�PD�Q° probably denotes that we have to 
phonologically interpret /saMn°/. We encounter two stems: ãDPQDH�Â Ã  
(ãDPPDQ Q]L, ãDPQ Hã and ãDPQ LW) and ãDPQL¨H�D�Â Ã  (ãDPQL¨DQXQ, ãDPQL¨HW, 
ãDPQL¨DW, ãDPQLHU, [ãD]PQL¨HU, ãDPQL¨DWDUX, ãDPQLHWDUX, ãDPQL¨DQWDUX and 
ãDPQL¨DQW�). Although the stem ãDPQL¨H�D� is attested more often (but is found in 
NS texts only), the oldest form, ãDPQ Hã (OH/MS), shows that the stem ãDPQDH� 
is more original.  
 Verbs that belong to the §DWUDH�class usually are denominatives, derived from 
R�stem nouns. In this case, we have to assume that a noun *ãDPQD� has served as 
the basis for this verb. Unfortunately, this noun is unattested itself. If from IE 
origin, it could only go back to *VPQR� (note that *VRPQR� would have yielded 
**ãDPPD�). Perhaps we are dealing with a nominal derivative of PIE *VRP 
‘together’  (Skt. ViP, GAv. K ¯ P, Lith. VD��). If so, then we can reconstruct a 
semantic development *VPQR� ‘togetherness’  > *VPQR�¨H�R� ‘to bring together’  > 
‘to create’ .  
 
ãDPQLªH�D�¾ ¿ : see ãDPQDH�Â Ã   
 
 �ã�ãDQ� sentence particle indicating superposition (‘over’ , ‘upon’ , ‘on’  etc.); 
indicating contiguity or close proximity; accompanying ‘for (the benefit of)’  or 
‘about, concerning’ ; accompanying ideas of measuring or counting; indicating 
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‘off, from’ ? (only OH).: & ãD�DQ (OS), 9 ã�ãD�DQ (OS, often) 9 ãD�DQ (OS, less 
often) 
  PIE *VRP 
  
When the preceding element ends in a vowel, this sentence particle, which always 
occupies the last slot of an initial chain of particles, is usually spelled with 
geminate �ãã�,�but spellings with single �ã� are attested as well (cf. NH�H ãD�DQ, 
ÑD�DO�§D�DQ�]L ãD�DQ, both OS). For the semantics, see CHD Š: 126-155. There it 
is stated that “ it would appear that �ãDQ suggests or implies an unexpressed 
dative-locative in clauses with verbs that can or regularly do take locatives. �ãDQ 
also occurs in clauses with expressed locatives, perhaps to reinforce them” . In my 
corpus of OS texts (consisting of 23.000 words),  ããDQ occurs 76 times (3.3 
promille), in my corpus of MH/MS texts (consisting of 18.000 words) 48 times 
(2.7 promille) and in my corpus of NH texts (consisting of 95.000 words) 71 
times (0.75 promille). We see that the use of  ããDQ is diminishing from MH 
times onwards. In NS copies of OH texts,  ããDQ is replaced by  NNDQ or just 
omitted.  
 According to Melchert (1994a: 154), the geminate writing of  ããDQ originates 
in the forms where it stood in posttonic position. From there it spread to post-
posttonic places (where Melchert expects lenited �ã�). According to Melchert, 
 ããDQ is to be equated with the element  ããDQ as found in NLããDQ ‘thus’ , NXããDQ 
‘when’ , LQLããDQ ‘thus’  and DSLQLããDQ ‘thus’ .  
 According to Eichner (1992: 46),  �ã�ãDQ is cognate to the adverbs Skt. ViP, 
GAv. K ¯ P, Lith. VD��,�OCS Va�,�Gr. - (in  ‘brother’ ) ‘together’  < *VRP, 
*VP, which ultimately must be cogante with PIE *VHP ‘one’  (through the 
meaning ‘in one’ ). See at ãDQL� ‘the same’  for a possible other descendant of PIE 
*VHP ‘one’ .  
 
ãDQQD� ¿ � �� ãDQQ� (IIa1 ) ‘to hide, to conceal’ : 1sg.pres.act. ãD�DQ�QD�D§�§L 
(OH/NS), 2sg.pres.act. ãD�DQ�QD�DW�WL (MH/MS), 3sg.pres.act. ãD�DQ�QD�D�L (OH 
or MH/NS), 2pl.pres.act. ãD�DQ�QD�DW�WH�QL (OH/NS), ãD�D�QD�DW�WH�H�QL 
(MH?/NS), ãD�DQ�QD�DW�WH�H�QL (NH), 3pl.pres.act. ãD�DQ�QD�DQ�]L (NH), 
2sg.pret.act. ãD�DQ�QD�Dã (NH), 3sg.pret.act. ãD�DQ�QL�Hã�WD (NH), ãD�DQ�QL�Lã�WD 
(NH), 3pl.pret.act. ãD�DQ�QL�HU (NH); 3sg.pres.midd. ãD�DQ�QD�DW�WD (MH/NS); 
part. ãD�DQ�QD�DQ�W�; verb.noun ãD�DQ�QX�XP�PDU (NH); impf. ãD�DQ�QD�Dã�NH�D� 
(MH/MS), ãD�DQ�QL�Lã�NH�D� (NH). 
 Derivatives: see ãDQQDSL. 
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 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘without’ , Skt. VDQXWiU ‘away, far off, aside’ , Lat. VLQH 
‘without’ , OIr. VDLQ ‘without’  etc. 
  PIE *VÊ�Qy�K Å �HL, *VÊ�Q�K Å �pQWL 
  
See CHD Š: 156f. for attestations. The verb inflects according to the WDUQ�D��
class. The stem ãDQQ� is visible in verb.noun ãDQQXPPDU. According to Oettinger 
(1979a: 159f.), ãDQQD��ãDQQ� must go back to a nasal infixed verb. He 
reconstructs *VÊ�Q�K Ä � on the basis of a connection with Gr.  ‘without’ , Skt. 
VDQXWiU ‘away, far off, aside’ , Lat. VLQH ‘without’  etc., which forms he all 
interprets as reflecting a root *VHQK Ä �. This interpretation is followed by e.g. CHD 
(Š: 158 and 159 (sub ãDQQDSL)) and Kimball (1999: 415), but the formal side is 
problematic: *VQ�Qy�K Ä �HL would yield Hitt. **ãDQQD§L. This problem can be 
solved by Schrijver’ s reconstruction of Gr.  as *VQK Å �HX (1991: 218), on the 
basis of which Lat. VLQH < *VQK Å �L, OIr. VDLQ < *VQK Å �L� etc. For ãDQQD��ãDQQ�,�this 
would mean that we have to reconstruct *VÊ�Qy�K Å �HL, *VÊ�Q�K Å �pQWL, which would 
regularly yield Hitt. ãDQQ L, ãDQQDQ]L. The semantic side of the etymology is 
convincing as well. Originally, the root *VQK Å � must have meant something like 
‘unavailable, away’ . Like the other nasal infixed verbs in Hittite, ãDQQD��ãDQQ� 
has to be interpreted as a causative formation, so originally *‘to make 
unavailable, to make away’  > ‘to hide, to conceal’ .  
 
ãDQQDSL� (adv.?) ‘?’ : ãD�DQ�QD�St ãD�DQ�QD�St ‘scattered here and there’  (OH or 
MH/NS). 
 Derivatives: ãDQQDSLOL� (adj.) ‘empty(-handed); not pregnant; plain(?) 
(modifying hay)’  (nom.sg.c. ãD�DQ�QD�St�OL�Lã (MH or NH/NS), acc.sg.c. ãD�DQ�
QD�St�OL�LQ (MH/NS), dat.-loc.sg. ãD�DQ�QD�St�OL (NH), instr. ãD�DQ�QD�St�OL�LW 
(OH/NS), nom.-acc.pl.n. ãD�DQ�QD�St�OL (OH/MS), ãD�DQ�QD�St�OD (OH/NS), 
acc.pl.c. [ãD�DQ�QD�St�O]L?�Xã, [ãD�DQ�Q]D�St�OD�D�Xã (?))), ãDQQDSLOL� (n.?) 
‘emptiness, void’  (Sum. SUD; erg.sg. SUD�OL�DQ�]D (NH), loc.sg. ãD�DQ�QD�St�
O[L], SUD�OL (NH)), ãDQQDSLOD©©� ¿  (IIb) ‘to empty’  (3sg.pres.act. ãD�DQ�QD[-St�OD�
D§�§L], 3pl.pres.act. ãD�DQ�QD�St�OD�D§[-§D�DQ�]]L (NH); part. ãD�DQ�QD�St�OD�D§�
§D�DQ�W�), ãDQQDSLO ãã�¾ ¿  (Ib2) ‘to be emptied, to be deprived off’  (3sg.pres.act. 
ãD�DQ½�QD¾�St�OH�Hã�]L, 3sg.pret.act. ãD�DQ�QD�St�OH�Hã�WD (MH/NS), 3sg.imp.act. 
ãD�DQ�QD�St�OH�Hã�GX). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘without’ , Skt. VDQXWiU ‘away, far off, aside’ , Lat. VLQH 
‘without’ , OIr. VDLQ ‘without’  etc. 
  PIE *VRQK Å R�E Á L 
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See CHD Š: 158f. for attestations. The syntagm ãDQQDSL ãDQQDSL (KUB 13.4 iii 
47) is hapax and probably denotes ‘scattered here and there’ . In form and 
meaning it can be compared to e.g. NXÑDSL NXÑDSL ‘wherever’ . Since a large part 
of the semantics of ãDQQDSL ãDQQDSL seems to lie in the fact that it is repeated, it is 
difficult to determine the exact meaning of ãDQQDSL itself. Nevertheless, it is 
likely that ãDQQDSL is connected with ãDQQDSLOL ‘empty’  and its derivatives 
(although this is semantically difficult to prove). On the basis of the meaning 
‘empty’ , CHD (Š: 159) etymologically connects ãDQQDSL and ãDQQDSLOL with Lat 
VLQH ‘without’ , etc., which they reconstruct as *VHQK Ä �. As I have pointed out at 
the lemma of ãDQQD� Ã  � ãDQQ� ‘to hide’ , which is cognate with Lat. VLQH etc. as 
well, the reconstruction should be *VHQK Å �. This would mean that ãDQQDSL�OL� 
reflects *VRQK Å �R�E Á L��OL�. Note that inner-Hittite derivation from ãDQQD��ãDQQ� ‘to 
hide’  is semantically difficult. A reconstruction *VQK Å �R� is impossible because 
*&5K Å 9 yields Hitt. &D59 but not **&D559 (cf. SDUDL� Ã  � SDUL� ‘to blow’  < *SUK Å �
�R�L�).  
 
ãD�Q�©�Æ Ç �(Ib3) ‘to seek, to look for; to investigate; to attempt; to avenge; ( SSDQ) 
to loof after; to clean, to sweep clean’ : 1sg.pres.act. ãD�D§�PL (MH/MS), ãD�DQ�
D§�PL (NH), ãD�DQ�§D�PL (NH), 2sg.pres.act. ãD�DQ�§D�ãL (MS or NS), ãD�DQ�D§�WL 
(NH), ãD�DQ�§D�WL (NH), ãD�DQ�§D�DW�WL (NH), 3sg.pres.act. ãD�D§�]L (OS), ãD�DQ�
D§�]L (MH/MS), ãD�DQ�§D�]L (NH), ãD�DQ�§D�D]�]L (OH/NS), ãD�DQ�]L (MH/NS), 
2pl.pres.act. ãD�D§�WH�[QL?] (MH/MS), ãD�DQ�D§�WH�QL (NH), ãD�DQ�§D�WH�QL, ãD�DQ�
§D�DW�WH�QL (NH), 3pl.pres.act. ãD�DQ�§D�DQ�]L (OH or MH/NS), ãD�DQ�§D�D�DQ�]L 
(NH), ãD�§D�DQ�]L (MH?/MS?), ãD�D�§D�DQ�]L, ãD�DQ�D§�§D�DQ�]L, 1sg.pret.act. ãD�
DQ�§X�XQ (OH/NS), ãD�DQ�D§�§X�XQ (NH), ãD�D§�§X�XQ (NH), 2sg.pret.act. ãD�DQ�
D§�WD (NH), ãD�DQ�QD�D§�WD (1x, NH), ãD�QD�D§�WD (1x, NH), 3sg.pret.act. ãD�D§�WD 
(OS), ãD�DQ�D§�WD (OH/NS), ãD�DQ�§D�WD (OH/NS), ãD�QD�D§�WD (1x, NH), ãD�D�
DQ�D§�WD (NS), 1pl.pret.act. ãD�DQ�§X�X�L�HQ, 2pl.pret.act. ãD�DQ�D§�WpQ (NS), 
3pl.pret.act. ãD�DQ�§H�HU (OH/NS), 2sg.imp.act. ãD�D�D§ (OH/MS), ãD�DQ�§D 
(OH/MS), ãD�DQ�D§ (OH/MS), ãD�DQ�§L (NH), 3sg.imp.act. ãD�D§�GX (MH/LS), 
ãD�DQ�D[§�G]X, 2pl.imp.act. [ã]D�D�D§�WpQ (OH/NS), ãD�DQ�§D�DW�WpQ (NH/LS), ãD�
DQ�D§�WpQ (MH/NS), ãD�QD�D§�WpQ (NH), 3pl.imp.act. ãD�DQ�§D�DQ�GX (MH/MS); 
inf.I ãD�DQ�§X�X�ÑD�DQ�]L (MH/NS), ãD�DQ�§X�ÑD�DQ�]L; part. ãD�DQ�§D�DQ�W� 
(MH/NS); impf. ãD�DQ�§L�Lã�NH�D� (OS), ãD�DQ�§L�Hã�NH�D� (MH/MS), ãD�D§�§L�Lã�
NH�D� (NH). 
 Derivatives: see ãD�Q�§X�Â Ã . 
 IE cognates: OHG VLQQDQ ‘to strive after’ , Skt. VDQ Ã � ‘to win, to gain’ . 
  PIE *VHQK Ä �WL, *VQK Ä �HQWL. 
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See CHD Š: 162f. for attestations. The verb has two quite distinct meanings, 
namely ‘to search’  and ‘to sweep clean’ . Despite some claims that we are dealing 
with two separate homophonic verbs (e.g. Oettinger 1979a: 182), CHD treats all 
attestations as belonging to one verb. It states (Š: 171) that the basic meaning of 
ãD�Q�§� was ‘to seek’  and that “ growing out of mng. 7 [i.e. ‘to search through’ ], 
where the accusative object is the area searched, is mng. 8 [i.e. ‘to clean, to sweep 
clean’ ] ... in which the area or object cleaned is the direct object. The idea is that 
the area or object cleaned is “ searched”  for the impurities, which are then 
removed” . For now I will follow this explanation, but I would certainly welcome 
a convincing etymological account by which can be shown that we are dealing 
with two etymologically distinct verbs that have phonetically fallen together in 
Hittite.  
 We find spellings with ãD�DQ�D§�& as well as ãD�DQ�§D�&, which, together with 
spellings ãD�DQ�D§�§9, show that we are dealing with a stem /sanH-/. Besides 
these forms, we also find the spelling ãD�D§�. In the oldest texts, the distribution 
between ãDQ§� and ãD§� is that ãDQ§� is found in front of vowel (ãDQ§�9), whereas 
ãD§� is found in front of consonant (ãD§�&), which is comparable to e.g. OL�Q�N�Â Ã , 
§DUQL�Q�N�Â Ã , §XQL�Q�N�Â Ã , etc. Already in MS texts, we find that this distribution is 
getting blurred (e.g. ãD�DQ�D§�]L (MH/MS)).  
 Since Eichman (1973: 269ff.), ãD�Q�§� is generally connected with OHG VLQQDQ 
‘to strive after’ , Skt. VDQ Ã � ‘to win, to gain’ , Gr.  ‘to fulfil’  etc., which point 
to a root *VHQK Ä �. This means that for Hittite we have to reconstruct *VHQK Ä �WL, 
*VQK Ä �HQWL.  
 Puhvel (1979b: 299ff.) argued for a separation of ãD�Q�§� ‘to seek, to search’  
and ãD�Q�§� ‘to clean’  because of his claim that the latter rather means ‘to flush 
(down), to wash, to rinse’  and is derived from the root *VQHK Ä � ‘to bathe, to swim’  
(Lat. Q UH, Skt. VQaWL, etc.). However, Tischler (HEG S: 825-8) shows and 
explicitly states that ãD�Q�§� predominantly denotes ‘dry’  cleaning, i.e. sweeping 
the floor, and not ‘wet’  cleaning, as claimed by Puhvel and that therefore 
Puhvel’ s etymological proposal must be rejected on semantic grounds.  
 For the possibility that ãD�Q�§X�Â Ã  ‘to roast’  is cognate, see there.  
 
ãD�Q�©X�Æ Ç  (Ib3) ‘to roast’ : 3sg.pres.act. ãD�DQ�§X�X]�]L (MH/MS), 3pl.pres.act. ãD�
DQ�§X�DQ�[]L] (MH/MS), ãD�DQ�§X�ÑD�DQ�]L (MH/NS), ãD�DQ�§X�XQ�]L (OH or 
MH/NS), 3pl.imp.act. ãD�DQ�§X�X�ÑD�DQ�GX (MH/NS); 3sg.pres.mid. ãD�DQ�§X�WD 
(OH or MH/NS); part. ãD�DQ�§X�ÑD�DQ�W� (MH/MS), ãD�DQ�§X�X�ÑD�DQ�W�,� ãD�§X�
ÑD�DQ�W� (OH/NS), ãD�D�DQ�§X�X�ÑD�DQ�W�,�ãD�DQ�§X�XQ�W� (NS). 
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 Derivatives: ãDQ©XÓD� (c.), a food (nom.pl. ãD�DQ�§X�X�ÑD�Dã (OH/NS)), 
ãDQ©XQD�,�a food (gen.sg.(?) ãD�DQ�§X�QD�Dã (NH)). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘to fulfil, to bring to an end’ . 
  PIE *VHQK Ä �X�WL *VQK Ä �X�HQWL. 
  
See CHD Š: 172f. for attestations. If the one form ãD�§X�ÑD�DQ (KUB 29.1 iii 46) 
is linguistically real, it would show that this verb, too, shows an alternation 
between forms with and without �Q�,�like OL�Q�N�Â Ã , §DUQL�Q�N�Â Ã , ãD�Q�§�Â Ã , etc. The 
original distribution between this ablaut is that *&9Q&9 > &9Q&9, whereas 
*&9Q&& > &9&& (so loss of *-Q� before two consonants). This case, then, would 
be an extra argument in favour of the view that the sequence �§X� within Hittite is 
not to be regarded as consonant+vowel /-Hu-/, but as a consonantal phoneme 
/-Hw-/ (cf. Kloekhorst fthc.c, § 1.3.5 and at WDU§X�Â Ã ). Here it is necessary since in 
a stem /sanHu-/ the nasal would never stand before two consonants (e.g. 
/sanHumi/), whereas in /sanHw-/ this is possible (e.g. */sanHwmi/ should regularly 
give /saHwmi/). We see that, just as in ãD�Q�§�Â Ã , already in MS texts the original 
distribution between /sanHwV-/ and /saHwC-/ has been blurred.  
 Eichner DSXG Oettinger (1979a: 367) connects ãD�Q�§X�Â Ã  with Gr.  ‘to 
fulfil, to bring to an end’ , which is semantically likely (cf. ModEng. ZHOO GRQH 
‘thoroughly baked’ , but also Hitt. ] � È*É Ã  ‘to cook < *to be finished’  (q.v.)). The 
Greek verb is usually seen as an X-extension of the root *VHQK Ä � ‘to achieve, to try 
to accomplish’ . This latter root is the parent to Hitt. ãD�Q�§�Â Ã  ‘to search’ , which is 
semantically that far from ‘to roast’  that we must assume that the X-extension as 
visible in ãD�Q�§X�Â Ã  is from PIE origin already and therewith directly cognate to 
the Greek verb (see at WDU§X�Â Ã  ~ Skt. WgUYDWL for a similar scenario).  
 
ãDQL� (adj.) ‘the same, one and the same’ : dat.-loc.sg. ãD�QL�¨D (OS), ãD�QL�L�¨D 
(OH/NS), ãD�QL�H, ãD�QL�L (NH). 
 Derivatives: ãDQH]]L�,� ãDQL]]L� (adj.) ‘first-class, excellent, outstanding; 
pleasant, tasty, fragrant’  (nom.sg.c. ãD�QL�L]�]L�Lã (MH/MS, OH/NS), ãD�D�QH�H]�
]L�Lã (OH/MS), ãD�QH�H]�]L�Lã (NH), acc.sg. ãD�QL�L]�]L�LQ (MH/MS), ãD�QH�H]�]L�LQ 
(pre-MH/NS), nom.-acc.sg.n. ãD�QH�H]�]L (MH/NS), ãD�QL�L]�]L (OH or MH/NS), 
ãD�QL�L�L]�]L (MH/NS), abl. ãD�QL�L]�]L�D] (OH/NS), [ãD�Q]H�H]�]L�D] (NH), instr. 
ãD�QL�L]�]L�LW (MH/NS?), nom.pl.c. ãD�QL�L]�]L�Xã (NH), nom.-acc.pl.n. ãD�QL�L]�]L 
(MH/MS), ãD�QH�H]�]L (OHNS)), ãDQH]]LªD©©� Ç  (IIb) ‘to make pleasant; to enjoy 
oneself’  (2sg.imp.act. [ãD�Q]L�L]�]L�¨D�D§ (NS), ãD�QH�H]�]L�¨[D?�D§?] (NS); 
impf.3?pl.pres.act. ãD�QL�L]�]L�¨D�D§�§L�Lã[-NiQ�]L?]), ãDQH]]L ãã�Æ Ç  (Ib2) ‘to become 
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pleasant’  (3sg.pres.act. ãD�QH�H]�]L�Lã�WD, ãD�QL�L]�]L�H�Hã�WD, 3sg.imp.act. [ã]D�QL�
L]�]L�Lã�GX, ãD�QH�H]�]L�Lã�GX). 
 Anat. cognates: HLuw. VDQDZD�L� (adj./n.) ‘good/goods’  (nom.sg.c. VD�QD�ZD�L�
VD (multiple times), nom.-acc.sg.n. VD�QD�ZD�L�LD�]D (SULTANHAN §18), dat.-
loc.sg. VD�QD�ZD�L�LD (often), abl.-instr. VD�QD�ZD�L+UD�L, nom.-acc.pl.c. VD�QD�
ZD�L�L�]L (ASSUR letter E §9), nom.-acc.pl.n. BONUSVD�QD�Zi�t (KARATEPE 1 
§14), VD�QD�ZD�L�LD (ASSUR letter J §36), BONUSVD�QD�ZD�L�LD (KARATEPE 1 
§15 Hu.), “ BONUS”VD�QD�Zi�t�LD (KARATEPE 1 §15 Ho.), etc.), VDQDZD]L� (adj.) 
‘good’  (acc.sg.c. VD�QD�ZD�L�]L�QD Ê Ã  (ASSUR letter G §8), VD�QD�ZD�L�]L�QD�� 
(ASSUR letter H §23)), VDQDZDVWDU� ‘goodness’  (abl.-instr. (“ )BONUS(“ )VD�QD�ZD�L�
VD�WDUD�L�WL (KARATEPE 1 §18 Hu. and Ho.), VD�QD�ZD�L�VD Ë �WDUD�L�UL�L 
(KULULU 5 §13), VD�QD�ZD�L�VD�WDUD�L�UL�L (SULTANHAN §45)). 
  
See CHD Š: 173f. for attestations. Eichner (1992: 45-6) assumes an etymological 
connection with PIE *VHP ‘one’  (e.g. Gr. ). Although semantically this is 
appealing, formally it is quite difficult. The idea is that the L-stem ãDQL� is 
comparable to e.g. DãL � XQL � LQL that reflects *K Å RV+L, *K Å RP+L, etc. Problematic, 
however, is that forms showing an inflected stem XQL� are found in younger texts 
only, whereas the inflected stem ãDQL� is found in an OS text already. Moreover, 
because *K Å RP+L yields XQL, ãDQL� cannot go back to *VRP+L. Eichner therefore 
states that *ãDQ may reflect *VHP “ if weak stress can be assumed to here cause 
Hitt. D instead of H”  (l.c.).  
 The adjective ãDQH]]L�,�ãDQL]]L� is peculiar as well. Usually, it is compared to the 
adjectives §DQWH]]L�¨D��,�DSSH]]L�¨D��,�e.a., but these all show an D�stem �H]]L¨D� in 
OH and MH texts. Such a stem is unattested for ãDQH]]L�,� ãDQL]]L�,� which is 
remarkable. On the other hand, ãDQH]]L�,�ãDQL]]L� does not show suffix-ablaut as is 
usual in normal L-stem adjectives (�L� � �DL�), with which it does fit the other 
adjectives in �H]]L�¨D�� that do not show suffix-ablaut either when they have 
adapted the L�stem form �H]]L� in younger texts. Another peculiarity is the fact that 
we find the spelling ãD�NI�IZ�]L� beside ãD�NE�IZ�]L�. According to CHD (Š: 
175), “ given the fact that the sign NI is often read Qp from OH and later, an 
interpretation /sanezzi/ is possible for occurrences of ãD�NI�IZ�]L�” . Although it 
does occur that NI should be read Qp, it is a quite restricted phenomenon. 
Moreover, as CHD admits, “ [t]he single occurrence of ãD�QL�L�L]�]L KUB 15.31 i 
25 (MH/NS) would seem to require a QL reading of NI” . Perhaps we should read 
the forms with ãD�NI�IZ�]L� as ãD�QL�H]�]L�,� having the stem ãDQL� restored 
(compare e.g. the few attestations DSSDH]]L� instead of original DSSH]]L�¨D��,� in 
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which the basic noun SSD was restored). The spelling ãD�NI�L�IZ�]L� could then 
be read ãD�QL�L�H]�]L�.  
 All in all, although I would be tempted to follow Eichner in assuming an 
etymological connection with PIE *VHP, the formal peculiarities are difficult to 
explain.  
 
ãDQNXÓ L��(c.) ‘nail; a unit of linear measure’  (Sum. UMBIN): nom.sg.c. ãD�DQ�
NX�ÑD�¨D�Dã (NH), erg.sg. ãD�DQ�NX�ÑD�¨D�DQ�]D (NH), nom.pl.c. ãD�DQ�NX�ÑD�L�
ã D�DW (OH/MS), nom.-acc.pl.n. [ãD�D]Q�NX�ÑD�D�L (pre-NS), ãD�DQ�NX�ÑD�L, dat.-
loc.pl. ãD�DQ�NX�ÑD�¨D�Dã (OH/MS), gen.pl. ãD�DQ�NX�ÑD½�¨D?¾�Dã (NH); case 
unclear: ãD�DQ�NX�L�ãD�DW, ãD�DQ�NX�ÑD�D[-...] (OH/MS). 
 Derivatives: 

Ì�Í�Ì�Î�Ì ãDQNXÓDO�OL�� (n.), a metal implement for care of the nails? 
(nom.-acc.pl. ãD�DQ�NX�ÑD�DO�OL (OH/NS)). 
 IE cognates: Lat. XQJXLV, Gr. , OIr LQJHQ, OCS QRJ W , Lith. QDJ�WLV, Arm. 
HáXQJQ ‘nail’ , Lith. QDJj ‘hoof’ . 
  PIE *V�K Ï QJ Á �X�RL� ? 
  
See CHD Š: 180 for attestations. There it is stated that “ the oldest attestation ãD�
DQ�NX�ZD�L�ã�D� (OH/MS) establishes the word as common gender and its stem as 
ãDQNXZDL�” . Nevertheless, we find many neuter forms as well. In an overview of 
the forms, CHD gives four forms that they cite as commune. The first one, 
nom.sg.c. ãD�DQ�NX�ÑD�D[-Lã] (KBo 13.31 iii 10 (OH/MS)) occurs in an ‘If of an 
omen...’ -text:  

 
KBo 13.31 iii 
(10) WiN�NX ãD�NL�Dã ãD�DQ�NX�ÑD�D[-...]  
(11) DUMU.LUGAL GIŠGU.ZA $�%, â8 H�x[...].  
 

These lines, which are quite broken, are read by Riemschneider (1970: 76) as :  
 
 (10) WiN�NX ãD�NL�Dã ãD�DQ�NX�ÑD�D[-Lã?]  
(11) DUMU.LUGAL GIŠGU.ZA $�%, â8 H�H[S�]L]  
 
“ (10’ ) Wenn der Huf (die Hufe) eines “ Vorzeichens [ .....] (11’ ) Der Sohn des 

Königs wird den Thron seines Vaters ergrei[fen.]” .  
 

Apparently, CHD took over this interpretation as a commune-form, but as we can 
see, this is unascertained. The second one, nom.sg.c. ãD�DQ�NX�ÑD�¨D�Dã (KUB 9.4 
i 26 (NH)), is clearly secondary and attested in a text that shows many errors (see 
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Beckman 1990 for an edition). Of the third one, nom.sg.c. ãD�DQ�NX�L�ãD�DW (KUB 
24.13 ii 19 (MH/NS)), CHD itself states that “ the form ãD�DQ�NX�L�ãD�DW KUB 
24.13 ii 19 is corrupt and stands for an expected abl.” : inclusion in the overview 
of attested forms as a nom.sg.c. apparently was erronuous. The fourth one, 
nom.pl.c. ãD�DQ�NX�ÑD�L�ã D�DW, is found in the following context:  

 
KUB 33.66 (OH/MS) ii  
(3) §DU�JD�QD�X�L�ã D�DW ND�OX�O[X?�SD�Dã St�L�H�HU]  
(4) ND�OX�OX�St�ã D�DW ãD�DQ�NX�ÑD�¨D�D[ã St�L�H�HU]  
(5) ãD�DQ�NX�ÑD�L�ã D�DW GD�DQ�NX�ÑD�L W[D�JD�DQ�]L�St]  
(6) St�L�H�HU  
 
 ‘The soles of the feet [gave it to] the toes; the toes [gave] it to the toenails; the 

toenails gave it to the dark e[arth]’ .  
 

Here, ãDQNXÑDLã indeed seems to be a genuine plural form (because of SL¨HU), and 
commune because of the ending �ã. Nevertheless, because ãDQNXÑDLã is found in 
an enumeration (following §DUJDQDÑLã and NDOXOXSLã), it can easily be a corrupt 
form, as often happens in enumerations. So all in all, of the four forms that are 
cited by CHD as commune, only two turn out to be genuinely commune, and 
these forms can easily be or likely are corrupt.  
 The neuter forms are interpreted in CHD as “ collec.nom.-acc.neut.” : [ãD]QNXÑ L 
(1x: MS) and ãDQNXÑDL (2x, undat. and NS). As we see, one of them occurs in an 
MS text (KBo 9.127 l.col. 5, dated by CHD as “ pre-NS” ) and is therefore just as 
valuable as the (possibly corrupt) nom.pl.c. ãDQNXÑDLã (OH/MS). Additional proof 
for neuter gender is the attestation of an erg.sg. ãDQNXÑD¨DQ]D (KUB 9.4 i 35 
(NH)), which form would only be necessary if the basic word was neuter 
(although one must admit that in the preceding line (KUB 9.4 i 34) an unusual 
form NDOXO SDQ]D is found, whereas NDOXOXSD� ‘finger’  is a commune word: 
Beckman (1990: 50, following Puhvel 1976: 26) interprets it as ‘a set of toes’ ). 
All in all, I conclude that it is more likely that ãDQNXÑDL� originally was neuter, 
and that the two commune forms are of secondary origin.  
 The word clearly shows a diphthongstem in �DL�,� on which see Weitenberg 
(1979). He has left ãDQNXÑDL� out of the discussion, however, because of its 
difficult interpretation.  
 The etymological interpretation is difficult as well. Since Forrer DSXG Feist 
(1939: 194), it is generally connected with Lat. XQJXLV, Gr. , OIr. LQJHQ, OCS 
QRJ W , Lith. QDJ�WLV ‘nail’  etc., which all point to PIE *K Ï QHJ Á �X�,�*K Ï QJ Á �X� (cf. 
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Schrijver 1991: 62, who specifically speaks against reconstructing a form 
*K Ï HQJ Á �X�). This connection does not account for the initial ã� (on the basis of 
which e.g. Beekes (1969: 47) rejects it). Nevertheless, if we assume an V�mobile 
(which is admittedly quite DG KRF), then we can reconstruct *V�K Ï QJ Á �X�RL� which 
would regularly yield Hitt. ãDQNXÑDL�. An V-mobile has also been suggested for 
Lã§D§UX� ‘tear’  (q.v.) and ã NXÑD� ‘eye’  (q.v.).  
 
ãDSDãLªH�D�Æ Ç  (Ic1) ‘to scout, to reconnoitter’ : 3pl.pret.act. ãD�SD�ãL�¨D�DU 
(MH/MS), 3pl.imp.act. ãD�SD�ãL�¨D�DQ�GX (MH/MS), [ãD�S]D�ãL�DQ�GX; sup. ãD�SD�
ãL�¨D�X�D[Q] (MH/MS); inf.I ãD�SD�ãL�¨D�X�DQ�][L] (MH/MS). 
 Derivatives: 

Ð
Ñ ãDSDãDOOL� (c.) ‘scout, lookout’  (nom.sg. ãD�SD�D�ãD�DO�OL�Lã, 
nom.pl. ãD�S[D�ãD�DO�OL�H�Hã], acc.pl. ãD�SD�ãD�DO�OL�X[ã] (MH/MS), ãD�SD�ãD�DO�OL�
H�Hã (MH/MS)). 
  
See CHD Š: 204f. for attestations. The verb is attested in the Maúat Höyük-letters 
only. Its derivative, LÚãDSDãDOOL�,� is also attested in texts from Bo÷azköy, 
however. Note that Alp (1991: 21) reads HKM 6 rev. (22) ãD�SD�ãL�¨D�DU 
incorrectly as ãD�~�ãL�¨D�DU, on the basis of which he cites this verb as ãDSDãL¨D� � 
ãDXãL¨D� (e.g. Alp 1988).  
 The etymological interpretation of these words is difficult. The fact that the 
verb shows a stem ãDSDãL¨H�D�,�whereas the noun is derived from the unextended 
stem ãDSDã�,�looks like an Indo-European feature. Yet the stem ãDSDã� is difficult 
to explain as an inherited root: if it is to be interpreted as /sabas-/ it can hardly be 
of IE origin because of the fact that it is disyllabic; if it is to be interpreted /spas-/, 
it cannot be inherited because *V7� would in principle yield Hitt. Lã7� (but see at 
e.g. ã NN� Ã  � ãDNN� and ã NDQ � ãDNQ� for some cases where we do find an initial 
cluster /sT-/, from secondary origin). Van Brock (1962b: 115) connected 
ãDSDãDOOL� with Lat. VSHFL , OHG VSHK Q ‘to see’  < *VSH��¨H�R�,�however, which 
indeed is semantically attractive. Nevertheless, the sound laws, which predict that 
*VSH��¨H�R� would yield Hitt. **LãSHNNL¨H�D�,�prevent us from deriving ãDSDãL¨H�D� 
and ãDSDãDOOL� from *VSH���¨H�R�� through the Anatolian way. Szemerényi (1976: 
1069) therefore derives ãDSDãL¨H�D� from *VSH��¨H�R� through the Indic way: he 
assumes that ãDSDã�L¨H�D�� is a borrowing from Indic/Mitanni *VSDü��¨D�� < 
*VSH���¨H�R��. This is formally certainly possible: the word ããXãDQQL� ‘horse-
trainer’ , which must (partly) be a borrowing from Indic/Mitanni *DüYD� < 
*K Å H�ÑR�,�shows that Indic �ü� is borrowed into Hittite as a sibilant. Semantically, 
a connection between ãDSDã�L¨H�D�� and *VSH��¨H�R�� is also attractive. Moreover, 
the meaning ‘to scout’  would fit the sphere of meanings of the other borrowings 
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from Indic/Mitanni into Asia Minor (which all have to do with horse-training and 
warfare). All in all, I am quite positive regarding Szemerényi’ s proposal (but 
compare scepticism by Mayrhofer 1982: 86).  
 Ò Ì�Í�Ì�Î�Ì�Ó ãDSLNNXãWD�: see (URUDU)ãHSLNNXãWD�  
 
ãDSWDPLQ]X�(adj.?) ‘sevenfold(?)’ : case? ãD�DS�WD�PL�HQ�]X (OH/NS). 
  PIE *VSWP�LQ�+VX ? 
  
This word is hapax in KUB 29.1 iii (2) QX GEŠTIN�DQ ~�GD�~ 9 ãD�DS�WD�PL�HQ�
]X ‘and let him bring out wine, nine ã.’ . On the basis of this context, its meaning 
cannot be determined. Nevertheless, it has been suggested that because of the 
formal similarity with 8�LQ�]X ‘eight-fold’ , it is likely that ãDSWDP� is a numeral as 
well and then derived from *VHSWP ‘seven’  (cf. Tischler HEG S: 852-3: note that 
on the basis of this comparison I cite ãD�DS�WD�PL�HQ�]X as ãDSWDPLQ]X and not as 
ãDSWDPHQ]X, which is more common in the literature). CHD Š: 208 therefore 
translates ‘nine sevenfold (offerings?)’ .  
 In view of ãLSWDP� ‘seven’  as attested in ãLSWDPL¨D� ‘seven-drink’  (q.v.) and 
ãLSWDPDH�Â Ã , which seem to reflect the Hittite outcome of PIE *VHSWP, it has been 
suggested that ãDSWDP� as found here must be the Luwian counterpart, showing *H 
> D. Although this is a possibility (but as far as I know �LQ]X is not attested in 
Luwian), I would not want to exclude that we are in fact dealing here with the 
Hittite outcome of the cardinal *VSWP� showing an analogical aphaeresis of the 
initial L� (which we would expect as the regular prothetic vowel to solve the initial 
cluster *V7�,� so */}sptm-/) in analogy to the full-grade *VHSWP� as visible in 
ãLSWDPL¨D� and ãLSWDPDH� (see there for a similar account for the female name fâD�
iS�WD�PD�QL�Nj as attested in texts from Kaniš, which probably literally means 
‘seventh sister’  and reflects *VSWPR�).  
 According to CHD (l.c.), �]X is comparable to HLuw. �VX and Lyc. �VX ‘x-fold’  
(e.g. HLuw. “ 3” WDUD�L�VX�X, Lyc. WULVX ‘thrice’ ). Note that Lyc. �V� cannot reflect a 
plain *V (which should have become Lyc. �K�), but should go back to *VV from 
older *V+ or *+V. A form *-+VX could explain Hitt. �Q]X in view of JHQ]X� ‘lap’  < 
*�HQK Å VX� (whereas *9QV9 > Hitt. 9ãã9). The element �LQ� is still unclear, but 
hardly can reflect anything else than *-LQ�. So, all in all, ãDSWDPLQ]X must reflect 
*VSWP�LQ�+VX (or *VHSWP�LQ�+VX if one insists on Luwian origin of this word).  
 
ãDU� Ô Õ Õ ÖV×�Ô Ø Ç Ö , ãDULªH�D�Æ Ç  (IIIc/d; Ic1) ‘to embroider(?), to sew on(?); to truss(?) / 
sew(?) up’ : 3sg.pres.act. ãD�UL�H]�]L (OS), 3pl.pres.act. ãD�UL�DQ�]L, ãD�UL�¨D�DQ�]L, 
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ãD�D�UL�¨D�DQ�]L (NS), [ã]D�UD�D�DQ�]L (KUB 48.124 obv. 14 (NH), KBo 5.1 iii 53 
(NS)), 3sg.imp.act. ãD�UL�¨D�DG�GX (NS); 3pl.pres./pret.midd. ãD�UD�DQ�W[D���...] 
(OS); part. ãD�UL�¨D�DQ�W� (NH), ãD�D�UL�¨D�DQ�W�; inf.I ãD�UD�D�X�DQ�]L (KBo 5.1 iii 
54 (NS)); impf. ãD�UL�Lã�NH�D� (NS). 
 IE cognates: Lat. VHU , Gr.  ‘to string together’ . 
  PIE *VU��W�y�UL, *VU�¨H�R� 
  
See CHD Š: 257-8 for attestations and semantics. Note that CHD distinguishes 
between a verb “ ãDUL\D�”  ‘to embroider, to truss / sew up’  and “ ãDUDL� ‘to 
unravel(?)’ ” , which both show a 3pl.pres.act. ãD�UD�D�DQ�]L (KUB 48.124 obv. 14 
is translated by CHD as ‘they embroider’  whereas KBo 5.1 iii 53 is translated as 
‘they unravel’ ). I do not understand this distinction. In my view we rather 
translate this context as follows:  

 
KBo 5.1 iii  
(52)                    ... QX MUNUS.MEŠND�DW�UH�H�Hã  
(53) TÚG�DQ ãD�UD�D�DQ�]L  
   
(54) PD�D§�§D�DQ PD TÚG�DQ ãD�UD�D�X�DQ�]L  
(55) ]L�LQ�QD�DQ�]L  
 
 ‘The N.-women embroider(?) a cloth. When they finish embroidering the cloth, 

...’ .  
 

 The oldest attestations of this verb are 3pl.pres. or pret.midd. ãD�UD�DQ�W[D���...] 
(OS) and 3sg.pres.act. ãD�UL�H]�]L (OS). In younger texts we only find active 
forms, showing the stems ãDUL¨H�D�Â Ã  as well as ãDUDH�Â Ã  (according to the 
prodcutive §DWUDH�class inflection). This points to an original situation in which 
we find a middle stem ãDU� besides an active stem ãDUL¨H�D� (cf. §DWW� È Ù É Ã Ú  besides 
§D]]L¨H�D�Â Ã  and §XHWW� Ù Û Û Ú È Ù É Ã Ú  besides §XWWL¨H�D�Â Ã ).  
 Despite the fact that the semantics are not fully clear, it is probable that this 
verb denoted something like ‘to sew together’ . Duchesne-Guillemin (1947: 78) 
therefore proposed to connect it with Lat. VHU  and Gr.  ‘to string together’ , 
which makes sense semantically as well as formally. I therefore reconstruct 
*VU��W�y�UL, *VU�¨H�R�.  
 
ã UU� Ç � �� ãDUU� (IIa2 > IIa1 , Ic1) (act.) ‘to divide up, to distribute; to split, to 
separate’ ; (midd. trans.) ‘to cross (a threshold); to pass through (a doorway); to 
transgress (borders); to violate (an oath)’ ; (midd. intr.) ‘to be divided; to split up’ : 
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2sg.pres.act. ãDU�UD�DW�WL (NH), 3sg.pres.act. ãD�D�DU�UL (MH/MS), ãDU�UL (NS), ãD�
DU�UL (NS), ãDU�UD�D�L (OH/NS), ãDU�UD�L (NH), ãDU�UL�H�H]�]L (MH/NS), ãDU�UL�H]�
]L (MH/NS), ãDU�UL�¨D�]L (NS), ãDU�UL�¨D�L]�]L (NS), 1pl.pres.act. ãDU�UD�X�H�QL 
(OH/NS), 2pl.pres.act. ãDU�UD�DW�WH�QL (OH/NS), 3pl.pres.act. ãDU�UD�DQ�]L (OS), 
1sg.pret.act. ãDU�UD�D§�§X�XQ (NH), 3sg.pret.act. ãD�D�DU�Dã (OS), ãDU�UD�Dã 
(MH/MS), ãDU�UL�L�H�HW (NH), 1pl.pret.act. ãDU�UX�PH�HQ (NH), ãDU�UX�XP�PH�HQ 
(NS), 3pl.pret.act. ãDU�UH�HU (MH/MS), ãDU�UL�L�H�HU (NH), ãDU�UL�H�HU or ãDU�UH�H�
HU (NH), 2sg.imp.act. ãDU�UL (NS); 2sg.pres.midd. ãDU�UD�DW�WD (MH/MS), 
3sg.pres.midd. ãDU�U � W[-WD] (KUB 36.106 rev. 5 (OS or MS)), ãDU�UD�DW[�WD] 
(KUB 36.108 obv. 10 (OS or MS); for this addition, cf. Oettinger 1976a: 59), ãDU�
UD�DW�WD�UL (MS), ãDU�UD�WD�UL (OH/NS), ãDU�UD�DW�WD (OH/NS), 2pl.pres.midd. ãDU�
UD�DG�GX�PD (MH/MS), ãDU�UD�DW�WX�PD (OH/NS), 3pl.pres.midd. ãDU�UD�DQ�WD 
(MS), ãDU�UD�DQ�WD�UL (NS), 1sg.pret.midd. ãDU�UD�D§�§D�DW (OH/MS), 
3sg.pret.midd. ãDU�UD�DW�WD�DW (MH/MS), 3pl.pret.midd. ãDU�UD�DQ�WD�WL (MH/MS), 
ãDU�UD�DQ�GD�DW (NH); part. ãDU�UD�DQ�W� (MS); verb.noun ãDU�UX�PDU (OH/NS), 
gen.sg. ãDU�UX�PD�Dã (OH/NS); inf.I ãDU�UX�PD�DQ�]L (OH/NS); inf.II ãDU�UD�
DQ�[Q]D (NS); sup. ãD[(U�UL)�¨]D�X�ÑD�DQ (NS), ãDU�UL�¨D�X�DQ (NS); impf. ãDU�UD�
Dã�NH�D� (OH/MS), ãDU�UL�Lã�NH�D� (NS), ãDU�UL�Hã�NH�D� (NS). 
 Derivatives: see ãDUUDQ�,�ãDUUD�. 
  PIE *VyUK Ü �HL, *VUK Ü �pQWL 
  
See CHD Š: 230f. for attestations. This verb has basically two meanings; ‘to 
divide up, to distribute’  and ‘to transgress (oaths, borders, doorways)’ . In the OH 
and MH period, active forms denote ‘to divide up, to distribute’ , intransitive 
middle forms denote ‘to be divided’  or ‘to split up (intr.)’  and transitive middle 
forms denote ‘to transgress (oaths, borders, doorways)’  (for the latter, see e.g. 
Oettinger 1976a: 59f. and Melchert 1984a: 18). In NH times the latter category is 
transferred to the active inflection as well (compare e.g. KUB 36.75 + Bo 4696 
(OH/MS) i (7) Q D�Dã�WD QH�St�ãD�Dã KÁ�Xã ]L�LN SiW (8) [Dã�ãD�QX�Ñ]D�DQ�]D 
dUTU�Xã ãDU�UD�Dã�NH�HW�WD ‘You alone, O established Sun-god, pass through the 
gate of heaven’  that shows an active form in its NS duplicate: KUB 31.127 + 
KUB 36.79 i (31) ãDU�UL�Hã�NH�ãL).  
 CHD states the following about the formal side of this verb (based on Oettinger 
1979a: 287): “ The oldest texts show a root thematic class verb, PL-conjugation 
with diagnostic forms ãDUUH]]L, ãDUUDQ]L, ãDUUHW, ãDUUHU, ãDUUDWWD, ãDUUD�HãNH� [...] 
All §L�conjugation forms [...] are secondary and belong to the late MH and NH 
periods” . This is entirely incorrect. Oettinger has based his analysis on the alleged 
3sg.pret.act.-form “ ãDUUHW”  as found in the OS text KUB 36.106 rev. 5 (note that 
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Košak 2005b: 175 dates this tablet as “ ah.?/mh.?” , however). Melchert (1984a: 
1836) correctly states that apart from the fact that the surrounding context of these 
lines demands a present verb, the meaning ‘to transgress (words)’  in OH texts is 
expressed with middle forms. We therefore should rather read the context as 
follows:  

 
KUB 36.106 rev.  
(5) [  ...  NH�H�HO WX]S�St�Dã XW�WD�D�DU ãDU�U � W[-WD]  
(6) [Q D�DQ NH�H ]OL�LQ�NL�¨D�DQ�WH�Hã DS�SD�DQ�WX  
(7) [         ...       ]                         Q D�Dã §DU�DN�WX  
 
‘[Whoever] transgresses the words of [this] tablet, him must [these] oaths seize, 

and he must perish’ .  
 

Having eliminated the “ 3sg.pret.act. ãDUUHW” , we must regard the attestations of 
this verb with a fresh look. In the active paradigm, we see that the oldest forms 
are 3sg.pret.act. ãD�D�DU�Dã (OS), 3pl.pres.act. ãDU�UD�DQ�]L (OS) and 3sg.pres.act. 
ãD�D�DU�UL (MH/MS). In my view, these clearly point to an original §L-inflecting 
stem ã UU� Ý  � ãDUU� (compare UU� Ý  � DUU� ‘to wash’  for similar forms). In NS texts, 
we find forms that point to a stem ãDUUD� Ý  � ãDUU�,�according to the WDUQ�D��class, 
and ãDUUL¨H�D�Þ Ý , according to the �¨H�D�class. Since both the WDUQ�D��class and the 
�¨H�D�class are highly productive in NH times, these secondarily created stems are 
fully understandable and completely in line with the fact that UU� Ý  � DUU� shows 
the secondary stems DUUD� Ý  � DUU� and DUUL¨H�D�Þ Ý  in NH texts. The middle inflection 
shows a stem ãDUUL¨H�D� ß ß à�á â Ý ã  besides ãDUUD� ß ß à�á â Ý ã  and therewith is comparable to e.g. 
PDUUL¨H�D� ß ß à�á â Ý ã , PDUUD� ß ß à�á â Ý ã  ‘to dissolve’ .  
 Kimball (1999: 414) connects this verb with Gr.  ‘to move violently, to 
rush’  and reconstructs *VHUK ä �. Semantically this connection does not make sense, 
however. Despite the fact that I know no good comparanda, formally ã UU� Ý  � ãDUU� 
can only go back to a root *VHUK Ü � (compare at UU� Ý  � DUU�,�which reflects a root 
*K Ü HUK Ü �). I therefore mechanically reconstruct this verb as *VyUK Ü �HL � *VUK Ü �pQWL.  
 
ãDU  (adv., postpos.) ‘up(wards), aloft (adv.); on top of, above (postpos.)’  (Sum. 
UGU): ãD�UD�D (OS). 
 Derivatives: ãDU ]]L�ªD�� (adj.) ‘upper, superior’  (nom.sg.c. ãD�UD�D�D�]�]L½�Dã¾ 
(KUB 33.68 iii 7 (OH/MS)), ãD�UD�D�D]�]L�Lã (OH/NS), acc.sg.c. ãD�UD�D�D]�]L�¨D�
DQ (MH/MS), nom.-acc.sg.n. ãD�UD�D�D]�]L (MH/NS), ãD�UD�D]�]L (OH/NS), ãD�UD�
]L (OH/NS), gen.sg. ãD�UD�D�D]�]L�Dã (OH/MS), ãD�UD�D�D]�]L�¨D�Dã (OH/NS), dat.-
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loc.sg. ãD�UD�D�D]�]L (MH/MS), ãD�UD�D�D]�]L�¨D (MH/NS), ãD�UD�D]�]L (MS), abl. 
ãD�UD�D�D]�]L�¨D�D] (NS), ãD�UD�D]�]L�¨D�D] (MS?), nom.pl.c. ãD�UD�D�D]�]L�Lã 
(OH/MS), UGU�D]�]L�Xã (NS), nom.-acc.pl.n. ãD�UD�D]�]L (NH)), ãDUD]]L (adv.) 
‘up(wards)’  (ãD�UD�D]�]L), ãDU ]]LªD] (adv.) ‘on the upper side, upstream’  (ãD�UD�D�
D]�]L�¨D�D] (MS), [ãD�U]D�D]�]L�¨D�D] (MS), ãD�UD�D]�]L�D] (NS)), ãDUD]L ãã�Æ Ç  (Ib2) 
‘to prevail’  (impf.3pl.pres.act. ãD�UD�]L�Hã�NiQ�]L (NH)), ãDU ]]LªD©©� Ç  (IIb) ‘to 
make (a litigiant or a legal case) win’  (3sg.pres.act. ãD�UD�D]�¨D�§L (MH/NS), 
2pl.pres.act. ãD�UD�D�D]�]L�¨D�D§�WH�QL (NS), 3sg.pret.act. ãD�UD�D�D]�][L�¨]D�D§�WD 
(NH), ãD�UD�D�]L�¨D�D§�W[D] (NH), 3pl.imp.act. ãD�UD�D]�]L�¨D�D§�§D�DQ�GX, ãD�UD�
D]�]L�D§�§D�DQ�GX), ãDU ]]LªDWDU (n.) ‘height, summit’  (Akk. 0 /Ó; nom.-acc.sg. 
ãD�UD�D�D]�]L�¨D�WDU (NH)), ãDU PQD] (adv.) ‘from above’  (ãD�UD�D�DP�QD�D], 
[ãD�]UD�D�DP�QD�]D)). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. ãDUUL (adv., preverb, postpos., prepos.) ‘above, up; for?’  
(ãDU�UL, ãD�DU�UL), ãDUUD (adv., prepos.) ‘(up)on, thereon’  (ãDU�UD, ãD�DU�UD); Lyc. 
KUL ‘up; on (top)’ , KUSSL ‘on (prev.), for (prep.)’ , KU]]H�L� (adj.) ‘upper’  (acc.sg.c. 
KU]]L, nom-acc.sg.n. KU]] , dat.-loc.sg. KU]]L). 
  PAnat. *VpU��L�, *VU�  
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘mountain-ridge’  
  PIE *VHU�,�*VU� 
  
This adverb is virtually consistently spelled ãD�UD�D (1000+ examples in my 
files), whereas a spelling ãD�UD occurs 3x only (cf. CHD Š: 210: ãD�UD! PD[ ÑD], 
NDW�WD! ãD�UD DW NiQ and ãD�UD�D P�PX). The Anatolian evidence is clear: we 
are dealing with an old noun, of which the endingless locative *V²U yielded Hitt. 
ã U (q.v.), the dat.-loc. *VpU�L yielded CLuw. ãDUUL, and the old all. *VU�y yielded 
Hitt. ãDU  �sra/. CLuw. ãDUUD must reflect *VpUR. Outer-Anatolian cognates are 
obscure. The only suggested connection is with Gr.  ‘mountain-ridge’ , which 
Heubeck (1964) reconstructed as *VUL¨RP.  
 See footnote 196 for the phonological implications of the equation between 
Hitt. ãDU ]]L�¨D�� and Lyc. KU]]H�L�.  
 
ãDUDH�Æ Ç : see ãDU�,�ãDUL¨H�D�Þ Ý   
 
ãDUDNX� (IIa2?) ‘to give water to (?)’ : part.nom.pl.c. ãD�UD�NX�ÑD�DQ�WH�Hã (KUB 
35.148 iii 39); impf. 3pl.imp.act. ãD�UD�DN�NX�Xã�NiQ�GX (KBo 3.8 ii 8), ãD�UD�DN�
NX�Lã�NiQ�GX (Bo 4010, 2). 
  PIE *VURJ å á æ ã � ?? 
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See CHD Š: 239 for attestations and contexts. We are dealing with a stem 
ãDUDNX�,�of which the /gw/ gets fortited in front of the �ãNH�D�suffix: ãDUDNNXãNH�D� 
(compare DNNXãNH�D� from HNX�Þ Ý  � DNX� ‘to drink’ , ODNNLãNH�D� from O N� Ý  � ODN� ‘to 
make lie down’ ). Because of its poor attestation, we cannot decide to which 
conjugation this verb originally belongs. The fact that we seem to deal with 
/sragw-/ could point to original §L-conjugation, however (in a PL�verb, we would 
expect **/sregw-/). Mechanically, we have to reconstruct *VURJ å á æ ã �,�but I know of 
no possible IE cognate. See at ãDNXUXÑH�D� ‘to water (animals)’  for the possibility 
that this latter verb is derived from ãDUDNX� and reflects *VUDJ å �XU�¨H�R�.  
 
ãDUUDQ�,� ãDUUD� (c.) ‘portion, share, half part, division’ : nom.sg. ãDU�UD�Dã (NS), 
ãDU�UD�D�Dã (NS), acc.sg. ãDU�UD�DQ (NS), gen.sg. ãDU�UD�QD�D[ã] (NS), ãDU�UD�Dã 
(NS), abl. ãDU�UD�D] (NS), ãDU�UD�QD�]D (NS), ãDU�UD�DQ�]D (NH). 
  PIE *VHUK Ü �RQ� 
  
See CHD Š: 229f. for attestations. This noun shows Q�stem as well as D�stem 
nouns. Because this word is attested in NS texts only, we cannot say much on the 
chronological distribution between these forms. Nevertheless, it is in my view 
likely that the Q-stem forms are more original. For a similar case compare § UDQ� 
‘eagle’  that shows a stem § UD� in NS texts.  
 Etymologically, it is clear that ãDUUDQ� belongs with the verb ã UU� Ý  � ãDUU� ‘to 
divide up, to distribute’ . It therefore is likely that originally, ãDUUDQ� inflected 
*VHUK Ü �fQ�V, *VUK Ü �yQ�P, *VUK Ü �Q�yV, which was levelled out to ãDUUDQ�,�also under 
influence of the verb’ s weak stem ãDUU�. See there for further treatment.  
 
ãDU S� Ç ���ãDULS��(IIa3) ‘to sip’ : 3sg.pres.act. ãD�UD�St (KUB 27.29 iii 9 (MH/NS)), 
ãD�D�UD�St (KUB 34.97, 15 (MS?)); verb.noun gen.sg. ãD�UL�SX�ÑD�Dã (KUB 17.23 
i 10, 15 (NS)), ã[D�]UL�SX�X�ÑD�Dã (KUB 17.23 ii 43 (NS)), ãD�UD�DS�SX�ÑD�Dã 
(VBoT 24 iii 17 (MH/NS)); inf.I [ãD�U]L�SX�ÑD�DQ�]L (KBo 29.144, 7 (MS)), ãD�UL�
SX�X�ÑD�D[Q�]L] (KBo 24.27, 11 (NS), KUB 27.58 i 6 (NS)), [ã]D�UL�SX�X�ÑD�DQ�]L 
(KBo 14.94 iii, 22 (fr.) (NS), KBo 29.131, 3 (NS)), [ãD�U]L�SX�ÑD�DQ�][L] (FHL 4, 
r.col. 4 (NS)); impf. ãD�D�UD�St�Hã�NL�L]�]L (KUB 34.97, 17 (MS?)). 
 IE cognates: Lat. VRUEH , Gr.  ‘to slurp, to swallow’ , Lith. VX6EWL ‘to 
suckle’ , VU¿EWL ‘to slurp’ , OCS VU EDWL ‘to slurp’ . 
  PIE *VUyE æ �HL, *VUE æ �pQWL 
  
See CHD Š: 243f. for attestations. The morphological interpretation of this verb is 
difficult. We find three different spellings: ãD�UD�S°, ãD�D�UD�S° (2x) and ãD�UL�S°. 
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On the one hand, the two forms with plene spelling ãD�D�UD�S° seem to indicate 
that the first �D� is real, whereas on the other the alternation between �D� and �L� 
seems to point to ablaut and would show that the second �D� is a real vowel. If this 
verb is of IE origin, it is unlikely that the stem would contain two real vowels: 
/sarab-/ can hardly reflect a PIE root. I therefore want to propose to regard the 
two attestations ãD�D�UD�S° as mistakes (note that they both occur on the same 
tablet, only two lines from each other). Perhaps they are even scribal errors for 
ãD�UD�D�S°.  
 All in all, I assume that this verb is to be compared with Dã ã� Ý  � DãHã�,�§DPDQN� Ý  
� §DPH�LQN�,� NDU S� Ý  � NDUH�LS� and represents ãDU S� Ý  � ãDUH�LS� (note that a 
difference between �H� and �L� is not visible since the sign RI can be read UL as 
well as UH), and therewith is one of the few verbs that shows an ablaut �D���H�L�.  
 Its root etymology has been clear since Neumann (1967: 32), who convincingly 
connected this verb with Lat. VRUEH , Gr. , etc. ‘to slurp, to swallow’  < 
*VUHE æ �. The exact details of the reconstruction are in debate, especially with 
regard to the �D���H�L�ablaut. The usual explanation of this type is the assumption 
that it reflects a PIE ablaut *R�H. Since such a verbal ablaut is not attested 
anywhere else in the Indo-European languages, I am quite sceptical about it. In 
my view, we rather have to assume that Hitt. H�L in the cases of synchronic �D���
H�L�ablaut is to be interpreted as an anaptyctic vowel /}/. In this case, the /}/ 
emerged in the zero-grade form of a root of the structure *&59&�. On the basis of 
the full grade *&59&�,�the zero-grade *&«&� > &D5&� was too aberrant and was 
replaced by *&5}&�: NDU S� Ý  � NDUH�LS� < *J æ UyE æ � � *J æ UE æ �,�§DPDQN� Ý  � §DPH�LQN� 
< *K ç PyQ� æ � � *K ç PQ� æ �,�but also WHUHSS�Þ Ý  � WHUHSS� < *WUpS� � *WUS�. This means 
that, in this case, ãDU SL � ãDULSDQ]L represents /srabi/, /sr}bántsi/ < *VUyE æ HL, 
*VUE æ pQWL.  
 
ãDU ÓDU���ãDUDXQ��(n.) ‘storm-clouds(?)’ : nom.-acc.sg. ãD�UD�D�X�ÑD�DU (OS), ãD�
UD�X�ÑD�DU (NS), erg.sg. ãD�UD�X�QD�DQ�]D (NH). 
  PIE *VU�y�Ñ� � *VU�y�XQ� ? 
  
See CHD Š: 246-7 for attestations and semantic treatment. The meaning of this 
word cannot be ascertained, but ‘storm-clouds’  could be possible. It belongs to 
the small class of nouns in � ÑDU � �DXQ� (also Dã ÑDU � DãDXQ�,� §DUã ÑDU � 
§DUãDXQ�,�NDU ÑDU � NDUDXQ� and SDUW ÑDU � SDUWDXQ�). As is clear from the other 
nouns (see their respective lemmas, §DUã ÑDU under § Uã� Ý ), this class represents 
*&&�y�Ñ�, i.e. a derivation in *-y�Ñ� of a zero-grade root (compare the abstract 
nouns in � WDU � � QQ� that reflect *&&�y�WU). For ãDU ÑDU this means that we are 
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dealing with a root ãDU�. Etymologically, this can only reflect *VU�,�and one could 
therefore consider an etymological connection with the noun *VHU� ‘top(?), 
aboveness(?)’  that must underly the words ãDU  ‘upwards’  and ã U ‘above, on top’  
(q.v.).  
 
ãDU©LªH�D�è é  (Ic1) ‘to attack(?), to press upon(?)’ : 2pl.pres.act. ãDU�§L�H[W�WH�QL] 
(NS), 3sg.pret.act. ãDU�§L�¨D�DW (NH), 3sg.imp.act. ãDU�§L�L�H�HG�GX (MH/MS); 
2sg.imp.midd. ãDU�§L�¨D�D§�§X�XW (NS); impf. ãDU�§L�Lã�NH�D�; broken ãDU�§L�¨D�
DW[-...] (MH/MS). 
 Derivatives: ãDU©XQWDOOL� (adj.) ‘attacking(?), posing a threat(?)’  (nom.sg.c. ãDU�
§X�XQ�WD�DO�OLã (NH)). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘move with speed or violence’ . 
  PIE *VUK ä �¨H�R� ? 
  
See CHD Š: 252 for attestations and semantic treatment. The exact meaning is 
unclear, but on the basis of  

 
KUB 24.3 ii  
(44) ND�UX�~ [¨D] [(KUR U)]RUKÙ.BABBAR�WL ,â�78 dUTU URU$�UL�LQ�QD  

(45) D�UD�D§�]p�QD�Dã $[-1]$ KUR.KUR
ê

I.A ë ì í î  UR.MAÏ PD�D�DQ ãDU�§L�Lã�NH�HW  
 
 ‘Formerly, with the help of the Sun-goddess of Arinna, the land of Ïatti used 

to continually ã. the foreign countries like a lion’ ,  
 

it is clear that ãDU§L¨H�D� must certainly mean something like ‘to attack’ . This is 
supported by  

 
KBo 16.25 i 4 + 16.24 i  
(15) [GIM�DQ? ]P D�D] NiQ ]D�D§�§L�¨[D�X�ÑD�DQ�]L H�HS�]L QX LÚKÚ]R�Dã  
      §D�DQ�WH�H]�]L�DQ ãDU�§L�L�H�HG�GX  
 
‘[When it (i.e. the army) begins to join] battle, it must ã. the first (rank) of [the 

enem]y’  (for additions and translation see CHD Š: 252).  
 

The interpretation of the form ãDU§L¨DW (KUB 44.4 rev. 27 + KBo 13.241 rev. 15) 
is less clear, but in my opinion a translation ‘to attack’  may be possible as well 
(for an edition, see Beckman 1983: 178):  

 
(25) D�Dã�PD ÑD�U D�[D]W ~�ÑD�DQ�]L UÏ7

ê
I.A�Xã MUNUSMEŠ�Lã  

(26) � §X�X�ÑD�DQ�GD�]D NA KA�LQ x? [G]D?�D�L GIŠ WiJ�DQ�]D KI.MIN ãL�ÑD�DO §DU�]L  
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(27) IGI�DQ�GD ] D�Dã NiQ ãDU�§L�¨D�DW[ P]D�DQ�QL�Lã MUNUS�Lã MUNUSŠÀ.ZU  

       NA KA?�ã D�Dã NiQ EME�DQ  

(28) NX�H�HU!�GX ãL�ÑD�OD�] D�DQ IG[I
ê
]I.A�ÑD WD�Dã�ÑD�D§�§D�DQ�GX  

 
 ‘(She says:) “ Look, they are coming, the sorceresses” . She takes a flint? from a 

§XÑDQGD, wood from the earth likewise (and) she holds a dagger?. (Placing) 

herself opposite, she has attacked them, the PDQQL� woman, the midwife 

(saying): “ May the flint? cut off the tongue! May they blind his eyes with the 

dagger!” ’ .  
 

The edition of this text translates ‘She presses? them against herself?’  (o.c.: 179), 
but this does not seem more likely to me.  
 Formally, ãDU§L¨H�D�Þ Ý  can hardly reflect anything else than *VUK ç8ï ä �¨H�R��� ýRS�
(1955a: 398) suggested a connection with Gr.  ‘move with speed or 
violence’ , which could reflect *VUK ä �¨H�R�.  
 The adj. ãDU§XQWDOOL� occurs in a vocabulary only, where it translates Sum. 
[Š]U!.ŠÚR! and Akk. $/�38 ‘threatening’ .  
 ð ñ	ò
ñ�ó

ãDU©XÓDQW� (c.) ‘belly; innards; foetus, unborn child’  (Sum. â$ ŠÀ�%,�â$): 
acc.sg. ãDU�§X�ÑD�DQ�GD�DQ (MH/NS), ãDU�§X�X�ÑD�DQ�WD�DQ (MH/NS), dat.-
loc.sg. ãDU�§X�ÑD�DQ�WL (MS), abl. ãDU�§X�ÑD�DQ�WD�D] (OH/NS), ãDU�§X�X�ÑD�DQ�
GD�D] (NS), instr. [ã]DU�§X�ÑD�DQ�WL�W[ D�D]W NiQ (OS), ãDU�§X�ÑD�DQ�WL�LW (NS), 
acc.pl. ãDU�§X�ÑD�DQ�GX�Xã (OH/NS), nom.-acc.pl.n. ãDU�§X�ÑD�DQ�GD� (OH/NS), 
ãDU�§X�X�ÑD�DQ�GD (OH/NS), ãDU�§X!�DQ�WD (KUB 5.5 i 21, iv 13); unclear ãDU�§X�
X�ÑD�DQ�GD�Dã (NS). 
 IE cognates: Arm. DUJDQG ‘womb’ . 
  PIE *VUK ç ÑHQW� ?? 
  
See CHD Š: 253-4 for attestations and semantics. Note that CHD Š: 279 also cites 
a noun UZUãDUQDQWD� ‘afterbirth(?)’  (KUB 5.5 i 21, iv 13), which in my view 
could be regarded as mistakes for ãDU�§X!�DQ�WD (the signs NA (�) and ÏU (+) 
only differ one vertical stroke vs. winkelhaken from each other).  
 The only credible etymology tKDW� ,� NQRZ� RI� LV� E\� ýRS� �����D�� ���-6) who 
connected this word with Arm. DUJDQG ‘womb’ . If the Armenian sound laws 
permit it, we could reconstruct *VUK ç ÑHQW�.  
 
ãDULªH�D�è é : see ãDU�,�ãDUL¨H�D�Þ Ý   
 
ãDUULªH�D�è é : see ã UU� Ý  � ãDUU�  
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ãDULS�: see ãDU S� Ý  � ãDULS�  
 ô�õ�ö

ãDUULÓDãSD�� (c.) a garment: nom.sg. ãDU�UL�ÑD�Dã�SD�Dã (IBoT 1.31 obv. 7 
(NH)). 
  
This word is hapax in an inventory of garments. It is clearly a compound of ãDUUL� 
+ ÑDãSD� ‘garment’ , although the interpretation of ãDUUL� remains elusive. One 
could think of Hurr. ãDUUL� ‘king’  or CLuw. ãDUUL ‘upper’ .  
 
ãDUNX����ãDUJDÓ� (adj.) ‘eminent, illustrious, powerful’ , (c.) ‘an eminent person’ : 
nom.sg.c. ãDU�NX�Xã (OH/NS), acc.sg.c. ãDU�NX�XQ (NS), voc.sg. ãDU�NX (OH/NS), 
ãDU�NX�L (OH/NS), dat.-loc.sg. ãDU�JD�X�L (NS), nom.pl.c. ãDU�JD�X�H�Hã (MH/NS), 
ãDU�JD�D�X�H�Hã (NS), acc.pl.c. ãDU�JD�PX�Xã (NS), dat.-loc.pl. ãDU�JD�X�ÑD�Dã. 
 Derivatives: ãDUJDÓDWDU���ãDUJDÓDQQ� (n.) ‘eminence’  (nom.-acc.sg. ãDU�JD�ÑD�
WDU, [ã]DU�JD�X�ÑD�WDU (NS), ãDU�J[D�ÑD�WDU] (MS), dat.-loc.sg. ãDU�JD�ÑD�DQ�QL 
(MH?/MS)), ãDUNLãNH�D�è é  (Ic6) ‘to be eminent’  (2sg.pres.act. ãDU�[N]L�Lã�NH�ãL 
(KUB 31.127 i 10 (OH/NS)), 3pl.pres.act. ãDU�NLã�NiQ�]L (NS)), ãDUNX ãã�è é  (Ib2) 
‘to become mighty’  (3sg.pres.act. ãDU�NX�H�H[ã�]L] (MS)). 
 IE cognates: TochB �lUN� ‘to be better than’ , Lat. VDUFL  ‘to patch up, to mend’ . 
  PIE *VU���H�X� or *VRU���H�X� 
  
See CHD Š: 268f. for attestations. This adjective is often translated ‘high in 
status’  (cf. also CHD), which goes back to Juret (1942: 43) who assumed an 
inner-Hittite connection with ãDU  ‘upwards’  and ã U ‘on top’ . As we will see 
below, this connection cannot be correct, and ãDUNX� � ãDUJDÑ� therefore should be 
translated ‘eminent, illustrious, powerful’  without semantically linking it to 
‘high’ . We are clearly dealing with an X�stem adjective derived from a root ãDUN�, 
which probably is visible as such in the verb ãDUNLãNH�D� ‘to be good’  < 
*ãDUN�ãNH�D�. Note that the editors of CHD (Š: 267) translate this verb as “ to 
ascend” , which they admit to have based “ on the supposed link to ãDUNX� ‘high, 
eminent’ ” . Moreover, in order to illustrate this meaning they only cite one 
context, KUB 24.7 iv 25-26, which is broken and therefore non-probative. The 
other context in which this verb occurs is much clearer (for the reading ãDU�[N]L�
Lã�NH�ãL, cf. ãDUNX� dUTU�X� ‘eminent Sun-god’  in ibid. i 15, 18, 58):  

 
KUB 31.127 i  
  (8)                                                        ... §D�DQ�GD�DQ�]D NiQ  
  (9) D[Q�W]X�X§�ãD�Dã WX�XN SiW D�Dã�ãX�Xã Q D�DQ ]L�LN SiW  
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(10) ãDU�[N]L�Lã�NH�ãL dUTU�Xã  
 
‘When righteous, a man is dear to you, and you are therefore always good to 

him, o Sun-god’ .  
 

 Kronasser (1957: 123, 127) convincingly connects ãDUNX� with TochB �lUN� ‘to 
surpass, to be better than’ . Since this latter verb is a causative and attested in the 
middle only (p.c. M. Peyrot), the basic meaning of this verb may be ‘to be good’  
as well (so *‘to make onself good (with regard to someone else)’  > ‘to surpass, to 
be better than’ ). Moreover, within Hittite we may think of a connection with the 
causative ãDUQLQN�Þ Ý  ‘to compensate’  (q.v.), which then must go back to *‘to make 
(someone) good’  (cf. ModDu. YHUJRHGHQ ‘to compensate’ , lit. *‘to make 
(someone) good’ ). This verb is generally connected with Lat. VDUFL  ‘to patch up, 
to mend’  < *VU��Lp�y�,�on the basis of which we must reconstruct a root *VHU��.  
 
ãDUNXÓH�D�è é  (Ic4) ‘to put on footwear’ : 3sg.pres.act. ãDU�NX�H�H]�]D (here?, OS), 
ãDU�NX�H]�]L (MS), ãDU�NX�H�H]�]L (OH/NS), ãDU�NX�L�¨D�]L (OH/NS), [ãDU�N]X�H�¨D�
]L (NS), ãDU�NX�X]�]L (NS), ãDU�NX�]L (NS), 3pl.pres.act. ãDU�NX�ÑD�DQ�]L, 
3sg.pret.act. ãDU�NX�HW (OH/NS), ãDU�NX�XW�WD (OH/NS), 2sg.imp.act. ãDU�NX�L 
(NH), ãDU�NX, 3sg.imp.act. ãDU�NX�¨D�DG�GX (MH/NS), ãDU�NX�XG�GX (MH/NS); 
part. ãDU�NX�ÑD�DQ�W� (OH/NS). 
 Derivatives: ãDUNXLÓDQW� (adj.) ‘having shoes on(?)’  (nom.sg.c. ãDU�NX�L�ÑD�DQ�
]D (NS)). 
 IE cognates: Gr. , -  ‘kind of shoe’ . 
  PIE *VUN å �¨H�R� ? 
  
See CHD Š: 271f. for attestations. This verb clearly is a �¨H�D�derivative of a stem 
*ãDUNX� ‘shoe’ , which could be the reading of the sumerogram KUŠE.SIR ‘shoe’ . 
See CHD Š: 270, however, for the fact that there are no unambiguous phonetic 
complements to KUŠE.SIR to prove that it really has to be read ãDUNX�.  
 The etymological interpretation of this word is difficult. Sommer & Falkenstein 
(1938: 86) equated *ãDUNX� ‘shoe’  with ãDUNX� ‘eminent’ . The idea is that 
ãDUNXÑH�D� in fact means ‘to put (shoes) up high’  (adapted by Neumann DSXG 
Oettinger 1979a: 335 as *ãDUNX� ‘shoe’  < *‘high shoe’ ). Semantically, this does 
not seem very attractive to me. Moreover, ãDUNX� ‘eminent’  in fact is an X�stem 
ãDUNX� � ãDUJDÑ�,�whereas in the case of *ãDUNX� ‘shoe’  there is no evidence at all 
that we are dealing with a stem *ãDUN�X� (rather a labiovelar *VDU. å �). Eichner 
(1973b: 224) compared *ãDUNX� with TochB VHUNH, TochA VDUN ‘cycle, circle’  and 
Skt. VUDM� ‘wreath, garland’ . Apart from the semantic difficulties (‘cycle’  and 
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‘garland’  do not have anything to do with shoes, unless one assumes that Hittite 
shoes were made of reed, which was not the case as we can see by the use of the 
determinative KUŠ ‘leather’ ), the formal side of this etymology is unattractive as 
well since a connection of PToch. *VHUNH < *VRU.R� with Skt. VUDM� would show 
an undesirable Schwebe-ablaut.  
 A possible alternative could be a connection with Gr. , -  ‘a kind of 
shoe’  if from *VUN ÷ �. In principle, labiovelars would yield , ,  in front of L or H, 
but perhaps the suffix - , -  is attached to the root - later (cf. , -  
‘glove’ , derived from  ‘hand’ , for the same suffix).  
 
ãDUOL� (adj.) ‘upper(most), superior’ : acc.sg.c. ãDU�OL�LQ (MH/NS), nom.-acc.pl.n. 
ãDU�OL�¨D (MH/NS). 
 Derivatives: ãDUODH�è é  (Ic2) ‘to exalt, to praise; to let prevail; to lift off, to 
remove’  (1sg.pres.act. ãDU�OD�D�PL (MH/MS), 3sg.pres.act. ãDU�OD�D�H]�]L 
(MH/MS), ãDU�OD�L]�]L (NS), 3pl.pres.act. ãDU�OD�DQ�]L (NH), 3sg.pret.act. ãDU�OD�
D�HW (MH/MS), ãDU�OD�LW (NS), 1pl.pret.act. ãDU�OD�X�H�HQ (NS), ã[DU�O]D�D�X�H[Q] 
(NS), 2sg.imp.act. ãDU�OD�D�L (OH/NS); part. ãDU�OD�D�DQ�W� (MH/MS), ãDU�OD�DQ�W� 
(MS?); verb.noun gen.sg. ãDU�OX�PD�Dã (NS), ãDU�OX�X�PD�Dã (MH/NS); impf. 
ãDU�OL�Lã�NH�D� (OH/NS), ãDU�OL�Hã�NH�D� (NH)), ãDUODLP�P�L� (adj.) ‘exalted(?)’  
(nom.sg.c. ãDU�OD�L�PL�Lã (NH), ãDU�OD�LP�PL�Lã (NH), acc.sg.c. ãDU�OD�L�PL�LQ 
(MS), ãDU�OD�D�L�PL�LQ, ãDU�OD�L�PH�HQ (NS), ãDU�OD�LP�PL�LQ (NS), gen.sg. ãDU�OD�
L�PL�Dã (MS?), ãDU�OD�L�PL�¨D�Dã (NS), ãDU�OD�LP�PL�¨D�Dã, ãDU�OD�D�L�PD�Dã), 
ãDUODPLã� (n.) ‘glory’  (Luw.nom.-acc.sg. ãDU�OD�PL�Lã�ãD (MH/MS)), ð ø*ù ø*úfñ�û	ü ø*ý ø*úfñ�û�ó

ãDUODWWD�
ð ø*ù ø*úfñ�û�ó

 (n.) ‘exaltation(?); praise offering’  (nom.-acc.sg. 
ãDU�OD�DW�WD�DQ (NH), Luw.nom.-acc.sg. ãDU�OD�DW�WD�DQ�]D (MH/NS), dat.-loc.sg. 
ãDU�OD�DW�WL, gen.sg. ãDU�OD�D�DW�WD�Dã (MS), ãDU�OD�DW�WD�Dã (NS), nom.-acc.pl. ãDU�
OD�DW�WD (MH/MS)), ãDUODWWDããL� (adj.) ‘related to praise / exaltation’  (nom.sg.c. 
ãDU�OD�DG�GD�Dã�ãL�Lã (NH), ãDU�OD�DW�WD�Dã�ã[L�Lã] (NH), ãDU�OD�GD�Dã�ãL�Lã (NS), 
acc.sg.c. ãDU�OD�DW�WD�Dã�ãL�LQ (MH/MS), [ãDU�OD�D]W�WD�Dã�ãL�LQ (MH/NS), [ãDU�
O]D�D�DW�W[D�Dã�ãL�LQ]). 
  PIE *VU�OL� 
  
See CHD Š: 277-8 for attestations. The adj. ãDUOL� and its derivatives are clearly 
cognate with ã U ‘on to’ , ãDU  ‘upwards’  and therefore must reflect *VU�OL�. See at 
ã U and ãDU  for further etymology.  
 ñ	ò
ñ

ãDUQDQWD�: see (UZU)ãDU§XÑDQW�  
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ãDUQL�Q�N�è é  (Ib3) ‘(abs.) to give compensation; (+ acc.) to compensate for 
something, to make up for something; ((+ acc.) + abl.) to compensate (for 
something) with something; (+ dat. + acc.) to compensate someone for 
something’ : 1sg.pres.act. ãDU�QL�LN�PL (OS), 3sg.pres.act. [ãDU�QL�LN�]]D (KBo 6.2 
iv 55 (OS)), ãDU�QL�LN�]L (OS), 1pl.pres.act. ãDU�QL�LQ�NX�H�QL (NH), ãDU�QL�LQ�NX�X�
H�[QL] (NS), 2pl.pres.act. ãDU�QL�LN�WH�QL (MH/MS), 3pl.pres.act. ãDU�QL�LQ�NiQ�]L 
(OH/NS), ãDU�QL�HQ�NiQ�]L (OH/NS), ãDU�QL�NiQ�]L (OH/NS), 1sg.pret.act. ãDU�QL�
LQ�NX�XQ (NH), 3sg.pret.act. ãDU�QL�LN�WD (NS), 1pl.pret.act. [ã]DU�QL�LQ�NX�HQ, 
3pl.pret.act. ãDU�QL�LQ�NHU (NH), ãDU�QL�NH�HU (MS?), 3sg.imp.act. ãDU�QL�LN�WX 
(MS), ãDU�QL�LN�GX (OH/NS), 3pl.pres.act. [ãD]U�QL�LQ�NiQ�GX (MS); part. ãDU�QL�
LQ�NiQ�W� (NH); verb.noun gen.sg. ãDU�QL�LQ�NX�ÑD�Dã (NH), ãDU�QL�LQ�NX�X�ÑD�Dã 
(NH), nom.pl. ãDU�QL�LQ�NX�H�Hã (NH); inf.I ãDU�QL�LQ�NX�ÑD�DQ�]L (NH), ãDU�QL�LQ�
NX�X�ÑD�DQ�]L (NH); impf. ãDU�QL�LQ�NL�Lã�NH�D� (OH/MS), ãDU�QL�LQ�NL�Hã�NH�D� 
(MH/MS), ãDU�QL�NL�Lã�NH�D� (NH), ãDU�QL�HQ�NL�Lã�NH�D� (NH). 
 Derivatives: ãDUQLN]LO� (n. > c.) ‘compensation, compensatory damages, 
replacement’  (nom.sg.c. ãDU�QL�LN�]L�LO (OS), ãDU�QL�LN�]L�L�LO (OH/NS), ãDU�QL�LN�
]L�HO (NH), nom.-acc.sg.n. ãDU�QL�LN�]L�LO (MH/MS), ãDU�QL�LN�]L�HO (MH/NS), 
gen.sg. ãDU�QL�LN�]L�OD�Dã (NH), dat.-loc.sg. ãDU?�QL!�LN�]L�OL (NH), abl. ãDU�QL�LN�]L�
OD�D] (NH), acc.pl.c. [ãD]U�QL�LN�]L�OX�Xã (NS), nom.-acc.pl.n. [ãDU�QL�]LN�]L�HO þ I.A 
(NH), [ãDU�]QL�LN�]L!�HOMEŠ (NH)), ãDUQLN]LO ãã�è é  (Ic2) ‘to pay/make 
compensation’  (impf.1sg.pres.act. ãDU�QL�LN�]L�OH!�H�Hã�NH�P[L] (NH)). 
 IE cognates: Lat. VDUFL  ‘to patch up, to mend’ , TochB �lUN� ‘to surpass, to be 
better than’ . 
  PIE *VU�QpQ���WL 
  
See CHD Š: 282f. for attestations and semantics. This verb belongs to the group 
of nasal-infix verbs that show an infix �QL�Q��,� cf. the treatment of class Ib3 in 
§ 2.2.2.1.m as well as § 2.2.4. Just as e.g §DUQL�Q�N�ÿ �  is derived from §DUN�ÿ �  and 
LãWDUQL�Q�N�ÿ �  from LãWDU�N��ÿ � , we sould expect that ãDUQL�Q�N�ÿ �  is derived from a 
verb ãDUN�. Moreover, since nasal-infix verbs usually have a causative meaning, 
we would expect that this verb would have the meaning ‘to be good’  (cf. ModDu. 
YHUJRHGHQ ‘to compensate’ , which literaly is a causative ‘to make good’ , derived 
from JRHG ‘good’ ). Pedersen (1938: 145) found such a stem in Lat. VDUFL  ‘to 
patch up, to mend’  < *VU��LH�R� (cf. Schrijver 1991: 492-3), but such a stem is 
now also available within Hittite, namely in the adjective ãDUNX� � ãDUJDÑ� 
‘eminent’  and, more importantly, in the verb ãDUNLãNH�D�ÿ �  ‘to be good’  (see at 
ãDUNX� � ãDUJDÑ� for both), which have been connected with TochB �lUN� ‘to 
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surpass, to be better than’ . All in all, ãDUQL�Q�N�ÿ �  must reflect *VU�QHQ���WL. See at 
§ 2.2.4 for a detailed account of the infix �QLQ�.  
 
ãDUWD� é ���ãDUW� (IIa1  > Ic2, Ic1) ‘to wipe, to rub’ : 3sg.pres.act. ãDU�WD�L (OS), ãDU�
WD�L]�]L (NH), [ãDU�]GD�D�L]�]L (undat.), 1sg.pret.act. ãDU�WL�¨D�QX�XQ (MH/NS), 
3pl.pres.act. ãDU�WH�HU (OS), ãDU�WL�HU (OH/NS), 3sg.imp.act. ãDU�WD�D�LG�GX (NS); 
verb.noun gen.sg. ãDU�WD�X�ÑD�Dã (NH). 
 Derivatives: 

ñ�û�ñ � ñ ãDUWDO� (n.), a trowel(?), spatula(?) (nom.-acc.sg. ãDU�WD�DO 
(NS)). 
 IE cognates: ON VHUèD ‘to sodomize’ , MHG VHUWHQ ‘to violate 
(women/animals)’ . 
  PIE *VyUG � K ��� � �HL, *VUG � K ��� � �pQWL 
  
See CHD Š: 290-1 for attestations. Note that it does not mention the attestations 
3sg.pres.act. ãDU�WD�L (KBo 17.18 ii 16 (OS), KUB 36.110, 20 (OS)), whereas the 
attestation ãDU�WD�L (KBo 17.43 i 14) is dated as “ OH/NS?” , which in fact should 
be OS (as is correctly done lower in the text). This means that the oldest 
attestations are 3sg.pres.act. ãDUWDL and 3pl.pret.act. ãDUWHU (both OS), which point 
to the WDUQ�D��class inflection. In NS texts we find the trivial secondary stems 
ãDUWDH�ÿ �  (ãDUWDL]]L, [ãDU]G L]]L, ãDUW LGGX, ãDUWDXÑDã), according to the §DWUDH�
class and ãDUWL¨H�D�ÿ �  (ãDUWL¨DQXQ and ãDUWLHU), according to the �¨H�D�class.  
 7DUQ�D��class verbs reflect roots with a root-final laryngeal, either *&R+� or 
*&H�&R+�,� but also *&R&K ��� � � (for this latter root structure, compare PDOOD� �  � 
PDOO� ‘to mill, to grind’ , SDGGD� �  � SDGG� ‘to dig’ , LãNDOOD� �  � LãNDOO� ‘to slit, to split’ , 
LãSDUUD� �  � LãSDUU� ‘to trample’ , etc.; cf. § 2.2.2.2.d). In this case, only a structure 
*VRU7K ��� � � is possible.  
 Melchert (2002) convincingly connects ãDUWD� �  � ãDUW� with ON VHUèD ‘to 
sodomize’ , MHG VHUWHQ ‘to violate (women/animals)’  (note that these verbs do 
not merely denote ‘to have intercourse’ , as Melchert states, but denote sodomy (in 
ON) and violation (in MHG), p.c. Guus Kroonen), of which he assumes that it 
goes back to a meaning *‘to move the surface of one object obliquely against that 
of another’ . These latter verbs point to *VHUG � �,�which, on the basis of the WDUQ�D��
class inflection in Hittite, means that we have to reconstruct PIE *VHUG � K ��� � �. Note 
that Melcherts further connection with Skt. ViUGLJ�GL� ‘SRUWLR YDJLQDOLV’  is 
formally impossible as Skt. �G� does not match PGerm. *-G� < *-G � �.  
 
ãDUGL� (gender unclear) ‘help’ : dat.-loc.sg. ãDU�GL�¨D (MH/NS). 
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 Derivatives: 
ð � õ ó

ãDUGLªD� (c.) ‘ally, supporter, helper’  (nom.sg. ãDU�GL�Dã (OS), 
ãDU�WL�¨D�Dã (OS), ãDU�GL�¨D�Dã (MS), acc.sg. ãDU�WL�DQ (OS), ãDU�GL�D�Q� ã�ãD�DQ 
(OS), ãDU�GL�¨D�DQ (OH/NS)), ãDUGLªDWDU� ��ãDUGLªDQQ� (n.) ‘alliance, help’  (nom.-
acc.sg. ãDU�GL�¨[D�WDU], dat.-loc.sg. ãDU�GL�¨D�DQ�QL). 
  PIE *VU�G � K � �L� ?? 
  
See CHD Š: 292f. for attestations. The etymological interpretation is quite 
uncertain. Duchesne-Guillemin (1947: 78, 90) connected these words with PIE 
*VHU� ‘to protect’ , as reflected in Gr.  ‘they keep watch’ , Av. KDU� ‘to 
beware’ , KDXUXXDLWL ‘protects’ , but also possibly in Lyd. VDU WD� and VDURND� if 
indeed ‘protector’  and ‘protection’  (thus Melchert 1994a: 341). If correct, then we 
have to assume a root-extension *VHU�7� for Hittite. In view of the assibilation of 
the dental stops before *�L�, we could perhaps think of *VU�G � K � �L�. Nevertheless, I 
would judge this etymology as mildly probable only.  
 
ãDUWLªH�D�è é : see ãDUWD� �  � ãDUW�  
 
ã UX�� (n.) ‘booty, plunder’ : nom.-acc.sg. ãD�D�UX (NS), dat.-loc.sg. ãD�D�UX�L 
(NH), ãD�D�UX�~�L (NH), nom.-acc.pl. ãD�D�UX�ÑD (NS). 
 Derivatives: ãDUXÓH�D�è é , ãDUXÓDH�è é  (Ic4 > Ic2) ‘to plunder, to loot (something); 
to take (something) as plunder’  (3sg.pret.act. ãD�UX�ÑD�LW (MS), ãD�UX�ÑD�D�LW 
(NH), ãD�UX�X�ÑD�LW (NH), ãDU�ÑD�LW (MH/NS), 3pl.pret.act. ãD�UX�X�H�HU 
(MH/MS), ãD�UX�ÑD�D�HU (NH), ãD�UX�ÑD�HU, ãD�DU�ÑD!�HU (NS); part.nom.pl.c.(?) 
ãD�D�UX�XQ�W[L�Hã] (NH); inf.I ãD�D�UX�ÑD�X�ÑD�DQ�]L (NH), [ãD]-D�UX�X�ÑD�X�ÑD�
DQ�]L (NH)). 
 IE cognates: MIr. VHUE ‘theft’ , We. KHUZ ‘plundering’ , Latv. VLUW ‘to loot’ . 
  PIE *VyU�X� 
  
See CHD Š: 296 and 298 for attestations. This word was connected by Duchesne-
Guillemin (1947: 78) to Latv. VLUW ‘to loot’ , MIr. VHUE ‘robbery’ , to which possibly 
Lith. VDULyWL ‘to devestate, to loot’  belongs. Especially MIr. VHUE, which together 
with We. KHUZ ‘plundering’  reflects *VHUÑ , seems to be closely cognate with 
Hitt. ã UX� that we must reconstruct as *VyU�X�.  
 
����ãDUXQWD�L��(c.) ‘spring, well’ : acc.sg. � ãD�UX�XQ�WL�LQ (NH), abl. ãD�UX�XQ�WD�
D]. 
 IE cognates: Skt. VUDY�,�Gr.  ‘to flow’ . 
  PIE *VUX�QW� ?? 
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See CHD Š: 299 for attestations. The use of the gloss wedge and the alteration 
between an D� and an L�stem seems to point to Luwian origin. If from IE origin, 
one could think of a connection with the PIE root *VUHX� ‘to flow’  (Skt. VUDY�,�Gr. 

, etc. ‘to flow’ ). Although the formation is not fully clear, we could perhaps 
reconstruct *VUX�QW�.  
 
ãDã�: see ãHã�ÿ �  � ãDã�  
 
ãDã©D�: see ãLã§D� �  � ãLã§�  
 
ãDWWDÓDUWDQQD�(adv.) ‘for seven rounds’ : ��� ãD�DW�WD�ÑD�DU�WD�DQ�QD. 
  
See CHD Š: 313. The word is only attested in the Kikkuli-text on horse-training. 
It is generally derived from Indic *VDSWD�ÑDUWDQD� ‘seven-rounds’ . See also 
DLNDÑDUWDQQD, QDÑDUWDQQD, SDQ]DÑDUWDQQD and WLHUDÑDUWDQQD.  
 
ãDXGLãW�� �� ã ÓLWLãW� (c.) ‘weanling’ : nom.sg. ãD�~�GL�Lã�]D (OS), [ãD�]D�~�WH�Hã�]D 
(OH/NS), ãD�D�~�WL�Hã[-]D] (OH/NS), ãD�~�L�WL�Lã�]D (OH/NS), ãD�D�~�L�WL�Lã�]D 
(OH/NS), ãD�D�~�L�WH�Hã�]D (OH/NS), ãD�D�~�L�WL�Hã�]D (OH/NS), gen.sg. ãD�~�L�WL�
Lã�WD�Dã (OH/NS), ãD�D�~[-L�WL]-Lã�WD�Dã (NS), gen.pl. ãD�~�L�WL�Lã�WD�Dã (OH/NS). 
 Derivatives: ãDÓLWLãWDH�è é  (Ic2) ‘to wean’  (3sg.pres.act. ãD�~�L�WL�Lã�WD�L]�]L (NH); 
verb.noun gen.sg. ãD�D�~�WL�Lã�WD�D�X�Ñ[D�Dã] (NH)). 
  PIE *Vy�XW�HV�W� / *Vy�XHW�HV�W� 
  
See CHD Š: 318-9 for attestations and semantics. From the contexts it is clear 
that the ã ÑLWLãW� is a cow younger than the one-year-old calf, and therefore must 
be translated ‘weanling’ . The oldest attestations (OS) are spelled ãD�~�GL�Lã° 
(/saudist-/), whereas in younger texts we find ãD��D��~�L�WL�Lã����V XLGLVW-/). Rieken 
(1999a: 147) assumes that in OH times *ã ÑLWLãW� was syncopated to ãDXGLãW�,�of 
which she states: “ [b]ei der Synkopierung handelt es sich aber nicht um einen 
konsequent durchgeführten Lautwandel” . All the parallels she adduces of forms 
where we find �L� in NH forms vs. � in OH forms are found in names and a few 
words of foreign origin, however. Moreover, the supposition of a phonetic 
development that has not been consistently carried through, and even has been 
reversed, is against the principles of historical linguistics. In my view, if this word 
is from IE origin, we should rather view the difference between ãDXGLãW� and 
ã ÑLWLãW� as ablaut.  
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 Hrozný (1917: 932) saw in ã ÑLWLãW� a compound of *VRP ‘one’  (see ãDPQDH�ÿ � , 
 �ã�ãDQ and ãDQL�) and *ÑHW�HV� ‘year’  (see also under ÑLWW�), literally meaning ‘(a 
cow) in its first year’ , which has been widely followed. This etymology demands 
that we assume that this word is a W-stem: *VyP�ÑHWHV�W�. Although the 
disappearance of *1 in front of �Ñ� has parallels in e.g. NXHÑHQ ‘we killed’  < 
*J ÷ � HQ�ÑHQ or P  ÑD < *P Q ÑD, this etymology cannot explain the form 
ãDXGLãW�. Kimball (1999: 233) more cogently assumes a compound of the 
demonstrative pronoun *VR� and *XHWHV�,� lit. meaning ‘(a cow) of this year’ . 
Formally, this is much more convincing: *Vy�ÑHWHV�W� would by regular soundlay 
yield Hitt. /sauidist-/ (accentuated *y yields /a/; raising of *H to /i/ between *Ñ and 
*W; lenition of *W to /d/ between unaccentuated vowels; weakening of posttonic *H 
to /i/ in closed syllable), whereas a zero-grade formation *Vy�XWHV�W� would 
regularly yield /sáudist-/ (the accentuated diphthong *yX yields /áu/ (with short 
/a/!) in front of dental consonants; lenition of *W to /d/ after accentuated 
diphthong; weakening of posttonic *H to /i/ in closed syllables). For semantic 
parallels, cf. e.g. Skt. YDWVD� ‘calf’  < *XHW�V�R�,�Goth. ZLìUXV, OE ZHìHU ‘wether’  
< *XHW�UX�,�etc.  
 ø*ù
ã Ó WDU�: see SIã Ñ WUD�  

 
ã ÓLWLãW�: see ãDXGLãW�  
 ø*ù
ã Ó WUD�,�

ø*ù
ã Ó WDU� (n.) ‘horn (a musical instrument); horn (a drinking vessel)’  

(Sum. SI): nom.-acc.sg. ãD�D�~�L�LW�UD�DQ (OS), [ã]D�~�L�LW�UD�DQ, ãD�D�ÑD�D�WDU 
(OH/NS), ãD�D�ÑD�WDU (NS), ãD�ÑD�D�WDU (MH?/NS), ãD�ÑD�WDU (NH), ãD�~�ÑD�D�
WDU (NS), ãD�D�~�ÑD�WDU (MH/NS), ãD�~�ÑD�WDU (MH?/NS), Luw.nom.-acc.sg. ãD�
D�~�ÑD�WDU�ãD (NS), gen.sg. ãD�D�ÑD�D�WDU�Dã (OS), ãD�D�ÑD�D�WD�UD�ã D (OS), 
[ã]D�~�L�LW�UD�Dã (NS), abl. SI�D] (NS), instr. SI�LW (OH/NS), nom.-acc.pl. ãD�D�~�L�
LW�UD (NS), ãD�~�L�LW�UD (NS), ãD�ÑL 	 �LW�UD (NS). 
 Anat. cognates: Pal. ã ÓLWD�LU� (n.?) ‘horn(?)’  (acc.sg. ãD�D�~�L�WL�UD�DQ, nom.-
acc.pl. ãD�D�~�L�GD�D�DU). 
  
See CHD Š: 317-8 for attestations. The word’ s identification as ‘horn’  is 
determined by the fact that it often uses the determinative SI ‘horn’ , but also can 
be written sumerographically with SI. Note that ã Ñ WUD�,�ã Ñ WDU� denotes ‘horn’  
as a musical instrument or a drinking vessel only. The ‘horn’  of cows and other 
animals is expressed by the word (SI)NDU ÑDU (q.v.).  
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 The interpretation if this word is quite difficult. Already in OS texts, we find 
two stems: ã Ñ WUD� and ã Ñ WDU�. The alteration � � � � � is hard to explain from an 
IE point of view. Oettinger (1979b) treats this word extensively and reconstructs 
it as *VyXK � �H�WUR� “ Instrument zum Stoßen”  (derived from *VHXK � � ‘to push, to 
shove’  as visible in Hitt. ãXÑH�D�ÿ �  ‘to push, to shove’ ). There are three problems 
regarding this etymology. (1) I do not see what ‘to push’  has to do with ‘horn’ . 
(2) Oettinger’ s explanation that the alternation between ã Ñ WUD� and ã Ñ WUD� is 
due to analogy with Ñ WDU ‘water’  besides ÑLG U (pl.) (l.c.: 20231) is far from 
compelling. Starke (1990: 400f.) argues that ã Ñ WDU� is the Luwian form that 
corresponds to Hitt. ã Ñ WUD�,�but this is unlikely in view of the fact that gen.sg. 
ã Ñ WDUDã is found in an OS text already: Luwian loanwords are usually not found 
that early in Hittite texts. Nevertheless, the existence of a Luwian stem ã ÑDWDU� 
cannot be denied in view of the NS Luwian inflected nom.-acc.sg. ã XÑDWDUãD. 
Melchert (1994a: 138-9) states that the alternation between �L� and �D� is due to 
the different outcome of posttonic *H in Hittite, namely /i/ in closed syllables (so 
ã ÑLWU9 < *VyÑHGU9) and /a/ in open syllables (ã ÑDWDU < *VyÑHG U). This is 
contradicted by ã ÑLWLãW� < *Vy�ÑHWHV�W�,�which shows that the raising of *H to L 
between *Ñ and a dental consonant precedes the weakening of *H to D in open 
syllable. (3) In the preform *VRXK � HWUR� we would expected monophthongization 
of *RX to /o/ in front of *K �  (cf. *VRXK � � � �X� > Hitt. /só"u-/, ãX�X�~� ‘full’ ), so 
*VyXK � HWUR� should have yielded **/só"etro/ > **/sóitra-/, spelled **ãX�X�LW�UD�.  
 All in all, Oettinger’ s etymology cannot be correct. In my view, it is much more 
likely that we are dealing with a cultural Wanderwort.  
 
 ããH (encl.pron. 3sg. dat.) ‘for him/her/it’ : 9 ã�ãH (OS), & ãH (OS), 9 ã�ãL 
(OS+), & ãL (OS+), 9 ãL (NS). 
  PIE *-VRL 
  
This enclitic pronoun denotes ‘for him/her/it’  and is in the oldest texts always 
spelled with geminate �ãã� when this could be expressed (so after a word or 
another enclitic that ends in a vowel). Spellings with single �ã� are found 
sporadically, and in NS texts only. In OS texts, we find  ããH (e.g. QX�X ã�ãH, WD�
D ã�ãH) more often than  ããL, but in MS and NS texts  ããH is not found anymore: 
we then only find  ããL. This means that an original  ããH is getting replaced by 
 ããL from OH times onwards (which is the reason why I cite this lemma under 
 ããH), probably in analogy to the dat.-loc.sg.-ending �L (cf. Melchert 1984a: 9437).  
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 This enclitic pronoun is generally reconstructed as *-VRL and regarded as 
ultimately belonging with the PIE demonstrative pronoun *VR�,� *WR�. For the 
ending, compare encl. dat.-loc.sg. Gr.  ‘to me’ ,  ‘to you’ .  
 
 ããH�: see  ããL� �  ããD� �  ããH�� 
 
ã ©XU� �� ã ©XQ�� (n.) ‘urine’ : nom.-acc.sg. ãH�H�§XU (KBo 10.45 iv 37 (MH/NS), 
KUB 9.28 iii 17 (MH/NS)), ãH�H�§X�XU (KBo 21.20 i 25 (NS)), ãH�H�§X�ÑD�DU 
(KUB 58.90 ii 5 (NS)), [ã]H�H�§X�ÑD�D[U] (KUB 60.116, 11 (NS)), gen.sg. ãH�H�
§X�QD�Dã (IBoT 1.36 i 46 (MH/MS)), ãL�H�§X�QD�Dã (KUB 7.5+ i 9 (MH/NS)), 
dat.-loc.sg. ãH�H�§X�QL (KUB 35.132+ iii 7 (NS)), ãH�§X�QL (KBo 45.244, 2 (NS)), 
all.sg. ãH�H�§X�QD (IBoT 1.36 i 44 (MH/MS)), ãH�§X�QD (IBoT 1.36 i 45 
(MH/MS)), erg.sg. ãH�H�§X�QD�DQ�]D (IBoT 1.36 i 34 (MH/MS)), instr. [ã]H�H�§X�
QL�LW (KBo 12.111, 7 (NS)). 
 Derivatives: ã ©XULªH�D�
 �  (Ic1) ‘to urinate’  (3sg.pret.act. ãH�H�§X�UL�¨D�[D]W (KUB 
31.71 iii 11 (NH)), impf.3sg.imp.act. ã �§XU�UL�Hã�N � G�G  (KUB 17.27 iii 12)), 
ã ©XUDH�
 �  (Ic2) ‘to urinate’  (inf.I [ãH�] �§X�UD�X�ÑD�DQ�]L (KUB 60.116, 6 (NS))), 
ã ©XJDQLªDÓDQW� (adj.) ‘besmeared with urine’  (nom.sg.c. ãH�H�§X�JD�QL�¨D�X�ÑD�
DQ�]D (KBo 10.37 ii 25, iii 49 (OH/NS))), see G U � G Q�. 
  PIE *VpLN ÷ U, *VpLN ÷ Q� ?? 
  
The noun is an U�Q-stem and shows the stems ã §XU besides ã §XQ�. The NS 
attestations ã §XÑDU are to be compared to the few attestations SD§§XÑDU besides 
SD§§XU and probably show an occasional phonetic realization [s²h r] of 
phonological /séhwr/. The hapax spelling ãL�H� is found in an NS text, and is 
probably not to be taken seriously phonetically.  
 The noun shows the same inflection as P §XU � P §XQ� ‘time’ . On the basis of 
the idea that P §XU reflects *P²K � �XU (but see at P §XU � P §XQ� for an alternative 
etymology), Eichner (1973a: 69-70) similarly reconstructs ã §XU as *V²K � �XU, a 
derivative in �XU of the root *VHK � � “ verunreinigen, beschmutzen” . This 
reconstruction has been widely followed (e.g. Oettinger 1979a: 512; Rieken 
1999a: 340f.; Kimball 1999: 152). Nevertheless, a root *VHK � � “ verunreinigen, 
beschmutzen”  does not occur in Hittite. The verb ã §� � , which is translated 
“ verunreinigen, besudeln”  by Eichner (l.c.), in fact means ‘to clog, to stuff, to 
stop, to block, to fill in, to plug up’  and probably reflects PIE *VHK � � ‘to stuff up’  
(from which *VHK � � ‘to satiate’ ), whereas CLuw. ãD§§D�,�which Eichner translates 
as “ Schmutz”  (on the basis of Laroche 1959: 83), does not exist (cf. Starke 1990: 
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228-9). With the disappearance of a root *VHK � � ‘to pollute, to defile’  I see no 
reason anymore to assume that ã §XU must reflect *V²K � �XU.  
 It is quite common that words like ‘urine’  are borrowed because of tabooistic 
reasons (e.g. inherited ModDu. ]HLN ‘urine’  (*VHLN ÷ �) is seen as too rude and 
therefore replaced by XULQH ‘urine’ ). Kortlandt (2004: 11) therefore states that 
ã §XU must be a loan from Semitic. In my view, the inflection of ã §XU � ã §XQ� 
looks too IE to be borrowed from Semitic. I therefore would rather assume 
borrowing from another Anatolian language. For instance, a preform *VpLN ÷ �U � 
*VpLN ÷ �Q�,�derived from the PIE root *VHLN ÷ � (OHG VHLKKHQ ‘to urinate’ , SerbCS 
V FDWL ‘to piss’ , Skt. VLxFiWL ‘to pour out, etc.), would yield ã §XU � ã §XQ� in 
Palaic by regular sound laws: PIE *VpLN ÷ �U � *VpLN ÷ �Q� ‘urine’  > PAnat. *V J ÷ U � 
*V J ÷ Q� > Pal. ã §XU � ã §XQ� (compare D§XÑDQWL ‘they drink’  < PAnat. *"J ÷ DQWL < 
*K � J ÷ � HQWL). Although it is hard to prove, I would certainly regard borrowing from 
Palaic (or another Anatolian language in which PAnat. *J ÷  yielded �§X�) as a 
possibility.  
 See at G U � G Q� ‘urine’  for the possibility that CLuw. G U � G Q� is derived 
from PAnat. *V J ÷ U < *VpLN ÷ U as well.  
 For the interpretation of ã §XJDQL¨DÑDQW� as either *ã §XU�JDQL¨D or *ã §XQ�
JDQL¨DÑDQW� cf. Rieken (1999a: 341-2).  
 In the handcopy of KUB 17.27 iii 12 we find the form  = 
Hã�ÏAR/ÏUR�UL�Hã�N � G�G , which often is interpreted as Hã§DUULHãNHGGX ‘he 
must bleed’ . Nevertheless, if we look closely at the photograph of this tablet 
(available through Hetkonk), we see that it actually reads  = 

 = ã �ÏAR/ÏUR�UL�Hã�N � G�G , which means that we should 
read ãH§XUULHãNHGGX ‘he must urinate’ . This latter form also fits the context best:  

 
KUB 17.27 iii  
(11)                                                                          ...  Q D�DW DQ�GD  

(12) [GÌRMEŠ]-LW Lã�SiU�UD�D§�§X�XQ Q D�DW NiQ ANŠE-Dã ã �§XU�UH�Hã-N � G�G   

(13) [Q D�DW] NiQ GUD-Xã NDP�PDU�ãL�Hã�NH�HG�GX  
 
 ‘I have trampled it with my feet. May the donkey piss on it and may the cow 

shit on it!’ .  
 

 
ãHNN�: see ã NN� �  � ãDNN�  
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ð ô�õ�ö ó
ãHNQX�� �� ãHNQDÓ�� (c./n.) ‘cloak’ : acc.sg.c. ãH�HN�QX�XQ (often), ãH�HN�QX�

X�Q� ã�ãD�DQ, ãL�LN�QX�XQ, nom.acc.sg.n. ãH�HN!�QX�X ã�PH�HW (KBo 3.34 i 21 
(OH/NS)), ãL�LN�QX�X ã�ãL�LW (917/u + iv 11 (NS)), ãL�LN�QX�X ã�ãH�HW (KUB 53.3 
v 3 (NS), KUB 53.5, 5 (NS)), gen.sg. ãH�HN�QX�Xã (KBo 2.3 ii 33 (MH/NS)), ãH�
HN�QX�ÑD�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. ãH�H�HN�QD�X�L�L ã�PL (KBo 17.36 iii 5 (OS)), ãH�HN�QX�
L ã�ãL, abl. ãL�LN�QX�D], acc.pl.c. ãH�HN�QX�Xã, ãL�LN�QX�Xã. 
 IE cognates: Skt. VDM� ‘to adhere, to hang on’ , Lith. VHJ� ‘to adhere’ , OIr. VpQ 
‘safety net’ . 
  PIE *VpJ�Q�H�X� 
  
See Weitenberg 1984: 227f. for semantics and attestations. The remarkable form 
ãH�NX�QX�X ã�PH�HW (KBo 3.34 i 21) is in my view to be regarded as a scribal 
error for ãH�HN!�QX�X ã�PH�HW. The only OS form, ã NQDÑL ãPL shows plene 
spelling of the vowel �H� as well as full grade in the suffix syllable �QDÑ� (cf. also 
§ X� � §H�¨�DÑ� ‘rain’ ).  
 Eichner (1979a: 424) reconstructs *V²N�QX� from the root “ *VHN�”  ‘to cut’  
(actually *VHNK � �,�see at ã NN� �  � ãDNN�), but Weitenberg rather follows Hrozný’ s 
connection (1919: 768) with Lat. VDJXP ‘soldier’ s cloak’  which points to the PIE 
root *VHJ� ‘to adhere, to hang (on)’  (cf. Skt. VDM� ‘to adhere, to hang on’ , Lith. 
VHJ� ‘to adhere’ , OIr. VpQ ‘safety net’ ). This means that we should reconstruct 
*VpJ�Q�H�X�.  
 
ã OL�� (c.) ‘grain pile, grain storage’ : nom.sg. ãH�H�OL�Lã (KUB 39.41 ii 14 
(OH/NS)), ãH�OL�Lã (HKM 84 rev. 14 (MH/MS)), acc.sg. ãH�OL�LQ (KUB 30.24 iii 37 
(OH/NS), KUB 39.41 ii 13 (OH/NS), HKM 111 obv. 9 (MH/MS), KUB 33.103 ii 
11 (MH/NS), KUB 36.16 iii 19 (MH/NS), KUB 30.66 i 8 (NS)), gen.sg. [ãH�] �OL�
¨D�Dã (KBo 6.3 iv 19 (OH/NS)) // ã � �O �¨D�Dã (KBo 6.7, 2 (OH/NS)), ãH�OL�Dã 
(KUB 18.16,4 (NS)), ãH�OD�Dã (?) (KUB 55.14 obv. 10 (NS)), dat.-loc.sg. ãH�H�OL�
¨D (KBo 6.3 iv 19 (OH/NS)) // ãH�H�O  (KBo 6.7, 1 (OH/NS)), ãH�H�OL (KUB 5.9 i 
35 (NS), KUB 30.46 l.col. 8 (NS)), ãH�OL (KBo 13.260 iii 40 (NS), KUB 55.54 iii 
3 (NS)), nom.pl. ã �OL�H�Hã (HKM 36 obv. 19 (MH/MS)), acc.pl. ãH�H�OL�Xã (KBo 
11.32, 28 (OH/NS)), ãH�OL�Xã (KBo 13.260 iii 35 (NS), KUB 21.17 iii 14 (NH)), 
ãH�OL�Dã (KUB 21.17 iii 10 (NH)). 
 IE cognates: OIr. VtO ‘seed’ , Lith. SDV O V ‘seed’ . 
  PIE *VHK � �OL� 
  
This word is firmly attested as ‘grain pile, grain storage’ . If the one gen.sg.-form 
ãH�OD�Dã indeed belongs here, it would show the ablauting L�stem gen. in �Dã < 
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*-D¨Dã. This word has plausibly been compared by Oettinger (1979a: 54129, 
followed by e.g. Kimball 1999: 146) with OIr. VtO ‘seed’  and Lith. SDV O V ‘seed’  
and reconstructed as *VHK � �OL�,�a derivative in *-OL� from the root *VHK � � ‘to sow’ .  
 
ãHPHQ�
 � ���ãHPQ�: see ãDPHQ�ÿ �  � ãDPQ�  
 
ãHQD�: see ã QD�  
 
�ãHSD�: see at (f)WDJ Q]HSD�  
 ð ñ�û�ñ � ñ�ó ãHSLNNXãWD��(c.) ‘pin; hairpin; stylus’  (Sum. (URUDU)ZI.KIN.BAR): nom.sg. 
ãD�S[t�N]X�Xã�WD�ã D (MH/MS), ãL�St�L[N�N]X�Xã�WD�Dã (MH/MS), ãD�St�LN�NX�Xã�
WD�Dã (NS), ãD�D�St�NX�Xã�WD�Dã (NS), [ã]D�St�NX�Xã�WD�Dã (NS), acc.sg. ãD�St�NX�
Xã�WD�DQ (MH/MS), ãL�St�[LN�NX�X]ã�WD�DQ (MH/MS), ãH�St�NX�Xã�WD�D[Q] 
(OH/NS), gen.sg. ãH�St�LN�NX�Xã�WD�Dã (OH/MS), dat.-loc.sg. ãH�St�NX�Xã�WL (NS), 
nom.pl. [ã]H�St�NX�Xã�WH�Hã (NS), acc.pl. ãH�St�LN�NX�Xã�WX�Xã (MS), ãD�St�LN�NX�Xã�
GX�Xã (NS). 
  
See Beckman 1983: 63-4 for attestations and semantic treatment. According to 
Beckman, the word “ may be said to designate a long pointed metal object with a 
single shaft” , i.e. ‘pin’ . We encounter spellings with ãD�St�,� ãH�St� and ãL�St�,�
which are all found in MS texts already. This alteration in vocalism is 
remarkable. Melchert (1994a: 31) states that it “ points unambiguously to initial 
/sp-/, and derivation from PIE *VS�H�LN� is straightforward” . To my knowledge, a 
preform with initial *VS� would have yielded Hitt. LãS�, however.  
 
ãHSSLWW��(n.) a kind of grain: nom.-acc.sg. ãH�HS�St�LW (often), ãH�St�LW (KBo 10.45+ 
iii 51, KBo 4.2 i 9), gen.sg. ãH�HS�St�LW�WD�Dã (OS, often), ãH�HS�St�LG�GD�Dã (KUB 
20.66 iv 6), ãH�HS�St�GD�Dã (StBoT 25.54 iv 5 (OS)), [ãH]-HS�St�GD�Dã (StBoT 
25.56 iv 14 (OS)), ãH�HS�St�W � ã (VSNF 12.56 obv. 8), instr. ãH�HS�St�LW�WL�LW 
(KBo 30.73 iv? 11), nom.-acc.pl. ãH�HS�St�LW�WD (HKM 109 obv. 3, 7 (MH/MS)). 
  PIE *VHS�LW� ?? 
  
See Rieken 1999a: 158f. for a treatment of this word. She argues that the 
occasional OS attestations gen.sg. ãHSSLGDã (with single �G�) may show lenition of 
*-W� in posttonic position (*VpSLWDV), whereas later on the unlenited variant 
(geminate �WW�) was generalized throughout the paradigm.  
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 Because of the many OS attestations and because of the similarity in formation 
with PLOLWW� ‘honey’  (q.v.) it is not unlikely that ãHSSLWW�,� too, is of IE origin. 
Nevertheless, no good comparandum is known. Rieken’ s connection with Hitt. 
ãHED� ‘sheaf(?)’ , which she reconstructs as *V S�R�,�seems unconvincing to me.  
 
ã U�(adv.) ‘above, on top’ : ãH�H�HU (OS), ãH�HU (OS). 
  PIE *V U 
  
In the oldest texts we see traces of the fact that originally ã U belonged to a 
nominal paradigm. The attestations ãH�H�HU ãD�PH�HW (OS), ãH�H�HU ãH�PH�HW 
(OS) ‘above them’  and ãH�H�HU ãL�LW ‘above him’ , indicate that ã U originally was 
nom.-acc.sg.n. The form ãH�H�HU ãL�L ‘above him’  may show that ã U was dat.-
loc.sg. as well. Of the noun *VHU�,� the old allative is visible in ãDU  (adv.) 
‘up(wards)’  (q.v.). This latter form never has enclitic possesive pronouns, which 
indicates that it already earlier was seen as adverbial only. So we have to reckon 
with an original paradigm nom.-acc.sg. ã U, dat.-loc.sg. ã U, all.sg. ãDU . I would 
interpret dat.-loc.sg. ã U as an endingless locative *V U, but Melchert (1984a: 8818) 
rather reconstructs a loc. *VpUL, in which the word-final �L regularly dropped. This 
*VpUL then would be the direct preform of CLuw. ãDUUL as well. See at ãDU  for a 
treatment of this latter form and for further etymology of the root *VHU�.  
 
ãHU©D� (gender unclear) an object to rinse feet with: acc.sg. ãH�H�HU�§[(D�DQ)] 
(KBo 20.26 + KBo 25.34 ii 12 (OS) // 327/b + 330/b rev. 3), instr. ãH� �HU�§L�LW 
(KBo 17.43 i 14 (OS)), ãH�HU�§L�LW (KBo 17.18 ii 16 (OS)). 
  
This word occurs in OS ritual texts only, denoting some object with which feet 
are rinsed, e.g. KBo 17.43 i (14) LÚ.MEŠALAM.ZU9�DQ GÍR

þ
I.A â8�18 ãH�H�HU�

§L�LW ãDU�WD�L ‘he rubs the feet of the clowns with the ãHU§D�’ . Its exact meaning 
cannot be determined. Usually, it was thought that this word cannot be of IE 
origin, because of the fact that Melchert (1994a: 83) describes a sound law 
*H5+9 > D559, due to which the sequence �HU§D� as found in ãHU§D� should not 
be possible. As I have shown under HU§� � DUD§����DU§�,�however, the examples in 
favour of this sound law should all be interpreted otherwise, which means that 
there is no evidence that in *H5+9 the �H� would get coloured to �D�. 
Nevertheless, the development *95+9 > 9559 is real, which means that the 
sequence �9U§9� in ãHU§D� needs an additional explanation. Such an explanation 
could be, for instance, that we are dealing with an originally ablauting noun 
*VHUK ��� � �,�*VUK ��� � �; because in the zero-grade stem the laryngeal would be retained, 
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we could assume that it was restored in the full grade stem. So, all in all, if ãHU§D� 
is of IE origin, it formally must go back to an original ablauting root noun 
*VpUK ��� � , *VpUK ��� � �P, *VUK ��� � �yV, which was later on thematicized. I know of no 
convincing IE cognate, however (but compare ãDU§L¨H�D�ÿ �  < *VUK � �¨H�R�).  
 
ãHã�
 � ���ãDã��(Ia3) ‘to sleep, to rest, to lie down’ : 1sg.pres.act. ãH�Hã�PL (KUB 5.1 i 
101, KBo 3.7 i 25), ãH�Hã�P[L] (KUB 12.61 iii 3), 2sg.pres.act.(?) ãH�Hã�WL (KBo 
13.58 ii 16 (MH/NS)), 3sg.pres.act. ãH�Hã�]L (often), ãH�H�Hã�]L (KBo 19.128 vi 
29), ãH�Lã�]L (KUB 9.34 iii 9), 1pl.pres.act. ãD�ãX�H�QL (KBo 17.1 + 25.3 ii 29 
(OS)), ãH�H�ãX�H�QL (KUB 36.56 ii 5), 3pl.pres.act. ãD�ãD�DQ�]L (KBo 20.56 obv. 
11, KUB 25.37 iv 36), ãD�D�ãD�DQ�]L (KBo 23.27 + KBo 35.183 ii 37, 38), ãH�H�
ãD�DQ�]L (KBo 5.11 i 5), 1sg.pret.act. ãH�H�ãX�XQ (KBo 4.4 iv 16, KUB 40.3 ii 4), 
ãH�ãX�XQ (KUB 43.46, 7), ãH�Hã�ãX�XQ (KUB 52.91 ii 4), 3sg.pret.act. ãH�Hã�WD 
(often), ãH�H�Hã�WD (KUB 31.39 iv 3), 1pl.pret.act. ãH�Hã�X�HQ (KBo 41.126, 3), 
3pl.pret.act. ãH�H�ã[H�HU] (KUB 36.37 ii 9), 2sg.imp.act. ãH�H�H[ã] (KUB 36.35 i 
10), 3sg.imp.act. ãH�Hã�GX (often); part. ãD�ãD�DQ�W� (OS); verb.noun ãH�H�ãX�X�
ÑD�[DU] (KUB 15.15 i 4), gen.sg. [ã]H�ãX�ÑD�D�Dã (ABoT 7 vi 4); inf.I ãH�ãX�DQ�]L 
(KUB 5.1 i 38, 61), ãH�H�ãX�X�ÑD�DQ�]L (KUB 13.4 iii 6), ãH�ãX�X�D�DQ�]L (AnSt 20 
iv? 6), ãH�H�ãX�X�DQ�]L (KUB 13.4 iii 2, 30); inf.II ãD�ãD�DQ�QD (HKM 46 rev. 21 
(MH/MS), KBo 10.20 iv 10 (NS)); impf. ãH�Hã�NH�D� (OS), ãH�Hã�NL�Hã�NH�D�,� ãH�
Hã�NL�Lã�NH�D�,�ãH�Hã�NLã�NH�D�,�ãH�Hã�NLã�NL�Hã�NiQ�]L (KUB 16.16 obv. 27). 
 Derivatives: ãHãXÓDã�e�â¬ ‘bed room’  (gen.sg. ãH�ãX�ÑD�Dã É.ŠÀ�QD�Dã (KUB 
33.87+ iii 12)), ãDãDQW� (c.) ‘concubine’  (nom.sg. ãD�ãD�DQ�]D (KBo 3.7 iv 19 
(OH/NS), KUB 17.6 iv 16 (fr.) (NS)), acc.sg. ãD�ãD�DQ�GD�Q D�[[...] (KBo 8.69, 4 
(NS)), dat.-loc.sg. ãD�ãD�DQ�WL�L ã�ãL (KUB 8.41 ii 7 (OS)), [ãD�ã]D�[D]Q�GL (VBoT 
124 ii 10 (OS))), ãDã�ãD�QX�
 �  (Ib2) ‘to make sleep (with someone), to bring to 
bed’  (2sg.pres.act. ãD�Dã�QX�ãL (KUB 48.123 iii 20 (NH)), 3pl.pres.act. ãD�Dã�QX�
DQ�]L (KBo 17.36+ iii 2 (OS), KBo 13.120, 14 (MS)), ãD�Dã�QX�ÑD�DQ�]L (KUB 
59.40 obv. 2, IBoT 4.15 obv. 5), ãD�Dã�ãD�QX�DQ�]L (IBoT 1.29 rev. 51 
(MH?/MS?), KUB 25.37 iv 19 (OH/NS)), 3sg.pret.act. ãD�Dã�QX�XW (KUB 33.118, 
24 (NS)); verb.noun gen.sg. ãD�Dã�QX�PD�Dã (317/v, 6 (NS), KUB 12.5 iv 9 
(MH/MS)); impf.2pl.pres.act. ãD�Dã�QX�Xã�JD�DW�WH�QL (KBo 7.28 obv. 24 
(OH/MS)), impf.3pl.pres.act. ãD�Dã�QX�Xã�NiQ�]L (KUB 25.37 iii 9 (OH/NS)), ãD�
Dã�ãD�QX�Xã�NiQ�]L (KUB 51.50 iii? 13 (NS), KUB 55.65 iv 12, 23)), 

� ������ ãDãW�D�� 
(c.) ‘sleep, bed’  (nom.sg. ãD�Dã�]D WL�Lã (KUB 33.8 iii 19 (OH/NS)), ãD�Dã�]D 
(KBo 22.84, 7 (NS)), ãD�Dã�WD�Dã (MH?/NS), acc.sg. ãD�Dã�WD�DQ (MH?/NS), ãD�
Dã�GD�DQ (NS), gen.sg. ãD�Dã�WD�Dã (KUB 17.31, 24 (MH/NS)), dat.-loc.sg. ãD�Dã�
WL (OH/MS), ãD�Dã�WH (KUB 31.127 iii 5 (OH/NS), KBo 34.105 i 2 (NS)), abl. ãD�
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Dã�WD�D] (MS), ãD�Dã�WD�]D (MH/NS), acc.pl. ãD�Dã�GX�Xã (MH/MS), ãD�D�Dã�G �
Xã (KBo 5.8 ii 28 (NH)), dat.-loc.pl. ãD�Dã�WD�Dã (KUB 42.94 i 4 (NS)), [ãD�Dã�W]D�
Dã (KUB 29.41, 2 (MH/NS))). 
 IE cognates: Skt. VDV� ‘to sleep’ , Av. KDK� ‘to sleep’ . 
  PIE *VpV�WL, *VV�pQWL 
  
This verb clearly shows an ablaut ãHã� � ãDã�. It is consistently spelled with single 
�ã�: a spelling with a geminate is found only once (ãH�Hã�ãX�XQ), in a NS text. 
Friedrich HW: 191 cites 3pl.pret.act. ãHããLU, but I have not been able to find this 
form. Perhaps this citation is based on a wrong interpretation of SD�UD�D�ãH�Hã�ãL�
HU ‘they dispersed?’  (KBo 5.8 i 20, 22) (see at SDU ãHãã�ÿ � ). The impf. ãHãNH�D� 
aparently was reinterpreted as a single stem as we can see by its impf. ãHãNLãNH�D�. 
Once we even find ãHãNLãNLãNH�D�.  
 An etymological connection with Skt. VDV� and Av. KDK� ‘to sleep’  was first 
suggested by Mudge DSXG Sturtevant 1933: 89, and is generally accepted since. It 
means that we have to reconstruct a PIE root *VHV�. The interpretation of the full 
grade stem is clear (*VpV� regularly yielded Hitt. /sés-/), but the fate of the zero 
grade stem is less evident. In my view, we have to assume that PIE *VV� regularly 
yielded Hitt. /ss-/, which phonetically was realized [s V-], spelled ãD�ã°. Likewise 
ãDã�ãD�QX� must phonologically be interpreted as /sSnu-/ (with fortition of the 
second *V due to its contact with *Q), which phonetically was realized [s s:nu-], 
spelled ãD�Dã��ãD��QX�.  
 The derived noun ãDãW�D�� (originally a W-stem, thematicized in NH) is 
extensively treated by Rieken (1999a: 129f.). It probably reflects *VyV�W�V, as is 
possibly still visible in the plene spelling of acc.pl. ã ãGXã.  
 The CLuwian forms ãDããD� and ãDããXPDL� are often cited as belonging with 
Hitt. ãHã�ÿ �  � ãDã�. Melchert (1993b: 192), however, interprets the former as 
‘release, grant’  and states of the latter: “ meaning ‘beschlafe’  is mere guess and 
difficult formally” . CHD (Š: 310) tentatively translates ãDããXPDL� as ‘to make 
(someone) sorry/contrite’ .  
 
ãHã�
 �  ‘to prosper, to proliferate’ : see ãLã�ÿ �   
 
ãHãD� (gender unclear)�body part of cow: acc.sg. ãH�ãD�DQ�Q D (KBo 11.72 ii 44), 
ãH�H�ãD�DQ (KBo 30.69 iii 17). 
  
The word occurs twice and is rather unclear regarding its meaning. Nevertheless, 
the word seems to denote a body part of cows in the following context:  
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KBo 30.69 iii  
(16) [Q]X LÚMEŠ GIŠBANŠUR §D�DQ�WH�H]�]L WL�DQ�]L  
(17) [Q]X LÚ.MEŠMUÏALDIM PD GU4�Dã ãH�H�ãD�DQ WL�DQ�]L  
(18) [G]IM�DQ PD NiQ {Rasur} TU7

þ
I.A WD�UX�XS�GD�UL  

(19) [Q]X LÚ.MEŠMUÏALDIM GIŠ§D�DS�ãD�DO�OL GD�DQ�]L  
(20) [Q] D�Dã�WD LÚ.MEŠMUÏALDIM GD�JD�DQ�]L�SX!�Xã  
(21) [ã]D�DQ�§D�DQ�]L  
 
‘The table servants step forward, and the cooks place the ã. of the cow. When 

the soups have been finished, the cooks take a footstool(?) and the cooks sweep 

the earth’ .  
 

In another context it seems to be on a par with ‘feet’ :  
 
KBo 11.72 ii  
(43) Q  NiQ NDW�WD�DQ�WD ãL�SD�DQ�WL UZU

þ
I.A PD ]D�QX�D[Q�]L ... ]  

(44) GÌR
þ

I.A ãH�ãD�DQ�Q D Ò�8/ Sp�Hã�ãL�DQ�]L  
 
‘They libate downwards and they make the pieces of meat coo[k ... ]. Feet and 

ã. they do not throw away’ .  
 

Rieken (1999a: 75) assumes a connection with (UZU)ãLãDL� (q.v.), which she 
suggests to interpret as ‘paw’ . This is a possibility but far from assured.  
 
ãHããD� � ���ãHãã�: see ãLããD� �  � ãLãã�  
 ��� � ã ãDQ�D��: see GIŠã ãDWDU � ã ãDQQ�  
 
ãHãDULªH�D�
 �  (Ic1) ‘to sieve’ : impf.2pl.imp.act. ãH�ãD�UL�Lã�NH�WpQ (KUB 13.3 iii 
23), ãH�ãD[-UL�Lã�NH�WpQ] (KUB 13.3 iii 38). 
 Derivatives: 

��� � ãHãDUXO� ‘sieve’  (instr. ãH�ãD�UX�OL�LW (KUB 13.3 iii 23, 38). 
 IE cognates: OCS V WL ‘to sieve’ , Lith. VLMyWL ‘to sieve’ . 
  PIE *VHK � �VU�¨H�R� ? 
  
For semantics, cf. the following contexts:  

 
KUB 13.3 iii  
(22) QX�X ã�PD�Dã ~�ÑL � �WH�QD�Dã QD�D§�§D�DQ�WH�Hã H�Hã�WpQ  
(23) QX ~�ÑL � �WD�DU GIŠãH�ãD�UX�OL�LW ãH�ãD�UL�Lã�NH�WpQ  
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 ‘You must be careful with the water. Sieve the water with a sieve!’ ;  
 
ibid. iii  
(36) NL�QX�XQ PD�D ã�PD�Dã ãX�PH�H�Hã LÚM[EŠ A.ÍL.LÁ]  
(37) ~�ÑL�WH�QD�Dã QD�D§�§D�DQ�WH�Hã [H�Hã�WpQ QX ~�ÑL�WD�DU]  
(38) GIŠãH�ãD�UX�OL�LW ãH�ãD�[UL�Lã�NH�WpQ]  
 
 ‘Now you, water-carriers, must be careful with the water. Sieve the water with 

a sieve!’ .  
 

The stem to both ãHãDUL¨H�D� and ãHãDUXO� must be ãHãDU�. I wonder to what extent 
these words can be connected with OCS V WL ‘to sieve’  and Lith. VLMyWL ‘to sieve’  < 
*VHK � �. Regarding its formation, we could compare QD§ãDUL¨H�D�� �  ‘to be afraid’  
(see under Q §� �  � QD§§�), which must reflect *QHK � �VU�¨H�R�. In the case of 
ãHãDUL¨H�D� we therefore perhaps could reconstruct *VHK � �VU�¨H�R�. If this is correct, 
it shows that *-pK � VU yields Hitt. �HãDU, which contrasts with *-pVU > Hitt. �HããDU 
(e.g. *� � pVU > NHããDU ‘hand’ ).  
 
 ��� � ã ãDWDU� ��ã ãDQQ� (n.) ‘fruit-tree?’ : gen.sg. GIŠãH�H�ãD�DQ�QD�Dã (KUB 24.1 iv 
12), GIŠãH�H�ãD�QD�Dã (KUB 24.2 rev. 14). 
  
The gen.sg.-forms GIŠãH�H�ãD�DQ�QD�Dã (KUB 24.1 iv 12) and GIŠãH�H�ãD�QD�Dã 
(KUB 24.2 rev. 14) are duplicates of each other. The use of the determinative GIŠ 
and the context could indicate that the words denote ‘fruit-tree (vel sim.)’  (thus 
CHD L-N 237):  

 
KUB 24.1 iv (with duplicate KUB 24.2 rev. 12ff.)  
(9) $�1$ LUGAL PD MUNUS.LUGAL DUMUMEŠ.LUG[(AL Ô $�1$ KUR  

      URUÏD�DW�WL)]  
(10) TI�WDU §D�DG�GX�OD�WDU LQ�QD[(�UD�ÑD�WDU MUKAM GÍD.DA)]  

(11) EGIR.UD
���

 GX�Xã�JD�UD�DW�WD�DQ[(�Q D S)t�Hã�N(L) QX? §D(O�N �¨ �Dã)]  
(12) GIŠGEŠTIN�Dã GIŠãH�H�ãD�DQ�QD�Dã (var. GIŠãH�H�ãD�QD�Dã) GU4[(

�
I.A�Dã  

      UDU
�

I.A�Dã UZ6

�
I.A�Dã)]  

(13) ŠAÏ�Dã ANŠE.GÌR.NUN.NA
�

I.A�Dã ANŠE.KUR.RA�Dã J[(L�LP�UD�Dã  
      §X�X�LW�QL�LW)]  
(14) DUMU.LÚ.U19.LU�Dã�ã D â$ EGIR.UD

�
[(
�
 PL�¨D�D�WDU St�Hã�NL)]  

 
‘But grant to the king, the queen, the princes and to Ïatti-land life, health, 

strength, long years in the future and happiness. And grant future growth of 
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grain, vines, ã.-s, cattle, sheep, goats, pigs, mules, horses – together with wild 

animals of the field – and of humans’ .  
 

On the basis of the attestation ã ãDQQDã a stem ãHãDWDU is cited by Friedrich HW 
Erg. 3: 28. This would imply that ã ãDQDã is to be emended to ãH�H�ãD�½DQ�¾QD�Dã. 
A stem ã ãDQQD� cannot be excluded either, of course. If the meaning ‘fruit-tree’  
is correct, it is possible that ã ãDWDU belongs with ãLã�� �  ‘to prosper, to proliferate’  
(q.v.), althought the latter verb shows geminate �ãã� in e.g. verb.noun ã ããDXÑDã, 
whereas ã ãDWDU is spelled with single �ã�.  
 
ãHã©D� � ���ãHã©�: see ãLã§D� �  � ãLã§�  
 
ãHããLãDU�(n.) ‘negligence’ : nom.-acc.sg. ã � ã�ãL�ã[D]U? (KUB 14.4 iii 26). 
  
This word is hapax in the following context:  

 
KUB 14.4 iii  
(23) PD�D�DQ PD ,�1$ KUR URU.XP�PD�DQ�QL PD SD�D�XQ $�%8 x$ ,�1$ dÏp�SiW  
      URU. P�PD�DQ�QL  
(24) EZEN §DO�]L�¨D�X�ÑD�Dã WD�UD�D�DQ §DU�WD Sp�Hã�WD P D�DQ ãL QD�D�~�L  
(25) Q D�Dã DP�PX�XN QD�DN�NH�H�Hã�WD�DW QX ,�1$ URU.L�L]�]X�ÑD�DW�QD SD�D�XQ  

(26) QX NL�Lã�ãD�DQ PH�PL�Lã�NH�QX�XQ SD�L�PL ÑD ]D â$ $�%, x$ ã � ã�ãL�ã[D]U?  

(27) DU�§D ã[D]U�QL�LN�PL  
 
‘When I went to Kummanni, (it was the case that) my father had promised to 

Ïepat of Kummanni a Feast of Summoning, but he had not yet given it to her, 

and she troubled me! I went to Kummanni and spoke thus: ‘I come to do 

penance for the negligence(?) of my father’ ’ .  
 

Although the meaning ‘negligence(?)’  seems quite certain, I know no good 
etymology for this word.  
 
ãHãG� � : see ãLã�� �   
 
ãHã�ã�XU: see ãLããXU  
 
ã ��(numeral) ‘one’  (Sum. 1 (DIŠ)): nom.sg.c. 1�Lã (OS), 1�Dã (NS), acc.sg. 1�DQ 
(OS), 1�LQ (HKM 47 rev. 49 (MH/MS)), ãL�DQ (here?, NH), nom.-acc.sg.n. 1�DW�
W D (KBo 17.104 ii 7), 1�H (KBo 18.172 obv. 16), gen.sg. ãL�L�H�HO (OH/NS), dat.-
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loc.sg. ãL�H�GD�QL (OH/MS), ãL�H�WD�QL (MH/MS), abl. ãL�L�H�H] (MH/NS), ãL�H�H] 
(NH), ãH�H�H] (NH), 1�H�GD�D], 1�H�GD�]D, instr. ãL�H�HW (OS), ãH�H�HW (OH/NS), ãL�
H�HW�WD (NH), 1�H�WD�DQ�GD (NH). 
 Derivatives: ãLHOD� (adj.) ‘of one’  (nom.sg.c. 1�H�OD�Dã (KBo 1.44 + KBo 13.1 i 
54 (NS)), nom.pl.c. ãL�H�OH�Hã (KBo 6.3 ii 16 (OH/NS)), nom.-acc.pl.n.(?) 1�H�OD 
(KUB 45.77 i 7 (NS))). 
 IE cognates: Gr. nom.sg.f.  ‘one’ . 
  PIE *VLK �  
  
The stem ãL�,�with the forms gen.sg. ãL¨ O, dat.-loc.sg. ãLHWDQL, abl. ãL¨H] and instr. 
ãLHW, was usually interpreted as a demonstrative ‘that’  or ‘this’ . Goedegebuure 
(2006) convincingly shows that an interpretation as a pronoun does not fit the 
usage of these forms, however, and argues that they in fact denote ‘one’  and 
therefore must be regarded as the phonetic reading of the sumerogram 1 ‘one’ . On 
the basis of a combination of the phonetic and sumerographic writings she 
reconstructs a paradigm nom.sg.c. */sias/, acc.sg.c. /sian/, nom.-acc.sg.n. */siat/ 
and */sie/, gen.sg. /siel/, dat.-loc.sg. /siedani/, abl. /siets/ and */siedats/, instr. /siet/ 
and */siedant/ and assumes a basic stem ãL¨D�. Although I largely agree with her 
reconstruction of the paradigm, I think that the interpretation of the nom.sg.c. 
must be adapted. Despite the fact that we do find the sumerographic writing 
nom.sg.c. 1�Dã, which indeed would point to /sias/, the oldest attested nom.sg.c.-
form is 1�Lã (OS). Goedegebuure interprets this form as belonging to an L-stem 
paradigm, of which she assumes that it is not necessarily identical to the D�stem 
forms. In my view, the absence of any other L-stem forms (note that acc.sg.c. 1�LQ 
is attested only once (HKM 47 rev. 49), which can easily be analogical to 
nom.sg.c. 1�Lã in the preceding line (ibid. 48)) indicates that this form is not part 
of another paradigm but must in fact belong to this one that we have 
reconstructed. This is supported by the fact that nom.sg.c. 1�Dã is found in 
younger texts only (its oldest attestation is KUB 12.19 iii 28 (OH/MS or NS): 
note that the OS-status of KBo 40.200 (that has 1�Dã in r.col. 4) seems quite 
dubious to me), whereas 1�Lã is found in OS and MS texts. This points to a 
situation in which the original nom.sg.c. of ‘one’  was /sis/, spelled 1�Lã. In 
analogy to acc.sg.c. /sian/, nom.sg.c. /sis/ was in younger times secondarily 
changed to /sias/, spelled 1�Dã.  
 For the etymological interpretation of this numeral, Goedegebuure refers to 
Beekes (1988b: 81) who states that in Greek, besides the feminine  ‘one’  (*VP�
LK � ), also a form  exists (Hom., supported by Lesbian, Thessalic and Boeotian 
material). On the basis of this latter form, he assumes that the original feminine 
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form of ‘one’  was *VLK � , which was altered to *VP�LK �  in analogy to masculine 
*VHP ‘one’ . This is further supported by e.g. the fact that Skt. dat.sg.m. WiVPDL ‘to 
him’  < *Wy�VP� L (containing �VP� ‘one’ ) corresponds to dat.sg.f. WiV\DL ‘to her’  < 
*Wy�VLK � � L (containing �VLK � � ‘one’ ). In Hittite, this *VLK � � is the basis for the 
paradigm as attested: addition of the pronominal endings nom.sg. �V, acc.sg. �DQ, 
gen.sg. �HO��HWF��\LHOGHG��V V����V DQ����V HO����V HGDQL���HWF��1RWH�WKDW�WKH�OHQJWK�RI�� � 
LQ�QRP�VJ���V V��LV�QRW�LQGHSHQGHQWO\�DWWHVWHG��EXW�FDQQRW�EH�GLVSroven either. It is 
supported by spellings like ãL�L�H�HO and ãL�L�H�H].  
 The adjective ãLHOD�,� which since Hrozný (1922a: 24-5) generally has been 
translated as ‘in love’ , has now by Hoffner (2006) been identified as a derivative 
of the gen.sg. ãL O ‘of one’ .  
 
�ãL (2sg.pres.act.-ending of the PL-flection) 
 Anat. cognates: Pal. �ãL; CLuw. �ãL; HLuw. �VL. 
 IE cognates: Skt. �VL, Gr. - , Lith. �VL, Goth. �V, Lat. �V, etc. 
  PIE *-VL 
  
The ending for the 2sg.pres.act. for the PL-conjugation is �ãL. Postvocalically, it is 
consistently spelled with single �ã�. In the OS texts, we find �ãL postvocalically 
(e.g. ~�ÑD�ãL ‘you come’ , DN�NX�Xã�NH�ãL ‘you drink’ , DU�ãD�QH�H�ãL ‘you are 
envious’ , §D�DQ�WD�D�L�ãL ‘you arrange together’ , L�H�ãL ‘you make’ , SD�L�ãL ‘you 
go’ , WH�ãL ‘you say’ ) as well as after consonant (H�Hã�ãL ‘you sit / you are’ , H�XN�ãL 
‘you drink’ , §DU�ãL ‘you have’ , SX�QX�Xã�ãL ‘you ask’ , with fortition to /-Si/ after 
stops, cf. H�NX�Xã�ãL ‘you drink’ , [H�H]�]D�D]ã�ãL ‘you eat’ ). In younger times, the 
§L-ending �WWL (q.v.) is spreading to the PL-conjugation, replacing �ãL. The first 
traces of this replacement is visible in MH times, where we occasionally find �WWL 
in verbs that end in a consonant (§D�DS�WL ‘you attach’ , §DU�WL ‘you have’ ). In NH 
times, this has become the normal situation (in NH/NS texts we find for instance 
15x H�HS�WL vs. 2x H�HS�ãL ‘you seize’ ). Moreover, in NS texts we occasionally find 
�WWL in verbs that end in a vowel: DU�QX�XW�WL ‘you settle’ , LP�PH�DW�WL ‘you mingle’  
and SD�LW�WL ‘you go’ . These are the first signs of what probably eventually meant 
the end of the ending �ãL in favour of the §L-ending �WWL.  
 Etymologically, �ãL goes back to two endings. On the one hand, it directly 
reflects the PIE athematic primary 2sg.-ending *-VL used in PIE root-presents (~ 
Skt. �VL, Gr. - , Lith. �VL). On the other hand, it reflects the PIE athematic 
secondary ending *-V used in PIE root-aorists (~ Skt. �V, Gr. - ) extended with the 
‘presentic’  �L.  
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 ããL�: see  ããH  
 
 ããL���� ããD���� ããH� (encl.poss.pron. 3sg.) ‘his, her, its’ : nom.sg.c. 9 ã�ãL�Lã (OS), 
& ãL�Lã (OS), 9 ãL�Lã (rare, OS), 9 ã�ãH�Hã (NS), & ãH�Lã (NS), acc.sg.c. 9�Q� ã�
ãD�DQ (OS), Sum. ãD�DQ (OS), 9Q ãD�DQ (NS), 9�Q� ã�ãL�LQ (NS), Sum. ãL�LQ 
(NS), nom.-acc.sg.n. 9 ã�ãH�HW (OS), 9�Q� ã�ãH�HW (OS), & ãH�HW (OS), 9 ãH�HW 
(OH/MS), 9�Q� ã�ãL�LW (1x OS, MS), 9 ã�ãL�LW (OH/MS), 9 ãL�LW (NS), & ãL�LW 
(1x OS, MS), gen.sg. 9ã ãD�Dã (OS), 9�ã� ãD�Dã (1x, NS), dat.-loc.sg. 9 ã�ãL 
(OS), 9 ã�ãH (1x, NS), 9 ãL (MS), 9 ãH (1x, NS), all.sg. 9 ã�ãD (OS), abl.-instr. 
�D] ãH�HW (OS), �D] ãH�H�HW (OH/MS), �]D ãL�LW (OH/NS), nom.pl.c. Sum. ãH�Hã 
(OS), 9 ã�ãH�Hã (MS), 9 ã�ãH�Lã (MS), 9 ã�ãL�Lã (NS), acc.pl.c. Sum. ãX�Xã 
(OS), 9ã ãX�Xã (MS), nom.-acc.pl.n. 9 ã�ãH�HW (OS), 9 ãH�HW (OS), & ãH�HW 
(MS), 9 ã�ãL�LW (NS), 9 ãL�LW (NS), dat.-loc.pl. 9ã ãD�Dã (OS), Sum. ãD�Dã (NS). 
  PIE *VL�,�*VR�,�*VH� 
  
See CHD Š: 324f. for an overview of attestations and spellings. From this 
overview, we can conclude that the oldest attestations show geminate �ãã� (when 
this could be expressed in the spelling) and that the original inflection is 
nom.sg.c.  ããLã, acc.sg.c.  ããDQ, nom.-acc.sg.n.  ããHW, gen.sg.  ããDã, dat.-loc.sg. 
 ããL, abl.-instr.  ããLW, nom.pl.c.  ããHã, acc.pl.c.  ããXã, nom.-acc.pl.n.  ããHW, dat.-
loc.pl.  ããDã. For the original distinction between nom.-acc.sg./pl.n.  ããHW vs. 
abl.-instr.  ããLW see Melchert 1984a: 122-6. This means that we are dealing with 
an ablauting stem  ããL� �  ããD� �  ããH�. This vocalization can hardly reflect 
anything else than PIE *-L�,� *�R� and *-H�,� but an exact explanation for the 
distribution of these vowels is still lacking (cf. also  PL� �  PD� �  PH� ‘my’ , 
 WWL� �  WWD� �  WWH� ‘your (sg.)’ ,  ãXPPL� �  ãXPPD� �  ãXPPH� ‘our’  and  ãPL� � 
 ãPD� �  ãPH� ‘your (pl.); their’ ). Etymologically, this enclitic possessive must 
belong with  ããH,  ããL (encl.pron. 3sg.dat.), and go back to *-VL�,�*�VR� and *-VH�.  
 
ãLªD� ‘one’ : see ã �  
 !�"�#%$

ãLªDPPL��(n.) a certain dish prepared in a jar: nom.-acc.sg. ãL�¨D�DP�PL (KBo 
2.7 i 15, 29), ãL�¨D�PL (KUB 17.35 i 35). 
  
The word occurs a few times only. Its exact meaning is unclear. Formally, it 
looks like a Luwian participle in �DPPD�L�. Further unknown.  
 
e�ãLªDQQDã ‘treasury (house of sealing)’ : É ãL�¨D�DQ�QD�Dã. 
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This word denotes ‘treasury’  and is usually transliterated ÉãL�¨D�DQ�QD�Dã. 
Nevertheless, it is better read É ãL�¨D�DQ�QD�Dã ‘house of ãL¨ WDU’ , in which 
*ãL¨ WDU denotes ‘sealing’  and is the verbal abstract of the verb ãDL� &  � ãL� ‘to seal’ . 
See there for further etymology.  
 
ãLªDQW��(n.) ‘alcoholic beverage?’ : nom.-acc.pl. ãL�¨D�DQ�WD (KUB 14.3 ii 62 (NH)). 
  
This word is hapax in the following context:  

 
KUB 14.3 ii  
(61)                                    ... QX $�1$ m3t�¨D�PD�UD�GX � ]D�DU�ãL�¨D�DQ x[...]  

(62) � ]D�DU�ãL�¨D�Dã PD ,�1$ KUR ÏDW�WL NLã�DQ PD�D�DQ NINDA ãL�¨D�DQ�WD  

(63) NX�H�GD�QL XS�SD�DQ�]L QX�X ã�ãL NiQ ÏUL 8/ WiN�NL�Lã�ãD�DQ�]L  
 
‘[I have given] a safeconduct to Pi¨amaradu. A safeconduct in Ïatti (goes) as 

follows: Whenever they send bread (and) ãL¨DQWD to someone, to him they will 

not conduct evil’ .  
 

Sommer (1932: 132) tentatively translates ãL¨DQWD as ‘Rauschtrank(?)’ . Formally, 
the word is identical to the nom.-acc.pl.n. of the participle of ãDL� &  � ãL�,�ãL¨H�D�' &  ‘to 
impress; to shoot’ . Semantically, however, a translation in the field of food-stuff 
or drinks would be better, for which we possibly could compare ãL¨ ããDU � ãL¨ ãQ� 
‘beer’ .  
 (�) *
ãLªDWWDO� (n.) ‘spear(?)’  (Sum. GIŠŠU.I): nom.-acc.sg. ãL�¨D�DW�WDO (KUB 33.106 

iii 47, iv 15, KUB 36.95 iii 8), ãL�¨D�WDO (KUB 17.7+ iii 17, KUB 33.92 iii 12, 
KUB 33.95 iv 2). 
 Derivatives: ãLªDWDOOLãNH�D� �  (Ic6) ‘to hunt (with a spear)’  (3sg.pres.act. ãL�¨D�WDO�
OL�Lã�NH�H]�]L (KUB 2.1 vi 6, 8, KBo 12.59 i 3, 6, KUB 40.107+ rev. 18), ãL�¨D��
DW��WDO�OL�Lã�Hã�NH�H]�]L (KBo 11.40 vi 3, 16, 19, 22, 25)). 
  PIE *K + V�LR�WOR� 
  
See Starke (1990: 200-205) for an extensive treatment of this word, although he 
reads it as ãL�¨D��DW��UL (the sign RI can be read UL as well as WDO), which he 
interprets as a Hittitization of a Luwian stem ãL¨DWULW�. See Rieken (1999a: 
4322136), however, for the view that the word in fact was ãL¨DW�W�DO. Within Hittite, 
it is clearly derived from the verb ãL¨H�D�' &  ‘to shoot, to hurl’  (see at ãDL� &  � ãL�; 
ãL¨H�D�' & ) and could go back to *K + V�LR�WOR�,�showing the instrumental suffix *-WOR�. 
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In the nom.-acc.sg. the ending *-WORP should have yielded Hitt. �WWDO, according to 
the sound law *-&ORP > �&DO as formulated by Melchert 1993c.  
 
ãLªDWWDOOLªH�D� � : see ãLWWDUL¨H�D�' &   
 
ãLªDWDU���ãLªDQQ� ‘spurting’ : gen.sg. ãL�¨D�DQ�QD�Dã (KBo 5.2 i 38). 
  
This word occurs only once, in the following context:  

 
KBo 5.2 i  
(37) NA ZA.GÌN WH�SX NA GUG WH�SX NA AŠ.NU11.GAL WH�SX  
(38) §X�X�Xã�WL�Lã�ã D WH�SX 14 NDS�St�Lã ŠE SD�UD�D ãL�¨D�DQ�QD�Dã  
(39) GIŠŠINIG WH�SX GIŠERIN WH�SX  
 
‘a bit of lapis lazuli, a bit of carnelian, a bit of alabaster, and a bit of § ãWL�. 
Fourteen bowls of grain that has spurted forth, a bit of tamarisk and a bit of 

ceder’ .  
 

It is clearly a gen.sg. of a abstract noun *ãL¨DWDU, derived from the verb ãL¨H�D�' &  
(see at ãDL� &  � ãL�; ãL¨H�D�' & ). See there for further etymology.  
 
ãLªDWWDULªH�D� � : see ãLWWDUL¨H�D�' &   
 
ãLªH� ‘one’ : see ãL�  
 
ãLªH�D� �  : see ãDL� &  � ãL�; ãL¨H�D�' &   
 !-,.!

ãLHãDL�: see (UZU)ãLãDL�  
 
ãLª ããDU���ãLª ãQ��(n.) ‘beer’  (Sum. KAŠ): nom-acc.sg. ãL�H�Hã�ãDU (KUB 43.30 iii 
19 (OS)), ãL�L�H�Hã�ãDU (KUB 7.1 iii 35 (OH/NS), KBo 16.27 ii 11 (MH/MS)), ãL�
L�H�Hã[-ãDU] (KBo 21.21 iii 7 (MH/MS)), ãL�L�Hã�ãD[U] (KBo 20.49, 20 (MS)), abl. 
ãL�L�H�½Hã�¾QD�D] (KBo 30.125 iv 8 (OH/NS)), instr. ãL�L�H�Hã�ãD�QL�LW (KBo 20.34 
obv. 12 (OH/MS)), ãL�L�H�½Hã�¾QL�LW (KBo 15.34 ii 8 (OH/NS)). 
  PIE *VK + �L�pK + VK + U ? 
  
The word is well attested in OS and MS texts. Formally, it looks like a derivative 
in � ããDU from either ãDL� &  � ãL� ‘to impress, to sow’  or from ãL¨H�D�' &  ‘to shoot’ . 
Semantically, I would prefer a connection with ãDL��ãL� ‘to impress; to sow’  
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because of the fact that beer is produced from grain. If so, then ãL¨ ããDU would 
reflect *VK + �L�pVU. See at ãDL� &  � ãL� for further etymology.  
 
ãLª ããDU�(n.) ‘shooting (vel sim.)?’ : nom.-acc.sg. ãL�L�H�Hã�ãDU (KBo 17.61 rev. 7). 
  PIE *K + V�L�pK + VK + U ?? 
  
Hapax in KBo 17.61 rev. (7) QH�St�ãD�D] NiQ NDW�WD ãL�L�H�Hã�ãDU ãL�¨D�WL ‘From 
heaven ã. spurted down’ . Formally, ãL¨ ããDU is identical with ãL¨ ããDU ‘beer’ . 
Semantically, however, we rather expect a figura etymologica with ãL¨DWL, so 
‘shooting (vel sim.)’ . If so, then it must reflect *K + V�L�pK + VK + �. See at ãL¨H�D�' &  
(under ãDL� &  � ãL�; ãL¨H�D�' & ) for further etymology.  
 
ãLHWWL��(c.) a certain hairdo(?) (Sum. GÚ.BAR): nom.sg. ãL�H�HW�WL�Lã (KBo 1.42 iii 
22). 
  
The word only occurs once, in a vocabulary, where it glosses Sum. GÚ.BA[R]. 
Friedrich (HW: 192) translates ‘eine Haartracht?’ . No etymology.  
 
ãLPLãLªH�D� � : see ãDPLãL¨H�D�' &  under ãDPL�  
 
ã QD��(c.) ‘figurine, doll’ : nom.sg. ãL�L�QD�Dã (KUB 9.7 iii 6 (MS), KUB 17.18 ii 
13 (NS), KUB 59.43 i 9 (NS)), ãH�H�QD�Dã (KUB 17.14 rev. 16, 22 (NS)), ã[H�H?�
Q]D�Dã (KUB 12.58 i 25 (NS)), acc.sg. ãL�L�QD�DQ (KBo 17.1 + 25.3 i 5, iv 18 
(OS), KBo 17.3+ iv 14, 24 (OS), ãH�QD�DQ (KUB 55.3 obv. 10 (OH/MS?), KUB 
7.2 i 22 (NS)), ãH�H�QD�DQ (KBo 29.17 iii 8 (NS), KUB 7.53+ ii 53 (2x), iii 15 
(NS), KUB 24.14 i 13, 14 (NS)), gen.sg. ãL�L�QD�Dã (KUB 60.161 ii 42 (NS)), ãL�
QD�ã D NiQ (KUB 60.161 ii 11 (NS)), ãL�H�QD�Dã (KUB 17.18 ii 14, iii 20 (NS)), 
ãH�H�QD�Dã (KUB 46.46 ii 13 (NS)), dat.-loc.sg. ãL�L�QL (KBo 17.1 + 25.3 iv 13 
(OS), KBo 17.3+ iv 26 (OS), ãH�H�QL (KUB 17.14 rev. 11, 13 (NS)), nom.pl. ãL�H�
QL�Hã (KUB 17.18 ii 10 (NS)), acc.pl. ãH�H�QX�Xã (KUB 24.13 iii 6 (MH/NS), 
KUB 7.53+ ii 1, 14, 16 (NS), KUB 24.14 i 11 (NS)), ãH�H�QX!�Xã (KBo 12.107 
rev. 13 (MH/NS)). 
 Derivatives: 

/ ) /%0-1 ã QD� (c.), bread in the shape of a figurine (nom.sg. ãL�L�QD�Dã 
(ABoT 5+ iii 6 (OS)), ãH�H�QD�Dã (KBo 5.1 ii 33 (MH/NS), KUB 55.40, 4 (NS)), 
acc.sg. ãL�L�QD�DQ (KBo 21.34 + IBoT 1.7 ii 16 (MH/NS), KBo 39.180+181, 7, 9, 
11 (NS)), ãH�QD�DQ (KBo 30.96 iv 5 (OH/NS)), ãH�H�QD�DQ (KBo 21.34 + IBoT 
1.7 iii 9 (MH/NS)), acc.pl. ãH�H�QX�Xã (KBo 39.180+181, 4 (NS), KUB 55.12 iii 2 
(NS?))). 
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The oldest attestations (OS) of this word are spelled ãL�L�Q°, whereas the spellings 
ãH�H�Q° and ãH�Q° are found in NS texts only (the dating of KUB 55.3, where we 
find ãH�QD�DQ, as MS is not fully assured) according to the lowering of OH /i/ to 
NH /e/ before �Q� as described in § 1.4.8.1.d.  
 The etymological interpretation of this word is unclear. Mechanically, we 
would expect a preform *VL+QR� or *G 2 3 4 L+QR�. Unfortunately I have not been able 
to find cognates.  
 
�ãLSD�: see at (f)WDJ Q]HSD�  
 
ãLS�S� QW� � ���ãLS�S�DQW� : see LãS QW� &  � LãSDQW�  
 5 !%6%! 0 !%7 ãLSLNNXãWD�: see (URUDU)ãHSLNNXãWD  
 
ãLSWDPLªD� (n.) ‘seven-drink’  (Sum. VII�PL�¨D�): nom.-acc.pl. ãL�LS�WD�PL�¨D (KBo 
5.1 iv 35), VII�PL�¨D (Bo 4951 rev. 15). 
 Derivatives: ãLSWDPDH� �  (Ic2) ‘to seven(?)’  (3sg.pres.act. ãL�LS�WD�PD�L]�]L (543/s 
iii 2), VII�L]�]L (KUB 51.18 obv. 10)). 
 IE cognates: Skt. VDSWi, Av. KDSWD, Gr. , Lat. VHSWHP, Goth. VLEXQ ‘seven’ . 
  PIE *VHSWP�LR� 
  
The word is hapax in the following context:  

 
KBo 5.1 iv  
(34) UD�D] PD NiQ Lã�WDU�QD SD�L]�]L  
(35) QX ãL�LS�WD�PL�¨D WH�UL�¨D�DO�OD  
(36) Lã�SD�DQ�GD�DQ�]L  
 
‘The day goes by. They libate seven-drink (and) three-drink’ ,  
 

which has a parallel in  
 
Bo 4951 rev. (see Burde 1974: 124f.) 
(15) [...] III�¨D�DO�OD VII�PL�¨D ãL�SD�DQ�WD�DQ�]L  
 
‘[...] they libate three-drink and seven-drink’ .  
 

This proves that ãLSWDPL¨D� must mean ‘seven’  and must go back to *VHSWP¨R�. On 
the form ãLSWDPDL]]L see Neu (1999).  
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 In the texts from Kültepe we find the PN fâD�iS�WD�PD�QL�Nj which could well 
originally mean ‘seventh sister’ . It has been assumed that ãDSWDPD� here is to be 
interpreted as the Luwian outcome of *VHSWP (with *H > Luw. D), but this is 
unlikely in view of the clearly Hittite element �QLND� ‘sister’  (which corresponds 
to CLuw. *Q QDãUD�). Perhaps this ãDSWDPD� is the outcome of the PIE cardinal 
*VSWPR� ‘seventh’ , showing a secondary aphaeresis of expected L� (which is the 
regular prothetic vowel in front of an initial cluster *V7�) in analogy to the full-
grade forms ãLSWDP� (compare e.g. ã NDQ � ãDNQ� ‘oil’  ãDNNDU � ãDNQ� ‘excrement’  
and ã NN� &  � ãDNN� ‘to know’  for similar scenario’ s). See at ãDSWDPLQ]X for a 
possibly similar case.  
 
ãLã� �  (Ib1) ‘to prosper, to proliferate’ : 3sg.pres.act. ãH�Hã�]L (KBo 3.7 i 7 
(OH/NS)), 3sg.imp.act. ãL�Lã�GX (KUB 12.43, 2, 3 (OS), KBo 7.28 obv. 15, rev. 
41 (OH/MS), KUB 24.2 rev. 18 (NH)), ãH�Lã�GX (KUB 24.3 iii 41 (MH/NS)), ãL�
Hã�GX (VBoT 121 obv. 6 (MH/NS)), ãH�Hã�GX (KBo 3.7 i 5 (OH/NS), KUB 14.12 
rev. 14 (NH), KUB 24.1 iv 17 (NH)), ãH� [-Hã�GX] (KBo 2.32 rev. 6 (NS)), 
2pl.imp.act. ãL�Lã�WH�HQ (KBo 8.35 ii 15 (MH/MS)), ãL�Lã[-W]H�HQ (KUB 23.78b, 11 
+ KUB 26.6 ii 12 (MH/MS)); verb.noun ãL�Lã�GX�ÑD�DU (KUB 15.34 ii 23 
(MH/MS)), gen.sg. ãH�Lã�GX�ÑD�D[ã] (KUB 24.3 iii 39 (MH/NS)), ãH�H�Hã�ãD�X�ÑD�
D[ã] (KUB 24.1 iv 16 (NH)), [ã]L�Lã�ãD�ÑD�Dã (KUB 24.2 rev. 17 (NH)). 
  
The oldest attestations of this verb (OS and MS) are spelled ãL�Lã�,�whereas the 
spellings ãH�Lã�,�ãL�Hã�,�ãH�Hã� and ãH�H�Hã� occur in NS texts only, which is due to 
the lowering of OH /i/ to NH /e/ before �ã� as described in § 1.4.8.1.d.  
 Usually, this verb is cited as ãLãG� or ãHãG�. The assumption that �G� is part of the 
stem is based on the verbal noun ãLãGXÑDU ‘proliferation’  (KUB 15.34 ii 23) and 
gen.sg. ãHãGXÑD[ã] (KUB 24.3 iii 39). Awkward, however, is the fact that in no 
other form a �G� is found (3sg.pres.act. ãHã]L instead of ** ãHã]D]]L, 3sg.imp.act. 
ãLãGX instead of **ãLã]DGX, 2pl.imp.act. ãLãWHQ instead of **ãLã]DWWHQ, and, perhaps 
more importantly, verbal noun ãLããDÑDã, ã ããDXÑDã). The question is whether the 
�G� is dropped in all other forms (thus Melchert 1994a: 166, who posits a sound 
law *-VWW� > �ãW�,�but this does not account for ãLããDÑDã and ã ããDXÑDã) or whether 
the two attestations of the verbal noun inserted a �G�. In the case of ãH�Lã�GX�ÑD�
D[ã] (KUB 24.3 iii 39) it is striking that a few lines further the 3sg.imp.act. ãH�Lã�
GX (ibid. 41) is attested. In my view, it is possible that this form has influenced 
the verbal noun. In the case of ãL�Lã�GX�ÑD�DU (KUB 15.34 ii 23) such a form is 
absent, but since 3sg.imp.act. ãLãGX is the most frequent form of this verb, it is 
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possible that ãLãGXÑDU was secondarily created in analogy to it. If so, then we are 
dealing with a verb ãLã�' &  > ãHã�' & .  
 The verb practically always occurs together with PDL� &  � PL� ‘to grow’  and 
therefore probably denotes ‘to prosper, to proliferate’ . Carruba DSXG Friedrich 
HW Erg. 3: 28-9 proposed to interpret ãLãG� as reflecting *VL�VG� ‘to sit’ , but this is 
semantically unconvincing and therefore must be rejected. I know no other good 
etymology, however.  
 
ãLããD� � � �� ãLãã� (IIa1 : impf. of ãDL� &  � ãL�) ‘to impress’ : 2sg.pres.act. ãL�Lã�ãD�DW�WL 
(KUB 1.16 iii 58 (OH/NS)), 3pl.pres.act. ãL�Lã�ãD�DQ�][L] (KBo 10.16 i 3 (NS)), 
ãH�Hã�ãD�DQ�]L (KUB 57.79 i 40 (OH/NS)), 3pl.imp.act. [ã]L�Lã�ãD�DQ�GX (KUB 
11.1 iii 10 (MS?)), ãL�Lã�ãD�DQ�GX (KUB 31.2+17+ iii 10 (OH/NS)), [ã]L�H�Hã�ãD�
DQ�GX (KBo 3.1 iii 45 (OH/NS)); 3pl.pres.midd. ãL�Lã�ãD�DQ�GD�UL (KUB 8.22(+) ii 
17 (OH/NS)), ãL�Lã�ãD�DQ�G[D�UL] (KUB 8.22 (+) iii 1 (OH/NS)). 
  PIE *VK + �L�VyK + �HL, *VK + �L�VK + �pQWL 
  
This verb is the imperfective in �ãã�D�� of ãDL� &  � ãL� ‘to press’ . Like the other 
imperfectives in �ãã�D�� ( ããD� &  � ãã�,�§DO]LããD� &  � §DOL]Lãã� and ÑDUULããD� &  � ÑDUULãã�), 
this verb, too, shows a phonetic development �Lãã�D�� > �Hãã�D��. See at ãDL� &  � ãL� 
and �ãã�D�� for further etymology.  
 5 !-,.!%7

ãLãDL��(n.) body part of animals (bear, lion, leopard, ã ãD�): nom.-acc.sg. ãL�
ãD�L (KUB 9.31 i 8, KUB 29.1 ii 43, KUB 56.59 iv 6), ãL�H�ãD�L (KUB 29.1 ii 42), 
  
This word occurs in two contexts only:  

 
KUB 9.31 i (with additions from KUB 56.59 iv 4-6)  
(5) [   ...   ]x NH�H�OX�XQ JD�DQ�JD�D§�§L QX�X ã�ãL §X�XS�SD�OL ZABAR  

(6) [x x x ]x�OL�L ã�ãL�LW â$ KUŠ UR.MAÏ ÑD�DU�§X�ÑD�¨D�Dã  
(7) [(GIŠGÌR.GUB â)]8 PD NA NX�XQ�NX�QX�X]�]L�¨D�Dã §D�D]�]L�XO ãH�HW�[W (D)]  

(8) [(â$ NA ZA.GÌN)] ãL�ãD�L GD�Dã�ãX §DU�WiJ�JD�Dã ãL�ãD�L  
(9) [x x x ]x�NL PD ãD�D�ãD�Dã  
 
‘[...] I hang the NHOX. It has a bronze §XSSDOL. Its [�OL is of the rough skin of a 

lion, but its stool is of basalt and its §D]]LXO is of lapislazuli. The heavy ãLãDL is 

of a bear, but the x�NL ãLãDL is of a ã ãD�’ ;  
 
KUB 29.1 ii  
(41)                                            ... QX NL�QX�X�St ~�GD  
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(42) NL�QX�St PD�D ã�ãD�DQ DQ�GD â$ UR.MAÏ ãL�H�ãD�L  
(43) SiU�ãD�QD�Dã UZUãL�ãD�L ãX�PX�PD�D§ Q D�DW §DU�DN  
(44) Q D�DW WD�UX�XS Q D�DW 18:9  L�¨D Q D�DW LÚ�Dã ŠÀ ãL  
(45) Sp�H�GD QX LUGAL�ÑD�Dã ZI�Dã NDU�GL�L ã�ãL ¨D  

(46) WD�UX�XS�WD�UX  
 
‘Bring the NLQXSL-box here. In the NLQXSL-box, ãXPXPD§§� the ãHãDL of a lion 

(and) the ãLãDL of a leopard. Hold them and unite them and make them one. 

Bring them to the heart of the man. May the soul and the heart of the king be 

united’ .  
 

We have to conclude that the ãL�H�ãDL is a body part of bears, ã ãD-s, lions and 
leopards, but it is not totally clear what body part is referred to. Perhaps we have 
to assume that here ‘tails’  are meant that have to be plaited together (which would 
explain ‘unite them’ ; see also under ãXPXPD§§� & ). Rieken (1999a: 74) assumes 
that the word shows a reduplication from the root ãDL� &  � ãL� ‘to press’ , and 
suggests that the word means either ‘paw’  or ‘teeth’  (both body parts can be 
‘pressing’ ) and reconstructs *VL�VRK + L. One should always be cautious, however, 
when the meaning of a word is assumed on the basis of etymological 
considerations only.  
 
ãLã©D� ; ���ãLã©� (*IIa5 > IIa1 ) ‘to decide, to appoint’ : 1sg.pres.act. ãH�Hã�§D�D§�§L 
(KUB 5.20+ iii 42 (NS), KUB 15.11 iii 11 (NH), Bronzetafel ii 25 (NH)), ãH�Hã�
§D�PL (KUB 14.19, 10 (NH)), 3sg.pres.act. ãH�Hã�§D�D�L (KBo 5.9 iii 6 (NH)), 
3pl.pres.act. ãH�Hã�§D�DQ�]L (KUB 9.15 iii 19 (NS), KUB 42.91 ii 9, 21 (NS)), 
3sg.pret.act. ãH�Hã�§D�Dã (KUB 36.67 ii 30 (NS), KUB 33.120 ii 46 (MH/NS)), 
3pl.pret.act. ãL�Lã�§H�HU (KBo 32.14 ii 36 (MH/MS)), 2sg.imp.act. ãH�Hã�§L (KBo 
18.48 rev. 14 (NH)), 2pl.imp.act. ãD�Dã�§D�DW�WpQ (KUB 36.51 i 9 (OH/NS)); 
3sg.pres.midd.(?) ãH�Hã�§D�DW�WD (KUB 33.114 i 13 (NS), KUB 33.120 ii 36 
(MH/NS)); part. nom.pl.c. ãH�Hã�§D�DQ�WH�Hã (KUB 14.19, 10 (NH)). 
  PIE *VL�VK < RL�H, *VL�VK < �L�HQWL 
  
The oldest attested form of this verb, 3pl.pret.act. ãL�Lã�§H�HU (MH/MS), has an �L� 
that contrasts with the �H� of all the other attestations, which show ãH�Hã�§°. Since 
these forms are found in NS texts, only, it is in my view likely these are due to the 
lowering of OH /i/ to NH /e/ before �ã� (cf. § 1.4.8.1.d) and that ãLã§� therefore 
must have been the original stem. I therefore cite this verb as ãLã§D� &  � ãLã§� here. 
Most of the attested forms show the WDUQ�D��inflection. Only once, we find a PL-
inflected form ãHã§DPL (according to the §DWUDH�class inflection). Because allmost 
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all attestations are from NS texts, it is not necessarily the case that the WDUQ�D��
class inflection was the original one. We know, for instance, that P PD�L�class 
verbs are taken over into the WDUQ�D��class from MH times onwards. It is therefore 
quite possibe that ãLã§D� &  � ãLã§� goes back to an older stem ãLã§D� &  � *ãLã§L� 
(perhaps the stem *ãLã§L� is still visible in 2sg.imp.act. ãH�Hã�§L (KBo 18.48 rev. 
14), if this form is read correctly (cf. e.g. Hagenbuchner 1989: 8 who reads “ ãH�
Hã�WHQ!” )). As I have argued under the treatment of the P PD�L�class in § 2.2.2.2.h, 
this class consists of polysyllabic verbs that used to belong to the G L�WL¨DQ]L�class. 
For *ãLã§D�L� this would mean that we can assume an even older inflection 
*ãLã§DL� &  � ãLã§L�. In my view, this stem *ãLã§DL��ãLã§L� is to be connected with 
Lã§DL� &  � Lã§L� ‘to bind; to obligate with’  (q.v.). Not only the formal similarity is 
striking (*ãLã§DL��ãLã§L� could well show the reduplicated form of Lã§DL��Lã§L�), the 
semantic similarity is too. I therefore reconstruct ãLã§D� � ãLã§� through an 
intermediate stage *ãLã§D� � ãLã§L� as *ãLã§DL� � ãLã§L� < *VL�VK < �RL� � *VL�VK < �L�. See 
at Lã§DL��Lã§L� for further etymology.  
 The aberrant vocalism in ãDã§DWWHQ (if this form really belongs here: the context 
is too broken to determine its meaning independently) is remarkable.  
 
ã ã©DX� (n.) ‘sweat’  (Akk. =8'8): nom.-acc.sg. ãL�L�Lã�§D�X (KBo 3.2 obv. 26). 
  PIE *VL�VK < RX ? 
  
Hapax in KBo 3.2 obv. (26) PD�D§�§D�DQ PD ANŠE.KUR.RAMEŠ DO�OD�QL�¨D�DQ�
]L ãL�L�Lã�§D�X DU�§D ~�H]�]L ‘when the horses perspire (and) sweat breaks out’ . 
Schmitt-Brandt (1967: 67) connected this noun with the verb Lã§XÑDL� &  � Lã§XL� ‘to 
throw, to pour’  that, together with ãX§§D� &  � ãX§§� ‘id.’  reflects PIE *VK < HX� � 
*VXK < � ‘to pour’ . This would mean that ã ã§DX� reflects a reduplicated formation 
*VL�VK < yX, *VL�VK < X�yV, which originally meant ‘outpourings’  (vel sim.). Note 
however that the word-final sequence °D�X is very remarkable. The only other 
instance that I know is GIŠ]D�D�X ‘?’ , in all other cases we find °D�~. If this 
spelling means that we should phonologically interpret ãL�L�Lã�§D�X�DV��V VKDR���DQ�
IE origin is very unlikely.  
 
ãLããLªD� (stem) ‘need’  
 Derivatives: ãLããLªDWDU� �� ãLããLªDQQ� (n.) ‘need’  (instr. ãL�Lã�ãL�¨D�½DQ�¾QL�LW (KBo 
32.15 ii 4)), ãLããLªDÓDQW� (adj.) ‘being in need’  (nom.sg.c. [ãL�L]ã�ãL�¨D�X�DQ�]D 
(KBo 32.15 ii 6)), 

=.> ãLããLªDOD� (c.) ‘needy one’  (acc.sg. ãL�Lã�ãL�¨D�OD�DQ (KBo 
32.15 ii 18)). 
  PIE *VL�VK + �¨R� 
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These words occur in one text only, namely KBo 32.15, which is part of the Song 
of Release (see StBoT 32):  

 
KBo 32.15 ii  
(4) [          ...  PD�D�DQ dI]M�Dã ãL�Lã�ãL�¨D�½DQ�¾QL�LW GDP�PL�Lã�§D�D�DQ�]D  

(5) [SD�UD�D WDU�QX�PDU ~�] �ÑD�DN�NL PD�D�DQ dIM�Dã  
(6) [           ...            ãL�L]ã�ãL�¨D�X�DQ�]D QX NX�Lã�ã D dIM�XQ�QL  
(7) [1 GÍN KÙ(.BABBAR S)D�D(� )]  
 
‘[When] the Storm-god is suffering of need and asks for release: When the 

Storm-god is in need [of silver] everyone will give a shekel of silver to the 

Storm-god’ ;  
 
ibid.  
(18) Q D�DQ NiQ §X�Lã�QX�Pp�QL dIM�DQ LÚãL�Lã�ãL�¨D�OD�DQ  

(19) GDP�PL�Lã�§L�Lã�NH�H]�]L DQ NX�Lã Ò�8/ P D�DQ L�¨D�X�H�QL SD�UD�D WDU�QX�PDU  
 
‘We will rescue him, the Storm-god, who is in need. Whoever keeps on 

damaging him, to him we will not grant release’ .  
 

 All forms are derived from a stem ãLããL¨D� which I translate as ‘need’ . 
Etymologically, this stem probably is a reduplication of the verb ãDL� ?  � ãL� ‘to 
press, to seal’ , which means that we have to assume a semantic development 
*‘pressing’  > ‘need’ . See at ãDL� ?  � ãL� for further etymology.  
 @�A B
ãLãLªDP�P�D�� (n.) ‘?’ : nom.-acc.sg. ãL�ãL�¨D�DP�PD (KUB 12.51 i 11, KUB 

12.62 rev. 7), ãL�ãL�D�PD (KBo 6.10+ ii 3). 
  
This word is attested a few times only, always with the determinative GIŠ 
‘wood’ :  

 
KUB 12.62 rev.  
(7) Ú.SAL�L GIŠãL�ãL�¨D�DP�PD DU�WD NDW�WD�DQ PD WD�Dã�ÑD�DQ�]D GX�GX�PL�¨D�DQ�]D  

(8) D�ãD�DQ�]L  
 
‘In the meadow a ãLãL¨DPPD is standing. Under it, a blind and a deaf man are 

sitting’ .  
 

In the Hittite Laws we read:  
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KBo 6.10+ ii  
(3) WiN�NX GIŠãL�ãL�D�PD [NX�L(ã�NL WD�D�L�H�H]�]L 3 GÍN KÙ.BABBAR)]  

(4) SD�D�L  
 
‘When someone steals a ãLãLDPD, he must pay three shekels of silver’ .  
 

From the first context, one would be tempted to conclude that ãLãL¨DP�P�D is a 
tree. In the second context, it is obvious that this hardly can be the case. 
Apparantly, the ãLãL¨DP�P�D� denotes some wooden object or device that stands in 
the meadow. That it must have been quite valuable is visible from the fact that the 
penalty for stealing a ãLãLDPD is equal to the penalty of e.g. stealing a loaded 
carriage. Nevertheless, it is not clear exactly what is meant. No etymology.  
 
ãLããLªDQW��(adj.) ‘sealed’ : nom.-acc.sg.n. ãL�Lã�ãL�¨D�DQ�Q D (KUB 29.7 ii 56). 
  PIE *VL�VK C �L�HQW� 
  
This word is hapax in the following context:  

 
KUB 29.7 ii  
(56) [NH]-H XG�GD�D�DU SiU�NX�L ãL�Lã�ãL�¨D�DQ�Q D H�Hã�WX DINGIR

D.EGF  PD EN  

       SÍSKUR ¨D D�Sp�H�H]  
(57) [XG�GD�D]-QD�D] SiU�NX�ÑD�H�Hã D�ãD�DQ�[G]X   
 
‘May these words be pure and ãLããL¨DQW� and may through those words the deity 

and the patient be pure!’ .  
 

Apparently, ãLããL¨DQW� is comparable in meaning to SDUNXL ‘pure, clean’ . It 
therefore has been suggested to interpret ãLããL¨DQW� as a reduplication of the verb 
ãDL� ?  � ãL� ‘to seal’ . In this case, ãLããL¨DQW� ‘sealed’  may be used in the sense 
‘untouched’ . For an etymological treatment, see at ãDL� ?  � ãL�.  
 
ãLãG�H ; : see ãLã�I ?   
 
ãLããXU (n.) ‘irrigation’ : gen.sg. ãL�Lã�ãX�~�UD�Dã (KBo 6.26 iii 5 (OH/NS)), ãH�H�ãX�
UD�Dã (KUB 17.8 iv 3 (NS)), ãH�Hã�ãX�UD�Dã (RS 25.421 obv. 39 (undat.)). 
 Derivatives: ãLããXULªH�D�H ;  (Ic1) ‘to irrigate’  (inf.I ãL�Lã!�ã �X�UL�¨D�L�ÑD�DQ�]  
(KUB 31.100 rev.? 17 (MH/MS)), impf. ãL�Lã�ãX�UL�Hã�NH�HG�GX (KBo 26.96, 6 
(NH))), ãLããLXULªH�D�H ;  (Ic1) ‘to irrigate’  (impf. ãL�Lã�ãL�X�UL�Lã�NH�D� (KUB 31.84 iii 
54, 55 (MH/NS))). 
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  PIE *K C VL�K C V�XU or *K C VL�K C V�Lp�XU 
  
The alteration between ãLãã� and ãHãã� can be explained if we assume that the 
spellings with �L� reflect the original form of these words, whereas the spellings 
with �H� are the NH variants according to the lowering of OH /i/ to NH /e/ before 
�ã� as described in § 1.4.8.1.d.  
 See Rieken (1999a: 329f.) for an extensive treatment of this word. She connects 
it with ãL¨H�D�I ?  ‘to shoot, to spurt, to flow’  (see at ãDL� ?  � ãL�; ãL¨H�D�I ? ) and 
reconstructs *K C VL�K C V�XU, whereas the variant ãLããLXU is derived from the verb 
ãLãL¨H�D�I ? . Alternatively we could assume that ãLããXU� reflects *K C VL�K C V�Lp�XU in 
which *9VL9 > Hitt. /VSV/ (cf. § 1.4.4.2). This would mean that in ãLããLXUL¨H�D� 
the �L� has been restored. See at § 1.3.9.4.f, where I have shown that the spellings 
with the sign U, which represent /siSor-/, must be the correct ones (compare e.g. 
D�QL�X�XU /"niór/ < *K J Q�Lp�XU), whereas the spelling with the sign Ú should be 
regarded as a scribal error.  
 
ãLWWDU�D�� (n. > c.) sharp-pointed metal object, ‘spear-point(?)’  (not ‘solar disc’ !): 
nom.-acc.sg. ãL�LW�WDU (often), ãL�WDU (KUB 20.92 vi? 5), acc.sg.c. ãL�LW�WD�UD�DQ 
(KUB 30.32 i 7 (NS?)), ŠU.I�WD�UD�DQ (KUB 36.95 iii 4 (NS)), abl. ãL�LW�WDU�UD�]D 
(KBo 2.1 i 35), ãL�LW�WDU�]D (KBo 2.1 i 9, ii 13, iii 14, 27, 35, iv 20), ãL�LW�WDU�D]�]D 
(KBo 2.16 obv. 12), instr. ãL�LW�WD�UL½½Lã¾¾�LW (KUB 5.7 obv. 21), nom.-acc.pl. ãL�LW�
WDU�UD (KUB 10.28 i 20, KUB 11.21a vi 10), nom.pl.c. ãL�LW�WD�UH�Hã (KUB 29.4 i 
22 (NS)), acc.pl.c. ãL�LW�WDU�Dã (KUB 48.6 ii 5 (OH/NS)). 
 Derivatives: 

K�L%M�N OGP @ âLWWDUD�, name of a mountain (stem? ãL�LW�WD�UD[...] (KBo 
25.162 r.col. 3)). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. ãLWWDU� (n.) ‘id.’  (nom.-acc.sg. ãL�LW�WDU); HLuw. QSR LTOULTOWV VLWDU� (n.) ‘spindle’  (nom.-acc.pl. “ FUSUS”VL�WDUD�L (KARATEPE 1 §25)). 
  PIE *K C V�¨H�WU ? 
  
See Starke 1990: 408f. for an extensive treatment of the meaning and attestations 
of this word. He convincingly shows that the usual translation ‘solar disc’  is not 
supported by the facts, and that the contexts seem to point to a meaning ‘sharp-
pointed metal object, spear-point’ . If the one attestation ŠU.I�WD�UD�DQ (KUB 
36.95 iii 4) can be regarded as denoting ãLWWDUDQ, then a meaning ‘spear-point’  is 
likely. Starke argues that the word is of Luwian origin, and that in Hittite we have 
to separate a thematic stem ãLWWDUD� from athematic ãLWWDU�. The first stem is an 
older (MH) Hittitized loan from Luw. ãLWWDU�,�whereas the latter represents real 
Luwianisms within the NH texts. Starke suggests a connection with ãDL� ?  � ãL�,�
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ãL¨H�D�I ?  ‘to shoot, to press’  and reconstructs *VpK C �WUR�. The root *VHK C �,�however, 
is the basis of ãDL� ?  � ãL� ‘to impress, to sow’ , whereas ãL¨H�D�I ?  ‘to shoot’  must 
reflect *K C V�¨H�R� (see at ãDL� ?  � ãL�; ãL¨H�D�I ?  for an etymological treatment). 
Melchert (1993b: 195) therefore assumes that ãLWWDU� is a contraction of *ãL¨DWWDU� 
‘the shoot-thing’  and reflects *K C V�¨H�WUR� (although it seems to me that *-¨H� 
would yield Luw. �L� regularly). If this etymology is correct, it would show that 
initial *K C  is dropped in front of �ã� in Luwian.  
 
ãLWWDULªH�D�H ;  (Ic1) ‘to seal’ : 3sg.pres.act. ãL�LW�WD�UL�H]�]L (KBo 6.2+ ii 19, 24 (OS)), 
ãL�¨[D�DW�W]D�UL�¨D�D]�]L (KBo 6.3 ii 39 (OH/MS)), ãL�¨D�DW�WD�UL�L�H�H]�]L (KBo 6.3 
ii 45 (OH/NS)), ãL�¨D�DW�WDO�OL�¨D�D]�]L (KBo 6.5 iv 3 (OH/NS)), 3sg.pret.act. ãL�LW�
WD�UL�HW (KBo 6.2+ iii 19 (OS)). 
  PIE *VK C �L�WU�¨H�R� 
  
The oldest attestations of this verb (in the OS version of the Hittite Laws) show 
the stem ãLWWDUL¨H�D� (which is the reason for me to cite this verb under the lemma 
ãLWWDUL¨H�D�I ? ). In the MS copies of the Laws, this stem is replaced by ãL¨DWWDUL¨H�D�. 
Because the verb denotes ‘to seal’  it is likely that it is ultimately derived from the 
verb ãDL� ?  � ãL� ‘to impress, to seal’ , probably through a noun *ãL�¨D�WWDU�. In the 
OH period this noun was *ãLWWDU�,�showing the weak stem ãL� of ãDL��ãL� (note that 
this weak stem originally was not **ãL¨D�!). When in the MH times the weak stem 
of ãDL��ãL� is secondarily changed to ãL¨H�D� (on the basis of false analysis of 
3pl.pres.act. ãL�DQ]L as ãL¨D�Q]L), this verb, too, was altered from ãLWWDUL¨H�D� to 
ãL¨DWWDUL¨H�D�. The only attestation from a NH copy of the Laws is the aberrant 
form ãL�¨D�DW�WDO�OL�¨D�D]�]L which is clearly caused by misreading the sign 
RI/TAL of the (MS) text from which this version was copied (which perhaps was 
spelled **ãL�¨D�DW�UL�¨D�D]�]L ?). The confusion shows that this verb probably was 
not used anymore in NH times.  
 All in all, I would reconstruct ãLWWDUL¨H�D� as *VK C �L�WU�LH�R�. See at ãDL� ?  � ãL� for 
further etymology.  
 X YUZ
ã X�,�

X YUZ
ã XQD� (c.) ‘god’  (Sum. DINGIR, Akk. ,/80): nom.sg. ãL�L�~�Xã (KUB 

35.93+32.117 iii 4 (OS)), ãL�~�Xã, ãL�Xã PL�Lã (KBo 3.22 rev. 47 (OS)), DINGIR�
Xã (OS), DINGIR

[]\W^ �QD�Dã (NH), acc.sg. ãL�~�Q� ãXP�P[L�LQ] (KBo 3.22 obv. 39 
(OS)), ãL�~�Q� ãX[P�(PL�LQ)] (KBo 3.22 obv. 41 (OS)), ãL�~�QD�DQ or ãL�~�Q D�DQ 
(KBo 17.51 i? 8 (OS)), ãL�~�QD�DQ (MS, NS, often), gen.sg. ãL�~�QD�Dã (OS, often), 
dat.-loc.sg. ãL�~�QL (OS, often), ãL�L�~�QL (KUB 30.10 rev. 11, 17 (OH/MS)), abl. 
ãL�~�QD�D] (KBo 10.7 ii 17, 20 (OH/NS)), instr. ãL�~�QL�LW (KBo 6.28 obv. 5 (NH), 
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KBo 22.6 i 25 (OH/NS)), nom.pl. DINGIRMEŠ�Hã (OS), ãL�ÑD�DQ�QL�H�Hã (KBo 
20.73 iv 8 (MS), KUB 35.146 iii 8 (NS)), ãL�ÑD�DQ�QL�Hã (KUB 9.34 iii 45 (NS)), 
acc.pl. ãL�PX�Xã (KBo 45.3 obv. 5 (OH/NS)), [ã]L�PX�Xã (VSNF 12.30 iv 8 
(OH/NS)), gen.pl. DINGIRMEŠ�QD�DQ (OS), ãL�~�QD�DQ, ãL�~�QD�Dã, dat.-loc.pl. ãL�
~�QD�Dã (OS), ãL�L�~�QD�Dã (KUB 28.45 vi 15 (OH/NS)). 
 Derivatives: see ãLXQDO�D�L��,� *ãLXQL¨H�D�I ? , ãLXQL¨D§§� _ ` , ãLÑDQQDQW�,�
NINDAãLÑDQQDQQL�,�MUNUSãLÑDQ]DQQD�. 
 Anat. cognates: Pal. WLXQD� (c.) ‘god’  (nom.sg.c. WL�~�QD�Dã); Lyd. FLZ� (c.) ‘god’  
(nom.sg. FLZV, acc.sg. FLZ , abl.(?) FLZDG, dat.-loc.pl. FLZD ). 
  PIE *GL X� 
  
In the oldest texts we find the following paradigm: nom.sg. ãL�~�Xã, ãL�L�~�Xã 
acc.sg. *ãL�~�XQ and acc.pl. ãL�PX�Xã��7KLV�SRLQWV� WR�D�VWHP��V X-/ (note that Neu 
1974a: 122 and, following him, Rieken 1999a: 36, cites a nom.pl. ãLÑHã, but this 
form is unattested: we only find DINGIRMEŠ�Hã besides the aberrant ãLÑDQQL ã). 
Already in OH times, we see a proliferation of a thematic stem ãL��L��~�QD� 
�V XQD-/, with acc.sg. ãLXQDQ (unless the OS attestations ãL�~�QD�DQ (KBo 17.51 i? 
8) is to be interpreted ãL�~�Q D�DQ, cf. Neu 1983: 168496), gen.sg. ãLXQDã, dat.-loc. 
ãLXQL etc. in OS texts already. In NH times we even find nom.sg. DINGIR

[]\a^ �QDã. 
The fact that we find a similar stem in Pal. WLXQD� and Lyd. FLZ DOL� ‘divine’  (see 
under ãLXQDO�D�L��) as well, may point to a PAnat. stem *GL X�QR�. Nevertheless, 
this is not necessarily the case in view of the fact that in Greek we find a similar, 
independent development, with nom.sg. , acc.sg. , gen.sg.  being 
replaced by younger acc.sg. , gen.sg. .  
 All attestations of ãLX�QD�� are spelled with ~. The few plene spellings of �L� 
indicate that we have to phonetically interpret the stem as /s¶u-/ and /s¶una-/. This 
/s¶u-/ is the direct outcome of *GL²X�. See Rieken (1999a: 37160) on the peculiar 
nom.pl. ãLÑDQQL ã, who argues that the texts in which this form occurs probably 
were translations from Luwian texts. Formally, ãLÑDQQL ã looks like a 
thematization of *ãLÑ WDU ‘deity’ , just as the animatized form ãLÑDQQDQW� ‘god’ .  
 The fact that Hittite, Palaic and Lydian use the same word for ‘god’  (Hitt. 
ã X�QD��,�Pal. WLXQD�,�Lyd. FLZ�), whereas CLuwian, HLuwian and Lycian show a 
stem PDVVDQ� (CLuw. PDããDQ�L��,�HLuw. DEUS�Q�L�� (= PDVVDQ�L��?) and Lyc. 
PDKDQ�D��), can be used as an argument for the dialectology of the Anatolian 
language branch.  
 X YUZ
ã XQD�: see (d)ã X�,�(d)ã XQD�� 
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ãLXQDO�D�L��� (c.) ‘divine one(?)’ : nom.pl. ãL�~�QD�OL�Hã (KBo 10.24 iii 14), [ãL�~�
Q] �O �Lã (KBo 30.5 iii 4). 
 Anat. cognates: Lyd. FLZ DOL� ‘divine’  (nom.sg.c. FLZ DOLV). 
  
This word occurs in one context only:  

 
KBo 10.24 iii (with duplicate KBo 30.5) 
(10) PD�D�DQ WL�L�H�Hã�WH�Hã OD�UL�L�H�Hã  
(11) D�UX�QD�Dã W~§�§D�DQ�GD�DW  
(12) ãH�H�U D�D ã�ãD�DQ QH�St�ãL  
(13) ãL�~�QD�OL�Hã X�H�Hã�NiQ�WD  
 
‘When the W.-s (and) O.-s (or ‘the W. O.-s) of the sea produce smoke, above in 

heaven the divine ones(?) will be sent’ .  
 

It is likely derived from (d)ã X�,� (d)ã XQD� ‘god’  (q.v.). Note the similarity in 
formation to Lyd. FLZ DOL� ‘divine’ .  
 
ãLXQLªH�D�H ;  (Ic1) ‘?’ : 3pl.imp.act. DINGIRMEŠ�QL�¨D�DQ�GX (KBo 23.22, 2), 
3pl.pres.midd. DINGIRMEŠ�QL�¨D�DQ�WD�U[L?] (KBo 8.77 rev. 7). 
 Derivatives:  =.> ãLXQLªDQW� (c.) ‘godsman(?)’  (nom.sg. LÚDINGIR

[ab ^ �QL�DQ�]D 
(KUB 14.10 + 26.86 iv 11)), ãLXQLªDWDU� �� ãLXQLªDQQ� (n.) ‘(statue of) deity’  
(nom.-acc.sg. DINGIR

[ab ^ �¨D�WDU, DINGIR
[ab ^ �WDU, dat.-loc.sg. DINGIR

[ab ^ �DQ�QL). 
  
Both attestations of the verb are found in broken contexts: KBo 23.22 (2) [ ... 
DI]NGIRMEŠ DINGIRMEŠ�QL�¨D�DQ�GX[ ... ]; KBo 8.77 rev. (7) [... N]X�L�H�Hã 
DINGIRMEŠ�QL�¨D�DQ�WD�U[L? ...]. On the basis of these attestations, we cannot 
determine what the verb means. The nouns *LÚãLXQL¨DQW� and *ãLXQL¨DWDU are 
mentioned here for formal reasons only as they both seem to derive from a stem 
ãLXQL¨H�D�. Semantically there is no clue, however, that they really belong with 
this verb. See at (d)ã X�,�(d)ã XQD� ‘god’  for further etymology.  
 
ãLXQLªD©©� c d �(IIb) ‘to be hit by a disease (through a god)’ : 3sg.pres.midd. ãL�H�~�
QL�D§�WD (KBo 6.26 i 22 (OH/NS)), [ã]L�~�QL�D§�WD (KBo 6.10 iv 10 (OH/NS)), ãL�
~�QL�¨D�D§�WD (KBo 6.15, 13 (OH/NS)), 3sg.pret.midd. ãL�~�QL�¨D�D§�§D�WL (KUB 
11.1 iv 15 (OH/NS)). 
  
The verb occurs in the middle only. Note the aberrant spelling ãL�H�~�QL� of KBo 
6.26 i 22 (OH/NS). The verb is clearly derived from (d)ã X�,�(d)ã XQD� ‘god’  (q.v.), 
perhaps through the verb *ãLXQL¨H�D�I ?  (q.v.).  
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 e L%f%LTO ãLXQ]DQQD�,�
e L%f%LTO ãLÓDQ]DQQD�� (c.) a kind of priestess (Sum. 

MUNUSAMA.DINGIR): nom.sg. ãL�XQ�]D�DQ�QD�Dã (KBo 16.71+ (StBoT 25.13) iv 
22 (OS)), dat.-loc.sg. ãL�ÑD�DQ�]D�DQ�QD (IBoT 1.29 i 58 (OH/NS)), nom.pl. ãL�ÑD�
DQ�]D�DQ�QL�Lã (KUB 13.2 ii 32 (MH/NS)), broken ãL�ÑD�DQ�][D�...] (IBoT 1.29 ii 
12 (OH/NS)). 
  PIE *GLHX�QW�V + DQQD� 
  
The word denotes a certain kind of priestess. In KUB 13.2, MUNUS.MEŠãLÑDQ]DQQLã 
(ii 32) alternates with the sumerographical writing MUNUS.MEŠAMA.DINGIR (e.g. 
ibid. ii 27), lit. ‘mother.god’ . This has led e.g. Friedrich (HW: 195) to tentatively 
translate ãLÑDQ]DQQD� as “ Gottesmutter”  (as if it consists of gen.sg. ãLÑDQ] + DQQD� 
‘mother’ ). In my view, an original meaning ‘divine mother’  might be more likely, 
as in this way ãLX�ÑD�Q] can be interpreted as nom.sg.c. of a further unknown 
adjective ãLX�ÑD�QW� ‘divine’  (which perhaps is visible in NINDAãLÑDQGDQQDQQL� 
(q.v.) as well) that is ultimately cognate with (d)ã X�,�(d)ã XQD� ‘god’  (q.v.). If this is 
correct, then the word must be a univerbation of original ãLX�ÑD�Q] DQQDã ‘divine 
mother’ . Note that the oldest attestation (OS) shows ãLXQ]DQQDã. Perhaps this 
shows that we have to phonologically interpret this word as /siuntsaNa-/, which 
was in NH times phonetically realized as [siu QWsaNa-], spelled ãL�ÑD�DQ�]D�DQ�
QD�. I therefore reconstruct *GLpX�QW�V + DQQD�. See at (d)ã X�,� (d)ã XQD� for further 
etymology.  
 
ãLÓDQQD�: see (d)ã X�,�(d)ã XQD�  
 
ãLÓDQQDQW��(c.) ‘god’ : nom.sg. ãL�ÑD�DQ�QD�DQ�]D (KUB 13.4 i 27 (OH/NS)). 
  
The word occurs only once. Formally, it seems to be the erg.sg. of an abstract 
noun *ãLÑ WDU ‘deity’ . See at (d)ã X�,�(d)ã XQD� ‘god’  for further etymology.  
 g%h g%i-j

ãLÓDQGDQQDQQL�� (c.) a bread: nom.sg. ãL�ÑD�DQ�GD�DQ�QD�DQ�QL[-Lã] (KBo 
29.115 iii 8), ãL�ÑD�DQ�GD�QD�DQ�QL�Lã (KUB 27.49 iii 7), acc.sg. ãL�ÑD�DQ�GD�DQ�
QD�DQ�QL�LQ (KBo 29.115 iii 3, 5, 7), ãL�ÑD�DQ�WD�DQ�QD�DQ�QL�LQ (KBo 23.87, 7); 
broken ãL�ÑD�DQ�WD�DQ�QD�DQ�Q[L�...] (KUB 17.24 ii 19) 
  PIE *GLX�HQW�RWQ� ?? 
  
It is not clear what kind of bread is meant. Formally, the noun reminds of other 
bread-names in �DQQL�: NINDASDUNXÑDãWDQQDQQL�,� NINDADUPDQQL�,�
NINDADUPD�Q�WDO�O�DQQL�. For the use of �DQQL� as a derivational suffix, compare 
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NINDADUPDQQL� from DUPD� ‘moon’  and §XSSDUDQQL� (a liquid measure) from 
§XSSDU� ‘bowl’ . In the case of ãLÑDQGDQQDQQL�,�we would have to assume that it is 
derived from *ãLÑDQGDQQ�,�which itself seems to be the oblique stem of a further 
unattested noun *ãLÑDQG WDU. This *ãLÑDQG WDU must be derived from a stem 
*ãLÑDQW�. To what extent this *ãLÑDQW� is identical to ãLÑDQW� found in 
MUNUSãLÑDQ]DQQD� (a kind of priestess) (q.v.), is unclear. If so, then this *ãLÑDQW� 
would be ultimately cognate to (d)ã X�,� (d)ã XQD� ‘god’  and probably reflect 
*GLXHQW� or *GLHXHQW�.  
 kml%g%lTn

ãLÓDQ]DQQD�: see MUNUSãLXQ]DQQD�  
 o pUq
ã ÓDWW��(c.) ‘day’  (Sum. UD(KAM)): nom.sg. ã �L�ÑD�D] (KBo 17.15 rev.! 19 (OS)), 

UDKAM�D] (KBo 25.58 ii 7 (OS)), acc.sg. UD(KAM)�DQ, gen.sg. dãL�L�ÑD�DW�WD�Dã 
(KBo 17.15 obv.! 10 (OS)), dat.-loc. ãL�ÑD�DW�WL (KBo 3.55+ ii 3 (OH/NS), ãL�~�
ÑD�DW�WH (KUB 41.23 ii 13 (OH/NS)), ãL�~�ÑD�DW�WL (KBo 22.170, 3 (OH/NS)), 
loc.sg. ãL�L�ÑD�DW (KBo 25.17 i 1 (OS)), ãL�ÑD�DW (KBo 3.22 rev. 60 (OS)), ãL�ÑD�D�
DW (KBo 21.49 iv 8 (OH/NS)), acc.pl. UD

r
I.A�Xã. 

 Derivatives: DQLãLÓDW (adv.) ‘today(?)’  (D�QL�ãL�ÑD�DW (KBo 3.45 obv. 12 
(OH/NS))). 
 Anat. cognates: Pal. WLªDW� (c.) ‘Sun-god’  (nom.sg. WL�¨D�D], dat.-loc.sg. WL�¨D�D]); 
CLuw. 

o pUq
7LÓDG� (c.) ‘Sun-god’  (nom.sg. (d)WL�ÑD�D], dUTU(�ÑD)�D], dUTU(�ÑD)�]D, 

voc.sg.(?) WL�ÑD�WD, WL�X�ÑD�WD, acc.sg. dUTU�DQ, dat.-loc.sg. dUTU�WL(�L), gen.adj. 
dWL�ÑD�G[D�Dã�ãL�), WLÓDOLªD� (adj.) ‘of the Sun-god’  (voc.sg. WL�ÑD�OL�¨D), WLÓDULªD� 
(adj.) ‘of the Sun-god’  (nom.-acc.pl.n. WL�ÑD�UL�¨D); HLuw. 

i�s.lTn
WLÓDG�L�� (c.) ‘Sun-

god’  (nom.sg. /tiwadsas/ DEUSSOL�ZD�L�]D�VD (KARKAMIŠ A6 §2), DEUSSOL�]D�
VD (KARKAMIŠ A17D iii), DEUSSOL�]D�Vi (KARATEPE 1 §73), /tiwadis/ 
DEUSSOL�WL�L�VD (MALPINAR §11), DEUSSOL�VD (KARKAMIŠ A4D §13), acc.sg. 
/tiwadin/ DEUSSOL-ZD�L�WL�L�QD (TELL AHMAR 2 §6), gen.sg.? /tiwadas/ SOL�Wj�
VD (SAMSAT fr. 1), dat.-loc.sg. /tiwadi/ DEUSSOL�WL�L (KARKAMIŠ A6 §20), 
DEUSSOL�WL (ANCOZ 7 §4), abl.-instr. /tiwadadi/ DEUSSOL�Wj�WL�L (KARKAMIŠ 
A15E §1)), WLZDGDPD�L� ‘sun-blessed’  (nom.sg. /tiwadamis/ SOL�ZD�L�UD�PL�Vi 
(CEKKE §17i), SOLZD�L�UD�L�PL�VD� �&(..(� ���R�� +ø6$5&,.� �� ����� 62/�
ZD�L�UD�L�PL�VD t  (KULULU 4 §1, §2), SOL�Wj�PL�Vi (BOYBEYPINARI 2 §5), 
DEUSSOL�ZD�L�Wj�PL�L�VD (KULULU 2 §1), DEUSSOL�PL�Vi (KARATEPE 1 §1), 
gen.sg. /tiwadamas/ DEUSSOL�ZD�L�UD�L�PD�VD�� (KARKAMIŠ A18K §1), 
DEUSSOL�ZD�L�UD�L�PD�VD (KARKAMIŠ A5D §1), dat.-loc.sg. /tiwadami/ WL�
ZD�L�UD�L�PL (KULULU 5 §3), DEUSSOL�PL (KARKAMIŠ A21 §2)). 
 IE cognates: Skt. G\XW� ‘shine’ . 
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  PIE *GLHX�RW� 
  
See Rieken 1999a: 102f. for attestations and discussion. It is remarkable that 
Hittite shows a consistent geminate spelling �WW� /-t-/, whereas in CLuwian we find 
a consistent single spelling �W� /-d-/, which corresponds to the use of the sign Wj 
(cf. Rieken fthc.) and the rhotacization in HLuwian. According to Yoshida (2000) 
this can be explained by assuming that the original PAnat. paradigm shows accent 
mobility, and that the Luwian languages generalized stem-accentuated forms 
(*GLpX�RW�), leaving *-W� between unaccentuated vowels causing lenition, whereas 
Hittite generalized the forms with unlenited �W� out of ending-stressed forms (e.g. 
gen.sg. *GLHX�RW�yV). In view of the OS attestations nom.sg. ãL�L�ÑD�D], gen.sg. ãL�
L�ÑD�DW�WD�Dã (both with plene �L�) it might be likelier to assume, however, that the 
stem of the nom.sg., /s¶uats/, generalized throughout the paradigm, taking with it 
not only the accentuation of the root, but also the unlenited /t/, yielding ã ÑDWWDã.  
 It is generally accepted that ã ÑDWW� reflects a W-stem of the root *GLHX� ‘sky(god)’  
(cf. the Skt. W�stem G\XW� ‘shine’ ). The original paradigm must have been 
*GLpX�W�V, *GLX�yW�P, *GLX�W�yV, which was altered to Pre-PAnat. *GLpX�RW�V, 
*GLX�yW�RP, *GLX�RW�yV, which yielded PAnat. */diéuots/, */diufdom/, /diuodfs/. 
In Hittite, the stem */diéuot-/ > ã ÑDWW� was generalized, whereas in Luwian the 
stem */diuod-/ > WLÑDG� was generalised. See for further etymology (d)ã X�,�
(d)ã XQD�.  
 The hapax D�QL�ãL�ÑD�DW probably means ‘today’ . E.g. Melchert (1994a: 74-5) 
connects DQL� with the stem DQQD� ‘former, old’  (q.v.) and states that DQL� must go 
back to *yQR�,�whereas DQQD� reflects *pQR���ZLWK�³ýRS’ s Law” ). In my opinion, 
the elements DQQD� ‘former, old’  and DQL ‘this’  have opposite meanings and 
cannot be equated. It is much more likely that DQL� is in some way related to the 
pronoun DãL � XQL � LQL. I would rather assume that D�QL�ãL�ÑD�DW should be read H!�
QL�ãL�ÑD�DW, in which HQL is to be equated with the NH outcome of nom.-acc.sg.n. 
LQL.  
 
ãLÓL�� �� ãLÓDL�� (adj.?) ‘sour(?)’ : acc.sg.? ãL�~�L�Q D (KUB 31.110, 3 (OH/NS)), 
acc.(?)pl.c. ãL�ÑD�H�H[ã] (KBo 17.4 ii 17 (OS)). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. ãL�©�ÓD� (adj.) ‘sour(?)’  (nom.-acc.pl.n. ãH�H�ÑD), 
ãL�©�ÓDL� (adj.) ‘sour(?)’  (nom.pl.c. ãL�H�§X�ÑD�HQ�]L). 
  
Both forms cited are attested in broken contexts. The meaning of ãL�~�L�Q D 
cannot be ascertained, nor can its analysis as ãLÑLQ +  D. The attestation ãL�ÑD�H�
H[ã] is more clear, although it appears in broken context: KBo 17.4 ii (17) [... 
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§D]U�ã[D]-~�Xã ãL�ÑD�H�H[ã� ���@�� 2WWHQ� 	� 6RXþHN� ������� ��12) suggest that this 
phrase might be paralleled by NINDA.GUR4.RA�Xã (0�mÒ�7,0 ‘sour thick-
breads’  and that ãLÑD ã therefore must mean ‘sour’ . This interpretation would 
mean, however, that ãLÑD ã syntactically is acc.pl.c. whereas formally it is 
nom.pl.c. For an OS text this is quite remarkable if not unique. Starke (1987: 
25026) connected this word with CLuw. ãL�§�ÑD�L��,�which he interprets as ‘sour’  
as well. Further unclear.  
 
�ãNH�D� (imperfective-suffix): 1sg.pres.act. GD�Dã�NH�H�PL (OS), 2sg.pres.act. DN�
NX�Xã�NH�H�ãL (OS), DN�NX�Xã�NH�ãL (OS), ãX�Xã�NH�ãL (OS), 3sg.pres.act. DN�NX�Xã�
NH�]L (OS), DQ�QL�Lã�NH�H]�]L (OS), D�ãD�Dã�NH�H]�]L (OS), GD�Dã�NH�H]�]L (OS), §D�
DW�UL�Hã�NH�H]�]L (OS), Lã�SD�DQ�]D�Dã�NH�H[]�]L] (OS), SD�DS�SiU�Dã�NH�H]�]L (OS), 
SX�QX�Xã�NH�H]�]L (OS), ãX�XQ�QL�Hã�NH�H]�]L (OS), ~�Xã�NH�H]�]L (OS), ]D�Dã�NH�H]�
]L (OS), ]L�L�QX�Xã�NH�H]�]L (OS), WDU�ãL�NH�H]�]L (OS), 1pl.pres.act. DN�NX�Xã�NH�H�
ÑD�QL (OS), GD�Dã�NH�H�X�H�Q[L] (OS), ãD�DQ�§L�Lã�NH�X�H�QL (OS), St�Lã�NH�X�ÑD�QL 
(MH/MS), St�Lã�JD�X�H�QL (MH/MS), 2pl.pres.act. GD�PH�Hã�NDW�WH�QL (OS), St�Lã�
NDW�WH�QL (OS), ãD�DQ�§L�Lã�NDW�WH�QL (OS), WD�PH�Hã�NDW�WH�QL (OS), 3pl.pres.act. 
DQ�QL�Lã�NiQ�]L (OS), DS�St�Lã�NiQ�]L (OS), GD�Dã�NiQ�]L (OS), §D�D]�]L�Lã�N[iQ�]L] 
(OS), §L�LQ�JD�Dã�NiQ�]L (OS), LU�§D�L�Lã�NiQ�]L (OS), Lã�§D�PL�Lã�NiQ�]L (OS), Lã�
§L�Lã�NiQ[-]L] (OS), Lã�NX�QH�Hã�NiQ�]L (OS), SDO�~�H�Hã�NiQ�]L (OS), St�Lã�NiQ�]L 
(OS), St�Lã�ãL�Lã�Ni[Q�]L] (OS), ãH�Hã�NiQ�]L (OS), WDU�ãL�NiQ�]L (OS), [WD�]UX�Xã�
NiQ�]L (OS), Xã�NiQ�]L (OS), 1sg.pret.act. °9ã�NH�QX�XQ (MH/MS), GD�Dã�JD�QX�XQ 
(KUB 13.35+ i 40, 44 (NS)), 2sg.pret.act. GD�Dã�NH�Hã (MH/MS), §D�DW�UL�Hã�NH�
Hã (MH/MS), ]L�LN�NH�Hã (MH/MS), 3sg.pret.act. §D�DQ�GL�OL�Lã�NH�HW (OS), ãD�DO�
OD�QX�Xã�NDW (OS), ]L�NH�H�HW (OS), 1pl.pret.act. Xã�JD�X�HQ (MH/MS), ~�H�NL�Lã�
NH�X�HQ (NH), 3pl.pret.act. GD�Dã�NH�H�HU (OS), GD�Dã�NH�HU (OS), St�Lã�NH�HU (OS), 
St�Lã�NHU (OS, often), ãD�DO�OD�QX�Xã�NHU (OS), 2sg.imp.act. PH�H�PL�Lã�NL (OS), 
Xã�NL�L (OS), 3sg.imp.act. WX�X�UL�Lã�NH�HG�GX (MH/MS), 2pl.imp.act. Lã�WD�PD�Dã�
NH�WpQ (MH/MS), §D�DW�UL�Hã�NHW u �WpQ (MH/MS), 3pl.imp.act. Lã�WD�PD�Dã�NiQ�GX 
(MH/MS), St�Hã�NiQ�GX (MH/MS); 1sg.pres.midd. [H�H]ã�ND�D§�§D�UL (OS), 
3sg.pres.midd. Xã�QH�Hã�NDW�WD (OS), SD�Lã�NH�HW�WD (MH/MS), H�Hã�NH�HW�WD�UL 
(MH/MS), 2pl.pres.midd. SD�Lã�NDW�WX�PD (OS), 3pl.pres.midd. ]D�D§�§L�Lã�NiQ�WD 
(OS), 1sg.pret.midd. SD�Lã�JD�§D�DW (OS), 3pl.pret.midd. H�Hã�NiQ�WD�WL (OS), 
1sg.imp.midd. SD�Lã�ND[-D§�§X�XW] (OS), 3sg.imp.midd. [SD�Lã�N]DW�WD�UX (OS); 
part. ~�QX�Xã�NiQ�]D (OS); sup. GD�PH�Hã�NH�ÑD�DQ (OS). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. �]]D� (impf.-suffix) (3sg.pres.act. §DO�ÑD�DW�QD�D]�]D�L, 
§DO�ÑD�DW�QD�]D�L); HLuw. �]D� (impf.-suffix) (3sg.pres.act. PES SD�]D�WL, 1sg.pret.-
act. PES SD�]D�KD, PES2SD�]D�KDv , 3sg.pret.act. “ PES2”SD�]D�L�WDv , 3sg.imp.act. 
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“ CRUS<” >WD�]D�WX); Lyc. �V� (impf.-suffix: 3sg.pres.act. DVWWL, TDVWWL, 3pl.pres.act. 
WDVxWL, 3sg.pret.act. DVWWH, TDVWWH, 3sg.imp.act. TDVWWX; 3sg.pres.midd.(?) ]DVmQH; 
inf. DVxQH). 
  PAnat. *-V�H�R� 
  PIE *&&�V�p�y� 
  
This suffix is usually called “ iterative” , but this should be abandoned. According 
to Melchert (1998b), stems in �ãNH�D�w x  are used to express progressive, iterative, 
durative, distributive and ingressive meaning, “ all of which share the feature 
imperfectivity”  (o.c.: 414), and therefore I cite this suffix as an “ imperfective-
suffix” . Melchert has also shown that the stems in �ãNH�D� are functionally 
equivalent to stems in �ãã�D�� x  and �DQQD�L� x , and even that “ synchronically they 
function effectively as suppletive allomorphs of a single morphem”  (1998b: 414). 
About the distribution between the three suffixes, Melchert writes that “ [a] survey 
shows that of stems in DQQL�D� seven are complementary to �ãNH�D�,�while another 
ten occur only sporadically (once or twice each) beside regular, productive 
�ãNH�D�. There are only two cases of genuine competing stems, in both of which 
the �DQQL�D�stem has become lexicalized: QDQQL�D� ‘to drive’  beside QDLãNH�D�,�the 
imperfective to QDL� ‘turn, guide; send’  and ZDO§DQQL�D� ‘beat’  (frequentative) 
beside ZDO§LãNH�D� imperfective to ZDO§� ‘strike’ ”  (o.c.: 416), but see at �DQQD� x  � 
�DQQL� for my view on these latter two verbs.  
 In the overview of forms above, I have given a selection of forms from OS and 
MH/MS texts. In § 2.2.2.1.t, I have given a diachronic overview of the endings 
used with this suffix. Note that due to the rise of the anaptyctic vowel /}/ in 
clusters containing *V and stops, like *G y K z V�p�R� > OH /tské/á-/, ]D�Dã�NH�D� > OH 
/ts}ke/a-/, ]L�LN�NH�D� ‘to place (impf.)’ ,� *K z SV�p�y� > Hitt. /"p}ské/á-/, DS�St�Lã�
NH�D� ‘to seize (impf.)’  and *O� y V�p�y� > Hitt. /l N}ské/á-/, OD�DN�NL�Lã�NH�D� ‘to fell 
(impf.)’ ,�the suffix �ãNH�D� sometimes is reinterpreted as /-}ske/a-/, yielding forms 
like OD�§X�Lã�NH�D� ‘to pour (impf.)’  (instead of original OD�§X�Xã�NH�D�) or as 
/-s}ke/a-/, yielding forms like WDU�ãL�NH�D� ‘to speak (impf.)’  (instead of regular 
WDU�Dã�NH�D�,�cf. Kavitskaya 2001: 284).  
 Within Luwian, we find a verbal suffix �]D� that Melchert (1987a: 198f.) 
interprets as an ‘iterative’ -suffix and equates with Hitt. �ãNH�D�. His idea is then 
that Luw. �]D� and Hitt. �ãNH�D� go back to PAnat. *-V�H�R�,�which first yielded 
pre-Luw. *-V]D� and then was simplified to �]D�. A similar scenario then could 
also explain the Lycian imperfective-suffix �V� (note that V is the normal Lycian 
outcome of PAnat. *�). If this is correct, it would imply that we are dealing with a 
PAnat. suffix *-V�H�R�,�containing a palatovelar.  
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 From the beginning of Hittitology, the Hittite suffix �ãNH�D� has correctly been 
identified with the present-suffixes Skt. �FFKD�,�Av. �VD�,�Gr. - / -, Arm. �Fµ�,�
Lat. �VFH�R�,�OIr. �F�,�OHG �VF�,�etc. The exact reconstruction of this suffix, with 
*-N� or with *-��, can only be decided on the basis of the VDW P languages and 
especially Indo-Iranian. In 2001, Lubotsky has elaborately argued that on the 
basis of the Indo-Iranian material we should conclude that at a PIE level the 
cluster *-V�� did not exist at all and that therefore the suffix should have been 
*-VNH�R�,� with a normal velar. This contrasts, of course, with the PAnat. 
reconstruction *-V�H�R� which is required in Melchert’ s scenario. Either this 
means that one of these scholars is incorrect, or that we should assume that at the 
earliest stage of PIE the cluster *-V�� was still available and that this suffix in fact 
was *-V�H�R� and that only after the splitting off of Anatolian the cluster *-V�� was 
depalatalized to *-VN�,� yielding the suffix *-VNH�R� as visible in the other IE 
languages.  
 As in the other IE languages, where the suffix *-V�H�R� always uses the zero-
grade of the root (Skt. JiFFKDWL ~ Av. MDVDLWL ~ Gr.  < *J { P�V�p�y� ‘to be 
going’ ; Skt. S�FFKiWL ~ Av. S U VDLWL ~ Arm. KDUFµL ~ Lat. SRVF  ~ OIr. DUFR ~ 
OHG IRUVF Q < *SU��V�p�y� ‘to ask’ ), in Hittite the suffix -ãNH�D� in principle uses 
the zero-grade root as well, e.g. DSSLãNH�D� from HSS�w x  � DSS� ‘to seize’ , XãNH�D� 
from DX� x  � X� ‘to see’ , DNNXãNH�D� from HNX�w x  � DNX� ‘to drink’ , etc. As in the latter 
example, the suffix �ãNH�D� had a fortiting effect on the preceding consonant (also 
ODNNLãNH�D� from O N� x  � ODJ�,� §DUDSSLãNH�D� from §DUS� | | }a~ � x �  /Harb-/, etc.). See 
§ 2.2.2.1.t for a more detailed overview of the distribution between the thematic 
vowels �H� and �D� within the Hittite period.  
 
 ãPD�: see  ãPL� �  ãPD� �  ãPH�� 
 
 ãPDã�(encl.pers.pron. acc.-dat. 2pl.) ‘(to) you (pl.)’ : 9 ã�PD�Dã (OS), & ãD�PD�
Dã (OS). 
  
The form is identical to the dat.-loc.pl. of the enclitic pronoun  D� ‘he, she, it’ , 
which is not coincidental in view of the fact that the enclitic possessive pronoun 
of ‘you (pl.)’  and ‘they’  is identical as well, namely  ãPL� �  ãPD� �  ãPH�. It is 
clear that the element �ãP� found in both forms must be identical, but further 
etymological appurtenance is unclear. The element �Dã probably is identical to the 
dat.-loc.pl.-ending �Dã (q.v.). 
 
 ãPH�: see  ãPL� �  ãPD� �  ãPH�  
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 ãPL���� ãPD���� ãPH� (encl.poss.pron. 2pl. and 3pl.) ‘your (pl.); their’ : nom.sg.c. 
 ã�PL�Lã (OS),  ã�PH�Lã (rare, NS), acc.sg.c.  ã�PD�DQ (OS), nom.-acc.sg.n.  ã�
PH�HW (OS, often),  ã�PL�LW (OS),  ãH�PH�HW (OS),  ãD�PH�HW (OS),  ãD�PL�LW, 
gen.sg.  ã�PD�Dã (OS), dat.-loc.sg.  ã�PL (OS), all.sg.  ã�PD (OS), abl. °D] �ã��
PL�LW (OS), °D]�D=ã�PL�LW (OS),  ã�PH�HW, instr. e.g. ND�OX�OX�St�L]�PL�LW (OS), ND�
OX�OX�St�L]�PH�HW (OS), nom.pl.c.  ã�PH�Hã (OS), acc.pl.  ã�PX�Xã (OS), nom.-
acc.pl.n.  ã PH�HW (OS), dat.-loc.pl.  ã�PD�Dã (OS). 
  
The original paradigm of this particle is nom.sg.c.  ãPLã, acc.sg.c.  ãPDQ, nom.-
acc.sg.n.  ãPHW, gen.sg.  ãPDã, dat.-loc.sg.  ãPL, all.sg.  ãPD, abl.  ãPLW, instr. 
 ãPLW, nom.pl.c.  ãPHã, acc.pl.c.  ãPXã, nom.-acc.pl.n.  ãPHW, dat.-loc.pl. 
 ãPDã. For the original distinction between nom.-acc.sg./pl.n.  ãPHW vs. abl.-
instr.  ãPLW see Melchert (1984a: 122-6). This means that we are dealing with an 
ablauting stem  ãPL� �  ãPD� �  ãPH�. This vocalization can hardly reflect 
anything else than PIE *-L�,� *�R� and *-H�,� but an exact explanation for the 
distribution of these vowels is still lacking (cf. also  PL� �  PD� �  PH� ‘my’ , 
 WWL� �  WWD� �  WWH� ‘your (sg.)’ ,  ããL� �  ããD� �  ããH  ‘his, her, its’  and  ãXPPL� � 
 ãXPPD� �  ãXPPH� ‘our’ ).  
 The characteristic element �ãP� is undoubtedly cognate to �ãP� found in the 
enclitic pronoun 2pl. and 3pl.  ãPDã ‘to you (pl.); to them’  (q.v.). The exact PIE 
origin of this �ãP� is unclear, however.  
 
�ãWD (2sg.pret.act.-ending): see �ã and �WWD  
 
�ãWD�(3sg.pret.act.-ending): see �W and �ã  
 
 ãWD: see  �D�ãWD  
 
�ãWDQL: (2pl.pres.act.-ending of the §L-flection): see �ãWHQ�L�  
 
�ãWHQ: (2pl.imp.act.-ending of the §L-flection): see �ãWHQ�L�  
 
�ãWHQ�L��(2pl.-ending of the §L-flection): pres.: 9ã�WH�H�QL (OS), 9ã�WH�QL (OH/MS), 
QD�Lã�WD�QL (KUB 23.72 rev. 58 (MH/MS)); pret./imp. 9ã�WH�HQ (OS), 9ã�WpQ 
(MH/MS). 
 IE cognates: TochA 2pl.pret.-ending �V, TochB 2pl.pret.-ending �V. 
  PIE *-VX ?? 
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Usually, the ending �ãWHQ�L� (which stands for 2pl.pres.act. �ãW QL, �ãWDQL, 
2pl.pret./imp.act. �ãWHQ) is regarded as a byform of the normal �WWHQ�L� (q.v.) that 
must be of secondary origin. As I have demonstrated in Kloekhorst fthc.d, the 
ending �ãWHQ�L� is only used with §L-inflected verbs and never with PL�inflected 
forms (which always have �WWHQ�L� as its 2pl.act.-ending: note that of stems in �ã� 
and �W� the difference between �ãWHQ�L� and �WWHQ�L� is invisible, e.g. ãDãW QL ‘you 
sleep’ , D]W QL ‘you eat’ ). The §L-verbs that use the ending �ãWHQ�L� use the ending 
�WWHQ�L� as well (except SDL� x  � SL� ‘to give’ , which only uses the ending �ãWHQ�L� and 
never �WWHQ�L�), clearly show that �ãWHQ�L� is the ending that is used in the oldest 
texts, whereas �WWHQ�L� is used in younger texts only. As I have argued in detail in 
o.c., this indicates that �ãWHQ�L� must have been the original 2pl.act.-ending of the 
§L-inflection, whereas �WWHQ�L� is the ending of the PL-inflection. The distribution 
over the forms show that �ãWHQ�L� is getting replaced by �WWHQ�L� throughout the 
Hittite period. This replacement has already in pre-Hittite times taken place in §L-
verbs of which the stem ends in a consontant: in the oldest texts we only find 
remnants of �ãWHQ�L� in a few WDUQ�D��class verbs (that go back to stems in a 
laryngeal), whereas in stems that end in �N�,� �S�,� �W� or resonant no forms with 
�ãWHQ�L� are found anymore. In §L-verbs of which the stem ends in a vowel 
(G L�WL¨DQ]L-class and P PD�L�class), the replacement of �ãWHQ�L� by �WWHQ�L� first 
takes place in the late MH period.  
 In the present, we find �ãW QL as well as �ãWDQL (just as �ÑHQL and �ÑDQL and �WWHQL 
and �WWDQL). Melchert (1994a: 137-8) has noticed that the variant with �D� occurs 
when the verb’ s stem is accentuated (e.g QDLãWDQL = /náistani/). He therefore 
regarded the forms with �D� as the regular outcome of unaccentuated *-VWHQL, 
*-ÑHQL and *-WWHQL.  
 The etymological interpretation of �ãWHQL is difficult. Since it is quite possible 
that the element �WHQ�L� was taken over from the PL-ending �WWHQ�L� in an earlier 
period already, the most important element of this ending is �V�. Since the §L-
endings seem to be in one way or another connected with the PIE perfect-endings, 
we may have to compare this element �V� with the Tocharian 2pl.pret.-ending 
TochA �V, TochB �V < PToch. *-V  that can only go back to PIE *-VX (the 
Tocharian preterite class I-V reflects the PIE perfect endings).  
 
ãX (clause conjunctive particle): ãX ÑD, ãX PX, ã D�Dã, ã D�DQ, ã H, ã X�Xã. 
  PIE *VR� 
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See at WD for a discussion of the OH clause conjunctive particles QX, WD and ãX and 
their grammatical function. Weitenberg (1992) has shown that the difference in 
use between WD and ãX is determined by the tempus of the verb: ãX when the verb 
is preterite, WD when the verb is present. From MH times onwards, WD and ãX are 
replaced by QX. Of the three OH particles, ãX is the least attested. It should be 
noted that it is never attested loose: it is always accompanied by an enclitic 
element.  
 Watkins (1963) convincingly shows that Hitt. QX, WD and ãX can functionally and 
formally be equated with the Old Irish preverbs QR, WR and VH and that WD ~ WR < 
*WR and ãX ~ VH probably are related to the demonstrative pronoun *VR�,�*WR� as 
attested in the other IE languages (Skt. Vi, Va, WiG, Gr. , , , etc.). If this is 
correct, we would have expected to find in Hittite **ãD instead of ãX. Perhaps we 
must assume that **ãD has been influenced by QX and secondarily has taken over 
its �X� (note that there are only two forms that specifically point to ãX, namely 
ãX PX (KBo 3.22 rev. 75) and ãX ÑD (KBo 22.2 rev. 5, 6)).  
 
ãX� ‘to fill’ : see ãXÑH�D�w x   
 
ã � ‘full’ : see ã X� � ã ÑDÑ�  
 o nU� � q

ã HO�: see (SÍG)ã LO�  
 
ã HUL��‘?’ : dat.-loc.sg.? ãX�X�H�UL�¨D (IBot 3.148 iii 21 (MH/NS)). 
  
This word is hapax in the following context:  

 
IBoT 3.148 iii  
(20) QDP�PD D�Sp�H�GD�QL SiW GE6�WL VI 3$ ZÌ.DA ZÍZ $�1$ DINGIRMEŠ  
      § � �P � Q�W � ã  
(21) ãX�X�H�UL�¨D NINDA]L�WL�WL ,�1$ É NINDA.DÙ?.DÙ ãX�XQ�QL�DQ�]L  
 
 ‘Then, on that specific night, for all the gods they fill 6 SDU VX wheat meal for? 

ãXÑHUL� and ]LWLWL�bread inside the bakery’ .  
 

The function and meaning of ãX�X�H�UL�¨D is unclear.  
 
ã ©©�,� ãX©©D� (c.) ‘(flat) roof’ : acc.sg. ãX�X§�§D�DQ (KUB 53.3 v 8 (NS)), dat.-
loc.sg. ãX�X§�§L (often), ãX�X�X§�§L, all.sg. ãX�X§�§D (OS), ãX�X�X§�§D, abl. ãX�X�
X§�]D (KUB 43.30 iii 18 (OS)), [ã]X�X�X§�]D (KBo 44.142 ii 4 (OS)), ãX�X§�§D�D], 
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acc.pl. ãX�X§�§X�Xã (KUB 39.52+ iii 8, iii 13 (NS)), coll.pl.? [ã]X�X§�§D (KUB 
31.89 ii 7 (MH/NS)). 
  PIE *VpXK � �V, *VpXK � �P, *VXK � �yV ? 
  
See Boysan-Dietrich 1987: 85f. for the semantics of this word. Usually, this word 
is cited as ãX§§D�,�but Rieken (1999a: 65f.) states that the OS attestations of abl. 
ãX�X�X§�]D indicate that we have to reckon with an original athematic root noun 
ã §§�. She assumes that only in younger times this root noun was thematicized to 
ãX§§D�. If we look at the attested forms closely, we see that an D-stem inflection 
cannot be proven however: all forms could in principle belong to a root noun 
ã §§� (see at the treatment of the ablative-ending �� �] for the observation that the 
allomorph �] is in younger times replaced by �D], also in consonant-stems). 
Nevertheless, on the basis of e.g. §X§§D�,�which shows a thematization from an 
original root noun *K � HXK � �,�it is in my view likely that the younger forms indeed 
belong to a thematic noun ãX§§D�.  
 Formally, the word can hardly reflect anything else than *VHXK � �. In my view it 
is likely that we have to assume an original inflection *VHXK � �V, *VHXK � �P, *VXK � �
yV, and that later on, on the basis of gen.sg. *VXK � �yV a thematic noun *VXK � �R� > 
ãX§§D� was created. According to Rieken (o.c.: 66) we must assume an 
etymological connection with the verb ãX§§D� x  � ãX§§� ‘to scatter’ , under the 
assumption that “ [d]ie semantischen Schwierigkeiten lassen sich durch den 
Hinweis auf die Konstruktionsweise der anatolischen Lehmflachdächer, die durch 
häufiges Aufschütten von neuem Lehm in Stand gehalten wurden, überwinden” . 
See at ãX§§D� x  � ãX§§� and Lã§XÑDL� x  � Lã§XL� for further etymological treatment.  
 
ãX©©D� � � �� ãX©©� (IIa1 ) ‘to scatter’ : 3sg.pres.act. ãX�X§�§D�D�L (OH/MS) ãX�X§�
§D�L (OH/NS, MH/MS), ãX�X§�§X�ÑD�L (KBo 30.115 rev.? 5 (OH/NS)), 
3pl.pres.act. ãX�X§�§D�DQ�]L (OS), 1sg.pret.act. ãX�X§�§D�D§�§X�XQ (VBoT 58 ii 6 
(OH/NS), 3sg.pret.act. ãX�X§�§D�Dã (ABoT 44 i 53 (OH/NS)), 3pl.pret.act. ãX�X§�
§D�HU (OS); part. ãX�X§�§D�DQ�W�; verb.noun gen.sg. ãX�X§�§X�ÑD�Dã (KUB 17.35 ii 
2 (NS)), ãX�X§�§D�~�ÑD�Dã (KUB 25.23 i 37 (NS)), ãX�X§�§D�X�ÑD�Dã (KUB 25.23 
iv 50 (NS), VBoT 26, 8 (NS)). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘to rain’ , TochAB VX��VZ V� ‘to rain’ . 
  PIE *VXK � �HQWL ? 
  
This verb denotes ‘to scatter, to pour’  and therewith is semantically almost 
identical to Lã§XÑDL� x  � Lã§XL� ‘to throw, to scatter, to pour’ . In some cases these 
two verbs are used interchangeably in duplicates (cf. Puhvel HED 1/2: 408). Not 
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only semantically they are very similar, formally they look alike as well. E.g. 
Oettinger (1979a: 503) therefore treats them together: “ Lã§XÑD� und ãX§§D� 
‘schütten’ ” . This seems to be suported by a hybrid form like ãX�X§�§X�ÑD�L (KBo 
30.115 rev.? 5). Nevertheless, the exact formal relation between the two is 
difficult to judge. According to Jasanoff (1978: 9011), we have to start with a PIE 
root *VK � HX� ‘to pour’ , the zero-grade of which already in PIE occasionally 
metathesized to *VXK � �. This *VXK � � is e.g. visible in Gr.  ‘to rain’  and TochAB 
VX��VZ V� ‘to rain’ , whereas *VK � X� is visible in Hitt. Lã§XÑDL� � Lã§XL�,� which 
belongs to the G L�WL¨DQ]L-class and therefore must reflect *VK � X�RL� � *VK � X�L�. 
Note that the alleged reflex of the full grade stem *VK � HX�,�ãLã§DX� ‘sweat’ , hardly 
can be of IE origin.  
 These considerations give rise to several scenarios for the origin of ãX§§D� x  � 
ãX§§�,�which belongs to the WDUQ�D��class. On the one hand, we could assume that 
already in PIE a secondary root *VHXK � � existed, which would be inflected in pre-
Hittite as *VyXK � �HL, *VXK � �pQWL. Although the plural form indeed would yield 
attested ãX§§DQ]L, I would expect that *VyXK � �HL would give Hitt. **ã §L. It is 
problematical, however, that I do not see how a paradigm *ã §L � ãX§§DQ]L would 
be altered to ãX§§D� x  � ãX§§�. Another possibility is to assume that we have to 
begin with the root *VK � HX�,�which would in pre-Hittite inflect *VK � yX�HL � *VK � X�
pQWL. In the plural, we could imagine that *VK � XpQWL metathesized to *VXK � pQWL > 
Hitt. ãX§§DQ]L. In the singular, *VK � yXHL should regularly have yielded **Lã§ ÑL. 
We know from other verbs in �DX�,�however, that such a form was not tolerated 
(compare DX� x  � X� that has 3sg.pres.act. DXã]L instead of *K � yX�HL, and PDX� x  � PX� 
that has 3sg.pres.act. PDXã]L instead of *PyXK z �HL). We could imagine that on the 
basis of 3pl. ãX§§DQ]L the singular secondarily was changed to ãX§§DL, as if 
inflecting according to the WDUQ�D��class.  
 Although in principle I would prefer the latter scenario, I must admit that it 
involves some drastic secondary developments. Moreover, if the noun ã §§�,�
ãX§§D� ‘roof’  (q.v.) indeed is etymologically connected with ãX§§D� x  � ãX§§� and 
Lã§XÑDL� x  � Lã§XL�,�it would show a Hittite reflex of the ‘secondary’  stem *VHXK � �,�
which then would better fit the former scenario.  
 
ãX©PLOL�,� ãX©SLOL�� (adj.) ‘firm(?)’ : nom.sg.c. ãX�X�X§�PL�OL�Lã (KBo 19.132 rev.? 
11 (MH/NS)), [ã]X�X§�PL�O �Lã (KBo 10.37 iii 1 (OH/NS)), [ã]X�X§�PL�OL�Lã (KUB 
9.28 iii 24 (MH/NS)), ãX�X§�PL�OL�Lã (KUB 43.23 rev. 13, 17 (OS)), acc.sg.c.? ãX�
X§�PL�OL�LQ (KBo 10.37 ii 33 (OH/NS)), ãX�X§�St�OL�LQ (KUB 51.63 rev. 6 (NS)), 
dat.-loc.sg. ãX�X§�PL�OL (KBo 10.37 iii 7 (OH/NS), KUB 43.23 rev. 57 (OS)), [ãX�
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X§�P]L�OL (KBo 13.121, 4 (OH/NS)), ãX[-X§�P]L�OL (KBo 13.156 obv. 8 (OH/NS)), 
broken ãX�X§�S[t�OL���...] (KUB 51.63 rev. 8 (NS)). 
  
Usually, this adjective is cited as ãX§PLOL� and translated ‘well-fixed’ , a 
translation that goes back to Catsanicos 1986 (“ bien fixé” ). Let us first look at the 
contexts in which ãX§PLOL� is used.  
 It occurs a few times only and in most cases, the word is used as an adjective 
describing �GDQNXL�� WDJ Q]HSD� ‘the (black) earth’ :  
 

KBo 10.37 iii  
(6) WDN�QD�Dã $�1$ DINGIR.MAÏ SiU�ãL�¨D 1 NINDA.GUR4.RA[ ... ]  

(7) ãX�X§�PL�OL GE6-L KI�St SiU�ãL�¨D QX�x[ ... ]  
 

// 
KBo 13.121  
(3) [WDN�QD�]Dã�$�1$ DINGIR.MAÏ SiU�ãL�¨D 1[ NINDA.GUR4.RA ... ] 

(4) [ãX�X§�P]L�OL GE6�L KI�St SiU�ãL�¨D[ ... ] 
 

‘He breaks [...] of the earth for the mother goddess. One thick-bread [...] he 

breaks for the ãX§PLOL� black earth’ ;  
 

KUB 43.23 rev.  
(13) ãX�X§�PL�OL�Lã GD�DQ�NX�Lã GD�JD�DQ�]L�S[D�Dã WD�DN�QD�D�Dã�ã D dUTU�Xã]  
(14) ~�ÑD�DW�WH�HQ dIM�QD�Dã ¨ �[D]Q�QL QX ]D H�H][-]D�DW�WH�HQ]  

(15) H�NX�XW�WH�HQ QX ãH�HU NDW�W[D] QH�H�St�Lã�]D dI[M-]Dã LUGAL�L [D�Dã�ãX]  

(16) §X�Lã�ÑD�WDU PL�¨D�WDU WDU�[§]X�L�OL GIŠWX�X�UL St�Lã�NH�H[G�GX]  

(17) NDW�WD�ãD�UD�D PD WiN�QD�D�D] ãX�X§�PL�OL�Lã WD!�JD�DQ�]L�S[D]-Dã  
(18) WiN�QD�D�Dã�ã D dUTU�Xã $�1$ LUGAL D�Dã�ãX §X�Lã�ÑD�WDU WDU�§X�L�OL  
(19) GIŠWX�X�UL St�Lã�NH�HG�GX  

 
‘You, ãX§PLOL� black earth and Sun-goddess of the earth, must come. You, 

Storm-god, must come. May above, from heaven downwards, the Storm-god 

give to the king [goods], life, growth (and) a victorious weapon. May down, 

from the earth upwards the ãX§PLOL� earth and the Sun-goddess of the earth give 

to the king goods, life (and) a victorious weapon’ ;  
 

KUB 43.23 rev.  
(56) 3 NINDA.GUR4.RA GIR4 1 GAL.GEŠTIN  

(57) 1 ŠAÏ.TUR $�1$ KI ãX�X§�PL�OL  
(58) WiN�QD�Dã dUTU�L  
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‘Three thick-breads from the oven, one ‘head of the wine’  (and) one little pig 

for the ãX§PLOL� earth (and) the Sun-goddess of the earth’ .  
 
 In one context, the word describes GI ‘(drinking) straw’ :  
 

KUB 9.28 iii (with dupl. KBo 19.132 rev.? 10f.) 
(22) 2 DUG.8�.8�8% ŠÀ.BA ,�1$ 1 DUG

ÏAB.ÏAB KAŠ  

(23) D�NX�ÑD�DQ�QD�Dã SiU�ãX�LO ãX�X�Xã  
(24) 1 GI [(ã)]X�X§�PL�OL�Lã WDU�QD�DQ�]D  

 
‘Two pitchers: in one pitcher of beer for drinking, a ãX§PLOL� drinking straw full 

of SDUãXLO is inserted’ .  
 
 In one case, it is not fully clear what the word refers to:  
 

KBo 10.37 ii  
(31) §X�X�ÑD�DQ�GD�Dã Sp�Hã�NHW � �WpQ QX�X ã�ã[L §]D�Dã�WD � �O[L�¨]D�[WDU]  
(32) Sp�Hã�WpQ QX�X ã�ãL Lã�§X�QD�X�ÑD�D[U] ãL�¨D�X�ÑD�DU  
(33) Sp�Hã�WpQ QX�X ã�ãL ãX�X§�PL�OL�LQ JH�H�QX Sp�Hã�WpQ  

 
 ‘You must give [him ...] of the wind, give him courage, give him an upper arm 

(and/with) ability to shoot, give him a knee (and/with) ãX§PLOL�’ .  
 
E.g. Rieken (1999a: 361) assumes that in this context ãX§PLOLQ belongs with J QX 
and translates ‘Gebt ihm ein festes Knie!’ . Problematic, however, is the fact the 
J QX is neuter, whereas ãX§PLOLQ is commune acc.sg. Catsanicos (1986: 124) 
assumes that in this case the word is a contraction of *ãX§PLOL¨DQ, which in his 
view is the nom.-acc.sg.n. of a derived stem ãX§PLOL¨DQW�. In note 154 of page 
147, he compares this with the form ãX�XS�St�LQ from *ãXSSL¨DQ, nom.-acc.sg.n. 
of ãXSSL¨DQW�,�of which he gives an example in KBo 12.89 ii 13. In this context, 
however, I have not been able to find any indication that ãXSSLQ refers to a neuter 
noun. The other examples that Catsanicos cites, DSSH]]LQ beside DSSH]]L¨DQ and 
§DQWH]]LQ beside §DQWH]]L¨DQ, are derived from stems that end in �L� as well as in 
�L¨D� (DSSH]]L�¨D�� and §DQWH]]L�¨D��). For ãX§PLOL�,� not a single indication for 
either a stem ãX§PLOL¨D� nor a stem ãX§PLOL¨DQW� are found, so the assumption that 
ãX§PLOLQ in this case is a nom.-acc.sg.n.-form from *ãX§PLOL¨DQ seems doubtful to 
me. If in this context ãX§PLOLQ does not belong with J QX, it must be 
substantivized and mean ‘something ãX§PLOL�’ .  
 The other contexts of ãX§PLOL� are broken:  
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KBo 10.37 iii  
(1) [ã]X�X§�PL�O �Lã [     ...    ]  
 
KBo 13.156 obv.  
(7) [                                     �]H 1 NINDA.GUR4.RA JX[O-OD�DQ�]WH�HQ  

(8) [          NINDA.GUR4.RA JXO�]OD�DQ�WL�HQ ãX[-X§�P]L�OL  
(9) [                                                ] 

 
 All in all, we see that ãX§PLOL� is used as en epithet of ‘the (black) earth’ , 
describes a ‘drinking straw’  and is used as a courageous ‘object’  desired as a gift 
from the gods that goes together with ‘knee’ , parallel to ‘upper arm (and) ability 
to shoot’ .  
 Catsanicos (1986) argues that the word denotes ‘bien fixé’  and connects it with 
Skt. V Pi\D� ‘well prepared’ , reconstructing *K z VX�K � P�H�L�. In my opinion, it 
seems as if Catsanicos especially prompted the translation ‘bien fixé’  on the basis 
of the supposed etymological connection. Although this meaning would fit for 
‘drinking straw’  and ‘knee’ , it is slightly odd for ‘the (black) earth’ : the earth is 
not ‘fixed together’ . I would rather translate ãX§PLOL� as ‘firm’ , which would give 
‘the firm earth’ , ‘a firm straw’  and ‘knee (and/with) firmness’ .  
 One could ask oneself whether it is possible that a meaning ‘firm’  is derived 
from a meaning ‘well-fixed’  when it applies to objects that are not fixed at all (in 
this case the earth). This means that semantically, Catsanicos’  etymology is rather 
weak. There are also problems from the formal side. First, this ãX§PLOL� would be 
the only case where we find the proclitic ãX� ‘well’  in Hittite. Moreover, although 
I do think that word-initially *K � PL� would yield Hitt. §PL� (c.f. §DPHã§D� < 
*K � PHK z �VK � R�), the fate of word-internal *-K � P� is less clear. On the basis of 
PD§UDL� < *PHK � URL�? and ]D§UDL� < *WLHK � �URL� one could argue that *K �  was 
retained word-internally in front of a resonant, but no examples of *-K � P� > �§P� 
are known.  
 The final lethal blow to Catsanicos’  etymology, however, is the fact that a word 
ãX§SLOL� is attested twice in the following context:  

 
KUB 51.63 rev.  
(6) [              ] ãX�X§�St�OL�LQ G[E6(?)  ]  

(7) [             H�]NX�]L 3 NINDA.GUR4.RA Si[U�ãL�¨D� ]  

(8) [                 ]LÚMEŠ ãX�X§�S[t�OL�� ]  
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If in line 6 the traces of the broken sign are correctly interpreted as GE6, then it is 
very likely that ãX§SLOLQ must be regarded as identical to ãX§PLOL� (cf. also the fact 
that this context looks very similar to KBo 10.37 iii 6-7 as given above). Since an 
alternation S�P cannot be explained from an IE point of view, the word ãX§PLOL�,�
ãX§SLOL� must be of foreign (Hurrian?) origin.  
 
ãX©SLOL�: see ãX§PLOL�,�ãX§SLOL�  
 � �U� ���

ã LO� (n.) ‘thread’ : nom.-acc.sg. ãX�~�LO (KBo 15.10+ i 7 (OH/MS), KBo 32.15 
iii 1 (MS), KBo 39.8 i 31, ii 5 (MH/MS), KUB 12.51+ i 8 (MH/NS), KUB 55.49 
rev. 11 (NH), KUB 17.25 i 8 (fr.), 9 (NS), KUB 17.26 i 9 (fr.) (NS)), ãX�~�L�LO 
(KUB 7.3, 7, 13 (OH/NS)), ãX�~�HO (KBo 12.126+ iii 3 (MH/NS)), ãX�~�H�HO (HT 
1 iii 9 (OH/NS)), ãX�L�HO (KUB 41.1 iii 13 (MH/NS), KUB 58.109 (+) IBoT 2.126 
iv 32 (MH/NS), ãX�~�L�HO (KUB 45.24 i 10 (MH/NS)), ãX�~�L�OL (KUB 60.36, 4 
(NH)), instr. ãX�~�L�OL�LW (KBo 10.37 i 50 (OH/NS), KBo 11.5 vi 9 (NH), dat.-
loc.pl. ãX�~�L�OD�Dã (KUB 41.4 ii 21 (MH/NS)), ãX�L�OD�Dã (KUB 51.83 ii 4 
(MH/NS)). 
 IE cognates: Lat. VX , Skt. VgWUD� ‘thread’ , Gr.  ‘thin skin, sinew’ . 
  PIE *VpXK z �HO� 
  
See Rieken 1999a: 478f. for a full treatment of this word. She argues that the 
suffix was �LO� originally, and not �HO� which is supported by the fact that all 
attestations of spellings with the sign EL are NS only. Nevertheless, on p.475 she 
states that �LO� probably arose from a PIE suffix �HO� in unaccentuated position 
(through *&&�²O, *&&�O�yV >> *&&�²O, *&&�HO�yV > *&&� O, *&&�LO�iV >> &&�LO, 
&&�LODã). The word clearly is derived from the PIE root *VHXK z � ‘to sew’ , which is 
further unattested in Hittite, however (note that it has recently become clear that 
ãXP�P�DQ]D�Q�� (q.v.) does not mean ‘cord’  and therefore cannot be regarded 
anymore to reflect *VHXK z �). The fact that this word is spelled with plene Ú, points 
to a phonological /sgil-/, which points to a reconstruction *VpXK z �HO� (cf. 
§ 1.3.9.4.f). Note that besides the PIE root *VHXK z � we also find *VLHXK z � ‘to sew’  
(Lith. VLgWL, Skt. V¶Y\DWL, Goth. VLXMDQ, OCS ãLMa ‘to sew’ ).  
 
ãXNãXN�N�D�L��(c.) ‘hide (of cow or horse)’ : nom.sg. ãX�XN�ãX�XN�NL�Lã (KBo 32.15 
iii 2 (MH/MS)), ãX�XN�ãX�XN�NL�L[ã] (KUB 29.52(+) i 2 (MH/MS)), acc.sg. ãX�XN�
ãX�ND � �DQ (KUB 7.53+ iii 40 (NS)), [ãX�X]N�ãX�XN�N � � Q (KUB 33.47+54 ii 15 
(OH/NS)), [ãX�XN�]ãX�XJ�JD�DQ (25/v, 3 (MS?)), ã[X�XN�ã]X�JD�DQ (KUB 17.10 iv 
1 (OH/MS)). 
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See e.g. Neu 1996: 341f. for a treatment of this word. It denotes ‘hairy skin’  of 
horses and cows. We find L�stem as well as D�stem forms and spellings both with 
geminate and single N. Formally, it is likely that this word is a reduplication. No 
further etymology.  
 
ãXOODH�� �  ‘to become arrogant’ : see ãXOOH�� �   
 
ãXOOH�� �  (Ib2 > Ic1, Ic2) ‘to become arrogant’ : 2sg.pres.act. ãX�XO�OH�ãL (KUB 
36.114 r.col. 6 (MS)), ãX�XO�OL�¨D�ãL (KBo 12.70 rev. 8 (NS), KBo 19.70 ii 11 
(NH)), 3sg.pres.act. ãX�XO�OH�H]�]L (KUB 36.114 r.col. 14 (MS)), ãX�XO�OH�H�H]�]L 
(KUB 28.1 iv 36 (NS)), ãX�XO�OL�¨D�]L (KUB 14.3 iv 39 (NH)), ãX�XO�OD�L]�]L (KUB 
13.32 rev. 7 (NS)), 1pl.pres.act. ãX�XO�OL�¨D�X�H�QL (KUB 21.37 obv. 24 (NH)), 
3pl.pres.act. ãX�XO�OD�D�DQ�]L (KBo 43.77, 7 (MH/NS)), 2sg.pret.act. [ãX]-XO�OH�H�
HW (KUB 14.17 iii 17 (NH)), 3sg.pret.act. ãX�X�XO�OH�H�HW (KBo 32.14 ii 4 (MS)), 
ãX�X�XO�OH�HW (KBo 32.14 ii 19, iii 16 (MS)), ãX�XO�OH�H�HW (KUB 24.3 ii 28 
(MH/NS), KBo 16.17 iii 28 (NH)), ãX�XO�OH�HW (KUB 6.41 i 32 (NH)), ãX�XO�OL�¨D�
DW (KBo 3.6 iii 33 (NH), KUB 1.9 iii 7 (fr.) (NH), KUB 26.58 rev. 5a, (NH)), ãX�
XO�OD�D�LW (KBo 5.13 i 4 (NH), KUB 6.41 i 47 (NH)), 2pl.pret.act. ãX�XO�OH�HW�WH�HQ 
(KUB 4.1 ii 11 (MH/NS)), [ãX�]XO�OD�DW�WH[-HQ] (Bo 69/48, 2 (undat.)), 
3pl.pret.act. ãX�XO�OH�HU (KUB 4.1 i 17, ii 15 (NH)), ãX�XO�OL�L�H�HU (KBo 5.8 iv 4, 9 
(NH)); 3sg.pres.midd. ãX�XO�OL�¨D�DW�WD (KUB 19.67+ ii 32 (NH)); part. ãX�XO�OD�
DQ�W� (KUB 24.3 ii 34 (MH/NS), KUB 24.1+ iii 18 (NS), KUB 43.37 iii 3 (NS)). 
 Derivatives: ãXOO ãã�� �  (Ib2) ‘to become arrogant’  (3sg.pres.act. ãX�XO�OH�H�Hã�]L 
(KUB 9.15 ii 14 (NS)), ãX�XO�OL�Lã�]L (KUB 9.15 ii 21 (NS))), ãXOODWDU���ãXOODQQ� 
(n.) ‘swollen state > reckless act’  (nom.-acc.sg. ãX�XO�OD�WDU (KBo 6.26 i 29 
(OH/NS), KBo 6.13 i 9 (OH/NS)), dat.-loc.sg. ãX�XO�OD�DQ�QL (KBo 10.45 i 47 
(MH/NS), KUB 4.4 obv. 6 (NH)), abl. ãX�XO�OD�DQ�QD�D] (KBo 6.3 i 4 (OH/NS), 
KBo 6.10 ii 17), ãX�XO�OD�DQ�QD�]D (OH/NS)). 
 IE cognates: ON VYHOOD ‘to swell’ , ModEng. VZHOO, Lat. QVRO VF  ‘to become 
arrogant’  
  PIE *VXO+�HK � � 
  
See Melchert (2004c) for the semantics of this verb. He convincingly argues that 
the verb denotes ‘to become arrogant, to behave disrespectfully towards 
(someone)’  (pace the usual translation ‘to quarrel’ ). According to Melchert, this 
meaning derives from an original meaning ‘*to become swollen’ , which is still 
visible in  
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KUB 4.4 obv.  
(2) GDP�PH�WDU�ÑD�DQ�]D LUGAL�Xã  
(3) UR.SAG�Lã NL�LP�PD�DQ�WDQx  
(4) DU�PD�D§�§D�DQ�QL  
(5) §D�PL�Hã�§D�DQ�WDQ�   
(6) ãX�XO�OD�DQ�QL  
(7) §D�PL�Lã�§D�DQ�GD�Dã PD  
(8) D�OH�HO D�Dã�ãL�¨D�DQ�QL  
(9) §D�DQ�GD�Dã H�Hã�ãD�D[W�WL]  

 
‘You, the bountiful king, the hero, make the winter for impregnation, the spring 

for becoming swollen [due to the pregnancy], and the flower of spring for the 

sake of love’ .  
 
 The exact formal interpretation of this verb is difficult. In NS texts, we find 
forms that show a stem ãXOOL¨H�D�� �  and a stem ãXOODH�� � . In MS texts, we find 
2sg.pres.act. ãX�XO�LI�ãL, 3sg.pret.act. ãX�X�XO�LI�H�IT and ãX�X�XO�LI-IT. Because 
the sign LI can be read OL as well as OH and the sign IT can be read LW as well as HW, 
these latter forms can in principle be read /suLet/ or /suLiet/. The first form can 
only stand for /suLisi/ or /suLesi/, however, which means that the combination of 
these forms point to a stem /suLe-/.  
 Melchert (o.c.) connects ãXOOH�� �  with Lat. QVRO VF  ‘to become arrogant’  and 
argues that we are dealing with a stative in *-HK � �: *VXO+�HK � � (also visible in the 
enlarged ãXOO ãã�� � ). The root *VXO+� belongs with PIE *VXHO+� ‘to swell’ . Note 
that he on the basis of part. ãXOODQW� statest that the verb must have shown an 
ablauting stem ãXOOH��ãXOOD� (o.c.: 96), but this is incorrect: the part. ãXOODQW� is 
attested in NS texts only and therefore may well be a form derived from the NH 
stem ãXOODH�� � , making it non-probative for establishing an ablaut for the original 
stem ãXOOH�.  
 
ãXOOLªH�D�� � : see ãXOOH�� �   
 
ãXOXSL��(c.) an oracle bird: nom.sg. ãX�OX�St�Lã, ãX�OX�St�Hã, acc.sg. ãX�OX�St�LQ. 
  
The word denotes a bird mentioned in bird oracles. Its exact meaning cannot be 
determined, and therefore no etymology.  
 
ãXP� (pers.pron. 2pl.) ‘you (pl.)’ : nom. ãX�PH�Hã (OS), ãX�PH�H�Hã (MH/MS), ãX�
XP�PH�Hã (NH), ãX�XP�PH�Lã (NH), acc.-dat. ãX�PD�D�Dã (OS), ãX�PD�Dã 
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(MH/MS), ãX�XP�PD�Dã, gen. ãX�PH�HQ�]D�DQ (MH/MS), ãX�PH�LQ�]D�DQ 
(MH/MS), ãX�PL�LQ�]D�DQ (MH/MS), ãX�PH�H�HO (NH), ãX�PH�HO (NH), abl. ãX�
PH�H�GD�D]. 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. X�Q�]D� ‘you (pl.)’  (acc. X�]D�Dã, case? X�XQ�]D); HLuw. 
XQ]� ‘you (pl.)’  (nom. X�]X?�VD (KARKAMIŠ A6 §22), X�]X?�]D (ASSUR letter F 
§4, H §6, §16, §17), abl.-instr.(?) X�]D�UL�L (ASSUR letter D §4), X�]D�UD�L � �  
(ASSUR letter D §9)). 
  
In OH and MH texts, the forms of this pronoun are all spelled with a single �P�. 
Spellings with geminate �PP� occur in NH texts only, cf. § 1.4.7.1.c. The oldest 
forms are nom. ãXPHã, acc.-dat. ãXP ã and gen. ãXPHQ]DQ. The gen. ãXP O occurs 
in NH texts only and is clearly a secondary formation, having taken over the gen.-
ending � O from the prononimal inflection of the singular.  
 See chapter 2.1 for a treatment of the etymology of the personal pronouns.  
 
 ãXPPD�: see  ãXPPL� �  ãXPPD� �  ãXPPH�  
 �
ãXPDQ]DQ� (n.) ‘(bul)rush’ : nom.sg. ãX�PD�DQ�]D�DQ (KBo 24.3 i 4 (MH/MS)), 

acc.sg. ãX�PD�DQ�]D�DQ (KBo 24.3 i 1 (MH/MS)), (KBo 20.73 i 3 (MH/MS), 
KUB 7.23, 9 (NS)), ãX�PD�DQ�]D�D[Q] (KBo 24.3 i 4 (MH/MS)), [ãXP�P]D� Q�] �
QD�DQ (KUB 39.8 iv 2 (OH/NS)), ãXP�PD�DQ[-]D�QD�DQ] (KUB 39.8 iv 6 
(OH/NS)), ãX�PD�DQ�]D�Q[D�...] (HKM 16 rev. 23 (MH/MS)), gen.sg. ãX�PD�D�DQ�
] �[(QD�Dã)] (KBo 20.26+ i 11 (OS)), with dupl. ã �P � �DQ�]D�QD�Dã (KBo 30.26 
rev. 1 (OH/MS)), ãXP�PD�DQ�]D�D�Dã (KBo 10.45 ii 29 (MH/NS)), dat.-loc.sg. ãX�
PD�DQ�]D�QL (KBo 20.8 iv 14 (OS)), abl. ãX�PD�DQ�]D�QD�D] (KBo 24.3 + KBo 
47.130 i 15, 22 (MH/MS)), nom.-acc.pl. ãX�PD�DQ�]D (KBo 3.8+ iii 6, 24 
(OH/NS), KUB 59.43 i 9 (OH?/NS), KBo 1.45 rev.! 2 (NS), KBo 11.11 i 9 (NS)), 
ÚãXP�PD�DQ�]D (KBo 21.20 i 17 (NS)), ãXP�PD�DQ�]D (KUB 12.58+ i 45 (NS), 
KBo 20.111, 10 (NS)), dat.-loc.pl. ãX�PD�DQ�]D�QD�Dã (KBo 11.11 i 2 (NS)); 
context broken ãX�PD�DQ�]D�DQ (KBo 24.2 obv. 6 (NS)), ãX�PD�DQ�]D (KUB 
35.54 i 15 (MS)), ãX�P[D�...] (KBo 24.2 obv. 5 (NS)). 
  PIE *VK � X�HQW�L�RQ ? 
  
Consensus had it that this word means ‘cord, binding’  and it therefore was 
generally connected with Gr.  ‘sinew’  from *VXK � P Q. Melchert (2003d), 
however, has shown that the Hittite word does not mean ‘cord, binding’ , but 
rather ‘(bul)rush’ . This means that the connection with Gr.  cannot be 
upheld. Melchert treats many attestations of this word. Although I agree with the 
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semantic side of his treatment, I do not share all his grammatical interpretations. 
Because these are important for the formal judgement of this word, I will treat the 
cases where I disagree with Melchert.  
 Melchert cites three forms as “ AnimNSg”  (o.c.: 132): ãXPPDQ]D (KUB 12.58+ 
i 21, KBo 1.45 rev.! 2) and ãXPPDQ] ã (KBo 10.45 ii 29). These forms have to be 
interpreted otherwise. KUB 12.58+ i (21) QX ãXP�PD�DQ�]D SÍG PL�L�WL�Lã�ã D 
(22) [DQ�GD WD�UX�XS�SD�D]Q�]D is translated by Melchert (o.c.: 130) as ‘A rush 
and red wool are braided together’ . On the basis of the fact that [WDUXSSD]Q]D is 
nom.sg.c., Melchert apparently concludes that ãXPPDQ]D is nom.sg.c. too. This is 
not necessary: because SÍG P WLã is a commune word, it is possible that 
[WDUXSSD]Q]D agrees with this word only and not with ãXPPDQ]D. Moreover, we 
cannot tell whether ãXPPDQ]D is singular or plural here. I would therefore 
interpret ãXPPDQ]D as nom.-acc.pl.n. and translate the sentence as ‘Rushes and 
red wool are braided together’ . In the vocabulary KBo 1.45 rev.! 2, Hitt. ãX�PD�
DQ�]D glosses Akk. Dã�OXP ‘rush’ . I do not understand why Melchert explicitly 
assumes that this form is nom.sg.c. In my view an interpretation as nom.-
acc.sg.pl. is just as likely. KBo 10.45 ii (29) ,�1$ SAG.DU âÒ PD ãX�XP�PD�
DQ�]D�D�Dã SX�UX�ãL�¨D[-DO�OD�Dã NL�L]W�WD�DW is translated by Melchert (o.c.: 130) as 
‘but on her head was placed a bulrush as a fill[et]’ , taking ãXPPDQ] ã as 
nom.sg.c. (although he admits that an interpretation as gen.sg. cannot be 
excluded). In my view, an interpretation as gen.sg./pl. is more likely: ‘but on her 
head a headb[and] of bulrushes is laid’ .  
 All in all, I arrive at a grammatical analysis of the forms as indicated in the 
overview above. This means that we are dealing with a neuter noun showing the 
following forms: nom.-acc.sg. ãXPDQ]DQ, ãXP�P�DQ]DQDQ, gen.sg. ãXPPDQ] ã, 
dat.-loc.sg. ãXPDQ]DQL, abl. ãXPDQ]DQD], nom.-acc.pl. ãXP�P�DQ]D, dat.-loc.pl. 
ãXPDQ]DQDã. Although we come across a few different types of inflection, it is 
clear that the Q�stem ãXPDQ]DQ� must have been original. On the basis of nom.-
acc.sg. ãXPDQ]DQ, which was ambiguous as to whether it belonged with an Q�stem 
ãXPDQ]DQ� or with a thematic stem ãXPDQ]D�,� D�stem forms like gen.sg. 
ãXPPDQ] ã and nom.-acc.pl. ãXPDQ]D were secondarily created. On the other 
hand, on the basis of a reinterpretation of forms like ãXPDQ]DQL and ãXPDQ]DQD] 
as belonging to a thematic stem ãXPDQ]DQD�,� the secondary nom.-acc.sg. 
ãXPDQ]DQDQ was created. It should be noted that the MS texts al show single �P�,�
whereas geminate �PP� occurs in NS texts only, which is due to the fortition of 
older intervocalic /m/ to NH /M/ as described in § 1.4.7.1.c. All in all, we have to 
conclude that this word originally was ãXPDQ]DQ�,�a neuter Q�stem.  
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 Melchert (o.c.) argues that the element �DQ]DQ� (also visible in e.g. LãWDQ]DQ� 
and OD§§DQ]DQ�) reflects the suffix complex *-HQW�L�RQ�. Although I agree with 
him, it is unclear to me what the origin of the stem ãXP� would be. Formally, one 
could think of e.g. *V+X�HQW� (perhaps *VK � X�HQW� ‘swaying’ , cf. MDu. VZDHLHQ ‘to 
sway’ , Russ. [YpMXV¶µ ‘to move’  < *VXHK � �).  
 
 ãXPPH�: see  ãXPPL� �  ãXPPD� �  ãXPPH�  
 
ãXPHã��(n.) a kind of grain?: nom.-acc.sg. ãX�PH�Hã (KUB 42.107 iii? 11 (NS)). 
  
This word is hapax in the following context:  
 

KUB 42.107 iii?  
(10) 6 3$ ŠE =,�.8�Ò�., §D�DW�WDU NX  
(11) ]L�QD�D�LO NX ãX�PH�Hã NX  

 
 ‘6 SDU VX of ]LN�NL-meal, either §DWWDU, ]LQ LO or ãXPHã grain’ .  

 
The exact meaning of the different grain sorts cannot be determined, and 
therefore no etymology.  
 
ãXPHããDU� �� ãXPHãQ�� (n.) ‘big beans’  (Sum. GÚ.GAL.GAL): gen.sg. ãX�PH�Hã�
QD�Dã (KBo 17.15 obv.? 14 (OS)), ãX�PH�Hã�QD�D[ã] (KBo 17.40 iv 8 (OH/MS?)), 
ãX�PH�Hã�Q[D�Dã] (KBo 21.84 iv 6). 
  PIE *VX+�X�pK � VK � U ? 
  
The contexts KBo 17.15 obv.? (14) ãX�PH�Hã�QD�Dã PH�H�PD�D[O] GIŠH�HU�§X�LW and 
KBo 17.40 iv (8) ãX�PH�Hã�QD�D[ã PH�H�PD�D]O GIŠMA.SÁ.AB�LW are parallel to 
IBoT 3.1 (34) â$ GÚ.GAL.GAL PH�PD�DO 7$ GIŠMA.SÁ.AB ‘meal from broad 
beans by the basket’ , which means that ãXPHãQDã must be equated with 
GÚ.GAL.GAL ‘broad beans’ . Formally, ãXPHãQDã is clearly a genitive of a noun 
*ãXPHããDU.  
 Regarding its etymology, I would like to propose the following. If we are 
allowed to assume that ‘broad beans’  were broad in the sense that they were well-
filled with peas, one could perhaps assume a connection with the adj. ã X� � 
ã ÑDÑ� ‘filled’  (q.v.). If this connection is justified, we should reconstruct *VX+�
X�pK � VK � U. See at ã X� � ã ÑDÑ� for further etymology.  
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 ãXPPL�� ��  ãXPPD�� ��  ãXPPH� (encl.poss.pron. 1pl.) ‘our’ : acc.sg.c. dâL�
~�Q� ãXP�P[L�LQ] (KBo 3.22 obv. 39 (OS)), dâL�~�Q� ãX[P�...] (KBo 3.22 obv. 41 
(OS)), dUTU ãXP�PL�LQ (KBo 40.60 iii 56 (fr.), 69, iv 11 (fr.), 17, 25 (OH/MS), 
VSNF 12.30 iv 15 (OH/NS)), dUTU ãXP�PD�DQ (KUB 43.53 obv. 17 (OH/NS), 
KUB 58.111 obv. 11 (OH/NS)), nom.-acc.sg.n. ãD�§p�Hã�ãDU ãXP�PH�H[W] (KUB 
36.110 rev. 8 (OS)), §D�DW�WD�WDU ãXP�PL�LW (KUB 24.3+ ii 18 (MH/NS)), gen.sg. 
dâL�~�QD�ã �ã�XP�PL�Lã (KUB 26.71, 6 (OH/NS)), dat.-loc.sg. Lã�WDU�QL ãXP�PL 
(OS), dUTU ãXP�PL (KBo 40.60 iii 52 (fr.), 66 (OH/MS)), NDW�WL ãX�PL (HKM 
57 rev. 21 (MH/MS)), Lã[-WDU�QL] ãX�XP�PH (KUB 26.50 + KBo 22.58 obv. 9 
(NH)), acc.pl.c. QL�H�NX�ã �ã�XP�PX�Xã (KBo 22.2 obv. 19 (OH/MS)). 
  PIE *-VXP�QL�R�H� ?? 
  
This enclitic possessive pronoun functions on a par with  PL� �  PD� �  PH� 
‘my’ ,  WWL� �  WWD� �  WWH� ‘your (sg.)’ ,  ããL� �  ããD� �  ããH  ‘his, her, its’  and 
 ãPL� �  ãPD� �  ãPH� ‘your (pl.); their’  (for which see their respective lemmas). 
It is rarely attested, however, and its paradigm therefore is incomplete. It is 
remarkable that in acc.sg.c. the oldest forms (OS and OH/MS) seem to be 
 ãXPPLQ, whereas  ãXPPDQ is attested in NS texts only (compare the opposite 
situation in e.g.  PDQ (OS) vs.  PLQ (NS) ‘my’ ). The one gen.sg.-form  ãXPPLã 
is found in a NS copy of the Anitta-text and is likely to be corrupt (cf. Neu 1974a: 
124). Perhaps the form is influenced by the unattested nom.sg.c. * ãXPPLã. The 
oldest nom.-acc.sg.n.-form is  ãXPPHW, whereas  ãXPPLW is found in a NS text 
(cf. Melchert 1984a: 122-6 for the distribution between �HW and �LW in possessive 
enclitic pronouns). Although the variant  ãXPPD� is not attested thus, it can be 
inferred from acc.pl.c.  ãXPPXã. The exact origin of the vowel alteration �L�,��D�,�
�H�,�which can hardly reflect anything else than *-L�,�*�R�,�*�H�,� is still unclear. 
The �ã� of  ãXPPL�D�H� is consistently spelled single (in Lã�WDU�QL ãXP�PL, NDW�
WL ãX�PL).  
 The other enclitic possessive pronouns are clearly etymologically related to 
their corresponding enclitic personal pronouns ( PX ‘me’ ,  WWD �  WWX ‘thee’ , 
 ããH ‘for him/her’ ,  ãPDã ‘to you (pl.); to them’ ). In the case of  ãXPPL�D�H� this 
would mean that we have to assume an etymological connection with  QQDã ‘(to) 
us’  (q.v.). This is only possible if we assume that  ãXPPL�D�H� reflects * VXP�
QL�D�H�. The prehistory of the element �ãXP� is unclear, however.  
 � ��� �U�

ãXPPLWWDQW�� (c.) ‘axe’ : nom.sg. ãXP�PL�LW�WD�DQ�]D (KUB 32.123 ii 10), 
acc.sg. ãX�XP�PL�LW�WD�DQ�WD�DQ (KUB 12.63 rev. 20), [ã]X�XP�PL�LW�WD�DQ�GD�DQ 
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(KBo 19.144 i 5), ãXP�PL�LW�WD�DQ�WD�DQ (KUB 8.51 ii 4); broken ãXP�PL�LW�WD�DQ�
GD![-...] (KBo 39.125, 3). 
  
The meaning of the word can be determined because ãXPPLWDQWDQ (KUB 8.51 ii 
4) alternates with the akkadogram Ï$�$m�,1�18 ‘axe’  (ibid. ii 6). Kimball 
(1999: 199) reconstructs this word as *VPLW�HQW�,�derived from a PIE root *VPHL� 
as visible in Gr.  ‘cutting knife’ , Goth. DL]DVPLìD and OE VPLì ‘blacksmith’ , 
assuming that an epenthetic �X� has emerged in the initial cluster *VP�. Such an 
epenthetic vowel is not visible in e.g. ãDPHQ]L ‘he passes by’  /sméntsi/ < *VPpQ�WL 
or ãDPDQNXUÑDQW� ‘bearded’  /smankuruant-/ < *VPRQ�XU�XHQW�. Moreover, 
Kimball seems to ignore the geminate �PP� (she cites the word as “ ãXPLWWDQW�” ). 
All in all, I reject Kimball’ s etymology. Unfortunately, I am not able to offer an 
alternative one.  
 
ãXPUHãNH�D�� �  (Ic6) ‘to become filled (because of a pregnancy)’ : sup. ãXP�UH�Hã�
NH�ÑD�DQ (KUB 24.8 + KUB 36.60 iii 7, 17), ãXP�U[H�Hã�NH�ÑD�DQ] (KBo 19.106, 
7); broken ãXP�UH�x[...] (KBo 47.150, 2). 
  PIE *VX+�Ñ� 
  
This verb occurs a few times only, all in similar contexts:  
 

KUB 24.8 + KUB 36.60 iii  
(7) [(DA)]M m$S�SX ãXP�UH�Hã�NH�ÑD�DQ GD�D�Lã ITU.1.KAM ITU.2.K[(AM)]  

(8) [IT]U.3.KAM ITU.4.KAM ITU.5.KAM ITU.6.KAM ITU.7.KAM ITU.8.KAM  

     ITU.9.KAM S[D�LW]  
(9) QX [(IT)]U.10.KAM WL�¨D�DW QX ]D DAM m$S�SX DUMU.NITA�DQ §D�Dã�WD  

 
‘The wife of Appu became pregnant. The first month, the second month, the 

third month, the fourth month, the fifth month, the sixth month, the seventh 

month, the eighth month (and) the ninth month went by. And the tenth month 

set in, and the wife of Appu bore a son’ .  
 
The expresion ãXPUHãNHÑDQ G Lã clearly means ‘she became pregnant’ . This 
indicates that the verb ãXPUHãNH�D� (or ãXPUDH� as often cited) itself does not 
mean ‘to become pregnant’ , however. The supine + G L�expression means ‘to 
begin to’ , which means that ãXPUHãNH�D� should have a more fientive meaning 
like ‘to become thicker (because of the pregnancy)’ . Etymologically, it is likely 
that ãXPUHãNH�D� belongs with ã X� ‘filled’ . In that case, ãXPUHãNH�D� could 
originally have meant ‘to become filled (of a pregnancy)’ . If this is correct, we 
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must assume that ãXPUHãNH�D� is ultimately derived from a further unattested 
verbal noun *ãXPDU < *V�H�X+�Ñ�, probable through a *-¨H�R�suffix (*ãXPUL¨H�D�), 
whose imperfective is ãXPUHãNH�D�.  
 
ãXPXPD©©� �  (IIb) ‘to braid together(?)’ : 2sg.imp.act. ãX�PX�PD�D§ (KUB 29.1 ii 
43). 
  
This verb occurs only once, in the following context:  
 

KUB 29.1 ii  
(41) QX NL�QX�X�St ~�GD  
(42) NL�QX�St PD�D ã�ãD�DQ DQ�GD â$ UR.MAÏ ãL�H�ãD�L  
(43) SiU�ãD�QD�Dã UZUãL�ãD�L ãX�PX�PD�D§ Q D�DW §DU�DN  
(44) Q D�DW WD�UX�XS Q D�DW 1���  L�¨D Q D�DW LÚ�Dã ŠÀ ãL  
(45) Sp�H�GD QX LUGAL�ÑD�Dã ZI�Dã NDU�GL�L ã�ãL ¨D  
(46) WD�UX�XS�WD�UX   

 
‘Bring the NLQXSL-box here. In the NLQXSL-box, ãXPXPD§§� the ãHãDL of a lion 

(and) the ãLãDL of a leopard. Hold them and unite them and make them one. 

Bring them to the heart of the man. May the soul and the heart of the king be 

united’ .  
 
The meaning of ãXPXPD§§� depends on the meaning of ãH�LãDL (body part of an 
animal). Apparently, ãXPXPD§§� indicates an action by which these body parts 
are united and made one. One could think of ‘to braid together’  if ãH�LãDL refers to 
tails or similar. No etymology.  
 
ãXQQD� � ���ãXQQ� (IIa1  > Ic1) ‘to fill’ : 1sg.pres.act. ãX�XQ�QD�D§�§L (KUB 33.70 iii 
10, 11 (OH/NS), KBo 3.38 rev. 17 (OH/NS)), 2sg.pres.act. ãX�XQ�QD�DW�W[L] (KUB 
15.22, 14 (NS)), 3sg.pres.act. ãX�XQ�QD�L (OS, often), ãX�XQ�QD�D�L (less often), 
ã[X�]XQ�QL�H�H]�]L (KBo 24.4 + IBoT 4.14 rev. 12/17 (NS)), ãX�XQ�QL�H]�]L (KBo 
40.67 ii 6, iv 4 (MH/NS)), ãX�XQ�QL�¨D�]L (KUB 6.45+ iv 9, 14, 19, 24 (NH) with 
dupl. KUB 6.46 i 41, 46, 50, 54, 58, 62 (NH)), 1pl.pres.act. ãX�XQ�QX�PH�QL (KBo 
32.15 ii 16 (MH/MS)), 2pl.pres.act. ãX�XQ�QD�DW�WH�QL (KUB 13.4 iv 18 (OH/NS)), 
3pl.pres.act. ãX�XQ�QD�DQ�]L (MH/MS, often), ãX�XQ�QL�DQ�]L (IBoT 3.148 iii 21, 
22 (MH/NS), KUB 55.58 obv. 30, 32 (MH/NS), KUB 9.32 i 40 (NS)), ãX�XQ�QL�
¨D�DQ�]L (KBo 15.24 ii 44 (MH/NS), IBoT 4.30 obv. 4 (fr.) (NS), KUB 7.47 obv. 
13 (fr.) (NS), KUB 20.35 iv 3 (fr.) (NH)), 1sg.pret.act. ãX�XQ�QD�D§�§X�XQ (KBo 
10.2 i 21, ii 23 (OH/NS)), ãX�XQ�QL�¨D�QX�XQ (KBo 10.2 i 37 (OH/NS)), 
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2sg.pret.act. ãX�XQ�QL�Hã�WD! (Oettinger 1979a: 15850), 3sg.pret.act. ãX�XQ�QD�Dã 
(OS), ãX�XQ�QL�Hã (HT 21 + KUB 8.80, 15 (NH)), ãX�XQ�QL�Lã�WD (KUB 1.1+ ii 79 
(NH)), ãX�XQ�QL�¨D�DW (KBo 19.111, 4 (MH/NS)), 3pl.pret.act. ãXQQLU (HW), 
2sg.imp.act. ãX�XQ�QL, 3sg.imp.act. ãX�XQ�QL�HG�GX (KUB 12.58 iv 13 (NS)), 
2pl.imp.act. ãX�X�½XQ�¾QL�Lã�WpQ (KUB 13.3 ii 27 (OH/NS)), 3pl.imp.act. ãX�XQ�QD�
DQ�GX (KBo 39.15 iii 9 (MS?)); verb.noun ãX�XQ�QX�PDU (KBo 1.42 iii 51 (NS)), 
[ãX�]XQ�QX�P[DU] (KUB 55.31 rev. 2 (MS)), gen.sg. ãX�XQ�QX�PD�Dã (KUB 59.29 
iii 17 (NS)); inf.I ãX�XQ�QX�PD�DQ�]L (KUB 21.17 iii 10 (NH), KBo 21.34+ IBoT 
1.7 iv 37 (MH/NS)), impf. ãX�XQ�QL�Hã�NH�D� (OS), ãX�XQ�QL�Lã�NH�D�. 
 Derivatives: ãXQQXPPHããDU (n.) ‘filling(?)’  (nom.-acc.sg. [ã]X�XQ�QX�XP�PH�
Hã�ãDU (KUB 13.4 i 7)). 
 Anat. cognates: Pal. ã QD� ‘to fill’  (3sg.pret.act. ãX�~�QD�DW, 2sg.imp.act. ãX�~�
QD); CLuw. ãXQDWUXÓDQW�L�� (adj.) ‘rich in outpourings’  (acc.sg.c. ãX�QD�DW�UX�ÑD�
DQ�WL�LQ). 
  PIE *VX�Qy�K � � � �H, VX�Q�K � � � �pQWL 
  
The oldest attested forms of this verb clearly point to the WDUQ�D��class inflection: 
ãXQQD§§L, ãXQQDWWL, ãXQQDL, ãXQQXPHQL, *ãXQQLãWHQL, ãXQQDQ]L. In texts from NH 
times, we occasionally find forms that belong to a PL-inflecting stem ãXQQL¨H�D�� � . 
The WDUQ�D��class consists of §L-verbs ending in laryngeal, including nasal-infixed 
verbs of the type &5�QR�+�. In the case of ãXQQD��ãXQQ� it is generally accepted 
that it must reflect a nasal-infixed stem of the root *VHX+� that is visible in the 
adjective ã X� � ã ÑDÑ� ‘full’  (so causatival meaning, as we often see in nasal 
infixed verbs: ã X� ‘full’  > ãXQQD��ãXQQ� ‘*to make full > to fill’ ). This means that 
we have to reconstruct *VX�Qy�+�HL, *VX�Q�+�pQWL. These forms would regularly 
yield Hitt. **ãXQDL, ãXQQDQ]L, but the geminate of the plural was taken over into 
the singular, yielding attested ãXQQDL (cf. ]LQQL]]L, ]LQQDQ]L ‘to finish’  << *]LQL]]L, 
]LQQDQ]L < *WL�QH�K � �WL, *WL�Q�K � �HQWL). The single �Q� is still visible in Pal. ã QD� 
and CLuw. ãXQDWUXÑDQW�L�� (�ÑDQW�derivative of an abstract noun *ãXQDWWDU 
‘outpouring’ ).  
 Of the root *VHX+�,� the rootfinal laryngeal cannot be *K �  (which would have 
yielded **ãX§X� as X�stem adjective), but a choice between *K �  or *K �  cannot be 
made on the basis of the Hittite material (note that §L-verbs always have R-grade 
and that therefore both *VX�QR�K � �HL and *VX�QR�K � �HL would have yielded Hitt. 
ãXQQDL). Melchert (1987b: 24-5) argues that on the basis of the Palaic 3sg.pret.act. 
ãX�~�QD�DW, which in his view must reflect *VX�QH�K � �W, we have to reconstruct *K � . 
I do not understand on which grounds Melchert chooses to reconstruct H-grade 
here, whereas R-grade is equally possible (or even more likely, because of the 
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close similarity between the Hittite and Palaic formation), and therefore do not 
follow him in this reconstruction. See at ã X� for further etymology.  
 
ãXQQD]LªDQW��(adj.) ‘brim-full’ : nom.pl.c. ãX�XQ�QD�]L�DQ�WH�[Hã] (KBo 11.1 rev. 19 
(NH)). 
  
This adjective is attested only once. It seems to be derived from ãXQQD� �  � ãXQQ� 
‘to fill’  (q.v.), but its exact formation is unclear.  
 
ã QLªH�D�� �  (Ic1) ‘to dip’ : 1sg.pres.act. ãX�~�QL�H�PL (KBo 32.176 obv. 15), 
3sg.pres.act. ãX�~�QL�H�H]�]L (KBo 15.36 ii 11 (fr.), 17), ãX�~�QL�H]�]L (KBo 3.38 
obv. 29, KBo 15.36 ii 6), ãX�~�QL�¨D�]L (KUB 20.86 ii 4), 3pl.pres.act. ãX�XQ�QL�¨D�
DQ�]L (KUB 6.45 iv 29 (NH)), 3sg.pret.act. ãX�~�QL�DW (KBo 32.14 iii 11, 12, 29 
(2x)); part. ãX�~�QL�¨D�DQ�W� (KBo 12.101, 13). 
  
For semantics, compare the following contexts:  
 

KBo 32.14 iii  
(9) NINDANX�JXO�OD�DQ UR.GI7�Dã UDUN�QL�¨D Sp�UD�DQ DU�§D SiW�WH�QX�XW  
(10) SD�UD�D DQ NiQ §X�HW�WL�DW UDUN�QL�¨D�D] Q D�DQ NiQ Ì�L  
(11) DQ�GD ãX�~�QL�DW ãD�DN�QL�¨ D�DQ NiQ DQ�GD  

(12) ãX�~�QL�DW Q D�Dã ]D H�ãD�DW Q D�DQ D�GD�D�DQ�QD GD�Lã  
 

 ‘A dog ran off with a NXJXOOD�bread in front of the oven, he had pulled it out of the 

oven and dipped it in oil. In oil he dipped it, he sat down and began eating it’ .  
 

KBo 15.36 ii  
(4) [QX QDP�PD 1 NINDA.GU]R4.RA $�1$ dIM URU[.X�]OL�~�Lã�QD d,â7$5  

(5) [dLAMMA ¨D Ô $�1$ ] DINGIRMEŠ §X�X�PD�DQ�WD�Dã SiU�ãL�¨D Q D�Dã�WD  

      D�ÑD�DQ DU�§D  

(6) [WH�SX 3-â8] SiU�ãL�¨D�D]�]L Q D�Dã�WD PDU�§L DQ�GD ãX�~�QL�H]�]L  
(7) [ãH�U D�D ã�ãD�D]Q SAR

�
I.A 3 $â�5$ GD�D�L  

 
 ‘Further he breaks one thick-bread for the Storm-god of KuliÒišna, for Ištar and the 

Patron deity as well as for all gods. He breaks (it) three times in small pieces and dips 

(them) into the PDU§D�stew and places them on top of plants on three places’ .  
 
 From these examples it is clear that ã QL¨H�D�� �  denotes ‘to dip’ . Note that the 
hapax spelling ãX�XQ�QL� is found in a NH text and therefore may not be 
probative:  
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KUB 6.45 iv  
(28) EGIR�â8 PD 3 NINDA.GUR4.RA BABBAR ŠÀ.BA 1 SA5 $�1$ dU  

      URU=L�LS�OD�DQ�GD  

(29) [SiU�ã]L�¨D Q D�Dã NiQ ŠÀ
�:�

 L /�Ì.DÙG.GA ãX�XQ�QL�¨D�DQ�]L  
 

 ‘He breaks three white thickbreads and one red one of it for the Storm-god of 

Ziplanda, and they dip them into honey and fine oil’ .  
 
 Melchert (1994a: 73) reconstructs ã QL¨H�D� as *V~QK � �¨H�R� (adapting his earlier 
view (1984a: 2961) that the attestations ãX�~�QL�H]�]L and ãX�~�QL�H�H]�]L can also 
be read /sunetsi/ (which is incorrect since we then would expect spellings with 
NE) and reflect *VX�QH�K � �WL), connecting it with ãXQQD� �  � ãXQQ� ‘to fill’ . I do not 
see a semantical connection between ‘to dip’  and ‘to fill’ , however, and follow 
Oettinger (1979a: 159) who states that ã QL¨H�D� “ [f]ern bleibt”  from ãXQQD� �  � 
ãXQQ�.  
 
ãXQQLªH�D�  ¡ : see ãXQQD� ¢  � ãXQQ�  
 
ãXSS� £ ¤ ¤ ¥G¦W£ § ¡ ¥  (IIIc/d) ‘to sleep’ : 3sg.pres.midd. ãX�XS�SD�UL (KUB 37.190 rev.! 6! 
(undat.)), ãX�XS�WD!�UL (KBo 5.4 rev. 38 (NH)), [ã]X�XS�WD�UL (KUB 20.68 i 7 
(OH/NS)), ãX�XS[-WD�UL] (IBoT 2.15 i 5 (OH/NS)), ãX�XS�WD�D�UL (KUB 4.47 obv. 3 
(OH/NS)), ãX�XS�SD�DW�WD (KUB 43.60 obv. 1 (OH/NS)), ãX�XS�SD�DW½½�DW¾¾�WD 
(KUB 43.60 obv. 2 (OH/NS)); 3sg.pres.act. [ãX�X]S�]L (KUB 4.47 obv. 5 
(OH/NS)), ã �XS�St�H]�]L (KUB 12.63 rev. 4 (OH/NS)), 2pl.imp.act. ãX�XS�WpQ 
(KUB 39.31, 3 (OH/NS)); part. ãX�XS�SD�DQ�GD�Dã (KBo 43.27, 3 (NS)); inf.I ãX�
SX�DQ�]L (KUB 18.10 iv 33 (NS)); verb.noun ãX�XS�SX�X�ÑD�DU (KBo 13.2 obv. 14 
(NS)). 
 Derivatives: see ãXSSDUL¨H�D�̈ ¢  and ãXSSDUÑDQW�. 
 IE cognates: Skt. VYDS� ‘to sleep’ , Av. [ © DI� ‘to sleep’ , Lat. V S UH ‘to fall 
asleep’ , OE VZHIDQ ‘to sleep’ . 
  PIE *VXS�y, *VXS�Wy 
  
This verb shows active as well as middle forms with no difference in meaning 
(note the switch between ãXSW UL (KUB 4.47 obv. 3) and [ãX]S]L (ibid. 5)). The 
middle inflection seems to be more original because it is attested more often (note 
that this assumption cannot be supported by chronological evidence: all 
attestations are from NS texts).  
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 The etymological interpretation is clear: the verb reflects PIE *VXHS� ‘to sleep’ . 
We find forms with the ending *-R (ãXSSDUL), with *-WR (ãXSWDUL) and a conflation 
of the two (ãXSSDWWD < virtual *VXS�R�WR). The zero-grade stem of the middle was 
taken over into the active, yielding the forms [ãX]S]L and ãXSWHQ.  
 
ãXSSD�: see ãXSSL� � ãXSSD¨�  
 
ãXSS�D�O�D���(n.) ‘cattle’ : nom.-acc.sg. ãX�XS�SD�DO (KUB 36.55 ii 30 (MH/MS?)), 
[ã]X�XS�SD�OD�DQ (KUB 8.1 iii 13 (OH/NS)), nom.sg.c. ãX�XS�SD�OD�Dã PL�Lã 
(KBo 3.60 ii 1 (OH/NS)), dat.-loc.sg. ãX�XS�OL�L ã�ãL (KBo 6.34 iv 15 (MH/NS)), 
erg.sg. ãX�XS�SD�OD�DQ�]D (KUB 36.32, 5, 8 (MS?)), nom.-acc.pl. ãX�XS�SD�OD�
D ã�ãH�HW (KBo 6.19 i 22 (OH/NS)), gen.pl. ãX�XS�SD�OD�DQ (KUB 31.127 i 43 
(OH/NS)). 
 Derivatives: ãXSSDO ããDU� �� ãXSSDO ãQ� (n.) ‘?’  (dat.-loc.sg. ãX�XS�SD�OH�H�
Hã[-Q(L)] (KUB 31.143a + VBoT 124 iii 6 (OS) with restoration from KUB 60.20 
rev.? 6)). 
 IE cognates: ?Lat. VXSSXV ‘walking inverted, with the head downwards’ . 
  PIE *VXS�OR� ? 
  
Despite the one commune attestation nom.sg.c. ãXSSDODã (found in a NS text), the 
word originally was neuter (nom.-acc.sg.n. ãXSSDO (MH/MS), erg.sg. ãXSSDODQ]D 
(MS?)). The nom.pl.c. ãXSSDO ã as cited in HW (Erg.1: 19) is now to be read as 
ãXSSDO ã[Q(L)], a dat.-loc.sg. of a further unattested noun ãXSSDO ããDU.  
 According to Rieken (1999a: 4322135), all attestations of this word are to be 
interpreted as /supl-/ as can be seen by the one attestation dat.-loc.sg. ãXSOL. She 
follows the etymology of Watkins (1973b), who connects ãXSS�D�O�D�� with Lat. 
VXSSXV ‘walking inverted, with the head downwards’  and reconstructs *VXS�OR�. In 
my view, this etymology, though formally possible, is not self-evident 
semantically.  
 
ãXSSDULªH�D�  ¡ � (Ic1) ‘to sleep’ : 1sg.pret.act. ãX�XS�SD�UL�¨D�QX�XQ (KUB 52.91 iii 
1); 1pl.pret.midd. [ãX�] S�SD�UL�¨D�X�ÑD�Dã�WD�WL (KUB 8.48 i 1); part. ãX�XS�SD�UL�
DQ�]D (KBo 19.109, 9, KBo 19.111, 7), ãX�XS�SD�UL�¨D�DQ�]D (KUB 36.89 rev. 
57). 
 Derivatives: see also ãXSS� ª « « ¬SU® ¢  and ãXSSDUÑDQW�. 
 IE cognates: Lat. VRSRU ‘deep sleep’ , Gr.  ‘truth, reality < *realistic dream’ , 
Skt. VYiSQD� ‘sleep’ , ON VYHIQ ‘sleep’ , TochA �Sl� ‘sleep’ , TochB �SDQH ‘sleep’ , 
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Arm. NµRZQ ‘sleep’ , Lat. VRPQXV ‘sleep’ , Lith. VmSQDV ‘dream’ , Latv. VDSQLV 
‘dream’ , Gr.  ‘sleep’ , OCS V Q  ‘sleep’ . 
  PIE *VXS�U�¨H�R� 
  
This verb, which is attested a few times only, is clearly derived from a stem 
*ãXSSDU� which is also found in the adjective ãXSSDUÑDQW� ‘sleepy(?)’  (q.v.). See 
Rieken 1999a: 3051468 for its connection with Lat. VRSRU ‘deep sleep’  and Gr. 

 ‘truth, reality < *realistic dream’  and the �QR�stems that can be found in e.g. 
Skt. VYiSQD� ‘sleep’ , Lith. VmSQDV ‘dream’  etc. These forms point to an original 
heteroclitic inflection *VXyS�U, *VXS�Q�yV. In Hittite, just as in Greek, the zero-
grade was generalized, yielding *VXS�U, which was used as the basis for 
ãXSSDUL¨H�D�. See at ãXSS� ª « « ¬SU® ¢  ‘to sleep’  for the basic stem *VXS�.  
 
ãXSSDUÓDQW�� (adj.) ‘sleepy(?)’ : nom.sg.c. ãX�XS�SiU�ÑD�DQ�]D (KBo 40.219 rev.? 
7, KUB 60.134 obv. 1), ãX�XS�SiU�ÑD�DQ�WH�Hã (KBo 24.56a ii? 6); broken ãX�XS�
SiU�ÑD�D[Q�...] (HKM 91 obv. 4). 
 Derivatives: see also ãXSS� ª « « ¬SU® ¢  and ãXSSDUL¨H�D�̈ ¢ . 
  
A meaning ‘sleepy’  is proposed by Alp 1991: 344. The stem ãXSSDU� is also 
found in ãXSSDUL¨H�D�̈ ¢  ‘to sleep’ . See there for further etymology.  
 
ãXSSDÓDã©DQDOOL�: see at ãXSSLÑDã§DUSAR  
 
ãXSSL�� ��ãXSSDª� (adj.) ‘purified, sacred’ : nom.sg.c. ãX�XS�St�Lã (OS), ãX�XS�St�Hã 
(OS), acc.sg.c. ãX�XS�St�LQ, nom.-acc.sg.n. ãX�XS�St (OS), dat.-loc.sg. ãX�XS�SD�L 
(OS), ãX�XS�SD�¨D, ãX�XS�St, ãX�XS�SD, abl. ãX�XS�SD�D], ãX�XS�SD�]D, ãX�XS�SD�¨D�
D], ãX�XS�SD�¨D�]D, instr. ãX�XS�St�LW, nom.pl.c. ãX�XS�SD�H�Hã, ãX�XS�St�Lã, 
acc.pl.c. ãX�XS�SD�Xã, nom.-acc.pl. ãX�XS�SD (OS), ãX�XS�St, dat.-loc.pl. ãX�XS�SD�
Dã (OS), ãX�XS�SD�¨D�Dã, ãX�XS�St�¨D�Dã. 
 Derivatives: 

¯%°.¯ ãXSSD (n.pl.) ‘(sacrilized) meat’  (nom.-acc.pl. ãX�XS�SD (OS)), 
ãXSSLªD©©� ¡  (IIb) ‘to purify, to sacrilize’  (1sg.pres.act. ãX�XS�St�¨D�D§�PL (KUB 
14.15 + KBo 16.104 i 17 (NH)), 3sg.pres.act. ãX�XS�St�D§�§L (OS), ãX�XS�St�¨D�
D§�§L (OS), 3pl.pres.act. ãX�XS�St�¨D�D§�§D�DQ�]L, 1sg.pret.act. ãX�XS�St�¨D�D§�§X�
XQ (KUB 19.37 ii 17 (NH), KUB 7.60 iii 17 (NS)), ãX�XS�St�¨D�D§�§X�X�XQ (KBo 
12.85+ i 25 (MH/NS)); 3sg.pret.midd. ãX�XS�St�D�D§�§D�WL (OS); part. ãX�XS�St�¨D�
D§�§D�DQ�W�; verb.noun ãX�XS�St�¨D�D§�§X�X�ÑD�DU; impf. ãX�XS�St��¨D��D§�§L�Lã�
NH�D�,� ãX�XS�St�D§�§L�Hã�NH�D�), ãXSSL ãã�  ¡  (Ib2) ‘to become purified’  
(3sg.pres.act. ãX�XS�St�Hã�]L (KUB 29.4 iv 40)), ãXSSL ããDU, ãXSSLªDããDU (n.) 
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‘purity’  (dat.-loc.sg. ãX�XS�St�Hã�QL, ãX�XS�St�¨D�Dã!�QL (KUB 36.83 i 5), nom.-
acc.pl. [ã]X�XS�St�Hã�ãDU�UL ± I.A (KUB 18.24, 9), [ãX�XS�S]t�Hã�ãDU�UL ± I.A (KUB 
18.24, 5)), 

² ³ ¯%´m¯�µ ´m¯%¶%¯T·U¸ ãXSSL�H�ããDUD� (c.) a priestess, ‘purified woman’  (nom.sg. 
ãX�XS�St�Hã�ãDU�Dã (KUB 9.27 + KUB 7.8 i 14, KBo 22.110, 3), ãX�XS�St�Lã�ãD�UD�
Dã (KUB 33.62 iii 16 (fr.), 18), ãX�XS�St�ãDU�Dã (KUB 7.5 + KUB 9.27 i 33), 
acc.sg. ãX�XS�St�Hã�ãD�UD�DQ, dat.-loc.sg. ãX�XS�St�Lã�ãD�UL, nom.pl. [ãX�XS�]St�Lã�
ãD�UD�Dã (KUB 33.32 iii 8), ãX�XS�St�Lã�UL�H�Hã (KUB 33.62 iii 19)), ãXSSLããDUDQW� 
(adj.) ‘being purified’  (nom.-acc.pl.n. ãX�XS�St�Lã�ãD�UD�DQ�WD (KBo 15.34 ii 31)), 
ãXSSLªDQW� (adj.) ‘purified, sacred’  (acc.sg. ãX�XS�St�¨D�DQ�WD�DQ (KUB 27.68 i 
14), nom.-acc.sg.n. ãX�XS�St�¨D�DQ (KUB 32.123 iii 38)), ãXSSLªDWDU���ãXSSLªDQQ� 
(n.) ‘purity’  (dat.-loc.sg. ãX�XS�St�¨D�DQ�QL (KUB 8.12, 8, 10, KUB 8.14 i 13)). 
  
Although this word is abundantly attested from OS texts onwards and has many 
derivatives, it does not have known cognates within the Anatolian language 
branch, nor in the other IE languages. In the OAssyrian texts from Kültepe ãXSSL� 
is often used as the first element in personal names, although here we usually find 
ãXSSL¨D�: mâX�St�D§�ãX = ãXSSL� + §DããX�; fâX�St�D�D§�ãX�ãDU = ãXSSL� + 
§DããXããDUD�; fâX�Su�D�QL�Nj = ãXSSL� + QHND�; etc.). In Hittite texts we only find 
mâXSSLOXOLXPD� (= ãXSSL� + O OL� + �XPHQ� � �XPQ�) and mâXSSLXPDQ � mâXSSLPQD� 
(= ãXSSL� + �XPHQ� � -XPQ�). Note that the one attestation mâX�X�XS�St�OX�OL�X�PD 
(KUB 19.10 iv 2) clearly points to a phonological interpretation /sopi-/. 
Mechanically, ãXSSL� can hardly reflect anything else than *VXS��H�L�,� but this 
reconstruction cannot be supported by any other evidence.  
 
ãXSS�LªH�D��  ¡ : see ãXSS� ª « « ¬SU® ¢   
 
ãXSSLãWXÓDUD�� (adj.) ‘ornamented(?)’ : nom.sg.c. ãX�XS�St�Lã�WX�ÑD�DU�Dã (OS), 
acc.sg.c. [ãX�XS�St�L]ã�WX�ÑD�UD�DQ (OS), instr. ãX�XS�St�Lã�GX�ÑD�UL�LW, nom.pl.c. 
ãX�XS�St�Lã�WX�ÑD�D�UH�Hã (OS)), acc.pl. ãX�XS�St�Lã�WX�ÑD�UX�Xã (KBo 2.12 v 12 
(OH/NS)). 
 Derivatives: ãXSSLãGXÓDUL� (c.) ‘ornamentation(?)’  (nom.sg. [ã]X�XS�St�Lã�GX�
ÑD�UL�Lã (KBo 35.246 obv. 13 (MH/MS)), instr. ãX�XS�St�Lã�GX�ÑD�UL�LW (KBo 
32.14 ii 43 (MH/MS)), nom.pl. ãX�XS�St�Lã�GX�ÑD�UL�L�H�Hã (KBo 32.14 ii 59 
(MH/MS), acc.pl. ãX�XS�St�Lã�GX�ÑD�UL�Xã (KBo 32.14 ii 56 (MH/MS))). 
  
We have to distinguish two stems: an D�stem ãXSSLãWXÑDUD� that is adjectival and 
an L�stem ãXSSLãGXÑDUL� that is nominal. It is difficult to determine what the words 
mean exactly.  
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 As an adjective, it is used of cups: e.g.  
 

StBoT 12 iii  
(42) LUGAL Ô MUNUS.LUGAL D�ãD�DQ�GD�D[ã] D�UX�ÑD�DQ�]L GAL  
      dIŠKUR ãX�XS�St�Lã�GX�ÑD�UL�LW D�NX�DQ�]L  

 
‘The king and queen bow while sitting and drink from the ã. cup of the Storm-

god’ ;  
 
and of sheep:  
 

KBo 2.12 v  
  (9) 1 UDU ãX�XS�St�Lã�WX�ÑD�UD�DQ  
(10) QD�DW�WD DU�NiQ�WD�DQ  
(11) MUNUSLã�SX�XQ�QD�OD�Dã GD�D�L  
(12) 10 UDU

±
I.A ãX�XS�St�Lã�WX�ÑD�UX�Xã  

(13) QD�DW�WD DU�NiQ�WH�Hã  
(14) LÚ.MEŠ URU=L�SD�OD�DQ�GD GD�DQ�]L  

 
‘The LãSXQDOOD�woman takes one ã. sheep that has not been mounted. The men 

of Zippalanda take 10 ã. sheep that have no been mounted’ ;  
 

KBo 17.43 i  
(6) 1 UDU ãX�XS�St�Lã�WX�ÑD�DU�Dã ,�1$ DUGÚTUL PDU�UL�HW�W[D]  

 
‘One ã. sheep cooks in a pot’ ).  

 
 As a noun, it occurs in the Hittite version of the Hurrian ‘Song of Release’  (see 
StBoT 32):  
 

KBo 32.14 ii  
(42) WH�Hã�ãXP�PL�LQ LÚSIMUG ÑD�DO�OL�¨D�DQ�QL OD�D�§X�Xã  
(43) OD�D�§X�ã D�DQ WL�Lã�ãD�D�LW Q D�DQ ãX�XS�St�Lã�GX�ÑD�UL�LW  
(44) GD�Lã Q D�DQ JXO�Dã�WD QX�X ã�ãL�H ã�WD PD�Lã�WL DQ�GD  
(45) OD�D�OX�XN�NL�Lã�QX�XW  

 
 ‘A smith poured a cup for fame. He poured it and made it right. He provides it 

with ã., ciseled it and made it (the ã.?) beam in glow’ ;  
 

ibid.  
(54) QX WH�Hã�ãXP�PL�¨D LÚSIMUG  
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(55) §X�X�XU�WD�D�LQ WH�HW ÑD�DO�D§�GX ¨ D�DQ  
(56) dIM�Dã WH�Hã�ãXP�PL�LQ QX�X ã�ãL ãX�XS�St�Lã�GX�ÑD�UL�Xã  
(57) DU�§D ãD�DN�NX�UL�H�HG½�GX¾ WH�Hã�ãXP�PL�Lã NiQ  
(58) DQ�GD D�PL�¨D�UL PD�Xã�GX  
(59) ãX�XS�St�Lã�GX�ÑD�UL�L�H�Hã PD NiQ DQ�GD  
(60) ÍD�L PX�ÑD�D�DQ�WD�UX  

 
 ‘And the smith spoke a curse against the cup: ‘May the Storm-god strike him, 

the cup! May he knock off its ã.-s! May the cup fall in the ditch! May its ã.-s 

fall in the river!’ ’ .  
 
 A translation ‘ornamented’  and ‘ornamentation’  (thus e.g. CHD Š: 79) would 
certainly fit the contexts that involve cups. In the case of the sheep, such a 
translation may be less likely, but certainly not impossible.  
 It is unclear whether ãXSSLãWXÑDUD� has anything to do with ãXSSL� ‘purified’  
(q.v.). Such a connection is the reason for e.g. Neu (1996 = StBoT 32: 146) to 
translate “ glänzende Applikation” . Further unknown.  
 
ãXSSLÓDã©DU ·G¹Tº �(n.) ‘onion’  (Sum. SUM.SIKILSAR(?)): nom.-acc.sg. ãX�XS�St�ÑD�
Dã�§DU (KUB 29.7+ rev. 28 (MH/MS)), ã[X�XS�St�ÑD�Dã�§]DU (KUB 29.7+ rev. 27 
(MH/MS)), ãX�X[S�St�Ñ]D�Dã�§DU (KUB 29.7+ rev. 30 (MH/MS)), gen.sg. ãX�XS�
St[-...]-Dã (KUB 29.7+ rev. 30). 
 Derivatives: ãXSSL�DÓDã©DQDOOL� ‘having onions(?)’  (dat.-loc.pl. ãX[-XS�S(t�ÑD�
Dã�§D�QD�DO�OL�¨)D-]Dã (KBo 17.11(+) i 11 (OS) // KBo 17.74 i 10 (OH/MS)), ãX�
XS�St�ÑD�Dã�§D�Q[D�DO�OL�¨D�Dã] (KUB 34.120, 5 (OH/NS)), ãX�XS�SD(-)ÑD�Dã�§D�
QD�DO�O[L�...] (KUB 11.8+9 iii 20 (NH))). 
  
See Rieken (1999a: 312f.) for an extensive treatment of this word. It is likely that 
this word is to be analysed as a compound of ãXSSL� ‘purified’  and ÑDã§DU� 
‘onion(?)’ . The derivative ãXSSL�DÑDã§DQDOOL� shows that ÑDã§DU� originally must 
have been an U�Q�stem. See at both ãXSSL� and ÑDã§DU for further etymological 
treatments.  
 
ãXSO�D��: see ãXSS�D�O�D��  
 ² ·U» ¼�¸ ãXULW�D�� (n.) ‘braid(??)’ : nom.-acc.pl. ãX�UL�WD (KBo 5.1 iv 2, ABoT 17 ii 7, 
KUB 5.10 i 10), ãX�~�UL�WD (KBo 5.1 iv 7). 
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The word ãXULWD, which must be plural as can be seen in KUB 5.10 i (10) ãX�UL�
WD ÑD ~�H�H]�]D�SD�DQ�WD ‘the ãXULWD have grown weary’ , denotes objects that are 
made of wool:  
 

KBo 5.1 iii  
(54) PD�D§�§D�DQ PD TÚG�DQ ãD�UD�D�X�DQ�]L  
(55) ]L�LQ�QD�DQ�]L QX SÍG SA5 DQ�GD  
iv 
  (1) WD�UX�XS�SD�DQ�]L Q D�DW ãD�DQ $�1$ TÚG ãH�HU  
  (2) WL�DQ�]L ãX�UL�WD ¨D L�¨D�DQ�]L QX ]D LÚSD�WL�OL�Lã  
  (3) ÑD�D�WDU Ì.DUG.GA GD�D�L Q D�DW NiQ SD�UD�D Sp�H�GD�D�L  
  (4) QX SILA4 ~�H�WH�QL!�LW NDW�WD D�DQ�ãD�DQ�]L KAxU�DQ  
  (5) GÍR â8 DU�§D D�DU�UL QDP�P D�DQ Ì.DUG.GA�LW  
  (6) Lã�NL�H]�]L QX�X ã�ãD�DQ SÍG SA5 $�1$ GÍRMEŠ â8  
  (7) §D�PD�DQ�NL SÍGãX�~�UL�WD PD�D ã�ãL�L ã�ãD�DQ  
  (8) $�1$ SAG.DU â8 DQ�GD §X�X�OD�OL�¨D�DQ�]L  

 
‘When they finish embroidering the cloth, they wrap up the red wool and place 

it on top of the cloth and they make ãXULWD. The SDWLOL� takes water and fine oil 

and brings it forth. They wipe the lamb with water and wash its mouth and feet. 

Then they anoint him with the fine oil and tie the red wool to his feet. The 

ãXULWD they bind? to its head’ .  
 
An exact meaning of this word cannot be established. Formally, the stem could be 
ãXULWD� or ãXULW�.  
 Friedrich (HW: 200) suggests that ãXULWD is the Hurrian plural to ãXUL�,�which he 
translates as “ Geflecht (? ?)” . As the latter word denotes a part of the oracle liver, 
this connection is not very likely. No further etymology.  
 
ãXUND�L��(c.) ‘root’ : acc.sg. ãX�XU�NL�LQ (KBo 8.130 ii 6), ãXU�N[L�LQ] (HT 38 obv. 
8), gen.sg. ãXU�NL�¨D�Dã (KUB 33.117 i 13), nom.pl. ãX�XU�NL�Lã ± [I.A?] (KBo 17.22 
iii 10 (OS)), acc.pl. ãXU�NX�Xã (KUB 29.1 iv 16), [ãX�X]U�NX�Xã (KUB 60.113, 5), 
ãX�XU!�NX[-Xã] (KUB 60.113, 6), ãX�X�XU�NX�Xã (KUB 29.1 iv 14). 
  
Within the paradigm of this word, of which the meaning ‘root’  is well 
established, we find forms that belong to an L�stem (acc.sg. ãXUNLQ, gen.sg. 
ãXUNL¨Dã) and forms that belong to an D�stem (acc.pl. ãXUNXã). The nom.pl. ãXUNLã 
(if correctly read, see below) is indecisive. According to Melchert (1994a: 132), 
Hitt. ãXUND�L� is connected with “ Lat. VXUFXV” , but I have not been able to find 
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such a word. To my knowledge, in Latin only a word VXUFXOXV ‘twig, sprout’  
exists, which the Oxford Latin Dictionary derives from VXUXV ‘post, stake’ . If this 
latter derivation is correct (and I see no reason why it should not), then a 
connection with Hitt. ãXUND�L� becomes impossible. Eichner (1973: 74) suggests a 
connection with ON VYtUL ‘neck’ , OE VZ HUD ‘neck’  < *VÑpU ¨R�Q�,� stating that 
“ die Bedeutungsentwicklung läuft über ‘Pfahl’ ” , but semantically this seems 
difficult to me. In my opinion, the alteration between L�stem and D-stem forms, 
ãXUNL� � ãXUND�,�could point to a foreign origin of the word.  
 The reading of the oldest form of this word, in KBo 17.22 iii 10 (OS), is 
uncertain. Neu (1980b = StBoT 25: 208) reads ãX�XU�NL�XãM[EŠ], whereas CHD 
(L-N: 16) gives ãX�XU�NL�Lã�ã[H�Hã]. In my view, however, the whole context is to 
be read as:  
 

KUB 28.8 (+) 291/s (with additions from KBo 17.22 iii 10f.)  
  (9) OD�ED�DU�QD�D[(ã ãX�XU�NL�Lã ± )I.A ]D�UX�QD�Dã WH�H�JD�D�Q� ã�ãH�HW  
(10) ~�H�PL�¨D�D[Q�]L OD�ED�DU�QD�Dã (OD�D§�§X�XU�Q)]X�]L�¨D�DQ�WH�ã D  
(11) QH�St�Lã[ ãH�HW x - x - x ~�H�PL�¨D�D]Q�]L  

 
‘The roots of the ODEDUQD will fin[d] his ground on the seas, the leafs [of the 

ODEDUQD will fi]nd [his] heaven [on the ...?]’ .  
 
We see that because of the parallellism with OD§§XUQX]LDQWHã the word ‘roots’  
should be nom.pl. as well (which means that a reading acc.pl. ãXUNLXãM[EŠ] 
becomes impossible), and cannot have an enclitic possessive pronoun (so 
ãXUNLã ã[Hã] is not likely either). I would therefore suggest to read ãXUNLã ± [I.A?].  
 
ãXW ªH�D�  ¡  (Ic3 > Ic2) ‘?’ : 3sg.pres.act. ãX�WD�D�L�H]�]L (KBo 5.2 i 61). 
  
This word is hapax and occurs in a broken context:  
 

KBo 5.2 i  
(56) [                  2 âÒ] 7 NA SD�Dã�ãL�OD�DQ ÍD�D] ãD�UD�D GD�D�L  
(57) [           $�1$ 1 DU]G A 7 NA SD�Dã�ãL�OD�DQ DQ�GD Sp�Hã�ãL�¨D�]L  
(58) [                        $�1]$ 1 DUG A 7 NA SD�Dã�ãL�OD�DQ DQ�GD  
(59) [Sp�Hã�ãL�¨D�]L          ]-QL�¨D NiQ $�1$ 1 DUG 0(�(  
(60) [                            Sp�H]ã�ãL�¨D�D]�]L QX GIŠŠINIG  
(61) [                                      ]x 2 DUG A ãH�HU ãX�WD�D�L�H]�]L  
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‘He takes [two times] seven pebbles from the river. He throws seven pebbles 

into [one ju]g of water, and seven pebbles into another jug of water. [...] in one 

jug one hundred [... he th]rows, and tamarisk [ .... Then] he ãXW L�s the two jugs 

of water.’   
 
Oettinger (1979a: 337) tentatively translates ‘volfüllen’ , which apparently is 
especially prompted by the formal similarity to ã X� � ã ÑDÑ� ‘full’ . This is too 
uncertain, however, to draw any conclusions from. Formally, the verb seems to 
belong to the W ¨H�D�class, which would indicate a (mechanical) reconstruction 
*VXG ª ½ ¬ HK ¾ �¨H�R�.  
 
ã X����ã ÓDÓ� (adj.) ‘full’ : nom.sg.c. ãX�X�Xã (KBo 20.8 iv 4, 6 (OS), KBo 10.23 
iv y+5 (OH/NS), KUB 7.1 i 41 (OH/NS), KUB 9.28 i 13, iii 23 (MH/NS)), 
acc.sg.c. ãX�X�XQ (KBo 21.72 i 13 (OH/NS), KUB 1.16 ii 58 (OH/NS), KUB 
58.27 iv 10 (OH/NS), KBo 31.214, 9 (NS)), nom.-acc.sg.n. ãX�X�~ (KUB 11.19 iv 
22 (OH/NS), 1256/v, 7ff. (StBoT 8: 1002) (OH/NS), KBo 19.132 rev. 14 
(MH/NS)), ãX�X (KBo 11.12 i 5 (OH/NS), IBot 2.123, 5 (OH/NS), KBo 6.34 iii 
12 (MH/NS), KUB 39.57 i 7 (NS), KUB 41.11 obv. 6 (NS)), abl.(?) ãX�X�ÑD�X�D] 
(KBo 38.78, 5 (MS)), acc.pl.c. ãX�X�ÑD�PX�Xã (KBo 17.1 + KBo 25.3 i 26 (OS), 
StBoT 25.4 i 21 (OS), KBo 17.6 ii 2 (OS)). 
 Derivatives: see *ãXPHããDU � ãXPHãQ�,� ãXPUHãNH�D�̈ ¢ , ãXQQD� ¢  � ãXQQ�,�
ãXQQD]L¨DQW�,�ãXW ¨H�D�̈ ¢ , ��� ãXÑ UX� and ãXÑH�D�̈ ¢ . 
  PIE *VRXK ¿ À Á ��R�X� 
  
See Weitenberg 1984: 140 for attestations. This word is an X�stem adjective, as 
can be seen by abl. ã ÑDÑD], acc.pl. ã ÑDPXã. So we are dealing with a root ã � 
followed by an ablauting suffix �DX� � �X�. The root is consistently spelled with 
plene U, which points to a phonological /so-/. So e.g. acc.pl.c. ãX�X�ÑD�PX�Xã = 
/sóamos/ and abl. ãX�X�ÑD�X�D] = /sóauats/. In nom.-acc.sg.n. we find the 
remarkable form ãX�X�~. In my view, this is to be interpreted as /sóu/. The 
alternative spelling ãX�X then must represent a contraction from this latter form to 
/só/. The spellings of nom.sg.c. ãX�X�Xã and acc.sg.c. ãX�X�XQ are ambiguous: they 
could either stand for contracted /sós/ and /són/, or for uncontracted /sóus/ and 
/sóun/.  
 Within Hittite, this adjective clearly belongs with the verb ãXQQD� ¢  � ãXQQ� ‘to 
fill’  which reflects *VX�QR�+�,� a nasal-infixed stem of the root *VHX+�. This 
means that e.g. ãX�X�ÑD�PX�Xã = /sóamos/ must reflect older */só"amos/ and ãX�X�
~ = /sóu/ < */só"u/. As I have shown in § 1.3.9.4.f, there are arguments that the 
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adjective ã X� � ã ÑDÑ� ultimately reflects *VyXK ¿ À Á �X� � *VyXK ¿ À Á �RX�,�in which first 
monophthongization took place (> */só"u-/ and /só"au-/), then the intervocalic 
laryngeal was lost (> OH /sóu-/ and /sóau-/), after which in younger times the 
new diphthong /ou/ was monophthongized as well (> /só-/). For treatment of the 
root *VHXK Â Ã Ä �,�see at ãXQQD� Å  � ãXQQ�.  
 
ãXÓD� ‘to fill’ : see ãXÑH�D�Æ Å   
 
ãXÓD��‘to push’ : see ãXÑH�D�Æ Å   
 
ãXÓDL� (c.) ‘rejection’  (formerly ‘bird’ ): nom.sg. ãX�ÑD�Lã (KBo 26.34 i 15). 
  
This word is hapax in column i of the vocabulary KBo 26.34, of which the 
Sumerian and Akkadian parts are broken off. It is found in a paragraph that 
consists of four terms, namely (12) NDU�ãD�X�ÑD�DU ‘to cut’ , (13) ÑD�DW�NX�ÑD�DU 
‘to jump, to flee, to fly’ , (14) NDS�SX�X�ÑD�ÑD�DU ‘to calculate’ , and (15) ãX�ÑD�Lã. 
Otten and Von Soden (1968: 39-40) argued that on the basis of the Sumerian and 
Akkadian terms that are preserved in colum ii, this paragraph can be identified as 
the section corresponding to Sum. ÏU. The Hittite part of a ÏU-section has also 
been preserved in the small fragment HT 42, where we find obv. (2) MUŠEN�Hã 
[= ÏU�Hã] ‘bird’ , (3) ÑD�DW�NX�DU ‘to fly’ . According to Otten and Von Soden, the 
parallelism between these paragraphs shows that MUŠEN�Hã must be equated 
with ãX�ÑD�Lã, which means that ãX�ÑD�Lã denotes ‘bird’ . In a footnote (402) they 
suggest an etymological connection with Lat. DYLV and Skt. Yi\� ‘bird’ , which has 
been widely accepted since, albeit with some difficulty. On the basis of the other 
IE languages (Lat. DYLV, Skt. Yi\�,�Av. YDLL�,�Arm. KDZ ‘bird’ , Gr.  ‘eagle’ ), 
the word for ‘bird’  must be reconstructed *K Ç pX�L�V, *K Ç X�pL�P, *K Ç X�L�yV, but the 
initial *K Ç � is not visible in Hittite. Moreover, the initial ã� in Hittite is aberrant. 
Several attempts have been made to overcome these problems, e.g. by 
reconstructing *V�K Ç XRL� in which the *K Ç  is lost due to de Saussure effect and the 
initial ã� is an V�mobile (thus e.g. Kimball 1999: 380).  
 Recently, Cohen (fthc.) has elaborately treated the vocabulary in which ãX�ÑD�Lã 
is attested and comes to a quite different conclusion. He convincingly shows that 
this text cannot be equated with HT 42 and that therefore ãX�ÑD�Lã cannot be 
identical to MUŠEN�Hã ‘bird’ . Instead, he rather interprets ãX�ÑD�Lã as a verbal 
noun in �DL� of the verb ãXÑH�D�Æ Å  ‘to push away’  (comparing e.g. §XUWDL� from 
§XÑDUW� Å  � §XUW� or OLQNDL� from OL�Q�N�Æ Å ) and suggests that it denotes ‘rejection’ . 
With this meaning, Cohen argues, ãXÑDLã can easily be explained as the Hittite 
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rendering of Sum. pa-ag = ÏU = Akk. H] EX ‘to abandon’  as attested in the 
vocabulary MSL 3, 54, line 7a.  
 This explanation is far more convincing than Otten and Von Soden’ s one and 
makes more sense from a linguistic point of view. We therefore must reject the 
translation ‘bird’  and consequently the reconstruction *V�K Ç XRL�. For further 
etymological treatment of ãXÑDL� ‘rejection’ , see at ãXÑH�D�Æ Å  ‘to push (away)’ .  
 
ãXÓ ªH�D�È É  (Ic3 > Ic2) ‘to spy’ : 2sg.pres.act. ãX�ÑD�L�H�ãL (KUB 60.20 rev. 6 
(OS)), 3sg.pres.act. ãX�ÑD�L�H]�]L (OS, often), ãX�ÑD�¨D�D]�]L (KUB 29.28 i 9 
(OS)), ãX�ÑD�D�H]�]L (KBo 12.48, 4 (OH/NS)), ãX�ÑD�D�L�H�H]�]L (KBo 3.1 ii 51 
(OH/NS)), 3pl.pres.act.? ãX�~�ÑD�L�¨�D[Q�]L?] (KBo 31.117, 7 (NS)), 1sg.pret.act. 
ãX�ÑD�¨D�QX!�XQ (KUB 29.1 ii 1 (OH/NS)), 3sg.pret.act. ãX�ÑD�L�HW (KUB 17.6 i 24 
(OH/NS)), ãX�ÑD�¨D�DW (KBo 13.94, 9 (OH/NS)), 2sg.imp.act. ãX�~�ÑD�¨D (KUB 
29.1 i 52 (OH/NS), KUB 41.23 ii 10 (OH/NS)), ãX�ÑD�¨D (KUB 48.13 obv. 16 
(NS)), ãX�~�ÑD�L (KUB 41.23 ii 10 (OH/NS)), 2pl.imp.act. ãX�ÑD�DW�WH[-HQ] (KBo 
12.18 i 7 (OH/NS)). 
  PIE *VX�+�HK Ç �¨H�R� ?? 
  
See Oettinger 1979a: 293f. for attestations. The manyfold OS attestations of ãX�
ÑD�L�H]�]L are found in the formula SDU�QD�Dã�ãH�D ãX�ÑD�L�H]�]L that is attested in 
the Laws. The exact meaning of this formula is not clear (in fact, it is a hotly 
debated topic), but formally the verbal form ãX�ÑD�L�H]�]L can hardly belong with 
anything else than ãXÑD¨H�D�Æ Å  ‘to spy’ .  
 This verb belongs to the W ¨H�D�class, which consists of verbs ending in 
*-HK Ç �¨H�R�. Oetinger (1979a: 386) therefore reconstructs *VÑDK Ç �¨H�R� but does not 
mention any cognates. Kimball (1999: 368) reconstructs *VXRK Ç�Ã Ä L�¨p�y� from a 
root *VXHK Ç�Ã Ä L� “ move quickly, turn, swing”  as visible in MHG VZ LHQ ‘to swing 
oneself’ , We. FKZLP ‘movement, rush’  under the assumption that “ [t]he semantic 
development would have been “ turn” , i.e. “ turn one’ s attention to”  > “ look at” “ . 
Semantically as well as formally this does not seem attractive to me, and I would 
therefore for the time being only mechanically reconstruct ãXÑ ¨H�D� as 
*VX�+�HK Ç �¨H�R�.  
 
����ãXÓ UX��(adj.) ‘full, complete’ : nom.-acc.sg.n. ãX�ÑD�D�UX (OS, often), ãX�ÑD�
UX, ãX�X�ÑD�UX (KUB 10.27 i 31 (MH/NS), KUB 36.2b ii 22 (NS)), ãX�~�ÑD�UX 
(KBo 19.144 i 12 (NS)), ãX�~�ÑD�UX�~ (KUB 12.29, 3 (NS)), abl. ãX�ÑD�UX�D] 
(KBo 19.144 i 15 (NS)), instr. [ãX�]ÑD�UX�~�LW (KBo 15.25 i 7 (MH/MS)), � ãX�X�
ÑD�UX�LW (KUB 44.50 i 10 (NS)). 
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 Anat. cognates: Pal. ãXÓ UX� ‘full’  (nom.sg.c. ãX�ÑD�UX�X[ã], nom.-acc.sg.n. ãX�
ÑD�D�UX). 
  PIE *VX+�yUX�? 
  
See Weitenberg 1984: 191-194 for a detailed treatment of the semantics of this 
word. He convincingly concludes that the word means ‘full, complete’  (and not 
‘mighty, heavy’  as Puhvel 1981a suggests). The few attestations with gloss 
wedges could point to a non-Hittite origin. A connection with ã X� � ã ÑDÑ� ‘full’  
(q.v.) is likely, but the formation is not fully clear. It looks as if ãXÑ UX� reflects 
*VX+�yUX�,�but I do not know of other similar formations.  
 
ãXÓDUÓLO��(gender unclear) material to bind reed with: instr. ãX�ÑD�UX�L�OL�LW (KUB 
9.28 iii 20). 
  
The word is hapax in the following context:  
 

KUB 9.28 iii  
(18) ãX�X�ÑD�DQ�WH�Hã GD�DQ�QD�]D NL�LW�WD  
(19) Sp�UD�DQ�Q D KASKAL�ãL GI�Dã KÁ.GAL

ÊÌË Í
  

(20) ãH�HU DQ�GD ãX�ÑD�UX�L�OL�LW  
(21) Lã�§L�¨D�DQ�]D Q D�Dã DU�§D NL�LW�WD  

 
‘The full ones, the empty one lies. In front of the road, up inside the gate, the 

reed is bound with ãXÑDUXLO� and is layed down’ .  
 
It cannot be determined exactly what ãXÑDUXLO� denotes. Formally, the word looks 
like a derivative of the adj. ãXÑDUX� ‘full, complete’  (q.v.), but this does not easily 
give a meaningful interpretation of ãXÑDUÑLO�.  
 
ã ÓDÓ�: see ã X� � ã ÑDÑ�  
 
ãXÓH�D�È É  (Ic4) ‘to fill’ : 1pl.pres.act. ãX�ÑD�X�H�QL (KUB 12.63 obv. 29 (OH/MS)), 
3pl.pres.act. ãX��X��ÑD�DQ�]L (NS); part. ãX�X�ÑD�DQ�W� (NH, often), ãX�ÑD�DQ�W� 
(NH, often), ãX�X�XQ�WD�DQ (IBoT 1.36 ii 41 (OH/MS)); impf. 2sg.pres.act. ãX�Xã�
NH�ãL (KUB 31.143 ii 22 (OS)). 
 Derivatives: see ã X� � ã ÑDÑ�,�ãXQQD� Å  � ãXQQ� etc. 
 Anat. cognates: HLuw. VXZD� ‘to fill’  (1sg.pret.act. VX�ZD�L�KD (KARKAMIŠ 
A30K §3), 3sg.pret.act. VX�ZD�L�WD (TELL AHMAR 5 §2)). 
  PIE *V+X�¨H�R� 
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See Oettinger (1979a: 295) for attestations. HW (200) cites the verb as ãXÑ L�,�
apparently on the basis of 3sg.imp.act. ãX�ÑD�D�L[G�GX] (KUB 24.10 iii 12 
(OH/NS)), which form belongs with ãXÑH�D� ‘to push (away)’ , however. Although 
Oettinger is aware of at least this possibility (1979a: 29673), he cites this verb as 
ãXÑDH�,�apparently because of the fact that he believes that it is a denominative 
belonging to the §DWUDH-class, derived from the participle ãXÑDQW� ‘filled’  (o.c.: 
296). Personally, however, I do not see why we cannot assume that the stem was 
ãXÑH�D�,�reflecting a *-¨H�R�derivative of the root *VX+� ‘full’ . Because a preform 
*VX+�¨H�R� would regularly yield OH **ãX¨H�D� (cf. §X¨DQ]L ‘they run’  < *K Ç XK Â �L�
pQWL), I assume that in this word laryngeal metathesis has taken place: *V+X�¨H�R� 
would regularly yield Hitt. ãXÑH�D� as is attested (note that it is thus homophonic 
with ãXÑH�D� ‘to push’ ). The OS impf. ãXãNH�D� could very nicely reflect the 
archaic formation *VX+�V�H�R� or *V+X�V�H�R� (cf. Melchert 1997b: 84f. for the 
view that originally, *-¨H�R�derivatives display this suffix in present-forms only, 
and not in non-present forms like the imperfective in �ãNH�D�). See ã X� � ã ÑDÑ� 
for further etymology.  
 The hapax ãX�X�XQ�WD�DQ (IBoT 1.36 ii 41) shows a contraction from ãXÑDQW�,�
just as WL�LQ�WL�Hã ‘standing’ , attested on the same tablet (IBoT 1.36 ii 48), which 
shows a contraction from WL¨DQW�.  
 
ãXÓH�D�È É  (Ic4) ‘to push (away), to shove, to cast off’ : 1sg.pres.act. ãX�H�[PL] 
(KUB 26.77 i 11 (OH/NS)), 3sg.pres.act. ãX�~�H]�]L (KBo 6.2 iv 48 (OS), KBo 
16.25 iv 5 (MH/MS)), ãX�~�L�H�H]�]L (KUB 8.81+ rev. 7 (MH/MS)), ãX�~�H�H][-]L] 
(KBo 19.4 iv 6 (OH/NS)), ãX�~�ÑD�D�L]�]L (KBo 6.3 ii 52 (OH/NS)), ãX�Ñ[D�D�]L]�
]L (KBo 6.5 iv 13 (OH/NS)), 3pl.pres.act. ãX�ÑD�DQ�]L (KUB 13.7 i 7 (MH/NS)), 
1sg.pret.act. ãX�ÑD�QX�XQ (KUB 24.14 i 20 (NS)), 3sg.pret.act. ãX�~�H�HW (KBo 
32.14 ii 2 (MS)), ãX�~�HW (KBo 16.25 i 68 (MH/MS)), ãX�X�ÑD�LW (KUB 18.3, 19 
(NS)), 2pl.pret.act. ãX�X�ÑD�DW�W[H-HQ] (KBo 12.63 ii 6 (OH/NS)), ãX�ÑD�DW�WH�HQ 
(KUB 4.1 ii 13 (MH/NS)), 3pl.pret.act. ãX�~�HU (KUB 36.105 rev. 4 (OH/NS)), 
3sg.imp.act. ãX�ÑD�D�L[G�GX] (KUB 24.10 iii 12 (OH/NS)), 2pl.imp.act. ãX�ÑD�D�
DW�WpQ (KBo 10.45 iv 28 (MH/NS)), ãX�X�ÑD�DW�WpQ (KBo 4.2 i 15 (OH/NS)), 
3pl.imp.act. ãX�ÑD�DQ�GX (KBo 4.2 i 68, 70 (OH/NS)); 3sg.pres.midd. ãX�ÑD�DW�WD�
UL (KUB 13.2 iii 24 (MH/NS)), 3sg.pret.midd. ãX�XW�WD�WL (KBo 6.34 iii 17 
(MH/NS)), ãX�ÑD�DW�WD�DW (KUB 30.39 ii 10 (NS)), 3sg.imp.midd. ãX�XW�WD�UX 
(KBo 6.34 iii 21 (MH/NS)), 2pl.imp.midd. ãX�ÑD�DG!?�GX�PD�DW (text: �DQ�,�KBo 
10.45 iv 1 (MH/NS)). 
 Derivatives: see ãXÑDL�. 
 IE cognates: Skt. VDY Å � ‘to impel, to set in motion’ , OIr. VRwG ‘turns’ . 
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  PIE *V+X�¨H�R� 
  
There are three verbs that are formally quite similar: ãXÑH�D�Æ Å  ‘to push (away)’ , 
ãXÑH�D�Æ Å  ‘to fill’  and ãXÑD¨H�D�Æ Å  ‘to spy’ . Oettinger (1979a: 294f.) conveniently 
gives an overview of the paradigms and the different forms of the three verbs.  
 For ãXÑH�D�Æ Å  ‘to push (away)’  we see that the oldest forms show a stem ãXÑH� 
besides ãXÑD�. In NH times, some forms are inflected according to the highly 
productive §DWUDH�class (3sg.pres.act. ãXÑ L]]L, 3sg.pret.act. ãXÑDLW and 
3sg.imp.act. ãXÑDL[GGX]).  
 Oettinger (1979a: 297) convincingly connects ãXÑH�D�Æ Å  with Skt. VXYiWL ‘to 
impel, to set to motion’  and reconstructs *VXK Â �p�WL. For Hittite, however, no other 
thematic verbs are known, so despite the fact that Skt. VXYiWL indeed reflects 
*VX+pWL I would rather reconstruct a *-LH�R�formation for Hittite. Because *VX+�
¨H�R� would have yielded OH **ãX¨H�D� (cf. §X¨DQ]L ‘they run’  < *K Ç XK Â �L�pQWL), I 
assume that in this word laryngeal metathesis has taken place: *V+X�¨H�R� 
regularly yielded Hitt. ãXÑH�D� as attested. The colour of the laryngeal cannot be 
seen in Hittite nor in Sanskrit. Note that the middle forms seem to be derived 
from the unextended root *V+X�: ãX�WWDWL and ãX�WWDUX besides ãXÑ�DWWDUL (compare 
Melchert 1984a: 53101).  
 
ãXÓHUL�: see ã HUL�  
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�W (instr.-ending) 
  
See Melchert 1977 for a full description of the instrumental case in Hittite. 
Although in NH times the only instr.-ending seems to be �LW (sometimes spelled 
�HW as well, so possibly /-}t/), we find an ending �W in older texts: Lã�§D�DQ�GD (OS) 
‘blood’  (vs. NS H�Hã�§D�QL�LW), [J]H�QX�W D�DW NiQ (OS) ‘knee’ , NL�Lã�ãDU�DW 
(OH/MS), NL�Lã�ãDU�WD (MH/MS) ‘hand’  (vs. NS NL�Lã�ãD�UL�LW), ~�L�WD�DQ�WD (OS) 
‘water’  (vs. NS ~�L�WH�QL�LW). If we compare these to other OS instr.-forms like §X�
X�PD�DQ�WL�LW, §X�X�PD�DQ�WH�HW, [Lã�]§DU�ÑD�DQ�WH�H[W], we can imagine that the 
original ending was *-W, and that in nouns that end in a stop an epenthetic vowel 
/}/ was inserted. That this ending /-}t/ was spreading in pre-Hittite times already 
can be seen by forms like SiU�WD�~�QL�W X�Xã (OS) and [JH�]HQ�]X�L�W D�DW NiQ 
(OS), possibly under influence of L�stem forms, where �LW is regular (e.g. §DO�NL�LW 
(OS)). It should be noted that D�stem nouns show the ending �LW from the oldest 
texts onwards (e.g. NX�XQ�QL�W D (OS) of NXQQD�,�ãD�D�NX�LW (OS) of ã NXÑD� and 
ãH�H�HU�§L�LW (OS) of ã U§D�), whereas an ending **�DW would certainly have been 
possible.  
 Etymologically, it is likely that this ending is in one way or another connected 
with the abl.-ending �� �] (q.v.), which can be inferred from the fact that in OH 
texts some pronominal stems use formal instrumentals to express ablative 
function (e.g. N W, DS W, etc.). See at �� �] for the argumentation that this ending 
must reflect *-�y�WL, which indicates that instr. �W goes back to *-W.  
 
�W (pronominal nom.-acc.sg.n.-ending) 
  PIE *-G 
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This ending is occurs in e.g. nom.-acc.sg.n. DS W ‘that (one)’ ,  DW ‘it’ , NXLW ‘what’ , 
1�DW ‘one’  (but note that N � � N � � NL� ‘this (one)’  has nom.-acc.sg.n. N ). It is 
clearly identical to the pronominal nom.-acc.sg.n.-ending *-G as found in several 
other IE languages: e.g. Skt. WiG, Av. FLW, Lat. LG, TXLG, etc.  
 
�W (2sg.imp.act.-ending) 
  PIE *-G Î L 
  
This ending only occurs in L�LW ‘go!’ , WH�H�HW ‘speak!’  and the causatives in �QX�,�
e.g. DU�QX�XW ‘you must transport’ . It is generally accepted that this ending reflects 
*-G Î L, on the basis of cognates like Skt. LKt, Gr.  ‘go!’ , Skt. N��XKt, Av. 
N U QXL L ‘make!’ , Gr.  ‘incite!’ . Note the use of the zero-grade stem: L�LW ~ 
LKt ~  < *K Â L�G Î t, DU�QX�XW a  < *K Ä U�QX�G Î t. This etymology shows that 
word-final *-L regularly was lost in Hittite, which means that e.g. in the verbal 
endings of the present we must reckon with a wide-scale restoration of *-L. Note 
that this suffix in principle cannot be used in favour or against the theory that a 
sequence *G Î L should have assibilated in Hittite to �ã� since we possibly are 
dealing with loss of *-L# before assibilation occurred at all.  
 
�W����WWD (3sg.pret.act.-ending of the PL-flection) 
  PIE *-W 
  
This ending, which contrasts with the corresponding §L-ending �ã (q.v.), shows 
two allomorphs. When the preceding verb stem ends in a consonant, we find �WWD 
(e.g. H�HS�WD, H�Hã�WD, H�NX�XW�WD, ÑD�DO�D§�WD, etc.), when it ends in a vowel, we 
find �W (e.g. WH�H�HW, DU�QX�XW, ]L�NH�H�HW, etc.). The opinions on the interpretation of 
the ending �WWD differ. E.g. Pedersen (1938: 98) states that e.g. H�Hã�WD should be 
interpreted “ /est/”  and states: “ die Schriebung [mit �WWD] erklärt sich aus der 
Unmöglichkeit, mit den Mitteln der Keilschrift eine auslautende Gruppe von zwei 
oder drei Konsonanten auszudrücken”  (thus also Kronasser 1956: 31). Oettinger 
believes that the vowel �D� is real here, however. He states (1979a: 96): “ Die 
Sprachwirklichkeit des anaptyktischen Vokals hinter der Endung *-W wird durch 
Schreibungen wie OL�LQ�NDW�WD (niemals *OL�LQ�ND�DW!) ‘er schwor’ , §DU�DN�WD ‘er 
ging zugrunde’  usw. erwiesen. Sie liegt auch in H�LS�WD (niemals *H�SD�DW!) ‘er 
ergriff’  usw. vor” , to which Melchert (1994a: 176) adds that “ [t]he reality of the 
vowel [of �WWD] is supported by the spelling H�NX�XW�WD for /égwta/ ‘drank’ , where 
**H�NX�XW would have been sufficient to spell a real **/egwt/” . An additional 
argument could be the fact that the instr. of ‘hand’  is spelled NL�Lã�ãDU�DW (OH/MS) 
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as well as NL�Lã�ãDU�WD (MH/MS), both standing for /k}Srt/, whereas such an 
alternation between a spelling �WD and �DW is never found in the case of the 
3sg.pret.act.-ending.  
 All in all, we must assume that the postvocalic variant �W represents /-t/, whereas 
the postconsonantal variant �WWD represents /-ta/. Etymologically, it is fully clear 
that Hitt. /-t/ must reflect the PIE secondary 3sg.-ending *-W. In postconsonantal 
position word-final *-W is regularly dropped (cf. e.g. nom.acc.sg.n. of stems in 
*-HQW > Hitt. �DQ), which means that the forms of which the stem ends in a 
consonant became ending-less. In order to solve this confusing situation, the 
3sg.midd.-ending *-WR was taken over, which regularly yielded Hitt. /-ta/ (note 
that a similar scenario explains the Luwian 3sg.pret.act.-ending �WWD < the middle-
ending *-WR and 3pl.pret.act.-ending �DQWD < the middle-ending *-HQWR, replacing 
*-HQW that regularly yielded **�DQ, cf. Yoshida 1991: 369f. and Yoshida 1993). 
This means that e.g. H�Hã�WD ‘he was’  reflects /"ésta/ from virtual *K Â pV�WR, 
replacing *K Â pV�W and that H�NX�XW�WD ‘he drank’  = /"égwta/ from virtual *K Â pJ Ï Î WR, 
replacing *K Â pJ Ï Î W.  
 In NH texts we occasionally find that the original distribution between °9�W and 
°&�WD is getting blurred, e.g. SD�D�L�WD (KBo 3.7 iii 13 (OH/NS)) ‘he went’ , SiG�
GD�LW�WD (KBo 23.1 i 20 (NH)) ‘he ran’  (or ‘you ran’ ?, cf. CHD P: 353) and ÑD�DW�
NX�XW (Güterbock 1952: first tablet i 17, iii 18, third tablet i 5, iv 21 (NS)) ‘he 
jumped’ , cf. Kimball 1999: 195.  
 
WD (clause conjunctive particle): WD (OS), W D�Dã (OS), W D�DQ (OS), WD�D ã�ãH 
(OS), etc. 
 Derivatives: see WDNNX. 
  PIE *WR� 
  
In OH texts, we find three sentence initial conjunctive particles, QX, WD and ãX, 
which are used, next to asyndesis, to connect sentences in a semantically neutral 
way (as opposed to the conjunctives  �¨�D ‘and, also’ ,  �P�D ‘but, and’ , etc., 
which have a specific semantic function). The exact syntactic reasons to use 
asyndesis on the one hand and QX, WD or ãX on the other, and within that last group 
the choice between QX, WD or ãX, are not fully clear yet. The most complete 
description to date is by Weitenberg (1992), who shows for instance that QX, WD 
and ãX are obligatory in sentences that only consist of the verb and an enclitic 
object in order to avoid topicalization of the verb (e.g. ã Xã WDPHããHU ‘they 
oppressed them’ , W Xã WDUPDHPL ‘I fasten them’  vs. **WDPHããHU Xã and 
**WDUPDHPL Xã), and that the choice between WD and ãX is governed by the 
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tempus of the sentence: ãX when the verb is preterite, WD when the verb is present. 
Rieken (1999b) has analysed many OH attestations of WD and argues that this 
particle is used to mark the last sentence in of a piece of discourse dealing with 
one topic and therefore can be translated “ dann” . Nevertheless, many questions 
regarding the distribution between QX, WD and ãX remain. One of the difficulties in 
establishing the grammar of the sentence initial conjunctive particles is the fact 
that the system is clearly in decline: from MH times onwards WD and ãX are not 
part of the living speech anymore (only WD is used in MH and NH texts in some 
formulaic sentences), whereas asyndesis has become rare: the particle QX has 
become the default clause conjunctive.  
 This unclearness regarding the synchronic use of the conjunctive particles also 
has a negative impact on their etymology. Nevertheless, Watkins (1963) 
convincingly shows that Hitt. QX, WD and ãX can functionally and formally be 
equated with the Old Irish preverbs QR, WR and VH and that WD ~ WR < *WR and ãX ~ VH 
probably are related to the demonstrative pronoun *VR�,� *WR� as attested in the 
other IE languages (Skt. Vi, Va, WiG, Gr. , , , etc.).  
 
�WD (instr.-ending): see �W  
 
�WWD (2sg.pret.act.-ending of the §L-flection) 
  PIE *-WK Ç H 
  
This ending is functionally equal to its corresponding PL-conjugation ending �ã. It 
is clear that from the earlies texts onwards, the §L-ending �WWD is spreading at the 
cost of �ã, first in verbs that end in a consonant: e.g. H�HS�WD (MH/MS), §DU�DS�WD 
(MS), PH�HU�WD (OH/MS). Unfortunately no 2sg.pres.act.-forms of verbs in 
consonants are attested in OS texts. In NS texts, we even occasionally find that 
�WWD is found in original PL-verbs in a vowel, like SD�LW�WD ‘you went’ . In NS texts, 
we also encounter forms that functionally are 2sg.pret.act., but formally are 
identical to 3sg.pres.act. (e.g. Sp�H�GD�Dã ‘you carried’ , ãD�DN�NL�Lã ‘you knew’ , 
ãD�DQ�QD�Dã ‘you concealed’ , X�XQ�QL�Hã ‘you carried (here)’ , ~�GD�Dã ‘you 
brought (here)’ ), which may show that �WWD itself is starting to get lost as well. In 
NS texts, we encounter half a dozen 2sg.pret.act.-forms of §L-verbs that show an 
ending �ãWD (D�Xã[-WD] (KBo 5.3 iii 56 (NH)), PH�PL�Lã�WD (KUB 15.5 iii 11 (NH)), 
St�Hã�WD (KBo 11.1 rev. 12 (NH)), ãL�Lã�WD (KBo 3.34 i 23 (OH/NS)), GD�Lã�WD 
(KUB 21.27+ i 4, 6 (NH)), XS�St�Hã�WD (KBo 8.76 rev. 4 (NS)), ÑD�DU�UL�Lã�ãL�Lã�WD 
(KUB 31.47 obv. 13 (NH)). It is in my view not coincidental that in most of these 
cases these forms are formally identical to (the NH variant of) the 3sg.pret.act.-
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form of these verbs (see at �ã (3sg.pret.act.-ending of the §L-conjugation) and their 
own lemmas). So instead of regarding these forms as showing a remarkable 2sg.-
ending �ãWD, I just regard them as formal 3sg.-forms that are used in the function 
of 2sg.-forms (contra Jasanoff 2003: 119f.). See at �ã (2sg.pret.act.-ending of the 
PL-conjugation) for a similar phenomenon in the PL-conjugated verbs.  
 See at �WWL (2sg.pres.act.-ending of the §L-conjugation) for etymological 
considerations: �WWD likely reflects the PIE 2sg.perf.-ending �WK Ç H as reflected in 
Skt. �WKD, Gk. - , TochB ��V�WD.  
 
�WWD (2sg.pret.midd.-ending): see �WWD�UL�, �WWDW�L�  
 
�WWD (3sg.pret.act.-ending of the PL-flection): see �W  
 
�WWD (3sg.pres.midd.-ending): see �WWD�UL�, �WWDW�L�  
 
 WWD�: see  WWL� �  WWD� �  WWH�  
 
 WWD��� WWX (encl.pers.pron. acc.-dat. 2sg.) ‘(to) you’  
 Anat. cognates: HLuw.  WX (encl.pers.pron. acc.-dat. 2sg.) ‘to you’  ( WX�X 
(ASSUR letter D §4, F §5)). 
  
In principle the encl.pers.pron. of 2sg. is  WWD (e.g. QX�X W�WD). Sometimes, 
however, we find  WWX as well. The form  WWX is consistently found before� ], but 
occasionally in other positions as well. In the Adad-hymne, for instance, we find 
KBo 3.21 iii (10) OL�Lã�ãL PD�D G�GX ÑD�DU�Dã�QX�DQ�GX ‘let them assuage you in 
your liver!’ , parallel to ibid. (12) OL�Lã�ãL PD�D W�WD (13) ÑD�DU�Dã�QX�DQ�GX; ibid. 
ii (17) LN�WD�Dã PD�D G�GX�X ã�ãD�DQ LU�§D�D] ‘from the confines of your net; 
ibid. iii (3) ãDO�OD�DQ�QL PD�D G�GX�X ã�ãD�D[Q] ‘but ... you for greatness’ . 
Sometimes we find  WWX in front of  NDQ: QX�X G�GX NiQ (KUB 12.34 i 9).  
 Perhaps we are dealing with an original allophonic pair, the distribution of 
which was determined by the phonetic environment. Nevertheless, the evidence is 
too scanty to determine this distribution. Phonetically, we could think of e.g. a 
basic form *WX, the �X� of which would drop in front of *R (cf. W Q < *GÑR¨RP).  
 In the other IE languages, the enclitic forms of 2sg. seems to be *WRL for the 
dat.-gen. (Skt. WH, Av. W L, Gr. ) and *WX³ for the acc. (Skt. WY , Av. , Gr. , 
Dor. ). Especially the latter form seems to fit Hitt.  WWD �  WWX, although I do not 
dare to give an exact reconstruction.  
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G � É ���G��(IIa1 ) ‘to take, to wed, to decide’  (Sum. ME): 1sg.pres.act. GD�D�D§�§p 
(OS), GD�D�D§�§L (OS), GD�D§�§L (NS), 2sg.pres.act. GD�D�DW�WL (OS), GD�DW�WL (NS), 
WD�DW�WL (KUB 5.9 i 24 (NH)), 3sg.pres.act. GD�D�L (OS), GD�L (rare, NS), WD�H (1x), 
1pl.pres.act. WX�PH�H�QL (OS), WX�PH�QL (OS), GD�D�X�H�QL (OS), GX�PH�H�QL, GX�
PH�QL, GX�XP�PH�H�QL, WX Ð �PH�H�QL, WX Ð �PH�QL, WX Ð �XP�PH�QL, 2pl.pres.act. GD�DW�WH�
H�QL (OS), GD�DW�WH�QL, WD�DW�WH�QL (NH), 3pl.pres.act. GD�DQ�]L (OS, very often), WD�
DQ�]L (OS, rare), GD�D�DQ�]L (NS, rare), 1sg.pret.act. GD�D�D§�§X�XQ (OS), GD�D§�
§X�XQ (NS), 2sg.pret.act. GD�D�DW�WD (MH/MS), GD�DW�WD (NS), WD�DW�WD, 3s.pret.act. 
GD�D�Dã (OS), WD�D�Dã (KBo 18.151 obv. 3 (MS)), WD�Dã (KBo 18.151 obv. 6, 8, 9, 
12, 13, 14 (MS)), GD�DW�WD (KUB 23.1 ii 25 (NH), Bronzetafel ii 87 (NH), RS 
17.109, 4 (NH)), GD�DG�GD (KUB 26.43 obv. 10 (NH)), 1pl.pret.act. GD�D�X�HQ 
(OS), GD�D�X�H�HQ, GD�X�H�HQ, 2pl.pret.act. GD�D�DW�WH�HQ (NH), GD�DW�WH�HQ (NH), 
3pl.pret.act. GD�D�HU (OS), 1sg.imp.act. WD�OL�LW (KBo 3.38 rev. 16 (OH/NS)), 
2sg.imp.act. GD�D (OS), 3sg.imp.act. GD�D�~ (OS), GD�~ (NH), GD�DG�GX (NH), 
2pl.imp.act. GD�D�DW�WH�HQ (OS), GD�DW�WH�HQ (MH/MS), GD�DW�WpQ (MH/MS), 
3pl.imp.act. GD�DQ�GX (MH/MS); 3sg.pres.midd. GD�DW�WD�UL (MH/NS), GD�DG�GD�
UL (NH), WD�DW�WD�UL (NH), 3sg.pret.midd. GD�DW�WD�DW (NH), GD�DG�GD�DW (NH), WD�
DW�WD�DW (NH); part. GD�D�DQ�W� (MH/MS), GD�DQ�W� (NS); verb.noun gen.sg. GD�D�
X�ÑD�Dã (NH); inf.I GD�X�ÑD�DQ�]L (NH), GD�D�X�ÑD�DQ�]L (NH); inf.II GD�D�DQ�QD 
(MH/MS), GD�DQ�QD (MH/MS); impf. GD�Dã�NH�D� (OS), GD�D�Dã�NH�D� (NH), GD�
Lã�NH�D� (NH). 
 Derivatives: see SHGD� Å  � SHG� and XGD� Å  � XG�. 
 Anat. cognates: Pal. unclear: 1sg.pret.act. GD§§D ‘?’ , 3pl.pres.act. WHQ]L ‘?’ , 
3pl.pret.act. W ]]XQWD ‘?’ , 2sg.imp.act. W ]]X ‘?’  (see also at G L� Å  � GL�); CLuw. O � 
‘to take’  (1pl.pres.act. OX�~�XQ�QL, OX�XQ�QL, 3sg.pret.act. OD�D�DW�WD, OD�DW�WD, 
3sg.imp.act. OD�D�DG�GX, 3pl.imp.act. OD�D�DQ�GX, part. [O]D�D�L�LP�PD�DQ (?)), 
ODO �,� O O � ‘to take’  (1sg.pres.act. OD�OD�D�~�L, 2sg.pres.act. OD�OD�D�DW�WL, 
3sg.pres.act. OD�OD�D�L, OD�D�OD�L, OD�OD�L, 3pl.pres.act. OD�D�OD�DQ�WL, OD�OD�DQ�WL, 
3sg.pret.act. OD�D�OD�DG�GD, OD�OD�D�DW�WD, OD�OD½�DW¾�WD, 2sg.imp.act. OD�D�OD, 
3sg.imp.act. OD�D�OD�DG�GX, 3pl.imp.act. OD�D�OD�DQ�GX, inf. OD�OD�X�QD), ODO PD�L� 
‘itemized list, receipt’  (nom.sg. OD�OD�PL�Hã, OD�OD�PL�Lã, coll.pl. OD�OD�D�PD), 
ODODWWD� ‘(ritual) act of taking (away)’  (nom.-acc.sg. OD�OD�DW�WD�DQ�]D, gen.adj.abs. 
OD�OD½�DW¾�WD�Dã�ãL); HLuw. OD�OD��,� GD� ‘to take’  (2sg.pres.act. OD�VL 
�ø6.(1'(581� ����� �VJ�SUHV�DFW�� OD�L (KÖRKÜN §11), Wj�L (KÖRKÜN §8, 
KARKAMIŠ A3 §20, KARKAMIŠ A15E, §12, BOROWSKI 3 §9, ALEPPO 2 
§13, §18, KÖTÜKALE §5, BOYBEYPINARI 1-2 §19, ANCOZ 7 §4, §9), Wj�LD 
(KARKAMIŠ A6 §27, §28, §30), 3pl.pres.act. Wj�WL�L (KARKAMIŠ A11D §27), 
1sg.pret.act. CAPERE(-)OD�KD (0$5$ù� �� ���� ������ OD�KD� �0$5$ù� ��� OLQH� ���
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BOHÇA §13), Wj�KD (KARKAMIŠ A11E+F §30, KARKAMIŠ A7 §3), 
3sg.pret.act. Wj�WD (TELL AHMAR 1 §12), 3pl.pret.act. /lalanta/ “ CAPERE” OD�OD�WD 
�0$5$ù� �� ������ LQI�� ³&$3(5(´�-)OD�L�X�QD���� (BOHÇA §3, §9), 
“ CAPERE” (-)OD�QD��0$5$ù�������� 
 IE cognates: Skt. GiG WL, Av. GD LWL, Arm. WDP, Gr. , OLith. GXRVWL, Lat. 
G , G UH ‘to give’ , OCS GD[  ‘he gave’ . 
  PIE *GyK Ä �HL, *GK Ä �pQWL 
  
See Oettinger (1979a: 64-5), Ciantelli (1978), Tischler (HEG T: 5f.) and Neu 
(1968: 160) for attestations. The oldest forms of this verb show a paradigm 
G §§H, G WWL, G L, WXP QL, GDWW QL, GDQ]L for the present and G §§XQ, G WWD, G ã, 
G ÑHQ, G WWHQ, G HU for the preterite. Note, however that the derivatives SHGD� Å  � 
SHG� ‘to bring (away)’  and XGD� Å  � XG� ‘to bring (here)’  (formed with the prefixes 
SH� and X�) show forms that are more archaic, e.g. SHWXPHQ and XWXPPHQ vs. 
G ÑHQ, SHWLãWHQ vs. G WWHQ,� SHWHU and XWHU vs. G HU, but also SHWXPDQ]L and 
XWXPDQ]L vs. G ÑDQ]L and XWLãNH�D� vs. GDãNH�D�. All in all, I think that we have to 
reconstruct an original paradigm G §§H, G WWL, G L, WXP QL, *WLãW QL, GDQ]L for the 
present and G §§XQ, G WWD, G ã, *WXPHQ, *WLãWHQ, *WHU for the preterite. This means 
that we find a stem G � in the singular and a stem G� in the plural (in both the 
present and the preterite).  
 It should be noted that in NH times, the paradigm has undergone some changes. 
We then find: GD§§L, --, G L, WXPHQL, GDWWHQL, GDQ]L, GD§§XQ, GDWWD, G ã, --, GDWWHQ, 
G HU, G , G X, GDWWHQ, GDQGX. These forms are completely regular according to the 
developments described in § 1.4.9.3: OH /aCCV/ develops into NH /áCCV/.  
 Already Hrozný (1915: 29) etymologically connected this verb with the PIE 
root *GHK Ä � ‘to give’ . Although the semantic side of this etymology has received 
some criticism (but see Tischler HEG T: 7f. for an enumeration of the many 
scholars who have spoken in favour of a semantic development ‘to give’  > ‘to 
take’ ), the formal side has been generaly accepted. The exact interpretation of this 
formal side has caused some debate, however. Eichner (1975a: 93f., followed by 
Oettinger 1979a: 500f.) assumes that this verb originally was middle (“ sich etwas 
geben lassen” ) and that 1sg.aor.midd. “ *G Ä K Ç i”  and 2sg.aor.midd. “ *G Ä WK Ç i”  
regularly yielded Hitt. **GD§§D and **GDWWD, on the basis of which the paradigm 
was brought into the active and yielded G §§L, G WWL, G L, etc. A similar scenario is 
given by Melchert (1984a: 25) who states that 3sg.pres.midd. *GK Ä �H�R was 
reinterpreted as a stem *GK Ä H�R� + zero-ending, which caused the spread of this 
‘thematic’  stem in the singular, yielding *GK Ä H�R�K Ç HL, *GK Ä H�R�WK Ç HL, GK Ä H�R�HL. 
These scenarios seem unattractive to me. I know of no other instance where an 
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original PIE middle yielded a Hittite active paradigm. The fact that the active and 
middle are living categories in Hittite makes it difficult to assume that an original 
middle did not just stay middle but was taken over into the active paradigm. 
Moreover, the formal sides are difficult: Eichner’ s assumption that *&K Ä & 
vocalises to Hitt. & & is unparalleled, whereas Melchert’ s construct of a thematic 
§L-verb would be unparalleled as well (the so-called ‘thematic’  §L-verbs that are 
attested (the WDUQ�D��class) all go back to a sequence *�&R+� � *�&+�).  
 In my view, we have to take G ��G� at face value. It is a §L-inflecting root-
present, and just as all §L-verbs it shows original *R-grade: *GyK Ä �K Ç HL, 
*GyK Ä �WK Ç HL, *GyK Ä �HL, *GK Ä �ÑpQL, *GK Ä �VWpQL, *GK Ä �pQWL. These forms regularly 
yield G §§H, G WWL, G L, WXP QL, *]DãW QL, GDQ]L. Already in OH times, we find a 
spread of a secondary stem GD� (on the basis of 3pl.pres.act. GDQ]L) in e.g. 
2pl.pres.act. GDWW QL (instead of expected *]DãW QL, cf. *G Î K Â V�H�D� > OH /tské/á-/, 
]D�Dã�NH�D�) and impf. GDãNH�D� (instead of *]DãNH�D�).  
 
WD©©DUD�: see WX§§DUD�  
 Ñ-Ò.Ñ

GD©DãWL�: see UZUG Q§DãWL�  
 
WD©ã� (IIIh?) ‘to predict’ : 3sg.pres.midd. WD�D§�ãD�DW�WD�UL; impf.3pl.pret.act. WD§�
Lã�NHU!. 
 IE cognates: ?Skt. GD\DWL ‘divides’ , Gr.  ‘to divide’ . 
  PIE *GHK Ç �V� ? 
  
This verb is hapax in the following context:  

 
KUB 41.24 rev. (with additions from KUB 15.2 iv 5-9 and KBo 15.11 iv 5-10) 
(1) DUB.1.KAM NU.TIL â,�3[È7 ... (PD�D�)DQ (ãD�DQ $�1$ LUGAL DJ�JD�WDU)]  
(2) WD�D§�ãD�DW�WD�U[(L QD�Dã�P D�DW ]D NiQ Ù D�Xã�]L)]  
(3) QD�Dã�P D�DW ãL ,[(â�78 SUMEŠ) QD�Dã�P(D ,â�78 MUŠEN

Ó
I.A)]  

(4) L�ãL�¨D�D§�WD�UL [QD�Dã�PD�D ã�ãL GIS(KIM�Lã NX�Lã�NL ÏUL�OX�Xã)]  
(5) â$ ÚŠ Sp�UD�DQ N[L�ãD�U(L )QX (NL�L SISKUR â8)]  
 
‘First tablet. Unfinished. Conjuration[...]. When to a king death is W.-ed, -- either he sees 

it in a dream or it is revealed to him by an entrail- or bird-oracle, or some bad sign has 

occurred in front of him --, (then) this is the ritual for it’ .  
 

From this context it is clear that WD§ãDWWDUL must mean ‘is predicted’ . A possible 
other form of this verb can be found in WD§�Lã�NHU!, found in KBo 3.34 iii (14) ... 
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(L�G)]D�OX §p�HQ�NiQ WD§�Lã�NHU! (the reading NHU is ascertained by the duplicate 
KUB 31.38 rev.? 18), if this means ‘... they predicted an evil death’ .  
 Often, this verb is seen as a variant of WDNã�Æ Å  ‘to undertake, to unify’  (e.g. 
Kümmel 1967: 109, Oettinger 1979a: 219), but this is semantically as well as 
formally unlikely: in the rare cases that N alternates with §, we are dealing with 
words of foreign origin, where an original cluster �ã§� or �§ã� occasionally 
becomes �ãN� or �Nã� (cf. Melchert 1994a: 170). The only case of such an 
alternation in an inherited word is the hapax spelling §D�PL�Lã�NiQ�]D vs. 40+x 
§DPHã§D�QW�� < *K Ç PHK Â �VK Ç R�.  
 A better connection may be PIE *GHK Ç � ‘to allot’  (Skt. GD\DWL, Gr.  ‘to 
divide’ ). If this connection is correct we are dealing here with an V-extension 
*GHK Ç �V� (compare SD§ã� < *SHK Ç �V�,�S ã� < *SHK Ä �V�).  
 
WD©©XÓDL����WD©©XL�: see WX§§XÑDL� � WX§§XL�  
 
GDL� É ���WL� (IIa4 > Ic1) ‘to lay, to put, to place’ : 1sg.pres.act. WH�H�H§�§p (OS), WH�H§�
§p (OS), WH�H�H§�§L (OS), WH�H§�§L (OH/MS), WL�L§�§L (KUB 17.28 i 28 (MH/NS), 
KUB 19.55+ rev. 42 (NH)), 2sg.pres.act. GD�LW�WL (OH/NS), WD�LW�WL (KBo 3.38 obv. 
24 (OH/NS)), 3sg.pres.act. GD�D�L (OS), GD�L (OH/NS), WL�¨D�D]�]L (ABoT 44 i 50 
(OH/NS)), 1pl.pres.act. WL�¨D�X�H�QL (KBo 3.4 iv 35, 47 (NH)), 2pl.pres.act. 

 = [W]L?� �Lã�WH�QL (KBo 8.42 rev. 1 (OS)), GD�D�LW�WH�QL (KUB 13.6 
ii 5 (NS)), 3pl.pres.act. WL�DQ�]L (OS), WL�¨D�DQ�]L (OS), WL�DQ�WL (KBo 20.33 rev. 10 
(OS)), 1sg.pret.act. WH�H§�§X�XQ (OH/MS), WL�¨D�QX�XQ (KUB 31.71 iii 4 (NH), 
KUB 22.40 ii 9 (NS)), 2sg.pret.act. WD�LW�WD (KUB 33.70 iii 14 (MH/NS)), GD�Lã�WD 
(KUB 21.27+ i 4, 6 (NH)), 3sg.pret.act. GD�Lã (OS, often), WD�L�Lã (KBo 18.151 
rev. 10, 11 (OH/MS)), GD�D�Lã (OH/NS), GD�D�L�Lã (KUB 15.5+ i 10 (NH)), WL�¨D�
DW (KUB 43.50 obv. 7 (NH), KUB 8.79 rev. 12 (fr.) (NS), KUB 33.118, 11 (fr.) 
(NS), KUB 14.14 obv. 37 (fr.) (NH)), WL�L�¨D�DW (KUB 22.40 ii 7 (NS)) 
1pl.pret.act. GD�L�~�HQ (MH/MS), GD�D�L�~�HQ (KBo 15.10 i 32 (OH/MS)), 
2pl.pret.act. GD�Lã�WH�HQ (OS), 3pl.pret.act. GD�D�HU (OS), GD�L�HU (OH/MS), GD�L�H�
HU (MH/MS), GD�H�HU (MH/MS), GD�D�L�H�HU (MH/MS), GD�D�L�HU (KBo 15.10 ii 
30, iii 47 (OH/MS)), WL�L�H�HU (KBo 3.1 i 22, 37 (OH/NS), KBo 5.8 ii 5 (NH)), 
2sg.imp.act. GD�L (KBo 3.23 obv. 6, 8, rev. 6 (OH/NS)), 3sg.imp.act. GD�D�~ 
(KUB 14.3 ii 57 (NH)), 2pl.imp.act. GD�Lã�WpQ (MH/MS), WD�Lã�WpQ (Bo 4222 iii 9), 
GD�D�Lã�WHQ (KBo 12.18 i 3 (OH/NS), KBo 4.8 ii 17 (NH)), 3pl.imp.act. WL�DQ�GX 
(MH/NS); part. WL�¨D�D�DQ�W� (MH/MS), WL�¨D�DQ�W�; verb.noun WL�¨D�X�ÑD�DU (NH), 
gen.sg. WL�¨D�X�ÑD�Dã (NH); inf.I WL�X�ÑD�DQ�]L (KUB 26.32 i 3 (NH)), WL�¨D�X�ÑD�
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DQ�]L; impf. ]D�Dã�NH�D� (OS), ]L�NH�D� (OS), ]L�LN�NH�D� (OS), WL�Lã�NH�D� (NS), WL�
Hã�NH�D� (NS). 
 Derivatives: WLªDQQD� É ���WLªDQQL� (IIa5) ‘to lay down (impf.)’  (2sg.imp.act. WL�DQ�
QD (KUB 20.76 i 17, KBo 30.165 i 10), sup. WL�¨D�DQ�QL�¨D�X�ÑD�DQ (KUB 43.61 i? 
7)), WLªDQWLªH�D�È É  (Ic1) ‘to set up, to erect’  (3sg.pres.act. WL�¨D�DQ�WL�¨D�D[]?�]L] 
(HEG T: 367), 3pl.pres.act. WL�¨D�DQ�WL�¨D�DQ�]L (KUB 29.1 iv 17); inf.I [W]L�¨D�DQ�
WL�¨D�X�ÑD�DQ�]L (HEG T: 367)), see WLWWD� Å  � WLWWL�,�WLWQX�Æ Å , WHã§D� and WX]]L�. 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. W ÓD� ‘to put, to place’  (3sg.pret.act. GX�~�ÑD�DW�WD, 
3pl.pret.act. GX�~�ÑD�DQ�GD, 2sg.imp.act. WX�X�ÑD�D, 3pl.imp.act. GX�~�ÑD�DQ�GX, 
GX�~�XQ�GX); HLuw. WX�ZD�� ‘to place, to erect’  (3sg.pres.act. /tuwai(a)/ WX�
ZD�L�L�� (SULTANHAN §31), PONERE�ZD�L�LD (KARKAMIŠ A13D §3), 
PONERE+

ÍÔË WX�ZD�L�L[D@� �0$5$ù� �� $��� �VJ�SUHW�DFW�� �WX�ZD�KD�� 321(5(�ZD�L�KD 
(often), “ PONERE” W~�ZD�L�Ki (KARKAMIŠ A6 §15), PONERE�X�KD (BOR §3), 
3sg.pret.act. /tu(wa)ta/ WX�ZD�L�WD (SULTANHAN §9), WX�WD� �(5.ø/(7� �� �����
PONERE�X�WD (BOR §9), 3pl.pret.act. /tunta/ WX�Wi (KULULU 4 §4), 2sg.imp.act. 
/tu/ PONERE�X (ASSUR letter H §22), 3sg.imp.act. /tuwatu/ PONEREWX�ZD�L�WX 
(MARAŠ 8 §14), 3pl.imp.act. /tuwantu/ WX�ZD�L�WX�X (KULULU 2 §7)); Lyd. 
FX�YH�� ‘to erect’ ? (in IDFXQL� ‘to erect’  and GDFXYHU W ‘has been erected’  ?); Lyc. 
WD� ‘to put, to place’  (3sg.pres.act. WDGL, WWDGL, WGGL (?), 3pl.pres.act. WmWL, W WL, 
3sg.pret.act. WDG , 3pl.pret.act. WmW , WHW , 3pl.imp.act. WDWX, WmWX, inf. WDQH, WmQH, 
WWmQH, WWmQD, impf.3pl.pres.act. WDVxWL), WXZH� ‘to place’  (3sg.pres.act. WXZHWL, 
3pl.pres.act. WXZ WL, 3sg.pret.act. WXZHWH, WXZHW , 3sg.imp.act. WXZHWX, 
impf.3pl.pres.act. WXVxWL). 
  PIE *G Î K Â �yL�HL / *G Î K Â �L�pQWL, *G Î K Â �V�p�y� 
  
The oldest forms of this paradigm are W §§H, GDLWWL, G L, *WLÑHQL, [W] ãWHQL, WLDQ]L for 
the present and WH§§XQ, WDLWWD, GDLã, GDLÑHQ, GDLãWHQ, G HU for the preterite. Note 
that the original strong stem was GDL� (with short �D�), which is clearly visible in 
e.g. GDLÑHQ and GDLã. Only in late MH times, the stem GDL� was replaced by G L� 
on the basis of 3sg.pres.act. G L, yielding forms like G LÑHQ and G Lã. In the 
1sg.-forms, the stem GDL� regularly monophthongized to W � in front of �§�. In 
3sg.pres.act. the preform *Ga¨�L yielded /dai/, spelled GD�D�L (with regular loss of 
intervocalic �¨�). Similarly in 3pl.pret.act. *Ga¨�HU, which regularly yielded /daer/, 
spelled GD�D�HU (OS). Restoration of the stem GDL� yielded MS forms like GD�L�H�
HU /dáier/, whereas later on, when the stem G L� is being generalized, forms like 
GD�D�L�H�HU /daier/ are found. It is often claimed that in OS there still was a 
difference between G HU ‘they took’  and GD¨HU ‘they placed’ . This view is based 
on KBo 22.2 (Zalpa-text) only, where we indeed find GD�D�HU ‘they took’  (obv. 5) 
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besides GD�L�HU ‘they placed’  (obv. 16). Since this text has now been recognized 
as showing MH script and not OH script (cf. Košak 2005d: 112), the difference 
between G HU and GD¨HU in this text can be explained in view of the MH 
restoration of the stem GDL� in the paradigm of GDL��WL�,�replacing OH G HU ‘they 
placed’ .  
 The original weak stem is WL� (and not WL¨D�,�as often stated), which is visible in 
WLDQ]L (which is WL�DQ]L and not WL¨D�Q]L), WLDQGX, WL¨DQW�,� WLXÑDQ]L and possibly in 
[W] ãWHQL (if this is the correct reading). Like all G L�WL¨DQ]L-class verbs, we find 
here as well generalization of the thematic stem WL¨H�D� Æ Å  in younger times. 
Because these forms formally fell together with the verb WL¨H�D�Æ Å  ‘to step’ , it is not 
always easy to decide whether a form belongs here or with ‘to step’ . I have cited 
in this paradigm only forms of WL¨H�D� which are used together with the supine, as 
gathered by Kammenhuber 1955.  
 The hapax 3pl.pres.act. WL�DQ�WL (KBo 20.33 rev. 10 (OS)) must be a mistake 
(compare correct WL�DQ�]L in ibid. 7) and does not show non-assibilation of *-WL 
(compare the wrong interpretation of alleged 3sg.pres.act. H�Hã�WL ‘he is’  under the 
lemma of Hã�Æ Å  � Dã� ‘to be’ ).  
 Already Friedrich (1922: 169) correctly connected GDL� Å  � WL� with the PIE root 
*G Î HK Â � ‘to place, to put’  (see also at W �Æ Å ), which has been generally accepted 
since. Nevertheless, the exact formal prehistory of this verb has been severely 
debated, see Tischler HEG T: 21-3 for an extensive overview of views and 
reconstructions. The formal interpretation of this verb depends on one’ s analysis 
of the G L�WL¨DQ]L-class as a whole. In the recent literature, Oettinger (1979a: 461) 
regarded this class as reflecting a formation *&yK Â L�HL, *&K Â L�pQWL (although there 
he assumes that GDL� � WL� has been secondarily taken over into this class, a view 
which he seems to have abandoned later on, cf. 2004: 401), whereas Melchert 
(1984: 73; 1994a: 65) reconstructs G L as *G Î HK Â L�HL. Both reconstructions cannot 
be correct on formal grounds: the sequence *9K Â L9 yields OH 9¨9, compare OH 
§X¨DQ]L ‘they run’  < *K Ç XK Â LpQWL. As I have argued extensively in Kloekhorst 
fthc.a, the G L�WL¨DQ]L-class can only be explained as reflecting a formation *&&�
yL�HL � *&&�L�pQWL, i.e. the zero-grade of a root followed by an ablauting suffix 
*-RL���L�. For GDL� � WL� this means that we must reconstruct the following 
paradigm: 

 
*G Î K Â �yL�K Ç HL  >  W §§L��
*G Î K Â �yL�WK Ç HL  >  GDLWWL��
*G Î K Â �yL�HL  >  G L��
*G Î K Â �L�ÑpQL  >  **WLÑHQL   >>   WL¨DÑHQL�
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*G Î K Â �L�VWpQL� >  WLãWHQL�
*G Î K Â �L�pQWL  >  WLDQ]L  

 
 In OS texts, the imperfective is spelled ]D�Dã�NH�D�, ]L�NH�D� and� ]L�LN�NH�D�. In 
my opinion, the spelling ]D�Dã�NH�D� must be more original and represent /tské/á-/. 
Already within the OH periode the anaptyctic vowel /}/ emerged in the cluster 
/tsk/ (cf. § 1.4.4.4), yielding /ts}ké/á-/, spelled ]L��LN��NH�D�. These forms are 
important since they must reflect *G Î K Â �V�p�y� and show that originally the 
G L�WL¨DQ]L-class verbs did not use the element �L� in the imperfective. Note that 
the NS forms WLãNH�D� and WLHãNH�D� are clearly secondarily built on the stem 
WL�¨H�D��.  
 In the Luwian languages we find CLuw. WXÑD�,�HLuw. WX�ZD�� and Lyc. WXZH� 
(the appurtenance from Lyd. FX�YH�� in my view is far from assured). The 
generally accepted explanation of this stem *WXÑH�R� is given by Oettinger (1979a: 
483), who assumes that this stem must be reanalysed out of “ urluw. *GXÑ QL ‘wir 
setzen’ ” . This seems entirely DG KRF to me: the 1pl.-form is much too small a base 
for such an analogy. In my view, it almost seems as if we are dealing with a 
suffix �X� in these forms (compare e.g. Skt. GDGKiX for such an X�suffix, cf. 
Kortlandt 1989: 111) so perhaps originally *G Î K Â �yX�HL, *G Î K Â �X�pQWL, which was 
thematicized in younger times to *G Î K Â �XH�R� (compare *SL¨H�D� ‘to give’  from 
original *SRL� � *SL�). The Lycian verb WD� seems to preserve the unextended root. 
Melchert (1994a: 67) therefore assumes that 3sg.pres.act. WDGL directly reflects 
*G Î pK Â �WL, showing the development *-HK Â � > Lyc. �D�. Morpurgo Davies (1987: 
221f.) assumes that a preform *G Î pK Â �WL should have given Lyc. **WLGL, however, 
and she therefore proposes an intricate mixing between the roots *G Î HK Â � ‘to 
place’  and *GHK Ä � ‘to put’ .  
 
WDªD]LO�,� WDªH]LO�� (n.) ‘theft’ : nom.sg. WD�¨D�D]�]L�LO (OS), gen. WD�¨D�]L�OD�Dã (OS), 
GD�¨D�]L�OD�Dã (OH/MS), WD�L�H]�]L�OD�Dã (MH/NS), GD�L�¨D�]L�OD�Dã (MH/NS). 
  PIE *WHK Ç �¨R�WLO� 
  
See Rieken (1999a: 481) for attestations. Most forms show WD¨D]LO�,�but the one 
attestation WD�L�IZ�]L�OD�Dã has to be interpreted /taietsilas/. This word is clearly a 
derivative in �]LO� of the verb W ¨H�D�Æ Å  ‘to steal’  (q.v.), which also explains the 
alteration between WD¨D]LO� and WD¨H]LO�. See Rieken (1999a: 476) for the 
reconstruction of the suffix �]LO� as *-WL� + *-LO�. See at W ¨H�D�Æ Å  for further 
etymology.  
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W ªH�D�È É  (Ic3 > Ic2) ‘to steal (from)’ : 3sg.pres.act. WD�D�L�H]�]L (OS, often), WD�L�H]�
]L (OS), GD�D�L�H]�]L (OS), WD�¨D�D]�]L (OS), GD�L�H�H]�]L (OS), WD�D�H]�]L (OS), GD�
D�¨D�D]�]L (MH), GD�L�¨D�]L (KUB 13.9 ii 16 (MH/NS)), GD�D�L�¨D�]L (NH), WD�D�L�
H�H]�]L (NH), WD�D�L�¨D�]L (NH), 2pl.pres.act. WD�D�HW�WH�QL (NH), WD�¨D�DW�WH�QL 
(NH), 1sg.pret.act. WD�L�¨D�QX�XQ (NH), WD�¨D�QX�XQ (NH), 3sg.pret.act. GD�¨D�DW 
(KUB 13.9 ii 11 (MH/NS)), GD�D�L�¨D�DW (NH), 1pl.pret.act. WD�¨D�X�HQ (NH), 
3pl.pret.act. GD�¨D�HU (HKM 36 rev. 46 (MH/MS)), GD�L�H�HU (HKM 57 obv. 17 
(MH/MS)); part. GD�¨D�DQ�W� (MH/MS); verb.noun GD�D�¨D�X�ÑD�DU (MH); impf. 
GD�D�¨D�Dã�NH�D� (MH), WD�Lã�NH�D� (NH). 
 Derivatives: see WD¨D]LO. 
 IE cognates: Skt. W \~� ‘thief’ , VW \iW (adv.) ‘secretly’ , Gr.  ‘to rob’ , 

 ‘in vain’ , OCS WDW  ‘thief’ , WDLWL ‘to conceal’ , OIr. WiLG ‘thief’  (*W �WL�). 
  PIE *WHK Õ �¨H�R� 
  
See Oettinger 1979a: 396f. for attestations and treatment. The verb shows a stem 
W ¨H�D�,�which has already by Hrozný (1917: 54) been compared to Skt. W \~� 
‘thief’ , Gr.  ‘to rob, etc. This means that W ¨H�D� must reflect *WHK Õ �¨H�R� 
(similar formation in Skt. VW \iW ‘secretly’  and OCS WDLWL ‘to conceal’ ). This verb 
is the name-giver of the W ¨H�D�class, which consists of a few other verbs that go 
back to *-HK Õ �¨H�R� as well.  
 Neumann (1961a: 64f.) claims that the Hes.-gloss :    
‘thief by the Lydians’  points to a Lyd. *WHMX� ‘thief’ , which he reconstructs as 
*W ¨X� and equates with Skt. W \~� ‘thief’ . Problematic, however, is the fact that *¨ 
should yield Lyd. G (cf. Melchert 1994b). Melchert (1988c: 39) claims that 
HLuw. *428Wj�LD�W[L] (KARKAMIŠ A24D §13) means ‘steals’ , but this is rejected 
by Hawkins (2000: 136) because such a meaning would not fit the context. 
Moreover, the sign Wj must be read /da/ (cf. Rieken fthc.), which does not fit 
*WHK Õ �¨H�R� either.  
 
WDªH]LO�: see WD¨D]LO�  
 
W LãWD� É ���W LãWL� (IIa5 > IIa1 , Ic1 > Ic2) ‘to load’ : 3sg.pres.act. WD�D�Lã�WD�L (KBo 
6.10 ii 5 (OH/NS)), WD�[H]ã�WL�¨D�]L (IBoT 2.131 rev. 7 (NS)), GD�Lã�WL�¨D�L]�]L 
(KUB 58.91 rev.? 10 (NS)), 3pl.pres.act. GD�Lã�WH�¨D�DQ�]L (KUB 31.79 obv. 13 
(MH/MS)), WD�[D�L]ã�WL�¨D�DQ�]L (IBoT 3.148 ii 55 (MH/NS)), GD�D�Lã�WL�DQ�]L 
(KBo 10.20 iv 6 (NS)), WD�Hã�WL�¨D�DQ�]L (IBoT 2.131 rev. 17 (NS)), GD�Lã�WD�DQ�]L 
(KBo 34.267, 3 (NS)), GD�Lã�WD�D[Q�]L] (KBo 24.112+ rev. 2 (NS)), 3pl.pret.act. 
GD�Lã�WH�L�H�HU (KUB 31.79 obv. 9 (MH/MS)); part. nom.-acc.sg.n. WD�D�Lã�WL�¨D�DQ 
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(KBo 10.2 iii 12 (OH/NS)), nom.-acc.pl.n. [WD�D�L]ã�WL�DQ�GD (KUB 29.26, 4 
(OH/NS)); inf.I GD�Lã�WXP�PD�DQ�]L (IBoT 3.148 ii 43 (MH/NS)). 
 Derivatives: WDLãWLªDU (n.) ‘?’  (nom.-acc.sg.? WD�Lã�WL�¨D�DU (KUB 59.3, 11)), see 
WDLã]L�. 
  PIE *G Ö RK × �HV� + *G Ö K × �RL���L� 
  
See Tischler HEG T: 28-9 for attestations. The oldest attestations belong to the 
P PD�L�class: W LãWDL, G LãWL¨DQ]L, GDLãWL¨HU (the forms GD�Lã�WH�¨D�DQ�]L (KUB 
31.79 obv. 13) and GD�Lã�WH�L�H�HU (ibid. 9) probably show use of the sign TE for WL 
(cf. Melchert 1984a: 137)), W LãWL¨DQW�. Like all P PD�L�class verbs, in younger 
times this verb is taken over into the WDUQD�class (GDLãWDQ]L and GDLãWXPPDQ]L). 
Besides, we occasionally find forms that show a stem WDLãWL¨H�D�Ø Ù  (WDHãWL¨D]L) and 
GDLãWL¨DH�Ø Ù  (GDLãWL¨DL]]L). As I explained under the treatment of the P PD�L�class in 
§ 2.2.2.2.h, its verbs go back to polysyllabic G L�WL¨DQ]L-class verbs. In this case, 
too, we therefore can reconstruct a stem *W LãWDL� Ù  � W LãWL�.  
 Oettinger (1979a: 477) suggests that this verb is of nominal origin and 
reconstructs a W-suffixed V�stem: *G Ö RK × �HV�W�. This cannot easily account for the 
inflection, however, and has the disadvantage that we would rather expect that 
*G Ö RK × HV�W�L� would show assibilation of *-W� to �]�. Rieken (1999a: 189-90) 
therefore adapts Oettinger’ s suggestion: she accepts the explanation of G Lã� as 
*G Ö RK × �HV� ‘which is put upon’ , but suggests rather that W LãWDL��W LãWL� is to be seen 
as a compound of *G Ö RK × �HV� + GDL� Ù  � WL� ‘to put a load upon’ . This analysis is 
superior in the sense that it perfectly explains the inflection. See at GDL� Ù  � WL� for 
further etymology.  
 
WDLã]L��(c.) ‘hay-barn’ : acc.sg. WD�Lã�]L�LQ (OS). 
  PIE *G Ö RK × �HV�WL� 
  
This word is semi-hapax in §100 of the Hittite Laws:  

 
KBo 6.2 iv (with additions from duplicate KBo 6.3 iv 59-62) 
(59) [Wi(N�NX W)]D�Lã�]L�LQ NX�Lã�NL OX�XN�NL�H]�][(L) G(U4

?
Ó

I.A â8 H�HW�UL�L)]ã�NH�H]�]L  
(60) [(Q X�Xã ãD�DQ)] SD�UD�D §D�PH�Hã�§D�DQ�GD DU�[(QX�]L WD�Lã�]L�LQ)]  

(61) [(EGIR�SD S)]D� �L WiN�NX IN.NU.DA DQ�GD�DQ [(NU.GÁL QX WD�Lã�]L�LQ  

      ~�H�WH�H)]]�]L  
 
‘If someone sets fire to a W., he will feed his (i.e. the owner’ s) [co]ws and will bring 

them to (next) spring. He will pay back the W. If there was no hay inside, he will (only) 

rebuild the W.’ .  
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On the basis of this context, we must conclude that WDLã]L� denotes a hay-barn in 
which the hay is stored with which the cows are fed during the winter.  
 Formally, one can hardly deny the resemblance with the verb W LãWD� Ù  � W LãWL� ‘to 
load’ , but the exact connection is in debate. Some scholars who analyse W LãWD�L� 
as W LãW�+ reconstruct WDLã]L� as *WDLãW�L�. This view is adapted by e.g. Melchert 
(1994a: 166) who reconstructs *WDLã�W�WL� and reckons with a rule *-VWW� > �ãW� (and 
not /stst-/). These etymologies are now flawed by our reconstruction of W LãWD�L� as 
*G Ö RK × �HV� + GDL� Ù  � WL�. Rieken (1999a: 190) reconstructs *G Ö RK × �HV�G Ö K × �WL� 
(assuming the same sound law as Melchert did, namely *-VWW� > �ãW�), but this 
seems unlikely to me. I would prefer *G Ö RK × �HV�WL�,�a �WL�derivative of *G Ö RK × �HV� 
‘which has been layed down’  (in this case = ‘hay’ ). For �WL�derivatives of V-stems 
compare e.g. Pol. GáXJR ü < *G OJRVW  < *GOK × J Ö �RV�WL� (cf. Rieken 1999a: 182).  
 
W ªXJD�: see under ¨XJD�� 
 
G NN� Ú � �� GDNN� (IIa2) ‘to resemble’ : 3sg.pres.act. GD�D�DN�NL (KUB 43.53 i 2ff. 
(OH/NS)), WD�DN�NL (KBo 21.19 i 4, 5 (MH/NS), KUB 33.93 iv 31 (NS)), 
3pl.pres.act. WiN�NiQ�]L (KBo 17.17 iv 5 (OS), KUB 43.53 i 15 (OH/NS))); 
3pl.pres.midd. WiN�NiQ�WD�UL (KBo 22.6 i 28 (OH/NS)); verb.noun? [Wi]N�NX�X�ÑD�
DU (KUB 3.110, 5 (NS)), WiN�NX�ÑD�DU (KUB 12.52 iii 6 (NS)). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘seems’ . 
  PIE *Gy Û� ÜK × �HL, *G Û� ÜK × �pQWL 
  
See Tischler HEG T: 31f. for attestations. This verb clearly shows an ablaut G NN� 
vs. WDNN�. Since Laroche (1963: 71) it is generally connected with Gr.  ‘it 
seems’ , which is semantically as well as formally appealing. This latter verb is 
usually further connected with Gr.  ‘to take, to accept, to receive’  (with 
variant  (Att.)), Skt. G � ‘to offer, to worship’ , Lat. GRF UH ‘teach’  (*’ to 
make someone take up something’ ) < *GH��,�but this seems quite unlikely to me 
for semantic reasons.  
 Within Hittite, G NNL is remarkable because it shows unlenited �NN� after  < *y 
(compare e.g. NL � DNNDQ]L, LãW SL � LãWDSSDQ]L). When we compare this to the 
form ã NNL ‘knows’ , of which I have argued that it must reflect *VyNK × �HL, we see 
that we can reconstruct G NNL only as *GyNK × �HL (note that *GyNK Õ�Ý Þ HL would have 
yielded Hitt. **GDNNDL, according to the WDUQ�D��class). In the plural, WDNNDQ]L 
must be phonologically interpreted as /tkántsi/ < *GNK × �pQWL (compare e.g. WDNQ ã 
‘of the earth’  /tgnas/ << *G Ö � Ö PyV).  
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 ß à á
WDJ Q]HSD��(c.) ‘earth; goddess of the earth’  (Sum. KI): nom.sg. WD�JD�DQ�]L�SD�
Dã (MH/MS), GD�JD�DQ�]L�SD�Dã, GD�JD�]L�SD�Dã (OH/NS), acc.sg. GD�JD�DQ�]L�
SD�DQ, GD�JD�]L�SD�DQ, gen.sg. WD�JD�D�DQ�]H�SD�Dã (OS), GD�JD�]L�SD�Dã (NH), 
dat.-loc.sg. GD�JD�DQ�]L�St, GD�D�JD�DQ�]L�St (KUB 9.1 iii 5 (NS)), abl. GD�JD�DQ�
]L�SD�D], GD�JD�DQ�]L�SD�]D, acc.pl. WD�JD�DQ�]L�SX�Xã, GD�JD�DQ�]L�SX�Xã 
(OH/NS), GD�JD�]L�SX�Xã. 
  PIE *G Ö � Ö fP + *VHSD� 
  
The oldest (OS) attestation of this word is spelled WD�JD�D�DQ�]L�S°. In younger 
texts, the bulk of the forms is spelled GD�JD�DQ�]L�S° or WD�JD�DQ�]L�S°. The 
spelling GD�JD�]L�S° occurs a few times only in NS texts, whereas a spelling GD�D�
JD�DQ�]L�S° occurs only once and may not be phonetically real.  
 The word denotes ‘earth’  and clearly belongs with W NDQ � WDNQ� ‘earth’  (q.v.). 
The distribution between the two is that W NDQ is neuter whereas WDJ Q]HSD� is 
animate and can function as the ergative of W NDQ (as the subject of a transitive 
verb). Formally, WDJ Q]HSD� must be analysed as showing an element WDJ Q (to be 
equated with the ending-less locative WDJ Q ‘on the earth’ ?) and an element 
�]H�LSD� � �ãH�LSD� that seems to function as a suffix that makes female deifications 
of the basic word (and therefore words in �]H�LSD� � �ãH�LSD� usually show a 
determinative d or f). It is generally thought that this element �]H�LSD� � �ãH�LSD� 
originally was a noun that meant ‘genie’  or the like. It is clear that we find �]� 
after stems in �Q� (dÏXUL¨DQ]LSD�,�d0L¨DGDQ]LSD�,�dâXÑDQ]LSD�,� (d)WDUãDQ]LSD�) and 
�ã� elsewhere (d$ãNDãHSD� (of ãND� ‘gate’ ), dÏDQWDãHSD� (of §DQW� ‘forehead’ ), 
d,ãSDQ]DãHSD� (of LãSDQW� ‘night’ ), d.DP�PD�UXãHSD�). The status of the vowel is 
less clear since we find spellings with both �H� as well as �L�. A complicating 
factor is the fact that the sign ZI can be read ]L as well as ]H. If we look at the OS 
spellings of this suffix, we find dÏD�DQ�WD�ãH�S° (7x), d0L�¨D�WD�DQ�]p�S° (2x) and 
d,ã�SD�DQ�]D�ãH�S° (1x) that show unambiguously �H�,� and WD�JD�D�DQ�ZI/E�S° 
(1x), WDU�ãD�DQ�ZI/E�S° (5x) with the ambiguous sign ZI. Because of the total lack 
of unambiguous �L�spellings in OS texts (never �ãL�S°), I am inclined to read ZI as 
]H in these cases: WD�JD�D�DQ�]H�SD�Dã and WDU�ãD�DQ�]H�S°, which would mean 
that these words originally were WDJ Q]HSD� and WDUãDQ]HSD�. In younger texts, 
the situation is less clear, however, since we then find spellings with �ãL� as well 
(d$ã�JD�ãL�S° besides d$ã�JD�ãH�S°, dÏD�DQ�WD�ãL�S° besides dÏD�DQ�WD�ãH�S° and 
d.DP��PD��UX�ãL�S° besides d.DP��PD��UX�ãH�S°) while the unambiguous �]p� is 
not found anymore (only dÏX�UL�¨D�DQ�ZI/E�S°, d0L�¨D�GD�DQ�ZI/E�S°, dâX�ÑD�DQ�
ZI/E�S°, GD�JD�DQ�ZI/E�S° and WDU�ãD�DQ�ZI/E�S°). Melchert’ s account (1984a: 
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180) that there was a difference between �H� and �L� that was accentually 
gouverned (*§DQWD� + VpSD� vs. *GDJiQ + VHSD�) seems unlikely to me. Because 
of the absence of a simplex *ãH�LSD� (although one could compare the PN mâL�SD�
LÚ-L� in CTH 81) and because its exact meaning is unclear, etymologizing is too 
difficult at this point.  
 
WDNNHãã�â Ú : see WDNã�Ø Ù   
 
WDNL��(adj.) ‘other, foreign(?)’ ; WDNL� ... WDNL� ‘the one .. the other’ : dat.-loc.sg. WD�
NL�L�¨D (OS), WD�NL�¨D (OS). 
  
See Tischler HEG T: 38 for attestations. Usually, the word is translated ‘other’  
and is therewith regarded semantically equal to WDPDL� ‘other’ . It is striking, 
however, that all examples of WDNL� given by Tischler belong either with URU 
‘city’  or with XGQ  ‘land’ . Perhaps the difference between WDNL� and WDPDL� is that 
WDNL� has a connotation ‘foreign’ .  
 Kronasser (1966: 210) connects WDNL� with *GD� ‘two’ , implying a reconstruction 
*GÑR�JL� vel sim. Although this etymology seems attractive, the interpretation of 
the suffix �NL� is unclear. Kronasser compares it with “ DQWDNL� ‘inner room’ ” , but 
apart from the fact that the stem in fact is DQWDND� (q.v.), this word is probably of 
Hurrian origin.  
 
WDNNLãã�â Ú : see WDNã�Ø Ù   
 
WDNã�â Ú  (Ia4) ‘to devise, to unify, undertake, to mingle’ : 1sg.pres.act. WiJ�JD�
Dã[-PL] (NH), 2sg.pres.act. WiN�NL�Lã�ãL (OH/NS), WiJ�JD�Dã�ãL (OH/NS, 1x), 
3sg.pres.act. WiN�NL�Lã[-]L] (OS), WiN�NL�Lã�]L, WiN�NH�Hã�]L, WiN�NH�H�Hã�]L (NH), WiN�
NL�L]�]L (KBo 6.34 ii 25 (MH/NS)), WiN�NL�Lã�L]�]L (NH), WiN�NH�Hã�L]�]L (NH), 
2pl.pres.act. WiN�NL�Lã�WH�QL (MH/MS), WiN�NH�Hã�WH�QL (NH), WiJ�JD�Dã�WH�QL 
(OH/NS), 3pl.pres.act. WiN�ãD�DQ�]L (OS), WiN�NL�Lã�ãD�DQ�]L (NH), WiN�NH�Hã�ãD�
DQ�]L (NH), WiN�NH�H�Hã�ãD�DQ�]L (NH), 1sg.pret.act. WiN�NH�Hã�ãX�XQ (NH), 
3sg.pret.act. WiN�NL�Lã�WD (OS), WiN�NH�H�Hã�WD (NH), WiJ�JD�Dã�WD (OH/NS), 
3pl.pret.act. WiN�ãH�HU (OS), 3sg.imp.act. WiJ�JD�Dã�GX (KBo 26.131 obv. 4 (NS)); 
3pl.pres.midd. WiN�ãD�DQ�GD�UL (MH/NS), 3pl.imp.act. WiN�ãD�DQ�WD�UX (MH/NS); 
inf.I WiN�ãX�DQ�]L (OS), WiN�ãX�ÑD�DQ�]L; part. WiN�ãD�DQ�W�; impf. WiN�NL�Lã�NH�D� 
(OS). 
 Derivatives: see WDNãXÑDU, WDNãHããDU, WDNãDQ, WDNãDWDU and WDNãXO. 
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 IE cognates: Lat. WH[  ‘to weave, to put together’ , OP KDP WD[ãD� ‘to put 
together’ , Gr.  ‘skill’ , OHG GHKVDOD� ‘axe’ . 
  PIE *WpNV�WL, *WNV�pQWL 
  
See Oettinger (1979a: 217) for attestations. The semantic interpretation of this 
verb is quite difficult. We find, for instance, LG OX WDNã� ‘to treat (someone) evil’ , 
WDNãXO WDNã� ‘to conclude a peace-treaty’ , KASKAL�ãD WDNã� ‘to undertake a 
campaign’ , É�HU WDNã� ‘to allot a house (to someone)’ , GEŠTIN ÑHWHQLW WDNã� ‘to 
mingle wine with water’ . Kimball (1999: 258) states that the basic meaning of 
WDNã� must be ‘to put together’ .  
 The oldest attested forms, WDNNLã[]L], WDNNLãWD, WDNãDQ]L, WDNãHU, WDNãXDQ]L and 
WDNNLãNH�D� (all OS) show a distribution between WDNã�9 vs. WDNNLã�& (note that �Ñ� 
in WDNãXDQ]L does not count as a consonant here, whereas e.g. in §DUÑHQL it does 
(see at §DU�N��Ø Ù )). Apparently, in the cluster *-NV&� an anaptyctic vowel /}/ 
(spelled H�L) emerged: /tak}S-/. In younger times, this anaptyctic vowel spread 
throughout the paradigm, yielding forms like WDNNH�LããDQ]L and WDNNHããXQ. The 
forms that are spelled WiN�NH�H�Hã� even seem to show that at one point this 
anaptyctic vowel received the accent: /tak}S-/ or even /tk}S-/. Some NS forms are 
spelled WiJ�JD�Dã�& (especially found in a NH copy of the Telipinu Edict), which 
Tischler (HEG T: 41) interprets as another way of breaking the cluster *-NV&� 
with a “ Hilfsvokal D”  (so /takas-/). I would rather interpret these forms as 
attempts to spell /taksC-/ (without an anaptyctic vowel), which in my view is an 
archaizing hypercorrection: the scribe knew that WDNNHããDQ]L was the young form 
that had replaced older WDNãDQ]L and therefore analogically replaced correct 
WDNNH�Lã& with /taksC-/, spelled WDJJDã&�.  
 In a PL-inflecting verb, it is quite awkward to find a vowel �D�,� since all PL-
verbs show a reflex of original H�grade. Melchert (1994a: 140, on the basis of 
Oettinger 1979a: 219) therefore hesitatingly suggests that we have to reckon with 
a development *7p.V�&L > *WDNã&L (i.e. *-H� > �D� before two obstruents followed 
by a consonant). This is rejected by e.g. Watkins (1985: 253), however, who 
therefore must reconstruct *WR.6� with an aberrant R-grade. For WDNãDQ]L = 
/tksántsi/ < *7.V�pQWL compare e.g. WDNQ ã ‘of the earth’  = /tgnas/ << *G Ö � Ö PyV.  
 Sturtevant (1930c: 214) etymologically connects WDNã� with Skt. WDN�� ‘to 
hammer, to build’ , which has been followed by many scholars who subsequently 
reconstruct *WH�ì�. This etymology is problematic, however, in view of the fact 
that Skt. WDN�� rather reflects *WH�W��,� an old reduplication of the root *WH�� ‘to 
create’ . I therefore rather follow Oettinger (l.c.) who connects WDNã� with Lat. WH[  
‘to weave, to unify’  and OP KDP WD[ãD� ‘to put together’  from *WHNV�.  
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WDNãDQ��(n.) ‘centre, joint, combination’ ; WDNãDQ ã UU� Ù  ‘to put in half, to divide’ : 
WiN�ãD�DQ. 
 Derivatives: WDNãDQ (adv.) ‘together’  (WiN�ãD�DQ (OS)). 
  
See Tischler HEG T: 43f. for attestations and treatment. This word is clearly 
derived from the verb WDNã�Ø Ù . See there for further etymology.  
 
WDNãDWDU���WDNãDQQ��(n.) ‘plain, level’ : nom.-acc.sg. WiN�ãD�WDU, gen.sg. WiN�ãD�DQ�
QD�Dã, all.sg.(?) WiN�ãD�DQ�QD. 
 Derivatives: WDNãDWQLªH�D� (Ic1) ‘to level’  (3pl.imp.midd. WiN�ãD�DW�QL�¨D�DQ�WD�
UX (KUB 15.34 iii 52 (MH/MS)); impf.2pl.imp.act. WiN�ãD�DW�QL�Lã�½NH�¾HW�WpQ 
(KUB 15.34 i 45 (MH/MS))), WDNãDQQD� Ú � �� WDNãDQQL� (IIa5) ‘to level’  
(impf.3sg.pret.act. WiN�ãD�DQ�QL�Lã�NH�HW (KBo 10.2 ii 5 (OH/NS))). 
  PIE *WNV�yWU 
  
See Tischler HEG T: 45f. for attestations. Originally, WDNãDWDU must have been a 
verb.noun of WDNã�Ø Ù , and probably have meant ‘unification’  YHO VLP. Such an 
original meaning is not graspable anymore, but a semantic development to ‘level, 
plain’  is comprehensible. Note that the two verbal forms that show a stem 
WDNãDWQL¨H�D� (both in KUB 15.34) must be of Luwian origin, showing the un-
assimilation of the cluster �WQ�,�which yielded regular Hittite �QQ� in WDNãDQQDã 
and WDNãDQQD� Ù  � WDNãDQQL�. See WDNã�Ø Ù  for further etymology.  
 
WDNãHããDU� (n.) ‘combination, arrangement, settlement’ : nom.-acc.sg. WiN�ãH�Hã�
ãDU ãH�HW�W D (KBo 17.29 + KBo 20.1 i 6 (OS)), WiN�ãH�Hã ãH�W D (KBo 20.8 iv 
1 (OS)), WiN�ãH�Hã�ãDU ãH�HW (KBo 10.28+33 v 12 (OH/NS)), WiN�ãH�Hã�ãDU (KBo 
6.26 iii 8 (OH/NS)), WiN�ãH�Hã�ã[DU] (KBo 30.82 i 14 (OH/NS)), [Wi]N�ãL�Lã�ãDU 
(VSNF 12.14 obv. 10 (OH/NS)). 
  PIE *WNV�pK × VK × U 
  
This noun is attested in nom.-acc.sg. only. The one OS attestation WiN�ãH�Hã ãH�
W D has caused some debate on the original form of this word. E.g. Rieken 
(1999a: 387-9) states that we have to reckon with an original stem WDNãHã � 
WDNãHãQ�. Others (e.g. Tischler HEG T: 47) just emend the form to WiN�ãH�Hã½�
ãDU¾ ãH�W D on the basis of the multiple other attestations of WiN�ãH�Hã�ãDU. The 
word clearly is derived from WDNã�Ø Ù , see there for further etymology.  
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WDNãXO�� (n.) ‘agreement, settlement, peace(-treaty)’ : nom.-acc.sg. WiN�ãX�XO (OS), 
WiN�ãX�~�XO (MH/MS), gen.sg. WiN�ãX�OD�Dã (MH/MS), dat.-loc.sg. WiN�ãX�OL. 
 Derivatives: WDNãXO� WDNã�â Ú  (Ia4) ‘to conclude an agreement’ , WDNãXO�D�� (adj.) 
‘friendly’  (instr. WiN�ãX�OL�LW), WDNãXODH�â Ú  (Ic2) ‘to agree, to be friendly, to make 
peace’  (3sg.pres.act. WiN�ãX�OD�D�H]�]L (MH/MS), WiN�ãX�OD�L]�]L, 1pl.pres.act. WiN�
ãX�OD�X�H�QL (MH/MS), 3pl.pres.act. WiN�ãX�OD�D�DQ�]L (MH/MS), WiN�ãX�OD�DQ�]L, 
2sg.pret.act. WiN�ãX�OD�D�Hã (MH/MS), 3sg.pret.act. WiN�ãX�OD�D�LW, WiN�ãX�OD�LW, 
3pl.pres.act. WiN�ãX�OD�D�HU (MH/MS), 2sg.imp.act. WiN�ãX�OD�D�L, 3sg.imp.act. WiN�
ãX�OD�D�LG�GX, 2pl.imp.act. WiN�ãX�OD�DW[-WH�H]Q, 3pl.imp.act. WiN�ãX�OD�D�DQ�GX; 
part. WiN�ãX�OD�DQ�W�), WDNãXODWDU� �� WDNãXODQQ� (n.) ‘friendliness, peace’  (nom.-
acc.sg. WiN�ãX�OD�WDU, dat.-loc.sg. WiN�ãX�OD�DQ�QL). 
  PIE *WNV�~O 
  
This word is clearly a derivative in �XO� from the verb WDNã�Ø Ù . The MH attestation 
WiN�ãX�~�XO shows that just as in DããXO and XãWXO � ÑDãWXO the accent was on the 
suffix. See WDNã�Ø Ù  for further etymology.  
 
WDNãXÓDU� (n.) ‘friendship(?)’ : nom.-acc.sg. [Wi]N�ãX�ÑD�DU (KUB 15.34 ii 20 
(MH/MS)), WiN�ãX�ÑD�DU (Bo 3234 rev. 8 (MH/MS)). 
  PIE *WHNV�Ñ� 
  
See Tischler HEG T: 49 for treatment. This word only occurs inbetween 
ããL¨DXÑDU ‘love’  and DINGIRMEŠ�Dã ããL¨DXÑDU ‘love of the gods’  and therefore 

must denote a similar notion, e.g. ‘friendship’  or the like. It is clearly originally a 
verb.noun of the verb WDNã�Ø Ù . See there for further etymology.  
 
WDNNX (conjunction) ‘if, when’ : WiN�NX (OS). 
  PIE *WR�N ã H 
  
This conjunction is used in OH times only: from MH times onwards its function 
is taken over by P Q. It is probably made up of the sentence initial conjunction WD 
and the particle  NNX (see at there own lemmas), and reflects *WR�N ã H. Therewith 
it is formally identical to Gr.  ‘then’  and OCS WDN  ‘thus’ . This etymology is 
important as it shows that *N ã  yields Hitt. /kw/ and not /gw/ (pace Melchert 1994a: 
61). Note that in this word the preceding *R does not lenite the following *N ã , 
which shows that the *R cannot have been accentuated (see § 1.4.1 for my view 
that *y caused lenition of the following consonant). This coincides with 
Melchert’ s views (1998a) that sentence initial conjuntions were inherently 
unstressed. I assume that in *WRN ã H the word-final *H was apocopated, which 
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means that WDNNX represents /takw/ (contra Garrett DSXG Melchert 1994a: 184, who 
assumes that word-final *H in *WRN ã H first was weakened to *WDN ã , after which 
*/ ��ZDV�FRORXUHG�WR��X��GXH�WR�WKH�SUHFHGLQJ�ODELRYHODU��ZKLFK�PHDQV�WKDW�WDNNX = 
/takwu/).  
 
G OD� Ú ���G OL��(IIa5 > IIa1 , Ic1, Ic2) ‘to let, to leave, to let in peace’ : 1sg.pres.act. 
GD�D�OD�D§�§L (KUB 13.20 i 24 (MH/NS), KBo 18.136 rev. 16 (NS)), WD�OD�D§�§L 
(KUB 13.20 i 11 (MH/NS)), GD�D�Ot�¨D�PL (KUB 31.84 iii 63 (MH/NS)), GD�D�OL�
¨D�PL (KUB 19.6+21.1 i 77 (NH), KUB 21.5+ ii 2 (NH), KUB 23.93, 5 (NS)), GD�
OL�¨D�PL (KUB 14.3 iii 55 (NH)), 2sg.pres.act. GD�OD�D[W�WL?] (KBo 16.47 i 21 
(MH/MS)), GD�OD�DW�WL (KBo 5.4 rev. 32 (NS)), GD�D�OL�¨D�ãL (KUB 19.49+ i 55 
(NH), KUB 21.16 i 20 (NH)), WD�OL�¨D�ãL (KUB 40.47 obv. 11 (MH/NS)), 
3sg.pres.act. WD�D�OD�L (KUB 29.29 obv. 7 (OS)), GD�D�OD�L (KBo 6.2 + KBo 19.1 ii 
17 (OS), KBo 15.10 iii 60 (OH/MS), KUB 4.47 obv. 26 (OH/NS)), WD�OD�D�L 
(KUB 20.96 ii 24 (OH/NS)), GD�D�OD�L]�]L (KUB 34.118 ii 8 (MS)), GD�D�OL�¨D�]L 
(KUB 13.4 i 61, ii 39 (OH/NS)), WD�D�OL�D�]L (KUB 13.6+17+19 ii 29 (OH/NS)), 
GD�OL�¨D�]L (KUB 14.3 iii 57 (NH)), 1pl.pres.act. GD�D�OL�¨D�X�H�QL (KUB 13.35 iv 8 
(NS)), WD�D�OL�¨D�X�H�QL (KuSa I/1.14 obv. 5 (NS)), 2pl.pres.act. GD�OL�Hã�WH�QL 
(KUB 23.82 ii 22 (NS)), 3pl.pres.act. GD�D�OL�¨D�DQ�]L (KUB 43.55 iv 5 (OH/NS), 
KUB 22.70 obv. 46, 74 (NH)), GD�OL�DQ�]L (KBo 10.28+33 i 5 (OH/NS)), GD�OL�¨D�
DQ�]L (KBo 4.12 rev. 10 (NH), KBo 5.3 ii 4 (NH)), WD�OL�¨D�DQ�]L (KBo 13.119 iii 
17 (NS)), GD�D�OD�DQ�]L (KUB 41.54 iii 14 (NS)), 1sg.pret.act. WD�D�OD�D§�§X�XQ 
(KBo 3.22 rev. 45 (OS)), GD�D�OD�D§�§X�XQ (KUB 21.3 i 6 (NH)), GD�OD�D§�§X�XQ 
(KBo 10.3 i 5 (OH/NS), KBo 5.8 iii 12, 39 (NH), KBo 16.8 iii 17, 42 (NH), KUB 
19.6 + 21.1 i 76 (NH), KUB 19.37 iii 40, 45 (NH)), GD�D�OL�¨D�QX�XQ (KBo 5.4 
obv. 25 (NH), KUB 1.1+ iii 26 (NH), KUB 19.67+64+ i 23 (NH), KUB 21.5+ ii 1 
(NH)), WD�D�OL�¨D�QX�XQ (KUB 26.32 i 15 (NH)), GD�OL�¨D�QX�XQ (KBo 3.3+ ii 3 
(NH), KBo 3.6 ii 21 (NH), KBo 5.13 iv 3 (NH), KUB 14.3 i 38, ii 33 (NH), KUB 
19.41+31.12 ii 6 (NH), KUB 19.66 + 6.41 i 16, iv 11 (NH)), 3sg.pret.act. WD�D�OL�
Lã (KBo 22.2 rev. 14 (OH/MS)), GD�D�OL�Lã (KBo 3.38 rev. 31 (OH/NS), KUB 
26.71 i 12 (OH/NS)), GD�OL�Lã (KBo 26.136 obv. 14 (MH/MS), KBo 34.49 ii 6 
(MH/MS)), GD�D�OL�Hã�WD (KUB 14.1 i 5 (MH/MS)), WD�D�OL�Hã�WD (KBo 5.6 ii 12 
(NH)), GD�D�OL�Lã�W[D] (KUB 14.16 i 11 (NH)), GD�OL�Hã�WD (KUB 14.1+ obv. 5 
(MH/MS)), GD�D�OD�Dã (KUB 33.9 iii 8 (OH/NS)), GD�D�OL�¨D�DW (KBo 22.11 i 7 
(NS), KUB 1.1+ ii 55 (NH)), GD�OL�¨D�DW (KUB 1.1 iii 70 (NH), KUB 1.6+ iii 36 
(NH), KUB 19.23 obv. 11 (NS)), WD�OL�¨D�DW (KUB 19.49 i 3 (NH)), 1pl.pret.act. 
GD�OL�¨D�X�HQ (HW: 205), 2pl.pret.act. GD�D�OL�¨D�DW�WpQ (KUB 22.70 i 43 (NH)), 
3pl.pret.act. GD�D�OL�H[U] (KBo 15.10 ii 47 (OH/MS)), WD�D�OL�H�HU (HKM 58 obv. 9 
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(MH/MS)), GD�D�OL�H�HU (Oettinger 1979a: 48877), 2sg.imp.act. GD�D�OD (KUB 33.5 
ii 15 (OH/MS), KUB 33.66 iii 12 (OH/MS), ABoT 65 obv. 12 (MH/MS), KUB 
1.16 + 40.65 ii 14 (OH/NS)), GD�D�OL (KUB 8.53 ii 22 (NS)), 3sg.imp.act. GD�OD�D�
~ (KUB 36.55 ii 9 (MH/MS?)), WD�D�OL�Hã�GX (KBo 3.3+ ii 9 (NH)), WD�D�OL�Lã�GX 
(KUB 19.41 ii 13 (NH)), 2pl.imp.act. GD�D�OL�Lã�WH�HQ (KBo 21.22 rev. 50 
(OH/MS)), GD�D�OL�Hã�WpQ (KBo 32.14 ii 23, 39, iii 6, 20, 34, 54 (MH/MS)), GD�OL�
Hã�WH�HQ (KUB 31.101, 8 (MS)), 3pl.imp.act. GD�D�OD�DQ�GX (Oettinger 1979a: 
487); part. nom.-acc.sg.n. GD�D�OL�¨D�DQ (KBo 3.4 + KUB 23.125 iv 16 (NH), KBo 
4.4 ii 20 (NH)), WD�OL�¨D�DQ (KBo 2.6 + KUB 18.51 i 6, 13 (NH)), GD�OL�¨D�DQ 
(KBo 5.3 ii 5 (NH)); verb.noun GD�OX�PDU (KUB 3.94 i 24 (NS)), GD�OL�¨D�X�DU 
(KUB 3.94 i 16), GD�D�OL�¨D�X�ÑD�DU (KBo 14.21 i 28, 55 (NS)), WD�OL�¨D�ÑD�DU 
(KUB 18.18, 15 (NS)); impf. GD�OL�Lã�NH�D� (NS), GD�OLã�NH�D� (NS), GD�OL�Hã�NH�D�,�
WD�OL�Hã�NH�D�. 
  PIE Ga + *OK × �RL�HL, Ga + *OK × �L�HQWL. 
  
The oldest attestations (OS) of this verb, W ODL, G ODL, W OD§§XQ, W OLHU, G OLãWHQ, 
show that originally this verb belongs to the P PD�L�class: G OD� Ù  � G OL�. As I have 
explained in the treatment of the P PD�L�class in § 2.2.2.2.h, this class consists of 
polysyllabic verbs that used to belong to the G L�WL¨DQ]L-class but are gradually 
being taken over into the WDUQ�D��class, having the P PD�L�inflection as an 
intermediate stage. Also in the case of G OD�L� this is visible since we find some 
specific WDUQ�D��class forms in younger (NS) texts: G ODQ]L, G ODã, G ODQGX and 
G OXPDU. That this verb originally was G L�WL¨DQ]L-inflected is visible in the fact 
that in younger (NS) texts we find many forms that show a stem G OL¨H�D�Ø Ù . Once, 
we find a form that shows a stem G ODH�Ø Ù  (G ODL]]L (MS)), which is built directly 
on the original 3sg.pres.act. G ODL. So all in all, despite the wild variaty of forms, 
we can safely conclude that originally this verb must have shown an inflection 
*G ODL� Ù  � G OL�.  
 Because of the disyllabity of the stem, this verb cannot directly reflect a PIE 
root. Therefore, etymological proposals like Kapancjan’ s connection with Arm. 
WµRáXP ‘to let, to endure’  (1931-33: 63) or Petersen’ s connection with Lat. WROO  
‘to bear’ , Goth. ìXODQ ‘to endure’ , etc. (1937: 210) cannot be upheld anymore. 
Oettinger (1979a: 488, with reference to Eichner) proposes to connect G OD�L� to 
O � Ù  � O� ‘to loosen, to releave’  (q.v.), which semantically is convincing. In his 
view, we are dealing with a preverb G � < *G , which is supposed to be an ablaut-
variant of Lat. G  ‘from, away’ , followed by O ��O�. Problematic, however, is the 
fact that we have no other examples of *G  (or *G , for that matter) in Anatolian. 
Moreover, the second part of G OD�L� cannot be directly equated with O ��O� since 
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the former verb belongs to the P PD�L�class that goes back to the G L�WL¨DQ]L-class 
< *&&�RL� � *&&�L�,�whereas O ��O� reflects *OyK × �HL, *OK × �pQWL. So, although I do 
believe that we have to assume some kind of compound of which the second 
element is cognate with O ��O� (but showing a different inflection), the exact origin 
of the first element remains unclear to me. Perhaps we are dealing with a 
compound like *GyK × �OK × ��R�L� ‘to leave it like it was put’ .  
 
WDOOL��(adj.) ‘pleasant(?)’ : nom.pl.c. WD�DO�OL�Hã 
 Derivatives: WDOOLª ãã�â Ú  (Ib2) ‘to be pleasant(?)’  (2sg.imp.act. WDO�OL�L�H�Hã; part. 
GD�DO�OLã�ãD�DQ�W�). 
 IE cognates: OCS X�WROLWL ‘to soothe’ , Lith. WuOWL ‘to become quiet’  and OIr. 
WX�L�OLG ‘sleeps’ . 
  PIE *WRO+�L� ? 
  
Hapax in KUB 30.19+ iv (21) NL�L ÑD�D W�WD WD�DO�OL�Hã D�ãD�D[Q�GX] ‘these 
(offerings) shall be W. to you’ . It is quite likely that WD�DO�OL�Hã means ‘pleasant’  or 
similar here. Formally, this form can belong with an L-stem as well as an D�stem 
adjective. An inner-Hittite cognate could be the verb WDOOL¨ ãã�Ø Ù , which is found in 
the following context:  

 
VBoT 24 iii  
(37) DQ�GD NiQ H�§X dLAMMA KUŠNXU�ãD�Dã  
(38) QX�X Q�QD�Dã ãD�DQ DQ�GD PL�L�H�Hã  
(39) QX�X Q�QD�Dã ãD�DQ DQ�GD WDO�OL�L�H�Hã  
 
‘Come inside, o tutelary deity of the N.! Be kind to us! Be W. to us!’ .  
 

On the basis of this context, WDOOL¨ ãã�Ø Ù  must be translated ‘to be pleasant’ , which 
would certainly fit WD�DO�OL�Hã, and determines the latter form as an L-stem 
adjective. A meaning ‘to be pleasant’  could also fit the participle GDOOLããDQW� in the 
following context:  

 
KUB 31.127 + ABoT 44 iv  
(8) QX PX DINGIR x$ GD�DO�OLã�ã[D�D]Q�WL UN�ãL UD!KAM. ä I.A�Xã  
(9) L�GD½½�GD¾¾�OD�H�Hã GE6�Xã ÏUL�H�Hã! PD�QL�LQ�NX�ÑD�DQ  
(10) OH�H WDU�QD�DW�WL  
 
‘O my god, may you not release bad days and bad nights in the vicinity of me, 

a pleasant man!’ .  
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 According to Oettinger (1979a: 251) these words may belong with WDOOL¨H�D�Ø Ù  ‘to 
pray for’ , which he connects (o.c.: 346) with OCS X�WROLWL ‘to soothe’ . Although I 
do not find the connection with WDOOL¨H�D�Ø Ù  very appealing (see there for an 
alternative etymology), the connection between WDOOL� ‘pleasant(?)’ , WDOOL¨ ãã� ‘to 
be pleasant(?)’  and OCS X�WROLWL ‘to soothe’  is in my view at least a possibility. 
LIV2 connects OCS X�WROLWL further with Lith. WuOWL ‘to become quiet’  and OIr. 
WX�L�OLG ‘sleeps’  and reconstructs *WHO+�. For Hittite, this may mean that we have 
to reconstruct *WRO+�L�.  
 
WDOOLªH�D�â Ú  (Ic1) ‘to pray to, to evoke (a deity)’ : 3sg.pres.act. WDO�OL�¨D�]L (OS), 
3sg.pret.act. WDO�OL�¨D�DW; part. WDO�OL�DQ�W�,� WDO�OL�¨D�DQ�W�; verb.noun gen.sg. WDO�OL�
¨D�X�Dã; inf.I WDO�OL�¨D�X�ÑD�DQ�]L; impf. WDO�OL�Hã�NH�D�,�WDO�OL�Lã�NH�D�. 
 IE cognates: ON WHOMD, OE WDOLDQ ‘to tell’ , Gr.  ‘list’ . 
  PIE *GH�RO+�¨H�R� ? 
  
See Tischler HEG T: 58f. for attestations. The verb denotes the evoking of 
deities. Within Hittite, this verb is sometimes connected with WDOOL� ‘pleasant(?)’  
and WDOOL¨ ãã�Ø Ù  ‘to be pleasant(?)’  (see under WDOOL�), but this does not make sense 
semantically. Tischler (1979: 265) rather connects WDOOL¨H�D� with ON WHOMD, OE 
WDOLDQ ‘to tell’ , Gr.  ‘guile, trick’ , which is semantically better. If correct, the 
geminate �OO� in Hittite seems to point to *-O+�. We therefore should reconstruct a 
root *GHO+�,�with Hitt. WDOOL¨H�D� reflecting *GHO+�¨H�R� or *GRO+�¨H�R� (a pre-form 
*GO+�¨H�R� is impossible, cf. e.g. SDUL¨DQ]L ‘they blow’  < *SUK × LHQWL).  
 
WDOXNL�� �� WDOXJDL� (adj.) ‘long’  (Sum. GÍD.DA): nom.sg.c. GÍD.DA�Dã (NS), 
acc.sg.c. WD�OX�NiQ (NS), WD�OX�JD�DQ, nom.-acc.sg.n. WD�OX�JD, gen.sg. GD�OX�JD�Dã 
(NS), dat.-loc.sg. GD�OX�JD�D�L (OH/NS), abl. GD�OX�JD�¨D�D] (NH), nom.pl.c. WD�
OX�JD�H�Hã (OS), acc.pl.c. WD�OX�JD�~�Xã (OS), GD�OX�JD�Xã (OH/MS), WD�OX�JD�Xã 
(MH/MS), GD�OX�JD�H�Hã (NH), gen.pl. WD�OX�JD�Dã, dat.-loc.pl. WD�OX�JD�Dã (OS), 
GD�D�OX�JD�X�ÑD�Dã (KUB 27.67 ii 40 (MH/NS)). 
 Derivatives: WDO JD (adv.) ‘long’  (WD�OX�~�JD (OH/NS)), GDOXNQX�â Ú  (Ib2) ‘to 
lengthen’  (2pl.imp.act. WD�OX�JD�QX�XW�WpQ (OH/MS)), GDOXNQXO� (n.) ‘lengthening’  
(all.sg. GD�OX�XN�QX�OD (KUB 12.63+ obv. 30 (OH/MS)), GDOXN ãã�â Ú  (Ib2) ‘to 
become long’  (3sg.pres.act. GD�D�OX�NH�Hã�]L (OH/NS), WD�OX�NHã�]L (OH/NS), GD�
OX�NL�Lã[-]L] (OH/NS), WD�OX�NL�Lã�]L (OH/NS); part. WD�OX�NL�Lã�ãD�DQ�W� (OH/NS)), 
GDOXJDãWL� ‘length’  (dat.-loc.sg. GD�OX�JD�Dã�WL, WD�OX�JD�Dã�WL), see ]DOXNQX�Ø Ù  and 
]DOXN ãã�Ø Ù . 
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 IE cognates: Skt. G UJKi�,�GAv. GDU JD�,�OCS GO J , Russ. GyOJLM, SCr. G~J, 
Lith. uOJDV, Gr. , Goth. ODJJV, ON ODQJU, Lat. ORQJXV ‘long’ . 
  PIE *GyOXJ Ö �L� 
  
The oldest forms of this word, nom.pl.c. WDOXJD ã, acc.pl.c. WDOXJD ã and dat.-
loc.pl. WDOXJDã (all OS) clearly show that it originally was an L�stem adjective (so 
WDOXJDã < *WDOXJD¨Dã), despite the fact that no form with WDOXNL� is attested. In NS 
texts, we find some attestations that show specific D-stem forms: nom.sg.c. 
GÍD.DA�Dã, acc.sg.c. WDOXJDQ (both NS), which must be analogical to oblique 
cases where *-D¨D� > �D� (e.g. gen.sg. *GDOXJDã < *GDOXJD¨Dã, etc.). The one X-
stem form dat.-loc.pl. G OXJDXÑDã must be regarded as a mistake (cf. Tischler 
HEG T: 62). The derivatives GDOXNQX�Ø Ù , GDOXN ãã�Ø Ù  and GDOXJDãWL� are derived 
from the bare stem WDOXJ� (without �L�). See at ]DOXNQX�Ø Ù  for my view that 
]DOXNQX�Ø Ù  ‘to lenghten’  and ]DOXN ãã�Ø Ù  ‘to become long’  are cognate with WDOXJ� 
in the sense that they reflect the zero-grade stem *GOXJ� (showing the 
development *�7O� > �]O�) whereas WDOXJ� goes back to *GyOXJ� (cf. the occasional 
plene spelling GD�D�OX�N°). The verbs GDOXJQX�Ø Ù  and GDOXN ãã�Ø Ù  have generalized 
the full grade stem WDOXJ�.  
 Already since Hrozný (1915: 28) this word is generally regarded as cognate 
with the other IE words for ‘long’ , although the reconstruction of one proto-form 
is quite difficult. Skt. G UJKi�,�GAv. GDU JD�,�OCS GO J , Russ. GyOJLM, SCr. G~J, 
Lith. uOJDV all reflect *GOK × J Ö y� (the laryngeal is determined as *K ×  on the basis of 
Gr. -  ‘lasting long’  < *GHOK × J Ö �), whereas Gr.  must reflect *GRO�
L�J Ö R� or *GROK × LJ Ö R�. Goth. ODJJV, ON ODQJU, Lat. ORQJXV ‘long’  reflect *GORQJ Ö R�,�
however (*GOK × RQJ Ö R� is possible only if one assumes that initial *G� was dropped 
before the vocalization of *-O� in Germaic, otherwise we would expect PGerm. 
*WXODQJD�). Hitt. WDOXNL� then seems to reflect *GyOXJ Ö L� (note that *GyOK × XJ Ö L� is 
impossible since *95K × 9 > 9559, cf. ]LQQDQ]L < *WLQK × pQWL, UUL < *K × yUK × HL). So, 
all in all, for Hittite we have to reckon with a pre-form *GyOXJ Ö �L� besides *GOXJ Ö �
QpX� and *GOXJ Ö �pK × VK × �. The exact relation between *G�R�OXJ Ö �,� *G�H�OK × J Ö �,�
*G�R�OLJ Ö � and *GORQJ Ö � is unclear. Perhaps we are dealing with a petrified pair 
(cf. ModEng. KLJK DQG GU\, VDIH DQG VRXQG) of which the first element was 
*GH�RO� and the second element has been eroded to *-J Ö � only.  
 For the interpretation of GD�OX�XN�QX�OD as all.sg. of a noun GDOXNQXO� see Rieken 
1999a: 465f. (pace the reading 3pl.pret.act. GD�OX�XN�QX�~U! by CHD P: 158). The 
noun GDOXJDãWL� ‘length’  has been compared with Pol. GáXJR ü ‘length’  < PSl. 
*GO JRVW . If correct, it would show non-assibilation of *-WL� in a cluster *-VWL� (cf. 
Joseph 1984: 3-4).  
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WDOXSSDQW�: see at WDUXSS�Ø Ù   
 
WDP L�� �� WDPH� (adj. with pron. inflection) ‘other, second’ : nom.sg.c. WD�PD�Lã 
(OS), WD�PD�L�Lã (MH/MS), GD�PD�Lã (MH/MS), WD�PD�D�Lã (OH/NS), GD�PD�D�Lã, 
GD�PD�D�L�Lã, GD�PD�L�Lã, WD�D�PD�D�L[ã] (KBo 12.71, 1 (fr.), 7 (NS)), GDå �PD�Lã, 
acc.sg.c. [W]D�PD�L�LQ (OS), WD�PD�D�LQ (MH/MS), WD�PD�LQ (MH/MS), GD�PD�LQ, 
GD�PD�D�LQ, GDå �PD�LQ, GDå �PD�L�LQ, nom.-acc.sg.n. WD�PD�L (OS), WD�PD�D�L 
(MH/MS), GD�PD�L, GD�PD�D�L, GD�D�PD�L (KUB 55.63 ii 10 (NS)), gen.sg. WD�PH�
H�HO, WD�PH�HO, GD�PH�H�HO, GD�PH�HO, GDå �PH�HO, dat.sg. WD�PH�H�GD�QL (MH/MS), 
WD�PH�WD�QL (MH/MS), GD�PH�H�GD�QL, GD�PH�GD�QL, GD�PH�H�WD�QL, GD�PH�WD�QL, 
WD�PH�GD�QL, WD�PL�H�WD�QL, GD�PH�L�GD�QL (HKM 70 obv. 9 (MH/MS)), WD�PH�L�
GD�QL (KUB 26.43 + KBo 22.56 obv. 64), WD�D�PH�WD�QL (KUB 13.17 iv 13 (NS)), 
GDå �PH�H�GD�QL, WD�PH�H�GD, WD�PH�GD, WD�PH�WD, GD�PH�H�GD, GD�PH�GD, GDå �PH�
GD, WD�PD�DW�WD (KUB 30.10 ii 15 (OH/MS)), abl. WD�PH�H�GD�D], WD�PH�GD�]D, GD�
PH�GD�]D, nom.pl.c. WD�PD�H�Hã (MH/MS), acc.pl.c. WD�PD�D�Xã (OS), GD�PD�Xã, 
GD�D�PD�Xã (KBo 4.12 obv. 23, 28 (NH)), nom.-acc.pl.n. [W]D�PD�D�H (OS), WD�
PD�D�L, dat.-loc.pl. WD�PH�H�GD�Dã, GD�PH�H�GD�Dã, WD�PH�GD�Dã, GD�PH�WD�ã D�Dã. 
 Derivatives: WDPHXPDQ� (adj.) ‘beloging to someone else, strange, different’  
(nom.-acc.sg.n. WD�PH�X�PD�DQ (OH/NS), [WD�]PL�X�PD�DQ (OH/NS), GD�PH�XP�
PD�DQ (MH/MS), GDå �PH�XP�PD�DQ (NS), WD�PH�H�X�PD�DQ (Bo 6109, 4 (StBoT 
17: 25)), WDPHXPP ãã�â Ú  (Ib2) ‘to become different, to change (instr.)’  
(3sg.pret.act. WD�PH�XP�PH�Lã�WD (NS); part. nom.-acc.sg.n. WD�PH�XP�PL�L[ã�ã]D�
DQ (NS), W[D�PH�X]P�PL�Hã�ãD (NS))), GDPLXPPD©©� æ æ çWè é Ú ê  (IIIh) ‘to change 
(trans.)’  (3sg.pres.midd. GD�PL�XP�PD§�GD�UL (NS), 3sg.pret.midd. [GD�PL�X]P�
PD�D§�WD�DW (NS)). 
  PIE *WPK × �RL� � *WPK × �H� ? 
  
This adjective shows a mixed nominal and pronominal inflection, showing a stem 
WDP L� besides WDPH�: WDP Lã, WDP LQ, WDP O, WDP GD�QL�, WDP GD], WDPDHã < 
*WDP LHã, WDP Xã < *WDP LXã, WDP L, WDP GDã.  
 For etymological considerations it is important to establish whether we are 
dealing with /tam-/ or /tm-/. The first option seems to be required in view of the 
few attestation WD�D�P° and GD�D�P°. Yet since these forms are found in NS texts 
only they may not be very probative. If however the word indeed is /tam-/, we 
could think of a connection with W Q ‘for the second time’  < *GXRL�RP (cf. e.g. 
Kronasser 1956: 151-2). Then we should reconstruct *GXR�PRL�,� *GXR�PH�,�
although the origin of *-P� is not fully clear to me. If we are dealing with /tm-/, 
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however, we could perhaps think of a connection with the IE root *WHPK × � ‘to cut’  
(Gr. ,  ‘to cut’ , Lat. WHPQ  ‘to despise’ , MIr. WDPQDLG ‘to cut’ , etc.), 
compare e.g. ModEng. VHSDUDWH for the semantics. We should then reconstruct 
*WPK × �RL�,�*WPK × �H�,�which in my view formally is more appropriate.  
 The derivative WDPHXPDQ� is clearly made up of the oblique stem WDPH� and the 
appurtenance-suffix �XPHQ� � �XPQ� (q.v.), cf. Catsanicos 1983: 88.  
 
WDP ãã�â Ú ���WDPH�Lãã��(Ia6) ‘to (op)press’ : 1sg.pres.act. WD�PD�D�Dã�PL (KUB 24.15 
i 16 (NS)), WD�PD�Dã�PL (KUB 24.14 i 16 (NS), KUB 36.35 i 2 (fr.), 14 (NS)), 
2sg.pres.act. WD�PD�Dã�WL (KBo 14.15, 4 (NH)), 3sg.pres.act. WD�PD�D�Dã�]L (IBoT 
1.36 i 34 (MH/MS)), WD�PD�Dã�]L (KUB 32.9 obv. 2 (fr.) (MS), KUB 35.21 rev. 
16 (fr.) (MS), KUB 13.4 iii 75 (OH/NS), KUB 12.49 i 10 (NS), KUB 58.34 iv 18 
(NS)), GD�PD�Dã�]L (KBo 4.2 i 42, 44 (OH/NS), KUB 44.61 rev. 25, 31 
(MH?/NS)), Luw.? GD�PD�Dã�WL (KBo 5.9 ii 26 (NH)), [W]D�PL�Lã�][L] (KBo 18.69 
rev. 12 (MS)), GDå �PH�H�Hã�]L (KUB 12.2 iii 15 (NS)), 3pl.pres.act. GD�PH�Lã�ãD�
D[Q�]L] (KUB 29.48 rev. 19 (MH?/MS)), WD�PH�Hã�ãD�DQ�]L (Oettinger 1979a: 122 
(MH)), WD�PD�[Dã]-ãD�DQ�][L] (KUB 15.34 i 44 (MH/MS)), GDå �PD�Dã�ãD�DQ�]L 
(KUB 59.34 iii 7 (NS)), 1sg.pret.act. WD�PD�Dã�ãX�XQ (KUB 21.19 iii 32, 33 
(NH)), GD�PD�Dã�ãX�XQ (KBo 3.6 ii 8 (NH), KUB 1.6 ii 17 (NH)), 3sg.pret.act. WD�
PD�D�Dã�WD (KUB 24.4 obv. 15 (OH/MS), KBo 24.11 rev. 7 (NS)), WD�PD�Dã�WD 
(KUB 24.4 obv. 16 (OH/MS), HKM 6 obv. 6, 7 (MH/MS), KUB 26.75 obv. 8 
(fr.) (OH/NS), KUB 24.3 ii 26 (MH/NS), KUB 14.14 rev. 24 (NH)), GDå �PH�Hã�WD 
(KBo 13.68 obv. 11 (NS)), 1pl.pret.act. WD�PH�Hã�ãX�X�HQ (KBo 3.60 iii 13 
(OH/NS)), 3pl.pret.act. WD�PH�Hã�ãHU (KBo 22.2 rev. 12 (OH/MS)), GDå �P[L�L]ã�
ãHU ë  (KBo 3.38 rev. 29 (OH/NS)), WD�PD�Dã�ãHU (KBo 3.4 ii 75 (NH), KBo 16.1 iv 
33 (NH), KUB 13.34 i 36 (NS)), WD�PD�Dã�ãL�HU (KUB 33.95 iv 9 (NS)), GDå �PH�
Hã�ãL�HU (AT 545 ii 22 (NS)), 3sg.imp.act. WD�PD�D�Dã�GX (KUB 33.66 i 16 
(OH/MS)), WD�PD�Dã�GX (KUB 33.93 iii 31 (NS)); 3sg.pres.midd. WD�PD�Dã�WD 
(KUB 5.6 ii 38 (NS)), GD�PD�Dã�WD�UL (KUB 15.29 i 12 (NS)), 3sg.pret.midd. WD�
PD�Dã�WD�DW (KBo 4.6 obv. 25 (NH), KUB 14.10 i 8 (NH), KUB 14.12 obv. 3 
(NH)); part. WD�PL�Hã�ãD�DQ�W� (KUB 12.43, 10 (OS)), WD�PH�Hã�ãD�DQ�W� (IBoT 
1.36 iii 59 (MH/MS)), WD�PH�Lã�ãD�DQ�W� (KUB 60.164 ii 10 (NS)), WD�PD�Dã�ãD�
DQ�W� (KBo 3.4 + KUB 23.125 iii 51 (NH), KUB 23.70 obv. 70 (NS)), GD�PD�Dã�
ãD�DQ�W� (KUB 19.29 iv 5 (NH), KUB 22.70 obv. 81 (NH), CTH 81.E iii 20 
(NH)), GDå �PD�Dã�ãD�DQ�W� (KUB 20.2 iv 14 (OH/NS), KUB 5.1 ii 8, iii 31 (NH), 
1342/v, 5 (undat.)); verb.noun gen.sg. GDå �PD�Dã�ãX�Dã (KBo 18.181 rev. 26 
(NS)); inf.I WD�PD�Dã�ãX�ÑD�DQ!�]L (IBoT 4.25 rev. 6 (OS?)); impf. GD�PH�Hã�NH�D� 
(KBo 22.1 obv. 1, 19 (OS), KBo 15.32 iv 3 (OH/MS)), WD�PH�Hã�NH�D (KBo 22.1 
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obv. 3 (OS), KUB 43.62 ii 2 (NS)), WD�PH�Lã�NH�D� (KBo 14.86 i 5 (OH/NS)), WD�
PD�Dã�NH�D� (KBo 4.2 i 57 (OH/NS), KBo 22.143 i 4 (undat.)), GD�PD�Dã�NH�D� 
(KBo 14.3 iii 18 (NH)). 
 Derivatives: see GDPPH�Lã§ �. 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘to tame’ , OIr. GDPQDLP ‘to tie up’ , Skt. GDP \iWL ‘to 
tame’ , Lat. GRP UH ‘to tame’ . 
  PIE *GPpK Õ �V�WL, *GPK Õ �V�pQWL 
  
In OS and MS texts, this verb is consistently spelled with single �P� (WD�P° and 
GD�P°). In NS texts we encounter numerous spellings with the sign DAM, which 
at first sight seem to indicate �PP�. Melchert (1991: 126) convincingly argues 
that in NS texts the sign DAM can be read GDå  (besides normal GDP), however, 
and I therefore have adopted that reading here (cf. also LãGDPDãã�Ø Ù  ‘to hear’  under 
the lemma (UZU)LãW PDQ� � LãWDPLQ�).  
 The oldest attestations (OS and OH/MS) of this verb are WD�PD�D�Dã�WD, WD�PD�
Dã�WD, WD�PH�Hã�ãLU, WD�PD�D�Dã�GX, WD�PL�Hã�ãD�DQ�W�,� WD�PD�Dã�ãX�ÑD�DQ�]L, GD�
PH�Hã�NH�D� and WD�PH�Hã�NH�D�,�which clearly show that we are dealing with an 
original ablaut WDP ãã�Ø Ù  � WDPH�Lãã�. This makes this verb unique in Hittite since 
there are no other � ���H�L��ablauting PL-verbs. Because of its singularity, the 
ablaut is prone to be analogically altered, and therefore we find aberrancies 
already in MS texts: 3sg.pres.act. [W]DPLã][L] (MS) and 3pl.pres.act. WDPD[ã]ãDQ]L 
(MS). In NS texts, we can see that the original ablaut pattern is getting blurred: 
�D� is spreading in weak-stem forms (WDPDããDQ]L, WDPDããDQW� and WDPDãNH�D�) and 
�H� in strong stems forms (GDP ã]L and GDPHãWD).  
 Already since Sturtevant (1932b: 119f.) this verb is generally connected with 
Gr. , Skt. GDP \iWL, etc. ‘to tame’  < *GHPK Õ �. This means that 
WDP ãã��WDPH�Lãã� must show an V�extension of some kind. The exact nature of 
this �V� remains unclear. It has been viewed as an aorist�V� (Sturtevant l.c. and 
followers) or as a present-suffix comparable to the V�future of other IE languages 
(Pedersen 1938: 90, 95f. and followers), but no theory has won general 
acceptance. It is clear, however, that within Hittite WDP ãã��WDPH�Lãã� has to be 
compared with other V�extended verbs like NDQH�Lãã�Ø Ù  ‘to recognize’ , NDOOLãã�Ø Ù  � 
NDOLãã� ‘to call’ , NDUã�Ø Ù  ‘to cut’ , S ã� Ù  � SDãã� ‘to drink’ , Qã� Ù  ‘to wipe’ , §DQH�Lãã�Ø Ù  
‘to wipe’  and SD§ã� Ù  ‘to protect’ .  
 Despite the fact that the etymological connection with *GHPK Õ � is well accepted, 
there is no consensus on the exact interpretation of this verb. The first problem 
lies in the fact that WDP ãã��WDPH�Lãã� seems to reflect phonetic /tmVS-/, as if from 
*GP9K Õ �V�,�whereas the bare root has a full-grade *GHPK Õ �. Such a Schwebe-
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ablaut is not unparalleled in V�extensions, however, compare *PLH�V� from 
*PHL��,� *K Õ OHNV� from *K Õ HON� and K Õ XHNV� from *K Õ HXJ� (cf. LIV2 under their 
respective lemmas). I therefore assume that WDP ãã��WDPH�Lãã� indeed goes back to 
*GP9K Õ �V�.  
 The second problem lies in the reconstruction of the ablaut-pattern of the proto-
forms. Because of its uniqueness within Hittite, the synchronic ablaut � ���H�L� 
cannot be of secondary origin in the sense that it is the result of a morphologic 
analogy: there is no model in analogy to which this ablaut could have been 
created and it therefore must be the result of phonetic developments. In 
Kloekhorst fthc.f I have extensively argued that the �H�L� of the weak stem 
WDPH�Lãã� must be an anaptyctic vowel /}/ that emerged in the cluster *&5+V9 > 
&5}VV9 (similarly in �QK Þ VpQWL > NDQH�LããDQ]L ‘they recognize’ , *K Õ PK × VpQWL > 
§DQH�LããDQ]L ‘they wipe’  and *�OK × VpQWL > JDOLããDQ]L ‘they call’ ). So WDPH�LããDQ]L 
/tm}Sántsi/ must reflect *GPK Õ VpQWL (note that §DQH�LããDQ]L < *K Õ PK × VpQWL shows 
that *GPK Õ VpQWL regularly should have yielded **WDQH�LããDQ]L: it is easy to 
understand how �P� is restored here on the basis of the strong stem WDP ãã� where 
it was regulary maintained, whereas the strong stem that corresponds to 
§DQH�LããDQ]L underwent a development *P > Q as well: *K Õ yPK × VHL > QãL). 
Because of the �-grade in the weak stem, we would D SULRUL assume that the 
strong stem had ordinary full-grade *H: *GPpK Õ �V�WL. This form should have 
regularly become *WPD§ã]L, but because of the absence of �§� in the weak stem 
/tm}S-/ it was removed in the singular as well, yielding WDP ã]L. All in all, the 
precise developments must have been as follows: *GPK Õ VpQWL > *GQ"ViQWL > 
*GQ}"ViQW ì L >> *GP}"ViQW ì L (with analogical reintroduction of �P�) in analogy to 
which *GPi�VW ì L (< *GPpK Õ VWL) was altered to *GPi"VW ì L. The regular outcomes of 
*GP}"ViQW ì L was Hitt. /tm}Sántsi/, spelled WDPH�LããDQ]L, and the regular outcome of 
*GPi"VW ì L was Hitt. /tmaStsi/, spelled WDP ã]L. This means that WDP ã]L, 
WDPH�LããDQ]L ultimately goes back to a paradigm *GPpK Õ �V�WL, *GPK Õ �V�pQWL.  
 
WDPH�Q�N�â Ú  (Ib3) ‘(act. trans.) to affix, to attach; (midd. and act. intr.) to stick to, 
to join, to have an affection for’ : 1sg.pres.act. WD�PH�QL�LN�PL (Bo 3445, 11 (MS)), 
3sg.pres.act. GD�PL�QL�LN�]L (KBo 17.105 iv 3 (MH/NS)), WD�PH�HN�]L (KUB 23.1+ 
iii 9 (NH)), 3pl.pres.act. WD�PH�QL�NiQ�]L (KBo 20.116 rev.? 10 (MH/NS)), WD�
PL�[Q]L�NiQ�[]L] (KUB 25.48 + 44.49 ii! 28 (MH/NS)), WD�PH�HQ�NiQ�][L] (KUB 
21.34 rev. 11 (NS)), 3pl.pret.act. GD�PH�LQ�NHU (VBoT 58 i 40 (OH/NS)); 
3sg.pres.midd. GDP�PH�HN�WD�UL (KUB 21.29 iv 9 (NH)), WD�PH�HN�WD�UL (KUB 
7.41 i 26 (MH/NS), KUB 41.8 i 5 (MH/NS)), GD�PH�HN�WD�UL (KBo 10.45 i 19 
(MH/NS)), 3pl.pres.midd. WD�PL�LQ�NiQ�WD�U[L] (KBo 15.35+33 i 4 (MH/MS)), 
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3sg.pret.midd. WD�PH�HN�WD�WL (KBo 42.74, 7 (NS)), WD�PH�HN�WD�DW (KBo 17.105 iv 
4 (MH/MS)), 3sg.imp.midd. WH�PH�HN�WD�UX (KUB 9.4 ii 2 (MH/NS)); part. GD�
PH�LQ�NiQ�]D (HT 6 + KBo 9.125 i 21 (NS)), WD�PL�LQ�NiQ�]D (KBo 15.28 obv. 12 
(MS)), [W]D�PH�LQ�NiQ (KUB 60.67, 6 (NS)), GD�PL�LQ�NiQ�WD�D�DQ (KBo 15.34 ii 
30 (OH/NS)), WD�PH�HQ�NiQ�WH�Hã ×Wí  (KUB 48.123 iv 8 (NS)), GD�PL�HQ�NiQ�WH�Hã 
(KUB 4.1 iii 19 (NS)), GDP�PH�HQ�NiQ�GX�Xã (KUB 24.7 iii 70 (NS)), verb.noun 
GDP�PH�HQ�NX�ÑD�DU (KBo 18.24 i 6, 16 (NH)), GDP�PH�LQ�NX�ÑD�DU (KUB 24.13 
ii 5 (MH/NS)), inf.I [G]D�PH�HQ�NX�ÑD�DQ�]L (KUB 23.94, 2 (NS)). 
 Derivatives: WDPHQJDQX�â Ú  (Ib2) ‘to make attach(?)’  (2sg.pres.act. WD!�PH�HQ�
ND î �QX�ãL (KBo 27.60, 7 (NS)), 3sg.pres.act. [WD]-PH�LQ�JD�QX�]L (KBo 35.94 iv 6 
(NS)), WD�PH�LQ!�JD!�[QX]-X[]�]L] (VSNF 12.57 iv 27 (NS)); impf.2sg.pres.act. W[D�
PH�L]Q�JD�QX�Xã�NH�ã[L] (KBo 43.291 obv. 2 (NS)); broken WD�PH�HQ�J �Q [-...] 
(KUB 13.35 i 26 (NS)), WD�PH�HQ�JD�QX[-...] (KUB 31.99, 22 (NS)) 
 IE cognates: Skt. WDxF� ‘to pull together, to coagulate’ , MIr. W FKW ‘solidified’ , 
ON ìpWWU ‘close, thick’ , Lith. WiQNXV ‘dense, frequent’ . 
  PIE *WP�pQ�N�WL � *WP�Q�N�pQWL 
  
This verb shows a few different stems. In the middle forms, we encounter the 
stem WDPH�Q�N� (showing the distribution WDPHN�& vs. WDPH�LQN�9), but in the 
active forms we find the stems WDPH�Q�N� as well as WDPHQL�Q�N� (e.g. WDPHQLNPL, 
GDPLQLN]L). In my view, this latter stem must be regarded as a secondary creation 
in analogy to the verbs of the type &DUQL�Q�N�Ø Ù .  
 Since Van Brock - Mac Gregor (1962a: 32f.), WDPH�Q�N�Ø Ù  is generally connected 
with Skt. WDQDNWL (WDxF�) ‘to pull together, to coagulate’  and therefore must reflect 
the PIE root *WHPN�. It is remarkable that both Sanskrit (WDQDN� < *WP�QH�N�) and 
Hittite (WDPHQN� < *WP�9Q�N�) show a nasal infix formation, and there has been 
much debate on the exact formal connection between these two (see Tischler 
HEG T: 78 for an overview of different opinions). See chapter 2.2.4 for my 
account of the prehistory of the nasal infixed verbs.  
 
GDPPH�Lã© � (c.) ‘damaging, act of violence, punishment’ : nom.sg. GDP�PH�Hã�
§D�Dã (NS), acc.sg. GDP�PH�Hã�§D�D�DQ (MH/NS), GDP�PL�Lã�§D�D�DQ (MH/MS), 
GDP�PL�Lã�§D�DQ (OH/NS), dat.-loc.sg. GDP�PH�Hã�§L (NS). 
 Derivatives: GDPPH�Lã©D (adv.) ‘violently’  (GDP�PH�Hã�§D, GDP�PL�Hã�§D, GDP�
PL�Lã�§D), GDPPH�Lã©DH�â Ú  (Ic2) ‘to damage’  (2sg.pres.act. GDP�PH�Hã�§D�D�ãL 
(KUB 58.73 iii 7 (MH/NS)), GDP�PH�Hã�§D�ãL (IBoT 3.148 iv 38 (MH/NS)), 
3sg.pres.act. GDP�PL�Lã�§D�H]�]L (HKM 46 rev. 17 (MH/MS)), GDP�PH�Lã�§D�D�
H]�]L (HKM 25 rev. 21 (MH/MS)), GDP�PH�Hã�§D�L]�]L (ABoT 56 iii 14 (NH)), 
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GDP�PL�Lã�§D�L]�]L (KUB 13.7 i 4 (MH/NS), WD�PHã�§D�]L (HHCTO 1 obv. 8 
(MH/MS)), 3sg.pret.act. GDP�PH�Lã�§D�D�LW (KBo 13.33 ii 6 (NS)), GDP�PL�Hã�§D�
D�LW (KUB 14.14 obv. 16 (NH)), 3pl.pret.act. GDP�PH�Hã�§D�D�HU (KBo 3.4 iiii 60 
(NH)); 2sg.pres.midd. GDP�PL�Lã�§D�HW½�WD¾�UL (HKM 80 obv. 6 (MH/MS)), 
3pl.pres.midd. GDP�PL�Lã�§D�DQ�GD�UL (HKM 31 obv. 12 (MH/MS)), 
3sg.pret.midd. GDP�PH�Hã�§D�D�LW�WD�DW (KUB 14.13+ i 29 (NH)); part. W �
P�[P]L�Lã�§D�DQ�W� (KBo 25.25 obv. 4 (OS)), GDP�PH�Hã�§D�DQ�W�,� GDP�PH�Lã�

§D�DQ�W�; verb.noun GDP�PH�Hã�§D�D�X�ÑD�DU (KBo 13.34 iii 7 (OH or MH/NS)); 
impf. GDP�PL�Lã�§L�Lã�NH�D� (MH/MS), GDP�PH�Lã�§L�Lã�NH�D� (MH/MS), GDP�PH�
Hã�§L�Lã�NH�D�), GDPPHã©DQX�â Ú  (Ib2) ‘to make punish’  (1sg.pret.act. GDP�PH�Hã�
§D�QX�QX�XQ (KBo 4.8 ii 13 (NH)); impf. GDP�PL�Hã�§D�QX�X[ã�NH�D�] (KBo 
18.109 rev. 4 (NS))). 
 IE cognates: see at WDP ãã�Ø Ù  � WDPH�Lãã�. 
  PIE *GHPK Õ �VK Õ y� 
  
See Otten 1973: 52 for attestations. This noun and its derivatives are almost 
consistently spelled with the sign DAM. Although in NS texts this sign can be 
read GDå  as well (see e.g. WDP ãã�Ø Ù  � WDPH�Lãã� and LãWDPDãã�Ø Ù  (under (UZU)LãW PDQ� 
� LãWDPLQ�)), its usage in MS texts and especially the OS attestation W � P�[P]L�Lã�
§D�DQ�WD�DQ show that all attestations should be read with geminate �PP�. We 
find spellings with �L� as well as �H� in MS texts already, which points to a 
phonological interpretation /daM}sHa-/.  
 Already Götze (1930: 179) connected GDPPH�Lã§ � with the verb WDP ãã�Ø Ù  � 
WDPH�Lãã� ‘to oppress’ . Although this is generally accepted, the fact that 
GDPPH�Lã§ � shows geminate �PP�,�whereas WDP ãã�Ø Ù  � WDPH�Lãã� does not, is 
significant. As I have shown under the lemma of WDP ãã�Ø Ù  � WDPH�Lãã�,� this verb 
KDV�WR�EH�SKRQRORJLFDOO\�LQWHUSUHWHG��WP 6-/, /tm}S-/ and goes back to *GPpK Õ �V�
WL, *GPK Õ �V�pQWL. The noun GDPPH�Lã§ � must be phonologically interpreted 
/taM}sHa-/, however, with a real vowel �D� between G� and �PP�. This vowel can 
only reflect a real PIE vowel. I therefore reconstruct *GHPK Õ �VK Õ y�. For the 
development of *&H5+V& > &D55}V& compare NDOOLãWD /káL}sta/ ‘called’  < 
*�pOK × VW�R�.  
 For the suffix �ã§D� compare e.g. SDO]D§§D�,�§DPHã§D�,�WHã§D�,�etc.  
 
GDPSX��(adj.) ‘blunt’ : nom.-acc.n. GDP�SX (OH/NS). 
 Derivatives: WDPSX ãã�â Ú  (Ib2) ‘to become blunt (?)’  (3sg.pres.act. WD�DP�SX�H�
Hã�][L] (OH/NS), 3sg.pret.act. WD�DP�SX�H�Hã�WD (OH/NS)). 
 IE cognates: SerbCS WaS  ‘blunt’ , Russ. WXSyM ‘blunt’ . 
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  PIE *WRPS�X� 
  
See Tischler HEG T: 86f. for attestations. The adj. GDPSX� occurs two times only, 
both times in contrast with DOSX� (q.v.). From the contexts it is clear that one of 
these forms must mean ‘sharp’  and the other ‘blunt’ , but for a long time it has 
been debated which word meant what. See now Tischler (l.c.) for an overview of 
the debate on the semantics and its outcome: GDPSX� means ‘blunt’ . The most 
promising etymology is the one given by Popko (1974: 182) who compares it to 
SerbCS WaS  ‘blunt’ , Russ. WXSyM ‘blunt’ . This would mean that GDPSX� reflects 
*WRPS�X�.  
 
W Q� (adv.) ‘for the second time, again, subordinately’ : WD�D�DQ (OS), GD�D�DQ 
(MH/MS). 
 Derivatives: see W ¨XJD�,�W Q§DãWL� and LÚGX¨DQDOOL�. 
 Anat. cognates: HLuw. WZD�L� (adj.) ‘two’  (acc.pl.c. /twintsi/ “ 2” WX�ZD�L�]L 
�0$5$ù���������-]L�L (ASSUR letter E §9), 2�]L�D (TOPADA §19)), WZLVX (adv.) 
‘twice’  (2�V~ (TOPADA §11)); Lyc. NEL� (adj.) ‘(an)other’  (acc.sg.c. NEL, nom.-
acc.sg.n. NEL, dat.-sg. NEL, nom.-acc.pl.n. NELMD, gen.adj.acc.sg.c. NELMHKL, 
gen.adj.acc.pl.c. NELMHKLV, gen.adj.abl.-instr. NELMHKHGL), NELKX (adv.) ‘twice’ ; Mil. 
WELVX (adv.) ‘twice’ , WELSO  ‘?’ . 
  PAnat. *GX�R�L� 
 IE cognates: Skt. GYD\i� ‘twofold, in pairs’ , Gr.  ‘both, two’ ,  
‘double’ , OCS G YRM  ‘twofold’ , Lith. GYHMu ‘two’ , GY MD ‘of two kinds’ . 
  PIE *GXRLyP 
  
This adverb is attested multiple times. Once we find an attestation WD�D UD�WL ‘on 
the second day’  (KUB 32.123 iii 5 (NS)). It is unclear whether this is a genuin 
form or has to be emended to WD�D½�DQ¾ UD�WL. Already since Hrozný (1919: 
1165), W Q is connected with the PIE word for ‘two’ . There is some debate on the 
exact formation, however. On the basis of the L�stem forms Lyc. NEL�,�Mil. WEL� 
and HLuw. WZL�,� I assume that in Hittite, too, we are dealing with an original L�
stem *GXL�. This means that W Q must reflect *GXRL�RP, which corresponds exactly 
to e.g. Skt. GYD\i� ‘twofold’ , Gr.  ‘double’  etc. For the development *7ÑR > 
7D, cf. Melchert 1994a: 128.  
 Tischler (HEG T: 92) cites CLuw. GXÑ Q as a possible cognate, but its meaning 
cannot be determined.  
 ï�ð ñ
WDQDX��(n.) a kind of tree: nom.-acc.pl. WD�QD�D�~. 
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 IE cognates: ?OHG WDQQD ‘fir’ , ?Skt. GKiQX�� ‘bow’ . 
  PIE *G ò Q�fX ?? 
  
This word is hapax on a landgrant: SBo 4 (2064/g) obv. 10. The fact that it 
denotes a tree can be deduced from the determinative GIŠ, but the text does not 
give a clue as to what kind of tree. Neumann (1961b: 77f.) compares the word 
with PGerm. *GDQÑ � ‘fir(tree)’  (OHG WDQQD ‘fir’ ). If Skt. GKiQX�� ‘bow’  belongs 
here as well, then the etymon is *G ò HQ�X�. If this is correct, Hitt. WDQ X would 
reflect *G ò Q�fX, formally a collective (cf. *XG�fU ‘water (coll.)’ ).  
 ó-ô.ó

G Q©DãWL� (n.) ‘double-bone’ : nom.-acc.sg. GD�D�DQ�§D�Dã�WL (NS), WD�DQ�§D�
Dã�WL (NS), GD�§D�Dã�WL (NS). 
  PIE *GXRLRP *K õ HVWK ö �LK ö  
  
The exact meaning of this word cannot be determined, but it is clear that it 
denotes some body part (of cows and sheep). Nevertheless, the word is clearly a 
compound of G Q� and §DãWL� of which the first part is cognate with W Q ‘for the 
second time, again’  and the second part with §DãWDL� ‘bone’ . Friedrich (HW Erg. 
3: 31) therefore translates ‘Doppelknochen’ . Starke (1990: 122f.) argues that 
�§DãWL� shows the old dual ending nom.-acc.n. �LK ö � (see also GIŠHO]L�). See at 
§DãW L � §DãWL� for the reconstruction *K õ HVWK ö �,� which shows that the non-
assimilation of �W� in *K õ HVWK ö �LK ö  is due to the following �K ö �. See at W Q and 
§DãWDL� � §DãWL� for further etymology.  
 
�WWDQL�(2pl.pres.act.-ending of the PL-flection): see �WWHQ�L�  
 
WDQLQX�â Ú  (Ib2) ‘to install, to settle’ : 1sg.pres.act. WD�D�QL�QX�PL (KUB 14.13 iv 3 
(NH)), WD�QL�QX�PL, WD�QL�QX�XP�PL, 3sg.pres.act. GD�QL�QX�X]�]L, WD�QL�QX�L]�]L, 
3pl.pres.act. WD�QL�QX�ÑD�DQ�]L, � WD�QL�QX�DQ�]L, GD�QL�QX�ÑD�DQ�]L, 1sg.pret.act. 
WD�QL�QX�QX�XQ, 3sg.pret.act. WD�QL�QX�XW, GD�QL�QX�XW, Luw. [W]D�Q[L]-QX�XW�WD 
(KUB 31.7 rev. 8 (NH)), 3pl.pret.act. WD�QL�QX�HU; part. WD�QL�QX�ÑD�DQ�W�; 
verb.noun gen.sg. WD�QL�QX�PD�Dã; inf.I WD�QL�QX�PD�DQ�]L, WD�QL�QX�XP�PD�DQ�]L. 
  PIE *G ò RK ö �QL�QHX� 
  
This verb is occasionally preceded by gloss wedges (e.g. � WD�QL�QX�DQ�]L (KUB 
56.39 i 12), � WD�QL�QX�ÑD�DQ�]L (ibid. ii 7, iv 27)), which together with the one 
Luwian inflected from (3sg.pres.act. WDQLQXWWD), indicates that this verb was used 
in Luwian as well, or even is of Luwian origin. Formally, the verb is clearly a 
causative in �QX� of a stem WDQL� (or W QL�). In my view, this stem W QL� must be 
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equated with the stem G QL� that underlies Hitt. G QLW� ‘stele(?)’  (q.v.), CLuw. 
G QLW� ‘id.’  and HLuw. STELEWDQLVD� ‘id’ . The occurrence of this noun in Luwian 
matches the Luwian connection of the verb WDQLQX�. See at G QLW� for further 
etymology.  
 
G QLW��(n.) cult object, ‘stele (?)’ : nom.-acc.pl. WD�D�QL�WD (MH/NS). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. G QLW� (n.) ‘id.’  (nom.-acc.pl. GD�D�QL�WD, GD�D�QL�L�WD, WD�
D�QL�WD); HLuw. 

÷Wø.ù.ú.ù WDQLVD� (n.) ‘stele’  (nom.-acc.sg. /tanisan=tsa/ STELEWD�QL�Vj�
]D (MEHARDE §1, §7), STELEWD�QL�Vj½�]D¾ (SHEIZAR §4), dat.sg. /tanisi/ STELEWD�
QL�VL (MEHARDE §3)). 
  PIE *G ò RK ö �QL�G� 
  
This word is hapax in the following context:  

 
KUB 12.59+10.76 iii  
(7) NX�Lã ÑD�U D�DW ~-H�WH�Hã�NH�HW  
(8) NA §X�ÑD�D�ãL ä I.A WD�D�QL�WD NL�QX�QD ÑD�U D�DW NiQ  
(9) ND�D�ãD OD�JD�D�UL  
 
‘Who put up the §XÑDãL-stones and the W QLWD? Look: they now have fallen’ .  
 

Because of its co-occurrence with NA §XÑ ãL ä I.A, it is likely that W QLW�,� too, 
denotes some stone cultic object, possibly a stele YHO VLP. According to Starke 
(1990: 206), Hitt. W QLW� is to be equated with CLuw. G QLW�. He connects these 
words further with the “ G Q�Ritual” , assuming a development ‘belonging to the 
G Q-ritual > ritual object > stele’ . Problematic is the fact that the G Q-ritual is not 
securely attested: Starke bases himself on one poorly understood line only.  
 If W QLW� indeed means ‘stele’ , then it should be connected with HLuw. 
STELEWDQLVD� ‘stele’ . The basic stem then seems to be *W QL�,�which received a 
suffix �LG� in Hittite and CLuwian, but �VD� in HLuwian. Semantically, a 
connection with *G ò HK ö � ‘to put, to place’  is quite likely and supported by the fact 
that in the context cited above the verb ÑHW � is used that goes back to *G ò HK ö �. In 
CLuwian, we find KUB 35.70 ii (15) [G]D�D�QL�WD GX�~�XQ�GX ‘They must put up 
the G QLW�’ s!’ , with the verb WXÑD� ‘to put up’  that goes back to *G ò HK ö � as well. I 
therefore reconstruct the stem *W QL� as *G ò RK ö �QL�. For this formation (�QL�suffix 
with *R-grade in the root) compare OCS EUDQ  ‘fight’ , Lith. EDUQuV ‘quarrel’  < 
*E ò RU�QL�.  
 See at WDQLQX�û ü  for the possibility that this verb is derived from the stem *W QL�.  
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GDQNXL�� ��GDQNXÓDL�� (adj.) ‘black, dark’  (Sum. GE6): nom.sg.c. GD�DQ�NX�Lã, WD�
DQ�NX�Lã, GD�DQ�NX�L�Lã, GD�DQ�NX�¨D�Dã, acc.sg.c. GD�DQ�NX�LQ, nom.-acc.n. GD�DQ�
NX�L, dat.-loc.sg. GD�DQ�NX�ÑD�L, WD�DQ�NX�ÑD�L, GD�DQ�NX�L, abl. GD�DQ�NX�ÑD�¨D�D], 
GD�DQ�NX�ÑD�¨D�]D, GD�DQ�NX�¨D�D], GD�DQ�NX�ÑD�D], instr. GD�DQ�NX�LW, nom.pl.c. 
WD�DQ�NX�ÑD�H�Hã, WD�DQ�NX�H�Hã, nom.-acc.n. WD�DQ�NX�ÑD, GD�DQ�NX�ÑD, GD�DQ�NX�
ÑD�L, dat.-loc.pl. WD�DQ�NX�ÑD�Dã (OS), GD�DQ�NX�ÑD�¨D�Dã (KBo 40.333, 6). 
 Derivatives: GDQNX ãã�ý þ  (Ib2) ‘to become black’  (3sg.pres.act. GD�DQ�NX�H�Hã�]L, 
3sg.pret.act. GD�DQ�NX�H�Hã�WD; impf. GD�DQ�NX�Lã�NH�D�), GDQNXQHãNH�D�ý þ  (Ic6) ‘to 
make black’  (3pl.pret.act. GD�DQ�NX�QL�Hã�NHU), GDQNX�ÓD�QX�ý þ  (Ib2) ‘to make 
black’  (part. GD�DQ�NX�QX�ÑD�D[Q�W�]; impf. GD�DQ�NX�QX�Xã�NH�D�,�WD�DQ�NX�QX[-Xã�
NH�D�], GD�DQ�NX�ÑD�QX�Xã[-NH�D�]), ?GDQNXªDQX�ý þ  (Ib2) ‘to make black’  (impf. 
[GD�DQ�NX�¨]D�QX�Xã�NH�D�), GDQNXÓD©©� þ  (IIb) ‘to make black’  (impf. [GD�]DQ�NX�
ÑD�D§�§L�Hã�NH�D�), GDQNXWDU (n.) ‘darkness’  (nom.-acc.sg. GD�DQ�NX�WDU), 
GDQNXOL� (adj.) ‘tin’  (nom.sg.c. GD�DQ�NX�OL�Lã). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. GDNNXL� (adj.) ‘dark(?)’  (nom.sg.c. GD�DN�NX�~�L�Lã, 
acc.sg.c. [GD�D]N�NX�~�L�LQ, dat.-loc.sg. WiN�NX�L). 
 IE cognates: ON G¡NNU (adj.) ‘gloomy, dark of colour’ , OSax. GXQNDU, OHG 
WXQNDO, OFr. GLXQN�HU� ‘dark’ . 
  PIE *G ò QJ ÿ ��H�L� 
  
The bulk of the attestations clearly show an L-stem inflection GDQNXL� � GDQNXÑDL� 
(sometimes with loss of intervocalic �¨�: e.g. WDQNXÑDã < *WDQNXÑD¨Dã). We only 
find two forms that seem to show a stem GDQNX¨D�,� and these are clearly 
secondary.  
 Sturtevant (1934) proposed to interpret GDQNXL�,�just as SDUNXL� and ÑDU§XL�,�as 
old X�stem adjectives that are enlarged with the feminine suffix *-LK � �,�
comparable to Lat. VXDYLV (*VXHK � GX�LK � �) etc. This view has been widely 
followed (e.g. most recently Rieken 1999a: 259). As I have shown under SDUNXL� � 
SDUNXÑDL� ‘clean, pure’ , however, this adjective reflects *SUN ÿ �L� and must be 
regarded as a normal L-stem. In my view, the same goes for GDQNXL� � GDQNXÑDL� 
as well. Since Forrer DSXG Feist (1924: 1301), GDQNXL� is generally connected with 
the Germanic words for ‘dark’ . Heidermans (1993: 146, 152, 167) shows that in 
Germanic we find different formations: ON G¡NNU, GaNNU ‘dark’  < *G ò RQJ ÿ R�,�
OFr. GLXQN ‘dark’  < *G ò HQJ ÿ R�,�OHG WXQNDO ‘dark’  < *G ò QJ ÿ OR� and OSax. GXQNDU 
‘dark’  < *G ò QJ ÿ UR�. Yet it is clear that we are dealing with a root *G ò HQJ ÿ �. For 
Hittite, this means that we can safely reconstruct *G ò QJ ÿ ��H�L�,�a normal L�stem.  
 Sturtevant’ s adduction (1933: 123f.) of Gr.  ‘darkness’  and  
‘dark’  < *GQRJ ÿ ò � is quite interesting, but does not match the Germanic data.  
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 If the interpretation of CLuw. GDNNXL� as ‘dark’  is correct, it shows a 
development PAnat. *-QJ ÿ � > Luw. �NNX�.  
 
WDSDULªH�D�ý þ  (Ic1 > Ic2) ‘to lead, to decide, to rule, to reign’ : 2sg.pres.act. WD�SiU�
UL�¨D�ãL (KUB 21.1 i 65 (NH), KUB 26.25 ii 9, 12 (NH)), 3sg.pres.act. WD�SiU�UL�
¨D�L]�]L (Bronzetafel ii 94, iii 73 (NH)), 1pl.pres.act. WD�SD�UL�¨D�X�H�QL (KUB 2.2 
ii 48 (NS)), 3pl.pres.act. WD�SD�UL�¨D�DQ�]L (KUB 13.4 iv 9 (OH/NS)), 3sg.pret.act. 
WD�SD�UL�¨D�LW (KBo 13.101 i 3, 4 (MH/NS)), 2sg.imp.act. WD�SiU�UL�¨D�L (KBo 8.63 
i 10 (NH), KUB 21.38 obv. 36 (NH)), 2pl.imp.act. WD�SiU�UL�¨D�DW�WpQ (KUB 
46.13 iv 8 (NS)); part. WD�SiU�UL�¨D�DQ�W� (Bronzetafel ii 36 (NH))). 
 Derivatives: WDSDULªD� (c.) ‘order, ruling’  (nom.sg. WD�SiU�UL�Dã (KUB 5.1 iii 93 
(NH)), acc.sg. WD�SiU�UL�DQ (KBo 40.13 obv. 10 (NS)), [W]D�SD�UL�¨D�DQ (KBo 
18.88 rev. 17 (NH)), dat.-loc.sg. WD�SD�UL�¨D (KUB 14.7 i 7, 15), WD�SiU�UL�¨D 
(KUB 26.1 iii 34 (NH)), abl. WD�SiU�UL�¨D�D] (KUB 21.19 ii 8 (NH))), ú�� WDSDULªDOOL� (c.) ‘commander’  (nom.pl. WD�SD�UL�¨D�OL�L� �[H]ã (KUB 31.124 iv 3, 
5 (fr.) (MH/MS)), acc.pl. WD�SD�UL�¨D�DO�O[L�Xã?] (KUB 14.1 rev. 39 (MH/MS))). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. WDSDU� ‘to rule, to govern’  (2sg.pres.act. WD�SiU�ãL, 
1sg.pret.act. WD�SiU�§D, GD�SiU�§D, 3sg.pret.act. WD�SiU�WD, WD�SD�DU�WD, 
3sg.imp.act. WD�SiU�GX, inf. WD�SD�UX�QD), WDSDUDPPDQ� (adj.) ‘ruling, governing 
(?)’  (nom.-acc.pl. WD�SD�UD�DP�PD), WDSDUDPPD©LW� (n.) ‘position of ruling, 
governing (?)’  (abl.-instr. WD�SD�UD½�DP¾�PD�§L�WD�WL); HLuw. WDSDULD� ‘authority’  
(gen.? /tbarias/ LEPUS+UD�L�LD�VD (KARKAMIŠ A26D 1+2, §a, BOROWSKI 2 
line 1), abl.-instr. /tbariadi/: LIGNUMWD�SD�UD�L�D�WL (KARKAMIŠ Stone Bowl §1), 
LEPUS+UD�L�LD�WL��L�� �0$5$ù� �� ���� 68/7$1+$1� ��1, KÖRKÜN §3), WD�
LEPUS+UD�L�LD�WL (BOROWSKI 3 §5), LEPUS+5$�,�WL (IZGIN 1 §9)), 
WDSDUD�LWD� ‘authority’  (acc.sg. /tbara/itan/: LEPUS+UD�L�WD�QD (KARKAMIŠ 
A14D §4)), WDSDUDKLW� (n.) ‘authority’  (nom.-acc.sg. /tbarahi/: LEPUS�SD+UD�L�KL 
�0$5$ù� �� ������ WDSDULªD� ‘to decree’  (3sg.pret.act. /tbarita/: 
LIGNUM.CRUSLEPUS+UD�L�WD (TELL AHMAR 1 §9), /tbariata/: 
“ LIGNUM”LEPUS+UD�L�LD�WD (TELL AHMAR 1 §19)), WDSDULªDOD�L� (c.) ‘governor’  
(nom./acc.pl. /tbarialintsi/: LEPUS+UD�L�LD�OL�]L (JISR EL HADID fr. 3 line 2)), 
WDSDULªDOD� ‘to be governor’  (3sg.pret.act. /tbarialata/: LEPUS+UD�L�LD�OD�WD 
(KARABURUN §3)). 
  
The Hittite verb shows forms that belong to two stems, namely WDSDUL¨H�D�û ü  and 
WDSDUL¨DH�û ü  (although it must be admitted that all forms that I regard as belonging 
to WDSDUL¨H�D�û ü  show the stem WDSDUL¨D� and therewith in principle could belong 
with WDSDUL¨DH� as well). All these forms are attested in NS texts. In MH texts we 
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find the noun WDSDUL¨DOOL�,�a derivative in �DOOL� of the verbal stem WDSDUL¨H�D�. Note 
that these forms are spelled with single �U�,�on the basis of which I assume that 
single �U� is more original than the spellings with geminate �UU� (cf. § 1.4.6.2.b 
and e.g. at LãS U� ü  � LãSDU� for a similar distribution). It is generally thought that 
the Hittite words are borrowings from CLuwian, where the unextended verbal 
stem WDSDU� ‘to rule, to govern’  is still found.  
 Throughout Hittitology, many scholars have supposed that Hitt. WDSDUL¨H�D� and 
CLuw. WDSDU� are cognate with ODEDUQD� � WDEDUQD�,�the title of Hittite kings (q.v.). 
Most recently, Melchert (2003b: 19) has expressed the assumption “ that a Luwian 
*GDEDUQD� was borrowed as Hittite ODEDUQD� at a prehistoric stage when Hittite no 
longer had initial voiced G�. The Hittite word was later (but still prehistorically) 
altered to WDEDUQD� by association with the Luwian verb WDSDU�L\D�� ‘to rule’  after 
G� had also been devioced to W� in Luwian” . Moreover, he states that these words 
must be cognate to MHG WDSIHU ‘brave’  that he reconstructs as *G ò E�UR�. So all in 
all, Melchert assumes that an adjective *G ò E�UR� yielded the nominal stem 
*WDSDU� ‘powerful’ , from which not only the noun WDEDUQD� ‘ruler’  has been 
derived, but also the verb WDSDUL¨H�D� ‘to be powerful’ . On the basis of this latter 
verb, the Luwian verbal stem WDSDU� was then created due to back-formation. This 
scenario seems highly unlikely to me. If we look at the Anatolian material 
objectively, we see that the Luwian verbal stem WDSDU� ‘to rule’  must be the origin 
of all forms. Within Luwian it was the source of e.g. WDSDUDPPDQ� ‘ruling’ , 
WDSDUDKLW� ‘authority’ , WDSDUL¨D� ‘authority’  and WDSDUL¨D� ‘to decree’ . This latter 
verb was borrowed into Hittite as WDSDUL¨H�D� ‘to decree, to rule’ , which was the 
source of the noun WDSDUL¨D� ‘order’  and WDSDUL¨DOOL� ‘commander’ . The Luwian 
verbal stem WDSDU� is used unextendedly (WDSDUãL, WDSDU§D), which means that we 
must regard it as a root. The only way in which a Luwian verbal root WDSDU� could 
be of IE origin is by assuming that this spelling stands for /tbar-/, which reflects a 
root of the structure *7E � ò � HU� (for an initial cluster *73�,� cf. the PIE root 
*G ò E ò HQ� ò � ‘to make thick, to make firm’  as still visible in GAv. G E ]�, cf. at 
SDQNX�� ��SDQJDX�). This contrasts with the fact that the Germanic words (which 
by the way seems to have a proto-meaning ‘heavy, sad’ , cf. ON GDSU ‘sad’ , Norw. 
GDSHU ‘heavy, saddened’ ) reflect a nominal stem in �UR�: *G ò RE�UR�. An inner-
Anatolian connection between WDSDU� ‘to rule’  and ODEDUQD� � WDEDUQD� is fully 
gratuitous: the original meaning of the term WDEDUQD� � ODEDUQD� cannot be 
determined because we are dealing with a personal name.  
 All in all, I reject the connection between WDSDU�,� ODEDUQD� � WDEDUQD� and the 
Germanic words *GDSUD�. If Luw. WDSDU� is of IE origin, it must reflect *73HU�,�
although I know no good cognates. Note that if WDSDU� indeed would reflect 
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*73HU�,� it shows a different outcome of such an initial cluster than in Hittite, 
where *G ò E ò Q� ò ��H�X� yielded SDQNX� � SDQNDÑ� ‘all, entire’ , with loss of the initial 
dental consonant.  
 
GDSL� (adj.) ‘all, every, each, altogether’ : acc.sg.c. GD�St�Q D (KUB 5.1 i 14, 77, ii 
31, 65, 72, iii 74 (NH)), nom.-acc.sg.n. GD�St (VSNF 12.108 rev.? 3 (NS), KUB 
28.92 i 10 (NS)), gen.sg. GD�St�Dã, dat.sg. GD�St�L (KUB 5.1 i 12, 37, 48 (NH), 
KBo 2.6+ ii 33, iii 2 (NH), KBo 18.142, 16 (NS)), abl. GD�St�]D (KBo 2.9 i 7 
(MH/NS)), GD�St�GD�D] (KUB 12.57 iv 4 (NS)), acc.pl.c. GD�St�Xã (KBo 11.14 i 
24 (OH/NS), KUB 55.40, 6 (NS)), gen.pl. GD�St�Dã (KUB 16.77 iii 11 (NH)), 
dat.-loc.pl. GD�St�Dã (KUB 6.45 iii 35 (NH), KBo 25.180 rev. 10 (OH/NS), KBo 
40.56 obv. 16 (NS))). 
 Derivatives: GDSLDQW� (adj.) ‘all, every’  (nom.sg.c. GD�St�DQ�]D, nom.-acc.sg.n. 
GD�St�DQ, nom.pl.c. GD�St�DQ�WH�Hã, nom.-acc.pl.n. GD�St�DQ�GD). 
  
We are dealing with two stems, GDSL� and GDSLDQW�, which both denote ‘all, every, 
each’ . Herewith they are synonymous with § PDQW�,�which is the reason that 
GDSL�DQW�� and § PDQW� occasionlly are used as duplicates of each other. It should 
be noted that the stem GDSL� does not show ablaut in the suffix like other L�stem 
adjectives. Moreover, the one attestation GDSLGD] shows a pronominal inflection. 
The acc.sg.c.-form GD�St�Q D as attested several times in KUB 5.1 is remarkable 
because in this NH composition we would not expect the use of the conjunctive 
 D (see at  �P�D for the chronological distribution). So perhaps we should regard 
the syntagm GD�St�Q D ZI�DQ as a petrified expression.  
 Of the many etymological proposals for GDSL�DQW�� (see the listing in Tischler 
HEG T: 127f.) none can be regarded as convincing.  
 
WDSXã� (n.) ‘side’ : gen.sg. WD�SX�ãD�Dã (KBo 32.14 ii 29), all.sg. WD�SX�~�ãD (KBo 
4.2 iii 47, KBo 39.164 r.col. 6, KUB 20.99 ii 18, KUB 31.105, 19, KUB 55.45 ii 
12, KUB 55.58 obv. 16, IBoT 2.112 obv. 9, etc.), WD�SX�X�ãD (KUB 1.8 iv 19 
(NH)), WD�SX�ãD (often), GD�SX�ãD (KBo 5.1 i 33), endingless loc.(?) WD�SX�Xã 
(KBo 13.20, 7, KUB 8.30 obv. 23), abl. WD�SX�Xã�]D (OS, often), WD�SX�X�Xã�]D 
(KBo 30.58 iii 11 (OH/NS)), GD�SX�Xã�]D (KBo 2.29 i 8), WD�SX�X]�]D (IBoT 2.4 i 
6, KBo 34.152 iii 3). 
  
Some of the forms cited above are used adverbially and then denote ‘besides, next 
to’ . The word is difficult to etymologize. Some scholars assume a connection 
with Hitt. W SXÑDãã� ‘rib’ , but this is unlikely. Oettinger (1979a: 553) suggests a 
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connection with e.g. ON VWDIU ‘staff’  < *VWHE ò � and reconstructs a paradigm 
*�V�WpE ò �ÑRV, *�V�W�H�E ò �XV�pV (DSXG Tischler HEG T: 140), which does not seem 
very appealing to me. Rieken (1999a: 210) assumes that WDSXã� represents an V�
stem extenstion of an original X�stem *7p3�X�,�*73�pX�,�but such an analysis does 
not have much merit without a good IE comparandum.  
 
WDU��‘to speak’ :�see WHU�û ü  � WDU�,�W �û ü   
 
WDUUD� � � ��� 	 þ 
  (IIIh) ‘to be able; (+ inf.) to can’ : 1sg.pres.midd. WDU�UD�D§�§D�UL (NH), 
2sg.pres.midd. WDU�UD�DW�WD (MH/NS), 3sg.pres.midd. WDU�UD�DW�WD (NH), 
1sg.pret.midd. WDU�UD�D§�§D�DW (NH), 3sg.pret.midd. WDU�UD�DW�WD�DW (NH), WDU�UD�
DG�GD�DW (NH); part. WDU�UD�DQ�W� (NH). 
 IE cognates: Skt. WLUiWH, WiUDWH ‘to overcome’ , Lat. WU QV ‘across, through’ . 
  PIE *WHUK � � 
  
See Neu 1968: 167 and Oettinger 1979a: 298 for attestations. It should be noted 
that all forms are found in NS texts only.  
 Since Friedrich HW: 213 this verb is generally regarded as an inner-Hittite 
cognate of WDU§X�û ü  ‘to prevail, to conquer’  (q.v.), which reflects *WHUK � �X� (and not 
unextended *WHUK � � as is usually thought). Oettinger (1979a: 299) equates 3sg. 
WDUUDWWD with Skt. WiUDWH, which he reconstructs as *WpUK � �R�WR (but note that Skt. 
WiUDWH must reflect *WpUK � �H�WR). Apart from the fact that in the «g-Veda the stem 
WiUDWH is hapax, whereas WLUiWH < *WUK � �p�WR is attested multiple times, the status of 
the Hittite ‘thematic’  middle is quite unclear. Examples like 3sg.pres.midd. 
ÑH§DUL besides ÑH§DWWDUL and 3sg.pret.midd. ÑH§WDW besides ÑH§DWWDW show that the 
‘thematic vowel’  �D� could well be secondary on the basis of the 3sg.pres.-ending 
�DUL. In the case of WDUUD� � � � �  ü �  this is important for establishing the phonetic 
developments it has undergone. If WDUUD� reflects *WHUK � �R�,� it would show a 
development *HU+9 > *DU+9, which would contradict the vowel �H� as found in 
HU§� � DUD§����DU§� ‘boundary’  < *K ö HU�K � � and ãHU§D� (an object to rinse feet with) 
< *VHUK ��� õ �. If the ‘thematic vowel’  in WDUUD� is secondary, however, we could 
assume that in 1sg. *WpUK � �K � R, 2sg. *WpUK � �WK � R, etc. the sound law *H5&& > 
D5&& is responsible for the �D� in WDUU�. This �D� then spread to 3sg. *WpUK � �R > 
*WHUUD >> *WDUUD, which later on served as the basis for the thematic paradigm 
WDUUD� � � � .  
 Tischler (HEG T: 147) cites the form WDU�¨D�DQ�GD�DQ (KUB 12.63 + 36.70 obv. 
9) as participle of WDUUD�,�but this is phonetically impossible: a preform *WUK � �¨HQW� 
should have yielded Hitt. **WDU§L¨DQW�. Note that its translation “ kräftig”  is based 
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on the supposed etymological connection with WDUUD� only and is not obligatory 
within the context it occurs in. The verb WDUUDQX�û ü , which sometimes is regarded 
as the causative of WDUUD�,�is semantically unclear, and therefore an etymological 
connection with WDUUD� cannot be ascertained.  
 
WDUD©©�ý þ : see WDU§X�û ü   
 
WDUDL� þ ���WDUL� (IIa4 > Ic1) ‘to exert oneself, to become tired’ : 3pl.pres.act. W[D�]UL�
¨D�DQ�]L (HKM 55 rev. 31 (MH/MS)), 1sg.pret.act. WD�UH�H§�§X�XQ (KUB 30.10 
rev. 4 (OH/MS)), GD�UL�¨D�QX�XQ (KUB 21.19+ iii 37 (NH)), WD�UL�¨D�QX�XQ (KUB 
30.33 i 13 (MH/NS)), WD�D�UL�¨D�QX�XQ (KUB 30.36 ii 5 (MH/NS), GD�UL�¨D�D§�§X�
XQ (KUB 30.35 i 9 (MH/NS), KUB 14.7 iv 16 (NH)), 3sg.pret.act. WD�UD�Lã (KUB 
36.83 i 20, 23 (MH/NS)), GD�UL�¨D�DW (KUB 21.27 iv 39 (NH)); part. WD�UL�¨D�DQ�W� 
(KUB 24.3 ii 35, 36 (MH/NS)). 
 Derivatives: WDULªDã©D� (c.) ‘tirednes, fatigue’  (nom.sg. WD�UL�¨D�Dã�§D�Dã (KBo 
1.42 i 19), GD�UL�¨D�Dã�§D�Dã (KUB 31.127+ i 25), WDU�UL�¨D�Dã�§D�Dã (KUB 24.3 i 
48)), GDULªDQX�ý þ  (Ib2) ‘to tire, to make tired’  (1sg.pret.act. GD�UL�¨D�QX�QX�XQ 
(here? KUB 7.60 iii 13), 3sg.pres.act. GD�UL�¨D�QX�]L (KUB 17.29 ii 11, 12), 
3sg.pret.act. WD�UL�¨D�QX�XW (KUB 31.67 iv 17)). 
  
Note that some of the forms that usually are regarded as belonging here are 
treated under the lemma G UL¨H�D�û ü  (q.v.). For the semantics of WDUDL� ü  � WDUL�,�cf. 
the following contexts:  

 
KUB 30.10 rev.  
(3) QX PX NX�Lã DINGIR x$ L�QD�DQ SD�Lã QX PX JH�HQ�]X  
(4) [GD�D ... L�Q]D�QL Sp�UD�DQ WD�UH�H§�§X�XQ PD�OH�HN�N �XQ QX ]D QDP�PD  
       Ò�8/ WDU�X§�PL  
 
‘May my god, who gave me the illness, [have] pity on me. [ ... ]because of the 

[ill]ness I have become tired and P.-ed. I cannot succeed any longer’ ;  
 
KUB 30.36 ii  
(2)                                              ... QX NLã�DQ WH�H]�]L  
(3) ÏUR.SAGMEŠ GAL

��� �
 SD�DQ�JD�X�H�Hã TURMEŠ-

��� �
  

(4) §D�D�UL�¨D�Dã QD�DN�NL�L�¨D�Dã NX�LW ~�ÑD�QX�XQ  
(5) NX�LW WD�D�UL�¨D�QX�XQ  
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‘He speaks thus: “ All you mountains, great and small. Why have I come to the 

impassable valleys? Why have I wearied myself?” ’ .  
 

Compare also WDUL¨Dã§Dã (KBo 1.42 i 19) which glosses Akk. 0$�1$�$Ï�780 
‘fatigue’ .  
 The oldest form of the paradigm is WD�UH�H§�§X�XQ (OH/MS). The reading of 
this word is in debate because of the fact that the sign AÏ/UÏ can be read D§, H§, 
L§ as well as X§. For instance, Tischler (HEG T: 172) reads this form as WD�UL�D§�
§X�XQ on the basis of two attestations GD�UL�¨D�D§�§X�XQ found in NS texts, for 
instance in  

 
KUB 30.35 i  
(7) QX D�SiG�GD SD�L�ãL QX ÑD[-DS�SX�]L NLã�DQ PH�PD�DW�WL  
(8) ÑD�DS�SX PL�LW QD�DQ�x[ NX?�L]W? ~�ÑD�QX�XQ NX�LW  
(9) GD�UL�¨D�D§�§X�X[Q]  
 
‘You will go there and will speak to the riverbank thus: “ O my riverbank! 

[Wh]y? did I come QDQ�[? Why have I wearied myself?” ’ .  
 

I do not find this very attractive, however. I follow Oettinger (1979a: 475) in 
reading WD�UH�H§�§X�XQ, which, together with 3sg.pret.act. WD�UD�Lã (KUB 36.83 i 
20, 23, although it must be admitted that this context is not fully clear and that 
therefore the interpretation of WDUDLã as ‘he became tired’  is not totally 
ascertained), points to an original G L�WL¨DQ]L-class inflection. Like the other verbs 
of this class, WDUDL� � WDUL�, too, shows secondary thematization in NH times, 
yielding the stem WDUL¨H�D�û ü . The two forms GDUL¨D§§XQ must be compared to 
QH¨D§§XQ (a cross between QH§§XQ and QH¨DQXQ).  
 As I have shown in Kloekhorst fthc.a, the G L�WL¨DQ]L-class verbs go back to a 
structure *&&��R�L�. In the case of WDUDL��WDUL� this means that we are dealing with 
*7U�RL� � *7U�L�,�derived from a root *7HU�. Different etymological proposals have 
been done, but none is convincing: an inner-Hittite connection with WDUUD� � � � �  ü �  ‘to 
be able’  (thus Friedrich 1968: 37f.) is impossible as the latter verb reflects *WHUK � � 
and *WUK � �RL� should have yielded Hitt. **WDU§DL�; the connection with Gr.  
‘to do’  (Tischler 1979: 265) < *GUHK � � is formally impossible as well; a 
connection with Lith. GDUêWL ‘to do’  (Tischler l.c.) is semantically improbable as 
the latter verb is a causative to GHU WL ‘to be fit’ , which has nothing to do with ‘to 
weary oneself’ . All in all, the etymology remains unclear.  
 
WDU©�ý þ : see WDU§X�û ü   
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WDU©X�ý þ  (Ia4) ‘to prevail, to conquer, to be powerful, to be able; (with�  ]) to 
defeat’ : 1sg.pres.act. WDU�X§�PL (OH/MS), 2sg.pres.act. WDU�X§�ãL (KBo 21.34 + 
IBoT 1.7 i 64 (MH/NS)), 3sg.pres.act. WD�UX�X§�]L (KBo 6.2 ii 58 (OS)), WDU�X§�]L 
(StBoT 25.19 obv. 12 (OS), etc.), WDU�UX�X§�]L (KBo 20.73 iv 6 (OH/MS), KBo 
22.195 iii 8 (OH/MS)), WDU�§X�X]�]L (KUB 17.10 i 33 (OH/MS)), WD�UX�X§�]D 
(KUB 43.75 rev. 9 (OH/NS)), WDU�§X�H�]L (KBo 38.126, 10 (MS)), 1pl.pres.act. 
WDU�D§�§X�X�H�QL (NH), 2pl.pres.act. WDU�X§�WH�QL (NH), 3pl.pres.act. WDU�UX�X§�§D�
DQ�]L (KUB 7.1 ii 9 (OH/NS)), WDU�X§�§D�DQ�]L (NH), 1sg.pret.act. WD�UX�X§�§X�XQ 
(KBo 16.47 obv. 4 (MH/MS)), WDU�§X�XQ (KUB 14.1 rev. 58 (MH/MS)), WDU�D§�
§X�XQ (NH, often), 3sg.pret.act. WDU�X§�WD (OH/MS), 1pl.pret.act. WDU�§X�HQ (KBo 
3.41+ obv. 19 (OH/NS)), WDU�§X�X�HQ (KBo 22.6 iv 12 (OH/NS)), 3pl.pret.act. 
WDU�§X�H�HU (KUB 23.79, 12 (MH/MS?)), WDU�§X�HU (KBo 32.14 iii 17, 32 (MS)), 
WDU�[§X]-H�HU (KUB 17.27 iii 9 (MH/NS)), WDU�X§�§H�H�HU (NH), WDU�X§�§H�HU 
(NH), 1sg.imp.act. WDU�X§�§D�DO�OX (KBo 12.58+ obv. 5 (NS)), 3sg.imp.act. WDU�
§X�GX (KBo 4.2 i 54 (OH/NS)), WDU�X§�GX (MH/NS), WDU�§X�LG�GX (KUB 36.75 iv 
10 (MH/MS)), 3pl.imp.act. WDU�X§�§D�DQ�GX (KBo 43.273, 7 (undat.)); part. WDU�
§X�DQ�W� (Bo 3081 obv. 5 (MS), Bo 6109, 8 (undat.)), WDU�X§�§D�DQ�W� (NH); 
verb.noun gen.sg. WDU�D§�§X�X�ÑD�Dã, WDU�D§�§X�Dã; sup. WDU�D§�§X�X�ÑD�DQ (KBo 
3.7 iii 25 (OH/NS)); impf. WDU�X§�§L�Lã�NH�D�,� WDU�X§�§L�Hã�NH�D�,� WDU�D§�§X�L�Lã�
NH�D� (Bo 69/969 ii 2 (NS)); broken WDU�§X�Ñ[D�...] (VSNF 12.135, 5 (NS)), WDU�
§X[-...] (KUB 33.66 iii 16 (OH/MS)). 
 Derivatives: WDU©X ãã�ý þ  (Ib2) ‘to become powerful’  (3sg.pret.act. WDU�§X�Lã�WD 
(KBo 13.49 ii 4 (NS))), WDU©XLOL�� �� WDU©XLODL� (adj.) ‘strong, powerful’  (acc.sg.c. 
WDU�§X�X�L�OL�LQ (NS), nom.-acc.sg.n. WDU�§X�X�L�OL (MH/NS), acc.pl. WDU�§X�L�OD�Xã 
(MH/MS), WDU�§X�L�OL�Xã (NH)), WDU©XLO WDU���WDU©XLODQQ� (n.) ‘heroism, courage’  
(nom.-acc.sg. WDU�§X�L�OD�D�WDU, WDU�§X�L�OD�WDU, gen.sg. WDU�§X�L�OD�DQ�QD�Dã), 
WDU©XLO ãã�ý þ  (Ib2) ‘to become powerful’  (3sg.pres.act. WDU�§X�L�OH[-H]ã�]L 
(MH/MS?), 1sg.pret.act. WDU�§X�L�OH�H�Hã�ãX�XQ (MH/MS)),  � 7DU©XQQD� (c.) 
‘Storm-god’  (Sum. dIŠKUR, dU; nom.sg. dIŠKUR�Dã (OS), dU�Dã (OS), acc.sg. 
dIŠKUR�DQ (OS), dU�DQ (OS), gen. dIŠKUR�QD�Dã (OS), dat. dIŠKUR-XQ�QL 
(OS)), see WDUUD� � � � . 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. 

� 7DU©XÓDQW�� �� � 7DU©XQW��‘Storm-god’  (nom.sg. dU-DQ�
]D, dIŠKUR�DQ�]D, voc.sg. dU�DQ, d7DU�§X�XQ�]D, dat.-loc.sg. dIŠKUR�X[Q�W]L, 
gen.adj.acc.pl.c. WDU�§X�XQ�WD�Dã�ãL�LQ�]D, gen.adj.nom.-acc.pl.n. dIŠKUR�Dã�ãD�
DQ�]D), WDU©XQWD� ‘?’  (3sg.pret.act. WDU�§X�XQ�WD�DW�WD), WDU©XQWLWL�,�a kind of food 
(Hitt.gen.sg. WDU�§X�XQ�WL�WL�¨D�Dã); HLuw. 7DUKXQW�,�7DUKXQ]D� (c.) ‘Storm-god’  
(nom.sg. /tarhunts/ DEUSTONITRUS�KX�]D (KÖRKÜN §5, BULGARMADEN 
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§4), /tarhuntsas/ DEUSTONITRUS�KX�]D�VD (KARATEPE 1 §3, KARKAMIŠ A6 
§2, SULTANHAN §8, etc.), DEUSTONITRUS�KX�]D�Vi (KARATEPE 1 §40, §51, 
§73), DEUSTONITRUS�KX�X�]D�VD (KULULU 1 §10), acc.sg. /tarhuntsan/ 
DEUSTONITRUS�KX�]D�QD��0$5$ù�������.h57h/�����%25�����1øö'(���OLQH�
1, KARKAMIŠ A17D §4), DEUSTONITRUS�KX�]i�QD (SULTANHAN §2), 
DEUSTONITRUS�KX�X�]D�QD�� (KULULU 1 §5), gen.sg. /tarhuntas/ 
DEUSTONITRUS�KX�WD�VD��.$5$7(3(�������dø)7/ø.������DEUSTONITRUS�KX�
WD�Vi� �dø)7/ø.� ����� ������ GDW�VJ�� �WDUKXQWL�� DEUSTONITRUS�KX�WL�L 
�.$5.$0,â� $�� ����� 0$5$ù� ���� ���� $.6$5$<� ���� 3$/$1*$� �����
DEUSTONITRUS�KX�WL (BABYLON 3, BOHÇA §2, KARKAMIŠ A24D ��� §11), 
abl.-instr. /tarhuntadi/ DEUSTONITRUS�KX�WD�WL� �1øö'(� �� OLQH� ����
DEUSTONITRUS�KX�WD�Wt (KARATEPE 1 §10), DEUSTONITRUS�WD�WL�L 
(KARKAMIŠ A15E §1), gen.adj.abl.-instr. /tarhuntasadi/ DEUSTONITRUS�KX�WD�
Vi�WL�L (MAR$ù� �� ������ WDUKXQWL� (adj.) ‘of the Storm-god’  (nom.sg.c. 
DEUSTONITRUS�KX�WL�L�VD� �dø)7/ø.� ����� DEUSTONITRUS�KX�WL�L�Vi 
�(ö5ø.g<� ���� DEUSTONITRUS�KX�WL�Vi (KÜRTÜL §1)); Lyd. ?WDUY DOOL� ‘of 
Tar a’  (nom.sg.c. WDUY DOOLV); Lyc. 7UTTxW� ‘Storm-god’  (nom.sg. 7UTTDV, 7UTDV, 
dat.sg. 7UTTxWL), Mil. 7UTTxW� ‘Storm-god’  (nom.sg. 7UTTL], dat.sg. 7UTTxWL, 
gen.adj. WUTTxWDVD�L�) 
 IE cognates: Skt. WgUYDWL ‘to overcome, to overpower’ , Av. WDXUXXDLLHLWL ‘to 
overcome’ . 
  PIE *WHUK � �X�WL, *WUK � �X�HQWL 
  
The verbal forms that I have gathered here under one lemma are usually regarded 
as belonging to two separate verbs, namely WDU§�û ü  and WDU§X�û ü  � WDUX§�û ü . Despite 
the alleged formal difference, these verbs are generally regarded as semantically 
identical. The existence of a stem WDU§X��WDUX§� (for the alteration cf. HNX�û ü  ‘to 
drink’  that is spelled HXN�û ü  as well) is assured by the spellings 3sg.pres.act. WDU�
§X�X]�]L (OH/MS) and WD�UX�X§�]L (OS). The most common spelling of 
3sg.pres.act. is WDU�AÏ/UÏ�]L, however. The sign AÏ/UÏ (HZL 332) can in 
principle be read D§, H§, L§ as well as X§. A choice between these readings is 
usually based on the preceding sign: e.g. WD�UX�AÏ/UÏ�]L is read WD�UX�X§�]L on 
the basis of the preceding UX; WH�AÏ/UÏ�§L is read WH�H§�§L on the basis of the 
preceding WH. In the case of WDU�AÏ/UÏ�]L, the preceding sign does not give a clue 
as to how to read the sign, however. Nevertheless, in some cases we are sure that 
we must read X§. For instance, the OS form WDU�AÏ/UÏ�]L (StBoT 25.19 obv. 12) 
is duplicated by WDU�UX�X§�]L (KBo 22.195 iii 8 (OH/MS)), which shows that we 
have to read the first form as WDU�X§�]L. In KBo 20.73 iv 6 we first find WDU�
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AÏ/UÏ�]L and later on, in the same line, WDU�UX�X§�]L. This latter form confirms 
that the first should be read WDU�X§�]L. A similar case is KBo 4.2 i 52 where we 
find WDU�AÏ/UÏ�]L, whereas ibid. 54 has WDU�§X�GX, which determines the first 
form as WDU�X§�]L. In addition, there is not a single piece of positive evidence for 
reading WDU�AÏ/UÏ�]L as WDU�D§�]L: spellings like **WD�UD�D§�]L or **WDU�§D�]L 
lack totally (unlike e.g. ÑD�OD�D§�]L ‘hits’  which determines the spelling ÑD�DO�
AÏ/UÏ�]L as ÑD�DO�D§�]L or SiU�§D�]L ‘chases’  which determines the spelling SiU�
AÏ/UÏ�]L as SiU�D§�]L). Despite these considerations, the form WDU�AÏ/UÏ�]L is 
generally transliterated WDU�D§�]L (e.g. Tischler (HEG T: 157) states “ [e]s ist 
jedoch traditionell üblich, WDU�$Ï�8Ï�]L als WDU�D§�]L zu transliterieren” ). This 
“ WDU�D§�]L”  then is phonologically interpreted as /tarHtsi/ (Oettinger 1979a: 221).  
 If there indeed were a stem /tarH-/, we would also expect that forms like 
3pl.pres.act. /t(a)rHantsi/ or 3pl.pret.act. /t(a)rHer/ were spelled **WDU�§D�DQ�]L 
and **WDU�§H�HU (cf. ÑD�DO�§D�DQ�]L, ÑD�DO�§H�HU and SiU�§D�DQ�]L, SiU�§H�HU). Yet 
these are never found: we only find WDU�AÏ/UÏ�§D�DQ�]L (besides WDU�UX�X§�§D�
DQ�]L) and WDU�AÏ/UÏ�§H�HU (besides WDU�§X�HU and WDU�§X�H�HU). The only forms 
within the whole paradigm that seemingly show an unambiguous stem /tarH-/ are 
1sg.pret.act. WDU�§X�XQ and 1pl.pret.act. WDU�§X�X�HQ. However, if we compare 
these to 1sg.pret.act. HNXQ and 1pl.pret.act. HNXHQ from HNX�û ü  ‘to drink’  or 
1pl.pres.act. OD§XHQL from O §X� ü  ‘to pour’ , we see that WDU§XQ and WDU§XHQ would 
perfectly fit the stem WDU§X� as well.  
 All in all, we have to conclude that there is no positive evidence in favour of 
reading the spellings WDU�AÏ/UÏ�]L as WDU�D§�]L and interpreting these as spellings 
of a stem /tarH-/: all forms that are usually interpreted as showing /tarH-/ could 
just as well or have to be interpreted as showing the stem WDU§X��WDUX§�. I 
therefore reject the existence of a stem /tarH-/ and analyse all forms as belonging 
with WDU§X��WDUX§�. Subsequently I have cited all attestations with WDU�AÏ/UÏ- as 
WDU�X§� in the overview above.  
 The view that we are dealing with a stem WDU§X��WDUX§� only is supported by 
etymological evidence as well. The verb denotes ‘to conquer, to prevail, to be 
powerful’  and has since Kuryáowicz (1927: 102) generally been connected with 
the PIE root *WHUK � �. This unextended root, which was thought to be the 
predecessor of Hitt. “ WDU§�” , does not mean ‘to overpower’ , however, but ‘to 
cross, to pass through’  only (Skt. WDU ü � ‘to pass through’ , Lat. WU QV ‘past, over’ ). 
This does not fit the Hittite meaning ‘to conquer, to overpower’ . Such a meaning 
is only attested in the X-present *WHUK � �X� that denotes ‘to overpower’ : Skt. WgUYDWL 
‘to conquer, to overpower’ , Av. WDXUXXDLLHLWL ‘to overcome’  (*WUK � �X�H�R�). So also 
semantically it has become clear that an analysis /tarH-/ is impossible: there 
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would be no way to explain its meaning ‘to conquer’  from PIE *WHUK � � ‘to pass 
through’ . The meaning ‘to conquer’  is only explicable from PIE *WHUK � �X� ‘to 
overpower’ , which is an additional argument to read all forms with WDU�AÏ/UÏ- 
as WDU�X§�.  
 The fact that we find the spelling WDU§X� as well as WDUX§§� reminds us of the 
situation of HNX�û ü  besides HXN�û ü  ‘to drink’  and WDUNX�û ü  besides WDUXN�û ü  ‘to dance’ . 
These latter verbs must be phonologically interpreted as /"egw-/ and /tarkw-/, also 
on the basis of the forms DNXHQL, HNXQ, HNXHQ (instead of **DNXPHQL, **HNXQXQ 
and **HNXPHQ) and WDUNXÑDU (instead of **WDUNXPDU) that can only be explained 
by the fact that the labial feature of /gw/ and /kw/ does not participate in the sound 
law *-ÑX� > �PX�. I therefore assume that the spelling variation between WDU§X� 
and WDUX§§� and the forms 1sg.pret.act. WDU§XQ, 1pl.pret.act. WDU§XHQ, sup. 
WDU§XÑDQ and verb.noun gen.sg. WDU§XÑDã point to a synchronic phonological 
interpretation /tarHw-/. See Kloekhorst fthc.c for my view that this synchronic 
phoneme /Hw/ (which has a lenited variant /hw/ in O §X���O Kw-/) must have been a 
PAnat. phoneme as well because of Lyc. 7UTTxW� /trkwnt-/ < PAnat. *WU+ ÿ HQW� (see 
also below).  
 One of the most important derivatives of the verb WDU§X�û ü  is the name of the 
Storm-god. In Hittite, this name is almost always spelled with the sumerograms 
dU and dIŠKUR. On the basis of the OS attestation dat.-loc.sg. dIŠKUR�XQ�QL 
(KBo 3.22 obv. 3), it is generally assumed that the underlying Hittite name was 
7DU§XQQD�. The exact interpretation of the suffix �QQD� is unclear, however. In 
CLuwian, we find the phonetic spellings voc.sg. d7DU�§X�XQ�]D and gen.adj. WDU�
§X�XQ�WD�Dã�ãD�L�,� which, together with nom.sg. dU�DQ�]D and dIŠKUR�DQ�]D 
point to an ablauting pair 7DU§XÑDQW� � 7DU§XQW�. These forms point to an original 
paradigm *WUK � �X�pQW�V, *WUK � �X�QW�yV which looks like an original participle (note 
that this would be the only participle in �DQW� in Luwian, where synchronically 
only participles in �PPD�L� can be found). The same paradigm must underly the 
HLuwian forms, where we find a stem 7DUKXQW� (nom.sg. /tarhunts/, gen.sg. 
/tarhuntas/, dat.-loc.sg. /tarhunti/) and a secondary stem 7DUKXQ]D� (nom.sg. 
/tarhuntsas/, acc.sg. /tarhuntsan/). Cf. Eichner 1974: 288 for the observation that 
CLuw. 7DU§ÑDQW� forms an exact word equation with Skt. W UYDQW� 
‘overpowering’ , which is used as an epithet of Indra, Agni and Mitra. The 
interpretation of Lyc. and Mil. 7UTTxW� has been in debate because of the unclear 
interpretation of the sign T. For instance, Starke (1990: 140f.) reads T as /k/ < *K �  
and subsequently reconstructs *WUK � �pQW�. As I have shown in Kloekhorst fthc.c, 
there is no evidence at all that Lyc. T reflects *K �  (which instead yields Lyc.  
when unlenited and J when lenited) and that an interpretation of T as /kw/ < *�K � X� 
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is the only convincing solution. Therefore, Lyc. 7UTTxW� must reflect *WUK � XHQW� as 
well.  
 The CLuwian verb WDWDU§� may mean ‘to break’ , cf. the following context: 

 
KUB 9.6 iii  
(25) NX�Lã WDU PD�DO�§D�Dã�ãD�Dã�ãD�DQ�]D�DQ EN�¨D  
(26) D�DG�GX�ÑD�OD D�DQ�QL�WL D DQ DINGIRMEŠ�LQ�]L  
(27) D�D§�§D QD�D�WD�DW�WD WD�WD�DU�§D�DQ�GX  
(28) ~�L�LW�SD�QL�LP SD DQ ~�L�GD�D�LQ�GX  
(29) D GX�Ñ [D�D]Q DQ�QD�D�DQ SD�D�WD�DQ�]D GX�~�ÑD�DQ�GX  
 
‘Whoever does evil to the patient, may the gods WDWDU§� him like reed, may they 

ÑLG L� him regarding (his) Ñ WSDQL�,�and may they place him under their feet’ . 
 

It therefore is often equated with Hitt. WDU§�û ü . Since Hitt. WDU§�û ü  does not exist 
anymore, this equation cannot be upheld either. Semantically, a connection with 
‘to conquer’  is not very appealing either. I would rather suggest a connection with 
Gr.  ‘to hurt (someone)’  < *WUK � �¨H�R� and reconstruct WDWDU§� as *WH�WHUK � �.  
 The HLuwian verb WDWDUK� is attested only in the damaged inscription 
BEYKÖY (see Masson 1980: 118f.):  

 
(1) [                                                  ]x-x  
(2) EXERCITUS NX�x Wj�WDUD�L�KD�Wj�
 

Masson translates ‘L’ armée x ne cessait de vaincre’ . Because of the broken 
context, the exact meaning of this inscription cannot be determined. Perhaps, 
WDWDUK� is to be regarded as a direct cognate to CLuw. WDWDU§�.  
 
�WWD�UL�, �WWDW�L� (2sg.midd.-ending) 
  
The endings of the 2sg. of the middle inflection are �WWD, �WWDUL and �WWDWL for the 
present and �WWDWL, �WWDW for the preterite. The distribution between these endings is 
not fully clear to me (especially between �WWD�UL� and �WWDWL in the present, but 
compare Yoshida 1987), but it is clear that the common element is �WWD. This �WWD 
clearly must be compared with 2sg.midd.-endings in the other IE languages like 
TochA �W U, TochB �WDU, and OIr. �WKHU. In view of the 2sg.perf.-ending *-WK � H, 
these probably reflect *-WK � R.  
 
�WWD�UL�, �WWDW�L� (3sg.midd.-endings) 
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 Anat. cognates: CLuw. �WWDU�L�, �GDUL (3sg.pres.midd.-ending): D�QD�D�LW�WD�UL, 
§DO�WL�LW�WD�UL, §D�D�Dã�ãL�GD�UL, NX�OD�QL�LW�WDU, SDO�SD�WL�LW�WD�UL, SD�DS�WL�LW�WDU. 
  PIE *-WR 
  
In the 3sg.midd., we find two sets of endings: pres. �D�UL�, pret. �DW�L� vs. pres. 
�WWD�UL�, pret. �WWDW�L�. Sometimes it is stated that the distribution between these 
endings corresponds to the distribution between PL� and §L�endings in the active, 
but this is incorrect. On the basis of the active inflection of a given verb, it cannot 
be predicted whether it will use �D�UL� � �DW�L� or �WWD�UL� � �WWDW�L� as 3sg.midd.-
ending. For instance, §DO]L¨D�UL�, OD§XÑ UL, ODJ UL and SD§ãD�UL� correspond to the 
§L-inflecting actives §DO]DL� �  � §DO]L�,�O §X� �  � OD§X�,�O N� �  � ODN� and SD§ã� � , whereas 
e.g. HãD�UL� and NDUãD correspond to the PL-inflecting actives Hã�� �  � Dã� and NDUã�� � .  
 Usually, a verb is consistent in its ‘choice’  for either the ending �D�UL� � �DW�L� or 
�WWD�UL� � �WWDW�L�, but sometimes we encounter both (e.g. NDUãD besides NDUãWDUL or 
ãXSSDUL besides ãXSWDUL) and occasionally even a combination of the two (e.g. 
ãXSSDWWDUL). These are rare cases, however. For instance, the verb Hã� ��� � � �  ‘to seat 
oneself’  shows the ending �D�UL� throughout the Hittite period, whereas e.g. NL� � � ��� � � �  
consistently shows �WWD�UL�. This does not necessarily reflect the PIE state of 
affairs, as is visible from the fact that HãD�UL� < *K � pK � V�R corresponds to Skt. aVWH 
and Gr.  from *K � pK � V�WR. On the other hand, Hitt. NLWWD�UL� reflects *�pL�WR 
just as Skt. pWH and Gr. , whereas its CLuwian cognate ] ¨DUL reflects *�pL�R 
just as Skt. i\H.  
 The endings �WWD�UL� � �WWDW�L� occur in all classes of the middle, except in class 
IIIf (WXNN UL�class). In the present, there is no clear distribution between �WWD and 
�WWDUL (cf. DUWD besides DUWDUL, both OS). In the preterite, too, there is no clear 
indication of a chronological distribution between �WWDWL and �WWDW (unlike in older 
�DWL vs. younger �DW). OS forms like NLãWDQ]LDWWDW and OXNWDW may even indicate that 
the original ending was �WWDW and that �WWDWL was created in analogy to �DWL.  
 As we saw above, the endings �WWD�UL� � �WWDW�L� have well-established IE 
cognates like Skt. �WH, Gr. -  (both from *-WR�L), Lat. �WXU, TochAB �WlU, OIr. 
�WKLU (from *-WR�U�L�), Goth. �GD, etc. The origin of the element �U� in Hitt. �WWDUL, 
Lat. �WXU, TochAB �WlU and OIr. �WKLU is still unclear.  
 
WDULªH�D�ý þ  ‘to become weary’ : see WDUDL� �  � WDUL�  
 
G ULªH�D�ý þ �(Ic1) ‘?’ : 3sg.pret.act. GD�D�UL�¨D�DW (KUB 4.12 i 7), 1pl.pret.act. GD�D�
UL�¨D�X�HQ (KUB 24.9(+) i 25); part. GD�UL�¨D�DQ�WH�Hã (KUB 1.8 iv 8 (NH)) // GD�
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UL�¨D�DQ�W[H�Hã] (KUB 1.1+ iv 21 (NH)) // GD�D�UL�¨D�DQ�WH�Hã (KBo 3.6 iii 52 
(NH)). 
  
Some of the forms that in my view belong here are usually regarded as belonging 
to WDUDL� �  � WDUL� ‘to exert oneself’  (especially G�UL¨DQWHã (KUB 1.1+ iv 21 with 
several duplicates)), while others have been translated as ‘to call upon a god’  
(especially G UL¨DW (KUB 4.12 i 7)) and therefore treated as cognate to WHU�� �  � WDU� 
‘to speak’ . This is in my opinion incorrect. In the following two contexts, 
G UL¨H�D�� �  seems to denote an action performed on an ill person in order to heal 
him:  

 
KBo 4.12 i  
(5) $�1$ 3$�1, $�%8 x$=PX NDS�St�LQ DUMU�DQ ÏUL�OX  

(6) GIG.GIG�DW QX PX NiQ $�%8 x$ $�1$ m0L�LG�GDQ�QD�A.A GAL DUB.SARMEŠ  

(7) ŠU�L GD�D�Lã Q D�Dã PX NiQ DQ�GD GD�D�UL�¨D�DW  
(8) QX PX NiQ GIG�D] TI�QX�XW  

 
‘(When I was) a little child to my father, a bad disease struck me. My father 

trusted me to the hand of MiddanamuÒa, the Head of Scribes, who DQGD G.�d me 

and saved me from the disease’ ;  
 

KUB 24.9(+) i  
(23) [MUNUS]ŠU.GI $�1$ ALAM

 
I.A WH�H]�]L ~�ÑD�DW�WL�HQ ÑD Lã�ãX�X�HQ ÑD NX�H  

     QX ÑD QD�ã D�[DW]  
(24) [EGIR]-SD Sp�Hã�WL�HQ 80�0$ DUMU.LÚ.U19.LU PD Ò�8/ ÑD QDP�PD  

      PD�D]�]X�X�H�QL  
(25) Q D�DQ ÑD GD�D�UL�¨D�X�HQ QX ÑD L�QD�[DQ] D�QL�¨D�X�H�HQ QX ÑD�U D�DW ]D  

     EGIR�SD  

(26) [QD]P�PD GD�D�DW�WpQ Q H�H ] Sp�H�GD�DW�WH�HQ  
 

‘The Old Woman speaks to the figurines “ Come, you who we have made, and 

give it back to us!” . Then the mortal speaks “ We do not dare anymore. We have 

G.-ed him and treated the illness. Take it back and carry them away!” ’ .  
 

Although it cannot be denied that a meaning ‘to call upon a god’  is possible in 
these context, there is no indication at all that we are here dealing with praying.  
 Another context is less clear:  

 
KBo 3.6 ++ iii  
(60) [... QX ]]D d,â7$5 GAŠAN x$  
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(61) SD�UD�D §D�DQ�GD�D�WDU D�[(St�¨D ¨D)] PH�HN�NL WH�HN�NX�Xã�ãD�QX�XW  
(62) QX mÒU�§L�dU�XS�Dã %(�/8[(

 
I.A NX�L�H�Hã NX)]-ÑD�St DU�§D X�L�¨D�DW  

(63) QX�X ã�PD�Dã d,â7$5 GAŠAN x$ [(Ù�DW L)]Q�QD�UD� X�ÑD�D ã�PD�Dã  
     GD�D�UL�¨D�DQ�WH�Hã  
(64) KUR.KURMEŠ URUKÙ.BABBAR

! "  PD Ñ[(D NiQ §X�X�P)]D�DQ�WD d,â7$5 $�1$  

     mÏD�DW�WX�ãL�OL  
(65) EGIR�DQ�GD QH�L�¨[D�QX�X]Q  

 
‘And there as well My Lady Ištar let her providence show abundantly. The lords 

that Ur§i-Tešup then had sent away, to them My Lady Ištar appeared in a dream: 

“ You are purposely G.! But I, Ištar, have returned all Ïatti-lands back to 

Ïattušili” ’ .  
 

Although I do not know exactly how to translate G UL¨DQWHã here, a translation 
‘exerted’  does not seem fitting to me.  
 All in all, the meaning of G UL¨H�D�� �  cannot be ascertained, but it is clear that 
appurtenance of these forms to either WDUDL� �  � WDUL� or WHU�� �  � WDU� is unlikely.  
 #%$'&

WDUULªDQDOL��(c.) ‘cloth that has been woven three times(??)’ : nom.sg. WDU�UL�¨D�
QD�OLã (KBo 18.181 obv. 14, rev. 3, 8, 22), WDU�¨D�QD�OLã (KBo 18.186 l.edge 4). 
  PIE *WUL�¨R�QR�OL� ?? 
  
On the basis of the formal connection with LÚWDUUL¨DQDOOL� ‘functionary of the third 
rank’ , it has been assumed that this word, which must denote a cloth because of 
the determinative TÚG, should be interpreted as ‘cloth that has been woven three 
times’  vel sim. See LÚWDUUL¨DQDOOL� and WHUL� for further etymology.  
 (�$
WDUULªDQDOOL�� (c.) ‘functionary of the third rank’ : nom.sg. WDU�UL�¨D�QD�DO�OL�Lã 

(MH/MS), dat.-loc.sg. WDU�UL�¨D�QD�DO�OL (MH/MS). 
  PIE *WUL�¨R�QR� + �DOOL� 
  
This word is hapax in the following context:  

 
IBoT 1.36 i  
(36)                                        ... D�SD�D�ã D SD�UD�D GD�PH�WD�QL  
(37) LÚ0(�â(�', WH�H]�]L D�SD�ã D SD�UD�D LÚWDU�UL�¨D�QD�DO�OL WH�H]�]L  
(38) LÚWDU�UL�¨D�QD�DO�OL�Lã PD LÚGX�¨D�QD�DO�OL WH�H]�]L  
(39) LÚGX�¨D�QD�DO�OL�Lã PD $�1$ UGULA 10 0[(]-â[(�'], WH�H]�]L  
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‘He passes it on to the other guard. That one passes it on to the one of third 

rank, the one of third rank passes it on to the one of second rank, and the one of 

second rank tells it to the Chief of ten guards’ .  
 

On the basis of this context, WDUUL¨DQDOO� can be determined as ‘functionary of the 
third rank’  (besides LÚGX¨DQDOOL� ‘functionary of the second rank’  (q.v.)), and 
likely contains a reflex of the PIE numeral *WUHL� ‘three’ . Since the word for 
‘three’  in Hittite shows the stem WHUL� (q.v.), it has been assumed that WDUUL¨DQDOOL� 
must show a Luwian variant, WDUUL�. The idea is then that Luw. WDUUL� shows 
geminate �UU�� EHFDXVH� RI� ýRS’ s Law and therefore must reflect PAnat. *WpUL� 
(which also yielded Hitt. WHUL�). For the origin of this PAnat. *WpUL�,�see at WHUL�.  
 
WDU�N�X�) *  (Ia4) ‘to dance’ : 3sg.pres.act. WDU�XN�]L (KBo 17.43 i 9 (OS)), WDU�~�]L 
(KBo 30.103 obv. 6 (OH/MS)), WD�UX�X[N�]L] (KBo 17.99 i 6 (OH/MS)), WDU�NX�]L 
(NH), WDU�NX�X]�]L (NH), 3pl.pres.act. WDU�NX�DQ�]L (OS), WDU�NX�ÑD�DQ�]L (OS), 
WDU�NX�X�ÑD�DQ�]L (NH), 3pl.pret.act. WDU�NX�H�HU (MH/NS); verb.noun WDU�NX�ÑD�
DU (KUB 4.1 ivb 40 (MH/NS)); inf.I WDU�NX�ÑD�DQ�]L (KUB 7.19 obv. 8, KUB 
11.34 iv 17, KBo 23.97 i 11 (NH)); impf. [WD]-UX�Xã�NiQ�]L (KBo 17.36+ i 10 
(OS)), WD�UX�X[ã�NiQ�]L] (ibid. 20 (OS)), WDU�NX�Lã�NH�D� (OH/MS), WDU�~�L�Hã�NH�D� 
(OH/NS), WDU�~�Lã�NH�D�,�WDU�~�Hã�NH�D�,�WDU�~�ÑL + �Hã�NH�D�,�WDU�~�L�Lã�NH�D�,�WDU�NX�
Hã�NH�D� (NH). 
 Derivatives: 

(�$
WDUÓHãJDOD� (c.) ‘dancer(?)’  (nom.sg. WDU�ÑL + �Hã!�JD�OD�Dã (KUB 

3.94 i 21 (NS))). 
 IE cognates: Lat. WRUTX UH ‘to turn’ , TochB WlUN� ‘to twist around’ , Skt. WDUN� ‘to 
turn’ . 
  PIE *WpUN , �WL � *WUN , �pQWL 
  
Usually, the verbal forms cited under this lemma are treated as two separate 
verbs, namely WDUNX�� �  and WDUX�� � . The stem WDUNX�,�which is occasionally spelled 
WDUXN� as well (cf. HNX�� �  a HXN�� �  ‘to drink’  and WDU§X�� �  ~ WDUX§§�� �  ‘to conquer’ ), 
has since Benveniste (1962: 125) generally been connected with TochB WlUN� ‘to 
turn’  and Lat. WRUTX UH ‘to turn’  and reconstructed as *WHUN , �. The alteration 
between WDUNX� and WDUXN� points to a synchronic phonological form /tarkw-/. This 
also explains the inf.I WDUNXÑDQ]L and verb.noun WDUNXÑDU, which do not show 
haplography from **WDU�NX�ÑD�ÑD�DQ�]L and **WDU�NX�ÑD�ÑD�DU (contra Otten 
1973: 53), but are rather the result of the fact that the labial element of /kw/ does 
not participate in the sound law *-ÑX� > �PX�. So WDUNXÑDQ]L and WDUNXÑDU can be 
interpreted as perfectly regular /trkwuántsi/ and /tárkwu U��� 
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 The interpretation of the stem WDUX�� �  has caused much debate. In some contexts, 
the verb WDUX� clearly denotes ‘to dance’ , e.g.  

 
KUB 25.37 i  
(6) LÚMUÏALDIM PD�D§�§D�DQ WDU�ÑL - �Lã�NH�HW QX D�SD�D�Dã�ã D 4$�7$0�0$  

(7) [WDU�Ñ]L - �Lã�NH�X�DQ GD�D�L Sp�GL ¨D�D ã�ãD�DQ ÑD�D§�QX�Xã�NH�H]�]L  
 
‘When the cook has danced, he as well starts to dance in the same manner. He 

keeps on making himself whirl on (his) place’ . 
 

Oettinger (1979a: 226) argues that WDUX� rather means ‘to rage’ , however. This 
interpretation is primarily based on the inf.-form WDU�ÑD�X�ÑD�DQ�]L (KUB 12.62 
obv. 11, 13), but Tischler (HEG T: 245) convincingly interprets this form as 
belonging to a verb WDUXÑDH�� �  ‘to turn to wood; to fix, to fasten’  (see under the 
lemma W UX�). Another context in which Oettinger proposes to translate ‘to rage’  
is KBo 10.23 iii (3) QX SiU�ãD�QL�OL WDU�~�L�Hã�NiQ[-]L] “ sie toben wie Panther” , 
which contrasts with CHD’ s translation ‘and they dance dressed in leopard’ s 
skins’  (P: 186). All in all, we have to conclude that WDUX�� �  means ‘to dance’  only 
(cf. Melchert 1994a: 61: “ there is not a shred of evidence for [translating WDUX� as] 
‘to rage’ ” ). Therefore, Oettinger’ s etymologic interpretation (1979a: 226, based 
on Knobloch 1959: 35 and repeated thus by Tischler o.c.: 236) of WDUX� as 
reflecting an X�extension of a root *G . HU� ‘sexuell herumtoben’  (Gr.  ‘to 
leap, to mount’ , which rather reflects *G . HUK � �,�cf. LIV2) is unconvincing.  
 Having the meaning ‘to dance’ , WDUX� strongly resembles WDUNX�,� of course 
(Melchert (l.c.): “ WDUNX� and WDUX� are synonymous, being used in virtually 
identical contexts” ), which would point to an etymological connection between 
the two. Laroche (1958: 1975) assumes that WDUX� is the Luwian variant of WDUNX�. 
Melchert (l.c.) follows this suggestion and assumes that PIE *N ,  unconditionally 
yielded PAnat. *J , , which on the one hand gave Hitt. �N , �,�but on the other Luw. 
�Ñ�. Oettinger (1979a: 225) convincingly speaks against a Luwian origin of WDUX� 
however: “ jedoch kommt – abgesehen davon, daß WDUX� / �  stets wie ein genuin 
heth. verbum behandelt wird (kein Glossenkeil, Ableitung LÚWDUXHãJDOD� usw.) – 
WDUX� / �  bereits in ah. Sprache vor und kann somit kaum luwisch sein” . Moreover, 
Melchert’ s claim that PIE *N ,  unconditionally yielded PAnat. *J ,  in word-
internal position is incorrect (cf. WDNNX < *WRN , H, QHNNX < *QHN , H, but also the 
existence of Luwian /kw/ in CLuw. PDQQDNXQD�L� ‘short’ , QDNNXããD�L� ‘scapegoat’ , 
�SDS�SDUNXÑD�L�� ‘to cleanse’ , e.a.).  
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 In my view, we must compare the situation of WDUNX�� �  besides WDUX�� �  to the 
verbs §DU�N��� �  ‘to have, to hold’  (§DUN� besides §DU�) and LãWDU�N��� �  ‘to ail’  (LãWDUN� 
besides LãWDU�). Of these latter two verbs, I have argued that they show loss of *N 
in a cluster *-5N&�. The loss of *N in this position was phonetically regular, but in 
the paradigm of LãWDU�N��,�*N is largely restored on the basis of forms in which *N 
was regularly retained (*�5N9�), whereas in §DU�N�� the old situation was 
preserved because of its frequent use. In the case of the pair WDUNX� ~ WDUX� I 
believe we are dealing with a similar phenomemon. This view is strengthened by 
the fact that WDUX� is found with endings that start in a consonant only (�]L and 
�ãNH�D�). If this proposal is correct, it would show that we have to reckon with the 
following line of events: *WHUN , WL > *WDU" , W 0 L > Hitt. /tárutsi/, spelled WDU�~�]L; and 
*WUN , V�H�R� > *WU" , VNH�D� > OH /truske/a-/, spelled WDUXãNH�D� (OS) (note that NH 
WDUÑH�LãNH�D� seems to stand for /tru}ske/a-/, which cannot be regularly from OH 
/truske/a-/: either we must assume that the NH variant /-}ske/a-/ of the impf.-
suffix �ãNH�D� (q.v.) has been used here, or we must assume that this form stands 
for /trw}ske/a-/, which would indicate that OS WDUXãNH�D� is to be interpreted as 
/trwske/a-/ < *WU" , VNH�D�). This means that in the case of §DU�N�� and LãWDU�N�� we 
are dealing with *K � HUN�WL > *KDU"W 0 L > Hitt. /hartsi/, spelled §DU�]L.  
 Note that Oettinger (1979a: 224) cites a form 3sg.pret.act. WDU�NX�ÑD�D�Lã�WD 
(KUB 24.97 i 11), but this should be read WDU�NX�ÑD D�Xã�WD ‘he looked angrily’  
(see under WDUNXÑDQW�).  
 
WDUNXÓDQW��(adj.) ‘looking angrily’ : nom.-acc.pl.n. WDU�NX�ÑD�DQ�WD, WDU�NX�ÑD�DQ�
GD. 
 Derivatives: WDUNXÓD (adv.) ‘angrily’  (WDU�NX�ÑD), WDUJXOOLªDXÓDU (n.) ‘furious 
look’  (nom.-acc.sg. WDU�JXO�OL�¨D�X�ÑD�DU), WDUNXÓDOOLªH�D�) *  (Ic1) ‘to look angrily’  
(impf.1sg.pret.act. WDU�NX�ÑD�DO�OL�Lã�NH�QX�XQ). 
 IE cognates: Lat. WRUYXV (adj.) ‘grim, looking grimly’ , Gr.  ‘fright, 
dread’ , Skt. WDUMDWL ‘to threaten’ . 
  PIE *WUJ , �HQW� 
  
Since Szemérenyi (1942: 395f.) and Neumann (1971: 262) this adjective is 
generally connected with Lat. WRUYXV ‘looking grimly’  < *WRUJ , �R�. In Hittite, we 
seem to be dealing with a petrified participle of a further unattested verb *WDUNX� 
‘to look grimly’  which reflects *WHUJ , � (also in Skt. WDUM� ‘to threaten’ ).  
 1 &'2 354

WDUPD��(c.) ‘nail, peg, pin’  (Sum. GIŠGAG): nom.sg. WDU�PD�Dã (OS), abl. WDU�
PD�]D (here? KBo 26.94 obv. 7), acc.pl. WDU�PX�Xã. 
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 Derivatives: WDUPDH�) *  (Ic2) ‘to nail, to hammer, to fasten down’  (1sg.pres.act. 
WDU�PD�H�PL (OS), WDU�PD�D�H[-PL] (OS), WDU�PD�D�PL (KUB 17.28 i 8 (NS)), 
3sg.pres.act. WDU�PD�D�L]�]L, WDU�PD�L]�]L, 1pl.pres.act. WDU�PD�D�X�H�QL (KUB 
17.28 i 16), 3pl.pres.act. WDU�PD�D�DQ�]L (KBo 22.249 iv? 3), 1sg.pret.act. WDU�PD�
D�QX�XQ, 3sg.pret.act. WDU�PD�D�LW (KBo 39.8 ii 20 (MH/MS)), 1pl.pret.act. WDU�PD�
D�X�HQ (KBo 12.129, 7), 3sg.imp.act. WDU�PD�DG�GX (KBo 10.45 iii 21 (MH/NS)); 
part. WDU�PD�D�DQ�W�,�WDU�PD�DQ�W�; impf. WDU�PD�L�Lã�NH�D�,�WDU�PL�Lã�NH�D�). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. WDUPD�L� (c.) ‘nail, peg’  (nom.sg. WDU�PL�Lã, abl.-instr. 
WDU�PD�WL, gen.adj.nom.pl.c. WDU�PD�D�Dã�ãL�LQ�]L), WDUPDWWDU� �� WDUPDWQ� (n.) 
‘nailing, fastening’  (nom.-acc.sg. WDU�PD�DW�WDU, Hitt.gen.sg. WDU�PD�DW�QD�Dã), 
WDUP�D�L� ‘to nail, to fasten down’  (3sg.pret.act. WDU�PL�WD, 3pl.imp.act. WDU�PD�LQ�
GX, part. WDU�PD�L½�LP¾�PL�Lã, impf.3pl.imp.act. WDU�PL�Lã�ãD�DQ�GX). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘hole or socket in which a peg is stuck; projecting peg 
or pivot’ . 
  PIE *WRU�PR� 
  
The noun WDUPD� and its derivative WDUPDH�6 7  are attested in OS texts already. 
Tischler HEG T: 185 cites a stem WDUPL� as well on the basis of two attestations, 
which I rather interpret as a separate word (see at WDUPL�). Many different 
etymologies have been proposed: see Tischler (l.c.) for an overview. In my view 
the best proposal is by Frisk (1960-1972: 880, 913), who connects WDUPD� with 
Gr.  ‘peg’  (although his proposal to connect PGerm. *ìDUPD� ‘gut’  seems 
semantically unattractive to me). For Hittite, we can reconstruct *WRUPR�,� but 
*WUPR� is in principle possible as well. The derivative WDUPDH� must reflect 
*W�R�UPR�¨H�R� (with �R�¨H�R� as all §DWUDH�class verbs).  
 Kimball (1999: 381) assumes that the root was *WHUK 8 � on the basis of Gr. 

 ‘borer, gimlet’ , which means that in *WRUK 8 �PR� > Gr.  the ‘de 
Saussure-effect’  must have taken place (i.e. loss of a laryngeal after *R�grade). In 
Hittite, such an effect is invisible as *-K 8 � would have been lost in this 
environment anyway.  
 
WDUPL��(c.) symptom of a disease: nom.sg. WDU�PL�Lã. 
  
This word occurs twice in one text only:  

 
KUB 8.36 iii  
(1) [PD�D�DQ] DQ�WX�X§�ã[D�DQ] §X�X�ÑD�D§�§[X�XU�WL�LQ]  
(2) SD�D§�§X�H�QD�Dã H�HS�]L QD�Dã�PD 6Ò�8[Ï�$�/8]  
(3) QX�X§�§D�UL�LW�WL PH�PL�¨D�Dã PD�D ã�ãL NiQ [NU.GÁL]  
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(4) QD�Dã�PD WDU�PL�Lã ÑD�DO�D§�]L  
 
‘When (a feeling) of burning seizes the throath of a man, or a cough convulses? 

(him) and he loses his voice, or a W. strikes (him)’ ;  
 
ibid.  
(11) PD�D�DQ DQ�WX�X§�ãD�DQ WDU�PL�Lã ÑD�DO�D§�]L  
 
‘When a W. strikes a man’ .  
 

It clearly denotes a certain symptom of a disease. Therewith this word cannot be 
identical to WDUPD� ‘nail, peg, pin’  (q.v.). Further unclear.  
 
WDUQD� (c.) ‘head, skull; a small measure’ : nom.sg. WDU�QD�Dã, acc.sg. WDU�QD�
D�Q� ã�ãD�DQ, abl. WDU�QD�D�]� ã�ãL�LW, WDU�QD�D�]� ã�ãH�HW, dat.-loc.pl. WDU�QD�
D�ã� ã�PD�Dã. 
 IE cognates: TochB WDUQH ‘crown of the head, summit’ . 
  PIE *WUQR� or *G 9 UQR� 
  
Within the IE languages, TochB WDUQH ‘crown of the head, summit’  evidently is 
cognate. Van Windekens (1963: 42f.) compared this word to Skt. G U�D� ‘cracked’  
(referring to ModHG 6FKHLWHO from VFKHLGHQ ‘to split’  as a semantic parallel), but 
since TochB W� cannot reflect *G� (which would have yielded WV�) this comparison 
is formally impossible. So on the basis of the Hittite and Tocharian forms, we 
should reconstruct *WUQR� or *G 9 UQR�. Adams (1999: 281) adduces Yazgulmani 
WHUQ ‘crown of the head’ , which then would point to *W�.  
 
WDUQD� * � �� WDUQ�� (IIa1  > Ic2) ‘to let (go), to allow, to leave (something)’ : 
1sg.pres.act. WDU�QD�D§�§p (OS), WDU�QD�D§�§L (OS), 2sg.pres.act. WDU�QD�DW�WL 
(MH/MS), WDU�QD�ãL (KBo 4.2 i 25, ii 21, iii 8 (OH/NS), KUB 19.49+ i 56 (fr.), 57 
(fr.) (NH)), 3sg.pres.act. WDU�QD�L (OS), WDU�QD�D�L (OS), WDU�QD�L]�]L (KUB 28.4 i 
25b (NS)), 1pl.pres.act. WDU�QX�PH�QL, WDU�QX�XP�PH�H�QL (NH), WDU�QX�XP�PH�QL, 
WDU�QX�XP�PD�QL (KBo 2.8 i 15 (NS)), 2pl.pres.act. WDU�QD�DW�WH�QL (MH/MS), WDU�
QD�WH�QL, 3pl.pres.act. WDU�QD�DQ�]L (OS), 1sg.pret.act. WDU�QD�D§�§X�XQ (OS), WDU�
QD�D§�§X�X�XQ (1x), 3sg.pret.act. WDU�QD�Dã (OS), WDU�QL�Hã�WD (KUB 13.34 iv 14 
(NS)), WDU�QL�Lã�WD (KUB 1.1+ iv 49 (NH)), 1pl.pret.act. WDU�QX�Pp�HQ (KBo 3.45 
obv. 10 (OH/NS)), WDU�QX�XP�PH�HQ, WDU�QX�HQ (KBo 3.60 iii 7 (OH/NS)), 
2pl.pret.act. WDU�QD�DW�WH�HQ (NH), 3pl.pret.act. WDU�QL�HU (MH/MS), WDU�QHU, 
2sg.imp.act. WDU�QD (KUB 17.10 iii 24 (OH/MS)), WDU�QL, 3sg.imp.act. WDU�QD�~, 
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WDU�QD�D�~, WDU�QD�DG�GX (HKM 45 obv. 17 (MH/MS)), 2pl.imp.act. WDU�QD�DW�WpQ 
(MH/MS), WDU�QL�Lã�WpQ (KUB 6.45+ i 32 (NH), KUB 6.46 i 33 (NH)), 
3pl.imp.act. WDU�QD�DQ�GX (MH/MS); 3sg.pres.midd. WDU�QD�DW�WD�UL (NH), WDU�QD�
WD�UL, 3sg.pret.midd. WDU�QD�DW�WD�DW (MH/MS), 3pl.pres.midd. WDU�QD�DQ�WD�UL 
(OH/MS); part. WDU�QD�DQ�W� (OS); verb.noun WDU�QX�PDU, WDU�QX�XP�PDU (NH), 
gen.sg. WDU�QX�XP�PD�Dã (KUB 20.29 vi 3); inf.I WDU�QX�XP�PD�DQ�]L; impf. WDU�
ãL�NH�D� (KUB 23.72 ii 41 (MH/MS)), WDU�ãL�LN�NH�D� (HKM 46 rev. 26 
(MH/MS)), WDU�QL�Hã�NH�D� (KUB 13.4 iii 23 (OH/NS)), WDU�QL�Lã�NH�D� (KUB 
22.61 iv 23 (NS)), WDU�QD�Dã�NH�D� (KUB 30.28 i 27 (NS)),� WDU�½QD�¾Dã�NH�D� 
(KUB 24.9 ii 42 (OH/NS)). 
 Derivatives: WDUQDWW� (c.) ‘ration, portion’  (Sum. ÏA.LA (?); nom.sg. WDU�QD�D] 
(OH/NS), acc.sg. WDU�QD�DW�WD�DQ (OS), gen.sg. WDU�QD�DW�WD�Dã (OH/NS), nom.pl. 
WDU�QD�DW�WH�Hã (NH), dat.-loc.pl. WDU�QD�DW�WD�Dã (MH/MS)), WDUQDWWDOOD� (c.) 
‘partner, sharer’  (case? WDU�QD�DW�WD�DO�OD�Dã���x[...] (KBo 17.71+ ii 9 (OS))). 
 IE cognates: TochAB WlUN� ‘let go, to let, to allow’ . 
  PIE *WU :� ;�Qy�K 8 < = �HL, *WU :� ;�Q�K 8 < = �pQWL 
  
This verb is the name-giver to the §L-inflected WDUQ�D��class, which is 
characterized by an ablaut WDUQD� vs. WDUQ�. This inflection is quite stable 
throughout the Hittite texts. Only in younger times we find an occasional 
transition into the §DWUDH�class (WDUQDãL (NS), WDUQDL]]L (NS), WDUQDGGX 
(MH/MS)).  
 The etymological interpretation of this verb is in debate. The WDUQ�D��class 
consists of verbs that reflect a structure *�&R+�,�*�&+�,�either reduplicated roots 
(*&H�&R+�HL, *&H�&+�HQWL) or nasal-infixed verbs (*&5�QR�+�HL, *&5�Q�+�HQWL). 
See at PDOOD� 7  � PDOO�,� SDGGD� 7  � SDGG�,� §DUUD� 7  � §DUU�,� LãNDOOD� 7  � LãNDOO� and 
LãSDUUD� 7  � LãSDUU� for the view that verbs of a structure *&R&K >�< = �HL, *&&K >�< = �HQWL 
end up in the WDUQ�D��class as well. In the case of WDUQD� � WDUQ�,�we are clearly 
dealing with a nasal-infixed verb of the structure *7U�QR�+�HL, *7U�Q�+�HQWL.  
 Oettinger (1979a: 155, going back to Hrozný 1919: 779) derives WDUQ�D�� from 
the root *WHUK > � ‘to cross, to pass through’ , but this is formally as well as 
semantically improbable. From a formal point of view, we would expect that *WU�
QR�K > �HL would yield Hitt. **WDUQD§§L and not WDUQDL. Oettinger’ s claim that the 
original stem WDUQD§§� is still visible in the one attestation part. WDUQD§§DQW� in 
KBo 3.45 obv. (2) Q  ]  WDU�QD�D§�§D�[D]Q §DU�]L, which he calls a “ Reliktform” , 
must be refuted because this line is rather to be read [Ñ]D� �WDU�QD�D§�§ �[D]Q 
§DU�]L ‘he has instructed’ , with the participle of Ñ WDUQD§§� 7  ‘to instruct’ . From a 
semantic point of view this etymology is problematic because I do not see at all 
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how an original meaning ‘to cross, to pass through’  could develop into ‘to let 
(go), to allow’ .  
 A semantically much better proposal was offered by Benveniste (1932: 142), 
who connected WDUQ�D�� with TochAB WlUN� ‘to let go, to let, to allow’ , which 
forms a present WlUQ � (TochA) ~ WlUNDQD� (TochB). This means that for 
Tocharian we have to reconstruct a root *W�G 9 HU.+� (note that *G� should have 
given **WVlUN�) that shows a present-formation *W�G 9 U.�Q�+�. If we want to 
connect these forms with Hitt. WDUQ�D��,�we have to assume that in the pre-form 
*W�G 9 U.�QR�+�,�the *-.� was dropped. Such a loss is known from the verbs §DU�N��
6
7
, LãWDU�N��6 7  and WDU�N�X�6 7  (q.v.), which show that a sequence *-5N&� yields Hitt. 

*-5&�. This applies to the fortis velars (*�, *N and *N ? ) but does not work for the 
lenis velars (*� @ 9 A , *J @ 9 A  and *J ? @ 9 A ), cf. for instance §DUJQDX� ‘palm, sole’  < 
*K > HU��QRX�. So the velar must have been *N or *�. Because it is against PIE root 
constraints to have both an ‘aspirated’  and a ‘voiceless’  stop in one root, the 
initial dental consonant cannot have been *G 9 �,�but must have been *W�. The root-
final laryngeal must be either *K 8  or *K = , since *K >  would have left a trace 
(**WDUQD§L, cf. above). So all in all, if the Tocharian and the Hittite forms indeed 
are cognate, which is semantically as well as formally very probable, we have to 
reconstruct a root *WHU :� ;K 8 < = � with a present formation *WU :� ;�Q�K 8 < = � (cf. *J @ ? A UHQWK > � 
and its present *J @ ? A UQW�QH�K > � > Skt. JUDWKQaWL ‘to knot’  for a similar root 
structure).  
 The imperfective shows the forms WDU�ãL�NH�D� (MH/MS), WDU�ãL�LN�NH�D� 
(MH/MS), WDU�QL�Hã�NH�D� (OH/NS), WDU�QL�Lã�NH�D� (NS) and WDU�QD�Dã�NH�D� 
(NS). The forms WDUãLNH�D� and WDUãLNNH�D� have to be phonologically interpreted 
as /tr}ské/á-/, WDUQLãNH�D� and WDUQHãNH�D� as /trn}ské/á-/ and WDUQDãNH�D� as 
/trnaské/á-/. Of these three, /tr}ske/a-/ must be the most archaic one as it is totally 
aberrant within the paradigm of WDUQ�D��. Its archaicity is supported by the fact 
that it is the oldest attested form (MS texts already). In my view, it reflects the 
original imperfective *WU :� ;K 8 < = �V�p�y� without the present-suffix �Q� (compare 
GXÑDUDãNH�D� < *G 9 XUK 8 �V�p�y� from the nasal present GXÑDUQL�6 7  � GXÑDUQ� ‘to 
break’  < *G 9 XU�Q�H��K 8 �,�or ]LNNH�D� < *G 9 K 8 �V�p�y� from the *-RL�present *G 9 K 8 �
�R�L� > GDL� 7  � WL� ‘to put’ ). The phonetic development must have been 
*WU :� ;K 8 < = �V�p�y� > *WUK 8 < = �V�p�y� (loss of *N in cluster *-UN&� as discussed above), 
after which *WUK 8 < = �V�p�y� regularly yielded Hitt. /tr}ské/á-/ (compare *SUL�SUK 8 �
V�p�y� > Hitt. /pripr}ské/á-/, SD�UL�LS�UL�Lã�NH�D� ‘to blow (impf.)’  and *K 8 UK 8 �V�p�y� 
> Hitt. /"r}ské/á-/, D�UL�Lã�NH�D�,�D�UH�Hã�NH�D� ‘to consult an oracle (impf.)’ ). Only 
later on, this imperfective was replaced by /trn}ske/a-/ (on the basis of the weak 
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stem *WUQ"�), and later on even by /trnaske/a-/ (on the basis of the strong stem 
WDUQD�).  
 
WDUã�� ‘to become dry’  or ‘to make dry’ : 3pl.pres.act. WDU�ãD�DQ�]L (KBo 46.200 
obv. 5 (NS)); part.nom.-acc.sg.n. WDU�ãD�DQ, part.nom.-acc.pl. WDU�ãD�DQ�WD; inf.I 
WDU�ãX�X�ÑD�DQ�]L (KUB 55.27, 6 (NS)); verb.noun WDU�ãH�Hã�ãDU (KUB 43.56 iii 
22 (NS)). 
 IE cognates: Skt. WDU�� ‘to become thirsty’ , Gr.  ‘to become dry’ , Lat. 
WRUUH  ‘to dry, to roast’ , OHG GHUUHQ ‘to make dry’ , OHG GXUVW ‘thirst’ . 
  PIE *WHUV� 
  
This verb is not well attested. The only finite form, WDUãDQ]L, is attested in a 
broken context only. The exact meaning of WDUã� is not fully clear either. Often, it 
is translated ‘to roast, to dry’  (e.g. Tischler HEG T: 219 “ trocknen, dörren, 
rösten” ).  
 The most common context in which this verb occurs is in the pair WDUãDQ PDOODQ 
‘roasted? / dried? and milled’  (cf. CHD L-N: 126 for this translation), said of 
grains. In my view, a meaning ‘roasted’  is quite unlikely here: why would one 
roast grain before milling it? Furthermore, a meaning ‘dried’  is supported by the 
comparable pair § WDQ PDOODQ ‘dried and milled’  (of § W� 7  � §DW� ‘to become dry’ ). 
The only place where a meaning ‘roasted’  at first sight seems favourable is 
UZUWDU�ãD�DQ, attested in the quite broken context KBo 30.43 ii 11. Although one 
is tempted to translate ‘roasted meat’ , e.g. Oettinger (1979a: 453) translates it as 
‘Dörrfleisch’ . Tischler (HEG T: 220) even assumes that UZUWDUãDQ denotes a body 
part and is to be separated from this verb. All in all, I conclude that WDUãDQW� 
means ‘dried’  only, and that there is no evidence for a meaning ‘roasted’ .  
 Oettinger (1979a: 452f.) convincingly connects this verb with the PIE root 
*WHUV� ‘to be(come) dry’ . He remarks, however, that on the basis of WDUãDQW� 
‘dried’  we have to assume that the basic verb was transitive and cannot directly 
reflect the intransitive root *WHUV� but must go back to the causative formation 
*WRUV�p¨H� ‘to make dry’  (Skt. WDU�i\DWL, Lat. WRUUH  and OHG GHUUHQ ‘to dry 
(something)’ ). On the basis of his reconstruction *WRUV�H¨H�,�he assumes that WDUã� 
is §L-conjugated. In my view, all these reasonings are unnecessary. The part. 
§ WDQW� means ‘dried’  as well (and is even used in the same contexts as WDUãDQW�) 
but is derived from the intransitive verb § W� 7  � §DW� ‘to (become) dry’  (q.v.). This 
means that we can assume just as well that WDUã� was intransitive and meant ‘to 
become dry’  too. If so, then it could directly reflect PIE *WHUV�. A choice between 
these two scenarios can only be based on a context in which we find a finite form 
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of WDUã� that is used either transitively or intransitively and on the basis of which 
we can determine the inflection (PL� or §L�).  
 
WDUãDQ]HSD� (c.) an object in the temple, a sort of room divider to separate the 
entrance section from the real temple sanctuary: gen.sg. WDU�ãD�DQ�]H�SD�Dã (OS), 
abl. WDU�ãD�DQ�]H�SD�D] (OS), dat.sg. WDU�ãD�DQ�]L�St, WDU�ãD�]L�St (1x). 
 Derivatives: 

B WDUãDQ]LSD� (c.) ‘id. (deified)’  (dat.-loc.sg. WDU�ãD�DQ�]L�St). 
  
Although attested many times, it still is not fully clear what this word denotes. 
The word is spelled with the sign ZI that in principle can be read ]L as well as ]H. 
The formation of the word resembles WDJ Q]HSD� (q.v.), which means that 
WDUãDQ]HSD� is to be analysed as WDUãDQ� + ]H�LSD�. At the lemma of WDJ Q]HSD� I 
have argued that the element ]H�LSD� probably was �]HSD� in OH times, which was 
altered to �]LSD� in younger times. In the overview above I therefore have cited 
the sign ZI as ]H in the OS attestations and as ]L in the younger attestations. The 
origin of the element WDUãDQ� is unclear. Connections with WDUã� ‘to become dry’  
or WDUãD� ‘shoot’  are semantically not very compelling. No further etymology.  
 1 &'2 354

W UX�� (n.) ‘wood’  (Sum. GIŠ): nom.-acc.sg.n. WD�D�UX (OS), GIŠ�UX (OS), 
gen.sg. GIŠ-UX�ÑD�Dã (MH/NS), GIŠ�UX�Dã (NS), GIŠ�Dã, dat.-log.sg. WD�UX�~�L 
(OS?), GIŠ�UX�L (NS), erg.sg. GIŠ�UX�ÑD�DQ�]D (KBo 32.14 iii 69 (MH/MS)), abl. 
[WD�] �UX�D] (OH/NS), GIŠ�UX�ÑD�D], GIŠ�UX�ÑD�]D, GIŠ�UX�]D (MH/NS), instr. 
GIŠ-UX�LW (MH/NS), nom.-acc.pl. GIŠ

C
I.A�UX (OH/MS), GIŠ�UX C I.A (MH/NS), dat.-

loc.pl. GIŠ�UX�ÑD�Dã (NS), GIŠ-UX�Dã, GIŠ�Dã; case? WDU�ÑD�Dã (KUB 39.55, 3), 
GIŠ-UX�DQ (KUB 15.31 iii 39). 
 Derivatives: WDUXÓDH�) *  (Ic2) ‘to fix (magically), to fasten’  (part. GIŠ�UX�DQ�W�,�
GIŠ�UX�ÑD�DQ�W�� inf.I WDU�ÑD�X�ÑD�DQ�]L, GIŠ�UX�DQ�]L), 

&'2 3
WDUÓ OL� (n.) ‘pestle(?)’  

(nom.-acc.sg. WDU�ÑD�OL, WDU�ÑD�D�OL, WDU�ÑD�DO�OL), see DOODQWDUX� ‘oak’ . 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. 

&'2 3
W UX� (n.) ‘wood’  (nom.-acc.sg. WD�D�UX, [GD]-UX�ãD, 

gen.adj.nom.-acc.pl.n. GD�UX�ÑD�Dã�ãD), G UXã� (n.) ‘statue’  (nom.-acc.sg. GD�D�UX�
Xã�ãD, WD�D�UX�Xã�ãD, ALAM�ãD, erg.sg. WD�UX�ãD�DQ�WL�Lã, erg.pl. [WD�UX�ãD]-DQ�WL�
LQ�]L), WDUXÓL�ªD�� ‘to turn to wood (vel sim.)’  (3sg.imp.act. [WD�]UX�X�L�LW�WD�UX); 
HLuw. WDUX� (n.) ‘wood’  (nom.-acc.sg.n. LIGNUM�VD (KARKAMIŠ A11E�F 
§33)), WDUZL�ªD�� ‘wooden beam(?)’  (abl.-instr. “ LIGNUM” �ZD�L�LD�WL 
(KARKAMIŠ A11D §18)), WDUXW� (n.) ‘statue’  (nom.-acc.sg. “ LIGNUM” WD�UX�VD 
(ALEPPO 2 §8), “ STATUA” WD�UX�Vi��0$5$ù��������“ STATUA” Wi�UX�VD (KARKAMIŠ 
A25 §7), STATUAWD�UX�Vi (KARKAMIŠ A7 §6), STATUA�UX�VD (KARKAMIŠ 
A1D §28), STATUA�UX�Vi��7(//�7$<,1$7���IU�����LL��.,5d2ö/8������GDW�-
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loc.sg. “ STATUA” WD�UX�WL� �0$5$ù� ��� ����� 67$78$�UX�WL�L (KARKAMIŠ A1D 
§31, MALPINAR §5, §26), WD�UX�WL��L� (KULULU lead strip 2 §1, §2, §5), dat.-
loc.pl. WD�UX�Wj�]D (KULULU lead strip 2 §3)). 
  PAnat. *W UX� 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘wood’ , Skt. GaUX ‘wood’ , OE WU R�Z� ‘tree’ , OCS GU YR 
‘tree’ . 
  PIE *GyUX� 
  
This word was first identified as ‘wood’  and etymologically connected with PIE 
*GyUX� by Ehelolf (1933: 7), which has since then received general acceptance. It 
is unclear whether the ablaut visible in Skt. GaUX, GUy� < *GyU�X, *GU�pX�V has 
survived in Hittite as well. The plene spelling in WD�D�UX must reflect *GyUX, but 
whether attestations with WD�UX� reflect a zero-grade *GU�X� cannot be determined.  
 The basic meaning of the Hittite word is ‘wood’ , but a meaning ‘tree’  may still 
be visible in the word DOODQWDUX� ‘oak’ , which seems to be a compound of Sem. 
DOODQ� ‘oak’  and Hitt. W UX�,�which then here could denote ‘tree’ .  
 See Tischler HEG T: 244f. for an extensive treatment of the verb WDUÑDH�6 7 , 
which he translates “ ‘(magisch) fixieren; anpflocken’ ” . Especially his 
interpretation of inf.I WDU�ÑD�X�ÑD�DQ�]L (KUB 12.62 obv. 11, 13) is attractive 
(contra Oettinger 1979a: 224f., who interpreted this word as belonging with WDUX�,�
which he therefore translated ‘to rage’ , cf. WDU�N�X�6 7  ‘to dance’ ).  
 According to Hoffner DSXG Friedrich HW Erg. 3: 33, the hapax WD�D�UX�PD�NL�
L[Q?] (KUB 8.62 i 6), which possibly denotes a bird, is to be analyses as W UX�ÑDNL� 
‘wood-biter’  (second element derived from Ñ N� 7  � ÑDNN� ‘to bite’ ), cf. ‘wood-
pecker’ .  
 In Luwian, we find two derivatives, CLuw. GDUXã� ‘statue’  and HLuw. WDUXW� 
‘statue’  (the HLuwian nom.-acc.sg. WDUXVD shows the W-less nom.-acc. with the 
secondary ending �VD, compare words in �DKLW� with nom.-acc.sg. �DKLVD). Starke 
(1990: 4281555) saw the hapax � WDU�ÑD�Dã�ãL�Lã (KBo 2.4 ii 4) as a genitival 
adjective in �DããD�L� of WDUX� but see Tischler (HEG T: 247-8) for the fact that this 
word must be identical to � WDUÑDQDããL�,�an adjective describing fruit dishes (so 
possibly WDU�ÑD½�QD¾�Dã�ãL�Lã), of which a connection with W UX� is far from 
ascertained.  
 
WDUX�) * : see WDU�N�X�6 7   
 
�WWDUX (3sg.imp.midd.-ending). 
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 Anat. cognates: CLuw. �WWDUX (3sg.imp.midd.-ending): SD�D§�§L�LW�WD�UX, ãD�Dã�
OD�DW�WD�UX. 
  
This ending clearly is a secondary formation, replacing the �L of 3sg.pres.midd.-
ending �WWDUL (q.v.) by the imperetival �X (q.v.).  
 
WDUX©©�) * : see WDU§X�6 7   
 
WDUXN�) * : see WDU�N�X�6 7   
 
WDUXSS�) *  (Ib1 > Ic1, Ic2) ‘to collect, to unite, to plaid together; (midd.) to collect 
oneself, to be finished’ : 1sg.pres.act. WD�UX�XS�St�¨D�PL (KBo 11.11 i 2 (NH)), 
3sg.pres.act. WD�UX�XS�]L (IBoT 2.96, 10 (OH/NS)), WD�UX�XS�]D (NH), WD�UX�XS�
SD�L]�]L (HT 1 iii 11 (NH)), GD�UX�SD�L]�]L (KUB 9.31 iii 22 (NH)), 3pl.pres.act. 
WD�UX�XS�SD�DQ�]L (IBoT 2.94 vi 13 (OH/NS), KBo 5.1 iv 1 (MH/NS)), 
1sg.pret.act. WD�UX�XS�SX�XQ (KBo 19.90 + 3.53 obv. 10 (OH/NS), KBo 3.46 + 
KUB 26.75 obv. 40 (OH/NS), 3sg.pret.act. WD�UX�XS�WD (KUB 26.77 i 17 
(OH/NS), often (NH)), WD�UX�XS�St�¨D�DW (KUB 27.27 ii 28 (NS)), 3pl.pret.act. GD�
UX�XS�Sp�H�H[U] (KBo 22.1 obv. 2 (OS)), WD�UX�XS�Sp�HU (often, MH/MS), 
2sg.imp.act. WD�UX�XS (KBo 3.23 obv. 3 (OH/NS), KUB 29.1 ii 44 (OH/NS)), GD�
UX�XS (KUB 31.115, 7 (OH/NS)), 2pl.imp.act. WD�UX�XS�WpQ (OH/NS); 
3sg.pres.midd. WD�UX�XS�WD�UL (often, NH), WD�UX�XS�GD�UL, WD�UX�XS�WD�D�UL (NH), 
WD�UX�XS�WD, WD�UX�SLã�WD (KBo 11.11 i 9 (NH), for interpretation see Tischler HEG 
T: 240), 3pl.pres.midd. WD�UX�XS�SD�DQ�WD�UL, 3sg.pret.midd. WD�UX�XS�WD�DW 
(MH/MS), 3pl.pret.midd. WD�UX�XS�SD�DQ�WD�WL (MH/MS), WD�UX�XS�SD�DQ�WD�DW 
(NH), 3sg.imp.midd. WD�UX�XS�WD�UX (KUB 29.1 ii 46 (OH/NS)), [WD�UX]-XS�GD�D�
UX (NH), 3pl.imp.midd. WD�UX�XS�SD�DQ�WD�UX (NH); part. WD�UX�XS�SD�DQ�W� 
(MH/MS), GD�UX�XS�SD�DQ�W� (MH/MS); verb.noun WD�UX�XS�SX�DU (KBo 1.42 iii 
49), gen.sg. [WD�]UX�XS�SX�X�ÑD�Dã (KUB 12,16 i? 13); inf.I WD�UX�XS�SX�ÑD�DQ�][L] 
(KBo 10.36 iii 11); impf. WD�UX�XS�St�Hã�NH�D�. 
 Derivatives: WDUXSSHããDU� �� WDUXSSHãQ� (n.) ‘collection’  (nom.-acc.sg. WD�UX�XS�
Sp�Hã�ãDU (KBo 1.42 ii 15), dat.-loc.sg. GD�UX�XS�St�Lã�QL (KUB 19.49 i 57)), 
WDUXSSLªDQX�) *  (Ib2) ‘to bring together, to collect’  (3sg.pres.act. GD�UX�XS�St�¨D�
QX�]L (IBoT 2.129 i 22)), WDUXSSLªD©©� *  (IIb) ‘?’  (3sg.pret.act. WD�UX�St�¨D�D§�§D�Dã 
(KUB 9.11+ i 16 (OH/NS)), WD�UX�XS�St�¨D�D§�§L�Lã (KUB 9.11+ i 17 (OH/NS))), 
WDUXSSD©©� *  (IIb) ‘?’  (3sg.pret.act. WD�UX�XS�SD�D§�§L�Lã (Bo 3947, 13 (OH/NS))). 
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The bulk of the attestations show a stem WDUXSS�6 7  (the few cases with single �S� 
are clearly simplified spellings). Occasionally in NS texts we find the stems 
WDUXSSL¨H�D�6 7  and WDUXSSDH�6 7 .  
 The etymological interpretation of this verb is quite unclear. Often, WDUXSS� is 
connected with Lat. WXUED ‘turmoil, multitude’ , Gr.  ‘noise’  and ON ìRUS 
‘village’  (first proposed by Holma 1916: 36). This is not only formally 
improbable (*WXU� vs. Hitt. *7UX�; *E vs. Hitt. *S), but semantically unlikely as 
well: Lat. WXUED means ‘multitude, large group’ , but this meaning has clearly 
developed from ‘disorder, chaos’ , which is the opposite of Hitt. WDUXSS� ‘to 
collect, to unite, to plaid together’ .  
 Oettinger’ s proposal (1979a: 229) to connect WDUXSS� with Gr.  ‘the 
confused noise of a crowded assembly’  is not convincing either: again Gr.  does 
not correspond to Hitt. �SS� (Oettinger’ s explanation that in Hittite *E was 
replaced by *S in analogy to other verbs ending in �XSS� is totally DG�KRF), and 
the semantic side shows the same problems as the connection with Lat. WXUED.  
 If WDUXSS� is of IE origin, it can hardly reflect anyhting else than *7UHXS�. 
Problematic, however, is the fact that an initial sequence *7U9� in Hittite seems to 
yield *7HU9� (e.g. WHULSS� > *WUHS�,� WHUL� < *WUL�). Perhaps this development took 
place in front of frontvowels only (otherwise we cannot explain WDUDL� 7  � WDUL� or 
WDUDQ]L ‘they speak’  < *WU�pQWL). If so, it would mean that the epenthesis in 
*7U9front took place after the monophthongization of *HX to X. So mechanically, I 
reconstruct WDUXSS� as *7UHXS�WL, *7UXS�pQWL. I must admit that I have not been 
able to find a convincing cognate, however.  
 Tischler (HEG T: 243) cites the form WD�UX�XS�St�HQ�]D (KUB 42.42. i 10 
(inventory)) as a participle of WDUXSS�. Because of the broken context, the 
meaning of the word cannot be determined and therefore a connection with 
WDUXSS� cannot be proven.  
 Otten & Siegelová (1970: 36) cite the forms WD�OX�XS�SD�DQ�GD�DQ and WD�OX�XS�
SD�DQ ‘plaid together’ :  

 
KUB 2.6 iv  
(6) QX ]D Lã�§X�X]�]L�LQ  
(7) SÍG BABBAR SÍG SA5 DQ�GD  
(8) WD�OX�XS�SD�DQ�GD�DQ GD�D�L  
 
‘He takes a band plaid together from white and red wool’ ;  
 
KBo 11.11 iii  
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(8) 1 TÚGNX�UH�Hã�ãDU WD�OX�XS�SD�DQ  
 
‘one cloth that has been plaid together’ .  
 

If these forms are really to be seen as variants of WDUXSSDQW�,�they would show an 
occasional development of �U� to �O� (cf. Melchert 1994a: 171).  
 D EGF�EIH

WDãNX�L��� (c.) ‘thigh bone’  (not ‘testicle’ !): nom.sg. WD�Dã�NX�Xã (KUB 9.4 i 
12, 28 (MH/NS), KUB 9.34 ii 30 (MH/NS)), gen.sg. WD�Dã�NX�ÑD�[Dã] (KUB 9.4 i 
28 (MH/NS)), dat.-loc.sg. WD�Dã�NX�L (KUB 9.4 i 12 (MH/NS)), WD�Dã�NX�ÑD�¨D 
(KUB 9.34 ii 30 (MH/NS)), GD�Dã�NX�Ñ[D]-¨  (KBo 21.105 obv. 3), nom.pl. [W] �
Dã�NX�Hã (KBo 24.55 obv.? 7). 
  
The bulk of the attestations of this word occur in the Ritual of TunnaÒi¨a: KUB 
9.34 ii 22ff, with dupl. KUB 9.4 i 1ff. In this ritual body parts of a ram are used to 
lift the sickness of the body parts of a sick person. The different body parts used 
are mentioned in a top-down order, which enables us to determine the 
(approximate) meaning of some of these body parts. In Kloekhorst 2005a, I have 
given a detailed treatment of this text, and suggested that the word WDãNX�L�� might 
denote ‘thigh-bone’  (situated between §XSSDUDWWL¨DWL� ‘pelvis’  and § S ãD�ãã�� 
‘shin-bone’ ) and not ‘testicle’  as was assumed by Alp 1958. Another text in 
which WDãNX� is found in an enumeration is the following:  

 
KBo 24.55 obv.?  
(2) [                                                                                   K]I.MIN  
(3) [                                                         -L]ã GABA=.$  
(4) [                                               ]x SI

C
I.A .$ KI.MIN  

   
(5) [                            .$]5�â, .$ ŠÀ .$ KI.MIN  
(6) [                                 ]x §X�XS�SD�UD�Dã WH�Hã JH�QX�X W�W[H�HW]  
(7) [                                W] �Dã�NX�Hã WH�Hã GÌR .$  
(8) [                                   ]x  
 
‘[ ... li]kewise. [ ... ] your breast [ ... ] your horns likewise. [ ... ] your [be]lly, 
your heart likewise. [ ... ] your pelvis?, yo[ur] knee(s) [ ... ], your [W]DãNX’ s, 
your feet [...]’ .  
 

Although the fragment is small, I think it sheds some light on the meaning of 
WDãNX�. In line 5 we find weak body parts, ‘[be]lly’  and ‘heart’ . Line 6 contains 
joints: ‘pelvis?’  and ‘knee(s)’ . Line 7 contains [W]DãNXHã and ‘feet’ . In my view, 
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this stronlgy indicates that WDãNX� cannot mean ‘testicle’ , but is likely to denote a 
limb from the lower half of the body. I therefore stick to my suggestion ‘thigh-
bone’ .  
 The dat.-loc.sg.-form WDãNXÑD¨D seems to derive from an �L�stem WDãNXL� (e.g. 
Weitenberg 1984a: 271), which could be the source of gen.sg. WDãNXÑDã (< 
*WDãNX¨Dã) and dat.-loc.sg. WDãNXL as well. The nom.sg. WDãNXã, however, shows a 
genuine X-stem WDãNX�. Tischler (HEG T: 255) therefore assumes that the form 
WDãNXÑD¨D is a scribal error, but if the form GDãNX[Ñ]D¨D (KBo 21.105 obv. 3, 
broken context, with Hurrian from line 4 onwards) really belongs to WDãNX� as 
well, WDãNXÑD¨D must be a real form. In that case one might wonder whether the 
three attestations of nom.sg. WD�Dã�NX�Xã (all in the TunnaÒi¨a-ritual, which is 
notorious for its corrupt forms) could be errors for *WD�Dã�NX�Lã, although this 
would be difficult to defend. The other Hittite word that possibly means ‘thigh’ , 
ãDNXW�W�D�L�� (q.v.) is connected with Skt. VDNWKL� < *VRN ? W+�L�. If WDãNX�L�� would 
reflect *WRVN ? ��L��,� it would be at least remarkable to find the same phonemes in 
these two words.  
 
GDããX�� �� GDããDÓ�� (adj.) ‘strong, powerful; heavy; well-fed; difficult; important’  
(Sum. DUGUD, Á.GÁL): nom.sg.c. GD�Dã�ãX�Xã (often), acc.sg.c. GD�Dã�ãX�XQ 
(KUB 30.45 iii 10), nom.-acc.sg.n. WD�Dã�ãX (KUB 23.72 ii 54 (MH/MS)), GD�Dã�
ãX (often), GD�D�Dã�ãX (KBo 22.260 obv. 18 (NS)), gen.sg. [G]D[-Dã�ã]D�X�Ñ[D�Dã] 
(KUB 2.1 iv 40), dat.-loc.sg. WD�Dã�ãD½�X¾�L (KBo 3.8 iii 10), abl. GD�Dã�ãD�ÑD�D], 
GD�Dã�ãD�X�ÑD�D], nom.pl.c. GD�Dã�ãD�X�H[-Hã] (KUB 36.106 obv. 9 (OS)), GD�Dã�
ãD�X�H�Hã (often), acc.pl.c. GD�Dã�ãD�PX�Xã (KBo 26.25 iv 9), GD�Dã�ãD�Xã (KUB 
8.53 ii 25), nom.-acc.pl.n. GD�Dã�ãD�X�ÑD (KUB 17.7 ii 18, KUB 33.98+ iii 6), GD�
Dã�ãD�ÑD (KUB 19.9 i 21), dat.-loc.pl. GD�Dã�ãD�X�Dã (KUB 33.84+, 6, 27)). 
 Derivatives: GDããXÓDQW� (adj.) ‘strong’  (nom.sg.c. GD�Dã�ãX�ÑD�DQ�]D (HT 1 ii 
27, KBo 22.107 i 14), GDã�ãD�QX�J K  (Ib2) ‘to make strong’  (1sg.pres.act. GD�Dã�ãD�
QX�PL (KUB 21.36, 10), 2sg.imp.act. GD�Dã�ãD�QX�XW (KUB 33.102 ii 6), 
2pl.imp.act. [WD�Dã��ãD��Q]X�XW�WD�QL (KUB 23.72 ii 54 (MH/MS)); 2sg.imp.midd. 
WD�Dã�ãD�QX�X§�§X�XW (KUB 23.77+ obv. 35 (MH/MS)); part. GD�Dã�ãD�QX�ÑD�DQ�
W�,�GD�Dã�QX�ÑD�DQ�W�; verb.noun WD�Dã�QX�PDU; impf. GD�Dã�ãD�QX�Xã�NH�D�,�WD�Dã�
QX�Xã�NH�D�), GDãã ãã�J K  (Ib2) ‘to become heavy, to become pressing’  
(2sg.pret.act(?) GD�Dã�ãH�Hã�WD (KBo 4.10 i 40), 3sg.imp.act. GD�Dã�ãL�Lã�GX (KUB 
43.38 rev. 28)), GDããXÓDWDU (n.) ‘might(?)’  (nom.-acc.sg. GD�Dã�ãX�ÑD�WDU (Bo 
68/235 i 1)), WDããLªH�D�J K  (Ic1) ‘to be heavy, to make heavy, to press’  (only in 
derivatives WDããL¨DWDU (n.) a kind of disease (nom.-acc.sg. WD�Dã�ãL�¨D�WDU), 
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WDããL¨DÑDU (n.) a kind of disease (nom.-acc.sg. WD�Dã�ãL�¨D�X�ÑD�DU) and WDããL¨DPD� 
(c.) a kind of disease (acc.sg. WD�Dã�ãL�¨D�PD�DQ)). 
 IE cognates: Skt. Gi�VDV� ‘miraculous power’ , GD�V� ‘to have miraculous 
power’ , Gr.  ‘to learn’ . 
  PIE *GH�R1V�X� 
  
See Weitenberg 1984: 146 and Tischler HEG T: 259f. for attestations. The word 
clearly is a X�stem of a stem GDãã�,�which is found thus in GDã�ãD�QX�6 7  (compare 
Dã�ãD�QX�6 7  and ãDã�ãD�QX�6 7  (under the lemma ãHã�6 7  � ãDã�) for a similar alteration 
in spelling), GDãã ãã�6 7  and, if this interpretation is correct, in *WDããL¨H�D�6 7 , a 
further unattested verb that served as the basis for several words for diseases.  
 The judgement of the etymology of this word has been largely determined by 
one’ s view on the development of the clusters *-QV� and *-PV�. For a long time it 
was thought that *-QV� yielded Hitt. �Q]�,� primarily on the basis of the 
interpretation of ãXPDQ]D�,�allegedly ‘binding’ , as reflecting *VXK 8 �P²Q�V. Since 
this word, which actually is (Ú)ãXPDQ]DQ�,�now has been identified as ‘(bul)rush’  
the etymological connection with Gr.  and a reconstruction *VXK 8 P²Q�V has 
to be given up. This means that the only good examples for the development of 
*QV are the following words: DQ] ã ‘us’  reflects *QV�yV and shows that *�&�ÊV9 > 
�&�DQ]9; �ÑDã (gen.sg. -ending of verb.nouns in �ÑDU) reflects *-ÑHQ�V and shows 
that *9QV� > 9ã. To my knowledge, no good example for *9QV9 exists (note that 
JHQ]X� ‘lap’  reflects *�HQK 8 �VX� where the presence of a laryngeal is crucial as it 
blocks the assimilation). For *-PV� there are more examples. On the basis of 
§DQ]DQD� ‘black’  < *K > PVRQR� and §DQ] ããD� ‘offspring’  < *K > PVyVLR� we can 
assume that *&PV9 > &DQ]9 (cf. also Melchert 1994a: 121), whereas § ããD� 
‘offspring’  < *K > yPVR� and §DããX� ‘king’  < *K > HPVX� show a development *9PV9 
> 9ãã9 (note that QãL ‘wipes’  reflect *K > yPK 8 VHL, again with a crucial laryngeal 
that blocks the assimilation to �ãã�). Let us, with this in mind, look at the 
proposed etymologies for GDããX�.  
 Kellogg (1925: 28) proposed a connection with Gr.  ‘thickly wooded, 
hairy, shaggy’  and Lat. G QVXV ‘dense’  that reflect *G�H�QV�X�. This etymology has 
been criticized for its awkward semantics. An alternative etymology was put 
forward by Juret (1941: 51), who connected the word with Skt. Gi�VDV� 
‘miraculous power’ , which indeed seems semantically more likely. Skt. Gi�VDV� 
is generally regarded a derivative from the verb GD�V� ‘to have miraculous 
power’ , which LIV2 reconstructs as *GHQV� ‘to become skilled’  (~ Gr.  ‘to 
learn’ ), although I do not see any reason the specifically reconstruct �Q�: all forms 
mentioned in LIV2 could reflect *GHPV� as well. Weitenberg (1984: 146) follows 
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Juret’ s suggestion, but is forced to reconstruct *G�R�PVX�,�because in his opinion 
*G�R�QVX� should have given **GDQ]X�. As we saw above, this latter assumption 
has no ground anymore, and therefore we can reconstruct both �Q� as well as �P�. 
It must be noted that a reconstruction *G1V�X� is not possible, since this should 
have given **GDQ]X�,�whereas both *GH1V�X� and *GR1V�X� would have yielded 
GDããX� as attested.  
 Starke (1990: 252f.) has argued that the hapax WDããL¨DPDQ, a disease, must be of 
Luwian origin and reflects a neuter stem WDããL¨DP�P�DQ, on the basis of which he 
claims that in Luwian a verb WDãã¨L� must have existed. In my view, there is not a 
shred of evidence that WDããL¨DPDQ is of Luwian origin, however: it occurs in a 
Hittite context, and is grammatically regular. Moreover, a stem WDãã� is not found 
in any genuine Luwian text.  
 
WDãXÓDQW�� (adj.) ‘blind’ : nom.sg.c. GD�ãX�ÑD�DQ�]D (KBo 24.9 i 5 (MS), KUB 
36.12 ii 12 (NS)), WD�Dã�ÑD�DQ�]D (KBo 6.25 + 13.35 iii 3 (OH/NS), KUB 12.62+ 
rev. 7, 8 (NS)), WD�Dã�ÑD�]D (KUB 12.62+ rev. 12 (NS)), dat.-loc.sg. [G]D�ãX�ÑD�
DQ�W[L] (KBo 14.104, 8 (NS)), nom.pl.c. GD�ãX�ÑD�DQ�WH�Hã (KBo 21.6 obv. 10 
(NS)). 
 Derivatives: GDãXÓD©©� K  (IIb) ‘to make blind’  (3sg.pres.act. GD�ãX�ÑD�D§�§L 
(KBo 6.2 i 9, 11 (OS)), WD�ãX�ÑD�D§�§L (OS), 1pl.pres.act. WD�ãX�ÑD�D§�§X�X�H�QL 
(KUB 31.44 ii 11 (MH/NS)), GD�ãX�ÑD�§X�ÑD�QL (KUB 31.42 ii 13 (MH/NS)), 
3pl.pres.act. WD�ãX�ÑD�D§�§D�DQ�]L (KBo 18.49 rev. 4 (MH/MS), HKM 14 obv. 14 
(MH/MS), HKM 16 obv. 17 (MH/MS), KUB 13.9 ii 18, iv 6 (MH/NS)), 
3sg.pret.act. [G]D�Dã�ÑD�D§�WD (KBo 16.9, 2 (NH)), WD�ãX�ÑD�D§�W[D] (KBo 14.11, 9 
(NH)), 3pl.pret.act. GD�ãX�ÑD�D§�§H�HU (KBo 6.34+ i 20 (MH/NS)), 3pl.imp.act. 
GD�ãX�ÑD[-D§�§D�DQ�GX] (KBo 6.34+ i 25 (MH/NS)), GD[-ãX�ÑD�D§�§D�D]Q�GX 
(KBo 6.34+ iii 8 (MH/NS)), WD�Dã�ÑD�D§�§D�DQ�GX (KUB 44.4+ KBo 13.241 rev. 
28 (NS)); part. nom.sg.c. WD�ãX�ÑD�D§�§D�DQ�]D (KUB 13.9 ii 12, 14 (MH/NS)). 
  
We find the spellings GD�ãX�ÑD�,� WD�ãX�ÑD� as well as WD�Dã�ÑD�,� all denoting 
/tasua-/. The etymological interpretation has been in debate. Sturtevant (1933: 
105) proposed a connection with Skt. WiPDV� ‘darkness’ , WiPLVU � ‘dark night’  
and reconstructed *W�V�ÑHQW�. The Skt. words, however, clearly reflect *WHP+�
�H�V�,� from a verb *WHP+� ‘to faint, to become dark’ . Phonetically, it is quite 
improbable that a pre-from *WP+�V�ÑHQW� would have given Hitt. WDãÑDQW� (we 
would expect **/tn}Suant-/, spelled **WDQH�LããXÑDQW�, cf. § 1.4.4.3). Nevertheless, 
the etymology has been widely followed (e.g. Kimball 1999: 328: *WH�RPK > V�
ZHQW�).  
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 Szemerényi (1956: 77) connected the word with a root *G 9 HP� which is visible 
in OIr. GHLP ‘black, dark’ , OE GLPP ‘dark’ . This is phonetically equally 
problematic: a preform *G 9 PVXHQW� probably would have given **GDQ]XÑDQW�,�
whereas *G 9 H�RPVÑHQW� should have given **GDããXÑDQW�.  
 Melchert (1994a: 70) states: “ Hitt. GDã�X�ZDQW� ‘blind’  need not reflect 
*G�H�PK > V�ZHQW� ‘dark’ , but is better derived from *GDV�ZHQW� ‘lacking’ , to the 
root of Skt. GiV\DWL ‘lacks’  (for the meaning cf. Ital. RUER)” . LIV2 and Mayrhofer 
(1986-2002: s.v.) take Skt. GDV� as reflecting *VJ ? HV�K > �� (so from Skt. MDV�), 
however.  
 Rieken (1999a: 232f.) rejects all etymologies that assume an original nasal, 
because “ wie auch immer man den WDãXÑDQW� zugrundeliegenden V-Stamm 
ansetzt, schwundstufig oder hochstufig, mit oder ohne Laryngal, in keine Fall ist 
bloßes V zu erwarten” . She follows a proposal by Juret (1940/41: 51), who 
connects the word with ModEng. GXVN (but �VN is problematic), Lat. IXVFXV ‘dark 
brown’  and Skt. GKYi�VDWL ‘to fall to dust’ , and reconstructs *G 9 ÑRV�ÑHQW�. 
Although this preform indeed would regularly yield Hitt. WDãÑDQW� (with *7XR > 
WD� like in W Q < *GXRLRP), it is problematic that Skt. GKYD�V� goes back to 
*G 9 XHQV� (also visible in PGerm. *GXQVWD� ‘dust’ ), with a nasal. All in all, none of 
the proposed etymologies can account for WDãXÑDQW� without problems regarding 
the phonetic development.  
 
�WWDW (2sg.pret.midd.-ending): see �WWD�UL�, �WWDW�L�  
 
�WWDW (3sg.pret.midd.-ending): see �WWD�UL�, �WWDW�L�  
 
WDWWDUDH�J K  (Ic2) ‘?’ : 3pl.pres.act. WD�DW�WD�UD�D�DQ�]L (KUB 9.15 iii 6 (NS)). 
 IE cognates: ?Lat. WHU  ‘to rub’ , ?Gr.  ‘to rub’ . 
  PIE *WR�WU�K 8 �� ?? 
  
This verb is hapax in the following context:  

 
KUB 9.15 iii  
(5) QX NiQ É DINGIR

L�M N
 SD�UD�D ãD�DQ�§D�DQ�]L  

(6) GD�JD�DQ�]L�SX�Xã WD�DW�WD�UD�D�DQ�]L  
(7) QX É DINGIR

L�M N
 DQ�GXU�]D D�UD�D§�]D §XU�QL�¨D�DQ�]L  

 
‘They sweep the temple and W. the earth (pl.) and they sprinkle the temple inside 

(and) outside’ .  
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Because of the plene �D� in � Q]L it is likely that this verb belongs to the §DWUDH�
class. On the basis of the duplicate KBo 12.114 iii 4, where we find [K]I

C
I.A�Xã 

WiN�ãD�DQ�]L ‘they unify the earth (pl.)’ , Tischler (HEG T: 273) assumes that 
WDWWDUDH� means something like ‘to smooth (out)’ .  
 Since the verbs of the §DWUDH�class are usually derived from R-stem nouns, we 
would in this case have to assume that WDWWDUDH� is derived from a further 
unattested noun *WDWWDUD�. Nevertheless, because of the high productivity of the 
§DWUDH�inflection in NH times, it is also possible that WDWWDUDH� originally belong 
to another class. This assumption is necessary if one wants to follow Kapancjan’ s 
etymology (1931-33: 24), who proposed to connect WDWWDUDH� with Lat. WHU  ‘to 
rub’ , Gr.  ‘to rub’ , which reflect *WHU�K 8 �� (see LIV2 for the possible �K 8 �). If 
this is correct, then we have to reconstruct *WR�WU�K 8 ��.  
 
�WWDWL (2sg.pret.midd.-ending): see �WWD�UL�, �WWDW�L�  
 
�WWDWL (3sg.pret.midd.-ending): see �WWD�UL�, �WWDW�L�  
 
WDWUDQW� (adj.) ‘agitated, aggressive (cow); sharp-edged (stone)’ : nom.sg.c. WD�DW�
UD�DQ�]D (KUB 2.2+ ii 55), acc.sg.c. WD�DW�UD�DQ�WD�DQ (IBoT 1.36 ii 65). 
 Derivatives: WDWUD©©� K  (IIb) ‘to incite, to stirr up’  (3sg.pres.act. GD�DW�UD�D§�§L 
(KUB 31.103 obv. 16), 3sg.pret.act. WD�DW�UD�D§�§D�Dã (KUB 23.11 iii 6 
(MH/NS)), WD�DW�UD�D§�WD (KUB 19.9 i 24). 
 IE cognates: Skt. GDU� ‘to crack, to scatter’ , Gr.  ‘to skin, to flay(?)’ , Goth. 
GLV�WDLULì ‘to tear up’ , Lith. GuUWL ‘to tear, to flay(?)’ , OCS G UDWL ‘to tear’ . 
  PIE *GR�GU�HQW� ?, *GR�GU�HK > � ? 
  
These words seem to be derived from a further unattested stem *WDWU�D�� (compare 
the situation of GDãXÑDQW� ‘blind’  and GDãXÑD§§� 7  ‘to make blind’  that are both 
derived from a further unattested stem *GDãX�). The meaning of the verb WDWUD§§� 
is quite clear in e.g. the following context (although the form itself is rather 
damaged here): 

 
KUB 19.9 i  
(23) EGIR�D] PD KUR URU,ã�§X�St�LW�WD�Dã [NX�U]X�UL�D§�WD  

(24) QX NiQ KUR.KURMEŠ GD�St�DQ�GD W � W�U �D§�W[D Q]X KUR.KURMEŠ  

         GD�[St�DQ�GD]  

(25) NX�UX�UL�D§�§H�HU  
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‘From the back, the land Iš§upitta became hostile and incited all the countries. 

All the countries became hostile’ .  
 

 Gamkrelidze & Ivanov (1984: 307 = 1995: 266) saw WDWUD§§� as a reduplication 
of “ WDU§�”  ‘to conquer’ . This is impossible for several reasons. First, the meanings 
‘to incite’  and ‘to conquer’  do not have much in common. Secondly, the verb 
“ WDU§�”  does not exist but in fact is WDU§X�O P  (q.v.), which makes a connection with 
WDWUD§§�,�which is derived from WDWU�D��,�formally impossible.  
 If the stem *WDWU�D�� is of IE origin, it can only reflect a reduplication *7R�7U�. 
Melchert’ s connection (1984a: 33) with PIE *GHU� ‘to cut, to split’  (Skt. GDU�,�Gr. 

, Lith. GHU�, etc.) therefore is formally better. Nevertheless, we must remain 
cautious: the proposed semantic connection between ‘hostile, aggressive’  and ‘to 
cut, to split’  is nothing more than a possibility.  
 
W �J K �(Ia1: suppletive with WHU�O P  � WDU�,�q.v.) ‘to speak, to state’ : 1sg.pres.act. WH�H�
PL (OS), WH�PL (MH/MS), 2sg.pres.act. WH�ãL (OS), 3sg.pres.act. WH�H�H]�]L (OS), WH�
H]�]L (OS), 1pl.pres.act. WD�UX�H�QL (OS), 2pl.pres.act. WDU�WH�QL (MH/MS, often), 
WH�H�WH�QL (KUB 13.3 ii 8 (OH/NS)), 3pl.pres.act. WD�UD�DQ�]L (OS), GD�UD�DQ�]L, 
1sg.pret.act. WH�H�QX�XQ (KBo 26.136 obv. 17 (MS)), WH�QX�XQ (KUB 1.16 ii 3 
(OH/NS)), 2sg.pret.act. WH�H�Hã (HKM 48 obv. 17 (MH/MS)), 3sg.pret.act. WH�H�HW 
(KUB 17.10 i 28 (OH/MS), KBo 15.19 i 25 (NS)), WH�HW (MH/MS, often), 
3pl.pret.act. WH�UH�HU (HKM 63 obv. 16 (MH/MS), HKM 94 rev. 9 (MH/MS), 
KUB 33.60 rev. 14 (OH/NS)), 2sg.imp.act. WH�H�HW (KUB 30.10 i 4 (OH/MS)), WH�
HW (MH/MS, often), 3sg.imp.act. WH�H�HG�GX (KUB 30.10 i 26 (OH/MS)), WH�HG�GX 
(KUB 30.10 i 28 (OH/MS)), 2pl.imp.act. WH�HW�WH�HQ (OS), WH�HW�WpQ (KBo 13.114 
iv 4 (MH/NS)), WH�H�WpQ (KUB 13.3 ii 28, iii 42 (OH/NS)), 3pl.imp.act. GD�UD�DQ�
GX (KBo 3.40 rev. 11 (OH/NS)); part. WD�UD�DQ�W�,� GD�UD�DQ�W�,� WD�UD�D�DQ�W� 
(MH/MS); impf. WDU�ãL�NH�D� (OS), WDU�ãL�LN�NH�D� (KUB 14.1+ obv. 34 
(MH/MS)), WDU�Dã�NH�D�. 
 IE cognates: OCS G WL ‘to do, to say’ , Skt. GK � ‘to put’ , Gr.  ‘to put’ , etc. 
  PIE *G Q pK R �WL 
  
This verb is suppletive: on the one hand we find forms that show the stem W � and 
on the other forms that show the stem WHU�O P  � WDU� (see there for its own 
etymological treatment). Already since Hrozný (1915: 29) this verb is connected 
with especially OCS G WL ‘to do, to say’  < PIE *G Q HK R �,�which has been generally 
accepted since.  
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 We would expect that in Pre-Hittite this verb showed an ablaut *G Q HK R � � *G Q K R �. 
This ablaut is still visible in verbs that are derived from *G Q HK R �,�namely SH§XWH�O P  
� SH§XW� ‘to lead (there)’ , XÑDWH�O P  � XÑDW� ‘to bring (here)’  and ÑHWH�O P  � ÑHW� ‘to 
build’ . If we compare forms like 3pl.pres.act. SH§XGDQ]L (OS), 3pl.pret.act. XÑDWHU 
(OS), 3pl.imp.act. XÑDGDQGX (MH/MS), part. ÑHWDQW� (OS) and inf.I ÑHGXPDQ]L 
(MH/MS), we must assume that the original paradigm of W � also contained 
1pl.pres.act. *WXP QL, 3pl.pres.act. *GDQ]L, 3pl.pret.act. *WHU and 3pl.imp.act. 
*GDQGX. We see that these forms are identical to the corresponding forms of the 
verb G � P  � G� ‘to take’  < *GHK S � (although 3pl.pret.act. *GK S �²U > *WHU itself was 
replaced by *GyK S � U > G HU in pre-Hittite times already: the form *WHU is still 
visible in SHWHU and XWHU, however). This probably was the reason why they were 
removed from the paradigm of W �O P  and subsequently replaced by forms of the 
verb WHU�O P  � WDU�. For 2pl.pres.act. we would expect that *G Q K R �WK R p+QL yielded 
*/tsténi/, spelled *]D�WH�H�QL, (or perhaps */t WpQL��� VSHOOHG� WD�DW�WH�H�QL as still 
visible in XÑDWDWWHQ (MH/MS)?). This form is replaced by WDUWHQL, but in a NS 
texts, we find W WHQL as well, probably analogically created on the basis of 
2pl.pret.act. WHWWHQ < *G Q HK R �WK R H+Q.  
 
 WWH�: see  WWL� �  WWD� �  WWH�  
 
W NDQ� �� WDNQ��(n.) ‘earth’ : nom.-acc.sg. WH�H�NiQ (OS, often), WH�H�JD�D�Q� ã�ãH�LW 
(KBo 17.22 iii 11 (OS)), WH�NiQ (often), gen.sg. WiN�QD�Dã (OS, often), WiN�QD�D�Dã 
(MH/MS), dat.-loc.sg. WiN�QL�L (often), WiN�QL (rare), WiN�QD�L (KUB 24.9+ ii 22 
(OH/NS)), ending-less loc.sg. WD�JD�D�DQ (OS, often), WD�JD�DQ (OS, rare), GD�D�
JD�DQ (KUB 43.17, 6 (NH)), WD�D�JD�DQ (KUB 34.120, 7 (NH)), GD�D�JD�D�DQ 
(KUB 40.46, 9 (NH)), all.sg. WD�DN�QD�D (KBo 17.1 + KBo 25.3 iii 8 (OS)), WiN�
QD�D, WD�D�DN�QD�D (KUB 29.30 iii 13 (OS)), abl. WiN�QD�D�D] (KUB 43.23 rev. 
17), WiN�QD�D], WiN�QD�]D. 
 Derivatives: see (f)WDJ Q]HSD�. 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. WLªDPP�L�� ‘earth’  (nom.sg. WL�¨D�DP�PL�Lã, WL�¨D�DP�PH�
Lã, acc.sg. WL�¨D�DP�PL�LQ, WL�¨D�DP�PH�LQ, dat.-loc.sg. WL�¨D�DP�PL, erg.sg. WL�¨D�DP�
PD�DQ�WL�Lã, gen.adj.nom.sg.c. WL�¨D�DP�PD�Dã�ãL�Lã, gen.adj.nom.pl.c. WL�¨D�DP�
PD�Dã�ãL�LQ�]L); HLuw. WDNDP� ‘earth’  (dat.-loc.sg. “ TERRA” WD�ND�PL�L 
(SULTANHAN §39)). 
  PAnat. *Gp��P, *G��HP�,�*G��P�yV 
 IE cognates: Skt. N�aV (f.), gen.sg. MPiV, Av. ]DP�,�Gr.  (f.), TochA WND�, 
TochB NH�, Alb. GKH, Lat. KXPXV, OIr. G~ (gen. GRQ), Lith. å P , OCS ]HPOMD 
‘earth’ . 
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  PIE *G Q p� Q �P, (*G Q � Q �pP�P), *G Q � Q �P�yV. 
  
It has been clear since Friedrich (1924-25: 1222) that Hitt. W NDQ � WDNQ� belongs 
with the other IE words for ‘earth’ . Details regarding the reconstruction are in 
debate, however. On the basis of Skt. N�aV (f.), gen.sg. MPiV ~ Gr.  (f.), the 
old reconstruction of ‘earth’  was *� Q è Q fP, *� Q è Q P�yV (with a PIE phoneme 
‘thorn’ ). On the basis of Lith. å P , OCS ]HPOMD another ablaut-variant *� Q è Q HP� 
can be reconstructed. With the discovery of TochA WND�, it became clear that the 
initial cluster was not *� Q è Q � originally, but rather *G Q � Q �. So we have *G Q � Q P, 
*G Q � Q HP� and *G Q � Q P�. With the adduction of Hitt. W NDQ, which must reflect 
*G Q H� Q �,� it became clear that we are not dealing with a root *G Q � Q HP�,�but rather 
with a root *G Q H� Q � followed by a suffix �HP�.  
 The next question is how to reconstruct the original paradigm. Since Schindler 
(1977: 31), W NDQ is usually reconstructed ‘holodynamically’  as *G Q p� Q � P, 
*G Q p� Q �RP�P, *G Q � Q �P�pV. In this sense it would be comparable to the word for 
‘hand’ , which is often reconstructed ‘holodynamically’  as well: *� Q pV� U, *� Q pV�
RU�P, *� Q V�U�pV (cf. Rieken 1999a: 280). As I show in detail under its own lemma, 
the Hittite paradigm of NHããDU� does not go back to these reconstructed forms, 
however. In my view, it rather shows nom.sg. NHããDU < *� Q pV�U (cf. Gr.  < 
* h  < *� Q pV��), acc.sg. NLããHUDQ < *� Q V�pU�P and gen.sg. NLãUDã < *� Q V�U�yV. I 
therefore want to propose that we have to reconstruct a similar paradigm for 
‘earth’  as well: nom.sg. *G Q p� Q �P, acc.sg. *G Q � Q �pP�P, gen.sg. *G Q � Q �P�yV.  
 Let us first look at the development of nominative and accusative. In Hittite, 
‘earth’  is a neuter word, with nom.-acc.sg. W NDQ. From the Sanskrit and Greek 
evidence it is clear, however, that the PIE word for ‘earth’  was feminine. In PIE, 
non-neuter words of the structure *&&�²5, *&p&� 5 and *&p&�5 originally 
where asigmatic: they did not carry the nom.-ending �V. In Hittite, however, an 
ending �V became obligatory for all commune words, and �V was being added to 
old asigmatic nominatives, e.g. §DVWHU]D ‘star’  < *K T VW²U + �V, § UDã ‘eagle’  < 
*K S pU� Q + �V (cf. Weitenberg 1995). If a word did not have an ending �V, it was 
eventually reinterpreted in Hittite as neuter (which is the reason that diphthong-
stems (especially in � X�) often show neuter as well as commune forms in the 
oldest texts already). In the case of *� Q HVU we still find an asigmatic nom.sg. 
NHããDU in OH texts (which is therefore occasionally reinterpreted as neuter). The 
accusative-form *� Q V�pU�P, which was replaced by *� Q V�pU�RP (regular 
introduction of the R-stem ending *-RP in consonant-stem, replacing *�P, cf. at 
the lemma �DQ) yielded Hitt. NLããHUDQ, on the basis of which the nominative was 
thematicized as well, yielding NLããLUDã and NLããDUDã in MH times (cf. Weitenberg 
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1995). In the case of ‘earth’ , we find a different development, however. The PIE 
forms *G Q p� Q P, *G Q � Q pPP regularly developed into pre-Hittite *Gp�P, *G�pP 
(with simplification of *-HPP > *-HP). Because the nominative did not have an 
ending �V and formally looked like an accustive of a consonant-stem, and because 
the original accusative had become intransparent, the noun was reinterpretated as 
a neuter and the nominative form *Gp�P underwent the replacement of *�P by 
*-RP, yielding nom.-acc.sg.n. *Gp��RP. This *Gp��RP then regularly yielded Hitt. 
/tégan/, spelled W NDQ. It must be noted that because of the fact that this word is 
not an original neuter, it does not have a regular ‘ergative’ : whenever it is 
necessary to use an animatized variant of ‘earth’  (e.g. as the subject of a transitive 
verb), the commune word (f)WDJ Q]HSD� (q.v.) is used.  
 The interpretation of the oblique cases is more clear. They are predominantly 
spelled WiN�Q° or WD�DN�Q°, showing plene spelling of the vowel of the ending (WiN�
QD�D�Dã, WiN�QL�L, WiN�QD�D). The only spelling that shows WD�D�DN�Q° must, despite 
the fact that it is attested in an OS text, be regarded as a mistake, which is 
supported by the fact that the vowel of that form’ s ending is spelled plene as well: 
WD�D�DN�QD�D. It is clear that WDNQ ã must go back to *G Q � Q �P�yV. Note that �P� is 
replaced by �Q�,�which must have happened in analogy to the nom.-acc.sg. *Gp��
RP > *Gp�RQ on the basis of which *G�PyV > *G�QyV. This secondary 
replacement must therefore have been quite recent. Because WDNQ ã goes back to 
*G�QyV, I phonologically interpret WDNQ ã as /tgnas/. Note that in the initial cluster 
/tgn-/ no anaptyctic vowel has developed (compare SDWWDL� P  � SDWWL� < *SWK R �RL�,�
which must represent /ptai-/). The endingless loc.sg. WDJ Q (of which the 
occasional plene spellings of the first �D� can be disregarded: e.g. GD�D�JD�D�DQ 
can hardly be a phonetically real spelling) must reflect *G Q � Q fP and therewith is 
formally to be equated with Gr.  and, mutatis mutandis, Skt. N�aV. The 
reconstruction of *  is necessary because *G Q � Q yP would have yielded **WDJ Q 
(cf. N Q < *�yP ‘this (acc.sg.c.)’ ).  
 The interpretation of the Luwian words is quite difficult. On the one hand we 
find CLuw. WL¨DPP�L�� ‘earth’  and on the other HLuw. WD�ND�PL�L ‘on the earth’ . 
Although it is clear that PAnat. *� sometimes disappears in Luwian, the exact 
conditions of this loss are unclear. Certain examples of loss seem to be *�HV�U�R� 
> CLuw. Lã�ãD�UD�L�,�HLuw. LVWUD�L� ‘hand’ , *�LP�UR� > CLuw. LP�PD�UD�L� ‘open 
country’ , Hitt. QHNQD� ~ CLuw. *Q QD�L� ‘brother’ , HLuw. QDQDVUL� ‘sister’ . 
Certain examples of retention seem to be *�RGPU� > CLuw. NDWPDUãL�¨D�� ‘to 
defecate’ , *�XW� > CLuw. NXWWDãUD�L�,�HLuw. NXWDVUD�L� ‘orthostat’  (cf. Melchert 
1994a: 254-5 for examples). Although the evidence is scanty, we seem to be 
dealing with loss of *� before front vowels (with raising of a following *H to L, 
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which seems to point to a development *�H� > *¨H� > *¨L� > L�), word-internally 
before a consonants (or, at least, *Q) and retention before back-vowels (compare 
Kimball 1994c). For WL¨DPP�L��,�Melchert (l.c.) assumes a development PAnt. 
*G�pP� > *G¨pP�,�DIWHU�ZKLFK�ýRS’ s Law caused gemination of �P�: WL¨DPP�L��. 
Although I largely agree with this reconstruction (I believe that this indeed is the 
only way in explaining geminate �PP�), I do not accept the fact that Melchert 
explains the difference with PAnat. *�HVU� > LãUD�L� (which shows *�H� > L� versus 
�L¨D� in WL¨DPP�L��)� GXH� WR� DEVHQFH� RI�ýRS’ s Law in the latter. In my view, we 
have to reconstruct *�pVUR� and *G�pPR�. That the first form yielded LãUD�L� (and 
not L¨DãUD�L�) can only be explained by the fact that here we are dealing with 
word-initial *�p� (> *¨p� > ¨t�), whereas in *G�p� > *G¨p� a further development to 
**G¨L� was blocked by the preceding G�,� after which *G¨p� > G¨D�. With the 
interpretation of WL¨DPP�L�� as reflecting *G Q � Q �HP�,�we now have evidence for this 
ablaut-grade in Anatolian as well, despite the fact that in Hittite it is not directly 
attested.  
 HLuw. WD�ND�PL�L is a special case. The normal HLuwian word for ‘earth’  is 
TERRAWDVNXLUD�L�. The dat.-loc.sg.-form WD�ND�PL�L, which is hapax in 
SULTANHAN §39, is therefore probably a petrified form of the original word for 
‘earth’ . Because of the fact that it shows retention of *�, it cannot be equated with 
CLuw. WL¨DPP�L�� like that. Melchert (1994a: 253) therefore reconstructs it as 
reflecting *Gp�RP� (and subsequently phonologically interprets the word as 
�WDJJDPL���� LQ�ZKLFK�ýRS’ s Law is supposed to have yielded geminate �JJ� that 
did not fall victim to loss in Luwian. As I argued above, I do not believe that the 
paradigm of *G Q H� Q �P� ever contained a form *G Q p� Q �RP (apart from the very late 
pre-Hittite rebuilding from *Gp�P >> *Gp�RP > W NDQ). In my view there are two 
possible interpretations. On the one hand, we can assume that WD�ND�PL�L is to be 
equated with Hitt. dat.-loc.sg. WDNQ  and reflects *G�P�pL (which would mean that 
ZH�KDYH�WR�SKRQRORJLFDOO\�LQWHUSUHW�WKH�ZRUG�DV��WJP ����,I�FRUUHFW��LW�ZRXOG�VKRZ�
that in a cluster *G�P�,�*� was retained in Luwian. It would also still show �P�,�
and be more archaic in that respect than Hitt. WDNQ . On the other hand, we can 
equate WD�ND�PL�L with Hitt. WDJ Q, and assume that it reflects *G Q � Q P + �L, with 
retention of PAnat. *� in front of back-vowel. This reconstruction would mean 
that WD�ND�PL�L�LV�WR�LQWHUSUHWHG�DV��WJ PL��� 
 Quite recently, Melchert proposed to interpret CLuw. LQ]DJ Q as denoting 
‘things inhumated’  and reflecting “ a hypostasis of a univerbated prepositional 
phrase *HQ G Q � Q ¹P ‘into the earth’ ”  (2003a: 148). According to him, the fact that 
*G Q � Q � yields CLuw. �]J� here, shows that the concept of the ‘thorn’  still has to be 
regarded as a PIE phenomenon, but then rather has to be interpreted as affrication 
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of dentals before other stops. Apart from the fact that I think that HLuw. WD�ND�
PL�L shows that *G Q � Q � yields Luwian /tg-/ (if *� is not lost in front of a front-
vowel), and that therefore this reconstruction formally cannot be correct, the 
semantic side of this interpretation is improbable as well. If we look closely at the 
contexts in which LQ]DJ Q occurs, we see that a translation ‘inhumated’  is hardly 
likely:  

 
KUB 35.54 ii (with additions from the parallels KUB 35.52 and KBo 29.2 ii) 
(27) [x - x - x ]KÙ.BABBAR GUŠKIN NUM[(UN)]

U
[(I.A)] §X�X�PD�DQ  

(28) [(GIŠ§D�D§�)]UD�DQ GIŠPX�~�L�OD�DQ GIŠLQ�WD�OX�]L  
(29) [x - x - x - ]x GIŠWL�LG�GX�XW�UL NDW�W[D] §L�LN�]L  
(30) Q D�Dã�WD DQ�GD NL�Lã�ãD�DQ PH�PD�L  
  
(31) ]D�D�~�L ]L�¨D�DU NUMUN

U
I.A�QD [S]X�X�QD�D�WD  

(32) LQ�]D�JD�D�DQ ÑD�Dã�§D D �D�WD [%(�]Ê/ SÍSKUR  
(33) GIŠ§D�DW�WD�UD�D�WL §D�DW�WD[-U]L�LW�WD  
(34) GIŠWX�X�UD�D�WL SD �D�WD WX�X�U[D�D�D]W�WD  
(35) D �D�WD LP�UD�Dã�ãD½�DQ¾ dIŠKUR�X[Q�W]L SD�UL  
(36) WD�UD�D�X�L�LW�WD  
 
‘[xxx] of gold and silver, all the seeds, a rake?, a PXÑLOD�,�a shovel?, a X (and) a 

WLGGXWUL he presents down, and he speaks thus: “ Here lie down all the seeds, 

LQ]DJ Q, (and) the sacralized objects. The ritual patient has §DWWDUL�ed them 

with a §DWWDUD� and has W UD�ed them with a W UD�. He has delivered them to the 

Storm-god of the Open Country.” ’ .  
 

According to Melchert, LQ]DJ Q and ÑDã§D are appositions to NUMUN
U

I.A ‘seeds’  
and he therefore translates ‘here lie down the seeds, the inhumated things, the 
sacralized objects’ . It is quite awkward, however, to assume that although in the 
description of the action it has been told that objects of gold and silver, all the 
seeds and several agricultural implements are presented, in the words spoken after 
this action no reference is made to these golden and silver objects or to the 
agricultural implements anymore. I therefore would rather propose that ÑDã§D 
refers to the golden and silver objects (assuming that these are regarded as 
‘sacralized objects’ ), whereas LQ]DJ Q then must refer to the several agricultural 
implements. In this way, we can translate: ‘Here lie down the seeds, the tools and 
the sacralized objects’ . The other context in which LQ]DJDQ� occurs,  

 
KBo 29.6 obv.  
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(25) L�LQ�]D�JD�DQ�]D SD NX�ÑD�WL�LQ ãD�St�¨D�LP�PD�DQ D�~�L�GX�Ñ D�[Dã WD]  
(26) ÑD�Dã�NX�OL�LP�PD�D�WL PD�DO�§D�Dã�ãD�Dã�ãL�[Lã EN�Dã]  
 
‘Just as the LQ]DJDQ� is ãDSL¨DLPPD�,�may the ritual patient come away from 

the sin’ ,  
 

does not shed any additional light to its meaning, also because the meaning of 
ãDSL¨DLPPD�L� is unclear. Nevertheless, it does not speak against a translation 
‘tool’ . All in all, I conclude that there is no reason to interpret LQ]DJDQ� as 
‘inhumated’  and to subsequently reconstruct it as *HQ G Q � Q ¹P.  
 EIVIEIWIEGX Y'Z [

W NDQ� ‘pick-axe (?)’  (Sum. (GIŠ/URUDU)AL(?)): case? WH�H�NiQ (KUB 
32.115 i 9). 
 IE cognates: Skt. WpMDWH ‘is sharp’ , OSax. VWHNDQ ‘to stab’ , Gr.  ‘to stab’ . 
  PIE *WpLJ�R� ? 
  
Hapax in KUB 32.115 i (9) [...�S]t�Lã URUDUWH�H�NiQ URUDUMAR, which is 
compared by Laroche (1949-50: 20f.) with instances where we find (GIŠ/URUDU)AL 
‘pick-axe’  besides (GIŠ/URUDU)MAR ‘spade’  (e.g. KUB 9.3 i 7, KUB 7.41 i 5f.). He 
therefore assumes that W NDQ is the Hittite reading of (GIŠ/URUDU)AL. According to 
Laroche, another attestation is found in  

 
KUB 24.9+ ii  
(18) Q D�Dã D�UD�D§�]D SD�L]�]L PD�DQ�QL�LQ�NX�ÑD�D§�§L GIŠWH�H�NiQ SiG�GD�D�L  
(19) QX NiQ D�QL�XU�Dã KIN

\
I.A DQ�GD GD�D�L  

 
‘She (the MUNUSŠU.GI) goes outside and in the neighbourhood she digs W. and 

puts the equipment of the ritual in there’   
 

but Tischler (HEG T: 301) plausibly argues that we should rather read W NDQ 
‘earth’  here, as can be seen from the duplicate 452/u where WHNDQ is written 
without the GIŠ-determinative, and that we should translate ‘she digs up earth’ . 
Tischler, however, gives other possible attestations of GIŠ/URUDUW NDQ, viz. 448/u, 
(3) 1 URUDUW[H�H�NiQ], and KUB 12.53, (4) [GIŠ?WH�H�N]iQ GIŠMAR, but of course, 
these can only function as indirect evidence. So, all in all, we are stuck with one 
real attestation only, viz. KUB 32.115 i 9, which is in a broken context. This 
makes the reality of the word dubious. Perhaps the word is there to be read as 
W NDQ ‘earth’ . If URUDUW NDQ indeed means ‘pick-axe’ , however, we should follow 
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Laroche’ s proposal (l.c.) to connect W NDQ with the root *�V�WHLJ� ‘to stab, to be 
sharp’ , which would make sense formally as well as semantically.  
 
WHNUL��(c.) ‘deposition (?)’ : nom.sg. WH�HN�UL�Lã, dat.-loc.sg. WH�HN�UL. 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘threw away’ , Khot. G � ‘to throw’ . 
  PIE *GHL��UL� ? 
  
The word occurs a few times only. In the vocabularies KBo 26.20 and KBo 26.11 
(duplicates of each other), of which the Sumerian and Akkadian parts have been 
broken off, we find WH�HN�UL�Lã being mentioned besides PDUNL¨DXÑDU ‘rejection’ :  

 
KBo 26.10 iv  
  (8) PDU�NL�¨D�X�ÑD�DU ‘rejection’   
  (9) [§]D�WH�ãD�DQ�]D ‘being dried up’   
(10) [W]H�HN�UL�Lã  
(11) [D]Q�GD NiQ LP�SD�§X�ÑD�DU ‘making a burden’   
(12) [DQ�]GD NiQ LP�SD�§X�ÑD�DU ‘making a burden’  
 
KBo 26.11 rev.?  
  (6) PDU�NL�¨D�X�ÑD�DU ‘rejection’   
  (7) §D�WH�Hã�ãD�DQ�]D ‘being dried up’   
  (8) W � N�U [-Lã] 
 

The only real context in which this word is found is the following:  
 
KBo 5.6 iii  
(14)                                ... ÌR x$ PD ÑD QX�X�ÑD�D�DQ SD�UD�D GD�D§�§L  
(15) QX ÑD�U D�DQ ]D NiQ LÚ08�7, x$ L�¨D�PL WH�HN�UL [Ñ]D QD�D§�PL  
 
‘I (= the queen of Egypt) do not want to take one of my subjects and make him 

my husband. I fear for WHNUL�’ .  
 

In this last context, WHNUL� has since Kronasser (1966: 225) generally been 
translated ‘Befleckung’  (see, most recently, Rieken 1999a: 211: ‘Ich furchte mich 
vor Befleckung’ ). On the basis of this translation, an etymological connection 
with Gr.  ‘sign’  has been proposed (Neu DSXG Tischler HEG T: 302), 
which would point to a reconstruction *WHN�UL�. In my view, a translation 
‘Befleckung’  does not really make much sense. The queen states that she does not 
want to marry one of her own subjects out of fair for WHNUL�. I do not think she 
fears smearing of her good name, but rather that as soon as her future husband has 
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become the new king, she will be deposed off as queen by him. A translation 
‘deposition’  would also much better fit the surrounding terms in the vocabularies 
(especially PDUNL¨DXÑDU ‘rejection’ ).  
 This new suggestion does not fit the etymology cited above. I would rather 
suggest a possible connection with the root *GHL�� ‘to throw away’  (Gr.  
‘threw away’ , Khot. G � ‘to throw’ : cf. LIV2), and reconstruct *GHL��UL� 
‘*throwing away > deposition’ . For the formation of abstracts in �UL� with the full-
grade vowel, compare HãUL�,�HGUL�,�DXUL�,�etc. Note that this interpretation makes a 
connection with WHNNXããL¨H�D�O P  impossible on semantic grounds (pace Rieken 
1999a: 210-1).  
 
WHNNXããLªH�D�] ^  (Ic1 > Ic2) ‘to show, to present (oneself)’ : 3sg.pres.act. WH�NX�Xã�ãL�
H]�]L (KBo 25.1b, 2 (OS)), WH�HN�NX�Xã�ãL�[H]�]L] (KUB 43.38 rev. 10 (MH/MS)), 
WH�HN�NX�Xã�ãL�H[]�]L] (KUB 43.38 rev. 12 (MH/MS)), WH�HN�NX�Xã�ãL�L�H]�]L (KBo 
23.103 i 4 (NS)), WH�HN�NX�Xã�ãL�¨D�D]�]L (KBo 13.20, 8 (OH/NS)), WH�HN�NX�Xã�ãL�
¨D�H]�]L (HKM 46 obv. 14 (MH/MS)), 1sg.pres.act. WH�HN�NX�Xã�ãD�PL (KBo 5.3+ i 
11 (NH)), 3sg.pret.act. WH�HN�NX�Xã�ãL�H�HW (KBo 3.60 i 5 (OH/NS)), 
 Derivatives: WHNNXã�ãD�QX�] ^  (Ib2) ‘to (make) show, to reveal, to (make) present 
someone’  (2sg.pres.act. WH�HN�NX�Xã�ãD�QX�ãL (KBo 5.3 i 29), 1pl.pres.act.WL�LN�NX�
Xã�QX�XP�PH�H�QL (KUB 31.44 ii 5), WH�HN�NX�Xã�QX�PD�QL (KUB 31.42 ii 8), 
1sg.pret.act. WH�HN�NX�Xã�ãD�QX�QX�XQ (KBo 5.3+ i 5), 3sg.pret.act. WH�HN�NX�Xã�QX�
XW (KUB 14.20 i 19), WH�HN�NX�Xã�ãD�QX�XW (KBo 3.5+ ii 16), WH�HN�NX�½½QX�¾¾�Xã�
ã[D�QX�XW] (KBo 16.1 iii 17), WH�HN�NX�Xã[-ãD�QX�XW] (KUB 1.1+ iv 19), WH�HN!�NX�
Xã!�QX!�XW (text: WH�HW�NX�QX�Xã�XW KBo 4.4 ii 77), 3pl.pret.act. WH�HN�NX�Xã�QX�HU 
(KBo 2.5 iv 15), 2sg.imp.act. WH�HN�NX�Xã�QX�XW (KUB 7.8 ii 21, iii 10); impf. WH�
HN�NX�Xã�QX�Xã�NH�D� (KUB 7.5 iv 8, KUB 13.2 ii 18); broken WH�HN�NX�Xã�QX�
DQ[���..] (KUB 19.29 i 11)), WHNNXãã ãã�] ^  (Ib2) ‘to become visible’  (3sg.pret.act. 
WH�HN�NX�Xã�ãH�Hã�WD (KBo 4.12 obv. 12 (NH))). 
 IE cognates: Av. GD[ã� ‘to teach’ , GD[ãWD� ‘sign’ . 
  PIE *GHN _ V�¨H�R� 
  
The bulk of the attestations show a stem WHNNXããL¨H�D�O P . Only once, we find a form 
that belongs with a stem WHNNXããL¨DH�O P  (although in an MS text), and once we find 
a form that shows a stem WHNNXããDH�O P  (in an NH text), both according to the 
productive §DWUDH�class inflection. The causative is spelled WH�HN�NX�Xã�QX� as 
well as WH�HN�NX�Xã�ãD�QX�,�for which compare e.g. ãDã�ãD�QX�O P  (under ã ã�O P  � ãDã� 
‘to sleep’ ) and Dã�ãD�QX�O P  ‘to take care of’  (see under DãQX�O P ).  
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 According to Götze (1951: 47112), WHNNXããL¨H�D� is to be compared with Av. 
GD[ã� ‘to teach’  and GD[ãWD� ‘sign’ , which would point to a root *GHN _ V� ‘to show’  
(note that initial *G Q � is not possible as it is against the PIE root constraints to 
have an ‘aspirated’  as well as a ‘voiceless’  stop in one root). Semantically as well 
as formally, this etymology is very convincing. Nevertheless, Watkins (1969a: 
229), proposes to see WHNNXãã� as an �X�V�derivative of WHNN�,�which he connects 
with Gr.  ‘sign’ . This tought is followed by Rieken (1999a: 210-1), who 
connects WHNNXããL¨H�D� to Hitt. WHNUL� (q.v.) as well. As I have shown under the 
lemma of WHNUL�,�which is usually translated ‘Befleckung’ , but which I interpret as 
‘deposition’ , a connection between WHNUL� and *WHN� is quite unlikely. For 
WHNNXããL¨H�D�,� a connection with *WHN� would semantically work, but the formal 
aspect is difficult: I cannot explain why *WHN�XV�¨H�R� would yield Hitt. 
WHNNXããL¨H�D� with geminate �ãã�. Moreover, derivation of an �XV�stem seems quite 
unattractive to me. I therefore stick to Götze’ s proposal and reconstruct *GHN _ V�
¨H�R�. For gemination of �V� in this phonetic environment, compare *QR�QRJ _ Q �V�
¨H�R� > QDQDNXããL¨H�D�O P  ‘to become dark’ . The fact that in this word *-H� remains 
�H�,�wheras e.g. *WHNV� > WDNã�,�must be due to the fact that as an unextended PL-
verb, *WHNV� always contained the sequence *-H.V&�,� in front of which *H > D, 
whereas in *GHN _ V�¨H�R�,� the *¨ did not function as a consonant, and *H.V9 
remained H.ã9.  
 Note that this etymology is an important argument in favour of the view that 
PIE *N _  yielded PAnat. *N _  and was not unconditionally lenited to PAnat. *J _  
(contra Melchert 1994a: 61).  
 
�WWHQ (2pl.pret.act.- and 2pl.imp.act.-ending of the PL-flection): see �WWHQ�L�  
 
�WWHQ�L� (2pl.act.-ending of the PL-flection): pres.: °9W�WH�H�QL (OS), °9W�WH�QL (OS), 
°&�WH�H�QL (OS), °&�WH�QL (OS), °9W�WD�QL (MH/MS), °&�WD�QL (MH/MS); pret./imp. 
°9W�WH�HQ (OS), °&�WH�HQ (OS), °9W�WpQ (MH/MS), °&�WpQ (MH/MS). 
  
The normal ending of 2pl. is �WWHQL � �WWDQL in the present, �WWHQ in the preterite and 
�WWHQ in the imperative. Some verbs also use an ending �ãWHQ�L�, �ãWDQL in the 2pl., 
and as I have shown in detail in Kloekhorst fthc.d, the distribution between 
�WWHQ�L� and �ãWHQ�L� clearly indicates that �ãWHQ�L� is the original ending of the §L-
conjugation whereas �WWHQ�L� must have been the original ending of the PL-
conjugation. Already in pre-Hittite times, the PL-ending �WWHQ�L� is taking over the 
position of �ãWHQ�L� until in NH times the ending �WWHQ�L� is virtually the only one 
left to indicate 2pl.  
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 In the present, we find �WWHQL as well as �WWDQL (just as �ÑHQL and �ÑDQL and �ãWHQL 
and �ãWDQL). Melchert (1994a: 137-8) has noticed that the variant with �D� occurs 
when the verb’ s stem is accentuated (e.g XÑDWHWWDQL = /"uadétani/). He therefore 
regarded the forms with �D� as the regular outcome of unaccentuated *-WWHQL, 
*-ÑHQL and *-VWHQL.  
 It is clear that etymologically the ending �WWHQL must reflect the primary 2pl.-
ending *-WK ` H (Skt. �WKD, Gr. - , OCS �WH, Lith. �WH, Goth. �ì) as well as the 
secondary 2pl.-ending *-WH (Skt. �WD, Gr. - , OCS �WH, Goth. �ì).  
 
WHSãX�� �� WHSãDÓ� (adj.) ‘something little; some kind of (by-product of) grain 
(comparable to malt) that does not yield any plant’ : nom.sg.c. WH�HS�ãX�Xã (KUB 
17.10 iii 17 (OH/MS), HKM 116 ii 7 (MH/MS)). 
 Derivatives: WHSãDÓDWDU���WHSãDÓDQQ� (n.) ‘poverty(?)’  (dat.-loc.sg. WH�HS�ãD�X�
ÑD�DQ�QL (KBo 3.34 ii 12 (OH/NS)), [W]H�HS�ãD�ÑD�DQ�QL (KBo 3.36 obv. 19)), 
WHSãDQX�] ^  (Ib2) ‘to make W.’  (2sg.pres.act. WH�HS�ãD�QX�ãL (KUB 24.3 ii 53 
(MH/NS))), WHSãDÓ ãã�] ^  (Ib2) ‘to become W.’  (3sg.pres.act. WH�HS�ãD�X�H�Hã�]L 
(KUB 29.11 ii 11 (OH/NS)), 3sg.imp.act. WH�HS�ãD�X�H�Hã[-GX] (KUB 17.10 iii 20 
(OH/MS), HKM 116 ii 11 (MH/MS))). 
  PIE *G a pE a �VX� 
  
The word itself occurs in one context only, of which we have two variants 
(parallel texts, not copies):  

 
KUB 17.10 iii  
(13) d7H�OL�St�QX�Xã ÑD NDU�GL�PL�¨D�X�ÑD�DQ�]D ZI â8 ND�UD�D�D[] ãH�Lã]  
(14) GIŠÑD�DU�ãD�DP�PD�Dã ~�L�ãX�UL�¨D�WD�WL QX NX�X�Xã GIŠÑD�DU�ã[D�DP�PD�Dã]  
(15) PD�D�D§�§D�DQ ÑD�DU�QX�~�H�HU d7H�OL�St�QX�ÑD�Dã�ã D NDU�St[-Lã]  
(16) NDU�GL�PL�¨D�D] ÑD�Dã�WX�XO ãD�D�X�DU 4$�7$0�0$ ÑD�UD�D[-QX]  

(17) PD�D�D§�§D�DQ WH�HS�ãX�Xã Ò�8/ DQ JL�LP�UD Sp�H�G[D�DQ�]L]  
(18) Q D�DQ NUMUN�DQ L�¨D�DQ�]L Ò�8/ P D�DQ NINDA�DQ L�¨D�D[Q�]L Q D�DQ ,�1$]  

(19) É NA KIŠIB WL�DQ�]L d7H�OL�St�QX�ÑD�Dã�ã D NDU�St�L[ã NDU�GL�PL�¨D�D]]  
(20) ÑD�Dã�GX�XO ãD�D�X�ÑD�DU 4$�7$0�0$ WH�HS�ãD�X�H�Hã�[GX]  
 
‘Telipinu was angry, his inmost self smoldered (like) firewood. Just like this 

firewood they burned, may the wrath, anger and rage of Telipinu likewise be 

burned. Just as W. They do not bring it to the field and use it as seed. They do 

not make it into bread and carry it into the storehouse. May the wrath, anger 

and rage of Telipinu likewise become W.-ed’ ;  
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HKM 116 ii  
  (1) [DINGIR

b
]
ced

? TUKU.TUKU�X�DQ�]D ZI â8  

  (2) [ND�U]D�D] ãH�Lã ÑD�UD�DQ SD�D§�§XU OD�DS�WD  

  (3) [QX ]NL�L SD�D§�§XU GIM�DQ ~�L�WH�QL�LW  
  (4) [NL�Lã�W]D�QX�QX�XQ  
   
  (5) [DINGIR

b
]
f d

? NDU�St�Lã TUKU.TUKU�D]  
  (6) [ÑD�Dã�GX�XO ã]D�D�X�ÑD�DU 4$�7$0�0$ NL�Lã�WD�UX  
   
  (7) [PD�D�D§�§D]-DQ WH�HS�ãX�Xã Ò�8/ DQ A.ŠÀ�QL  
  (8) [Sp�H�GD]-DQ�]L Q D�DQ NUMUN�DQ L�¨D�DQ�]L  
  (9) [Ò�8/ P D�DQ] NINDA�DQ L�¨D�DQ�]L Q D�DQ ,�1$ É NA KIŠIB  

(10) [WL�DQ�]L Q] D�DQ ãL NDU�St�Lã TUKU.TUKU�D]  
(11) [ÑD�Dã�GX�XO ãD�D�X]-ÑD�DU 4$�7$0�0$ WH�HS�ãD�X�H�Hã[-GX]  
 
‘The deity was angry and his innermost self blazed (like) burning fire. Just as I 

extinguished this fire with water, may the wrath, anger and rage of the deity 

likewise be extinguished. Just as W. They do not bring it to the field and use it as 

seed. They do not make it into bread and carry it into the storehouse. May the 

wrath, anger and rage of Telipinu likewise become W.-ed’ .  
 

 In 1928, when the second passage cited above was still un-excavated, Götze 
(1928: 72) compared the first context with  

 
KUB 40.16+ ii (StBoT 22: 6f.) 
(31) NH�H�GD�QL PD $�1$ DIM4 GIM�DQ §D�Dã�ãD�WDU ãH�HW NU.GÁL  

(32) Ò�8/ DQ A.ŠÀ�QL Sp�H�GD�DQ�]L Q D�DQ NUMUN�DQ  

(33) L�HQ�]L Ò�8/ P D�DQ NINDA L�HQ�]L  
(34) Q D�DQ ,�1$ É NA KIŠIB WL�DQ�]L  
 
‘Just as this malt has no offspring, and they do not bring it to the field and use it 

as seed and they do not make it into bread and carry it into the storehouse ...’   
 

and proposed to read KUB 17.10 iii 16-17 as (16) [... QX NL�L DIM4] (17) PD�D�D§�
§D�DQ WH�HS�ãX�Xã ... ‘just as this malt is W.’ . On the basis of this addition, WHSãX� 
has generally been translated as an adjective denoting ‘sterile’ , ‘dry’ , ‘nicht 
kiemfähig’ . With the newly found parallel text in HKM 116 ii 7f., however, we 
can now see that an addition before P §§DQ is incorrect: the sentence clearly 
starts with [P §§]DQ WHSãXã. In both KUB 17.10 and HKM 116, we now have to 
translate ‘Just as WHSãX�. They do not bring it to the field and use it as seed...’ . 
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This indicates that WHSãX� is a noun that denotes some kind of (by-product of) 
grain (comparable to malt) that does not yield any plant.  
 The derivatives of WHSãX� may shed some further light on its meaning. Compare 
the following context:  

 
KBo 3.34 ii  
  (8) m$�Dã�JD�OL�¨D�Dã URUÏX�XU�PL EN�Dã H�Hã�WD  

  (9) NX�ÑD�DW�W D NX�ÑD�DW�W D LÚ�Hã17 H�Hã�WD ã D�Q D�Dã�WD DW�WL PL  
(10) SD�DN�QX�HU ã D�DQ DU�QX�XW ã D�DQ URU$Q�NX�L ,5�',  
(11) ã D�DQ URU$Q�NX�L SiW LÚAGRIG�DQ L�H�HW ãDU�NX�Xã LÚ�Hã17 H�Hã�WD  

(12) D�NL�Lã P D�Dã WH�HS�ãD�X�ÑD�DQ�QL URU.X�]X�UX�~�L  
(13) ND�DN�ND g �SX�Xã PD�UD�DN�WD URU!$Q�NX�ÑD ND�DN�ND g �St�Lã  
(14) PD�DN�OD�DQ�WH�Hã  
 
‘ ãJDOL¨a was lord in Ïurmi, and what a man he was. They denounced him to 

my father, and he deported him and brought him to AnkuÒa and in AnkuÒa he 

made him a governor. He was a powerful man, but he died in W.. In KuzuruÒa he 

butchered NDNNDSD’ s, in AnkuÒa the NDNNDSD’ s were emaciated’ .  
 

Here, WHSãDXÑDQQL is often translated as ‘in poverty’ . The verb WHSãDQX�h i  is found 
in the following context:  

 
KUB 24.3 ii  
(51) Q D�DW $�1$ dUTU URU$�UL�LQ�QD NDW�WD�ÑD�D�WDU  
(52) QDP�PD NL�ãD�D�UX QX ]D DINGIR

b%ced
 WX�HO â80 .$ 

(53) OH�H WH�HS�ãD�QX�ãL  
 
‘And this (hostility against Ïatti) shall forthwith become a cause of revenge for 

the Sun-goddess of Arinna. O, goddess, do not W. your name!’ ,  
 

but the duplicate KUB 24.4 + KUB 30.12 ii 9 has QX ]D WX�H!�HO! (text: WX�HO�H) 
â80 .$� ½OH�H¾� WH�HS�Q[X�]Xã�NH�ãL ‘do not diminish your name!’ . The verb 
WHSãDÑ ãã�h i  is found in  

 
KUB 29.11 ii  
(11) WiN�NX d6Ì1 SI ZAG âÒ GAM KI�L QH�¨D�DQ KUR�H�Dã BURU14�Dã  
      WH�HS�ãD�X�H�Hã�]L  
 
 ‘when the right horn of the moon is bowed downwards to the earth, the crop of 

the land will W.’ .  
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Its duplicate KUB 8.6 Vs 11 has WH�SD�X�H�Hã�]L, however: ‘the crop will 
diminish’ .  
 On the basis of these contexts, we must conclude that WHSãDQX�h i  means ‘to 
diminish (trans.)’ , WHSãDÑ ãã�h i  ‘to diminish (intr.)’ , which makes it likely that the 
original abstract meaning of WHSãX� is ‘something little’ . The concrete meaning 
‘some kind of (by-product of) grain (comparable to malt) that does not yield any 
plant’  that we have established on the basis of the contexts cited above must have 
developed out of this.  
 Etymologically, it is in my view quite likely that WHSãX� is cognate with the 
adjective W SX� � W SDÑ� ‘little, few’ . Because this latter reflects *G a HE a ��H�X�,�we 
must reconstruct WHSãX� as *G a pE a �VX�,� showing the same nominalizing suffix 
*-VX� as visible in JHQ]X� ‘lap’  < *�pQK ` �VX�. See at W SX� � W SDX� for further 
etymology.  
 
W SX����W SDÓ� (adj.) ‘little, few’ : nom.sg.c WH�H�SX�Xã (KBo 25.23 rev. 6 (OS)), WH�
SX�Xã (KUB 6.12 rev. 10b, KUB 8.30 obv. 21, KBo 13.20, 6), acc.sg.c. [WH�] �SX�
XQ (KBo 21.68 i 5), WH�SX�XQ (KUB 7.2 i 10), nom.-acc.sg.n. WH�H�SX (KBo 6.2 iv 
42, 46, 47 (OS)), WH�SX (KBo 6.2 iv 43 (OS), etc. (often)), [W]L�H�SX (KBo 25.23 
rev. 7 (OS)), ][H�] �SX (KBo 16.71++ iii 7 (OS)), gen.sg. WH�SD�X�ÑD�Dã (KUB 2.1 
ii 40), dat.-loc.sg. WH�SD�X�H (KUB 33.106 ii 5), WH�H�SD�X�H (KUB 43.64,5), WH�SX 
(KBo 38.47 obv. 5), abl. WH�H�SD�X�ÑD�D], WH�SD�X�ÑD�D], WH�SD�X�ÑD�]D, instr. WH�
SD�X�L�LW (KBo 23.28 i 57), WH�SX�LW (KBo 15.37 i 25), nom.pl.c. WH�H�SD�X�H�Hã 
(KUB 14.11 iii 42), W � �S �X� ?� ã (KBo 6.5 iv 26), WH�SD�X�Hã (KUB 14.1 obv. 
48), nom.-acc.pl.n. WH�H�SD�X�ÑD (ABoT 56 iii 28), WH�SD�X�ÑD (KUB 22.70 obv. 
83). 
 Derivatives: WHSQX�] ^  (Ib2) ‘to diminish, to despise’  (1sg.pres.act. WH�HS�QX�XP�
PL (KUB 21.37 obv. 21), 3sg.pres.act. WH�HS�QX�]L (Bronzetafel iii 72, iv 18, KBo 
4.10 rev. 13), WH�HS�QX�X]�]L, 3pl.pres.act. WH�HS�QX�ÑD�DQ�]L (KBo 3.3 ii 27), 
1sg.pret.act. WH�HS�QX�QX�XQ, 3sg.pret.act. WH�HS�QX�XW, 3pl.pret.act. WH�HS�QX�HU; 
part. nom.-acc.sg.n. WH�SD�QX�ÑD�DQ (KUB 16.16 rev. 2); verb.noun WH�HS�QX�PDU, 
WH�HS�QX�XP�PDU; inf.I WH�HS�QX�PD�DQ�]L (KUB 21.15 i 14), WH�HS�QX�XP�PD�DQ�
]L (Bronzetafel ii 77, iii 27); impf. WH�HS�QX�Xã�NH�D� (KUB 24.4 + KUB 30.12 ii 9, 
KBo 3.4 i 24, ii 13)), WHSDÓ ãã�] ^  (Ib2) ‘to become little’  (3sg.pres.act. WH�SD�X�H�
Hã�]L (KUB 8.6 obv. 11), 3sg.pret.act. WH�SD�X�H�Hã�WD (KBo 4.2 iii 42), WH�H�SD�X�
H�Hã�WD (KBo 2.5 i 6), 1sg.imp.act. WH�SD�X�H�Hã�ãD�DO�OX (Tischler HEG T: 317); 
part. [W]H�SD�X�H�Hã�ãD�DQ�]D (KUB 19.29 iv 18), WH�H�SD�X�H�Hã�ãD�DQ�]D (KBo 
4.4 iii 23, KUB 13.33 iii 9); impf.1sg.pres.midd. WH�SD�X�H�Hã�NH�H§�§D�D�UL (KUB 
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33.105 i 2)), WHSDÓD©©� ^  (IIb) ‘to make little’  (3sg.pret.act. WH�SD�ÑD�D§�GD (KUB 
14.3 i 13, KBo 13.74, 6), 3pl.imp.act. WH�SD�ÑD�D§�§D�DQ�GX (KBo 13.74, 7)). 
 IE cognates: Skt. GDEKUi� ‘little, small, deficient’ , GDEKQyWL ‘to deceive, to hurt’ , 
iGEKXWD� ‘unerring, wunderful’ , GAv. G E QDR� ‘to deceive’ . 
  PIE *G a pE a �X� 
  
This noun and its derivatives are predominantly spelled WH�H�S° and WH�S° (both in 
OS texts already). Twice, we find an aberrant spelling, namely [W]L�H�SX (OS) and 
][H�] �SX (OS), but these can hardly be anything else than scribal errors.  
 This adjective, which has to be phonologically interpreted /tébu- / tébau-/ has 
since Marstrander (1919: 150) generally been connected with Skt. GDEKUi� ‘little, 
small, deficient’ . At the same time Hrozný (1919: 1464) connected Hitt. WHSQX�h i  
with Skt. GDEKQyWL ‘to deceive’ , which goes back to *G a HE a �QHX� (but note that 
GAv. G E QDR� = /dbnao-/ shows the most archaic formation, namely *G a E a �QHX�). 
A X-stem, as in Hitt. W SX�,�is found in Skt. i�GEKX�WD� ‘unerring, wunderful’  (*Ê�
G a E a �X�WR�) as well. See at WHSãX� � WHSãDX� for a nominal derivative reflecting 
*G a HE a �VX�.  
 
WHU�] ^ ���WDU� (Ia3: suppletive with W �h i , q.v.) ‘to speak, to state’ : 1sg.pres.act. WH�H�
PL (OS), WH�PL (MH/MS), 2sg.pres.act. WH�ãL (OS), 3sg.pres.act. WH�H�H]�]L (OS), WH�
H]�]L (OS), 1pl.pres.act. WD�UX�H�QL (OS), 2pl.pres.act. WDU�WH�QL (MH/MS, often), 
WH�H�WH�QL (KUB 13.3 ii 8 (OH/NS)), 3pl.pres.act. WD�UD�DQ�]L (OS), GD�UD�DQ�]L, 
1sg.pret.act. WH�H�QX�XQ (KBo 26.136 obv. 17 (MS)), WH�QX�XQ (KUB 1.16 ii 3 
(OH/NS)), 2sg.pret.act. WH�H�Hã (HKM 48 obv. 17 (MH/MS)), 3sg.pret.act. WH�H�HW 
(KUB 17.10 i 28 (OH/MS), KBo 15.19 i 25 (NS)), WH�HW (MH/MS, often), 
3pl.pret.act. WH�UH�HU (HKM 63 obv. 16 (MH/MS), HKM 94 rev. 9 (MH/MS), 
KUB 33.60 rev. 14 (OH/NS)), 2sg.imp.act. WH�H�HW (KUB 30.10 i 4 (OH/MS)), WH�
HW (MH/MS, often), 3sg.imp.act. WH�H�HG�GX (KUB 30.10 i 26 (OH/MS)), WH�HG�GX 
(KUB 30.10 i 28 (OH/MS)), 2pl.imp.act. WH�HW�WH�HQ (OS), WH�HW�WpQ (KBo 13.114 
iv 4 (MH/NS)), WH�H�WpQ (KUB 13.3 ii 28, iii 42 (OH/NS)), 3pl.imp.act. GD�UD�DQ�
GX (KBo 3.40 rev. 11 (OH/NS)); part. WD�UD�DQ�W�,� GD�UD�DQ�W�,� WD�UD�D�DQ�W� 
(MH/MS); impf. WDU�ãL�NH�D� (OS), WDU�ãL�LN�NH�D� (KUB 14.1+ obv. 34 
(MH/MS)), WDU�Dã�NH�D�. 
 Anat. cognates: Pal. WDUWD� ‘curse’  (acc.sg. WD�DU�WD�DQ); CLuw. W WDULªDPPDQ� 
(n.) ‘curse’  (nom.-acc.sg. GD�D�WD�UL�¨D�DP�PD�DQ, GD�D�WD�UL�¨D�PD�DQ, WD�WD�UL�
DP�PD�DQ, WD�WD�UL�¨D�DP�PD�DQ, WD�D�WD�UL�L�DP�PD�DQ, WD�WD�DU�UL�¨D�DP�PD�DQ, 
WD�WD�DU�UL�¨D�D�DP�PD�DQ, nom.-acc.pl. WD�WD�UL�¨D�DP�PD, WD�WD�DU�UL�¨D�D�DP�
PD, WD�D�WD�UL�¨D�DP�PD, WD�WD�DU�¨D�DP�PD, WD�WD�DU�UL�¨D�DP�QD, 
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gen.adj.nom.sg.c. GD�D�WD�UL�¨D�DP�QD�Dã�ãL�Lã, WD�WD�UL�¨D�DP�QD�Dã�ãL�Lã, WD�WD�
DU�UL�¨D�D�DP�QD�Dã�ãL�Lã, [WD��D��W]D�UL�¨D�DP�PD�QD�[Dã�ãL�Lã], acc.sg.c. WD�WD�UL�
¨D�DP�PD�QD�Dã�ãL�LQ, WD�DW�UL�¨D�DP�QD�Dã�ãL�LQ, WD�WD�UL�DP�QD�Dã�ãL�LQ, WD�WD�UL�
¨D�DP�QD�Dã�ãL�HQ, acc.pl.c. WD�D�WD�UL�¨D�DP�PD�QD�Dã�ãL�LQ�]D, WD�WD�UL�¨D�DP�
PD�Dã�ãL�LQ�]D, abl.-instr. GD�D�WD�U¨D�DP�QD�Dã�ãD�DQ�]D�WL, WD�D�WD�UL�¨D�DP�PD�
QD�Dã�ãD�DQ�]D�WL, WD�WDU�UL�¨D�DP�QD�Dã�ãD�DQ�]D�WL, WD�WD�UL�¨D�DP�PD�½Dã¾�ãD�
DQ�]D�WL); HLuw. WDWDULD� ‘to curse’  (3sg.imp.act. LOQUIWi�WDUD�L�LD�W~ (TELL 
AHMAR 2 §19, ALEPPO 2 §14), LOQUIWi�WDUD�L�LD�WX (KARKAMIŠ A2+3 §21), 
part.nom.sg.c. LOQUIWD�WDUD�L�LD�PL�VD (KARKAMIŠ A2+3, §24)); Lyd. NDQ�WUR� 
‘to trust someone with, to dedicate’  (1sg.pres. NDQWRUX, 3pl.pres. NDQWURG, 3sg. or 
pl.pret. [ND]QWURO). 
 IE cognates: Lith. WD6WL, WDUêWL ‘to speak, to say’ , Gr.  ‘will say clearly’ . 
  PIE *WpU� � WU�pQWL 
  
This verb is used in suppletion with W �h i  (q.v.) and denotes ‘to speak, to state’ . 
The distribution between the two stems is that strong-stem forms usually show 
the stem W � (e.g. W PL, W ãL, W ]]L), whereas weak-stem forms show WDU� (WDUXHQL, 
WDUWHQL, WDUDQ]L). This is probably because the expected weak stem of the verb W �,�
*W�,� had already early phonetically merged with the weak stem of G � i  � G� ‘to 
give’ . Note that the only form in which this distribution between W � and WDU� does 
not apply, is 3pl.pret.act. WHUHU, which unambiguously shows that the stem WDU� 
belongs to an original ablauting paradigm WHU�h i  � WDU�. This verb therefore should 
be cited as WHU�h i  � WDU� and not as WDU�h i  as one often can find.  
 Already Petersen (1933: 17) connected WHU� � WDU� with Lith. WD6WL, WDUêWL ‘to 
speak, to say’ , Gr.  ‘will say clearly’ , on the basis of which we must 
reconstruct a root *WHU�. Oettinger (1979a: 109) proposes a reconstruction *G a HU� 
“ *festhalten > aussagen” , which is primarily based on his claim that the spellings 
with initial DA point to an etymological *G or *G a . Apart from the fact that 
especially in OS texts we often find spellings with the sign TA (e.g. 3x WD�UD�DQ�
]L), a connection between the spelling of the initial stop and the etymological 
nature of that stop has never been proven.  
 Note that the verb G UL¨H�D�h i  that usually is translated ‘to call upon the gods’  
and seen as a derivative of WHU�h i  � WDU� in fact seems to have a different meaning 
and therefore hardly can be cognate. I have treated it under a separate lemma. The 
fact that WHU�h i  � WDU� and G UL¨H�D� have to be separated also weakens the 
connection between the former verb and Luw. W WDUL¨D� ‘to curse’ , which not only 
semantically remains far (unless one assumes a development *‘to state with 
emphasis’  (vel sim.) > ‘to curse’ ), but formally is quite different from WHU�h i  � WDU� 
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as well, also because the single spelling of �W�,� which points to etymological 
*-G j a k �,�does not fit the reconstruction *WHU�.  
 The imperfective shows WDU�ãL��LN��NH�D� = /trs}ké/á-/ as well as WDU�Dã�NH�D� = 
/trské/á-/. The latter form is the phonetically expected outcome of *WU�V�p�y�,�
whereas according to Kavitskaya (2001: 284) /trs}ké/á-/ is analogical after the 
imperfectives ]L�LN�NH�D� /ts}ké/á-/ from GDL� i  � WL� ‘to put, to place’  and D]�]L�NH�D� 
/"ds}ké/á-/ from HG�h i  � DG� ‘to eat’ , which were analysed as showing a suffix 
/-s}ké/á-/.  
 
WHUDÓDUWDQQD: see WLHUDÑDUWDQQD  
 
WHUHSS�] ^ � �� WHULSS� (Ia5) ‘to plough’ : 3sg.pres.act. WH�UL�LS�]L (VBoT 58 i 30), 
3pl.pres.act. WH�UL�LS�SD�DQ�]L (Bo 6250 obv. 8, KUB 31.57 i 11 (fr.)); part. WH�UL�
LS�SD�DQ (KUB 18.20 obv. 10); inf.I WH�UL�LS�SX�X�ÑD�DQ�]L (KUB 31.57 i 14, KBo 
6.28 rev. 23 (fr.), KBo 18.82 rev. 5 (fr.)); impf. WH�UL�LS�St�Lã�NH�D� (KUB 13.1 iv 
24). 
 Derivatives: 

lnm oep WHUH�LSSL� (n.) ‘ploughed field’  (nom.-acc.sg.(?) WH�UL�LS�St 
(KUB 33.65 iii 2), abl. WH�UL�LS�St�¨D�D] (VBoT 24 iii 26), nom.-acc.pl. WH�UL�LS�St 
(KUB 9.34 iii 16 (MH/NS)) // WH�UL�LS�St q I.A (KUB 9.4 ii 32 (MH/NS)), dat.-
loc.pl. WH�UL�LS�St�¨D�Dã (KUB 13.1 iv 2, HKM 54 obv. 6)), 

lnm oep WHUH�LSSLªH�D�] ^  (Ic1) 
‘to plough’  (3sg.pret.act. WH�UL�LS�St�¨D�DW (HKM 54, 20 (MH/MS)); part. WH�½UL�
¾LS�St�¨D�DQ (HKM 55 obv. 7 (MH/MS))). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘to turn’ , Lat. WUHS  ‘to turn’ , Skt. WUDSDWH ‘is ashamed’ . 
  PIE *WUpS�WL � *WUS�pQWL 
  
All forms are spelled WH�RI�IP�,�which in principle can be read WH�UL�LS� as well as 
WH�UH�HS�. Convention has it to cite these forms as WHULSS�,�however, although we 
must bear in mind that WHUHSS� is equally possible. The basic form is the verb 
WHUH�LSS�h i , from which the noun A.ŠÀWHUH�LSSL� ‘ploughed field’  has been derived. 
This latter noun was the source of the verb A.ŠÀWHUH�LSSL¨H�D�h i  as is visible from 
the use of the determinative A.ŠÀ (so, WHUH�LSSL¨H�D� is not a mere �¨H�D�derivative 
of WHUH�LSS�h i ).  
 Hitt. WHUH�LSS�h i  is quite generally connected with Gr.  ‘to turn’ , Lat. WUHSLW 
‘turns’  etc. that reflect a root *WUHS� (cf. e.g. Milewski 1936: 42 and Braun 1936: 
391). This would mean that in *WUHS� an anaptyctic vowel �H� arose between W and 
U, a phenomenon also known from WHUL� ‘three’  < *WUL�. Some scholars assume that 
this anaptyctic vowel secondarily received the accent due to which the 
unaccentuated *-H� weakened to �L�,�/térip-/, but this is not necessarily the case: if 
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WH�UL�LS� is to be read WH�UH�HS� an interpretation /terép-/ is equally possible. 
Moreover, one could argue that the anaptyctic vowel in fact was a phonetic 
phenomenon of synchronic Hittite (/trVfront/ is phonetically realized as [terVfront]), 
which would make way to a phonological interpretation /tréptsi/.  
 Usually it is assumed that WHUH�LSS� is a non-ablauting verb, but see § 2.2.2.1.f 
for my view that WH�UL�LS�]L � WH�UL�LS�SD�DQ�]L in fact stands for /tréptsi/, /tr}pántsi/, 
the regular outcomes of an ablauting pair *WUpS�WL � *WUS�pQWL. I therefore cite this 
verb under the lemma WHUHSS�h i  � WHULSS�.  
 Morpurgo Davies (1987: 217) suggests that the HLuwian words starting with 
WDUD�L�SD� and WDUD�L�SL� may be cognate to Hitt. WHUH�LSS�h i , although she admits 
that the fact that the meaning of these words is unclear makes this a rather 
preliminary suggestion. 
 
WHUL� (card.num.) ‘three’ : nom.pl.c. 3�H�Hã (KBo 17.58 i 5 (OS), IBoT 1.36 ii 35, 
iii 13 (OH/MS), KUB 15.31 i 6 (MH/NS)), 3�L�H�Hã (KUB 10.55, 12 (undat.)), 
acc.pl.c. 3�Xã (KBo 21.85 i 48 (OH/MS), KUB 9.31 i 11 (MH/NS)), nom.-
acc.pl.n. 3�H (KUB 9.30 iv 7 (NS), IBoT 1.2 iii 10 (NS), 355/t r. 8 (NS), Bo 2692 
v 23 (NS)), gen.pl. WH�UL�¨D�Dã (KUB 43.60 i 9 (OH/NS)), 3�Dã (IBoT 2.5 r. 5 
(NS)), dat.-loc.pl. 3�WD�Dã (1175/u r.col. 7 (NS)), abl.pl. 3�D] (KUB 20.78 iii 6 
(OH/NS), 617/p, 11 (MH/NS)). 
 Derivatives: WHULªD� (ord.num.) ‘third’  (nom.sg.c. WH�UL�Dã (KBo 16.49 iv 2)), 
WHULªDOOD� ‘three-drink(?)’  (case? WH�UL�¨D�DO�OD (KBo 5.1 iv 35) // 3�¨D�DO�OD (Bo 
4951, 15)), WHULªDOD� (c.) ‘third(?) > mediator(?)’  (nom.sg. [W]H�UL�¨D�OD�Dã (KBo 
17.1+ ii 56)), WHULªDQ (adv.) ‘at the third time’  (WH�UL�¨D�DQ�Q D (KBo 20.40 v 8), 
[WH�UL�¨]D�DQ�Q D (KBo 3.18 rev. 7, KBo 27.126, 10) // 3�Q D (KBo 3.16 iii 3), 3�
DQ (KUB 2.10 iv 33, KBo 9.79, 6, 888/z rev. 8)), WHULªDQNLã(?) (adv.) ‘thrice’  (3�
NL�ã D�D ã�PD�Dã (KBo 17.1 + 25.3 i 3 (OS)), 3�Lã (KBo 17.1 + 25.3 i 3 (fr.), 4, 5 
(OS), StBoT 25.4 iii 45, iv 31 (OS), HT 95, 8, 9 (OS), KBo 17.74 ii 2, 8 
(OH/MS?), 3 â8 (OS)). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw.: see LÚWDUUL¨DQDOOL� and TÚGWDUUL¨DQDOL�; HLuw. W�D�ULVX 
(adv.) ‘three times’  (“ 3” WDUD�L�VX�X (KARKAMIŠ A6 §19)); Lyc. WULVxQH ‘three 
year old(??)’ , WUSSHPH ‘threefold(??)’ ; Mil. WUSSO  ‘?’ , WULVX ‘thrice’ . 
 IE cognates: Skt. WUi\DV, Av. U LL , Gr. , Lat. WU V, OIr. WU � WUL, ON ìUtU, 
Goth. ìULQV (acc.pl.m.f.), Lith. WU V, OCS WU MH, TochA WUH, TochB WUDL ‘three’ , 
Lith. (dial.) WULV� (adv) ‘the three of them’ . 
  PIE *WUHL� � *WUL�; *WUL�¨R� 
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See Tischler HEG T: 320f. for attestations. Only once the numeral ‘three’  is 
spelled phonetically, namely as gen.sg. WHUL¨Dã. On the basis of this form and 
derivatives, it is clear that the stem must be WHUL�. We therefore can assume that 
the paradigm (all plural forms) must have been nom.c. *WHUL¨ ã, acc.c. *WHULXã, 
nom.-acc.n. *WHULH, gen. WHUL¨Dã, dat.-loc. *WHUL¨HWDã, abl. *WHUL¨HGD].  
 If we compare the Hitt. stem WHUL� with its Luwian counterpart WDUUL� (attested in 
the noun LÚWDUUL¨DQDOOL� ‘functionary of third rank’  (q.v.) and possibly in 
TÚGWDUUL¨DQDOL� ‘cloth that has been woven three times (??)’  (q.v.)), we have to 
reconstruct PAnat. *WpUL� to explain the geminate �UU�� LQ� /XZLDQ� �ýRS’ s Law). 
The exact interpretation of PAnat. *WpUL� is difficult, however. E.g. Eichner (1992: 
69) assumes that it must go back to a PIE ablaut variant *WpUL�. Because all other 
IE languages show a full grade *WUHL� only, this is not very likely, however (unless 
we would assume that *WUHL� goes back to *WU�HL� (with an *-HL�suffix), which has 
an ablaut variant *WHU�L�: this option cannot be excluded in view of the ordinal 
numbers Skt. W�W¶\D�,�OPr. W UWV ‘third’  < *WU�WL� and Lith. WU þLDV, OCS WUHWLL ‘third’  
< *WU�HWL�,�which show the reality of a root *WU� without �L�). It might be better to 
compare WHUL� with the verb WHUHSS�r s  ‘to plough’  (q.v.) which is generally 
reconstructed as *WUHS�. Apparently, in WHUHSS� an �H� emerged in the initial cluster 
*WU�. Although not all initial cluster *7U� show an anaptyctic vowel �H� (e.g. 
WDUDQ]L ‘they say’  < *WU�pQWL, WDUXSS� < *7UHXS�(?)), we might have to conclude 
that in *7U9teu vxw�y  an anaptyctic vowel emerged between *7 and �U� in pre-
PAnatolian times already. This anaptyctic vowel then could receive the accent, 
which yielded, in the case of ‘three’ , PAnat. *WpUL�,�which is the predecessor of 
Hitt. WHUL� and CLuw. WDUUL�. Note that WHUL¨D� ‘third’  < *WUL�¨R� differs from 
WDUL¨DQ]L ‘they become weary’  (see under WDUDL� s  � WDUL�) < *G z { | U�¨�pQWL in the sense 
that �¨� apparently did not count as a fronted vowel, whereas �L� did.  
 The PIE inflection of ‘three’  probably was nom. *WUpL�HV, acc. WUpL�PV, gen. *WUL�
RP. This should regularly have yielded Hitt. **WHU ã, **WHUH¨Xã, **WHULDQ. I am 
wondering to what extent it is possible that the OS attestation 3�H�Hã in fact still 
VWDQGV� IRU� �WHU V�� �� WUH¨HV, with the synchronic stem WHUL� (out of the oblique 
cases) being introduced only later on, yielding secondary /teri¨ V���VSHOOHG���L�H�
Hã.  
 Note that HLuwian WDUD�L�VX�X ‘three times’  and Mil. WULVX ‘thrice’  can be 
directly equated with Skt. loc.pl. WUL�~ and Lith. WULV� ‘the three of them < *with 
three (people)’ .  
 In Lycian we find a stem WUL� of which it is not fully clear whether it can reflect 
PAnat. *WHUL�. We also find a stem WHUL� (gen.sg. WHULKH) of which Melchert 
(1993a: 70; 2004a: 63, referring to Eichner 1993: 239ff.) states that it may mean 
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‘three’ . He therefore translates WHULKH as ‘of a third (person)’ . This interpretation 
seems to be based on etymological considerations only, however, and has the 
disadvantage that we then would have to assume two different outcomes of 
PAnat. *WHUL� in Lycian. I therefore reject this translation.  
 
WHULSS�} ~ : see WHUHSS�r s  � WHULSS�  
 
WHULãNH�D�} ~  (Ic6) ‘to insult(?)’ : 3pl.pres.act. WH�UL�Lã�N[iQ�]L] (KUB 17.4, 10). 
  
This word is hapax in the following context:  

 
KUB 17.4 
(7)                                                                    ... ~�L�L[(ã�NH�X�ÑD�DQ�]D)]  

(8) KÙ.BABBAR�DQ�]D DQ�GD SiU�QD�D ã�ãD SD�LW KÙ.BABBAR�DQ�]D  

      IN[IM
�

I.A�DU EGIR�S(D DQ�QL�L ã�ãL)]  
(9) PH�PL�Lã�NH�X�ÑD�DQ GD�D�Lã Sp�UD�DQ D�Dã�NL ]D DUMU[(MEŠ NX�H�GD�Dã)]  
(10) NDW�WD�DQ §D�D]�]L�LN�NH�QX�XQ QX PX WH�UL�Lã�N[iQ�]L]  
 
‘Silver went to his house crying, and began to speak the words to his mother: “ The 

boys whom I struck down before the gate, they keep on W.-ing me” ’ .  
 

Hoffner (1988: 149-51) interprets this form as a variant of WDUDãNH�D�,�WDUãLNH�D�,�
the imperfective of WHU�r s  � WDU� ‘to speak’ . This would mean that WHULãNDQ]L here 
meant ‘they keep on saying (bad things) to me’ . This is possible, but far from 
ascertained.  
 
WHã©D� (c.) ‘dream, sleep’  (Sum. Ù): nom.sg. WH�Hã�§D�Dã (KUB 13.4. iii 17 
(OH/NS), KUB 30,10 rev. 18 (OH/MS), KUB 33.84, 7 (MH/NS)), WL�Hã�§D�Dã 
(KUB 15.36 obv. 12 (NH)), acc.sg. WH�Hã�§D�DQ (KUB 4.47 obv. 5 (OH/NS)), abl. 
WH�Hã�§D�D] (KUB 9.22+ iii 30, 35 (MS), KUB 41.29 iii 2 (OH/NS), KUB 14.8 ii 
36 (NH), KUB 22.70 obv. 17 (NH)), instr. WH�Hã�§L�LW (KBo 17.65 rev. 18 (MS), 
ABoT 17 iii 6 (NS), KBo 11.1 obv. 42 (NH), KUB 14.10+ iv 17 (NH)), acc.pl. WH�
Hã�§X�Xã (KUB 24.9+ ii 23 (OH/NS), KUB 17.1 ii 15, 20 (NS), KUB 4.47 obv. 4 
(OH/NS)). 
 Derivatives: ]Dã©DL�� �� ]Dã©L� ‘dream’  (acc.sg. ]D�Dã�§D�LQ (often), dat.-loc.sg. 
]D�Dã�§L�¨D (often), ]D�Dã�§p�¨D (KUB 30.10 obv. 25 (MH/MS)), ]D�D]�§L�L (KBo 
4.2 iii 46 (NH), KUB 43.50 obv. 8, IBoT 2.112, 8 (fr.) (NH)), abl. ]D�Dã�§L�¨D�]D 
(KUB 43.55 ii 1), ]D�Dã�§L�¨D�D], ]D�Dã�§p�D] (KUB 24.4+ i 12 (OH/MS)), instr. 
]D�Dã�§L�LW (KBo 5.1 i 43), acc.pl. ]D�Dã�§L�PX�Xã (KUB 7.5 iv 6)), WHã©DOOL� (adj.) 
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‘sleepy(?)’  (acc.sg.c. WH�Hã�§D�DO�OL�LQ (KUB 36.35 iv 10)), WHã©DQLªH�D�} ~  (Ic1) ‘to 
appear in a dream’  (3sg.pret.midd. WH�Hã�§D�QL�¨D�DW�WD�DW (KBo 16.52, 9, KUB 
21.8 ii 15 (fr.)); impf. WH�Hã�§D�QL�Lã�NH�D� (KUB 16.55 iv 8, KBo 4.2 iii 46), WH�Hã�
§D�QL�Hã�NH�D� (KBo 16.98 ii 10)). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw.: see GXQWDUUL¨Dã§D�. 
 IE cognates: ON GiVL ‘slow’ , MHG GDHVLF ‘dumb’ , ON GDVD�VN ‘to become 
weary’ , ModEng. GD]H. 
  PIE *G { HK � �VK � R� and *G { K � �VK � RL� 
  
Of the word WHã§D� ‘dream, sleep’ , we find the derivatives WHã§DQL¨H�D�r s  ‘to appear 
in a dream’  and WHã§DOOL� (adj.), if the latter indeed denotes ‘sleepy’  (its meaning 
cannot be assuredly determined from the context). The noun ]Dã§DL� (]D]§DL�) 
‘dream’  is clearly related to WHã§D�. I have cited it as a derivative here, but this is 
more a matter of convenience: I rather regard ]Dã§DL� as an independent formation 
that made use of the same elements as WHã§D�. The comparison of WHã§D� with 
]Dã§DL� shows that the latter should be interpreted /tsHai-/. If in WHã§D� we indeed 
find the suffix �ã§D� (as in GDPPHã§D� < *GHPK � �VK � y�,� §DPHã§D� < *K � PHK � �
VK � R�,�SDO]D§§D� < *SOWK � �VK � R�) and in ]Dã§DL� the same suffix enlarged with �L�,�
we see that the one form shows a root /te-/ whereas the other has /t-/. This 
alteration can only be explained by assuming a root structure *7HK � �.  
 ýRS� ���������-70) connected these words with ON GiVL ‘slow’ , MHG GDHVLF 
‘dumb’  < *G VD� and ON GDVD�VN ‘to become weary’ , ModEng. GD]H < *G VD�,�
which he analyzed as *G { �V+R�,�*G { �V+R�. Although the formal and semantic 
side of this comparison look convincing, it cannot be excluded that (some of) 
these Germanic words are of substratum origin (compare ModDu. GXL]HOHQ ‘to 
grow dizzy’ , EHGXXVG ‘taken aback’ , EHGHHVG ‘timid’ , with a number of vowel 
DOWHUQDWLRQHV��� 2HWWLQJHU� �����D�� ����� ZLWKRXW� UHIHUULQJ� WR� ýRS�� VR� SHUKDSV�
independently) similarly reconstructs *G { pK � �VK � R�,� of which he states that it 
originally meant “ Hineinsetzung”  or “ Einsagung” , which is followed by e.g. 
Rieken (1999a: 3811916). If correct, then ]Dã§DL� must reflect *G { K � �VK � RL� (original 
paradigm *&p&� L�V�, *&&�L�yV, cf. Weitenberg 1979: 289), showing 
generalization of the zero grade from the oblique stem.  
 � �G���I�

W WD�Q�� (n.) ‘breast, teat’ : nom.-acc.sg. WH�H�WD�DQ (FHL 32, 10 (OH/NS)), WH�
H�GD�DQ (KBo 10.9 rev.? 8 (OH/NS)), WL�H�WD�D�Q� ã�ãH�LW (KBo 14.98 i 16 
(OH/NS)), WH�WD�DQ (KUB 35.2 (+) 4 iii 1 (NS)), all.sg. WH�H�GD (KBo 3.34 i 23 
(OS)), abl. WH�GD�QD�D] (KUB 35.2 (+) 4 ii 14 (NS)). 
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 Anat. cognates: CLuw. W WDQ� (n.) ‘breast, teat’  (nom.-acc.sg. WL�L�WD�DQ (Hitt. 
context: HT 6 + KBo 9.125 i 23), dat.-loc.sg. WL�L�WD�QL), WLWDLPPD�L� (adj.) 
‘suckling’  (nom.sg.c. WL�WD�L�LP�PH�Lã (KBo 2.1 i 40), WL�L�WD�L�PH�Lã (KBo 2.1 i 
33)); Lyc. WLGHLPH�L� ‘son, child’  (nom.sg. WLGHLPL, acc.sg. WLGHLPL, gen.sg. WLGHLPL, 
dat.sg. WLGHLPL, nom.pl. WLGHLPL, acc.pl. WLGHLPLV, gen.pl. WLGHLP , dat.-loc.pl. 
WLGHLPH), WLGHUH�L� ‘collacteus’  (nom.sg. WLGHUL). 
 IE cognates: Skt. GKi\DWL ‘sucks’ , Latv. GrMX ‘to suck’ , Gr.  ‘sucked’ . 
  PIE *G { HK � L�WR� 
  
The Hittite word shows D�stem (all.sg. W GD) as well as Q�stem forms (abl. 
WHGDQD]). Because the D�stem form W GD is attested in an OS text, we would 
normally assume that the D�stem inflection is original, but because in CLuwian 
we find an Q�stem as well, W WDQ� (although Melchert 1993b: 228 states that the 
Luwian Q�stem must be regarded as secondary because of the verb WLW�D�L� ‘to 
suckle’  seen in WLWDLPPD�L�), this case may be different. Tischler (HEG) treats 
several isolated words that he regards as cognate as well. E.g. WL�L�WD�DQ�WD[-x] 
(KBo 29.3 i 6) is interpreted by him (HEG T: 384) as “ säugend”  (taken over by 
CHD Š: 276), but I do not see any contextual indication for this. In KUB 5.9 i 4, 
Tischler (HEG T: 392) reads “ WL�WL�Lã�ãD�DO�OL�LQ”  which he translates as 
“ Säugling, Kleinkind” . Again there is no contextual evidence for such a 
translation. Moreover, the handcopy of the text quite clearly shows that this form 
in fact should be read  = � WL�Lã�ãD�DO�OL�LQ ÑD 
which cannot be separated from the verbal form � WL�ãD�LQ�WD in ibid. 5. The 
verbal form WL�LW�WL�Lã�NH�H]�]L (KBo 14.98 i 16) is interpreted by Tischler (HEG T: 
344) as showing the Luwian verbal stem ‘to suckle’  on the basis of GÙB�ODQ 
WHWD�Q� ããHW ‘her left breast’  in the preceding line. Nevertheless, the geminate �WW� 
does not fit the single �W� visible in Hitt. W WD�Q�� and CLuw. W WDQ� and WLWDLPD�L�,�
so I would rather interpret this form as belonging with WLWWD� s  � WLWWL� ‘to install’ :  

 
KBo 14.98 i  
(16) [x - x - x - x - x - §]X?�XQ GÙB�OD�DQ WL�H�WD�D�Q� ã�ãH�HW  
(17) [x - x - x - x - x - x - ]x DUMU.MUNUS WL�LW�WL�Lã�NH�H]�]L  
 
‘[She ...-s] her left breast [and] installs her daughter [to it]’ .  
 

 The CLuwian adjective WLWDLPPD�L� is only attested in the syntagm DQQLã 
WLWDLPPHã, which is interpreted by Melchert (1993b: 228) as ‘nurturing mother’ , 
but which Tischler (HEG T: 344) translates as “ Mutter (und) saugendes (Kind)” , 
which is preferable in view of the identical Lycian noun WLGHLPH�L� that denotes 
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‘son, child’ . Starke (1990: 229) cites the verb underlying WDWDLPPD�L� as 
“ *WLW¨L��WDWD¨L�” , stating that “ [a]uf den �¨L�Stamm des Verbums weist lyk. 
WLGLPH��L�� neben WLGHLPH��L��” . Although we indeed find the form WLGLPL once 
(119, 3), it can in my view not compete against the 124 times that this word is 
attested with the stem WLGHLP�. Just like we come across one form spelled WLGHPL 
(68, 2), which is generally emended to WLGH½L¾PL, I think that the unique and 
aberrant form WLGLPL should be emended to WLG½H¾LPL. This means that in Lycian 
there is no evidence for a verbal stem “ WLW¨L�” . Tischler (HEG T: 343) cites the 
verb is *WLWL¨D� as well, referring to the form WLWWLãNH]]L. As we saw above, this 
form cannot belong here. All in all, the verb underlying CLuw. WLWDLPPD�L� and 
Lyc. WLGHLPH�L� cannot have been *WLGL¨D�,�but must have been PLuw. *WLGHL� or 
*WLGRL�. This is important for the etymology as we will see below. The Lycian 
noun WLGHUH�L� is translated ‘collacteus’  in Melchert 2004a: 66, with the remark 
“ [c]ompound of *WLGH� ‘teat’  + *DUH�L� ‘companion’ ” .  
 All in all, we are dealing with a Hitt. noun W WD�Q�� ‘teat’  and a Luw. noun W WDQ� 
and verb *WLGH�RL� ‘to suckle’ . It has been proposed that these words should be 
compared with e.g. Gr. , Lat. WLWWD ‘breast’  and regarded as Mediterranean 
Wanderwörter (see the references in Tischler HEG T: 345), but in my view an 
etymological connection with the PIE root *G { HK � �L�� ‘to suck (milk)’  is more 
likely. As we saw above, some scholars assume a verbal stem *WLWL¨D� and 
therefore reconstruct a reduplicated formation *G { L�G { K � �¨H�R� (e.g. Tischler HEG 
T: 343). Apart from the fact that the �¨H�R�suffix cannot explain the Luwian verb, 
the initial syllable cannot account for Hitt. W �.  
 I would like to propose that Hitt. W GD� and Luw. W WD� go back to *G { pK � L�WR� 
‘that what is suckled’  (with lenition of *-W� due to the preceding accentuated long 
vowel), of which a verbal derivative *G { HK � L�WR�¨H�R� yielded PLuw. *WLGR¨L�,� the 
regular preform of CLuw. WLWDL� and Lyc. WLGHL�.  
 
WHW©� � : see WLW§� �   
 
�WWL�(2sg.pres.act.-ending of the §L-conjugation): e.g. D�DN�WL ‘you die’  (OS), D�XW�WL 
‘you see’  (OS), GD�D�DW�WL ‘you take’  (OS). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. �WWLã (in D]�]D�Dã�WL�Lã ‘you eat’  and ~�XW�WL�Lã ‘you 
drink’ )? 
  PIE *-WK � H + �L 
  
Originally, �WWL is the 2sg.pres.act.-ending of the §L-conjugation, but from MH 
times onwards it is used in the PL-conjugation as well. First in stems that end in 
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�ã� or another consonant (e.g §DSWL ‘you join’  (MH/MS) (from §DSS�r s )), and later 
on also in stems ending in a vowel (e.g. [DU]QXWWL (NH)). Just as the older §L-
endings 1sg.pres.act. �§§H is replaced by �§§L and 3sg.pres.act. �H by �L (probably 
on the basis of �L as found in the PL-conjugation endings �PL, �ãL, �]L), it is likely 
that �WWL is a secondary form that replaced older *-WWH. Such an ending is not 
attested itself, however (note that 2sg.pres.act. ÑD�DU�½UL�¾Lã�ãD�DW�WH ‘you help’  
(KUB 23.1 ii 35) is from the time of Tut§ali¨a IV and therefore probably shows 
the NH mixing up of the signs TE and TI (cf. Melchert 1984a: 137) instead of an 
archaic ending �WWH).  
 This ending �WWL (or better: *-WWH) is generally connected with the PIE 2sg.perf.-
ending *-WK � H (Skt. �WKD, Gr. -  (in  ‘you know’ ), Lat. �W  (+ *-L)). This 
*-WK � H regularly yielded Pre-Hitt. *-WWD, which was enlarged by *-L (‘presentic’  �L), 
which regularly yielded *-WWH. This *-WWH eventually was replaced by �WWL in 
analogy to the �L as found in the PL-conjugation.  
 
 WWL���� WWD���� WWH� (encl.poss.pron. 2sg.) ‘your (sg.)’ : nom.sg.c. & WL�Lã (OH/MS), 
& WH�Hã (OH/NS), acc.sg.c. & GD�DQ (KUB 29.1 i 16 (OH/NS), KUB 57.63 ii 21, 
22 (NS)), & WL�LQ (NH), nom.-acc.sg.n. XW�QH�H W[H�HW] (KBo 25.122 iii 2 (OS)), 
& WH�HW (OH/NS), & WL�LW (OH/NS), gen.sg. & WD�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. 9 W�WL (KUB 
1.16 iii 30, 31 (OH/NS), VBoT 1, 9 (MH/MS), NDW�WL�L W�WL (KUB 20.7, 13 
(OH/NS), KUB 9.27 + KUB 7.8 i 52 (MH/NS)), 9 WL (NDW�WL WL (MH/MS, often), 
NX�Xã�ãD�QL WL (KBo 1.42 i 24 (NH))), 9 G�GL (KUB 29.1 ii 25 (OH/NS)), all.sg. 
9 WD (KUB 1.16 iii 72 (OH/NS)), abl.-instr. °D] WL�LW (OH/NS), °D] WH�HW 
(OH/MS), nom.pl.c. & WH�Hã (OH/NS), & WL�Lã (OH/NS), acc.pl.c. & WX�Xã (OS), 
dat.-loc.pl. & WD�Dã (MH/NS). 
  PIE *-WL�,�*�WR�,�*�WH� 
  
The original paradigm of this possessive pronoun seems to be nom.sg.c.  WWLã, 
acc.sg.c.  WWDQ, nom.-acc.sg.n.  WWHW, gen.sg.  WWDã, dat.-loc.sg.  WWL, all.sg.  WWD, 
abl.-instr  WWLW, nom.pl.c.  WWHã, acc.pl.c.  WWXã, dat.-loc.pl.  WWDã. For the original 
distinction between nom.-acc.sg.n.  WWHW and abl.-instr.  WWLW see Melchert 1984a: 
122-6. This means that we are dealing with an ablauting stem  WWL� �  WWD� �  WWH�. 
This vocalization can hardly reflect anything else than PIE *-L�,�*�R� and *-H�,�but 
an exact explanation for the distribution of these vowels is still lacking (cf. also 
 PL� �  PD� �  PH� ‘my’ ,  ããL� �  ããD� �  ããH  ‘his, her, its’ ,  ãXPPL� � 
 ãXPPD� �  ãXPPH� ‘our’  and  ãPL� �  ãPD� �  ãPH� ‘your (pl.); their’ ). 
Whether this particle originally had �WW� or �W� is rather obscure: we find 9 W[HW] 
(XWQ  W[HW]) in an OS text, and both 9 WL (NDWWL WL) and 9 WWL (SLSSL WWL) in MS 
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texts. Despite the OS attestation of single �W� (but after a long accentuated 
vowel!), I assume that this stem originally had �WW�,� just as its enclitic pronoun 
counterpart  WWD �  WWX ‘(to) you’ .  
 It is clear that this possessive belongs with ] N � WX� ‘you (sg.)’  < *WLK � , WX� and 
the enclitic pronoun  WWD �  WWX ‘(to) you’ . Direct comparison to e.g. Gr. , Lat. 
WXXV, Lith. WmYDV (dial.) ‘your’  < *WHXR� and Skt. WYi�,�Av. D�,�Gr.  ‘your’  < 
*WXR� is improbable as there is no trace of �X� in Hittite. So I assume that  WWL� � 
 WWD� �  WWH� is not derived from the oblique stem *WHX� ‘you’ , but rather from the 
unextended root *W�,�which is still visible in nom.sg. *W�LK �  besides obl. *W��H�X� 
(see under ] N � WX�).  
 
WLHUDÓDUWDQQD�(adv.) ‘for three rounds’ : WL�H�UD�ÑD�DU�WD�DQ�QD (KBo 3.2 obv. 65), 
WL�H�UX�XU�WD�DQ�QD (KBo 3.2 lower edge 2), WL�H�UX�X�XU�WD�DQ�QD (KBo 3.5+ iii 
17), WL�H�UD�X�XU�WD�DQ! (KBo 3.5+ ii 37), WL�H½�UD¾�ÑD�DU�WD�DQ�QD (KUB 1.11+ iv 
35). 
  
This word occurs in the Kikkuli-text only (cf. Kammenhuber 1961a). It is spelled 
in various ways: we find WLHUDÑDUWDQQD, WLHUD UWDQ as well as WLHUXUWDQQD. It is 
remarkable that all forms are spelled with WL�H�,� which must stand for /tie-/ 
(compare the difference between WL�H�H]�]L /tiétsi/ ‘stands’  and WH�H�H]�]L /tétsi/ 
‘states’ ). Nevertheless, this word is generally cited as WHUDÑDUWDQQD. The variation 
between �ÑDUWDQQD and �XUWDQQD is remarkable as well, just as between WLHU� and 
WLHUD�. So it seems that these spellings stand for /tier(a)u( �UWDQQD���7KH�ZRUG� LV�
generally seen as an adaptation of Indic *WUL�ÑDUWDQD� ‘three-round’ , just as 
DLNDÑDUWDQQD ‘for one round’  (*+DLND� ‘one’ ), SDQ]DÑDUWDQQD ‘for five rounds’  
(*SDQüD� ‘five’ ), ãDWWDÑDUWDQQD ‘for seven rounds’  (*VDSWD� ‘seven’ ) and 
QDÑDUWDQQD ‘for nine rounds’  (*QDÑD� ‘nine’ ). The exact development of *WUL� to 
WLHU�D�� is unclear to me, however.  
 �'� o WLªHããDU���WLªHãQ� (n.) ‘forest(?)’  (Sum. GIŠTIR�ãDU�(?)): nom.-acc.sg. WL�L�H�Hã�ãDU 
(KUB 33.66 iii 5, KUB 31.100 rev.? 16, KUB 13.28, 6, KUB 57.30, 9, 15), dat.-
loc.sg. WL�L�H�Hã�QL (706/v, 5), GIŠTIR�QL (KUB 17.10 iv 12), all.sg. GIŠTIR�QD 
(KUB 29.1 i 52), dat.-loc.pl. GIŠTIR

�
I.A�QD�Dã (KUB 20.10 iii 12). 

  PIE *G { K � �L�pK � VK � �U ? 
  
See Tischler HEG T: 354 for an overview of the attestations of this word. The 
phonetically spelled attestations of this word are found in broken contexts only, 
on the basis of which its meaning cannot be independently determined. 
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Nevertheless, the consistent use of the determinative GIŠ ‘wood’  indicates that 
the word has something to do with wood. On the basis of the fact that WL¨ ããDU � 
WL¨HãQ� is the only word ending in �ãDU � �ãQ� that is found with the determinative 
GIŠ, it has been argued that we should equate it with the sumerogram GIŠTIR 
‘forest’  that is sometimes phonetically complemented with �ãDU � �ãQ� (nom.-
acc.sg. GIŠTIR�ãDU (KBo 1.53, 2), dat.-loc.sg. GIŠTIR�QL (KUB 17.10 iv 12)). 
Although circumstantial, this reasoning has gained many support and GIŠWL¨ ããDU is 
quite commonly translated ‘forest’ .  
 Formally, WL¨ ããDU looks like a deverbative in � ããDU of GDL� s  � WL� ‘to put, to 
place’  (see §XNHããDU ‘slaughtering’  from §XHN�r s  � §XN� ‘to slaughter’  for the fact 
that � ããDU takes the zero-grade of the verbal root) or WL¨H�D�r s  ‘to step’ . Indicative 
may be  

 
KUB 33.66 iii  
(5) GIŠWL�L�H�Hã�ãDU GD�Lã Q D[-  ...  ]  
(6) Q D�Dã URU/L�L§�]L�QD�D] D�DS�SD[ SD�LW?]  
 
 ‘He placed(?) the forest and he[...] and he [came(?)] back from the city 

Li§zina’ .  
 

Although it is quite unclear what GIŠWL¨ ããDU GDL� means, we perhaps are allowed 
to interpret this syntagm as a figura etymologica. If correct, it would mean that 
WL¨ ããDU reflects *G { K � �L�pK � VK � �U.  
 
WLªH�D�} ~  (Ic1 > Ic2) ‘to step, to go stand, to place oneself, to set in’ : 1sg.pres.act. WL�
¨D�PL (MH/MS), 2sg.pres.act. WL�¨D�ãL (NH), 3sg.pres.act. WL�H]�]L (OS), WL�H�H]�]L 
(OS), WL�L�H]�]L (OS), WL�L�H�H]�]L (OS), WL�¨D�]L (NH), WL�L�¨D�D]�]L (NH), WL�¨D�L]�]L 
(NH), 1pl.pres.act. WL�¨D�X�H�QL (NH), 2pl.pres.act. WL�¨D�DW�WH�QL, [WL�¨D�]DW�WL�QL 
(KUB 19.49 iv 33), 3pl.pres.act. WL�DQ�]L (often OS), WL�HQ�]L (often OS), WL�L�HQ�]L 
(1x, OS), WL�L�LQ�]L (1x, OS), WL�¨D�DQ�]L (1x OS, often NH), 1sg.pret.act. WL�¨D�QX�
XQ (MH), WL�L�¨D�QX�XQ (NH), 2sg.pret.act. WL�¨D�DW, WL�L�¨D�DW, 3sg.pret.act. WL�L�H�HW 
(OS), WL�H�HW, WL�¨D�DW (NH), WL�L�¨D�DW, 1pl.pret.act. WL�¨D�X�HQ (NH), 2pl.pret.act. WL�
¨D�DW�WpQ (NH), 3pl.pret.act. WL�H�HU (NH), WL�L�HU (NH), WL�L�H�HU (NH), WL�L�¨D�HU, 
2sg.imp.act. WL�¨D (MH/MS), WL�L�¨D (NH), 3sg.imp.act. WL�¨D�DG�GX (MH/MS), 
2pl.imp.act. WL�¨D�DW�WpQ (MH/MS), 3pl.imp.act. WL�¨D�DQ�GX (NH); 3sg.pres.midd. 
WL�¨D�[(UL)] (KUB 30.11 + KUB 31.135 obv. 8 (MH/MS) with addition after KUB 
36.75+ i 42 (NH)); part. WL�DQ�W�,� WL�¨D�DQ�W�,� WL�LQ�W� (IBoT 1.36 ii 48); verb.noun 
WL�¨D�X�ÑD�DU, WL�¨D�X�DU, gen.sg. WL�¨D�X�ÑD�Dã; inf.I WL�¨D�X�DQ�]L, WL�¨D�X�ÑD�DQ�]L; 
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inf.II WL�¨D�DQ�QD (KUB 22.70 rev. 63, KBo 5.6 iv 8); impf. WL�Lã�NH�D�,�WL�Hã�NH�D�,�
WL�Lã�ãL�NH�D� (KBo 3.34 iii 4). 
 Derivatives: WLªDWDU���WLªDQQ� (n.) ‘?’  (dat.-loc.sg. WL�¨D�DQ�QL (KBo 13.261, 6)). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. W � ‘to come to stand’  (3sg.pres.act. WD�D�L, 3sg.pret.act. 
WD�DW�WD, GD�D�DG�GD, 2pl.pres.midd. GD�D�DG�GX�ÑD�DU); HLuw. WD� ‘to come to 
stand’  (3sg.pres.act. /tai/ CRUSWD�L (BOROWSKI 1 §1), WD�L (SULTANHAN §39, 
+ø6$5&,.��������&5US�L (often), /ta¨a/ WD�LD (KARATEPE 1 §48 Hu.), CRUS�
LD (CEKKE §22, KARATEPE 1 §48 Ho.), 3sg.pret.act. CRUS�WD (IZGIN 1-2 §3), 
“ CRUS” �WD (Eö5ø.g<� ����� �SO�SUHW�DFW�� &586�WD (KARKAMIŠ A5D §5), 
3sg./pl.imp.act. “ CRUS” WD�W~ (GELB §5), 3pl.imp.act. “ CRUS” �WX (KULULU 2 
§6)); verb.noun dat.-loc.sg.? CRUS�ZD�L+UD�L? (KARKAMIŠ A5D §9)), WDQX� ‘to 
set up, to erect, to establish’  (1sg.pres.act. “ CRUS” WD�QX�ZD�L�ZD�L�L (KARKAMIŠ 
A6 §19), 1sg.pret.act. WD�QX�ZD�L�KD (SULTANHAN §2, §10), WD�QX�ZD�L�KD�� 
(KULULU §1, §5), CRUS�QX�ZD�L�KD (KARKAMIŠ A1D §23, §26, §27), 
“ CRUS” �QX�ZD�L�KD� �0$5$ù���������&586�QX�KD (QAL’ AT EL MUDIQ §3, 
KARKAMIŠ A31 §4), CRUS�QX�KD�i (RESTAN §3), 3pl.pret.act. CRUS�QX�
ZD�L�WD (KULULU 3 §6), CRUS�QX�WD� �7ø/6(9(7������JHUXQd CRUS�Q~�ZD�L�
PL�L�QD (SULTANHAN §3)), WD]D� ‘to stand (impf.)’  (3sg.imp.act. “ CRUS<” >WD�]D�
WX (KARATEPE 1 §74)). 
  PIE *�V�WK � �¨H�R� 
  
This verb inflects according to the �¨H�D�class and is in the OH period formally 
clearly distinct from the verb GDL� s  � WL� ‘to place, to put’  (q.v.), except in 
3pl.pres.act. WLDQ]L (although the secondary form WL�¨�HQ]L only occurs in the 
paradigm of WL¨H�D�r s ). In younger times, the verb GDL��WL� secondarily gets 
thematicized and starts to formally fall together with the verb WL¨H�D�r s  more and 
more.  
 From the beginning of Hittite studies it has been in debate whether WL¨H�D�r s  
should go back to the PIE root *G { HK � � ‘to put’  or *VWHK � � ‘to stand’ . The former 
root would be possible in view of the meaning ‘to place oneself’  and the NH 
merger of WL¨H�D�r s  with GDL� s  � WL�,� which clearly must reflect *G { HK � �. An 
etymological connection with *VWHK � � would much better fit the meaning ‘to step, 
to go stand’ , however, which cannot easily be derived from an original meaning 
‘to put, to place’ . Moreover, Morpurgo Davies (1987) has shown that the Luwian 
languages possess a verb W � that means ‘to come to stand’  and that is used in 
similar contexts as Hitt. WL¨H�D�. Because Luw. W � quite obviously must reflect 
*�V�WHK � � (note that *�V�WyK � �HL regularly should have given Luw. **W §L, but 
probably has lost its �§� in analogy to all other forms of the paradigm where *K �  is 
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dropped in preconsonantal position, yielding attested W L), which would mean that 
WL¨H�D�r s  ultimately goes back to *�V�WK � �¨H�R� (for the V�mobile, compare e.g. 
TochAB W N� ‘to be (subj. and pret.)’  < *�V�WHK � �). Of course, it cannot be denied 
that all NH forms that show the secondary stem WL¨H�D�r s  instead of the original §L�
inflected stem GDL� s  � WL� in principle reflect a virtual *G { K � �¨H�R�,� but this form 
never existed as such in pre-Hittite times.  
 
WLªH�D�} ~ �(Ic1) ‘to bind(?)’ : 2sg.imp.act. WL�¨D (KBo 3.40+ rev.! 13, 14, 15). 
 Derivatives: WLªDPDU���WLªDPDQ� (n.) ‘cord, string’  (nom.-acc.sg. WL�¨D�PDU (KBo 
17.23 obv.? 6 (OS), KUB 17.28 iv 50 (MH/NS)), WL�¨D�DP�PDU (KUB 39.71 iv 17 
(NS)), instr. WL�¨D�DP�PD�DQ�GD (KUB 9.28 iii 15 (MH/NS), WL�¨D�DP�PD�DQ�WD 
(KBo 19.132 rev.? 5 (MH/NS))). 
 IE cognates: Gr. ,  ‘to bind’ , Skt. G �,�°G\DWL ‘to bind’ . 
  PIE *GK � �¨p�y� 
  
The interpretation of the 2sg.imp.act.-form WL¨D found in the Soldier’ s Song in the 
Pu§anu-Chronicle is quite unclear:  

 
KBo 3.40+ rev.!  
(13) QX�X ]�]D Lã�[§]D�PD�L�Lã�NH�H]�]L URU1H�ã[D�DãKI TÚG

�
]I.A URU1H�ãD�DãKI  

       TÚG
�

I.A WL�¨D�D P�PX WL�¨D  

(14) QX�X P�PX DQ�QD�Dã PD�Dã NDW�WD DU�QX�XW WL�¨D[-D P�PX W]L�¨D QX�X P�PX  

       ~�ÑD�Dã PD�Dã NDW�WD DU�QX�XW  
(15) [W]L�¨D�D P�PX [W]L�¨D  
 
‘He begins to sing: “ The clothes of Neša, the clothes of Neša, W. me, W.! Bring me 

down my mother’ s, W. me, W.! Bring me down my nurse’ s?, W. me, W.!” ’ .  
 

Formally, WL¨D seems to belong with WL¨H�D�� �  ‘to step, to go stand’  (q.v.), but this 
does not give a sound translation: WL¨H�D� ‘to step’  is not transitive, which would 
mean that in the first line URU1HãDã TÚG

�
I.A cannot be the object of WL¨D, but 

rather has to be the subject. But if URU1HãDã TÚG
�

I.A is subject, the number is 
wrong: URU1HãDã TÚG

�
I.A is plural, whereas WL¨D is singular. Moreover, a 

translation ‘clothes of Neša, step towards me, step!’  is at least not very probable.  
 Often, WL¨D has been interpreted as belonging with GDL� �  � WL� ‘to put, to place’  and 
a translation ‘the clothes of Neša, put (them) on me, put!’  has been given. 
Although semantically better, the formal side of this interpretation is improbable. 
The 2sg.imp.act. of GDL��WL� is always GDL, and never WL¨D.  
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 Melchert (1983: 1430) therefore rather suggests a connection with the element 
WL¨D� as found in WL¨DPDU ‘cord, string’ , which would mean that WL¨D means ‘bind’ : 
“ the clothes of Neša, bind (them) on me, bind!” . This noun WL¨DPDU was connected 
by Eichner (1974: 57) with Gr. ,  ‘to bind’ , Skt. G � ‘to bind’  < *GHK � �,�
which implies a reconstruction *GK � �¨p�y�.  
 
WLWWD� � ���WLWWL��(IIa5) ‘to install, to assign’ : 3sg.pres.act.(?) WL�LW�WD�L (KBo 19.162 iv 
12), 3pl.pres.act. WL�LW�WL�¨D�DQ�][L] (KUB 36.114, 22), [W]L�LW�WL�¨D�DQ�][L] (KUB 
15.11 ii 31); part. WL�LW�WL�DQ�W� (OS), WL�LW�WL�¨D�DQ�W�; impf.3sg.pres.act. WL�LW�WL�Lã�
NH�H]�]L (KBo 14.98 i 16). 
  PIE *G � L�G � K � �RL�HL, *G � L�G � K � �L�HQWL 
  
This verb is predominantly attested with its participle, WLWWL¨DQW� ‘put in, installed’ . 
For its meaning, compare KBo 6.3 ii (37) WiN�NX LÚ GIŠ[(TUKUL §DU�)]DN�]L LÚ 
,/�., WL�LW�WL�¨D�DQ�]D QX LÚ ,/�., WH�H]�]L ... ‘If a man who has TUKUL�
obligations disappears, (and) a man who has ,/.8�obligations is assigned (in his 
place), and the man owing ,/.8�services declares ...’  (transl. CHD Š: 3). Finite 
forms of this verb are rarely attested. We only find 3pl.pres.act. WLWWL¨DQ]L in the 
broken contexts KUB 36.114, 22 and KUB 15.11 ii 31, on the basis of which its 
meaning cannot be assured, and a possible 3sg.pres.act. in KBo 19.162 iv (11) 
PD�D�DQ [...] (12) GIŠ�UX WL�LW�WD�L ‘when [...] he installs? the wood’ . If this latter 
form indeed belongs here, it shows that the verb does not show a stem WLWWL¨H�D�,�as 
is often cited, but must either belong to the G L�WL¨DQ]L-class (WLWWDL� �  � WLWWL�) or to 
the P PD�L�class (WLWWD� �  � WLWWL�). As I argued at the treatment of the P PD�L�class 
in § 2.2.2.2.h, the verbs of this class derive from original G L�WL¨DQ]L�class verbs 
with a polysyllabic stem. I therefore assume that this verb belongs to the P PD�L�
class as well and cite it as WLWWD� �  � WLWWL�.  
 Semantically, WLWWD��WLWWL� ‘to install, to assign’  clearly belongs with GDL� �  � WL� ‘to 
place, to put’ . Also formally, this connection goes well, especially now we know 
that WLWWD��WLWWL� originally goes back to *WLWWDL� �  � WLWWL�. I therefore assume that it 
virtually reflects a reduplicated stem *G � L�G � K � �RL� � *G � L�G � K � �L�. See at GDL� �  � WL� 
for further etymology.  
 In KUB 59.47 rev.! iii 10, a 3pl.pres.act. WL�LW�WL�¨D�DQ�]L is attested, but this form 
is duplicated by §X�LW�WL�¨D�DQ�]L ‘they pull’  in KUB 7.46 iv 7. This means that WL�
LW�WL�¨D�DQ�]L must be a scribal error (omission of the right vertical wedge of the 
sign ÏU (+) yields the sign TI (8)), and we can transliterate it as §X!�LW�WL�¨D�
DQ�]L. Note that Tischler (HEG T: 391) is incorrect in stating that “ [w]egen der 
Gleichsetzung mit §XLWWL\D� ‘ziehen’  [...] wird man auch WLWWL\D� als transitives 
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Bewegunsverb [...] auffassen” : there was no equation between these verbs: we are 
merely dealing with a scribal error.  
 
WLWWDQX�� � : see WLWQX�� �   
 
WLW©� �  (IIIe > IIa1 ) ‘to thunder’ : 3sg.pres.midd. WL�LW�§D (KBo 17.11 i 9 (OS), 
KUB 34.123+ i 1, 28 (OH/NS)), WH�H�HW�§D (KUB 32.135 i 3, 10 (OH/MS)); 
3sg.pres.act. WH�HW�§D�L (often, e.g. KUB 25.23 i 8 (NH), KBo 22.222 iii 9 (NH)), 
WH�HW�§D�D�L (e.g. KUB 43.73, 4 (NH)), 3sg.pret.act. WH�HW�§D�Dã (KUB 43.55 v 13 
(NH), WH�HW�§L�HW (KUB 19.14, 11 (NH)); verb.noun gen.sg. WH�H�HW�§X�X�ÑD�ã D 
(KUB 32.135 i 8 (OH/MS)), WH�HW�§X�X�ÑD�Dã (KUB 22.27 iv 25 (NS)); sup. WH�HW�
§X�X�ÑD�DQ (KBo 42.6 obv.? 11 (NS)); impf. WL�LW�§L�Lã�NH�D� (KUB 17.10 ii 34 
(OH/MS)), WH�HW�§L�Lã�NH�D� (KBo 10.17 iv 10 (NH)), WH�HW�§L�Hã�NH�D� (KBo 31.83 
ii 3 (NS), KUB 33.106 i 7 (NS), VBoT 73 iv 2 (NS)). 
 Derivatives: WHW©HããDU��� WHW©HãQ� (n.) ‘thunder’  (Sum. BÚN; nom.-acc.sg. WH�HW�
§H�Hã[-ãDU] (KUB 19.14, 14), gen.sg. WH�HW�§p�Hã�QD�Dã (KBo 40.60 ii 22), [(WH�HW�
§)]p�H[(ã�QD�Dã)] (KBo 17.11+ iv 36 (OS)), WH�HW�§p�Hã�QD�D[ã] (KUB 34.123+ iv 
43), [WH]-HW�§p�Hã�QD�Dã (KBo 40.60 ii 19), WH�HW�§H�Hã�QD�Dã (KUB 5.7 i 12), WH�HW�
§L�Lã�QD�Dã (KUB 6.46 ii 14), WH�HW�§H�Hã�ãD�QD�Dã (KBo 4.11 l.edge), erg.sg. WH�
HW�§H�Hã�QD�DQ�]D (KUB 33.106 i 8), WH�HW�§H�Hã�QD�]D (KUB 33.106 iv 21)), 
WHW©LPD� (c.) ‘thunder’  (nom.sg. WH�HW�§L�PD�Dã (KUB 7.13 obv. 18), acc.sg. WH�HW�
§L�PD�DQ (KUB 17.35 ii 12), acc.pl. [W]H�HW�§L�PD�Dã (KUB 6.45 iii 11), [WH�HW]-§L�
PX�Xã (KUB 33.103 iii 3), [W]H�HW�§L�LP�PX�Xã (KUB 28.5+ iii 6), nom.-acc.pl.n. 
WH�HW�§L�PD (KBo 17.85, 6)). 
  
The oldest attestations of this verb are spelled WL�LW�§° (OS and OH/MS), whereas 
we find WH�H�HW�§° in an OH/MS text, and WH�HW�§° in NS texts. This must be due to 
the lowering of OH /i/ to NH /e/ before a cluster containing �§� as described in 
§ 1.4.8.1.d. Often, this verb is cited as WHW§D� (e.g. Tischler HEG T: 347) or even 
WHW§DL� (HW: 222), but this is incorrect. In the oldest texts (OS and MS), we find 
middle forms only (3sg.pres.midd. WLW§D and WHW§D), in which �D is the ending, and 
not part of the stem. Only in NH times, the verb was taken over into the active, 
and was brought into the WDUQ�D��class, showing a stem WHW§D� �  � WHW§�. Once, we 
find a form that seems to show a stem WHW§L¨H�D�� �  (3sg.pret.act. WH�HW�§L�HW).  
 From an Indo-European point of view, a stem WLW§� is difficult to explain, 
expecially because of the cluster �W§�,�since we know that *&K � 9 > Hitt. &9 (e.g. 
*SOWK � �HQR� > SDOWDQD�). The only way to explain the cluster �W§� is by assuming 
that it was secondarily restored, but this means that we should find a scenario by 
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which the �§� could be restored. If from IE origin, WLW§� could hardly reflect 
anything else than a reduplicated form *7L�7K ��� � �,� but because of the 
reduplication, we would expect that the root *-7K ��� � � shows zero-grade throughout 
the paradigm. Moreover, the only possible corresponding full-grade stem would 
be *7L�7HK ��� � �,� in which the laryngeal would regularly drop as well. This means 
that there is no scenario by which the laryngeal could have been analogically 
restored and that we either have to think of a foreign or of onomatopoetic origin 
(cf. Eg. W�Q ‘thunder’ ).  
 Some scholars have proposed an etymological connection with Lat. WRQ UH ‘to 
thunder’ , Skt. VWDQ � � ‘to thunder’  < *�V�WHQK � �,� but these are formally 
uncompelling. For instance, Oettinger (1979a: 514) unconvincingly reconstructs 
*WH�WÊK � �R�W > *WHWD§�§�DW > WHW§DW, “ mit ungewöhnliche Synkope” .  
 
WLWWLªH�D�: see WLWWD� �  � WLWWL�  
 
WLWQX�� �  (Ib2) ‘to install, to seat, to put’ : 1sg.pres.act. WL�LW�WD�QX�PL (MH/MS, 
often), WL�LW�WD�QX�XP�Pu (KUB 16.31 iv 18 (cf. Van den Hout 1995: 266)), 
3sg.pres.act. WL�LW�WD�QX�X]�]L, WL�LW�WD�QX�]L, 1pl.pres.act. WL�LW[(�QX�XP�PH�H�QL)] 
(KUB 12.50 + KUB 17.27 ii 9) // [(WL�LW�)]QX!�XP�PH�H�QL (KUB 58.74 obv. 9)), 
2pl.pres.act. WL�LW�WD�QX�XW�WH�QL (KUB 31.105, 13 (MH/MS)), 3pl.pres.act. [WL�L]W�
WD�QX�DQ�]L (HHT 75 (Bo 4767), 5 (OS?)), WL�LW�WD�QX�DQ�]L (MH/MS, often), WL�LW�
WD�QX�ÑD�DQ�]L (KUB 29.44+ iii 36, KUB 59.17 obv. 18, KBo 13.161 iii 9), WL�LW�
QX�DQ�]L (KBo 19.150 obv. 5 (OH/NS)), WL�LW�QX�ÑD�DQ�]L (KUB 55.38 ii 3 (NS)) 
1sg.pret.act. WL�LW�WD�QX�QX�XQ (often), WL�LW�QX�QX�XQ (KUB 19.27 obv. 4 (NH)), 
3sg.pret.act. WL�LW�WD�QX�XW (MH/MS, often), WL�LW�QX�XW (KUB 30.10 ii 7 (OH/MS), 
KBo 32.14 lower edge 70 (MH/MS), KUB 14.1+ rev. 40, 43 (MH/MS)), 
1pl.pret.act WL�LW�WD�QX�XP�PH�HQ (KUB 17.18 iii 5, KUB 60.161 ii 8), 3pl.pret.act. 
WL�LW�WD�QX�H�HU (HKM 52 rev. 37 (MH/MS), KUB 13.3 iii 34 (OH/NS)), WL�LW�WD�
QX�HU (KBo 18.49 rev. 10, KBo 16.10, 6), 3sg.imp.act. WL�LW�WD�QX�XG�GX 
(Bronzetafel ii 93), 2pl.imp.act. WL�LW�WD�QX�XW�WH�HQ (KUB 23.77 rev. 63 
(MH/MS), KUB 23.68 rev. 26 (MH/NS)), WL�LW�WD�QX�XW�WpQ (HKM 65 obv. 9 
(MH/MS)), 3pl.imp.act. WL�LW�WD�QX�DQ�GX, WL�LW�WD�QX�ÑD�DQ�GX; part. WL�LW�WD�QX�
ÑD�DQ�W�; verb.noun WL�LW�WD�QX�PDU (KUB 16.31 iv 19); inf.I WL�LW�WD�QX�PD�DQ�]L 
(KBo 5.9 ii 36, KBo 19.66 i 37); impf. WL�LW�WD�QX�Xã�NH�D� (MH/MS), WL�LW�QX�Xã�
NH�D� (KUB 14.1+ rev. 33 (MH/MS), HKM 47 obv. 11 (MH/MS)). 
  PIE *G � L�G � K � �QHX� 
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Although this verb is predominantly spelled WL�LW�WD�QX�,�we find spellings with WL�
LW�QX� as well (from OH/MS onwards), which point to a phonological 
interpretation /titnu-/. Semantically, the verb clearly belongs with GDL� �  � WL� ‘to 
place, to put’  and WLWWD� �  � WLWWL� ‘to install, to assign’ . I therefore reconstruct *G � L�
G � K � �QHX�. If WLWQX� is a direct derivative of WLWWD� �  � WLWWL�,� it would show that the 
suffix �QX� in principle uses the unextended stem (in this case without the suffix 
*-RL�). See at GDL� �  � WL� for further etymology.  
 
WX�: see ] N � WX�  
 
�WWX (3sg.imp.act.-ending of the PL-flection) 
 Anat. cognates: Pal. �GX (D�Dã�GX ‘he must be’ ); CLuw. �GGX����GX (e.g. D�UL�¨D�
DG�GX ‘he must raise’ , L�GX ‘he must go’ ); HLuw. �WX (e.g. SL�LD�WX ‘he must give, 
SD�WX ‘he must go’ ); Lyc. �WX (TDVWWX ‘he must destroy’ , WXZHWX ‘he must place’ ). 
  
This ending originally belongs to the PL-inflecion only and contrasts with the 
corresponding §L-ending �X (q.v.). From the late MH period onwards, we see that 
�WWX is used with §L-verbs as well, especially when the stem ends in a consonant 
(e.g. DN�GX instead of original D�NX ‘he must die’ , §D�Dã�GX instead of original §D�
D�ãX ‘she must give birth’ , §D�D]�]D�GX instead of original §D�D�GX ‘he must 
become parched’ , etc.). The fact that in verbs ending in a vowel the ending is 
always spelled with geminate �WW� or �GG� points to a phonological form /-tu/. It is 
remarkable that in OS texts, the ending is consistently spelled with the sign TU 
(e.g. H�Hã�WX), in MH/MS texts we find spellings with TU as well as DU (compare 
e.g. H�Hã�GX (KUB 14.1+ obv. 20, rev. 14) with H�Hã�WX (ibid. obv. 29, 31)) and in 
NH texts we only find spellings with DU.  
 This ending is also found in the other Anatolian languages. Note that in 
CLuwian, we find two variants, namely �GGX besides lenited �GX, e.g. in L�GX ‘he 
must go’  < *K � pL�WX. This means that in Hittite we are dealing with generalization 
of the unlenited variant, as is the case with all verbal endings in Hittite.  
 Etymologically, the ending /-tu/ can be compared directly with the Sanskrit 
3sg.pres.imp.-ending �WX. Compare especially cases like Hitt. H�Hã�WX ~ Pal. D�Dã�
GX ~ CLuw. D�Dã�GX ~ HLuw. i�VD�WX ~ Skt. iVWX < PIE *K � pV�WX ‘he must be’  and 
Hitt. H�H]�GX ~ Skt. DWWX < *K � pG�WX ‘he must eat’ .  
 
 WWX�(encl. pers.pron.) ‘you’ : see  WWD �  WWX  
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WXHNN�� �� WXNN�,� WXHNND��(c./n.) ‘body, person, self; (pl.) body parts, limbs’  (Sum. 
NÍ.TE): nom.sg.c. NÍ.TE�Dã (KBo 1.42 iv 31 (NS)), acc.sg.c. WX�HN�ND�D�Q� P�
PD�DQ (KUB 30.10 obv. 14 (OH/MS)), nom.-acc.sg.n. WX!�H�NiQ (KBo 1.51 rev.11 
(NS)), gen.sg. WX�XJ�JD�Dã (KUB 30.10 obv. 9 (OH/MS)), dat.-loc.sg. WX�H�HN�NL 
(KBo 39.8 iii 7 (MH/MS), KUB 29.7 + KBo 21.41 ii 24, 38, 48 (MH/MS), KBo 
5.2 i 8 (MH/NS), KUB 7.5 iv 3 (MH/NS), KUB 17.2+ i 15 (NS)), WX�HN�NL (KUB 
33.66 ii 16 (OH/MS), KUB 7.5 iv 19 (MH/NS), KUB 30.31 + 32.114 i 19 (NS)), 
erg.sg. WX�HN�NiQ�]D (KBo 6.2 ii 54 (OS)), abl. [WX�XJ?�J]D�D] �ã��PL�LW (StBoT 
25.7 iv 7 (OS)), WX�XJ�JD�D] (KUB 17.10 iii 10 (OH/MS), KBo 26.132, 3 
(OH/NS)), WX�XJ�JD�]D�D ã�ãL�LW (KBo 13.99 iii 13 (NS)), WX�H�HJ�JD�D] (KBo 
32.14 ii 1 (MH/MS), KUB 43.34, 11 (NS)), GX�HJ�JD�D] (KBo 34.62 rev. 12 
(MS)), WX�HJ�JD�D] (KUB 24.9 i 47 (OH/NS)), nom.pl. [WX�]H[-H]N�NH�H�Hã (KBo 
15.10+ i 17 (OH/MS)), WX�HN�NH�Hã (KUB 34.91 i 8 (NS)), WX�H�HJ�JD�Dã (VBoT 
58 i 24 (OH/NS)), acc.pl. WX�H�HN�NX�Xã (KBo 24.1 i 17 (MH/MS), KUB 14.1+ 
obv. 82 (MH/MS), KUB 35.61 l.col. 4 (NS)), WX�HN�NX�Xã (KBo 39.8 iv 18 
(MH/MS), KUB 36.55 ii 22 (MH/MS), KUB 7.55 i 7 (NS)), WX�L�LN�NX�Xã (KUB 
7.1 i 40 (OH/NS)), gen.pl. WX�X�HJ�JD�Dã (KUB 15.32 i 1 (MH/NS)), dat.-loc.pl. 
WX�H�HJ�JD�Dã (KBo 17.65 iv 44, 47 (MH?/MS), KUB 15.34 ii 28 (MH/MS)), WX�
H�HJ�JD��ã� ãD�PD�Dã (KBo 32.19 iii 48 (MH/MS)), WX�H�HN�ND � �Dã (KUB 7.53 + 
12.58 i 56 (NS)), WX�HJ�JD�Dã (KBo 39.8 i 48, ii 6, 28, 36 (MH/MS)), WX�HN�ND � �Dã 
(KUB 13.20 i 30 (MH/NS)), WX�~�L�LJ�JD�Dã (KUB 7.1 i 31 (OH/NS)). 
 Anat. cognates: Lyc. WXNHGUL� ‘statue’  (acc.sg. WXNHGUL, acc.pl. WXNHGULV). 
 IE cognates: Skt. WYiF� (f.) ‘skin’ . 
  PIE *WXpN, *WXpN�P, *WXN�yV 
  
When used in the singular, this word denotes ‘body’ , but also ‘self’  (<*‘one’ s 
body’ ). When used in the plural, it denotes ‘body parts, limbs’ . It sometimes is 
duplicated by the sumerogram NÍ.TE, e.g. WX�X�HJ�JD�Dã (KUB 15.32 i 1) // 
NÍ.TEMEŠ�Dã (KUB 15.31 i 1). The spelling WX�IG� in principle is ambiguous, 
since the sign IG can be read LN as well as HN. On the basis of the many spellings 
WX�H�IG�,�I assume that WX�IG� has to be interpreted /tuek-/. A spelling with plene 
�L� is found twice on one NS tablet only (WX�L�LN� and WX�~�L�LN�), and therefore can 
be disregarded.  
 We find neuter as well as commune forms. In KBo 1.51 rev. 11, Akk. 
[5$�0$�]18 ‘self’  is glossed by Hitt. WX�H�NiQ, which can only be a neuter nom.-
acc.sg. This neuter form may correspond to the occasional neuter adjectives used 
with NÍ.TE (e.g. NÍ.TE â8 §X�X�PD�DQ (KUB 7.16 v 14)) and is supported by 
the OS attestation of erg.sg. WXHNNDQ]D, which is only necessary with a neuter 
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word. On the other hand, acc.sg. WX�HN�ND�D�Q� P�PD�DQ (in an OH/MS text) 
must be regarded as commune (if it were neuter, we would expect 
**WXHNNDQ PLW). Also in the plural, we find many commune forms (nom.pl.c. 
WXHNN ã, acc.pl.c. WXHNNXã, from OH/MS texts onwards), but also sometimes neuter 
forms (NÍ.TE §X�X�PD�DQ�GD (KUB 7.53 + 12.58 iii 2), NÍ.TEMEŠ §X�X�PD�DQ�GD 
(KUB 55.66 iv 4)).  
 The forms that show WXNN� (gen.sg. WXJJDã (OH/MS) and abl. WXJJD] (OH/MS)) 
indicate that this word originally showed ablaut. Such an ablaut is unexpected in a 
normal R-stem word, however.  
 The questions regarding gender and ablaut can be solved by looking at the 
word’ s etymology. Already since Petersen (1933: 18), it is generally connected 
with Skt. WYiF� (f.) ‘skin’ . In Sanskrit, this word is a root noun (nom.sg. WYiN, 
acc.sg. WYiFDP, gen.sg. WYDFiV, dat.-loc.sg. WYDFt), which, together with the ablaut 
found in Hittite, must reflect the PIE situation. I therefore reconstruct nom.sg. 
*WXpN, acc.sg. WXpN�P, gen.sg. *WXN�yV. Note that the reconstruction of the nom.-
form without *-V is necessary to explain the Hittite confusion about the gender. 
Because of the absence of the ending *-V, this word was occasionally 
reinterpreted as neuter in Hittite, with the acc.sg. *WXpN�P >> *WXpN�RP 
(replacement of acc.sg.-ending *-P by thematic *-RP) > WXHNNDQ being used as its 
nom.-acc.sg. (cf. a similar confusion in the case of NHããDU ‘hand’  < nom.sg.f. 
*� � HVU (q.v.)). Later on, on the basis of the commune forms in the plural and of 
the thematic acc.sg. WXHNNDQ, a new commune nominative WXHNNDã was created 
(attested as NÍ.TE�Dã).  
 A verbal use of the root *WXHN�,�which must have meant ‘physical appearance’  
or similar, is visible in Hitt. WXNN� �

�
 ‘to be visible’  (q.v.) as well.  

 
WXHO, WXHGD]: see ] N � WX�  
 
WX©©DH�� �  (Ic2) ‘to produce smoke’ : 3sg.pres.act.(?) W~§�§D�D�L]�]L (KUB 17.17, 7 
(MH/NS)), 2sg.pret.act. W~§�§D�D�LW (KUB 33.118, 17 (NS)), 3sg.pret.act. W~§�§D�
D�LW (KUB 33.118, 12, 14 (fr.) (NS)); 3sg.pres.midd. W~§�§D�LW�WD (KUB 7.41 i 10), 
3pl.pret.midd. W~§�§D�DQ�GD�DW (KBo 10.24 iii 12), W~§�§D�DQ�W[D�DW] (KBo 10.5 iii 
2); impf. [W~]§�§L�Hã�NH�D� (KUB 33.118, 11 (NS)). 
 Derivatives: WX©©LPD� (c.) ‘smoke’  (acc.sg. W~§�§L�PD�DQ (KUB 33.118, 12, 17, 
20)), WX©©LªDWW� ‘smoking out(?)’  (instr. WX�X§�§L�¨D�DW�WL�LW (KBo 7.14 + KUB 
36.100 i 6 (OS)). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘to offer’ , Lat. VXIIL  ‘to smoke’ , ORuss. GXWL ‘to blow’ , 
TochAB WX� ‘to light’ . 
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  PIE *G � XK � �R�¨H�R� 
  
The verb WX§§DH�� �  is consistently written with the sign TAÏ, which can be read 
W~§ as well as WD§. On the basis of WX�X§�§L�¨D�DW�WL�LW (KBo 7.14 + KUB 36.100 i 6 
(OS)), it has been assumed that we should read WX§§DH�,�but it must be remarked 
that the connection between the words WX§§DH� and WX§§L¨DWW� in principle has not 
been proven yet. The verb is mainly found in one text, viz.  

 
KUB 33.118 
  (8) QX�X ã�ãD�DQ UD.KAM

�
I.A�Xã [SD�D�HU? ... ]  

  (9) [QX? IT]U 1KAM SD�LW ITU 2KAM WL�¨D�D[W ITU 3KAM ITU 4KAM]  

(10) [ITU] 5KAM ITU 6KAM ITU 7KAM ITU 8KAM WL�¨D�[DW QX 
�

UR.SAGAD � �D�ãL�LW�WD�Dã]  
(11) [W~]§�§L�Hã�NH�X�ÑD�DQ WL�¨[D�DW]  

  
(12) [

�
UR.S]AGAD � �D�ãL�LW�WD�Dã W~§�§D�D�LW [W~]§�§L�PD�DQ� x - x - x[..]  

(13) [URU?]-UL d.X�PDU�St�Lã Lã�WD�PD[-Dã�W]D 
�

UR.SAGA � �ã � W�W [-Dã]  
(14) [W~]§�§D�D�LW QX�X ã�ãL ÏUR.SAGMEŠ §X� �PD�DQ�WH�Hã ~�ÑD�DQ�QD  

(15) [S]D�D�HU � UR.SAGAD � �D�ãL�LW�WD ÏUR.SAGMEŠ §X�X�PD�DQ�WH�Hã  
(16) [PH�]PL�Lã�NH�X�ÑD�DQ GD�D�HU � UR.SAGAD � �ãL�LW�WD [NX?-]Ñ[D�DW ÑD?]  

(17) [W~]§�§D�D�LW DUMU�DQ�QD�]D ÑD ]D W~§�§L�PD�DQ Ò�8/ ãD�DN�WL  
(18) Ò�8/ DQ Wi N�NiQ d*XO�Dã�ãH�Hã JXO�Dã�ãH�HU Ò�8/ P DQ [Wi] N�N[iQ]  

(19) [AM]A�Dã ãH�HU §D�Dã�WD 
�

UR.SAGAD � �D�ãL�LW�WD�Dã G[D�S]t�Dã ÏUR.SAGMEŠ[-Dã]  
(20) [EG]IR�SD PH�PL�Lã�NH�X�ÑD�DQ GD�D�Lã DUMU�DQ�Q[D�]]D ÑD�D ] W~§�§L�PD�DQ  

(21) Ò�8/ ,�'( Ò�8/ DQ PX NiQ d*XO�Dã�ãH�Hã JXO�Dã�ãH�HU  
(22) Ò�8/ P D�DQ PX�X ã�ãD�DQ AMA x$ ãH�HU §D�D�Dã�WD  

 
 ‘The days [went by ...]. The first month went by and the second month set in. The 

third month, the fourth month, the fifth month, the sixth month, the seventh month 

and the eighth month s[et in and Mount A ãLWWD@� EHJDQ� WR� WX§§HãNH�D�. Mount 

A ãLWWD� WX§§DH�ed. Kumarbi heard the WX§§LPD� in the [city?]. Mount A ãLWWD�
WX§§DH-ed, and all the mountains went to see. All the mountains began to say to 

Mount A ãLWWD�� ³0RXQW�A ãLWWD�� >Z@K>\@�GLG�\RX� WX§§DH�? From your childhood 

onwards you did not know WX§§LPD�. The Fate-goddesses did not decree it for you 

and your mother did not give birth to it for you” . And Mount A ãLWWD�EHJDQ� WR�
reply to all the mountains: “ From my childhood onwards I did not know it. The 

Fate-goddesses did not decree it for me, and my mother did not give birth to it for 

me” ’ .  
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2WWHQ��.8%�����LLL��FDOOV�WKLV�WH[W�³(U]lKOXQJ�YRP�.UHL�HQ�GHV�%HUJHV�9 ãLWWDV´��
and Friedrich (1947: 293) states that “ da das Verbum WX§§ L� am Ende der 
Aufzählung steht, muss es das Ende des Schwangerschafts bezeichnen und 
“ kreissen, in die Wehen kommen”  bedeuten”  (this translation also in HW: 226). It 
should be noted, however, that in Hittite texts the period of pregnancy is always 
ten months, so that the eigth months’  period mentioned here cannot have to do 
with being pregnant. Laroche (1956: 75) connects WX§§DH� with the hapax noun 
WX§§L¨DWW� and translates the latter as ‘étouffement’  (KBo 7.14 + KUB 36.100 i 6: 
QX WX�X§�§L�¨D�DW�WL�LW D�DN�WL ‘you will die of W.’ ). He also cites KUB 24.7 i (26) 
QX É�HU W~§[-§L�PD�D]�]]D (27) StG�GX�OL�¨D�D]�]D H�Hã�ãD�DQ�]L ‘(les servants) 
soignent la maison dans l’ étou[fement] et l’ angoisse’  (cf. CHD P: 366: ‘and they 
do the house-work with gr[oanin]g and anguish’ ), but it should be noted that this 
addition is far from assured (I will therefore leave this context out of 
consideration). Laroche’ s translations have been taken over by Friedrich in his 
HW Erg. 1: 21 as ‘keuchen, Atemnot haben’ . Also Oettinger (2001: 463) 
translates WX§§LPD� as ‘Keuchen, Atemnot’  and even cites a form WX§WX§§LPD� in 
KBo 27.32, (3) W~§�W~§�§L�PL�Hã W[H�Hã] (note that Oettinger’ s interpretation of 
the context is incorrect: (3) [...] W~§�W~§�§L�PL�Hã�W[H�Hã ...] (4) [...]x QX ÑD�U D�DQ 
Lã�GD� �P[D�Dã�...] is translated by Oettinger as “ (3) deine WX§WX§§LPD (Pl.)[  (4)... 
hört[(e)(n)] ihn[ “ , but the enclitic personal pronoun  DQ in line 5 cannot refer to 
the plural form WX§WX§§LPHã, as  DQ is sg. only). Perhaps WX§WX§§LPD� belongs 
with WX§WX§§L¨H�D�� �  (q.v.).  
 In my view, the translations as given above are not really convincing. I would 
rather propose a different interpretation. In the first context cited above (KUB 
33.118, 11f.), the interpretation of the noun WX§§LPD� depends on the verb 
LãWDPDãWD (KUB 33.118, 13). If LãWDPDãWD really means ‘heard’  here, then 
WX§§LPD� must denote something that can be heard. If LãWDPDãWD meant ‘heard of’ , 
however, then WX§§LPD� could mean something else as well. In my view, it is 
almost impossible not to connect WX§§DH�� �  and WX§§LPD� with some vulcanic 
activity like smoking, spitting lava or similar: this is much more likely than 
assuming that mountains were crying or coughing.  
 The possible derivative WX§§L¨DWW� is hapax in the following context: 

 
KBo 7.14 i  
(3) [                                           -]x L�LW�WH�HQ $�1$ LÚ URUÏD�Dã�ãL WH�HW�WH�HQ  
(4) [                                  �]WD SD�L�PL QX PH�QD�D§�§D�DQ�GD H�§X  
(5) [WiN�NX Q]D�DW�WD PD ~�ÑD�ãL QX�X W�WD §DU�WiN�NiQ PD�D�DQ  
(6) [             ]x�Lã�NH�PL QX WX�X§�§L�¨D�DW�WL�LW D�DN�WL  
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‘You must go [...] and speak to the man of Ïašši: “ I will go [...], come to meet 

me. But if you will not come, I will keep on [...]-ing you like a bear (acc.) and 

you will die of WX§§L¨DWW�” ’ .  
 

The idea of this comparison is that if the man of Ïašši does not come to the 
speaker, but stays inside his city, the speaker will perform an action on him that is 
also used for bears that do not come out of their holes but stay inside. In my view, 
the verb in the lacuna therefore probably meant something like ‘to smoke out’ . 
For WX§§L¨DWW�,� this means that it probably denotes something related to this 
smoking out: ‘suffication because of smoke’ , ‘smoke-intoxication’  or perhaps 
more simply ‘the act of smoking out’ . I therefore would propose to translate: ‘But 
if you will not come, I will keep on [smoking] you [out] like a bear and you will 
die of (this) smoking out’ .  
 Another interesting context is:  

 
KUB 7.41 i  
  (9) QX NL�Lã�ãD�DQ PH�PD�L WiN�QD�D�Dã dUTU�L NL�L X[W?�WDU? ...]  
(10) GD�Dã�NH�X�ÑD�QL NL�L É�HU NX�ÑD�DW W~§�§D�LW�W[D ...]  
(11) ãD�UD�D QH�St�ãL NX�ÑD�DW ãD�NX�Hã�NH�H]�[]L]  
 
‘He said thus: “ O Sun-goddess of the Earth, we keep taking [...] this m[atter?]. 

Why does this house WX§§DH�? Why does it(?) continually look up to heaven?” ’ .  
 

CHD Š: 55 translates WX§§DLWW[D] as ‘gasps’ , but I do not see any positive clues for 
it. A translation ‘smokes’  is equally possible.  
 So, all in all, I am not satisfied with the translations ‘to cry’  or ‘to cough, to be 
breathless’ , but would rather interpret WX§§DH� as ‘to smoke’ . This makes the 
etymological connection with PIE *G � XHK � � ‘to smoke’ , which was uttered already 
by Oettinger (1979a: 373) with the assumption that the root *G � XHK � � originally 
meant “ hauchen” , semantically much more understandable.  
 Since WX§§DH�� �  belongs to the §DWUDH�class, we have to derive it from a noun 
*WX§§D�,�which must go back to an R-stem noun *G � XK � �R� (a verbal derivative of 
a noun *G � �p�XK � �HK � � (thus in Oettinger (l.c.), followed by Rieken 1999a: 108) 
should have yielded a W ¨H�D�class verb).  
 The noun WX§§LPD� shows the suffix �LPD� (so *G � XK � �L�PR�), on which see 
Oettinger 2001. Although tempting, it cannot be directly equated with PIE 
*G � XK � �PR� in Skt. GK Pi�,�Lat. I PXV, Lith. GgPDL, etc. ‘smoke’ . For another 
descendant of the root *G � XHK � �,�see DQWXÑD§§Dã� � DQWX§ã�.  
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WX©©DUD��(c.) ‘?’ : Luw. nom.pl. W~§�§D�UD�DQ�]L, Luw. acc.pl. W~§�§D�UD�DQ�]D. 
  PIE *G � XK � �HUR�? 
  
This noun occurs a few times only and is clearly Luwian, as we can see by its 
Luwian endings. It is spelled with the sign TAÏ, which can be read WD§ as well as 
W~§. Tradition has it to cite WD§§DUD�,�but that seems to be an arbitrary choice. The 
contexts in which it occurs are the following:  

 
KUB 35.143 ii  
(10) [Q D�Dã�W]D DQ�GD W~§�§D�U[(D�DQ�]L)]  
(11) [(PD�DO�Ñ)]D�UD�DQ�]L [(~�UD�)DQ�WD]  
 
// 
KUB 35.145 ii  
(2) [Q D�Dã�W(D DQ�GD W~§�§D�U)]D�DQ�]L PD�DO�ÑD�UD�DQ�]L ~�UD[-DQ�WD]  
 
‘The W.-s and P.-s are burning’ ;  
 
KUB 17.15 ii  
(8) [(Q D�Dã�WD DQ�G)]D W~§�§D�UD�DQ�]L  
(9) [(PD�DO�ÑD�UD�DQ�)]]L NL�Lã�WD�QX�QX�XQ  
 
‘I have extinguished the W.�s and P.-s’ .  
 

Since the WD�X§§DUD�’ s are clearly things that are being burned, we may ask 
ourselves whether there could be a connection with PIE *G � XHK � � ‘to smoke’ . If 
so, then we should read WX§§DUD�. See also WX§§DH�� � .  
 
WX©ã� � � � � � �(IIIc > Ib1, IIa1 ) ‘(trans.) to cut off, to separate; (intr.) to be cut off, to 
be separated’ : 3sg.pres.midd. WX�X§�ãD (KBo 25.73 l.col. 7 (OS), KBo 30.158, 8 
(OH?/MS), KBo 30.174, 20 (NS)), W~§�ãD (KBo 30.29, 4 (OS)), W~§�X§�ãD (KBo 
25.36 ii 7 (OS), KBo 30.77 iii 15 (OH/NS), KUB 20.59 i 17 (OH/NS), KUB 
20.99 ii 3 (OH/NS), VSNF 12.12 i 7 (OH/NS), KBo 4.9 ii 22, 31 (NS), KBo 
39.86 v 13 (NS), KUB 59.27 ii 7 (NS)), WX�X§�ãD�UL (KUB 29.29 obv. 4, 5 (OS)), 
W~§�ãD�UL (VSNF 12.10 iv 21 (OH/MS)), W~§�X§�ãD�UL (KBo 39.8 ii 10 (MH/MS)), 
W~§�ãD�D�UL (KUB 55.28 iii 10 (fr.), 11 (MH/NS)), 3pl.pres.midd. WX�X§�ãD�DQ�WD 
(KBo 6.3 ii 10 (OH/NS)), 3sg.pret.midd. W~§�§X�Xã�WD�DW (KBo 39.8 i 41 
(MH/MS)), W~§�§X�Xã�WD�WL (KBo 20.82 i 14 (OH/NS)), 3sg.imp.midd. W~§�X§�ãD�
UX (KBo 39.8 ii 13 (MH/MS)), W~§�ãD�UX (Bo 3097 obv. 6 (NS)); 3sg.pres.act. W~§�
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X§�§X�Xã�]L (KUB 32.113 ii 15 (OH/MS)), W~§�§X�Xã�]L (KBo 4.2 i 29, 36, 38 
(NH)), W~§�ãD�L (KUB 15.42 iii 18, 31 (NS)), W~§�§X�ãD�D�L (KUB 28.105 i 7 
(NS)), 3pl.pres.act. W~§�ãD�DQ�]L (KUB 17.10 i 39 (OH/MS), KBo 6.5 iii 5 
(OH/NS), KBo 6.3 iii 13 (OH/NS)), W~§�X§�ãD�DQ�][L] (KBo 13.155, 7 (NS)), W~§�
§X�Lã�ãD[-DQ�]L] (KBo 6.5 iii 9 (OH/NS)), 3sg.pret.act. W~§�ãH�LW (KBo 18.151 rev. 
8 (OH/MS)), 1pl.pret.act. W~§�ãX�PH�HQ (KBo 15.10 ii 26 (OH/MS)), 2pl.imp.act. 
W~§�ãD�DW�W[pQ] (HKM 34, 9 (MH/MS)), 3pl.imp.act. W~§�X§�ãD�DQ�GX (KBo 39.8 i 
41 (MH/MS)), W~§�ãD�DQ�GX (HKM 31 obv. 11 (MH/MS)); part. W~§�§X�Xã�ãD�DQ�
WH�Hã (KUB 8.1 iii 2 (OH/NS)), W~§�ãD�DQ�W� (KBo 15.10 ii 27, iii 9, 19 (fr.) 
(OH/MS)), W~§�X§�ãD�DQ�W� (KBo 39.8 i 48 (MH/MS), KBo 9.114, 12 (MS)); 
verb.noun. gen.sg. W~§�ãX�X�ÑD�Dã (KUB 38.12 i 23 (NS)); inf.I W~§�§X�ãX�DQ�]L 
(KBo 6.2 iii 21 (OS)), [W~]§�ãX�ÑD�DQ�]L (HKM 37 obv. 14 (MH/MS)), W~§�ãX�X�
ÑD�DQ�]L (KBo 6.3 iii 24 (OH/NS)), W~§�ãX�ÑD�D[Q�]L] (KBo 6.6 i 30 (OH/NS)); 
inf.II W~§�ãD�DQ�QD (KUB 9.28 ii 3 (MH/NS)); impf. [W~§]-X§�§L�Hã�NH�D� (KUB 
44.8 + 58.22 i 15 (OH/NS)). 
 Derivatives: WX©ãDQQD� � ���WX©ãDQQL� (IIa5) ‘id. (impf.)’  (3sg.pres.act. W~§�ãD�DQ�
QD�L (KBo 15.10 ii 24, KUB 29.24, 5), W~§�ãD�DQ�QD[-D]-L (KBo 15.10 iii 10), 
3pl.imp.act. W~§�ãD�DQ�QL�¨D�DQ�GX (KBo 20.73 iv 11), [W~]§�ãD�DQ�QL�DQ�GX (KUB 
35.146 iii 11); 3sg.pret.midd. W~§�X§�ãD�DQ�QD�DW�WD (KBo 9.114 iii 12)). 
  
See Neu 1968: 175f. for an overview of attestations and a semantic treatment. 
Note that he does not distinguish between WX§ã� � � � �    ‘to cut, to separate’  and 
WX§§Xã�� �  ‘to end’  (q.v.).  
 The verb is spelled in quite a few different ways, of which we find the variants 
WX�X§�ã°, W~§�ã°, W~§�X§�ã° and W~§�§X�ã° in OS texts already, to which W~§�§X�Xã� 
and even W~§�X§�§X�Xã� can be added from MS texts. The forms with W~§�X§�ã° 
are often transliterated W~§ ¡ ¢ �ã° as if the sign UÏ does not have a function here. In 
my view, the sign UÏ just indicates that we are dealing with a geminate �§§�, in 
the same way as it is expressed in the spelling W~§�§X�Xã�. The attestation of NS 
W~§�§X�Lã� indicates that we probably are dealing with a stem /tuHws-/ that in NH 
times occasionally was realized as [tuHw

}s-].  
 Originally, this verb probably was middle only (in contrast to the homophonic 
WX§§Xã�£ ¤  ‘to end), but from MH times onwards it was taken over into the active as 
well.  
 Despite the fact that I have treated WX§§Xã�£ ¤  ‘to end’  under a separate lemma, it 
is clear that both verbs must derive from a same origin (for the semantics 
compare ModEng. FXW RXW ‘to stop’ ).  
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 Sturtevant (1928c: 161) compared Gr. , Hom.  ‘to lack, to miss’ , but 
this is semantically as well as formally improbable (*GHXK ¥ V� would have given 
Gr. ** ( ) ). If this verb is of IE origin, it would reflect *7HXK ¥ V� (but note that 
a final cluster �XK ¥ V� is against PIE root constraints, so perhaps an V-extenstion 
*7HXK ¥ �V�?) or *7XHK ¥ V� (with generalization of zero-grade). Unfortunately, I 
know of no convincing cognates.  
 The inner-Hittite connection with WX§§XHããDU ‘sponge(?)’  (q.v.) is based on the 
many contexts where we find WX§§XHããDU WX§ã� ‘to cut the sponge’ , but this 
probably is coincidental: semantically, a connection between ‘to cut, to separate’  
and ‘sponge’  is difficult to explain.  
 
WX©ã�¦ §  ‘to end’ : see WX§§Xã�£ ¤   
 
WX©ãDODX 
  
The word W~§�ãD�OD�X (HKM 34 obv. 9) cited by Alp (1991: 180, 320: ‘Ernte(?)’ ) 
and Tischler (HEG T: 414), does not exist: we should rather read 

as�W~§�ãD� W�W[pQ] ‘you must cut off’  (from WX§ã� ¨ © ª ¤ «  (q.v.)).  
 
WX©WX©©LªH�D�¦ §  (Ic1) ‘to brandish(?)’ : 3pl.pres.act. W~§�W~§�§L�¨D�DQ�]L (KUB 30.36 
iii 14). 
  PIE *G ¬ HXK ¥ � ?? 
  
The verb is hapax in KUB 30.36 iii (13) GIŠTUKUL ¨D�D ã�PD�Dã KUŠ$�5,�780 
(14) EGIR�DQ W~§�W~§�§L�¨D�DQ�]L QX WH�H]�]L L�LW�WpQ L�LW�WpQ UÏ7�Xã UNMEŠ�Xã 
‘They W. against them the weapon behind a shield, and he says “ Go, go, you 
bewitched people!” ‘. Note that in principle this form can be read WD§�WD§�§L�¨D�DQ�
]L as well. Tischler HEG T: 414 translates “ schwingen(?)” , but this is just a 
possibility. Perhaps the hapax W~§�W~§�§L�PL�Hã (or WD§�WD§�§L�PL�Hã) in KBo 
27.32, 3 (see also at WX§§DH�£ ¤ ), of which the meaning is unclear, belongs to this 
verb. If “ schwingen”  is a correct translation, we could think of a connection with 
PIE *G ¬ HX+� “ rasch hin- und herbewegen, schütteln”  (cf. LIV2: Skt. GKDY ¤ � ‘to 
shake’ , ON GêMD ‘to shake’ , Gr.  ‘to storm, to move fast’ ). The �§§� in 
Hittite then would point to *K ¥ : *G ¬ HXK ¥ �.  
 
WX©©X ããDU� �� WX©©XHãQ� (n.) ‘sponge(?)’ : nom.-acc.sg. W~§�§X�Hã�ãDU (OS), W~§�
§X�H�Hã�ãDU, W~§�§X�L�ãDU (OS), W~§�§X�X�H�Hã�ãDU, W~§�§X�X�Hã�ãDU, abl. W~§�§X�Lã�
QD�D], instr. W~§�§X�Hã�QL�LW, W~§�§X�L�Lã�QL�LW (1x). 
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  PIE *G ¬ XK ¥ �X�pK  VK  �U 
  
This word is always spelled with the sign TAÏ, which can be read W~§ as well as 
WD§ (so WD§§XHããDU is equally possible). Tradition has it to cite this word as 
WX§§XHããDU, however, probably on the basis of the obsolete etymological 
connection with WX§ã� (e.g. Kronasser 1966: 104, who wrongly translated WX§ã� as 
“ sich kultisch reinigen” ). The exact meaning of WX§§X ããDU is not fully clear. On 
the basis of a formal similarity with WX§§XÑDL� � WX§§XL� ‘smoke’ , it is often 
translated ‘incense’  (e.g. CHD P: 92), but this is not self-evident from the 
contexts in which this word occurs:  

 
KUB 20.99 ii  
  (6) LÚMUÏALDIM W~§�§X�L�Lã�QL�LW NA §X�ÑD�ãL�¨D EGIR�SD  
  (7) ãX�XS�St�D§�§L  
 
‘The cook cleans at the §XÑDãL-stone with a W.’ ;  
 
KUB 41.40 i  
(18) [UGULA L]Ú.MEŠMUÏALDIM GAL�LW ÑD�D�WDU §DU�][L]  
(19) [W]D $�1$ 4$�7, LUGAL ÑD�D�WDU SD�UD�D  
(20) [W]~§�§X�Hã�QL�LW 3 â8 OD�§X�X�ÑD�D�L  
 
‘The Head of the cooks holds water in a cup, and he pours water over the hand 

of the king three times with a W.’  (note that Tischler HEG T: 415 explains this 

sentence thus: “ der König hält also W. in der Hand, und der Chefkoch gießt ihm 

Wasser darüber” );  
 
KUB 20.59 i  
(19) UGULA LÚ.MEŠMUÏALDIM GDQ�QD�UD�DQ�GD�DQ DUGGAL  
(12) §DU ]L QX�X ã�ãD�DQ ÑD�D�WDU  
(13) OD�D�§X�X�ÑD�DQ DQ�GD PD NiQ  
(14) W~§�§X�Hã�ãDU NL�LW�WD  
 
‘The Head of the cooks holds an empty cup. Water is poured into it, and a W. is 
placed in it’ ;  
 
KBo 4.13 ii  
(7) UGULA LÚ.MEŠMUÏALDIM W~§�§X�Hã�ãDU LUGAL�L SD�UD�D H�HS�]L 
LUGAL�Xã NiQ W~§�X§�ãD  
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‘The Head of the cooks holds the W. out in front of the king. The king cuts off 

(from it)’ ;  
 
VSNF 12.10 iv  
(16) [GAL L]Ú.MEŠMUÏALDIM Lã�WD�QD�QL SD�UD�D W~§�§X�Hã�QL�LW  
(17) [ã]X�XS�St�¨D�D§�§L GAL LÚ.MEŠMUÏALDIM W~§�§X�L�ãDU  
(18) [$�1]$ LUGAL�L SD�UD�D H�HS�]L LUGAL�Xã NiQ  
(19) [W~§�]ãD�UL QX GAL L[Ú?.]MEŠMUÏALDIM! x - x - x LUG[AL�]L P[D]!  
             SD�UD�D  
(20) [H�]HS�]L QX�X ã�ãD�DQ W~§�§X�Lã�QD�D]!  
(21) [NX]-LW W~§�ãD�UL Q D�DW x - x NDW�WD GD�D�L  
 
‘The Head of the cooks cleans in front of the altar with a W. The Head of the 

cooks holds the W. out in front of the king. The king cuts (it). The Head of the 

cooks [...] and holds (it) out in front of the king. And he lays down what he cuts 

off of the W.’ ;  
 
KUB 24.14 i  
(5) QX W~§�§X�H�Hã�ãDU â$ UZ6 SD�DQ�NXU NA IM.BABBAR  
(6) NDO�ÑL ® �Lã�QD�DQSAR WD�SDO�NX�Xã�WD�QD�DQSAR  
(7) §D�D§�§D�ãL�LW�WL�LQSAR H�X�ÑD�DQ GIŠ§D�Dã�GX�H�HU  
(8) NX�H�HO LP�PD GIŠ�UX�ÑD�Dã §D�D§�§DO�OD�Dã D�OL�LO  
(9) QX NL�L §X�X�PD�DQ $�1$ ZÍD.DA ŠE Lã�QL PH�QD�D§�§D�DQ�GD  
            LP�PL�¨D�PL  
 
‘And (I take) WX§§X ããDU, the udder of a nanny goat, gypsum, NDOÑLãQD-herb, 

WDSDONXãWDQD�herb, §D§§DãLWWL�herb, barley, brush-wood, (and) the blossom of 

whatever tree or bush, and all this I mix together with the barley meal dough’ .  

 
 On the basis of these contexts, we see that WX§§XHããDU is used for cleaning, is 
especially associated with cooks, can be cut, can be used to pour water with and 
is used in purification substances. I therefore want to suggest that it denotes a 
sponge. Etymologically, a connection with WX§§XÑDL� ‘smoke’  is possible if we 
assume that sponges were named after the fact that they seem to contain air (note 
that the root *G ¬ XHK ¥ � from which WX§§XÑDL� is derived can mean both ‘smoke’  
and ‘breath’ ).  
 
WX©©XL�: see WX§§XÑDL� � WX§§XL�  
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WX©©Xã�¦ § � (Ib1) ‘to end’ : 3sg.pres.act. W~§�§X�Xã�]L (KBo 20.39 l.col. 16 (OS), 
KBo 15.33 iii 15, KUB 41.9 rev. 5), 3sg.pret.act. W~§�§X�Xã�WD (KBo 17.11+ iv 35 
(OS), KBo 24.5 ii 8, KBo 20.72+ ii 6, iii 15, KBo 7.66 ii 10, KBo 30.25 i 24, 
KBo 30.57 rev. 18, KBo 30.109 rev. 1, KUB 59.45, 10, VSNF 12.28 iv 4, KBo 
17.31, 7, KBo 20.69 + 25.142 obv.? 5, KUB 55.42, 9 ), W~§�§X�X�Xã�WD (KUB 
41.26 + 20.29 iv 25), W~§�§X�Lã�WD (KBo 14.101, 3, KBo 29.70 i 23, KBo 26.156 
obv. 2 (fr.)), W~§�§X�H�Hã�WD (KUB 57.79 iv 12), 
  
Often, this verb is equated with WX§ã� ¨ © ª ¤ «  ‘to cut, to separate’  (e.g. Neu 1968: 175, 
Tischler HEG T: 411f.) and the form W~§�§X�Xã�WD ‘has ended’  is then interpreted 
as 3sg.pres. of the middle. The fact that there is a consistent semantic difference 
between W~§�§X�Xã�WD ‘has ended’  and 3sg.pres.midd. WX�X§�ãD, W~§�ãD, W~§�X§�ãD 
‘he cuts’  asks for a different treatment, however. Oettinger (1979a: 527) therefore 
distinguishes two verbs, namely WX§ã� ¯ ¨  ‘zu Ende sein, fertig werden’  and WX§ã� ¨ © ª ¤ «  
‘abschneiden, trennen’ , both middle. In my view, we should rather interpret 
WX§§XãWD as 3sg. preterite of an active verb, however. My assumption is based on 
the corresponding present form, 3sg.pres.act. WX§§Xã]L ‘ends’  as found in the 
following contexts: 

 
KBo 15.33 iii  
(13) LÚ.MEŠMUÏALDIM P D�Dã Lã�WD�QD�D�QL §X�NiQ�]L  ...  
(14)                                                              ... PD�D�D§�§D�DQ PD  

(15) â$ DINGIR
°5± ²

 XN�WX�X�UL â$ ÏA.LA §X�NH�Hã�ãDU W~§�§X�Xã�]L  
(16) QX ] �ã�D�DQ PD�D�DQ LÚEN É

³ ± ²
 NX�LW�NL $�1$ DINGIR

°5± ²
 PD�DO�WD�DQ  

(17) §DU�]L PD�D�DQ Ò�18�780 NX�LW�NL PD�D�DQ GU4 UDU  
  
(18) QX�X ã�ãD�DQ Ò�18�87 ,�1$ NINDA.ÉRINMEŠ WL�DQ�]L  
 
‘The cooks butcher on the altar. (...) When the god’ s regular sacrifice of the portion 

ends, and if the owner of the house has vowed something to the god, be it some 

implement or an ox or sheep, they place the implement on the soldier’ s bread’ ;  
 
KUB 41.9 rev.  
  (5) [   ...  ]PD�D§�§D�DQ PD §X�NH�Hã�ãDU W~§�§X�Xã�][L   ... ]  
 
‘If the sacrifice ends ...’ .  
 

Moreover, the interpretation of WX§§XãWD as an active form explains the absence of 
**WX§§XãWDUL.  
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 On the basis of the attestations WX§§XLãWD and WX§§X ãWD, both denoting 
[tuHw

}sta], I assume that we phonologically have to interpret this verb as /tuHws-/. 
Despite the fact that I have treated WX§§Xã�£ ¤  ‘to end’  and WX§ã� ¨ © ª ¤ «  ‘to cut off, to 
separate’  separately, I do believe that it is likely that they go back to the same 
origin (cf. ModEng. FXW RXW ‘to stop’ ). As I have stated under WX§ã� ¨ © ª ¤ « , I have not 
been able to find good IE comparanda.  
 
WX©©Xã� ´ µ ¶ § ·  ‘to cut off, to separate’ : see WX§ã� ¨ © ª ¤ «   
 
WX©XãLªDH�¦ §  (Ic2) ‘to await, to wait and see’ : 3sg.pret.act. GX�§X�ãL�¨D�LW (KBo 5.8 
iii 17), WX�§X�ãL�¨D�L[W] (KBo 16.8 iii 21, KBo 8.34, 3), WX�§X�Xã�ãL�¨D�LW (KBo 2.5 i 
2), WX�X�§X�ãL�¨D�LW (KUB 19.13 i 30), 1pl.pres.act. WX�X�§X�ãL�¨D�X�H�QL (KUB 
19.13 i 16). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. WD©XãLªD� ‘to keep silent/quiet(?)’  (1sg.pret.act. WD�§X�ãL�
¨D�D§�§D, GD�§X�ãL�¨D�D§�§D, GD�§X�X�ãL�¨D�D�D§�§D). 
  
This verb is consistently spelled with single �§� (e.g. Tischler’ s citing (HEG T: 
421) as “ WX§§XVL\D�”  is incorrect). Its CLuwian counterpart, WD§XãL¨D� (which is 
attested in Hittite texts but must be Luwian because of the ending �§§D and the 
use of gloss wedges), is spelled with �D�. The alteration Hitt. WX§Xã� vs. CLuw. 
WD§Xã� may indicate that the first vowel is anaptyctic and that we are dealing with 
phonological /thusia-/.  
 It is difficult to etymologize this verb. It is generally acknowledged that 
laryngeals are lost after stops (e.g. SDOWDQD� < *SOWK ¥ HQR�,�2sg.pret. �WWD < *-WK ¥ H), 
which means that a preform *WK ¥ X� should yield Hitt. WX�. Oettinger’ s connection 
(1979a: 326) with Skt. W ��¶P ‘quietly’ , which must reflect *WX+V�,�implies that a 
preform *WXK ¥ V� yielded PAnat. *WX+V�,�which was metathesized to *W+XV� after 
the period that *WK ¥ 9 > W9. All in all, I would remain sceptical about this 
etymology.  
 
WX©©XÓDL����WX©©XL��(c.) ‘smoke’ : nom.sg. W~§�§X�Lã (KUB 17.10 iv 21 (OH/MS), 
KUB 33.36 ii 5 (OH/MS)), W~§�§X�X�ÑD�Lã (KUB 5.24 ii 16 (NS)), acc.sg. W~§�§X�
LQ (KBo 8.35 iii 6 (MH/MS)), W~§�§X�L�LQ (KBo 12.89 iii 8, 17 (MS)), W~§�§X�ÑD�
LQ (KBo 10.2 iii 40 (OH/NS)), W~§�§X�X�ÑD�LQ (KUB 24.5+ obv. 14 (NS)), instr.? 
W~§�§X�L[W] (KUB 2.4 ii 4 (OH/NS)). 
  PIE *G ¬ XpK ¥ �X� L�V, *G ¬ XK ¥ �X�yL�P, *G ¬ XK ¥ �X�L�yV 
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The meaning ‘smoke’  is assured by the fact that in the bilingue KBo 10.1 / KBo 
10.2, W~§�§X�ÑD�LQ (KBo 10.2 iii 40) corresponds to Akk. T~�XW�UD ‘smoke’  (KBo 
10.1 rev. 23). All forms are written with the TAÏ-sign, which can be read WD§ as 
well as W~§: so a reading WD§§XÑDL� as well as WX§§XÑDL� is possible. Traditionally, 
this word is transcribed WX§§XÑDL�.  
 Within the paradigm, we find forms that show a stem WX§§XL� as well as 
WX§§XÑDL�. The oldest attestations (MS) all show WX§§XL�,�whereas WX§§XÑDL� is 
found in NS texts only (but once in an OH/NS-text). For instance, Tischler (HEG 
T: 418) therefore concludes that WX§§XL� is the original form. Nevertheless, it is 
difficult to explain the forms with WX§§XÑDL� then: diphthong-stems are rare and 
unproductive. I therefore think that it is better to regard this word as an original 
diphthong-stem WX§§XÑDL� � WX§§XL� that must go back to the structure *&p&� L�V, 
*&&�yL�P, *&&�L�yV (cf. Weitenberg 1979).  
 Already since Petersen (1937: 210f.), this word is generally connected with the 
PIE root *G ¬ XK ¥ � ‘to produce smoke, to breath’ . Since all other IE languages only 
show reflexes of this root in the zero-grade, the only evidence for a full-grade 
form is found in Hitt. DQWXÑD§§Dã� ‘human being’  if this indeed reflects *K  Q�
G ¬ XHK ¥ �RV� ‘having breath inside’ . This means that for WX§§XÑDL� � WX§§XL� we have 
to assume a paradigm *G ¬ XpK ¥ �X� L�V, *G ¬ XK ¥ �X�yL�P, *G ¬ XK ¥ �X�L�yV, in which the 
stems WX§§XÑDL� and WX§§XL� were generalized on the basis of the oblique cases. 
The fact that between the root *G ¬ XK ¥ � and the suffix �RL� another suffix, �X�,� is 
found can be compared to e.g. ã NO L� < *VpK ¥ N�O� L�.  
 ̧�¹
GXªDQDOOL��(c.) ‘second in rank’ : nom.sg. GX�¨D�QD�DO�OL�Lã (IBoT 1.36 i 39), dat.-

loc.sg. GX�¨D�QD�DO�OL (IBoT 1.36 i 38). 
 IE cognates: Skt. GYD\i� ‘twofold, in pairs’ , Gr.  ‘both, two’ ,  
‘double’ , OCS G YRM  ‘twofold’ , Lith. GYHMu ‘two’ , GY MD ‘of two kinds’ . 
  PIE *GXL�¨R�QR� 
  
This word is hapax in the following context:  

 
IBoT 1.36 i  
(36)                                        ... D�SD�D�ã D SD�UD�D GD�PH�WD�QL  
(37) LÚ0(�â(�', WH�H]�]L D�SD�ã D SD�UD�D LÚWDU�UL�¨D�QD�DO�OL WH�H]�]L  
(38) LÚWDU�UL�¨D�QD�DO�OL�Lã PD LÚGX�¨D�QD�DO�OL WH�H]�]L  
(39) LÚGX�¨D�QD�DO�OL�Lã PD $�1$ UGULA 10 0[(]-â[(�'], WH�H]�]L  
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‘He passes it on to the other guard. That one passes it on to the one of third 

rank, the one of third rank passes it on to the one of second rank, and the one of 

second rank tells it to the Chief of ten Guards’ ,  
 

on the basis of which GX¨DQDOOL� can be determined as ‘the one of second rank’ . 
Because WDUUL¨DQDOOL� ‘third of rank’  must be a Luwian form (in Hittite, we would 
expect **WHUL¨D�) from *WUL�¨R�QR� + �DOOL�,� it is likely that GX¨DQDOOL� is Luwian, 
too, and reflects *GXL�¨R�QR� + �DOOL� (note that a reconstruction *GXLR� is unlikely 
as we would expect that here intervocalic *-¨� would disappear). See W Q for other 
descendants of PIE *GX�R�L� ‘two’ .  
 
WXN : see ] N � WX�  
 
WXNN� ¶ § �(IIIf) ‘to be visible, to be seen; to be important’ : 3sg.pres.midd. GX�XJ�JD�
D�UL (KUB 23.72+ ii 15 (MH/MS)), GX�XN�ND º �D�UL (KUB 55.43 i 4, 9, iii 1 
(MH/MS), KUB 29.1 ii 10 (OH/NS), KUB 59.43 i 3 (NS)), WX�XJ�JD�D�UL (KBo 
17.65 obv. 22 (2x) (MS)), WX�XN�ND º �D�UL (KBo 21.74 iii 5 (NS), KBo 22.230, 7 
(NS), KBo 40.369, 4 (NS), KUB 8.38 iii 6, 19 (NS)), GX�XN�ND º �UL (KUB 29.7 + 
KBo 21.41 ii 45 (MH/MS), KBo 4.9 i 10 (NS), KUB 9.32 i 7 (NS), KBo 4.1+ rev. 
11, 30 (NH)), GX�XJ�JD�UL (KUB 17.28 iii 25 (MH/NS)), WX�XN�ND º �UL (KBo 
30.186 rev. 19 (NS), KUB 55.48 i 13 (NS)), 3pl.pres.midd. GX�XN�ND º �DQ�GD�UL 
(KBo 21.76, 14 (NS)), 3sg.pret.midd. GX�XN�ND º �D�WL (KUB 41.18 ii 8 (MS?)), WX�
XN�ND º �D�DW (KBo 4.12 obv. 18 (NH)), WX�XJ�JD�DW (KBo 5.3 ii 25 (NS)). 
 Derivatives: WXNN ãã�¦ §  (Ib2) ‘to become important(?)’  (3sg.pres.act. GX�XN�NL�Lã�
]L (KUB 5.6 ii 61), WX�XN�NL�Lã�]L (KUB 8.53 ii 2 // KBo 10.47c iv 28)). 
 IE cognates: Skt. WYiF� ‘skin’ , Hitt. WXHNN� � WXNN�. 
  PIE *WXN�y�UL 
  
This verb is consistently spelled with geminate �NN� and �JJ�,�never with single 
�N�. It is therefore unclear to me why e.g. Tischler (HEG T: 426) cites this verb is 
GXJ�J��. It denotes ‘to be visible’ , but also ‘to be important’ , especially in the 
syntagm / WXNN UL ‘it is not important’ . It is quite likely that this latter meaning 
developed out of the former (*’ it is not visible’  > ‘it does not have to be taken 
into account’ ).  
 A much cited etymology is the one given by Mudge (1931: 253) (followed by 
e.g Oettinger 1976b: 113), who connected the verb with *G ¬ HXJ ¬ � ‘to be of use’ . 
Apart from the fact that the semantic connection is rather weak, the formal side is 
difficult as well: *J ¬  cannot explain the geminate �NN� in Hittite (note that 
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Oettinger assumes that �NN� was secondarily taken over from “ rhyming”  ÑDNN UL 
‘to be lacking’ ; perhaps this etymological connection is the reason for Tischler to 
cite GXJ�J��,�suggesting that the geminate is not to be taken seriously). Schindler 
(1972: 36f.) connects WXNN� with Hitt. WXHNN�D�� � WXNN� ‘body’  (q.v.) and Skt. WYiF� 
‘skin’ , however, and postulates a root *WXHN� ‘to be visible’ . Formally as well as 
semantically this etymology is preferable (note that Oettinger’ s rejection (1976b: 
14417) of this etymology on the basis of the presumption that etymological *WX� 
cannot be spelled with the sign GX� in Hittite and that therefore a connection 
between GX�XN�ND » �D�UL and WX�HN�ND� is impossible, is falsified by the attestation 
abl. GX�HJ�JD�D] ‘body’  (KBo 34.62 rev. 12)). We therefore have to reconstruct 
WXNN UL as *WXN�y +UL.  
 The verbal forms WXNNLã]L and GXNNLã]L are given here as belonging to a verb 
WXNN ãã�¼ ½  (following Tischler l.c.), but it must be admitted that the meaning of 
these forms is not quite clear from the contexts.  
 
WXOLªD� (c.) ‘gathering, assembly’ : acc.sg. WX�OL�¨D�DQ (KBo 3.1 ii 34, 51), gen.sg. 
WX�OL�¨D�Dã (KUB 9.34 i 33, iv 12, KUB 6.45 iii 11, KUB 6.46 iii 50, KUB 21.19 
iv 10), WX�OL�¨D[-Dã] (KUB 21.19 iv 25), WX�X�OL�¨D�Dã (KUB 33.110, 5), dat.-loc.sg. 
WX�OL�¨D (KBo 6.3 iii 21, KBo 4.10 obv. 50, KUB 6.45 iii 12, KUB 23.77a obv. 11, 
KBo 8.35 ii 9, KBo 5.4 rev. 55, KUB 21.1 iv 39, KUB 21.4 iv 9, Bronzetafel iii 
79, KUB 21.19 iv 18, 19, KUB 4.1 ii 2, KUB 17.30 iii? 4), WX�X�OL�¨D (KUB 6.46 
iii 51), WX�~�OL�¨D (KUB 21.1 iv 39), WX�~�O �¨[D] (KUB 21.5 iv 45), dat.-loc.pl. WX�
OL�¨D�Dã (KBo 22.1, 16 (OS)). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. W OLªDããD�L� (adj.) ‘belonging to the assembly’  (nom.sg.c. 
WX�OL�¨D�Dã�ãL�Lã, nom.-acc.sg.n. WX�~�OL�L�¨D�Dã�ãD�DQ, WX�~�OL�¨D�Dã�ãD�DQ, abl.-instr. 
WX�~�O[L�¨D�Dã�ãD]-D�WL). 
  PIE *WX+�O�LR� ? 
  
This word is usually spelled without a plene vowel, although we twice find a 
plene spelling with the sign U and twice a plene spelling with the sign Ú. In 
CLuwian, this word is almost always spelled with Ú, however, which may 
indicate that the Hittite spellings with Ú are to be regarded as Luwianisms. For 
Hittite, this would mean that we should assume that WX�X�OL�¨D� is the correct 
spelling, and that we are dealing with /tolia-/. Duchesne-Guillemin (1947: 80) 
connected this word with the PIE root *WHX+� ‘to swell’  that shows an O-extension 
in e.g. Lith. WgODV ‘many’ , W O¿ ‘mass’ , OPr. W ODQ ‘many’ . If this connection is 
justified (formally as well as semantically it is possible), then we should 
reconstruct *WX+�O�LR�.  
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�WWXPD:�(2pl.pres.midd.-ending): see �WWXPD�UL�  
 ¾
W PDQWLªDWW��(c.) a kind of building, ‘ear-building(??)’ : dat.-loc.sg. WX�X�PD�DQ�WL�
¨D�DW�WL (KUB 17.24 ii 11). 
  
This word is hapax, and its identification as a building can be made on the basis 
of the use of the determinative É only: it is unclear exactly what kind of building 
is meant. Because of the formal similarity, one is inclined to compare it with 
CLuw. WXP�P�DQW� ‘ear’ , for which see at (UZU)LãW PDQ� � LãWDPLQ� ‘ear’ .  
 
�WWXPD�UL�,��WWXPDW�L� (2pl.midd.-endings) 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. ��G�GXÓDU�L� (2pl.midd.pres.-ending): D]�WX�X�ÑD�UL, PD�
D]�]D�DO�OD�ãD�GX�ÑD�UL, GD�D�DG�GX�ÑD�DU. 
  
In the middle paradigm we find the following endings of the 2pl.: �WWXPD and 
�WWXPDUL for the present and �WWXPDWL and �WWXPDW for the preterite/imperative. 
When attached to a stem ending in a vowel, these endings are usually spelled with 
geminate �WW� or �GG�: §DQQDGGXPDWL, §X¨DGGXPD, L¨DGGXPD, L¨DGGXPDW, 
NLGGXPDWL, ãDUUDGGXPD, SDLãNHWWXPD, ]D§§L¨DGGXPD, ]D§§L¨DGGXPDW. The few 
cases with single �W� or �G� (H�Hã�NH�GX�PD�DW (KUB 12.63 obv. 5), §D�DQ�QD�G[X�
PD�DW] (KBo 10.45 iii 36), §D�DQ�QD�GX�PD�WL (KUB 41.8 iii 8), §D�D[ã�ã]L�LN�NL�
GX�PD�DW (KBo 39.8 i 35) and ãDU�ND�OL�¨D�WX�PD�UL (KUB 1.16 ii 49)) in my view 
all should be regarded as simplified spellings. Spellings with geminate �PP� are 
attested in NS texts only and must be compared to the common fortition of OH 
/m/ to NH /M/ as described in § 1.4.7.1.c.  
 In the present, we find �WWXPD as well as �WWXPDUL, reminding us of e.g. 
1sg.pres.midd. �§§D besides �§§DUL, 2sg. �WWD / �WWDUL, 3sg. �D � �DUL and �WWD � �WWDUL, 
etc. Although the endings �WWXPD and �WWXPDUL are not attested often enough to 
really establish a distribution, it is likely that �WWXPD originally was used when the 
verb stem was stressed, and �WWXPDUL when the verb stem was unstressed (e.g. 
SDLãNHWWXPD (OS) /paiskétoma/ vs. ãDOLNWXPDUL (OS) /sliktomári/). In the 
preterite/imperative we find �WWXPDWL as well as �WWXPDW. Because this ending is not 
attested in OS texts, it is not easy to establish a distribution. In MS texts, we only 
find �WWXPDW, whereas �WWXPDWL is attested in NS texts only. At first sight, this 
seems to indicate that �WWXPDW is the original form with �WWXPDWL being a NH 
creation, but on the basis of the fact that the attestations of 3sg.pret.midd. �DWL and 
�DW seem to show a distribution between older �DWL and younger �DW, we may 
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assume that such a distribution underlies �WWXPDW and �WWXPDWL as well (but 
compare 3sg.pret.midd. �WWDWL, �WWDW where such a distribution is absent).  
 Within Anatolian, we must compare these endings to the CLuwian 
2pl.pres.midd.-ending ��G�GXÑDU�L�, which shows that Hitt. �WWXPD+ reflects older 
*-WWXÑD+. From an IE point of view, we must compare these endings with Skt. 
2pl.midd. �GKYH / �GKYDP and Gr. 2pl.midd. - . These latter endings seem to 
reflect *-G ¿ XH (thus e.g. Beekes 1995: 241), but this is not a possible 
reconstruction for Hittite (cf. the �WW� = /-t-/ that cannot be explained by *-G ¿ �). 
Melchert (1984a: 26) reconstructs *-GK À XH, which indeed would account for Hitt. 
�WW� as well as �XP� (for *&+X9 > Hitt. &XP9, cf. e.g. *GK Á �ÑpQL > WXP QL). 
Nevertheless, *-GK À XH probably should have yielded Skt. �G�K�LYD and Gr. *- .  
 

��G U� ��G Q� (n.) ‘urine’ : nom.-acc.sg. � GX�~�~U (KUB 13.4 iii 67), [G]X?�~�XU 
(KBo 16.99 i 6). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. G U���G Q� (n.) ‘urine’  (abl.-instr. GX�~�QD�WL). 
  PIE *VpLN Â �U, *VpLN Â �Q� ? 
  
This word is hapax in KUB 13.4 iii 67f.: D�Sp�H�GD�QL PD DINGIRMEŠ�Hã ]D�DN�
NDU � GX�~�XU (68) D�GD�DQ�QD D�NX�ÑD�DQ�QD St�DQ�]L ‘To him the gods will give 
faeces (and) G U for eating (and) for drinking’ . In this context, it is clear that G U 
must mean ‘urine’ . Because of the use of the gloss wedges, it is very likely that 
the word is Luwian. In CLuwian contexts we find an abl.-instr. G QDWL in KUB 
35.102(+) ii (8) [DQ�QL�Lã N]X ÑD WL SiU�QD�DQ�]D GX�~�QD�WL (9) [SD�DS�SiU�]NX�
ÑD�DW�WL ‘The mother cleans the house with G.’ , with additions on the basis of ibid. 
(15) [D]Q�QL�Lã NX ÑD WL SiU�QD�DQ�]D PD�DG�GX�~[-ÑD�WL] (16) [S]D�DS�SiU�NX�
ÑD�DW�WL ‘The mother cleans the house with wine’ . Although the meaning of 
G QDWL cannot be ascertained from the context, a meaning ‘urine’  is not 
impossible (see Starke 1990: 569 for this interpretation). If these considerations 
are correct, then we are dealing with a CLuwian U�Q-stem G U � G Q� ‘urine’ .  
 CLuw. G U was connected with Hitt. ã §XU � ã §XQ� ‘urine’ � DOUHDG\� E\� ýRS�
(1965: 100ff.), which is semantically appealing and formally only strengthened 
by the discovery of the oblique stem G Q�. Nevertheless, details are unclear. As I 
have shown under the lemma ã §XU � ã §XQ� I believe that this word was 
borrowed into Hittite from another Anatolian language (Palaic?) in which PIE 
*VpLN Â �U � *VpLN Â �Q� regularly yielded ã §XU � ã §XQ�. Although the details 
regarding the initial consonant are not fully clear, I believe that in Luwian, a pre-
from *&pLN Â U would through PAnat. *& J Â U and pre-Luwian *& " Â U yield CLuw. 
& U. Note that in the other words where Luwian W� seems to correspond to Hitt. ã�,�
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we are also dealing loss of a PAnat. *J in Luwian (CLuw. W ÑD�L� ~ Hitt. ã NXÑD� 
‘eye’  < *VyN Â R�,�CLuw. W LQ� ~ Hitt. ã NDQ � ãDNQ� ‘oil’  < *VyJ Ã ¿ Ä ��H�Q�). Perhaps 
this loss of PAnat. *-J� caused initial *V� to yield Luw. W�.  
 Å'Æ Ç
W UL�� (n./c.) ‘spear, lance’  (Sum. GIŠŠUKUR): nom.-acc.sg. WX�X�UL (OS), 

acc.sg.c. WX�X�UL�LQ, gen.sg. WX�X�UL�¨D�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. WX�X�UL�¨D. 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. 

Å'Æ Ç
W UD�L�,�stick or weapon (acc.sg. WX�X�UL�LP ãD�DQ, WX�

X�UL�LQ, GX�X�UL�LQ, abl.-instr. WX�X�UD�D�WL, WX�X�UD�WL), W U � ‘to use the W UD�L�’  
(3sg.pret.act. WX�X�UD�D�DW�WD, WX�X�UD�DW�WD, 3sg.imp.act. WX�UD�DG�GX). 
  
This word is attested from OS texts onwards and consistently spelled with plene 
�X�. It denotes ‘spear, lance’ . The exact meaning of the CLuwian cognate 
GIŠW UD�L� is less clear, however. Its interpretation depends on a difficult passage in 
a ritual in which items are buried in order to make the evilness disappear (see at 
W NDQ � WDNQ� for a treatment of the word LQ]DJ Q):  

 
KUB 35.54 ii  
(31) ]D�D�~�L ]L�¨D�DU NUMUN

È
I.A�QD [S]X�X�QD�D�WD  

(32) LQ�]D�JD�D�DQ ÑD�Dã�§D D �D�WD [%(�]Ê/ SÍSKUR  
(33) GIŠ§D�DW�WD�UD�D�WL §D�DW�WD[-U]L�LW�WD  
(34) GIŠWX�X�UD�D�WL SD �D�WD WX�X�U[D�D�D]W�WD  
(35) D �D�WD LP�UD�Dã�ãD½�DQ¾ dIŠKUR�X[Q�W]L SD�UL  
(36) WD�UD�D�X�L�LW�WD  
 
‘Here lie down all the seeds, the tools and the sacralized objects. The ritual 

patient has §.-ed them with a §. and W.-ed them with a W. and has delivered them 

to the Storm-god of the Open Field’ . 
 

Starke (1990: 310) translates ‘mit dem Grabstock aber hat er es eingegraben’ , 
which indeed seems to make sense. This is important, as it could indicate that 
W UL� originally meant ‘stick’ . On this basis, Neumann (1976: 310) connects the 
word with PIE *�V�WHX� ‘to strike, to hit’  (e.g. in MIr. W DJ ‘axe’ , OHG VWRF 
‘stick’ , Lat. WXGHV ‘hammer’ ), assuming that W UL� shows the suffic �UL� (compare 
HGUL� ‘food’ , DXUL� ‘lookout’ , etc.). As we see in § 1.3.9.4.f, however, we would 
expect that *WHXUL� would yield Hitt. **/tgri-/, spelled **WX�~�UL�,� whereas the 
spelling WX�X�UL� points to /tóri-/. This could point to an etymological connection 
with the verb W UL¨H�D�¼ ½  /torie/a-/ ‘to harness’  that reflects *G ¿ XK É U�¨H�R�.  
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W ULªH�D�Ê Ë � (Ic1) ‘to harness’ : 3sg.pres.act. WX�X�UL�H]�]L (OS), WX�X�UL�H�H]�]L 
(MH/MS), WX�X�UL�¨D�D]�]L (MH/MS), WX�X�UL�¨D�]L, WX�X�UL�H�]L, 1pl.pres.act. WX�X�
UL�¨D�X�H�QL (KUB 13.35 iii 25), 3pl.pres.act. WX�X�UL�¨D�DQ�]L (OS), WX�UL�¨D�DQ�]L 
(1x), 1sg.pret.act. WX�X�UL[-¨D�QX�(XQ)] (KBo 10.2 iii 42), WX�X�UL�¨D�QX[-XQ] (KBo 
18.57 obv. y+1), 3pl.pret.act. WX�X�UL�HU (KBo 3.8 iii 17), WX�UL�HU (KBo 3.34 i 16 
(OH/NS)), 2pl.imp.act. WX�X�UL�¨D�DW�WpQ (KUB 24.3+ ii 37); part. WX�X�UL�¨D�DQ�W�,�
WX�UL�¨D�DQ�W� (rare); verb.noun.gen.sg. WX�X�UL�¨D�X�Dã (OS), WX�X�UL�¨D�ÑD�Dã (OS); 
impf. WX�X�UL�Hã�NH�D� (MH/MS), WX�X�UL�Lã�NH�D� (MH/MS). 
 IE cognates: Skt. GK~U� ‘yoke; pole or shaft of a carriage’ , Gr.  ‘pivot of a 
door; axle of a chariot’ , TochA WXUVNR ‘ox of burden, draught bull’ . 
  PIE *G ¿ XK É U�¨H�R� ? 
  
Most of the attestations of this verb are spelled with plene �X�: WX�X�UL�,�which 
spelling is found in OS texts already. This points to a phonological interpretation 
/torie/a-/. Since Sommer (1949: 162), this verb is generally connected with Skt. 
GK~U� ‘yoke; pole or shaft of a carriage’  (nom.sg. GKgU, acc.sg. GKXUDP). 
Mayrhofer (1986-2002: s.v.) reconstructs GKgU as *G ¿ Ñ�K É , and connects it with 
Gr.  ‘pivot of a door; axle of a chariot’ , which should reflect *G ¿ Ñ�K É �¨R�. In 
Hittite, W UL¨H�D� seems rather to reflect *G ¿ XK É U�¨H�R�,�however. Perhaps we have 
to assume laryngeal-metathesis.  
 See at GIŠW UL� ‘spear’  for the possibility that it is cognate with W UL¨H�D�¼ ½ .  
 
WXãN�LªH�D��Ê Ë  (Ib1 > Ic1, IIa1 ) ‘to be happy, to entertain (oneself), to play’ : 
2sg.pres.act. GX�Xã�NDW�WL (KUB 6.46 iv 32 (NH)), GX�Xã�JD�DW�WL (KBo 25.184 iii 
7 (NS)), 3sg.pres.act. WX�Xã�NL�H]�]L (KBo 32.15 ii 21 (MS)), GX�Xã�NL�H]�]L (KBo 
32.15 ii 23, 24 (fr.) (MH/MS), KUB 27.49 iii 14 (NS)), GX�Xã�NL�¨D�]L (KUB 14.7 
iv 14 (NH)), GX�Xã�JD�L (KUB 6.45 iii 61 (NH), KUB 6.46 iv 30 (fr.) (NH)), 
3pl.pres.act. GX�Xã�NiQ�]L (KUB 20.92 vi? 15 (NS), KBo 30.77 iv 13 (NS), KUB 
59.34 iii 4 (NS), KUB 17.35 ii 26 (NS)), GX�Xã�ND » �DQ�]L (KUB 55.60 iv 11 (NS)), 
1sg.pret.act. GX�Xã�NX�XQ (KUB 21.38 obv. 2 (NH), KBo 18.23 obv. 6 (NH)), WX�
Xã�NX�XQ (KBo 10.12 i 21 (NH)), 3sg.pret.act. GX�Xã�NLW Ì  (KBo 13.94, 14 
(OH/NS)); 3sg.pres.midd. GX�Xã�NDW�WD (KUB 33.120 i 27 (MH/NS)), 
3pl.pres.midd. GX�Xã�NiQ�WD (KBo 13.94, 12 (OH/NS)), GX�Xã�NiQ�WD�UL (KUB 
29.1 iii 50 (OH/NS)), 3sg.pret.midd. GX�Xã�NDW�WD�DW (KUB 36.12 i 10 (NS), KBo 
26.70 i 10 (MH/NS)), 2sg.imp.midd. GX�Xã�NL�Lã�§X�XW (KUB 59.70 iii 8 (NS)), 
3pl.imp.midd. GX�Xã�NiQ�WD�UX (KUB 45.20 ii 12 (MH/NS)); verb.noun GX�Xã�NX�
XP�PDU (KBo 1.35, 4 (NS)), GX�Xã�NL�¨D�X�ÑD�DU (KUB 3.99 ii 10 (NS)); impf. 
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GX�Xã�NL�Lã�NH�D� (MH/MS), WX�Xã�NL�Lã�NH�D� (KBo 3.40+, 3 (OH/NS)), GX�Xã�NL�
Hã�NH�D�. 
 Derivatives: WXãNDUL� ‘happiness’  (gen.sg. [W]X�Xã�ND�UL�L�Dã (KBo 25.112 ii 20 
(OS)); broken WX�Xã�ND�U[L�...] (KBo 7.54 ii 6)), WXãNDUDWW� (c.) ‘happiness, 
entertainment’  (nom.sg. GX�Xã�JD�UD�D], GX�Xã�ND » �UD�D], acc.sg. WX�Xã�JD�UD�DW�
WD�DQ (KUB 33.68 ii 16), GX�Xã�JD�UD�DW�WD�DQ, GX�Xã�JD�UD�WD�DQ (MH/MS), GX�
Xã�JD�UD�DW�WDQÍ  (KUB 49.100 rev.? 11 (NH)), gen.sg. WX�Xã�ND�UD�DW�WD�Dã (KUB 
36.110 rev. 14 (OS)), dat.-loc.sg. GX�Xã�JD�UD�DW�WL (RS 25.421 rev. 58), GX�Xã�ND�
UD�WL (KUB 22.42 obv. 6 (NH)), abl. GX�Xã�ND�UD�DW�WD�]D (NH)), GXãJDQX�Ê Ë  (Ib2) 
‘to make happy’  (2pl.imp.act. GX�Xã�JD�QX�XW�WH�HQ (KBo 12.18 i 12)), GXãNDUDWDU�
��GXãNDUDQQ� (n.) ‘happiness’  (abl. GX�Xã�JD�UD�QD�]D (IBoT 1.33, 16, 59), dat.-
loc. GX�Xã�ND » �UD�DQ�QL (KUB 33.103 ii 12), GX�Xã�JD�UD�QL (IBoT 1.33, 19), 
all.sg. WX�Xã�JD�UD�DQ�QD (KBo 3.21 iii 25)), GXãJDULªDWDU� �� GXãJDULªDQQ� (n.) 
‘happiness’  (dat.-loc.sg. GX�Xã�JD�UL�¨D�DQ�QL (RS 25.421 rev. 61)), 
GXãJDUDXÓDQW� (adj.) ‘happy, glad’  (nom.sg.c. GX�Xã�JD�UD�X�ÑD�DQ�]D, nom.-
acc.pl.n. GX�Xã�JD�UD�X�DQ�GD). 
  
It is difficult to establish what the original stem of this verb is. E.g. Oettinger 
(1979a: 326) interprets the verb as WXãNH�D�¼ ½  (probably inspired by his etymology, 
< *WXV�V�H�R�). In my view, 1sg.pret.act. WXãNXQ and GXãNXQ prove that the stem 
cannot have been WXãNH�D�,� as we then would expect **WXãNHQXQ. These forms 
seem to point to WXãN�¼ ½  only. The forms 2sg.pres.act. GXãNDWWL and GXãJDWWL then 
perhaps denote /tuskti/. The derivative GXãJDQX� hardly can be seen as belonging 
with a stem WXãNH�D�: it likely denotes /tusknu-/. The 3sg.pres.act. GX�Xã�KI�IZ�]L, 
which in principle can be interpreted as GX�Xã�NH�H]�]L = /tusketsi/ as from a stem 
WXãNH�D�,�can be read GX�Xã�NL�H]�]L = /tuskietsi/ as well, as from a stem WXãNL¨H�D�¼ ½ . 
When we assume that the stem was WXãN�¼ ½  with a variant WXãNL¨H�D�¼ ½ , we perhaps 
can interpret the stem WXãNDUD� seen in the derivatives WXãNDUDWW�,� WXãNDU WDU and 
WXãNDUDÑDQW� as /tuskra-/. Note that Rieken (1999a: 116-7) interprets these words 
as /tuskra-/ as well, although this is in conflict with her view that the verb is 
WXãNH�D�¼ ½ . She therefore states that “ es sich wahrscheinlich um eine Reimbildung 
zu *QD§ãDUD� [handelt], da �UD� nicht an thematischen Verben tritt” .  
 The root WXãN� can only reflect a preform *7XV.�. All proposed etmologies, 
however, presuppose that WXãN� is a �ãNH�R�derived stem. Petersen (1937: 211, 
widely followed, e.g. by Oettinger l.c., Rieken l.c.) connected the verb with Skt. 
W~�\DWL ‘to be satisfied’  and reconstructed *WXV�V�H�R�. Neumann DSXG Tischler 
(HEG T: 466) connects the verb with ON ìêèU ‘friendly’ , Goth. ìLXì ‘das Gute’ , 
which reflect a root *WHX� ‘in freundlichem Sinne die Aufmerksamkeit 
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zuwenden’ . In my view, these proposals cannot be correct. The verb WXãN�¼ ½  rather 
reflects a root *7XV.�,�which is comparable in structure to e.g. *PHVJ�,�*UHVJ� and 
*WUHV�� in LIV2. Unfortunately I have not been able to find cognates.  
 ÎÐÏIÑIÏnÒ

GXWWDULªDWD�L�� (c.) a female functionary: nom.sg. GX�XW�WDU�UL�¨D�WL�Lã (KUB 
22.40 iii 18), GX�XW�WDU�¨D�WD�Dã! (Bo 4120 r.col. 4), gen.sg. GX�XW�WDU�UL�¨D�WL�¨D�Dã 
(KBo 24.126 obv. 28). 
 Anat. cognates: HLuw. WXZDWUD�L� ‘daughter’  (acc.sg. FILIAW~�ZD�L�WDUD�L�QD 
(TELL AHMAR 1 §24), FILIAW~�ZD�L�WD[UD�L�QD] (TELL AHMAR 1 §29), FILIA�
WDUD�L�QD� �.(/(./ø� ������ /\F�� NEDWUD� ‘daughter’  (nom.sg. NEDWUD, acc.sg. 
NEDWUX, dat.sg. NEDWUL). 
  PAnat. *GXHJWU�,�*GXJWU� 
 IE cognates: Skt. GXKLWiU�,�Gr. , Gr. (Myc.) WX�ND�WH� (in compounds), 
TochB WN FHU, TochA FN FDU, Arm. GRZVWU, Osc. IXWtU, ModHG 7RFKWHU, Lith. 
GXNW¿, OCS G ãWL, Gaul. GX WLU ‘daughter’ . 
  PIE *G ¿ XpJK À �WU, *G ¿ XJK À �WpU�P, *G ¿ XJK À �WU�yV 
  
The treatment of these words must start with Lyc. NEDWUD�. Already in 1893, 
Imbert (1893: 89) identified this word as ‘daughter’ . A few years later, Bugge 
(1901: 25) argued that NEDWUD� must reflect *WÑDWUD� (cf. NEL ‘two’  < *GÑL�) and 
ultimately must belong with the other IE words for ‘daughter’ . In 1978, Hawkins 
shows that in HLuwian a cognate can be found in the form of FILIAW~�ZD�L�WDUD�L�,�
which he convincingly identifies as ‘daughter’ .  
 The Hittite word for ‘daughter’  is never written phonetically. On the basis of 
acc.sg. DUMU.MUNUS�OD�DQ (KBo 20.101 rev.? 3), we have to assume that it 
probably ended in �OD� and therefore hardly can be cognate with the HLuwian and 
Lycian word. Nevertheless, Starke (1987) argues that some words in the Hittite 
texts belong with WXZDWUD�L� and NEDWUD�. In KUB 40.2 rev. 5 we find a well called 
TÚL'X�ÑD�DW�WD�UL�QD�Dã, which Starke interprets as “ Töchterchen”  (1987: 251). 
Unfortunately, this meaning cannot be verified. A better candidate for a cognate 
could be MUNUSGXWWDUUL¨DWD�L�. This word, which is attested a few times only (see 
Tischler HEG T: 471f. for attestations and treatment), denotes a female 
functionary. Although the exact meaning is unknown and a connection with 
‘daughter’  cannot be ascertained, the fact that this word denotes a female 
functionary (compare MUNUSãLÑDQ]DQQD�,�a priestess, lit. ‘divine mother’ ) and is 
formally quite similar is remarkable at least. Because of the alteration between a 
stem GXWWDU¨DWD� and GXWWDUUL¨DWL�,� it is likely that we are dealing with a word of 
Luwian origin (note that Melchert in his CLuwian Lexicon (1993b: 238) 
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confidently cites this word as “ GXWWDUL\DWD�L� ‘daughter’  (or simil.)” ). So, all in all, 
we are dealing with HLuw. WXZDWUD�L� and Lyc. NEDWUD� that clearly mean 
‘daughter’ , MUNUSGXWWDUUL¨DWD�L� (a Luwian word in Hittite contexts) that could 
well be cognate, and TÚL'XÑDWWDULQD�,� the appurtenance of which is far from 
assured.  
 The etymological interpretation of these forms is quite difficult. It is generally 
accepted that the words for ‘daughter’  in the other IE languages all point to a 
preform *G ¿ XJK À WHU� (Skt. GXKLWiU�,�Gr. , TochB WN FHU, etc.). How to get 
from *G ¿ XJK À WHU� to HLuw. WXZDWUD�L� and Lyc. NEDWUD� is in debate, however, 
especially with regard to the origin of �D�. In earlier times, it was often stated that 
�D� reflects the vocalized laryngeal: G ¿ XJK À WU� (or *G ¿ XJ À WU�) > *WXJDWU� > WXZDWU� 
> Lyc. NEDWU� (cf. most recently Kimball 1999: 388). Nowadays it has become 
clear that “ [t]here is no solid evidence for “ vocalization”  of */h2/ anywhere in 
Anatolian”  (Melchert 1994a: 70: alleged ãDNO L� ‘custom, rite’  from *VK À N�ORL� is 
rather to be interpreted as ã NO L� < *VHK À N�ORL�).  
 With the elimination of *K À  as a possible explanation for �D�,� e.g. Melchert 
(1994a: 69) has to assume that in *G ¿ XJK À WU� > *GXJWU� an anaptytic vowel 
emerged: *GXJ Ó WU� > *GXJDWU�. After the loss of PAnat. *J, this form then would 
yield Luw. WXZDWU� and, later on, Lyc. NEDWU� (with *WÑ� > NE�). This is not a very 
attractive scenario, however. If the cluster *9JWU9 needed anaptyxis at all, we 
would expect to find vocalization of *U: *9JW U9 (also a sequence *9JWU& was 
likely solved as *9JW U&). Moreover, if MUNUSGXWWDUUL¨DWD�L� indeed is cognate, it 
would show a Luwian form without an anaptyctic vowel before *-W�. It seems to 
reflect *GXJW�D�U¨DGD�L� < *G ¿ XJK À W�H�U�.  
 In my view, we will not easily be able to explain the vowel �D� and the 
difference between GXWWDUUL¨DWD�L� and WXZDWUD� without assuming that we are 
dealing with a real vowel and with ablaut. I therefore want to propose that 
GXWWDUUL¨DWD�L� indeed reflects *G ¿ XJK À W�H�U�,� but that WXZDWUD�L� and NEDWUD� go 
back to *GÑHWU� < *GÑHJWU� < *G ¿ XHJK À WU� (note that NEDWUD� must show D�umlaut 
from older *NEHWUD�; for disappearance of *J in front of consonant cf. CLuw. 
Q QD� ~ Hitt. QHNQD� < *QHJQR�).  
 My reconstruction implies that the PIE word for ‘daughter’  originally showed 
ablaut in the root: nom.sg. *G ¿ XpJK À WU, acc.sg. *G ¿ XJK À WpUP, gen.sg. *G ¿ XJK À WUyV. 
Note that this inflection is supported by the peculiar accentuation pattern as 
visible in Greek: nom.sg.  < * , acc.sg. , gen.sg. 

. In Anatolian, nom.sg. *G ¿ XpJK À WU was enlarged with *-HK À � and 
regularly yielded HLuw. WXZDWUD�L� and Lyc. NEDWUD�. On the basis of either the 
stem *G ¿ XJK À WpU� or *G ¿ XJK À WU� a derivative in *�¨R� (or *�¨HK À �) was formed, 
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which functioned as the basis for Luw. *GXWWDUUL¨DWD�L� (for the suffix �DWD�L� 
compare CLuw. §X§DWDOOD�L� ‘ancestral’ , derived from *§X§DWD�L�,�besides § §D� 
‘grandfather’ ), which was borrowed into Hittite as MUNUSGXWWDUUL¨DWD�L�. After the 
splitting off of Anatolian, nom.sg. *G ¿ XpJK À WU was secondarily altered to 
*G ¿ XJK À W²U (attested thus abundantly in the other IE languages) on the basis of e.g. 
*SK À W²U ‘father’ , which is the reason that no traces of ablaut are found anymore 
outside of Anatolian.  
 
W ÓD�(adv.) ‘far’ : WX�X�ÑD (NH).  
 Derivatives: WXÓ Q ‘to this side’ , WXÓ Q ... WXÓ Q ‘to this side ... to that side’  (WX�
ÑD�D�DQ (OS), WX�X�ÑD�DQ (OS, 1x), GX�ÑD�D�DQ, GX�ÑD�DQ), WXÓ QWD (adv.) ‘to this 
side’  (WX�ÑD�D�DQ�WD (KBo 25.42 l.col. 12), WX�ÑD�DQ�WD (KBo 25.41 + KBo 30.114 
obv. 8)), W ÓD] (adv.) ‘from afar’  (WX�X�D] (OS), WX�X�ÑD�D] (OS), WX�X�ÑD�]D (1x)), 
W ÓDOD� (adj.) ‘far’  (nom.sg.c. WX�X�ÑD�O[D�Dã] (KBo 1.31 rev. 16), dat.-loc.sg. WX�
X�ÑD�OL (KBo 4.14 ii 57), all.sg. WX�X�ÑD�OD (KUB 8.14 rev. 7)). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. G ÓD]D� (adj.) ‘wide(?)’  (acc.sg. GX�~�ÑD�]D�DQ). 
 IE cognates: Skt. G UiP ‘far away’ , G UiW ‘from afar’ , Gr.  ‘for a long time, 
far’ , (Dor.) ,  ‘for a long time, far’ , Gr.  ‘lasting long’ , Lat. G GXP 
‘for a long time already’ . 
  PIE *GXHK À P 
  
Although I have cited these words under the lemma W ÑD, on the basis of the 
chronological distribution we probably should conclude that W ÑD, which is 
attested in NH texts only, was a NH analogical creation on the basis of W ÑD] and 
W ÑDQ, which are both attested in OS texts. Despite the fact that W ÑDQ ‘to this 
side’  and W ÑD] ‘from afar’  are semantically rather different, already Pisani (1940: 
354) suggests that they belong together, which means that W ÑDQ represents a 
petrified accusative, W ÑD] an old ablative and W ÑD an allative form.  
 Already Benveniste (1932: 142f.) etymologically connected W ÑD ‘far’  and W ÑD] 
‘from afar’  with Skt. G UiP ‘far away’ , G UiW ‘from afar’ , Gr.  ‘long, far’  (< 
* ) etc., which reflect a root *GXHK À �. Eichner (1978: 16069) reconstructs W ÑD� 
as *GXK À �¨R�,�but this is problematic in view of W ¨H]]L < *WHK À ¨HWL and §X¨DQ]L < 
*K À XK É ¨HQWL that shows that we then would expect a form **W ¨D�. Although a form 
**W ¨D� would yield Hitt. W ÑD� in NH times, we would expect that in OS texts the 
intervocalic �¨� still would be present (compare OS §X¨DQ]L > NH §XÑDQ]L), which 
contrasts with the fact that already in OS texts we find the spelling WX�X�ÑD�D]. 
Melchert (1984a: 30) has a different opinion and equates WXÑ Q with Gr. , 
which he reconstructs as *GXHK À P. If this reconstruction is correct, it would show 
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a few important things. Firstly, in a sequence *7ÑHK À � the �Ñ� was retained (unlike 
in a sequence *7ÑR > Hitt. 7D). Second, a sequence *-HK À P did not yield *-D§§DQ 
or *-D§§XQ, as one could have expected, but gave Hitt. � Q (possibly an PIE 
development already, sometimes referred to as ‘Stang’ s Law’ ). Moreover, this 
form would show that we are dealing with an old root-noun *GXHK À V, *GXHK À P, 
*GXK À RV. In my view, the only way that we can explain the forms W ÑD] and W ÑD 
then, is assuming the following scenario. In the cases where we find *GXHK À &, the 
*K À  is regularly lost, probably through a stage *GXD"& (with neutralization of *K À  
to " in front of consonant). In my view, we could envisage that in a paradigm 
where we find *GXD"& besides *GX�9, the consonant *" has been generalized 
throughout the paradigm, yielding *GX"9, which regularly developed into Hitt. 
W Ñ9.  
 The CLuwian adjective G ÑD]D�,� which is used as an epithet of WL¨DPP�L�� 
‘earth’  and often translated as ‘wide’ , is sometimes regarded as a cognate to Hitt. 
W ÑD. Apart from the fact that a meaning ‘wide’  is unassured, the formal aspect is 
not easy either because of the unexplained �]D� in Luwian.  
 
W ÓDQ: see W ÑD  
 
GXÓDUQL�Ê Ë ���GXÓDUQ��(Ia1 > Ic2, IIa1 , Ic1 > Ic2) ‘to break (something); (midd.) 
to break (intr.)’ .: 1sg.pres.act. GX�ÑD�DU�QD�D§�§L (KBo 32.19 ii 28 (MH/MS), 
KBo 22.137 iii 4 (NS)), GX�ÑD�DU�QD�[D§�§L] (KBo 22.137 iii 2 (NS)), GX�ÑD�DU�
QD�D�D§�§L (NH), 2sg.pres.act. GX�ÑD�DU�QD�DW�WL (KUB 15.19 obv. 7 (NS)), 
3sg.pres.act. WX�ÑD�D[U�...] (KBo 6.2 i 20 (OS)), GX�ÑD�DU�QL�L]�]L (KBo 15.10 iv 
36 (OH/MS), HKM 60 rev. 24 (MH/MS), KBo 39.258, 11 (MS), KBo 6.4 i 27, 30 
(OH/NS), KUB 9.28 iii 26 (MH/NS), KBo 30.2, 7 (NS), KBo 40.46 ii 2 (NS), 
KUB 7.53+ ii 53 (NS)), WX�ÑD�DU�QL�L]�]L (KBo 39.8 iv 13 (MH/MS)), GX�ÑD�DU�
QL�]L (KBo 6.3 iii 70 (OH/NS)), WX�ÑD�D[U�Q]L�L]�]L (KBo 6.3 i 29 (OH/NS)), WX�
ÑD�DU�QD�]L (KBo 6.3 i 31 (OH/NS)), GX�ÑD�DU�QD�L (KBo 39.8 ii 11 (MH/MS), 
KUB 24.9 ii 43 (OH/NS), KUB 48.118, 13 (NH)), WX�ÑD�DU�QD�L (KBo 24.1 i 8, 
12 (MH/MS)), GX�ÑD�DU�QD�D�L (KUB 26.1 iii 64 (NH)), GX�ÑD�DU�QL�¨D�D]�]L 
(KUB 17.27 ii 36 (MH/NS)), GX�ÑD�DU�QL�¨D�]L (KUB 17.28 ii 49 (MH/NS)), GX�
ÑD�DU�QL�H�H]�]L (NH), GX�ÑD�DU�QD�D�L]�]L (NH), WX�ÑD�DU�QD�D�L]�]L (NH), GX�ÑD�
DU�QL�¨D�L]�]L (KUB 30.15 i 35 (OH/NS)), 3pl.pres.act. WX�ÑD�DU�QD�DQ�]L (KBo 
39.8 iv 14 (MH/MS)), GX�ÑD�DU�QD�DQ�]L (KBo 13.146 i 17 (OH/NS), KBo 6.34 ii 
43, iii 38 (MH/NS), KUB 9.6+ iii 23 (MH/NS)), WX�ÑD�DU�QL�¨D�DQ�]L (KBo 20.34 
obv. 10, 12 (OH/MS)), GX�ÑD�DU�QL�¨D�DQ�]L (KUB 30.19 iv 22 (OH/NS)), 
1sg.pret.act. GX�ÑD�DU�QL�QX�XQ (KUB 41.19 rev. 8 (MH/NS)), GX�ÑD�DU�QD�D§�
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§X�XQ (KUB 13.35 iv 25, 30 (NS)), 3sg.pret.act. GX�ÑD�DU�QL�LW (KUB 17.10 i 33 
(OH/MS), KBo 10.45 iii 33 (MH/NS)), GX�ÑD�DU�QD�Dã (NH), 3pl.pret.act. WX�ÑD�
DU�QL�HU (KUB 36.104 obv. 7 (OS), KBo 3.34 i 9 (OH/NS)), GX�ÑD�DU�QHU (KUB 
40.95 ii 13 (NS)), 3sg.imp.act. GX�ÑD�DU�QD�D�~ (KBo 6.34 iii 41 (MH/NS)), GX�
ÑD�DU�QD�GX (KBo 2.3 ii 42 (MH/NS)), 3pl.imp.act. GX�ÑD�DU�QD�DQ�GX (HKM 66 
obv. 19 (MH/MS), KBo 6.34 ii 52 (MH/NS)), GX�ÑD�DU�QL�¨D�DQ�GX (KBo 22.104, 
13 (undat.)); 3sg.pres.midd. GX�ÑD�DU�QD�DW�WD�UL (KBo 32.14 ii 48, iii 43 (fr.) 
(MH/MS), KBo 5.1 i 4 (MH/NS)), GX�ÑD�DU�QD�DG�GD�D�UL (KBo 5.1 iv 40 
(MH/NS)), 3sg.pret.midd. GX�ÑD�DU�QD�DW�WD�DW (KBo 32.14 lower edge 71 
(MH/MS)), GX�ÑD�DU�QD�DG�GD�DW (KBo 5.1 i 45 (MH/NS)), 3sg.imp.midd. WX�ÑD�
DU�QD�DW�WD�UX (KBo 39.8 iii 34, iv 15 (MH/MS)), GX�ÑD�DU�QD�DW�WD�UX (Bo 6166 
ii 10, KBo 53.27 iii 47); part. GX�ÑD�DU�QD�DQ�W� (MH?/NS); verb.noun GX�ÑD�DU�
QX�ÑD�DU (KUB 3.95, 8 (NS)), gen.sg. GX�ÑD�DU�QX�PD�Dã (KUB 26.92, 12 (NH)); 
inf.I GX�ÑD�DU�QX�PD�DQ[-]L] (KUB 44.4 + KBo 13.241 rev. 23 (NS)); impf. WX�
ÑD�DU�QL�Lã�NH�D� (KBo 39.8 iii 33, 36 (MH/MS)), GX�ÑD�DU�QL�Hã�NH�D� (NH), GX�
ÑD�DU�QL�Lã�NH�D� (NH), GX�ÑD�DU� ã�NH�D� (KBo 2.3 ii 41 (NH)). 
 IE cognates: Skt. *GKYDU ½ � ‘to hurt, to damage’ . 
  PIE *G ¿ XU�Qp�K É �WL, *G ¿ XU�Q�K É �pQWL 
  
This verb shows forms of many different inflection classes, especially in the 
youngest texts, where we find forms that belong to the stems GXÑDUQL¨H�D�¼ ½ , 
GXÑDUQL�¼ ½ , GXÑDUQDH�¼ ½ , GXÑDUQL¨DH�¼ ½  and GXÑDUQD� ½  � GXÑDUQ�. It is difficult to 
decide which inflection is the oldest. In OS texts, we only find 3pl.pret.act. WX�ÑD�
DU�QL�HU (or WX�ÑD�DU�Qp�HU), which does not reveal anything regarding its 
inflection (it can belong with WXÑDUQL¨H�D�,� WXÑDUQL� and WXÑDUQ�D��), and the 
broken form 3sg.pres.act. WX�ÑD�D[U�...]. In MS texts, we already find different 
stems: GXÑDUQD§§L (MH/MS) and GXÑDUQDL (MH/MS) unambiguously point to the 
stem GXÑDUQD� ½  � GXÑDUQ�,�whereas WXÑDUQL¨DQ]L (OH/MS) unambiguously points 
to a stem WXÑDUQL¨H�D�¼ ½ . The interpretation of 3sg.pres.act. WX�GX�ÑD�DU�QL�L]�]L 
(OH/MS) is unclear however, because of the fact that the sign IZ can be read L] as 
well as H]. So, in principle a reading /°nitsi/ as well as /°nietsi/ is possible. On the 
basis of the form GX�ÑD�DU�QL�]L (OH/NS) and GX�ÑD�DU�QL�QX�XQ (MH/NS), which 
unambiguously point to /°nitsi/ and /°ninon/, I assume that at least a part of the 
MS attestations with �QL�L]�]L denotes /°nitsi/ (on the basis of 3pl.pres.act. 
WXÑDUQL¨DQ]L (OH/MS), it cannot be excluded that some attestations denote 
/°nietsi/ as well). This means that we have to reckon with a stem GXÑDUQL�¼ ½ . The 
interpretation of 3pl.pres.act. WXÑDUQDQ]L (MH/MS) is unclear as well. On the one 
hand, one could argue that it belongs with the stem GXÑUQD� ½  � GXÑDUQ�,�but, on the 
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other, we could also assume that it belongs with GXÑDUQL]]L and shows an 
ablauting stem GXÑDUQL�¼ ½  � GXÑDUQ� (compare ]LQQL�¼ ½  � ]LQQ� ‘to finish’ ). Out of 
the three stems that are visible in MS texts, GXÑDUQD� ½  � GXÑDUQ�,� GXÑDUQL�¼ ½  � 
GXÑDUQ� and GXÑDUQL¨H�D�¼ ½ , the stem GXÑDUQL��GXÑDUQ� must be the original one 
since this type is unproductive and declining in Hittite, whereas both the WDUQ�D��
class as well as the �¨H�D�class are very productive. In this case, we can easily 
imagine that on the basis of 3sg.pres.act. GXÑDUQL]]L, a new 3pl.pres.act. 
GXÑDUQL¨DQ]L was created, which was the source for the �¨H�D�class, whereas on the 
other hand on the basis of 3pl.pres.act. GXÑDUQDQ]L a new singular stem GXÑDUQD� ½  
was created, which was the source for the WDUQ�D��class inflection. All in all, I 
assume that the original inflection of this verb was GXÑDUQL]]L, GXÑDUQDQ]L (thus 
also Oettinger 1979a: 151, but he wrongly cites this verb as GXÑDUQH�).  
 Already Goetze (1954: 403) connected this verb with Skt. GKYDU ½ � ‘to damage, 
to hurt’ . Yet although the root-etymology is generally accepted, the exact analysis 
of the Hittite verb is not. Eichner (1973a: 75-6) reconstructs *G ¿ ÑRUQH¨p�,� a 
derivative from a “ Verbaladj. *GKÑRUQR� ‘beschädigt’ ” . Melchert (1984a: 36) 
rejects this on the basis of the fact that *G ¿ ÑR� should have given Hitt. **WD� and 
not WXÑD�. He therefore rather reconstructs *G ¿ ÑHUQH�¨p�WL, *G ¿ ÑHUQH�¨yQWL, from an 
H-grade noun *G ¿ ÑHUQR�. Apart from the fact that derivatives of R�stem nouns 
usually show *-R�¨H�R� and end up in the Hitt. §DWUDH�class, the assumed 
development of *G ¿ ÑHUQ� > Hitt. WXÑDUQ� is unparalleled. In my view, *G ¿ ÑHUQ9� 
should have yielded Hitt. **WXHUQ9�,�compare e.g. *N Â HUPL > NXHUPL ‘I cut’ .  
 A better approach in my view is Oettinger’ s (1979a: 151), who reconstructs 
GXÑDUQL]]L, GXÑDUQDQ]L as *G ¿ Ñ��Qp�K É �WL, *G ¿ Ñ��Q�K É �pQWL (compare ]LQQL]]L � 
]LQQDQ]L ‘to finish’  < *WL�Qp�K É �WL, *WL�Q�K É �pQWL). This reconstruction is rejected by 
e.g. Melchert (l.c.) on the basis of the assumption that a sequence *&X5& should 
always yield Hitt. &X5&, and never **&ÑD5&. As I show in Kloekhorst fthc.e, 
this view is incorrect. Although a sequence *&X5&9 indeed regularly yields Hitt. 
/CuRCV/, a sequence *&X5&& (so with two consonants following the resonant) 
regularly yields Hitt. */Cu 5CC/, spelled &XÑD5&& (cf. NÑDãNH�D� < *J Â ¿ Q�
V�H�R�,� NXDUDãNH�D� < *N Â U�V�H�R�,� etc.). In this case, the regular outcomes of 
*G ¿ XUQpK É WL and *G ¿ XUQK É pQWL are **GXUQL]]L and GXÑDUQDQ]L. Apparently, the stem 
of the plural was generalized throughout the paradigm (similarly in ]LQQL�¼ ½  � ]LQQ�,�
where the geminate �QQ� of the plural spread over the paradigm).  
 The usual form of the imperfective is WXÑDUQL�HãNH�D�,� but once we find 

 = GX�ÑD�DU� ã�NH�H]�]L (KBo 2.3 ii 41). Unfortunately, 
the form is slightly damaged. E.g. Tischler (HEG T: 495) proposes to read GX�ÑD�
DU�Q[L�Lã]-NH�H]�]L or GX�ÑD�DU�Q[L]½�Lã¾�NH�H]�]L. This first reading is impossible as 
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the handcopy of this text clearly shows that there is no room for a sign IŠ, 
whereas the second reading is quite far-fetched. I would rather read GX�ÑD�DU� ã�
NH� here and assume that this form is to be compared with e.g. WDUDãNH�D� 
(imperfective of WDUQD� ½  � WDUQ�) in the sense that it is derived from the unextended 
root *G ¿ XHUK É � and reflects *G ¿ XUK É V�p�y�. Note that a sequence *&U+V&� normally 
yields Hitt. /Cr}sC-/ (e.g. SDULSULãNH�D� < *SUL�SUK É �V�H�R�), which means that in 
*G ¿ XUK É V�H�R� the �X� may have caused a slightly different development (perhaps 
*G ¿ XUK É V�H�R� > *G ¿ XUVNH�R� > Hitt. /tu rské/á-/, spelled GXÑDUDãNH�D�). A similar 
development is visible in (GIŠ)ÑDUãPD� ‘piece of firewood’  (q.v.) < *XUK É �VPR�.  
 Usually, the CLuwian verb ODÑDUU�L¨D�� is regarded as cognate with GXÑDUQL�¼ ½  � 
GXÑDUQ�,�but see its own lemma for the improbability of this.  
 
WX]]L��(c.) ‘army, military forces; military camp’  (Sum. ERINMEŠ): nom.sg. WX�X]�
]L�Lã (KUB 23.72 + 40.10 rev. 16, 26 (MH/MS)), WX�X]�]L�Dã PL�Lã (KBo 2.5 ii 13 
(NH)), acc.sg. WX�X]�]L�LQ (KBo 7.14 rev. 4 (OS), etc.), gen.sg. WX�X]�]L�Dã 
(MH/MS), WX�X]�]L�¨D�Dã, WX�]L�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. [W]X�X]�]L�¨D (KUB 36.106 rev. 11 
(OS), etc.), WX�]L (KBo 3.13 ii 3 (OH/NS)), abl. WX�X]�]L�¨D�D], acc.pl. WX�X]�]L�Xã 
(KUB 19.37 iii 10, 11), WX�]L�Xã, WX�X]�]L�Dã (KBo 2.5 ii 3, iii 49 (NH)). 
 Derivatives: WX]]LªDQW� (c.) ‘army’  (nom.sg. WX�X]�]L�¨D�DQ�]D (KBo 2.5+ iii 53, 
KUB 23.21 obv. 30 (fr.)), WX�X]�]L�D] (KUB 23.11 iii 16)), WX]]LªH�D�Ê Ë  (Ic1) ‘to 
encamp’  (1sg.pret.act. WX�X]�]L�¨D�QX�XQ (often)), WX]]LªDãHããDU (n.) 
‘army(camp)(?)’  (nom.-acc.sg. WX�X]�]L�¨D�ãH�Hã�ãD[U] (KUB 19.7 i 5)), 

ÔIÕ ÔIÖG× WX]]L� 
(c.) ‘soldier-bread’  (Sum. NINDA.ERINMEŠ; nom.sg. WX�X]�]L�Lã, acc.sg. WX�X]�]L�
LQ). 
  PIE *G Ø K Ù �XWL� 
  
The bulk of the attestations show a stem WX]]L�. Only once, we find a form that 
points to a stem WX]]L¨D�,� namely nom.sg. WX]]LDã PLã (NH), which is clearly 
secondary.  
 Forrer DSXG Feist (1924: 1301) connected this word with Goth. ìLXGD ‘people’  
and Gaul. 7HXWR�UL[, which are further connected with OIr. W~DWK ‘people, tribe’ , 
We. W G ‘country’ , OSax. WKLRG, OHG GLRW ‘people(s)’ , Lith. WDXWj ‘people’ , Latv. 
WjXWD ‘people’ , Osc. WRXWR and Umbr. WRWDP ‘civitatem’  < *WHXW . The Hittite word 
cannot reflect *WHXW , however, but should then go back to an L-stem *WHXW�L� (note 
that *WHXW�WL� (thus e.g. Pokorny 1959: 1085) is impossible, as this would yield 
**WX]]D]]L� /tutstsi-/; *WHXW�¨R� (thus Eichner DSXG Hoffmann 1968: 21511) is 
impossible as well, cf. Melchert (1984a: 166)). There are some problems 
regarding this reconstruction, however. First, Benveniste (1962: 122-5) argues 
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that a semantic development from ‘people’  > ‘army’  > ‘camp’  is quite unlikely: 
the normal development is ‘camp’  > ‘army’ . Secondly, the words that reflect 
*WHXW  are found in Italo-Celtic, Germanic and Baltic only, which points to an old 
European substratum word (the alleged cognates Sogd. WZ ¶N ‘crowd’  and ModP 
W GD ‘heap, pile’  that e.g. Schmid (1968: 10) adduces in order to show that *WHXW  
is genuinely PIE, are unconvincing).  
 An alternative etymology was put forward by Carruba (1966: 23), who 
suggested an inner-Hittite connection with GDL� Ú  � WL� ‘to put, to place’ . This is 
followed by e.g. Melchert (1984a: 166), who points to the semantic parallel NDWWD 
GDL� ‘to besiege’  and convincingly reconstructs *G Ø K Ù �XWL�. For the suffix *-XWL�,�cf. 
OX]]L� < *OK Ù �XWL�,�Lã§X]]L� < *VK Û �XWL�,�etc.  
 Cf. Dercksen (2004) for the fact that this word is attested in OAssyrian texts 
from Kültepe as well, namely as WX]]LQQXP ‘army’ .  
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X��(preverb.) ‘hither’ : ~�H°, ~�ÑD� (in ÑH�Ü Ú  � XÑD� ‘to come’ ), X�L��H�� (in X¨ �Ü Ú  � X¨� 
‘to send (here)’ ), X�XQ�Q° (in QQD� Ú  � QQL� ‘to drive (here)’ ), XS�S° (in XSSD� Ú  � 
XSSL� ‘to send (here)’ ), �~��Xã�ãL� (in ããL¨H�D�Ü Ú  ‘to draw open (curtains)’ ), ~�G° (in 
XGD� Ú  � XG� ‘to bring (here)’ ), ~�ÑD�W° (in XÑDWH�Ü Ú  � XÑDW� ‘to bring (here)’ ). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. DÓ� in DÑL� ‘to come’  (see at ÑH�Ü Ú  � XÑD�); HLuw. iZ� in 
iZD�L� ‘to come’  (see at ÑH�Ü Ú  � XÑD�). 
 IE cognates: Skt. iYD ‘off, away’ , Gr.  ‘again, towards’ , Lat. DX�IXJL  ‘to flee 
(away)’ , Lith. DX� ‘away from, down from’ , OCS X� ‘from, away’ . 
  PIE *K Û RX 
  
The preverb X� ‘hither’  functions on a par with the preverb SH� ‘thither’  in the 
sense that both can be prefixed to a verb to give it an extra semantic element of 
direction. The two preverbs function as opposites: SD¨L�Ü Ú  � SDL� ‘to go’  vs. ÑH�Ü Ú  � 
XÑD� ‘to come’  (besides the simplex L�Ü Ú , ¨H�D� Ý Ý Þ�ß à Ú á  ‘to be on the move’ ), SHGD� Ú  � 
SHG� ‘to bring (away)’  vs. XGD� Ú  � XG� ‘to bring (here)’  (besides the simplex G � Ú  � 
G� ‘to take’ ).  
 Since Hrozný (1917: 701), this preverb is generally connected with Lat. DX� 
‘away’ , Gr.  ‘towards’ , OCS X� ‘away’ , Skt. iYD ‘off, away’  etc., which reflect 
*K Û HX. In Hittite, a preform *K Û HX should have yielded **§X, however. This is the 
reason for e.g. Melchert (1994a: 66) to reconstruct all forms, including the Hittite 
one, as *DX. If we assume R-grade however, initial *K Û  would merge with *K Ù  due 
to the following *R (cf. Kloekhorst fthc.c) and *K Û RX would yield Hitt. /"u/. In my 
view, we can in this way equate the preverb X� with the element §X found in H§X 
‘come!’  (q.v.) and SH§XWH�Ü Ú  � SH§XW� ‘to lead, to conduct’  (q.v.), which both show 
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retention of *K Û  in internal, intervocalic position. So, whereas ÑH]]L ‘he comes’  
reflects *K Û RX�K Ù pL�WL, its imperative H§X ‘come!’  reflects *K Ù pL�K Û RX.  
 It is remarkable that we find different spellings of the preverb in the different 
verbs (X�X&�,�X�&9, ~�X&�,�~�&9 and X&�), whereas within the paradigm of each 
verb the spelling is fully consistent. See §§ 1.3.9.4ff. for a full treatment of this 
problem.  
 In Luwian, we find DÑ� in CLuw. DÑL� and HLuw. iZL� ‘to come’ , which show 
the un-monophthongized forms. Note that alleged CLuw. X� does not exist: this is 
based on the verb XSSD�,�of which an analysis X� + SD� is far from assured (cf. the 
discussion under XSSD� Ú  � XSSL� ‘to send (here)’ ).  
 
X��‘to see’ : see DX� Ú  � X�  
 
�X�(3sg.imp.act.-ending of the §L-flection) 
  PIE *X 
  
This ending denotes the 3sg.imp.act. of §L-verbs: e.g. D�NX ‘he must die’ , D�UX ‘he 
must come’ , §X�X�ÑD�D�~ ‘he must run’ , GD�D�~ ‘he must take’ , etc. To my 
knowledge, no direct cognate of this ending exists in the other IE languages. 
Nevertheless, it is clear that this ending must have a connection with its 
corresponding PL-ending �WX, which has a cognate in Skt. �WX and reflects *-WX. 
One could assume that the §L�ending �X is the result of an inner-Hittite analogy to 
the PL-endings: PL-endings 3sg.pres. *-WL : 3sg.imp. *-WX = §L-endings 3sg.act. �L : 
3sg.imp. x. Note however, that this analogy must have taken place before the 
assibilation of *-WL to �]L, but after the replacement of §L�3sg.pres.act. �H by �L. 
Since the latter development must be dated exactly before the oldest stage of 
attested Hittite (because of the two attestations of the ending �H in OH), it might 
become chronologically quite difficult to assume such an analogy. It therefore is 
better to assume that we are dealing with a PIE element *X, which could be 
attached to 3sg.- and 3pl.-forms in order to make them imperatives (compare 
Goth. 3sg.imp.act.-ending �DGDX < *-R�WR�X for the reality of an element *X). In 
Hittite, this element *X was attached to 3sg.- and 3pl.-forms instead of the 
‘presentic’  �L (3sg.pres.act. �L > 3sg.imp.act. �X; 3sg.pres.midd. �DUL, �WWDUL > 
3sg.imp.midd. �DUX, �WWDUX; 3pl.pres.act. *-DQWL > 3pl.imp.act. �DQWX; 
3pl.pres.midd. �DQWDUL > 3pl.imp.midd. �DQWDUX).  
 â Õ ã XHããDU: see GIŠÑLHããDU  
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XªH�Ê Ë ���Xª� (Ia1 > Ic1) ‘to send (here)’ : 1sg.pres.act. X�L�¨D�PL, 2sg.pres.act. X�L�¨D�
ãL, 3sg.pres.act. X�L�H�H]�]L (MH/MS), X�L�¨D�]L, 1pl.pres.act. X�L�¨D�X�H�QL, 
3pl.pres.act. X�L�¨D�DQ�]L, [X-]L�H�DQ�]L (KUB 10.93 i 11 (NS)), 1sg.pret.act. X�L�H�
QX�XQ (VBoT 1, 11 (MH/MS)), X�L�¨D�QX�XQ, X�¨D�QX�XQ, 2sg.pret.act. X�L�H�Hã 
(KBo 11.72 ii 29 (MH/NS)), 3sg.pret.act. X�L�H�HW (MH/MS), X�L�¨D�DW, 
1pl.pret.act. XL¨DÑHQ, 3pl.pret.act. X�L�H�HU, 2sg.imp.act. X�L�¨D, 3sg.imp.act. X�L�¨D�
DG�GX, 2pl.imp.act. X�L�¨D�DW�WpQ, X�H�L�¨D�[DW�WpQ] (KUB 19.1 rev. 49 (NH)), ~�D�
¨D�DW�WpQ (KUB 14.14 ii 36 (NH)); part. X�L�¨D�DQ�W�; verb.noun gen.sg. X�L�¨D�X�
ÑD�Dã (KUB 5.6 iii 74); impf. X�H�Hã�NH�D�,�X�L�Hã�NH�D�,�X�L�Lã�NH�D�,�X�Lã�NH�D�,�X�
L�H�Hã�NH�D�. 
  PIE *K Û RX + *K Ù ä å LpK Ù �WL � *K Ù ä å LK Ù �pQWL 
  
There is some confusion about the spelling of this verb. Friedrich (HW) cites the 
verb as “ XL¨D� (~�L�¨D�; I 4)” , which seems to imply that it is generally spelled with 
initial ~�. Oettinger (1979a: 338) does not give an overview of the forms, but only 
cites a form “ ~�L�H�L]�]L” , without mentioning its attestation place (he probably 
refers to the form ~�L�H�H]�][L] (FHG 4, 11), for which see at ÑDL� Ú  � ÑL�,�ÑL¨H�D�Ü Ú ). 
Again it seems as if the verb is spelled with initial ~�. Kronasser (1966: 496) cites 
several attestations, most of which are spelled X�, however. He remarks that the 
ratio between spellings with X� vs. ~� is about 12 : 1 (but note that the only form 
with ~� that he cites, 3pl.pres.act. ~�L�¨D�DQ�]L (VBoT 24 iv 37), in fact is to be 
read inf.I ~�L�¨D�X�DQ�]L ‘to cry’ , cf. the lemma ÑDL� Ú ���ÑL�). Melchert (1984a: 1631) 
states: “ My files show 168 examples of X�L�\D� with initial X� versus only four 
with ~�” , which gives quite a different picture. In my text files, I found this verb 
154 times, of which only one form was spelled with initial ~� vs. X� in all other 
cases. This one form is the aberrant form ~�D�¨D�DW�WpQ in KUB 14.14 ii 36 (NH, 
1st Plague Prayer). A meaning ‘you must send’  is assured on the basis of other 
versions of the Plague Prayer, which have X�L�¨D�DW�WpQ ‘you must send’  in this 
context. On the basis of the form X�H�L�¨D�[DW�WpQ?] ‘you must send’ , which we 
find in KUB 19.1 rev. 49, which fragment is a join to KUB 14.14 (and line KUB 
19.1 rev. 49 = KUB 14.14 ii 36), one could perhaps argue that it should be read ~�
H!�¨D�DW�WpQ, but either way, this form (as well as X�H�L�¨D�[DW�WpQ]) is aberrant 
within the paradigm of X¨H�Ü Ú  � X¨�.  
 All other verbal forms that show an initial ~� belong to other verbs (either ÑDL� Ú  � 
ÑL�,� ÑL¨H�D�Ü Ú  ‘to cry’  (finite forms and imperfective) or ÑH�Ü Ú  � XÑD� ‘to come’  
(impf. ÑH�LãNH�D�)). So, all forms of the verb X¨H�Ü Ú  � X¨� (except ~�D�¨D�DW�WpQ) are 
spelled with initial X�. This spelling points to a phonological stem ["oie-], 
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whereas ÑDL� Ú  � ÑL�,�ÑL¨H�D�Ü Ú  ‘to cry’  (spelled with ~�) rather is /uai-, ui-, uie/a-/ and 
ÑH�Ü Ú  � XÑD� ‘to come’  is /"ue/a-/ (see also at § 1.3.9.4.a).  
 The bulk of the forms show a stem XL¨D�,�but these are found in NS texts only: 
the oldest forms (MH/MS) show only a stem X¨H� in the singular (3sg.pres.act. X�
L�H�H]�]L, 1sg.pret.act. X�L�H�QX�XQ, 3sg.pret.act. X�L�H�HW). Just as its counterpart 
SH¨H�Ü Ú  � SH¨� ‘to send away’ , I assume that this verb originally inflected X¨H�Ü Ú  � X¨�,�
which was taken over into the �¨H�D�class in NH times only.  
 The verbs X¨H��X¨� ‘to send (here)’  and SH¨H��SH¨� ‘to send (away)’  clearly are 
compound verbs with the preverbs X� and SH� respectively. The second part of 
these verbs is generally connected with Gr.  ‘to release, to make go, to let go’  
< *K Ù ä å LHK Ù � (see at SH¨H�Ü Ú  � SH¨� for details). In X¨H�Ü Ú  � X¨� the preverb X� /"u/ was 
lowered to /"o/ due to the following �L�.  
 Note that the imperfective of X¨H�Ü Ú  � X¨� ‘to send’ , which is spelled with initial X� 
(X�L�Hã�NH�D�,� X�L�Lã�NH�D�,� X�Lã�NH�D�,� X�H�Hã�NH�D�,� X�L�H�Hã�NH�D�) is clearly kept 
distinct from the imperfective of ÑH�Ü Ú  � XÑD�,�which is spelled with initial ~� (~�Lã�
NH�D�,� ~�L�Lã�NH�D�,� ~�H�Lã�NH�D�). The latter represents phonological /"u}ské/á-/, 
whereas the former forms represent /"oi}ské/á-/ (= X�L�Hã�NH�D�,� X�L�Lã�NH�D�) > 
/"o}ské/á-/ (= X�Lã�NH�D�,� X�H�Hã�NH�D�)� and, with analogical introduction of the 
strong stem, /"oieske/a-/ (= X�L�H�Hã�NH�D�). 
 
N� ��DPP� (pers.pron. 1sg.) ‘I, me’ : nom.sg. ~�XN (OS), ~�N  (OS), ~�J  (OS), 
DP�PX�XN, acc.sg. DP�PX�XN (OH/MS), gen.sg. DP�PH�HO (OS), DP�PL�HO, DP�PH�
H�HO, dat.sg. DP�PX�XN (OH/MS), abl. DP�PH�H�GD�D], DP�PH�H�GD�]D, DP�PH�GD�
]D, DP�PH�H�WD�D], DP�PH�WD�D], DP�PH�WD�]D, DP�PL�WD�D]. 
 Derivatives: XNHO ‘I, myself’  (~�NH�HO), XNLOD ‘I, myself’  (~�NL�OD). 
 Anat. cognates: HLuw. iPX ‘I, me’  (nom.sg. /"mu/ i�PX (often), i�PX�X (1x), 
i�PX�X�� (1x), PX (1x), PX�� (often) acc.sg. /"mu/ i�PX, dat.sg. /"mu/ i�PX), 
iPD�L� (adj.) ‘my’  (nom.sg.c. /"mis/ i�PL�VD, i�PL�Vi, i�PL�Vj, i�PL�VD æ , i�PL�L�
VD, PL�L�VD, PL�L�VD��, acc.sg.c. /"min/ i�PL�QD, i�PL�L�QD, PL�L�QD��, nom.-
acc.sg.n. /"man=tsa/ i�PD�]D (often), i�PD�]D æ  (1x), dat.sg. /"mi/ i�PL, i�PL�L, PL�
L, PL�L��, abl.-instr. /"mi(a)di/ i�PL�UD�L, i�PL�LD�UD�L, i�PL�LD�WL, i�PL�LD�WL�L, i�
Pt�UL�L, i�PL�WL, i�PL�Wt, PL�L�D��WL��, PL�LD�UD�L��, PL�LD�WL��, nom.pl.c. /"mintsi/ i�
PL�L�]L, i�PL�]L, i�PL�]L�L, PL�L�]L��, PL�]L, PL�]L��, acc.pl.c. /"mintsi/ i�PL�]L, i�PL�
]L�L, PL�L�]L��, PL�]L, PL�]L��, nom.-acc.pl.n. /"ma/ i�PD, dat.-loc.pl. /"mi(a)nts/ i�
PL�LD�]D, i�PL�LD�]D��, i�PL�]D, PL�LD�]D, PL�LD�]D��); Lyd. DPX ‘I, me’  (nom.sg. 
DPX, dat.-loc.sg. DPX), PL� ‘my’  (nom.sg.c. PLV, acc.sg.c. P , dat.-loc.sg. P , 
dat.-loc.(pl.?) PLQD , PLQDV[..](?)); Lyc. PX ‘I, me’  (nom.sg. PX, HPX, DPX, 
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dat.sg. HPX), PL� ‘my’  (nom.sg.c. PL, acc.sg.c. PL, acc.pl.c. PLV, nom.-
acc.pl.n.? �PDMD). 
  
See chapter 2.1 for an elaborate treatment of these words.  
 
XNLOD: see N � DPP�  
 
XNW UL� (adj.) ‘firm, steady, constant, eternal’  (Sum. SAG.UŠ): nom.sg.c. XN�WX�X�
UL�Lã (often), XN�WX�UL�Lã (4x), acc.sg.c. XN�WX�UL�LQ (1x), nom.-acc.sg.n. XN�WX�X�UL 
(often, OS), gen.sg. X[N]-WX�X�UL�Dã, XN�WX�X�UL�¨D�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. XN�WX�X�UL, 
nom.pl.c. XN�WX�X�UL�Hã (OS), XN�WX�X�UL�L�H�Hã, ÑD�D[N�W]X�X�UL�Lã (KUB 33.120 i 6 
(NS)). 
 Derivatives: XNW UL (adv.) ‘firm, steady, constant, eternal’  (XN�WX�X�UL), XNW UL� 
(gender unclear) ‘cremation site’  (dat.-loc.sg. XN�WX�X�UL�¨D, abl. XN�WX�UL�¨D�D], 
dat.-loc.pl. XN�WX�X�UL�¨D�Dã, XN�WX�UL�¨D�Dã). 
  
As an adjective, the word means ‘firm, steady’ . When used as a noun, it seems to 
denote ‘cremation site’ , cf. e.g. 

 
KUB 30.15 + 39.19 obv.  
(10) QX DN�NiQ�]D NX�H�GD�Dã XN�WX[-UL]-¨D�Dã ÑD�UD�D�QL QX D�Sp�H�GD�Dã  
          XN�WX�UL�¨D�Dã  
(11) D�UD�D§�]D�DQ�GD�Dã 12 NINDA.GUR4.RAMEŠ GAM WL�¨D�DQ�]L  
 
‘Around those XNWXUL�’ s where the deceased person is cremated, they lay down 

twelve thickbreads’ .  
 

Perhaps this word is a specialized meaning of a fire-proof (i.e. “ eternal” ) place 
where cremations were executed.  
 The bulk of the forms are written with plene �X�: XNW UL�. The form ÑDNW UL� 
occurs only once in a NS text and may not have much merit. Rieken (1999a: 354) 
analyses the word as XNW�XUL�,� in which the morpheme �XUL� would be ultimately 
derived from *-ÑHU���ÑHQ�nouns (she compares Skt. D�J�~UL� ‘finger’ ). Puhvel 
(1972: 115) connects XNW UL� with Skt. yMDV�,�Av. DRÄDK�,�Lat. *DXJXV� ‘strength’ . 
The latter forms go back to a root *K Û HXJ�,�which does not fit the Hitt. forms: a 
zero-grade *K Û XJ� should have given Hitt. **§XN�. In LIV, a root *XH�� ‘münter, 
lebhaft, kräftig werden’  is cited, which at least semantically could fit XNW UL�. 
Nevertheless, the formation of this word would remain intransparent. Further 
unclear.  
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XODH�ç è � (Ic2) ‘to hide, to sneak away’ : 1sg.pret.act. ~�OD�QX�XQ (OH/NS), 
3sg.pret.act. ~�OD�H�G D�Dã (NH). 
 Derivatives: XO ãã�ç è  (Ib2) ‘id.’  (3sg.pres.act. ~�OH�Hã�]L (NS), ~�OL�Lã�]L, 
3sg.pret.act. ~�OH�Hã�WD (OH/NS), ~�OL�Lã�WD (MH/MS); 3sg.pret.midd. ~�OH�Hã�WD!�
DW; inf.I ~�OL�Lã�ãX�ÑD�DQ�]L, ~�OH�Hã�ãX�ÑD�DQ�]L; impf. ~�XO�OL�Lã�NH�D�). 
  
See Oettinger 1979a: 363 for attestations. The forms XODQXQ and XODHW clearly 
point to the §DWUDH�class inflection. The forms that show a stem XOHãã� and XOLãã� 
are sometimes regarded as belonging to the paradigm of XODH�,�but in my view it 
is best to assume a derived verb XO ãã�Ü Ú  with the suffix � ãã�. The basic verb XODH� 
is attested in NS texts only, and since the §DWUDH�class was highly productive in 
NH times, it is possible that this verb did not inflect according to the §DWUDH�class 
originally.  
 Oettinger (1979a: 364) proposes a connection with Skt. Oi\DWH ‘to hide oneself’  
from a root *OHL+�,�implying that X� must be regarded as the X�prefix (q.v.). Since 
the prefix X� had the meaning ‘hither’ , it is semantically not easy to interpret XODH� 
‘to hide’  as X+*OHL+� “ to hide hither” . Moreover, we would expect to find a 
counterpart with SH� as well, which is unattested. All in all, I am not convinced by 
Oettinger’ s etymology.  
 
XONLããDUD�,�ÓDONLããDUD� (adj.) ‘skilled, experienced, able’ : nom.sg.c. ÑD�DO�NLã�ãD�
UD�Dã (KBo 1.42 i 4, 5 (NS)), acc.pl. XO�NL�Lã�ãD�UX�Xã (KUB 29.1 ii 13 (OH/NS)) 
// [...�N]L�Lã�ãD�UX�Xã (KUB 29.2 ii 5 (OH/NS))). 
 Derivatives: XONLããDUD©©� è , ÓDONLããDUD©©� è  (IIb) ‘to make perfectly, to depict 
perfectly’  (3sg.pres.act. ÑD�DO�NL�Lã�ãD�UD[-D§�§L] (KBo 6.26 iv 30 (OH/NS)) // ÑD�
DO�N[L�Lã�ãD�]U �D§�§L (KUB 13.14 rev. 7 + KUB 13.16, 4 (OH/NS)), 3pl.pret.act. 
XO�NH�Hã�ãD�UD�D§�§H�HU (KBo 3.34 ii 32 (OH/NS))). 
 IE cognates: Skt. YiUFDV�,�GAv. YDU þDK� ‘splendour’ . 
  PIE *XON�VUR� ? 
  
This word is spelled with initial XO�N° as well as ÑD�DO�N°. E.g. Rieken (2001: 371) 
interprets this alteration as ablaut, but see Kloekhorst fthc.b for my view that 
ablauting pairs Ñ9&� � X&� were not allowed in Hittite. I would rather compare 
this situation to the one found in XU QL, ÑDU QL ‘burns’ : as I explain under its 
lemma, this verb reflects PIE *XUK Ù yUL, which first yielded OH /ur"ani/, spelled ~�
UD�D�QL, and consequently develops into MH/NH /u U"ani/, spelled ÑD�UD�D�QL. 
This means that PIE *X5&� > OH /uRC-/ > MH/NH /u 5&��� $OWKRXJK� WKH�
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attested forms of XONLããDUD�,�ÑDONLããDUD� are all found in NS texts, the fact that the 
spelling XO�N° is only found in OH compositions, could indicate that this word, 
too, shows this distribution, namely OH /ulk-/ > MH/NH /u ON-/.  
 Hoffner (1963: 36-7) reconstructs this word as *ÑDO�� Ø HVUR� ‘having a strong 
hand’ , but this does not take into account the spellings with XO�N°. In my view, 
XONLããDUD�,� ÑDONLããDUD� is to be interpreted as /ulK}Sra-/, /u O.}Sra-/, reflecting 
pre-Hitt. *XO.�VUD�,� showing the suffix �VUD� as visible in QD§ãDUDWW� ‘fear’  and 
JDQXããDUL¨H�D�Ü Ú  ‘to kneel’  as well. The root *XO.� may belong with Skt. YiUFDV�,�
GAv. YDU þDK� ‘splendour’ , which could reflect *ÑHON�HV�. If correct, we must 
reconstruct *XON�VUR�.  
 
�XPHQ�����XPQ� (suffix of appurtenance) ‘coming from ...’ : nom.sg. URUÏD�Dã�ãX�
X�PD�Dã (KBo 3.27 obv. 29 (OH/NS)), URUÏD�DW�WX�ãX�PD�Dã (KBo 18.151 obv. 1 
(MH/MS)), URU=D�DO�SX�X�PD�Dã (KBo 3.27 obv. 28 (OH/NS)), URUÏD�DO�SX�X�
PD�Dã (KBo 3.27 obv. 30 (OH/NS)), URUâX�WXP�PD�QD�Dã, acc.sg. URU3X�UX�Xã�
§D�DQ�GX�XP�QD�DQ (KBo 3.28 ii 5 (OH/NS)), gen.sg. URU/X�~�L�X�PD�QD�Dã 
(OS), dat.-loc.sg. §p�Hã�WX�X�XP�QL (KUB 58.50 iv 14 (OH/NS)), nom.pl.c. 
LÚ.MEŠ1H�ãX�PH�Qp�Hã (OS), URU.D�D�WD�SX�X�PH�Qp�Hã (OS), URUâD�ODP�SX�X�PH�
Qp�Hã (OS); case? URUÏD�DW�WX�ãXP�PD�Dã (KBo 7.14 + KUB 36.100 rev. 15 
(OS)). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. �ÓDQQ�L�� in URU1LQXÑDÑDQQ�L�� ‘of Nineveh’ , 
W WDÑDQQ�L�� ‘stepfather’ , QQDÑDQQ�L�� ‘stepmother’ , NXODÑDQQ�L�� ‘of the army’ ; 
HLuw. �ZDQ�L�� in nom.sg.c. KD�UD�L�QD�ZD�L�QL�L�VDURBS ‘of Harran’ , acc.sg.c. 
TONITRUS.HALPA�SD�ZD�L�Qt�QDURBS ‘of Halpa’ , gen.sg. DEUSKDUD�L�PD�QD�
ZD�L�QD�VD SD ZD�LURBS ‘of Harman’ , dat.-loc.sg. KD�UD�L�QD�ZD�L�
QL SD Z[D�L...] ‘of Harran’ , abl.-instr. D�V~�UD�LREGIO�ZD�L�QD�WLURBS ‘of Assyria’ , 
nom.-acc.pl.n. i�ZD�L�LD�QD�ZD�L�QD SD ZD�LURBS ‘of Awayana’ , dat.-loc.pl. ND�
QD�SX�ZD�L�QD�]DURBS ‘of Kanupa’ ; Lyc. �xQH�L� in 3LOOHxQH�L� ‘of Pinara’ , 
7OmxQH�L� ‘of Tlos’ , ;ELG xQH�L� ‘of Kaunos’ ; Mil. �ZxQL� in 7XQHZxQL ‘of 
Tumnessos(?)’ , ;ELGHZxQL ‘of Kaunos’ . 
  
In most cases, this suffix denotes ethnic origin, for instance: LÚ URUÏDããXPDã 
‘the man of the city Ïašša’ , LÚ.MEŠ1HãXPHQHã ‘the men of the city Neša’ . When 
derived from other nouns, it denotes appurtenance, e.g. LÚ§HãW PQL ‘the man 
pertaining to the §LãW ’ , DUXQXPDQHã ‘those of the sea’ . A special case is 
NXHQ]XPQD� ‘coming from where?, of what origin?’ , which is derived of 
*NXHQ]DQ, gen.pl. of NXL� � NXÑD� ‘who, what?’ .  
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 The original inflection of �XPHQ� � �XPQ� seems to be nom.sg.c. �XPDã, acc.sg. 
�XPQDQ, gen.sg. �XPDQDã, dat.-loc.sg. �XPQL, nom.pl.c. �XPHQHã (all OH texts). 
According to Oettinger (1982b), the original situation probably has been 
nom.sg.c. �XPDã, acc.sg.c. *-XPHQDQ, gen.sg. *-XPQDã, dat.-loc.sg. �XPQL, 
nom.pl.c. �XPHQHã, which would point to an original Q�stem inflection �XPHQ� � 
�XPQ� (note that nom.sg.c. �XPDã then must reflect *-XP Q�V). On the basis of 
nom.sg.c. �XPDã, the variant �XPHQ� sometimes was altered to �XPDQ� (apart from 
gen.sg. /X�~�L�X�PD�QD�Dã cited above, also nom.pl. D�UX�QX�PD�Qp�H�Hã (KUB 
8.14 obv. 14), etc.). The form ÏD�DW�WX�ãXP�PD�Dã may show geminate �PP� 
from *-PQ�. In younger times, the suffix has become thematic, �XPD�,� on the 
basis of nom.sg.c. �XPDã. Compare e.g. the name mâXSSLOXOLXPD� lit. ‘the one of 
the pure well’  or LÚ§LãWXPD� ‘person pertaining to the §LãW ’ .  
 In Luwian, the suffix �ÑDQQ�L�� has a similar meaning, which must be cognate 
with Lyc. �xQH�L� and Mil. �ZxQH�L�. These clearly show that the �P� of Hitt. 
�XPHQ� must go back to *-Ñ�. The Hittite suffix is often spelled with plene U (e.g. 
.D�D�WD�SX�X�PH�Qp�Hã, /X�~�L�X�PD�QD�Dã), which indicates that we are dealing 
with /-omen-, -omn-/. Herewith, this suffix is phonetically comparable to e.g. 
WXP QL /toméni/ ‘we take’  and WDUQXPHQL /trnoméni/ ‘we release’  that go back to 
*G+�ÑpQL and *WUQ+�ÑpQL respectively. I therefore reconstruct the suffix �XPHQ� � 
�XPQ� as *-+XHQ� � *-+XQ�. I know of no IE cognates, however.  
 
XPPLªDQW�� (adj.) describing ‘birds’ : acc.pl.c. XP�PL�¨D�DQ�GX�Xã (KBo 6.14 i 9 
(OH/NS)). 
  
The adjective only occurs in §120 of the Hittite Laws:  

 
KBo 6.14 i  
  (9) WiN�NX XP�PL�¨D�DQ�GX�Xã MUŠEN

é
I.A D[Q�QD�QX�X§�§X�Xã? N(X�Lã�NL)]  

(10) WD�D�L�H�H]�]L  
 
‘If someone steals trained? XPPL¨DQW�birds, ...’ .  
 

On the basis of this context the meaning of XPPL¨DQW� cannot be determined. The 
preceding paragraph deals with OX�OL�¨D�Dã MUŠEN�LQ DQ�QD�QX�X§�§D�DQ QD�Dã�
PD ND�DN�ND�SD�DQ DQ�QD�QX�X§�§D�DQ ‘a trained? pond-bird or a trained? 
NDNNDSD�’ , but this does not shed much light on the meaning of XPPL¨DQW� either. 
Nevertheless, Puhvel (HED 1/2: 48) translates the word as ‘young’ , assuming a 
connection with DPL¨DQW� ‘small’  (q.v.), the negated form of PL¨DQW�,�participle of 
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PDL� Ú  � PL� ‘to grow’ ). This translation is followed by Melchert (1994a: 160), who 
reconstructs *XG�PL¨DQW� ‘grown up’ . In my view, this is all much too speculative.  
 
XPLªH�D�ç è : see ÑHPL¨H�D�Ü Ú   
 
�XQ�(1sg.pret.act.-ending of the PL-flection): see ��Q�XQ  
 
QQD� è ��� QQL��(IIa5 > IIa1 ) ‘to send (here), to drive (here)’ : 1sg.pres.act. X�XQ�
QD�D§�§L (KBo 18.136 rev. 17), 2sg.pres.act. X�XQ�QD�DW�WL (HKM 71 obv. 4 
(MH/MS), KUB 30.34 iv 12 (MH/NS)), 3sg.pres.act. X�XQ�QD�L (MH/MS), X�XQ�
QD�D�L, 2pl.pres.act. X�XQ�Q[D]-DW�WH�QL (KUB 26.19 ii 24 (MH/NS)), X�[X]Q�QL�Lã�
WH�QL (KUB 13.27 i 32 (MH/MS)), 3pl.pres.act. X�XQ�QL�DQ�]L (OH/MS), X�XQ�QL�
¨D�DQ�]L, X�XQ�QD�DQ�]L 1sg.pret.act. X�XQ�QD�D§�§X�XQ, 2sg.pret.act. X�XQ�QL�Hã 
(KUB 9.34 iii 28, KUB 59.46 rev. 10 (dupl.)), 3sg.pret.act. X�XQ�QL�Lã (HKM 24. 
obv. 11 (MH/MS), KUB 7.23, 3, KBo 12.3 i! 22), X�XQ�QL�Hã�WD (KBo 18.54 obv. 
8, KBo 4.4 ii 70), X�XQ�QL�Lã�WD (KUB 14.15 ii 12), 1pl.pret.act. X�XQ�QX�PH�HQ 
(HKM 47 obv. 10, 12 (MH/MS)), X�XQ�QX�XP�PH�HQ (HT 1 ii 27 (NS)) X�XQ�QX�
XP�PL�LQ (KUB 9.31 ii 54), 2sg.imp.act. X�XQ�QL (MH/MS), 3sg.imp.act. X�XQ�QD�
~ (KUB 13.2 i 21), 2pl.imp.act. X�XQ�QL�Lã�WpQ (HKM 16, 10 (MH/MS)), 
3pl.imp.act. X�XQ�QL�DQ�GX (HKM 65, rev. 25 (MH/MS)); verb.noun gen. X�XQ�QX�
PD�Dã (KBo 18.38 obv. 4); part.nom.sg.c. X�XQ�QD�DQ�]D (KUB 13.5 ii 17 (OH or 
MH/NS)). 
  PIE *K Û RX + *QRLK Ù ä å �HL � *QLK Ù ä å �HQWL 
  
In my text files, this verb is attested about 120 times with a spelling X�XQ�Q°. A 
citation of an aberrant spelling can be found in the edition of HKM 31, where Alp 
(1991: 174) cites a form ~�QL�DQ�GX ‘sie sollen schicken’  (rev. 19). In the 
handcopy of this tablet, we read  = ~�[ ]x�DQ�GX, however. 
Although the small remains of the damaged sign indeed resemble the sign NI, this 
reading would leave quite a gap between Ú and NI. I therefore think that the 
traces that Alp reads as NI form the latter part of a larger sign. Although collation 
is necessary, I would rather read ~�[G]D�DQ�GX ‘they must bring’  here. Kronasser 
(1966: 597) cites 3pl.pret.act. ~�QL�LU (KUB 31.64 ii 39), but the context in which 
this form is found is too broken to determine its meaning. Hagenbuchner (1989: 
223) cites KBo 18.136 rev. (17) QX�Xã! XQ�QD�D§�§L. The handcopy of the tablet 
clearly shows  = QX X XQ QD D§ §L, however. I do not understand 
why Hagenbuchner emends U to UŠ: I would rather read QX X�XQ�QD�D§�§L. Some 
attestations of aberrant spellings are real, however. In KBo 18.14 rev. 12, we find 
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3sg.pres.act. XQ�QD�L, but perhaps we are allowed to emend this to ½X�¾XQ�QD�L. In 
HT 1 ii 20, we find 3pl.pres.act. X�QL�¨D�DQ�]L, but this is likely to be emended to 
X�½XQ�¾QL�¨D�DQ�]L. Taking this into account, we must conclude that all spellings of 
this verb show initial X�XQ�Q°.  
 The verb QQD�L� shows the typical P PD�L�inflection ( QQD§§L, QQDWWL, QQDL 
vs. QQLDQ]L). As I explain at the treatment of the P PD�L�class in § 2.2.2.2.h, 
verbs of this class derive from polysyllabic G L�WL¨DQ]L-class verbs that are being 
influenced by the WDUQ�D��class from pre-Hittite times onwards.  
 It is generally accepted that QQD�L� is a compound of the preverb X� (q.v.) and 
QDL� ê  � *QL� ‘to turn’  (see at Q � ë ì í ê î , QDL� ê  � *QL�) and functions as the counterpart of 
SHQQD� ê  � SHQQL� ‘to send (there)’  (SH� + QDL��QL�). It is unclear why we find a 
geminate �QQ� here, which we also find in SHQQD� ê  � SHQQL� and in QDQQD� ê  � QDQQL� 
(see under Q � ë ì í ê î , QDL� ê  � *QL�). Perhaps the univerbations and the reduplication 
were formed at a time that all initial consonants were fortis. Note that the spelling 
with X� points to a phonological stem /"oNa-/, in which the preverb X� apparently 
was lowered to /"o/ due to the following �QQ� (cf. § 1.3.9.4.f).  
 
XQDWWDOOD��(c.) ‘merchant’  (Sum. LÚDAM.GÀR): acc.sg. ~�QD�DW�WD�DO�OD�DQ (KBo 
6.2 i 6 (OS)). 
  
This word only occurs in §5 of the Hittite Laws:  

 
KUB 6.2 i  
(3) WiN�NX LÚDAM.GÀR NX�Lã�NL NX�H�HQ�]L  
      ... 
(6) QX�X ]�]D ~�QD�DW�WD�DO�OD�DQ SiW DU�QX�X]�]L  
 
 ‘If someone kills a merchant ..... He will make the merchant be transported (= 

let him bury)’ .  
 

Its meaning is only known because of the fact that it must refer to the 
LÚDAM.GÀR ‘merchant’  mentioned in the first line.  
 The suffix �WWDOOD� is used to form, among others, deverbal nomina actoris. 
Kronasser (1966: 176) therefore derives this noun from the verb QQD� ê  � QQL� ‘to 
send here, to drive here’  (q.v.). Problematic, however, is the fact that this verb is 
consistantly spelled X�XQ�QD�,� whereas XQDWWDOOD� is spelled ~�QD�. I therefore 
would reject the connection but must admit that I do not have an alternative 
solution.  
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�Q�©�ç è  (Ib3) ‘?’ : 3sg.pres.act. X�XQ�§D�]L (KUB 35.79 i 5), 3pl.pres.act. X�XQ�§D�
DQ�]L (KUB 32.94 i 3 (OS), KUB 30.40 i 18, KBo 39.118 obv. 9 (fr.), KBo 
40.183, 5 (fr.), KUB 39.57 i 9 (fr.)), 1sg.pret.act. X�XQ�§X�XQ (KUB 31.77 i 16), 
3sg.pret.act. X�X§�WD (KUB 31.77 i 12), X�XQ�9§�GD (KBo 18.180 rev. 10), 
3pl.pret.act. X�XQ�§H�HU (KUB 42.20, 9), 3pl.imp.act. X�XQ�§D�DQ�GX (Bo 69/326 
(see Oettinger 1979a: 183)); impf. X�XQ�§L�Hã�NH�H]�]L (KUB 31.77 i 12). 
  
The meaning of this verb is difficult to determine. Laroche (1954: 48) proposed a 
meaning ‘to suck’ , which has been taken over by Friedrich HW and Oettinger 
(1979a: 183), but Košak (1982: 242) explicitly states “ mng. unkn., not “ to suck” “ . 
The verb is consistently spelled with initial X�. The only Q�less form is 
3sg.pret.act. X�X§�WD, where we would expect it: Q§& > §& (compare the 
distribution between OLN& and OLQN9 in the paradigm of OL�Q�N�ï ê ). This means that 
in e.g. 3sg.pres.act. X�XQ�§D�]L and 3sg.pret.act. X�XQ�9§�GD the �Q� was restored.  
 Although clear cognates are missing, Oettinger (l.c.) mechanically reconstructs 
*K ð ñ ò XpQK ó �WL, *K ð ñ ò XQK ó �pQWL, which would mean that the zero-grade stem spread 
throughout the paradigm. Note that a root *+HXQK ó � would be against the PIE root 
constraints.  
 
XQL��� : see DãL � XQL � LQL  
 
XQX�ç è  (Ib2 > Ic2) ‘to adorn, to decorate, to lay (the table)’ : 1sg.pres.act. ~�QX�ÑD�
PL (410/u, 14 (NS) (cf. StBoT 5: 184)), 3sg.pres.act. ~�QX�X]�]L (KBo 38.265 i 11 
(MS), KBo 18.108 upper edge 9 (NS)), ~�QX�X[]�]]L (KBo 40.46 + KBo 35.156 
iii! 4 (NS)), ~�QX�X�ÑD�L]�]L (KUB 10.91 ii 16 (OH/NS)), 3pl.pres.act. ~�QX�ÑD�DQ�
]L (KBo 5.1 iv 16 (MH/NS), KUB 58.100 iii 4, KBo 2.13 obv. 13, KUB 17.35 i 
32, etc.), 3sg.pret.act. ~�QX�XW (KUB 31.143 ii 23 (OS), KBo 25.119, 3 (OS), 
3pl.pret.act. ~�QX�H�HU (KBo 19.112, 6 (MH/NS), KUB 33.96 iv 16 (NS), KUB 
15.36 obv. 7, 10 (NH)), ~�QX�HU (KBo 39.290 iii 10 (NS)), ~�QX�ÑD�D�HU (KUB 
36.67 ii 19 (NH)), 3pl.imp.act. ~�QX�ÑD�[DQ]-GX (KUB 33.96 iv 13 + KUB 36.7a 
iv 50, KUB 36.25 i 4); 1sg.pres.midd. ~�QX�ÑD�D§�§D�UL (KUB 17.9 i 32 (NS)), 
3sg.pres.midd. ~�QX�XG�GD (KUB 4.4 ii 15 (NH)), 3sg.pret.midd. ~�QX�XW�WD�DW 
(KUB 17.5 i 5 (OH/NS), 3pl.pret.midd. ~�QX�ÑD�DQ�WD�DW (KUB 46.30, 31); part. 
~�QX�ÑD�DQ�W�; inf.II ~�QX�ÑD�DQ�QD (KUB 17.35 i 28); impf. ~�QX�Xã�NH�D� (OS). 
 Derivatives: XQXÓDã©D�,�XQDã©D� (c.) ‘decoration, adornment’  (acc.sg. ~�QX�ÑD�
Dã�§D�DQ, dat.-loc.sg. ~�QX�ÑD�Dã�§L, abl. ~�QX�ÑD�Dã�§D�]D, nom.pl. ~�QX�ÑD�Dã�
§H�Hã, acc.pl. ~�QX�ÑD�Dã�§X�Xã, ~�QD�Dã�§X�Xã (KUB 12.31 ii 25)). 
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 IE cognates: Lat. LQG�X  ‘to put on (clothes)’ , Arm. �K�DJDQLP ‘to put on’ , Lith. 
D WL, DXQ� ‘to put on (shoes)’ , OCS RE�XWL ‘to put on (shoes)’ . 
  PIE *K ò X�QpX�WL � *K ò X�QX�pQWL 
  
Friedrich (HW: 234) cited this verb as XQXÑ L�,�apparently on the basis of ~�QX�X�
ÑD�L]�]L (KUB 10.91 ii 16 (OH/NS)) and ~�QX�ÑD�D�HU (KUB 36.67 ii 19 (NH)) 
(note that the form “ ~�QX�X!�Ñ[D�L]�]]L” , read thus in KBo 40.46 + KBo 35.156 iii! 
4 by Haas & Wegner (1999: 190), does not exist: the handcopy clearly shows ~�
QX�X[]�]]L (cf. Groddek & Kloekhorst 2006: 188). The oldest forms of this verb, 
~�QX�X]�]L (MS) and ~�QX�XW (OS), clearly show that we are dealing with an 
original stem XQX�ï ê , however. The occasional forms that show a stem XQXÑDH�ï ê  
(apart from ~�QX�X�ÑD�L]�]L and ~�QX�ÑD�D�HU also ~�QX�ÑD�PL) are found in NS 
texts only (cf. also Oettinger 1979a: 322134) and must have been secondarily 
formed under the influence of the highly productive §DWUDH�class. Almost all 
forms are spelled with initial ~�. A spelling with X� can only be found in  

 
KUB 4.3 ii  
(12) §D�PH�Lã�§L�D GU4�XQ OH�H ÑD�Dã�WL NDU�ãD�DQ�WDQô  PD ]D  
(13) JDO�OLã�WDU�ÑD�QL�OL ½OH�¾H½½�GD¾¾ GD�DW�WL PDU�ãD�DQ�]D  
(14) GU4�Xã §D�PH�Lã�§L SiW SIG5�UL L�GD�OX�Xã PD ][D]  
(15) NDU�ãD�DQ�]D JDO�OLã�WDU�ÑD�QL�OL X�QX�ÑD�WD�U[L]  
(16) QX ]D ~�H�NiQ�WD�DQ TÚG�DQ ÑD�Dã�ãL�¨D[-]L]  
(17) NX�Xã�ãD�QL�DQ PD ]D Ì�DQ Lã�NL�¨[D�]L]  
 
‘Do not buy a cow in spring (just as) you should not take a girl (in marriage) 

during a party. Especially in spring a cow of poor quality looks good, (just as) 

an ugly girl has adorned herself for the party: she wears fashionable clothes and 

puts on oil that has been borrowed’ ,  
 

but here we are rather dealing with a scribal error, cf. the mistakes in line 13.  
 For the meaning ‘to decorate, to adorn’ , cf. Sommer & Ehelolf (1924: 74). 
According to Oettinger (l.c.), who apparently assumes that XQX� originally is a 
causative in �QX�,� this verb is to be connected with Lat. LQG�X  ‘to put on 
(clothes)’ . This latter verb is generally connected with Arm. �K�DJDQLP ‘to put 
on’ , Lith. D WL, DXQ� ‘to put on (shoes)’ , etc. and reconstructed as *K ó HX� ‘to put 
on (shoes)’  (cf. e.g. LIV2, although there a root final laryngeal is reconstructed 
(*K ó HX+�), for which I see no evidence). This connection is convincing 
semantically (‘*to make put on > to decorate’ ), but formally it is problematic, 
because a preform *K ó X�QHX� should have yielded Hitt. **§XQX�. This problem 
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can be solved by either rejecting the etymology, or by adjusting the 
reconstruction. I would like to propose the latter solution.  
 The reconstruction of the initial *K ó  is especially prompted by Arm. �K�DJDQLP, 
which seems to reflect *K ó HX�. The question is of course whether a reconstruction 
*K ò HX� is possible as well. In Armenian, there is a sound law that *R in open 
syllable yields D, so *-R&9 > �D&9, but this development is supposed to have 
been blocked when this sequence is followed by an �R� (RáRUP ‘pity’ , RáRN 
‘prayer’ , RURÄ ‘lamb’ ), or when the consonant in question is �Y� (KRYLZ ‘shepherd’  
< *K ò HX�) or a reflex of *Ñ (ORJDQDP ‘to bathe’  < *ORX+�,�NRJL ‘butter’  < *NRX�; all 
examples by Kortlandt 1983: 10). Although in the first two cases the retention of 
*R is phonetically motivated, in the second case it is not: the development of *Ñ > 
J occurs very early in the Armenian chronology of sound laws, whereas the 
unrounding of *R in open syllables is a quite recent phenomenon. It is more 
probable to assume that in the case of NRJL and ORJDQDP the �R� is analogical to 
NRY ‘cow’  and *ORY (where �R� is regular). This would pave the way for my view 
that KDJDQLP < *KRJDQLP < *K ò HX� (whereas DJDQLP < *RJDQLP < *K ò RX�), and 
that the PIE root actually was *K ò HX�. With this reconstruction, the derivation of 
Hitt. XQX� < *K ò X�QHX� is phonetically regular (see Kloekhorst fthc.c for the 
development of word-initial laryngeals in Hittite).  
 The derivative XQXÑDã§D� is spelled as ~�QD�Dã�§� once (KUB 12.31 ii 25), 
which may have to be regarded as a scribal error, copying the signs NU-AA 
( ) as NA ( ) (compare the mistaken spelling QX�ÑD�Dã�ãX for QD�Dã�ãX).  
 
SS�ç è  (Ib1) ‘to come up (of the sun)’ : 3sg.pres.act. X�XS�]L (often), XS�]L (KUB 

7.1 ii 25, KUB 55.65 rev.? iv 50, 643/z l.col. 4 (see Otten 1971b: 47)), 
3sg.pret.act. X�XS�WD (KUB 31.147 ii 18 (MH/NS), KBo 5.8 iii 23 (NH)), XS�WD 
(KBo 16.8 iii 27 (NH)); 3sg.pret.midd. X�XS�WD�DW (KUB 21.10, 13 (NH)); 
verb.noun gen. X�XS�SX�X�ÑD�Dã (KUB 8.21, 8). 
 IE cognates: OHG I, ModDu. RS ‘upon’ ; Skt. XSiUL, Gr. , Lat. VXSHU, 
Goth. XIDU ‘over’ . 
  PIE *K ð pXS�WL 
  
When we look at the attestations of this verb as cited in Oettinger 1979a: 232, we 
get the impression that its spelling is quite a mess: we find forms that are spelled 
X�XS°, XS° as well as ~�XS°. A closer look at the attestations shows that this may 
not be the case, however.  
 If we look at the instances of ~�XS�, we see that these are all rather problematic. 
The form 3sg.pres.act. ~�XS�]L (KBo 15.34 ii 22) as cited by Oettinger is 
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incorrect. In the handcopy of this tablet, we see that the second sign of this word 
is slightly damaged: . The part that is visible, however, does not 
point to the sign UP, but rather to the sign IZ. We therefore should read Q D�Dã�WD 
PD�D§�§D�DQ dUTU�Xã ~[-H]]�]L ‘when the Sun-god comes’ . The form 
2sg.pres.act. ~� S�ãL (KUB 6.45 iii 14) cited by Oettinger must be read 

= ~�Ñ[D�]ãL ‘you come’ , as can be seen by its duplicate, KUB 6.46 ii 53, 
where we find ~�ÑD�ãL. The form 3sg.pres.act. ~�XS[-]L] (KUB 28.74 obv. 1) that 
Oettinger cites is more difficult. When we look at the handcopy of the tablet, 

, we see that the sign following Ú is that damaged, that one cannot say 
with certainty that it must be UP. In my view, IZ is possible as well, which would 
give a reading ~�H[]�]L]. I must admit, however, that this sentence, [P]D�D�DQ OX�
XN�NDW�WD dUTU-Xã NiQ ~�x[...] (KUB 28.74 obv. 1) has a seeming parallel in e.g. 
KBo 5.2 ii 29, where we find PD�D�DQ OX�XN�NDW�WD dUTU�Xã NiQ X�XS�]L ‘when it 
becomes light, the Sun-god comes up’ . Nevertheless, both SS�ï ê  and ÑH�ï ê  � XÑD� 
are used to describe the coming-up of the Sun-god (e.g. dUTU-Xã ~�[H]]�]L ‘the 
Sun-god comes’  in KBo 15.34 ii 22 cited above), so despite the seeming parallel, 
a reading ~�H[]�]L] should be equally possible. I therefore conclude that there are 
no convincing spellings of the verb SS�ï ê  with initial ~�.  
 On the contrary, the attestations cited by Oettinger with only XS° are reliable, 
e.g. 3sg.pres.act. XS�]L (KUB 7.1 ii 25, KUB 55.65 rev.? iv 50, 643/z l.col. 4 (see 
Otten 1971b: 47), 3sg.pret.act. XS�WD (KBo 16.8 iii 27).  
 According to Oettinger (1979a: 233), the one middle form SWDW, which is found 
in a NH text, must be analogical to the middle form OXNWDW ‘it has become bright’ .  
 The verb.noun gen.sg. X�XS�SX�X�ÑD�Dã (KUB 8.21, 8) is important as it shows 
that the root-final consonant is geminate �SS� and not single �S�,�which points to 
etymological *S. Oettinger reconstructs the verb as *K ð pXS�WL, connecting it to PIE 
*�K ð �XS�R�. The exact meaning and form of this adverb is unclear, however: Skt. 
~SD, Gr. , Lat. VXE, OIr. IR, Goth. XI all denote ‘under’ , whereas OHG I, 
ModDu. RS mean ‘upon’ . The latter forms seemingly belong with *XSHU�L� ‘over’  
(Skt. XSiUL, Gr. , Lat. VXSHU, Goth. XIDU ‘over’ ), which would semantically fit 
Hitt. SS�ï ê  as well. All in all, I follow Oettinger in reconstructing *K ð pXS�WL.  
 
XSSD� è � �� XSSL� (IIa5 > Ic1, IIa1 ) ‘to send (here)’ : 1sg.pres.act. XS�SD�D§�§L 
(MH/MS), 2sg.pres.act. XS�SD�DW�WL (KBo 10.12 + KBo 10.13 iii 33 (NH)), 
3sg.pres.act. XS�SD�D�L, 1pl.pres.act. XS�St�~�H�QL (KUB 17.21 iv 13 (MH/MS)), 
2pl.pres.act. XS�SD�DW�WH�QL (KUB 13.17 iv 8 (OH/NS), KUB 13.4 iv 45 (fr.) 
(OH/NS)), 3pl.pres.act. XS�St�DQ�]L (MH/MS), XS�St�¨[D�DQ�]L], XS�SD�DQ�]L (KUB 
14.3 ii 62 (NH)), 1sg.pret.act. XS�SD�D§�§X�XQ (MH/MS), 2sg.pret.act. XS�St�Hã�WD 
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(e.g. KBo 18.76 rev. 4 (NS)), 3sg.pret.act. XS�St�Hã�WD, XS�St�Lã�WD, XS�SD�D�Dã 
(KUB 9.34 i 17), XS�SD�Dã (KUB 26.70, 3 (NH)), 1pl.pret.act. XS�St�~�HQ (KUB 
34.55 i 10 (MS), XS�SD�X�H�HQ (MH/MS)), 3pl.pret.act. XS�St�HU, 2sg.imp.act. XS�
St, 3sg.imp.act. XS�SD�~, 2pl.imp.act. XS�St�Lã�WpQ (KBo 20.108 rev. 9 (NS)), XS�
St�Hã�WpQ (KBo 18.2 rev. 5 (NS)); part. XS�SD�DQ�W�; verb.noun gen. XS�St�¨D�X�ÑD�
Dã (IBoT 3.148 iv 23 (MH/NS)); impf. XS�St�Lã�NH�D� (MS), XS�St�Hã�NH�D�. 
 Derivatives: XSSLHããDU���XSSLHãQ� (n.) ‘sending, gift’  (nom.-acc.sg. XS�St�Hã�ãDU 
(often), XS�St�¨D�Dã�ãDU, XS�St�Lã�ãDU (KBo 13.57 l.edge 3 (NS), KBo 1.35, 16 
(NS)), dat.-loc.sg. XS�St�Hã�QL, nom.-acc.pl. XS�St�Hã�ãDU é I.A (KUB 23.101 ii 19 
(NH)), XS�St�Dã�ãDU é I.A (KUB 23.101 ii 4 (NH)), XS�St�¨D�Dã�ãDU (KUB 33.93+ iii 
29 (NH)), [XS�]St�Hã�ãDU�UL é I.A (KUB 18.24, 5 (NS))). 
  PIE *K ó RX + *K ð S�RL�HL � *K ð S�L�HQWL 
  
This verb is consistenly spelled XS�S� (about 120 cases in my files). All alleged 
other spellings are dubious regarding their interpretation. Alp (1991: 294) cites a 
form X?�XS?�S[D�D§�§X�XQ] (HKM 93, 4), but the traces in the hand copy of this 
tablet are very difficult to interpret:  . Von Schuler (1957: 42) 
cites ~�X[S�S]D�~ (KUB 13.2 i 19), but this form is damaged as well: . 
We possibly have to read something else here, e.g. ~�G[D�] �~? The hapax 
attestation X�St�Hã�Ni[Q�]L] (KUB 59.3, 11) is problematic as well: in this small 
fragment (19 lines) the verb St�Hã�NH�D� is attested 4 times (3x St�Hã�NiQ�]L, 1x St�
Hã�NH�HU), which may be seen as an indication that the first wedge of X�St�Hã�Ni[Q�
]L] is just an error and that we have to read St�Hã�Ni[Q�]L] here as well. All in all, I 
conclude that the spelling XS�S° is the only correct spelling of this verb.  
 This verb belongs to the P PD�L�class (XSSD§§L vs. XSSLDQ]L). Like all P PD�L�
class verbs, this verb, too, shows influence of the WDUQ�D��class inflection from 
MH times onwards, yielding forms like XSSDQ]L, XSSDÑHQ and XSSDQW�. The form 
XSSL¨DXÑDã shows a stem XSSL¨H�D�ï ê . Oettinger (1979a: 489) states that XSSD� ê  � 
XSSL� “ sicher als X ‘her’  und SL¨H� õeõ ê  ‘geben’  [ist] zusammengesetzt” , which I 
support wholeheartedly. The fact that XSSD�L� belongs to the P PD�L�class 
whereas SDL� ê  � SL� ‘to give’  belongs to the G L�WL¨DQ]L-class is comparable to the 
situation of QQD� ê  � QQL ‘to drive (here)’  and SHQQD� ê  � SHQQL� ‘to drive (away)’  
(both inflecting according to the P PD�L�class) that are derived from QDL� � *QL� 
(G L�WL¨DQ]L-class): in pre-Hittite times polysyllabic G L�WL¨DQ]L-class verbs were 
influenced by the WDUQ�D�-class and yielded the synchronic P PD�L�class (see at 
the treatment of the P PD�L�class in § 2.2.2.2.h). See at X� and SDL� ê  � SL� for an 
elaborate etymological treatment of these two elements.  
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 According to Rieken (1999a: 383f.), the derivative XSSLHããDU is altered to 
XSSL¨DããDU in NH times in analogy to the forms of the verb that start to be 
interpreted as showing a stem XSSL¨D� (e.g. XSSL¨DXÑDã). Rieken (1999a: 390) also 
cites a form X�XS�St�Lã, which is attested on a badly damaged fragment:  

 
KBo 34.25  
(4) [x - x -]x�QD�D�Dã ãD�D�UX NL�Lã�WD�D�WL ãDU�ÑD�Dã x[- x]  
(5) [NL�Lã�W]D�D�WL §DO�§DO�WD�QL�¨D�Dã ãD�D�UX NL�Lã�WD�D�[WL]  
(6) [x - x N]L�Lã�WD�D�WL X�XS�St�Lã NL�Lã�WD�D�[WL]  
 
‘The loot of [x-x]-Q � has perished. The x of the loot has perished. The loot of 

the §DO§DOWDQL� has perished. The [x] has perished. The SSL� has perished’ .  
 

Because of the occurrence of the word ã UX ‘loot, booty’  on this fragment (note 
however that CHD (Š: 296) interprets ã UX as “ an evil force”  here), and because 
of the formal similarity, Rieken states that “ eine Deutung von XSSLã als “ Sendung, 
Geschenk”  (= XSSHããDU�XSSL¨DããDU) immerhin eine gewisse Wahrscheinlichkeit 
[besitzt]” . Problematic, however, is the fact that this form would be the only one 
within the group of attestations of XSSD� ê  � XSSL� and XSSLHããDU that is spelled with 
initial X�XS�S�. I therefore would rather separate this form from XSSD�L�.  
 The CLuw. verb SSD� is often translated ‘to send, to bring’  and regarded as 
cognate with Hitt. XSSD� ê  � XSSL�. In my view, a translation ‘to send, to bring’  for 
CLuw. XSSD� cannot be ascertained on the basis of the contexts in which it 
occurs, and has probably been suggested on the basis of a formal similarity with 
Hitt. XSSD�L� only. This makes CLuw. XSSD� etymologically valueless.  
 
XS WL� (n.) ‘landgrant’ : nom.-acc.sg. ��� ~�SD�WL, ~�ED�D�WL (KBo 5.11 ii 15), 
gen.sg. ~�SD�WL�Dã, ~�SD�WL�Dã, ~�SD�D�WL�¨D�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. ~�ED�D�WL (OS), ~�ED�WL�
¨D (OS), nom.-acc.pl. ~�SD�D�WL é I.A. 
 Derivatives: 

ö ÷�øIù XSDWLWDOOD� ‘?’  (stem? ~�SD�WL�WD�DO�OD (KUB 56.12, 9), LÚ.MEŠ~�
SD�WL�WD�DO�O[D���...] (KUB 56.12, 10)). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. XSD� ‘to furnish, to grant(?)’  (3pl.pres.act. ~�SD�DQ�WL, 
3sg.pret.act. ~�SD�DW�WD, 2sg.imp.act. ~�SD, 3pl.imp.act. ~�SD�DQ�GX, part. ~�SD�DP�
PD�DQ); HLuw. XSDWLW� ‘territory’  (dat.-loc.sg. *274X�SD�WL�WL (TELL AHMAR 1 
§8), *274X�SD�WL�WL�L (TELL AHMAR 1 §20), gen.adj.acc.sg.c. *274X�SD�WL�Wj�VL�L�QD 
�0$5$ù�������� 
  
Although this word is attested in OS texts already, it is generally accepted that 
this word must be of Luwian origin. This is indicated by the occasional use of 
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gloss wedges as well as by the fact that the word is attested in HLuwian as 
XSDWLW�. Luwian stems in �LW� show a nom.-acc.sg. in �L and therefore are borrowed 
into Hittite as �L�stems (cf. gen.sg. XSDWL¨Dã). Melchert (1993b: 242) interprets the 
CLuwian verb ~�SD� as ‘to furnish, to grant’  and assumes that this is the basis for 
XSDWLW�. Starke (1990: 198), however, states that XSDWLW� is likely to be analysed as 
a derivative in �LW�,�of which the basis XSDW� is not yet identifiable. According to 
him, other borrowings are OAss. XEDGLQQXP and Ugar. ¶XEG\ ‘territory’ .  
 
XU� ú

û
, ÓDU� ú

û
 (IIIf) ‘to burn (intr.), to be burned’  (Sum. BIL): 3sg.pres.midd. ~�UD�

D�QL (StBoT 25.4 iii 44 (OS), StBoT 25.137 ii 3 (fr.) (OS), KBo 9.127+ i 6, 8, 29 
(fr.) (MS), KUB 33.59 iii 9 (OH/NS), KBo 22.137 ii 13 (NS), KUB 32.8 iii 23 
(NS), 450/u, 4 (NS)), ÑD�UD�D�QL (KBo 8.96 obv. 3, 5, 7 (MS), KUB 60.73 rev. 17 
(MS), KBo 6.12 i 19 (OH/NS), KUB 30.15+ obv. 10 (OH/NS), KUB 33.46 i 4 
(OH/NS), KUB 33.53 + FHG 2 ii 14 (OH/NS), KUB 33.67 iv 3, 4 (OH/NS), 
KUB 15.31 ii 2, 4, iii 59 (MH/NS), KUB 15.32 ii 20, iv 29 (MH/NS), 1321/u iii 
59, iv 8 (MH/NS), KBo 39.169 i 2 (NS), KBo 39.290 iii 14 (NS), KBo 44.80, 3 
(NS), KUB 7.56 ii 2 (NS), KUB 10.95 iii 4 (NS), KUB 17.12 iii 7 (NS), KUB 
25.31 ii 2, 4 (NS), KUB 29.4 iii 58, iv 41 (NS), KUB 39.71 ii 18 (NS), KUB 
58.83 iii 9 (NS), KBo 12.33 iii 5 (NH), etc.), ~�ÑD�UD�D�Q[L] (1191/z obv. 11 
(NS)), ÑD�UD�QL (KUB 33.67 iv 2 (2x) (OH/NS)), ÑD�UD�DQ�QL (KUB 30.36 iii 3 
(MH/NS), KUB 58.83 iii 14 (NS)), 3pl.pres.midd. ÑD�UD�DQ�GD�UL (KUB 58.83 iii 
10 (NS)), 3pl.pret.midd. ÑD�UD�DQ�WD�DW (KUB 39.36, 7 (OH/NS), KUB 39.39 ii 2 
(OH/NS)), ÑD�UD�DQ�GD�DW (KUB 39.4+ obv. 19 (OH/NS), KUB 39.14 i 14, ii 11 
(OH/NS), KUB 39.35 (+) 30.24 i 30, ii 5 (OH/NS), KUB 34.65, 8 (OH/NS)), 
3sg.imp.midd. ~�UD�D�QX (KUB 12.28, 8 (NS)), ÑD�UD�D�QX (KUB 29.7+ obv. 66 
(MH/MS), KUB 33.11 iii 17 (OH/NS), KUB 33.49 iii 12 (OH/NS), KUB 33.53 + 
FHG 2 ii 16 (OH/NS), KUB 51.30 rev. 6 (OH/NS), KBo 39.252, 3, 5 (NS), KUB 
17.12 iii 5 (NS)), ÑD�UD�QX (KBo 38. 247 ii 6 (MS?)); part. ÑD�UD�DQ�W� (MH/MS), 
ÑD�UD�D�DQ�W�. 
 Derivatives: ÓDUQX�ü û  (Ib2) ‘to kindle, to set fire to’  (1sg.pres.act. ÑD�DU�QX�PL, 
3sg.pres.act. ÑD�DU�QX�]L, ÑD�DU�QX�X]�]L, 3pl.pres.act. ÑD�DU�QX�DQ�]L, ÑD�DU�QX�
ÑD�DQ�]L, 1sg.pret.act. ÑD�DU�QX�QX�XQ, 3sg.pret.act. ÑD�DU�QX�XW, 1pl.pret.act. ÑD�
DU�QX�PH�HQ, ÑD�DU�QX�XP�PH�HQ, 3pl.pret.act. ÑD�DU�QX�HU (MH/MS), ÑD�DU�QX�
H�HU, ÑD�DU�QX�~�H�HU (KUB 17.10 iii 15), 2sg.imp.act. ÑD�DU�QX�XW, 2pl.imp.act. 
ÑD�DU�QX�XW�WpQ; 3sg.pres.midd. ÑD�DU�QX�WD�UL (KUB 8.25 i 3, 9); part. ÑD�DU�QX�
ÑD�DQ�W�; verb.noun gen.sg. ÑD�DU�QX�PD�Dã, ÑD�DU�QX�XP�PD�Dã, ÑD�DU�QX�ÑD�Dã 
(KUB 12.22, 16), inf.I ÑD�DU�QX�PD�DQ�]L, ÑD�DU�QX�XP�PD�DQ�]L; impf. ÑD�DU�
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QX�Xã�NH�D�), XULÓDUDQW� (adj.) ‘burning’  (nom.-acc.sg.n. ~�UL�ÑD�UD�DQ (KUB 
17.10 iii 22 (OH/MS))), see � XUDQDH�ï ê . 
 IE cognates: Lith. YuUWL, YpUGX ‘to cook’ , OCS Y U WL ‘to cook’ . 
  PIE *XUK ð �y�UL 
  
See Neu 1968: 188f. for an extensive treatment of this verb. The 3sg.-forms 
Ñ�D�U QL and Ñ�D�U QX are unique in the sense that they show dissimilation from 
original *Ñ�D�U UL and *Ñ�D�U UX. The verb shows two stems, namely XU� (attested 
in OS texts already) and ÑDU� (from MS texts onwards). Sometimes, these stems 
are regarded as ablaut variants (e.g. Rieken 2001: 371, who apparently regards 
XU� as zero grade vs. ÑDU� as full grade). This is very unlikely, however: middles 
from the WXNN UL-class show a zero grade root throughout the paradigm. This 
means that there never was a full grade form to begin with from which a full 
grade stem could have spread over the paradigm. Moreover, the clear 
chronological distribution between OH ~�UD�D�QL vs. MH/NH ÑD�UD�D�QL rather 
indicates that we are dealing with a phonetic development that took place within 
the Hittite period.  
 Since Goetze & Pedersen 1934: 74 this verb is generally connected with Lith. 
YuUWL ‘to cook’  and OCS Y U WL ‘to cook’ . Because these latter forms show acute 
accent, they must reflect *XHU+�,� which means that for Hittite we must 
reconstruct *XU+�yU�L�. If we now compare the MH/NH form ÑD�UD�D�QL, which 
must go back to *XU+�yU�L�, to SDULSSDUDL = /prip U"ái/ < *SUL�SUK ð �yL�HL, in which 
*K ð  must have remained as a synchronic phoneme /"/ in order to cause the *U to 
vocalize to / U��� ZH� VHH� WKDW� ZH� PXVW� SKRQRORJLFDOO\� LQWHUSUHW� ÑD�UD�D�QL as 
/u U"ani/. So here the laryngeal has been preserved as well (which indicates that 
we must reconstruct *XHUK ð �,�since *XUK ó�ñ ò �yU�L� would have yielded **ÑDU§ UL). 
The question now is, how is OH ~�UD�D�QL to be interpreted? In my view, ~�UD�D�
QL represents phonological /ur"ani/ in which vocalization of �U� has not taken 
place yet. So I reckon with a development *XUK ð �yU�L� > OH /ur"ani/ > MH/NH 
/u U"ani/. For other instances of PIE *X5&� > OH /uRC-/ > MH/NH /u 5&-/, see 
e.g. at ÑDONXÑD� and XONLããDUD�,�ÑDONLããDUD�.  
 Note that the reduplicated adj. XULÑDUDQW� probably stands for /uri-u U"ant-/. The 
causative ÑDUQX�ï ê  must reflect *XUK ð �QHX�. This form then should regularly have 
\LHOGHG� 2+� �XUQ -/ (with loss interconsonantal *K ð ) > MH/NH /u UQ -/. The 
absence of a spelling **XU�QX��  � �XUQ -/ is due to the fact that this verb is not 
attested in OS texts.  
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 The exact interpretation of the hapax form ÑD�D�UD�L (KUB 17.27 ii 26 
(MH/NS)) is unclear to me. It seems to denote something like ‘starts a fire’ , cf. 
the translation by Haas & Wegner (1988a: 192):  

 
KUB 17.27 ii 
(25) QX NiQ MUNUSŠU.GI dUTU�L IGI�DQ�GD 3 GIR4

é
I.A DQ�GD §DU�SD�D�L]�]L  

(26) QX GÍR ZABAR SD�D§�§XU�U D ÑD�D�UD�L QX NiQ ÑD�D�WDU  
(27) NINDASiU�ãD�DQ�Q D DQ�GD Sp�Hã�ãL�¨D�D]�]L QX NLã�DQ PH�PD�L  
 
“ Und die Beschwörerin häuft dem Sonnengott gegenüber gesondert drei 

gebrannte Tongeschirre auf; und einen Dolch (aus) Bronz (hält sie), und facht 

ein Feuer an; und Wasser und zerbröckeltes Brot wirft sie hinein und spricht in 

dieser Weise:” .  
 

Yet, the formal analysis of Ñ UDL is rather enigmatic. Melchert (1984a: 1113) states 
that Ñ UDL replaces original *Ñ UL < *ÑyUHL, but since we are dealing with a root 
*ÑHUK ð � and since *ÑyUK ð �HL should yield **Ñ UUL (cf. UUL < *K ð yUK ð �HL, ã UUL < 
*VyUK ð �HL) this is impossible. Perhaps Ñ UDL is an DG KRF transitive formation on 
the basis of the middle ÑDU� í ê

 ‘to be burning’  instead of normal ÑDUQX�ï ê .  
 
UU�: see UU�L¨H�D���

 ý'þ ÿ
XUD�:�see GIŠÑHUD�  

 ��� ý
XU ��(gender unclear) a vessel?: case? X�UD�D�Dã (KUB 11.56 v 5). 

  
This word occurs only once, in KUB 11.56 v (5) [ ... ] 2 DUG

é
I.A X�UD�D�Dã PDU�

QX�ÑD�DQ DU�WD ‘... 2 X.-vessels with beer stands’ . It is not clear whether we have 
to regard XU ã as nom.pl. here, or as dat.-loc.pl. and assume that another word, 
which is now lost because it stood in the broken part, was the subject of the 
sentence and stood near the XU �vessels. No clear meaning, no etymology.  
 Friedrich (HW Erg. 1: 22) also refers to KBo 8.72 i 7 under this lemma, but 
there we find GIŠ~�UD�D�DQ, for which see at GIŠÑHUD�.  
 
XUDªDQQL�,� XULªDQQL� �

� ÿ����
� (c.) an oracle bird: nom.sg. X�UD�¨D�DQ�QL�Hã (KUB 

5.11 iv 60), X�UD�¨D�DQ�QL�ã (KUB 5.24 ii 46), X�UL�DQ�QL�HãMUŠEN (KBo 15.28 i 4), 
acc.pl. X�UD�¨D�DQ�QL�Xã (KUB 5.20 iii 18). 
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This word denotes a bird used in bird oracles, but it is not clear exactly what kind 
of bird is meant. The formal similarity with LÚXUL¨DQQL�,�XUD¨DQQL�,�a functionary 
(spelled with the sign U as well, and showing a similar alternation between XUL¨D� 
and XUD¨D�) is striking. An equation of the two cannot be proven, however. 
Further unclear.  
 ÷�ø XUDªDQQL�:�see LÚXUL¨DQQL�  
 ÷�ø XUDOOD�� (c.) ‘horse-trainer’ : acc.sg. X�UD�DO�OD�D�Q� ã�ãD�PD�DQ (KBo 3.34 ii 
23). 
 Derivatives: 

÷�ø XUDOODWDU� �� XUDOODQQ� (n.) ‘profession of horse-trainer’  (dat.-
loc.sg. LÚX�UD�DO�OD�DQ�QL (KUB 31.112, 15)). 
  
This word occurs only once, in KBo 3.34 ii (22) ... D�SX�X�Q D (23) LÚX�UD�DO�OD�
D�Q� ã�ãD�PD�DQ L�H�HW ‘but he made him into their XUDOOD�’ . From the context it is 
clear that XUDOOD� is some kind of functionary in horse-training. The context of 
LÚXUDOODQQL is too broken for a good understanding of the text. Nevertheless it is 
likely that this word, which must belong with an abstract noun *XUDOODWDU must 
denote something like ‘profession of horse-trainer’ . The origin of these words is 
unclear.  
 

�� XUDQDH�ü û � (Ic2) ‘to bring a fire-offering’ : 3sg.pres.act. � ~�UD�QD�L]�]L (KBo 
23.112, 4), verb.noun � ~�UD�QD�X�ÑD�DU (KBo 23.112, 3). 
  
See Van den Hout 1995: 120f. for the context in which these words occur:  

 
KBo 23.112 + KUB 49.14  
(3) [m7D�DW�WD�P]D�UX NX�LW � ~�UD�QD�X�ÑD�DU SIxSÁ�DW  
(4) [              m7D�DW�]WD�PD�UX�Xã � ~�UD�QD�L]�]L  
(5) [                                -]x PD�D�DQ PD�D ã�ãL DW DINGIR

�
	��
 §D�UD�WDU ÑD�Dã�W~O  

(6) [Ò�8/ N]X�LW�NL �¨ �ã[L? S]UMEŠ SIG5-UX GIŠŠÚ.A�§L GÙB�DQ NU.SIG5  
 
‘Was [das betrifft, daß für Tattam]aru ein Brandopfer festgestellt wurde, [... 

Tat]tamaru wird ein Brandopfer dabringen [...] ... wenn du, o Gottheit, für ihn 

das keineswegs zum Verstoß (und) Vergehen machst, so sollen die Zeichen 

günstig sein; der Thron Links: ungünstig’ .  
 

Etymologically these words likely belong with XU�  �
 ‘to burn’  (q.v.). The use of 

gloss wedges hardly can denote a foreign origin, because the forms are genuinely 
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Hittite (3sg. on �]L, verb.noun on �ÑDU). Perhaps the words are DG KRF-formations 
and therefore marked.  
 ÷�ø XULªDQQL�,�XUDªDQQL��(c.) a functionary: nom.sg. X�UL�DQ�QL�Lã (OS), X�UD�¨D�DQ�
QL�Lã (KUB 31.61 + KUB 26.61 ii 9, VBoT 71 obv. 10 (fr.), KUB 16.77 iii 2), 
acc.sg. X�UL�DQ�QL�LQ (OS); stem X�UL�DQ�QL (OS), X�UL�¨D�DQ�QL; broken X�UL�¨D�DQ�
QL�¨[D(-) (KUB 55.43 iii 36). 
  
This word is consistently spelled with initial X� (and never with ~�) and is attested 
in OS already. It is not clear what kind of functionary it denotes exactly. It is 
remarkable that the word quite often is attested uninflected. This could point to a 
foreign origin, which may be supported by the attestation of a form X�UD�¨D�DQ�QL 
in a CLuwian text (KBo 29.43, 6). The alternation between XUL¨D� and XUD¨D� may 
point to foreign origin as well.  
 The formal similarity to XUD¨DQQL�,� XUL¨DQQL�MUŠEN, an oracle bird, is striking, 
especially because this word, too, is spelled with the sign U and shows an 
alternation between XUL¨D� and XUD¨D�. Semantically, a connection cannot be 
proven, however. Further unclear.  
 
XULªDQQL� �

� ÿ����
: see XUD¨DQQL�  

 
UU�LªH�D���‘?’ : 3pl.pret.act. X�XU�UL�H�HU (KBo 3.60 ii 7). 

  
The hapax attestation X�XU�UL�HU or X�XU�UH�HU (KBo 3.60 ii 7 (OH/NS)) is 
generally translated as ‘they helped’  and seen as belonging to the paradigm of 
ÑDUUDH�� �  ‘to help’  (q.v.). The context runs as follows:  

 
KBo 3.60 ii 
(description of a people that attack humans and then eat them)  
(6) PD�D�DQ ~�H�HU LÚ URUâX�WX�XP�PD�QD�Dã URU=[X� x - x - x]  
(7) URU8�ND � �D�SX�ÑD X�XU�UL�H�HU LÚ URUâX�~�GDKI ã[H??]  
(8) m.D�QL�X�Xã URU8�ND � �D�SX�¨D�Dã�ã D  
(9) PH�QD�D§�§D�DQ�WD SD�L�[HU]  
 

Güterbock (1938: 104f.) translates this text as:  
 
‘Als es geschah, daß der Šudaër (und) die Stadt Zu[...] der Stadt UqapuÒa zu 

Hilfe kamen, da zo[gen] ihm(?) der Mann von Šuda, Kaniu und die Stadt 

Uqapu¨a entgegen’ .  
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This translation is not imperative, however: the form UU�L�HU could just as well 
mean something else. I would translate as follows:  

 
‘When they came, the Šudaean [and] Zu[...] .-ed towards?�8N SX��7KH�0DQ�RI�
Šuda and Kaniuš�RI�8N SX�ZHQW�DJDLQVW�KLP’ .  
 

This means that I would separate the form UU�L�HU from the verb ÑDUUDH�� � . 
Further unclear.  
 
XULÓDUDQW���see at XU�  �

  
 
UNL� (c.) ‘trace, track, trail’ : nom.sg. X�XU�NL�Hã, X�XU�NL�Lã, acc.sg. X�XU�NL�LQ, 

dat.-loc.sg. X�XU�NL�¨D. 
 Derivatives: XUNLªDH�ü û  (Ic3), XUNLªH�D�ü û  (Ic2) ‘to track down’  (1sg.pres.act. 
XUNL¨DPL (HW: 235), 3sg.pres.act. XU�NL�¨D�H]�]L (KUB 29.30 ii 5 (OS), X�XU�NL�
H][-]L] (VBoT 114, 6 (NS))). 
 IE cognates: Skt. YUDM� ‘to walk, to stride’ . 
  PIE *K � � � XUJ�L� 
  
Note that virtual all attestations of UNL� are spelled with initial U (except XU�NL�¨D�
H]�]L) which points to phonological /(")orgi-/ or /(")orki-/. Duchesne-Guillemin 
(1947: 80) connected this word with Skt. YUDM� ‘to walk, to stride’ , which would 
point to a pre-form *XUJ�L� (thus also e.g. Eichner 1973: 73; Melchert 1994a: 95). 
Althouch semantically this connection seems plausible, formally it is problematic. 
On the basis of *XUK � yU�L� > OH /ur"ani/, ~�UD�D�QL > MH/MH /u U"ani/, ÑD�UD�D�
QL ‘burns’  and *XON � R� > MH /u ONwa-/, ÑD�DO�NX�ÑD� ‘bad omen’  (if this latter 
etymology is correct) we would expect that the preform *XUJ�L� would have 
yielded OH **/urgi-/, **�~��XU�NL� > MH/NH /u UJL-/, **ÑD�DU�NL�. With this 
knowledge in mind, we would rather think that X�XU�NL� = /"orKi-/ reflects 
*K � � � XU.�L�,�compare e.g. *K � XUJ�L� > Hitt. §XUNL� = /Horgi-/ ‘wheel’ . Perhaps this 
means that we should recontruct the root of UNL� and YUDM� as *K � � � XUHJ� (for this 
structure, compare e.g. *K � XLHG � � ‘to hurt (lethally)’ , cf. LIV2 V.Y.; for the 
development *K � � � XUH� > Skt. YUD�,�cf. YUDMi� ‘fold, fenced area’  < *K � XUH��R�). All 
in all, I reconstruct UNL� as *K � � � XUJ�L� (cf. Kimball’ s reconstruction “ *�K � �Z��L�”  
(1999: 247)), derived of a root *K � � � XUHJ� as visible in Skt. YUDM� ‘to walk, to 
stride’ .  
 
UWD��(c.) a disease?: acc.pl. X�XU�WX�Xã (KUB 43.38 rev. 23). 
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This word occurs only once, in the following context:  
 
KUB 43.38 rev.  
(21) [NL�L ÑD NX]-LW SAG.DU-D] QX ÑD�D ã�PD�Dã d6Ì1 ÑD�DO�§D�DQ�QD�~  

           Q[X ÑD�D ã�PD�Dã (?)]  

(22) [...�]]D ŠÀ-D] §X�X�ÑD�D�~ QX ÑD�D ã�PD�Dã DQ�GX�X�UL�¨D�Dã [    ]x[  ]  

(23) [ ]-]D d6Ì1 X�XU�WX�Xã L�DG�GX QX ÑD�D ã�PD�Dã ]D NL�Q[X�XQ ...]  

(24) [...]-Dã KUR.KURMEŠ DQ�GD ~�ÑD�DQ�QD L�DW�WD�UL  
 
‘Regarding that what is on the head, the Moon-god must strike you. And he 

must run .... out of [your] heart. And in your entrails the Moongod [...] must 

make X.-s. And no[w] he comes into the [....] lands to see’ .  
 

Perhaps UWXã means ‘diseases’ . No further etymology.  
 
�Xã (acc.pl.c.-ending) 
 IE cognates: Skt. �DV, Gr. - , Lat. � V, Goth. �XQV, Lith. �LV. 
  PIE *-RPV, *-PV 
  
This ending is used in consonant- as well as thematic stems and denotes acc.pl. of 
commune words. It is predominantly spelled °&X�Xã, but occasionally we find 
forms with plene spelling. As I have shown in § 1.3.9.4.f, we predominantly find 
plene spellings with the sign Ú, pointing to /-us/, in older texts, whereas spellings 
with the sign U, indicating /-os/, occur in younger texts. This seems to indicate 
that an OH acc.pl.-ending /-us/ is developing into NH /-os/. Note that an ending 
/-os/ occurs also in NX�X�Xã /kós/ ‘these’  and D�SX�X�Xã /"bós/ ‘those’ , but these 
are spelled with the sign U throughout the Hittite period.  
 Often, the PIE acc.pl.-ending is reconstructed as *-QV, on the basis of e.g. Gr. 
- , Skt. �DV, Goth. �XQV, etc. For Hittite, a reconstruction *-QV is impossible 
however: it would have yielded �Dã or possibly �DQ], but not /-os/. On the basis of 
the parallelism with the 1sg.pret.act.-ending /-on/ < *�P, acc.sg.c. NX�X�XQ /kón/ < 
*�yP and acc.sg.c. D�SX�X�XQ /"bón/ < *K � E � yP, it is in my view likely that the 
OH acc.pl.c.-ending /-us/ > NH /-os/ goes back to *�PV and, when thematic, to 
*-RPV. Note that when accentuated, *&yPV yielded already OH /-ós/, spelled &X�
X�Xã.  
 
XããDQLªH�D�ü û : see XãQL¨H�D�� �   
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XãDQWDUL����XãDQWDUDL��(Luw. adj.) ‘bringing gains, bringing blessings’ : nom.sg.c. 
X�ãD�DQ�WD�UL�Lã (KUB 7.53 + KUB 12.58 i 52 iv 8), X�ãD�DQ�GD�UL�Lã (ibid. iv 11), 

� X�ãD�DQ�GD�UL�Lã (KUB 58.108 iv 10, 11, 13), acc.sg.c. X�ãD�DQ�WD�UL�LQ (KUB 
7.53 + KUB 12.58 iv 7), dat.-loc.sg. X�ãD�DQ�WD�UL (KUB 7.53 + KUB 12.58 iv 9), 
Luw.nom.pl.c. ~�ãD�DQ�GD�UD�L�LQ�]L (KUB 35.84 ii 12), Luw.dat.-loc.pl. [X�~�ãD�
D]Q�WD�UD�¨D�DQ�]D (KUB 35.84 ii 9). 
 Derivatives: XãDQWDUD� �  ‘?’  (3sg.prs.act. X�ãD�DQ�WD�UD�D�L (KUB 15.9 ii 4)). 
  
The bulk of the attestations occur in one text only:  

 
KUB 7.53 + KUB 12.58 iv  
  (7) QDP�PD ]D NiQ GU4 X�ãD�DQ�WD�UL�LQ SI H�HS�]L QX PH�PD�L  
  (8) dUTU %(�/Î x$ ND�D�Dã PD�D§�§D�DQ GU4-Xã X�ãD�DQ�WD�UL�Lã  
  (9) Q D�Dã NiQ X�ãD�DQ�WD�UL §D�OL�¨D DQ�GD QX ]D NiQ §D�D�OL�HW  
(10) GU4.NÌTA-LW GU ÁB-LW ãX�XQ�QL�Hã�NH�H]�]L ND�D�ãD  
(11) EN.SISKUR 4$�7$0�0$ X�ãD�DQ�GD�UL�Lã H�Hã�GX QX ]D NiQ É�HU  
(12) ,â�78 DUMU.NÌTAMEŠ DUMU.MUNUSMEŠ §D�Dã�ãH�HW  
          §D�DQ�]D�Dã�ãL�LW [§DU�W]X�[X�Ñ]D�W[i]  
(13) §DU�WX�X�ÑD�§DU�WX�ÑD�WL 4$�7$0�0$ ãX�XQ�QL�HG�GX   
 
‘He further takes a X. cow by the horns and says: ‘Sun-god, My Lord, behold. 

Just as this cow is X. and (is) in a X.-pen and she keeps filling the pen with bull-

calves and cow-calves; may likewise the Lord of the Ritual be X. too, and may 

he fill his house with sons and daughters and progeny and brood!’ ’ .  
 

On the basis of this text, many scholars translated XãDQWDUL� as ‘fertile, pregnant’ . 
Starke (1990: 374f.), however, argues that the adjective, which he regards as 
Luwian because of the gloss wedged forms � X�ãD�DQ�GD�UL�Lã (KUB 58.108 iv 
10, 11, 13) and the Luwian inflected nom.pl.c. ~�ãD�DQ�GD�UD�L�LQ�]L (KUB 35.84 
ii 12) and dat.-loc.pl. [X�~�ãD�D]Q�WD�UD�¨D�DQ�]D (KUB 35.84 ii 9), has the 
meaning ‘bringing gains, bringing blessings’  (followed by Melchert 1993b: 245-
6). He also points to the fact that the word shows a stem-form XãDQWDUL� as well as 
XãDQWDUDL�. According to Starke, XãDQWDU�D�L� is derived from an unattested noun 
XãDQWDU�,�which itself goes back to a participle *XãDQW�,�which he interprets as 
cognate with the HLuwian verb (BONUS)XVQX�ZD�� ‘to bless’  and the noun 
(BONUS)ZDVX� ‘good’ .  
 
XãLªH�D�� � ��see ÑHãL¨H�D�� �   
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ããLªH�D�� �  (Ic1) ‘to draw open (of curtains)’ : 3pl.pres.act. ~�Xã�ãL�DQ�]L (KBo 
25.17 i 2 (OS), KBo 17.11 i 15 (fr.) (OS), KBo 20.10 i 2 (OS)), Xã�ãL�D[Q�]L] 
(KBo 17.74 iv 27 (OH/MS)), Xã�ãL�¨D�DQ�]L (KUB 2.13 i 2 (OH/NS), KUB 7.25 i 
2 (OH/NS), KUB 11.22 i 15 (NS), KUB 11.35 i 9 (OH/NS), KUB 2.6 iii 22 (fr.) 
(OH/NS), KUB 20.79 l.col. 4 (OH/NS), KUB 25.15 rev. 6, 17 (NS), KUB 25.26 i 
3 (NS)), 2pl.imp.act. Xã�ãH�HW�WpQ (KUB 29.1 i 43, 45 (OH/NS)). 
  PIE *K � RX� + *K � V�¨H�R� 
  
It is remarkable that all OS attestations are spelled with initial ~�Xã�,�whereas all 
younger attestations show Xã� only. See § 1.3.9.4 for my view that this points to 
phonological /"uSie/a-/. See Kimball (1987b: 165f.), for a detailed treatment of 
this verb. She interprets ããL¨H�D� as the X�counterpart of SHããL¨H�D� ‘to throw 
away, to cast’  (q.v.), and suggests that both are derived from the verb ãL¨H�D�� �  ‘to 
throw’  (see at ãDL� �  � ãL�,�ãL¨H�D�� � ), which she reconstructs as *K � V�¨H�R�. See there 
for further treatment.  
 
XãQLªH�D�� �  (Ic1) ‘to put up for sale’ : 3sg.pres.act. Xã�QL�¨D�]L (KUB 13.4 ii 40 
(OH/NS)), Xã�ãD�QL�¨D�]L (KUB 13.4 ii 40 (OH/NS), KUB 13.6 + KUB 13.19+ ii 
31 (OH/NS)), 2pl.pres.act. Xã�QL�¨D�DW�WH�QL (KUB 13.4 ii 72, iv 26 (OH/NS)), 
1sg.pret.act. Xã�ãD�QL�¨D�QX�XQ (KUB 26.69 v 9 (NS), KUB 40.91 iii 14 (NS)), 
3sg.pret.act. Xã�ãD�QL�LD�DW (KUB 31.76+ iii 20 (MS), KUB 13.35 iii 16 (NS)), 
1pl.pres.act. Xã�ãD�QL�¨D�X�H�HQ (KUB 13.4 iv 73 (OH/NS)), Xã�ãD�QL�¨D�X�HQ 
(KUB 13.35 iii 24 (NS), KUB 40.86 rev. 9 (NS)), 3sg.imp.act. Xã�ãD�QL�¨D�DG�GX 
(KUB 13.4 ii 39 (OH/NS)); impf. 3sg.pres.midd. Xã�QH�Hã�NDW�WD (KUB 29.29, 12, 
15 (fr.) (OS), KBo 6.10 iii 18, 22 (OH/NS)), impf.1sg.pret.act. Xã�QL�Lã�NH�QX�XQ 
(KUB 31.76+ iv 14 (MS)), impf.3sg.pret.act. Xã�ãD�QL�Lã�NH�HW (KUB 21.27 i 35 
(fr.), iv 40 (NH)). 
 IE cognates: Skt. YDVQi� ‘price’ , Gr.  (n.) ‘price’ , Lat. Y QXP GDUH ‘to sell’ , 
Arm. JLQ ‘price’ . 
  PIE *XV�Q�¨H�R� 
  
This verb denotes ‘to put up for sale’  and therewith clearly is connected with Hitt. 
Ñ ã� �  ‘to buy’ , Skt. YDVQi� ‘price’ , Gr.  ‘price’ , etc. It is spelled Xã�QL� as well 
as Xã�ãD�QL� which points to phonological /uSnie/a-/.  
 Although all attested forms of this verb inflect according to the �¨H�D�class, Neu 
(1980c: 87-8) states that XãQL¨H�D� must be a remodelling of an older stem *XãQDH�� �
 (according to him still visible in the OS imperfective XãQHãNH�D�) and that this 

*XãQDH�� �  reflects *XVQR�¨H�R�,� a verbal derivative of a noun *XVQR� ‘sale’ . This 
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seems improbable to me: §DWUDH�class verbs are very stabile throughout Hittite, 
and it would be unexpected that an original *XãQDH�� �  would be transformed into 
XãQL¨H�D�� � . I therefore think we should analyse /uSnie/a-/ at face value, namely as 
a derivative in �¨H�D� of a noun *XãQ�,�which can only be regarded as an Q�stem 
*XV�Q�. This would also explain the different ablaut-grades as found in Skt. 
YDVQi�,�Arm. JLQ, Lat. Y QXP < *XHV�QR� : Gr.  < *ÑRV�Q�RV : Hitt. XãQ� < 
*XV�Q�. Note that Hitt. XãQL¨H�D�� �  cannot be compared directly to Skt. YDVQD\iWL 
‘to higgle’  and Gr.  ‘to buy’  that reflect *ÑRVQ�H¨H�.  
 
XãWXO�,� ÓDãWXO�� (n.) ‘sin, offense’ : nom.-acc.sg. Xã�WX�XO (KBo 18.151 rev. 15 
(OH/MS)), Xã�[G]X � �XO (KUB 17.10 iii 10 (OH/MS)), ÑD�Dã�W~O (MH/MS, often), 
ÑD�Dã�GX�XO, ÑD�Dã�WX�XO, acc.sg.c. ÑD�Dã�GX�OL�LQ (ABoT 44 iv 16 (OH/NS)), 
gen.sg. Xã�WX�OD�Dã (KUB 29.29 i 10, 16 (fr.) (OS)), ÑD�Dã�W~O�Dã (KBo 6.10 iii 20 
(OH/NS)), ÑD�Dã�W~O�OD�Dã (MH/MS), ÑD�Dã�GX�OD�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. ÑD�Dã�GX�~�OL 
(KUB 23.77 rev. 105 (MH/MS)), ÑD�Dã�GX�OL, ÑD�Dã�W~O�OL (KUB 9.15 ii 23 (NS)), 
abl. ÑD�Dã�GX�OD�D] (KBo 32.15 iii 19), instr. ÑD�Dã�GX�OL�LW, nom.-acc.pl. ÑD�Dã�
GX�XO � I.A. 
 Derivatives: ÓDãGXODH�� �  (Ic2) ‘to offend’  (3pl.pres.act. ÑD�Dã�GX�OD�DQ�]L (KBo 
17.65 obv. 41)), ÓDãGXODÓDQW� ‘offense’  (abl. ÑD�Dã�G[X�O]D�ÑD�DQ�GD�]D (KUB 
16.39 ii 11)). 
  PIE *XV7K ��� � �pXO 
  
This word clearly is cognate with ÑDãWD� �  � ÑDãW� ‘to sin’  (q.v.). Although the bulk 
of the attestations of this word show a stem ÑDãGXO�,�the oldest ones show XãWXO�. 
This latter stem therefore must have been the original one. Apparently, the zero 
grade stem XãW� of XãWXO� was replaced by ÑDãW� in the early MH period, probably 
in analogy to the full grade stem of the verb. The fact that we find an original 
zero-grade root in this noun implies that the suffix �XO� must have been 
accentuated, which is supported by the spelling ÑD�Dã�GX�~�OL, which must reflect 
*-pXO�L. See at ÑDãWD� �  � ÑDãW� for further etymology. Note that despite the one NS 
commune form acc.sg.c. ÑDãGXOLQ all other forms clearly indicate that the word is 
neuter.  
 
XGD� � � �� XG� (IIa1 ) ‘to bring (here), to bring (over)’ : 1sg.pres.act. ~�GD�D§�§L, 
2sg.pres.act. XGDWWL (HW: 236), 3sg.pres.act. ~�GD�L (OS), ~�GD�D�L, 1pl.pres.act. ~�
GX�PH�H�QL (OS), ~�WX � �PH�H�QL, ~�GX�XP�PH�H�QL, 2pl.pres.act. ~�GD�DW�WH�QL, 
3pl.pres.act. ~�GD�DQ�]L (OS), 1sg.pret.act. ~�GD§�§[X�XQ] (OS), ~�GD�D§�§X�XQ, ~�
GD§�§X�XQ, 2sg.pret.act. ~�GD�Dã (KUB 29.1 i 24), 3sg.pret.act. ~�GD�Dã (MH/MS), 
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~�GD�D�Dã (MH/MS), 1pl.pret.act. ~�WXP�PH�HQ, 3pl.pret.act. ~�WHU (OS), ~�WH�HU, 
~�WH�H�HU, 1sg.imp.act. ~�GD�DO�OX (KBo 17.62+63 iv 15, 18 (MS?)), 2sg.imp.act. 
~�GD, 3sg.imp.act. ~�GD�~, ~�GD�DG�GX, 2pl.imp.act. ~�GD�DW�WH�[HQ] (MH/MS), ~�
GD�DW�WpQ, ~�WD�D[W�WpQ], 3pl.imp.act. ~�GD�DQ�GX (MH/MS); part. ~�GD�DQ�W�; 
verb.noun ~�WXP�PDU; inf.I I [~]-WX � �PD�DQ�]L (MH/MS), ~�WXP½½�GD¾¾�P[D�DQ�]L]; 
impf. ~�WL�Lã�NH�D�,�[~]-WH�Hã�NH�D�. 
  PIE *K � RX + *GRK � �HL � *GK � �HQWL 
  
All attestations in my file (about 510 examples) are spelled with initial ~� and 
never with X�. Semantically, XGD� �  � XG� is the counterpart of SHGD� �  � SHG�. Both 
are a clear compound of X� ‘hither’  (*K � RX�) and SH� ‘thither’  (*K � SRL�) 
respectively and the verb G � �  � G� ‘to take’ . See at their lemmas for etymology. 
Note that the oldest texts consistently spell XGD��XG� with a short �D� in the strong 
stem forms, whereas the simplex G ��G� shows long � � (XGD§§L vs. G §§H, XGDL 
vs. G L). This is due to the fact that XGD� �  � XG� is trisyllabic (cf. the short �D� in 
WDUQD� �  � WDUQ�,�etc.). In later texts, the spelling of G ��G� becomes more influential 
on the spelling of XGD��XG�,�yielding the spelling ~�GD�D�L. Note that the paradigm 
of XGD��XG� has preserved some archaic forms that have been innovated in the 
paradigm of G ��G�: e.g. XWXPPHQ vs. G ÑHQ, XWHU vs. G HU, XWXPDQ]L vs. G ÑDQ]L. 
These are an important indication for the original ablaut patterns in Hittite verbs  
 
XWWDU� ��XGGDQ� (n.) ‘word, speech; thing, case; story; reason’  (Sum. INIM, Akk. 
$A 78): nom.-acc.sg. XW�WDU (OS), XG�GD�DU, gen.sg. XG�GD�QD�D�Dã (OH/MS, 
MH/MS), XG�GD�QD�Dã (MH/MS), XW�WD�QD�Dã, XG�GD�D�QD�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. XG�GD�
QL�L (MH/MS, often), XG�GD�D�QL�L (OH/NS less often), XG�GD�QL (less often), 
erg.sg. XW�WD�QD�DQ�]D, abl. XG�GD�QD�D�D] (MH/MS), XG�GD�QD�]D (MH/MS), XG�
GD�D�QD�D] (NH/NS), instr. XG�GD�DQ�WD, XG�GD�QL�LW, nom.-acc.pl. XW�WD�D�DU (OS), 
XG�GD�D�DU, dat.-loc.pl. XG�GD�QD�D�Dã (MH/MS), erg.pl. XW�WD�QD�D�DQ�WH�Hã, XG�
GD�QD�DQ�WH�Hã. 
 Derivatives: XG�GD�QDOOLªH�D�� �  (Ic1) ‘to speak about, to conjure, to bewitch’  
(1sg.pres.act. XG�GD�QD�DO�OL�¨D�PL, 3sg.pres.act. XG�GD�QD�DO�OL�]L, impf. XW�QD�DO�
OL�Lã�NH�D�), XGGDQLªH�D�� �  (Ic1) ‘to speak about, to conjure, to bewitch’  (impf. XG�
GD�QL�Lã�NH�D�). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. XWDU���XWQ� (n.) ‘word(?), spell(?)’  (n.) (nom.-acc.sg. ~�
WDU�,� ~�WDU�ãD, ~�WD�DU�ãD, nom.-acc.pl. ~�XW�UD, gen.adj.acc.sg.c. ~�XW�QD�Dã�ãL�LQ, 
gen.adj.acc.pl.c. ~�XW�QD�Dã�ãL�LQ�]D). 
  PIE *XpWK � �U, *XWK � �pQ�V. 
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It should be noted that the interpretation of the CLuwian words is far from 
assured. The forms and translation cited here have been taken over from Melchert 
(1993b: 247), but e.g. Starke (1990: 565) assumes that XWDU � XWQ� in fact means 
‘water’ . If XWDU � XWQ� indeed means ‘word’ , it would be difficult to reconcile the 
single �W� of CLuwian with the geminate �WW� of Hittite. I therefore will largely 
ignore the CLuwian forms here.  
 The etymological interpretation of XWWDU � XGGDQ� has proven to be very difficult. 
Eichner (1980: 14669) connects XWWDU with Skt. YDG� �  ‘to speak’ , Gr.  ‘voice’  
and reconstructs *K � XRGK � �U � *K � XGK � �Q�. The idea is that the initial *K � � is lost in 
the nominative due to the R�grade (‘de Saussure effect’ : *K � ÑRGK � �U > *ÑDWWDU) 
and that absence of §� then spread throughout the paradigm (*K � XGK � �Q� > *§XWWQ� 
>> XWWQ�), after which the nominative *ÑDWWDU is replaced by XWWDU in analogy to 
the oblique stem. This account seems quite intricate to me. Rieken (1999a: 299-
302) mechanically reconstructs *p�yXW�U � *XW�Q��. This would regularly yield 
*/gdar / utn-/, and if we assume that in Hittite the fortis �W� of the oblique stems 
has been generalized, whereas in Luwian �G� has spread, we could account for 
both Hitt. XWWDU � XWWDQ� and CLuw. XWDU � XWQ�. Problematic, however, is that a 
root *HXW� is further unattested (Rieken’ s account that “ man [...] an den Ansatz 
von *K � HÑ� “ sagen, sprechen”  [könnte] denken, zu dem *K � HÑJ � � ��*K � ÑHJ � � � 
“ feierlich, rühmend, prahlend sprechen”  (gr. , lat. YRYH , ai. Y JKiW�) im 
gleichen Verhältnis steht wieh *K � H¨J � � “ gehen”  zu *K � H¨� “ ds.” . Auszuegehen 
wäre von einem proterodynamischen Paradigma mit komplexem Suffix *K � pÑ�
W��*K � X�WpQ�V (>> *K � XW�Q�pV)”  is not very compelling).  
 I would rather suggest a connection with the root *XHWK � � ‘to speak’  that is 
reconstructed in LIV2 on the basis of Lat. YHW  ‘to veto’ , MWe. G\�ZHG� ‘to say’  < 
*XW�QH�K � � and OIr. DV SHQD ‘testifies’  < *HNV�ÑHW�Q �WL (see already Pedersen 
1938: 291 for a connection between XWWDU and MWe. G\�ZHG�). The paradigm 
*XpWK � �U � *XWK � �HQ� regularly yielded *XHWWDU � XWWDQ� (cf. e.g. SDWWDU � SDWWDQ� < 
*SRWK � �U � *SWK � �HQ�), of which it is obvious that it was replaced by XWWDU � XWWDQ� 
(see Kloekhorst fthc.b for the impossibility of an ablaut Ñ9& � X& in Hittite). The 
seemingly hysterodynamically inflected forms XG�GD�QD�D�Dã, XG�GD�QL�L and XG�
GD�QD�D�D] can be compared to ã§DU � Lã§DQ� where an originally proterodynamic 
noun (*K � pVK � �U � *K � VK � �HQ�) also shows hysterodynamically accentuated forms in 
Hittite (e.g. Lã�§D�QD�D�Dã). It may not be accidental that here the suffix-vowel *H 
has been coloured to �D� as well.  
 
XWQ � �� XWQL� (n.) ‘land’  (Sum. KUR): nom.-acc.sg. XW�QH�H (OS), XW�QL�H, XW�QL, 
gen.sg. XW�QL�¨D�Dã (KUB 8.30 i 23 (OH/NS)), XW�QH�¨D�Dã (KBo 3.21 ii 4 
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(OH/NS)), dat.-loc.sg. XW�QL�¨D (OS), XW�QL�L (OH/NS), XW�QH�¨D, XW�QH�H�¨D, XW�QH�
H, abl. XW�QL�¨D�D], XW�QH�H�D], nom.-acc.pl. XW�QH�H, dat.-loc.pl. KUR�H�Dã. 
 Derivatives: XWQLªDQW� (c.) ‘people, population’  (nom.sg. XW�QL�¨D�DQ�]D (OS), 
KUR�H�DQ�]D, acc.sg. XW�QL��¨D��DQ�GD�DQ (OS), dat.-loc.sg. XW�QL�¨D�DQ�WL (OS)). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. ÓDWQD� ‘land’  in .L]]XÑDWQD�?; Lyc. ZHGUH�L� ‘city?, 
country?’  (nom.sg. ZHGUL). 
 IE cognates: Arm. JHWLQ ‘ground, land’ . 
  PIE *�K � �XG�Q� L, *�K � �XG�Q�L� 
  
See e.g. Neu (1974a: 113) for attestations. The oldest paradigm seems to be XWQ , 
XWQL¨Dã. In more recent times, the stem XWQ  was generalized throughout the 
paradigm, giving e.g. XWQH¨Dã and XWQ D]. The dat.-loc.sg. XWQL¨D probably is the 
old allative *XWQL�R, whereas XWQ  is the old dative *XWQL�HL. The inflection is very 
rare: the only possibly comparable form is nom.-acc.pl. NX�OH�H�L ‘vacant’  (KBo 
6.2 ii 47). Nom.-acc.sg. XWQ  is best explained as *-Q L, whereas the oblique cases 
show *-QL�.  
 The identification of the stem is difficult. Often, the word is connected with 
Arm. JHWLQ ‘ground, land’ , which probably reflects *ÑHGHQ9. It is disputed 
whether the root *ÑHG�,� *XG� is the same as in *ÑRG�U ‘water’  (see at Ñ WDU � 
ÑLW Q�). If Gr.  ‘ground’  is cognate, we perhaps have to reconstruct *K � XHG�,�
*K � XG� although it is not without controversy to assume a development *K � XG� > 
Gr. -. For a possible connection with Lyc. ZHGUH�L� and Luw. *ÑDGQD�,� cf. 
Melchert (1994a: 317) who states that “ [b]oth the meaning of ZHGUH�L� and the 
analysis of .L]]XZDWQD� remain problematic” . It is interesting why this word show 
a cluster �WQ� whereas normally *-WQ� assimilated to �QQ� (cf. the abstract nouns in 
� WDU � � QQ� < *-yWU � *-yWQ�). Melchert (1994a: 161) explains this as the result of 
a morpheme boundary that prevented the assimilation, but Puhvel (HED 3: 353) 
more plausibly states that etymological *-GQ� remains unassimilated and 
therewith contrasts with *-WQ� that regularly yields �QQ� (similarly in §XLGDU � 
§XLWQ�).  
 
â 58�XGXPHQL��(n.?) a wind or direction of the wind: nom.-acc.sg.? ~�GX�PH�QL. 
  
This word occurs only once, in KUB 8.34 iii (12) â$�$�58 ~�GX�PH�QL L�¨D[-DW�
WD�UL?] ‘The X�wind will bl[ow]’  (cf. Laroche 1952b: 22). The context is too 
broken to determine what direction of wind is meant. Oettinger (1995: 46f.) 
interprets XGXPHQL as ‘Benetze das Gesicht!’ , from *XHG� ‘to wet’ , parallel to 
IMWDUDãPHQL� ‘Dörre das Gesicht aus!’ , from WHUV� ‘to dry’ . He cannot explain, 
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however, why the form is XGXPHQL instead of **XGPHQL. Moreover, the verbal 
root *XHG� is unattested in Hittite. I would rather follow Tischler (HEG T: 153) 
who states that “ [d]a es sich jedoch um Ausdrücke aus der Übersetzungsliteratur 
handelt, ist fremde Herkunft wahrscheinlicher” .  
 
XÓD��(c.) ‘?’ : gen.sg. ~�ÑD�Dã (KBo 3.40+ rev. 14). 
  
This word occurs in one difficult context only, the Soldier’ s Song in the Pu§anu-
Chronicle:  

 
KBo 3.40+ rev.!  
(13)                 ... URU1H�ã[D�DãKI TÚG

�
]I.A URU1H�ãD�DãKI TÚG

�
I.A WL�¨D�D P�PX WL�¨D  

(14) QX�X P�PX DQ�QD�Dã PD�Dã NDW�WD DU�QX�XW WL�¨D[-D P�PX W]L�¨D QX�X P�PX  

       ~�ÑD�Dã PD�Dã NDW�WD DU�QX�XW  
(15) [W]L�¨D�D P�PX WL�¨D  
 
‘The clothes of Neša, the clothes of Neša, bind? me, bind?! Bring me down my 

mother’ s, bind? me, bind?! Bring me down my X.’ s?, bind? me, bind?!’ .  
 

The exact interpretation of XÑD� is unclear, despite several proposals by different 
scholars (e.g. ‘son’  (Hrozný 1929: 297), ‘forefather’  (Ivanov 1967: 977ff.; 
Watkins 1969b: 239; Oettinger 1978: 74-5, who assumes that XÑD� is the Nešite 
variant of ‘normal’  Hittite §X§§D� ‘grandfather’  and consequently that DQQD� ~ 
§DQQD� ‘grandmother’ ), ‘nurse’  (Melchert 1986)).  
 
XÓD���‘to come’ : see ÑH�� �  � XÑD�  
 
XÓD��‘to see’ : see DX� �  � X�  
 
XÓD©QXÓDU: see ÑD§QXÑDU at ÑH§�� �  � ÑD§�  
 �! ��

XÓDOOD���see (UZU)ÑDOOD�  
 
XÓDQWLÓDQW�D��: see at ÑDQWDL� "  � ÑDQWL�  
 
XÓDUNDQW�: see ÑDUNDQW�  
 
XÓDãWD� � : see ÑDãWD� "  � ÑDãW�  
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XÓDWH�� � � �� XÓDW�� (Ia1) ‘to bring (here)’ : 1sg.pres.act. ~�ÑD�WH�PL (MH/MS), 
2sg.pres.act. ~�ÑD�WH�ãL (MH/MS), 3sg.pres.act. ~�ÑD�WH�H]�]L (OS), ~�ÑD�GD�D]�]L 
(1x, KUB 21.29 iii 38 (NH)), 1pl.pres.act. ~�ÑD�WX # �XP�PH�H�QL (KUB 31.44 ii 12 
(MH/NS)), ~�ÑD�WH�ÑD�QL (KUB 31.42 ii 14 (MH/NS)), ~�ÑD�WH�X�H�QL (KUB 
14.15 iii 38 (NH/NS)), 2pl.pres.act. ~�ÑD�WH�HW�WD�QL (MH/MS), XÑDWHWWHQL (HW: 
239), ~�ÑD�GD�WH�H�QL (KUB 13.9 + KUB 40.63 iii 10 (MH/NS)), 3pl.pres.act. ~�
ÑD�WD�DQ�]L (OS), ~�ÑD�GD�DQ�]L (MH/MS), 1sg.pret.act. ~�ÑD�WH�QX�XQ (OS), 
2sg.pret.act. ~�ÑD�WH�HW (KUB 24.7 iv 36), 3sg.pret.act. ~�ÑD�WH�HW (OS), 
1pl.pret.act. XÑDWHÑHQ (HW: 239), 3pl.pret.act. ~�ÑD�WH�HU (OS), ~�ÑD�WH�H�HU 
(MH/MS), 2sg.imp.act. ~�ÑD�WH (MH/MS), ~�ÑD�WL, ~�ÑD�WH�HW, 3sg.imp.act. ~�ÑD�
WH�HG�GX (MH/MS), 2pl.imp.act. ~�ÑD�WL�LW�WpQ (MH/MS), ~�ÑD�WD�DW�WpQ (KUB 
15.34 iii 16 (MH/MS)), ~�ÑD�WH�HW�WpQ, ~�ÑD�WH�WpQ, 3pl.imp.act. ~�ÑD�GD�DQ�GX 
(MH/MS). 
  
This verb shows some variaty of forms, but the oldest paradigm probably 
inflected thus: XÑDWHPL, XÑDWHãL, XÑDWH]]L, XÑDWXPP QL, XÑDGDW QL, XÑDWDQ]L, 
XÑDWHQXQ, *XÑDWHã, XÑDWHW, *XÑDWXPHQ, XÑDWDWWHQ, XÑDWHU. This means that we are 
dealing with an ablauting stem XÑDWH�$ "  � XÑDW�,�which is fully compatible with a 
derivation of *G % HK & ��*G % K & �. Synchronically, XÑDWH��XÑDW� seems to function as 
the counterpart of SH§XWH�$ "  � SH§XW� ‘to bring (there)’ , which goes back to *K & SRL�
K ' RX�G % HK & �,�combining the preverbs *K & SRL� (Hitt. SH�) and *K ' RX� (Hitt. X�). The 
exact interpretation of XÑDWH��XÑDW� is unclear, however. It is likely that the initial 
X� is to be equated with the preverb X� < *K ' RX�,�but the element �ÑD� is unclear to 
me. Melchert (1994a: 134) therefore assumes that XÑDWH��XÑDW� reflects X� + 
*ÑRG % H¨H� ‘to lead’  that secondarily has taken over the inflection of 
SH§XWH��SH§XW�.  
 Melchert (1993b: 248) cites a CLuwian verb XÑDWD� ‘to bring?’ , which is hapax 
in the following context (same in iv 1-2):  

 
KUB 35.102+103 ii  
(13) L�¨D�DQ�GX NX ÑD ]D�Dã�ãL�LQ DUMU�DQ�QD�Dã�ãL�L[Q]  
(14) D�DQ�QL�LQ ÑD�UD�DO�OL�LQ ~�ÑD�WD�D[Q�GX]  
 
‘They must go, they must X. one’ s own mother of this son’ .  
 

I would not dare to state that a translation ‘to bring’  is imperative here. Such a 
translation is apparently assumed on the basis of a formal similarity with Hitt. 
XÑDWH��XÑDW� only, which in my opinion is too small a base.  
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XÓLWHQ���see Ñ WDU � ÑLW Q�  
 
X]X©UL�� (c.) ‘grass’ : acc.sg. ~�]X�X§�UL�LQ, dat.-loc.pl. ~�]X�X§�UL�WL�L, [~�]X�X§�
UL]-WL�¨D. 
  
This word, which denotes ‘grass’ , is sometimes interpreted as Ú]X§UL�,�having the 
determinative Ú that is used with plants. Otten (1971b: 1) states that we better 
read X]X§UL�,�however. The word only occurs in texts about horse-training. The 
dat.-loc.-forms in �WL�¨D� clearly indicate that the word is Hurrian.  
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A 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 ÓD �: see  ÑD�U�   
 
ÓD©���see ÑH§�$ "  � ÑD§�  
 
>Ó@D©DQXÓDPPDQW�: read [PD]U§DQXÑDPPDQW�,�q.v.  
 
ÓD©©X�� � ��see ÑH§�$ "  � ÑD§�  
 
ÓDL� � � ��ÓL� (IIa4 > Ic1 > Ic2) ‘to cry (out)’ : 1sg.pres.act. ~�L�¨D�PL (KUB 14.1 + 
KBo 19.38 ii 93 (MH/MS)), 3sg.pres.act. ÑD�D�L (KUB 14.1 + KBo 19.38 ii 91 
(MH/MS)), ~�L�¨D�H]�][L] (KUB 15.34 iv 19 (MH/MS)), ~�L�¨D�L]�]L (KUB 15.32 i 
37 (MH/NS)), ~�L�H�H]�][L] (FHG 4, 11 (undat.)), 3pl.pres.act. ~�L�¨D�DQ�[]L] (KUB 
15.31 i 35 (MH/NS)), 3pl.pret.act. ~�L�H�HU (KUB 31.67 iv 10 (NS)); inf.I ~�L�¨D�X�
DQ�]L (KUB 30.28 obv. 29 (NS), VBoT 24 iv 37 (MH/NS)); impf. ~�H�Hã�NH�D� 
(3pl.pres.act. ~�H�Hã�NiQ�]L (KUB 39.5 rev. 13 (OH/NS)), sup. ~�H�Hã�JD�X�DQ 
(KUB 17.6 i 26 (OH/NS), KBo 32.15 iii 9 (MS)), ~�H�Hã�NH�X�DQ (KUB 19.4 + 
19.45 obv. 8 (NH)), ~�H�Hã�NH½½�Lã¾¾�X�DQ (KUB 33.106 iii 6 (NS))). 
 Derivatives: ÓLÓD� � � ��ÓLÓL� (IIa5) ‘to cry’  (3sg.pres.act. ~�L�ÑD�L (KUB 14.1 + 
KBo 19.38 ii 92), impf. ~�L�~�L�Lã�NH�D- (KBo 16.72+73 i 11, 14, 18, KUB 33.119, 
16), ~�H�X�Lã�NH�D� (KBo 24.5 ii 10)), ÓLÓLãNDWWDOOD� (c.) ‘crier’  (nom.sg. ~�L�ÑL ( �Lã�
NDW�WDO�OD�Dã (KBo 1.44 + KBo 13.1 i 40)). 
  
The interpretation of the forms of this verb has been difficult. Friedrich (HW) 
cites two verbs: a §L-verb “ Ñ L�”  (with 3sg.pres.act. Ñ L only) and a PL-verb 
“ ÑL¨ L�” , both ‘schreien’ . Oettinger is not consistent in his treatment. The form Ñ L 
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he cites (1979a: 475) as belonging to a stem “ X¨H� %�% " ”  (i.e. belonging to the 
G L�WL¨DQ]L-class), but he does not mention the other forms under this lemma. On 
p. 73 he cites a verb “ ÑL¨H� %�% " ”  (also belonging to the G L�WL¨DQ]L-class), but does 
not cite any forms. Are ÑL¨H� %�% "  and X¨H� %�% "  to be seen as the same verb, and does he 
also regard forms like ÑL¨DPL as belonging here? Melchert (1984a: 132) is more 
clear and states that Ñ L, ÑL¨DQ]L are to be regarded as belonging to the G L�WL¨DQ]L-
class, with forms like ÑL¨DPL being backformations on the basis of 3pl. ÑL¨DQ]L. 
According to him, this is indicated by the fact that 3sg.pres.act. Ñ L is found in the 
same context as 1sg.pres.act. ÑL¨DPL:  

 
KUB 14.1 + KBo 19.38 ii  
(91) D�OL�¨D�Dã ÑD Ò�8/ ÑD�D�L Ò�8/ PD ÑD ÑD�D�NL Ò�8/ PD ÑD Lã�SiU�UL�H]�]L  
(92) x[ ... ]D�OL�¨D�DQ SiU�§D�DW�WD�UL ŠAÏ PD ÑD ~�L�ÑD�L NX�LW QX ÑD NX�Lã $�1$  

      KUR�H  
(93) ãH�x[ ... ]x  x  x  x  x [ ... ]x�¨D NX�HQ�]L QX ÑD ~[-XJ]-J D ŠAÏ�Dã L�ÑD�DU  
      ~�L�¨D�PL  
 
‘The DOL¨D�bird does not cry, it does not bite, it does not spread (its wings). [...] 

hunts the DOL¨D�bird. Why does the pig cry? Who [...] in the land [...] kills. And I 

wil cry like a pig’ .  
 

 I agree with Melchert: the oldest paradigm of this verb is shown by Ñ L � ÑL¨DQ]L, 
whereas the forms that belong to the paradigms ÑL¨H�D�$ "  and ÑL¨DH�$ "  are younger 
secondary creations.  
 Formally, the thematic forms ÑL¨H�D�$ "  resemble the forms of the verb X¨H�$ "  � X¨� 
‘to send’  a lot, but they are consistently spelled differently: ‘to cry’  has an initial 
~�,�whereas ‘to send’  shows initial X�. Nevertheless, forms of these verbs have 
occasionally been misinterpreted by scholars. For instance,  

 
KUB 31.67 iv  
  (9) [    ...   ]x 2 MUNUSSUÏUR.LA5 DINGIR

)�* +
 ,â�78 É.DINGIR

)�* +
  

(10) [    ...    ]x ~�L�H�HU QX ÑD�D ã�PD�Dã NiQ SAG.DU�L  
(11) [  ... NL�¨]D�DQ�WD�UL  
 

is translated by Starke (1990: 430) as  
 
‘2 Hierodulen der Gottheit schickte man aus dem Tempel [...] herauf? (mit den 

Worten): “ Auf ihren Kopf sind [...] gelegt.” ’ ,  
 

but I would prefer  
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‘Two hierodules of the deity cried from out of the temple “ On your/their heads 

[...] are lied.” ’ .  
 

The same goes for the form ~�L�H�H]�][L (FHG 4, 11), which is cited in Oettinger 
(1979a: 338) as ‘to send’ , but must mean ‘to cry’ . The context it occurs in,  

 
FHG 4  
(10) [   ...  ]x-¨D TI8

MUŠEN-Dã SiU�WD�~�Q[L�LW�� ...  ]  
(11) [   ...  ]x [ ... ] SiW ~�L�H�H]�][L�� ...  ] 
 

must, despite its bad preservation, be compared to  
 
KBo 15.48 ii  
(5)                                           ... QX LÚSDO�ÑD�DW�WDO�OD�Dã  
(6) TI8

MUŠEN�Dã SiU�WD�X�QL�LW LUGAL�L PH�QD�D§�§D�DQ�GD  

(7) ÑD�D�WDU 3 â8 SD�DS�SiU�Dã�]L SDO�ÑD�L]�]L PD 1 â8  
 
‘The crier sprinkles water with an eagle’ s feather three times toward the king 

and cries out once’  (cf. CHD P: 199).  
 

 In the case of the imperfective, the spelling difference between ~� and X� is 
significant as well: ~�H�Hã�NH�D� means ‘to cry’  (or ‘to come’ , but this is more 
often spelled ~�L�Lã�NH�D�) whereas X�H�Hã�NH�D� is ‘to send’ . This means that the 
forms should be phonologically interpreted as follows: ÑD�D�L = /uai/, ~�L�¨D�DQ�]L 
= /uiántsi/ and ~�H�Hã�NH�D� = /u}ské/á-/. This contrasts with e.g. X¨H�$ "  � X¨� ‘to send 
(here)’  which is spelled X�L�¨D�DQ�]L = /"oiántsi/ and X�L�Hã�NH�D� = /"oi}ské/á-/ and 
X�H�Hã�NH�D� = /"o}ské/á-/.  
 Etymologically, the verb is likely derived from the onomatopoetic words ~�L 
‘whee!’  (KUB 55.38 ii 19) or �X�Ñ L� ‘woe’  (in L� �X�Ñ L� ‘woe and pain’  (acc.sg. 
D�L�LQ ~�ÑD�D�L�LQ (StBoT 25.4 iv 26-7, 35 (OS), StBoT 25.7 iv 5 (OS), D�L�LQ ÑD�
D�L�LQ (StBoT 25.3 iv 14 (OS), StBoT 25.7 iv 9 (OS)).  
 
Ó N� , ���ÓDNN��(IIa2 > Ic1) ‘to bite’ : 3sg.pres.act. ÑD�D�NL (OS), 3pl.pres.act. ÑD�DN�
ND�DQ�]L (IBoT 1.36 i 20 (OH/MS)), 3sg.pret.act. ÑD�D�NLã (NS), ÑD�ND # �Dã (NS), 
ÑD�DN�NL�Lã (MH/NS), ÑD�D�NL�HW (NS), 1pl.pret.act. ÑD�D�NX�H�HQ (MH/NS), 
2sg.imp.act. ÑD�DN (undat.), ÑD�D�JD (NH); inf.II ÑD�JD�D�DQ�QD (KUB 34.128 
obv. 13 (OH/MS)), ÑD�JD�DQ�QD (KUB 60.121 obv. 19 (MS)), ÑD�NiQ�QD (KBo 
8.130 ii 7 (MS)), ÑD�ND # �DQ�QD; impf. ÑD�DN�NL�L[ã�NH�D�...] (KBo 3.40b obv. 17 
(OH/NS)). 
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 Derivatives: 
-�. -�/!0 ÓDJ WDã� (n.), a kind of bread (acc.sg. ÑD�JD�D�WD�Dã (OS), ÑD�

JD�D�GD�Dã (OS), ÑD�JD�WD�Dã (OS), ÑD�JD�GD�Dã (OS), ÑD�JD�GD�D�Dã (1x, OS), 
acc.sg.c. ÑD�JD�WD�DQ (OH/NS), coll. ÑD�JD�D�WD), 

-�. -�/!0 ÓDJHããDU���ÓDJHãQ� (n.) a 
kind of bread (nom.-acc.sg. ÑD�JH�Hã�ãDU (OS, often), ÑD�NH�Hã�ãDU (OS), ÑD�JH�
Hã�ãD (1x, OS), dat.-loc.sg. ÑD�JH�Hã�QL (KBo 30.17, 12 (OH/NS))), see ÑDNN� 1 "

. 
 Anat. cognates: Pal. ÓDNN� ‘to bite(?)’  (3pl.pret.act. ÑD�DN�ND # �NiQ�WD). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘to break’ , TochAB Z N� ‘to split, to burst’ . 
  PIE *ÑyK ' 2�3�HL � *XK ' 2�3�pQWL. 
  
See Oettinger 1979a: 444f. for attestations. The oldest forms (OS and MS), ÑD�D�
NL and ÑD�DN�NiQ�]L, clearly show an ablaut Ñ N� "  � ÑDNN�,�with which this verb 
belongs to class IIa2 ( �D�ablauting §L-verbs). The alternation between �N� and 
�NN� is typical for this class (compare N� "  � DNN� ‘to die’ , LãW S� "  � LãWDSS� ‘to shut’ , 
Q §� "  � QD§§� ‘to fear’ , e.a.). Usually, this alternation can be explained by lenition 
of an original fortis consonant due to the *y of the singular (e.g. *VWyS�HL > 
/}stabi/, *QyK ' �HL > /nahi/). In the case of Ñ N� "  � ÑDNN�,�we would therefore at first 
sight assume a preform *ÑyN�HL > Ñ NL. Such a reconstruction is problematic in 
the weak stem, however: as we see at the treatment of ÑHNN�$ " , a zerograde *XN� in 
an ablauting paradigm secondarily was changed to Hitt. /u}k-/ = ÑH�LNN�.  
 This problem is solved by the etymology provided by Kammenhuber (1961b: 
47), who connected Ñ N��ÑDNN� with Gr.  ‘to break’ , which reflects 
*XHK ' 2�3�. If we apply this root structure, we arrive at a paradigm *XyK ' 2�3�HL � 
*XK ' 2�3�pQWL. In the plural, where *XK ' 2�3� should regularly have yielded Hitt. * NN�,�
an anaptyctic vowel emerged in order to avoid an ablaut Ñ9&� � X&� (see also at 
ÑHNN�$ " , Ñ WDU � ÑLW Q�). Due to the adjacent *K ' , this vowel appears as / ���FI��WKH�
difference between SD§§Dã&° = /paH V&�����SHK ' V&° and WDNNH�Lã& = /tak}sC°/ < 
*WHNV&�). If we assume that *-K ' 2�3� assimilates to fortis �NN� in pretonic position, 
but yields �N� after accentuated vowel (compare ã J L� ‘sign, omen’  < *VpK ' J L), 
we arrive at a strong stem *XyK ' 2�3� > Ñ N� vs. a weak stem *XK ' 2�3� > *Ñ K ' 2�3� > 
ÑDNN�.  
 Although NINDAÑDJHããDU � ÑDJHãQ� is generally seen as a derivative of Ñ N� "  � 
ÑDNN�,� it is unclear whether NINDAÑDJ WDã (cf. Rieken 1999a: 196-7) is as well. 
The word apparently is a neuter stem ÑDJ WDã�, out of which in younger Hittite a 
commune stem ÑDJDWD� was extracted (as can be seen in the acc.sg.c. ÑDJDWDQ). If 
it is derived from this verb, then the formation is unclear (there are no other 
words that show a suffix � WDã�).  
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ÓDNN� 4 , �(IIIf) ‘to be lacking’ : 3sg.pres.midd. ÑD�DN�ND # �D�UL (KBo 18.79 rev. 33, 
HT 18, 8, KBo 4.8 ii 8, KBo 45.211, 7), ÑD�DJ�JD�D�UL (KBo 4.8 ii 10), ÑD�D�DJ�
JD�D�UL (Bo 3375, 6), ÑD�DJ�JD�UL (KUB 36.25 i 15, Bo 5166 rev. 5), ÑD�DN�ND # �UL 
(KUB 24.8 + 36.60 i 15, ii 3, KUB 36.25 i 14, KBo 10.50 r.col. 13, KUB 42.100 
iii 25), 3sg.imp.act. ÑD�DN�ND # �UX (KUB 31.86+ i 12). 
  PIE *XK ' 2�3�y��UL� ? 
  
See Oettinger 1976b: 140f. for attestations. In HW (241), this verb is cited as 
ÑDNNDU�,� probably on the basis of “ Prt. Sg. 3 ÑDTTDUHã”  in KUB 33.106 ii 8. 
Oettinger (l.c.) rather reads this context thus:  

 
KUB 33.106 ii  
(7)                            ... QX PD�D§�§D�DQ dÏp�SiG�GX�Xã d7 ã�PL�ãX�XQ D�Xã�WD  
(8) QX NiQ dÏp�SD�GX�Xã ãX�X§�§D�D] NDW�WD PD�Xã�ãX�X�ÑD�DQ�]L  
      ÑD�DN�ND # �UL�Hã[-NH�X]-DQ  
(9) WL�¨D�DW PD�Q D�Dã NiQ ãX�X§�§D�D] NDW�WD PD�Xã�WD�DW�
 

See at the lemma ÑDNNDUL¨H�D�$ "  for a treatment of this context.  
 The verb ÑDNN� 1 "

 denotes ‘to be lacking’ , as e.g. in KBo 4.8 ii (10) Ò�8/ D ã�
ãL�L ã�ãD�DQ NX�LW�NL ÑD�DJ�JD�D�UL ‘but nothing is lacking for him’  i.e. ‘but he 
lacks nothing’ . Oettinger (l.c.) supposes a connetion with ÑDNNDUL¨H�D�$ "  ‘to revolt 
against’  (q.v.), but I do not see how this connection would work semantically. A 
better comparandum might be ÑDN�NL�ãL¨H�D�$ "  (q.v.), which denotes ‘to be lacking’  
as well.  
 Because of the almost consistent plene spelled ending � UL, it is clear that ÑDNN�1 "

 belongs to the WXNN UL-type, of which it has been generally thought that it goes 
back to a structure *&&�y�UL, i.e. zero-grade root followed by an accentuated 
ending. In the case of ÑDNN UL, this means that ÑDNN� reflects a zero-grade 
formation. The only zero-grade stem ÑDNN� that I know of in Hittite is found in the 
verb Ñ N� "  � ÑDNN� ‘to bite’  that reflects PIE *XHK ' 2�3� ‘to break’  (Gr.  ‘to 
break’ ). See at Ñ N� "  � ÑDNN� for an explanation of the zero-grade ÑDNN� << *XK ' 2�3�. 
A semantic parallel is available in ModDu. RQWEUHNHQ ‘to be lacking’ , derived 
from EUHNHQ ‘to break’ .  
 Oettinger (l.c.) suggests a connection with Lat. YDFXXV ‘empty’ , which reflects 
*�+�XK ' N� (cf. Schrijver 1990: 307-8). Problematic, however, is that in my view a 
preform *XK ' N�yUL should regularly yield Hitt. **XNN UL, and that I see no way 
how to explain the secondary epenthetic vowel �D� without availability of a full-
grade form.  
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ÓDJDL� (c.) ‘grain weevil’  (Sum. UÏ.ŠE): nom.sg. ÑD�JD�D�Lã (KUB 4.3 obv. 5), 
abl. ÑD�JD�¨D�]D (KUB 46.42 iv 11), acc.pl. ÑD�ND # �D�Xã (KUB 46.38 i 4, KUB 
46.42 iii 1), ÑD�ND # �Xã (KUB 46.38 i 6). 
  
See Hoffner (1977b: 75) for attestations. He translates this word as ‘grain weevil’  
and states that “ the connection with ZDN� “ to bite, peck”  may be only illusory 
(folk etymology) or genuine” . If the connection with Ñ N� "  � ÑDNN� indeed is 
justified, we should reconstruct *XpK ' 2�3�RL�. See at Ñ N� " � �� ÑDNN� for further 
etymology.  
 
ÓDNNDULªH�D�5 ,  (Ic1 > Ic2) ‘to rebel against, to revolt against’ : 3sg.pres.act. ÑD�DJ�
JD�UL�H]�]L (NH), ÑD�DJ�JD�UL�¨D�D]�]L (NH), ÑD�DJ�JD�UL�¨D�]L (NH), ÑD�DN�ND # �UL�
¨D�]L (NH), ÑD�DN�UL�¨D�]L (KUB 8.3 ii 5 (OH/NS)), ÑD�DJ�JD�UL�¨D�L]�]L (NH), ÑD�
DN�ND # �D�UL�¨D�]L (NH), 1sg.pret.act. ÑD�DJ�JD�UL�¨D�QX�XQ (NH), ÑD�DN�ND # �UL�¨D�
QX�XQ (NH), 3sg.pret.act. ÑD�DJ�JD�UL�¨D�DW, 2sg.imp.act. ÑD�DJ�JD�UL�¨D (OH/NS); 
verb.noun gen.sg. ÑD�DJ�JD�UL�¨D�X�Dã (NH); inf.I ÑDJJDUL¨DÑDQ]L (HW: 241); 
impf. ÑD�DN�ND # �UL�Hã[-NH�D�]; broken ÑD�DN�ND�UL�¨D[-...] (OS). 
 Derivatives: ÓDNNDUHããDU���ÓDNNDUHãQ� (n.) ‘rebellion(?)’  (abl. ÑD�DN�NDU�Hã�QD�
D] (KBo 8.47 i 12)). 
  PIE *ÑR 2� 3�U�¨H�R� ?? 
  
Most attestations are from NH texts, but the OS attestation ÑD�DN�ND�UL�¨D[-...] 
(KUB 36.106 obv. 7) shows that the verb was used in OH times already. The one 
attestation ÑD�DN�UL�¨D�]L (OH/NS) might indicate that we are dealing with a 
phonological /uakrie/a-/.  
 The verb denotes ‘to rebel, to revolt’ , as can be seen from many contexts. One 
context, however, may indicate that ÑDNNDUL¨H�D� could stand for fysical revolting 
as well:  

 
KUB 33.106 ii  
  (7)                           ... QX PD�D§�§D�DQ dÏp�EDG�GX�Xã d7 ã�PL�ãX�XQ D�Xã�WD  
  (8) QX NiQ dÏp�SD�GX�Xã ãX�X§�§D�D] NDW�WD PD�Xã�ãX�X�ÑD�DQ�]L  
      ÑD�DN�ND # �UL�Hã[-NH�X]-DQ  
  (9) WL�¨D�DW PD�Q D�Dã NiQ ãX�X§�§D�D] NDW�WD PD�Xã�WD�DW Q D�DQ  
      MUNUS.MEŠSUÏUR.LA5  
(10) H�HS�SHU Q D�DQ Ò�8/ WDU�QL�HU  
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‘When Ïepat saw Tašmišu, Ïepat began to stirr? sothat she would fall down 

from the roof. She would have fallen down from the roof, but her servants 

grabbed her and did not let her go’ .  
 

 Often, ÑDNNDUL¨H�D� is seen as a derivative of ÑDNN� 1 "
 ‘to be lacking’  (q.v.). This 

seems to be based especially on the fact that in the older literature the verb ÑDNN� 
was thought to display a root ÑDNNDU� (3sg.pres.midd. ÑDNN UL), and because of 
the fact that we find a few attestations of ÑDNNDUL¨H�D� spelled ÑD�DN�ND # �D�UL�¨D�,�a 
spelling that resembles the word ÑD�DN�ND # �D�UL ‘is lacking’ . Nevertheless, a 
connection between ÑDNNDUL¨H�D� and ÑDNN� is dificult, especially semantically. I 
do not see how we could connect ‘to rebel against, to revolt’  with ‘to be lacking’ . 
E.g. Tischler (HW) translates ÑDNNDUL¨H�D� with ‘Mangel leiden lassen’ , but this 
translation seems to be based on the presupposed etymological connection with 
ÑDNN� only. Formally, the connection is not evident either. We would have to 
assume that ÑDNNDUL¨H�D� is a derivative in �DUL¨H�D� of the verbal root ÑDNN�,�
whereas to my knowledge, this suffix is only used with nouns in �DQW�,� e.g. 
JLPPDQGDUL¨H�D�$ "  ‘to spend the winter’  from JLPPDQW� ‘winter’ , QHNXPDQ�
GDUL¨H�D�$ "  ‘to undress (someone)’  from QHNXPDQW� ‘naked’ , SDUNXÑDQWDUL¨H�D�$ "  ‘to 
become pure’  from *SDUNXÑDQW� ‘pure’ , while other verbs in �DUL¨D� are all derived 
from nouns in �DU�: Hã§DUL¨H�D�$ "  from Hã§DU�,� §D§§DUL¨H�D�$ "  from §D§§DU�D��,�
§DSSDUL¨H�D�$ "  from §DSSDU�,�etc.  
 All in all, I would conclude that ÑDNNDUL¨H�D�$ "  means ‘to stirr’  > ‘to revolt 
against’  (and not ‘to make someone lack something’ ) and is derived from a noun 
*ÑDNNDU�,�which perhaps denoted some movement (and is not derived from the 
verb ÑDNN� ‘to be lacking’ ). Unfortunately, such a noun is unknown in Hittite, nor 
do I have a etymological suggestion for it. Formally, it could go back to *ÑR 2� 3�U.  
 
ÓDN�NL�ãLªH�D�5 ,  (Ic1) ‘to be lacking’ : 3sg.pres.act. ÑD�DN�ãL�¨D�]L (KUB 8.35 i 11 
(NS), Bronzetafel ii 74 (NH)), ÑD�DN�NL�ãL�H�H]�]L (KUB 8.28 i 5 (OH/NS)), 
3sg.pret.act. ÑD�DN�ãL�¨D�D[W] (VSNF 12.116 rev. 5, 10 (NS)); part. ÑD�DN�ãL�¨D�DQ�
]D (KUB 23.61 i 8 (NS)). 
 Derivatives: ÓDJJDãQX�5 ,  (Ib2) ‘to leave out’  (3pl.pres.act. ÑD�DJ�JD�Dã�QX�DQ�]L 
(VBoT 24 i 9 (MH/NS))), ÓDNãLªDQX�5 ,  (Ib2) ‘to deny a person of something’  
(3sg.pres.act. ÑD�DN�ãL�¨D�QX�]L (KUB 13.4 iii 40 (OH/NS)), 2pl.pres.act. ÑD�DN�ãL�
¨D�QX�XW�WH�QL (KUB 13.4 i 49 (OH/NS)), 1sg.pret.act. ÑD�DN�ãL�¨D�QX�QX�XQ (KBo 
12.38 ii 15 (NH))). 
  PIE *ÑK ' 2�3�V�¨H�R� ? 
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For the semantics of this verb, cf. e.g.  
 
Bronzetafel ii  
(74) ~�XN�N D 6  PD�D§�§D�DQ m.dLAMMA�DQ SD�D§�§D�Dã�§L QX�X ã�ãL NiQ PD�D�DQ�
� ������� ÑD�DN�ãL�¨D�]L  
(75) NX�LW�NL Q D�DQ NiQ DQ�GD ãDU�QL�HQ�NL�Lã�NH�PL  
 
‘Just like I will protect Kurunta – every time something is lacking for him I will 

replace it – ...’ .  
 

Semantically, this verb is therefore quite similar to ÑDNN� 1 "
 ‘to be lacking’  (q.v.). 

Formally, ÑDN�NL�ãL¨H�D� could then be a derivative in �V� of ÑDNN�. This plain stem 
ÑDNã� is still visible in ÑDJJDãQX�$ "  = /uaksnu-/, wheras all other forms show the 
NH �¨H�D�extension. See at ÑDNN� 1 "

 for further etymology.  
 / �87�9 ��:�� / � ÓDNãXU (n.) a vessel; a cubic measure; a time unit: nom.-acc.sg. ÑD�DN�
ãXU, gen.sg.(?) Ñ[D�D]N�ãXU�UD�Dã (KUB 17.28 i 27). 
  
This word denotes a vessel that is used as a cubic measure for e.g. honey, oil, 
milk and wine. Moreover, it is used as a time unit (probably a water clock). Only 
one possibly inflected form is known, viz. gen.sg.(?) Ñ[D]NãXUUDã.  
 Becauce we do not know exactly what kind of object ÑDNãXU denotes, it is 
difficult to etymologize it. Pisani (1982: 178) connected this word with 
ÑDN�NL�ãL¨H�D�$ "  ‘to be lacking’ , which formally is possible (cf. the stem ÑDNã� 
visible in ÑDNãQX�$ " ), but semantically not easy to defend. According to Pisani, 
ÑDN�NL�ãL¨H�D�$ "  ultimately is cognate with Lat. YDF  ‘to be empty’ , and he 
therefore assumes a semantic development ‘to be empty’  > ‘to be a container’ . 
See at the lemma of ÑDN�NL�ãL¨H�D�$ "  for the impossibility of a connection with Lat. 
YDF , however.  
 
ÓDNW UL���see XNW UL�  
 ; �! ���<

ÓDOOD�,� ÓDOOL�� (c.) ‘thigh(-bone)(?)’ : nom.sg. ÑD�DO�OD�Dã, ~�XD�DO�OD�Dã (1x, 
KUB 55.53 i 11), acc.sg. ÑD�DO�OD�DQ, gen.sg. ÑD�DO�OD�Dã, nom.pl. ÑD�DO�OL�H�Hã 
(KUB 29.1 iv 10), ÑD�DO�OL�L�H�Hã (KBo 4.1 rev. 20), ÑD�DO�OL�Lã (ABoT 1 i 16), 
acc.pl. ÑD�DO�OX�Xã (KUB 29.1 iv 9). 
  
For semantics, compare Alp (1957: 26-7), who translates this word as “ ‘Keule, 
Schenkel’  (beim Tier) und ‘Oberbein, Oberschenkel’  (beim Menschen)” . Alp 
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cites the word as XÑDOOD� as well, based on a spelling X�ÑD�DO�OX�Xã in KUB 29.1 
iv 9 and ~�ÑD�DO�OD�Dã in KUB 55.53 i 11. The former attestation may rather be 
read (KUB 29.1 iv 9) QX 10 ÑD�DO�OX�Xã WL�DQ�]L ‘they put down ten Ñ.-s’ . The 
latter attestation runs thus:  

 
KUB 55.53 i  
(10) QX 12 NINDA.GUR4.RA

=
I.A TUR

> * +
 ŠÀ.BA 1 NINDA.GUR4.RA  

      §D�D]�]L�OD�D[ã]  
(11) PH�PD�DO ZÍZ NINDA.Ì.E.DÉ.A ZAG-Dã ~�ÑD�DO�OD�Dã  
(12) Q D�DW $�1$ DINGIR.MAÏ Sp�UD�DQ WL�DQ�]L  
 
‘(There are) 12 thickbreads, the heart(?) of a cub, one thickbread (of) §. meal, 

wheat, fat-bread (and) a right X. They place these before the Mother-goddess’ .  
 

It indeed may show a singular spelling ~�ÑD�DO�OD�. If the form ÑD�DO�OL�L�H�Hã 
(KBo 4.1 rev. 20) belongs here as well, we see a stem ÑDOOL� too. The 
appurtenance of the word UZU~�OD� (q.v.) is unclear, however.  
 Alp (l.c.) proposed to analyse (UZU)ÑDOOD� as a derivative in �DOOD� of the verb 
XÑD� ‘to come’  (see ÑH�?�@  � XÑD�). This is formally quite improbable, as XÑD� is a 
quite recent stem which was formed out of the original paradigm Ñ �?�@  � *XÑ� in 
analogy to the �¨H�D�class. No further etymology.  
 
ÓDOOD�L� ‘to praise, to honour’ : 1sg.pres.act. ÑD�DO�OD�D§�§L (KUB 31.127 iii 37), 
3pl.pres.act. ÑD�OL�[¨]D�DQ�]L (KUB 6.46 iv 28); impf. ÑD�DO�OL�Lã�NH�D�,�ÑD�DO�OL�Hã�
NH�D�. 
  
This verb is generally translated as ‘to praise, to honour’ , compare, e.g.  

 
KUB 31.127 iii  
(37) WX�XN DINGIR

)�AB+
 ÑD�DO�OD�D§�§L  

 
‘I praise you, god’ ;  
 
KUB 6.46 iv  
(28) QX�X W�WD DINGIRMEŠ â$ 0(�( ÏUR.SAGMEŠ ÍDMEŠÑD�OL�[¨]D�DQ�]L  
 
‘the gods of the 100 mountains and rivers praise you’ .  
 

When accompanied with� ], the verb is translated ‘to boast, to brag’ , e.g.  
 
KBo 5.6 i  
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(3)                                         ... QX NX�LW�PD�DQ URUDIDLI.
=

I.A ~�H�WH�Hã�NH�HW  
(4) LÚKÚR�Dã ]D ÑD�DO�OH�Hã�NH�H]�]L ,�1$ KUR URU$O�PL�QD ÑD�U D�DQ NiQ  

(5) NDW�WD�DQ�GD Ò�8/ NX�ÑD�DW�ND 6  WDU�QX�XP�PH�QL PD�D§�§D�DQ PD  

(6) URUDIDLI.
=

I.A ~�H�WX 6 �PD�DQ�]L ]L�LQ�QL�LW Q D�Dã URU$O�PL�QD  

(7) DQ�GD�DQ SD�LW QX�X ã�ãL LÚKÚR ]D�D§�§L�¨D PH�QD�D§�§D�DQ�GD  

(8) QDP�PD Ò�8/ NX�Lã�NL PD�D]�]D�Dã�WD  
 
‘While he was fortifying the cities, the enemy was boasting “ We will never let 

him come down to the city of Almina” . But when he had finished fortifying the 

cities, he entered Almina, but none of his enemies gave further resistence in 

battle against him’ .  
 

The exact inflection of this verb is unclear. I will therefore cite it as ÑDOOD�L�. If the 
form ÑD�OL�[¨]D�DQ�]L really belongs to this verb (which is semantically quite 
possible), we must assume that it is misspelled for ÑD½�DO¾�OL�¨D�DQ�]L.  
 This verb probably is related with ÑDOOL� ‘pride(?)’  and ÑDOOL¨DWDU � ÑDOOL¨DQQ� 
‘(song of) praise’ . Often, ÑDOOD�L� is further connected with ÑDOOXãNH�D�,�which 
then is translated ‘to praise’ , too. For instance, Melchert (1994a: 81-2) 
reconstructs “ ÑDOOD�”  as *ÑDO�QHK C � and “ ÑDOOX�”  as *ÑDO�QHX�,� but see at 
ÑDOOXãNH�D� for the problems regarding this view. Oettinger (1979a: 490-1) 
assumes that ‘to praise’  developed out of ‘to make strong’  and therefore connects 
ÑDOOD�L� with Lat. YDO UH ‘to be strong’ , TochB ZDOR ‘king’ , etc. < *XHO+�.  
 
ÓDOD©©�?�@ : see ÑDO§�?�@   
 
ÓDOD©©L�: see ÑDO§L�  
 
ÓDOODQX�5 ,  (Ib2) ‘to erase(?)’ : 3sg.pres.act. ÑD�DO�OD�QX�X[]�]L] (KUB 26.43 ii 37); 
part. nom.sg.c. ÑD�DO�OD�QX�DQ�]D (KUB 34.19 iv 9). 
  
The only clear context in which this verb is attested is  

 
KUB 26.43 ii  
(35) NL�L 783�38 3$�1, dU URUÏD�DW�WL NL�LW�WD�UX Q D�DW Sp�DQ DU�§D [Ò�8/  

      NX�Lã�NL GD�D�L]  
(36) NX�Lã PD NL�L 783�38 $�1$ dU URUÏD�DW�WL Sp�UD�DQ DU�§D GD�D�[L ... ]  
(37) QD�Dã�P D�DW DU�§D OD�§X�X�ÑD�L QD�Dã�PD ŠUM�DQ ÑD�DO�OD�QX�X[]�]L ... ]  
(38) SD�UD�D Sp�H�GD�L Q D�DQ NiQ dU URUKÙ.BABBAR�WL dUTU URU$�UL�LQ�[QD ... ]  

(39) Ô DINGIRMEŠ §X�X�PD�DQ�WH�Hã 4$�'8 NUMUN â8 DU�§D  
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      §DU�NiQ�QX�[ÑD�DQ�GX]  
 
 ‘This tablet must lay before the Storm-god of Ïatti. [No-one shall take] it from 

before (the deity). Whoever does take this tablet from before the Storm-god of Ïatti 

[...] or will pour it away or will erase? the name [... ] will bring forth, the Storm-god of 

Ïatti and the Sun-goddess of Arin[na] and all the gods shall destroy him together 

with his offspring’ .  
 

Formally, ÑDOODQX�?�@  looks like a causative in �QX� of a stem ÑDOOD�,�but the only 
known verb ÑDOOD� ‘to praise’  does not fit the meaning. No further etymology.  
 
ÓDO©�5 ,  (Ia4) ‘to hit, to strike’  (Sum. GUL, RA): 1sg.pres.act. ÑD�DO�D§�PL 
(MH/MS), 2sg.pres.act. ÑD�DO�D§�ãL (MH/MS), [Ñ]D�DO�D§�WL, 3sg.pres.act. ÑD�DO�
D§�]L (OS), ÑD�OD�D§�]L (OS), X�ÑD�DO�D§�]L (KBo 16.50 obv. 20), 1pl.pres.act. ÑD�
DO�§X�X�ÑD�QL (MH/MS), XD�DO�§X�ÑD�QL (MH/MS), ÑD�DO�§X�H�QL (NS), 
2pl.pres.act. ÑD�DO�D§�WD�QL, 3pl.pres.act. ÑD�DO�§D�DQ�]L (OS), ÑD�DO�D§�§D�DQ�]L, 
1sg.pret.act. ÑD�DO�§X�XQ (OS), ÑD�DO�D§�§X�XQ, 3sg.pret.act. ÑD�DO�D§�WD 
(MH/MS), 1pl.pret.act. ÑD[-DO?�§]X?�HQ (KBo 18.86 obv. 13), 2pl.pret.act. ÑD�OD�
D§�WpQ (MH/MS), 3pl.pret.act. ÑD�DO�D§�§H�HU (MH/MS), ÑD�DO�§H�HU, 2sg.imp.act. 
ÑD�DO�D§ (MH/MS), 2pl.imp.act. ÑD�DO�D§�WpQ (MH/MS), ÑD�DO�D§�WH�HQ 
(MH/MS); part. ÑD�DO��D§��§D�DQ�W�; verb.noun ÑD�DO�§X�ÑD�DU, ÑD�DO�D§�§X�X�ÑD�
DU, gen.sg. ÑD�DO�§X�ÑD�Dã; inf.I ÑD�DO�§X�ÑD�DQ�]L (MH/MS), ÑD�DO�§X�X�ÑD�DQ�]L 
(MH/MS), ÑD�DO�D§�§X�X�ÑD�DQ�]L, X�ÑD�DO�§X��X��ÑD�DQ�]L (KBo 16.50 obv. 10, 
15); impf. ÑD�DO��D§��§L�Lã�NH�D�,�ÑD�DO��D§��§L�Hã�NH�D�. 
 Derivatives: ÓDO©DQQD� , � �� ÓDO©DQQL� (IIa5) ‘to hit, to strike (impf.)’  
(2sg.pres.act. ÑD�DO�§D�DQ�QD�DW�WL, 3sg.pres.act. ÑD�DO�D§�§D�DQ�QD�L, ÑD�DO�§D�
DQ�QD�L, ÑD�DO�§D�DQ�QD�D�L, 3pl.pres.act. ÑD�DO�§D�DQ�QL�DQ�]L (OS), ÑD�DO�§D�DQ�
QL�¨D�DQ�]L, 3sg.imp.act. ÑD�DO�§D�DQ�QD�~; impf. ÑD�DO�§D�DQ�QL�Lã�NH�D� 
(MH/MS), ÑD�DO�§D�DQ�QL�Hã�NH�D�), ÓDO©HããDU� �� ÓDO©HãQ� (n.) ‘strike, blow’  
(nom.-acc.sg. ÑD�DO�§H�Hã�ãDU, ÑD�DO�§L�Lã�ãDU, gen.sg. ÑD�DO�§L�Lã�QD�Dã, dat.-
loc.sg. RA�Hã�QL). 
 IE cognates: Lat. YHOO  ‘to tear apart’ , Gr.  ‘was killed’ , TochA ZlOOl�WlU 
‘dies’ . 
  PIE *XpOK D �WL � *XOK D �pQWL 
  
This verb is well-attested, from OS onwards. The spellings ÑD�DO�D§�&, ÑD�OD�D§�
&, ÑD�DO�§9 and ÑD�DO�D§�§9 all clearly point to a phonological interpretation 
/ualH-/. The spellings with X�ÑD� occur in one text only (KBo 16.50) and 
therefore can be disregarded. The exact etymological interpretation of ÑDO§� has 
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been disturbed by the idea that it has an inner-Hittite cognate in §XOOH�?�@  � §XOO� ‘to 
smash’ . E.g. Oettinger (1979a: 264) reconstructs a root *K C XHOK C �,�of which on the 
one hand a thematic formation *K C XOK C �p�WL would be visible in §XOOH]L and on the 
other a root-present *K C ÑHOK C �WL yielded ÑDO§]L with dissimilation of the first *K C  
due to the second one. As I have argued under its own lemma, §XOOH�?�@  � §XOO� is 
best explained as a nasal-infix formation *K C XO�QH�K E � of a root *K C XOK E �,� and 
therefore cannot be equated with ÑDO§�.  
 I rather follow LIV2 in reconstructing a root *XHOK D � ‘to strike’  (*�K D � visible in 
Gr.  ‘was killed’  < *K E H�ÑOK D �HK E �). Note that XpOK D �WL � *XOK D �pQWL in pinciple 
should have yielded **ÑDO]L � **XO§DQ]L. Nevertheless, on the basis of the 
consonantal *Ñ of the singular, the plural form was realized *ÑOK D �pQWL. This latter 
form regularly yielded Hitt. /u O+iQWsi/, on the basis of which the laryngeal was 
restored in the singular form, which then yielded /uálHtsi/.  
 
ÓDO©L�� (n.) a beverage used in cult: nom.-acc.sg. ÑD�DO�§L (OS), ÑD�DO�D§�§L, 
gen.sg. ÑD�DO�§L�Dã (OS), ÑD�DO�D§�§L�Dã, ÑD�DO�§L�¨D�Dã, ÑD�DO�D§�§L�¨D�Dã, instr. 
ÑD�DO��D§��§L�LW. 
 Derivatives: 

F�G ÓDOD©©LªDOD� (c.) a kitchen servant (nom.sg. ÑD�DO�D§�§L�¨D�OD�Dã 
(KUB 13.3 ii 22)). 
  PIE *XROK D �L, *XOK D �L�RV ?? 
  
This word denotes a beverage that is used in cult and is attested from OS texts 
onwards. Although in principle the word could very well be of IE origin, our lack 
of understanding its exact meaning precludes etymologizing it. Nevertheless, one 
could envisage a formal connection with the verb ÑDO§�?�@  ‘to strike’ . If so, then we 
would have to reconstruct *XROK D �L, *XOK D �L�yV. Note however that this paradigm 
regularly should have yielded **ÑDOOL, **XO§L¨Dã. We therefore have to assume 
that on the one hand the consonantal *Ñ of the nominative spread throughout the 
paradigm, and on the other the laryngeal of the oblique stem, yielding attested 
ÑDO§L, ÑDO§LDã.  
 
ÓDO©XÓDQW�� (adj.) ‘uncultivated(??)’ : nom.sg.c. ÑD�DO�§X�X�ÑD�DQ�]D (HKM 77 
obv. 11 (MH/MS)), nom.pl.c. ÑD�DO�§X�X�ÑD�DQ�WH�Hã (KUB 31.84 iii 69). 
  
This adjective occurs twice, but in only one case the context is clear:  

 
KUB 31.84 iii  
(66) §DU�NiQ�WD�Dã â$ LÚ GIŠTUKUL NX�Lã A.ŠÀ

=
I.A WD!�DQ�QD�D�DW�WD ¨D  

(67) NX�H St�H�HW�WD Q H�H W�WD §[X�]X�[P]D�DQ GUL�Dã�ãD�DQ H�Hã�WX  
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(68) PD�D§�§D�DQ PD NAM.RA
=

I.A St�DQ�][L Q]X�X ã�ãL $[â H �5]$ §X�X�GD�DN  
(69) §L�LQ�NiQ�GX JL�LP�UD�Dã�ã D NX�L�H�H[ã Ñ]D�DO�§X�X�ÑD�DQ�WH�Hã  
(70) QX�X ã�PD�Dã ãD�DQ ~�H�WXP�PD�Dã XG�G[D�Q]L�L IGI

=
I.A-ÑD §DU�DN  

(71) Q D�Dã SIG5�LQ ~�H�GD�DQ�]D H�Hã�W[X]  
 
‘What fields there are of a TUKUL-man who has disappeared and what 

unoccupied SLHWWD�allotments there are, all this must be put in writing for you. 

And when they give deportees, provide them quickly with a place. And the 

field which are Ñ., keep an eye on them regarding the matter of construction. It 

must be built well’ .  
 

The other context is broken:  
 
HKM 77 obv.  
(10) [    ...   D]-SD�D�Dã LÚKÚR §D�DQ�GD�D�DQ  

(11) [     ...    ]x�]L ÑD�DO�§X�X�ÑD�DQ�]D  
 

Alp (1991: 267) translates ÑDO§ ÑDQ]D here as ‘geschlagen’  but this apparently is 
based on a false connection with ÑDO§�?�@  ‘to hit’  (q.v.) only. In the first context, 
ÑDO§ ÑDQWHã seems to refer to fields that are uncultivated and have to be built 
upon. The exact meaning, however, is still unclear and etymologizing therefore is 
useless.  
 
ÓDOOL��(adj.) ‘shaven(?)’ : nom.-acc.sg.n. ÑD�DO�OL (KBo 6.26 iii 13), nom.sg.c. ÑD�
DO�OL�Lã (IBoT 1.31 i 25). 
  
This word is an adjective that describes skins. Generally, it is translated ‘shaven’ , 
‘depilated’  or ‘smooth’ , e.g. IBoT 1.31 i (25) 1 KUŠA.GÁ.LÁ BABBAR ÑD�DO�OL�
Lã LÚGUD.DA SÍG §XU�UL NiQ DQ�GD ‘one white bag of smooth leather, short, 
contains Hurrian wool’ . No etymology.  
 
ÓDOOL� (?) ‘pride(?)’ : gen.sg. ÑD�DO�OL�¨D�Dã (KUB 19.13 i 48 (NH)). 
  
This word is hapax in the following context:  

 
KUB 19.13 i (additions and translation by Güterbock 1956b: 110) 
(47) [,�1$ URU7]L�PX�§D�OD DQ�GD�DQ ~�HW QX URU7L�PX�§D�OD�Dã URU�Dã  
(48) [â$ LÚMEŠ UR]U*D�Dã�JD ÑD�DO�OL�¨D�Dã Sp�H�GD�DQ H�Hã�WD  
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‘Then he came back [into (the town of) T]imu§ala. The town of Timu§ala was 

a place of pride [of the] Gašgaeans’ .  
 

If ÑDOOL� indeed means ‘pride’ , it may be the source of the derivative ÑDOOL¨DWDU � 
ÑDOOL¨DQQ� ‘(song of) praise’  and the verb ÑDOOD�L� ‘to praise’ .  
 
ÓDOOL��‘thigh(-bone)(?)’ : see (UZU)ÑDOOD�  
 
ÓDOOLªDWDU� ��ÓDOOLªDQQ� (n.) ‘(song of) praise’ : nom.-acc.sg. ÑD�DO�OL�¨D�WDU (KUB 
21.38 obv. 48, 51 (NH), KUB 6.45 ii 48, 49 (NH), KUB 6.46 iv 17, 18 (NH)), 
dat.-loc.sg. ÑD�DO�OL�¨D�DQ�QL (KBo 32.14 ii 42, iii 41 (MH/MS), KBo 32.19 iii 44 
(MH/MS)). 
  
This word probably is an abstract noun of the stem ÑDOOL�,�also visible in ÑDOOL� 
‘pride’  and ÑDOOD�L� ‘to praise’ .  
 
ÓDOOLÓDOOLªD� (adj.) ‘quick(??)’ : nom.sg.c.(?) ÑD�OL�ÑD�OL�Dã (KUB 5.1 ii 110), Ñ[D�
DO�OL�Ñ]D�DO�OL�¨D�Dã (KUB 33.113 + KUB 36.12 i 20), ÑD�D[O�OL�ÑD�]DO�OL�¨D�Dã 
(KBo 35.160 rev.? 5, 9 (fr.)), dat.-loc.sg. ÑD�DO�OL�ÑD�DO�OL (KUB 27.1 i 3, 29, iv 8, 
16), ÑD�DO�OL�ÑD�OL (KUB 27.1 i 17, iv 21), ÑD�DO�OL�ÑD�DO�OL�¨D (KUB 27.1 iv 31), 
nom.pl.c. ÑD�DO�OL�ÑD�DO�OL�Xã (KUB 33.112 + KUB 36.2c iii 12 // KUB 33.111, 
3). 
  
This word occurs a few times, mostly as an epithet of d,â7$5. In the following 
context it describes ‘winds’ :  

 
KUB 33.112 + KUB 36.2c iii (with additions from KUB 33.111 + HT 
25, see Otten 1950: 11)  
(10) KASKAL�DQ PD N[(X�LQ)] L�¨D�DQ�WD�UL QX KASKAL[-DQ NX�LQ?]  
(11) ~�ÑD�DQ�]L Q[X�Xã? DP�(PX�X)]N dLAMA�Dã QH�St�ã[(D�Dã LUGAL�X)ã]  
(12) DINGIRMEŠ�Dã §L�LQ�LN�P[(L IM I

)]I.A�Xã ÑD�DO�OL�ÑD[(�DO�OL�Xã)]  
(13) $�1$ dÉ.A KASKAL�ã[L PH�Q]D�D§�§D�DQ�GD x[...]  
 
‘The road that they go (and) the road [that] they come, these I, dLAMA, the 

king of Heaven, point out to the gods. The Ñ. winds opposite the way of Ea 

[brought them the words of dLAMA]’  (added translation based on similar 

contexts).  
 

Otten (l.c.) translates Ñ. as “ stürmisch”  here. For its use as an epithet of Ištar, 
compare e.g. KUB 33.113 + KUB 36.12 i (20) Q D�Dã NiQ Ñ[D�DO�OL�Ñ]D�DO�OL�¨D�
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Dã (21) WL�¨D�DW d,â7$5�Lã, but especially KUB 27.1 i (29) $�1$ d,â7$5 É ÑD�DO�
OL�ÑD�DO�OL PD ..., etc.  
 Besides these attestations of the adjective, Oettinger (1979a: 34) also cites a 
verb ÑDOLÑDODH� ‘streuen(?)’ , but gives no reference to its attestation place(s). 
Tischler (HG: 193) cites a verb “ ÑDOOLÑDOODL� (II) ‘kräftigen’ ” , but does not give 
attestations either. Besides the translation ‘stürmisch’ , we sometimes find a 
translation ‘strong’  as well (e.g. Tischler HG: 193). The latter meaning seems to 
be especially prompted by a connection with HLuw. ZDOL� (nom.-acc.pl.n. (adv.) 
CRUXZD�L�OD (CEKKE §24), ZD�L�OD (KULULU 5 §8)), which is translated as 
‘strong’  by Starke (1990: 452), because of the connection with the CLuwian 
adjective QLÑDOOD�L�,� which he interprets as ‘weak’ . CHD (N: 459) translates 
QLÑDOOD�L� as ‘innocent’ , however, a meaning which would fit Hawkins’  
interpretation of HLuw. ZD�L�OD as ‘fatally’  as well (cf. Hawkins 2000: 486). This 
would mean that there is no Luwian stem *ÑDOOL� that means ‘strong’ , so there is 
no ground anymore to translate ÑDOOLÑDOOL¨D� as ‘strong’  as well.  
 All in all, we can conclude that ÑDOOLÑDOOL¨D� is an adjective describing ‘winds’  
as well as ‘Ištar’ . A translation ‘stürmisch’  could be possible, but perhaps ‘quick’  
fits both contexts better. An etymological connection with a supposed Luwian 
stem *ÑDOOL� is unassured, and semantically not likely.  
 
ÓDON�LªH�D���(Ia4 / Ic1) ‘?’ : 3sg.pres.act. ÑD�OD�DN�]L (KUB 8.3 obv. 10 (OH/NS)); 
3pl.pres.midd. ÑD�DO�NL�¨D�DQ�GD (KUB 58.30 ii 21 (MS)), 3sg.pret.midd. ÑD�DO�
DN�WD�DW (KUB 49.3 obv. 8 (NS)); verb.noun. ÑD�DO�NL�¨D�X�ÑD�DU (KUB 7.58 i 7 
(MH/NS)). 
 Derivatives: ÓDOJDQX�J K  (Ib2) ‘?’  (3sg.pres.act. ÑD�DO�JD�QX�X]�]L (KBo 13.31 i 
11 (OH/MS)), 3sg.pret.act. ÑD�DO�JD�QX�XW (KUB 33.10 obv. 11 (OH/MS))). 
  
See Neu 1968: 187f. for attestations. There he also cites ÑDONXÑDQ, but see 
ÑDONX�Ñ�D� for this. According to Neu, the meaning of ÑDON�L¨H�D�� can hardly be 
determined because most of its forms are found in broken contexts: “ [n]ur 
ÑDOJDQXW steht in einem vollständig erhaltenen Satz” :  

 
KUB 33.10 obv.  
  (6) [               ã]D�D�DQ�WD�DQ NX�ÑD�DW PH�PD�QX�XW�W � Q [  ]  
  (7) [           ���]QL�H� W�WD�DW Q D�Dã�WD TÚL�UX ãL�LO�P [-  ]  
  (8) [               ]x ÍD

I
I.A DU�ãDU�ãX�X�UX�Xã §X�LW�WL�¨[D�  ]  

  (9) [             ã]D�D§�WD Q X�Xã ÑD�DO�JD�QX�XW ÑD�DS�SD�PX�Xã x[  ]   
(10) [OX�XW�WD�]D�Xã St�LS�SD�Dã É I

I.A. LNM O  St�L[S�SD�Dã� ] 
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Otten (1942: 32-34) translates this as  
 
“ Warum habt ihr mich [...] zum Sprechen gebracht?   (15)   ]..., nun die 

Quelle(n) ....[   (16)   ]x, die strömenden Flüsse leit[ete er (ab)(?)   (17)   ]er 

suchte und ...te die Wadi [   (18) [die Fenst]er stürzte er ein, die Häuser stür[zte 

er ein]” .  
 

Personally, I would not dare to guess what ÑDOJDQX� would mean in this context. 
Nevertheless, Oettinger (1979a: 234) glosses ÑDON� with “ (in bestimmter Weise) 
schlagen, mißhandeln(?)” , without indicating how he arrives at this meaning. He 
admits, however, that “ eine genauere semantische Untersuchung würde den hier 
vorgegebenen Rahmen sprengen” . His etymological proposal to connect OHG 
ZDONDQ ‘to move to and fro, to press together’  therefore does not have much 
value.  
 Kimball (1994a: 81-2), states about ÑDON�L¨H�D�� that “ [t]he meaning of the verb 
is not entirely clear, since it is preserved mostly in damaged or obscure contexts, 
but it seems to indicate an action with destructive, or at least unpleasant, 
consequences” , and in note 22: “ In KBo XIII 31 in a badly damaged passage 
(Riemschneider, StBoT 9 no. 15) ZDOJDQX� occurs in what is plainly a series of 
unfavourable omens; cf. V§DU DUV]L “ blood will flow”  ib. I 8 and KUR LÚKÚR 
VDNNXULDWWD “ the enemy will prevail”  ib. I 10. In KUB XXXIII 10 its object is 
ZDSSDPXV “ river banks” , and it refers to actions done by Telepenus in his rage: 
QX V ZDOJDQXW ZDSSDPXV “ He w.’ ed the river banks” .”  Nevertheless, Kimball as 
well states that “ZDON� is probably to be compared with Skt. YDOJDWL “ jumps” , OE 
ZHDOFDQ “ roll”  (NE ZDON) and OHG ZDONDQ id. [..], which would point to an IE 
*ZHOJ�” . I do not understand how she arrives at this conclusion. The semantics of 
ÑDON�L¨H�D�� and of ÑDOJDQX� are too unclear to base any firm conclusion on. Any 
etymological proposal can be based on formal similarities only, which is 
unconvincing. So, without more clear attestations of these verbs, no etymology 
can be given.  
 
ÓDONLããDUD�: see XONLããDUD�  
 
ÓDONX�Ó�D� (n.) something negative: acc.sg. ÑD�DO�NX�DQ (KBo 22.2 obv. 2 
(OH/MS)), ÑD�DO�NX�ÑD�DQ (KBo 3.40b, 15). 
 IE cognates: Skt. D�Y�Ni� ‘safe’ . 
  PIE *XON P y�? 
  
The word occurs twice, namely in the following contexts:  
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KBo 22.2 obv.  
(1) [MUNUS.LUGA]L URU.D�QL�Lã 30 DUMUMEŠ 1

QSR
 MU�DQ�WL §D�D�Dã�WD 80�0$  

      â, 0$  

(2) [NL]-L ÑD NX�LW ÑD�DO�NX�DQ §D�D�Dã�§X�XQ  
 
‘The Queen of Kaniš bore thirty sons within one year. She (speaks) thus: “ What 

kind of Ñ. did I give birth to?” ’ ;  
 
KBo 3.40b+  
(15)                       ... ~�N X�Xã SX�QX�Xã�NH�P[L NL�L ÑD? N]X�LW ÑD�DO�NX�ÑD�DQ  

(16) [    ]x[    -W]H?�QL 80�0$ â8�18 0$ ERÍNMEŠ [ÏXU�U]L(?) XW�QL�¨D ~�H]�]L  
 
‘I ask them “ What [kind of] Ñ. do you (pl.) [....]?” . They answer: “ The 

[Hurr]ian army comes to the country” ’  (cf. Soysal 1987: 177 and 181).  
 

On the basis of these contexts, an exact meaning cannot be determined. Otten 
(1973: 16) proposes a meaning “ schlechtes Omen, Unheilverkündendes” .  
 Lehrman (1987: 16-7) suggests that ÑDONXÑD� is cognate with Skt. D�Y�Ni� 
‘safe’ , which would point to an original adjective *XON P y� ‘dangerous’ . His idea is 
then that this adjective is the source of the substantive *Ñ�N P R� ‘wolf’  as visible in 
Skt. Y,ND� and Gr.  (through the same derivation process as visible in e.g. 
Skt. N,��D� ‘black antelope’  from N���i� ‘black’  or Gr. , PN, from 

 ‘shining’ ). If this etymology is correct (but note that it semantically is 
weak in the sense that the meaning of ÑDONXÑD� is not clear beyond any doubt), it 
would show that the word-initial sequence *X5&� yields Hitt. ÑD5&�. The 
examples cited in Melchert (1994a: 126-7) to claim the contrary (*X5& > Hitt. 
X5&�) are false: the stem UU�,�which Melchert interprets as ‘help’  and derives 
from “ *Z�K T L�”  has nothing to do with ‘help’  (cf. the lemma UU�L¨H�D��); the noun 
UNL� ‘track, trail’ , which Melchert derives from “ PA[nat.] *Z�JL�” , may in fact 

rather reflect *K T U V XUJ�L�. Moreover, a development *X5& > ÑD5& is visible in 
*XUK T yUL > OH /ur"ani/, ~�UD�D�QL > MH/NH /u U"ani/, ÑD�UD�D�QL ‘burns’ . 
 Note that Lehrman (1987 and 1978: 228-30) claims that PIE *Ñ�N P R� has an 
Anatolian outcome as well, namely CLuw. ÑDOÑD�L�,�which he translates as ‘lion’ . 
This translation goes back to Steinherr (1968) who argues that the sumerogram 
UR.MAÏ, which occasionally occurs in CLuwian names and carries the phonetic 
complements �D� and �L�,�must be identified with the onomastic element ÑDOÑD�L�. 
Although Steinherr indeed shows that we find 3L§D�UR.MAÏ as well as 
3L§DÑDOÑL and UR.MAÏ.LÚ as well as ADOÑL]LWL, he is not able to give a single 
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text in which UR.MAÏ and ÑDOÑD�L� are used as duplicates of one another. 
Because SL§D� and �]LWL are very common onomastic elements, their occurrence 
with both UR.MAÏ and ÑDOÑD�L� in my view is non-probative. Moreover, the fact 
that both onomastic elements end in �D�L� is non-probative either, because this 
alteration is inherent to every commune D�stem-word. Nevertheless, Lehrman 
(l.c.) takes the equation between ÑDOÑD�L� and UR.MAÏ ‘lion’  for granted and 
states that CLuw. ÑDOÑD�L� ‘lion’  must be cognate with PIE *Ñ�N P R� ‘wolf’ . Apart 
from the objections raised above, this is formally impossible as well: PIE *-N P � 
yields CLuw. /-kw-/, cf. CLuw. SDSSDUNXÑD� ‘to cleanse’  < *SHUN P � (see at SDUNXL� 
� SDUNXÑDL�).  
 
ÓDOOXãNH�D�J K  (Ic6) ‘to pray to(?)’ : 1sgpres.act. ÑD�DO�OX�Xã�NH�PL (KUB 29.1 i 26), 
3sg.pres.act. ÑD�DO�OX�Xã�NH�]L (KUB 34.53 ii 12), [ÑD�D]O�OX�Xã�NH�]L (KBo 32.16 
iii 6), 2pl.pret.act. ÑD�DO�OX�Xã�NH�HW�WH�Q D�DQ (KUB 23.77, 79 (MH/MS)), 
3pl.pres.act. ÑD�DO�OX�Xã�Ni[Q�]L] (KUB 34.53 ii 13); 2pl.pres.midd. ÑD�DO�OX�Xã�
NH�HG�GX�PD�DW (KUB 34.44 iv 14). 
  
This verb is attested a few times, but mostly in damaged contexts, on the basis of 
which its meaning cannot be (well) determined. The only good context is  

 
KUB 29.1 i  
(24) DINGIR�QD�Dã �ã��PD�Dã KUR�H §H�H�ãH�HU QX PX ]D LUGAL�XQ  

(25) OD�ED�DU�QD�DQ §DO�]L�L�H�HU  
  
(26) QX EGIR�SD DG�GD�D�Q� ã�PD�DQ dU�DQ ÑD�DO�OX�Xã�NH�PL QX GIS

W
I.A LUGAL�Xã  

(27) dU�QL ~�H�HN�]L §p�H�¨D�X�H�Hã NX�LW WD�Dã�QX�Xã�NH�HU ãDO�OD�QX�Xã�NH�HU  
 
‘The gods have opened up the country for you, and me they have called the 

king, Labarna. Again I Ñ. the Storm-god, your father. The king wishes from the 

Storm-god trees that the rains have made strong and raised’ .  
 

In this context, ÑDOOXãNH�D� seems to denote ‘to pray to, to ask (of a deity)’ . On the 
basis of the formal resemblance to ÑDOOD�L� ‘to praise, to honour’ , ÑDOOXãNH�D� is 
often translated ‘to praise’  as well. Although in this context such a translation is 
possible, it is by no means ascertained. I would therefore refrain from too much 
etymologizing on the basis of a supposed connection between ÑDOOD�L� and 
ÑDOOXãNH�D� (unlike e.g. Melchert 1994a: 81, who derives ÑDOOD� from *ÑDO�QHK X � 
and “ ÑDOOX�’  from *ÑDO�QHX�).  
 Unclear is the appurtenance of the verb ÑDOX� in the following context:  
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KUB 48.99  
(12) GD�D�HU ÑD WX�OL�¨D�DQ D�D]�]D  

(13) ÑD�OX�Xã�NH�X�ÑD�DQ WL�L�H�HU  
  
(14) [d],�OD�OL�Lã ÑD ]D ÑD�OX�XW�WD�D[W]  
(15) [~�]XN ÑD�U D�DQ ~�ÑD�W [-PL]  
 
 ‘They took the assembly (and) D]]D began Ñ.-ing. The deity Ilali was Ñ.-ed, and 

I brought him here’ .  
 

 
Ó OXOD��(c.) ‘pupil?’ : acc.pl. ÑD�D�OX�OX�Xã (KBo 31.143 obv.? 3), dat.-loc.pl. ÑD�D�
OX�OD�Dã (KUB 33.66 + KBo 40.333 ii 18). 
  
This word occurs only twice. The first context is:  

 
KUB 33.66 + KBo 40.333 ii  (for text cf. Groddek 1999: 38) 
(16) $�1$ DUMU.LÚ.U9.LU=PD WX�HN�NL�L ã�ãL [D]Q�GD�DQ  
(17) OD�OX�XN�NH�HW §DU�ãD�QL�L ã½�ãL¾ KI.MIN ãD�NX�ÑD�Dã ãD�Dã KI.MIN  
(18) ÑD�D�OX�OD�Dã ãD�Dã KI.MIN IGI

I
I.A�Dã §DU�NL�[D]ã GD�DQ�NX�ÑD�¨D�Dã  

(19) KI.MIN §D�DQ�WL�[L]=ã�ãL KI.MIN H�QH�UD�Dã ãD�Dã  
(20) KI.MIN OD�DS�OL�SD�Dã ãD[-Dã?] KI.MIN  
(21) ND�UX�~ PD�D�DQ Q D�Dã D�DS�SD  
(22) 4$�7$0�0$ NL�ãD�UX  
 
‘To the mortal it became luminous on his body. Ditto on his head. Ditto on his 

eyes. Ditto on his Ñ. Ditto on the white parts (and) black parts of (his) eyes. 

Ditto on his forehead. Ditto on his eyebrows. Ditto on his eyelashes. Like (he 

was) before, let him become again likewise!’ . 
 

The other context is broken:  
 
KBo 31.143 obv.  
(2) [                                                         ]x SD�UD�D�D ã�WD SD[-   ]  
(3) [                                                     ]x ÑD�D�OX�OX�Xã Lã�ãD�D�Dã[   ]  
(4) [                                                I]GI

I
I.A â8 ~�ÑD�D�WDU ãH�HW G[D�   ] 

 
In line 3 it seems as if ‘ÑDOXOD�s (acc.) of the mouth’  are mentioned.  
 Oettinger (1976a: 30) also cites KBo 6.34+ iii (30) [ÑD�D�OX�]~�OD�DQ SD�UL�¨D�
DQ�]L, which he translates as ‘[Eine Bl]ase blasen sie auf’ . It is unclear to me why 
Oettinger reads Ñ O ODQ here, apparently only because of the fact that Ñ OXOD� ends 
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in �XOD�. There are many more words that end in �XOD�,�however, and these are just 
as well a candidate to be added here.  
 From the first context mentioned, it is clear that Ñ OXOD� is a body part, situated 
on the face, probably paired (which is also suggested by acc.pl. in the other 
context). Groddek (l.c.) suggests that the word means ‘pupil’ , because it is 
mentioned between ‘eyes’  and ‘white and dark (parts) of the eyes’ . This is a 
possibility. No further etymology.  
 

�� ÓDOÓDªDOOD�� (gender unclear) ‘evil gossip(?)’ : dat.-loc.sg. ÑD�DO�ÑD�¨D�DO�OL, 
gen.sg. ÑD�DO�ÑD�¨D�DO�OD�Dã. 
  
This word is attested in one context only:  

 
KUB 13.35 + KUB 23.80 i  
(17) QX ÑD PX ,�1$ KUR URU.D�UD�d'X�QL�¨D�Dã X�L�H�U  
(18) QX ÑD NX�LW�PD�DQ ,�1$ KUR URU.D�UD�d'X�QL�¨D�Dã SD�D�XQ [ ]  
(19) NX�LW�PD�DQ ÑD EGIR-SD ~�ÑD�QX�XQ QX ÑD NiQ EGIR�D]  
(20) � ÑD�DO�ÑD�¨D�DO�OL DQ�GD Ò�8/ NX�Lã�NL Sp�Hã�ãL�Lã�NH�HW  
(21) QX ÑD D�Sp�H] INIM�D] GÙB�OL�Lã�ãX�XQ  
(22) PD�D�DQ PD ÑD ,â�78 KUR URU.D�UD�d'X�QL�¨D�Dã PD NX�ÑD�St  
(23) EGIR�SD ~�ÑD�QX�XQ QX ÑD PX LÚSD�UD�D�~!�ÑD�DQ�GD�DQ�Q D X�L�H�HU  
(24) INIM � ÑD�DO�ÑD�¨D�DO�OD�Dã PD ÑD NiQ QDP�PD EGIR�DQ NDW�WD SD�LW  
 
‘They sent me to Babylon. And while I went to Babylon until I came back, no-

one kept throwing inside the Ñ. from behind. Because of this case ‘I became 

left’ . But when I at one point came back from Babylon, they sent to me also a 

supervisor. But the case of the Ñ. went back down again’ .  
 

Although details are unclear, it seems that ÑDOÑD¨DOOD� refers to some kind of evil 
gossip. The use of gloss wedges indicates a foreign (Luwian?) origin.  
 
�ÓDQ (supine-suffix) 
 IE cognates: Skt. LYD ‘in the manner of’ . 
  PIE *-ÑQ 
  
The verbal noun that ends in �ÑDQ is traditionally called supine. This supine only 
occurs in the construction VXSLQH + GDL� Y  � WL� which denotes ‘to begin ...-ing’ . It is 
remarkable that the supine is seldomly derived from the bare verbal stem (I only 
know of the examples §D�DQ�QX�DQ (NS, of §DQQD� Y  � §DQQ�), Lã�§X�X�ÑD�X�Ñ[D�Q] 
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(NH, of Lã§XÑDL� Y  � Lã§XL�), Lã�SiU�UX�ÑD�DQ (NH, of LãS U� Y  � LãSDU�), ND�QL�Hã�ãX�
ÑD�DQ (of NDQH�Lãã�Z Y ), ND�UL�SX�X�ÑD�DQ (of NDU S� Y  � NDUH�LS�), St�L�¨D�X�Ñ[D�DQ] 
(of SDL� Y  � SL�), SiU�§X�ÑD�DQ (OH/MS, of SDU§�Z Y ), ãD�SD�ãL�¨D�X�D[Q] (MH/MS, of 
ãDSDãL¨H�D�Z Y  ‘to spy’ ), ãD[U�UL�¨]D�ÑD�DQ (NS, of ã UU� Y  � ãDUU�), WDU�X§�§X�X�ÑD�DQ 
(of WDU§X�Z Y ), ÑD�Dã�ãX�X�ÑD�DQ (of ÑHãã� [ [ \ , ÑDããH�D�Z Y ) and [..]x-QL�[L]Q�NX�ÑD�DQ 
(KUB 31.81 rev. 11), cf. Kammenhuber 1955: 40). Instead, in the bulk of the 
attestations it is derived of the imperfectives in �ãNH�D� (°ã�NH��X��ÑD�DQ and °ã�JD�
ÑD�DQ), �ãã�D�� (°ã�ãX�ÑD�DQ) and �DQQD�L� (�DQ�QL�ÑD�DQ and �DQ�QL�¨D�ÑD�DQ).  
 The supine-suffix �ÑDQ cannot be separated from the verbal noun in �ÑDU � �ÑDã 
and the inf.I-suffix �ÑDQ]L. These all point to an original substantivizing suffix 
*-ÑU � *-ÑHQ�. Within the paradigm of such a suffix, �ÑDQ can only reflect an 
endingless locative *-ÑQ (note that *-ÑHQ (reconstructed thus by e.g. Melchert 
1984a: 2447) should have yielded Hitt. **�ÑHQ). In my view, the form *-ÑQ must 
be compared to Skt. LYD ‘in the manner of’  that goes back to virtual *K T L�ÑQ (with 
generalized zero-grade stem), the locative of a verbal noun *K T pL�ÑU � *K T L�ÑpQ� 
that is still visible in Hitt. LÑDU (q.v.). Note that also in Hittite forms like L�Lã�ãX�
ÑD�DQ (OS, of ããD� Y  � ãã�) and St�¨D�DQ�QL�ÑD�DQ (OS, of SL¨DQQD� Y  � SL¨DQQL�) the 
verbal stem shows the generalized zero-grade formation. The suffix *-XQ 
originally must have had two outcomes, namely �XQ after consonants and �ÑDQ 
after vowels. Just as in nom.-acc.sg. �ÑDU, the postvocalic variant �ÑDQ has been 
generalized (from *-V�H�ÑÊ and *-DQQL�ÑÊ).  
 
�ÓDQL�(1pl.pres.act.-ending): see �ÑHQ�L�  
 
ÓDQW�,� ÓDQWDH�,� ÓDQWLªH�D� ‘to glow, to light’ : 3sg.pres.act. ÑD�DQ�W[D�...] (KUB 
27.68 i 5 (NS)), 3sg.pret.act. ÑD�DQ�WD�LW (KUB 23.59 ii 8 (NS)), 2sg.imp.act. ÑD�
DQ�WD�L (KUB 30.14 + KUB 6.45 iii 70 (NH)), [ÑD�D]Q�WD�D�L (KUB 6.46 iv 38 
(NH)); part. nom.sg.c. ÑD�DQ�WL�DQ�]D (KBo 27.60, 13 (NS)), acc.sg.c. ÑD�DQ�WL�¨D�
DQ�GD�D[Q] (KUB 48.80 i 6 (NS)); impf. ÑD�DQ�WH�Hã�NL�L]�]L (KUB 36.12 iii 12 
(NS)). 
 Derivatives: ÓDQW ãã�J K  (Ib2) ‘to become glowing(?)’  (3sg.pres.act. ÑD�DQ�WH�Hã�
]L (KUB 14.12 obv. 13), 3sg.pret.act. ÑD�DQ�WH�Hã�WD (KUB 48.80 i 9), ÓDQW PD�,�
ÓDQWHÓDQWHPD� (c.) ‘glowing (of the sun), lightning’  (nom.sg. [ÑD�DQ�W]H�H�PD�Dã 
(KBo 25.117 obv. 6 (OS)), ÑD�DQ�WL�PD�Dã (KUB 36.12 iii 11), ÑD�DQ�WH�HP�PD�
Dã (KUB 7.13 obv. 18, KUB 26.25 ii 10), ÑD�DQ�WH�ÑD�DQ�WH�PD�Dã (KUB 6.45+ 
iii 11, KUB 6.46 iii 50 (fr.), acc.pl. ÑD�DQ�WL�P[X�Xã] (KUB 33.103 iii 2)), 
XÓDQWLÓDQW�D�� ‘lightning(?)’  (abl. ~�ÑD�DQ�WL�ÑD�DQ�WD�D] (KUB 17.10 ii 33)). 
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The exact semantics of this verb and its derivatives are not easy to determine. A 
translation ‘glow’  seems to fit well for the following contexts:  

 
KUB 30.14 + KUB 6.45 iii  
(66) Q D�DQ ãL GX�Xã�JD�UD�X�ÑD�DQ�]D St�Lã�NH�HO�OX  

(67) StG�GX�OL�¨D�X�ÑD�DQ�]D PD GD OH�H Sp�Hã�NH�PL  
(68) QX PX dU St�§D�Dã�ãD�Dã�ãL EN x$ DU�PX�ÑD�OD�Dã�§D�Dã  
(69) L�ÑD�DU ãH�HU DU�PX�X�ÑD�OD�L QH�St�ãD�Dã PD PX  

(70) dUTU�Dã L�ÑD�DU ãH�HU ÑD�DQ�WD�D�L  
 
‘May I give it to him gladly, may I not give it to you reluctantly. Oh, S. Storm-

god, moon-shine over me like the moon-shine, glow over me like the Sun-god 

of heaven!’ ;  
 
KUB 27.68 i  
(5) GIM�DQ NiQ dUTU AN

]
 ÑD�DQ�W[D�...]  

 
‘When the Sun-god of heaven starts? glowing’ ;  
 
KBo 26.60  
(13) [GUŠ]KIN ÑD�DQ�WL�DQ�]D  
 
‘glowing gold’ .  
 

 Sometimes, a translation ‘to light (of lightning)’  is needed:  
 
KUB 36.12 iii  
  (8)                                                 ... §DU�ãL�§DU�ãL PD SD�UD�D  

  (9) §DO�]L�¨D�DQ�GX NX�H�Xã NiQ $�1$ 90 IKU�QL NA Sp�UX�QL[-Lã(?)]  

(10) SiU�Dã�ãD�QX�Xã�NiQ�]L 8 ME PD ÑD�Dã�ãD�DQ�]L §p�H�Xã  
(11) IMMEŠ�Xã §DO�]L�¨D�DQ�GX ÑD�DQ�WL�PD�Dã PD NX�Lã KAL.GA�¨D[ ]  

(12) ÑD�DQ�WH�Hã�NH�H]�]L Q D�DQ NiQ ãH�ãX�ÑD�Dã É.ŠÀ�QD�Dã  
(13) SD�UD�D ~�GD�DQ�GX  
 
‘May they call forth the thunderstorm. May they call forth the rains and winds 

that break the rock for 90 IKU’ s and cover (it) for 800 (IKU’ s). The lightning 

that lights strongly, may they bring it in front of the sleeping room’ .  
 

 The noun ÑDQWHP�P�D� denotes either the radiation of the sun or ‘lightning’ . For 
the first meaning, cf.  
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KUB 26.25 ii?  
  (8) PD�D�DQ â$ mKÙ.PÚ�PD ÏUL�OX QD�Dã�PD â$ DUMU mâX�XS�St�OX�O[L�X�PD]  

  (9) ÏUL�OX � dUTU AN
]
 WD�SiU�UL�¨D�ãL D�Sp�GD�QL Wi N�NiQ  

(10) PH�§X�QL /,�,0 DINGIRMEŠ0$�0,7 dUTU-Dã ÑD�DQ�WH�HP�PD�Dã  
(11) §DU�QL�HQ�NiQ�GX  
 
‘When under the Sun of heaven you command evil against Šuppiluliuma or evil 

against the son of Šuppiluliuma, at that moment may the thousand gods of the 

oath (and) the radiation of the Sun-god destroy you!’ .  
 

The second meaning is found in e.g. KUB 7.13 obv. (18) WH�HW�§L�PD�Dã ÑD�DQ�WH�
HP�PD�Dã ‘thunder (and) lightning’ . Compare also  

 
KUB 17.10 ii  
(33) d7H�OL�St�QX�Xã OH�H�OD�QL�¨D�DQ�]D ~�HW ~�ÑD�DQ�WL�ÑD�DQ�WD�D][ PD?]  

(34) WL�LW�§[L�L]ã�NH�HW�WD  
 
‘Telipinu came furiously and it thundered with lightning’ .  
 

 A morphological interpretation of the verb is difficult. The 3sg.pret.act-form 
ÑDQWDLW unambiguously points to the §DWUDH�class inflection. The 2sg.imp.act.-
form ÑDQWDL could either belong to the §DWUDH�class or to the G L�WL¨DQ]L�class 
inflection. The participle ÑDQWL¨DQW� could in principle show a G L�WL¨DQ]L�class 
inflection, but also belong to a �¨H�D�class inflection. Since all forms are attested 
in NS texts, and since both the §DWUDH� and the �¨H�D�class inflection are very 
productive in this period, we cannot determine what the original inflection of this 
verb was. A loose stem ÑDQW� seems to be visible in ÑDQW ãã�̂ _  and the nouns 
ÑDQW PD� and ÑDQWHÑDQWHPD� ‘lightning’ , which are a derivative with the suffix 
�HPD�,� �LPD� (for which see Oettinger 2001: 463-5). The origin of this ÑDQW� is 
further unknown.  
 Sometimes it is assumed that the CLuwian adjective or noun ÑDQGDQL¨D� is 
cognate (e.g. Oettinger 1979a: 381), but this is a mere guess as the meaning of 
CLuw. ÑDQGDQL¨D� is unclear.  
 ̀�a `�b!c

ÓDQW OL��(c.) a kind of bread: nom.sg. ÑD�DQ�WL�L�OL�Lã (KUB 35.142 i 10). 
  
The word occurs only once and an exact meaning cannot be determined. Starke 
(1990: 345) interprets the word as ‘hot’ , but this is a mere guess based on a 
formal similarity with ÑDQW�,�ÑDQWDH�,�ÑDQWL¨H�D� ‘to glow’  (q.v.). Further unclear.  
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ÓDQQX�P�PLªD� (adj. from original noun) ‘orphaned (child), widowed (woman)’ : 
nom.sg.c. ÑD�DQ�QX�XP�PL�Dã (KUB 17.4, 3), ÑD�QX�XP�PL�¨D�Dã (KUB 17.4, 6, 
12 (fr.)), acc.sg.c. ÑD�DQ�QX�XP�PL�¨D�DQ (KUB 17.4, 2), gen.sg. ÑD�DQ�QX�PL�¨D�
Dã. 
  
This word only occurs together with MUNUS ‘woman’  and DUMU ‘son’ . 
According to Hoffner (1988: 150-1), ÑDQQXPPL¨Dã MUNUS and ÑDQQXPPL¨Dã 
DUMU denote “ women and children who are without husbands and fathers either 
because he has died or because he has abandoned them” . It usually functions as 
an adjective (e.g. nom.sg.c. ÑD�DQ�QX�XP�PL�Dã DUMU�Dã (KUB 17.4, 3), 
acc.sg.c. ÑD�DQ�QX�XP�PL�¨D�DQ DUMU�DQ (KUB 17.4, 2)), but in KUB 13.2 iii 
31-2 we find ÑD�DQ�QX�PL�¨D�Dã MUNUS�QL, where Ñ. does not agree with dat.-
loc.sg. MUNUS�QL. This implies that ÑDQQXPPL¨D� originally was a noun, ‘single-
hood (vel sim.)’ . The construction X + gen.sg. ÑDQQXPPL¨Dã ‘X of single-hood’  
was used as ‘orphaned (child), widowed (woman)’  on the basis of which 
ÑDQQXPPL¨Dã was reinterpreted as nom.sg.c. of an adjective ÑDQQXPPL¨D�.  
 According to Kimball (1999: 337), ÑDQQXPPL¨D� is “ obviously related to Lat 
Y QXV ‘vain, empty’ , < *K d ZHK e �QR�,� Skt. Y \DWL ‘disappear’  (with full-grade 
*K d ZHK e �), Skt. Qi� ‘deficient, inferior < *K d XK e �Qy� [...]” , and she therefore 
reconstructs ÑDQQXPPL¨D� as *K d XHK e �Q� + the appurtenance-suffix �XPQ� + �¨D� 
‘being in a state of bereavement’ . I must admit that I do not find this analysis as 
obvious as Kimball does (the appurtenance-suffix �XPQ� is to my knowledge only 
used as a real ethnicon). On the basis of this word alone, she then assumes a 
development *9K e Q9 > 9QQ9. As I have argued under GIŠP §OD�,� UZUPX§UDL� � 
PD§UDL� and GIŠ]D§UDL�,� these words seem to point to a development *9K e 59 > 
Hitt. 9§59. Although I must admit that I have no examples of *9K e Q9 > Hitt. 
9§Q9 (but compare ãD§§DQ < *VHK e �Q), I do not think that the case of 
ÑDQQXPPL¨D� is strong enough to prove the opposite.  
 fhg�i

ÓDQXS�S�DãWDO�O�D�L��(c.) ‘morning star(?), comete(?), falling star(?)’ : nom.sg. 
ÑD�DQ�QX�XS�SD�Dã�WD�DO�OD�Dã (KUB 29.4 ii 68), ÑD�DQ�QX�XS�SD�Dã�WD�DO�OL�Lã 
(KUB 19.4 i 11), ÑD�DQ�QX�SD!�Dã�WD�OL�Hã (KUB 34.16 iii 3), [ÑD�DQ�QX]-SD�Dã�WD�
OX�Xã (? KBo 14.61, 6), nom.pl. Ñ[D�D]Q�QX�XS�SD�Dã�WD�OX�Xã (KUB 8.16+24 ii 4). 
  
Because of the determinative MUL, the word clearly refers to some kind of star. 
We find D�stem as well as L�stem forms, and possibly even a X�stem form if 
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Weitenberg (1984: 276) is right in interpreting [ÑD�DQ�QX�]SD�Dã�WD�OX�Xã (KBo 
14.61, 6) as nom.sg. No further etymology.  
 
�ÓDQ]L�(inf.I-suffix) 
  PIE *-XHQ�WL + �L ? 
  
The suffix �ÑDQ]L, which marks inf.I, is clearly related to the verbal noun-suffix 
�ÑDU � �ÑDã (q.v.) and the supine-suffix �ÑDQ (just as the inf.II-suffix �DQQD is 
related to the verbal noun-suffix � WDU � �DQQ�). The suffix �ÑDU � �ÑDã reflects the 
substantivizing suffix *-XU � *-ÑHQ�,�which means that �ÑDQ]L probably reflects an 
old case form of this suffix. In the nominal inflection, no case ending �]L is 
known, however. I am wondering to what extent it is possible to assume that 
�ÑDQ]L reflects an old ablative ending *-ÑDQ] < *-ÑHQ�WL, to which an �L was added 
in analogy to the adding of �L to the 3sg./pl.pres.act.-ending ��DQ�] < *-�HQ�WL, 
which yielded ��DQ�]L. As this �L is not added to other ablatives, we must assume 
that at that time the infinitive was not seen as a nominal form anymore, but as a 
real part of the verbal paradigm.  
 
ÓDSSLªH�D�j k  (Ic1) ‘to bark’ : 3sg.pres.act. ÑD�DS�St�¨D�]L (KUB 13.8, 7), 
3pl.pres.act. ÑD�DS�St�DQ�]L, ÑD�DS�St�¨D�DQ�]L, 3sg.imp.act. ÑD�DS�St�¨D�DG�GX; 
impf. ÑD�DS�St�Lã�NH�D�. 
  
The verb occurs often in rituals, in the expression LÚ.MEŠUR.GI7 ÑD�DS�St�¨D�DQ�]L 
(e.g. KBo 4.13 vi 7) ‘the dog-men bark’ . Clearly onomatopoetic, cf. ModDu. 
ZDIIHQ ‘to bark’ .  
 
ÓDSSX�� �� ÓDSSDÓ� (c.) ‘river bank’ : voc.sg. ÑD�DS�SX PL�LW (KUB 30.35 i 8), 
acc.sg. ÑD�DS�SX�XQ, gen.sg. ÑD�DS�SX�Dã, ÑD�DS�SX�ÑD�Dã, ÑD�DS�SX�X�ÑD�Dã, ÑD�
DS�SX�X�ÑD�D�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. ÑD�DS�SX�L, ÑD�DS�SX�ÑD�L (KBo 9.106 ii 15), 
all.sg.(?) ÑD�DS�SX�ÑD (KUB 33.69 iii 13), abl. ÑD�DS�SX�ÑD�D], ÑD�DS�SX�ÑD�]D, 
acc.pl.c. ÑD�DS�SD�PX�Xã (KUB 33.10 i 11), ÑD�DS�SX�Xã (? KUB 41.8 i 21), dat.-
loc.pl. ÑD�DS�SX�ÑD�Dã (KBo 10.45 i 32). 
  
See Weitenberg 1984: 52-4 for attestations and an extensive treatment. Note the 
acc.pl.-form ÑDSSDPXã which shows that this noun originally showed ablaut: 
ÑDSSX����ÑDSSDÑ�. To my knowledge, the word has no good etymology.  
 g!l�g

ÓDSSX]]L� 
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The word UZUÑD�DS�SX�X]�]L�¨D (KUB 27.1 i 39) occurs only once, and denotes 
‘tallow’ . As the normal word for ‘tallow’  is UZUDSSX]]L�,�which is also attested in 
ibid. 43, it is likely that ÑDSSX]]L¨D is a scribal error. See at UZUDSSX]]L� for 
further etymology.  
 
ÓDU� m k

: see XU� n _
  

 
 ÓD�U�  (particle of direct speech) 
 Anat. cognates: Pal.  ÓDU  (particle of direct speech(?)); CLuw.  ÓD (sentence 
initial particle); HLuw.  ZD  (sentence initial particle); Lyc.  ZH (sentence initial 
particle). 
  PAnat.  XRU  
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘to speak’ . 
  PIE *XHUK d � 
  
The particle  XD�U�  is used in the sentence-initial particle chain and denotes 
direct speech. If it is followed by a particle starting in a vowel, the form is  ÑDU  
(e.g. QX ÑD�U D�Dã). If the following particle starts in a consonant or if  ÑD�U�  
is the last particle, the �U� is dropped (e.g. QX ÑD�D ã�ãL, QX ÑD). It is obligatorily 
used in the first sentence of the direct speech, but can sometimes be omitted in the 
remaining sentences of the direct speech phrase. The particle can be found in 
most other Anatolian languages as well. Palaic  ÑDU  shows that the �U� is real, 
Lyc.  ZH shows that we have to reconstruct PAnat.  ÑRU . Usually, the particle 
is connected with the PIE root for ‘speak’ , *ÑHUK d � as seen in Gr. .  
 
�ÓDU����ÓDã (suffix of verb.noun) 
  PIE *-Ñ� � *-ÑHQ�V 
  
One of the suffixes to form a deverbal abstract noun is �ÑDU. In the oldest texts, 
we only find nom.-acc.sg. �ÑDU and gen.sg. �ÑDã as inflected forms. Other cases 
(e.g. abl. as in DU�PD�D§�§X�ÑD�D]�]D and instr. as in D�Dã�ãL�¨D�X�QL�LW and D�Dã�ãL�
¨D�X�ÑD�DQ�QL�LW ‘with love’ ) are younger creations. The suffix �ÑDU � �ÑDã is 
etymologically connected with the inf.I-suffix �ÑDQ]L (q.v.) and the supine-suffix 
�ÑDQ (q.v.) (just as the inf.II-suffix �DQQD is etymologically connected with the 
verbal nouns that end in � WDU, �DQQ�). They clearly must go back to the PIE suffix 
*-XU � *-XHQ�.  
 The prehistory of this suffix is quite complicated. As we can see from D�QL�X�XU 
‘prestation, ritual’  = /"niór/ < *K o Q�Lp�XU, the phonetic outcome of *°&p�XU was 
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/°Cór/. We therefore must assume that in verbs of the structure *&&�Lp�XU and 
*&&�V�p�XU, which regularly would have yielded /CCiór/ and /CCskór/, the suffix 
*-XU was restored on the basis of verbs of the structure *&p&�XU. The new forms 
*&&�Lp�XU and *&&�V�p�XU were phonemicized as *&&LpÑ� and *&&V�HÑ�. 
Because in postconsonantal position the suffix *-XU should yield Hitt. °&XU, cf. 
*SpK e XU > SD§§XU ‘fire’ , we must assume that the variant *-Ñ� spread from the 
thematic verbs to the verbs of the structure *&p&�XU as well, yielding *&p&�Ñ�. 
Note that this generalization only took place in the verbal noun, which is nicely 
visible in the fact that the synchronic verbal noun to §LQN�̂ _  ‘to bestow’  is 
§LQNXÑDU, whereas we also find a noun §HQNXU ‘gift’ , which must be the old verbal 
noun that at one point was not synchronically analysed as such anymore and 
therefore retained its phonetically regular �XU.  
 The gen.sg.-ending �ÑDã must reflect proterodynamic *-ÑHQ�V (Schindler 1975a: 
8). Note that this is one of the very few traces of the gen.sg.-ending *-V in Hittite: 
in all other cases, the hysterodynamic ending *-RV has been generalized, also in 
originally proterodynamic and static paradigms (e.g. SD§§XHQDã ‘fire’  and 
P §XQDã ‘time’ ).  
 The paradigm of these nouns originally must have shown ablaut: *&p&�XU, 
*&&�XpQ�V. The full-grade of the root was generalized, cf. ã ãXÑDU, ã ãXÑDã ‘to 
sleep’ . For the interpretation of inf.I-suffix �ÑDQ]L as an old abl. *-ÑHQ�WL and of 
the supine-suffix �ÑDQ as an old locative *-ÑÊ, see their respective lemmas.  
 
ÓDUDã©��‘?’ : 3pl.pres.act. ~�DU�Dã�§D�DQ�]L, Ñ[D�DU�Dã�§D�DQ�]L], verb.noun ÑD�DU�
Dã�§X�DU, ÑD�DU�Dã�§X�X�ÑD�DU. 
  
The verb ÑDUDã§� is attested in one context only, of which we have two versions:  

 
KUB 10.66 vi  
(1) [x - x - x - x G]D??-DO�OL�H�Hã  
(2) [(GIŠ)]§D�DW�WD�OX�XW LÚ§D�DW�ÑD p �¨D�DQ  
(3) LÚUR.GI7 

LÚNX�ÑD�QD�DQ�Q D  
(4) GÌRMEŠ â8�18 ~�DU�Dã�§D�DQ�]L  
 

with semi-duplicate  
 
KBo 7.48  
(11) [                              ]x�DO�OL�H�Hã GIŠ§D�DW�WD�[OX�XW LÚ§D�DW�ÑD p �¨D�Dã]  
(12) [LÚUR.GI7�Dã LÚN]X�~�QD�Dã�ã D GÌRMEŠ â8 Ñ[D�(DU�Dã�§D�DQ�]L)]  
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‘the x�DOOL�s ÑDUDã§� the feet of the §DWÑD¨D�men(man), the dog-men(man) and 

the N.-men(man) with a bolt-pin’  (first text with gen.pl., second text with 

acc.sg. of respect).  
 

The verb.noun ÑDUDã§XÑDU is attested in only one context as well, of which there 
are two versions:  

 
KBo 10.28 + 33 i  
(2) ÑD�DU�D[ã�§X�X�ÑD�DU     ]x WL�DQ�]L  
  
(3) PD�D�DQ ]D LUGAL�X[ã GA]L

qsr
 EGIR�SD GD�D�L  

(4) LÚ.MEŠUR.BAR.RA ÑD�DU�Dã�§X�X�ÑD�DU  
(5) GD�OL�DQ�]L Q H [S]iU�Dã�QD�DQ�]L  
 
‘... they put [down] the Ñ.. When the king takes back the cup, the wolf-men 

leave the Ñ. and they squat’ .  
 

Similarly in  
 
Bo 69/396 obv. (see Singer 1983: 8470) 
(2) [             ]-]L LÚ.MEŠUR.BAR.RA  
(3) [          K]AxUD ÑD�DU�Dã�§X�DU  
(4) [            ]-]L WD SiU�Dã�QD�D�DQ�]L�
 

On the basis of these contexts, it is difficult to determine the meaning of the verb 
ÑDUDã§�.  
 Sometimes, ÑDUã§� is equated with ÑDUã� ‘to wipe’  (e.g. Oettinger 1979a: 429), 
but this is not supported by the facts. A meaning ‘sie streifen ab’  (thus Oettinger 
1979a: 42970) for ÑDUDã§DQ]L is by no means ascertained. It is even unlikely, as 
ÑDUDã§� apparently denotes some action executed with a bolt-pin (GIŠ§DWWDOX�). I 
therefore regard a connection with ÑDUã� ‘to wipe’  as improbable.  
 t u a v�w

ÓDUDãPD�: see (GIŠ)ÑDUãPD�  
 
ÓDUDÓDUD��(c.) a fruit: nom.sg. ÑD�UD�ÑD�UD�Dã (KBo 10.34 i 17). 
  
The word occurs only once, in a list of fruit. No clear meaning, no etymology.  
 
ÓDU©XL�� �� ÓDU©XÓDL� (adj.) ‘raw, rough; unshaven; leafy; covered with forest’ : 
nom.sg.c. ÑD�DU�§X�Lã, acc.sg.c. ÑD�DU�§X�LQ (IBoT 2.39 ii 25), nom.-acc.sg.n. ÑD�
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DU�§X�L, gen.sg. ÑD�DU�§X�ÑD�¨D�Dã (KUB 9.31 i 6), nom.pl.c. ÑD�DU�§X�ÑD�H�Hã 
(KBo 2.12 ii 3), ÑD�DU�§X�Lã, acc.pl.c. ÑD�DU�§X�ÑD�Xã (KUB 32.63, 8, KUB 
45.47+ ii 17), nom.-acc.pl.n. ÑD�DU�§X�ÑD (KUB 20.4 i 9). 
 Derivatives: ÓDU©X�ÓD�QX�j k  (Ib2) ‘to plant densely’  (2sg.pret.act. ÑD�DU�§X�ÑD�
QX�XW (KBo 12.59 iv 5 (OH/NS)); part. ÑD�DU�§X�QX�ÑD�DQ�W� (KUB 13.24, 16 
(MH/NS)); impf. ÑD�DU�§X�QX�Xã�NH�D� (KBo 10.47g iii 13 (NS))), ÓDU©X ãã�j k  
(Ib2) ‘?’  (3sg.imp.act. [ÑD?�]DU�§X�X�Lã�GX (KUB 41.33 ii 8)), ÓDU©X ããDU (n.) 
‘brushwood’  (nom.-acc.sg. ÑD�DU�§X�H�H[ã�ãDU] (KUB 21.19 + 338/v + 1303/u iii 
13), ÑD�DU�§X�Hã!�ãDU (KUB 3.94 i 22)). 
  PIE *XpUK e�x o X�L�V, *XUK e�x o X�pL�V ?? 
  
The word denotes the roughness of hides and clothes, the unshavenness of 
sheep’ s body parts, the leafiness of trees and the dense overgrowth of mountains. 
The derivative ÑDU§XQX�̂ _  shows that we are dealing with an L�stem of a root 
ÑDU§X� /uarHw-/. Oettinger (1979a: 549) connects this word with Gr.  
‘fleece’  (following Neumann 1958: 90) which he reconstructs as *Ñ�K e �X�LK e �,�but 
this preform does not yield the Greek form by regular sound change. If ÑDU§XL� 
indeed is of IE origin it cannot reflect anything else than *Ñ�K e�x o X��H�L�. Melchert 
(1984a: 13) agrees with this etymology, but states that we have to reconstruct 
*ÑHUK e ÑL�,�as he thinks that *XUK e XL� would lead to XU�. For the OH period, this is 
correct (compare OH XU QL = /ur"ani/ ‘burns’  < *XUK d yU�L�), but in the MH period, 
it would regularly have yielded ÑDU§XL� = /u U+XL-/ (cf. MH ÑDU QL = /u U"ani/). 
Moreover, a preform *XHUK e�x o XL� would have yielded Hitt. **ÑHUUXL� (cf. HU§� � 
DUD§�� ��DU§�). Nevertheless, if this adjective is of IE origin, we must reconstruct 
*XpUK e�x o X�L�V, *XUK e�x o X�pL�V, in which the zero-grade stem has been generalized. 
Note that a PIE root *XHUK e�x o X� is against the PIE root constraints (a cluster �U+X� 
in a root is unparalleled), which means that we would be dealing with an �X�
extension of a root *XHUK e�x o �.  
 
ÓDU©XããX�,� ÓDU©XãW�� (gender unclear) ‘?’ : dat.-loc.sg. ÑD�DU�§X�Xã�ãX�L (IBoT 
1.29 obv. 39) with dupl. ÑD�DU�§X�Xã�WL�L (KBo 45.51 ii 3). 
  
See Weitenberg 1984: 54 for attestations. The meaning of these words cannot be 
determined. The connection with GIŠÑDU§XãGX� is unclear. No etymology.  
 u a v

ÓDU©XãGX�� (n.) an object in cult: nom.-acc.sg. ÑD�DU�§X�Xã�GX (KUB 55.5 iv 
25); broken ÑD�DU�§X�Xã�G [���...] (KUB 20.15, 6), ÑDU§XãGX[...] (Bo 5628 obv. 
2). 
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See Weitenberg 1984: 54 for attestations. The exact meaning of this word cannot 
be determined. The connection with ÑDU§XããX�,� ÑDU§XãW� is unclear. No 
etymology.  
 
ÓDUL�� ��ÓDUDL��(adj.?) describing oracle bird: nom.pl.c. ÑD�UD�H�Hã (HKM 47, 44, 
46 (MH/MS), HKM 49,16 (MH/MS)). 
  
This word occurs in two letters from Maúat Höyük only. HKM 47 deals with 
bird-oracles, and ÑDUD ã apparently refers to some kind of oracle-bird. HKM 49 is 
badly damaged, but this letter probably deals with bird-oracles as well. Alp 
(1991: 415) cites the stem as ÑDUDL�,� but perhaps an interpretation as a 
(substantivized?) adjective ÑDUL� is better. No clear meaning, no etymology.  
 
ÓDUUL�� �� ÓDUUDL� (adj./n.) ‘helpful; help’ : nom.sg.c. ÑD�DU�UL�Lã, ÑD�DU�UL�Hã, 
acc.sg.c. ÑD�DU�UL�LQ, nom.-acc.sg.n. ÑD�DU�UL, gen.sg. ÑD�D�DU�UD�Dã (KUB 23.72 ii 
19 (MH/MS)), ÑD�DU�UD�Dã (KUB 23.72 ii 20 (MH/MS), HKM 5 obv. 9 
(MH/MS)). 
 Derivatives: ÓDUULããD� k ���ÓDUULãã� (IIa1 ) ‘to help, to come to help’  (2sg.pres.act. 
ÑD�DU�UL�Lã�ãD�DW�WL (KBo 5.4 rev. 45 (NH), KUB 21.5 + KBo 19.74 iii 68 (NH)), 
ÑD�DU�UH�Hã�ãD�DW�WL (KBo 5.4 rev. 46 (NH), KUB 19.6 + 21.1 + 19.73 iii 49 
(NH)), ÑD�DU�UL�½Lã�¾ãD�DW�WL (KUB 21.5 + KBo 19.74 iii 65 (NH)), ÑD�DU�½UL�¾Lã�
ãD�DW�WH (KUB 23.1 ii 35 (NH)), ÑD�DU�UL[-H�Lã]-ãD�DW�W[L] (KBo 10.12+13 ii 52 
(NH)), 2pl.pres.act. [ÑD�D]U�UH�Hã�ãD�DW�WH�QL (KUB 26.12 i 7 (NH)), 3pl.pres.act. 
ÑD�DU�UL�Lã�ãD�DQ�]L (KBo 5.8 i 10 (NH)), 1sg.pret.act. [ÑD�D]U�UH�Hã�ãD�D§�§X�XQ 
(KBo 4.4 ii 38 (NH)), 2sg.pret.act. ÑD�DU�UL�Lã�ãL�Lã�WD (KUB 31.47 obv. 13 (NH)), 
3sg.pret.act. ÑD�DU�UL�Lã�ãL�Lã�WD (KBo 6.29 + KUB 21.12 ii 11 (NH)), ÑD�DU�UH�Hã�
ãH�Hã�WD (KBo 3.4 + KUB 23.125 i 37 (NH), KBo 16.1 i 56 (fr.) (NH), KUB 14.16 
ii 13 (NH), KBo 5.8 i 42 (fr.) (NH)), 2sg.imp.act. ÑD�DU�UL�Lã�ãD (KBo 5.9 ii 17 
(NH), KBo 4.3 ii 15 (NH)), ÑD�DU�UH�Hã�ãD (KBo 5.13 iii 20 (NH), KBo 19.66 + 
KUB 6.41 iii 38 (NH)), 3sg.imp.act. ÑD�DU�UL�Lã�ãL�Lã�GX (HW: 245), � ÑD�D[U�UH�
H]ã�ãH�Hã�GX (ABoT 57 obv. 29 (NH)), � ÑD�DU�U[H�Hã�ãH�Hã�GX] (ibid. 32 (NH)); 
part. ÑD�DU�UL�Lã�ãD�DQ�W� (KBo 5.8 i 19 (NH)), ÑD�DU�UH�Hã�ãD�DQ�W� (KUB 19.36 i 
14 (NH))), �X�ÓDUUD�©DO]DL� k  ‘to cry for help’  (~�ÑD�D�DU�UD §DO�]D�Lã (KUB 31.4 
+ obv. 3 (OH/NS)), with dupl. ÑD�DU�UD §DO[-...] (KBo 12.22 i 4 (OH/NS))), 
ÓDUUDH�j k  (Ic2) ‘to come to help’  (3sg.pres.act. ÑD�DU�UD�D�L]�]L (KBo 4.4 ii 26 
(NH)), 3sg.pret.act. ÑD�DU�UD�LW (KBo 3.4 iv 17 (NH)), 2sg.imp.act. ÑD�DU�UD�D�L 
(KBo 4.4 ii 24 (NH))), ÓDUUD©LWDããD� (adj.) ‘being of help’  (nom.sg.c. ÑD�DU�UD�
§L�WD�Dã�ãD�Dã (KUB 20.60, 7)). 
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 Anat. cognates: CLuw. ÓDUUD©LWDããD�L��‘being of help’  (nom.sg.c. [Ñ]D�DU�UD�§L�
WD�Dã�ãL�Lã (KBo 45.11 obv. 6)); HLuw. ZDULªD� ‘to help’  (3sg.pres.act. ZD�L�UD�L�
LD�LD (BOHÇA §7, §8, §12), 3sg.pret.act. ZD�L�UD�L[-LD?]-WD (BOHÇA §11). 
  PIE *XRU+�L� 
  
The stem ÑDUUL� occurs as an adj. ‘helpful’  as well as a neuter noun 
‘help(fulness)’ . Suffix ablaut can be seen in gen.sg. Ñ UUDã (KUB 23.72 ii 19), 
ÑDUUDã (ibid. 20) < *ÑDUUD¨Dã. The expression �X�ÑDUUD §DO]DL� _  (spelled ~�ÑD�D�
DU�UD and ÑD�DU�UD) occurs in one context only (Pu§anu-chronicle: both 
attestations are duplicates of each other). These forms could be old allatives 
*ÑDUUD¨D > ÑDUUD. The verb ÑDUUDH�̂ _  is NH only. It seems to be based on the stem 
ÑDUUD� as seen in ÑDUUD §DO]DL�,�although it cannot be excluded that it is derived 
directly from ÑDUUL�,�as e.g. NDSSDH�̂ _  ‘to diminish’  is derived from the adjective 
NDSSL� � NDSSDL� ‘little’ . Often, 3pl.pret.act. X�XU�UL�H�HU (KBo 3.60 ii 7 (OH/NS)) 
is cited as belonging to the paradigm of ÑDUUDH� as well, but a translation ‘they 
helped’  is not ascertained. Its aberrant appearance ( UU� instead of ÑDUU�) is hard 
to explain, so we rather have to regard it as a separate verb that does not belong to 
this stem. I therefore treat it under a separate lemma, UU�L¨H�D��. The adj. 
ÑDUUD§LWDããD� is clearly based on the Luw. gen.adj. ÑDUUD§LWDããD�L�,�itself derived 
of a Luwian noun *ÑDUUD§LW� ‘help’ . According to Starke (1990: 155-6), the verb 
ÑDUULããD� _  � ÑDUULãã� is based on a Luwian impf. *ÑDUULããD�,�although that verb is 
not attested. It is true that within the small group of imperfectives in �ãã�D��,�
ÑDUULãã�D�� stands quite apart as it is attested in NH compositions only, whereas 
ããD� _  � ãã� ‘to do, to make’ , §DO]LããD� _  � §DO]Lãã� ‘to call’  and ãLããD� _  � ãLãã� ‘to 

impress’  are attested from OH times onwards. Whether this means that ÑDULãã�D�� 
is not a genuine Hittite formation is unclear, however.  
 I know of no outer-Anatolian cognates. If these words are of IE origin, the �UU� 
points to *-U+�. This means we are dealing with a preform *ÑRU+�L�. See 
Melchert (1994a: 78) for an elaborate treatment of these words, which in my view 
lays too much weight on the form UU�L�HU.  
 
ÓDULãH�L�ªD���(gender unclear) ‘?’ : gen.sg. ÑD�UL�ãH�¨D�Dã, ÑD�UL�ãL�¨D�Dã. 
  
This word occurs in one context only:  

 
KBo 13.260 iii  
(33) QX EGIR�D] DO�O[D�DO�O]D�D�D[ã]  
(34) [§]D�WD�DP�PL�Lã Sp�UD�DQ PD�D ã�ãL  
(35) [Ñ]D�UL�ãH�¨D�Dã ãH�OL�Xã D�UD�DQ�GD  
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(36) [S]D�UD�D Dã WL�¨D�]L  
(37) [Q] D�Dã NiQ DQ�GD D�OD�DO�OD�D  
(38) [P]D�Xã�GX D�DS�SD P D�Dã WL�¨D�]L  
(39) [Q] D�Dã NiQ DQ�GD ÑD�UL�ãL�¨D�Dã  
(40) [SD�]D§�§X�H�QD�Dã�ã D ãH�OL  
(41) [P]D�Xã�WD�UX  
 
‘Behind, the DOODOO � is §DWD-ed. But before him, piles of ÑDULãH¨D� are standing. 

(If) he walks forward, let him fall into the DODOO �. (If) he falls backward, let 

him fall into the pile of ÑDULã¨D� and fire’ .  
 

On the basis of this context, it cannot be determined exactly what ÑDULãH�L¨D� 
means. Perhaps it is parallel to DO�O�DOO � (q.v.), which possibly denotes 
‘treachery’ . One could think of a connection with XU� n _

 ‘to burn’  (q.v.), but this is 
based on the formal similarity only.  
 
ÓDULWH�j k : see ÑHULWH�̂ _  � ÑHULW�  
 
ÓDUNDQW��(adj.) ‘fat’ : nom.sg.c. ÑD�DU�NiQ�]D, acc.sg.c. ÑD�DU�NiQ�WD�DQ, ~�ÑD�DU�
N[iQ�WD�DQ] (KBo 3.60 ii 3), nom.-acc.sg.n. ÑD�DU�NiQ, gen.sg. ÑD�DU�NiQ�WD�Dã, 
nom.pl.c. ÑD�DU�NiQ�WH�Hã, ÑD�DU�JD�DQ�WH�Hã, ÑD�DJ�JD�DQ�WH�Hã, acc.pl.c. ÑD�DU�
NiQ�GX�Xã. 
 Derivatives: ÓDUN ãã�j k  (Ib2) ‘to grow fat’  (3sg.pret.act. ÑD�DU�NH�Hã�WD (KBo 
32.14 ii 4)), ÓDUJQX�j k  (Ib2) ‘to make fat’  (1sg.pret.act. ÑD�DU�JD�QX�QX�XQ (KBo 
32.14 ii 12); impf. [ÑD�D]U�JD�QX�Xã[-NH�D�] (KBo 32.113, 5)). 
 IE cognates: Skt. gUM� ‘food, refreshment, strength’ , Av. YDU ]DLLD�W� ‘providing 
much strength’ , Av. YDU ]� ‘strength’ , Gr.  ‘to overflow, to swell’ ,  
‘passion, anger, fierceness’ , OIr. IHUF ‘anger’ . 
  PIE *XRUK d ��RQW� 
  
Once we find a form ÑD�DJ�JD�DQ�WH�Hã (HT 1 iii 32), which assuredly belongs to 
this word, as it is a duplicate of ÑD�DU�NiQ�WH�Hã (KUB 9.31 iii 39) and ÑD�DU�JD�
DQ�WH�Hã (KUB 9.32 i 21). It is unclear whether we are dealing with a real 
phonetic change (ÑDUN� > ÑDNN�), or a mistake from the copyist (AK instead of 
AR). The word is usually spelled with initial ÑD�,�but once we find a spelling ~�
ÑD�,�in KBo 3.60 ii 3. The derivatives ÑDUN ãã�̂ _  and ÑDUJQX�̂ _  show that we have 
to analyse ÑDUNDQW� as a stem ÑDUN� followed by the sufffix �DQW� which we find 
PRUH�RIWHQ�LQ�DGMHFWLYHV��)RU�WKH�HW\PRORJ\�VHH�6]HPHUpQ\L�������������DQG�ýRS�
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(1955b: 31), who connect it with Skt. gUM� (f.) ‘food, refreshment, strength’  etc. 
from *ÑHUK d ��. This means that ÑDUNDQW� probably reflects *ÑRUK d ��RQW�.  
 
ÓDUNXL�� (c.) ‘anger, fury (?)’ : acc.sg. ÑD�DU�NX�L�Q� ã�ãD�DQ (KUB 33.28, 6), � 
ÑD�DU�NX�L�Q� ã!�ãD�DQ (KUB 17.10 iii 12). 
  PIE ?*Ñ�R�U. y �L� 
  
This word is attested twice.  

 
KUB 17.10 iii  
  (9)                                                                        ... Q D�Dã�WD d7H�OL�St�QX�L  
(10) WX�XJ�JD�D] ãH�H�HW L�GD�D�OX�X ã�ãL�LW GD�D�D§�§X�XQ � Xã�GX?�XO ãH�HW  
(11) GD�D�D§�§X�XQ NDU�St�L�Q� ã�ãD�DQ GD�D�D§�§X�XQ NDU�GL�PL�¨D�DW�WD�D�Q� ã�ãD�DQ  

(12) GD�D�D§�§X�XQ � ÑD�DU�NX�X�Q� ã�ãD�DQ GD�D�D§�§X�XQ ãD�D�X�DU GD�D�D§[-§X�XQ]  
 
‘Of Telipinu, of his body, I took his evil, I took his sin, I took his wrath, I took 

his anger, I took his Ñ., I took fury’ .  
 

A parallel is found in  
 
KUB 33.28  
(4) Q D�Dã�WD dU�QL[   ]  

(5) ÑD�Dã�GX�XO ãH�HW GD�D[§�§X�XQ  ]  

(6) ÑD�DU�NX�L�Q� ã�ãD�DQ GD�D[§�§X�XQ  ]  
 
‘Of the Storm-god[ ... ], I to[ok] his sin, [ ... ], I to[ok] his Ñ.,[ ... ]’ .  
 

 It is likely that either ÑD�DU�NX�Xã�ãD�DQ is wrong for ÑD�DU�NX�Lã�ãD�DQ or the 
other way around. As it is easier to assume that in ÑD�DU�NX�Xã�ãD�DQ a vertical 
wedge is lost than to assume that an extra one was written in ÑD�DU�NX�Lã�ãD�DQ 
(so UŠ (°) wrong for IŠ (°-)), I assume that the word must have originally 
been ÑDUNXL�Q� ããDQ ‘his ÑDUNXL�’ .  
 As the word appears in an enumeration of LG OX ‘evil’ , XãGXO ‘sin’ , NDUSL� 
‘wrath’ , NDUGLPL¨DWW� ‘anger’  and ã ÑDU ‘fury’ , it is likely that it denotes 
something evil as well, and particularly something like ‘anger, fury, etc.’ . The 
one attestation with gloss wedges may point to a foreign (Luwian) origin, but this 
is not obligatory. In the same text XãGXO is gloss wedged as well, though this word 
is generally regarded as genuinely Hittite. I know of no cognates, but ÑDUNXL� 
should mechanically reflect *Ñ�R�U. z �L�.  
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ÓDUS�{ |  (Ia4 > Ic1) ‘to wash, to bathe’  (Sum. ŠE.NAGA): 1sg.pres.act. ÑD�DU�DS�
PL, 3sg.pres.act. ÑD�DU�DS�]L (MH/MS), ÑD�DU�SD�]L (KBo 2.8 i 21), 3pl.pres.act. 
ÑD�DU�SD�DQ�]L, ÑD�DU�DS�SD�DQ�]L, ÑD�DU�St�¨D�DQ�]L (KUB 29.40 iii 28, 32), ÑD�
DU�SD�D�DQ�]L (KBo 31.139. 8), 1sg.pret.act. ÑD�DU�SX�XQ, 3sg.pret.act. ÑD�DU�DS�
WD, 3sg.imp.act. ÑD�DU�DS�GX, ÑD�DU�DS�WX } ; 2sg.imp.midd.? ÑD�DU�SX�XW (VBoT 
120 iii 7); part. ÑD�DU�SD�DQ�W�; verb.noun ÑD�DU�SX�ÑD�DU, gen.sg. ÑD�DU�SX�X�ÑD�
Dã; inf.I ÑD�DU�SX��X��ÑD�DQ�]L. 
 Derivatives: ÓDUSD� (n.) ‘?’  (nom.-acc.pl. ÑD�DU�SD (KBo 4.11 obv. 13, KUB 
35.133 ii 33), dat.-loc.pl. ÑD�DU�SD�Dã (KUB 35.133 ii 34)), 

~8� � 'Ë/,0�ÓDUSDã � 
(c.), a certain bowl (for washing?) (nom.sg. GIŠDÍLIM ÑD�DU�SD�ãL�L�Lã (KUB 
12.36 + KUB 60.9 i 9, KUB 30.37 i 7)), ÓDUSX]L� (n.), object used by bathing? 
(nom.-acc.sg. ÑD�DU�SX�]L (KUB 12.8 i 17)). 
 IE cognates: Lith. YH6SWL ‘to spin’ , RussCS Y USVWL ‘to tear, to rob’ . 
  PIE *ÑpUS�WL � *ÑUS�pQWL 
  
The spelling ÑD�DU�DS�]L besides ÑD�DU�SD�]L proves that the stem was ÑDUS�. The 
geminate spelling �SS� in ÑDUDSSDQ]L shows that the stem was /uarp-/. A stem 
ÑDUSL¨H�D� (ÑDUSL¨DQ]L) is found in one MH/MS text only. It is unclear whether 
this is a secondary creation or an old remnant of a system in which ÑDUS� reflects 
an old root-aorist and ÑDUSL¨H�D� a *-¨H�R�derived present (see e.g NDUS�L¨H�D��� �  for 
such a distribution). See Weitenberg (1977) for the seperation of ÑDUS� ‘to wash, 
to bathe’  and a verb ÑDUSDH�� �  ‘to suppress’ , a derivative of ÑDUSD� ‘enclosure’  
(q.v.).  
 The verb quite clearly denotes ‘to wash, to bathe; but Oettinger (1979a: 234) 
cites the interesting passage KUB 15.31 i (18) QX NiQ EGIR�DQ�GD (19) GIŠSD�
D§�§X�UX�OD�D] SD�D§�§XU ÑD�DU�SD�DQ�]L (dupl. KUB 15.32 i 19-21) ‘und dann 
reiben sie mit dem Feuerholz Feuer’ , which he uses as an argument to assume 
that ÑDUS� originally meant ‘to rub’ , which through ‘to rub clean with water’  
became to denote ‘to wash, to bathe’ . CHD P: 17 translates this passage as 
‘Afterwards they enclose (i.e. bank?) the fire with a S.-implement’ , however, and 
explicitly state that ÑDUSDQ]L here does not belong with ÑDUS� ‘to wash, to bathe’  
but with ÑDUSDH� ‘to enclose, to surround’  (see at ÑDUSD�). Whatever the correct 
interpretation, Oettinger’ s proposal (1979a: 234) to connect ÑDUS� with the root 
*ÑHUS� ‘to turn to and fro’  (Lith. YH6SWL ‘to spin’ ) through a semantic development 
‘to rub (one’ s hands)’ , still remains the best etymology.  
 Some instances of the noun ÑDUSD� are not fully clear. The contexts in which 
they are found show that they do not belong with ÑDUSD� ‘enclosure’  (q.v.), but 
more likely are related to ÑDUS� ‘to wash, to bathe’ . The first context is  
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KBo 4.11 obv.  
(13)                                  ... DUGÚTUL

�
I.A WL�DQ�]L ÑD�DU�SD GD�DQ�]L  

(14) Q D�DW GD�JD�DQ OD�D�§X�ÑD�DQ�]L  
 
‘They place the vessels, take Ñ.’ s and empty them on the floor’ .  
 

A similar context can be found in  
 
KUB 35.133 ii  
(33) ... QX NiQ ÑD�DU�SD  
(34) GD�D�L QX ÑD�DU�SD�Dã ãH�HU GEŠTIN KU7 ãL�LS�SD�DQ�WL  
 
‘He takes the Ñ.-s and libates sweet wine over the Ñ.-s’ .  
 

The exact meaning of ÑDUSD� remains unclear, however.  
 
ÓDUSD��(n.) ‘enclosure’ : dat.-loc.sg. ÑD�DU�St (in ÑDUSL WL¨DQW� ‘fenced-in, enclosed’  
(KUB 13.2 iv 28)), nom.-acc.pl. ÑD�DU�SD (in ÑDUSD GDL� �  ‘to enclose’ ), 
 Derivatives: ÓDUSDH�{ |  (Ic2) ‘to suppress, to conquer’  (1sg.pret.act. ÑD�DU�SD�QX�
X[Q] (KBo 3.13 iii 4), ?3pl.pres.act. ÑD�DU�SD�DQ�]L (KUB 15.31 i 19), 
impf.2sg.pres.act. ÑD�DU�St�Lã�NH�ãL (KBo 3.21 ii 19)). ÓDUSD�LODH�{ �  (Ic2) ‘to 
surround(??)’  (3pl.pret.act. ÑD�DU�St�OD�D�H�HU (KUB 31.101 obv. 10); inf.I [Ñ]D�
DU�SD�OD�X�ÑD�DQ�]L (IBoT 3.121, 2)). 
 IE cognates: TochA ZlUS� ‘to surround’ , ZDUS ‘enclosure’ , TochB Z US� ‘to 
surround’ . 
  PIE *ÑRU3�R� 
  
See Weitenberg 1977 for a treatment of these words. The exact stemformation of 
the basic word is not fully clear, but we possibly are dealing with a noun ÑDUSD� 
(n.) ‘enclosure’  of which we find a nom.-acc.pl. ÑD�DU�SD in the expression ÑDUSD 
GDL� �  ‘(lit.) to place enclosures > to enclose’ , and of which we only once find a 
dat.-loc.sg. ÑD�DU�St in ÑDUSL WL¨DQW� ‘put in enclosure(?)’ . If this is correct, then 
the verbal forms ÑDUSDQX[Q] and ÑDUSLãNH�D� ‘to suppress, to conquer’  may be 
analysed as belonging to a stem ÑDUSDH�� �  < *ÑDUSD�¨H�D�. See at the lemma of 
ÑDUS�� �  ‘to wash, to bathe’  for the discussion of 3pl.pres.act. ÑD�DU�SD�DQ�]L (KUB 
15.31 i 19).  
 The adj. ÑDUSDOOL� ‘strong, great’ , which is often seen as cognate to these words, 
must have a different origin: see at its own lemma.  
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 Etymologically, we have to connect Hitt. ÑDUSD� to TochA ZlUS�,�TochB Z US� 
‘to surround’ . Adams (1999: 587) connects these words further with Goth. 
ZDLUSDQ ‘throw’  (but this verb reflects *XHUJ z �), Latin YHUEHUD ‘switches, lashes, 
thongs’  and Lithuanian YL6EDV ‘switch, rod’  (but these are semantically far). His 
connection with ModEng. ZUDS is more appealing semantically, but the formal 
side is difficult: if related, it would show Schwebe-ablaut *ÑUR3� (the �S� of ZUDS 
goes back to a PGerm. geminate *-SS� and therefore bears no information on the 
possible PIE labial). We must bear in mind, however, that the word is very recent 
and local, so likely does not go back to an old inherited word.  
 This means that we are left only with Hitt. ÑDUSD� and TochA ZlUS�,�B Z US�,�
on the basis of which we can reconstruct a root *ÑRU3� only. TochA ZDUS 
‘enclosure’  shows the exact same formation as Hitt. ÑDUSD�,�viz. *ÑRU3�R�.  
 The verb ÑDUSD�LODH� possibly means ‘to enclose’  as well. It occurs twice, but 
only one context is clear:  

 
KUB 31.101 obv.  
  (8)                                                                       ... QDP�PD�D Q�QD�Dã  
  (9) NL�Lã�ãD�DQ §D�DW�½½DW�¾¾�UD�DW�WpQ MUŠEN

�
I.A ÑD�D Q�QD�Dã NiQ  

(10) ÑD�DU�St�OD�D�H�HU QX ÑD NiQ ÍD D�SiG�GD  
(11) ]D�L�X�HQ  
 
‘You have written us thus: “ The birds enclosed(?) us, and therefore we crossed 

the river” ’ .  
 

The exact formation of the verb is unclear to me, however.  
 
ÓDUSDOOL��(adj.) ‘strong, great’ : nom.sg.c. ÑD�DU�SD�DO�OLã (KUB 4.4 i 13)). 
 Anat. cognates: HLuw. ZDUSDOL� ‘brave; strong, great’  (nom.sg.c. “ SCALPRUM+����� � �
� ��� � � � ”ZD�L�UD�L�SD�OL�VD� �0$5$ù� ��� ��G���� ZDUSD�L� ‘craft, skill, knowledge’  
(acc.sg. *273ZD�L�UD�L�SL�QD /warpin/ (KARKAMIŠ A15E §22), gen.sg. 
“ *273”ZD�L�UD�L�SD�VL /warpasi/ (KARKAMIŠ A3 §16), dat.-loc.sg. “ *273”ZD�L�UD�L�
SL /warpi/ (KARKAMIŠ A12 §8, §12)), ZDUSDVDOL� (adj.) ‘craft-’  (nom.-acc.pl.n. 
*273ZD�L�UD�L�SD�VD�OL�LD � � ��0$5$ù��������� 
  
This word occurs only once, in a bilingual text where it corresponds to Akk. 
JDãUX ‘strong, great’ . The �DOOL�suffix clearly points to Luwian origin, which is 
supported by the attestation of the HLuw. adj. ZDUSDOL� which is translated as 
‘brave’  by Hawkins (2000, 132), but which could just as well mean ‘strong, 
great’ . Within HLuwian, this word likely belongs with ZDUSD�L� ‘skill, craft, 
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knowledge’  (on which see Hawkins & Morpurgo-Davies 1986: 76-7), which has 
no good etymology. This means that the inner-Hittite connection of ÑDUSDOOL� with 
ÑDUSDH�� �  ‘to conquer, to suppress’  (see at ÑDUSD� ‘enclosure’ ) is incorrect.  
 
ÓDUSDQ�Q�DOD�� (adj.) describing sacrificed sheep: acc.sg. ÑD�DU�SD�DQ�QD�OD�DQ 
(KUB 9.13, 18), ÑD�D[U�S]D�QD�OD�DQ (KUB 24.5 ii 12). 
  
This word occurs twice, in the following contexts:  

 
KUB 24.5 ii  
(11) GIM�DQ PD GE6-]D N[L�L]ã?�ãD�UL QX NiQ [QH]-St�ãL GAM�DQ  

(12) $�1$ d6Ì1 1 UDU ÑD�D[U�S]D�QD�OD�DQ ãL�S[D�DQ�W]L  
 
‘When it becomes night, he sacrafices one Ñ. sheep to the Moongod under the sky’ ;  
 
KUB 24.5 + KUB 9.13 i  
(30) Q D�Dã NiQ GIM�DQ DU�§D ~�H]�]L QX ]D ÑD�DU�D[S�]L QX] NiQ 1 UDU  

        ÑD�DU�SD�DQ�QD�OD�DQ  

(31) $�1$ dUTU QH�St�ãL NDW�DQ ãL�SD�DQ�WL  
 
‘When he comes, he washes himself and sacrifices one Ñ. sheep to the Sun-god under 

the sky’ .  
 

It apparently describes the sheep that are being sacrificed to the Moongod and the 
Sun-god. Perhaps the sentence QX ]D ÑDUDS]L ‘he washes himself’  indicates some 
etymological connection with ÑDUSDQ�Q�DOD�,�but this is mere speculation. For the 
time being, a meaning cannot be determined, so etymologizing is useless.  
 
ÓDUSLªH�D�{ | : see ÑDUS�� �   
 
ÓDUã� |  (IIa2 > Ic1) ‘to reap, to harvest, to wipe’ : 3sg.pres.act. ÑD�DU�Dã�ãH (KUB 
29.30 iii 4 (OS)), ÑD�DU�ãL (KUB 29.30 iii 8 (OS), KUB 29.38 i 3 (fr.) (OS), IBoT 
1.36 i 69 (MH/MS), KBo 6.11 i 7 (fr.) (OH/NS)), ÑD�DU�Dã�]L (KBo 6.26 i 45 
(OH/NS)), ÑD�DU�ãH�H�H]�]L (KBo 6.12 i 25 (OH/NS)), 3pl.pres.act. [ÑD�DU�ã]L?�DQ�
]L (KUB 29.30 ii 18 (OS)), ÑD�DU�ãD�DQ�]L (KBo 15.10 iii 42 (OH/MS), HKM 66 
rev. 37 (MH/MS)), ÑD�DU�Dã�ãD�DQ�]L (KUB 24.3 ii 8 (MH/NS)), ÑD�DU�ãL�¨D�DQ�]L 
(KBo 6.26 i 8 (OH/NS)), 1sg.pret.act. ÑD�DU�ãX�XQ (KUB 33.66 iii 10 (OH/MS)), 
3sg.pret.act. ÑD�DU�Dã�WD (KBo 3.33 ii 17 (OH/NS)), 3pl.pret.act. ÑD�DU�ãH�HU 
(KBo 3.33 iii 18 (OH/NS)), 2sg.imp.act. ÑD�DU�Dã (HKM 21 rev. 15 (MH/MS)), 
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3sg.imp.act. ÑD�DU�Dã�GX (HKM 33 rev. 33 (MH/MS), KUB 31.84 ), 3pl.imp.act. 
ÑD�DU�ãL�¨D�DQ�GX (KUB 13.1 i 36 (MH/MS)); part. ÑD�DU�ãD�DQ�W�; verb.noun ÑD�
DU�Dã�ãX�ÑD�Dã (KBo 5.7 ii 44 (MH/MS)); inf.I ÑD�DU�ãX�ÑD�DQ�]L (HKM 66 rev. 
41 (fr.) (MH/MS), KUB 12.62 i 11 (NS)), ÑD�DU�ãX�X�ÑD�DQ�]L (KUB 14.20, 19); 
impf. ÑD�DU�Dã�NH�D� (HKM 25 obv. 10 (MH/MS), HKM 66 rev. 38 (MH/MS), 
KUB 13.2 i 2 (fr.)). 
 Derivatives: ÓDÓDUã� ‘id.’  (part. ÑD�ÑD�DU�ãD�DQ�W� (KUB 30.38 i 10 (NS), KUB 
41.22 iv 2, KBo 23.1 i 30)). 
 IE cognates: OLat. YRUU  ‘to wipe’ , Lat. YHUUHUH ‘to wipe’ , RussCS Y U[X ‘to 
thresh’ . 
  PIE *XyUV�HL � *XUV�pQWL 
  
In the oldest texts, this verb inflects according to the §L-conjugation: ÑDUDããH, 
ÑDUãL. Only later on, we find forms that are PL-inflected (ÑDUDã]L (OH/NS)). The 
only form that is deviant is [ÑD�DU�ã]L�DQ�]L (KUB 29.30 ii 18 (OS)), which would 
point to a stem ÑDUãL¨H�D�� � . Unfortunately, the form is broken on the crucial point, 
and we therefore may not have to take this form into account. Note that the oldest 
form of this verb, 3sg.pres.act. ÑD�DU�Dã�ãH (OS) is very important because it 
shows that the original 3sg.pres.act.-ending of the §L-conjugation was �H, which 
was replaced by �L through analogy (see also at the lemma �L).  
 Already Benveniste (1932: 137) connected Hitt. ÑDUã� with Lat. YHUUHUH ‘to 
wipe’ , OLat. YRUU  ‘id.’ , RussCS Y U[X ‘to thresh’  that reflect a root *ÑHUV�. Note 
that in *XyUV�HL � *XUV�pQWL first the consonantal *X� of the singular spread to the 
plural. The regular outcome of *ÑyUVHL � *Ñ�VpQWL then would have been **/uaRi, 
u U6iQWsi/, of which the cluster /-rS-/ spread throughout the paradigm. This also 
explains the occasional geminate spelling of �ãã� in e.g. ÑD�DU�Dã�ãH, ÑD�DU�Dã�ãD�
DQ�]L, etc.  
 
ÓDUã� � � ��� � | � , ÓDUãLªH�D�{ |  (IIIb / Ic1) ‘to lift (oneself); to refresh; (+ ZI ‘spirit’ ) to lift 
the spirit > to reconcile, to pull oneself together’ : 3sg.pres.act. ÑD�DU�ãL�¨D�D]�]L 
(KUB 14.8 ii 28 (NH)), ÑD�DU�ãL�¨D�]L (KUB 14.3 ii 67, 68 (NH), KUB 15.5+ i 15 
(fr.) (NH)), 1sg.pret.act. ÑD�DU�ãL�¨D�QX�XQ (KUB 14.15 + KBo 16.104 iii 26 
(NH)), 3sg.pret.act. ÑD�DU�ãL�L�HW (KBo 19.109, 7 (MH/NS)), 3sg.imp.act. ÑD�DU�
Dã�GX (KUB 14.14 ii 14 (NH)), ÑD�DU�ãL�¨D�DG�GX (KUB 14.11 iii 38 (NH)), 
3pl.imp.act. ÑD�DU�ãL�¨D�DQ�GX (KUB 13.1 i 36 (MH/MS)); 3sg.pres.midd. ÑD�DU�
Dã�WD (KUB 33.62 ii 4, 5, 6 (OH/MS) // Bo 6472 ii 14, 15, 16 (OH/?)), ÑD�DU�ãL�
¨D�DW�WD�UL (KUB 14.8 ii 34 (NH), KUB 16.7 ii 36 (NS)), 2sg.imp.midd. ÑD�DU�ãL�
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¨D�D§�§X�XW (KUB 9.32 i 14, 23 (NS)); part. ÑD�DU�ãD�DQ�W� (IBot 3.148 iii 11 
(MH/NS)). 
 Derivatives: ÓDUã�LªD�QX�{ |  (Ib2) ‘to make (someone) pull oneself together; to 
refresh (trans.)’  (3pl.pres.act. ÑD�DU�ãD�QX�DQ�]L (KUB 13.4 iv 11 (OH/NS)) // ÑD�
DU�ãL[-¨D�QX�DQ�]L] (KUB 40.63 iv 5 (OH/NS)), 1sg.pret.act. ÑD�DU�ãL�¨D�QX�QX�XQ 
(KBo 12.38 ii 21 (NH)); part.nom.-acc.sg.n. ÑD�DU�ãL�¨D�QX�ÑD�DQ (KUB 19.23 
obv. 7 (NS))). 
 IE cognates: Skt. YiU�PDQ� ‘hight’ , a Y��iVYD ‘pull yourself together!’ , Lith. 
YLUã�V, OCS YU [  ‘top, summit’ . 
  PIE *XpUV�WR, *ÑUV�¨p�y� 
  
Usually, this verb is translated ‘to appease oneself, to soothe’ , but in my view it 
more likely has a meaning ‘to regain one’ s strength, to refresh’ , and, when used 
with ZI ‘spirit, soul’ , ‘to lift the spirit, to reconcile, to pull oneself together, to get 
a grip’ . Compare e.g.  

 
IBoT 3.148 iii  
(10) EN WDE�UL ÑD ]D Lã�St�¨D�DQ�]D  

(11) QL�LQ�NiQ�]D H�Hã QX ]D EGIR�DQ ÑD�DU�ãD�DQ�]D H�Hã  
 
‘Oh lord of the WDEUL, be satisfied with food and drink and then be refreshed!’ ;  
 
KUB 14.11 iii  
(36) ... QX $�1$ dU URUÏD�DW�WL EN x$  

(37) Ô $�1$ DINGIRMEŠ %(�/8MEŠ x$ ZI�DQ�]D QDP�PD  

(38) ÑD�DU�ãL�¨D�DG�GX QX PX JH�HQ�]X QDP�PD  

(39) GD�DW�WpQ QX NiQ ,â�78 KUR URUÏD�DW�WL  
(40) §L�LQ�JD�DQ DU�§D QDP�PD X�L�¨D�DW�WpQ  
 
‘May the spirit of the Storm-god of Ïatti and the gods, my lords, be lifted (= 

may you be reconciled)! May you take pity in me! May the plague be sent 

away out of the land Ïatti!’ ;  
 
KBo 16.32 + KUB 50.6 ii  
(16) ÏUL�D§�W D�Dã NX�Lã UN�Dã Q D�Dã QX�X�ÑD NX�LW TI�]D QX D[-Sp�(HO NX�LW)]  
(17) ZI�]D 8/ ÑD�DU�ãL�¨D�DQ�]D QX SISKUR PD�DQ�WDO�OL DU�§D B[AL�X�(DQ�]L)]  
(18) D�Sp�H] 8/ SIxSÁ�DW  
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‘Because the person who hit them is still alive and because his spirit is not (yet) 

lifted (= he has not pulled himself together yet), it therefore was determined not 

to perform the PDQWDOOL�ritual’ ;  
 
KUB 19.23 obv.  
(7) EN x$ ZI�DQ 8/ ÑD�DU�ãL�¨D�QX�ÑD�DQ §DU�NX � �XQ  
 
‘I have not lifted the spirit of my master’ .  
 

A more literal meanging ‘to lift’  may be visible in the following context, which 
then seems to deal with levers:  

 
KUB 33.62 ii  
(4) [QX NDW�WH�UD�DQ §D�]D�DQ IM�Dã NiQ ÑD�DU�Dã�WD ãD�UD�D�D]�]L�¨D�DQ  

(5) [(§D�D�DQ PD�)]D�DO�D] NiQ ÑD�DU�Dã�WD QX Lã�WDU�QL�¨D�DQ  

(6) [§D�D�DQ G(IŠãD�D)]P�PD�PD NiQ ÑD�DU�Dã�WD  
 
‘[D]ip [the lower] and the clay will be lifted. [Dip] the upper and the P O will 

be lifted. [Dip] the middle and the ãDPPDPD�nut will be lifted’   
 

(cf. CHD L-N: 124 for this reconstruction of the text, but note that CHD’ s 
translation of ÑDUDãWD as “ will be refreshed(?)”  (CHD Š: 115) does not make 
sense).  
 If the OH/MS 3sg.pres.midd.-forms ÑDUDãWD from the last cited context indeed 
belong to this verb, it seems that we are dealing with an original opposition 
between a middle stem ÑDUã� � � �B� � � �  vs. an active stem ÑDUãL¨H�D�� � , for which 
compare e.g. §DWW� � � � ���B� � � � , §D]]L¨H�D�� � . In younger times we find the stem ÑDUã� also 
in the active (3sg.imp.act. ÑDUDãGX (NH)) and ÑDUãL¨H�D� in the middle 
(ÑDUãL¨DWWDUL (NH) and ÑDUãL¨D§§XW (NS)).  
 The etymology of this verb depends on one’ s interpretation of its semantics. 
E.g. Melchert (1994a: 163) states that ÑDUã�L¨H�D��,� which he translates as ‘to 
soothe’ , goes back to an original meaning *‘to trickle, to drip’ , on the basis of 
which he assumes a connection with the noun ÑDUãD� that he translates as ‘rain-
shower’ . Rieken (1999a: 4702313), who translates ÑDUã�L¨H�D�� as “ beruhigen, 
besänftigen” , rejects such an etymological connection, however.  
 If the verb ÑDUã�L¨H�D�� indeed originally denotes ‘to lift (oneself)’ , I would like 
to connect it with the root *ÑHUV� as visible in Skt. YiU�PDQ� ‘hight’ , Lith. YLUã�V, 
OCS YU [  ‘top, summit’ . A semantic development to ‘to lift oneself, to pull 
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oneself together’  is also visible in Skt. a Y��iVYD ‘pull yourself together!’ . All in 
all, I reconstruct ÑDUã� � � �B� � � �  as *XpUV�WR and ÑDUãL¨H�D�� �  as *ÑUV�¨p�y�.  
 
ÓDUãD� (c.) ‘fog, mist’ : gen.sg. ÑD�DU�ãD�Dã (KUB 16.37 iv 5 (NS), KBo 13.245 vi 
6 (NS), KUB 9.15 ii 7 (NS)), ÑD�DU�ãD�ã D (KUB 9.15 ii 6 (NS)), acc.pl. ÑD�DU�
ãD�Dã (KUB 5.1 iv 71 (NH)). 
  
This word especially occurs in the syntagm ÑDUãDã dU ‘Storm-god of Ñ.’ , which is 
mostly found in broken passages:  

 
KUB 16.37 iv  
(5) [        ...         L?�]ãL�D§�§D�DQ�]L dU ÑD�DU�ãD�Dã  
(6) [        ...           -]PD §p�H�~�Xã DÙ�]L  
 
‘... they [re]veal. The Storm-god of Ñ. [...] but [...] makes rain’ ;  
 
KBo 13.245 vi  
(5) §X�X�PD�DQ�GD�Dã WH�HW�§L�PL [         ...     ]  
(6) dU

�
I.A�Dã DO�SD�Dã ÑD�DU�ãD�Dã [        ...     ]  

(7) §p�H�X�Xã GD�D�L  
 
‘[...] for all in the thunder [...] for the Storm-gods of clouds and Ñ. [...] places 

rains’ ;  
 
KUB 9.15 ii (cf. Cohen 2002: 134f.)  
(6) [     ...     ] DQ�GD WD�PD�Dã�]L ÑD�DU�ãD�ã D 

�
[U?]  

(7) [     ...     ] WD�PD�Dã�]L Q D�DQ NiQ ÑD�DU�ãD�Dã  
 
‘[...] will oppress, and [the Storm]-god of Ñ. will oppress [...] and [...] of Ñ. [will 

...] him’ .  
 

In one context, ÑDUãD� occurs without dU:  
 
KUB 5.1 iv  
(71) BAD-DQ PD DQ�]D�Dã KAL�L BÚN�PL §DU�ãL�§DU�ãL ÑD�DU�ãD�Dã  
          §p-[Ñ]D?�Dã 8/ ÏUŠ�§L  
(72) KARAŠ

�
I.A=NiQ TA dU 8/ ]D�D§�WD�UL  

 
‘But when he for our sake(?) does not fear the violent thunder and lightning, 

the Ñ.-s and the rains and the armies are not striken by the Storm-god, ...’ .  
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 Although all passages are either incomplete or difficult to interpret, the latter 
context clearly shows that ÑDUãD�,� just as KAL�L BÚN�PL §DUãL§DUãL ‘violent 
thunder and lightning’  and §H[Ñ]Dã ‘rains’ , should be regarded as a certain bad 
weather condition. This would of course perfectly fit the fact that it is used as an 
epithet of dU ‘Storm-god’ .  
 Friedrich (1930: 355), who translates the first context cited here as “ Der 
Wettergott ... [...] ... macht Regengüsse”  (which is not necessarily correct: the �PD 
before § ÑXã could well be the conjunction  PD, which implies a new subject for 
this sentence), points to the formal similarity between ÑDUãDã and Skt. YDU�i� 
‘rain’ , assuming that Hitt. ÑDUãD� is a loanword from Indic. Laroche (1946-47: 
110) translates ÑDUãD� as “ rosée” , ‘dew’  and in 1963: 62 states that it is “ un mot 
hittite authentique”  that must be cognate with Skt. YDU�i� ‘rain’  and Gr.  
‘dew’ . This view has been generally accepted since then. In my view, we first 
should compare ÑDUãD� within Hittite, namely to ÑDUãXOD� that denotes ‘fume, 
vapour’ . It therefore is more likely that ÑDUãD� denotes ‘fog, mist’ . Nevertheless, 
this does not affect the etymological connection with Skt. YDU�i� ‘rain’  and Gr. 

 ‘dew’  semantically. Yet, we need to discuss a few formal points.  
 First, there is some debat on the interpretation of the Greek forms. In the poetic 
language, we find the word  ‘dew’ , which in classical times is (irregularly) 
contracted to . In Hesych, we find the gloss   .  
‘dew (Cretan)’ , which resembles the unique spelling  as found on one 
papyrus. On the basis of these latter two forms, often the reconstruction *K � XpUV�
HK � � is given, under the assumption that - has been assimilated to -. Because 
such assimilations are far from regular in Greek and because a spelling with 
initial - is found twice only, both in dubious sources, we should rather take the 
frequent spelling  as original and reconstruct *K � XpUV�HK � � (cf. also Eichner 
1973: 54). In view of the development PAnat. */"RV-/ > Hitt. /RV-/ as described 
in § 1.4.5.a, we can assume that a sequence *K � XR� would yield Hitt. ÑD�. (Note 
that scholars that reconstruct ÑDUãD� as *K � XRUV�R� must assume ‘De Saussure 
Effect’ , i.e. loss of *K � � in an R-grade formation.) 
 Secondly, intervocalic *9UV9 should have yielded Hitt. /VRV/, cf. *+RUVR� > 
Hitt. /"aRa-/, D�DU�UD� ‘arse’ . The only way in explaining ÑDUãD� then is by 
assuming an original ablauting root noun, e.g. *K � ÑpUV�V, *K � ÑpUV�P, *K � ÑUV�yV 
(cf. e.g. WXHNN� � WXNN�). (Note that this scenario precludes the existence of an R�
grade stem, which is necessary if one reconstructs *K � XRUV�R�.) 
 All in all, we can say that the etymological connection between Hitt. ÑDUãD� 
‘fog, mist’  on the one hand and Skt. YDU�i� ‘rain’  and Gr.  ‘dew’  on the 
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other is semantically attractive, but that the exact reconstruction of the Hittite 
word is difficult.  
 � �8�  �¡

ÓDUãDPD�: see (GIŠ)ÑDUãPD�  
 
ÓDUã©D�: see ÑDUDã§D�  
 
ÓDUãLªDWW� (c.) ‘reconciliation(?)’ : nom.sg.c. [ÑD�D]U�ãL�¨D�]D (HT 42 obv. 10), 
gen.sg. ÑD�DU�ãL�¨D�DW�WD�Dã (KUB 9.12 ii 5). 
 Derivatives: ÓDUãLªDWDU (n.) ‘reconciliation’  (nom.-acc.sg. ÑD�DU�ãL�¨D�WDU (KBo 
26.34 i 18)). 
  
See Rieken 1999a: 107 for a treatment. In the vocabulary HT 42, of which the 
Akkadian and Sumerian parts are broken off, we find obv. (9) [W]D�UL�Dã�§D�Dã 
‘tiredness’  (10) [ÑD�]DU�ãL�¨D�]D (11) [ÑD�D]U�ãL�¨D�]D. In the vocabulary KBo 
26.34 we find i (16) SÈD-DQ�]D ‘calmness(?)’  (17) WD�UL�¨D�Dã�§D�Dã ‘tiredness’  
(18) ÑD�DU�ãL�¨D�WDU, of which the translations are lost as well. Although we are 
dealing here with another formation (stem in �DWDU instead of �DWW�), it is likely that 
the words are semantically similar. Besides this, we find the following context:  

 
KUB 9.12 ii  

(3) dUTU-Dã IGI
¢

I.A â8 3 7$�3$/ 1
£8¤¦¥ § ¨ ©

 x[    ...     ]  

(4) ãD�NX�½ÑD�¾¨D�X�ÑD�Dã Q D�Dã�WD LUGAL MUNUS.LUGAL ã[D�NX�Lã�NH�HG�GX]  

(5) 1
£8¤¦¥ § ¨ ©

 ÑD�DU�ãL�¨D�DW�WD�Dã IGI
¢
[I.A â8     ...       ]  

(6) QX LUGAL MUNUS.LUGAL dUTU�L DQ�GD�DQ ÑD�D[U�ãL�¨D�DQ�WH�Hã?]  

(7) D�ãD�DQ�GX 1
£8¤¦¥ § ¨ ©

 PD�QL�¨D�D[§�§L�¨D�Dã?]  

(8) §D�QH�Hã�QD�Dã IGI
¢

I.A â8  
 
‘The Sun-god’ s eyes are three pairs – one pair is [....] of looking; with (them) 

[let him look] at the king and queen. One pair are his eyes of reconciliation, let 

the king and queen be rec[onciled] to the Sun-god. One pair are his eyes of 

gover[ning] and judging’  (translation as in CHD Š: 55).  
 

A translation ‘reconciliation’  (thus in CHD Š: 55), would fit the place in the 
vocabularies as well. Clearly, this word is derived from ÑDUã� � � �B� � � � , ÑDUãL¨H�D�� �  ‘to 
lift (oneself); reconcile’  (q.v.).  
 
ÓDUãLªH�D�ª «  “ to appease” : see ÑDUã� � � �B� � � � , ÑDUãL¨H�D�� �   
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ÓDUãLªH�D�ª «  (Ic1) ‘to produce ÑDUãXOD�’ : 3sg.pret.act. ÑD�DU�ãL�L�HW. 
  
There is one verbal form showing the stem ÑDUãL¨H�D� that does not seem to 
belong with either ÑDUã� �  ‘to reap, to harvest, to wipe’  or with ÑDUã� � � �B� � � � , 
ÑDUãL¨H�D�� �  ‘to lift (oneself); to refresh’ , namely the form found in the following 
context: 

 
KUB 33.84 + KBo 19.109a iv (cf. Siegelová 1971: 58)  
(6) [(QX NiQ � ã�ã �¨D�)]WDU GIŠãD�§L�LQ GIŠ[SiU�QX�XO�O]L�LQ�Q D GD�Dã�ãD�X�Dã  
      A

¢
I.A�QD�Dã  

(7) [(ãX�XQ�QL�¨D�DW QX NiQ A
¢

I.A�Dã D)]Q�GD D�Dã�ãL�¨D�WDU GIŠã[D�§L�Lã GI]ŠSiU�QX�XO�OL  
      ÑD�DU�ãL�L�HW  
(8) [(QX GIM�DQ MUŠÏp�GDP�PX� ã) ÑD�DU�ã]X�OD�DQ K Š Lã�WD§�WD QX NiQ [($�1$  

      M)]UŠÏp�GDP�PX WDU�§X�X�L�OL  
(9) [(ZI

¢
I.A â)8 ãD�QH�H]�]L�Lã] WH�Hã�§D�Dã H�HS�WD  

 
‘She (= Ištar) strewed aphrodisiac(?), ãD§L� and SDUQXOOL�wood into the mighty 

waters. And in the waters the aphrodisiac(?), ãD§L�and SDUQXOOL�wood 

ÑDUãL¨H�D�d. When Ïedammu tasted the taste of the brewage, a sweet dream 

seized the soul of the mighty Ïedammu’ .  
 

 CHD (P: 179) translates “ in the waters (Ïedammu) smelled the aphrodisiac(?), 
ãD§L-wood, and S.” , interpreting ÑDUãL¨HW as “ smelled” . This cannot be correct. 
Firstly, we would have expected that SDUQXOOL� would be in the accusative case, 
SDUQXOOLQ (just as in line 6), if it were the object of ÑDUãL¨HW. Secondly, if 
Ïedammu were the subject of ÑDUãL¨HW, I do not see why he is not already 
mentioned by name in this line. The fact that Ïedammu’ s name is expresly used 
in line 8 indicates that he is introduced as a new topic there, which means that he 
cannot have been the subject to ÑDUãL¨HW.  
 In my view, it is clear that ããL¨DWDU, GIŠãD§Lã and GIŠSDUQXOOL are the subject of 
ÑDUãL¨HW and that this verb describes the process by which the strewing of these 
three objects into the waters yields the KAŠ (which must stand for ‘brewage’  here 
and not for ‘beer’ ), whose ÑDUãXOD� intoxicates Ïedammu. So it is not 
conincidental that ÑDUãL¨HW and ÑDUãXOD� both show a root ÑDUã�: the verb means 
‘produces the ÑDUãXOD�’ , or ‘dissolve into ÑDUãXOD�’  (cf. Siegelová’ s translation 
“ zerging” ). See at ÑDUãXOD� for further treatment.  
 In CHD Š: 178 the words ãD�QL�L]�]L ÑD�DU�Dã�WD (KUB 27.29 ii 16) are 
translated as “ he smelled the sweet things” , again as if we are dealing with a verb 
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ÑDUã� ‘to smell’ . Yet the context is too broken to ascertain this interpretation, and 
e.g. Haas & Wegner (1988a: 135-6) translate “ süß ... wegwischte” .  
 � �8�  �¡

ÓDUãPD��(c.) ‘(piece of) firewood’ : nom.sg. ÑD�DU�ãD�PD�Dã, acc.sg. ÑD�DU�ãD�
PD�DQ (VSNF 12.65 i 26, KUB 7.47 obv. 4), ÑD�DU�Dã�PD�D[Q] (KUB 32.138 
rev.? 5), ~�ÑD�DU�ãD�PD�DQ (KUB 32.129 rev. 3 (NS)), abl. ÑD�DU�ãD�PD�]D (KUB 
26.58 obv. 11), ÑD�DU�ãD�DP�PD�]D (KBo 6.29 + KUB 21.12 iii 22 (NH)), acc.pl. 
ÑD�DU�ãD�PX�Xã (often), ÑD�DU�ãD�PD�Dã (KBo 13.131 obv. 5), ÑD�DU�ãD�DP�PD�Dã 
(KUB 17.10 iii 14 (OH/MS)). 
  PIE *XUK � �VPR� 
  
This word is commonly spelled ÑD�DU�ãD�P�,�but occasionally we find a spelling 
with geminate �PP� (ÑD�DU�ãD�DP�P�), and once a spelling ÑD�DU�Dã�PD�. 
Especially this last spelling indicates that phonetically, this word was /uarsMa-/ 
or /u UV0D-/. The spelling ~�ÑD�DU�ãD�PD�DQ (KUB 32.129 rev. 3) is cited by 
HW: 247 as ÚÑD�DU�ãD�PD�DQ, but this seems incorrect to me: nevertheless, 
because of its aberrancy (note that on the same tablet we find ÑD�DU� (ibid. 4)), we 
can disregard this spelling.  
 For the meaning, cf. for instance  

 
KUB 17.10 iii  
(14) GIŠÑD�DU�ãD�DP�PD�Dã ~�L�ãX�X�UL�¨D�WD�WL QX NX�X�Xã GIŠÑD�DU�ã[D�PX�Xã]  
(15) PD�D�D§�§D�DQ ÑD�DU�QX�~�H�HU d7H�OL�St�QX�ÑD�Dã�ã D NDU�St�[Lã]  
(16) NDU�GL�PL�¨D�D] ÑD�Dã�WX�XO ãD�D�X�DU 4$�7$0�0$ ÑD�UD�D�[QL]  
 
‘(Pieces of) firewood is broken. While they burn these pieces of firewood, the 

anger, rage, fury and wrath of Telipinu burns likewise’ ;  
 
KUB 51.22 rev. (with additions from dupl. KUB 32.138 ii 11f.)  
  (1) [GIŠÑD�D]U�ãD�PX�Xã�ã D [(NL�Lã�WD�QX�]L)]  
  (2) [(Q D�DW NiQ)] SD�UD�D SiU�QL Sp�H�GD�D[-L Q D�Dã ãD�DQ]  
  (3) [§D�Dã�ã(L�)]L Lã�§X�X�ÑD�D�L  
  (4) [(Q D�Dã DU�)§D] ÑD�DU�QX�]L  
  (5) [ GI]ŠÑD�DU�ãD�PX�Xã NDU[(�D)ã�]L]  
  (6) [Q D�Dã ]ãD�DQ DUGSD�D§�§X�Q[(D�DO�)OL�¨D?]  
  (7) [,�1$] É.Š �QL 3$�1, DINGIR

¬B ®
 Sp�H�GD�D[-L]  

  (8) [    §D�Dã�]ãX�XQ�JD�L]�]L[                                  ]  
  (9) [                 ]$�1$ DINGIR

¬B ®
 SD�UD�D L[ã�§X�X�ÑD�D�L]  

(10) [QX GIŠÑD�DU�ã]D�PX�Xã NiQ�WL�L[W                       ]  
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(11) [                     Q]X NL�Lã�ãD�DQ PH�PD�L  
 
‘And he extinguishes the pieces of firewood. He carries it out to the house, and 

throws them into the fire-place. He sets them alight. He cuts pieces of firewood 

and brings them in a SD§§XQDOOL�container into the inner room to the deity. [He 

pr]esses [them and] th[rows them in front] of the deity. [He covers(?) the pieces 

of fir]ewood with wheat and speaks as follows’ .  
 

 It is likely that ÑDUãPD� is connected with XU� � �
 ‘to burn’  (especially visible in 

the first context). If so, it probably shows a suffix *-VPR�,� which is further 
unattested in Hittite, however (unless WDUDãPD� ‘skull’  (q.v.) shows it as well). As 
I argued at XU� � �

, this verb reflects *XUK � �yUL, which means that ÑDUãPD� reflects 
*XUK � VPR�. Note that a sequence *&U+V&� normally yields Hitt. /CR}sC-/ (e.g. in 
SDULSULãNH�D� < *SUL�SUK � �V�H�R�), which means that in *XUK � VPR� the *X� may 
have caused a slightly different development. A similar development is visible in 
GXÑDUDãNH�D� < *G ¯ XUK � �V�H�R� (the old imperfective of GXÑDUQL�� �  � GXÑDUQ� ‘to 
break’  (q.v.)). See at XU� � �

 for further etymology.  
 
ÓDUãXOD� (c./n.) ‘fume, haze, vapour’ : nom.sg.c. ÑD�DU�ãX�OD�Dã (KBo 3.5 iv 32, 
KUB 7.23, 11 (fr.), KUB 12.65, 21 (fr), KUB 15.34 ii 32, KUB 24.1 i 10 // KUB 
17.10 ii 7, KUB 36.44 iv 4, KUB 36.95 iii 6, FHG 2 + KUB 33.45+53, 25, VBoT 
58 i 11, ), acc.sg. ÑD�DU�ãX�OD�DQ (KUB 24.14 i 22, KUB 33.52 iii 7, 2073/g, 3), 
dat-loc.sg. ÑD�DU�ãX�OL (KBo 4.13 vi 6, KUB 25.32 + KUB 27.70 iii 28, KUB 
25.37 + KUB 35.131 i 42, ii 12, KUB 27.12, 5, IBoT 1.1 iii 3, 6, 13, etc.), ÑD�DU�
ãX�~�OL (KUB 20.99 iii 21), ÑD�DU�ãX�OL°  (KUB 17.35 i 33, iv 32), nom.-acc.pl.n. 
ÑD�DU�ãX�OD (KBo 3.2 ii! 11). 
  
The exact interpretation of this word is debated. It often occurs in the syntagm 
ÑDUãXOL HNX�� � :  

 
IBoT 1.1 iv  
  (9) 3 %(�/8 �

I.A ãL PH�QD�D§�§D�DQ[-GD]  
(10) ÑD�DU�ãX�OL  
(11) D�NX�ÑD�DQ�]L  
   
(12) [LU]GAL�Xã GUB�Dã dU�DQ  
(13) 

�
UR.SAG3Lã�NX�UX�QX�ÑD�DQ  

(14) Ñ[D]-DU�ãX�OL 1 â8  
(15) H�NX�]L  
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‘The three lords opposite him drink ÑDUãXOL. While standing, the king drinks 

ÑDUãXOL the Storm-god and the mountain PiškurunuÒa once’ ;  
 
KUB 20.99 iii  
(18) LUGAL�Xã ]D NiQ ŠU

�
I.A â8 D�DU�UL Q D�Dã ãD�UD�D  

(19) WL�L�H�H]�]L Q D�Dã 3$�1, NA ZI.KIN dIM  
(20) SD�L]�]L QX dU URUâD�D�UL�Lã�ãD  
(21) ÑD�DU�ãX�~�OL 1 â8 H�NX�]L  
 
‘The king washes his hands and steps upwards and goes to the §XÑDãL-stone of 

the Storm-god. He drinks ÑDUãXOL the Storm-JRG�RI�â ULããD�RQFH’ .  
 

A few times, ÑDUãXOD� occurs together with GIŠERIN ‘cedar wood’ :  
 
KUB 24.1 i  
(11) NL�QX�QD�D W�WD ãD�QH�H]�]L�Lã ÑD�DU�ãX�OD�Dã  
(12) GIŠERIN�DQ�]D Ì�DQ�]D NDO�OL�Lã�GX Q D�Dã�WD EGIR�SD  
(13) ÉND�UL�LP�QL DQ�GD H�§X  
 
‘May the sweet Ñ. (from/and) cedar wood and oil call you now, come back into 

the temple!’ ;  
 
KUB 15.34 ii  
(32) GIŠERIN�Dã PD ÑD�DU�ã[X�OD]-Dã GIŠ.dINNANA�¨D�Dã § �][L?�¨D�WDU]  
        LÚAZU�Dã P �P �¨ � ã  
(33) DINGIRMEŠ�Dã NDO�OL�Lã�WDU�Ñ[D�QL ]H�Hã�GX  
 
‘Let there be on the party for the gods Ñ. of cedar wood, the st[riking] of the 

Ištar-instrument and the reciting of the priest’ .  
 

 In HW (274), Friedrich translates this word as “ Besänftigung, Beruhigung”  and 
“ Erfrischung”  but adjusts this to “ Tropfen; Saft; Duft”  in HW Erg. 3: 36 (on the 
basis of Laroche 1963: 61), stating that, when used with HNX�± ²  ‘to drink’ , ÑDUãXOL 
means “ (im Tropfen), tropfenweise” . Güterbock (1986: 212) proposes to translate 
ÑDUãXOD� as ‘smell’ , and states that “ ÑDUVXOL HNX]L should be translated “ he drinks 
in the smell”  and refers to “ drinking the god”  only by sniffing the aroma of the 
wine” . This translation, ‘smell, odor’ , is taken over in CHD (e.g. the third context 
cited here is translated in CHD Š: 176 as ‘let the fragrant odor, (namely) the cedar 
and the oil summon you’ ). This works also fine for e.g.  
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KUB 24.14 i  
(22) â$ UR.GI7 PD�D W�WD ÑD�DU�ãX�OD�DQ��
(23) D�ÑD�DQ DU�§D SiU�§X�XQ â$ UR.GI7 PD ãDO�SD�Dã UZU UR.GI7  
(24) UZUGÌR.PAD.DU UR.GI7 ¨D ãL�PL�ãL�¨D�QX�XQ  
 
‘I have driven away from you the odor of the dog; I have burned the dung(?) of 

the dog, the flesh of the dog, and the bones of the dog’  (translation: CHD Š: 

107);  
 
KBo 3.5 iv  
(31) PD�D§�§D�DQ P D�Dã DU�§D OD�D�DQ½�]L¾ Q D�Dã ,�1$ É LÚKUŠ7  
(32) DQ�GD Sp�H�§X�GD�DQ�]L PD�D§�§D�DQ P D�Dã NiQ ÑD�DU�ãX�OD�Dã��
(33) SD�UD�D SD�L]�]L Q D�Dã 5 â8 DU�UX�ÑD�DQ�]L QDP�P D�Dã  
(34) NDW�NDW�WL�QX�DQ�]L  
 
‘When they unharness them (the horses), they bring them into the stable. When 

they begin to smell (lit. When smell goes forth from them), they wash them five 

times and then make them shrug’  (translation: CHD P: 33);  
 
KBo 3.2 rev.!  
(10) PD�D§�§D�DQ P D�Dã DU�§D OD�D�DQ�]L QX�X ã�PD�Dã  
        KUŠKIR4.TAB.ANŠE â8�18 SD�UD�D Ò�8/  
(11) GD�DQ�]L Q D�Dã NDW�WD Dã�QX�DQ�]L ÑD�DU�ãX�OD ¨D�D ã�PD�Dã NDW�WD  
        Sp�H�GD�L  
 
‘When they unharness them they do not take off of them their halter. They rub 

them down (lit. treat them), and it carries their odors down’  (cf. CHD P: 352).  
 

 In the following context (cf. Siegelová 1971: 58), a translation ‘smell, odor’  is 
not fully correct: KUB 33.84+ iv (8) [(QX GIM�DQ MUŠÏp�GDP�PX� ã) ÑD�DU�ã]X�
OD�DQ K Š Lã�WD§�WD ‘When Ïedammu tasted the Ñ. of the brewage’ . Here we 
seem to be dealing with ‘taste’ . Another translation is also necessary in KUB 
36.44 iv (4) QX ÑD�DU�ãX�OD�Dã WH�Hã D[P]-PH�HO NDW�WD X�ÑD�UX ‘Let your (i.e. 
dUTU) Ñ. be seen by me’ . Here it is clear that we are dealing with something 
visible. All in all, ÑDUãXOD� seems to denote the immaterial appearance of a certain 
object in smell, taste or “ materialization” . We could think of a basic meaning 
‘fume, haze, vapour’ .  
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 Within Hittite, we probably have to assume that ÑDUãXOD� is cognate with ÑDUãD� 
‘fog, mist’ . See there for etymological treatment. See also at ÑDUãL¨H�D�± ²  ‘to 
produce ÑDUãXOD�’ .  
 
ÓDUW��‘to plaid together’ : 3pl.pres.act. ÑD�DU�WD�DQ�]L (KBo 3.2 rev.! 7). 
  PIE *ÑHUW� ‘to turn’  
  
This verb occurs only once, in the Kikkuli-text:  

 
KBo 3.2 rev.!  
(6) PD�D§�§D�DQ P D�Dã ÍD�D] ãD�UD�D ~�ÑD�GD�DQ�]L  
(7) QX�X ã�PD�Dã KUN

³
I.A â8 DQ�GD ÑD�DU�W �DQ�]L Q D�Dã WX�X�UL�¨D�DQ�]L  

(8) Q D�Dã ½ DANNA Sp�HQ�QD�L  
 
‘When they lead them (the horses) up out of the river, they DQGD Ñ. their tails 

for them and harness them. One drives them half a mile’ .  
 

It should be noticed that the third sign of the word ÑD�DU�W �DQ�]L is slightly 
damaged: : the second upright wedge is lost, so in 
principle a reading ŠA is possible as well. Nevertheless, the place of the first 
vertical wedge shows that we are dealing with TA, as it should have been more to 
the right if the sign were ŠA.  
 Kammenhuber (1961a: 137) translates the sentence as ‘dreht man ihnen ihre 
Schwänze ein’ , which indeed seems to be a meaningful translation.  
 Etymologically, a connection with PIE *ÑHUW� ‘to turn’  (thus Kammenhuber o.c. 
13649) seems appealing. Problematic, however, could be the fact that all other IE 
languages seem to show that *ÑHUW� means ‘to turn (oneself)’  and is not used as a 
transitive verb. Yet in Hittite, the use of the preverb DQGD could be crucial in this 
regard. Kammenhuber assumes that ÑDUW� is a borrowing from Indic (just as 
�ÑDUWDQQD (q.v.), which is only found in the Kikkuli-text as well), but this cannot 
be decided on formal grounds: a preform *ÑUWHQWL ‘they turn’  would by regular 
sound law give Hitt. ÑDUWDQ]L (vocalization of *ÑU� to ÑDU� in analogy to the 
singular, where we would expect *ÑHUWPL to give **ÑDUWPL).  
 
�ÓDUWDQQD�‘for ... rounds’  
  
This word only occurs in the Kikkuli text, as the second member of compounds 
DLNDÑDUWDQQD ‘for one round’ , WLHUDÑDUWDQQD ‘for three rounds’ , SDQ]DÑDUWDQQD 
‘for five rounds’ , ãDWWDÑDUWDQQD ‘for seven rounds’  and Q ÑDUWDQQD ‘for nine 
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rounds’  (probably haplology for *QDÑDÑDUWDQQD). All these words are borrowed 
from Indic. The element �ÑDUWDQQD corresponds to Skt. YDUWDQt� ‘road, course’ .  
 ́µ8¶ ·�¸

ÓDUGXOL�� (c.) a kind of plant?: nom.sg. ÑD�DU�GX�OL�Lã, acc.sg. ÑD�DU�GX�OL�LQ, 
gen.sg.? ÑD�DU�GX�OD�Dã, acc.pl.? ÑD�DU�GX�OL�H�Hã. 
  
The word occurs a few times only:  

 
KUB 7.13 obv. (with additions from dupl. KUB 46.56 obv.? 4-7)  
(18) ... EGIR�D[Q PD Ñ(D�U D�)DQ]  

(19) §X�LP�PD�Dã WDU�QD�D�~ NDW�WD�DQ PD ÑD�U D�DQ WD�JD�DQ[-]L�(SD�Dã)]  
(20) GIŠ.ÙR? WDU�QD�D�~ GUNNI�Dã ÑD�U D�DQ ÑD�DU�GX�OL�Lã[-ã D?]  

(21) WDU�QD�D�~ GIŠD�UD�ãD�Dã ÑD�U D�DQ GIŠNDW�WD�OX�X]½�]L¾ ¨D W[DU�QD�D�~]  
 
‘Then, may the §XLPPD� release [him]. May the flo[or] below (and) the roof-

beam? release him. May the hearth [and] the Ñ. release him. May the door and 

the lintel re[lease] him’ ;  
 
KUB 24.9+ iii (see Jakob-Rost 1972: 45-6 for transliteration) 
(27) [(PD�DQ ])]L�LQ�QL�L]�]L QX�X ã�ãD�DQ ½½QX¾¾ ÑD�D�WDU  
(28) [(,�1$ 5 GAL GIR4)] OD�D�§X�ÑD�L Q H WD ŠÀ.BA $�1$ GAL G[(IR4)]  

(29) [(WD�UL�¨D�DW)�WD�(D�U)]L�¨D�DQ 1 GAL GIR4 ÑD�DU�GX�OL�[(H�Hã)]  
(30) [(1 GAL G)]IR4 GEŠTIN PD�D§�OD�Dã §X�HO�St�Lã 1 GAL GIR4 [(Dã�§D�L�~�XO)]  
(31) [1 GAL GIR4 (LU�§D�D�L)]W QX NX�LW�W D DU�§D�¨D ãDU�UD�[(L)]  
 
‘When she is finished, she pours water in 5 clay cups. And of these, in one cup 

(she puts) WDULLDWWDUL¨D�,�in one cup ÑDUGXOL�’ s, in one cup the young branch of a 

vine, in one cup Dã§D¨XO (and) in one cup LU§ LW. And each one she divides 

separately’ ;  
 
ibid.  
(41) [E]GIR-DQ�GD PD ÑD�DU�GX�OL�LQ OD�§X�X�Ñ[D�D�L]  
(42) [QX W]H�H]�]L NX�X�XQ UN�DQ DINGIRMEŠ ÑD�DU�GX�OD�D[ã]  
(43) [.........�D]U D�Dã�ãX�DQ�QL DQ�GD §X�X�OD�OL�[¨D�DW�WpQ]  
 
‘Then she pours the ÑDUGXOL� and says: “ O gods, you must surround this man 

[.....] of? ÑDUGXOL� (and) in well-being!” ’ ;  
 
ChS I/5, Nr.7 i  
(2) [                                    WH�SX GIŠ(DQ�WDU�ÑL ¹ �OD�D)]ã NUMUN�DQ WH�SX  
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(3) [(X�XQ�WH�Hã â$ GIŠKI)RI6 ...] 
GIŠÑD�D[(U�GX�OL�L)]ã ÏUR.SAG GUŠKIN KUŠ SA5  

       WH�SX  
 
‘[ein wenig]; Samen der antarwila-3IODQ]H�� HLQ� ZHQLJ�� QW-(Pflanzen)? des 

Gar[tens ?], warduli-Gewächs (des) Gebirge(s); Gold, (ein Stuck) rotes Fell, 

(von allem) ein wenig’  (translation Haas & Wegner 1988a: 76).  
 

 It is difficult to establish what ÑDUGXOL� denotes exactly. In KUB 24.9+ it seems 
to denote some kind of liquid that can be poured. In KUB 7.13, however, it 
appears in the pair GUNNI�Dã ÑDUGXOLã[ã D] ‘hearth and Ñ.’ , which in one way or 
another must be similar to WDJDQ]LSDã GIŠ.ÙR ‘floor and roof-beam’  and 
GIŠDUDãDã GIŠNDWWDOX]½]L¾ ¨D ‘door and lintel’ . Moreover, in the Allaitura§§i-ritual 
(ChS I/5, Nr. 7 i 3) it appears with the determinative GIŠ. It therefore is likely 
that ÑDUGXOL� denotes some kind of plant, the juice of which could be used in 
magical practices. The connection with ‘hearth’ , however, remains unclear. No 
etymology.  
 

��ÓDU�UX�ÓDODQ�� (n.) ‘seed, progeny’  (Sum. NUMUN): nom.-acc.sg. NUMUN�
DQ, gen.sg. ½ ÑD�DU�UX�ÑD�OD�QD�Dã (KUB 21. 37,13), dat.-loc.sg. ½ ÑD�DU�ÑD�OD�QL 
(KBo 4.10 ii 24), ÑD�DU�ÑD�OD�QL (Bronzetafel iii 2, 6, 16, iv 24), nom.-acc.pl. 
NUMUN

³
I.A�QD (KUB 35.54 ii 31, KBo 29.2 ii 9), Luw.erg.sg. < ÑD�DU�ÑD�OD�QD�

DQ�WH�Hã (KBo 4.10 ii 25). 
  
The manyfold usage of gloss wedges as well as the occurrence of a Luwian 
inflected erg.sg. ÑDUÑDODQWHã (note the L�Motion!) in  

 
KUB 4.10 ii  
(24) GD�PH�GD�QL�¨ D�DW � ÑD�DU�ÑD�OD�QL OH�H St�¨D�DQ�]L  
(25) â$ m8O�PL�dU�XS SiW (or �XS�S iW ?) � ÑD�DU�ÑD�OD�QD�DQ�WH�Hã §DU�GX  
 
‘They shall not give it to another progeny, the progeny of (only?) Ulmiteššub 

must have (it?)’ ,  
 

indicates that we are dealing with an origial Luwian word. Starke (1990: 480f.) 
argues that this word has to be read as ÑDUÑDWQ� (reading the sign LA (�) as AT 
(�)), but Melchert (1993b: 261-2) speaks against this because of a possible 
connection with dADUÑDOL¨D�. Moreover, Starke assumes that the paradigm 
originally was ÑDUÑDWWDU, ÑDUÑDWQ�,� but this would not fit the neuter Q�stem 
endings that are used with the sumerogram NUMUN (e.g. nom.-acc.pl. 
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NUMUN
³

I.A�QD). I therefore follow Melchert and interpret this word as a neuter 
Q-stem ÑDUÑDODQ�. No etymology, however.  
 
Ó ã� º  (IIb > Ic1) ‘to buy’ : 2sg.pres.act. ÑD�Dã�WL (KUB 4.3 i 12 (NS)), 3sg.pres.act. 
ÑD�D�ãL (KBo 6.2 ii 45, 46, 49 (OS), KUB 29.29, 11 (OS), KUB 13.8 obv. 16 
(MH/NS), VSNF 12.57 i 9 (NS), VSNF 12.127 obv. 6), ÑD�ãL�¨D�]L (often, NH), 
2pl.pres.act. ÑD�D�ãL�¨[D�DW�WH�]QL (KUB 13.4 ii 72 (OH/NS)) 1sg.pret.act. ÑD�ãL�¨D�
QX�XQ (KUB 31.78 iv 8 (NS)), ÑD�D�ãL�¨D�QX�X[Q] (KUB 7.6, 2 (NS)), 3sg.pret.act. 
ÑD�ãL��¨D��DW (often), 2pl.imp.act. ÑD�D�Dã�WpQ (KUB 23.72 rev. 36a (MH/MS)); 
inf.I ÑD�ãL�¨D�X�ÑD�DQ�]L (KUB 31.76 ii 3 (NS)). 
 IE cognates: Skt. YDVQi� ‘price’ , Gr.  (n.) ‘price’ , Lat. Y QXP GDUH ‘to sell’ , 
Arm. JLQ ‘price’  < *ÑHVQR�. 
  PIE *XyV�HL � *XV�pQWL 
  
For the semantics of this verb, compare e.g.  

 
KBo 6.26 ii  
(27) WiN�NX LÚMUŠEN.DÙ�D[Q D]Q�QD�QX�ÑD�DQ�WD�DQ NX�Lã�NL ÑD�D�ãL  
(28) 25 GÍN KÙ.BA[BBAR] SD�D�L WiN�NX LÚ�DQ QD�Dã�PD MUNUS�DQ  
(29) GDP�SX�X�St�LQ NX�Lã�NL ÑD�D�ãL 20 GÍN KÙ.BABBAR SD�D�L  
 
 ‘If someone buys a trained augur, he will pay 25 silver shekels. If someone 

buys an inferior man or woman, he will pay 20 silver shekels’ .  
 

 The oldest forms of this verb, 3sg.pres.act. Ñ ãL (OS) and 2pl.imp.act. Ñ ãWHQ 
(MH/MS), clearly shows that we are dealing with a stem Ñ ã� that is §L-
conjugated. Unfortunately, no weak stem forms are attested on the basis of which 
the ablaut of this verb can be determined. See at XãQL¨H�D�» ¼  ‘to put up for sale’ , 
however, for an inner-Hittite cognate that reflects zero-grade. In NS texts, we find 
a secondary stem Ñ ãL¨H�D�» ¼ , which is formed on the basis of 3sg.pres.act. Ñ ãL.  
 Already since Götze (1928: 992) this verb is generally connected with Skt. 
YDVQi� ‘price’ , Gr.  (n.) ‘price’ , Lat. Y QXV ‘sale’ , etc. that all go back to a 
root *XHV� ‘to buy’ . This means that Hitt. Ñ ãL must go back to *XyV�HL.  
 
ÓDãã�½ º : see ÑHãã� ¾ ¾ ¿ ; ÑDããH�D�» ¼   
 
ÓDãDQQD��‘track’  
  
The word is found in the Kikkuli-text only:  
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KBo 3.2 rev.!  
(22) PD�D§�§D�DQ P D�Dã DU�§D OD�D�DQ�]L Q D�Dã D�D�DQ�WH�HW ~�H�WH�QL�LW  
(23) DU�UD�DQ�]L QDP�P D�Dã ÍD�L NDW�WD Sp�H�§X�GD�DQ�]L Q D�Dã 3 â8  

(24) NDW�NDW�WL�QX�DQ�]L QDP�P D�Dã WX�X�UL�¨D�DQ�]L Q D�Dã QD�ÑD�DU�WD�DQ�QL  
(25) ÑD�ãD�DQ�QD�ãD�¨D 1 DANNA 80 IKU

À
I.A ¨D SiU�§D�L $�1$ ÑD�ãD�DQ�QL PD  

(26) SiU�JD�WDU ãH�HW 6 IKU SDO�§D�WDU ãH�HW PD 4 IKU
À

I.A ÑD�ãD�DQ�QD PD  

(27) 9!? â8 ÑD�D§�QX�]L  
 
‘When they unharness them, they wash them with warm water. Then they bring 

them to the river and make them immerse three times. Then they harness them 

and let them galop nine rounds of the track for one mile and 80 IKU. The 

height of the track is six IKU, its width is four IKU. He makes (them) turn nine 

times around the track’ ;  
 
KUB 1.11 + KUB 29.57 iv  
(20) QDP�P D�Dã NDW�NDW�WL�QX�DQ�]L Q D�Dã DU�UD�DQ�GX�Xã  
(21) WX�X�UL�¨D�DQ�]L Q D�Dã! 1 DANNA 20 IKU

À
I.A  

(22) SiU�§D�DQ�GX�Xã! SD�D�DQ�]L ÑD�ãD�DQ�QD  

(23) Q D�Dã! SiU�NX�ÑD�WDU ãH�HW 5 IKU DAGAL =8 PD 3 IKU ½ IKU ¨D  

(24) D�UD�D§�]D�DQ�GD P D�Dã! ,â�78 GIŠ
À

I.A ÑD�D§�QX�PD�D[Q]  

(25) ANŠE.KUR.RAMEŠ!=PD D�UD�D§�]D!�DQ�GD 6 â8 ÑD�D§�QX�DQ�][L]  
 
‘Then they make them immerse and harness them after being washed. They go 

galloping for one mile and twenty IKU, on the track. Its height is five IKU, its 

width is three IKU and a half. It is surrounded with trees. They make the horses 

surround it six times’ .  
 

 The word probably denotes ‘track’  or something similar. Because of its use with 
QDÑDUWDQQD, which is an Indic word, it is likely that ÑDãDQQD�,� too, is of Indic 
origin. Kammenhuber (1961a: 138-9) even suggests that the form ÑD�ãD�DQ�QD�
ãD�¨D is to be interpreted as a spelling of an Indic gen.sg. *YDVDQQDV\D ‘of 
YDVDQQD�’ . Unfortunately, I do not know of an Indic word *YDVDQ�Q�D� that would 
fit this meaning.  
 
ÓDããDSD�: see ÑDãSD�  
 
ÓDããH�D�½ º : see ÑHãã� ¾ ¾ ¿ ; ÑDããH�D�» ¼   
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ÓDã©DU� (n.) ‘onion(?)’  (Sum. SUMSAR(?)): nom.-acc.sg. ÑD�Dã�§DU (KUB 60.57, 
7). 
  PIE *XRVK Á �U�Q� ? 
  
This word is hapax in the following context:  

 
KUB 60.57  
(6) [               ]x SISKUR Dã�ãD�QX�ÑD�DQ�]L QX x[  ]  
(7) [             N]X�H LP�PD NX�H ÑD�Dã�§DU x[   ]  
(8) [         NX�L]W�PD�DQ NiQ DINGIR

Â�ÃsÄ
 ,�1$[  ]  

 
‘[ ... ] they take care of the ritual. [ ... ] whatever ÑDã§DU [ ... W]hen the deity in 

[ ... ]’ .  
 

Although on the basis of this fragmentary context a meaning for ÑDã§DU cannot be 
determined, it is likely that this word must be equated with ÑDã§DU as found in the 
compound ãXSSLÑDã§DUSAR ‘onion(?)’  (lit. ‘pure ÑDã§DU’ ) (q.v.). This could mean 
that just as ãXSSLÑDã§DU corresponds to the sumerogram SUM.SIKILSAR, ÑDã§DU 
possibly corresponds to SUMSAR.  
 The fact that ãXSSLÑDã§DU shows a derivative ãXSSLÑDã§DQDOOL� could indicate 
that ÑDã§DU, if it is correctly connected with ãXSSLÑDã§DU, is U�Q-inflected.  
 Mechanically, ÑDã§DU seems to reflect *XRVK Á �U�Q�,�but I do not know of any 
cognates. Further unknown.  
 
ÓDããL� (n.) ‘(ingredients of) medicine’ : nom.-acc.sg. ÑD�Dã�ãL, nom.-acc.pl. ÑD�Dã�
ãL Å I.A. 
  
This word denotes ‘medicine’ , or ‘ingredients of medicine’ :  

 
KBo 5.2 iv  
(20) QX 1 NDS�St�LQ ŠE GD�D�L NA ZA.GÌN NA GUG NA AŠ.NU11.GAL  
(21) WH�SX GD�D�L §X�X�Xã�WL�LQ GIŠERIN GIŠŠINIG WH�SX  
(22) GD�D�L Q D�DW ãD�DQ $�1$ DUGNX�Xã�NX�Xã�ãX�XO�OL  
(23) NDW�WD NX�Xã�NX�Xã�]L DU�§D P D�DW ãL�§L�LO�OL�¨D�Dã  
(24) ~�L�WH�QL�LW WDU�QD�L Q D�Dã�WD EN SÍSKUR dUTU�¨D  
(25) PH�QD�D§�§D�DQ�GD WL�L�H�H]�]L QX NH�H ÑD�Dã�ãL  
(26) WD�DQ�JD�UD�DQ�]D H�NX�]L  
 
‘He takes one bowl of barley, he takes a little lapis-lazuli, carneol and alabaster 

and he takes a little § ãWL�,�cedar and tamarisk and pounds them in a mortar. He 
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dissolves it in purified water. The patient steps in front of the Sun-god and 

drinks this medicine on an empty stomach’ ;  
 
KBo 5.2 iv  
(37)                                     ... QX NiQ LÚAZU D�Sp�H�H] ãH�HU DU�§D  
(38) OD�D�§X�L QX DUGGAL.GIR4 ãX�XQ�QD�L Q D�Dã�WD $�1$ DUG�]D  
(39) ãL�§H�HO�OL�¨D�Dã ÑD�D�WDU NX�LW DQ�GD QX ]D D�Sp�H�H] D�DU�UL  
(40) DUGGAL PD NX�Lã ãX�X�ÑD�DQ�]D Q D�DW! $�1$ ÑD�Dã�ãL Å I.A GD�D�L  
(41) QX ÑD�Dã�ãL Å I.A NX�Xã�NX�Xã�ãD�DQ�]L Q D�Dã NiQ $�1$ dEN.ZU  
(42) PH�QD�D§�§D�DQ�GD WL�L�H�H]�]L Q D�DW D�GD�DQ�]D H�NX�]L  
 
‘The magician pours out of it and fills the clay cup. He washes himself with the 

purified water that is in the vessel. He places the cup that was filled near the 

ingredients. They pound the ingredients and he steps opposite the Moongod. 

While eating, he drinks it’ ;  
 
KUB 6.36 ii  
(6) [PD�D�D]Q ]D NiQ DQ�WX�X§�ãD�DQ D�~�OL�Lã H�HS�]L  
(7) [PD�D�D]Q DQ�WX�X§�ãD�DQ IGI

Å
I.A�Ñ[D] Lã�WDU[-DN�]L]  

(8) [            ]x NL�L ÑD�Dã�ãL GD�D�L  
 
‘When DXOL� seizes a man, when the eyes of a man ail, [ ... ] he will take this 

medicine’ .  
 

 No clear etymology.  
 
Ó ãLªH�D�½ º ��see Ñ ã� ¼   
 
ÓDããLªH�D�½ º : see ÑHãã� ¾ ¾ ¿ ; ÑDããH�D�» ¼   
 
ÓDãNX�L�� (c.) ‘offense, sin’ : acc.sg. ÑD�Dã�NX�LQ (KBo 24.122, 25 (NS), KUB 15.1 
iii 45 (NH), KUB 18.63 i 21 (NS)), ÑD�Dã�NX�XQ (KUB 18.63 iv 20 (NS)), gen.sg. 
ÑD�[Dã]-N �L�¨D�Dã (KUB 15.6 i 16 (NS)), dat.-log.sg. ÑD�Dã�NX�L (IBoT 2.129 obv. 
26 (NS)), nom.pl.c. ÑD�Dã�NX�L�H�Hã (KUB 5.6 i 7 (NS), KUB 18.18, 3 (NS)), 
acc.pl.c. ÑD�Dã�NX�Xã (KUB 5.9 obv. 29 (NS)), dat.-loc.pl. ÑD�Dã�NX�ÑD�Dã (KBo 
23.114 obv. 29, 29 (NS)), ÑD�Dã�NX�Dã (KUB 16.48 rev. 6 (NS)). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. ÓDãNXLW� (n.) ‘offense’  (nom.-acc.sg. � ÑD�Dã�NX�X�L�ã[D] 
(ABoT 56 iv 6 (NH/NS))), ÓDãNX�ÓD�OOLPPD�L� (adj.) ‘sinful’  (nom.-acc.sg.n. ÑD�
Dã�NX�ÑD�DO�OL�LP�PD�DQ�]D, abl.-instr. ÑD�Dã�NX½�XO¾ �OL�LP�PD�D�WL). 
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See Weitenberg 1984: 270 for attestations. This word occurs in NH and NS texts 
only. It shows X�stem forms (e.g. acc.sg. ÑDãNXQ) as well as L-stem forms (e.g. 
acc.sg. ÑDãNXLQ), but it cannot be determined which inflection is more original. 
The one attestation with gloss wedge, namely � ÑD�Dã�NX�X�L�ã[D] (ABoT 56 iv 6) 
is interpreted by Starke (1990: 180) as a Luwian nom.-acc.sg.-form ÑDãNXL ãD of 
a Luwian neuter stem ÑDãNXLW�. According to Starke, the forms that show a Hitt. 
stem ÑDãNXL� are based on an adaptation of this Luwian word. The Hittite forms 
that show a X-stem ÑDãNX� are, according to Starke, borrowed from CLuw. 
*ÑDãNX�L�� (a commune word with L-Motion), the stem of which is still visible in 
CLuw. ÑDãNX�ÑD�OOLPPD�L� (adj.) ‘sinful’ . The fact that Hitt. ÑDãNX�L�� is attested 
in NS texts only, supports these assumptions.  
 Eichner (1974: 71) suggests that CLuw. ÑDãNXLW� and *ÑDãNX�L�� are the regular 
outcomes of a stem *ÑDVWÑ� (showing a development *WÑ > NÑ), which he connects 
with Hitt. Hitt. ÑDãWD� ¼  � ÑDãW� ‘to sin’  and its derivative XãWXO�,� ÑDãWXO� ‘sin’ . 
Although a Luwian development *WÑ > NÑ is hard to prove (cf. Melchert 1994a: 
274), this suggestion may offer an attractive explanation of the semantic 
similarity between the Luwian and the Hittite words. Note that besides the 
extended stem *ÑDVW�Ñ� CLuwian also possesses the unextended stem ÑDãWD�,�
which is cited under the lemma ÑDãWD� ¼  � ÑDãW�. See there, too, for an etymological 
treatment.  
 Æ Ç
È8É8Ê

ÓDãSD��(c.) ‘clothing’  (Sum. TÚG(?)): nom.sg. ÑD�Dã�ãD�SD�Dã (KBo 35.109, 
6, KUB 27.28 i 7), acc.sg. ÑD�Dã�SD�DQ (KBo 17.93 obv. 11 (MS), KUB 31.69 
obv.? 5, 6); broken ÑD�Dã�ãD�SD[-...] (KBo 8.114 obv. 8).  
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. ÓDãSDQW� ‘wearing shrouds(?)’  (gen.adj.nom.pl.c. ÑD�Dã�
SD�DQ�WD�Dã�ãL�LQ�]L). 
  PIE *ÑRV�E Ë R�? 
  
This word occurs a few times only, e.g.  

 
KUB 31.69 obv.?  
(4) [PD�D�DQ d,â7$]5 URU/D�ÑD�]D�DQ�WL�¨D GAŠAN x$ $�1$ dUTU

Ì Í
 ,�1$ K[UR  

      URU$U�]D�X�ÑD]  

(5) [Sp�DQ §X�X]-L�¨D�ãL WX�HO ]D ÑD�Dã�SD�DQ LÚ�Dã L�ÑD�DU ÑD�Dã�ãL�¨[D�ãL]  
(6) [MUNUS�ã]D ]D L�ÑD�DU ÑD�Dã�ãL�¨D�ãL WX�HO ]D ÑD�Dã�SD�DQ NÍ.TE�ã[L ...]  
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‘When you, Ištar of LaÒazanti¨a, My Lady, rush forth to My Majesty in the land 

of ArzaÒa, you put on your Ñ. like a man, and you put (it) on like a woman. 

And your Ñ. on your body [....]’ ;  
 
KBo 8.114 obv.  
(7) QX dLUGAL SiW ÑD�Dã�ãD�DQ�][L .... ]  
(8) $�1$ dLUGAL�PD ÑD�Dã�ãD�SD[- ... ]  
 
‘They clothe Šarruma. [...] to Šarruma a ÑDããDSD�[ ... ]’ .  
 

On the basis of the contextual evidence, Goetze (1955: 50-1) suggested that 
ÑDãSD� must be the word underlying the sumerogram TÚG ‘clothes’ .  
 As Goetze already noticed, the word seems to be derived from the verb ÑHãã� ¾ ¾ ¿ , 
ÑDããH�D�» ¼  ‘to clothe’ . Watkins (1969b) compares ÑDãSD� to Lat. YHVSLOOR 
‘undertaker < *dresser (of dead bodies)’  (cf. the fact that CLuw. ÑDãSDQW� is 
found in a negative (funereal) context) and reconstructs *ÑRV�SR�. The several 
Hitt. attestations ÑD�Dã�ãD�SD� seem to point to phonological /uaSba-/ which then 
must reflect *XRV�E Î Ë Ï R�.  
 Goetze (l.c.) points to the fact that the plural form TÚG

Å
I.A appears with 

commune as well as neuter adjectives, which shows that ÑDãSD�,� although 
basically commune, could form a coll.pl. in �D as well.  
 
ÓDãWD� º ���ÓDãW� (IIa1 ) ‘to sin, to offend’ : 2sg.pres.act. ÑD�Dã�WD�DW�WL (KUB 6.44 iv 
32 (NH)), ÑD�Dã�WD�ãL (NH, often), ÑD�Dã�WD�D�ãL (NH, 2x), 3sg.pres.act. [Ñ]D�Dã�
WD�L (KBo 9.73 obv. 6 (OS)), ~�ÑD�Dã�WD�L (KBo 3.28 ii 10 (OH/NS)), ÑD�Dã�WD�L 
(KUB 13.8 obv. 12 (MH/NS)), ÑD�Dã�GD�D�L (KUB 23.68+ obv. 28 (MH/NS)), ÑD�
Dã�WL (KUB 1.16 + KUB 40.65 iii 60 (OH/NS)), 3pl.pres.act. ÑD�Dã�WD�DQ�]L (KBo 
16.47 i 8 (MH/MS)), 1sg.pret.act. ÑD�Dã�WD�D§�§X�XQ (KUB 14.11 + 650/u iii 29 
(NH)), ÑD�Dã�GD�§X�XQ (KUB 26.32 i 11 (NH/NS)), 2sg.pret.act. ÑD�Dã�WD�DW�WD 
(KUB 33.24 i 33 (OH/NS)), ÑD�Dã�WD�Dã (NH), 2pl.pret.act. ÑD�Dã�WD�DW�WH�HQ 
(KBo 16.27 i 23 (MH/MS)), 3pl.pret.act. ÑD�Dã�WH�HU (NH), ÑD�Dã�WL�HU (NH); 
verb.noun ÑD�Dã�GX�PDU (KBo 4.14 ii 60, 64, 71); impf. ÑD�Dã�WD�Dã�NH�D� (KUB 
23.72 obv. 36 (MH/MS)), ÑD�Dã�WH�Hã�NH�D� (KUB 14.11 + 650/u iii 26 (NH)). 
 Derivatives: ÓDãWDQX�½ º  (Ib2) ‘to make into a sin, to regard as an offense’  
(3sg.pres.act. ÑD�Dã�WD�QX�X]�]L, 3pl.pres.act. ÑD�Dã�WD�QX�DQ�]L, 1sg.pret.act. ÑD�
Dã�WD�QX�QX�XQ; part. ÑD�Dã�WD�QX�ÑD�DQ�W�), ÓDãWD©©� º  (IIb) ‘to sin, to offend’  
(impf. ÑD�Dã�WD�D§�§H�Hã�NH�D� (KUB 36.86 obv. 8 (NS))), ÓDãWDL� (c.) ‘sin, 
offense’  (nom.sg. ÑD�Dã�WD�L�Lã (KBo 4.3+ i 33 (NH)), ÑD�Dã�WD�Lã (KUB 21.19 iii 
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45 (NH), KUB 14.7 iv 2 (NH)), acc.sg. ÑD�Dã�WD�LQ (KUB 23.99 obv. 5 (NH)), 
acc.pl. ÑD�Dã�WD�Xã (KBo 3.34 ii 24 (OH/NS), KUB 7.41 + KBo 10.45 + Bo 2072 
+ KUB 12.56 i 56 (MH/NS))). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. ÓDãWD� (n.) ‘sin’  (nom.-acc.sg. ÑD�Dã�WD�DQ�]D, ÑD�Dã�WD�
D]�]D). 
  
In the oldest texts, this verb clearly inflects according to the WDUQD�class. Forms 
that are inflected according to the §DWUDH�class (ÑDãW ãL) and the �¨H�D�class 
(ÑDãWLHU) are found in NH texts only and are clearly secondary due to the high 
productivity of both the §DWUDH� and the �¨H�D�class in this period. Within Hittite, 
the noun XãWXO�,�ÑDãWXO� ‘sin’  clearly is a derivative, and shows that originally this 
verb must have had a weak stem XãW�. Because Hittite did not tolerate an inner-
paradigmatic alternance between �Ñ9& and �X& (cf. Kloekhorst fthc.b), the 
original paradigm *ÑDãWD� ¼  � XãW� was altered to ÑDãWD� ¼  � ÑDãW� with generalization 
of the full-grade stem.  
 Verbs that belong to the WDUQD�class can go back to three different structures: 
*&5�QR�+�,�*&H�&�5�R+� or *&R5&K Á�Ð Ñ � (see § 2.2.2.2.d for these types). In the 
case of ÑDãWD� only the latter type is applicable, which indicates that ÑDãWD� ¼  � *XãW� 
mechanically goes back to *ÑyV7K Á�Ð Ñ �HL � *XV7K Á�Ð Ñ �pQWL. I know of no convincing 
IE cognates. Catsanicos (1991) unconvincingly argues that Hitt. ÑDãWD� is cognate 
with Gr.  ‘error, sin’  and reconstructs *K Á ÑPVW� (followed by e.g. Melchert 
1994a: 50). The latter word is more likely a verbal noun of Gr.  ‘to damage’ , 
however, which reflects *K Á XHK Á � or *K Á HXK Á � and may be connected with Lyc. TD� 
‘to destroy’  (cf. Kloekhorst fthc.c).  
 See at ÑDãNX�L�� for possible Luwian cognates.  
 
�ÓDãWD�UL�,� �ÓDãWDW�L�� (1pl.midd.-endings): 1pl.pres.midd.: DU�ÑD�Dã�WD (KUB 
17.21 iv 5 (MH/MS), KBo 16.27 ii 3 (MH/MS)), X�ÑD�X�ÑD�Dã�WD�UL (KBo 16.59 i 
7 (NS)), H�ãX�ÑD�Dã�WD (KUB 31.143 ii 36 (OS), KUB 12.66 iv 10 (OH/NS)), H�
ãX�Dã�WD (KBo 16.25 i 71 (MH/MS)), H�ãX�ÑD�Dã�WD�WL (KBo 3.7 iv 7 (OH/NS), 
KUB 24.8 iv 6 (OH/NS), KUB 33.106 ii 13, 14 (NS)), L�¨D�X�ÑD�Dã�WD[���...] (KBo 
17.48 obv. 6 (MS)), SD�D§�ãX�ÑD�Dã�WD (KBo 16.27 iii 16 (MH/MS), KUB 19.25 i 
13 (fr.) (NH)), [ã]D�OL�NX�ÑD�Dã�WD�WL (KBo 3.45, 9 (OH/NS)), ]D�D§�§L�¨D�X�ÑD�Dã�
WD (KUB 31.44 ii 15 (MH/NS), 777/v, 3 (fr.) (NS)), ]D�D§�§L�¨D�X�ÑD�Dã�WD�WL 
(KBo 3.4 ii 13 (NH), KBo 12.27 iii 5 (NH), KUB 21.10, 9 (NH), KBo 14.6, 15 
(NH)); 1pl.pret.midd.: DU�ÑD�Dã�WD�DW (KBo 16.59 obv. 14 (NS), KUB 23.115, 13 
(MH/NS), 500/u, 7 (“ erg.” ) (MS)), H�Hã�ãX�ÑD�Dã�WD�WL (1490/u 14 (NS)), [ãX�] S�
SD�UL�¨D�X�ÑD�Dã�WD�WL (KUB 8.48 i 1 (NS)). 
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  PIE *-ÑRV�G Ë K Á �R� 
  
The present-ending is found in three different forms, �ÑDãWD, ÑDãWDWL and �ÑDãWDUL. 
It is clear that of these forms �ÑDãWD is the more original one (attested in OS and 
MS texts), whereas �ÑDãWDWL and �ÑDãWDUL are found in NS texts only (see also 
Yoshida 1987 for this distribution). Note that �ÑDãWDUL is attested only once vs. 8 
times �ÑDãWDWL. In the preterite, we find �ÑDãWDW and �ÑDãWDWL. Almost all of these 
are found in NS texts, except possibly for DU�ÑD�Dã�WD�DW that Neu (1968: 5) cites 
in 500/u, 7 (MS, according to Košak 2005c: 162), but with the comment “ (erg.)” . 
Does this mean that the whole form is added, of only a part of it?  
 Etymologically, this ending should be compared with Skt. �PDKH, �PDKL, Gr. 
- ( ) , TochAB �PWlU, which point to *-PH�V��G Ë K Á . The �Ñ� found in Hittite is 
comparable to 1pl.act. �ÑHQ�L�, �ÑDQL (q.v.). This means that Hitt. �ÑDãWD reflects 
(virtual) *-ÑRV�G Ë K Á  or *-ÑRV�G Ë K Á R (with secondary �R in analogy to the other 
middle endings).  
 
ÓDãWXO�: see XãWXO�  
 
ÓDWWDL�� (c.) ‘bird’  (Sum. MUŠEN): nom.pl. ÑD�DW�WD�H�Hã (KBo 4.2 ii 32 
(OH/NS)). 
  
This word occurs only once, in  

 
KBo 4.2 ii  
(31)                                                              ...  QX NL�L[ã�ãD�DQ PH�PD�L]  
(32) NX�L�H�Hã ÑD §D�WX�JD�H�Hã ÑD�DW�WD�H�Hã QX ÑD Dã[ ãD�DQ ... ]  
 
‘he speaks as follows: “ Whatever terrible ÑDWWDL�s (there are), them [...]” ’ . 
 

Because of the occurrence of §DWXJL� MUŠEN
Å

I.A ‘terrible birds’  in  
 
ibid. i  
(16) QX ÑD L�LW�WpQ §[D�W]X�JD�Xã MUŠEN

À
I.A NL�Lã�WD�QX�XW�WH�HQ  

(17) QX NiQ NH�H NUMUN[
À

I.]A PD�D§�§D�DQ NL�Lã�WD�UL  
      NDO�OD�D�UD ¨D½½�UD�¨D¾¾ NiQ  

(18) XG�GD�D�DU §D�WX�JD�~�ã D MUŠEN
À

I.A 4$�7$0�0$ NL�Lã�WD�UX  
 
‘You must go and exterminate the terrible birds. Just as these seeds are 

exterminated, may likewise the inauspicious words and the terrible birds be 

exterminated’ ,  
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Friedrich (1927: 1901) suggests that ÑDWWD ã may be the phonetical spelling of 
MUŠEN

Å
I.A. This suggestion is generally accepted.  

 Because of the diphthong-stem, it is likely that this word is inhereted. 
Nevertheless, I do not know of any cognates.  
 
Ó WDU���ÓLW Q� (n.) ‘water’  (Sum. A, Akk. 0Ó, 0Ç): nom.-acc.sg. ÑD�D�WDU (OS), 
ÑD�WDU (OS), gen.sg. ~�ÑL Ò �WH�QD�Dã (MH/NS), dat.-loc.sg. ~�L�WH�H�QL (MH/MS), ~�
H�WH�QL (MH/NS), all.sg. ~�H�WH�QD (MH/NS), erg.sg. ~�H�WL�QD�DQ�]D��� (MH/NS), 
instr. ~�L�WD�DQ�WD (OS), ~�L�GD�DQ�GD (OS), ~�H�GD�DQ�GD (MH/NS), ~�H�GD�DQ�WD 
(undat.), ~�L�WH�QL�LW (MH/NS), nom.-acc.pl. ~�L�WD�D�DU (OS), ~�H�GD�DU (OS), ~�H�
GD�D�DU (NH), dat.-loc.pl. ~�L�WH�QD�Dã (MH/NS). 
 Derivatives: see also ÑLGD� ‘wet’ . 
 IE cognates: Skt. XGiQ�,�Gr. , Umbr. XWXU, OCS YRGD, Goth. ZDWR, ON 
YDWQ, OSax. ZDWDU, OHG ZDÉÉDU ‘water’ . 
  PIE *XyG�U, XG�pQ� 
  
The etymological tie-in of this word with the other IE words for ‘water’  
(especially OSax. ZDWDU) was one of the keys to deciphering the Hittite language 
and has generally been accepted since then. The paradigm shows two stems, 
nom.-acc.sg. Ñ WDU besides obl. ÑLW Q�. Since Schindler (1975a: 4-5) these stems 
have been explained as reflecting a static paradigm *XyG�U, *XpG�Q�.  
 See now Kloekhorst (fthc.b), however, for my view that the PIE paradigm of 
‘water’  was not static, but proterodynamic (*XyG�U, *XG�pQ�) and that Hitt. ÑLW Q� 
must be phonologically interpreted as /u}dén-/, the phonetic outcome of *ÑGpQ�,�
which form shows an analogical restored consonantal *Ñ� instead of expected 
vocalic *X� in analogy to nom.-acc. *ÑRGU. The basis of this analogy is the fact 
that alternation between initial consonantal Ñ and vocalic X was not tolerated in 
Hittite (cf. e.g. ÑHNN�» ¼  and XWWDU, XWWDQ�).  
 
ÓDWWDULªH�D� Ó Ó Ô�Õ Ö × Ø  (IIIg) ‘?’ : 3sg.imp.med. ÑD�DW�WD�UL�HW�WD�UX (KBo 12.96 i 15). 
  
This verb occurs only once:  

 
KBo 12.96 i  
(14) [PD�D�D]Q â$ URU/D�OD�DQ�GD PH�PD�L QX OD�OD�DW�WD�UX  
(15) [PD�D�D]Q â$ URUAD�DW�WDU�ÑD PH�PD�L QX ÑD�DW�WD�UL�HW�WD�UX  
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‘If (someone) from the city Lalanda speaks, he must be O.-ed. If (someone) from 

AattarÒa speaks, he must be Ñ.-ed’ .  
 

From this context alone, a meaning cannot be determined. HW, Erg. 3: 36 glosses 
it with ‘quellen(?)’ , but this meaning is based on the formal similarity with 
ÑDWWDUX� ‘source, well’  only and has no merit. It is quite possible that we are 
dealing with a nonce-formation, created on the basis of the city name AattarÒa.  
 Ù�Ú Ù�Û!Ü

ÓDWDUPDããL�� (c.) a kind of bread: acc.pl. NINDAÑD�WDU�PD�Dã�ãL�Xã (KUB 
55.54 obv. 17). 
  
The suffix �DããL� could point to a Luwian origin. The exact meaning of this word 
is unclear, so no further etymology.  
 
Ó WDUQD©©� ×  (IIb) ‘to order, to instruct’ : 1sg.pres.act. ÑD�WDU�QD�D§�§L ((KBo 11.1 
obv. 20) (NH)), ÑD�D�WDU�QD�D§�PL (KBo 18.76 rev. 8 (NH)), ÑD�WDU�QD�D§�PL 
(KBo 18.76 rev. 13 (NH)), 2sg.pres.act. ÑD�WDU�QD�D§�WL (NH), 3sg.pres.act. ÑD�D�
WDU�QD�D§�§L (KUB 2.2 iii 37 (OH/NS)), ÑD�D�WDU�QD�D§�]L (VSNF 12.114 obv. 7 
(NS)), ÑD�WDU�QD�D§�]L (KUB 26.12 ii 26 (NH)), 3pl.pres.act. ÑD�WDU�QD�D§�§D�DQ�
]L (MH/MS), 1sg.pret.act. ÑD�D�WDU�QD�D§�§X�XQ, ÑD�WDU�QD�D§�§X�XQ, 2sg.pret.act. 
ÑD�WDU�QD�D§�WD (MH/MS), 3sg.pret.act. ÑD�WDU�QD�D§�§L�Lã (KBo 3.38 obv. 23 
(OH/NS)), ÑD�D�WDU�QD�D§�WD (KBo 14.1 rev. 87 (NH)), 1pl.pret.act. ÑD�WDU�QD�D§�
§X�X�HQ, 2pl.pret.act. ÑD�WDU�QD�D§�WpQ (MH/MS), 3pl.pret.act. ÑD�D�WDU�QD�D§�§H�
HU, 2sg.imp.act. ÑD�D�WDU�QD�D§ (MH/MS); part. ÑD�D�WDU�QD�D§�§D�DQ�W�,�ÑD�WDU�
QD�D§�§D�DQ�W�; verb.noun. gen.sg. ÑD�WDU�QD�D§�§X�X�ÑD�Dã; inf.I ÑD�WDU�QD�D§�
§X�X�ÑD�DQ�]L, impf. ÑD�WDU�QD�D§�§H�Hã�NH�D�,�ÑD�WDU�QD�D§�§L�Lã�NH�D�. 
 Derivatives: ÓDWDUQD©©D� ‘message, instruction’  (abl. ÑD�WDU�QD�D§�§D�D] (KBo 
12.85 ++ i 27 (MH/NS))). 
  
This verb shows forms both with PL� and §L�conjugation endings. Nevertheless, it 
is likely that just as the other verbs in �D§§�,� ÑDWDUQD§§� was §L-conjugated 
originally. The etymology of this word is unclear. Often (e.g. Eichner 1980: 126, 
14669), the verb is compared to XWWDU � XWWDQ� ‘word, speech’ , but it is difficult to 
reconcile the geminate spelling of XWWDU with the single spelling of Ñ WDUQD§§�. 
Eichner states that ÑDWDUQD§§� is derived from a part. *ÑDGDUQDQW�,� which is 
syncopated from *ÑDGDULHQDQW�,�itself a derivative in �QDQW� of a verb *ÑDGDU¨p�,�
which is a denominative derivative of *ÑDGGDU�,�the preform of XWWDU ‘word’ . This 
account is incorrect, for several reasons: (1) I know of no derivatives in �¨H�D� that 
show a lenited stop vs. the fortited stop of the ground word; (2) I know of no 
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deverbal derivatives in �QDQW�; and (3) I know of no syncopes of �¨H�. All in all, I 
see no possibility to etymologically connect Ñ WDUQD§§� with XWWDU � XWWDQ� ‘word, 
speech’ , although I am not able to offer an alternative solution.  
 
ÓDW�WD�UX�� (n.) ‘well, source’  (Sum. TÚL): nom.-acc.sg. ÑD�DW�WD�UX (KUB 
31.143a + VBoT 124 (StBoT 25: 188) iii 21 (OS), KUB 8.41 iii 14 (fr.) (OS)), 
ÑD�DW�UX (KBo 40.34, 5 (MH/MS)), gen.sg. ÑD�DW�UX�Dã (KBo 8.41 ii 3 (OS)), ÑD�
DW�WD�UX�Dã (KUB 31.143a + VBoT 124 ii 11 (OS), Bo 4767 (StBoT 25: 180), 4 
(OS)), [ÑD�DW�]WD�UX�ÑD�Dã (KBo 25.112 iii 8 (OS)), all.sg. ÑD�DW�WDU�ÑD (KBo 3.7 
iv 12 (OH/NS), KUB 17.6 iv 9 (OH/NS)), dat.-loc.sg. ÑD�DW�WDU�~�L (KBo 24.12 
obv. 6 (NS)), TÚL�L (KUB 12.66 iv 15 (OH/NS)), nom.-acc.pl.(?) [ÑD�DW�
WD]U?�ÑD? (KUB 19.37 iii 54). 
  PIE *ÑRW�+��UX� 
  
Already in OS texts, where the word is attested multiple times, we find a spelling 
ÑDWWDUX� besides ÑDWUX�,�probably indicating phonological /uatru-/.  
 Etymologically, it is tempting to connect this word with Ñ WDU � ÑLW Q� ‘water’  
(thus e.g. Weitenberg 1984: 195), but this is impossible in view of the geminate 
spelling of �WW� in ÑDWWDUX�,�which points to an etymological *W, which contrasts 
with the etymological *G in Ñ WDU < *XyGU. One could argue that ÑDWWDUX� reflects 
Luw. *XpG�UX� (with ýop’ s Law causing geminate �WW�), but because of the 
abundant attestestations in OS texts already, a foreign origin of this word is not 
likely. Moreover, *XHG� would probably have yielded CLuw. **ÑLG� (cf. Melchert 
1994a: 262). So, although I know of no IE cognates, I would reconstruct this 
word mechanically as *XRW�+��UX�.  
 
ÓDWNX�Ý ×  (Ia4) ‘to jump (out of), to flee’ : 3sg.pres.act. ÑD�DW�NX�X]�]L (often), ÑD�
DW�NX�]L (often), 3pl.pres.act. ÑD�DW�NX�ÑD�DQ�]L, ÑD�DW�NX�DQ�]L, 3sg.pret.act. ÑD�
DW�NX�XW�WD (KBo 25.122 ii 5 (OS), HKM 64 rev. 15 (MH/MS)), ÑD�DW�NX�XW 
(Güterbock 1952: first tablet i 17, iii 18, third tablet i 5, iv 21), 3pl.pret.act. ÑD�DW�
NX�H�HU (KBo 18.57 rev. 39), 2sg.imp.act. ÑD�DW�NX (KBo 47.7 obv. 13 (MS)), 
3pl.imp.act. ÑD�DW[-NX�DQ�WX] (KBo 25.122 ii 6 (OS)); 3sg.pres.midd.(?) ÑD�DW�NX�
DW�WD (KBo 13.137, 11), ÑD�DW�NX�XW�WD (KUB 31.111, 5), ÑD�DW�NX�LW�WD (KUB 
30.67, 6), 2sg.imp.midd. ÑD�DW�ND Þ �D§�§X�XW (KBo 5.3+ iii 50), ÑD�DW�JD�D§�§[X�
XW] (KUB 19.24 rev. 31); part. ÑD�DW�NX�ÑD�DQ�W�; verb.noun ÑD�DW�NX�ÑD�DU (KUB 
26.12 iv 40, KUB 21.43 iv 8); impf. ÑD�DW�NX�Xã�NH�D� (StBoT 14.16 iv 15 
(MH/NS)). 
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 Derivatives: ÓDWNXQX�Ý ×  (Ib2) ‘to make jump, to make flee’  (3sg.pres.act. ÑD�DW�
NX�QX�]L, 1sg.pret.act. ÑD�DW�NX�QX�QX�XQ, 3sg.pret.act. ÑD�DW�NX�QX�XW, 
3pl.pret.act. ÑD�DW�NX�QX�H�HU, ÑD�DW�NX�QX�HU). 
  PIE *XpWN ß �WL 
  
This verb is attested quite often, a few times in OS texts already. It shows a stem 
ÑDWNX� throughout its forms. Only the 2sg.imp.midd.-forms ÑDWND§§XW, ÑDWJD§§XW 
(duplicates of each other) are aberrant, but according to Neu (1968: 195), these 
forms are modelled after the form XãJD§§XW which precedes in the text. The 
3sg.pres.midd. ÑD�DW�NX�LW�WD (or ÑD�DW�NX�HW�WD) is, according to Oettinger (1979a: 
337161), a rebuilding in analogy to the �XH�class.  
 Oettinger (1979a: 237) convincingly suggests that ÑDWNX� has to be interpreted 
as /uatkw-/, which is supported by 3sg.pret.act. ÑDWNXWWD (the ending �WWD is used 
only when the stem ends in consonant whereas �W is used when the stem ends in 
vowel, e.g. 3sg.pret.act. DUQXW: note that the spelling ÑD�DW�NX�XW occurs in the 
Song of Ullikummi (Güterbock 1952) only).  
 ýRS������F������ IROORZHG�E\�H�J��2Httinger 1979a: 237) assumes that /uatkw-/ 
reflects *ÑR�WN ß �,�of which the latter part is the zero-grade of the root *WHN ß � ‘to 
walk, to hurry’  (Skt. WDN� etc.). Melchert (1994a: 95) reconstructs *Ñp�yWN ß �,�
apparently assuming that *XHWN ß �,� too, would yield ÑDWN ß � (similarly WDNã�à á  ‘to 
undertake, to unify’  < *WHNV�). If so, then ÑDWNX� could reflect *XH�WN ß �,�of which 
the prefix *XH� possibly is identical to the prefix found in ÑHWH�à á  � ÑHW� ‘to build’ . 
If ÑDWNX� does not reflect a univerbated verb, however, we have to reckon with a 
root *XHWN ß �,�which is structurally comparable to e.g. *K â HG ã � ã � (see at §DWN� á ) or 
*WHW�� ‘to create’  (although the latter probably goes back to an old reduplication of 
*WH�� ‘to procreate’ ).  
 É Ú ä

ÓDÓDUNLPD��(c.) object in which the door-ax is fixed and turns: nom.sg. ÑD�ÑD�
DU�NL�PD�Dã, acc.sg. ÑD�ÑD�DU�NL�PD�DQ, dat.-loc.sg. ÑD�ÑD�DU�NL�PL, abl. ÑD�ÑD�
DU�NL�PD�]D (KUB 32.120, 3); uninfl.? ÑD�ÑD�DU�NL�PD (KUB 17.10 iv 10). 
 IE cognates: Gr. ,  ‘to enclose, to encompass’ , Skt. Y�MiQD� 
‘community, enclosure of a community’ . 
  PIE *K å XRU�� ? 
  
This word was determined as “ Türangel”  by Otten (1952: 235), a translation 
which still often can be found. Boysan-Dietrich (1987: 128f.) shows that the word 
means either ‘Drehzapfen’  or ‘Drehpfanne’ , however, e.g. in  

 
KBo 21.6 obv. (with dupl. KBo 25.193 obv.? 3f.) 
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(1) [EGIR�D]Q�GD PD�D ] [GIŠ]ÑD�ÑD�DU�NL�PD�DQ â$ IM [ ]GD�D�L  
(2) [Q D�DQ ]ãL NiQ $�1$ SAG.DU â8 DQ�GD DS�St�Lã�NH�H]�]L  
(3) [MUNUS]ŠU.GI PD NL�Lã�ãD�DQ §X�XN�NL�Lã�NH�H]�]L  
   
(4) [GIŠÑD�ÑD�]DU�NL�PD�Dã WD�PH�WDU�ÑD�DQ�]D EGIR�DQ NH�H�GD�QL WDU�UX�X [ ... ]  

(5) [NH�]H�GD�QL WDU�UX�X SD�UD�D�DQ Lã�WDS�Sp�HU EGIR�DQ GD�PD�[Dã�ãHU]  
   
(6) [PD�]D§�§D�DQ PD�D ã�ãD�DQ GIŠIG GIŠÑD�ÑD�DU�NL�PL ~�H�[H§�]L L�GD�D�OX�Xã]  
(7) [U]D�D] PD�QL�LQ�NX�ÑD�DQ�]D MU�]D DINGIRMEŠ�Dã NDU�St�Lã SD�DQ�[JD�X�ÑD�Dã  
         EME�Dã]  
(8) KASKAL�D] EGIR�SD QH�[¨D�UX]  
 
‘She takes a Ñ. of clay and holds it on his head. The Old Woman conjures as 

follows. “ The powerful? Ñ. [...-s] afterward WDUU  for this one. They have 

stopped the breath WDUU  for this one. They oppressed back. Just as the door 

turns in the Ñ., let the evil day (and) the short year (and) anger of the gods turn 

back from every road” ’ .  
 

Boysan-Dietrich also adduces the following context, where ÑDÑDUNLPD� is added, 
however:  

 
KBo 12.112 rev. 
(11) ... QX ÑD�D ã�ãD�DQ GIŠIG GIM�DQ  

(12) [GIŠÑD�ÑD�DU�NL�PL ~�H�§]D� W�WD DUMU�OD�Dã�ã D ÑD�D ã�ãD�DQ DQ�QL�L ã�ãL  
(13) [DQ�GD�DQ 4$�7$0�0$] ~�H�§D�DW�WD�UX  
 
 ‘Just as a door turns [in a Ñ.], [likewise] the child must turn [inside] his 

mother’ .  
 

She also cites  
 
KBo 24.71  
(11) [... ãD�]UD�D�D]�]L ÑD�ÑD�DU�NL�PL NDW�WH�U[L DINGI]R?MEŠ GDQ�NX�L  
       GD�JD�DQ�][L�St ...]  
 

which would indicate that there was an ‘upper’  Ñ.  
 In my view, we have to interpret ÑDÑDUNLPD� as that part of the threshold or 
door-post in which the door-ax is fixed and turns. Perhaps it denotes some kind of 
wooden bearing between the wooden ax and the stone threshold.  
 An enigmatic attestation is  
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KUB 17.10 iv  
  (8) SD�LG�GX d7H�OL�St�QX�ÑD�Dã NDU�St�Lã NDU�GL�PL�¨D�D] ÑD�Dã�GX�XO  
  (9) ãD�D�X�DU SiU�QD�DQ�] D�DW WDU�QD�~ Lã�WDU�QL�¨D�ã D�DW DQ�QD�Dã�QD�DQ�]D  

(10) WDU�QD�~ GIŠOX�XW�WD�DQ�] D�DW WDU�QD�~ ÑD�ÑD�DU�NL�PD Lã�WDU�QL�¨D�ã D�DW  
(11) §L�OD�Dã WDU�QD�~ KÁ.GAL DW WDU�QD�~ §L�ODP�QD�DQ�] D�DW WDU�QD�~  
 
‘It must go, the wrath, anger, desolation and rage of Telipinu. The house must 

let them go. The inner DQQDããDU must let them go. The window must let them 

go. Ñ.. The inner courtyard must let them go. The big gate must let them go. 

The gatehouse must let them go’ .  
 

It is remarkable that ÑDÑDUNLPD, which apparently is uninflected, seems to fall 
outside the sentences here.  
 Etymologically, the word is often connected with the verb for ‘to turn’  that is 
reconstructed as *K â XHUJ� (Hitt. §XUNL� ‘wheel’ , Skt. Y Y�M�). The assumption is 
then that the *K â  is lost in ÑDÑDUNLPD� because of the R-grade: *K â XRUJ� > *ÑRUJ� 
> ÑDUN�. This connection is not that likely on semantic grounds, however: the 
ÑDÑDUNLPD� did not turn itself, but the door was turning in the ÑDÑDUNLPD�.  
 In my view, other connections are possible as well, e.g. with Gr. ,  
‘to enclose, to encompass’  (*K å XHU��): the ÑDÑDUNLPD� is, of course, the object in 
which the door-ax is fixed. Note that a development *K å XR� > Hitt. ÑD� is 
supported by e.g. *K å XRUVR� > Hitt. ÑDUãD� ‘fog, mist’  (cf. § 1.4.5.a).  
 See Oettinger 2001 for the suffix �LPD�.  
 
ÓH�Ý × ���XÓD��(Ic4) ‘to come’ : 1sg.pres.act. ~�ÑD�PL (OS), ~�ÑD�DP�PL (2x), ~�ÑD�D�
PL (1x), 2sg.pres.act. ~�ÑD�ãL (OS), ~�ÑD�D�ãL (1x), 3sg.pres.act. ~�H�H]�]L (OS, 6x), 
~�H]�]L (OS, often), ~�ÑD�D]�]L (rare), 1pl.pres.act. ~�ÑD�X�H�QL (OS), 2pl.pres.act. 
~�ÑD�DW�WH�QL (MH/MS), ~�ÑD�DW�WH�H�QL, 3pl.pres.act. ~�HQ�]L (OS, later rare), ~�
ÑD�DQ�]L (OS, later often), 1sg.pret.act. ~�ÑD�QX�XQ (MH/MS), ~�ÑD�D�QX�XQ (1x), 
2sg.pret.act. ~�ÑD�Dã, 3sg.pret.act. ~�H�HW (OS), ~�HW (OS), ~�L�LW (KBo 25.123, 4), 
1pl.pret.act. ~�ÑD�X�HQ (OS), 2pl.pret.act. ~�ÑD�DW�WpQ, ~�ÑD�WpQ, 3pl.pret.act. ~�H�
HU (OS), 2sg.imp.act. H�§X (q.v.), 3sg.imp.act. ~�HG�GX, ~�ÑD�GX, 2pl.imp.act. ~�ÑD�
DW�WH�HQ (OS), ~�ÑD�DW�WpQ, ~�ÑD�WpQ, ~�HW�WH�HQ (KBo 3.41, 22 (OH/NS)), 
3pl.imp.act. ~�ÑD�DQ�GX; part. ~�ÑD�DQ�W�; inf.I ~�ÑD�X�DQ�]L (MH/MS); impf. ~�Lã�
NH�D�,�~�L�Lã�NH�D�,�~�H�Lã�NH�D�. 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. DÓL� ‘to come’  (2sg.pres.act. D�~�L�ãL, 3sg.pres.act. D�~�L�
WL, D�ÑL æ �WL, 1sg.pret.act. D�~�L�§D, 3sg.pret.act. D�~�L�WD, 3pl.pret.act. D�~�L�LQ�WD, D�
~�L�HQ�WD, D�~�LQ�W[D], 2sg.imp.act.(?) D�ÑL æ , 3sg.imp.act. D�~�L�GX, D�ÑL æ �GX, D�~�L�
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GX U; part. D�~�L�LP�PL�Lã, D�~�L�½LP¾�PL�[Lã], D�~�L�LP�PD�DQ); HLuw. iZL� ‘to 
come’  (3sg.pres.act. /"awidi/ i�ZD�L�WL (KARKAMIŠ A5D §11, KÜRTÜL §3), i�
ZD�L�UD�L (PALANGA §11), 3sg.pret.act. /"awida/ i�ZD�L�Wj�� (SULTANHAN 
§5), 3sg.(?)pret. “ PES”i�ZD�L�Wj, 3pl.imp.act. /"awintu/ i�ZD�L�L�WX (KULULU 1 
§13)). 
  PIE *K â RX + *K å pL�WL � *K å L�pQWL 
  
All forms of this verb are spelled with initial Ú-. Beckman (1983: 34) cites a form 
X�ÑD�D[W�WH�]LQ (KBo 17.62+63 iv 7) that he translates as ‘come!’ , but the 
photograph of this tablet (available through Hetkonk) clearly does not support 
this reading:  = : the 
gap between �D[W�..] and [..�]LQ is far too large to support this reading. Perhaps we 
are dealing here with a middle form of DX� á  � X� ‘to see’  (q.v.), which occasionally 
is spelled with initial U-. Note that the imperfective of ÑH�à á  � XÑD�,�which is 
spelled with initial ~� (~�Lã�NH�D�,�~�L�Lã�NH�D�,�~�H�Lã�NH�D�) is clearly kept distinct 
from the imperfective of X¨H�à á  � X¨� ‘to send’ , which is spelled with initial X� (X�L�
Hã�NH�D�,� X�L�Lã�NH�D�,� X�Lã�NH�D�,� X�H�Hã�NH�D�,� X�L�H�Hã�NH�D�). The former 
represents phonological /"u}ské/á-/, whereas the latter represents /"oi}ské/á-/ > 
/"o}ské/á-/ and, with analogical introduction of the strong stem, /"oieske/a-/. 
Some of the forms of the paradigm of ÑH�à á  � XÑD� are identical to forms of the 
paradigm DX� á  � X� ‘to see’  (q.v.). The hapax ~�L�LW (KBo 25.123, 4) with �L� instead 
of normal ÑHW is found in a text that contains the equally aberrant §D�DQ�WL�L]�]L�DQ 
instead of normal §DQWH]]LDQ (cf. Melchert 1984a: 93).  
 Synchronically, ÑH� � XÑD� inflects according to class Ic4, verbs in �XÑH�D� (note 
that the occasional spellings ~�ÑD�D�PL and ~�ÑD�D�ãL may have to be regarded as 
inflecting according to the §DWUDH�class). Usually, these verbs are denominatives 
in *-¨H�R� that are derived from X�stem nouns. It is clear that this is not the origin 
of ÑH� � XÑD�,�however. From a semantic point of view, it is obvious that ÑH� � 
XÑD� is the X�counterpart of SD¨L�à á  � SDL� ‘to go’  (q.v.). Just as this latter verb is a 
compound of the preverb SH� (*K å SRL�) and the root *K å HL�,� ÑH�à á  � XÑD� must 
originally have been a univerbation of the preverb X� (*K â RX�) and the root *K å HL�. 
Exactly when this univerbation was created is not fully clear. Apparently, it 
happened at the time that *K â RX had already monophthongized to /"u/. Moreover, 
because in §X¨DQ]L ‘they run’  < *K â XK å LpQWL the cluster *K å L intervocalically 
yielded OH �¨�, we must assume that the initial laryngeal of *K å LpQWL ‘they go’  had 
already been lost. So, in 3pl.pres.act. the univerbation took place between the 
elements */"u/ and */iántsi/, which yielded pre-Hitt. */"uiántsi/, which regularly 
developed into OH /"uántsi/, spelled ~�ÑD�DQ�]L. In 3sg.pres.act. and 3sg.pret.act., 
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which were *K å pL�WL and *K å pL�W in PIE, we are dealing with the univerbation of 
the elements */"u/ and */"²tsi/ and */"²t/, which formed pre-Hitt. */"u"²tsi/ and 
/"u"²t/, which regularly yielded OH /"uétsi/, spelled ~�H�H]�]L and /"uét/, spelled 
~�H�HW. On the basis of /"uétsi/ : /"uántsi/, the verb was reinterpreted as a thematic 
verb belonging to class Ic4, on the basis of which secondary forms like 
1sg.pres.act. ~�ÑD�PL /"uámi/ were created. Note that like in other thematic verbs, 
the thematic vowel �H� received some productivity in the OH period, on the basis 
of which the OS form ~�HQ�]L was created.  
 In Luwian, the univerbation between *K â RX and *K å HL� took place when the 
former element still contained a diphthong, so */"au/. On the basis of the fact that 
in CLuwian we find a stem DÑL�,�the HLuwian verb iZD�L�,�which is spelled with 
the ambiguous sign ZD�L, must be read iZL� as well.  
 
ÓH©�Ý × ���ÓD©� (Ia3; IIIa > IIIb, IIIh) ‘to turn (oneself); to patrol’ : 1sg.pres.act. ~�H�
H§�PL (KBo 12.103 i 16 (NS)), 3sg.pres.act. ~�H�H§�]L (OS, very often), ÑD�D§�]L 
(KUB 1.13 i 49 (MH/NS)), ÑD�D§�§X�]L (KBo 3.5 iii 4 (MH/NS)), 3pl.pres.act. 
ÑD�§D�DQ�]L (OS, very often), ~�H�§D�DQ�]L (KBo 11.1 i 33 (NH), KUB 25.37 ii 22 
(NS)), 1sg.pret.act. ~�H�§X�XQ (KUB 23.11 ii 13 (MH/NS)), 3sg.pret.act. ~�H�H§�WD 
(KUB 33.106 iii 46 (NS)), 3sg.imp.act. ~�H�§D�DG�GX (KUB 12.17, 10 (NS)), 
3pl.imp.act. ~�H�§D�DQ�GX (KUB 7.1 ii 34 (OH/NS)); 1sg.pres.midd. ~�H�§D�D§�
§[D] (KUB 36.75 iii 18 (OH/MS) (cited by HW: 250 as ÑH§D§§D[UL], but there is 
no indication for the sign RI), 3sg.pres.midd. ~�H�§D�DW�WD (KBo 32.13 ii 12 
(MH/MS), KUB 7.1 ii 33 (OH/NS), KUB 9.25 + 27.67 iii 5, 53, 58, iv 13 
(MH/NS)), ~�H�§D�DW�WD�UL (KUB 33.103 iii 6 (MH/NS), KUB 9.31+ i 12 (NS)), 
~�H�H§�WD�UL (KUB 13.4 iii 20 (OH/NS), KBo 3.3+ ii 18 (NH), KBo 4.12 rev. 11 
(NH), KUB 19.41+ ii 22 (NH), KUB 21.38 obv. 31 (NH)), 3pl.pres.midd. ~�H�§D�
DQ�WD (OS), ~�H�§D�DQ�WD�UL, ~�H�§D�DQ�GD��UL�, 3sg.pret.midd. ~�H�§D�DW�WD�DW 
(KUB 4.1 i 14 (MH/NS)), ~�H�H§�WD�DW (KUB 26.1 iii 18 (NH)), 3pl.pret.midd. ~�
H�§D�DQ�GD�DW (KUB 32.68 ii 7 (NS)), 3sg.imp.midd. ~�H�§D�DW�WD�UX (KBo 12.112 
rev. 10, 13 (NS), KBo 4.6 obv. 15 (NH)), 3pl.imp.midd. ~�H�§D�DQ�GD�UX; 
part.nom.sg.c. ÑD�§D�DQ�]D (KUB 1.16 + KUB 40.65 iii 62), nom.-acc.sg.n. ÑD�
§D�D�DQ (KBo 15.10 + KBo 20.42 ii 28); verb.noun ~�H�§X�ÑD�DU, gen. ~�H�§X�ÑD�
Dã; inf.II ~�H�§D�DQ�QD (KUB 4.1 i 40, KUB 24.2 i 9); impf. ~�H�§H�Hã�NH�D�,�~�H�
§L�Lã�NH�D�. 
 Derivatives: ÓD© WDU� ��ÓD©DQQ�,�ÓH© WDU� ��ÓH©DQQ� (n.) ‘turning’  (gen.sg. ÑD�
§D�DQ�Q[D�Dã] (KBo 6.29 iii 23, HKM 26 obv. 8 (MH/MS)), ~�H�§D�DQ�QD�Dã 
(KBo 6.28 ii 25)), ÓD©QX�Ý ×  (Ib2) ‘to make turn, to turn (someone)’  (1sg.pres.act. 
ÑD�D§�QX�PL (OS), ÑD�D§�QX�~�PL (OS), 2sg.pres.act. ÑD�D§�QX�ãL, 3sg.pres.act. 
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ÑD�D§�QX�X]�]L (OS), ÑD�D§�QX�]L (MH/MS), 1pl.pres.act. ÑD�D§�QX�PH�QL (OS), 
ÑD�D§�QX�XP�PH�H�QL, 2pl.pres.act. ÑD�D§�QX�XW�WH�QL, 3pl.pres.act. ÑD�D§�QX�ÑD�
DQ�]L (MH/MS), ÑD�D§�QX�DQ�]L, 1sg.pret.act. ÑD�D§�QX�QX�XQ, 3sg.pret.act. ÑD�
D§�QX�XW, 1pl.pret.act. ÑD�D§�QX�XP�PH�HQ, 3pl.pret.act. ÑD�D§�QX�H�HU, ÑD�D§�QX�
HU, 2sg.imp.act. ÑD�D§�QX�XW, 3sg.imp.act. ÑD�D§�QX�XG�GX, 2pl.imp.act. ÑD�D§�QX�
XW[-WpQ], 3pl.imp.act. ÑD�D§�QX�ÑD�DQ�GX; part. ÑD�D§�QX�DQ�W�,�ÑD�D§�QX�ÑD�DQ�W�; 
verb.noun ÑD�D§�QX�PDU; [ÑD�]D§�QX�ÑD�X�ÑD�DU, ~�ÑD�D§�QX�ÑD�DU (KBo 3.2 i 66 
SDVVLP); verb.noun ÑD�D§�QX�Hã�ãDU; inf.I ÑD�D§�QX�PD�DQ�]L; impf. ÑD�D§�QX�Xã�
NH�D�), ç�è ÓH©HãJDWWDOOD� (c.) ‘patrol’  (dat.-loc.pl. LÚ.MEŠ~�H�§H�Hã�JD�DW�WDO�OD�Dã 
(KUB 13.4 iii 12)). 
  PIE *XpLK â �R ? 
  
The active forms of this verb show an ablaut ÑH§�à á  � ÑD§�. Sometimes the verb is 
cited as ÑH§��ÑD§�§�� as well, which would imply that there are also forms with 
ÑD§§�. This is not the case, however. The form 1pl.pres. ÑD�D§�§X�X�H�QL (189/v, 3 
= KBo 19.110, 3), cited in Oettinger 1979a: 99, has to be read as [NX�X]W�UX�ÑD�
D§�§X�X�H�Q[L] ‘we summon as witness’  (cf. Oettinger 2002: XIX). To my 
knowledge, only the opaque 3sg.pres. ÑD�D§�§X�]L (KBo 3.25 iii 4, in the same 
context where ibid. iv 18 has ~�H�H§�]L) and the one attestation Ñ � §�§D�DQ�QD 
(KUB 36.80 i 7 (MH/NS), but note that the crucial signs are damaged) (versus 
many attestations ÑD�§D�DQ�QD) show a geminate �§§�. These cannot nullify the 
dozens of attestations of ÑD§� (many in OS) that are spelled with a single �§�.  
 Consensus has it that ÑH§�à á  � ÑD§� reflects a Narten-inflected verb *Ñ K â � � 
ÑHK â �. E.g. Oettinger (1979a: 99) states: “ ~�H�LK�]L [..] : ÑD�DK�KX�X� �QL [..] geht 
auf *Ñ²K â �WL : *ÑlK â �ÑHQH�L [..] zurück. Schon in der älteren Sprache dringt die 
Lenierung des K (ÑD�KD�DQ�]L [..]) und später auch der H-Vokalismus (~�H�KD�DQ�]L 
[..]) aus dem Sg. ein” . This is unlikely for several reasons, however. The first 
reason is the fact that there are virtually no forms with ÑD§§� attested. We find 
ÑD§DQ]L from OS onwards, which contrasts with the fact that the preform *ÑpK â QWL 
should regularly have given **ÑD§§DQ]L. It therefore is often stated that 3pl. 
ÑD§DQ]L took over the lenited �§� from the singular (as also Oettinger l.c.), but this 
is impossible. First, the *K â  of the singular forms *Ñ²K â �PL, *Ñ²K â �VL and *Ñ²K â �WL 
would not get lenited as it is part of a cluster. Moreover, the *K â  in these forms 
would have regularly been lost before consonant other than *V. So the regular 
outcome in Hittite of a PIE Narten-paradigm of a root *ÑHK â � would have been 
***Ñ PL, **Ñ §VL, **Ñ ]]L, **ÑD§§XÑHQL, **Ñ WWHQL, **ÑD§§DQ]L (if one accepts 
Eichner’ s Law, which I reject, cf. § 1.4.9.2.b). I do not see how in this paradigm a 
lenited �§� could have been generalized in order to yield attested ÑD§DQ]L. 
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Moreover, the reconstructed root *ÑHK â � is based on the Hittite forms only. 
Reflexes of this root are unknown from any other IE language. All in all, I reject 
the theory that the active paradigm ÑH§�à á  � ÑD§� can be explained as the outcome 
of a Narten-inflected paradigm of a PIE root *XHK â �.  
 We should rather go back to the etymology provided by Eichner (1973a: 76-7). 
The only way in which this verb could be regarded as of IE origin, is to start with 
the middle paradigm. Middle forms are attested in OS texts already, which means 
that the middle inflection is not necessarily derived of the active inflection. 
Unfortunately, it is not fully clear what the original 3sg.-form was: we find 
ÑH§DWWD�UL� as well as ÑH§WDUL (compare e.g. ãXSSDUL, ãXSWDUL and ãXSSDWWDUL ‘he 
sleeps’ ). On the basis of 1sg.pres.midd. ÑH§D§§D and 3sg.pres.midd. ÑH§DWWD�UL� it 
is certainly possible that the original form was *ÑH§D�UL�. If so, this form could in 
principle go back to a preform *XpLK â �R. Note that in this form the lenited /h/ 
would be regular. When on the basis of the middle stem *XHLK â � > Hitt. ÑH§� an 
active paradigm was created, it is in my view quite credible that in analogy to e.g. 
Hã�à á  � Dã� ‘to be’  and the other H�D�ablauting PL-verbs this paradigm received a 
secondary ablaut ÑH§�à á  � ÑD§�.  
 If this scenario is correct, we should connect the root *XHLK â � to Skt. YpWL ‘to 
pursue, to strife after’  (compare expecially Y Wi� ‘turned to’  for the semantics), 
Lith. YêWL ‘to pursue’ , etc. (cf. also Eichner 1973: 77 and Kimball 1999: 211). 
Usually, these verbs are reconstructed as reflecting a root *XHLK å �,�with a *K å  that 
is based on Gk.  ‘to pursue’  (< * ). The exact construction of  is 
too uncertain to draw any conclusions on, however (cf. Frisk 1960-72 s.v. who 
states that this verb well may have been influenced by  ‘to send’ ).  
 
ÓHNN�Ý ×  (Ia5) ‘to wish, to desire, to ask for’  (Sum. IR): 1sg.pres.act. ~�H�HN�PL, 
2sg.pres.act. ~�H�HN�WL, ~�HN�WL (KBo 19.74 iv 3), 3sg.pres.act. ~�H�HN�]L (OS), ~�HN�
]L (OS), 3pl.pres.act. ~�H�HN�NiQ�]L (KUB 27.66 ii 15 (NS)), ~�H�HN�N[iQ�]L] (HT 
36 obv. 10 (NS)), [~�] �HN�NiQ�]L (HT 36 rev. 4 (NS)), ~�H�HN�N[iQ�]L] (KBo 
29.69, 14 (NS)), [~��H��H]N�NiQ�]L (KBo 15.64 i 1 (MH/NS)), ~�H�NiQ�]L (KUB 
59.69, 4 (NS), KBo 19.133, 6 (NS), KUB 51.79 iv 18 (NS), KUB 58.43 i 13 
(NS), KUB 45.65, 6 (NS)), ~�H�NiQ�][L] (KUB 17.24 iii 8 (NS)), [~�] �JD�DQ�]L 
(KBo 45.25 iii 11 (NS)), 1sg.pret.act. ~�HN�NX�XQ (KBo 17.61 rev. 8 (MH/MS)), 
~�H�NX�XQ (KUB 19.39 iii 10 (NH), KUB 34.53 rev. 6 (MS?)), 3sg.pret.act. ~�HN�
WD (OS), ~�H�HN�WD, 1pl.pret.act. ~�H�NX�X�HQ (cited by Oettinger (1979a: 18) (NH)), 
~�H�NX�H½½�X¾¾�HQ (KUB 16.42 i 34 (NH)), 3pl.pret.act. ~�H�NH�HU (KBo 3.38 obv. 
21 (OH/NS), KUB 14.8 i 21 (NS)), 2sg.imp.act. ~�H�HN, 2pl.imp.act. ~�H�HN�
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WH�L[Q]; part. ~�H�NiQ�W� (NS), verb.noun ~�H�NX�ÑD�DU, impf. ~�H�NL�Lã�NH�D�,�~�H�NL�
Hã�NH�D�. 
 IE cognates: Skt. YD � ‘to wish, to want, to strive after’ , Av. YDV� ‘id.’ , Gr.  
‘voluntary’ . 
  PIE *Xp��WL � *X��pQWL 
  
See Oettinger 1979a: 17f. for an overview of forms. Already since Hrozný (1919: 
1806), this verb is generally regarded as derived from the root *XH��,�also visible 
in Skt. YD �,�Av. YDV� ‘to wish, to want’  and Gr.  ( ) ‘voluntary’ . In his 
description of the leniting rules, Eichner (1973a: 81) assumed that the single �N� 
as visible in forms like 1sg.pret. ÑHNXQ and 3pl.pret ÑHNHU must be the result of a 
lenition due to a preceding accentuated long vowel: *Ñ²��. He therefore 
reconstructs an acrostatic root present *Ñ²��WL � *Ñp��QWL. This view is widely 
followed and has been elaborated upon. For instance, Oettinger (1979a: 100) 
states that ~�H�HN�]L must be analysed as /Ò J]L��DQG�~�H�HN�NiQ�]L as /Ò NDQ]L��DQG�
that the forms that are spelled ~�H�NiQ�]L show generalization of the lenited velar 
out of the singular.  
 Apart from the fact that the other IE languages in which the root *XH�� has been 
preserved do not show any traces of an acrostatic inflection (Skt. 3sg. Yi��L : 1pl. 
X PiVL and GAv. 3sg. YDãW  : 1pl. XV̄ PDK  reflect an ordinary root-present *Xp��WL 
: *X��Pp), the occurrence of a lenited velar in the paradigm of Hitt. ÑHNN�à á  is 
difficult to explain. In the singular forms, where *-�� allegedly has been lenited 
due to the preceding long vowel, *� is always part of a cluster, and clusters do not 
get lenited: the preforms *X²�PL, *X²�VL, *X²�WL therefore would not yield Hitt. 
�X J-���EXW�UDWKHU��X N-/. The only form for which one could argue that *� could 
have undergone lenition is 1sg.pret. *X²���, but of exactly this form the oldest 
attestation is ~�HN�NX�XQ (MH/MS) with a geminate �NN�. So I do not see how a 
lenited velar could have come about and spread throughout the paradigm.  
 If we compare the spellings ~�H�HN�NiQ�]L and ~�H�NiQ�]L, we see that the first 
form is the OHFWLR GLIILFLOLRU and therefore must be the ‘correct’  spelling. This 
means that the latter form is a simplified spelling in which the sign IG has been 
left out. I therefore want to propose to interpret all spellings with ~�H�N9 as 
simplified spellings for ~�H�HN�N9. This means that we are only dealing with a 
stem ÑHNN�.  
 As we saw above, the other IE languages in which this verb is attested show a 
normal root-present *Xp��WL � *X��pQWL. The question is what this paradigm would 
yield in Hittite. The answer for the singular form is straightforward: PIE *Xp�WL 
would yield Hitt. /uéktsi/, spelled ~�H�HN�]L, which is exactly the form we find in 
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the texts. The expected outcome of PIE *X�pQWL is more problematic, however. 
Taken in isolation, the phonetically regular outcome of PIE *X�pQWL would have 
been Hitt. **XNNDQ]L. As part of a paradigm, however, the outcome may have 
been different. In Hittite, we never find word-initial paradigmatical alternations: 
for instance, an initial consonantal Ñ never alternates with vocalic X. I therefore 
assume that original paradigms in which a full grade *ÑH�R&� alternated with the 
zero-grade *X&�,�first the consonantal *Ñ� was generalized, yielding a zero-grade 
*Ñ&�. The cluster *Ñ&� then was solved in different ways: through the anaptyctic 
vowel /}/ (spelled �H�L�) when the following consonant was a stop (cf. also Ñ WDU � 
ÑLW Q�) or through the anaptyctic vowel / / (spelled �D�) when the following 
consonant was *5, *§ and *V (cf. also Ñ ãã� é é ê , ÑDããH�D�à á ). In the case of *X�pQWL, I 
therefore believe that on the basis of the singular stem *Ñp��,�the original 3pl.pres. 
*X��pQWL was altered to *Ñ�pQWL, the initial cluster of which then was solved as 
/u}kántsi/, spelled ~�H��HN��NiQ�]L. I must admit, however, that it cannot be 
excluded that in some cases the spelling ~�H��HN��NiQ�]L in fact denotes /uékantsi/, 
a secondary 3pl.-form in which the full-grade stem of the singular has been 
generalized. All in all, I assume that Hitt. ÑHN]L � ÑHNNDQ]L ultimately goes back to 
*Xp��WL � *X��pQWL.  
 
Ó ONX� (n.) ‘grass, vegetation’  (Sum. Ú( ë I.A)): nom.-acc.sg. ~�HO�NX (often), ~�H�HO�
NX (often), ~�L�HO�NX (KUB 30.53+ ii 7), ~�HO�NX�ÑD�DQ (KBo 6.34 iv 17), dat.-
loc.sg. ~�HO�NX�L, ~�H�HO�NX�L (KUB 27.16 i 17), all.sg. ~�HO�NX�ÑD (KBo 17.61 rev. 
19), abl. Ú-ÑD�D] (KBo 20.19+ i 8, 12), instr. ~�HO�NX�LW (KBo 19.130 i 10); 
unclear ~�H�HO�NX�ÑD (KUB 34.60, 9). 
 IE cognates: Skt. YDO D� ‘sprout’ , OCS YODV  ‘hair’ , Russ. YyORV ‘hair’ . 
  PIE *XpO��X�?? 
  
This word is treated by Weitenberg (1984: 179f.), who discusses the problem 
regarding the semantics (‘grass’  or, more general, ‘vegetation’ ) and the 
occurrence of two stems, namely ÑHONX� and nom.-acc.sg.n. ÑHONXÑDQ which either 
is from ÑHONXÑD� (n.) or ÑHONXÑDQW�. Eichner (1975b: 1584) connects this word 
with Skt. YDO D� ‘sprout’ , OCS YODV  ‘hair’ , Russ. YyORV ‘hair’ , all from *XRO�R�. If 
the Hittite word indeed is cognate, it would show *XpO��X�.  
 
ÓHOOX��(n. > c.) ‘pasture, meadow’  (Sum. Ú.SAL, Akk. 86$//8): nom.sg.c. ~�H�
HO�OX�Xã (KBo 6.34 iv 13 (MH/NS), KUB 33.41 ii 3 (OH/NS)), acc.sg. ~�HO�OX�XQ 
(KUB 9.4 iii 29 (MH/NS)), Ú.SAL�XQ (KUB 39.8 iv 6 (OH/NS)), nom.-acc.sg.n. 
~�H�HO�OX (KBo 5.7 rev. 1 (MH/MS), VBoT 58 i 10 (OH/NS)), ~�HO�OX (KUB 17.8 
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iv 27 (NS)), gen.sg. ~�HO�OX�Dã (KBo 20.19 + 20.25 obv.? 7 (OS)), ~�H�HO�OX�ÑD�Dã 
(KBo 21.47 iii 17, KBo 24.110 iv 7, KBo 23.49 iv 8, KBo 25.109 iii 20), ~�H�HO�
ÑD�Dã (KBo 25.109 iii 10), ~�HO�OX�ÑD�Dã (KBo 13.223 ii 6, KBo 34.108, 5), dat.-
loc.sg. ~�H�HO�OX�L (KBo 25.109 iii 24, KUB 17.10 i 12, KUB 33.10 ii 4), ~H�HO�OX�
~�L (KUB 7.5 i 14), ~�L�HO�OX�L (KBo 30.2, 14 (NS)), ~�HO�OX�L (KBo 24.11 obv. 9), 
all.sg. Ú.SAL�ÑD (KUB 30.19 iv 8), abl. ~�H�HO�OX�ÑD�D] (KBo 23.50 ii 12, KUB 
29.4 iii 46), ~�HO�OX�ÑD�D] (KBo 15.29 iii 14), ~� O�O �X�ÑD�D] (KUB 15.34 i 1), 
instr. Ú.SAL�LW (KUB 36.18 iii 27), nom.-acc.pl.n. ~�H�HO�OX�ÑD[...] (KUB 8.41 ii 
16 (OS)). 
 IE cognates: ?ON YaOOU ‘meadow, pasture’ . 
  PIE *XpOQX� ? 
  
See Weitenberg (1984: 181f.) for an extensive treatment of this word. We find 
commune as well as neuter forms. All commune forms are from NS texts, 
however, whereas nom.-acc.sg.n. ~�H�HO�OX is found in a MH/MS text and, more 
importantly, the form ~�H�HO�OX�ÑD[...] (KUB 8.41 ii 16), which is possibly to be 
interpreted as nom.-acc.pl.n., in an OS text. I therefore assume that the forms with 
neuter gender reflect the original situation.  
 The word is consistently spelled ~�H�HO� or ~�HO�. The only exception, ~�L�HO�OX�L, 
is found in a NS text. The spelling of geminate �OO� is consistent as well. The one 
exception ~�H�HO�ÑD�Dã may have to be emended to ~�H�HO�½OX�¾ÑD�Dã.  
 The geminate �OO� must be the result of an assimilation proces and go back to 
either *-OQ� or *-O+�. This means that in principle, Ñ OOX only can reflect *XpOQX or 
*XpO+X.  
 A possible connection could be made with ON YaOOU ‘meadow, pasture’ , which 
could reflect *XROQX�. The latter word is usually reconstructed as *ÑDOìX�,�
however, as if belonging to the other Germanic words for ‘wood, forest’ . Yet, 
from a semantic point of view, a connection with the Hittite word seems 
preferable, which would mean that ÑHOOX� reflects *XHOQX�.  
 
ÓHPLªH�D�ì í  (Ic1) ‘to find’  (Sum. KAR): 1sg.pres.act. ~�H�PL�¨D�PL (MH/MS), 
2sg.pres.act. ~�H�PL�¨D�ãL (NS), 3sg.pres.act. ~�H�PL�H]�]L (OS, often), ~�H�PL�]L 
(OS, 1x), ~�H�PL�H�H]�]L (MH/MS), ~�H�PL�¨D�D]�]L (MH/MS), ~�H�PL�¨D�]L 
(MH/MS), ~�H�PL�D]�]L (1x), ~�H�PL�L�H�H]�]L (NS), ~�H�PH�H]�]L (1x), ~�L�PL�
¨D½�]L¾ (KBo 6.3 iv 27 (OH/NS)), 1pl.pres.act. ~�H�PL�¨D�X�H�QL (HHCTO 4, 7 
(MH/MS)), 3pl.pres.act. ~�H�PL�¨D�DQ�]L (MH/MS), ~�PL�¨D�DQ�]L (KUB 30.42 iv 
23), 1sg.pret.act. ~�H�PL�¨D�QX�XQ, 3sg.pret.act. ~�H�PL�HW (OS), ~�H�PL�¨D�DW 
(MH/MS), 1pl.pret.act. ~�H�PL�¨D�X�HQ (OS), 3pl.pret.act. ~�H�PL�HU, ~�H�PL�H�HU, 
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~�H�PL�L�H�HU� 3pl.imp.act. ~�H�PL�¨D�DQ�GX; 3sg.pres.midd.(?) ~�H�PL�¨D�DW�WD 
(KBo 18.50 obv. 11), 3sg.imp.midd. ~�H�PL�¨D�DW�WD�UX; inf.I ÑHPL¨DÑDQ]L (cited 
by HW: 252); impf. ~�H�PL�Lã�NH�D� (MH/MS). 
 Anat. cognates: HLuw. ZD�LPL� ‘to find’  (1sg.pret.act. ZD�L�PL�LITUUS�KD 
(KARKAMIŠ A15E� ����� 0$5$ù� �� ���� 7(//� 7$<,1$7� ��� OLQH� ����
2sg.pres.act. ZD�L�PL�LITUUS�VL (ASSUR letters I+J §42), uninfl. ZD�L�PL-
OCULUS (KARAHÖYÜK §3)). 
  PAnat. *ÑHP¨H�R� 
  
This verb is cited by Friedrich (HW: 252) as ÑHPL¨D�,�ÑLPL¨D�,�XPL¨D�. The stem 
ÑLPL¨D�,�however, is found only once in ~�L�PL�¨D (KBo 6.3 iv 27), which is likely 
to be a spelling mistake (cf. the absence of the ending �]L). The stem XPL¨D� is 
found only once as well, in KUB 30.42 iv 23, which form is likely to be emended 
to ~�½H�¾PL�¨D�DQ�]L. This form therefore cannot be used as proof for an ablauting 
stem ÑHP�,�XP�.  
 The verb lacks a good etymology. It has been suggested that it consists of a X�
preverb attached to the root *K å HP� ‘to take’  (e.g. LIV2 following Melchert 
1994a: 66). Semantically, however, this connection is not very appealing, and 
formally, we then would expect the existence of a verb *SHPL¨H� as well. 
Moreover, if the HLuwian verb ZDPL� indeed means ‘to find’  (often, suggested 
translations of HLuwian verbs are inspired by etymological connections) and is 
cognate with Hitt. ÑHPL¨H�D�,� it would provide a formal argument against a 
reconstruction *X + *K å HP�. The only known Luwian cognate of the Hitt. preverb 
X� is found in HLuw. DZL� ‘to come’  and CLuw. DÑL� ‘id.’ , showing that Hitt. X� ~ 
Luw. DÑ�. The HLuw. form ZDPL� therefore would not fit a reconstruction 
*X+K å HP�. We are rather dealing with a genuine PAnat. stem *ÑHP¨H�R�. A 
structure *&H&�¨H�R� is remarkable in Hittite, and either reflects a verb that is 
derived from a noun (e.g. ÑHãL¨H�D�à á  ‘to pasture’  from ÑHãL� � ÑHãDL� ‘pasture’  or 
A.ŠÀWHUH�LSSL¨H�D�à á  ‘to plough’  from A.ŠÀWHUH�LSSL� ‘ploughed field’ ) or a secondary 
�¨H�D�presens of an original root aorist (e.g. ÑHUL¨H�D�à á  ‘to call’  from ÑHU�à á ) . Since 
I know of no noun anywhere in Anatolian that could be regarded as the origin of 
this verb, we possibly are dealing with the latter case. Prof. Lubotsky suggests to 
me a connection with Skt. YDQ� ‘to win, to usurp’ , Av. YDQ� ‘to win’  and OHG JL�
ZLQQDQ ‘to win, to get’ , which semantically indeed is attractive. Nevertheless, 
these verbs are generally reconstructed as *XHQ�,�which means that a connection 
is only possible if we would be able to set up a scenario through which the root-
final *-P� would turn into �Q� in IIr. and Germanic.  
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ÓHQ�ì í ���XÓDQ��(Ia3) ‘to copulate’ : 3sg.pres.act. ~�HQ�]L (OS, often), 3sg.pret.act. ~�
H�HQ�W[D] (KBo 3.42, 5 (but cf. Weitenberg 1984: 407-8 who doubts whether this 
form belongs here)); impf. ~�ÑD�DQ�ãL�NH�X�HQ (KBo 3.60 iii 13 (but cf. 
Weitenberg 1984: 407-8 who doubts whether this form belongs here)), ~�ÑD�DQ�
ãL�NiQ�]L (KUB 31.64 i 7). 
 IE cognates: Skt. YDQ á � ‘to love, to desire’ , OHG ZXQVF�K� ‘wish’ , OHG 
ZXQVNHQ ‘to wish’ , Lat. XHQXV ‘love, charm’ , TochA ZDxL ‘joy’ , TochB Z QD 
‘joy’ , TochA ZLQ V� ‘to honour’ . 
  PIE *K å î ï XpQK å �WL; K å î ï XQK å �V�p�R� 
  
Often, this verb is cited as ÑHQ�W��,�on the basis of the hapax 3pl.pret.act. ~�H�HQ�WL�
HU (KUB 5.9 ii 43). The meaning of this form cannot be independently 
determined (the context is quite broken), and in my view there is no evidence that 
shows that ÑHQWLHU belongs with the other forms of ÑHQ�à á  � XÑDQ�. I interpret it as a 
separate verb ÑHQWL¨H�D�à á .  
 The verb ÑHQ�à á  � XÑDQ� is generally connected with Skt. YDQ á � ‘to love, to desire’  
etc., from a root *XHQ+�. If the root-final laryngeal was *K â  or *K ï , it would have 
been preserved in a paradigm *XHQK â�î ï �WL, *XQK â�î ï �HQWL (cf. e.g. ÑDO§]L � ÑDO§DQ]L 
from *XpOK ï WL � *XOK ï pQWL). I therefore reconstruct *XHQK å �.  
 The imperfective should go back to a preform *ÑÊ+�V�p�y� (cf. Skt. YaxFKDWL). 
This latter form should regularly give **ÑDããLNH�D� (cf. §DããLNH�D�,� impf. of 
§DQQD� á  � §DQQ� ‘to sue’  from *K ï QK ï �V�H�R�), in which form the �Q� was 
analogically restored, giving XÑDQãLNH�D�. The spelling with initial ~� may indicate 
that we have to interpret this form phonologically as /"u QVNH�D-/ (cf. ~�ÑD�D�WDU 
‘inspection’  /"uadr/ < *+X�y�WU vs. ÑD�D�WDU ‘water’  /uadr/ < *XyGU), which would 
mean that we have to reconstruct *K å î ï XHQK å � (cf. Kloekhorst fthc.c for the view 
that initial *K ï  merges with the reflex of *K å � before consonants in PAnat.). An 
initial laryngeal would fit the Skt. perfect Y YDQ� < *+ÑH�+ÑRQ+� perfectly.  
 
�ÓHQL����ÓDQL���ÓHQ (1pl.act.-ending) 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. �XQQL (1pl.pres.act.-ending) Lyd. �Z  (1pl.pres.act.-
ending). 
  
In the present, the ending �ÑHQL denotes 1pl.act. in the PL� as well as in the §L-
conjugation. It is spelled °&X�H�QL (OS), °&X�~�H�QL (OS), °&X�X�H�QL, °9�X�H�QL 
(OS) and °9�~�H�QL (OS). When the verbal stem ends in �X�,�the ending becomes 
�P QL (usually spelled �PH�H�QL (OS) and �PH�QL (OS), but once also �PL�QL (OS)), 
according to the sound law *-XÑ� > �XP�. Also when the preceding stem consists 
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of *&+�,�we find �P QL (e.g. WX�PH�H�QL < *GK ð �XpQL). This is not a “ Sievers-
Edgerton Variant”  (Oettinger 1979a: 56612; Melchert 1984a: 25), but the regular 
outcome due to the development *&+X9 > &XP9. In the oldest texts, we 
occasionally find a variant �ÑDQL (e.g. SD�L�ÑD�QL (OS), §DU�ÑD�QL (OS), DN�NX�Xã�
NH�H�ÑD�QL (OS)). Melchert (1994a: 138) plausibly argues that �ÑDQL in origin is 
the variant of �ÑHQL that is found when the verbal stem is acentuated and therefore 
is unaccentuated itself (in these cases /páiuani/, /Háruani/ and /"kwskéuani/), 
whereas �ÑHQL is the accentuated variant (e.g. D�WX�H�QL = /"duéni/, D�NX�H�QL = 
/"gwuéni/, cf. the plene spelling in e.g. WX�PH�H�QL (OS), ~�PH�H�QL (OS)). On the 
basis of this alternation Melchert assumes a sound law “ posttonic *-H� in open 
syllable > �D�”  (cf. § 1.4.9.1.b).  
 In the preterite, the 1pl.act.-ending is �ÑHQ, which is spelled °&X�HQ (OS), °9�X�
HQ (OS), °9�~�HQ (MH/MS), °&X�H�HQ (MH/MS), °9�X�H�HQ (MH/MS), °&X�~�HQ, 
°&X�X�HQ and °&X�X�H�HQ. This ending turns up as �PHQ after stems in �X� as well, 
spelled �PH�HQ (OS) and occasionally �Pp�HQ (OS). This ending shows no 
difference in form when accentuated or not (e.g. St�~�HQ = /piuén/ vs. D�~�PH�HQ = 
/"áumen/).  
 It is difficult to establish the origin of �ÑHQL. In all other IE languages, the 
1pl.act.-endings start in �P� (e.g. Skt. �PDV�L�, �PD, Gr. - , - , Lat. �PXV, OCS 
�P , Lith. �PH, Goth. �P, �PD). Nevertheless, the �Ñ� of Hittite is supported by 
CLuw. �XQQL and Lyd. �Z . It has been suggested that formally we should rather 
compare �ÑHQL with the 1dualis-ending as found in some other IE languages: Skt. 
�YDV, �YD, Av. �XXDKL, �XXD, OCS �Y , Lith. �YD, Goth. �X, �ZD.  
 
ÓHQWLªH�D�ì í  (Ic1) ‘?’ : 3pl.pret.act. ~�H�HQ�WL�HU. 
  
This verb is hapax in the following context:  

 
KUB 5.9 ii  
(40) Q D�Dã QDP�PD ÑD[- x - x - x - x - x - x - x �]PD $+1$ LÚSANGA

ñ
òNó ò ô
[
õ

?]  

(41) [.]x�UX BA.ÚŠ QX ÑD ]D x[ - x - x - x - x - x - ]x�DW QX ÑD�U D�Dã NiQ ŠÀ É d[x]  

(42) [x�]L�¨D�DW�WD QX ÑD UD.KA[M x - x - ]x St�Hã�NH�HU  
(43) [Q]X? MUNUS

ò�ñ�õ
?�ÑD�DW EN

ò ô õ
 ~�H�HQ�WL�HU  

 
The context is too unclear to translate, and the meaning of ~�H�HQ�WL�HU therefore 
remains unclear as well. Often, it is regarded as belonging with the verb ÑHQ�ö ÷  � 
XÑDQ� ‘to copulate’ , but I do not see any semantical reason for it. Formally, ~�H�
HQ�WL�HU rather seems to belong to a further unattested verb ÑHQWL¨H�D�ö ÷ .  
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ÓHS�ì í  (Ib1) ‘to weave(?)’ : 3sg.pret.act. ~�H�HS�WD (NS). 
 Derivatives: ÓHSD� (c.) ‘woven fabric (?)’  (acc.pl. ~�H�SX�Xã). 
 IE cognates: Skt. YDEK� ‘to bind, to fetter’ , Gr.  ‘to weave’ , Myc. H�ZH�
SH�VH�VR�PH�QD =  (fut.part.) ‘which will be woven’ , OHG ZHEDQ ‘to 
weave’ , TochA ZlS�,�TochB Z S� ‘to weave’ . 
  PIE *�K ø �XpE ù �WL ? 
  
Hapax in the following context:  

 
KBo 42.6 obv.?  
(9) [...]x�QL ~�H�SX�Xã ~�H�HS�WD QX PX TÚG�DQ PL�L[W ...]  
 
‘[...] he ÑHS�ed ÑHS�s and [...] me my clothing’ .  
 

According to Neu (1998: 5917), it is possible that this figura etymologica has to be 
interpreted as “ Webstücke webte er / sie”  and reflects PIE *XHE ù � ‘to weave’ . This 
may be supported by the mentioning of TÚG ‘clothing’  in the following sentence. 
According to Beekes (1969: 67), the Myc. fut.part. H�ZH�SH�VH�VR�PH�QD = 

 points to a present *  < *K ø XHE ù �V�,�which would show that the 
root in fact was *K ø XHE ù �.  
 ú8û ü

ÓHUD�,�XUD��(c./n.) ‘plate, tray’ : nom.sg.c. ~�H�UD�Dã (OS, often), ~�UD�Dã (KBo 
11.5 vi 7 (NS), KBo 12.106, 9 (OH/NS)), acc.sg.c. ~�H�UD�DQ, dat.-loc.sg. ~�H�UL 
(KUB 55.39 i 15), abl. ~�H�UD�]D (KBo 4.14 ii 5), instr. ~�H�UL�LW (KUB 7.16, 9), 
nom.-acc.pl.n.(?) ~�H�UD (KBo 11.32, 16), acc.pl. ~�H�UX�Xã (KUB 36.83 iv 10); 
broken GIŠ~�UD�x[...] (KBo 11.32, 18). 
  
This word denotes some kind of wooden plate on which different foods are lying. 
For instance,  

 
KUB 55.39 i  
(14)                 ... DUMUMEŠ É.GAL PD NiQ ãX�X§�§D�D] 4$�'8 GIŠ~�H�UD�DQ  

(15) 1 DUG.8�.8�8% GEŠTIN ¨D ~�GD�DQ�]L GIŠ~�H�UL PD�D ã�ãD�DQ  

(16) ãH�HU 7 NINDA.ÏUR(sic).RA SIG PH�PD�DO LS�St�¨D�DQ�]D GIŠWH�SD�Dã�ã D[ ]  

(17) [N]L�LW�WD�UL Q D�DW GIŠAB�¨D�Dã Sp�UD�DQ GD�D�L  
 
‘The palace servants bring down from the roof a ÑHUD� together with a jug of 

wine. Upon the ÑHUD�,�7 thin thickbreads, meal, a vine and a spoon? are lying. 

He places them in front of the window’ .  
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The two attestations ~�UD�Dã are found in NS texts and may not be linguistically 
real. To my knowledge, no good etymology exists of this word.  
 
ÓHU�LªH�D��ì í  (Ib1 / Ic1) ‘to call, to name, to summon’ : 2sg.pres.act. ~�H�UL�¨D�ãL 
(KUB 21.5 + KBo 19.74 iii 11), 3sg.pres.act. ~�H�UL�¨D�D]�]L, ~�H�UL�D]�]L, ~�H�UL�
H[]]-]L, 3pl.pres.act. ~�H�UL�¨D�DQ�]L, ~�H�UL�DQ�]L, 3sg.pret.act. ~�H�UL�DW, ~�H�UL�HW, 
3pl.pret.act. ~�H�UL�H[U] (KUB 8.63 iv 8), ~�H�UL�L�H[-HU] (KBo 4.4 ii 2), 
2pl.imp.act. ~�H�UL�¨D�DW�WpQ (KUB 17.31, 17); 2sg.pres.midd. ~�H�UL�¨D�DW�WD�WL 
(KUB 6.41 iii 61), 3sg.pres.midd. ~�H�UL�¨D�DW�WD�UL (KUB 21.29 iii 47), 
1sg.pret.midd. ~�H�UL�D§�§D�§D�[D]W (KUB 26.32 i 13), 3sg.pret.midd. ~�H�UL�¨D�DW�
WD�DW (KUB 23.1+ iii 7), 2sg.imp.midd. ~�H�UL�¨D�§X�XW (KUB 31.68, 46); part. ~�H�
UD�DQ�]D (HKM 7 obv. 10 (MH/MS)), ~�H�UL�¨D�DQ�W�; impf. ~�H�UL�Lã�NH�D�. 
 Derivatives: ÓHULªDQQD� í � ��ÓHULªDQQL� (IIa5) ‘id.’  (impf.2sg.pres.act. ~�H[-UL�DQ�
QL�Lã�N]H�ãL (KUB 14.16 iv 21) with dupl. [~�H�UL�D]Q�[Q]L�Lã�NH�ãL (KUB 14.15 + 
KBo 16.104 iv 49)), see also  ÑD�U�  and ÑHULWH�ö ÷  � ÑHULW�. 
 Anat. cognates: Pal. ÓHU� ‘to say, to call’  (3sg.pres.act. ~�H�HU�WL). 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘to speak’ . 
  PIE *XpUK ø �W, *XUK ø �¨p�WL 
  
This verb is virtually consistantly spelled ~�H�UL� and is a clear example of the 
�¨H�D�inflection. It is remarkable, however, that we once find a participle ÑHUDQW� 
without the �¨H�D�suffix. Since this form is from a MH/MS text, it cannot be of 
secondary origin and must reflect an archaism. The fact that a stem without �¨H�D� 
is found in a participle fits will with the views of Melchert 1997b, who argues 
that in some verbs traces of a system still can be found in which the unextended 
stem is found in non-present forms and the �¨H�D�stem in present-forms. 
According to Melchert, this reflects the original opposition between an old root-
aorist vs. �¨H�R�present (see at NDUS�L¨H�D��ö ÷  for a more detailed treatment of this 
view).  
 According to Oettinger (1979a: 344), ÑHUL¨H�D�ö ÷  must be connected with Gr. 

 ‘to speak’  and reconstructed as *ÑHUK ø �¨H�R�,� a view which is generally 
accepted. This means that we must assume that originally we are dealing with a 
root-aorist *XpUK ø �W � *XUK ø �pQW besides a �¨H�R�present *XUK ø �¨p�WL. Because of the 
tendency to avoid an ablaut pair ÑH� � X�,� the full-grade was generalized 
throughout the paradigm of the aorist (attested as ÑHUDQW�) and also taken over 
into the �¨H�D�present (ÑHUL¨H�D�). The only Anatolian cognate, Pal. 3sg.pres.act. 
ÑHUWL, may show that here the aorist-stem was generalized in disfavour of the 
�¨H�R�present.  
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 Note that the impf. ÑHULãNH�D� does not reflect *ÑHUL¨H�VNH�D� vel sim., but rather 
/uer}ské/á-/, the regular outcome of *XHUK ø �V�p�y� (of course replacing original 
*XUK ø �V�p�y�).  
 
ÓHULWH�ì í � �� ÓHULW� (Ia1) ‘to fear, to be frightened’ : 2sg.pres.act. ~�H�UL�L]�]D�Dã�WL 
(KUB 33.86 ii 13 (MH/NS)), 3sg.pres.act. ~�H�UL�WL�L][-]L] (KUB 8.1 ii 4 
(OH/NS)), 3pl.pres.act. ÑD�UL�WD�DQ�]L (KBo 17.3 iv 34 (OS), KBo 17.1 + KBo 
25.3 iv 39 (OS)), ~�H�UL�WD[-DQ�]L(?)] (KUB 36.3 obv. 2 (NS)), 3sg.pret.act. ~�H�UL�
WH�Hã�WD (KUB 44.4+ rev. 7 (NS)), ~�L�UL�WH�Hã�WD (KUB 36.89 rev. 2 (NS)), ~�H�UL�
W[H�...] (KUB 58.112, 5); impf. ~�H�UL�WH�Hã�NH�D�. 
 Derivatives: ÓHULWHPD� (c.) ‘fear, fright’  (nom.sg. ~�H�UL�WH�PD�Dã (KUB 28.4 
obv. r.col. 21), acc.sg. ~�H�UL�WH�PD�DQ, ~�H�UL�WL�PD�DQ (KUB 29.1 ii 34), dat.-
loc.sg. ~�H�UL�WH�PL (KBo 13.245 rev. 16), nom.pl. ~�H�UL�WH�PX�Xã), ÓHULW ãã�ì í  
(Ib2) ‘to fear, to be frightened’  (part. ~�H�UL�WH�Lã�ãD�DQ-W� (KUB 14.7 i 11)), 
ÓHULWDQX�ì í , ÓHULWHQX�ì í  (Ib2) ‘to scare’  (3sg.pres.act. ~�H�UL�GD�QX�]L (KBo 12.106 
+ 13.146 i 2), 3pl.pres.act. ~�H�UL�WD�QX�HU (KUB 59.46 rev. 12 (NS)), ~�H�UL�WH�
QX�HU (KUB 9.34 iii 30 (NS)). 
  PIE *Ñ�H�UK ø �L� + *G ù HK ø � ? 
  
First it should be noted that although the bulk of the forms of this verb are spelled 
~�H�UL�,�we find two OS attestations that show ÑD�UL� with an aberrant �D�. The one 
form that is spelled ~�L�UL� is attested in a NS text and can therefore be 
disregarded for etymological purposes. The fact that we find a stem ÑHULWH� (~�H�
UL�WL�L][-]L], ~�H�UL�WH�Hã�WD and ÑHULWHPD�) besides a stem ÑH�DULW� (~�H�UL�L]�]D�Dã�
WL /ueritsti/, ÑDULWDQ]L, ~�H�UL�WD[-DQ�]L] and ÑHULGDQX�) reminds of verbs like 
SH§XWH�ö ÷  � SH§XW�,�XÑDWH�ö ÷  � XÑDW� and ÑHWH�ö ÷  � ÑHW�. These verbs all can probably 
be traced back to the root *G ù HK ø � ‘to put’  preceded by several univerbated 
elements. Therefore, it is likely that ÑH�DULWH�ö ÷  � ÑH�DULW� also consists of ÑH�DUL� + 
*G ù HK ø �. This view is also advocated by Oettinger (2001: 467), who analyses the 
verb as *ÑHUL�G � ‘zur Verehrung setzen’ , apparently connecting the first element 
with ÑHU�L¨H�D��ö ÷  ‘to call, to summon’  (q.v.).  
 If this connection is correct, I would rather suggest another semantical 
development, namely ‘*to place a call > *to scream (in fear) > to fear’ . If so, then 
the OS variant with ÑDUL� may show a zero-grade formation *ÑUK ø �L� besides the 
H-grade in ÑHUL¨H�D� < *XHUK ø �¨H�R�,�in analogy to which H-grade was introduced in 
ÑDULW�H�� >> ÑHULW�H�� after the OH period.  
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Ó ã���DQ]��(pers.pron. 1pl.) ‘we, us’ : nom. ~�H�Hã (OS), ~�H�ã D (OS), acc. DQ�]D�
Dã (OS), DQ�]D�D�Dã, gen.sg. DQ�]H�HO (OS), DQ�]H�O D (OS), DQ�]L�HO, dat. DQ�]D�
Dã, DQ�]D�D�Dã, abl. DQ�]H�GD�D], DQ�]L�GD�]D, DQ�]L�H�GD�]D. 
 Derivatives: see  �Q�QDã 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. Q]D ‘we, us’  (dat.-acc. DQ�]D, D�DQ�]D, DQ�]D�Dã); 
HLuw. DQ]� ‘we, us’  (nom. /antsunts/(?) (D�]X?�]D, D�]X?���]D, i�]X?���]D), 
gen.adj.dat.-loc.sg. i�]X?�VD ý �QD), /ants-/ ‘our’  (nom.sg.c. D�]L�VD, abl.-instr. i�]L�
LD�WL, nom.-acc.pl.n. D�]D�LD). 
 IE cognates: Skt. YD\iP, DVPi�,�Av. YD P, ¯ KPD� Goth. ZHLV, XQV� ‘we, us’ , 
TochA ZDV, TochB ZHV ‘we’ , Gr.  ‘us’ , etc. 
  PIE *XHL��H�V, *ÊV� 
  
See chapter 2.1 for a treatment of these words.  
 
ÓHãã� þ þ ÿ ��ÓDããH�D�ì í  (IIIb > IIIg; Ic5 > Ic1, Ic2) ‘(midd. intr.) to be dressed, to be 
covered; (midd. + acc.) to wear (something); (act. (+  ]) + acc.) to put on 
(something); (act. + acc. + dat.) to put something on on someone; (act. + acc. (+ 
instr.)) to clothe someone (with something), to cover someone or something (with 
something); (act. +  ]) to clothe (oneself), to be dressed; (act. + DQGD) to cover 
(horses)’ : 3sg.pres.midd. ~�H�Hã�WD (KBo 3.41+, 2 (OH/NS), KBo 12.22 i 3 
(OH/NS), KUB 9.28 i 15 (MH/NS)), ~�Hã�WD (AT 454 iv 10 (NS)), 3pl.pres.midd. 
~�H�Hã�ãD�DQ�GD (KBo 17.1 i 24 (OS)), ~�H�Hã�ãD�DQ�WD (IBoT 1.36 i 77, ii 49, 53, 
58 (MH?/MS), KUB 9.31 i 37 (MH/NS)), ~�H�Hã�ãD�½DQ�¾WD (HT 1 i 30 
(MH/NS)), ÑD�Dã�ãD�DQ�GD (?) (KBo 39.8 i 27 (MH/MS)), 1sg.pret.midd. ÑD�Dã�
ãL�¨D�D§�§D�§D�DW (KUB 24.5+ rev. 15 (NS)), 3sg.imp.midd. ÑD�Dã�ãL�¨D�DW�WD�UX 
(KUB 33.98 iii 19 (NS)); 2sg.pres.act. Ñ � ã�ãD�ãL (KUB 33.54, 14 (OH/NS)), ÑD�
Dã�ãD�D�ãL (KUB 12.58 iii 36 (NS)), ÑD�Dã�ãL�¨D�ãL (KUB 31.69 obv. 5 (fr.), 6 
(NS)), 3sg.pres.act. ÑD�Dã�ãH�H[]�]L] (KBo 20.18 + KBo 25.65 rev. 3 (OS)), ÑD�Dã�
ãH�H]�]L (KBo 13.137, 9 (OH/NS), KUB 7.53 + KUB 12.58 i 54 (NS)), [ÑD�Dã�ã]H�
H]�]L (KUB 20.4 i 10 (OH/NS)), ÑD�Dã�ãL�H]�]L (KBo 17.61 obv. 21 (MH/MS), 
KUB 34.76 i 2 (OH/NS), KUB 15.3 iv 8 (NH)), ÑD�Dã�ãL�H�H]�]L (KUB 2.6 iv 5 
(OH/NS), KBo 6.26 iv 13 (OH/NS)), ÑD�Dã�ãL�¨D�D]�]L (KUB 4.47 obv. 18 
(OH/NS), KUB 20.17 v 13 (OH/NS), KUB 20.80 iii 13 (OH/NS), KUB 11.32 + 
20.17 v 23 (OH/NS), Bo 6472 ii 5 (OH/NS?), KUB 30.43 iii 21 (fr.) (NS)), ÑD�Dã�
ãL�¨D�]L (KBo 10.23+ i 11 (OH/NS), KBo 13.93, 9 (NS), KBo 15.9 iv 19 (NS), 
KBo 20.47, 12 (NS), KUB 4.3 ii 16 (fr.) (NS), KUB 7.60 iii 8 (NS)), [ÑD�Dã�]ã �
L]�]L (KUB 29.57, 2 (MH/NS)), [Ñ]D�Dã�ãL�¨D�L]�]L (KBo 15.7, 13 (NS)), 
1pl.pres.act. ÑD�Dã�ãD�X�H�QL (KBo 32.15 ii 12 (MS)), ÑD�Dã�ãX�~�H�QL (KUB 9.17, 
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20 (NS)), ÑD�Dã�ãX�X�H�QL (KUB 15.3 iv 12 (NH)), 3pl.pres.act. ÑD�Dã�ãD�DQ�]L 
(KUB 1.11 iv 39 (MH/MS), KUB 29.48 rev. 12 (MH?/MS), KBo 30.152+ r.col. 3 
(MS), KBo 11.52 v 11 (OH/NS), KBo 21.34 + IBoT 1.7 ii 12 (MH/NS), KBo 3.2 
obv. 24, rev. 35 (MH/NS), KBo 5.1 iv 17 (MH/NS), FHL 17, 2 (MH?/NS), VSNF 
12.26 obv. 5 (NS), KBo 8.144 obv. 7 (NS), KUB 10.12 iv 4 (NS)), Luw. ÑD�Dã�
ãD�DQ�WL (KUB 1.11 iii 3 (MH/MS)), ÑD�Dã�ãL�¨[D�DQ�]L] (KBo 8.52 i 45 
(MH/MS)), ÑD�Dã�ãL�¨D�DQ�]L (KUB 9.31 ii 11 (MH/NS), KUB 9.15 iii 4 (NS), 
KUB 15.2 i 10 (NS), KUB 43.49 rev.? 19 (NS)), ~�H�Hã�ãD�DQ�]L (KUB 29.44 iii 
13 (MH/MS), IBoT 2.92, 6 (NS)), ~�H�Hã�ãL�¨D�DQ�]L (KBo 12.114 obv. 13 (NS)), 
1sg.pret.act. ÑD�Dã�ãL�¨D�QX�XQ (KUB 24.5 i 21 (NS)), ÑD�Dã�ãL�QX�XQ (NH, cf. 
Oettinger 1979a: 300), 3sg.pret.act. ÑD�Dã�WD (KUB 13.9+ ii 4 (MH/NS)), ÑD�Dã�
ãL�¨D�DW (KBo 4.6 rev. 13 (NH)), ÑD�Dã�ãL�[H�]HW (NH, cf. Oettinger 1979a: 300), 
2sg.imp.act. ~�H�Hã�ãL�¨D (KBo 2.9 i 29 (MH/NS)), ÑD�Dã�ãL�¨[D] (KUB 26.25 ii 7 
(NH)), 3sg.imp.act. ÑD�Dã�ãL�¨D�D[G�G]X? (KUB 17.8 iv 18 (NS)), 2pl.imp.act. ~�H�
Hã�WpQ (KUB 13.5 iii 32 (OH/NS)), 3pl.imp.act. ÑD�Dã�ãD�DQ�GX (KBo 6.34 ii 50 
(MH/NS), KUB 7.59 ii 14 (fr.) (MH/NS)); part. ÑD�Dã�ãD�DQ�W� (MH/MS), ÑD�ãD�
D�DQ�W� (KUB 7.53+ iv 15, 17 (NS)); verb.noun gen.sg. ÑD�Dã�ãX�ÑD�Dã (KBo 
34.64, 5 (NS)); inf.I ÑD�Dã�ãX�DQ�]L (KUB 12.19 iii 21 (OH/MS)), ÑD�Dã�ãX�X�ÑD�
DQ�]L (KUB 2.5 ii 22 (NS), KUB 31.69 obv.? 8 (NS), KUB 55.54 obv. 12 (NS)), 
ÑD�Dã�ãX�ÑD�DQ�WL (KUB 25.1 iii 46 (NS)); sup. ÑD�Dã�ãX�X�ÑD�DQ (KUB 31.69 
obv.? 9, 10); impf. ÑD�Dã�ãH�Hã�NH�D� (KUB 24.7 ii 9 (NS)), ÑD�Dã�ãL�Lã�NH�D� 
(KUB 26.25 ii 7 (NH), KUB 22.70 rev. 31 (fr.) (NH)), [Ñ]D�Dã�ãL�NH�D� (KUB 
36.10 iii 11 (NS)). 
 Derivatives: see ÑDãSD�. 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. ÓDãã� ‘to wear’  (3pl.pres.midd. ÑD�Dã�ãD�DQ�WD�UL). 
 IE cognates: Skt. YiVWH ‘to be clothed’ , GAv. YDVW  ‘to be clothed’ , Gr.  ‘to 
wear’ , Goth. ZDVMDQ ‘to clothe’ , Lat. YHVWLV ‘garment’ . 
  PIE *XpV�WR; *XV�¨p�WL 
  
See Neu 1968: 193 for an overview of the middle forms, and Oettinger 1979a: 
299-300 for the active forms. Eichner (1969) gives an extensive treatment of the 
semantics of this verb.  
 The original inflection of the middle must have been 3sg. ÑHãWD (OH/NS), 3pl. 
ÑHããDQGD (OS). The forms ÑDããL¨D§§D§DW and ÑDããL¨DWWDUX (both NS) must be 
secondary rebuildings in analogy to the active stem ÑDããL¨H�D�ö ÷ , whereas 
ÑDããDQGD, according to Eichner (1969: 14), is influenced by CLuw. ÑDããDQGDUL.  
 The active paradigm shows quite a lot of different stems. The only OS form is 
found in 3sg. ÑD�Dã�ãH�H[]�]L] that shows a stem ÑDããH�. This stem is found a few 
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more times in 3sg.-forms in OH/NS texts. Almost all other attestations of singular 
forms (from MS texts onwards) show a stem ÑDããL¨H�D�ö ÷ . In the plural, the oldest 
forms are 1pl. ÑDããDÑHQL (MS) and 3pl. ÑDããDQ]L (MH/MS and OH/NS). The 
latter form turns up as ÑDããL¨DQ]L in younger texts (once in a (hippological) 
MH/MS-text, further in NS texts). In NS texts, we occasionally find a stem 
ÑDããDH�ö ÷  (2sg.pres.act. ÑD�Dã�ãD��D��ãL, 3sg.pres.act. [ÑDã]ãDL]]L and possibly some 
of the NS instances of ÑDããDQ]L) and ÑDããL¨DH�ö ÷  ([Ñ]DããL¨DL]]L), both according to 
the productive §DWUDH�class. The NS forms ÑDããXÑHQL probably are back-formed 
on 3pl.pres.act. ÑDããDQ]L, which was re-analysed as ÑDãã�DQ]L. The occasional 
usage of the H-vowel in the active (ÑHããDQ]L once in a (hippological) MH/MS-text, 
further only in NS texts (ÑHããL¨D�)), are clearly secondary formations in analogy to 
the middle paradigm. All in all, we have to conclude that the oldest inflection was 
middle ÑHãã� � � �  besides active ÑDããH�D�ö ÷ .  
 Eichner shows that the middle forms virtually always denote ‘(intr.) to be 
dressed; (trans.) to wear (something)’ . With this meaning, ÑHãWD has to be equated 
with Skt. YiVWH ‘wears’ , GAv. YDVW  ‘wears’  and Gr. ,  ‘wears’  that 
reflect *XpV�WR. In 3pl.pres.midd. ÑHããDQWD ~ Skt. YiVDWH, Gr.  < *XpV�QWR, the 
*V probably was geminated due to contact with �Q� (cf. NHããDU ‘hand’  < *� ù pV�U).  
 The interpretation of the active forms has caused much debate, however. 
Eichner (l.c.: 31f.) points to the semantic correspondence between ÑDããH]]L, 
ÑDããL¨H]]L ‘he dresses someone’  and the causative building *XRV�pLH�WL as visible 
in Skt. Y Vi\DWL ‘he clothes (someone)’ , Goth ZDVMDQ ‘to dress’  and assumes that 
ÑDããL¨H]]L directly reflects *XRV�pLH�WL and ÑDããL¨DQ]L < *XRV�pLR�QWL. Oettinger 
(1979a: 304) points to the fact that the oldest active forms are ÑDããH]]L, ÑDããDQ]L 
and states that these cannot reflect *XRV�pLH�R�,�but must go back to a thematic 
inflection *XyV�H�WL, *XyV�R�QWL. This solution is highly unlikely in view of the 
absence of any other thematic verb in Hittite. Moreover, I know no other 
examples in IE languages of thematic verbs with R-grade. Oettinger’ s solution is 
therefore rightly rejected by Melchert (1984a: 31f.), who himself assumes that 
ÑDããH]]L and ÑDããDQ]L are the regular outcomes of *XRV�pLH�WL and *XRV�pLR�QWL. 
Although a development *-HLH�WL > Hitt. �H]]L can hardly be denied (compare e.g. 
*XHL�H�V ‘we’  > Hitt. Ñ ã), I am not sure if *-HLRQWL would yield Hitt. �DQ]L. When 
we compare LÚSDWWH�¨�DQW� ‘fugitive’  < *SWK ø �HL�HQW� (see under SDWWDL� ÷  � SDWWL�), 
we would expect that *-HLRQWL rather yields Hitt. �H�¨�DQ]L. Moreover, Melchert’ s 
reconstructions cannot account for the geminate �ãã� (as he admits himself: o.c.: 
3164). I therefore will not follow this proposal either.  
 When we look at other Hittite verbs that show active as well as middle forms, 
we see that sometimes both paradigms use the unextended root: e.g. Hã� ��� � ÷ �  
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besides Hã�ö ÷  � Dã�; Q � ��� ÷  besides QDL� ÷  � *QL�. In other cases, we find that the middle 
shows an unextended form, but the active is �¨H�R�derived: §XHWW� � � � � ��� � ÷ �  besides 
§XWWL¨H�D�ö ÷ ; §DWW� �  besides §D]]L¨H�D�ö ÷ . These last verb show a formation *&p&��W�R 
besides &&�¨p�WL. For the root *XHV�,�we could therefore expect a system in which 
the middle uses the unextended root, *XpV�WR, whereas the active shows the �¨H�R�
extended stem *XV�¨p�WL. As I have argued in Kloekhorst fthc.b, Hittite did not 
allow an alternation �Ñ9� vs. �X&. In these cases, *�X&� was analogically altered 
to *Ñ&� and this initial cluster then had to be solved by an epenthetic vowel. If the 
following consonant was a stop, the epenthetic vowel was /}/ (e.g. ÑLGHQ� ‘water’  
/u}dén-/ << *XG�pQ�; ÑHNNDQ]L /u}kántsi/ << *X�pQWL). In this case, I think that on 
the basis of *ÑHVWR, *XV¨H�R� was altered to *ÑV¨H�R�,� which was realized as 
/u VLH�D-/. In my view, this /u VLH�R-/ then underwent the sound law *9VL9 > 9ãã9 
(for this development, cf. § 1.4.4.2 and the suffix �DããD� < *-RV¨R�). So, in my 
view, *XVLpWL, *XVLyQWL first became */u VLpWL��� �X VLyQWL��� ZKLFK� WKHQ� UHJXODUO\�
yielded /u 6pWsi/, /u 6iQWsi/, spelled ÑDããH]]L, ÑDããDQ]L. Already in MH times, the 
�¨H�D� suffix was restored, yielding secondary ÑDããL¨H]]L, ÑDããL¨DQ]L.  
 �	� 


ÓHããDU: see GIŠÑLHããDU  
 
ÓHãL����ÓHãDL��(c.) ‘pasture’ : nom.sg. ~�H�ãL�Lã (KBo 1.45 rev.! 13), acc.sg. ~�H�ãL�LQ 
(KUB 29.29, 8 (OS)), KUB 7.60 iii 29 (NS)), ~�H�ãH�LQ (KUB 7.60 iii 24 (NS)), 
gen.sg. ~�H�ãL�¨D�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. ~�H�ãD�L (KBo 12.3 iv 6 (OH/NS)), ~�H�ãL (KBo 
12.73, 3 (NS)), abl. ~�H�ãL�¨D�D], nom.pl. ~�H�ãH�Hã (KBo 32.14 ii 27, 28 (MS)), ~�
H�ãD�H�Hã (KUB 17.10 i 17 (OH/MS)), acc.pl. ~�H�ãD�Xã (KUB 31.64 iv 7 
(OH/NS)), dat.-loc.pl. ~�H�ãL�¨D�Dã (KBo 32.14 ii 29 (MS)). 
 Derivatives: ÓHãLªH�D� � � �� � � �  (IIIg) ‘to pasture (trans.); to pasture (intr.), to graze’  
(1sg.pres.midd. ~�H�ãL�¨D�D§�§D�UL (KBo 32.14 ii 6 (MS)), 2sg.pres.midd. ~�H�ãL�
¨D�DW�WD (KUB 31.84 iii 56 (MH/NS)), 3sg.pres.midd. ~�ãL�H�HW�WD (KBo 17.23 
obv. 4 (OS)), ~�H�ãL�¨D�DW�WD�UL (KUB 26.19 ii 33 (MH/MS), KBo 32.14 ii 27 
(MS)), 3pl.pres.midd. ~�H�ãL�¨D�DQ�GD�UL (KUB 26.19 ii 18 (MH/MS)), 
3sg.pret.midd. ~�H�ãH�¨D�DW�WD (KUB 29.1 i 33 (OH/NS)), ~�H�ãL�HW�WD�DW (KUB 
29.1 i 32 (OH/NS)), 3sg.imp.midd. ~�H�ãL�HW�WD�UX (KUB 57.63 ii 14 (NS)); 
3sg.imp.act. ~�½H�¾ãH�HG�GX (KUB 30.24 ii 4 (OH/NS)); verb.noun gen.sg. ~�H�ãL�
¨[D�X]-ÑD�Dã (KBo 9.71 + KUB 29.33 i 6 (OH/NS)), ~�L�ãL�¨D�X�ÑD�Dã (KBo 3.4 iii 
72 (NH)); impf. ~�H�ãH�Hã�NH�D�), see also Ñ ãWDUD�. 
 IE cognates: OIr. IHVV ’ food’  < *XHV�WHK � �,�ON YLVW ‘nutricion’  < *XHV�WL�,�TochA 
ZlVUL ‘pasture’  < *XHV�UL�,�Av. Y VWUD� n. ‘pasture’ , Y VWDU� m. ‘herd’ , Lat. Y VFRU 
‘to feed oneself’ . 
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  PIE *XHV�L� � *XV�HL� 
  
Friedrich (HW: 253) states that this noun actually reflects a diphthong stem 
*ÑHãDL� (apparently because of e.g. nom.pl. ÑHãD ã and acc.pl. ÑHãDXã), but this is 
not necessary if one compares e.g. the noun §H¨X� � §H¨DX� ‘rain’ , in the paradigm 
of which an ablauting stem §H¨DX� can be encountered as well. This means that 
we have to assume an ablauting paradigm *XpV�L� � *XV�pL�,�in which the full grade 
was generalized. The verb ÑHãL¨H�D� � � ��� � ÷ �  probably is a denominal derivative, which 
would explain the fact that we find �H�grade in the root, which we normally would 
not expect in �¨H�R�derived verb (that go back to PIE *&&�¨p�y�). The OS 
attestation ~�ãL�H�HW�WD, if not to be emended to ~�½H�¾ãL�H�HW�WD, may be a last 
remnant of the zero-grade root Xã�. The verb denotes ‘to pasture (trans.)’  as well 
as ‘to pasture (intr.), to graze’  (cf. Neu 1968: 200f.).  
 The IE cognates all clearly point to a root *XHV� (the long � � of Lat. Y VFRU ‘to 
feed oneself’  is explained by LIV2 as going back to a Narten-inflection, but in my 
view is just analogical after VF  ‘to eat’ ). Note that Eichner (1973a: 79, followed 
by Melchert 1984a: 103) derives ÑHãL� from *XHLV� ‘to flourish’  (Lat. YLUH  ‘to 
flourish’ ), but the inner-Hittite connection with ÑHãL¨H�D� ‘to pasture’  and Ñ ãWDUD� 
‘herd’  in my view clearly point to the root *XHV� ‘to pasture, to feed’ .  
 
ÓHããLªH�D�� � : see ÑHãã� � � � ; ÑDããH�D�ö ÷   
 
Ó ãWDUD��(c.) ‘herd’  (Sum. LÚSIPA): nom.sg. ~�H�Hã�WD�UD�Dã (KUB 6.46 iii 52). 
 Derivatives: see also ÑHãL� � ÑHãDL�. 
 IE cognates: Av. Y VWDU� ‘herd’ . 
  PIE *XHV�WU� 
  
This word is hapax in the following context: 

 
KUB 6.46 iii  
(52) dUTU â$-0(�( EN=x$ â$ DUMU.LÚ.U19.LU�XW�WL ~�H�Hã�WD�UD�Dã�
 
// 
KUB 6.45 iii  
(13) d[(UT)]U â$�0(�( EN=x$ â$ DUMU.LÚ.U19.LU LÚSIPA�Dã  
 
‘Sun-god of Heaven, My Lord, you are the herd of mankind’ .  
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 It clearly belongs with ÑHãL� � ÑHãDL� ‘pasture’  (q.v.), and has a direct cognate in 
Av. Y VWDU� ‘herd’  < *XHV�WHU�. The Hittite form probably shows a thematization 
*XpV�WUR�.  
 
ÓHãXULªH�D�� � : see ÑLãXUL¨H�D�� �   
 
ÓHãXÓDH�� � �(Ic2) ‘?’ : 3pl.pres.act. ~�H�ãX�ÑD�D�DQ�]L. 
  
To my knowledge, this verb is only attested in one context:  

 
KUB 17.18 ii  
(10) QX GIM-DQ ]H�HQ�QD�DQ�]L QX ãL�H�QL�Hã NX�L�H�Hã x[    ...     ]  

(11) WD�SX�Xã�]D D�ãH�ãD�DQ�WH�Hã ���  Q D�Dã ãD�UD�D GD�DQ�]L Q D�D[ã $�1$  

      EN.SÍSKUR]  

(12) SD�UD�D DS�SD�DQ�]L QX�X ã�PD�Dã NiQ EN SÍSKUR 3$�1, WiN�QD[-Dã dUTU�L]  
(13) DQ�GD ~�H�ãX�ÑD�D�DQ�]L ãL�L�QD�Dã P D�DQ 783�3$ � I.A GIM�DQ [(NL�LW�WD�UL)]  
(14) ãL�H�QD�Dã NiQ WXS�St�Dã PH�PL�¨D�QX�Xã DQ�GD PH�PL�¨D�DQ�]L  
 
‘When they finish, they take up the dolls that were laid down [...] on the side 

and they bring them to the patient. They DQGD Ñ. the patient for the Sun-god of 

the earth. Just as it is laid down on the tablets of the dolls, they speak the words 

of the tablets of the dolls’ .  
 

On the basis of this context, the exact meaning of ÑHãXÑ Q]L cannot be 
determined. Formally, the form seems to belong with a stem ÑHãXÑDH�� � . Tischler 
(HH: 201) translates this verb as “ mit Kleidern versehen(?)” , but this is clearly 
based on the supposed formal connection with ÑHãã� � � � , ÑDããH�D�� �  ‘to clothe’  (q.v.). 
In my vies, such a connection cannot be proven semantically and is formally 
unlikely because of the single �ã� in ÑHãXÑDH� vs. the consistent geminate �ãã� of 
ÑHãã� � � � , ÑDããH�D�� � .  
 
ÓHWW�: see ÑLWW�  
 
ÓHGD� � : ‘to bring (here)’ : see ÑHGDH�� �   
 
ÓHGD� � : ‘to build’ : see ÑHWH�� �  � ÑHW�  
 
ÓHGDH�� �  (Ic2 > IIa1 ) ‘to bring (here)’ : 1sg.pret.act. ~�L�GD�D�PL (KBo 16.24+ i 10 
(MH/MS), 2sg.pres.act. ~�H�GD�D�ãL (KUB 29.1 i 3 (OH/NS)), 3sg.pres.act. ~�L�GD�
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D�H]�]L (IBoT 1.36 i 62 (OH/MS)), ~�H�GD�L (KBo 12.56, 8 (NS)), 1pl.pres.act. ~�
H�GD�X�H�QL (KBo 12.42 iii 6 (OH?/NS)), ~�H�GD�D�X�H�QL (KUB 31.42 ii 21 
(MH/NS)), 2pl.pres.act. ~�L�WD�DW�WH�QL (KUB 23.77+ rev. 69, 73 (MH/MS)), 
3pl.pres.act. ~�H�GD�DQ�]L (KUB 30.15 i 32 (OH/NS)), 1sg.pret.act. ~�H�GD�D§�§X�
XQ (KBo 3.6 ii 10 (NH)), 3sg.pret.act. ~�L�GD�D�LW (KUB 22.70 i 72 (NH)), ~�H�GD�
Dã (KUB 21.9 i 7 (NH), but this form perhaps belongs with ÑHW�H��), 2pl.imp.act. 
~�H�WD�DW�WH�HQ (KBo 3.43 rev. 10, 11 (OH/NS)), 3sg.imp.act. ~�L�WD�~ (Oettinger 
1979a: 374); part. ~�L�GD�DQ�W�; inf.I ~�L�GX�PD�DQ�]L (Oettinger 1979a: 374). 
  PIE *XHG � �R�¨H�R� 
  
The oldest forms of this verb show that it originally inflected according to the 
§DWUDH-class: 1sg.pres.act. ÑLG PL (MH/MS), 2sg.pres.act. ÑHG ãL (OH/NS), 
3sg.pres.act. ÑLG H]]L (OH/MS), 1pl.pres.act. ÑHG ÑHQL (MH/NS), 2pl.pres.act. 
ÑLWDWWHQL (MH/MS) and 3pl.pres.act. ÑHGDQ]L (OH/NS), and I therefore cite the 
verb as ÑHGDH�� � . It is almost identical in meaning to the §L-verb XGD� �  � XG� ‘to 
bring (here)’  (XGD§§L, XGDWWL, XGDL, XGXP QL, XGDWWHQL, XGDQ]L, q.v.), which it 
formally resembles as well. This explains the rise of §L-inflected forms within the 
paradigm of ÑHGDH� in NH times (e.g. 3sg.pres.act. ÑHGDL (NS), 1sg.pret.act. 
ÑHGD§§XQ (NH), inf.I ÑLGXPDQ]L in analogy to XGDL, XGD§§XQ and XWXPDQ]L).  
 Verbs that belong to the §DWUDH�class are derived from *R-stem nouns. In this 
case, ÑHGDH�� �  must be derived from a further unattested noun *ÑHGD�. Oettinger 
(1979a: 374) connects this form to the PIE root *XHG � � ‘to carry’ , which is 
satisfactory from a formal as well as semantical side. We therefore have to 
reconstruct *ÑHG � �R�¨H�R�. The occasional spellings with �L� are probably due to 
the development *ÑH7 > ÑL7 (cf. Melchert 1994a: 262 and § 1.4.9.1).  
 
ÓHWH�� � � �� ÓHW�� (Ia1 > IIa1 ) ‘to build’ : 1sg.pres.act. ~�L�WH�PL (Oettinger 1979a: 
129), ~�H�GD�D§�§L (KUB 22.25 i 32 (NS)), 3sg.pres.act. ~�H�WH�H]�]L (OS), 
1pl.pres.act. ~�H�GX�PH�H�QL (Oettinger 1979a: 129 (NH)), 3pl.pres.act. ~�H�GD�DQ�
]L (ABoT 60 obv. 16 (MH/MS), often (NS)), 1sg.pret.act. ~�H�WH�QX�XQ (OS), ~�H�
GD�D§�§X�XQ (KBo 12.38 ii 17 (NH)), ~�H�WX � �XQ (KUB 21.11 obv. 12 (NH)), 
3sg.pret.act. ~�H�WH�HW (OS), ~�H�GD�Dã (KBo 12.39 obv. 17 (NH), KUB 21.9 i 7 
(NH), but the latter form perhaps belongs with ÑHGDH�)), 1pl.pret.act. ~�H�WX � �PH�
HQ (KBo 4.1 i 28 (NH)), 3pl.pret.act. ~�H�WH�HU (KBo 16.27 i 18 (MH/MS), often 
(NS)), 2sg.imp.act. ~�H�WH (180/v, 11 (NS)), 3sg.imp.act. ~�H�WH�HG�GX, 
3pl.imp.act. ~�H�GD�DQ�GX; part. ~�H�WD�DQ�W� (OS), ~�H�GD�DQ�W�; verb.noun ~�H�
WX � �PDU (KUB 13.20 i 20 (MH/NS)); inf.I ~�H�GX�PD�DQ�]L (MH/MS); impf. ~�H�
WH�Hã�NH�D�. 
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 Derivatives: ÓHWXPHããDU� �� ÓHWXPHãQ� (n.) ‘building’  (abl. ~�H�WX � �PL�Hã�QD�]D 
(KBo 12.125, 4)). 
 Anat. cognates: Lyd. ZLF� ‘to build, to erect’  (1sg.pret. ZLF ), GDZLF� ‘to erect’  
(3sg./pl.pret. GDZLFLO). 
  PIE *ÑH� G � HK � � � G � K � � 
  
In the older texts we find the forms ÑHWH]]L, ÑHGDQ]L, ÑHWHQXQ, ÑHWHW, ÑHGDQW�,�
ÑHGXPDQ]L, which all point to an ablauting stem ÑHWH�� �  � ÑHW�,�comparable to W �� �  
and especially SH§XWH�� �  � SH§XW�. Only in NH times (according to Oettinger 
1979a: 130 from the times of Šuppiluliuma I onwards) we find forms that can be 
analysed as belonging to a stem ÑHGD� �  � ÑHW� (e.g. ÑHGD§§XQ). These were 
secondarily created in analogy to the verb ÑHGDH�� �  ‘to bring (here)’  (which itself 
by that time had undergone secondary alteration to ÑHGD� �  � ÑHW� in analogy to the 
verb XGD� �  � XG� ‘to bring here’ ) on the basis of the identical form for 3pl.pres.act., 
which is ÑHGDQ]L in both the paradigm of ÑHWH��ÑHW� and ÑHGDH�.  
 Within Anatolian, the verb ÑHWH��ÑHW� has been compared with the Palaic verb 
ÑLWH�L� (2sg.pres.act. ~�L�WH�ãL and ~�L�WL�ãL), whose meaning is not totally clear, 
however. Because this verb takes DUXQDP ‘sea?’  as an object, a meaning ‘to 
build’  may not be very likely, however. A connection to Lyd. �GD�ZLF� may have 
more merit, however, as this verb more clearly means ‘to build, to erect’  and 
could reflect *ÑHG �. If so, then we are dealing with a PAnat. verb *ÑHG� ��.  
 It is very likely that *ÑHG� �� is the result of a univerbation of the verb *G � HK � � 
‘to put’  with an element *ÑH�. The origin and meaning of this element *ÑH� 
remain unclear, however.  
 
ÓHÓDNN� �  (IIb) ‘to demand, to ask’ : 1sg.pres.act. ~�H�ÑD�DN�PL (KBo 53.19, 6 
(MS?)), 3sg.pres.act. ~�H�ÑD�DN�NL (KBo 5.2 i 52 (MH/NS), KBo 10.7 i 9 (fr.) 
(OH/NS)), ~�H�ÑD�DN�N[L (?)] (KUB 14.1 rev. 88 (MH/MS), cited by Oettinger 
1979a: 432 as ~�H�ÑD�DN�WD), ~�½H�¾ÑD�DN�NL�H]�]L (KUB 14.4 iii 20 (NH)), 
3pl.pres.act. ~�H�ÑD�DJ�JD�DQ�]L (KUB 9.34 ii 37 (MH/NS)), ~�H�ÑD�NiQ�]L (KUB 
9.34 ii 37 (MH/NS)), 1sg.pret.act. ~�H�ÑD�DN�NL�QX�XQ (KBo 3.4 ii 11 (NH)), 
3sg.pret.act. ~�H�ÑD�DN�WD (KUB 43.23 rev. 12 (OH/MS)), ~�H�ÑD�NL�HW (KUB 
12.60 i 20 (OH?/NS)), 2pl.imp.act. ~�L�ÑD�DN�½½WH�¾¾�WpQ (KUB 15.34 iii 40 
(MH/MS)); unclear: ~�H�ÑD�DN�X�L (KBo 4.2 iii 39 (NH), to be read as ~�H�ÑD�DN�
NL!?). 
  PIE *Xp�XR��HL 
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This verb clearly functions as a sort of iterative/intensive of the verb ÑHNN�� �  ‘to 
wish, to desire, to ask for’ . This is especially indicated by the fact that 
1sg.pret.act. ÑHÑDNNLQXQ (KBo 3.4 ii 11) is duplicated by the impf. ÑHNLãNHQXQ 
(KBo 16.1 iii 9).  
 Already in older texts we find PL-forms besides §L-forms (e.g. 1sg.pres.act. 
ÑHÑDNPL (MS) besides 3sg.pres.act. ÑHÑDNNL (MH/NS, OH/NS)). It is nevertheless 
likely that the verb originally was §L-conjugated, which would better explain the 
�D�vocalism (Xp�XRN�H�L). Compare e.g. N� � ���DNN� ‘to die’ , which also shows PL�
inflected forms in MS texts already.  In younger times we find a PL-conjugated 
stem ÑHÑDNNL¨H�D� as well.  
 It is likely that the verb was accentuated on the reduplication syllable as can be 
inferred from the almost consistent spelling of �H� of its vowel (whereas pretonic 
*H would have given �L�) and the absence of plene spelling of �D� in the root 
syllable.  
 Formally, *XH�XR��H�L looks like the PIE perfect of *XH��,�but semantically, it 
does not function as such. The verb ÑHÑDNN� clearly has an iterative/intensive 
meaning, which suggests that the reduplication was not inherited but only added 
in post-PIE times during the period in which the creation of the typical Anatolian 
reduplicated intensives was productive. Any theory in which ÑHÑDNN� is seen as 
reflecting a PIE perfect (or the 3sg.pret.-form ÑHÑDNWD as reflecting a PIE 
pluperfect, cf. e.g. Jassanoff 2003: 36f.) has no merit.  
 The fact that this verb does not show ablaut is probably due to the fact that the 
regular outcome of expected *Xp�XR�� � *Xp�X�� was ÑHÑDNN� � **Ñ N�,�which 
showed an alternation that was too aberrant to be preserved. The strong stem then 
was generalized throughout the paradigm.  
 See ÑHNN�� �  for further etymology.  
 
ÓH]�]D�SDQW�: see ÑL]]DSDQW�  
 
ÓL�(interjection) ‘whee’ : ~�L (e.g. KUB 55.38 ii 19). 
  
An onomatopoetic interjection, e.g. in KUB 55.38 ii (19) ~�L ~�L §DO�]L�Hã�ãD�DQ�]L 
‘they cry ÑL ÑL’ , which may be the source of the verb ÑDL� �  � ÑL� ‘to cry’  (q.v.).  
 
ÓLªDH�� �  ‘to cry (out)’ : see ÑDL� �  � ÑL�  
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ÓLªDQ� (c.) ‘wine’  (Sum. GEŠTIN, Akk. .$5 18): nom.sg. GEŠTIN�Lã (KBo 
6.26 i 18 (OH/NS)), acc.sg. GEŠTIN�QD�DQ (OS), GEŠTIN�DQ (OS), gen.sg. ÑL � �
¨D�QD�Dã (KUB 56.50 ii 5), GEŠTIN�Dã (OS), instr. GEŠTIN�LW. 
 Derivatives: 

 !�"�LQLªDQW� (c.) ‘wine (deified)’  (acc.sg. ~�L�QL�¨D�DQ�WD�DQ (KUB 
55.56 iv 16), ~�L�QL�¨D�DQ�GD�DQ (KUB 25.37 iii 17, 19)). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. ÓLQLªD� (adj.) ‘of wine’  (coll.pl. ~�L�QL�¨D); HLuw. 
ZLªDQD�L�, ZLQD�L� (c.) ‘vine’  (nom.sg.c. /wianis/ “ VITIS”ZD�L�LD�QL�VD (SULTAN-
HAN §7), ZD�L�LD�QL�Vi (SULTANHAN §15), ZD�L�LD�QL�L�VD (SULTANHAN 
§23), acc.sg. /winin/ VITISZD�L�QL�QD (KÖRKÜN §11), case? ZD�L�LD�QL�[x]-L 
(KULULU 1 §8)). 
 IE cognates: Gr. ,  ‘wine’ , Lat. Y QXP ‘wine’ , Y WLV ‘vine’ , Arm. JLQL 
‘wine’ , Alb. Y Qs ‘wine’  
  PIE *XLK � �RQ� 
  
This word is usually written with the sumerogram GEŠTIN, which sign can be 
read phonetically as ÑL �  as well, however. This makes it difficult to decide 
whether we should read the form GEŠTIN�¨D�QD�Dã (KUB 56.50 ii 5) 
sumerographically or phonetically as ÑL � �¨D�QD�Dã. The latter reading is attractive 
in view of HLuw. ZL¨DQD�L� ‘vine’ . Moreover, it is likely that the sign GEŠTIN 
only received the phonetic value ÑL �  because of the fact that the ‘wine’ -word 
started in ÑL�.  
 See Beekes (1987) for an extensive treatment of the IE cognates of this word 
and for the reconstruction *XLK � �RQ�R�. Note, however, that in the oldest stages of 
Hittite there is no proof of a thematicized stem XLK � �RQ�R� (unlike in HLuwian), 
on the basis of which I assume that in Hittite we are dealing with an �Q�stem 
*XLK � �RQ� > ÑL¨DQ�. The nom.sg.-form GEŠTIN�Lã, which is found in a NS text, 
could easily be influenced by the Luwian stem ÑL¨DQD�L�.  
 
ÓLªH�D�� � �‘to cry (out)’ : see ÑDL� �  � ÑL�  
 
ÓLªH�D�� �  ‘to send (here)’ : see X¨H�� �  � X¨�  
 �	� 


ÓLHããDU�(n.) a tree or its wood: nom.-acc.sg. ~�L�Hã�ãDU (KUB 7.37, 12). 
  
This word occurs only once. Usually (HW Erg. 1: 22; Tischler HH: 184), it is 
cited as GIŠXHããDU, but the spelling actually points to ÑLHããDU. The meaning cannot 
be determined. Formally, it could be regarded as a derivative in � ããDU of ÑDL� �  � 
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ÑL� ‘to cry’  (q.v.), but a meaning ‘crying; cry’  does not make much sense, unless 
we have to assume ‘weeper’  (cf. the ZHHSLQJ�ZLOORZ).  
 
ÓLO�D�L�Q��(c.) ‘clay’  (Sum. IM): gen.sg. ~�LO�QD�D�Dã (OS), ~�L�LO�QD�Dã (OS), dat.-
loc.sg. ~�OL�QL�L (KBo 3.46 + KUB 26.75 obv. 13 (OH/NS)), IM�QL, instr. ~�L�OD�
QL�LW (KUB 13.2 ii 15), acc.pl. ~�L�OD�D�QX�Xã (OS). 
  
This word is attested in OS texts several times and shows different spellings (~�LO�
Q°, ~�L�LO�Q°, ~�OL�Q°, ~�L�OD�Q°, ~�L�OD�D�Q°), which are hard to explain from an IE 
point of view. I therefore assume that the word is of foreign origin.  
 
ÓLPLªH�D�� � : see ÑHPL¨H�D�� �   
 #$� #$%'&

Ó ãWD��some kind of bread: case? ~�L�Lã�WD�Dã (KUB 9.17, 16). 
 Anat. cognates: Pal. Ó ãWD� (c.) a kind of bread (nom.sg. ~�Lã�WD�Dã, ~�L�Lã�
WD[-Dã]); CLuw. 

#$� #$%'&
ÓLãWDWQLPPD�L� (c.) a kind of bread (nom.sg. ÑL � �Lã�WD�DW�QL½�

LP¾�PL�Lã, acc.sg. ÑL � �Lã�WD�DW�QL�LP�PL�HQ), 
! � ãWDããD�L� (c.) ‘god of the ÑLãWD�

bread’  (acc.sg. ÑL � �L�Lã�WD�Dã�ãL�LQ). 
  
This word occurs only once, in KUB 9.17, (15) ... QX LÚ GIŠT[IR] (16) NINDA~�L�
Lã�WD�Dã NINDA�DQ ~�XQ�JD�QD�DQ�WD�DQ §DU�]L SDO�~�L[ã�NH�H]�]L ¨D (?)] ‘The 
man of the forest holds a ÑXQJDQDQW� bread of? Ñ ãWD� and cr[ies]’ . The word can 
be compared to (or is a loan from) Pal. Ñ ãWDã (some kind of bread). Compare also 
Luw. NINDAÑLãWDWQLPPD�L�,�derived from *ÑLãWDWWDU � ÑLãWDWQ�,�and dA ãWDããD�L�.  
 Starke (1990: 73) suggests a connection with PIE *XHLV� ‘to turn’ , which would 
imply that Ñ ãWD� means ‘circle-bread’ . Although in principle possible, this 
assumption is not supported by any semantic evidence.  
 
ÓLãXULªH�D�� � � (Ic1 > Ic2; IIIg) ‘(act.) to press (together), to be pressing, to be 
difficult; to tie up, to suffocate (trans.); (midd.) to suffocate (intr.); to be tied up’ : 
3sg.pres.act. ~�L�ãX�X�UL�H]�]L (154/w, 3 (NS)), ~�L�ãX�UL�¨D�L]�]L (KBo 27.136 ii 4 
(NS)), 3pl.pres.act. ~�H�ãX�UL�¨D�DQ�]L (KUB 9.6 iii 23 (MH/NS)); 3sg.pres.midd. 
~�L�ãX�X�UL�¨D�DW�WD�UL (KBo 32.14 ii 49 (MS)), 3sg.pret.midd. ~�H�ãX�UL�¨D�DW�WD�WL 
(KUB 33.11 iii 9 (OH/NS)), ~�L�ãX�UL�¨D�DW�WD�WL (KUB 33.46 i 11 (OH/NS)), ~�L�
ãX�X�UL�¨D�DW�WD�WL (KUB 33.15, 13 (OH/NS), KUB 33.51 ii 5 (OH/NS)), ~�L�ãX�X�
UL�¨D�WD�WL (KUB 17.10 iii 14 (OH/MS)), ~�L�ãX�UL�¨D�DG�GD�DW (KUB 33.45 + 
33.53+ ii 8 (OH/NS)), 3pl.pret.midd. ~�H�ãX�UL�¨D�DQ�WD�WL (KUB 33.48 i 8 
(OH/NS)), ~�L�ãX�UL�¨D�DQ�WD�WL (KUB 33.37+39 iv 1, 2 (OH/NS)), ~�L�ãX�X�UL�¨D�
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DQ�WD�WL (KUB 17.10 i 6, 7, 8 (OH/MS), KBo 14.86 + KUB 33.17 i 15 (OH/NS)), 
[~�L�ã]X�UL�¨D�DQ�WD�DW (KUB 33.36 ii 6 (OH/MS)), ~�L�ãX�UL�DQ�GD�DW (KUB 33.36 
ii 8 (OH/MS)); part. ~�L�ãX�UL�¨D�DQ�W� (KBo 31.76 l.col. 9 (OH/NS), KUB 30.65 
iii 2 (NS)), ~�H�ãX�UL�¨D�DQ�W� (KBo 1.42 ii 39 (NS)); verb.noun ~�H�ãX�UL�¨D�X�ÑD�
DU (KBo 1.42 ii 26 (NS)); impf. ~�L�ãX�UL�Hã�NH�D�,�~�L�ãX�UL�Lã�NH�D�. 
 Derivatives: ÓHãXULãNDWWDOD� (c.) ‘presser’  (nom.sg. ~�H�ãX�UL�Lã�NDW�WDO�OD�Dã 
(KBo 1.42 ii 27 (NS)), ~�H�ãX�UL�Lã�JD�WDO�OD�Dã (KBo 1.42 ii 41 (NS)), ~�H�ãX�UL�
Lã�NDW�WDO�OD�Dã (KBo 1.42 ii 42 (NS))). 
  
Although often cited as ÑHãXUL¨H�D�,� the MS attestations ÑLãXUL¨H�D� in my view 
show that we have to take the spellings with �L� as more original (note that the 
spelling ~�H�ãX� is predominantly found in the vocabulary KBo 1.42). See 
Carruba (1966: 50-54) for an extensive semantic treatment of this verb. He also 
provides a morphological analysis, namely a �¨H�D�derivative of a verbal noun 
*ÑLVXU�,�of an unattested verbal root *ÑLV� (although Carruba talks about *ÑHVXU�). 
Carruba connects this root with ON YLVQD ‘to wither’  and Lat. YL VF  ‘to shrivel’ , 
but that does not seem attractive to me semantically. Also Eichner’ s direct 
comparison (1973: 77) with Slav. *YL[ U  ‘whirlwind’  < *XpLVXUR� does not make 
much sense to me semantically.  
 
ÓLW���see ÑLGD� ‘water’   
 
ÓLWW�� (c.) ‘year’  (Sum. MU(KAM)): nom.sg. MU(KAM)�]D, acc.sg. MU�DQ, gen.sg. 
MUKAM�]D, MUKAM�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. ~�L�LW�WL (KUB 4.72 rev. 2 (OS), KUB 29.32+ 
iii 2 (OS)), ~�LW�WL (KBo 3.22 obv. 10 (OS), KBo 3.46 obv. 14 (OH/NS), KUB 
58.63 ii? 9, Bo 69/465, 1 (NH)), MU(KAM)�WL, abl. MUKAM�]D, nom.pl. MU

(
I.A�Xã, 

acc.pl. MU.KAM
(

I.A�Xã, gen.pl. ~� [(�LW�WD�DQ)] (KUB 29.3, 2 (OS)), ~�LW�WD�DQ 
(KUB 29.1+ i 22 (OH/NS), ~�L�LW�WD�Dã (Bo 4636 iii 10f. (OH/MS)), MUKAM.

(
I.A�

Dã, dat.-loc.pl. MUKAM.
(

I.A�Dã. 
 Derivatives: ÓLWWDQW� (c.) ‘year’  (dat.-loc.sg. MU�DQ�WL (KBo 12.2 obv. 1 (OS)), 
ÓHWWDQG WDU� ��ÓHWWDQGDQQ� (n.) ‘period of a year’  (dat.-loc.sg. ~�H�HW�W[(D�DQ�GD�
DQ�QL)] (KBo 3.22 rev. 64 (OS)) // ~�L�GD�DQ�GD�DQ�QL (KUB 26.71 i 10 (OH/NS)), 
MU(KAM)�DQ�QL), ÓLWWLOL (adv.) ‘annually’  (MU�WL�OL, MUKAM�OL), see also 
ÑL]�]D�SDQW�. 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. XããD�L� (c.) ‘year’  (nom.sg. MUKAM�Lã, acc.sg. MUKAM�
LQ, abl.-instr. Xã�ãD�D�WL, MU

(
I.A�WL, MUKAM�WL); HLuw. XVD�L� (c.) ‘year’  (acc.sg. 

/usin/ (ANNUS�VL�QD (SHEIZAR §2), “ ANNUS”X�VL�QD (KULULU 1 §6 (2x))), dat.-
loc.sg. /usi/ (e.g. ANNUSX�VL (KARATEPE 1 §48), ANNUSX�VL�L (KARKAMIŠ A11E 
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§7)), /usa/? (ANNUSX�Vj? (PALANGA §12)), acc.pl. /usintsi/ (ANNUSX�VL�]L 
(KARATEPE 1 §51)), dat.-loc.pl. /usants/ (“ ANNUS”X�Vi�]D (AKSARAY §4a)); 
unclear (but perhaps nom.sg.?) /usis/ (ANNUS�VLÚ�VDÛ (KARKAMIŠ A17E §6)); 
gen.adj. /usasa/i-/ (nom.sg.c. ANNUS�VD � �VL�Vi��� �+ø6$5&,.� �� ������ �XVLVD�L-/ 
(acc.sg.c. “ ANNUS” �VL�VL�QD� �0$5$ù� ��� ������� XVDOLQ]D� (adj.) ‘annual’  
(nom.sg. ANNUS�VD�OL�]D�VD (KARKAMIŠ A11E §18a), acc.sg. “ ANNUS”X�VD�OL�
]D�Qi (KARKAMIŠ A13G §10), ANNUS�VD�OL�]D�Q[D] (KARKAMIŠ A4G §1)), 
XVDOL� (adj.) ‘annual’  (nom.-acc.pl.n. “ ANNUS”X�VD�OL�LD� �0$5$ù� �� ����� DFF�SO��
ANNUS+ANNUS�OD�L�X�]L (TELL TAYINAT 2 fr.2 b-a)); Lyc. XKH�L� ‘year’  
(dat.-loc.sg. XKL, dat.-loc.pl. XKH, gen.adj.nom.sg.c. XKDKL, gen.adj.dat.-loc.sg. 
XKDKL), XKD]DWD� ‘yearly tribute’  (coll.pl. XKD]DWD). 
 IE cognates: Gr. ,  ‘year’ , Lat. YHWXV ‘old’ , Skt. YDWVDUi� ‘year’  
  PIE *WHW� 
  
See Rieken (1999a: 25-28) for a detailed treatment of this word. On the basis of 
the fossilized gen.sg. MUKAM�]D in the phrase MUKAM�]D P §XU ‘the time of the 
year’ , Rieken assumes an acrostatic root noun *ÑRW�V, *ÑRW�P, *ÑHW�V, *ÑHW�L. 
According to her, the *H�grade stem generalized throughout the paradigm. This 
�H� was phonetically raised to L between *Ñ and a dental consonant (cf. Melchert 
1994a: 262). The older form ÑHWW� is still visible in ~�H�HW�W[(D�DQ�GD�DQ�QL)] (KBo 
3.22 rev. 64 (OS)) and in some forms of the derivative ÑL]�]D�SDQW�,�ÑH]�]D�SDQW� 
(q.v.). Although the forms with the spelling ~�LW� in principle could be read ~�HW� 
as well the spellings with ~�L�LW� indicates that the vowel �L� is real.  
 The Luwian forms show a different formation, namely XããD�L� (in my view, 
HLuwian shows XVD�L� as well, and not an L�stem as cited in Hawkins (2000: 630), 
which can be seen in the dat.-loc.pl. XVDQ] instead of **XVL¨DQ]). It is generally 
accepted that this form reflects *XW�V�R�,� a thematization of the V-stem *XHW�RV� 
that is found in other IE languages (Gr. ,  ‘year’ , Lat. YHWXV ‘old’ ). Hitt. 
ÑLWW�,�however, probably reflects the old root noun.  
 
ÓLGD��(gender unclear) ‘water’ : dat.-loc.sg. ~�L�WL, abl. ÑL � �WD�D], dat.-loc.pl. � ÑL � �
WD�Dã. 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. ÓLGD� ‘wet’  (dat.-loc.pl. ~�L�GD�DQ�]D). 
  PIE *XHG�R� ? 
  
This word occurs a few times only:  

 
KBo 3.8+ iii (OH/NS)  
(1) ãDO�OL�Lã ÍD-Dã §X�XQ�§X�PD�D]�]L ãL�LW §D�PL�L[N�WD]  
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(2) Q D�Dã�WD DQ�GD KU6�XQ ,�1$ §D�DQ�WL�¨D�UD ~�L�WL  
(3) §D�PL�LN�WD ÏUR.SAG

(
I.A SiU�JD�PX�Xã §D�PL�LN�WD  

 
‘The great river bound its flow. And he bound the fish in the §. Ñ.. And he 

bound the high mountains’ ;  
 
ibid.  
(18)                                  ...  QX §X�XN�NL�Lã�NH�H]�]L d.DP�UX�ãL�SD�Dã  
(19) GAL-LQ ÍD-DQ Q D�Dã�WD DQ�GD §D�DQ�WL�¨D�UD KU6�DQ ~�L�WL  
(20) §X�XN�NL�Lã�NH�H]�]L GAL-Lã ÍD §X�XQ�§X�PD�D] ãL�LW  
(21) EGIR-SD OD�D�DW�WD�DW DQ�GD KU6-Xã §D�DQ�WL�¨D�UD�Dã OD�DW�WD�DW  
 
‘Kamrušepa conjures the great river. She conjures the fish in the §. Ñ.. The 

great river, its flow, was released again. The fish in the §.’ s was released’ ;  
 
KUB 21.19 +1303/u + 338/v (+) KUB 14.7 iii (NH) (see Sürenhagen 1981: 94) 
(11)                                                           ...  KUR URU1H�UL�L[N]  
(12) §X�X�GD�DN SiW ND�UX�~�L�OL�¨D�Dã $�1$ LUGALMEŠ x[...]  
(13) §DU�NiQ�]D H�Hã�WD QX KASKALMEŠ DQ�GD ÑD�DU�§X�H�H[ã�ãDU H�Hã�WD]  
(14) QX NiQ URU1H�UL�LN�ND � �Dã URU�Dã NA D�NX�Xã GIM�DQ [ÑL � �WL(?)]  
(15) DQ�GD H�Hã�WD QX NiQ §DO�OX�~�ÑD�Dã � ÑL � �WD�Dã NDW[-WD�DQ H�Hã�WD]  
(16) QX NiQ URU1H�UL�LN�ND � �DQ URU�DQ NA D!�NX�XQ GIM[-DQ]  
(17) §DO�OX�ÑD�D] ÑL � �WD�D] ãD�UD�D ~�GD�D§�§X�X[Q QX NiQ KUR URU1H�UL�LN]  
(18) $�1$ dU URU1H�UL�LN DUMU .$ §D�DQ�GD�Dã ãH�HU G[D�D§�§X�XQ]  
 
‘The land of Nerik was soon gotten lost for the older kings x[..], and on the 

roads there was brushwood. The city of Nerik was like a pebble in the [Ñ.(?)], 

and was down in the deep Ñ.. And I lifted the city of Nerik like a pebble out of 

the deep Ñ., and I took the land of Nerik, for the sake of the Storm-god of 

Nerik, your son’ .  
 

 The forms could either belong to a stem ÑLG� or a stem ÑLGD�. In all contexts, a 
meaning ‘water (vel sim.)’  would fit. This is especially the case for the first 
context, where we read about ‘fish in the Ñ.’ . It therefore is generally agreed that 
in one way or another the word has a connetion to PIE *XyGU ‘water’ .  
 Kronasser (1966: 162) assumes that these words show a root noun *XHG� 
‘water’ , a view that has been followed for many years.  
 Starke (1990: 568), however, states that the word is likely of Luwian origin: 
“ Die späte Bezeugung wie insbesondere auch der Gebrauch des Glossenkeils [...] 
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sprechen indessen wohl eher für k.-luw. Herkunft” . He translates the word as 
‘wet’  and claims to have found the same word in genuine CLuwian as well, 
namely in Ú.SAL

(
I.A�DQ�]D ~�L�GD�DQ�]D (KUB 35.45 ii 6), which he translates as 

“ den feuchten Wiesen” . In his view, CLuw. ÑLGD�L� (as he analyses the stem) 
reflects a v�ddhi-formation *X G�R�,�derived from *XyG�U. The reconstruction with 
*  apparently is given in order to explain Luw. �L�,� since *H in principle yields 
Luw. �D�.  
 Rieken (1999a: 76), however, points to the fact that there are indications that an 
*H develops to Luw. L when between Ñ and dental consonant (as in Hittite, see 
Melchert 1994a: 262) and implies that a reconstruction *XHG�R� is possible as 
well. She follows Starke in assuming that the Hittite forms are Luwian 
borrowings: “ Angesichts der Beschränkung von ÑLG�D�� auf eine luw. 
Ausdrucksform, ein Glossenkeilwort und zwei Belege aus einem stark luwisierten 
Text ist luw. Herkunft sehr wahrscheinlich”  (1999a: 77).  
 All in all, I think it is best to assume that the forms found in Hittite contexts 
belong to a stem ÑLGD� and are borrowings from the CLuw. adjective ÑLGD� ‘wet’  
that reflects *XHG�R�.  
 
ÓLGD��‘to bring (here)’ : see ÑHGDH�) *   
 
ÓLGD��‘to build’ : see ÑHWH�) *  � ÑHW�  
 
ÓLWH��‘to build’ : see ÑHWH�) *  � ÑHW�  
 
ÓLW Q���see Ñ WDU � ÑLW Q�  
 
ÓLWULã��(n.) a disease of bone and skin?: nom.-acc.sg. ~�LW�UL�Lã (KBo 9.4 iii 39), [~�
LW�U]L�Lã (KBo 17.54 i 12). 
  
This word is found in the Ritual of TunnaÒi¨a:  

 
KBo 9.4 iii  
(35) SAG.DU�Dã §X�X�XO�WD�UD�DP�PD�DQ  
(36) PX�~�GD�LG�GX    ...  
(38)                                  ...    §D�Dã�WL�¨D�Dã  
(39) PD�D�OX�OL�¨D�Dã ~�LW�UL�Lã�ã D KI.MIN  
 
‘Let it remove the §.-sickness of the head! .... Likewise the Ñ.-sickness of bone 

and skin?!’ .  
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It is not clear what kind of disease the word denotes.  
 
ÓLÓD� + ���ÓLÓL� ‘to cry (out)’ : see ÑDL� *  � ÑL�  
 
ÓL]]DSDQW�,� ÓH]�]D�SDQW�� (adj.) ‘old, grown old’ : nom.-acc.sg.n. ~�L]�][D�S]D�DQ 
(KUB 17.21 i 16 (MH/MS), ~�L]�]D SD�D�DQ (KBo 1.42 iv 42 (NH)), nom.-
acc.pl.n. ~�L]�]D�SD�DQ�WD ((KUB 17.21 i 16 (MH/MS)), ~�H�H]�SD�DQ�WD (KUB 
5.10, 5 (NH)), ~�H�H]�]D�SD�DQ�WD (KUB 5.10, 10 (NH)). 
  PIE “ *XHW�V *K , SRL�K , L�HQW�”  
  
This word occurs a few times only, denoting the weariness of objects that have to 
be renewed: compare e.g.  

 
KUB 17.21 i  
  (6) QX ãX�PH�Hã SiW DINGIRMEŠ DINGIRMEŠ�Dã Lã�WD�DQ�][D�Q]L�LW ãH�HN�WH�Q[L]  
...  

(14) QDP�PD ã[X]-PH�HQ�]D�DQ DINGIRMEŠ�Dã NX�H ALAM
-

I.A .8�18 â$  

      KÚ.BABBAR GUŠKIN  

(15) QX�X ã�ãD�DQ [N]X�H�GD�QL DINGIR
.�/ 0 �QL NX�LW WX�H�HN�NL�L ã�ãL  

(16) DQ�GD ~�L]�][D�S]D�DQ DINGIRMEŠ�ã D NX�H Ò�18�7(MEŠ ~�L]�]D�SD�DQ�WD  

(17) Q D�DW DQ�][H�]HO L�ÑD�DU EGIR�SD Ò�8/ NX�Lã�NL (18) QH�X�ÑD�D§�§D�D[Q §DU�W]D  
 
‘You, o gods, must know with your divine spirit .... . And further whatever 

statues of you, o gods, of silver (or) gold (there are), and on whatever god (of 

them) on his body whatever thing has grown old, and whatever utensils of the 

god have grown old, no-one has renewed them like us’ ;  
 
KUB 5.10 i  
(2)           ...  QX LÚMEŠ É.DINGIR

.�/ 0
 SX�QX�Xã�ãX�X�H�HQ 80�0$ â8�18�8 0�0$  

(3) %,�,%�58 GUŠKIN ÑD�D ] ]L�LQ�]D�SX�Xã�ãL�Dã½½ ÑD�D ]¾¾ LÚNAR  

      GD�D�L�¨D�DW  
(4) EGIR�SD PD XD�U D�Dã QD�~�L DÙ�DQ�]D TÚG.GÚ.È.A Ï85�5, GUŠKIN ÑD  

      NX�H  
(5) DINGIR

.21�0
 ÑD�Dã�ãD�DQ §DU�]L QX ÑD�U D�DW ~�H�H]�SD�D�DQ�WD? GIŠ§X�OX�JD�DQ��

� �����QL�Hã�ã D ÑD  

(6) DU�§D GX�ÑD�DU�QD�DQ�]D KUŠNÍG.BÀR ÑD ,â�78 É.GAL
.�/ 0

 Sp�Hã�NH�HU  
(7) QX ÑD�U D�DW QD�~�L St�¨D�DQ EZEN Dã�UD�§L�WD�Dã�ãL�LQ ÑD NX�XD�St L�¨D�DQ�]L  
(8) QX ÑD $�1$ DINGIR

.�/ 0
 ,â�78 É.GAL

.�/ 0
 1 KUŠ KÙ.BABBAR SÍG SA5 SÍG  
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      ZA.GÌN 1
3	154 6�1�0

 KUŠNÍG.BÀR
-

I.A=¨D  

(9) Sp�Hã�NHU NL�QX�QD ÑD EZEN Dã�UD�§L�WD�Dã�ãL�LQ L�H�HU KÙ.BABBAR PD ÑD SÍG  

      SA5 SÍG ZA.GÌN KUŠNÍG.BÀR
-

I.A ¨D  

(10) Ò�8/ St�L�H�HU SÍGãX�UL�WD ÑD ~�H�H]�]D�SD�DQ�WD  
 
‘We asked the men of the temple, and they said: ‘A musician has stolen golden 

]LQ]DSX�shaped rhytons but he has not been making them back yet. The golden 

Hurrian clothes which the deity is wearing have grown old and the chariot is 

broken apart. They used to give the curtain from the palace but it has not been 

given yet. When they make a DãUD§LWDããL�feast, they used to give to the deity 

one hide, silver, red wool, blue wool and one unit of curtains from the palace. 

Now they have made an DãUD§LWDããL�feast but they have not given silver, red 

wool, blue wool nor curtains. The ãXULWD�wool has grown old’ .  
 

 In the vocabulary KBo 1.42 iv 42, ~�L]�]D SD�D�DQ glosses Akk. /$�%,�58 
‘old’ , showing a clear word space between ÑL]]D and S Q. On the basis of this 
attestation, Güterbock (1955: 64f.) suggested that the word is a univerbation of 
ÑLWW� ‘year’  (q.v.) and S QW� ‘having gone’  (see SD¨L�) *  � SDL�) and that it originally 
meant ‘the year has gone’ . Rieken (1999a: 26) states that therefore ÑH�L]]D must 
be interpreted as the original nom.sg. of ÑLWW� ‘year’ . This interpretation is unlikely 
in my view, however, since an interjection of a loose sentence ‘the year has gone’  
is quite ungrammatical. Moreover I cannot envisage how such an interjection 
would develop into an inflecting adjective.  
 It therefore might be better to interpret *ÑH�L]]D as gen.sg., univerbated with a 
*S QW� that agrees with the noun it determines, so that XL]]D S QW� originally 
meant ‘having gone with regard to the year(s)’ , which developed into ‘having 
gone weary’ .  
 See for further etymology the separate lemmas ÑLWW� ‘year’  and SD¨L�) *  � SDL� ‘to 
go’ .  
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�] (abl.-ending): see �� �]  
 
 ]� (enclitic reflexive particle):  ] (e.g. WD�D ] (OS), NL�L�L ] (OS), QX PX�X ] 
(OS)),  �]�]D (e.g. QX ]D, QX�X ]�]D (OS)). 
 Anat. cognates: Pal.  WL ? (reflexive particle?); CLuw.  WL (reflexive particle); 
HLuw.  WL,  UL /=di/ (reflexive pron. 3sg.); Lyc.  WL (reflexive particle). 
  PAnat. * WL 
  
The oldest spellings of this particle are  ]. From OS texts onwards, the spelling 
 �]�]D is generalized.  
 The reflexive particle is found in most other Anatolian languages as well, all 
going back to PAnat. * WL (HLuw. /=di/ probably shows lenition).  
 In Lydian, the reflexive particle is � , �LV, which, according to Melchert (1991a: 
135-142), goes back to *-VRL,  
 In HLuwian, the form of the reflexive particle differs per person. We find  PL 
for the 1sg.,  WL and  UL /=di/ for 2sg. and  WL,  UL /=di/ for 3sg. (the old reflexive 
particle from * WL), The reflexives  PL and /=di/ are probably innovated on the 
basis of * WL, combining the consonant of the enclitic pronouns  PX ‘me’  and 
 GX ‘you’  with the �L of * WL.  
 The development * WL > Hitt.  ] /=ts/ is supported by the occasional OS 
spelling �]D /-ts/ of the 3sg.pres.-ending < *-WL.  
 
�]D (abl.-ending): see �� �]  
 
�]D�(3sg.pres.act.-ending of the PL-flection): see �]L  
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] ©� + � �� ]D©©�� (IIa2) ‘to hit, to beat’ : 1sg.pres.act. ]D�D§�PL (KUB 43.71 rev. 3 
(NS), KUB 26.91 i 8 (NS)), 3sg.pres.act. ]D�D�§L (KBo 6.25+ iii 7 (OH/NS), KUB 
26.12 ii 16 (NH)), ]D�D§�]L (KUB 13.4 iii 38 (OH/NS)), 1pl.pres.act. ]D�D§�§X�X�
H�QL (KBo 3.60 ii 17 (OH/NS)), 3pl.pres.act. ]D�§D�DQ�]L (KUB 5.7 i 32, 35 (NS)), 
3sg.pret.act. ]D�D§�WD (KUB 33.110 ii 6 (MH/NS)), 3pl.pret.act. ]D�D§�§H�HU 
(KUB 17.21 iv 2f. (MH/MS)), 3sg.imp.act. ]D�D§�GX (KUB 43.35, 10 (OS?, 
MH/MS?)), 3pl.imp.act. ]D�§D�DQ�G[X] (KUB 13.4 iii 39 (OH/NS)); 
3sg.pres.midd. ]D�D§�WD�UL (KUB 5.1 iv 72 (NH), KUB 5.18 rev. 6 (NS), KUB 
50.79 obv.? 4 (NS)), 3pl.pres.midd. ]D�D§�§D�DQ�GD (KBo 23.92 ii 14 (OH/NS)). 
 Derivatives: see also ]D§§DL� � ]D§§L�,�]D§UDL� and ]D§§XUDH�. 
 IE cognates: Gr.  ‘sign, mark’ , Gr.  ‘corpse’ ,  ‘grain, food’ . 
  PIE *WLyK 7 �HL � *WLK 7 �pQWL ? 
  
It is not easy to determine whether this verb originally was §L- or PL-conjugated 
since we find forms of both conjugations in older texts (e.g. ] §L (OH/NS) vs. 
]D§GX (MH/MS)). Nevertheless, it is likely that the §L-conjugation was the older 
(likewise Oettinger 1979a: 446). Firstly because the PL-conjugation is the 
productive one and secondly because we would otherwise not be able to explain 
how the stem final �§� was retained, as *K 7  was regularly lost before most 
consonants (e.g. *&HK 7 �WL should have yielded **& ]L). This means that we have 
to reckon with an original ablaut ] §� *  � ]D§§� (the stem ]D§§� is still visible in 
1pl.pres.act. ]D§§XÑHQL and 3pl.pret. ]D§§HU: in younger Hittite, the lenited variant 
�§� from the 3sg.pres. ] §L is spreading through the paradigm, yielding forms like 
3pl.pres.act. ]D§DQ]L).  
 Phonologically, ] §� represents /ts K-/, which can go back to either *7VRK 7 � or 
*WLRK 7 �. Oettinger (1979a: 447 with reference to Schindler) suggests a 
reconstruction *GV�HK 7 � on the basis of a connection with Gr.  ‘in battle’  < 
*GDV�. This is quite improbable as the D of GDV� requires *K 7  or a vocalized nasal.  
 In my view, we should rather reconstruct a root *WLHK 7 � (structurally like *SLHK 7 � 
or *�LHK 7 �): a reconstrucion *WLyK 7 �HL would perfectly account for Hitt. ] §L. The 
weak stem *WLK 7 �pQWL probably should have given **]L§§DQ]L, however (although 
]D§§DQ]L could be possible if we assume an intermediate stage *W¨ K 7 �HQWL, cf. 
]DQX� ‘to make cook’  < *W¨K , �QHX�), which implies that an analogical rebuilding to 
]D§§DQ]L has taken place on the basis of verbs like § ãL � §DããDQ]L, DNL � DNNDQ]L, 
Ñ NL � ÑDNNDQ]L. Janda (2005) also assumes that ] §� � ]D§§� reflects a root *WLHK 7 � 
‘to strike’  and adduces Gr.  ‘sign, mark’  < *WLpK 7 �PQ “ the beaten one” , Gr. 
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 ‘corpse’  < *WLyK 7 �PQ “ the killed one”  and  ‘grain, food’  < *WLK 7 �Wy� 
“ threshed”  as IE cognates.  
 
]D©D��(n.) object of silver or gold, used in cultus: nom.-acc.pl. ]D�§D (KUB 2.3 i 
42, KUB 20.28 i 4, 11). 
  
This word occurs a few times only:  

 
KUB 2.3 i  
(41) GAL 0(�â(�', SD�L]�]L  
(42) QX LUGAL�L WD�SX�Xã�]D ]D�§D KÙ.BABBAR GD�D�L  
 
‘The head of the bodyguards goes and places silver ]D§D’ s to the side of the 

king’ ;  
 
KUB 20.28 i  
(3) LUGAL�Xã MUNUS.LUGAL�Dã�ã D D�UD�DQ�GD  
(4) GAL LÚ.MEŠ0(�â(�', ]D�§D GUŠKIN §DU�]L  
(5) Wi N�NiQ DQ�GD ~�GD�D�L  
 
‘The king and the queen stand. The head of the bodyguards holds the golden 

]D§D’ s and brings (them) inside’ ;  
 
KUB 20.28 i  
  (9) [                         ]-DQ SD�L]�]L NINDA§D�D�OL�LQ  
(10) [                       D]Q�GD GD�JD�D�DQ GD�D�L  
(11) [QX? GAL 0(�â](�', ]D�§D GUŠKIN Sp�H�GD�L  
(12) [                         ]x NINDA§D�D�OL�LQ ãH�HU GD�D�L  
 
‘[ ... ] goes. The § OL-bread [...] he places on the ground. The head of the 

bodyguards brings away the golden ]D§D’ s. [ ... ] places the § OL-bread on top’ .  
 

Apparently, the word denotes some kind of silver or golden objects which are 
brought and taken away by the head of the bodyguards. Possibly it is used to lay 
bread upon, if we are allowed to deduce that from the last cited context.  
 The presence of a single �§�,�which is difficult to explain from an IE point of 
view, may indicate that the word is of foreign origin.  
 
]D©©DL����]D©©L��(c.) ‘battle, war’  (Sum. MÈ): nom.sg. ]D�D§�§D�Lã (KBo 2.5 iii 31 
(NH)), acc.sg. ]D�D§�§D�LQ (KBo 3.7 iii 23 (OH/NS)), ]D�D§�§D�HQ (KBo 3.9 obv. 
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3 (OH/NS)), ]D�D§�§L�LQ (KBo 5.6 iii 29 (NH), KUB 4.1 iii 14 (MH/NS)), gen.sg. 
]D�D§�§L�¨D�Dã (MH/MS), dat.-loc.sg. ]D�D§�§L�¨D (OS), abl. ]D�D§�§L�¨D�D] 
(MH/MS), ]D�D§�§L�¨D�]D, ]D�D§�§D�¨D�D] (KUB 34.23 ii 2 (NH)), instr. ]D�D§�§D�
LW (KUB 19.36 iv 10 (NH)), acc.pl. ]D�D§�§D�Xã (KUB 36.7b+ iv 16 (NH)). 
 Derivatives: ]D©©LªH�D�8 +  (Ic1) ‘to battle (someone)’  (1sg.pres.act. ]D�D§�§L�¨D�PL 
(MH/MS), 2sg.pres.act. ]D�D§�§L�¨D�ãL (MH/MS), 3sg.pres.act. ]D�D§�§L�H�H]�]L 
(MH/MS), 1pl.pres.act. ]D�D§�§L�¨D�X�H�QL, 2pl.pres.act. ]D�D§�§L�¨D�DW�WH�QL 
(MH/MS), 3pl.pres.act. ]D�D§�§L�¨D�DQ�]L, 1sg.pret.act. ]D�D§�§L�¨D�QX�XQ, 
3sg.pret.act. ]D�D§�§L�¨D�DW (MH/MS), 3pl.pret.act. ]D�D§�§L�HU; 1sg.pres.midd. ]D�
D§�§L�¨D�D§�§D (MH/MS), ]D�D§�§L�¨D�D§�§D�UL (MH/MS), 3sg.pres.midd. ]D�D§�
§L�¨D�DW�WD�UL (MH/MS), 1pl.pres.midd. ]D�D§�§L�¨D�X�ÑD�Dã�WD�WL, ]D�D§�§L�¨D�X�
ÑD�Dã�WD, 2pl.pres.midd. ]D�D§�§L�¨D�DG�GX�PD (MH/MS), 3pl.pres.midd. ]D�D§�
§L�¨D�DQ�GD, 1sg.pret.midd. ]D�D§�§L�¨D�D§�§D�DW, 3sg.pret.midd. ]D�D§�§L�¨D�DW�WD 
(OH/NS), ]D�D§�§L�¨D�DW�WD�DW, 1sg.imp.midd. ]D�D§�§L�¨D�D§�§[D�UX] (OH/NS), 
2sg.imp.midd. ]D�D§�§L�¨D�D§�§X�XW (MH/MS), 2pl.imp.midd. ]D�D§�§L�¨D�DG�GX�
PD�DW; part. ]D�D§�§L�¨D�DQ�W�; inf.I ]D�D§�§L�¨D�X�ÑD�DQ�]L; impf. ]D�D§�§L�Lã�
NH�D�), ]D©]D©©LªH�D�8 +  (Ic1) ‘to battle fiercely’  (impf. ]D�D§�]D�D§�§L�Hã�NH�D� 
(KUB 46.45 rev.? 9)). 
  PIE *WLHK 9 �RL� � *WLHK 9 �L� ? 
  
The noun ]D§§DL� clearly is a derivative of the verb ] §� :  � ]D§§� ‘to hit, to beat’  
(q.v.). The verb ]D§§L¨H�D�; :  ‘to battle’ , however, is a derivative of ]D§§DL�.  
 The etymology of both words depends on the interpretation of ] §��]D§§�,�
which I have reconstructed as reflecting a root *WLHK 9 �. If this is correct, then 
]D§§DL� reflects *WLpK 9 �RL�. We have to assume that the full-grade generalized 
through the paradigm, which is a common phenomena in diphthong-stems. Note 
that ]D§§L¨H�D�,� which reflects virtual *WLHK 9 �¨H�R� (or *WLHK 9 �L�¨H�R�?) shows a 
different development than *WHK 9 �¨H�R� > W ¨H�D�; :  ‘to steal’  (q.v.).  
 
]D©DQHWWLHQQD�� (adj.?) ‘?’ : abl. ]D�§D�QH�HW�WL�HQ�QD�]D (KUB 20.54 + KBo 
13.122 vi 3, 4). 
  
This word occurs in one context only:  

 
KUB 20.54 + KBo 13.122 vi (with additions from KUB 55.2 obv. 5 - rev. 2)  
(1) [DUM]U É.GAL WH�H]�][(L §p�H�Hã MUNUSŠU)].GI WH�H]�][L ... OH�H?]  

(2) ~�ÑD�DW�WH�QL 80�0[($ DUMU É.GAL ã)]X�XS�SD�¨D�]D ÑD St?-x[ ... 80�0$?  

      MUNUSŠ(U.GI)]  

(3) QX ÑD NX�H�H]�]D ãX�XS�SD�¨[D�D]] 80�0$ DUMU É.GAL ]D�§D�Q[H�HW�WL�HQ��
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� �����QD�]D ÑD .... 80�0$ MUNUSŠU.GI]  

(4) QX ÑD NX�H�H]�]D ]D�§D�QH�HW�WL�HQ�QD�]D 80�0$ [(DUMU É.GAL DS)� ... ]  
(5) dUTU�Dã ÑD DQ�QD�D] [(8)]0�0$ MUNUSŠU.GI QX ÑD�U D�Dã G[(IM�DQ  

      dUTU-Xã) ... ]  
 
‘The palace servant says: ‘Open up!’ . The Old Woman says: ‘[...] you [must not?] 

come’ . Thus the palace servant: ‘From the pure [...]’ . [Thus?] the Old Woman: ‘From 

which pure one?’ . Thus the palace servant: ‘From the ]D§DQHWWLHQQD� one [...]’ . [Thus 

the Old Woman]: ‘From which ]D§DQHWWLHQQD� one?’ . Thus the palace servant: [‘...] 

from the mother of the Sun-god’ . Thus the Old Woman: ‘When the Sun-god [...] them 

[...]’ .  
 

 The context is too unclear for me to do a suggestion about the meaning of the 
word. If however ]D§DQHWWLHQQD]D functions on a par with ãXSSD¨D]D, it might 
have to be interpreted as an adjective. Tischler (HH: 204) translates “ Örtlichkeit 
im Tempel, ‘Schrein’ ?” , but this does not seem probable to me.  
 <	= >
]D©DUWL�: see GIŠ]D§XUWL�  

 
]D©©HO�L���(n.) ‘weeds’ : nom.-acc.sg. or pl. ]D�D§�§p�OL (KBo 6.34+ iii 45). 
  
This word occurs only once:  

 
KBo 6.34 + KUB 48.76 iii  
(39) QX NLã�DQ WH�H]�]L NX�Lã ÑD NiQ NH�H  
(40) OL�LQ�JD�Xã ãDU�UL�H]�]L QX�X ã�ãL dIM�Dã  
(41) GIŠAPIN DU�§D GX�ÑD�DU�QD�D�~  
(42) [Q D]-Dã�WD ,â�78 IM.ŠU.NÍG.RIN.NA GIM�DQ PD! ~�HO�NX  
(43) ãD�U[D]-D Ò�8/ ~�H]�]L Q D�Dã�WD D�Sp�HO�O D  
(44) ,â�78 A.ŠÀ â8 ZÍZ�WDU ŠE

?A@
 ãD�UD�D OH�H  

(45) ~�H]�]L Q [D]-Dã�WD UGU ]D�D§�§p�OL L�¨D�WD�UX  
 
‘He says thus: ‘Who will transgress these oaths, for him the Storm-god must 

break the plough.’ . When, however, out of the oven grass does not come up, 

out of his field grain barley must not come up, (but) ]D§§HOL must go up’ .  
 

It is possible that ]D§§HOL means something like ‘weeds’ . The word either must be 
interpreted as a nom.-acc.sg. of a stem ]D§§HOL�,�or as a nom.-acc.pl. in �L of a 
stem ]D§§HO�.  
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 Tischler (HH: 204) states that ]D§§HOL is “ möglicherweise bloß Verschreibung 
für KDKKHOL� ds.” , apparently assuming that ]D�D§�§p�OL is wrong for §D!�D§�§p�OL, 
writing ZA (d) for ÏA (e). Problematic for this idea, however, is the fact that 
§D§§DO� ‘greenery, vegetation’  (q.v.) never shows a form §D§§HO�,� and that the 
oblique cases of §D§§DO� always show geminate �OO� (e.g. nom.-acc.pl. §D§§DOOL).  
 <	= >
]D©UDL��(c.) ‘knocker(??)’ : acc.sg. ]D�D§�UD�LQ (KBo 6.10 ii 11 and duplicates). 

  PIE *WLHK 9 �U�RL� ?? 
  
This word occurs in one context only, namely in §126 of the Hittite Laws:  

 
KBo 6.10 ii (with duplicates) 
(11) WiN�NX ,�1$ KÁ É.GAL GIŠ]D�D§�UD�LQ NX�Lã�NL WD�L�H�H]�]L  
(12) 6 GÍN.GÍN KÙ.BABBAR SD�D�L  
 
‘If someone steals the ]D§UDL� on the gate of the palace, he will pay 6 shekels of 

silver’ .  
 

From this context, it is not exactly clear what kind of object ]D§UDL� refers to. 
Formally, one could think of a connection with the verb ] §� :  � ]D§§� ‘to beat, to 
hit’  (q.v.), which possibly could indicate that ]D§UDL� denotes ‘knocker (on a 
door)’ . If this is true and if ] §��]D§§� indeed goes back to a root *WLHK 9 �,�]D§UDL� 
could reflect *WLHK 9 �U�RL�. Note that this word then would show that *9K 9 59 > 
Hitt. 9§59 (cf. also GIŠP §OD� and UZUPX§UDL��PD§UDL�).  
 
]D©©XUDH�B C  (Ic2) ‘to break, to crush’ : 3sg.imp.act. ]D�D§�§XU�UD�LG�GX (KBo 
10.45 iii 38 (MH/NS)), ]D�D§�§X�UD�LG�GX (KUB 41.8 iii 29 (MH/NS)); impf. ]D�
D§�§X�UD�Lã�NH�H]�]L (KUB 33.120 ii 31 (MH/NS)), ][D�D]§�[§]X�UL�Hã�NH�H]�]L 
(KUB 36.7a iii 36 (NS)), ]D�D§�UL�Hã�NH�HG�GX (KUB 33.93 iii 34 = 23 (NS)); 
broken: ]D�D§�§X�U[D�...] (VSNF 12.131 i 4 (NS)). 
  PIE *WLHK 9 �XU�R�¨H�R� ? 
  
This verb occurs in a few contexts only. For instance,  

 
KUB 33.93 ii  
(23) d7D�Dã�PL�ãX�XQ PD ÑD §D�D§�§D[-UL�LQ G]I�DQ PD�D�DQ DU�§D  
           ]D�D§�UL�Hã�NH�HG�GX  
 
‘Let him break Tašmišu off like a §. reed’ ;  
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KUB 36.7a+ iii  
(35) [Q]X ÑD�U D�DQ §D�D§�§D�UL�LQ GI�DQ G[I]M�DQ DU�§D OH�H  
(36) ][D�D]§�[§]X�UL�Hã�NH�H]�]L  
 
‘Let her not break him off like a §. reed’ ; 
 
KUB 41.8 iii (with additions from dupl. KBo 10.45)  
(27)                ...   QX�X ã�PD�Dã [(GAM�DQ)] KI�Dã  
(28) GUL�ÑD�DQ�QD�Dã N[(L�ã)D�UX UG]U PD QH�St�Lã SD�DN�NX�ãX�DU  
(29) NL�ãD�UX QX AN[-]D ... (x)] DQ�GD ]D�D§�§X�UD�LG�GX  
 
‘May the earth below you become the GUL�ÑDQQD� and may the sky above 

become the crusher, and may the sky(?) crush [...] therein’  (cf. CHD P: 59).  
 

 The verb clearly means ‘to break, to crush’  and seems to have a stem ]D§§XUDH�. 
The one attestation showing a stem ]D§UDH� (KUB 33.93 iii 34 = 23) may have to 
be emended to ]D�D§�½§X�¾UL�Hã�NH�HG�GX (a sort of haplography of ÏU (+) and 
RI (3)?). The verb belongs to the §DWUDH�class, which are denominative verbs 
derived from *R-stem nouns, which indicates that ]D§§XUDH� is built on a 
unattested noun *]D§§XUD� ‘crusher, breaker’  (cf. Rieken 1999a: 3561759). This 
noun easily can be seen as a derivative of the verb ] §� :  � ]D§§� ‘to beat, to hit’  
(q.v.). If this latter verb indeed reflects a root *WLHK 9 �,� ]D§§XUDH� goes back to 
virtual *WLHK 9 �XU�R�¨H�R�.  
 D <	= >�E

]D©XUWL��(c./n.) some chair or couch: nom.sg.c. ]D�§XU�WL�Lã, acc.sg.c. ]D�§XU�
WL�LQ, nom.-acc.sg.n. ]D�§XU�WL, gen.sg. ]D�§XU�WL�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. ]D�§XU�WL (OS), ]D�
§XU�WL�¨D, acc.pl. ]D�§XU�WL�Xã. 
  
This word clearly denotes a wooden object to sit or lie upon, as can be seen e.g. in 
KUB 20.11 ii (8) ... UGULA LÚ.MEŠALAM.ZU9 (9) GIŠ]D�§XU�WL�¨D H�ãD ‘the head 
of the clowns sits down on the ].’  or KUB 36.104 rev. (5) ]D�§XU�WL�L ã�ãL NL�LW�WD 
‘he lies on his ].’ . Because of the fact that the word is consistently written with 
the sign ÏAR/ÏUR, the word could be read ]D§DUWL� as well. Consensus has it, 
however, to cite ]D§XUWL�.  
 The single spelling of �§� is indicative for a foreign origin of this word, because 
PIE *K 9  yields fortis �§§� unless it stands in leniting position. One could suggests 
that we have to interpret the word as /tshurti-/ and that the single spelling of �§� is 
due to the fact that it is part of an initial cluster /tsh-/. In the one case where we 
are sure to deal with such an initial cluster, we regularly find the spelling ]Dã§�,�
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however, namely in ]D�Dã�§D�L� ‘dream’  /tsHai-/ < *G F K G VK 9 RL�. This indicates that 
]D§XUWL� stands for /tsahurti-/ (or /tsaharti-/), having a real single �§�,�which points 
to a non-IE origin, in spite of its OS attestation. The fact that the word is of non-
IE origin could explain the variation in gender.  
 
]DL� C � ��]L��(IIa4 > Ic2) ‘to cross, to cross over’ : 2sg.pres.act. ]D�D�LW�WL (KBo 4.3 i 
19 (NH), KUB 19.53 ii 9 (MH/MS), KUB 6.41 ii 8 (NH), KBo 4.7 ii 11 (NH)), 
]D�D�[L]-LW�WL (KBo 5.13 i 31 (NH)), ] � �ã[L] (KUB 33.124 iv 1 (NS)), 
3sg.pres.act. ]D�D�L (KBo 6.2 ii 31 (OS), KUB 31.81 obv. 1 (OS), KBo 6.3 ii 53 
(OH/NS), KBo 6.5 iv 14 (OH/NS), KBo 8.38 obv.? 7 (NS), KUB 22.29 rev. 3 
(NS), KUB 36.25 i 15 (NS), KUB 21.29 ii 42 (NH)), 2pl.pres.act. ]L�Lã�WH�H�Q[L] 
(KUB 26.87, 11 (OH/NS)), 3pl.pres.act. ]D�D�DQ�]L (KUB 46.38 i 16 (NS)), ]D�
DQ�]L (KUB 25.14 iv 13 (OH/NS)), 1sg.pret.act. []]p�H§�§X�XQ (KBo 16.10, 5 
(NH)), ]L�L§�§X�XQ (KBo 10.2 ii 18, iii 31 (OH/NS), KUB 23.21 rev. 27 
(MH/NS))), 3sg.pret.act. ]D�D�Lã (MH/MS, often), ]D�D�L�Lã (KBo 12.39 i 18 (NS), 
KUB 14.8 rev. 11 (NH)), ]D�Lã (HKM 46 obv. 7 (MH/MS)), ]D�D�LW (KUB 33.106 
iii 10 (NS)), 1pl.pret.act. ]D�L�X�HQ (KUB 31.101, 11 (MS)), 3pl.pret.act. ]D�D�HU 
(KUB 18.24 iii 16 (NS), KUB 49.11 ii 24 (NS)), 2pl.imp.act. ]D�LW�WH�HQ (KUB 
31.101, 7 (MS)), ]D�DW�WpQ (KUB 40.1 obv. 6 (NS)); verb.noun ]D�D�X�[DU] (KUB 
3.95, 1 (NS)); impf. ]D�Lã�NH�D� (KUB 31.130 rev. 7 (OH/MS)), ]D�Dã�NH�D� (KUB 
33.117 obv. 10 (NS)), ]D�D�Lã�NH�D� (KUB 33.124 iv 2 (NS), KUB 8.50 ii 10 
(NS)), ]D�D�Hã�NH�D� (KBo 12.44, 7 (NH)). 
 Derivatives: ]LQX�B C , ]DLQX�B C  (Ib2) ‘to make cross’  ([]]L�QX�X]�]L (KBo 10.11 i 7 
(OH/NS)), ]L�QX�H�HU (KBo 3.46 i 19 (OH/NS)), ]L�QX�Xã�NH�H]�]L (KBo 6.3 ii 52 
(OH/NS)); ]L�L�QX�Xã�NH�H]�]L (KBo 6.2+19.1 ii 30 (OS)); ]L�H�QX�Xã�NH�H]�]L 
(KBo 6.5 iv 12 (OH/NS)); ]D�QX�PD�DQ�]L (KBo 22.6 i 20 (OH/NS)), ]D�QX�XP�
PD�DQ�][L] (KUB 23.101 iii 8 (NH)); ]D�L�QX� (IBoT 4.242, 3, KBo 35.227 obv. 9 
(NS), KUB 1.8 iv 19 (NH)); ]D�D�L�QX� (IBoT 4.242, 5, IBoT 3.148 iii 42 
(MH/NS), KBo 10.44 obv. 19 (NS), KBo 3.6 iii 77 (NH))). 
 IE cognates: Skt. DW� ‘to wander, to roam’ ; Gr.  ‘further, beyond’ , Skt. iWL 
‘beyond, over’ , Lat. HW ‘and’ , Goth. Lì ‘and, but’  ?? 
  PIE *K G W�RL� *K G W�L� ?? 
  
The oldest forms of this verb clearly belong to the G L�WL¨DQ]L�class: ] LWWL, ] L, 
]LãW QL, ]H§§XQ. In younger Hittite, we find forms that inflect according to the 
§DWUDH�class (] ãL, ] Q]L, ]DLW, ]DWWHQ). Despite its archaic formation (the 
G L�WL¨DQ]L-class is a closed category and almost all verbs that inflect thus have a 
good IE etymology), the verb has never received a credible etymology.  
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 The G L�WL¨DQ]L-class consists of two types of verbs. Firstly, we find one verb 
that reflects a root that ends in �L�,�namely QDL� :  � *QL� ‘to turn’  < *QHL+�. The 
other verbs reflect a formation *&&�RL� � *&&�L�,� i.e. the zero-grade of a root 
followed by an ablauting *-RL���L�suffix (cf. Kloekhorst fthc.a).  
 In the case of ]DL��]L�,� this means that we are either dealing with a root ]DL� 
ending in �L�,� or with a stem ]�DL�. As the sound ]� either reflects *7V or an 
assibilated *W before *L, the possibilities in the first case are limited. If we have to 
reckon with a root ]DL�,�than it either reflects *WLHL�,�which is unlikely because of 
the two L’ s, or *7VHL�,� which is an impossible PIE root structure. I therefore 
assume that ]DL��]L� goes back to an �RL���L�suffixed formation *]�DL��]�L�.  
 If ]DL��]L� indeed is to be analysed as ]�DL��]�L�,� then ]�,�which is phonetically 
[ts-], must reflect the zerograde of the root. This means that the root could be 
*7HV�. Another possibility arises, however, if we look at the prehistory of §DO]DL� :  
� §DO]L� ‘to shout’ . This verb reflects a formation *K 9 OW�RL� � *K 9 OW�L� of which the 
assibilated variant of the root-final *W of the weak stem (*K 9 OW�L� > §DO]L�) was 
generalized throughout the paradigm. If a similar scenario could apply in the case 
of ]DL��]L�,�we can assume that it reflects a root *+HW�.  
 When looking for roots having either the structure *7HV� or *+HW�,�I only found 
one verb within the IE languages that would be connectible to Hitt. ]DL��]L� on 
semantic grounds, namely Skt. DW� ‘to roam, to wander’ .  
 Until now, Skt. DW� is usually connected with Lat. DQQXV and Goth. DìQD� ‘year’  
< *K 9 HW�QR�,�implying a reconstruction *K 9 HW�. Such a reconstruction is impossible 
for Hittite, however, as K 9 W�L� should have given **§D]L�. The question is, of 
course, whether Skt. DW� indeed is to be connected with the word for ‘year’ . 
Semantically it is not imperative and in my view less probable than a connection 
with Hitt. ‘to cross (over)’ .  
 If Skt. DW� and Hitt. ]DL��]L� indeed belong together, then we have to reconstruct 
a root *K G H I HW�,� which makes a connection with lat. DQQXV and Goth. DìQD� 
impossible. I am wondering to what extant the root *K G H I HW� is further connectible 
with the adverb *K G HWL ‘beyond, over’ , the semantics of which are strikingly 
similar to at least the Hittite verb. If these belong together, we can reconstruct a 
root *K G HW� (visible in Skt. DW� ‘to roam, to wonder’ ) of which the �RL���L�suffixed 
formation (*K G W�RL�/*K G W�L�) yielded Hitt. ]DL��]L�.  
 The causative of this verb is attested with several stems: ]·QX�,� ]DQX�,� ]DLQX�,�
] LQX�. The stem ]·QX� (with OS attestations) is clearly the original one, reflecting 
*K G W�L�QHX�. Note that in this form the �L� is retained, in contrast to ]DQX� ‘to make 
cook’  < *WLK G �QHX�. The stem ]DLQX� is clearly a younger form, built on the 
3sg.pres. ] L. The one NH attestation ]DQX� is likely to be emended ]D�½L�¾QX�.  
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]DNNDU: see ãDNNDU, ]DNNDU � ãDNQ�  
 D J$K$J$L$J'M <	= >�E

]DNNL��(c.) ‘bolt’  (Sum. MUD): nom.sg. ]D�DN�NL�Lã, ]D�DN�NL�Hã, acc.sg. 
]D�DN�NL�LQ, gen.sg. ]D�DN�NL�¨D�Dã (KUB 29.11 + KBo 36.48 ii 4), dat.-loc.sg. ]D�
DN�NL�WL�L (KBo 5.11 i 1, KBo 5.11 i 25), ]D�DN�NL�WL (KUB 26.23 ii 13), acc.pl. ]D�
DN�NL�Xã, ]D�DN�NL�H�Hã (KUB 13.1 i 25). 
  
For an extensive treatment of the semantics of this word see Boysan-Dietrich 
1987: 133f. She concludes that ]DNNL� denotes a bolt that can close doors, 
windows but also covers of chests. It is either made of wood (GIŠ) or 
metal/copper (URUDU). The dat.-loc.sg. ]DNNLW· shows a Hurrian case-ending, 
which indicates that the word is of Hurrian origin.  
 
]DOOD��(gender unknown) ‘trot’ : acc.sg.? ]D�DO�OD�DQ (KUB 9.1 i 12, 20), abl. ]D�
DO�OD�D] (KUB 29.40 ii 12 etc.), Luw.abl.-instr. ]D�DO�OD�WL (KBo 3.5 i 7, 12, 66). 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. ]DOODXÓDU (n.) ‘gait, driving’  (nom.-acc.pl. � ]D�DO�OD�X�
ÑD�UD (KUB 44.4+ rev. 5)). 
  
This word occurs in hippological texts only. According to Kammenhuber (1961a: 
366), the word is of Hurrian origin. She interprets ]DOODWL as a Hurrian gloss of 
Hitt. SHQQDL ‘to make trot’  and ]DOOD] (found in the expression ]DOOD] XÑD� ‘to 
trot’ ) as the Hittite borrowing of that word. Starke (1990: 546), however, 
interprets the word as Luwian, and states that ]DOODWL is the Luw. abl.-instr. of a 
stem ]DOOD�,�which is the source of hittitized ]DOOD� of which we find the abl. in 
]DOOD] XÑD�. Melchert (1993b: 275) follows Starke and adduces a Hitt. acc.sg. ]D�
DO�OD�DQ (KUB 9.1 i 12, 20). The latter forms are in such broken contexts, 
however, that we cannot decide whether they really mean ‘trot’  there. According 
to Starke (1990: 544f.), the stem ]DOOD� is found in the Luwian word ]DOODXÑDU (n.) 
‘gait, driving’  (attested with gloss wedge in Hittite context: KUB 44.4+ rev. 5) as 
well. No further etymology.  
 D L$J	<	E

]DO© L��(n.) vessel used in rituals: nom.-acc.sg. ]D�DO�§D�D�L (e.g. IBoT 2.14 i 
4), ]D�DO�§D�L, abl. ]D�DO�§D�¨D�D], instr. ]D�DO�§D�D�LW, ]D�DO�§D�LW. 
  PIE *WOK 9 � L� ?? 
  
Although this word shows the archaic diphthong-inflection, no IE etymology has 
been offered to date, as far as I am aware. If the connection between ]DOXJDQX�; :  
and G OXNL� (see their respective lemmas) indeed proves that an initial dental was 
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assibilated before *O in Hittite, I am wondering to what extent we can connect 
]DO§ L� to the root *WOHK 9 � ‘to carry’ . Semantically a meaning ‘carrier’  would fit 
well for ]DO§ L�,� and formally a reconstruction *WOK 9 � L� (with generalized zero-
grade out of the oblique stems) would regularly yield Hitt. /tsO+ L-/, spelled 
]DO§ L�.  
 
]DOXNQX�B C  (Ib2) ‘to postpone, to delay’ : 1sg.pres.act. ]D�OX�JD�QX�PL (KUB 31.38 
obv. 37 (OH/NS)), 3sg.pres.act. ]D�OX�JD�QX�]L, ]D�OX�XN�QX�]D (KUB 26.17 i 9 
(MH/MS)), 1pl.pres.act. []]D�OX�JD�QX�XP�PH�H�QL (KUB 49.2 i 6 (NS)), 
3pl.pres.act. ]D�OX�JD�Q[X]-DQ�]L (KUB 55.43 i 14 (MH/MS)), 1pl.pret.act. ]D�OX�
ND N �QX�PH�HQ (KUB 18.36, 12 (NS)); 3pl.pres.midd. ]D�DO�ND N �QX�DQ�WD�UL (KUB 
13.1 iv 22 (MH/MS)); verb.noun ]D�OX�JD�QX�PDU (KUB 21.38 i 34, 36 (NH)); 
impf. ]D�OX�JD�QX�X[ã�NH�ãL] (KUB 21.38 obv. 25 (NH)). 
 Derivatives: ]DOXN ãã�B C  (Ib2) ‘to take long’  (3sg.pret.act. ]D�OX�NL�Lã�WD (KUB 
18.59 + KUB 6.9 ii 13 (NS)), ]D�OX�NHã[-WD] (KUB 50.77 + KUB 49.73 r.col. 5 
(NS))). 
  PIE *GOXJ F � 
  
The one attestation ]D�OX�XN�QX�]D (note the very archaic 3sg.pres.-ending �]D 
instead of �]L) proves that the stems of these verbs are ]DOXN�QX� and ]DOXN� ãã�. It 
has always been noted by scholars that these verbs closely resemble GDOXNQX�; :  ‘to 
lengthen’  and GDOXN ãã�; :  ‘to become long’  not only from a formal point of view, 
but from a semantical point of view as well. Since Laroche (1950: 41), however, 
the two stems GDOXJ� and ]DOXJ� are regarded as separate forms: the former is seen 
as a cognate to Skt. G UJKi�,�Gr.  ‘long’  etc., and the latter as a cognate to 
Gr.  ‘to end’ . This has found wide acceptance: for instance, Eichner (1973a: 
8511) reconstructs GDOXNL� as *GOK G J F y� and *]DOXNL� as *VOK G Jy�; Melchert (1994a: 
67) similarly reconstructs *GO��H�XJ F � and *VO��H�XJ� respectively (with different 
enlargements).  
 In my view, however, the words ]DOXNQX� and ]DOXN ãã� are semantically that 
similar to GDOXNQX� and GDOXN ãã� that they must be cognate in one way or 
another. This view was also expressed by Oettinger (1979a: 249), who explains 
the formal difference between the two stems as reflecting ablaut. He states that ]O� 
reflects *GO� whereas GDO� goes back to *GRO�. This is supported by the fact that the 
adjective GDOXNL� shows a few plene spellings GD�D�OX�,�which indicate that it 
reflects a full grade form *GyOXJ�L�,�whereas the derived verbs in �QX� and � ãã� in 
principle should use the zero-grade stem: *GOXJ F �QpX� and *GOXJ F �pK G VK G �. If we 
assume that in Hittite an initial dental assibilated before *O (*#7O� > Hitt. #]O� as in 
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]DO§ L� < *WOK 9 � L�), then *GOXJ�QpX� and *GOXJ F �pK G VK G � regularly would yield 
Hitt. ]OXNQX� and ]OXN ãã�. The verbs GDOXNQX� and GDOXN ãã� probably are to be 
interpreted as /talugng-/ and /talugéS-/ (cf. the one attestation GD�D�OX�NH�Hã�]L), 
having restored the full grade of the adjective and subsequently its W�.  
 See at WDOXNL� � WDOXJDL� for further etymology.  
 <	= >
]DOXÓDQL��(c.) ‘plate (vel sim.)’ : nom.sg. [GIŠ]] �O �Ñ �Q � ã (KBo 3.34 iii 19), 

[GI]Š]D�OX�Ñ �Q � ã (KBo 3.34 iii 22), GIŠ]D�OX�ÑD�QL�Lã (KBo 3.34 iii 25), dat.-
loc.sg. GIŠ]D�OX[-ÑD�Q]L (KBo 3.34 iii 19) 
  
This word occurs in one context only:  

 
KBo 3.34 iii  
(15) $�Ï, LUGAL $�1$ 3[$�1, $�%,] LUGAL NX�L�H�Hã H�Hã�NiQ�WD m[$P]-PX�QD  

(16) DUMU URUâX�XN�][L�¨D ]D�DS�SD�DQ�Q D m3t�LP�St�UL�LW [DUMU UR]U1L�QD�Dã�ãD  

(17) NL�L NDU�GL�¨[D�Dã ãD�D]ã DUMUMEŠ H�ãH�HU QX�X ã�PD�Dã [GIŠŠ]Ú.A  

(18) NL�LW�WD G[IŠBANŠ]UR�X�ã� ã�PD�Dã NL�LW�WD  

(19) [GIŠ]] �O �Ñ �Q � ã[ �ã��PD�Dã] NL�LW�WD §D�SD�ãX�Xã GIŠ]D�OX[-ÑD�Q]L ]L�NiQ�]L  
 
‘Those who sit as brothers before the father of the king, Ammuna the son from 

Šukzi¨a and behind (him) Pimpirit the son of Ninašša, these were the sons of 

his heart. A chair is placed before them. A table is placed before them. A 

]DOXÑDQL� is placed before them. They put §DSDãD�’ s on the ]DOXÑDQL’ .  
 

It is possible that §DSDãD� denotes ‘dish’  (cf. HW2 Ï: 218), so ]DOXÑDQL� probably 
denotes a table or plate on which the dishes are placed. No further etymology.  
 
]DPD�Q�NXU� (n.) ‘beard’ : nom.-acc.sg. ]D�PD�NXU (KUB 30.10 ii 8 (OH/MS), 
KUB 31.127 i 11 (OH/NS)), ]D�PD�DQ�NXU (KBo 21.20 i 25 (NS), KUB 35.45 ii 
33 (NS)), ]D�PD�DQ�JXU (KUB 24.12 ii 21, iii 7, 34 (NS)). 
 Derivatives: ãDPDQNXUÓDQW� (adj.) ‘bearded’  (nom.pl.c. ãD�PD�DQ�NX�~U�ÑD�DQ�
WH�Hã (KBo 3.8 iii 25 (NH)), acc.pl.c. [ãD�P]D�DQ�NX�~U�ÑD�GX�Xã (KBo 3.8 iii 7 
(NH))). 
 IE cognates: Skt. Pi UX� ‘beard’ , Arm. PDZURZ�Nµ ‘beard’ , Lith. VPmNUDV� 
VPDNUj ‘chin’ , Alb. PMHNsU ‘chin, beard’ . 
  PIE *VPy��XU 
  
It is remarkable that all attestations with �Q� are found in NS texts (including the 
derivative ãDPDQNXUÑDQW�), whereas the variant ]D�PD�NXU (attested twice, so it 
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cannot be disregarded as a form to be emended to ]D�PD�½DQ�¾NXU) is attested in a 
MH/MS and an OH/NS text. Does this indicate that the original form was 
]DPDNXU in which a nasal was inserted in NH times only? If so, then it would 
explain the fact that all IE cognates lack a nasal (Skt. Pi UX�,�Arm. PDZURZ�Nµ 
‘beard’  etc. < *VPy��UX�).  
 The other IE languages show a preform *VPy��UX�,�whereas Hittite points to 
*VPy��XU (note that if ]D�PD�NXU is the original form, it shows lenition of *� to 
Hitt. single �N� due to the preceding *y, cf. § 1.4.1). This indicates that the PIE 
form *VPy��XU only after the split-off of Anatolian was metathesized to *VPR�UX.  
 The word ]DPD�Q�NXU is consistently spelled with ]D�,�whereas the derivative 
ãDPDQNXUÑDQW� is spelled with ãD�. The origin of this ]� has been debated. E.g. 
Oettinger (1994: 322) argues that we are dealing with a sporadic development of 
*V > ] in a nasal environment. This is quite DG KRF, however, and does not explain 
the ã� in ãDPDQNXUÑDQW�. The only other case where initial *V� ends up as Hitt. ]� 
is in ]DNNDU ‘faeces’ , which has an oblique stem ãDNQ� with ã� (see at ãDNNDU, 
]DNNDU � ãDNQ�). In my view, it is remarkable that in both ]DPD�Q�NXU and ]DNNDU 
only the nom.-acc.sg.n.-form shows ]� and not the oblique stem or derivatives. I 
therefore want to propose that the development *V� > ]� is due to a false analysis 
of the syntagms *WRG VPy�XU and *WRG V�fU (or whatever preceding pronoun) as 
*WRG 

O VPy�XU and *WRG 
O V�fU respectively. Note that this only happened when we 

are dealing with *V&� (cf. ãDNNDU < *VR�U, but also e.g. ãD§§DQ ‘corvée’  < *VpK P Q, 
ã NDQ ‘oil’  < *Vy Q�R S T U Q, etc.).  
 
]DPQD�L��(unclear) ‘?’ : case? ]D�DP�QL�ãD�DQ (KBo 3.8 iii 11), ]D�DP�QD�Dã (KBo 
3.8 iii 29). 
  
These words occur in the following contexts only:  

 
KBo 3.8 iii  
(10)           ...   ~�OL�SD�QD�DQ SiU�JD�X�H�L  
(11) §D�PL�LN�WD UR.MAÏ ]D�DP�QL�ãD�DQ  
(12) §D�PL�LN�WD  
 
‘He tied the XOLSD� on the high (place), he tied the lion ]DPQLãDQ’ ,  
 

besides  
 
ibid.  
(28)                                 ...    ~�OL�LS�]D�D�Q� ã�ãD�DQ  
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(29) [SiU�JD�X�]H OD�D�DG�GD�DW UR.MAÏ ]D�DP�QD�Dã OD�D�DW�WD�DW  
 
‘He released the XOLS]D� on the high (place), he released the lion ]DPQDã’ .  
 

It is not clear what case-forms the two words represent nor what they mean.  
 
���� ]DPPXUDH�B C  (Ic2) ‘to insult, to slander’ : 3sg.pres.act. ]D�DP�PX�UD�D�H]�]L 
(KUB 14.1 i 38 (MH/MS), KUB 13.20 i 27 (MH/NS)), ]D�DP�PX�UD�H[]�]L] (KBo 
16.25 iv 27 (MH/MS)), []D�D]P�PX�UD�H�H]�]L (KBo 8.35 i 25 (MH/MS)), 
3pl.pres.act. ]D�DP�PX�UD�D�DQ�]L (KUB 23.72 rev. 26 (MH/MS)), 1sg.pret.act. > 
]D�PX�UD�QX�XQ (KUB 19.23 obv. 3), 1pl.pret.act. ]D�DP�PX�UD�X�H�HQ, ]D�DP�
PX�UD�D�X�H�HQ, 1sg.imp.act. ]D�DP�PX�UD�DO�OX (KUB 36.85, 7); inf.I ]D�DP�PX�
UD�X�ÑD�DQ�]L. 
 Anat. cognates: CLuw. ]DPPXUDL� (n.) ‘insult, slander’  (nom.-acc.sg. ]D½�DP¾�
PX�UD�L), ]DPPXUDWW�L�� (c.) ‘insult, slander’  (dat.-loc.sg. � ]D�DP�PX�UD�DW�WL). 
  
This verb is attested from MH times onwards. It clearly belongs to the §DWUDH�
class, which consists of denominative verbs derived of *R-stem nouns. In this 
case, the verb probably is derived from a noun *]DPPXUD�. A few times the verb 
is preceded by a gloss wedge, which can indicate a foreign origin.  
 A nominal stem ]DPPXUD� is attested in CLuwian, where we find the nouns 
]DPPXUDL� and ]DPPXUDWW�,�both meaning ‘insult, slander’ . It is therefore likely 
that the Hittite verb ]DPPXUDH� is built on a Luwian nominal stem ]DPPXUD� 
‘insult, slander’ . Further etymology of this form is unknown.  
 
]DQNLOD� C ���]DQNLO��(IIa1 ) ‘to fine, to punish’ : 3sg.pres.act. ]D�DQ�NL�OD�L (KBo 2.4 
l.edge 4 (NS)), 3pl.pres.act. ]D�DQ�NL�OD�DQ�]L (KUB 21.29 iii 33, KUB 23.123, 5, 
KUB 13.4 iv 10), 3pl.imp.act. ]D�DQ�NL�OD�D�DQ�GX (KUB 9.15 ii 22 (NS)). 
 Derivatives: ]DQNLODWDU���]DQNLODQQ� (n.) ‘penalty, fine’  (nom.-acc.sg. ]D�DQ�NL�
OD�WDU, dat.-loc.sg. ]D�DQ�NL�OD�DQ�QL (KUB 5.5 iv 15), nom.-acc.pl. ]D�DQ�NL�OD�
WDU V I.A (KUB 5.6 ii 48), ]D�DQ�NL�OD�WDU�UL V I.A (KUB 5.6 iii 34)). 
  PIE *VK P QN�L + *O�R�K W � ?? 
  
This verb on the one hand shows the WDUQ�D��inflection in 3sg.pres.act. ]DQNLODL 
and on the other the §DWUDH�class inflection in 3pl.imp.act. ]DQNLO QGX. The 
3pl.pres.act.-forms ]DQNLODQ]L can belong to both. Since both inflections are 
productive in NH times, we cannot decide what the original inflection was. 
Nevertheless, it is not likely that the §DWUDH-class inflection is original, since verbs 
of this class do not show secondary influence by the WDUQ�D��class. Therefore, 
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Oettinger’ s citation (1979a: 34) of this verb as ]DQNLODH� is incorrect. Rieken 
(1999a: 480, following Eichner 1973a: 9878) assumes that “ ]DQNLODH�”  is derived 
from an �LO�stem noun *]DQNLO�,�but this is then equally incorrect.  
 I am wondering to what extent we can compare the inflection of ]DQNLOD� X  to O � X  
� O� ‘to let go’  and assume an old univerbation of a noun *]DQNL + O L � ODQ]L. 
Oettinger (1979a: 15240) suggests as a root etymology a connection with Lat. 
VDQFL  ‘to make holy, inviolable’  and VDFU PHQWXP ‘security, deposit’ , which 
words probably reflect *VK P QN� and *VK P N� (cf. Schrijver 1991: 97). If this root 
etymology is correct, we have to interpret *]DQNL as an old dat.-loc.sg. of a noun 
*]DQN� that reflects *VK P QN�. The original meaning of the verb then may have been 
something like ‘to let go into security’ . Nevertheless, the formal side of this 
etymology, namely the development of initial *V� into Hitt. ]�,�is highly dubious. 
Oettinger (l.c.) assumes that “ V > ] im Anlaut in Nachbarschaft von Q” , but his 
examples in favour of this development, ]HQD� and ]DPDQNXU, to which he adds 
]DNNDU, ]DSQX�Y X , ]DOXJQX�Y X  and ]LQQL�Y X  � ]LQQ� in 1994: 323-4, have to be 
explained otherwise (see their respective lemmas).  
 
]DQX�Z [  ‘to cook (trans.)’ : see ] � \ S ] X U  � ]�  
 
]DQX�Z [ �‘to make cross’ : see ]DL� X  � ]L�  
 
]DSSLªH�D�Z [  (Ic1) ‘(act.) to drop, to drip; (midd.) to leak’ : 3sg.pres.act. ]D�DS�St�¨D�
]L (KUB 9.15+39.52 iii 29, 30), 3pl.pret.act. ]D�DS�St�H�HU (KUB 48.7 iii 3, 12), 
]D�DS�St�L�H�HU (KUB 48.7 iii 8), 3sg.pres.midd. ]D�DS�St�¨D�DW�WD (KBo 3.23 i 11, 
KUB 13.2 ii 38), ]D�DS�St�¨D�DW�WD�UL (KUB 31.86 ii 18, KUB 31.89 ii 7); impf. 
]D�DS�St�Lã�NH�H]�]L (KUB 30.10 ii 15). 
 Derivatives: ]DSSL� ‘leak’  (abl. ]D�DS�St�¨D�D] (KUB 9.15 iii 8, 13)), ]DSQX�Z [  
(Ib2) ‘to sprinkle’  (3sg.pres.act. ]D�DS�SD�QX�X]�]L (KBo 5.2 i 51, KUB 7.1 i 28, 
KBo 39.156 iii 16’ ’ ), ]D�DS�QX�X]�]L (KUB 39.71 i 28, KUB 9.6 i 38), 
3pl.pres.act. ]D�DS�SD�QX�ÑD�DQ�]L; impf. ]D�DS�SD�QX�Xã�NH�ãL (HKM 10 rev. 31 
(MH/MS))). 
  
Oettinger (1979a: 528) suggests to connect ]DSSL¨H�D� with ModHG 6DIW ‘juice’ , 
but this word rather belongs rather with Lat. VDSL  ‘to have taste, to know’  < 
*V+S� (cf. Schrijver 1991: 93-4), which makes a connection with ]DSSL¨H�D�Y X  
highly unlikely. Moreover, the formal side is difficult, because *V� does not 
normally yield Hitt. ]�. Note that Oettinger (1994: 321f.) tries to fix this problem 
by posing a sporadic development by which initial *V� can yield Hitt. ]�,�namely 
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through “ Fernassimilation durch Nasal” . In this case, ]� must then have originated 
in the causative ]DSQX�Y X . All other examples that Oettinger adduces in favour of 
this development, ]DNNDU, ]DOXJQX�Y X , ]DPDQNXU, ]DQNLOD� X  � ]DQNLO�,� ]HQD�,� and 
]LQQL�Y X  � ]LQQ�,� must be explained otherwise, however (see their respective 
lemmas).  
 Mechanically, ]DSSL¨H�D� should be reconstructed as *WLRS�¨H�R�,�which in my 
view could easily be onomatopoetic (cf. e.g. ModEng. GULS).  
 

��]DUãLªD��(c.) ‘safeconduct, warranty’ : acc.sg. � ]D�DU�ãL�¨D�DQ (KUB 14.3 ii 61), 
gen.sg. � ]D�DU�ãL�¨D�Dã (KUB 14.3 ii 62), dat.-loc.sg. � ]D�DU�ãL�¨D (KUB 14.3 ii 
64). 
  
This word is consistently written with a gloss wedge, which points to a foreign 
(Luwian?) origin. No further etymology.  
 
]DU]XU��(n.) ‘concoction’ : nom.-acc.sg. ]D�DU�]X�~U (KUB 42.107 iii 13 (OH/NS)), 
]D�DU�]X�X�XU (KUB 31.57 iv 18 (OH/NS)), ]D�DU�]X�~�~U (KUB 34.89 obv. 6 
(OH?/MS)), []D�D]U�]X�~U (KUB 34.89 obv. 1 (OH?/MS)). 
  
This noun is treated by Rieken (1999a: 359) who convincingly assumes that it 
means ‘concoction’ . She argues that the word is of Luwian origin, because of the 
occurance of ] before dark vowels. This is not imperative however (cf. ] §� X  � 
]D§§�,�]DO§ L� and ]DOXNQX�Y X ). Rieken suggests a connection with the root *�HUK P � 
‘to mix’  and unconvincingly reconstructs *�RUK P ���K P , with loss of the first 
laryngeal in R�grade form and of the second one in Auslaut, and with 
syllabification of *� to �XU as supposedly in Luw. JXUWD� < *� T �G T �R� and HLuw. 
]XUD�LQ� ‘horn’  < *��Q�. I can offer no alternative, however.  
 
]Dã©DL�: see WHã§D�  
 
]DãJDUDLã� �� ]DãJDULãã�� (n.) ‘anus’ : nom.sg. ]D�Dã�JD�UD�Lã (KBo 17.61 rev. 14 
(MH/MS)), dat.-loc.sg. ]D�Dã�JD�UL�Lã�ãL (KBo 17.61 rev. 14 (MH/MS)). 
  PIE *VN U + *K W HK ^ �HV� 
  
This word clearly is a compound of ]DNNDU ‘dung’  (see ãDNNDU, ]DNNDU � ãDNQ�) 
and DLã� � Lãã� ‘mouth’  (q.v.). See there for further etymological considerations.  
 _ `	a b�c

] X�(n.): nom.-acc.sg. ]D�D�X. 
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This word occurs quite often in rituals and probably denotes some kind of 
container, vessel or plate. It is usually accompanied with the adjective 
KÙ.BABBAR ‘silver’  or GUŠKIN ‘gold’ . Once we find an attestation where ] X 
bears the determinative GIŠ ‘wood’  (KUB 59.19 v 7: GIŠ]D�D�X KÙ.BABBAR), 
which might indicate that in principle a ] X is made of wood, but that in rituals 
silver or golden ones were used. Note that the word is consistently spelled �D�X, 
which is remarkable. The only other instance of a spelling °D�X is ãL�L�Lã�§D�X 
‘sweat’  (q.v.): in all other cases we find °D�~. If this spelling is to be interpreted 
as /ts R���LW�LV�OLNHO\�WKDW�WKH�ZRUG�LV�QRW�RI�,(�RULJLQ�� 
 
]D]©DL�: see WHã§D�  
 
] � d e f [ g ���]��(IIIa) ‘to cook (intr.), to be cooked’ : 3sg.pres.midd. ]H�H�¨D (KBo 17.36 
ii 11 (OS)), ]p�H�D�UL (KUB 53.11 ii 6 (MS), KBo 5.1 i 29, 36 (MH/NS), KBo 
15.49 i 13 (MH/NS)), ]p�H�¨D�UL (KBo 8.91 i 6 (MS), KUB 32.49a iii 25, 33, 25, 
etc. (MH/MS)), ]p�D�UL (ABoT 20+ rev. 6 (MH/MS)), ]p�LD�UL (KUB 60.121 obv. 
7 (MS), KUB 2.6 v 8 (OH/NS), KUB 32.128 ii 27 (MH/NS), KUB 7.4, 13 (NS)), 
]H�¨D�UL (KUB 7.13 rev. 17 (NS)), []]p�L�H�UL (KBo 18.201 rev. 8 (NS)), 
3pl.pres.midd. ]p�¨D�DQ�WD (KBo 4.9 i 23 (NS)), 3pl.pres.act. ]p�H�D�DQ�WD�UL (Bo 
69/601 iii 4 (NS)); part. ]H�H�DQ�W� (OS), ]p�H�DQ�W� (OS), ]p�¨D�DQ�W�,�]p�H�¨D�DQ�W�,�
]H�¨D�DQ�W�. 
 Derivatives: ]DQX�Z [  (Ib2) ‘to cook (trans.)’  (3sg.pres.act. ]D�QX�X]�]L (OS), ]D�
QX�]L, 3pl.pres.act. ]D�QX�DQ�]L (OS), ]D�QX�ÑD�DQ�]L, 3sg.pret.act. ]D�QX�XW, 
3pl.pret.act. ]D�QX�HU; inf.I ]D�QX�PD�DQ�]L; impf. ]D�QX�Xã�NH�D�). 
  PIE *WLpK W �R, *WLK W �QHX� 
  
This verb is usally cited as ]H¨D�,�]HD� or ]L¨D�. This is misleading as �D� is not part 
of the stem but the 3sg.pres.midd.-ending. The one form []]p�L�H�UL (KBo 18.201 
rev. 8), which seems to indicate a stem ]H¨H� besides ]H¨D�,�is to be interpreted as 
]p�L�¨Dh �UL (cf. Melchert 1994a: 35). The verb is written with either the sign ZÉ or 
with ZI. The latter sign can also be read ]H, and therefore all attestations point to a 
stem ] �. In the causative ]DQX�Y X  (probably /tsnu-/), we find a stem ]�. I therefore 
cite the verb as ] � \ S ] X U  � ]�.  
 An ablaut ] � � ]� can only be explained if we assume a ‘preform’  *]HK W � � *]K W �. 
The origin of ]� is difficult, however, and opinions differ. For instance, Oettinger 
(1979a: 515) reconstructs *VHLK W � (Lat. VLQHUH ‘to let’ ), whereas Melchert (1994a: 
118) reconstructs *WHLK W i ^ � (Lat. W WLR ‘fire-brand’ ). LIV2 also reconstructs *WHLK W � 
but connects this with OIr. WLQDLG ‘to melt’ . All reconstructions seem unlikely to 
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me, as I do not see how *VHLK W � or *WHL+� would yield ]� (Melchert’ s assumption 
(l.c.) that *W assibilates before �HL� as well is totally DG KRF). In my view, only a 
preform *WLHK W � � *WLK W � would be able to explain the outcome ] � � ]� (note that 
*WLK W �QHX� probably phonetically became *W¨ K W �QHX�,� yielding Hitt. /ts QX-/, 
spelled ]DQX�,�which contrasts with *K W WL�QHX� > ]LQX� ‘to make cross’ ).  
 Within Hittite, a connection with ]LQQL�Y X  � ]LQQ� ‘to stop, to finish’  is likely on 
formal grounds as the latter verb probably reflects *WL�QH�K W �. This could mean 
that the middle ] � � ]� originally meant ‘to be brought to its end > to be cooked; 
to cook (intr.)’ . If this indeed is the semantical development displayed by ] � � ]�,�
one may wonder if connecting ] � � ]� with IE words like Lat. W WLR ‘fire-brand’  or 
OIr. WLQDLG ‘to melt’  makes much sense.  
 
]H�ª�D�: see ] � \ S ] X U  � ]�  
 
] QD��(gender unknown) ‘autumn’ : gen.sg. ]p�H�QD�Dã (KUB 38.32 rev. 21, IBoT 
2.93, 8, KBo 13.248 i 13), dat.-loc.sg. ]p�H�QL (often), ]p�QL. 
 Derivatives: ] QDQW� (c.) ‘autumn’  (nom.sg. ]p�QD�DQ�]D (KUB 21.11 rev. 4), 
gen.sg. ]p�H�QD�DQ�GD�Dã, ]p�H�QD�DQ�WD�Dã, ]p�QD�DQ�GD�Dã, dat.-loc.sg. ]p�H�QD�
DQ�WL) 
  PIE *WLpK W �QR� 
  
Friedrich (HW) cites this word as commune, giving a nom.sg. ]HQDã. I have not 
been able to find this form, however: all cases of ] QDã that I could find had to be 
interpreted as gen.sg. Just as we find §DPHã§DQW� ‘spring’  beside §DPHã§D� ‘id.’  
and JLPPDQW� ‘winter’  beside JLPP� ‘id.’ , we here find ] QDQW� beside ] QD�.  
 Oettinger (1979a: 15240) states that ] QD� reflects *VHQR� ‘year’ , showing a 
development *V� > ]� in nasal environment. He repeats this view in 1994: 323, 
adducing Lyc. �VQxL ‘year(?)’ . I am rather sceptical about this etymology as I do 
not think that such a phonetic development can be established for Hittite. 
Moreover, I find it semantically unlikely that a word ‘year’  would develop into 
‘autumn’ .  
 I would rather suggest a tie-in with ] � \ S ] X U  � ]� ‘to cook < *to bring to its end’  
and ]LQQL�Y X  � ]LQQ� ‘to stop, to finish’  and reconstruct *WLpK W �QR� ‘*the closening 
(season) > autumn’ .  
 
]HQQD���see ]LQQL�Y X  � ]LQQ�  
 
]HQQL���see ]LQQL�Y X  � ]LQQ�  
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�]HSD�: see at (f)WDJ Q]HSD�  
 
] UL�� (n.) ‘cup’  (Sum. DUGGAL): nom.-acc.sg. ]H�H�UL (KUB 17.3+ iv 31 (OS)), 
all.sg. ]H�H�UL�¨D (KBo 17.3+ iv 32, (OS)). 
 Derivatives: 

_ `	a b�c
]HULªDOOL� (n.) ‘cup-holder’  (nom.acc.sg. ]p�H�UL�¨D�DO�[OL] (KBo 

27.42 ii 29), ]p�UL�¨D�DO�OL (KBo 4.9 v 18), ][p�U]L�¨D�DO�OL (KUB 10.21 ii 7), GIŠ]H�
U[L�¨D�DO�OL (?)] (KBo 21.78 ii 1)), gen.sg. ]p�UL�¨D�DO�OL�Dã (KUB 42.87 v 16)), ]p�
UL�¨D�OL�¨D�Dã (KUB 55.54 obv. 32)). 
  PIE *WLpK W �UL� 
  
Although this word is attested in its phonetic form only twice (both in OS texts), 
its sumerogram DUGGAL is attested quite often. The sign ZI can be read ]L as well 
as ]H, so ZI�H�UL��� can be interpreted as ] UL� as is indicated as well by the 
spelling ]p�UL�¨D�DO�OL of the derivative.  
 Formally, the word could be a deverbative noun in �UL�,�like HãUL� ‘shape’ , HGUL� 
‘food’  and DXUL� ‘lookout’  from Hã�Y X  � Dã� ‘to be’ , HG�Y X  � DG� ‘to eat’  and DX� X  � X� 
‘to see’  respectively. In that case ] UL� would be derived of the verb ] � \ S ] X U  ‘to 
cook’ , which might make sense from a semantic point of view as well: ‘the 
cooking cup’ .  
 
�]L�(3sg.pres.act.-ending of the PL-flection) 
 Anat. cognates: Pal. �&�WL, �9�WWL, �9�WL (3sg.pres.act.-ending); CLuw. �&�WL, 
�9�WWL, �9�WL (3sg.pres.act.-ending); HLuw. �WL� = /-ti/ or /-di/, �UL = /-di/ 
(3sg.pres.act.-ending); Lyc. �WL, �GL (3sg.pres.act.-ending). 
  PAnat. *-WL 
 IE cognates: Skt. �WL, Gr. - , Lith. �WL, Lat. �W, Goth. �W. 
  PIE *-WL 
  
Although the bulk of the attestations the 3sg.pres.act.-ending of the PL-
conjugation show �]L, we occasionally find �]D as well: H�Hã�]D (KBo 6.2 iv 54 
(OS)), §DU�]D (KBo 9.73 obv. 12 (OS), KBo 24.9 i 5 (OH/MS)), Lã�WDU�QL�LN�]D 
(KBo 40.272, 5 (MS)), SX�Xã�]D (KBo 8.128 l.col. 3 (OH/NS), KUB 34.10, 6 
(fr.), 9 (OH/NS), KBo 13.36 rev. 4 (fr.), 7, 10, 13 (fr.) (OH/MS?)), ãDU�NX�H�H]�]D 
(KBo 25.196, 4 (OS); but interpretation not fully certain), [ãDU�QL�LN]-]D (KBo 6.2 
iv 55 (OS) // ãDU�QL�LN�]L (KBo 6.3 iv 54)), WD�UX�X§�]D (KUB 43.75 rev. 9 
(OH/NS)), ]D�OX�XN�QX�]D (KUB 26.17 i 9 (MH/MS)). These forms are clearly 
archaic and show that the original ending of the 3sg.pres.act. was �]D = /-ts/, to 
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which already in pre-Hittite times an extra �L was added in analogy to �PL, �ãL, 
�ÑHQL and �WW QL. In the other Anatolian languages, we find the ending /-ti/ as well 
as /-di/, the latter being the lenited variant.  
 These endings clearly belong with e.g. Skt. �WL, Gr. - , Lith. �WL, Lat. �W, Goth. �W, 
etc. < PIE *-WL.  
 
]LªD�: see ] � \ S ] X U  � ]�  
 
] N� �� WX� (pers.pron. 2sg.) ‘you (sg.)’ : nom.sg. ]L�L�LN (OS), ]L�LN (OS), ]L�J D 
(OS), acc.sg. WX�XN (MH/MS), gen.sg. WX�H�HO (OS), WX�H�O D (OS), WX�HO 
(MH/MS), dat.-loc.sg. WX�XN (MH/MS), abl. WX�H�GD�D], WX�H�WD�D]. 
 Derivatives: ]LNLOD ‘you yourself’  (]L�NL�OD (MH/MS)). 
 Anat. cognates: Pal. W � �� W  ‘you (sg.)’  (nom.sg. WL�L, WL , acc.-dat.sg. WX�~); 
CLuw. W  ‘you (sg.)’  (nom.sg. WL�L, WL�L�L §�§D, WL�L §�§D); HLuw. WL���WX ‘you (sg.)’  
(nom.sg. WL KD ZD�L ]D (ASSUR letter J §52), dat.-loc.sg. WX�X (ASSUR letter I 
§16), abl.-instr. WX�ZD�L�UL�L (ASSUR letter I §10)). 
  PAnat. *W  � *WX� 
 IE cognates: Skt. WYiP, acc. WYaP, GAv. WXX ¯ P, acc. P, TochB WXZH, TochA 
WX, Gr. , Dor. ��/DW��W , Goth. ìX, Lith. W�, OCS W\. 
  PIE *WLK W , *WX� 
  
See chapter 2.1  for a detailed treatment of these forms.  
 
]LN�N�H�D�Z [ , impf. of GDL� X  � WL� (q.v.)  
 
]LQQD�: see ]LQQL�Y X  � ]LQQ�  
 
]LQDLO��(n.) a food-stuff: nom.-acc.sg. ]L�QD�D�LO (Bo 3123 iv 6 (OS), KUB 42.107 
iii? 11 (OH/NS)), ]L�QD�LO (KBo 11.41 i 8 (OH/NS)), []]L�HQ�QD�HO (IBoT 2.93 rev. 
14 (OH/NS)). 
  
See Rieken 1999a: 488f. for attestations and interpretation of this word. She 
convincingly argues that the word is of Hattic origin. The NS form []]L�HQ�QD�HO 
may show lowering of OH /i/ to NH /e/ before �Q� (cf. § 1.4.8.1.d) as well as 
fortition of OH intervocalic /n/ to NH /N/ (cf. § 1.4.7.2.e).  
 
]LQDNNL��(c.) a plant(-product): nom.sg. ]L�QD�DN�NL�Lã (KUB 7.53 + KUB 12.58 i 
47). 
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The word occurs only once, in a list of ingredients for cultic matters. Its meaning 
is unclear and therefore no etymology.  
 
]LQQL�Z [ ���]LQQ� (Ia1 > IIa1 ) ‘(act.) to stop, to finish, to be ready with; to destroy; 
(midd.) to go to the end’ : 1sg.pres.act. ]L�LQ�QD�D§�§L (KBo 15.25 obv. 12 
(MH/NS)), 2sg.pres.act. ]L�LQ�QL�ãL (KUB 29.1 i 5 (OH/NS)), 3sg.pres.act. ]L�LQ�
QL�][L] (KBo 20.10 + 25.59 i 5 (OS), []L�L]Q�QL�L[]�]L] (KUB 60.41 rev. 19 (OS)), 
]L�LQ�QL�L]�]L (MH/NS, NH), ]H�HQ�QL�L]�]L (NH), ]L�LQ�QD�D�L (NH), ]L�LQ�QD�L 
(NH), ]H�HQ�QD�L (NH), 1pl.pres.act. []]L�LQ�QD�~�H�QL (KBo 17.25 ii 2 (OS)), ]L�LQ�
QX�XP�PH�H�QL (KUB 13.35+ iv 3 (NS)), 2pl.pres.act. ]H�HQ�QD�DW�WH�QL (KUB 
43.22 iv 15 (NS)), 3pl.pres.act. ]L�LQ�QD�DQ�]L (OS), ]H�HQ�QD�DQ�]L (NH), 
1sg.pret.act. ]L�LQ�QL�QX�XQ (NH, Oettinger 1979a: 311), ]L�LQ�QD�D§�§X�XQ (NH), 
]H�HQ�QD�D§�§X�XQ (NH), 2sg.pret.act. ]L�LQ�QL�LW (KBo 3.21 ii 2 (OH or MH/NS), 
3sg.pret.act. ]L�LQ�QL�LW (MH/NS, NH), ]H�HQ�QL�LW (NH), 3pl.pret.act. ]L�LQ�QL�HU 
(KUB 29.54 iv 12 (MH/MS)), 3sg.imp.act. ]H�HQ�QL�Hã�GX (Bo 2968 obv.? 10), ]L�
LQ�QD�D�~ (KBo 4.4 ii 13 (NH)), 2pl.imp.act. ]L�LQ�QD�DW�WpQ (HKM 72 obv. 15 
(MH/MS), KUB 31.64 iii 20 (OH/NS)); 3sg.pres.midd. ]L�LQ�QD�DW�WD�UL (NH), ]H�
HQ�QD�DW�WD�UL (NH), 3pl.pres.midd. ]L�LQ�QD�DQ�WD�UL (IBoT 1.36 iii 51 (OH/MS), 
NH), 3sg.pret.midd. ]L�LQ�QD�DW�WD�DW (HKM 80 obv. 8 (MH/MS), NH); part. ]L�LQ�
QD�DQ�W�,� ]H�HQ�QD�DQ�W�; verb.noun ]L�LQ�QX[-PDU] (cf. Oettinger 1979a: 312); 
inf.I ]L�LQ�QL�X�DQ[-]L] (KUB 34.9, 4 (OH/NS)); impf. ]L�LQ�QL�Lã�NH�D� (NH). 
  PIE *WL�QH�K W �,�*WL�Q�K W � 
  
In the older texts, this verb is consistently spelled ]L�LQ�. Only in NH times, we 
find spellings with ]H�HQ�, which is due to the lowering of OH /i/ to NH /e/ before 
�Q� (cf. § 1.4.8.1.d). The older attestations show an ablaut between ]LQQL� (]LQQLãL, 
]LQQL]]L) in the singular and ]LQQ� (]LQQDQ]L) in the plural. Already in OS we find 
that, on the basis of the analysis of ]LQQDQ]L as ]LQQD�Q]L, that the stem ]LQQD� 
becomes productive, giving e.g. 1pl. ]LQQDÑHQL (OS), instead of the more original 
]LQQXPP QL (although the latter form is found in a NS text only). From MH/NS 
onwards, we find WDUQ�D��class inflected forms like ]LQQD§§L and ]LQQ L.  
 The ablaut found in the oldest forms, ]LQQL�Y X  � ]LQQ� is only explicable if we 
assume *°&HK W � / *�&K W � (thus Oettinger 1979a: 152). Melchert (1984a: 114) 
correctly remarks that despite this attractive interpretation, the verb is consistently 
spelled ]L�LQ�QL� instead of expected *]L�LQ�QH�. Therefore, Melchert states that the 
verb cannot be cited as ]LQQH� (as e.g. Oettinger does) but must be rendered ]LQQL� 
“ whatever the explanation of the L vocalism”  (l.c.). Perhaps we are dealing with 
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some kind of raising of *]LQQ ]L to ]LQQL]L because of the phonetic environment 
(cf. § 1.4.9.1).  
 Oettinger (1979a: 152) gives two possible reconstructions for this verb, namely 
*WLQHK W � and *VLQHK W �. He favours the latter, because of a possible connection with 
Lat. VLQHUH ‘to allow, to let, to permit’ . I do not understand the semantic 
connection, however. A meaning ‘to allow, to permit’  is quite something else 
than ‘to stop, to finish, to be ready with’ : the meanings are rather opposites. Also 
formally, the connection is problematic as I do not think that VLQHK W � would yield 
]L�: there are many Hittite words starting in ãL� < *VL�,� also when containing 
nasals.  
 In my view, we therefore rather reconstruct *WLQpK W �WL, WLQK W �pQWL. These forms 
would regularly yield pre-Hitt. *]LQ ]L � ]LQQDQ]L, after which the �QQ� of the 
plural was generalized throughout the paradigm and the � � of the singular was 
raised to �L�.  
 I would suggest that the root *WLHK W � is the same as the one visible in ] � \ S ] X U  � ]� 
‘to cook (intr.), to be cooked’ , which therefore must be interpreted as originally 
denoting ‘to be brought to its end’ . This would indicate that of the root *WLHK W � the 
meaning ‘to end, to finish’  is primary, and not ‘to cook’ , which makes a tie-in 
with OIr. WLQDLG ‘to melt’  (cf. at ] � \ S ] X U ) less likely.  
 Note that in *WL�Q�HK W � the W is assibilated with retention of the �L� (so also ]LQX�Y X  
‘to make cross’  < *K W W�L�QHX�), which contrasts with ]DQX�Y X  ‘to make cook’  < 
*WLK W �QHX�.  
 jlk$m$kon

]LQWX©L�� (c.) ‘girl’  (Sum. MUNUSKI.SIKIL): gen.sg.(?) ]L�LQ�WX�§L�¨D�[Dã?], 
nom.pl. ]L�LQ�WX�§L�H�Hã (OS), ]L�LQ�WX�§L�Hã (OS), ]L�LQ�WX�§L�L�H�Hã, ]L�WX�§L�L�
H�[Hã], gen.pl. ]L�LQ�WX�§L�¨D�Dã. 
  
According to Friedrich (HW, Erg. 3: 38), MUNUS]LQWX§L� alternates with 
MUNUSKI.SIKIL in parallel texts, which would determine its meaning as ‘girl’ . 
The word probably is of foreign (Hattic?) origin, which can be seen by the 
occurrence of the single �§� which is hard to explain from an IE point of view.  
 
]LQX�Z [ �‘to make cross’ : see ]DL� X  � ]L�� 
 
]LQQXN ‘?’ : ]L�LQ�QX�XN (VBoT 1, 26) 
  
This word occurs only once, in the first Arzawa-letter:  

 
VBoT 1  
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(25)           ...  Lã�WD�PD�Dã�ãX�XQ  
(26) ]L�LQ�QX�XN §X�X�PD�DQ�GD  
 
‘I heard everything ]LQQXN’ .  
 

We know that this letter is written by an Egyptian person, which might explain 
the aberrantness of this form. It could perhaps be built on the verb ]LQQL�Y X  � ]LQQ� 
‘to be finished’ , and then mean something like ‘I heard that everything is 
finished’ . This is quite speculative, though.  
 
]LSD���see ãLSD�,�]LSD�  
 
�]LSD�: see at (f)WDJ Q]HSD�  
 
]LSDW,�]LSDWWDQ�Q�L�(uninfl.) a small measure unit, especially for food: ]L�SiW (OS), 
]L�SiW�WD�DQ�QL (OS). ]L�SiG�GD�QL (OS) 
  
The exact meaning of these words is not clear. Like many other measure units, 
they probably are of a foreign origin.  
 
]L]]D©L�� (c.) Hurrian term, denoting some ritual beverage: acc.sg. ]L�L]�]D�§L�LQ 
(KUB 15.1 i 17). 
  
The word occurs in Hurrian texts quite often. Only once we find it in a Hittite 
text:  

 
KUB 15.1 i  
(15)                                                                   ...  dÏp�SiW ÑD  
(16) PH�PL�Lã�NH�H]�]L ,[-1$] KUR URUGIDRU�WL ÑD PX  
(17) ]L�L]�]D�§L�LQ L�¨[D�DQ�G]X ,1$ KUR 0X�NLã PD ÑD PX  
(18) GEŠTIN L�¨D�DQ�GX  
 
‘Ïepat says: In Ïatti they have to make ]L]]D§L� for me, but in Mukiš they have 

to make wine for me’ .  
 

It clearly denotes some kind of beverage.  
 In Friedrich HW Erg. 3: 38, this form is mistakenly regarded as a variant of 
]L]]X§L� (vessel for wine). It clearly is of Hurrian origin.  
 
]L]]LSDQWL�

n�p	q
�(c.) a herb: nom.sg. ]L�L]�]L�SD�DQ�WL�Lã (KBo 13.248 i 11). 
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The word occurs only once in a list of herbs. Its exact meaning is unknown and 
therefore no etymology.  
 r
]X©UL�: see X]X§UL�  

 

��] ÓD��(c.) ‘bread, food’  (Sum. NINDA): nom.sg. NINDA�Dã (KUB 3.105 i 2), 
acc.sg. � ]X�X�ÑD�DQ (KUB 36.5 i 4, KUB 13.4 iv 67, 71, KUB 13.4 ii 20, KUB 
13.6 ii 8), ]X�X�ÑD�DQ (KUB 41.25 obv. 7), gen.sg./dat.-loc.pl. � ]X�X�ÑD�Dã (KUB 
13.17 iv 34). 
 Derivatives: see ]XÑDH�Y X . 
  
See Otten (1971b: 14) for an extensive treatment. In KUB 36.5 i 4 we find 
KAxU�Dã � ] ÑDQ as a parallel of KUB 33.112+ iii 9 NINDA�DQ KAxU�L, which 
indicates that � ] ÑD� is the word behind NINDA. The almost consistent use of 
gloss wedges with this word indicates foreign (Luwian?) origin. Unfortunately no 
further etymology.  
 
]XÓDH�Z [ �(Ic2) ‘?’ : 3sg.pres.act. ]X�ÑD�D�L]�]L (KBo 12.89 iii 8), 3sg.pret.act. ]X�ÑD�
D�LW (KBo 12.89 iii 17). 
  
This verb occurs twice in one context only:  

 
KBo 12.89 iii  
  (8) [                         .W]~§�§X�LQ ]X�ÑD�D�L]�]L  
  (9) [                         -]WL WL�ÑD�GD�QL�LQ�WL Q D�Dã�WD d.DP�UX�ãL�SD�Dã  
(10) [                            ][ D�Xã�WD L�QL PD ÑD NX�LW  
   
(11) [                         ���Q]D?�Xã EZEN4�DQ L�H�HW QX ÑD�D ] GAL-OD�PX�Xã  
(12) [DINGIRMEŠ�Xã NDO�O]L�Lã�WD QX ÑD�D ] D�PL�¨D�DQ�GX�Xã DINGIRMEŠ�PX�Xã  
(13) [NDO�OL�Lã�WD              ]x�D] ãX�XS�SD�Xã TI8

MUŠEN. s I.A NDO�OL�Hã�WD  
   
(14) [                          -W]D�DQ Ò�8/ D�Dã�WD QX ÑD�U D�DW ]D�DQ $�1$ SD�[[..]  
(15) [                            ][ NiQ DU�§D ~�ÑD�DQ�]L QX ÑD�D ã�PD�Dã §X�ÑD�DQ�]D  

(16) [                            ][�DQ�]L QX ÑD�D ã�PD�Dã W~§�§X�L�Lã  
   
(17) [                            ][ W~§�§X�LQ ]X�ÑD�D�LW  
 
‘He ].-s smoke. [.....] they curse. And Kamrušipa [....] looked: ‘What is this?. 

[......] (s)he went to the festival and [call]ed upon the big [gods] and [called 

upon] the small gods and [....] called upon the pure eagles. [....] was not there 
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and [......] it. They come and the wind [....] them. They [....] and the smoke (...) 

them. [...] he ].-ed smoke’ .  
 

It is quite unclear what the context refers to. The only thing that is clear, is that 
]XÑDH� has WX§§XÑDL� � WX§§XL� ‘smoke’  as its object. An exact meaning is beyond 
our grasp.  
 Formally, the verb belongs to the §DWUDH�class, which consists of denominative 
verbs derived from *R-stem nouns. In this case, ]XÑDH� seems to derived from a 
noun *]XÑD�. It is unclear whether this *]XÑD� can be equated with ��� ] ÑD� 
‘bread, food’  (q.v.). If so, then ]XÑDH� should mean something like ‘to eat’  or 
similar, but this is highly speculative, of course.  
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